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REGULATION OF RAILWAY RATES.

fiEAEINfiS BEFORE THE COMMITTEE ON INTERSTATE COMMERCE,

UNITED STATES SENATE.

Thursdat, May 18, 1905.

Committee met pursuant to adjournment.
Present: Senators Elkins (chairman), CuUom, Kean, DoUiver,

Clapp, and Newlands.
The chairman stated that he had received a message from Senator

Foraker to the effect that he will be unable to be present to-day, as

he is confined to his home by illness.

STATEMENT OF MB. CHABLES B. SMITH.

Senator Kean. Please state your name, residence, and occupation.

Mr. Smith. My name is Charles R. Smith ; Menosha, Wis. ; I am
a manufacturer of wooden ware.

Senator Ejean. What is the extent of your business ?

Mr. Smith. I looked it up a few days before I left, and I found
that we have paid freight to the amount of $175,000 per year.

Senator Kean. What roads?
Mr. Smith. The Chicago and Northwestern, the Wisconsin Cen-

tral, and the Chicago, Milwaukee and St. Paul.
Senator Kean. You may make such statement as you wish.
Mr. Smith. We are perfectly satisfied, so far as shippers are con-

cerned, with the interstate-commerce law as it is ; it is all right.

Senator Kean. You have no complaint to make?
Mr. Smith. We have already made a complaint against the Com-

mission ; have one now pending.
Senator Kean. What is the complaint ?

Mr. Smith. It was to get a rate on wooden ware west bound the
same as given from Pacific terminals east bound.

Senator Kean. You have made that complaint to the Commission.
Do you think you are going to get the remedy you want in that
direction ?

Mr. Smith. Yes, sir; we are perfectly satisfied, after looking up
the matter thoroughly.

Senator Kean. You will be perfectly satisfied whatever their deci-

sion may be ?

Mr. Smith. If it is not decided in our favor we will appeal the case

to the circuit court.

Senator Kean. Do you know anything about rebates at present ?

Mr. Smith. Nothing whatever.
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Senator Kean. Did you ever receive any rebate ?

Mr. Smith. Yes, sir ; before the interstate-commerce law went into

effect.

Senator Kean. Is there anything else you desire to state?

Mr. Smith. I will answer any questions that you like to ask, if I
can.

Senator Kean. If there is anything you desire to say we should be

_
glad to have it.

Mr. Smith. If the present law is enforced it is adequate, so far

as discriminations are concerned. If the rate-making power is given
to the Interstate Commerce Commission it might do away with the

advantages of location. If the Commission had the power to make
rates, the commercial relations of the country would be disturbed,
because every locality would be clamoring for better rates. The
making of rates is now brought about mainly by competition between
railroads and localities. If the rates could be named by the Com-
mission this competition would be largely eliminated.

Senator Kean. Is the view you have expressed the view of ship-
pers generally in your part of the country ?

Mr. Smith. I think it is; especially in Wisconsin, where tha
present governor is now agitating legislation.

Senator KIban. You dread a fixed rate to be made by the Interstate
Commerce Commission?
Mr. Smith. Yes, sir.

Senator Kjian. You think it would interfere with your business ?

Mr. Smith. I think it would iaterfere very largely with business
in general.

Senator Kean. You prefer that the railroads should be the origi-
nators of the rates ?

Mr. Smith. Yes, sir.

Senator Kean. And continue?
Mr. Smith. And continue to do so.*

STATEMENT OF MR. B. B. SHAFFIELD.

Senator Kjian. Please state your name and residence.
Mr. Shaffield. My name is B. B. Shaffield ; Faribault, Minn.
Senator Kean. What is your business ?

Mr. Shaffield. Milling and elevator business.
Senator EIean. What have you to say as to the extent of your

business?

Mr. Shaffield. We handle about 5,000,000 bushels of wheat
yearly—^grinding about that quantity.

Senator Kean. Five million bushels is a large quantity.
Mr. Shaffield. Yes, sir.

Senator Kean. Over what roads do you ship ?

Mr. Shaffield. Over the Milwaukee and St. Paul, the Eock Island
and the Great Western.

'

Senator Kjian. What have you to say as to rates?
Mr. Shaffieij}. I have yet to see a miller who wishes any change,

any more than to thoroughly enforce the laws now in force.
Senator Kean. You are satisfied with the interstate-commerce

law as it exists?

Mr. Shaffield. Yes, sir.
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Senator Kean. Have you made any complaint to the Interstate

Commerce Conimission ?

Mr. Shaffield. No, sir.

Senator Kean. You have had no occasion to do so?
Mr. Shaffield. No, sir ; the rates on flour, we believe, are about as

reasonable as can be made. The present rate from Minneapolis to

New York or from Faribault—which is the same thing—is 19J cents,

7J cents of which is from Minneapolis or Faribault to Chicago. We
consider that a very low rate.

As representing one of the outside millers, I might say that the
outside millers are getting full protection as compared with those

centrally located in the large milling groups, for instance.

Senator Kean. What is the rate to Liverpool ?

Mr. Shaffield. The rate to Liverpool at the present time is about
21 or 22 cents, depending on the ocean rate from Minneapolis to

Liverpool.
Senator Kj:an. You do not belong to any trusts or combinations ?

Mr. Shaffield. No, sir.

Senator EIean. Do you receive any rebates ?

Mr. Shaffield. Not since the interstate-commerce law was enacted.

Senator Kean. You are satisfied with the present conditions, and
would rather have the railroads fix the rate than the Interstate Com-
merce Commission ?

Mr. Shaffield. We believe the rate-making power should be left

in the hands of the railroads.

Senator Kean. What is the general opinion among the shippers in

your part of the country ?

Mr. Shaffield. As I say, I have yet to talk with any one in the
milling business—and I have talked with a great many—who wants
to see the rate-making power fixed in the hands of the Commission.

Senator Kean. How about people in other business ?

Mr. Shaffield. I think, as a rule, shippers are opposed to fixing the
rate-making power in the hands of the Commission. I think there
might be possible exceptions to that, but very few.

Senator ICean. What reasons do they give for that opposition to
placing the rate-making power in the hands of the Commission ?

Mr. Shaffield. They believe that, under the present arrangement,
they can get quicker action ; that in case of emergencies they can get
attended to more promptly than they could be by the Commission,
and such emergencies are constantly arising. I might instance a
case in my own business three or four years ago. The wheat supply
was partly exhausted in the Northwest during the months of July
and August. I went to the Great Western and laid our position
before them, and they gave us a milling-and-transit rate of 12^ cents
a hundred from Kansas City via Faribault down to Chicago. You
realize that that is a very low rate. By going to the railroad and
explaining the case they could see it instantly, whereas, if we had
had to take that case before the Commission we could not have got
action of any sort until the trouble had gone by.

Senator Kean. Evidently the railroads tKought it was to their
interest to keep the mills in your part of the country going, and so
they gave you a rate hy which you could still keep your mills running.
Mr. Shaffield. It is the present policy of the railroads in the

Noithwest to encourage manufacturers along their own lines of road,
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SO as to avoid the centralizing of industries. One thing that brings

this about largely is the milling-and-transit arrangement, which we
are afraid we might lose under such a body as the Interstate Com-
merce Commission.

Senator Kean. You think that if the Interstate Commerce Com-
mission had the power to fix rates it would tend to centralize the

milling industry ?

Mr. SHArriELD. I think it would be centralized to a greater extent

than it now is. The Interstate Commerce Commission have already
decided that it is proper to allow a rate of 2 cents a hundred less on
wheat than on flour. That would be very detrimental to the inter-

est of our country, as anybody may see. It would build up our com-
petitor across the water and cripple the man on this side. This, I
may say, has been only in the last two or three years. The railroads

made the same rate on flour as on wheat.
Senator Kean. Notwithstanding the decision of the Commission?
Mr. SHAFFiEiiD. Notwithstanding the decision of the Commis-

sioners, who said that the railroads would be allowed to make a rate
of 2 cents a hundred lower on wheat than on flour.

Senator Kean. You are satisfied with the existing conditions?
Mr. Shaitield. Yes, sir.

Senator Kean. You are doing a prosperous business?
Mr. SHArriELD. Weil, that would be a leading question.
Senator Kean. Have you anything further to say?
Mr. Shaffield. I do not think, of anything further.
Senator Kean. We are much obliged to you.

STATEMENT OF MR. HERBERT BRADLEY.

Senator Kean. You may state your name and occupation, if you
please.

Mr. Bbadley. My name is Herbert Bradley ; I am traffic manager
of the Millers' National Federation, my' office being at 58 William
street, New York.

Senator Kean. What is the Millers' National Federation?
Mr. Bradley. It is an association largely covering the entire mill-

ing business of the United States, its object being to secure the bet-
terment of the conditions surrounding the general question.

Senator Kean. How many members are in that association?
Mr. Bradley. About 1,000. I may state that I do not officially

represent the association. I appear solely on personal requests of a
number of millers who handle 100,000 barrels of flour daily in
other words, 200 cars per day—their business covering the States of
Ohio, Minnesota, the Dakotas, Kansas, Nebraska, Kentucky, and
Pennsylvania.
The federation has not taken official action on this matter, because

they have not had any meeting; but I have no doubt they will take
action at their next meeting.
Senator Kean. The question of giving increased powers to the

Interstate Commerce Commission has not been of sufficient import-
ance to call a meeting of your federation ?

Mr. Bradley. I have no doubt that the question will be brought up
at the next meeting, June 7 to 9. So far as the millers in that ^dera-
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tion are concerned—and I think I know a very large number of
them—they have expressed themselves as against giving any increased
power to the Commission.

Senator Kean. Have you any complaint to make before the Com-
mission ?

Mr. Bradley. No, sir. The only complaint we made was the one
Mr. Shaffield spoke about, which was made six or seven years ago.

The Commission then gave that decision, which the railroads ignored.
In the past, and up to the time of that meeting with the Commis-
sion, when we had that conference with them, we had a number of
complaints against the conditions then existing which left the millers

high and dry when they wanted the raw materials. But the rail-

roads have largely overcome those difficulties by their own initiative,

and hot by reason of any order or decision of the Interstate Commerce
Commission; the railroads realized that it was to their interest, as

well as to the interest of the millers and manufacturers of the coun-
try, to grind the raw material in this country and export the finished

product. As in all other kinds of business, there will be little things
come up with the railroads, but we personally feel that such matters
have always righted themselves to a large extent.

As regards rates, I am quite familiar with the present conditions
throughout entire Europe. I have made 44 trips to Europe, in con-
nection with the milling business. Two years ago we had occasion to

try to fight a landing charge in London, and a bill was brought up
in the Senate about that matter.

Senator Kean. I remember the bill, and I remember that I was not
in favor of it.

Mr. Bradley. That is all right. That is another matter. We tried
to get around the landing charge that the steamship companies
were insisting upon in London, and I tried to arrange for the ship-
ment of a thousand tons of flour from Liverpool to London by the
long route, a distance of 220 miles. They wanted to charge us more
for that distance, which was the current rate going, than we pay
to-day from Minnesota or Kansas points to New York City, a dis-

tance of 1,500 miles.

We have no complaint to make as regards rates in this country.
I think the conditions on the other side are largely due to the fact
that the English Parliament has given general authority to make
a maximum rate, and we in this country fear that if we had the same
conditions the railroads might live up to their maximum, and we
would be the sufferers by it, as well as the railroads, to that extent.

Senator Kjean. Do you know the effect of the passage of that Ene-
lilhbill?

i' 6 s

Mr. Bradley. It was defeated by 5 votes in the House.
Senator Keak. It did not pass the House?
Mr. Bradley. No, sir.

Senator Kean. I can not see what you are going to accomplish
by it.

Mr. Bradley. We think we have justice on our side; and at the
present time the steamship lines, after a conference with us, have
arranged that.

Senator Kean. You think that would not be accomplished without
legislation'
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Mr. Bradley. Yes, sir; that is what we anticipate. We feel that

we can better deal with the railroads than with any local body.

Senator Kean. That is what I thought at that time.

Mr. Bradley. At that time they would not listen to us; but when
they saw that we were determined to do something they changed

their minds, and are now willing to give us a conference.

Senator Kean. How far can you ship flour from your country ?

Mr. Bradley. "We find it impossible for the shippers to ship in the

interior—that is to say, importations into London are largely for

local consumption. The last time I was over there I was talking to

a friend of mine, who, in addition to being an importer of flour, has

a farm for his own private and personal benefit; he had quite a

large farm about 30 miles out from London, and he raised a latge

quantity of wheat. Their wheat, on the average, is worth about 95

cents a bushel—that is, home-grown wheat, because the people prefer

it, to a certain extent, to other wheats ; it makes a blend which they

like. He told me that he raised a large quantity of wheat, but that

he was absolutely barred from shipping it to London to sell and then

take back corn. The price of corn there, on the average, is about 50

cents a bushel. He wanted com to feed to his live stock, but it was
utterly impossible for him to buy corn at that high rate.

Senator Kean. That was 30 miles out from London?
Mr. Bradley. Yes, sir. It would be the same with regard to

country millers. They are simply localized. They can not ship

any distance at all, anyway, on account of the excessive freight rates.

We anticipate that if the rate-making power were given to the Inter-

state Commerce Commission we should be pretty well in the same
boat, because if the Commission undertook to make rates they would
have only one legitimate basis to work on, and that is the mileage
basis. If we had a mileage basis in this country it would mean abso-

lute ruin to the entire country.

Senator Kean. You think, then, as an expert on tariff and in the
milling industry, that if the Commission had the power to make rates

they would eventually have to fix a rate which would be based on a
distance ?

Mr. Bradley. I can not see any other basis they could work on,
because they have no other reasonable basis to stand on.

Senator ICean. That is the only way they could prevent preferences
between localities and communities ?

Mr. Bradley. Yes, sir. There would be such continual trouble
from the people locally situated that they would be obliged to do
that. As it is now, each railroad develops the interests along its own
line in this country. There is competition between localities, which
is largely based on the necessities and requirements, as could be illus-

trated in many ways. For instance, take last year, when our wheat
crop was very short, and a large quantity of soft wheat was brought
from the Pacific coast all through the Southwest, and the railroads,
in order to accommodate the situation, immediately cut the rate in
half. If we had had to go before the Commission or appeal to them
for a change in the rates, before it could have been accomplished the
opportunity would have gone by.

We had a very good illustration of that last year also under the
drawback law. Senator Hansbroiigh brought up that question in
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order to try to keep up our foreign trade, simply because we had
not the flour in this country to put into the foreign markets. We
wanted to maintain our brand abroad. If that brand is out of the
market six months at a time then we have to build that market up
again. So we took some Canadian wheat, ground it, and exported
that under our brand, simply to tide us orer the difficulty. We
applied to the Treasury Department for a ruling. We saw no reason
why there should be any delay about giving it to us, but it took six

months to get it, and when we got it the opportunity had gone by
and it was no use. The millers have told me personally they would
not make such an attempt again, because, apart from the delay and
all that, the market would be gone; they had sold the stuff weeks
ahead, and then they had claims of all sorts, because Government
regulations were such that they could not work. We fear we should
have the same conditions as that if any authority were given to the
Commission to fix rates.

We also feel that it is absolutely impossible for. any six or twelve
men to sit in Washington, or any other place, and make rates govern-
ing the entire country. A traffic manager, to be able to fix rates,

must be absolutely familiar with the daily necessities along the whole
of his line. We have to remember that six presidents of various rail-

roads can sit down and make a rate for 115,000 miles of rbad. I
have talked with a great many railroad presidents, but I have never
found one yet who could tell me the rate on any part of his own line.

He simply calls in his traffic manager and asks him. The presidents
do not know, and they do not try to know, anything about the rates.

A man must be right in touch with such questions week in and week
out. A man taking hold of a new line does not begin to touch the
rate on that line until he has been in his position six months or more,
and has become thoroughly familiar with all the circumstances, and
it would be impossible to do differently.

Senator Kean. You are familiar with rates in Europe ?

Mr. Bradley. Yes, sir ; at all points.

Senator Kean. How do American rates compare with European
rates?

Mr. Bradley. So far as Great Britain is concerned, where they
pay $1 we pay 25 cents.

Senator Kean. Their transportation is mostly by water?
Mr. Bradley. No, sir. Our rates are 2& per cent of what their

rates are.

Senator Kean. Is that true in France?
Mr. Bradley. Population is rather denser in France, and that is

also the case in Germany. But the best rate they have in Europe is

50 per cent higher than ours.

The same principle applies to Government ownership of the rail-
roads. I never want to get on a Government road if I can get away
from it. They are using the same kind of engines and cars, and cars
of the same capacity, that they used thirty years ago. In that time
our railways^ of their own initiative, have increased the capacity
fourfold. If that initiative were taken away from them now, by
the Commission getting control of the rate-making power, we feel
that it would be a step down instead of a step up, to a very large
extent.
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Senator Kean. What do you know about rebates being given?

Mr. Bradley. I do not think there are any rebates at the present

time, not since the Elkins law.

Senator Kean. I suppose you used to get rebates for your feder-

ation ?

Mr. Bradley. No ; at that time I did not have anything to do with
getting the rates. My business was altogether looking after ship-

ments, in order to meet conditions on the other side and be in touch
with the whole interests of the business from start to finish.

Senator Kean. You think the milling interests of the country
would be better served by leaving the law as it is ?

Mr. Bradley. Yes, sir; with one exception. I think the Inter-

state Commerce Commission, instead of having authority to make
orders, as they have now, should be simply a body of investigators

who, on complaint, should make an investigation, and then, if the
complaint is well grounded, appeal at once to the courts and let

the power stay there, and not make the Commission judge and jury
as it now is. I think they could do better work and give better

service to the public as well as to the Government.
Senator Kean. You think the Commission would make decisions

more promptly?
Mr. Bradley. Yes, sir. As it is now, it takes six months to a year

to get a decision, and before you can get a change of present condi-
tions your opportunity is lost and absolutely worthless in many
lines of business. What we want is prompt action. But we feel

that to bring politics into business would be the worst feature we
would have to contend with under any "circumstances. We think
that the rate-making power should be left with the railroads as it

is to-day. We think that the two things can not blend.
Senator Kean. Is there anything further you desire to say ?

Mr. Bradley. It is impossible not to have some slight criticism
when the business of the country is so tremendous. I have had a
number of times to bring matters to the personal attention of rail-

road officials, and in some few instances I have started out by cor-
respondence, but I never found that to work. So as soon as I got
to the point where I could see that we were drawing apart rather than
coming together, I would jump on the train and go personally and
have an interview with the railroad official with whom I had had
the trouble, and I have never yet found a case where we did not
promptly settle it.

I think a great deal of this agitation has been brought about
largely by the railroads endeavonng to put in what is called the
" uniform bill of lading." I know a great many of the roads in the
West were against that uniform bill of lading.

Senator Kean. Were you in favor of it ?

Mr. Bradley. I was against it, and took rather the initiative in
making the fight. As it is now, the railroads have come to realize
that they made a mistake. The entire bill was withdrawn. I was
president of the conference where the arrangement was made to
withdraw the bill and substitute the old bill of lading. A committee
was appointed, consisting of five shippers and five railroad men, to
draw up a new uniform bill of lading, which is of value provided the
shippers had equal say in drawing up the regulations, which they
now have.
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I think we can do better by going into conference with the rail-

roads directly than through any influence or exercise of the party by
the law-making powers. We would rather deal with the railroads

than to deal with the Government.
Senator EIean. Is there anything further you desire to say ?

Mr. BRADiiEY. I have nothing further to say.

STATEMENT OF ME. J. A. DAVIS.

Senator Kean. Please state your name, residence, and occupation.

Mr. Davis. My name is J. A. Davis; Goldsboro, Caroline County,
Md. ; fruit grower.

Senator Kean. How many acres ?

Mr. Davis. In the whole tract of land ?

Senator Kean. Yes; what is the extent?

Mr. Davis. Four hundred and fifty acres in strawberries and
about 5(3 acres in blackberries.

Senator Kean. Your strawberries are just about getting ripe?

Mr. Davis. Yes, sir; we are picking some to-day.

Senator Kean. I suppose you ship them in refrigerator cars ?

Mr. Davis. Just as soon as we can have enough to load a refrig-

erator car we get the car. We have ordered one f<Jr Saturday next.

Senator Kjean. Before you ship the berries in these cars do you
know what the freight charges are going to be ?

Mr. Davis. Oh, yes. At each shipping point on our division there

is a schedule showing what the refrigerator charges are per quart.

Senator Kjean. What road are you on ?

Mr. Davis. The D. and C, a branch of the Delaware division,

running from Clayton to Oxford.
Senator Kean. One of the Pennsylvania branches ?

Mr. Davis. Yes, sir.

Senator Kean. Do they publish, in connection with the freight

rate, the charges for all the transportation, including ice?

Mj". Davis. Yes, sir ; everything is included. There is no charge
above a half cent a quart to New York City.

Senator Kean. Is there a tariff for refrigeration separate from the
railroad tariff?

Mr. Davis. Yes, sir. It is so much per hundred pounds, and the
refrigeration charges are one-half cent a quart, provided you have
the minimum weight that the company demands, which is 16,000
pounds to Jersey City and 12,000 to Boston. In using the refrig-

erator car there is no monopoly on the Delaware division. The
Swift people have one line, and the Armour people have another.

Senator Kean. Does the Pennsylvania line have its own refrig-

erator cars?

Mr. Davis. The first refrigerator car that was ever shipped over
the Delaware division was a butter-and-egg car that was owned by
the Pennsylvania division. That car was shipped from Eidgely,
with 10 ventilated cars, on a Saturday ; it was opened in Jersey City
on Monday morning. The berries in the refrigerator car sold at 13
to 15 cents a quart, and the berries that came in the 10 ventilated

cars sold at 4 to 6 cents. In consequence of the good prices thus
obtained, I went personally to Mr. Kingston, the division freight
agent of the Pennsylvania Eailroad, he being a friend of mine, and
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asked him if he could not give me refrigerator cars. He said no;

that the Pennsylvania Railroad Company had not cars enough to

supply the whole division, and they would be afraid of lawsuits_ if

they would give refrigerator cars in one section and could not give

them to others. The next that came along was the C. F. T. car ;
it

was a California Fruit Growers' Express. Mr. Maynard was the

manager. I paid him $100 for the use of the refrigerator car to

New York City. The next year we used the Eastman Line for $75.

Senator Kean. How long ago was that ?

Mr. Davis. I think that was ten or twelve years ago. Within the

last two years the refrigeration has been one-half cent a quart on a

car with 10,000 quarts in it to Jersey City.

Senator Kean. That is about $50 per car ?

Mr. Davis. Yes, sir.

Senator Kean. You paid originally $100 ?

Mr. Davis. The first charge we ever paid was $100. We paid that

one season only for cars now owned by the Swift people. The next

year we used the Eastman cars, and paid the Eastman company $75

for the use of their car properly iced and with slats for loading the

cars.

Senator Kean. When you have any damaged fruit or berries, to

whom do you make claim for that damage ?

Mr. Davis. I have been growing fruit about fifteen years; I was
in New York City for twenty-five years in the fruit business ; and I

learned that the fruit must be put in in good condition in order to

get good prices, and with proper attention we do not have any poor
fruit. If we put fruit in good condition in a refrigerator car it will

certainly come out in good condition in New York City. Otherwise
the refrigerator car would be of no service at all. I understood that

Mr. Mead made the statement yesterday that the commission mer-
chants did the paying. I have a brother in New York, and I know
he does not do any paying for me, and when a brother does not, it is

not likely anybody else is going to. I paid $600 last season for refrig-

eration, and I certainly would not keep that up if it was not a benefit.

1 made a statement two years ago before the Horticultural Society
for the Peninsula that I believed in using refrigerator cars on the

peninsula. I personally received from $4,000 to $6,000 more out of
my crop of fruit by the use of refrigerator cars than if there had been
no refrigerator cars.

Senator Kean. Has the Armour Company a contract with the
Pennsylvania Railroad ?

Mr. Davis. No, sir ; not so far as I know.
Senator Kjean. But you apply at the station where you do your

shipping for a refrigerator car, and it is furnished ?

Mr. Davis. We make our arrangements before the season com-
mences, say with the Swift people or with the Armour people. I

will say to them, " I will probably run 50 cars myself this year and 1
would like to use your cars." Clayton is the junction of this road
where the superintendent of the Delaware division is located, and
where the train master, and so on, have their offices, and where the
offices for the refrigerator people are also located. We try to let

them know two days ahead, so that we will not get left.

Senator Kean. In all this long experience of yours you have never
had occasion to make a claim against the railroad company?
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Mr. Davis. No, sir ; nor against the refrigerator people either.

Senator Kean. You are a pretty good shipper ?

Mr. Davis. Well, you are not very far yourself from the New York
market or from the Newark market. My brand of fruits is known at
both places.

Senator Kean. Have you received any rebates?
Mr. Davis. No, sir.

,

Senator K!ean. And you, as a shipper, are satisfied with the exist-

ing law ?

Mr. Davis. Perfectly satisfied until something better is offered.

We would be willing to have a little reduction in refrigeration charges
for the same service, but we certainly do not want the service cut

down in order to get lower rates.

Senator Kean. You think the rates are reasonable?
Mr. Davis. Yes, sir.

Senator Kean. But you would not object to pay a les^ charge?
Mr. Davis. That is human nature.

Senator Kean. Do you think the railroad freight rates are rea-

sonable?
Mr. Davis. I haven't a word to say against railroad freight rates

so long as they put our stuff into Jersey City on time. When they
don't do that, then we have something to say. Of course the Penn-
sylvania Company, on our division, has been a little hampered the
past year, but they claim that they now have better facilities, and we
are not going to have any trouble in getting our fruit into Jersey City.

Senator Kean. Do you raise peaches?
Mr. Davis. Very few. We ship principally to New York.
Senator Kean. Do you ever ship to Boston ?

Mr. Davis. Yes, sir.

Senator Kean. Did you ever have any experience with the people in
Boston ?

Mr. Davis. Yes, sir.

Senator Kean. What has your experience been ?

Mr. Davis. A few years ago I was loading three refrigerator cars
a day for Boston and New York, principally New York, on joint ac-

count with a commission house in New York. A gentleman from
Boston stood around and saw I was buying a pretty good grade of
fruit. He took me aside and said, " I will give you $50 a car to buy
peaches for me, two cars a day ; I am located at Dover, driving across
the country, and will pass this station every morning, and will leave
you sufficient money "—^not a check ; the farmer likes money, not
checks. I ^aid, " $50 a car, two cars a day—^$100 for two cars is

pretty good pay for the farmer." I was about to accept his proposi-
tion. Then he said, " There is something else

;
you know that the

Pennsylvania Railroad have no weight of refrigerator cars
;
you can

put in 1,100 baskets of peaches and bill it 900." " Well," I said, " I

fiiess not. That price is not hardly high enough to sell out for that."

o I did not buy peaches for the Boston man, because I did not
think $100 was enough to pay me for selling out.

Senator Kean. He wanted a rebate?
Mr. DA^^s. The freight from our point to Boston is about 27 cents

a basket—^that is, for freight and refrigeration. If that man got
200 baskets without paying refrigeration charges or freight, he would
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Senator Kean. He wanted somebody else to " pay the freight."

Mr. Davis. He wanted " Mr. Jones."

Senator Ejban. Do you say the railroads have no way of getting

the weight?
Mr. Davis. At that time they had not. On their ventilated cars

the weight is marked on each car ; but there is no weight marked on
the refrigerator car, because they do not know whether there is 4 or

5 tons of ice in the bunkers. Now, there is a resident checker put
into the car, and that checker checks every basket of peaches that goes

into the car and turns over his check to the railroad agent at the

point from which the car is shipped, so that the railroad agent knows
just what is in the car as well as the man who is loading the car.

That was brought about by this particular fact, that the Boston com-
mission merchants were anxious to get in 200 baskets of peaches
without paying any freight or refrigeration charges on them.

Senator Kean. '^Tiat association is that?

Mr. Davis. Boston association ?

Senator Kean. Yes.
Mr. Davis. Well, now, it is hardly fair to give names when the men

are not present. I can back any statement I make before you here,

Senator. I do know that he got a man to buy him a car of peaches
and ship them as 900 baskets when there was 1,100 in it, and the man
bought anything that came in sight, and the commission merchant
lost about $50 on that car of peaches and did not buy any more at

that station.

Senator Kean. You come from a large fruit region. What is the
general sentiment in that part of the country about shipping berries

and fruits in refrigerator cars?

Mr. Davis. The man who ships fruit in refrigerator cars is the
successful man, and the man who does not ship fruit in refrigerator
cars from the fruit district is still hanging by his teeth. The refrig-

erator car has the preference over the ventilated car on account of the
carrying conditions and the picking. The train leaves there in the
morning at half past 11, and we can not pick all our fruit in the
morning, so the refrigerator car is sidetracked; and we pick in the
afternoon and put into the refrigerator car as soon as possible after
being picked. Consequently our fruit arrives in good condition. The
man who picks his fruit overripe and stacks it up in his berry field

until the next morning at 11 o'clock, and hauls it to the depot and
puts it in the car, when the commission merchant in New York re-

ceives that fruit or berries the general complaint is that they are in
bad order. Whereas we can pick Saturday afternoon and put in the
car and finish loading on Monday morning and it reaches New York
for the Tuesday morning market, and it will invariably be in good
condition. Of course, conditions of the weather have something to
do with it.

Senator Kean. Now, Mr. Davis, as I understand you, you are
satisfied with railroad rates and satisfied with refrigerator rates
(although you would not object to having them less), but what vou
like is prompt delivery and good service ?

Mr. Davis. Yes, sir
;
prompt delivery on the part of the railroad

company.
Senator Kean. In other words, you are not after cheapness so

much as good service?
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Mr. Davis. Good service is worth everything. When a train gets

into Jersey City at 1 o'clock in the morning, ready for delivery, that

will enable us to catch all the early outgoing trains. We can ship

our goods as far as Montreal if we get them into Jersey City early

enough, ready to go out on the trains that go from 7 to 9 o'clock in

the morning, and in that way we can get prices that will pay us for

growing the fruit.

Senator Kean. Is there anything else you desire to say?
Mr. Davis. I do not think there is anything else, Mr. Senator, that

I could say. We are using refrigerator cars for our own personal

benefit. We have no interest in them at all, only that they help to

bring us back dollars.

STATEMENT OF MB. JOHN M. EOAN.

Senator E[ean. Please state your residence and occupation.

Mr. Egan. My residence is Kansas City, Mo.; I am president of
the Kansas City Viaduct and Terminal Railroad, which is under
construction at the present time ; also president of the Union Depot,
.Bridge and Terminal property, part of that property being in the

hands of the United States court, and I am receiver. I have been
railroading since I was 16 years old, extending over a period of
thirty-eight years. I commenced as a messenger boy, then appren-
tice in the machine shop, and have occupied positions as president

on two or three different roads. In November, 1896, 1 went to Geor-
gia as vice-president in charge of operations of the Central of Geor-
gia Railroad. I remained with that road as vice-president for two
years, until the death of the president, and then remained with it as

president until the last of 1903.

After I went to Georgia one of the first things that was called to

my attention was the difficulty they had in moving the fruit crop on
the lines of the Central of Georgia Railway during the year 1896
and prior to that time. I want to say that perhaps nine-tenths of
the Georgia peaches are shipped off over the lines of the Central of
Georgia Railway. In fact, Mr. Rumph, the father of the Alberta
peach, resides there. I took up the matter with the different sub-
ordinate officers of the railway to find out what the trouble was and
how it could be remedied. I then went to the shippers, interviewed
them personally, and found from them that what they wanted was
prompt service and a surety that they were to receive cars when they
wanted them and that the cars would be properly iced. I corre-

sponded with all the different car lines and found that Armour & Co.,

or the parties controlling the Armour Car Lines, would agree to
handle the business, agree to furnish cars, and to build ice houses
for the storage of ice.

Senator Kean. This was when ?

Mr. Egan. This was in 1897. We made an arrangement with them
whereby they were to do all those things, and they were to do an-
other thing, and that was that they were to place all the producers
and aU the shippers on a parity.

They performed their service well. There was discontent prior
to that time, and parties had informed me that they would not plant
any more peach trees. I did everything to foster and encourage that
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industry. The consequence was that there have been millions oi

trees planted along the line of that road every year since then.

There was one season when there were more cars and more ice needed

than had been anticipated, and I know they brought train loads of

ice from Lake Calumet, outside of Chicago ; they brought ice down
from the coast of Maine by vessel to Savannah and shipped it across

the country to the ice houses there. Like everybody else the ship-

pers all wanted not only lower railway rates, but also lower rates on

refrigeration. But during the time I was there I received letters

commending the road for the prompt service, which, of course,

brought them money, by putting their peaches into the markets in

good order.

Now, I want to say that the road did not have a refrigerator car

and their connections had no cars that they could let the road have.

They might have secured some refrig;erator cars, but they had none
capable of doing that business and doing it in a satisfactory manner.

Senator Kean. The fruit crop of that region has increased very

much, has it not ?

Mr. Egan. The fruit crop has increased very much. I think in

1896 the number of cars they handled was between 700 and 800, and
before I left there the crop had increased on the line of that road so

that the demand was for over 2,000 cars, and last year, I understood,

the crop demanded between 4,000 and 5,000 cars.

Senator Kean. That enabled the growers of fruit to get better

prices for their peaches?
Mr. Egan. Yes, sir; better prices for their peaches. And there is

one thing I brought up with different parties there—the principal

f
rowers.^ I asked them why they did not arrange to start canning
actories' and can their peaches there. But they informed me that so

long as they could obtain the prices they did in the eastern markets
and in the western markets they would prefer to ship their peaches
rather than to put up canning factories and can them.
What I say regarding peaches is also true regarding canteloupes

and plums from that district. The plum shippers looked into the
matter of refrigeration very closely before I made any arrangement
at all with any of them. We considered then that the price charged
was reasonable and fair.

I heard some gentleman say here yesterday, and I read in the testi-

mony, that they could not tell what charge was for refrigeration and
what charge was for freight. But they are separated both on the
waybills and on the expense bills.

Senator Kean. Did you furnish the shippers on the Central of
Georgia road with a complete statement of what it would cost to get
their goods to market ?

Mr. Egan. The shippers at every station were furnished with a
tariif that was plain to everybody, not only a railway tariif, but also

a tariff for refrigeration.

Another thing we did there: We bulletined at all the principal
shipping stations each morning where the shipments went the day be-
fore, so that they could judge whether they desired their shipments to

be forwarded to some other point, so there would not be what is

called a " glut " on the market. We did everything we could to

foster and encourage the industry, and I think we succeeded.
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Senator Kean. You say you transported 700 or 800 cars of fruit in

189&?
Mr. Egan. And last year it went between 4,000 and 5,000.

There was one year, owing to climatic conditions, that we had
no fruit. The ice was stored in the ice-houses, and we had to sustain

that loss, of course. We have to take all these things into considera-

tion.

Senator Kean. Were any rebates given ?

Mr. Egan. No, sir; I never heard of any, except prior to the time
when we went there, when all these car line people were in there

scrambling for business, which they did very effectually.

Senator Kean. What were the terms of the contracts you made? "

Mr. Egan. I would not want to recall.

Senator Kean, State it approximately.
Mr. Egan. So far as that is concerned, I have seen it stated that

they would take care of the business, perform the service satisfactorily

and at a stated figure, and they were liable for any damage that might
accrue, so far as concerned the fruit not reaching destination in

bad order if it was not properly refrigerated.

Senator Kjean. After you had made that contract in 1896, did
you always have cars enough ?

Mr. Egan. We had plenty of cars, so far as that is concerned, com-
mencing with 1897, but we were always nervous about that matter
before the shipping season commenced, but the cars were there on
the side tracks sometimes at least two weeks before they were used.

Senator KIean. Do you know anything about existing conditions
in that point of the country?
Mr. Egan. The existing conditions, I understand, prevail just as

they did when I was there.

Senator Kean. Are they satisfied with the rates ?

Mr. Egan. I have heard no complaints about that, either as to
refrigeration or service. Of course, we sometimes find a man who
might ship perhaps half a carload, and thinks we are charging too
much.

Senator Kean. But the shippers generally are satisfied?

Mr. Egan. So far as I know, and perhaps I have talked with every
man on the line.

Senator Kean. Who are the people who complain?
Mr. Egan. You might find a man starting a new orchard, and

perhaps shipping, for the first time, half a carload of peaches, and he
might complain of the rate along with some other party for the other
half carload, and who, not knowing the conditions, and perhaps
not acquainted with the conditions that should prevail about putting
the fruit into the cars In proper condition. That is one of the great
secrets of success there, to put the fruit into the cars in good condition.

Senator Kean. As I understood the president of the private car
lines company, they look out for that especially?

Mr. Egan. They do, but sometimes they bring the peaches and ask
to have them shipped, and the private car people can not" refuse
them. The private car people have no voice at all in the distribution

of the cars ; the railway company does that.

Senator Kean. Is there complaint as to the distributioQ of the
cars?

S. Poc. 243, 59-1—vol 4 2
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Mr. Egan. Perhaps you find some complaint. Perhaps if there

were 10 cars ordered to one station and we have only 9 to send, there

might be a complaint on that account. But at the present time that

is very remote. . j xi, *„•

Senator Kean. What about the routing business; do the retrig-

erator people have anything to do with that ?
-mr i ii,

Mr Egan. They have nothing to say about that. We make those

arrangements. We take the cars and deliver them to connecting

lines, who have to handle the shipments properly, and if it is round

that in some cases they do not it is diverted to other hnes. -ihere is

one thing that has to be considered about diverting to other lines,

and that is that we have to take the chances whether those lines are

able to refrigerate those cars in transit.

Senator Kean. Is there anything else you desire to say?

Mr. Egan. I do not know that I have anything further to say about

the matter.

STATEMENT OF MR. B. F. TRAVIS.

Senator Kean. Please state your residence and occupation.

Mr. Travis. Chattanooga; practicing medicine, and fruit grow-

ing—a strange combination.

Senator ICean. What is the extent of your business?

Mr. Travis. I have about 200 acres in trees in north Georgia.

I want to say that my fruit industry is in Georgia entirely, while T

live in Tennessee and represent a few individuals. I appear here

as representative of those people who are engaged in growing fruit,

peaches, principally, in north Georgia. That is comparatively a

new industry. As the gentleman who just preceeded me stated, it

only began a few years ago in north Georgia, while it is quite an old

industry in south Georgia.

We want to say that we are satisfied with the Armour people, and
we feel like we could not get along and exist in the fruit business

without them, or something else equally as good. The peach is

something that has to be gathered to-day, not to-morrow. It is

something that has to have ice and prompt service. The private car

lines companies have given us very prompt service.

I will state further that a few years ago we began there with only

a few cars in north Georgia, yet we ran up last year to 2,800 cars,

and they took care of us all the way through. Up to last year I do.

not know whether they made much money, and I do not know
whether they did last year, but last year we had an unprecedented
crop, one beyond our expectations, and for a few days we were ham-
pered a little bit for cars. But we did not blame the refrigerator
company because they seemed to be doing all they could. We were
disappointed in not having a sufficient number of cars, and conse-
quently we made a report to the railroads. I think that is what
caused our trouble, but we feel that we will not have the same trouble
again.

Senator Kean. You underestimated your crop?
Mr. Travis. Yes, sir.

Senator Kean. You had hard work to get your fruit to the market?
Mr. Travis. For a few days—that is, our stuff was delayed.
You may have heard that complaint here before. It is a fact that

we were short of cars for a time, and that necessitated some of the
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fruit lying along the tracks. But still we are not jumping on the
refrigerator people or the railroads for that, because they aU seemed
to be doing everything they could for us. We got out of the hole
without any great loss to those who took care of the fruit properly,

gathered it properly, and at the proper time. I had some myself to

lie on the track for thirty-six hours, but I instructed the commission
house to put it on ice in refrigeration if it was good stuff. Of course,

T did not tell them that this stuff had been lying out on the track.

But if fruit is kept on ice it brings good prices. We are very well

pleased with the charges. Of course we would like to get less charges,

if we could, but that is a matter we have not figured on. We do not
know exactly what it costs to build refrigerator cars; in fact, that

part of it we have never had any kick on. We sometimes feel like

railroad charges are a little exorbitant, but still we haven't given
that subject any study, for our whole time and attention have been
given to growing, and not on figuring whether the rates are too high.

But we do want the service, and we can not afford to grow peaches
in northern Georgia without the refrigerator people or some other

company will give us the same or better service. We have no kick
whatever on our service, from our standpoint. It is impossible to

send peaches to market to New York or Boston without refrigeration.

Senator EIean. Have you anything further to say ?

Mr. Tkavis. Nothing, except this : That the interest seems to me to

be rather a mutual one between the refrigerator car company and the
fruit grower. If they do not furnish the service, of course we go
out of the business ; and if we go out of the business there will be that
much less tariff for them. As long as they will give us the service,

that is what we want. We want service rather than low rates. Of
the two, give us the service.

The following paper was ordered to be appended to the foregoing
statement of Mr. Travis

:

We, the undersigned fruit growers in the Chattanooga, Tenn., and north
Georgia districts, hereby request and fully delegate Dr. B. F. Travis to repre-
sent us before the Senate committee in the matter now before that honorable
body, bearing on the bill before Congress relative to the operation of private cars.

Ebeblt Feuit Co.,

By G. Ebebly, President.
S. B. Cook.
O. G. WmsoN.
L. S. COLYAN.
A. S. COEBLY.
N. DiETZEE.
N. DiETZEB & Bed.

CONTINUATION OF STATEMENT OE MB. F. B. BOWES.

Mr. Bowes. Shall I resume, Mr. Chairman^
Senator Cullom. Yes

;
proceed with your statement.

Mr. BowES. I shall take but little time this morning. Fifteen or
twenty minutes wiU suffice for the presentation of what I have to
say. There is just one feature about this advance in the Ixmiber
rates I wanted to touch upon, but did not have the opportimity
yesterday, and it will take but a very few minutes to explain it.

During your hearings witnesses for the lumbermen have testified
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that the action of the railroads advancing the rate was an iiljustice

to the lumber people, and that it was oppressive. Now, I will try

to show the committee who the oppressors and the oppressed were.

The advance of 2 cents a hundred referred to, as you know, took

effect April 15, 1903. The prices of yellow-pine lumber in May of

that year had about reached their highest notch. In other words,

the prices were very satisfactory to the shippers and producers. In

May, 1905, two years later, and during which interval no further

advance had been made in the rates, what do we find the condition

to be? We find a substantial advance in prices of yellow pine has

been made on several occasions in that period, ranging from 10 to

20 per cent of the prices that prevailed at the time that particular

advance took place. Of course, you know who has to pay that.

That is the consumer. The sole beneficiary of that advance is the

manufacturer and producer of lumber.
Notwithstanding these heavy advances in the prices, I saw in the

papers in Chicago a week ago that the various yellow-pine associa-

tions had decided to make another advance of 50 cents per thousand
feet. That means substantially an advance (taking it on the average

weight of the lumber, about 3,500 pounds) of 1^ cents a hundred.
That is the last advance.

It is well known to everyone who has had dealings or comes in

contact with the lumbermen of the Mississippi Valley that all of

them who have any extensive holdings have made fortunes in the

last seven or eight years. The railroads are glad of that. They
may proceed to make as much money as they can. Their prosperity

is our prosperity. We are finding no fault at all with that.

But we do most emphatically take issue with the lumbermen that

we are the oppressors, and that our action has inflicted injustice upon
them. This fact can be easily verified.

Furthermore, a week ago, in talking with one of the largest lumber
manufacturers in the Mississippi Valley, located on our road, in

answer to my inquiry as to what the conditions were, he said they
were never better; that furnishing cars to carry away the product
and the paying prices were all they could ask for.

Now, there are a few matters of an incidental nature that were
noted by us in the course of some of the testimony of the past few
days.

Mr. Mead made some reference to icing charges, comparing the

icing charges and shipments from Gibson, Tenn., which I think is

on the Mobile and Ohio, with the icing charges made on shipments
from Memphis over the Illinois Central, both in Armour refrig-

erator cars. In order that a clear understanding may be had of the

Illinois Central in the matter of refrigerator cars, we wish to say
that we have no contract with Armour or any other private refrig-

erator car line. We have probably the largest supply of refrigerator

cars of any railroad in America, in proportion to our mileage and in

proportion to our general equipment. For instance, in Jime, 1903

—

and the conditions since then have improved in the matter of refriger-

ator cars—we had 9^ per cent of the total number of refrigerator cars

owned by railroads; whereas, our mileage compared with the total

mileage m the United States was 2.6 per cent. I contrast that with
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other railroads who have more or less refrigerator-car equipment, to

show how we have provided for the wants of our patrons.
We have a very large traffic in perishable fruits, vegetables, and

like truck. The range of production is about 700 miles, extending
from a point about 225 miles south of Chicago, in the neighborhood
of IQmnundy (with which tiie Senator from Illinois is famili ar)

to New Orleans. Of course the earlier vegetables come from the
extreme southern points first, and gradually work northward, so that
we have fruits and vegetables in order, first, from Louisiana, then
Mississippi, then Tennessee, and finally running into Illinois, starting

in early in Louisiana, in February and March, and ending in July in

Ulinois.

In addition to this we have a very large foreign fruit traffic in
bananas imported from Central America. That traffic alone re-

quires the use of refrigerator cars every day in the year—^because

bananas move every day in the year—a large equipment.
Of course the traffic in perishable fruits and vegetables extends

over a period of only four or five months in each year.

In regard to the two cases cited by Mr. Mead, one as having oc-

curred at Memphis on the Illinois Central, I am not familiar with the
facts showing the charge of $15 for the ice. I understand that we
used an Armour car. I assume, however, that when we were ten-

dered the shipment we might not have had an Illinois Central refrig-

erator car at Memphis, and, as the Armour car was available at that
time, it was used, and the ice put in that car was charged for, and I
suppose it amounted to $15.

Senator Cui.ix)m. What is the size of your cars as compared with
these Armour cars, for instance?

Mr. Bowes. Our last refrigerator cars I think in cubical capacity
are larger. I do not say that positively. We have been increasing
the size of our cars right along.

I now wish to refer very briefly to the statement made by Mr.
Robinson, who represented, as he said, the New Orleans Board of
Trade, the C. W. Robinson Lumber Company, and the Central Yellow
Pine Association. On May 16, the twenty-fourth day of your hear-
ings, he appeared before the committee, and the only claim he made
on behalf of New Orleans was

:

She (New Orleans) feels that even now they (the eastern trunk lines) are
moving grain at or below cost to them of transportation in an attempt to make
water flow uphill—in an attempt to overcome by artificial means her natural
advantages. She asks that they be restrained from this attempt

I wish to say that the New Orleans Board of Trade or the
New Orleans people need entertain no fears with respect to a condi-
tion of that kind arising. They can safely leave that interest in the
hands of the railroads, whose interests in holding that traffic to New
Orleans, I think, are greater than even those of the community.
That can be accomplished, in my opinion, provided the present legis-

lation is allowed. But if the proposed increase of powers or pro-
posed legislation are brought to bear on the railroads, I doubt
whether it would be brought about. I just make that as a reference to

the only daim Mr. Robinson made in behalf of the New Orleans
interests.
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He also made a statement which we think ought to be submitted
to your committee. He argued, on page 29 of his statement, that the

report of the Industrial Commission be considered by this committee.
I would not mention this matter were it not that he came here as

representing a commercial body in the city of New Orleans, which
city is served by the Illinois Central Eailroadj and said he was a
shipper of yellow-pine lumber from points which, although not on
the Illinois Central, are on railroads connecting therewith in Missis-

sippi. It might therefore be inferred that his remarks about over-
capitalization related to the Illinois Central Railroad.
On this subject the sworn statement of Mr. Stuyvesant Fish, presi-

dent of the Illinois Central Railroad Company, as a witness before
the Industrial Commission on Transportation, will be found in vol-
ume 4 of their report, beginning at page 320.

Mr. Fish then said, in reply to a question

:

We have never issued any stock below par. (Page 326.)
Our capitalization does not- represent by, It is safe to say, $20,000,000 what

the property cost (Page 326.)

Q. Absolutely no water in it?—A. No; no water. (Page 326.)

At page 331, Mr. Fish, in speaking of American railroads in gen-
eral, said:

What may have happened forty or fifty years ago I do not know, but In the
last ten years the railroads of the United States have gone through a process
of undercapitalization, not only as to the amount, but as to the rate of interest
In all the recent reorganizations the 7 per cent bonds which the bondholder had
a right to exact under his contract have been put in at 3i and at 4 or 3, or
whatever the rate may be. There has been a tremendous undercapitalization
In the last ten years out of that.

Mr. Fish also submitted a comparative statement of the capitaliza-
tion of railways in Great Britain and in the United States for the
years 1890 and 1898, which will be found on page 331.

I have personally nothing to do with the books relating to the
capitalization of the Illinois Central Company, and can not speak
from personal knowledge on these matters, but have been requested
by Mr. Fish to say that if the committee want further information
on the subject he will furnish it.

I do not know that I have anything further to say, Mr. Chairman.
Senator I?j:an. I suppose you were here the other day and heard

Professor Ripley ?

Mr. BowES. Yes, sir.

Senator Kean. Have you read his testimony?
Mr. BowES. I have not read it since it has been filed, but I was here

throughout the entire day and listened with considerable interest.
Senator Kean. If his ideas and notions were carried out, what do

you think the condition of this country would be ?

Mr. Bowes. Of course, as everyone could see, Mr. Senator, his
whole presentation was founded on pure theory. He never had any
practical railroad experience, but he was trying to evolve a solution
of our troubles.

He was very clear on the question of pooling, which he favors, but
on all other points his ideas and remarks were to me very vague, with
the possible exception that he tried to make clear that one of the' solu-
tions of bur troubles would lie in the division of territory, whereby
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certain railroads would serve certain localities and would not be per-

mitted to go outside of that radius to serve some other locality that

could be served by a shorter line.

To my mdnd, that would mean, if enforced, a restriction of compe-
tition, which would be prejudicial to the railroads who desired to en-

gage in the traffic, and, I should think, to the community located on
that railroad, and prevent shippers from conducting business in that

territory. It would be narrowing and limiting the sphere of a rail-

road's activity, or the producer's or manufacturer's activity.

I can give you a concrete case in regard to that: By the short

line the distance from Chicago to San Francisco is substantially the

same as from New Orleans to San Francisco. The distance from Chi-

cago to New Orleans is 912 miles. We are not the short line. There
is a distance of 912 miles to be overcome. The Illinois Central en-

gages in San Francisco business directly via New Orleans from the

Chicago territory, and there is a large amount of that business, and
we engage in it right along.

Senator CuiiLOM. How far is that?

Mr. Bowes. The distance from New Orleans to San Francisco is

2,489 miles.

The Chairman. By way of Chicago?
Mr. Bowes. No ; by the Southern Pacific, the short line. The short

distance from Chicago to San Francisco is about 2,500 miles. So
that the distances from New Orleans and from Chicago to San Fran-
cisco are substantially the same. But the Illinois Central might en-

gage in that traffic between Chicago and New Orleans as long as we
feel that it is to the interest of the company to do it. True, we do not
get the same rate per ton per mile on that traffic that we would get on
traffic going to New Orleans directly or to some point served ex-

clusively by our roads. But it is traffic worth engaging in. We
perform very satisfactory service and we get a good deal of it.

If Professor Ripley's theory were reduced to practice we would be
debarred from that traffic, and the short lines from Chicago to San
Francisco, through Omaha, Kansas City, and St. Louis, would mo-
nopolize that traffic. I do not think that is a good theory.

Senator Cdllom. If you can make money by sending freight from
Chicago to San Francisco around by New Orleans, you certainly

ought to make a great deal more money if you sent it straight through.
The assumption is that by making your charge for the long distance

around you can still make money. If that be so, the charge for send-
ing it straight through, by whoever does it, must be a very stiff

charge.

Mr. BowES. Not necessarily. Senator.

Senator Cullom. I want to hear what you have to say on that.

Mr. Bowes. The conditions under which we should engage in

through traffic of that character would have to be weighed and con-

sidered. Those are presented in the different cases that arise and
have to be decided. But, Mr. Senator, we would not engage in traffic

where the through rate through New Orleans would give us, upon a
division, an unremunerative proportion. We would not want that, of

course.

SenAtor Cullom. I wanted to hear what you have to say. You
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say you make a good deal out of the traffic that you carry around. H
that be so, the railroads that carry straight through on short lines

ought to make a very steep profit, I should think.

Mr. Bowes. They, of course, would have to answer from their

standpoint. I would not undertake to do that. But, you see, it is

adding to the volume of our traffic in the direction of New Orleans,
and the greater the density of traffic, of course, the cheaper relatively

we can haul it. That would be our condition. As to what the Santa
Fe, the Eock Island, or the Burlington System would regard as

proper rates from Chicago to San Francisco, for themselves, they
would have to be governed by their conditions, with which, of course,

I am not familiar.

Senator Ctjllom. Do you mean that you could force the other roads
going directly through to lower their rates ?

Mr. Bowes. No, sir. We simply have an option, under the present
unrestricted competition, to engage in that traffic, if we think it best.

Their rates are our rates. We have the privilege of going out of
that traffic if it is not, in our opinion, paying us. It simply adds
another railroad to the list of those competing for the traffic. The
beneficiaries of that competition are always the consumer and the
shipper. I will not say as to the producer.
The Chairman. You have no other great competitor between Chi-

cago and New. Orleans?
Mr. Bowes. Yes, sir.

Senator Cullom. I am not raising any question about your doing
business there ; but I want to know from you what effect that would
have on the general charge for freight going through by short lines
from Chicago to San Francisco.

Mr. Bowes. Of course, rates from Chicago to San Francisco are
made by the transcontinental lines, and they are made with due con-
sideration for the conditions governing the cost of transportation over
the various roads. We get the rates via New Orleans when we choose
to engage in this traffic.

There is one other point which I desire to make. Of course, the
Southern Pacific Eailroad, as you gentlemen know, originate and con-
trol a very large traffic, which they can deliver at various junctions;
at New Orleans, where they have their long haul also to the Missouri
River, and we naturally want some of that business. In giving them
long-haul business at New Orleans we place them under obligations
to reciprocate and give us some traffic. That is one of the things
that occurs to a railroad man as to increasing the volume and value
of his traffic for the benefit of his company.

Senator Ctjllom. To get business wherever he can.
Mr. Bowes. Yes. That is about all that I have to say on any of

these questions.

Senator Dollr-ee. I am very sorry, Mr. Bowes, that I was com-
pelled to be absent during the main part of your statement on ac-
count of a slight illness. If you have covered the matters that I want
some information upon I shall abstain from asking any questions
Mr. BowES. I will be very glad to answer to the best of my ability.
Senator Dollivee. It has been represented here among the griev-

ances of our live stock people in Iowa that a citizen of Nebrastai can
buy stock cattle in Colorado or the Southwest, bring them to Ne-
braska, fatten them, and pass on to Chicago with them upon a single
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through rate, which I think has been described as a feeding-in-transit

rate, whereas a citizen of Iowa, desiring to do the same thing, is

denied that right. I would like to have some information from the
standpoint of the Illinois Central Railroad as to that question.

Mr. Bowes. I do not know the circumstances that bring about an
arrangement for applying a through rate on shipments from Colo-
rado, say, to the Chicago market with the privilege of feeding in

transit at some point in Nebraska. I suppose the railroad originating

the traffic, possibly the Union Pacific, considers it to its interest

to do so. In order to get their rate, however, they have to have the

support of their connections east of the Missouri River. Now, speak-
ing offhand on a similar question presented by the Iowa shippers,

if the case was presented to the general freight agent or to the traffic

manager of our company, I think we would entertain it in just about
this fashion, provided the connection west of the Missouri River (in

this case being the Union Pacific) would participate in a through
rate I would see no objection to granting them substantially the same
privileges that are afforded in Nebraska to the shipper there. It

would be to our interest to do so, but the Union Pacific road might or

might not do that. If they said, We would like to establish a feed-

ing-in-transit arrangement at points on your line between Omaha and
Chicago on a shipment through from Colorado at a through rate ; it

is being done in Nebraska and we think it is a good thing, I think we
would certainly give it consideration. However, I would not say that

we would do it.

Senator Dollfveb. Suppose, to make the case concrete, that a citi-

zen and a cattle feeder along the line of the Illinois Central Railroad
would get it into his head that he would like a feeding-in-transit rate,

buying his stock of cattle in Colorado or some other western section.

How would he go about to get the same privilege in that respect that
a citizen of Nebraska has now ?

Mr. Bowes. If he were located on the Illinois Central it would be
his duty to take it up with our local agent or directly with the general
freight agent in Chicago. If the general freight agent thought well
of the arrangement, he would take it up with the line west of the
Missouri River to see if they would participate in that through rate.

Senator Dolliver. If they refused to do it, would not that be a
very substantial discrimination against an Iowa feeder compared with
the feeders farther west ?

Mr. Bowes. On the face of it it would look that way, but I think
that in all these cases we have got to have all the facts and conditions
surrounding them in order to give intelligent treatment.
Senator Dolliver. You are familiar with the fact that the western

cattle shippers and feeders enjoy that privilege in Nebraska?
Mr. Bowes. No, I must say that I am not personally familiar

with it.

Senator Dolliver. Has anybody ever made application to the
Illinois Central Railroad for a similiar privilege?
Mr. Bowes. They may have through the general freight agent.

I personally have no knowledge pf ever hearing of anything of the
kind.

Senator Dolliver. Would you regard it to the interest of the
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Illinois Central Railroad to deal with its patrons on as liberal- terms
as people living in Nebraska are dealt with ?

Mr. Bowes. That is what we are aiming to do every day in the

year. We aim to see that our patrons enjoy in all classes of shipping,

manufacturing, and so on, an equality with other patrons. That is

the position that we take all of the time. Conditions may arise when
we can not bring about our own ideas, and where some feature like

a connection who would not agree to participate with us on a thing
of that kind interferes. It is pretty difficult to answer a question of
that kind without having gone through the necessary work attending
it to find out if it could be done. We say that we regard the proposi-
tion generally in this way. We like to keep our shippers, our receiv-

ers, and manufacturers in any State on a parity with those in a neigh-
boring State, enjoying the same privileges, engaged in similiar
traffic. We say that as a general proposition.

Senator Dollivek. Are you familiar with the policies of our rail-

roads in the western country as to the building up of manufacturing
institutions along their lines ?

Mr. Bowes. I am familiar with the policy of our road.
Senator DoLLrvER. Now, what is that ?

Mr. Bowes. The policy of our road in that regard is this : We have
an officer called an " industrial commissioner," whose duties are to
look after that very question—^to look after the securing of the loca-
tion of industries on our line. In his efforts to first ascertain where
we can find suitable prospectors, and so forth, and subsequent confer-
ences with them, he is supported by the traffic department, and of
course the question of freight rates is usually the determining factor
as to whether a man locates on the Illinois Central or on some other
road.

Senator Dollivee. What do you say of the statement that the rail-

roads have decreed that certain States, among others the State of
Iowa, are to be agricultural and to be kept out of the manufacturing
business altogether or in a large measure ?

Mr. Bowes. I never heard of such a statement; I don't think there
is anything to it. I am sure, so far as our road is concerned, there is

absolutely no restriction of that nature in the minds of its traffic

officers in any of the thirteen States through which we pass.
Senator DoLLrvER. Your idea is to build up factories along the line

in all the States?

Mr. Bowes. Yes.

Senator Dollivee. Has your traffic department ever considered the
effect upon the meat-packing industry of the present rates upon live
stock, as compared with that descrip"tion of traffic commonly called
meat products or packing-house products ?

Mr. Bowes. Well, the general question of rates of packing-house
products and of cattle and hogs has been up a great many times ; so
far as I know, the State of Iowa has quite a few of those and they
have been run for a number of years successfully and are making
money.

Senator Dollivee. There are none of them outside of the city of
South Omaha, on the Illinois Central Railroad, are there?
Mr. Bowes. Yes; at Cedar Rapids there is one of the most success-

ful in the State of Iowa, and I suppose one of the best conducted
packing establishments in the United States.
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Senator Dolliver. That is on a branch of your road ?

Mr. JBowES. Yes.
Senator Dolliver. Now, what is the difference in the rate upon

packing-house products, as compared with live stock, at present ?

Mr. B0WE8. 1 have not got those figures with me; I regret that

very much.
Senator Dolliver. As a general traffic proposition, if the rate put

on packing-house products is in excess of the rate put on all live stock,

would not such a rate operate to discourage the packing of the stock

in Iowa?
. Mr. Bowes. Well, the very fact that the adjustment of rates per-

mits of the manufacture of the raw material into the finished prod-
ucts and it exists and exists successfully in the interior places, as at

Cedar Rapids, Des Moines, and Ottumwa, I should think would be a

better answer to your question than the abstract proposition you pre-

sent—that is, the very fact that there are conditions of that kind and
that they have been in effect for a number of years and that they are

successful.

Senator Dolliver. Traffic managers differ among themselves, do
they not, as to what ought to be these comparative rates ?

Mr. Bowes. They differ, just as eminent lawyers of the country
differ on different questions ; they are no more infallible than are the

lawyers.

Senator Dolliver. Is it not true that if the rate on the finished

product exceeds the rate upon the raw material that the tendency of

such an adjustment is to carry the raw material out and to discourage
the manufacture of the article in the State?

Mr. Commissioner Fifer. I think, Senator Dolliver, the reverse of
that is true in the State of Iowa. I think the rates there are so ad-
justed that the live animal for 100 miles this side of the Missouri
River can be carried to Omaha and slaughtered and its products be
carried back then to Chicago as cheaply as the live animal can for the

distance of 100 miles this side of the Missouri River. I think that is

the present adjustment of the rates.

Mr. Bowes. I would rather answer that question not offhand, but
after I have examined the conditions that prevail with regard to rates.

Had I known that the question would be up I should have prepared
myself.
Senator Dolliver. That is all I desire to ask.

Mr. Fish. Before Mr. Bowes finishes, Mr. Chairman, may I say
just one word? I think it is fair to Mr. Bowes to say that his rela-

tion to our company has been more with the southern than with the
western lines. I would rather that Mr. Bowes would say it than that

1 should. One other thing I would like the committee to allow me to

say, and that is that the Illinois Central Railroad has no lines of rail-

road west of the iMissouri River in Nebraska. I would also rather

have that said by Mr. Bowes.
Senator Cullom. It is said well enough by the president of the

road.

lilr. Fish. I would also like to add that there are packing houses in

Sioux City, Iowa.
Mr, Bowes. I thought that Senator Dolliver 4iad in mind the in-

terior of the State, and thought that everybody was acquainted with
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Senator Dolliver. Yes ; I was familiar with the location.

Mr. Bowes. You had in mind the interior of the State, did you
not?

Senator Dolliver. Yes.
Mr. Bowes. That is what I thought.
Mr. Fish. I would like to make the statement a little stronger and

say that we have no railroads west of the Missouri River, and no re-

lations whatever with them—no alliance of traffic or arrangement

—

nothing except the ordinary interchange of business.

STATEMENT OF ME. I. B. FANCEE.

The Chairman. State your name, residence, and occupation.

Mr. Pancke. I. C. Pancke. My residence is in West Virginia. I
am a grower of fruit. I would like to say what I have to say in a
very few remarks, simply by saying that I represent the Allegheny
Orchard Company, a company that is chartered and incorporated in

the State of Virginia, and was a few years ago, for the purpose of
growing fruit and shipping and marketing fruit. This company
owns and operates several plants or orchards, all located in the three
contiguous counties of Mineral, Morgan, and Hampshire. These
counties are all in the northern part of the State and located on the
south side of the Potomac River, opposite or nearly opposite to the
city of Cumberland, Md. When this business was first commenced
about fifteen years ago it was a very small affair, but by judicious
management and ^ood car line service in the way of refrigeration it

has expanded rapidly, especially in recent years, until it now con-
tains in the aggregate approximately 160,000 to 165,000 bearing trees,

and if we add to this the allied interests of a number of our stock-
holders, we have in round numbers over a quarter of a million
trees, say 275,000 trees. During the last six or eight years the bulk
of the products from these orchards has been shipped in refrigerator
cars, and so popular has this method become that I can not see how
we can in any way dispense with it; and if anything is done to
deprive us of this service in the future I think that a crisis must
arise that would inevitably result in disaster, not only to the fruit
interests in our State, but throughout the fruit districts of the coun-
try generally.

I have no desire whatever to make any argument. I simply out-
line this brief statement as a basis in order that the committee may
ask me any questions that any member of it desires.
The Chairman. How many bushels or pounds or crates of fruit do

you ship ? Wliat is the extent of the allied interests ?

Mr. Pancke. These allied interests to which I refer are not bear-
ing, but our company, the Allegheny Orchard Company, last year
shipped about 150,000 to 160,000 baskets of approximately a half
bushel each.

The Chairman. And the service of the refrigerator private (;ar
system has been satisfactory both as to freight, condition and
promptness ?

'

Mr. Pancke. The service has been good.
The Chairman. Are the rates too high, or what is the matter?
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Mr. Panokb. That I hardly know. I could simply say, as the gen-
tleman who preceded me, that I don't know as we can ever be satis-

fied. We do not know when the bottom will be reached. It does
not occur to me that the price is too high.

Senator Dollivee. Is the bottom going up or going down?
Mr. Pancke. That I could not answer. The service has been

prompt and I think it has been generous and just about as accommo-
dating as it can well be. I have no complaint to make whatever.

Senator Cullom. That is all you came here to say, is it not, that
you are satisfied?

Mr. Pancke. Perfectly satisfied, and I have nothing to say but
simply to answer any questions that you desire to ask.

Senator Kean. How do you know the rate at which you ship
your freight?

Mr. Pancke. You mean the car-line refrigerator freight ?

Senator Kean. Both rates; that is, before you ship do you find

out how much you have got to pay ?

Mr. Pancke. We know the freight rate in the beginning of each
season simply by applying to the railroad agents for the schedule of
tariffs.

Senator Kean. What does the railroad agent give you ?

Mr. Pancke. He gives us the rate that has been made by the rail-

road people.

Senator Kean. Does that include the refrigerator cars ?

Mr. Pancke. No.
Senator ICean. How do you find out what rate you have to pay

on those?
Mr. Pancke. We apply direct to the refrigerator people. They

give us a stipulated price. Our company is a large one and ships
to only a few points—possibly half a dozen points, say, beginning
and sometimes to Boston and Buffalo and Cleveland and Cincinnati.
We simply apply for those few points.

Senator Kean. Did you ever see a printed card of rates of refrig-
eration ?

'Mr. Pancke. Not of refrigeration, I think. The railroad company
furnishes a card giving the rates.

Senator Kean. But the refrigerator people do not?
Mr. Pancke. No ; I think not. We simply apply to the managers

of the car line and they give us the rates.

Senator Kean. They have no tariff ?

Mr. Pancke. Not that I know of.

The Chaieman. Do you use the Baltimore and Ohio refrigerator
cars or the other ones ?

Mr. Pancke. We use both, but principally the Armour car. Oc-
casionally we use the Baltimore and Ohio. We can use the Baltimore
and Ohio car to a near-by point,

STATEMENT OF MR. H. I. GLEASON.

Senator Kean. Please state your name, residence, and place of
business.

Mr. Gleason. I live at Hartford, Mich. I am a fruit grower
and shipper. My name is H. L. Gleason.
Senator Kean. Will you state the extent of your business!
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Mr. Gleason. Well, about 100 to 125 cars of peaches yearly besides

apple shipping; but, of course, that has nothing to do with this

question.

Senator ICean. On what roads do j^ou ship?
Mr. Gleason. On the Pere Marquette.
Senator EIean. What have you to say in regard to the shipment of

peaches ?

Mr. Gleason. Simply this: I think I shipped the first carload

under refrigeration that was ever shipped from our section, and I
have shipped nine-tenths of all that has ever been shipped from there.

I began in the year 1896 ; that is, the heaviest shipments began then.

T had shipped some previous to that and used whatever cars I could
get hold of at just the cost of the icing. I shipped in that way, I think,

seventy-odd cars in 1896. In 1896 I was not satisfied with the service.

The icing capacity of most of the cars, especially any that we can get
hold of, IS too small. Of course, they will bring fruit through many
times in presentable condition, but not in first-class order, and in 1897
the Armour people came in there with their cars and gave us our
choice to use free cars or pay them a price for theirs.

All of my business was done that season—or practically all, imless
it was a short haul somewhere—in the Armour cars, and I paid
them—I think the rate was $40 or thereabouts; either $40 or $45 to
New York and $30 to Minneapolis and St. Paul. The most of my
shipments was to Minneapolis and St. Paul during that season, and
I never had a loss during the entire season. Then in the next year I
did the same, and then in the year 1900 the railroad company sent
out word to us that they were going to do the icing free and do our
shipping in that way. Thinking perhaps it would be cheaper I
tried that scheme and lost, I think, one-third of my shipments for
want of care, for want of ice, and for various other reasons. In the
next year our fruit crop was a failure. In 1892 I began with the
Armour people again and have used their cars whenever I could since,
and have never had a loss in one of their cars until here this last
year. Last year I had some loss, owing to the negligence of the
railway company. The cars were from six to eight days from otfr
station to Boston, and in that way I had quite a number of losses, but
previous to that I never had in the Armour cars. The M. D. T. is
the only car that we have that goes east practically, and the icing
capacity of the M. D. T. is not to exceed 3 tons, and very seldom you
can get that much in, while the icing capacity of the Armour is

about 5 tons, and the excess body of ice in the Armour car assures a
better quality of fruit when it gets to its destination every time, and
it is reasonable, because the bigger the body of ice the more its cooling
capacity, of course.

I came here at the request of our growers, principally, and I could
have brought a petition signed, I guess, by every grower in our dis-
trict in favor of the Armour car—that is, unless we can get equal
ser^dce with some other car. If we could get equal service and equal
refrigeration, of course, we would like it cheaper. There is no ques-
tion about that. On coming away I put in my pocket a couple of
receipts of two cars, showing about the difference between the free
car and the Armour car with equal ice capacity. Here are two
carloads selected as near the same dates as possible. One was shipped
<,he 29th of September and the other October 3, to the same parties at
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the same markets, and the same quality of fruit. It shows the dif-

ference in the icing between the free car, as they call it, and the
Armour car. The charges on the P. M. car, which was an old, dilapi-

dated thing, were $77.50. I refer now to the freight charges and the

icing charges on the Armour car, which was $85, or $8.50 more for

the Armour car than for the P. M. car.

Senator Kean. What was the difference in the capacity of the cars?

Mr. Gleason. The shipping capacity of the cars was the same.

The Armour car on the market netted me $396.77 and the free car

$230.84, and in the same market on the same class of goods. That has

been my experience through shipping—that there is from $100 to

$150 more net to the shipper in a large icing capacity car than there is

to the smaller ones, I do not care what the other circumstances are.

Senator Kean. Then you consider the $8.50 you paid a reasonable

excess?

Mr. Gleason. I do. Of course if we could get equal service for

less money we would like it, but we do not want to sacrifice service

and refrigeration for a few dollars in money, because in the end we
consider that we would be the losers by so doing.

Senator Kjian. How do you make arrangements with your ship-

ments?
Mr. Gleason. They publish a schedule, and it is given to all of the

shippers showing the charges to the different points throughout the

United States.

Senator Kean. Do you know when you ship a carload of peaches

exactly what it is going to cost you ?

Mr. Gleason. I do, sir; exactly. There is no question about that

because the icing charges are through to destination and very often

I have had cars stand there and they have even reiced them a second

time before starting without any extra charge, and my experience,

as I say, has been that we could not very well go back to the old cars

that were used to ship in without a heavy loss.

Senator Kjean. Then you think the rates are high?
Mr. Gleason. The rates are a little high, I think

;
yes, sir

•Senator Bjban. I mean the freights.

Mr. Gleason. The freight rates are high, but I would not com-
plain about that if they would give us any service whatever. There
is the trouble. I had a great many losses last year in shipping to

Boston and New York and to Scranton, Pa., through the neglect of
the railroad—six,- seven, and eight days when forty-eight hours
ought to carry them through.

Senator RaiN. Well, it was not intentional on the part of the rail-

road?
Mr. GiJEASON. I do not think so ; no, sir. I think, to be fair, that

it was from the fact that it was given out generally along the line

that there were no peaches. I do not think the Pere Marquette made
any arrangements to handle peaches during the last season ; but they
found that in certain localities—Van Buren and Berrien counties

—

they had quite a heavy crop, and the railroad company was not pre-

pared to handle it.

Senator Kean. Don't you generally give notice to the railroad

company, as a grower, about, how many carloads of peaches you
expect to ship during the season, and when ?

Mr. Gleason. We notify them
;

yes, sir. We did not notify the
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railroad company. We notify the Armour people, but not the rail-

way company.
Senator Kban. Those peaches that were shipped in Armour cars-

did they arrive in good condition?

Mr. Gleason. The most of them. There were exceptions, however.

I do not care how good the Armour service is, it does not make any
difference if that car is detained between icing points. They can not

ice it, you see. But my experience with Armour is that if the car is

moved as it should be moved you never get any cars that come in for

lack of ice. I never had one report in all that I shipped in Armour
cars—I never had a car reported at destination without ice or with
low ice.

Senator Kean. Do you hear many complaints in your part of

Michigan ?

Mr. Gleason. Yes.
Senator Kean. In regard to the shipments?
Mr. Gleason. In the Armour cars?

Senator Kean. In the Armour cars, and the charges they make.
Mr. Gleason. Nothing, only in the grape district. Qf course the

grape business does not need the refrigeration that the peach business
does, and a great many times I have heard the grape men kick,

but never a kick from the peach growers or the shipper in our dis-

trict. I have sold to eastern buyers a great deal, to Scranton, Pa.,

New York, Boston, Eochester, and those places, and invariably they
have requested all our shipments to come in the Armour cars in

preference to any other; and as shippers the Armour car is an ad-
vantage to the shipper from the fact that you may load today in an
Armour car and you do not know perhaps where it is going. You
are expecting to sell it. That car will go east, west, north or south,
or any point without any trouble ; and the private railroad cars

—

the Santa Fe—they have a line of refrigerator cars, but you can not
use them for eastern shipments at all. You have got to ship them
over the Santa Fe system or you can not use them, but the Armour car
you can load for any point. If you have a buyer come along from
the East you can sell it to him, or one from the West and you can sdl
it to him with the assurance that that car will go.

Senator Kean. What is the capacity of the Armour car?
Mr. Gleason. In bushels? We usually load about 400 bushels, and

that is about 50 pounds to a bushel.
Senator Kean. For that load, how much do they charge?
Mr. Gleason. For the icing?
Senator Kean. Yes.
Mr. Gleason. Their rate last vear was $30 to Minneapolis and St.

Paul, $25 to Chicago, $25 to Detroit, $40 to Eochester, $50, I think,
to New York, and $55 to Boston. That was their schedule rate.

Senator Kean. And the only complaint you hear in your part of
the country is on the transportation of grapes?
Mr. Gleason. Yes.
Senator Kj;an. Not on other fruits?
Mr. Gleason. Just the grape business. They do not need as good

refrigeration, but they made some kick. It is not general ; it was only
now and then, and generally from those who are small shippers or
growers.

Senator Kean. Your business has increased very much, I under-
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stand, since you liave the Armour cars, or this improved service to

ship in ?

Mr. Gleason. Yes; in 1900 the township of Hartford, Michigan,
in which I live, had 27,000 bearing peach trees. To-day they have
129,000 bearing peach trees, and I candidly believe that it is because
of the system which we have had which caused the growth.

Senator Kean. Is there anything further that you wish to say?
Mr. Gleason. Nothing further.

Senator Kean. You are excused.

STATEMENT OF MR. F. S. GITRNEY.

Senator Kean. Please state your name, place of residence, and
occupation.

Mr. GuRNEY. F. S. Gurney. I live at Hart, Oceana County, Mich.
I am a fruit grower, partially.

Senator Kean. What kind of fruit ?

Mr. Gurnet. Peaches, plums, and pears. I have been in business

for about thirty years.

Senator Kean. What is the extent of your business ?

Mr. Gtteney. I have about 70 acres.

Senator Kean. What is the extent of your shipments ?

Mr. Gurnet. I could not say, but then I know the condition of the
country there. All along the shore there there are small fruit

growers having from 20 to 50 acres each, no very large orchards, but
a great many of them, and probably 10 or 15 cars a day up to

20 cars, and I wish to say that, in my opinion, the fruit growers
should be the ones that would say whether these rates by the
Armour Car Lines are exorbitant or not. If a coal miner should
come to you and say, " Here, the Armour Car Lines are charging an
exorbitant price," or if an iron miner should come and say that, you
would begin to figure around to see why he was here. Now, I
want to say to you that this league of commission merchants never
paid one dollar of this excessive freight that they complain about.
The fruit grower and the consumer paid, mostly the fruit grower,
and if there is any complaint I claim that the fruit grower should
make it instead of these commission merchants.
Senator Kean. You think they are something in the nature of

philanthropists?

Mr. Gurnet. I think this, that there is some reason why the com-
mission merchants are here. As I said before, if a man having an
iron or a coal mine should come here and complain that this is ex-
cessive freight, you would begin to figure around to see why he was
here. When we have this Armour car service a buyer—15 or 20 or
30 of them—comes to our place. In the first place, they look the
country over to see how many peaches there are, and they determine
about how many cars, three or four or five hundred cars, or whatever
there are, of peaches and plums they will need. Then the next move
they make is to go to the car lines to see how they can get these peaches
away. Now, when the Armour Car Lines say to them, " You can
have all the cars you want, and we will drop those peaches in Boston,
Hartford, Conn., or Albany, Utica, or Syracuse, or Minneapolis in
perfect order, and if we do not we will pay for it," they know what

S. Doc. 243, 59-1—vol 4 3
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they can do. Then they come to me and they say, I will give you so

much a bushel for your peaches or plums or pears, delivered at this

station."

Now, do you see the point? If I sell my peaches, and if all my
neighbors and the whole township and the county as well, sell our
peaches to these men that come to buy, why, the commission man
does not handle them, does he? Now, every dollar that has ever gone
into those peaches the peach grower puts in. He has to educate
himself when he buys the land, and he has to put money in it when
he plants his trees, and he has to put in the money when he kills the

San Jose scale, and he keeps putting in money until those peaches
land on the desk or the counter stall of the commission man. That
is the reason the commission men are here. Did you ever consider
when these commission men are talking to you that they never paid
one dollar of these excessive freight charges or icing charges that
they talk about? I do not represent the people of western Michigan,
but I am here to say that we have a very long strip of country along
the west shore of Lake Michigan that raises large quantities of fruit,

and I am here to say that I voice the sentiments of 90 per cent of the
fruit growers of western Michigan when I say that the Armour
service is the best service we have ever had. I would rather pay
$50 or $60 for the icing charges on their car to Boston, when I know
that that car is going to land there in good condition, than to pay
$5 or $10 for a poor service and then lose a car of peaches.

Senator Kean. Then you are satisfied with existing conditions?
Mr. GuRNEY. We are satisfied. I want to say this further, that

those rates are published, and every man knows what the icing
charges are, what his freight is, and we are perfectly satisfied;' and,
further than that, if you should make a ruling, or recommend the
Interstate Commerce Commission to make a ruling, (hat the charges
are too high for this icing, and the Armour car people should say,
" "We can not furnish it for any less," why, it would ruin me and our
whole country, because we would be compelled to go to Chicago and
Milwaukee and go into the hands of the commission men, and there
would be a glut there every day. We had the Armour Car Line four
or five years, and in 1899 and in 1900 the commission men, not the
growers, made such a howl about it that the Armour Car Line would
not come in and our railroad would not contract with them and for
two years we did not make a cent. We went to the Armour Car Line
ourselves. We appointed a committee to go to Chicago to get them
to come back, and they told us what they would do, and wo said,
That IS what we want." Now we get good service. Further, our

road—^e Pere Marquette road—a year ago had only 110 refrigerator
cars. Our town alone on the 1st of August would have every one of
those cars out in five days, and where would we be ?

Now, when the Armour Car Company comes that way, why you
can get all the cars you want, they say, and we get them when we
r««''*u**'^"f-

Understand, if you have a car of fruit coming on—say
800 bushels of Crawford peaches—you would be a little bit anxious
to know whether you were going to have the car when you wanted it.You can not use it if it is delivered next week, but you have eot to
have It to-morrow. Now, we get it from the Armour Car Company
every day We get the cars when we want them, and we are positivewe know how that car is from the time it leaves our station until it
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gets to Boston. We know when it gets to Grand Rapids that it has
been reiced, if reicing has been necessary, and when it gets to Buf-
falo and to Albany we know when it gets there, and when it gets to

Boston we get a report that the car has arrived in good condition anl
is all right.

Senator Kean. That is a very good statement, and the committee
is very much obliged to you, Mr. Gurney. You are excused.

STATEMENT OF INTERSTATE COMMERCE COMMISSIONER
PROTJTY.

The Chairman. I will state that the committee has invited the

members of the Interstate Commerce Commission to come before

them and make any statement that they see fit on the pending ques-

tion. Mr. Knapp, being the chairman, will be heard first.

Commissioner Knapp. Mr. Chairman, when it was understood that

the attendance of the Commission would be desired on the first part

of this week one of my associates. Commissioner Prouty, made an
engagement which compels him to leave Washington to-morrow
morning for an absence of some days. For that reason I ask that he
have the first opportunity to present any statement that he desires

to make or to answer any questions the members of the committee
may desire to ask.

The Chairman. Very well. Mr. Commissioner Prouty, you may
proceed.
Commissioner Pkouty. Mr. Chairman, the Commission is here this

morning because you, as the chairman of the committee, requested it to

be here, and I come here as a member of the Commission for that rea-

son. Since these hearings began I have been absent from Washington
almost all the time on official business. My time when in Washington
has been so engrossed that I have had no opportunity to examine the
testimony given on these hearings. I am not in any way competent
to discuss it. I am not competent to reply to anything which has
been said, and I do not desire to take up your time. It would not be
profitable for me to take up your time in any general discussion of
this question. I am here, as I indicated, at your request, and if the
committee desires to ask me any question in reference to what has
been done, in reference to what has not been done, in reference to why
it has not been done or why it has been done, I shall be glad to
answer that question, but unless you have some question to ask in ref-
erence to something I do not care to trouble you.
Senator Cullom. How long have you been a member of the Com-

mission?
Mr. Pkoutt. I was appointed on the Commission in December,

1896. I succeeded Judge Vesy, who succeeded Commissioner Walker,
afterwards chairman of the Atchison board.
Senator Cullom. The committee has now been talring testimony

on this subject for about a month, and the chief point about which
there seems to be a difference in the country, and possibly in the
committee—I do not know how that is, for we have not made
Jmown our views to each other^s the question of whether the
Commission, either as it is or as we might see proper to make it

hereafter, should be given powers in addition to what it already has,
and on being called upon by a locality, or at the complaint that a
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rate was not satisfactory, and the Commission should respond to the

call and determine that the rate was not reasonable and so declare

and order, that in addition to that the Commission shoxild have the

power to determine what rate would be reasonable and enforce its

order on that decision.

Mr. Peouty. 1 do not understand that the Commission at the

present time has any power in the premises. In my view of it the de-

fect in the present "law is that neither the Commission nor the court

nor anybody else has any power to say, with respect to the future',

whether a rate is reasonable or unreasonable—whether a discrimina-

tion is due or undue—and therefore we have no power to make any
order in the premises.

Senator Cullom. Well, ought you to have ?

Mr. Protjty. My views on that subject have been stated in repeated
reports to Congress.

Senator Ctjllom. We would like to hear you discuss that question.

Mr. Peouty. Mr. Senator, I believe this: I have said it a great
many times and I can say it in a word again, that there must
be, and especially in view of the combined railway influence at the
present time, some tribunal somewhere which has power to judge
between the railway and the public. I do not mean by that that
I should have or that anybody else should have anj' power over the
property of the railway. I think the railways should make their own
rates. I think they should be allowed to develop their own business.

I have never advocated any law and I am not in favor of any law
which would put the rate-making power into the hands of any com-
mission or any court. While it may be necessary to do that some
lime, while that is done in some States at the present time, while it is

done in some countries, I am opposed to it, and I could give, if it

were material, the reasons why I am opposed to it. You have heard
them already from other parties.

Senator Cullom. We would like to hear them from you.
Mr. Peouty. And I say this, that there must be some tribunal

which can determine whether the railroad has so used its property as
to destroy my property. If a railroad having the absolute monopoly
imposes upon me an unjust and an unreasonable rate it takes my
property. If the railroad, having power, imposes a discrimination
which shuts up my coal mines or shuts down my mill it takes my
property. Now, there must be a tribunal somewhere which can
judge between me and the railroad,' which can say whether the rail-

way is using or has used its property in a legitimate way with respect
to my rights and my property rights. Now, as a matter of fact I go
a little bit further. I say that the only way in which the public can
be protected is by acting directly upon the railroad rates. The thing
which hurts is the rate. The thing which must be acted upon is the
rate. In some way or other you must revise the action of the traffic

manager. Now, if you can do that by a court, all right. As I under-
stand the Constitution of the United States it can not be done by a
court. A court has no power and can be given no power to determine
a rate for the future. Therefore, you must bestow that power, you
must confer that power upon some commission. Now, when vou ask
what commission and how that commission should be constituted
and to what extent the orders of that commission should be reviewed
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you come to a field about which my own ideas, although I have
thought a great deal about the subject, are not altogether clear. The
Interstate Commerce Commission at the present time is an executive
body. It is charged with the duty within certain limits of executing
this law. It is our duty to enforce the criminal features of the law.

Now, I am perfectly clear in my own way that those powers should
be taken away from the Interstate Commerce Commission. In
the first place, a body of five men is too cumbersome a body to act

as an executive. It does not do things. It does not get anywhere.
In the next place, I do not think you ought to combine in the same
tribunal or the same body the executive, the administrative, and the

iudicial functions. That is my attitude as a Commissioner. If it

is my duty as a Commissioner to investigate, to unearth criminal
violations of the law, I think I am very likely to get into a frame of
mind which unfits me to dispassionately pass upon the rates made
by the defendant; so I say now, and I have always said, that you
should take away from the Interstate Commerce Commission and
put either in the Department of Justice or in the Department of
Commerce and Labor what I may call the executive functions of the
Commission. Now, the Commission has certain judicial functions.

It is allowed in certain cases to award damages. I think those
judicial functions should be taken away from the Commission. I do
not think that the Commission as now constituted, hearing cases as
it hears them, receiving testimony as it receives testimony, ought to
be charged with the judicial duty of trying a damage suit. There
are certain instances where the only thing to be done is to make a
computation between the rate charged and the rate paid, where the
Commission might with propriety make the computation and make-
the order; but where the process goes further, where it becomes
necessary to determine damages, to award damages, the work of the
Commission is apt to be unsatisfactory. When it is done, it amounts

,
to nothing. The order of the Coinmission is merely prima facie.

The same suit must be tried over again, and I believe it would be
better

, to try that suit in the first instance in the courts. It is

quite likely that you ought to permit suits to be tried in the State
courts for violations of this statute, if that can be done, and I
rather think it could be. A man, perhaps, ought not to be required
under all circumstances to go into the Federal court; but you gain
nothing by his bringing the suit in the first instance before the Com-
mission, and it seems to me that you should take away the executive
and the judicial duties, and leave the Commission with simply its

administrative duties.

Senator Cullom. You have, I think, taken up these damage cases,
as you call them, and disposed of them, have you not, as a Com-
mission ?

Mr. Pkouty. Yes ; the Commission heard before I came on to the
Commission the case of the Independent Eefiners' Association putting
in issue rates on petroleum from certain points in Pennsylvania to
various points in New England. In that case the Commission
awarded damages to a considerable amount. Suit was brought in the
circuit court and ihe complainant recovered his damages. That
matter was taken up to the circuit court of appeals, and the circuit
court pi appeals has just reversed the decision of the circuit court
and virtually held that no damages can be recovered. Now, in that
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case it would have been verv much better for the complainant if he
had been obliged to first go into court.

Senator Cullom. Did the court decide that no damages could be

recovered on the merits or on account of the fact that the Commission
had no foundation for the case ?

Mr. Prouty. It would not be profitable for me to go into that fea-

ture of the case; but the court decides for a great many reasons

that they can not recover—not because the Commission made any
error in determining whether the rate was unreasonable or reason-

able, because that question did not go to a jury, but because the Com-
mission awarded damages against a receiver when they ought not to

have been awarded, and for other reasons of that kind.

Senator Cullom. You have the power now, as a Commission, on
complaint to investigate and determine whether the charges were
reasonable or unreasonable, and when you determine that they are

unreasonable you make an order to that effect, do you not, or what
do you do ?

Mr. Proutt. These questions arise before us in a gi-eat many ways.
There are a great many different kinds of questions. There is the
question pure and simple. Is the rate unreasonable? There is the
question, Is this a discrimination between localities? There is

the question, Is this a discrimination against commodities? I be-
lieve that in every case the ultimate question reduces itself to this:
"What shall the railroad charge for the future ? I think that is true
in every case. Now, we have just gotten back from Chicago, and we
have heard a series of cases there, and I might take those cases as
illustrations. One case involved refrigeration charges on peaches,
•plums, and grapes shipped from Michigan. The only question in
that case is the amount of the refrigeration charge.

Senator Cullom. Was that against the railroad or against the pri-
vate car line?

Mr. Prouty. Well, the railroads were brought in as parties and
the private car lines were brought in as parties. If we make any
order it must be made against the railroad, and I think the Com-
mission will be disposed to hold that the refrigeration charge is a
part of the transportation charge which the railroad must publish
and for which it is responsible ; but we have no power to say what
that refrigerator charge shall be. Our only power is to say that the
refrigeration charge is unreasonable, and I desire to call the atten-
tion of the committee to the fact that the Supreme Court has never
yet decided that we had the power to say that.

Senator Cullom. Even that they were unreasonable?
Mr. Prouty. No ; not as applied to the future.
Senator Dollh-er. Do you have an additional power to compute

and find the damages that they have suffered by reason of that viola-
tion or law in the same proceedings ?

Mr. Prouty. We do, not exactly in the same proceeding, but in
the same connection, compute the damages which a shipper has sus-
tained between the payment of what we find to be a reasonable rate
and the payment of whatever rate was paid.

Senator Dolliver. Does the original interstate-commerce law allow
that to be done in the same proceedings?
Mr. Prouty. They are really two distinct proceedings, and the
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ordelB are two distinct orders. The order to cease and desist from
making a certain charge must be enforced in a court of equity and
the order to make reparation must be enforced in a court of law,

where a jury trial can be had. Therefore the Commission makes two
separate orders. We make one order to cease and desist and another

order for reparation.

Senator Dollivek. If you pass both orders over to the court in the

same proceeding
Mr. Pkotjty. Both orders are made in the same proceeding. A

proceeding to enforce those orders would not be brought in the same
proceeding in court. One would be a proceeding in equity and the

other would be a proceeding before a jury. As I started to say, you
take this bunch of cases that we heard in Chicago, and in every single

case the question is. What rate shall be charged for the future ? This
Michigan case was one. Now, another case was this: The mills in

western Nebraska grind corn meal, which they use in the Northwest.
The com out of which they grind it is raised in Nebraska. The rate

on corn and corn meal from Nebraska to the Northwest has always
been the same. Recently the rate on corn has been reduced without
a corresponding reduction of the rate on corn meal. Now, the Ne-
braska miller alleges that the reduction of the rate on corn without a
corresponding reduction of the rate on corn meal puts him out of
business. His mill was built to grind for that territory. If he can
not grind for that territory, it virtually amounts to a destruction of
his mill, the confiscation of his property. Now, there is no way in

which you can decide that question except by determining what rate
shall be applied for the future.

Senator Dolltvee. Could you not get an order of court requiring
that discrimination between those particular descriptions of traffic

shall cease?

Mr. Prouty. Suppose the court were of the opinion that the dif-
ferential of 10 cents was too wide, but that a differential of 5 cents
might properly be applied. What order would the court make?

Senator Dolliver. It would depend on the proceeding. Suppose
the complaint was that any discrimination in excess of 5 cents, or any
discrimination at all, was illegal. Could that be brought before the
court by a direct proceeding?
Mr. Peotjty. If the complaint was that any discrimination at all

was illegal, and if the courts were of the opinion that there ought
to be no discrimination at all, I am not prepared to say that the court
might not enjoin the making of a discrimination.

Senator Doixiver. Has that form of proceeding ever been adopted
by the Commission in cases of complaint about discriminations be-
tween these descriptions of traffic ?

Mr.'PROTJTY. I do not think so. I do not see that anvthing would
be gained by adopting that form of proceeding.

Senator Dolliver. It would, if the court M'ould make an order
requiring the discrimination to cease, and it would appear to be a
fairly effective way to reach it.

Mr. Prottit. Suppose the railroad ought to have the right to make
that discrimination of 5 cents and the court ordered it not to make
any discrimination at all, would that be just to the railroad ?

Senator Dolliver. You would not suppose the court would make
such an order in that case.
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Mr. PROUTr. Then the court makes no orders to cease and desist,

and the result is that you go along charging the 10 cents.

Senator Dolliveh. Do you say that the court could not make an

order to cease and desist about a discrimination of 5 cents ?

Mr. Prouty. Certainly I would. In order to do that the court

must determine the differential for the future, must it not ?

Senator Dolliver. I do not desire to answer the question.

Mr. Prouty. Certainly I would say that. That is what the

Supreme Court has held with reference to orders of the Commission.
The first order this Commission ever made in respect to a rate was
made in the case of Evans against the Oregon Navigation Company,
or the Oregon Short Line—I forget which. The thing involved there

was the rate on wheat from Walla Walla to Portland. The rate in

effect was 30 cents. The rate the Commission ordered was 23^ cents.

What the Commission did was to order the defendant to cease and
desist from charging more than 23J cents. That was the form of the

order which the Commission made, and it is the form of the order

which the Commission has always made. That order was complied
with by the railway, but the Supreme Court of the United States has
since held in subsequent cases that the Commission had no power to

make that sort of an order, because that kind of an order of necessity

involved a determination that 23^ cents should be charged for the
future. Now, an order of the kind that you mentio.n

Senator Newlands. In what case was that last decided ?

Mr. Prouty. In all these cases. In the Maximum Rate Case the

form of the order was that the carrier should desist and .cease from
charging more than a certain sum. That is the order we always
make. Our order formerly was that the carrier shall cease and
desist from charging more than the amount which we determined
was reasonable. At the present time the order is that the carrier

shall cease and desist from charging the present rate, and along with
that goes a recommendation as to the rate wkich the carrier shall

charge.

Senator Newlands. Do I understand that some of the counsel for
the railroads have insisted that in the case put by Senator Dolliver
the court could give full relief by enjoining a charge above a certain
amount, and that that would belong to the equity side of the court in
order to avoid a multiplicity of suits for damages and to get ade-
quate relief ? Of course, if that is so, that power would be exercised
by the court entirely regardless of the question as to whether or not
the Commission had the power to fix the rates for the future. The
remedy there would be to prevent an irremedial injury and to ore-
vent a multiplicity of suits. That is the contention, I understand it,

of some of the lawyers of the railroads. Is not that your ujt;der-

standing ?

Mr. Prouty. The court in Mississippi decided that the court had
no such jurisdiction. Judge Spear decided in Georgia that the court
had that jurisdiction, and the court decided in the Missouri Pacific
Case that under the statute—under the Elkins bill—an action would
now lie in the name of the United States to restrain a discrimination,
but all that does not reach the point. The question is. Can the court
apply a remedy ? Now, my proposition is that the court, by the deci-
sion of the Supreme Court of the United States, has no right to fix

a rate for the future. There is no question about that. That has been
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decided. It must be accepted as axiomatic. My second proposition

is that the court can not fix that differential without fixing a rate

for the future. If the court says that for the future the carrier shall

be enjoined from charging more than 5 cents difference between corn
and corn meal, it determines that 5 cents shall be the differential for

the future, and that thing the court has no power to do.

The Chairman. What would, you suggest as the remedy right

there; what amendment would you put in the existing law to make
the enforcement of that effective ?

Mr. Prouty. The trouble now i^ that you are endeavoring to ad-

minister this law by the court. That can not be done. You may take
every case that stands on the docket of the Interstate Commerce
Commission, you may take every case that has been decided by the

Interstate Commerce Commission for the last eight years, since I have
been on that Commission, and the thing can not be corrected unless

you, in effect—you might by indirection—fix the rate for the future,

and you must create a commission and you must give it that power.
The Chairman. Would you leave the right to review the finding

and judgment of the Commission?
Mr. Prouty. I have never advocated the exercise of that power by

the Commission without the right to review.

The Chairman. When the court reviews it and comes to a conclu-
sion, would not that indirectly fix the rate ?

Mr. Proxjty. Just what the court can do in that matter is an em-
barrassing question, and a question which no man can answer with
very great certainty. The Attorney-General has told you gentle-

men, I think, that the court has no power to review an order of the
Commission. Now, I entirely agree with that proposition. I have
always insisted that the Commission must, in the first instance, fix

the rate. It has always seemed to me that a court could review the
decision of the Commission.
The Chairman. In the first instance the railroad fixes the rate,

and you then review that.

Mr. Prouty. Yes.
The Chairman. You say the Commission fixes the rate ?

Mr. Prouty. Our power is this, or ought to be this : The fixing of
a rate is an administrative duty. The altering of that rate is an ad-
ministrative duty. Now, an administrative duty can not be dis-

charged by the court. The court may determine whether a rate is-

reasonable or unreasonable for certain purposes. It may determine
whether a rate is reasonable if I, having paid the rate, sue the rail-

road company to recover. It may determine that; it may submit
that to a jury. It may determine whether the rate is reasonable or
unreasonable under the fourteenth amendment to the Constitution of
the United States—^that is, for the purpose of enforcing the provisions
of that amendment. It has never been decided by any court—the
contrary has been decided, as I understand it—that the court has
power to determine whether a rate is reasonable or unreasonable for
the purpose of fixing that rate for the future. Now, I say it is a
very embarrassing (juestion—it is a very doubtful question—what the
power of the court is under the fourteenth amendment. That amend-
ment provides that no person shall be deprived of his property with-
out due process of law. The railway rate is property. It is all
the property that the railway has. The rest of its oronertv is
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good for nothing unless it can charge a rate. Now, it has always

seemed to me that when a rate was fixed, if that rate was an unrea-

sonable rate it deprives the railroad company of its property pro

tanto. It is not necessary that you should confiscate the property of

a railroad ; it is not necessary that you should say that it shall not

earn 3 per cent or 4 per cent. When you put in a rate which is inher-

ently unreasonable you have deprived that company of its rights, of

its property, and the circuit court of the United States has jurisdic-

tion under the fourteenth amendment to restrain that.

Senator Dolliver. Does that view correspond with the decisions of

the court ?

Mr. Peoutt. That is as I understand it.

Senator Doluver. I think the Attorney-General says that the

review of the rates does not go to the question of whether it is reason-

able or not, but goes simply to the question of whether it confiscates

the railroad company's property.
Mr. Proutt. Well, I read the opinion of the Attorney-General

hastily. Of course I have no desire to assert any opinions in opposi-

tion to that of the Attorney-General, but I have looked at these cases

a great many times and I can only come to this conclusion, that a rail-

road company is entitled to charge a fair and reasonable rate. It is

entitled under the fourteenth amendment to charge a fair and reason-

able rate, and if any order of a commission, if any statute of a State
legislature, takes away that right, the fourteenth amendment pro-
tects the railway company. To continue, the legislature has certain

powers over the rate. For example, the legislature may say to a
railway company, you shall create no discrimination between locali-

ties. The legislature may say to a railway company, you shall in

all cases charge no less for a long haul than you do for a short haul.
Now, when that has been said the railway company must comply
with that enactment of the legislature.

The Supreme Court held that the State of Kentucky had a right
to say to the railroads in that State, with respect to traffic within the
State, that the long and short haul clause should be absoluely
observed. The railroads came to the court. They said : If you com-
pel us to observe this law, it ruins us; it confiscates our property.
But the court, as I understand it, rejected that argument and said:
It make§ no difference; the legislature of Kentucky may prescribe
that rule and you must obey it. Now, I take it that the Congress
of the United States may say, with respect to interstate transporta-
tion, that in no case should less be charged for the long haul than
for the short haul. It would be a very foolish thing to say ; it would
produce a very disastrous effect upon railways in some parts of this
country ; but I think Congress might say it, and if Congress did say
it the railways would be obliged to comply with it. Now, there is

another thing that Congi-ess may do. It exercises and can exercise
a very wide supervisory power over rates. For example, a rail-
road company can afford to make a lower rate for 100 pounds, if
it receives a train load a day from a factory, than it can if it receives
a single carload a day from a factory. Nevertheless I think that
Congress, or a commission acting under the authority of Congress,
might say that the railway shall accord the same rates whether the
shipment is in one carload or in fifty carloads. Otherwise you con-
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centrate the business of this country in the hands of a few large cor-

porations—certain kinds of business.

Senator Dollivee. Do you think that would be a wise provision
of law ?

Mr. Pkotjty. That no lower rate should be made for a train load ?

Well, now with respect to that, the Commission has held that such
is the law now. The Supreme Court of the United States, as I un-
derstand it, has held with respect to passenger traffic that such is not
the law. In point of fact, the railroads of this country do ordinarily

apply the same rate per hundred pounds, whether the traffic moves
in carloads or in train loads.

Senator Doixivee. But they do not go below a carload ?

Mr. Peotjtt. No ; if they were to apply any different rule it would
create an insurrection which you gentlemen would hear from from all

parts of the country. I think there are, however, certain cases in

which railroads ought to, and may, with perfect proprietyj make a
lower rate by the train load than by the carload, and I believe they
ought to have that right. Now, it seems to me that Congress would
have the power to say—they may say it by absolute enactment or they
may delegate that power to a Commission—ordinarily you shall

make the same rate per 100 pounds, whether one carload or fifty, but

S^ou may, under these peculiar circumstances and conditions, make a

ower rate by the train load than by the carload.

Senator Dolliver. Do you have in mind any condition of that sort ?

Mr. Proutt. Yes; the transportation of live stock. I think there
are many instances where railroads might, with propriety, make a
lower rate for a train load of live stock than they make for a single

carload of live stock. I think it would be for the interest of the ship-
per of live stock if they had that privilege. I think in many instances
the railroads should have the right to make a lower rate for the
transportation by the railroad of a train load of perishable fruit or
other commodity than it malces for a single carload, and it is for the
interest of the public that they should have that right. Take an-
other illustration: A railroad company can transport kerosene oil

or petroleum much more cheaply by the gallon in a tank car than in
a barrel. Nevertheless, I think the people of this country might,
through their Congress or through a commission, say that the rail-

roads of this country shall extend the same rates "by the gallon,
whether kerosene oil is transported in a tank car or by the barrel.

Senator Ctjllom. Do you think those provisions ought to be put
in the statute?

Mr. Peouty. I am not saying now that they ought to be put into a
statute. I am illustrating to you the power which Congress has
and which the court can not refuse. I think that Congress may say
that a railway shall earn less in proportion to the service from the
transportation of coal than it earns from the transportation of some-
thing else. Now, within those limits the power of Congress is

supreme. Within those limits the power of a commission created
by Congress is supreme, and with those things the court can not
interfere. The court can say, on the whole you are not giving to this
railroad company a reasonable return ; but the court can not say that
simply because we have required, or Congress has required, a railroad
to transport coal for less in proportion to service than silk that the
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rate on coal is unreasonable. In my view of the matter the power ol

the court is something like this: The making of a rate is a legis-

lative act in essence. The court has the same power over that leg-

islative act that it has over any other legislative act. Just as it can

declare a law which Congress enacts unconstitutional, so it can declare

a rate, put into effect by Congress or put into effect by the Commission,

void. If Congress were to enact that the Baltimore and Ohio Rail-

road should transport passengers from Washington to Baltimore for

5 cents apiece, I take it that is an unconstitutional act. That does

not allow the railroad proper remuneration for its service. Ihat

could be set aside by the court. But if Congress were to enact tnat

service should be rendered for 40 cents apiece, it is not at all clear,

although the rate would be too low, that it could be set aside by the

court. That may be as m-ch as the railroads get at present on the

whole. It seems to me that a court should presume in favor ot a

rate exactly what it presumes in favor of a statute. It should presume

it is reasonable ; but if it clearly appears to be unreasonable it should

set it aside, and should do that although the railroad is making 1.00

per cent on its investment. From what I have seen of the operation

of this right under the fourteenth amendment and the acts of State

commissions I have felt that it did not afford to the railroad the full

measure of protection which it deserved, and I have advocated the

creation of a special court, which should be an expert court, upon the

theory that the court may exercise, if it were given the power to

review the lawfulness of a rate, some additional power to what it

could exercise under the fourteenth amendment.

Senator Dou.iver. Could we, by creating a special court, give to it

any special powers that could not be by law conferred upon the ex-

isting judiciary of the country?

Mr. Prouty. As a matter of theory, as a matter of course, you

could not, but as a lawyer you know that the courts do in the process

of time some things that it was not originally intended they should

do. ....
Senator Dolliver. If I could see the same latitude in the jurisdic-

tion of a court in hearing one of these appeals from the order of the

Commission that you have expressed there, it would greatly sim-

plify this problem; but the way it has been presented to us is that

the court would consider nothing but reasonable earnings, the rea-

sonable surplus to be laid up against evil times, or a reasonable busi-

ness administration of the property, and confine itself to the question

of whether the rates fixed by the Commission took the property of

the company without compensation, without due process of law.

Mr. Proutt. If it is too low it does take it without process of law,

because the rate is the property.

Senator Dolliver. No, the rate is a mere expression of the use of

the property ; and the rate could be brought down until the property

was earning very little—not enough to pay dividends and not enough
to maintain a surplus fund or to keep up improvements or a great

variety of expanses beyond the mere payment of dividends and still

be short of taking the property. That is the view that has been pre-

sented to us.

Mr. Peoitty. Of course the court can not review the order of the

Commission in so far as that order is discretionary; in so far as it
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is a matter of judgment ; in so far, in other words, as it is legislative.

It can only review the lawfulness of the order; but it has seemed
to me that a special court, charged with the duty of reviewing the

lawfulness of the orders of the Commission, would exercise a most
potential influence upon the rates of this country. When the Su-
preme Court of the United States decides that the rates put in effect

by the Texas commission are in violation of the fourteenth amend-
ment, they of necessity inquire whether those rates are reasonable.

They do not inquire with reference to the future, but they inquire,

Are those rates reasonable? When the court inquires whether one
of the orders of the Commission is justified, it must inquire whether
the rate is reasonable for the time being; and while I freely admit
that the thing accomplished may be an expression of opinion as to

a rate to be charged for the future I have felt that under that kind
of a provision the jurisdiction would be exercised by a court. It

might not. Your opinion is worth more than mine. I have simply
given to you the impression which I have had.
The Chairman. Where do interstate railroads, by combination or

consolidation of lines in three or four States, making it one combina-
tion, get the power to charge rates.

Mr. Peouty. I do not know that I understand.
The Chairman. Every road is incorporated originally in a State,

and by uniting two roads or three roads or four roads in several States
we get an interstate railroad.

Mr. PBOtrrT. Yes.
The Chairman. Now, the power to charge—the franchise—^the

power to make the rate, comes from what source?
Mr. Prouty. Why, each railroad is chartered by the State, and it

is allowed to charge a reasonable rate in that State. In the next
State it is chartered and given the same power. Now, when you put
those two lines together that power is exercised in the State of Illinois

under the power granted there and in the State of Indiana under
the power granted by that State. The States, in forming this com-
pact, which makes the United States of America, have given up
certain of their powers to the Federal Government. They have given
up to the Federal Government the power over interstate commerce on
those railroads.

The Chairiman. They surrender the power when they allow the
combination—that is, as to the interstate charges and the operation
of the roads.

Mr. Prouty. I do not think the State could decline to allow the

interstate movement.
The Chairman. The States can not inquire into or correct a

through rate.

Mr. Prouty. No ; that must be done by Congress.
The Chairman. And Congress gets that power how ?

Mr. Prouty. By delegation from the States, under the commerce
clause. The States have said in the Constitution, by subscribing to

it, that Congress shall have the power over interstate commerce.
They have thereby giA'^en up the power which they might otherwise

exercise over a railroad or over interstate transportation.

The Chairman. This combination and consolidation which is per-

missible under the laws makes an interstate road. Is that a legisla-
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Mr. Proutt. You mean the making of a rate?

The Chairman. Yes.

Mr. Prouty. Certainly. I say a legislative act—it is an adminis-

trative act.

The Chairman. It is a legislative act so far as the power is derived

from some source to fix it.

Mr. Proutt. If Congress should fix the rate, that would be a legis-

lative act.

The Chairman. The fixing of a rate, then, by an interstate road is

by the consent of the public ?

Mr. Proutt. Yes.
The Chairman. And by the carrier?

Mr. Proutt. Yes ; as I understand it.

The Chairman. But in the State, when it incorporates a railroad,

the power to make rates is delegated and there is a power conferred

upon the railroads to make rates in the States.

Mr. Proutt. You mean the United States has conferred no power
which corresponds to the State?
The Chairman. No.
Mr. Proutt. And I say when the State of Illinois creates one rail-

road and gives it that power, and the State of Indiana creates an-

other railroad and gives it that power, that it is not within the power
of either the State of Indiana or the State of Illinois to say that those

two roads shall not engage in interstate business and make interstate

rates, and those interstate rates may be higher than the sum of the local

rates. I have before me to-day a complaint received from a gentle-

man who was traveling from Fernandina, Fla., to Savannah, Ga.
He bought a ticket from Fernandina to Savannah and paid $5 for it.

The gentleman who rode in the same car with him and in the same
seat bought his ticket to a little town located on the border between
Florida and Georgia, and when he got to this little town he got out
and bought another ticket, and he got through for $3.28, I believe it

was.
The Chairman. Now, how would you constitute the Commission,

and what powers would you give it in the interests of the public to

correct the evil abuses of extortionate rates? What powers would
you confer on that Commission? Just explain that to us from your
large experience in viewing these questions.

Mr. Proutt. I expect that if I were to give you my honest opinion
about that I would say that you ought to take away from the Inter-
state Commerce Commission all its executive work. I have already
said that. You ought to take away all its judicial work, and I do
not know, but I would say that you ought to go one step further.
Now, at the present time the Interstate Commerce Commission re-

ceives a complaint. That is an informal complaint. It serves that
on the railroad. It endeavors to persuade the railroad to correct
that rate. It is our practice at the present time to say to a com-
plainant, " if the rate is not corrected if you desire to proceed with
this matter, we will formulate a complaint and send it to you."
The Chairman. 'Whether you believe or not the complaint was well

founded ?

Mr. Proutt. If I did not believe the complaint was well founded,
if I did not believe there was a fair question, of course I would tell

the complainant that I did not think he had a case; but if I thought
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his case was well founded, or if, after I told him, I did not think he
had a good case, and he insisted that it was a good case—as a com-
plainant did the other day (I wrote to him that I did not think he
had a complaint, and he said he thought he had, and he thought he
could convince my associates that he had, and would like to have a

complaint sent, so I instructed to have it sent, and I think it has been
sent)—but whenever a man wants to proceed with his complaint, the

Interstate Commerce Commission always formulates his complaint
for him. The lawyers do not know how to do that. We just turn
it over to our assistant secretary, who has a force for that purpose,
and he formulates the complaint and has it filed. There are some
cases in which we go no further than that. Where the question is

one of very general interest which, we think, «ught to be heard in

the interests of the public, we sometimes furnish a lawyer to develop

the facts of the case. Now, I am inclined to think, if you could

arrange this thing just exactly as it ought to be arranged, you would
create a bureau or a department—I do not say that a department
would be any too large for it—which had jurisdiction of railroads.

The Chairman. A department of railways?
Mr. Protjty. A department or a bureau of railways. You would

lay all these informal complaints before the bureau of railways, and
if the bureau of railways thought a complaint ought to be formulated
it would be the duty of that bureau to file a complaint with the Inter-

state Commerce Commission, and I would create a commission whose
whole duty it should be to hear and decide those complaints. You
could not find any men too good for such a commission

;
you could not

find any too impartial men for such a commission; but I do not see

any other way in which it could be done.

The Chairman. And have this bureau refer the complaint to the
commission ?

Mr. Protjty. In my opinion you have got finally to let a conimis-
sion determine what these rates shall be, because the court can not
do it. In my opinion the decision of the commission must finally

go a long way toward being taken as right. In my opinion there
is no way in which you can protect the railroads of this country
from an erroneous decision of that commission within pretty broad
limite. Of course, there are limits within which you can and limits
within which you can not. Anything outrageous can be stopped,
anything manifestly wrong can be stopped, but anything that is a
little wrong or partly wrong I do not believe can be stopped. There
is no other way to do it. That is the way they do it in England,
that is the way they are doing it in Canada, and that is the way you
have got to do it here; and I believe' you ought to create a commis-
sion and give it that duty and also take away from it entirely all

these duties which tend to make a commission a partisan body, and
allow that commission to decide those questions. There ought to be
enough commissioners, so that the question can be heard and decided
promptly.
The Chairman. If they reach a conclusion that a rate was too

high, would you have them make a substitute rate that would go
immediately into effect and make that binding upon the railroads,
and then within certain limits have that reviewed or not reviewed ?

Mr. Protjty. I think they must have the power to make a rate
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which is binding upon the railroad, unless it can be reviewed under
the fourteenth amendment.
The Chairman. As confiscatory ?

Mr. Protjty. Yes.
The Chairman. But outside of that you would not allow it to be

reviewed ?

Mr. PROtTTT. I would allow it to be reviewed if it can be, but Sen-
ator Dolliver says that it can not be. As an Interstate Commerce
Commissioner I would a great deal rather act if my acts were re-

viewed by some competent tribunal, but I want a tribunal which is

engaged exclusively in that business, which will look at these ques-
tions as I do, which will appreciate them, or at least consider them,
from the same standpoint. I do not mean that I would expect they
would have the same opinion that I had about them, because I sup-
pose they would not, but if they do not I am entirely satisfied. Give
me a competent tribunal. You may take any three judges in this

land, I do not care who they are, and let them hear these questions
from one year's end to the other, let them become familiar with every
condition which surrounds the railway transportation of this country,
and I will, as an Interstate Commerce Commissioner, prefer to be
reviewed by a body of that sort than to have the absolute power to
make the rates without review, because I am conscious of the fact
that I might make mistakes, and I think I might sometimes decide in
favor of the public in that case where I would not in the other.
The Chairman. If you are satisfied that the difficulty can not be

settled, that the dispute between the carrier and the shipper can not
be reconciled, and in your judgment there should be a suit brought,
why not bring that suit directly in the court rather than let the Com-
mission take the time and have a hearing and then have that re-

viewed ? Do you get the idea ?

Mr. Prouty. I do, entirely. You look at that from a practical
standpoint, of course.

The Chairman. Yes ; to prevent delay.

Mr. Protjty. In some instances it would prevent delay and in some
instances it would not. Let me give you a practical illustration.
Now, you take the only case in which an application has been made
to us to proceed under what is known as the Elkins bill. That was
the Wichita sugar differential case. In that case the question at issue
was the comparative rate on carloads of sugar from various points
to Kansas City and to Wichita. Sugar is refined in the United States
very largely on the Atlantic seaboard. When it is refined on the
Atlantic seaboard it may get to Wichita in two ways. It may go to
Kansas City and so on through to Wichita, or it may and frequently
does go down to Galveston and go from Galveston by rail up to Kan-
sas City, and in that way it goes through Wichita. In the first case
the sugar travels 225 miles farther in going to Wichita than going
to Kansas City, and in the second case the sugar travels 225 miles
farther in going to Kansas City than in going to Wichita.
Now, a great deal of sugar is produced in Louisiana, at, I may say,

New Orleans. The distance from that point of production to Kansas
City and to Wichita is practically the same. A great deal of sugar
is produced out on the Pacific coast. That sugar, in order to get to
Kansas City, has to go through Wichita to Kansas City. Now, out
of that very complicated situation there has grown up in the last
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dozen vears a bitter fight, and that fight has resulted in the applica-

tion 01 all sorts of differentials between those points. The differen-

tial has sometimes been 15 cents. It has sometimes been nothing.
It has sometimes been five or seven or eight, or whatever happens to

be. On the 1st of January the railroads had entered into an agree-

ment. They had arrived at some sort of an understanding by which
that differential was fixed at 15 cents, and the people of Wichita
applied to the Interstate Commerce Commission and asked to insti-

tute a suit under the Elkins bill for the purpose of correcting that
discrimination.

I happened to be in the West at that time, and was the member of the

Commission who saw the attorney for the Wichita people. I said to

him, " This act provides that the Interstate Commerce Commission
shall institute a suit if it has reasonable ground to believe that the
present differential is wrong. I can not say that I have any reason-

able ground to believe that the present differential is wrong. We
have decided that the rate may properly be higher to Wichita than
to Kansas City, and how can I say, without some investigation, that
your rate is wrong, and how can I recommend the institution of a
suit on that basis? Before I can do that we must have an investiga-

tion." I said to him, " You file a complaint with the Interstate Com-
merce Commission, and we will investigate your complaint, and
after we have done that we will determine whether we will proceed
under the EUtins bill or whether we will make an order and proceed
in that way." I think his complaint was filed somewhere about the
16th or 17th of December. We had to be in Chicago on the 27th of
December, and we heard the complaint then. We decided it in ten
days after it was heard. We decided that they ought to apply a
differential of 8 cents.

The railroads complied with that order. Now, if in that case the
Interstate Commerce Commission had brought a suit, there would
not have been any termination of that suit until it got through to the
Supreme Court of the United States. The shippers at Kansas City
were on one side and the shippers at Wichita were on the other side,
and they were bound to fight it out, and in that case where the order
of the Commission was complied with the petitioners got relief
within a, month, whereas in the other case they would not have gotten
it within two years. Now, suppose the order had not been complied
with. Suppose we had brought a suit to enforce the order. There
is no reason why we might not have secured a judgment in the case
of that suit exactly as quick as we could secure a final decree in the
case of a proceeding under the Elkins bill.

Senator Dolliver. Was that an order within the present power of
the Commission?
Mr. Prouty. No; the order of the Commission was this. The

Commission ordered that they cease and desist from charging the
present differential of 15 cents"and it recommended that a differentia]
of 8 cents be substituted, and the railways accepted the recommenda-
tion and substituted that differential.

Senator Dolliver. Do you recognize the present differentials exist-
ing by consent of the public in the railroads as a beneficial and wise
thing and something in the interest of transportation, or would you
abolish them.

a T\^^ nAO en -i ..^i A A
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Mr. Protjtt. I do not think you could abolish them.

Senatol Dolliveh. Do you think that they are beneficial and in the

interests of the public?

Mr. Peoutt. I think they are absolutely essential, yes. I was
going to say that a differential sometimes means one thing and some-

times another. Generally speaking I think there must be a difference

in rate between commimities, and that that is in the interest of com-

petition. You could not have competition without it.

Senator Dollivee. One other question and I am through. In
adjusting the difference between localities situate on different rail-

roads, don't you think that on the whole the railroads themselves on

the ground having charge of the matter could adjust those differ-

ences?
Mr. Peouty. Yes.
The Chairman. Better than the Commission?
Mr. Proutt. YeSj I do; but I think there are cases in which

numbers of the public who are injured should have some remedy, and
in a case of that sort I believe the only possible remedy is to be applied

through a commission.
The Chairman. Through a commission rather than through the

courts?

Mr. Proutt. I do not think the court has the power to apply it.

The Chairman. As to localities?

Mr. Proutt. Certainly, as to localities. Now, as to whether in

my opinion the railroad traffic men are not ordinarily better qualified

than a member of the Interstate Commerce Commission to determine
what these differentials should be between different points, especially

different points on the line of that particular traffic man, I think

that he in all cases ought to have that right, but that the right should
be subject to supervision somewhere. I desire to give an illustration

of that. I can best take all these illustrations right out of the files

of the Commission, and 1 will take this illustration from the last case

that we had in Chicago. A good deal of corn is raised in Texas, but
not all that they consume there. A certain amount is bought in

Kansas and sent down there. It is sometimes sent as corn meal and
sometimes as corn and ground in Texas. The Texas miUs have
insisted that the railroads should make a lower rate on corn than
they made on corn meal, and the Texas commissioners insisted that
they should make a lower rate on corn than on corn meal for the
purpose of allowing the Texas mills to grind corn.

This differential for the last ten years has been 3 cents a hundred
pounds. On the 19th day of last February it was advanced from 3
cents a hundred pounds to from 7^ to 9 cents a hundred pounds by rais-

ing the rate on corn meal.—One cent a hundred pounds is a pretty
good profit in grinding that corn meal, and of course this change
in that differential simply puts the Kansas miller out of business,
shut up the mills, and they applied to the Interstate Commerce Com-
mission to investigate that. On our hearing in Chicago these facts

were developed : The Texas commission was proposing to reduce the
rates on grain and the products of grain in the State of Texas, and
they had issued notice that on a certain day they would have a hear-
ing at the capitol for the purpose of determining whether these rates
should be reduced. The millers of the State of Texas were asking
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for this reduction in Texas rates. The railroads went to the millers of
Texas and they said to them, " Is there anything you want here?"
" Why," said the millers, " yes ; we would like to have that differential

between com and corn meal increased ; we think you ought to put the

rate on corn meal up." The railroad said, "All right
;
you just stay

away from that meeting down at Austin so that there will not be
any excuse for the Texas commission, if it undertakes to reduce these

rates, and we will raise this differential; we will raise the rate on
corn meal to the rate on flour." The millers kept away from Austin

—

they kept their part of the bargain—and they stayed away, and the

Texas commission was left without any support for their proposi-

tion to reduce the rates, and the railroads kept their part of the bar-

gain and lifted up the rate on corn meal so that the differential was
from 9 to 7i cents, and that put the Kansas mills out of business.

Now, I think in a case of that sort those Kansas millers ought to

have somebody to whom they can go who has power to right that

wrong. I do not believe those Texas lines have any business to do
that thing.

Senator Kban. That was all in Texas?
Mr. Peouty. Oh, no, sir ; the lines that did it were the lines that

led from Kansas City to Texas—into Texas. Those were the lines

that made the raise, but they did it at the request of their Texas
connections. You talk about the confiscation of property. Could
you have any more absolute confiscation of property than the con-

fiscation of the property of those mills? You talk about autocratic

action. Could you have any action that is any more autocratic than
that? Is it not the duty of the United States Government to pro-

vide a tribunal somewhere which justly and fairly can judge be-

tween these Kansas millers on the one side and these railroad lines

on the other side? And I want to say, Mr. Chairman, as em-
phatically as I can, that I utterly dissent from this proposition

which has been sent broadcast over the country, that to give some
tribunal that right is tantamount to investing that tribunal with
the power to fix the interstate rates of this country. I want to insist

that there is not the slightest analogy between the two propositions,

and I want to make that as plain and emphatic as I can, because if

to bestow upon the Interstate Commerce Commission that right is

to clothe it with the right to make the interstate rates of this country,
I am not for it ; but it has not that right, it has not that power, and
it is not analogous to that power.

Senator Dolliver. What is the objection to that general power?
Mr. Pkouty. Of fixing all the rates?

Senator Dollivbb. Yes.
Mr. Prouty. WeU, now, I do not admit that the Interstate Com-

merce Commission
Senator Dolliver. Mr. Stickney, of the Great Western Railway,

has filed a paper in which he says that this piecemeal business is

worthless to the public, and that nothing could be of any value to the
public in that particular unless the power to adjust these schedules

was placed bodily in this Commission.
Mr. pROUTY. I do not admit that a proper commission—and I do

not think the present Commission is a proper commission—I do not
admit that a proper commission, with the proper staff, could not
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make the interstate rates of this country. I think they could, without

any difficulty, but I have always believed, in the first place, tiiat, as a

matter of justice, the railroads should be allowed to fix their own

rates. Our railroads are private property. The money has gone

into those enterprises upon the implied understanding, at least, that

they should have the right to manage them as they wanted. I believe

they should be allowed to do that, subject only to this qualification,

the same qualification which rests upon the use of every other kind

of property in the world, that they shall manage that property within

the law. ., ,

I think as a matter of justice it is the right of the railroad com-

pany to fix its own rate until by the fixing of that rate it injures the

public, and then I think the pul3lic must interfere and stop; it. That

is the first reason. The second reason is that in my opinion it is

for the interests of the public that they should fix their own rates.

I think it is for the interest of the public that a railroad should have

the right to develop an industry on its own lines. Let me give you

an illustration of what I mean there, and I will take that from the

last case we had in Chicago—another case, the case of the Meneshaw
Wooden Ware Company. Lard tubs are used in great quantities

on the Missouri River, and until of late they have been manufac-

tured in Minnesota. A factory has been established at Tacoma to

make them. Lumber costs less in Tacoma than it does in Minnesota,

although labor costs a little bit more. Still the lard tubs can be

produced much more cheaply in Tacoma than they can in Minne-

sota. The Tacoma people went to the Northern Pacific and said,

" Make us a rate by which we can put those tubs into the Missouri

River country." A rate of 85 cents was made, but that was not

satisfactory, and finally a rate of 65 cents was made, and on that

rate the Tacoma factory sells about half the lard tubs used in the

Missouri River district.

It seems to me that Mr. Hanniford, of the Northern Pacific, should

have the right to make a rate of that sort to develop an industry on

his line, provided he does no injustice to anybody else, and I believe

it is for the interest of the public that he should have the right to

make that rate. The case came up in this way: While Mr. Hanni-
ford's rates on those commodities from Tacoma to the Missouri River
is 65 cents, his rate the other way is $1.35, and a complainant said

that Mr. Hanniford ought to have made him just as low a rate from
the Missouri River to Tacoma as he made from Tacoma to the Mis-
souri River. That is the way the complaint came up ; but my point

is illustrated by the rate which Mr. Hanniford made to develop his

industry. I think he should be allowed to do that, and that it is

for the interest of the public that he should. In my judgment the

railroad rates of this country to-day are lower than they would have
been had they been made by any interstate commerce commission in

the world. But I call attention especially to the fact that the influ-

ences which have forced down the railway rates of the United States

no longer operate to a very great extent.

When I came on to the Interstate Commerce Commission eight

years ago there was a most vigorous competition between the railroads

m railway rates in all parts of this country. To-day that competi-
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tion has disappeared. You have left the kind of competition that I
refer to in some cases, but that competition only exists in peculiar
cases and particular cases, and it is disappearing. You have heard,
I expect, a good deal—I have not read these hearings so I do not
know—about the force of market competition. That is the kind of
competition I call attention to. It is a more subtle kind of com-
petition than railroad competition is, because it can take place
between the railroads which reach the same point from opposite
directions, and that is not true where you have the simple railway
competition between competing carriers, so to speak. But let me
assume a case. St. Louis sells goods in Denver and Chicago sells

goods in Denver. The St. Louis merchant says to the Missouri
Pacific, " Make me a rate and I will give you some traffic." The
Chicago merchant says to the Northwestern, " Make me a rate and I

will give you some traffic." These two lines make the rate to Denver
against one another, bidding against one another for the purpose of
obtaining the traffic. It does not, as a general rule, increase the
amount of traffic, it does not increase the amount of groceries con-

sumed in Denver; it simply determines whether they shall start

from St. Louis or Chicago, whether they shall go by the Missouri
Pacific or the Northwestern. Now, then, if the Missouri Pacific and
the Northwestern are owned by the same persons, what becomes of
your market competition They raise that rate 2 cents a hundred
pounds; the distribution of the traffic is exactly the same and your
market competition is gone.

Senator Dolliver. Do you mean to say that that kind of competi-
tion between the Missouri Pacific and the Northwestern in a case like

that has disappeared ?

Mr. Protjtt. Certainly I do, to a very great extent. I do not mean
to say entirely. I do not mean to say it has disappeared to the same
extent that competition in the rate has, because that, for all practical

purposes, has absolutely disappeared in the United States. I do not
pretend to say that competition in facilities, market competition,
has disappeared, but I say it is disappearing. Let me give you an
illustration of that. I will take this from our own files. About the
1st of January, 1903, the rates from St. Louis and that territory into
Texas were advanced. They were advanced to a higher point than
they had ever touched before since the Interstate Commerce Commis-
sion existed, and we felt that it was our duty to investigate the ques-
tion of those rates. This situation was developed : Articles consumed
in Texas are purchased both in St. Louis and Chicago and also in New
York.
Now, the rate from New York to Galveston and from Galveston

to the interior towns of Texas, common points, as compared with the
rate from St. Louis to Texas common points, determines whether the
goods shall be bought in New York or in St. Louis, so that you have
there market competition. It turned out that before this advance in
rates from St. Louis into Texas an agreement had been made between
the steamship lines which serve Texas and the railroads which carry
that traffic into the interior by which the rates from New York were
to be advanced to the same extent that the rates from St. Louis were
to be advanced, and the traffic men testified that they could not and
they would not have made the advance from St. Louis had not the
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New York lines aOTced to make the advance from New York. Just

look on that map there and you will see across the southern part, from

Georgia to the middle of Texas, a zone where yellow-pine lumber

grows. There are mills all the way from Georgia to the middle of

Texas, nearly 1,500 miles. Above the Ohio Iliver and east of the

Mississippi River and west of a line drawn from Pittsburg to Buffalo

is what IS called the Central Freight Association territory. Very
large quantities of yellow-pine lumber are produced in that whole
section which find their way into the Central Freight Association

territory, and the mills all the way from Georgia to Texas desire to

sell in that territory.

Now, there you have market competition, and market competition

of the most virulent kind, and that sort of market competition ham-
mered down that rate until it was a low rate without the slightest

doubt. That competition has disappeared. Those rates were ad-

vanced, first 1 cent, and then another cent, and finally they were
advanced 2 cents a himdred pounds, and the testimony on that trial

was to the effect that unless every line which led from every part of
that territory had first agreed to make that advance it never could
have been made. That is the testimony. That is what I mean by
the disappearence of market competition. I don't know whether
you gentlemen appreciate the extent to which railroad operation has
been unified in the United States. I had occasion the other day to

tell one of our clerks in our office to make me up a statement which
would show certain facts with reference to certain great systems of
railroads in the United States. I gave to him six systems, and if I

remember right those six systems were the Vanderbilt system, the
Pennsylvania system, the Gould system, the Harriman, the Hill sys-

tem, and the Eock. Island system. I said to him, " You take the
statistical returns of the railways to the Interstate Commerce Com-
mission and tell me from those statistical returns how many miles
of railroad are controlled by those six systems." He did so, and it

turned out that of all the railroads of the United States about 55
per cent were embraced in those systems.

But, gentlemen, that did not express it, for the simple reason that
the railroads which were embraced within those systems do so much
more business and were so much more important than the railroads
left out of the systems. For instance, there are 17,000 miles of double
track in the United States. Of that 17,000 miles 10,000 miles belong
to the Pennsylvania and the New York Central systems alone. Of
the railway capitalization of the United States two-thirds is- em-
braced in those systems. Of the railway gross receipts in the United
States 62 per cent are embraced in those systems. That does not
express it. The men who are potential in these systems are poten-
tial in other railroads in the United States. I say that competition
between the railroads has ceased, and if it has not ceased entirely it

will in the near future. The end of this thing is not yet. You come
up into my country, and take the Boston and Maine Railway Com-
pany, and there you have a property which operates 2,300 miles of
railway. Its capital stock is $27,000,000, so that an investment of
$14,000,000 controls every railroad there is in New England north
of Boston and Albany and east of the Green Mountains. You can
go then into Mr. Hine^s territory. I do not remember just how much
the Louisville and Nashville operates, but probably 3,500 ndles.
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The Atlantic Coast Line operates 4,500 miles, and the A.tlantic Coast
Line owns the Louisville and Nashville. The capital stock of the
Atlantic Coast Line, as I remember it, is $38,000,000; so that an
investment of $19,000,000 controls those 8,000 miles of railway.

Why, gentlemen, there is no limit to it. You can not rely on competi-
tion to reduce these rates. That is the point I wish to make. I say
that you must rely on something else, because competition has gone.

I do not say that it ought not to go. I do not say that anybody is

complaining because it has gone, but I say it has gone, as a fact.

Senator Douliver. Those cases you cited where the differentials

were changed, were they such cases that you think could not be

brought directly into the courts under the Constitution, according to

your argument—in the first instance, I mean?
Mr. Prouty. I do not think the court has any power to determine

a rate for the future, and I do not think that the Commission has

to-day on its docket a case which can be satisfactorily disposed of

without determining the rate for the future.

Senator Dolliver. These are the cases you cited.

Mr. Prouty. Yes.
Senator Dolijver. You say the power to fix the rates primarily

belongs to the road, but there should be this power invested in some
tribunal to correct an abuse. The power of those to fix a rate, accord-

ing to the testimony given here, would lead to the reduction of, say,

1,000 rates.

Mr. Prouty. That is often so.

Senator DoiiLiVER. Following that up, you would reach nearly all

the rates in the country.

Mr. Prouty. I do not think you would; but I would like to say a
word on that, because I have some ideas about that. Suppose that
the Esch-Townsend bill became a law. That is a rather violent sup-
position, but we may suppose it for the sake of argument. We wUl
say that to-morrow morning it becomes a law. Every traffic manager
in the United States has exactly the same right to change his rates

to-morrow morning that he has now. There is no question about that.

If that bill became a law, what would happen? I do not know of
any better answer to that question than to inquire what did happen.
The Interstate Commerce Commission never possessed the power to

make a rate or to fix a differential, but the Interstate Commerce Com-
mission supposed that it had that power. It exercised that power.
The people supposed it had that power. The railroads, with some
few exceptions, supposed it had that power and conceded it. Now,
what did happen when just exactly that thing was done? The act

to regulate commerce went into effect in April, 1887. On November
1, 1887, the Commission decided the case of the Board of Farming-
ton, if I get the name right, against the Milwaukee and St. Paul road.
The Milwaukee and St. Paul has two lines between St. Paul and

Chicago, one of which is called the " Eiver Line," running through
Eed Wing, and the other—I forget the name—^runs through Farm-
ington and is a longer line. The rate on grain—corn, wheat, and grain
products—on the river line was 7^ cents to Chicago, and the rate on
the other line from Farmington was 15^ cents to Chicago. Farming-
ton complained that there was an undue discrimination against that
town. The Commission heard the case and decided that there was—
decided that the rate from Farmington must not exceed the rate from
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Red Wing and other points on the river division by more than one-

third, and that order was complied with. Immediately afterwards

there came .this Evans case, of which I have spoken, m which the

court reduced the rate on wheat from Walla Walla to Portland from
30 to 2Bi cents. Immediately afterwards came the Reynolds Case, in

which the Commission determined the classification on kmber should

be the same as the classification on ties, and it ordered the railways

to make the classificaton on ties the same as the classification on
lumber.
The thing I desire to call attention to is the fact that the Interstate

Commerce Commission did exercise then exactly the power which it

says must be exercised by some commission now, and the important
bearing of that is to determine what would be the result to-day.

What was the result then? The result then was that a good many
complaints of discrimination were filed; that very few complaints
for unreasonable rates were filed; but there was no overturning of

commercial conditions, there was no attack on railway securities, the

streets were not filled with widows and orphans rendered destitute

by that legislation. It produced very little efFect on the railroad

operations of this country. There is no reason to suppose that the

effect to-day would be any different. There are more unreasonable
rates to-day.

Senator Dollivee. That you have reasoned from the fact that after

the interstate-commerce law was passed it became evident that the
general railway situation was pretty nearly perfect; that there was
little or no dissatisfaction in it and few or no complaints made against
it. Would that same state of things prevail to-day ?

Mr. Photjty. No; I think there was the greatest dissatisfaction

before that act was passed.

Senator Dollivek. There was a good deal of talk?
Mr. Peouty. But the testimony, if you will look into it, showed the

rankest condition.

Senator Dollivee. How did it happen so few complaints were
made?
Mr. Peouty. A law does two things : It punishes a thing which is

wrong—corrects that—and it prevents the perpetration of a thing
which is wrong.

Senator Dollivee. Did it in this case actually operate to induce the
railroads to themselves immediately set about the correction of these

evils?

Mr. Peouty. Certainly ; the railroads of this country absolutely re-

vised their tariffs in all official classification territory from the time
the long and short haul clause was observed, and all over the country
these tariffs were revised to conform with what was understood to be
the requirement of the law—certainly. And that, I should expect,
would be the effect of the passage of a substantial law now.
The CpAiEMAN. You say that competition is destroyed, or in many

instances it is destroyed, and therefore I infer the possibility you
stated that the rates can be advanced and have been advanced by
reason of this diminution of competition?
Mr. Peouty. Yes.
The Chairman. But is it not a fact that it is to the interests of the

railroads themselves to help build up and foster the localities on tix&i
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lines, and is it probable or possible that they would oppress localities

situate on their lines and advance rates to the injury of the com-
munities?
Mr. Peoutt. There is no prospect that an enlightened railroad

manager would do anything which would lessen the revenues of his
railroad.

The Chaiemaht. Does not the railroad live and prosper and have
success just as the communities it reaches do?
Mr. PEOt.T?Y. It certainly does.

The Chaibman. And can a railroad afford, under those conditions,

to unreasonably advance the tariff rates?

Mr. Pkouty. a railroad can not afford to advance the tariff rates to

such an extent as will deplete its revenues.

The Chairman. Or reduce business.

Mr. Pkouxt. It may reduce its business and not deplete its reve-

nues. Take an illustration. I put it to Mr. Baer when he was
talking about coal. There are 4,000,000 tons of anthracite coal used
in the city of New York. If the price of that coal is advanced a

dollar a ton, it will perhaps decrease its use by a half million tons, so

that you will sell three million and a half tons there. If you increase

that price a dollar, you gain three million and a half dollars, and you
lose the sale of half a million tons.

Senator Dollivek. That is where the road owns the product?
Mr. Peotttt. Yes.
Senator Dollu'^r. There is no competition; and there is another

thing that the road was doing—a vicious thing.

Mr. Peotjty. I do not say that it is a vicious thing or an improper
thing at all. I do not intimate that. I do not say that the rate is

too high.

Senator Doujivee. It is an abuse.

Mr. Pkouty. I do not claim it is an abuse. I am not intending to

make any insinuation 'that the rate is too high.

Senator Doixivee. But do you think it is proper for railroads to be
interested in manufacturing or mining as against their competitors
on their lines ?

Mr. Peouty. That is an economic proposition. No ; I do not much
think that it is; but they are in a great many cases, not only in the
case of the anthracite-coal roads in Pennsylvania, but it is the case
with the bituminous roads out West and in a great many places.

Now, what I wanted to say was this : Take the cattle rate from Texas.
That cattle rate has been advanced three times within the last six

years. I do not suppose that the advance in that cattle rate has
affected the movement of cattle. I expect there are probablv as
many cattle raised in Texas to-day as would be raised in Texas iJ the
rate was exactly the same as it was six years ago. Nevertheless, the
revenues of the companies have been very materially increased, so
that when you can increase the rate without diminishing the move-
ment it is lor the interest of the railway to increase the rate ; and it

may often happen that a railroad can increase the rate without
diminishing the movement to a point which would be utterly unrea-
sonable and unjust

I would like to sajr one thing more. I said competition had pretty
well gone out in this country. We heard some testimony the other
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morning which rather illustrates that. It was the testimony in the

case of the Pittsburg Plate Glass Company, which complained that

the import rates from Antwerp to certain points in this country were

lower than the domestic rates in this country. It appeared that the

rate from Antwerp to Chicago through Boston was 40 cents, and
from Boston to Chicago the rate was 53 cents, as I remember it. It

appeared that the rate which Mr. Fish charges from New Orleans

to Chicago was 75 cents, but that the through rate from Antwerp
through New Orleans via the Illinois Central was 32 cents. Now,
when we came to inquire into it, this turned out to be the fact.

There was no competition between New York and Chicago; they

had got that out of the way. There was no competition between

Boston and Chicago; they had got that out of the way. There
was no competition between New Orleans and Chicago because that

was out of the way ; but when you started on the other side in Ant-

werp, where you could come in through' the Gulf of St. Lawrence or

through Boston or New York or New Orleans or Galveston, there

was the most active competition, and that competition produced a rate

of 38 cents from Antwerp to Minneapolis as against the rate of 40

cents from Chicago to Minneapolis.
That illustrates the effect of competition. They have expressed

the thought that they were confident they would be able to get rid

of that competition. They had not been able to devise a means
yet, but they thought that within a short time they would be able to

persuade the Gulf lines that they ought to get together and fix the

rate up and then they would be able to charge the foreigner just as

much as the American.
Senator Dolliver. What localities were injured? What localities

complained and will complain to you ?

Mr. Peoutt. The people who complained were the Pittsburg Glass

Company. They said :
" Great heavens, we manufacture glass down

here in Pittsburg, and it costs us more to get our product up to Min-
neapolis than it costs the Belgian manufacturer to get his product all

the way from Antwerp."
Senator DoLLivER. Was the complaint made to the Commission?
Mr. Peotjty. Yes.

Senator Dolliver. What is the disposition of that?

Mr. Prouty. We have not decided that case yet.

Senator Dolliver. Now, in beginning an inquiry, how would you
constitute the Commission? Would you have their term of service

for a long time—longer than now ?

Mr. Peoitty. If you ask me what I think about it as an individual,

I would say " no." If you ask me what my opinion about it is if 1

were to be appointed an interstate commerce commissioner, I would
say " yes."

Senator Dolliver. Do you think a body subject to political in-

fluences, such as is the case of the Commission at present, removal
at the pleasure of the President

Mr. Prouty. I do not understand that the commissioners can be

removed at the pleasure of the President. He takes that view of it,

but I do not.

Senator Dolliver. At the end of a given time or at pleasure would
you be as untrammeled and free to act as a court which was appointed
for life?
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Mt. Proutt. No ; I think you obtain a somewhat more independent
action in case of a court than you do in case of a commission, but,

after all, I think it is a pretty good plan to have an administrator
coming back to the source of power about once in six or seven years.

I do not find any fault with that.

CSenator Dolliver. If the power is given the Commission to sub-

stitute a rate for one challenged, will not that confer upon it the

power to advance and lower rates ?

Mr. Prouty. I do not think the Commission would exercise the

power to advance a rate. It would confer that power and it must
of necessity confer that power if the Commission is to fix a differ-

ential, because there are certain cases where a differential can not be
fixed unless you have a right to fix both the maximum and the mini-

mimi rates.

Senator Dolliver. Where discriminations between the communities
are alleged, if the power is given to the Commission to fix the rate,

could it not lower the rate or raise the rate to avoid the discrimina-

tion?

Mr. Peoutt. I think the Commission in that case should be allowed
to determine the differential without saying whether the rate should
be lower or higher. The railroads should be allowed to observe it.

If they decline to observe it, then the Commission should be allowed
to do it.

Senator Dolliver. Could you control the question of discrimina-

tion between communities except' on the power to fix both the maxi-
mum and the minimum ?

Mr. Proutt. I have answered that question.^

Senator Dolliver. That is all the questions I desire to ask.

Mr. Proutt.. I want to add one thing. I have said that the power
to correct a rate was not in any way analogous to the power to fix the
interstate rates of this country, and it is not; but there is a certain
basis of fact to the claim of the railroads in that respect. If you fix

one rate to-day and another rate to-morrow, you presently have fixed a
great many rates, and if those rates can not be departed from without
the consent of the Commisison or a court that fixes the rates, you have
got in fact a more or less rigid system of rates. I have always insisted

m order to obviate that difficulty—I do not think there is any real

difficulty, but in order to obviate it, if there be one—^that the rate
fixed by the Commission should be observed for a certain length of
time, and should then cease to be obligatory on the carrier. I have
said if the railroads observe it for a year or two years that the carrier
should have the same right to change that rate as ainy other to
begin anew.

Senator Cullom. Mr. Prouty, I do not think I want to ask you
very many questions, but as I understand you, the chief thing that
you think ought to be done by this Congress if they do anything, is

to not only allow you to determine a reasonable rate on complaint,
but if you find that it is not reasonable, to allow you to make another.
Mr. Prouty. I do not say that any power should be conferred on

me or that it shall be conjferred upon the present Commission, or any-
thing of the sort, but I say in order to regulate the railroad rates of
this country you have got to do it by a commission, and that commis-
sion must do what you have said. Jt must have the right to fix the
rate.
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Senator Culix)m. I do not mean you personally or this particular

Commission, but any commission that may be appointed.

Mr. Peouty. Some commission.
Senator Cttllom. You think it ought to be a commission to fix a

rate for tlie future.

Mr. Peouty. It can not be anything else. I do not know whether

it has been spoken of here or not, but the experience of the English

people on that point is instructive. They have a law like ours, ex-

cept that Parliament fixes the maximum rate.

Senator Cullom. You do not believe a maximum rate in this coun-

try would amount to anything ? •

Mr. Peouty. It depends on who fixes it. If the legislature of

Nebraska fixes it, it amounts to a good deal; if somebody else, it may
not.

Senator Cullom. Can a commission or anybody else make a rate

for the whole country and put it in force and say no railroad, no
interstate commerce carrier, should go above it?

Mr. Peouty. Congress could.

Senator Cullom. We could make it, but could it be operated suc-

cessfully in the interests of the public as well as of the railroads?

Mr. Peouty. It would depend on the schedule. If the schedule
was all right, the railroads might fall below that if they wanted to.

That is what a railroad does when it develops an industry on its

lines ; it makes a lower rate and not a higher one.

Senator Cullom. If the maximum rate were to be made for the
whole country, it would have to be made so high that the railroad*

would not observe it or else the people would be charged more in

many cases than they ought to be.

Mr. Peouty. I would not favor the attempt to make a maximum
rate. I have said that.

Senator Cullom. Some of these States make maximum rates.

Mr. Peouty. Yes ; and some make absolute rates.

Senator Cullom. And it is possible that in a State a maximum
rate might be lifted up and not be injurious, but when you come to

a whole country with all sorts of conditions existing it would seem
to me at least that the maximum rate would be of no particular
account; and, as I understand, you would not approve the making
of such a rate?

Mr. Peouty. No ; I have never believed in that.
Senator Cullom. But you do believe—I want to get that under-

stood thoroughly whether you do or not—that a commission, to have
its full force and value to the country, ought to have the power not
only to determine what a reasonable rate is or what an unreasonable
rate is, but when they determine that a rate is unreasonable, to under-
take or to declare what a reasonable rate should be.
Mr. Peouty. Certainly.
Senator Cullom. And you are willing to let that rate be subject

to a court of review, to be investigated afterwards ?

Mr. Peouty. I think it ought to be, in just so far as a court can
review it.

Senator Cullom. You think it ought to be?
Mr. Peouty. Yes, sir.

Senator Cullom. What would you do in the meantime? Would
you have the rate take effect immediately upon your making it?
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Mr. Peoxjtt. I do not think that you can say anything about that.

I think the court has an absolute right to decide and suspend any rate

which any commission may make and that you can not help it.

Senator CtnxoM. That is probably so, but the court would have
to have some little time to do that in, and what would you do with
the rate in the meantime ?

Mr. Protjtt. It seems to me that a rate ought to stand in abeyance,
long enough to permit a railroad company to take any steps it wanted
to take. It must publish its schedules if it wants to put a rate in

effect, and it must file a petition if it wants to test a rate.

Senator Cullom. You were going to leave it to the courts to deter-

mine that question.

Mr. Peottty. I think when the question gets to the courts the court
will take its own time.

Senator Cullom. I am talking now about what you would do with
the rate before the court gets hold of it.

Mr. Pkouty. It seems to me the rate ought to go into effect after so

many days. That is the ordinary rule.

Senator Cullom. You have talked a good deal about these cases

that you have had under consideration. It has been stated here, I
believe, that some thirty-odd cases have been tried by you which have
been taken to the courts, and all but two of them, perhaps, have been
overruled. Is that true ?

Mr. Prouty. I can not give you the exact figures, and I think you
had better ask somebody else on the Commission about that. I simply
say this, that I do not think the Commission has ever been overruled
by the Supreme Court of the United States on a question of fact.

We have attempted to make something out of this law.
Senator Cullom. I wish you would explain a little about these

cases that have been taken to the courts and overruled.
Mr. Prouty. You have a good illustration of that in the case re-

ferred to, this Missouri Pacific Case, in which the court held that
the circuit court might take jurisdiction and grant an injunction.
This Commission, a good many years ago, in looking around for
some way in which this law could be enforced, instituted that suit. I
call attention to the fact that this suit was begun by the Commission
and not by the recommendation of Congress or the advice of anybody
else ; the Commission did that because it was trying to find a way in
which to enforce the law. We brought a suit in the name of the United
States to enforce the act to regulate commerce. Before that was decided
the Elkins bill had become a law ; but if the Elkins bill had not
been passed, the judgment of the court would have been against the
contention of the Commission in that case, and that would have added
one more to the cases in which the Commission was overruled. Now,
what the Commission was trying to do was to find some foothold,
some place where it could stand to enforce the provisions of this law.

Senator Newlands. Was that a suit to enjoin rates?
Mr. Prouty. No; to prevent the charge of higher rates to Wichita

than to Omaha.
Senator Nbwlands. You say the court would have held that the

court had no jurisdiction in that case if it had not been for the
Elkins bill?

Mr. Peouty. The court says that.
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Senator Cullom, Are you certain about that?

Mr. Pkouty. I think so.

Senator Cullom. It is true they did hold that if the ElJdns bill

had not passed it would take jurisdiction

Mr. Prouty. When you get seven members of the Supreme Court
you get a good many. It is generally about four to five.

. Mr. Commissioner Fifek. I think the majority opinion was against

the injunction, that the injunction would not lie under the old law;

but the Elkins bill in the meantime had become a law and the court

said it could not try the case under the Elkins law.

Mr. Prouty. That may be ; that is what I understood.
Senator Dolliver. What has become of that case ?

Mr. Prouty. Nothing has been done with that case for this

reason. The Commission has held in several instances that competi-
tive conditions on the Missouri River justify a lower rate than to

Wichita, and we do not think we could say that the rate to Wichita
ought to be as low as the rate to Omaha.

Senator Dolliver. You got the case now on the calendar of the
circuit court ?

Mr. Prouty. Yes.

Senator Dolliver. Do you mean to say the Commission refuses to

prosecute further?
Mr. Prouty. I do not know that the Commission refuses to prose-

cute the case further. In view of what has been said I think we
ought to go on further, and see what the court can do, but my under-
standing of that case has been this, that if it was found as a fact that

the rate to Wichita ought not to be any higher than the rate to

Omaha the court may possibly enjoin the higher rate to Wichita;
but if the court was of opinion that the rate might be higher to

Wichita but not as much higher as now, it would have no power to

act in the premises. The opinion of the Commission has been that

the rate to Wichita must be higher than to Omaha, but not perhaps
as high as the present differential.

Senator Dolliver. Where do you get the idea that the court would
not entertain the question of what the differential might be in such a
case ?

Mr. Prouty. Because the Supreme Court of the United States
has said it can not.

Senator Dolliver. Ilave you got the form of the complaint, the
prayer for relief in that case. Senator Clapp ?

Senator Clapp. The ultimate prayer of relief is set out. The whole
bill, I think, is not set out.

Mr. Commissioner Fifer. The Commission could do nothing fur-
ther. The majority opinion said they had no authority whatever to

file the bill, and it could not be sustained under the old law. The
Elkins bill, however, had been enacted, but the court said it did
not apply to that case, and what further could we do?

Senator Dolliver. You could appeal it to the Supreme Court of the
United States. They sent it back under the general opinion, as I
recollect, that it was a question of equity fully within the jurisdiction
of the court under the Elkins law and could be proceeded with in the
circuit court. I may be wrong about that, but that is my recollection
of the situation of the case. Now, then, if the Commission would
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go ahead, possibly amending the complaint so as to make this case

that any discrimination except one they might suggest is unjust and
illegal, I do not see why the court would not be thoroughly within
its jurisdiction to enter a decree that such a discrimination should
cease.

Mr. Commissioner Fifer. And proceed under the Elkins Act?
Senator Dollivee. Yes.

Mr. Commissioner Fift.r. That would be beginning a new suit.

Senator Dolliver. No ; the suit is back there on the calendar under
directions from the Supreme Court.

. Mr. Protjtt. I have not understood, and I do not think the

Commission has understood, that the Ellfins bill added anything
practically to our power to correct a discrimination in the published

tariff
;
perhaps it does. The view of it you suggest had never quite

occurred to me. I do not see how you could gain anything under the

Elkins bill. I do not believe you would, gain anything by going

directly into the court. I do not believe the remedy which the court

can apply is any broader now than before the Elkins bill was passed.

Senator Clapp. According to your own statement this suit to

restrain discrimination could not have been entertained at all before

the Elkins bill was passed.

Mr. Peoxttt. No.
Senator Clapp. Now they do entertain it?

Mr. Peoutt. They have jurisdiction now, but that does not increase

the remedy;
Senator Clapp. You had not any remedy at all before this was

passed?
"Mr. Peoutt. It does not increase the remedy which the court could

apply.
Senator Clapp. No ; of course not.

Mr. Peoutt. And under the Constitution of the United States the

courts can not be given power to apply that remedy.
Senator Cuiaom. One witness says here that he wants a commis-

sion because that is a clear way of correcting the wrong; another
witness says that the Commission dawdles along with these cases

and never gets to a decision or to a conclusion or them, and that a
direct application to the court would result in a more speedy remedy.
What I want to get at is an explanation from you as one of the Com-
missioners as to what has been the cause of these long delays upon the
part of the Commission in disposing of cases coming before it.

Mr. Peoutt. Those delays are partly due to general causes; they
are partly due to specific causes in particular instances. The varied
duties of the Commission render it impossible to proceed with great
expedition in many cases. As I have already said to you, we
have certain executive duties. We also have to deal with, these
informal complaints. I recently went to Chicago and was gone ten
days hearing cases out there. When I came back I found on my
table correspondence with reference to informal complaints that took
me three days to answer and dispose of. We have conferences about

. various things. People come to talk to us. We listened all day
yesterday to a man from California who was setting out the condi-
tions of the fruit industry. We are subject to the requirements of
the public in that respect. We can not proceed with the same expedi-
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tion that a court does which simply has a docket to hear and nothing
to do but to hear that docket. Now, there is another reason. You
gentlemen do not understand the extent of these cases. We are send-

ing out to-day what is called the differential case between the ports

of Boston, Philadelphia, New York, and Baltimore. That case was
begun a year ago, a year and a half ago perhaps.

Now, we have taken the testimony in that case in all I expect a

month. We have taken three or four thousand pages of typewrit-

ten testimony. That takes time. We had the greatest difficulty

in getting the parties together to agree on a time when we could
hear the caw? and take the testimony. That was a case where every-
body was especially anxious to expedite it and where the Commission
has never declined to assign the case when the parties were ready to

hear it, and still that case was not submitted for decision until about a
month ago. Now, when you sit down to decide that case you have
3,000 pages of testimony and you have a mass of exhibits which you
could not read through in a month. The case was argued for sev-

eral days and a thousand pages of briefs were filed. It takes time
to examine and work out that kind of a case. In that case also I
prepared the opinion myself, sat up nights and worked Sundays in
order to get it out. I got it done so that I was ready to hand it

to the printer. It had taken me, I believe, ten days to do that
work, including nights and Sunday, and it has taken eighteen days
to print it, so that the delay is not altogether on the part of the
Commission.
Now, there are some other cases which stand like this: Judge

Veazie, as you know, was my predecessor on the Commission. For t^e
last year he was unable to do any work at all, and for a year before
that he did very little work. These cases that were assigned to him
in their regular order, as a result came to me, and when I came on the
Commission I found a lot of old cases in which I prepared the
opinions. There were some cases in which I prepared an opinion
which appeared to be two years old before the opinion was promul-
gated. I prepared another opinion in the Bourbon Stock Yards Case,
from Louisville, and after the opinion was prepared in that case and
before it was promulgated, we were asked to retain the case until a
case involving the same principle was decided by the Supreme Court
of the United States.

Mr. Commissioner Fifee. That is better than the courts, because
they held the Wichita case for five years.
Mr. Peouty. I think the cases ought to be heard more promptly

by a commission. They can be heard more promptly by a commission
than by a court.

Senator Newlands. In that connection, it is claimed by the repre-
sentatives of the railroads that this delay is simply an inherent part
of the system, and their contention is that it is utterly impossible
for a commission to revise the action of hundreds of traffic managers
in this country and accomplish the work.
Mr. Peouty. If they can accomplish the work at all, they can do

it promptly. If they can not do it promptly, they can not acciom-
•

plish it at all.

Senator Newlands. Could you suggest any method by whi(h it

could be expedited t
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Mr. Pkotttt. If you will take away from the Commission its other

duties and leave to it simply its administrative duties as a Commis-
sion you will have added very much to its capacity for work. I

think, too, if the Commission were to pi oceed as a commission proper,

and not as a court—it has proceeded too much as a court—it would
make much greater expedition. Take the testimony in this live-stock

case. I took it, and I sat there, and Judge Baxter, who was for the

railways, sat there day after day. It kept us a month in taking that

testimony. I said to Judge Baxter, " You know all about it, and I

know all about that, and the Commission knows all about it. Now,
what is the use of our staying here to take this testimony? " The
judge replied, " Of course you and I know all about it, and yoiur

associates do, and there is no dispute about the fact anyway, but I

have to m^e the record for the court." That has been one trouble

—

that we have been making a record for the court.

The Chairman. Would you do away with that ?

Mr. Pkotjtt. Certainly I would. I think the Commissioners should

sit down, and should simply get at the facts in a case.

The Chairman. And not bother himself about making a record

or about hearing long arguments ?

Mr. Pkouty. No ; he should get at every fact in the case ; he should

hear all there is to be said about the case. But he is not the court,

and he ought not to make a record for any court, in my judgment.
You take that Wichita case which I referred to—the case of sugar
differentials. There was a case that we decided in a month. It

was a complex case, and yet I undertake to say that we never decided
a case where the record was any more complete than that record was.

I required them to file their briefs within ten days. They all said

that they could not do it, but we never had better briefs than were
filed in that case. You can get along if you say you must get along,

and a commission can move faster than a court.

The Chaieman. You suggest by your testimony the theory that a

commission could take care of the interests of the public more expe-
ditiously than a court would do it, and hence I have been a little

anxious to know what the reason has been for what appeared to be
the very slow progress on the part of the Commission in deciding
cases. I am glad to have you explain that situation to some extent.

I think that is all.

Senator Kean. You stated that you had made up a table of the rail-

roads owned by different individual systems controlling about 55
per cent of the mileage of the country.

Mr. Peoutt. I haven't it here ; I have it at the office, and I would
be very glad to file it as a part of my testimony.

Senator EIean. I wish you would. Then, there is one other ques-

tion I have. You stated that all of the opinions of the Supreme
Court of the United States had dealt with questions of law 9.nd not

with questions of fact.

Mr. Peouty. No ; I don't think I said just that.

Senator Kean. The decisions were founded on questions of law,

Mr. Peotttt. In reviewing our cases I think that is so.

Senator Kean. I caU your attention to the cattle case.

Mr. Peotjtt. Yes ; I have in mind that case.

Senator Kean. That was decided on a question of fact I

S. Doc. 243, 59-1—vol 4-
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Mr. Protjtt. Not against the Commission. The decision of the

Commission on the question of fact was sustained. The court held

that certain other facts appeared in the case which rendered it im-
possible to execute the order of the Commission, and sent the case

back for further proceedings. The Commission had held in that

case that of the added $2 terminal charge, $1 was improperly im-
posed. The court held with the Commission on that proposition, but
it appeared that from certain territory the rate had been reduced
after the imposition of the charge, and the court held that inasmuch
as that territory could not be distinguished from the other territory

the order of the Commission could not be enforced, and the case was
sent back, as I say, for further proceedings, and further proceedings
are being had in the case now.
Mr. Commissioner Fifek. That the through rate over certain terri-

tory was an offset to the permanent charges.
Senator Kban. So it is stated here. It was decided on a question

of fact, however, and not upon a question of law.
Mr. Pkoutt. It has been stated here that discriminations are the

serious thing. I am told that there are no advances in rates which
are complained of. I want to deny that most emphatically. I think
the serious questions which confront the Commission, and which
have confronted the Commission in the last three or four years, are
questions of advances of rates—questions where the only thing com-
plained of was the advance in rates.

Senator Kean. Wouldn't you claim that the Commission, if it had
the power to revise rates, would also have the power to raise them ?

Mr. Peoutt. I do not think they would. They might in some
cases. The railroad would have the power to raise the rates.

Senator Kean. The Commission, if it had the power to fix the rates,

would it not have the power to say that the rate was too low and to
lower it?

Mr. Peotjty. But the Pennsylvania Railroad would not have to go
to the Commission and ask leave to raise the rate. It would raise
the rate to start with.

Senator Kean. Do you think that the people of the country would
want you to declare that the rate was too low ?

Mr. Protjtt. No, sir.

Senator Kean. You think they are on a declining scale, and not on
a rising one ?

Mr. Proutt. I think the rates to-daj^ are on a rising scale.
Senator Kean. I mean the Commission, and not the rates.
Mr. Peoutt. Well, the Commission ought to be in favor of a just

scale, whatever that is. The peach growers of Georgia complained
to us that the rates were too high. I heard a gentleman here this
morning say that there never had been any complaint of high rates
with the peach growers of Georgia.

Senator Kean. He said he thinks the freight rate is absolutely
right, but he thought the icing charges might be too high.
Mr. Peoutt. I understood him to say that there never had been

any complaint of the freight rates. In point of fact, the peach
growers of Georgia complained to the Commission that the rate was
too high.

Senator Kean. Was it the the peach growers of Georgia?
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Mr. Pkouty. The peach growers.
Senator Kean. Was it not the commission merchants?
Mr. pROtrxr. Oh, no ; the commission merchants did not do it at

all.
.
The growers themselves came in before the Commission, and

we tried that case and heard it and decided that the rate was low
enough and it ought not to be any lower.

Mr. Commissioner Fifee. That is, a part of it.

Mr. PEOTJTr. We decided that the rate from New York to Boston
was too high.

Senator Dollivek. Mr. Prouty, I have been interested in your
statements that the Commission at present exercises certain contra-

dictory functions, and you have suggested the transfer of certain of

the present duties of the Commission to somebody else. You have
certain duties in relation to the prevention of offenses against the

interstate-commerce law, have you not ?

Mr. Prouty. I think so.

Senator Dolliver. Now, to what Department of the Government
would you suggest the transfer of those duties ?

Mr. Prouty. If those duties alone were to be transferred it seems
to me they should go to the Attorney-General, to the Department
of Justice.

Senator Dolliver. You have certain duties, of inquiry and investi-

gation, and to what Department of the Government would you trans-

fer those ?

Mr. Prouty. I think that the duty of conducting the inquiry or
rather I should think that the duty of holding an inquiry should be
left with the Commission. The duty of asking for the inquiry or
determining whether the inquiry shall or shall not be conducted
(should, it seems to me, go to the same Department as the executive
functions, but I think the Commission should still have power to
compel the attendance of witnesses and take testimony ; but it should
be done at the request of some other department, not on the initiative
of the Commission.
Senator Douliver. You have exercised, and I think with very great

value to the public, a certain power of arbitration, of conciliation
between the public and the carriers. Would you desire to have those
powers retained in the Commission?
Mr. Prouty. I would not desire to make any recommendation that

they be taken from the Commission, but I suggest to you it might
be better if those powers were taken away and placed with some
other department.

Senator Dolliver. And after you have all these powers transferred
to somebody else the function of the Commission would be to settle
questions of rates and discriminations when they were presented to
you?

'^

Mr. Prouty. Yes.
Senator Dolliver. Now, I have taken the opportunity during the

winter of reading through the Interstate Commerce Commission re-
ports, and I have been impressed by the fact that notwithstanding
they lack the power to fix rates, which are complained of, neverthe-
less your. Commission has exercised a very useful function in the
Government^ and I have been wondering whether it would not be
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policy to continue the Commission with substantially^ the samte

powers and duties which it now exercises and to create in_ addition

to the Interstate Commerce Commission a tribunal to sit in judgment

upon these questions of rates for the future and discriminations,

leaving this higher commission a commission which might be called

a " commission of interstate commerce appeals," in a quiet atmos-

phere undisturbed by the business of the detective, the prosecutor,

or the inquisitor of any sort—just to pass judgment on this rate

question. "WTiat would you say to that idea?

Mr. Peoutt. That meets my suggestion exactly, only it must be a

commission. It can not be a court.

Senator Dollxfee. I think it would greatly weaken this situation

to have these powers of inquiry in the Department of Justice or in

the Department of Commerce and Labor removed from the atmos-

phere that surrounds the present Interstate Commerce Commission.
You would think there is some sense in the opinion, then, of just

continuing the present Commission in the exercise of its present pow-
ers, possibly increasing them somewhat, at least defining them some-
what, and creating a commission administrative in character, purely,

above the present Interstate Commerce Commission to pass judgment
upon questions of rates and discriminations?
Mr. Peouty. I see no objection at all to that suggestion.
Senator CuiiLOM. Would not that be running at cross purposes?
Mr. Prouty. No; that commission would have no power to pass

on any questions unless complaint was brought by the Interstate Com-
merce Commission or somebody else. You might make it simply an
appellate commission.

Senator Cullom. Yes.
Mr. Peouty. The objection to that is that it takes up so much time.
Senator CtrLLOM. So far as the Commission is concerned I would

have it of original jurisdiction, and let the question be raised by the
other commission.
Mr. Peouty. All I contend for is some tribunal that can pass on

these questions and give effective relief. I think that you ought to
make that tribunal just as fair as you can make it.

Senator Cullom. How many people ought to sit on that higher
tribunal ?

'Mr. Peouty. I have always thought three was enough.
Senator Cullom. Would that adequately represent the whole coun-

try?

Mr. Protity. I do not know what you mean by that.
Senator Cullom. Are not these questions likely to become terri-

torial in character?
Mr. Peouty. Then you ought not to represent the whole country,

because it would be very unfortunate if a commissioner was to have
a particular opinion because he came from a particular territory.

Senator Cullom. I know, but you take the Maximum Rate Case,
and it was essentially a fight between the Mississippi Valley, or at
lease the western country, and the Atlantic seaboard cities. Might
it not be a good idea to have these commissioners so distributed as to
get the point of view of the various sections of the country ?

Mr. PROUTr. I think the members of our Commission, if we are
the initiating body, probably ought to be distributed. I do not think
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the members of the appellate commission ought to be distributed. I

think they ought to be entirely removed from every consideration of

that sort.

Senator Cullom. Would you suggest a larger salary for such an
appellate commission ?

Mr. Peotjtt. I speak now as an individual and not as an Interstate

Commerce Commissioner. I think all Government officials are under-
paid. I think you are underpaid and I think the judges are under-
paid and I think the Interstate Commerce Commission is underpaid,

but I do not see any propriety in paying an Interstate Commerce
Commissioner any more than you pay a Federal judge.

Senator Cullom. But ought not those people to be people of large

affairs, great business men with personal knowledge of the practical

details of American businesss, and would it be possible to induce men
of such business qualifications to give their attention to public affairs

without a salary somewhat corresponding to the salaries paid in the

business world ?

Mr. Peouty. There has been a proposition, I believe, made to pay
the members of the Interstate Commerce Commission $10,000. I do
not think that $10,000 would secure a better Interstate Commerce
Commissioner than would $7,500. If a man is big enough to be an
Interstate Commerce Commissioner and wants to be one it would
hardly make any difference to him whether he got $7,500 or $10,000.

He ought to have enough so that he can live.

Senator Cullom. If he was getting ten or fifteen thousand dollars

in private business, he would not have any motive to go into the
Interstate Commerce Commission.
Mr. Peouty. You might say the same thing about the Federal

judges.

Senator Newlands. Does not this require an experience in rate
making, and would it not be advisable to have traffic managers of
great experience on this commission? Now, such men get very high
salaries.

Mr. Peoutt. In my judgment a traffic manager would not make
a good Interstate Commerce Commissioner. I am talking now about
the appellate commission, so called. I think if you will take any
railroad president who has a competent knowledge of the manage-
ment of his road, he will tell you that he would not want a traffic

man on that board unless he was his traffic man, and if he was his
traffic man he would like to have him. I believe that the best board
would be a board consisting either of lawyers or of business men who
had had some intellectual training. A man must have a certain
amount of intellectual training to fit him for that place. He must
also have a certain amount of expert Imowledge. The expert knowl-
edge he will get by working there for three or four years. The in-
tellectual training does not come to him unless it comes to him as a
result of his previous life. I express the opinion with great hesita-
tion, but I do not think that a board of traffic riien would make a
good appellate commission. I do think if you had seven Inter-
state Commerce Commissioners as the initiating board it would be
well to have one traffic man on it and one financial man, I take it,

perhaps, but so far as that is concerned the traffic men in this coun-
try who know about traffic are not all paid $50,000 a year, you know.
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Senator Ctjllom. You do not take to this extremely high salary

business, do you, either?

Mr. Phouty. I do not, unless I am getting the salary.

Senator Clapp. In regard to the provisions of the law which you

would suggest, I think you suggest that you, of course, would make
provisions for a few of the orders fixing the substituted rate. Now,

ought there not to be the same provisions for reviewing the action of

the Commission in the condemnation of the existing rate?

Mr. Peotttt. Why, it seems to me that the condemnation of the ex-

isting rate and the fixing of the new rate are essentially the same

thing.

Senator Clapp. Yes; subject to the same principle. Do you think

that the rate when it is fixed should be by law for a certain definite

length of time ?

Mr. Proutt. No; I do not think it should be fixed for a certain

length of time, but I do think there is no objection to saying that

when the carrier has observed that rate for a certain length of time it

has the same right to change it as it has to change every other rate,

subject, of course, to the same right of review.

Senator Clapp. Would you fix that time by law, or leave it to the

carrier?

Mr. Peoutt. Well, it sounds like a nonsensical proposition, but I

have always said that if the carrier were obliged to accept the judg-

ment of that tribunal and put in that rate it would answer the same
purpose as though it were obliged to observe it for a certain length of

time.

Senator Clapp. First have the carrier accept that rate and put it

into effect and let it become the condition as to that road?
Mr. Prouty. Yes.
Senator Clapp. And then if the carrier thought that conditions

had changed so as to require another rate, let the carrier initiate that

other rate, subject to the same authority of the Commission to chal-

lenge and reduce or fix as they did before?

Mr. Peouty. Yes; it has always been my opinion that that would
work out all right. The principal thing is to substitute the judg-

ment of somebody else for the judgment of the carrier.

Senator Clapp. And that being once done and effectively done, it

would still preserve the elasticity in adjusting rates to varying con-

ditions, to allow the carrier to change that by initiating a new rate

at his own peril.

Mr. Prouty. As I have said, it sounds like a ridiculous proposition

to say that after the Commission has been to the trouble of determin-
ing the rate that the carrier may change it the next day, having put

it in for one day, but you must assume that people are going to act

in good faith in this world, and it seems to me that you would nave ac-

complished all you desired to accomplish by a provision of that sort.

Senator Clapp. The plan of Senator DoUiver of an appellate com-
mission, except as to the distribution of the first functions, is prac-

tically your theory?
Mr. Peouty. Practically what I have always contended for.

Senator Newlands. Your plan does not involve an appellate com-
mission, but a division of the Commission into two bodies—one a

prosecuting body and the other a quasi judicial body
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Mr. Peotttt. What I think you must accomplish is to create in

some other way a body which shall be absolutely free from all partisan
interest.

Senator Newlands. It would make little difference whether that

was a new body or whether certain functions were taken from this

Commission leaving this Commission clothed with that function.

Mr. Pkoutt. I want to say this : I have only one hope in this mat-
ter and that is that you will define the powers of the Interstate Com-
merce Commission. We have been trymg to find out for eight years
what power we have and we do not know yet. I hope you will tell

me what I have got to do, and if you tell me what I have got to do,

if I stay on the Commission, I will try to do it and to be satisfied

with it.

Senator Newlands. Judge Prouty, regarding the organization of
this Commission, your idea is that three members will be sufficient

for a commission whose duties are to be limited as you suggest?
Mr. Photttt. I have always thought so.

Senator Newlands. Now, the contention of the carriers is that
a very large number of men are employed in rate making ; that these
men run all the way from the local freight agent up to the traffic

managers, and they come in intimate contact with the communities
which they serve, and know their wants and conditions, feel the com-
mercial pulse of the country, and communicate with each other, and
in that way get a vast amount of information and experience that
fits them for this duty ; and they insist upon it that a board of this
kind, of only a few members, would be overloaded, and so forth.
Now^ did you ever think of enlarging the Interstate Commerce Com-
mission in such a way as to provide for branches—two or three in
each one of the rate-making centers of the country ? As I understand
it, there are five or six rate-making centers in the country, such as
San Francisco, Chicago, St. Louis, Boston, New York, etc. Did you
ever think of the suggestion that these Commissioners would be as
close to the commercial conditions of the country, or approximately
as close, as the traffic managers, so as to act expeditiously ?

Mr. Prouty. We have often discussed in the Commission the
advisability of establishing a branch in Chicago, and perhaps in
San Francisco. I do not think that would be necessary in San
Francisco, because San Francisco is not an interstate rate-making
center. At the present time it is doubtful if the Commission would
be justified under the law in doing it.

Senator Newlands. I am asking now if it could be done ?

Mr. Peoutt. I speak only for myself, but I think it would be of
great value if the Commission had a permanent abiding place in
Chicago, in Kansas City, and perhaps in New York City.
Senator Newlands. In addition to the one here ?

Mr. Peoutt. Certainly. A place into which the shipper could
come, and where he could sit down with a representative of the Com-
mission. The Commission would come into closer touch with the
railway operations and the commercial operations of the country,
and a great many shippers would present complaints in that case who
never do so now.

Senator Newlands. Now, in that case, if you had Commissioners
who were located in such rate-making centers, they would belong to
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the quasi-jndicial board which directs them, or belong to the execu-

tive and prosecuting board?
Mr. Prouty. I should certainly think they belong to the executive

and prosecuting board.
Senator Newlands. Now, as to the constitution of the Commission

from that point of view, do you not think that we could provide for

the selection of men who had been trained at rate making in the

country to act in that capacity in these rate-making centers, and

would it not be an advantage over the system of appointing for such

executive and prosecuting duties men simply trained in the law ?

Mr. Protjtt. Yes. If the Interstate Commerce Commission were
to have a single representative in Chicago, to come into touch with
the shippers and the railways there, he ought to be someman with a

knowledge of traffic conditions. He must either have it originally

or he must obtain it.

Senator Newlands. It does not necessarily follow that because a

man has been trained in the service of one or more railways when he
is transferred to the service of the United States he would continue

to serve the interests that had heretofore employed him? You would
not regard that as a disqualification?

Mr. Proutt. Not at all; but a traffic man gets into the habit of

looking at these questions from a certain standpoint. Now, an
Interstate Commerce Commissioner should not look at the question

from his standpoint. The traffic man looks at the question from the

standpoint of the railroad mind. The Interstate Commerce Com-
missioner should consider it from the standpoint of the railroad mind
and the whole public.

Senator Newlands. But, if such a traffic man, with intimate

knowledge of rates, were transferred to the service of the Govern-
ment and public, would he not be likely to look out for the interests

of the governing public, even though he had that training ?

Mr. Prouty. He ought to do so. I do not see why he should not.

Senator Newlands. Now, as to the powers of the Interstate Com-
merce Commission, you say you have been engaged in constant ef-

fort to ascertain what your powers were ?

Mr. Prouty. Yes, sir.

Senator Newlands. Then I think your criticism is entirely just ai'

applied to the original act of 1887, that it would seem to limit your
powers merely to providing for the forms of schedules and arranging
for the filing of schedules, and publicity, and so forth, and also for
the institution of damage suits at the mstance of persons claiming
damage; but the statute of 1891 seems to enlarge those powers and
give you this power

:

And the Commission is hereby authorized and required to execute and enforce
provisions of this act ; and upon the request of the Commission it shall be the
duty of any district attorney of the United States to whom the Commission
may apply, to institute in the proper court and to prosecute under the direction
of the Attorney-General of the United States all necessary proceedings for the
enforcement of the provisions of this act.

Now, will you kindly state what the Commission does regarding
those proceedings in court after a complaint has been filed by the
Commission ?

Mr. Pkouty. Now, the powers of the Commission relate to two dis-
tinct subjects-matter. One thing is the compelling of an observance
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by thfl carriers of published tariffs ; another thing is the correction of
discrimination in the tariff. Now, do you want to know what the
Commission has done to prevent the payment of rebates, or do you
want to know what the Commission does with the complaints that are
made before it as to discriminations in the tariff rate ?

Senator Newlands. T would like to know what you do as to both,

simply the form of procedure as in the courts.

Mr. Prouty. In respect to the compelling an observance of the

published schedules, and a prevention of rebates, there are just two
things we can do. We can, of course, go out and ferret out testi-

mony. We can not do that personally, but we can employ agents

to do it. We can hold investigations.. We can put these traffic men
on the stand; we can ask them to produce their books and their

papers, and we can turn the evidence which we obtain in to the

Attorney-General. Now, while the act says that the district attorney

shall prosecute under our direction, if you read it carefully it comes
to this : That all we can do is to pass over to the Department of Jus-

tice the evidence which we obtain.

When I first came onto the Interstate Commerce Commission, I used

to see continually in the newspapers statements like these :
" Eates

sadly demoralized," "Agreement between railroad officers to restore

rates," and everything of that sort. I said to my associates, " Gentle-

men, this thing will not do ; we must stop the payment of these rebates."

They said, " How are you going to stop the payment of the rebates ?
"

I said, " We are going to call these gentlemen before us ; we are going to

put them under oath, and we are going to make them admit they paid
these rebates, and we are going to use the evidence which we obtain to

convict them." We employed Mr. Day, who is now with the Depart-
ment of Justice. The rates which have been almost uniformly demor-
alized have been the grain rates from Chicago to the Atl:intic seaboard.

We called in the chief traffic officials of all these lines and we put them
under oath. Now, I would ask these gentlemen, "Are you the chief
traffic official of this road ? " "I am.°' " Would you know it if a
rebate was paid ? " "I would." "Are any rebates paid on your
road ? " " There are none." " The rates are absolutely maintained ?

"

"They are."

Well, every traffic official who came before us in that capacity—and
we prosecuted it for three days at Chicago—testified that rates were
absolutely maintained.

Senator Newlands. How many did you have before you ?

Mr. Prouty. We had the official of every trunk line leading from
Chicago to New York.

Senator Newlands. Did you have the officials of the lines west of
Chicago ?

Mr. Peouty. Not at that time.

Senator Newlands. I understand that most of the rebates were
there.

Mr. Prouty. I do not know whether they were or not. Now, they
all testified the rates were absolutely maintained from Chicago to

New York. Two years after that I examined the chief traffic officer

of the Baltimore and Ohio, and of the New York Central—do not
think it was the same man in either case—and of the other lines, and
they all testified that rates had never been maintained. I would
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like to know what I could do as Interstate Commerce Commissioner
to make those gentlemen admit that they paid rebates, and, as they

would not tell that they paid rebates, I w'ould be glad to know how
1 could obtain evidence that they did.

Having gotten through. Senator, with the lines between Chicago
and New York,, we said perhaps this is not a fair sample. Now, we
will go up in the Northwest, and we will take the lines that carry
flour from Minneapolis east. We instituted another investigation,

and we went up into the Northwest, and we put the railroad and
the traiEc men of the millers on the stand, and they all swore without
exception that the rates were absolutely maintained. One traffic

official there, when it got a little bit hot for him, became sick enough
so that he threw up his dinner, but he did not throw up the truth.

We could not get the admission from any man there that they had
ever paid a rebate. We said, " This does for the East ; now let us go
West." So we went into the Pacific coast, to Portland, Oreg., and
went over exactly the same performance there. We made one man ad-
mit that he burned up his books rather than to present them to the
Interstate Commerce Commission, but we could obtain no admission
of the payment of any rebate there. " Well," we said, " gentlemen,
this is a farce. This makes light of serious matters. We will not
proceed further in this direction."

Now, it so happened that there was a traffic association in the
Southwest, called the St. Louis Southwestern Traffic Committee, or
traffic association. It has had a great many different names, and I do
not remember the exact name under which it went at that time. This
traffic association incorporated in the articles of association the pro-
vision that officers of that association should, if possible, obtain evi-

dence of the payment of rebates and present that evidence to the
Interstate Commerce Commission. They hired a young gentleman
by the name of Camden, and put him at the head of the association.
They not only made him subscribe to the articles of association,
but they put him under oath, and compelled him to swear that he
would observe that provision to lay before the Interstate Commerce
Commission any evidence that he got. He had not been there more
than two or three weeks before he found some evidence to the effect
that the Baltimore and Ohio Railroad had been departing from the
published rate. He supposed his oath meant something, and he came
up to Washington and laid that evidence before the Interstate Com-
merce Commission, and we began proceedings against the Baltimore
and Ohio Railroad.
Now, that was the first instance from the time I came onto the

Commission that we could obtain any evidence of a departure from
the published rate.

Senator Newlands. Then what happened ?

Mr. Peouty. I am going to tell you what we did then. We di-
rected the Baltimore and Ohio road to file a statement showing what
shipments they had made during a certain time, and the rate of
freight paid them for the transportation. It was necessary to do
that m order to connect up with the evidence that we had. There-
upon they filed a statement showing a great many departures from
the published rate. At the same time they sent to the Interstate
Commerce Commission a letter. They said in that letter—now, I
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repeat from memory ; I may get it a little wrong—^but they said, in

substance, in that letter, that the roads in the territory in which they
operated had habitually departed from the published rate ; that was
after they had sworn they maintained the published rate in that ter-

ritory :
" Now, for us, the receivers of the Baltimore and Ohio, we

have gotten through, but we can not maintain the rate unless our
competitors maintain the rate. We propose from this time on to

maintain the rate ourselves, and we propose to see that they maintain
it ; but in order that we may do that, we ask you to call a conference

of the railroad presidents in trunk-line territory."

Now, the Commission did, acting on that suggestion, invite every
president of the trunk-line railroads to come to Washington. They
came, all of them. Mr. Calloway was there for the New York Cen-
tral; Mr. Thompson was there for the Pennsylvania Eailroad; Mr.
Murray and Mr. Cowan came there for the Baltimore and Ohio ; Mr.
Harris came from the Philadelphia and Reading, and Mr. Walters
was there for the Lehigh Valley. I do not remember them all, but
they all came there. Those gentlemen all said :

" It is true ; we have
departed from the published rate. We did not like to do it, but we
did. But we have gotten through. We shall depart from the pub-
lished rate no more. If you gentlemen will only let bygones be by-
gones, we assure you that in the future there will be no discrimination

under this law."
Well, I expect, perhaps, that we ought to have said to them, " You

are a pack of consummate liars ; we do not believe anything you say,

and we will prosecute you if we can." But we did not think so; we
believed exactly what they said, and we told them we did, and they
went home and no prosecutions were begun on the facts which we had
against the Baltimore and Ohio. Then we called, at the request of
certain persons in the West, the presidents of all those lines, and
they all came. Mr. Marvin Hewitt came ; Mr. Bird, of the Milwau-
kee line, came; in all, 30 or 40; and we had the same sort of an ex-
perience meeting again. They aU said :

" We have sinned, but we
have got through. Now, gentlemen, just help us to maintain the act

to regulate commerce." We said: "We will do it." And they went
home.
Now, I do not wish to pass any criticism at all on these gentlemen.

I have not the slightest doubt that they meant precisely, what they
said. I think I know something about the difficulties under which
they labored; but they did not maintain those rates for a month,
probably. The thing went along in that way until the fall of the
year 1901, or about one year after this first meting with the presi-
dents. We then obtained evidence of a departure from the published
rate in the transportation of packing-house products and grain.
They wanted to say once more: " We will stop if you will let us go."
But we said :

" No, gentlemen, we have heard this story once," and
went to the court and obtained injunctions against "these roads,
because of departure from the published tariff. We passed the
evidence which we had over to the Department of Justice. I want
to say most emphatically that since I have been on the Interstate

Commerce Commission, with the single exception of the evidence
which we had against the Baltimore and Ohio Railroad, I have never
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known of any way we could obtain evidence which I have not ased,

and if the evidence could be obtained and transmitted to the proper

Senator Newlands. The Commission had no doubt that rebates

were going on all this time ?

Mr. Peoutt. I have not the slightest doubt.

Senator Newlands. You so stated in your report?

Mr. Proutt. That was stated in our reports, and it has been so

admitted since. These same men have admitted it since.

Senator Nbwiands. You instituted this action to enjoin the com-

pany in equity ?

Mr. Peoutt. We did.

Senator Newiands. These western roads?

Mr. Peouty. And the eastern roads, too ; some of them.

Senator Newlands. The trunk lines?

Mr. Peoutt. Some of the trunk lines. We took all those that we
had any evidence against.

Senator Newlands. You enjoined them from this?

Mr. Peoutt. For a departure from the published tariff.
_

Senator Newlands. Now, we have been told that the judge him-

self was doubtful as to his jurisdiction in that case.

Mr. Proutt. Well, now, the Commission was very doubtful as to

the jurisdiction in that case, but we thought we ought to try it. It

might be of some service. We were bound to do all we could to stop

that thing, and we adopted that plan.

Senator Newlands. The companies themselves made no contest, did

they?
Mr. Proutt. Why, yes; they objected. It was a nominal objec-

tion, and we were really asked by some lines not embraced in the in-

junction to be taken in. They wanted to be enjoined.

Senator Newlands. But there was no real contest either in the

court or in the appellate court, was there, over the question of juris-

diction? And was the injunction granted before the Elkins Act was
passed ?

Mr. Proutt. The injunction was granted before that act, and the

provision you referred to had gotten into that act, because of the

doubt we entertained on the Commission as to the jurisdiction of the

court. Judge Logan asked me to draw the bill, and in doing that I

incorporated that provision, because of the doubt we had on the Com-
mission, and while Judge Logan threw my bill away and drew one of

his own, he retained that provision and added to it the provision that

other parties might be brought in.

Senator Newlands. Now, Mr. Prouty, if your Commission came
to the conclusion that you could bring a bill of inj unction to restrain

these companies from departing from the published rate, why could

it not have brought or instituted the same sort of suit to enjoin these

companies from discrimination of all kinds which are forbidden by
the interstate-commerce act?

Mr. Proutt. Because, in the first place, the court is simply required

to enforce a positive enactment of the statute. The statute says you
shall publish your rate and you shall maintain that rate. Having
published the rate, the law itself compels the observance. All the

court is required to do is to compel the compliance with the statute.
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In the other case the court must, to correct the discrimination, deter-
mine the rate for the future.

Senator Newlands. Now, the court must determine. That is your
contention ?

Mr. Peouty. That is my contention.

Senator Newlands. But you never instituted such a proceeding,
did you ?

Mr. Prottty. Certainly ; we brought that Missouri Pacific case.

Senator Newlands. "Was that before the passage of the Elkins Act,
in 1903?
Mr. Prottty. That was done before I came on the Commission; I

found that suit pending when I came on the Commission.
Senator Newlands. And that was an action for injunction?
Mr. Prouty. Yes, sir.

Senator Newlands. To prevent the railroads from charging a
greater rate to Wichita than to Omaha ?

Mr. Prouty. Yes, sir.

Senator Newlands. Now, what is the result of that case? Did the
court declare it had no jurisdiction?

Mr. Peotjty. The courts below took jurisdiction; before the case

was decided in the Supreme Court of the United States the Elkins
bill had been passed. As I understand the case, the court said it

would have had no jurisdiction but for the Elkins bill.

Senator Newlands. So that entirely absolved you then from any
failure to attempt to employ the process of injunction?
Mr. Peouty. We did attempt to employ the process of injunction.

Senator Newlands. In that one case?

Mr. Prouty. In that case. Of course, we would not have employed
it in any other case until we had a decision in that case.

Senator Newlands. That case was instituted in what year?
Mr. Prouty. All I know about it is this: The case was pending

when I came onto the Commission, and we made on two or three oc-

casions special efforts to hurry that case along, but it seemed to meet
with a series of misfortunes.

Senator Newlands. I understand that it is contended by some of
the representatives of the carriers here that the courts had ample
jurisdiction in this matter. Just as they had the jurisdiction to en-

join against this system of rebates, so they had jurisdiction to enjoin
against discrimination, and that the Interstate Commerce Commis-
sion failed in the discharge of their duties in not instituting any such
proceedings. You say you instituted one in 1902 ?

Mr. Peouty. Yes, sir.

Senator Newlands. Just about a year after the passage of the act

of 1901?
Mr. Peouty. Yes, sir.

Senator Newlands. Are there any other suits of that nature ?

Mr. Prouty. No.
Senator Newlands. And you had to wait for five years before you

got a determination of that ?

Mr. Peouty. More than five years.

Senator Newlands. Would it not have been well to have brought
other suits of the same nature ?

Mr. Pkouty. We were very doubtful about the jurisdiction. I
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have never been able to see if the court took jurisdiction it would
help matters. I do not see how the Commission is in any better

shape now with the decision than without.

Senator Newlands. We will admit that.
_
You assume that you

have a right to go into court to ask for an injunction concerning a

railroad discriminating in favor of one place as against another, and

that discrimination consists of exacting a rate of 5 cents a hundred,

say, in one case, less than in another. Now, that is the discrimination

complained of, and in determining that case you must determine

the amount of the discrimination necessary ?

Mr. Proutt. Yes, sir.

Senator Newlands. If, then, the court is to grant full and adequate

relief, would it not necessarily include the determination of what
a fair rate was, and an injunction against anything in excess of that

rate?

Mr. Proutt. That is my contention.

Senator Newlands. Has not the court yielded to that contention?

Mr. Proutt. The court would have no power, Senator, to grant
that relief, because it has no power to determine for the future what
is a fair rate.

Senator Newlands. Has the Supreme Court ever declared that?

Mr. Proxtty. I understand it has.

Senator Newlands. I presume, of course, it will be admitted that

the Supreme Court can not fix a rate.

Mr. Protjty. But it fixes that rate.

Senator Newlands. The Supreme Court has the power to deter-

mine what is a reasonable rate. It has the power to protect against

extortion, and that necessarily means the determination of what is a

reasonable rate, it seems to me. I will ask you whether the Supreme
Court has ever passed upon that question ?

Mr. Protjty. The Supreme Court has never, to my knowledge,
passed upon that question in that form. The Supreme Court has
said in several cases that the fixing of a rate for the future was an
administrative or a legislative function. It has held in case of the

Commission itself that where the Commission attempted to do pre-
cisely what you say the court ought to do that would be a fixing of a
rate by the Commission and not within the power of the Commission.
Now, if that is a fixing of the rate when it is done by the Commission,
I fail to see why it would not be a fixing of the rate when done by the
court.

Senator Newlands. And that has been your assumption, and that
has been the reason why you have not brought many of these injunc-
tion suits?

Mr. Protjty. Yes, sir.

Senator Newlands. Now, as to that Wichita case, it went back to
the inferior court, did it not?
Mr. Peouty. Yes, sir.

Senator Newlands. How long ago ?

Mr. Proutt. Well, I do not remember ; two or three years ago.
Senator Newlands. Has that case been terminated?
Mr. Prouty. No ; it has not.

Senator Newlands. Well, why not ?

Mr. Pkouty. So far as I am concerned—my associates may speak
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for themselves—I never understood that the Elldns bill—I say three

years—I have never understood that the Elkins bill added anything
to our power to create a discrimination in a published schedule, and
therefore my attention has never been called to that matter. I have
also assumed that the decisions of the Supreme Court of the United
States made since the institution of that suit were rather conclusive

of the fact that that discrimination alleged in a suit was not an un-
due discrimination, and therefore not in violation of the act to regu-
late commerce. In other words, when we began that suit we held
that the only sort of competition which would justify charging less

at a more distant point than at an intermediate point was that of

some carrier over whom the interstate law exercised no control.

Now, the Supreme Court of the United States has said that all

kinds of competition must be taken into account—competition with
other railroads which are subject to the jurisdiction of the railway act,

or competition of markets; everything of that kind must be taken into

account. The Commission has held in other cases, and it is undoubt-
edly true, that there are competitive conditions on the Missouri Eiver
which justify a lower rate than is made to Wichita. And I assume
that the thing complained of in the Missouri case was not in violation

of law. That has been my reason for not proceeding in that case.

Of course, I have had no doubt of the power of the court to proceed
with that case. I think the court should do with that case exactly

what the Commission could do by law, neither more nor lesS.

Senator Newlands. Then you think it could not grant the relief

necessary ?

Mr. PuouTr. I think it could not grant the necessary relief unless,

as Senator DoUiver suggested, the only thing to be done was to re-

strain the Missouri Pacific from charging a higher rate to Wichita
than it charged to Omaha. If that was the only thing to be done, I

am not at all clear that the court might not secure that by injunction.

Senator Newlands. But your opinion is that it could not determine

that an intermediate rate was a reasonable rate and enjoin everything

above that?

Mr. Peoutt. I do not know. I do not think you could say that the

rate to Wichita is 5 cents above the rate to the Missouri River.

Senator Newlands. Could you not test that in the Supreme Court ?

Mr. Peoutt. I could not say it could not be tested. It has been
tested, fsay if the court could exercise the jurisdiction over any-
thing of that sort it would be as well for this committee to write into

a bill that statement.

Senator Dolliveb. We did that in the Elkins law, or tried to do so.

Mr. Peoutt. I did not understand it that way.
Senator Newlands. Let us refer to the language of the Elkins Act.

The Elkins Act was passed in 1903. Section 3 of the Elkins law
states that

—

That whenever the Interstate Commerce Commission shall have reasonable
ground for belief that any common carrier is engaged in the carriage of pas-
sengers or freight traffic between given points at less than the published rates
on file, or is committing any discriminations forbidden by law, a petition may
be presented alleging such facts to the circuit court of the United States sitting
in equity having jurisdiction ; and when the act complained of is alleged to have
been committed or as being committed in part in more than one judicial dis-

trict or State, it may be dealt with. Inquired of, tried, and determined in either
Buch judicial district or State, whereupon it shall be the duty of the court sum-
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marily to Inquire Into the circumstances, upon such notice and In such manner
as the court shall direct and without the former pleadings and proceedings
applicable to ordinary suits in equity, and to make such other persons or cor-

porations party thereto as the court may deem necessary, and upon being satis-

fied of the truth of the allegations of such petition, said court shall enforce an
observance of the published tarifCs or direct and require a discontinuance of

such discrimination by proper orders, writs, and process, which said orders,

writs, or process may be enforceable as well against the parties interested in the
traflic as against the carriers, subject to the right of appeal, as now provided by
law.

Now, there a clear power is given to the court to direct and require

a discontinuance of such discrimination. I understand that your
contention is that, according to decisions of the Supreme Court^ a

discrimination of this land between localities because of competition
of any kind is not forbidden by the law ?

Mr. Peouty. Oh, no. The discrimination might be forbidden by
the law and might not. That, under the decision of the Supreme
Court, is a question of fact. Now, my point is that the court has
no power to inquire whether or not that discrimination is undue
and to prescribe the remedy.

Senator NE\^^iANDS. It says that the court shall have the power to

require a discontinuance of discrimination. Now, if the discrimina-
tion consists in charging a higher rate for the shorter distance than
for the longer distance, can not the court, under this law, require a
discontinuance of such discrimination?
Mr. Peouty. I think it could in that case, because in that case the

statute prescribes the rule by which the court acts. The statute says
that the carrier shall not charge more for the short than for the long
haul. Now, if the carrier did get more for the short than for the
long haul, I have no doubt that the court under that provision of
law could stop the discrimination, could stop the higher charge at
the intermediate points. But the fourth section contains another
provision, which is that it may charge more at the intermediate
point if circumstances and conditions are different at the more dis-

tant point. Now, if circumstances and conditions were such that
the carrier might properly charge a higher rate at the intermediate
point, I do not think the court could determine how much higher
that rate should be; and if the rate was higher than it should be,

could not therefore reduce the rate because there is no standard by
which it acts?

Senator Newlands. And yet that precise point has never really
been determined by the court ?

Mr. Peouty. Nearly, Senator. Let me tell you what has been de-
termined. The fifteenth section of the act provides that the Com-
mission shall hear these complaints. Having heard the complaint,
if they find that the carrier is in violation of the law, they shall order
the carrier to cease and desist from such violation. That is the power
of the Interstate Commerce Commission.

Senator Newlands. Where do you say that is?
Mr. Peouty. That is in the fifteenth section, on page 15 of what

I have here. The Interstate Commerce Commission is given the
power to order the carrier to cease and desist from that violation.
Now, the Supreme Court has held that that does not give the Inter-
state Commerce Commission power to remove or make an order which
will remove a discrimination of that sort. So I say the court has
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come mighty near to holding that the language in the Elldns bill does
not give the- court that power. And you will understand, Senator,
that gives no power at all over the unreasonable rate.

Senator Newlands. If in this statute we could give the court the
power to determine that without giving the Commission the power to

fix the rate, would the remedy, in your judgment, be adequate for

unjust discrimination ?

Mr. Peotjty. I think it would be adequate for unjust discrimina-

tion if the court had any constitutional right to exercise its remedy.
The court has no constitutional right to do it, and could not exercise

that power. That is my point exactly.

Senator Newlands. There are proceedings, are there not, where
the railroad has sought to enjoin the enforcement of rates which they
declared were unreasonable law ?

Mr. Peouty. Yes ; that is a common proceeding.

Senator Newlands. That is a common proceeding against State

commissions ?

Mr. Peouty. And against State legislatures.

Senator Newlands. Have any proceedings been taken against the
action of the Interstate Commerce Commission?
Mr. Peouty. No occasion for that kind of proceeding, because the

rates of the Interstate Commerce Commission can only be enforced
by the court upon application by itself or somebody interested.

Senator Newlands. Such proceeding would be by injunction,

would it not?
Mr. Peouty. By proceeding in equity; and I suspect the court

would, in connection with that, proceed to grant an injunction.

Senator Newlands. I understand your contention is a rate that is

unreasonable is destructive of the rights. of property of the carrier,

and a rate that is unreasonable is destructive of the rights of property
of the shippers?
Mr. Peouty. Yes, sir.

Senator Newlands. Now, why should not the shipper have the same
right also to proceed by injunction?
Mr. Peouty. He should.

Senator Newlands. Has he that right now?
Mr. Peouty. Well, that is a question which has not been decided

yet. Judge Niles held that he had not, and Judge Speer held that
he had.

Senator Newlands. The matter has never been decided by the
Supreme Court ?

Mr. Peouty. It never has gone to the Supreme Court.
Senator Newlands. Has the Interstate Commerce Commission

itself never sought to bring such a suit ?

Mr. PeouTy. I do not say that the Interstate Commerce Commis-
sion would have any such power. Apparently the circuit or Federal
court only entertains suit in behalf of the Interstate Commerce Com -

mission when the statute permits it; Now, there is no statiite which
permits that sort of proceeding. I think there ought to be a statute
which would permit the Interstate Commerce Commission to file a
petition and ask for an injunction. In the case of an advance the
court would probably have the power to grant an injunction, tempo-
rarily pending proceedings before the Commission, although it would
have no power to permanently reduce the rates.

S. Doc. 243, 59-1—vol 4 6
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Senator Newlands. Then, if the Interstate Commerce Commission
was authorized to institute such a suit, would this not meet all these

questions as to extortionate rates?

Mr. Proutt. If the court had the further power to determine

whether that rate was reasonable or unreasonable, and you awarded
final process in the premises, provided the court was a tribunal com-
petent to exercise that function. I do not think it would amount to

anything to give to all the courts of the United States that juris-

diction. I think it would answer the purpose if you could give some
special court that jurisdiction.

Senator Newlands. A special court of transportation?

Mr. Peouty. I think so, if you could give it that jurisdiction.

Senator Kean. Could you do so?

Mr. Proutt. I do not think you could. I have been saying here
to-day that you could not invest a court with power to fix a rate for
the future.

Senator Newlands. We are proceeding under the fourteenth
amendment, which declares property shall not be taken without
due process of law. You said that a carrier has a right to go into

court to enjoin the enforcement of a tariff fixed by the Commission on
the ground that it is destructive of the right of property.
Mr. PRoxjTr. Yes.
Senator Newlands. And, on the other hand, you say the fixing of

an extortionate rate is destructive of the rights of property of the
shipper. If the carrier has a right to go into court under the Consti-
tution, why would not the shipper have the right, if the wrong com-
plained of is the same in each case ?

Mr. Peoxjtt. It is not the same thing in each case.

Senator Newlands. It would be destructive of the rights of
property.
Mr. Peoutt. That is true. Say that I go out here and take your

property. It is destructive of your property, but you could not
bring suit under the fourteenth amendment. The taking of your
property or my property by a railroad rate is with due process of
law. The State has authorized that railroad to make a rate, to

impose a rate upon me, and the State must provide that the rate is a
just and reasonable rate.

Senator Newlands. So that you think under existing conditions
a remedy could not be given to the shipper which is now clearly
within reach of the carrier, when his property rights are unjustly
affected ?

Mr. Peotjtt. I think so—that is, I think the shipper should have
a remedy, but it must spring from a different source.

Senator Newlands. How about the powers of conciliation? Do
you think that those can be exercised to advantage ?

Mr. Peouty. Oh, yes. I think the best part of the work of the
Interstate Commerce Commission for the last eight years has been in
the exercise of that power and in the conducting of its investigations.
That has been about the only work it could do.

Senator Newlands. Would you have that power rest in this board
that you speak of—by some designated as an appellate board?
Mr. Peotttt. No.
Senator Newlands. You would have that authority conferred upon
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a special bureau or upon the other branch of the Inter^ate Commerce
Commission ?

Mr. Peoutt. If you are going to organize an appellate commission,
I see no objection to leaving the present Commission as it is exactly

—

that is, allow it to discharge all the functions it discharges now.
_ Senator Newlands. And you would have them exercise this power
of conciliation, leaving to others the power of judging?
Mr. Prouty. Simply the power to hear and determine.

Senator Newlands. The criticism is made that out of quite a num-
ber of cases—I believe there are 120 involving decisions of the Inter-

state Commerce Commission—that the courts have overruled the

Commission in almost every case, except four or five. What explana-

tion have you to make of that ?

Mr. Protjty. Well, as I said, the only explanation is that the Com-
mission was wrong. But you can not understand what the court

thought without looking into the case itself.

Senator Newlands. lirst, is that the fact?

Mr. Prouty. Now, I can not give you the exact figures. We have
sent up here a statement which shows exactly what the fact is. But
I would say probably that out of 35 or 36 cases in some 27 or 28 cases

the contention of the Commission has not been sustained.

Now let me illustrate what that means. Six of those were cases in

which the Supreme Court decided that the Commission had no power
to fix a rate for the future. The Commission had decided that a certain

rate was unjust. It had declared that certain other rates would be

just. It had ordered the carriers to observe that other rate. Now,
the court held in those six cases that the order of the Commission,
was unlawful, because it exceeded the power of the Commission.
The court did not hold, and the court has never held, that the rates

of the Commission in those six cases were unreasonable. It has never
decided that the judgment of the Commission upon the question of fact
was not right. Now, I say, as a practical matter, that the thing which
the Interstate Commerce Commission undertook to do has got to be
done, and the proposition to-day is to give the Interstate Commerce
Commission power to do exactly that thing which the court said
had not been given to it by the original act; So it does not seem to
me that it is anything particularly to the discredit of the Commission
to have made that holding and to have that holding reversed by the
Supreme Court.
Senator Newlands. Were there any other cases in which the de-

cision went off practically on the same point?
Mr. Prouty. Not on this same point.

Senator Newlands. Not on this point ?

Mr. Prouty. I think if you wUl look through those cases you will
find in fourteen or fifteen cases the question at issue was the long and
short haul clause. The Commission had held that competition of car-
riers subject to the law did not justify departure from the fourth sec-

tion. The court decided that it did. Therefore, the order of the
Commission was unlawful, but it never has been held by the Supreme
Court that the thing which the Commission attempted to do in that
case, as a matter of fact, ought not to be done. Now, you take the
import rate case. The question involved there was just this: The
Texas Pacific charged on articles transported from New Orleans to
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San Francisco perhaps one-quarter when those articles originated

in Liverpool as much as they did when those articles originated in New
Orleans. The Commission had held that its purview was bounded
by the ocean and it could not look beyond the ocean to find out what
competitive tariff governed that traflic. The Supreme Court simply

said, " Your application of the law is wrong. You must consider the

competitive condition abroad as well as the competitive conditions at

home."
Senator Newlands. Outside of these cases, however, that were con-

tested in the courts there were very numerous cases decided by you
that were accepted by the railroads ?

Mr. Prouty. In the early days of the Commission practically all

its orders were complied with. At the present time, with the present

state of public sentiment, any order of the Interstate Commerce Com-
mission which does not involve too much to a railroad is pretty
certain to be complied with, just as we are pretty certain that there

will not be any advance in rates as long as this excitement concerning
rates keeps up.

Senator Newlands. Can you give any idea of the number of cases

that you have decided in which the railroads have complied practi-

cally with your decisions ?

Mr. Peouty. Well, now, we have sent up here a statement which
shows exactly the number, and therefore I do not like to guess at it.

In the early days they were practically all complied with. There
are a great many cases in which the railroads did not literally comply
with the decision where the decision was substantially complied with,

and I think if it could be done the railroads ought to have that privi-

lege. They sometimes prefer to comply in substance in one form
rather than in another. For example, the Commission held the dif-

ferential between New England and New York should be 10 per cent

of the rate between Chicago and New York. Now, the railroads did
not comply exactly with that order, but they put in an arbitrary dif-

ferential which amounted to a substantial concurrence with it. They
preferred to make it in cents a hundred pounds rather thian 10 per
cent.

Senator Kban. That was satisfactory, do you think ?

Mr. Peouty. That was satisfactory.

Senator Dolliver. Did anybody dispute you ?

The Chairman. Did anybody dispute your rights to make that
order ?

Mr. Peouty. No ; that was in a day when they were not disputing
our right. The differential between New England and New York—
the Commission held that the differentials ought not to exceed 10 per
cent of the New York rate. They were reduced, and have been ever
since. When they were once put into effect, actually complied wi^
by the railroads, they themselves saw they were right, and they have
never been taken out.

Senator Newlands. Mr. Prouty, has the Commission the power to

investigate the books of the railway company ?

Mr. Prouty. The Commission has the power to compel the rail-

way company to produce its books; it has the power to compel the
production of those books in court, but that does not amount to a

practical inspection of the books.
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Senator Newlands. Do you understand the Commission would
have the power in connection with that to have an expert examine the

books with a view to ascertaining whether or not the rebates were
granted ?

Mr. Peouty. I do not think the Commission would have the power
to send an expert into the office of a railroad to examine its books.

I do expect that any railroad company in the United States would
probably permit an expert to examine the books of that company if

we asked them to do so.

Senator Newlands. It is contended by the representatives of the

carriers here that the rebate must show in some form or another, and
it is contended, as I understand it, that if the Commission had exer-

cised its powers of investigation and not simply contented itself with
the examination of the traffic managers it would have gotten evidence

of these rebates. Now, how about that ?

Mr. Peoutt. Now, it may be that we could have shown in some way
that those gentlemen were not telling the truth. It is possible we
might have done so. But, in my judgment, it would have amounted
to nothing to examine their books unless you had the power to pre-

scribe the method in which those books should be kept. We did
examine their books. We ordered books brought into court. We
ordered them to file the fullest statements. We spent a week in the
examination of their books and movement of traffic, and everything
of that sort.

benator Newlands. With the view of discovering rebates ?

Mr. Peotjtt. Yes, sir.

Senator Newlands. And you could not ascertain anything from
them?
Mr. Peotjtt. No, sir ; I desire to say that there has been no time

since I became an Interstate Commerce Commissioner when if any
strong trunk line operating between Chicago and New York had said.
" We will pay no more rebates ourselves and we will not suffer our
competitors to pay rebates." the payment of rebates in that section

would not have stopped. It might have cost the railway something,
but rebates would have ceased. Nor has there been a time since I have
been an Interstate Commerce Commissioner when if the traffic officers

of the trunk lines between Chicago and the Atlantic seaboard would
have consented to tell the truth under oath, the Interstate Commerce
Commission would not have stopped the payment of rebates. I have
been able to discover no way in which to make them tell the truth.

Senator Newlands. In regard to the future, will it not be possible
for them to commence again this system of rebates ?

Mr. Peouty. I think they pay rebates how.
Senator Newlands. You think they do ?

Mr. Peouty. I think they do.

Senator Newlands. Do you think it is as extensive as it was ?

Mr. Peouty. Oh, no. I think that the payment of rebates, as

such, practically ceased when the Elkins bill went into effect, and it

has only been resumed in aggravated instances where apparently
there could not be anything else done. For example, there are
certain lines which handle grain from the Missouri Eiver to Chicago
and the East. Those lines have buyers on their roads, which own
elevators at terminal points. They allow an elevator charge to their
buyers. Certain other lines which have no elevators, so that they
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are unable to make that allowance of an elevator cliargo to thtir

buyers, I think have at times been compelled to pay a rebate which
amounted to that elevator charge.

Senator Newlands. Or lose the business ?

Mr. Prouty. Or lose the business. That is an example of what I

mean. I could not produce any evidence of that. If I could it

would be my business to turn it over to the Attorney-General. I

have no doubt that rebates to a greater or less extent are paid in

many parts of this country. And if it turns out, as the railroads

contend, that the disclosure by any officer of a railroad gives the

company its exemption under the Elkins bill, your law is good for

nothing. They can resume the payment of rebates whenever they

desire.

Senator Newlands. Mr. Hill, I believe, stated that this matter of

rebates would require constant vigilance.

Mr. Peotjtt. If you want to stop the payment of rebates. Senator,

in my judgment you have got to provide certain things. In the

first place you have got to take care of the terminal railroad. You
have got to take care of the private car lines, although that is very
much overdrawn just at the present time. There is not as much to

this private car line as the newspapers and magazines talk. You
have got to take care of the elevators. You have got to do that.

Then, in my judgment, you have got to provide that some tribunal

shall have authority to prescribe the form in which the books of
these railroads, which refer not only to their accounts, but the move-
ment of their traffic, shall be kept, and to further provide that that

tribunal may at any time examine those books.

Now, there is just one thing further that I think might be done,

and which should be done, perhaps, as the last resort. You can pro-

vide that the man who receives and pays out that money shall be
an official of the Government. He shall not have anything to say
as to how the money is paid out ; he shall have nothing to do with the
administration of the road, but he shall have the right to receive and
pay out that money. Now, I think that would stop it.

Senator Dolliver. Unless they got possession of the man.
Mr. Prouty. That might be so. Still, gentlemen, that will not

necessarily stop it.

Now, I know some years ago that a trainload of wheat was trans-
ported from Minneapolis to Chicago for nothing. There was simply
no record of that shipment on the books of the railroad company
which took it. They carried that trainload of wheat down there to
Chicago, and tliere was no record of it at all.

Senator Cullom. What object had they in doing that?
Mr. Prouty. They wanted to prefer the man that had the wheat.

They did not want to pay him a rebate on his shipments, but gave him
that shipment for nothing.

Senator Newlands. What do you regard the greatest evil in con-
nection with transportation—this question of rebates or this ques-
tion of discrimination under the published tariff as between localities?
Mr. Peouty. In the past the rebates have been the most serious

(Question. My own opinion is that in the future the discrimination
in the tariff itself will be the most serious question. Go into New
England to-day, and you will find that the tariff puts absolutely into
the possession of the Standard Oil Company every foot of the terri-
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tory of the New York, New Haven and Hartford Railroad. You
will find that class of discrimination all through this country. I

think in the future that class of discrimination will probably be
more serious than the question of rebates. That is really not a dis-

crimination against localities. That is discrimination as between
shippers. That is the adjustment of a tariff in such a way as to

prefer one shipper to another.

Senator Newlands. Do you think there is any great danger from
the fact that men who are largely interested in these great industrial

corporations control certain railway lines?

Mr. Peotjty. I do regard that as the very gravest danger.

Senator Newlands. Is it possible by the utmost vigilance to secure

an absolute and square deal as amongst shippers where great pro-

ducers control the lines of transportation?

Mr. Peouty. That is a broad question. You ask if it is possible.

It would be pretty nearly possible. It would be possible if the Gov-
ernment took these railroads and operated them to give everybody a

square deal. I doubt if it will be done otherwise.

Senator Newlands. So that, in your judgment, the only way we
will ever secure absolute equality of service as between shippers
would be under Government ownership ?

Mr. Protjtt. Why, equality is a thing we do not often secure any-
way. I do not think there is any trouble in securing a condition of

things that is good enough without Government ownership. If you
want absolute equality, you would probably get it under Government
ownership, although that is by no means certain.

Senator Newlands. Do you think officials of the railroads could be
controlled certain ways—for instance, bribery, etc. ?

Mr. Prouty. Not just that. Somebody has got to determine what
these rates are. Even if the Government owned the railroads it is

not at all certain that the rates would be without discrimination. It

is pretty certain that everybody would pay the same rate on the same
goods in the same shipments.

STATEMENT OF MB. EEOOKS ADAMS.

The Chairman. Will you please state your name, residence, and
occupation ?

Mr. Adams. My name is Brooks Adams, of Quincy, Mass.
The Chairman. Whom are you representing?
Mr. Adams. I came here, Mr. Chairman and gentlemen, to repre-

sent the Chamber of Commerce, of Spokane, Wash. The city of
Spokane considers that it has had for many years a very considerable
grievance which goes to the very basis of its prosperity, and it has
never been able to get any adequate relief. I have here an abstract
of the schedule of the comparative rates of Spokane and the so-called
North Pacific ports. I will not trouble you with reading them,
because I think it is entirely unnecessary.
The Chairman. You can file them as part of your statement.
Mr. Adams. I will simply file it as part of my statement. I have

also here a statement of various cases of what they call discrimina-
tion, but which I consider myself possibly would be due to local con-
siderations. They are cases, however, of hardship. I would like to
file those casea
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The Chairman. They can go in as part of your statement.

Mr. Adams. I took by hazard out of this long schedule, six articles

of prime necessity. They were such things as clothing, calicoes, cot-

ton, and various forms of iron, such as iron pipe, bridge iron, and so

on, and I calculated the rate of preference which the seaports, such as

Seattle, Tacoma, and so forth, have over Spokane, and it averaged
about 80 per cent. Thus Spokane pays about $1.80 for shipments
from Chicago, to $1 paid by Tacoma or Seattle. The hardship of

this is obvious. I have been for a long time consulted about these

questions. In spite of this hardship to Spokane, 1 never conceived

that it was possible for us to bring a bill of any kind, or legal com-
plaint, which would probably receive attention by a court. The diffi-

culty is this. They set up, of course, water competition at the sea-

ports. I suppose that such competition does exist. Anyway, they
established it or pretended to establish it, in a case which has been
already tried.

Now, our difficulty is that under the decisions of the Supreme
Court, as Mr. Prouty has just pointed out^ competition suspends the

fourth clause and leaves the railroad substantially free to make what
discrimination it pleases against the interior towns—that is, against

the helpless, where there is no competition. Spokane is, as you know,
a great railroad junction of the Northwest, but competition has been
suppressed by agreement between the lines. Therefore Spokane is

quite helpless so far as competition goes, and railroads can discrimi-

nate against her, so far as I can see, to almost any extent. The La
Grange case, it seems to me, covers the case absolutely, and that case

of Calloway's turned as follows : Calloway set up that the rate to La
Grange itself was unreasonable. Now, Calloway proved that the

rate from New Orleans to Atlanta was 4J cents, or something like

that, against the average rate through the whole country of about 8

mills, and that the local rate from Atlanta to La Grange was 11

cents, and to Fairburn, 24 cents a ton a mile ; and the Supreme Court
held, as far as I can understand the decision, that the 24 cents a mile
was not necessarily an unreasonable rate for a railroad to charge.

Senator Dolliver. Who decided that?
Mr. Adams. The Supreme Court of the United States. Naturally,

that did not give us much opportunity to set up an unreasonable rate,

because the rate must be unreasonable.
The Chairman. What case was that?
Mr. Adams. That was the Calloway Case.
Senator Clapp. The Interstate Commerce Commission v. The Louis-

ville Railway, page 273.

Mr. Adams. It is the Louisville and Nashville v. The Interstate
Commerce Commission. That is the way in which the case came up.
It is the most interesting case, I think, that has ever been reported
in the books.

Senator Dolliver. How did the Interstate Commerce Commission
decide it ?

Mr. Adams. The Interstate Commerce Commission relieved Callo-
way, of course.

Senator Dolliver. Did they declare the rate unreasonable?
Mr. Adams. Why, yes; naturally they declared the rate unreason-

able.

Senator Dolliver. And directed its discontinuance?
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_
Mr. Adams. I have forgotten the precise judgment, but they re-

lieved Calloway as far as they could. The Louisville and Nashville
appealed the case, and the competition existing at Atlanta, observe
you, at once relieved the road from the fourth clause, and then the
question came for Calloway to prove an unreasonable rate, and 24
cents a ton a mile was held not to be an unreasonable rate.

Senator Newlands. And 24 cents a mile was held not to be an un-
reasonable rate?

Mr. Adams. Yes ; they did not absolutely hold that ; but taking the
evidence before the Commission—and the chairman will correct me
if I am wrong—the rate to Fairburn was 24 cents a mile.

Senator Dolliver. Where is this Fairburn?
Mr. Adams. Fairburn is 17 miles back—17 miles west of Atlanta,

between Atlanta and La Grange. La Grange is 75 miles back.

Senator Dollivee. Have you ever had a case from Spokane bring-

ing the reasonableness of the rate to the attention of the Interstate

Commerce Commision?
Mr. Adams. No, sir ; I have not brought any case like that, because

after very long deliberations I concluded that in the face of this

Calloway case it was a waste of my client's money in point of fact

to advise that sort of thing.

Senator Clapp. Are you a lawyer by profession ?

Mr. Adams. I am a lawyer.
Senator Clapp. Have you read the case of The Interstate Com-

merce Commission v. The Louisville Railway?
Mr. Adams. That is The Interstate Commerce Commission v. The

Louisville and Nashville ; that is Calloway's case.

Senator Clapp. Have you read that case ?

Mr. Adams. Oh, certainly.

Senator Clapp. You have read the statement as to what?
Mr. Adams. Excuse me, but what I said was that there was no evi-

dence before the Commission to prove that there were unreasonable
rates. Now, the holding of the Commission, as I understand the
Commission's holding in their book, was that the rate from New-
Orleans to La Grange was unreasonable as a whole, and that these
locals of 24 cents and 11 cents were unreasonable as part of it. Their
language as reported shows, I apprehend, clearly enough that they
supposed they were thus deciding when they wrote their opinion. No
judge can, however, certainly know what he means until the Supreme
Court has told him.
Senator Clapp. What they stated lies in the record?
Mr. Adams. What they stated was that there was no evidence be-

fore the Commission to show whether there were reasonable or imrea-
sonable rates. It is in Mr. Justice White's opinion.

Senator Dollfvek. That seems like a very high rate.
Mr. Adams. What it means is, of course, for the Supreme Court

alone to know. It said that there was no evidence before the Commis-
sion to show there was an unreasonable rate, and in the Commision 's

report these various acts were charged. I am not in possession of the
record and I do not know what was the actual meaning of the con-
flict between the Commission and the Supreme Court.
Senator Dollivee. Has anybody ever tested the question as to

whether the rate from Chicago to Spokane is reasonable or not

!

Mr. Adams. We tried to test it.
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Senator Dollivee. How ?

Mr. Adams. By bringing a suit many years ago. We tried to test

the whole question. The case was hung up for five years, and then

the case was decided against Spokane by the circuit court of the

United States.

Senator Dolliver. They decided that the rate was reasonable?

Mr. Adams. It was on the fourth clause. They decided that the

condition of things at the terminal were such as to suspend the fourth

clause, and there was not any sufficient evidence of unreasonableness.

Senator Dollfveh. Did they introduce any evidence as to whether
that rate was unreasonable?
Mr. Adams. There was all sorts of evidence put in, but the diffi-

culty is that once the clause is suspended then the road has only this

question of reasonable rates. The Supreme Court has only got this

question of reasonable rate to pass upon. It is not comparative.
Senator Clapp. In connection with that last statement which you

have made I would ask you if you have examined the case of the
Louisville and Nashville Railroad Company v. Behlmar (175, U. S.) ?

Mr. Adams. Yes, sir ; I have examined that case. I understand
that my statement is substantially the statement of Mr. Prouty.

Senator Clapp. I am not asking you concerning the statement of
Mr. Prouty.
Mr. Adams. No ; I only meant to say that I am trying to state the

thing as he stated it. I am not in the least desirous of taking shelter

behind Mr. Prouty or anyone alse.

Senator Clapp. That is all right. Are you familiar with the case

of the Interstate Commerce Commission v. The Alabama Midland
Railway Company ? Are you familiar with that ?

Mr. Adams. I am very familiar with that case.

Senator Clapp. In the face of those decisions you say that the mere
fact of there being competition there takes the case out of the prohibi-
tion as to the long and short haul clause ?

Mr. Adams. I say, sir, as I understand the last decision of the
United States Supreme Court, which is the La Grange case, as I
understand that decision—and of course when I say that I am only
speaking my individual opinion—that decision means that the Su-
preme Court says that where competition exists—that is, what they
call controlling competition—competition that is real, substantial
competition—exists, that ipso facto suspends the operation of the
fourth clause.

The Chaieman. You refer to this La Grange case?
Mr. Adams. Yes, sir.

The Chairman. That was the case under the Georgia State law.
The court said that it was to be observed that it was shown that the
local charges there and to all other parts of the State of Georgia con-
formed to the requirements of the Georgia State railroad commission.
Mr. Adams. I understand that, sir, but this is interstate traffic.

The Chairman. That was local.

Mr. Adams. Those were local rates. But it was interstate traffic

made up of the rate from New Orleans to Atlanta and the local back.
The Chairman. As I understand it, it was based on the finding of

the railroad commission to the effect that it was between points in
the State of Georgia-
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Mr. Adams. That was the contention of the Louisville and Nash-
ville. I wish that the chairman of the Interstate Commerce Commis-
sion would correct me if I make any misstatements in regard to the
findings of his tribunal. But, as I understand, these rates were
through rates, made up of the rates from the initial point, New
Orleans, to the terminal, Atlanta, and the local back.

.

Senator Newlands. The local was a State rate, but the whole of it

was an interstate rate?

Mr. Adams. That is correct.

The Chairman. But was approved by the State supreme court?

Mr. Adams. Excuse me; the whole rate was a rate between ter-

minals and a local added. You understand how these rates are made.
Originally, of course, the rates had some relation to distance, but
these terminal rates are taken down by competition. Then, when it

became cheaper for a man to send from New Orleans to Atlanta and
back to La Grange than from New Orleans to La Grange, they made
the rate from New Orleans to La Grange by adding to the through
rate to Atlanta the local back to La Grange, though goods never
went to Atlanta. This is the base system. Therefore, really, no part
of the rate was a State rate. The so-called local was simply a method
of building up a through rate. Precisely the same conditions prevail

at Spokane, and the same reasoning would apply. I have been sim-
ply repeating the findings of the Interstate Commerce Commission
in their case. I am not responsible for that. They are in their

books. Under similar conditions there are a great many discrimina-
tions against Spokane. SpokaiiS suffers from these rates in a very
serious manner. The inhabitants of Spokane and the Chamber of
Commerce instruct me that it is almost impossible, in fact impossible,
to carry on manufacturing to a large extent.

Now, the Coast Wooden Pipe Company is an instance in point.

They set up a factory for the manufacture of wooden pipe. The
details are entirely immaterial. I won't take up the time to go into
them. As soon as the wooden pipe manufacture of Spokane began
to bother the people in Seattle the railroad changed the relative
freight rates of the commodity when shipped east in such a way as to
entirely cut off the eastern export. In about eight months that manu-
facture in Spokane was wiped out. The facts are all detailed here,
and they are on file, of course, with you, and I won't take your time
detailing them, because the main facts are all that you desire.

The Chairman. What is the population of the city of Spokane?
Mr. Adams. The city of Spokane claims to have 70,000 people.

I suppose, really, it is about 50,000 pepple.

Senator Dolliver. Mr. Adaiiis, if it will not interrupt you, let

me ask you if this grievance of Spokane is a very old one ?

Mr. Adams. It is very old ; from the beginning.
Senator Dolliver. It has been submitted to the Interstate Com-

merce Commission in other years, has it not ?

Mr. Adams. It was submitted a number of years ago to the Inter-
state Commerce Commission and received favorable

Senator Dolliver. Do you understand that the Interstate Com-
merce Commission criticised, or did they approve, the discrimination
against Spokane?
Mr. Adams. They condemned the discrimination against Spokana
Senator Doiuver. In what terms?
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Mr. Adams. It was a long case, but they said that the rates were

unreasonable rates.

Senator DoLLrvBR. What did the roads do?

Mr. Adams. The roads thereupon appealed the case. It was hung
up for five years, if I remember right, in the circuit court and then

reversed, because the situation changed the whole complexion of

things, and it cost so much money that funds were exhausted and

there was nothing more with which to carry on litigation.

Senator Dolliver. It seems to me there ought to have been money
enough to have gotten some decision out of it.

Mr. Adams. There was a decision of the circuit court. The circuit

court reversed the decision of the Interstate Commerce Commission.

Senator Dolliver. Holding under all the circumstances that the

rate was reasonable ?

Mr. Adams. Holding that under all the circumstances—as I remem-
ber the case they did not hold that the rate was reasonable. They
held that under the circumstances the law did not justify the decision

of the Interstate Commerce Conmiission.

Senator Dolliver. But the Interstate Commerce Commission law
is that the rate shall be just and reasonable and that an unreasonable

rate is unlawful ?

Mr. Adams. The question always turns on what is a just or unrea-

sonable rate.

Senator Dollr-er. How did the court determine that question?

Mr. Adams. The decision of the circuit court is not absolutely clear

in my mind. I was not in the case and was not consulted. I have
read the case, but it was a long time ago, and I should not dare, with-

out consulting the report, to state. But I dare say that Chairman
Knapp knows it.

Senator Dolliver. I would be glad to know about that.

Mr. Knapp. Briefly, Senator, as I remember the case it was this:

The intrinsic reasonableness of the shorter distance rate to Spokane
was not challenged or directly in issue. The complaint was based

upon the fourth section, and was brought on the theory that there

should be no higher charge to Spokane than to coast city terminals.

The defense, of course, was the water competition.

Senator Dolliver. How did the Commission decide the question?

Mr. Knapp. The Commission in that case. Senator Dolliver, found
that there was water competition which controlled those rates, but
that the disparity was greater than that competition justified, and
undertook by its direction in that case to limit that disparity on a

basis which will appear on examination of our reports and opinions

;

and that, by the way, illustrates what Commissioner Prouty said of

the efforts which the Commission has made to give some potential

application to the fourth section, and even in that modified form the
court refused to enforce the order.

Senator Dolliver. Now, then, Mr. Adams, has any action ever
been brought by your people or the people of Spokane to have the

question brought into judgment—whether that rate to Spokane is

reasonable in itself or not ?

Mr. Adams. No, sir. I told you I had never considered
Senator Dollivee. You have two tribunals open for a litigation of

that sort?
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Mr. Adams. We have two tribunals open; I know they are theo-
retically open. That 'is our grievance, that we are convinced that it

would be practically money thrown away for us to bring in a ques-
tion of reasonable rate. Now, this is the point, and it is the whole
point of my grievance that I want to point out to you : A man may
be ruined as completely by a rate of 8 mills, which is a reasonable rate,

when his competitor pays 2, as by 8 cents when his competitor pays 2

cents. It is the comparative reasonableness and not the actual rea-

sonableness of a rate which is the grievance, and that is the thing

which the Supreme Court has thrown out of consideration, as I under-
stand the decisions. That is what they especially threw out in Callo-

way's case, which I tried to point out. It is our grievance that we
are discriminated against, and can be discriminated against, by a rate

which the Supreme Court probably would hold to be intrinsically

not unreasonable—that is, not unreasonable in and of itself—but as

drastic in its consequences to Spokane as if it were an excessively

unreasonable rate.

Senator Dollivee. I appreciate that. But suppose the Interstate

Commerce Commission had power to fix a rate, have you any reason
to anticipate they would give you the same rate, or anywhere near
the same rate, as prevails to Seattle ?

Mr. Adams. I have every reason to suppose it, because they have
already given that decision.

Senator Dollivee. They cut out part of the discrimination, but did
they undertake to remove it all ?

Mr. Adams. They did not undertake to remove it all ; and we did
not claim necessarily that we should have it all removed. What we
demand is, and the legal principle is obvious, that we want a gradu-
ated release. We want the possibility of having the road relieved
only to the extent to which it is necessary to have it relieved.

Senator Dollivee. How far do you think it ought to he relieve.d ?

Mr. Adams. I can not tell you, because
Senator Dollivee. Do you think Spokane ought to have the same

rate from Chicago that Seattle has ?

Mr. Adams. I think so. I think it ought to have the terminal
rates. Do you ask me my opinion ? Of course I am not a judge.

Senator Cullom. The Commission does not agree with you fully.

Mr. Adams. At the hearing the Commission gave us
Senator Dollivee. What differential did you leave against Spokane

in that decision, Mr. Knapp ?

Mr. Knapp. I am unable to say, but my recollection that there
appeared in that case two different rates, the class and the commodity
rates, the latter being much lower. My recollection is that the class
rate to the Pacific coast measured as great a disparity against Spokane
as ought to be imposed, and we gave to Spokane on the commodities,
which took a very much lower rate at the terminals, the class rates
to the coast. Just how much that was in dollars and cents after this

long time I can not tell.

Mr. Adams. It is not that we claim that the long and short haul
clause necessarily should never be suspended.

Senator Dollivee. Can you imagine a case where it is more prop-
erly suspended where the shipper is confronted by this ocean rate
or the carrier is confronted by the ocean rate ?
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Mr. Adams. The Pennsylvania Eailroad, for instance, has always
found means to observe the long and short haul clause in spite of

ocean competition.

Senator Dolliver. But the Pennsylvania runs away from the ocean
and into the interior.

Mr. Adams. So does this run away from the ocean.

Senator Dolliver. Is this discrimination the same in going east?

Mr. Adams. Not the same. But I detail the great discrimination

on lumber here in this document to show what there is going east.

Here are lumber schedules elaborately laid out for your inspection,

showing rates east as well as west. The discrimination is not so

freat going east as going west, but it is sufficient to stop the trade of
pokane.
Senator Dolliver. I was impressed, when I was up there last fall,

with their complaint. It seemed to me to be the most substantial

grievance that had been brought to my attention.

Mr. Adams. It is as great as can exist in any civilized community.
The Chairman. How many railroads have you there?
Mr. Adams. My impression is that there are eight.

The Chairman. You have the Northern Pacific, the Great North-
ern, the Canadian Pacific, and the Oregon Railway and Navigation
Company ?

Mr. Adams. Yes; and I think there is one more.
The Chairman. I mean trunk lines.

Mr. Adams. Those, of course, are main lines. Now, I want to put
the case to you.
The Chairman. Do they all give the same rates ?

Mr. Adams. Yes; the same rates. Your time is precious, and I do
not want to tell stories at this time. I could tell them to you, however.

Senator Clapp. I want to hear what the condition is.

"

Mr. Adams. I could tell you stories about this thing in Spokane
that would take your time for a week.
The Chairman. Spokane has grown ?

Mr. Adams. Spokane has grown. But because citizens of the
United States are active and intelligent people is no reason why they
should bear burdens which their neighbors do not.
The Chairman. They have not been crushed ?

Mr. Adams. Are energy and ability any reason for putting a double
burden on citizens of the United States? That is new doctrine. I
once had that doctrine advanced to me by an official of the North-
ern Pacific Railway.
Senator Kean. We people of the East are a good deal discriminated

against in favor of the people of the West all the time.
Mr. Adams. That is a question which the East has to settle for it-

self ; I am here representing Spokane.
I beg your pardon, you asked me a question, and you said you

wanted to hear something. Senator Clapp.
Senator Clapp. I was calling your attention to the rulings of the

court on the long and short haul clause for the purpose of showing
how elastic the court has made it. In the Midland case the court
held that the mere fact of competition in itself did not relieve the car-
rier from the prohibition.

Senator Clapp. It not only has got to be a substantial condition,
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but it has got to be a condition affecting the general welfare of the

public.

Mr. Adams. It has got to be, as I understand, a substantial compe-
tition affecting the rates.

Senator Clapp. I am now taking up the case where they held that

the mere fact of competition did not exempt the carrier from the

prohibition of the long and short haul clause. It was in the case

where they sought to interpose a prospective competition, where the

court held that the competition must be an actual competition.

Mr. Adams. I think, if you will permit me to make a suggestion,

that is the point about whidi I am speaking. The actual and effective

competition operating to suspend the fourth clause came up in the

famous case of The East Tennessee, etc., Eailway Company v. The
Interstate Commerce Commission, where Judge Taft was overruled

by the Supreme Court ; and that was where the question was settled,

if I remember right. I have forgotten the volume, but the name
of the case is The East Tennessee v. The Interstate Commerce Com-
mission. I should say it was somewhere about volume 185, but I

forget the number. I have a note of it here.

Senator Kjean. Volume 181.

Senator Clapp. Now, coming back to the question which I started

with, in this Alabama Midland Eailway Company Case the court

distinctly held that the mere fact of competition did not in itself

constitute an exception, or exemption order, to the prohibition of the

long and short haul clause. The mere fact of competition, no matter
what its character or extent, does not necessarily relieve the carrier

from the restraint of the third and fourth sections. Now, that was
followed by the case you have just referred to, where they used this

language

:

It follows that while the carrier may take Into consideration the existence
of competition as to the producing cause of dissimilar circumstances and con-
ditions, his right to do so is governed by the following principles

:

First The absolute command of the statute that all rates shall be just and
reasonable, and that no undue discrimination be brought about, though. In the
nature of things this latter consideration may In many cases be involved In the
determination of whether competition was such as created a substantial dis-

similarity of condition.

Second. That the competition relied upon be not artificial or merely conjec-
tural, but material and substantial, thereby operating on the question of traffic

and rate making, the right in every event to be only enjoyed with due regard
for the Interests of the public, after giving full weight to the benefit to be con-
ferred on the place from whence the traffic moved, &s well as those to be derived
by the locality to which It Is to be delivered.

In other words, the court held in these cases that the mere fact of
competition did not in itself justify the carrier from claiming exemp-
tion from the third and fourth sections.

Mr. Adams. I think they have gone on steadily drawing up deci-

sions, getting decisions stricter and narrower and narrower on that
clause. Of course, when I spoke of it I was not arguing the entire

line of decisions ; I was speaking of the last decisions.

Senator Clapp. I am getting at the flexibility of the law instead

of the constant claim that the courts have made the third and fourth
clauses absolutely inflexible. In these earlier cases, the cases I have
just read from, the court held that competition in itself, no matter
how real that competition was, no matter what the character of the
competition was, the mere fact that the competition itself did not
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grant the carrier immunity from the prohibition. Now, in this other

case that you referred to in 180.

Mr. Adams. That is Calloway's case ?

Senator Clapp. Yes. Speaking of the decision of the Commission
and the decision of the circuit court of appeals, it is held to be infer-

able from the argument, and the court ordered the case to be dis-

missed without prejudice to further proceedings, because it was of

the opinion that in the consideration of this question the Commission
had in effect been controlled by the finding held to have been erro-

neous and that there had been a violation of the third and fourth sec-

tions of the act. It was therefore deemed that the controversy, so far
as the intrinsic reasonableness of the rates was concerned, should be
left for further consideration and decision upon the evidence already
introduced, and such additional evidence as might be taken on fur-

ther hearing before the Commission if such new hearing was deter-
mined upon.
Now, dealing with that, which went to the" question of the reason-

ableness, per se, of the rate, and not to the position of the court or the
Commission as to the absolute binding effect of competition, the
Supreme Court of the United States aim-med that decree of the cir-

cuit court of appeals. That is, the Supreme Court did not dispose of
the case as to the reasonableness of the rates.

Mr. Adams. That is the skillful way in which the Supreme Court
decides these cases, of course. We have to look at these cases as prac-
tical matters of fact. Of course, the Supreme Court says all sorts
of eloquent things about the right of suitors.

Senator Clapp. Is it to be amended merely as a matter of elo-

quence when the Supreme Court says the circuit court is affirmed?
Mr. Adams. The circuit court reversed the Interstate Commerce

Commission. The Supreme Court of the United States said that the
Interstate Commerce Commission did not decide on the reasonableness
of the rate per se. Of course, if it says so, they did not. But I con-
fess that I imagine from the language used that the Interstate Com-
merce Commission thought they decided that question when they
made their decision.

Senator Clapp. If we ignore what the Supreme Court said, then
there is no use of continuing the argument as to what was said.
Mr. Adams. There is not. If my clients come to me and say, " Is

there a chance of getting a decision? " and I see the decision of the
Interstate Commerce Commission reversed, as was in that case, a
decision that was perfectly flat-footed, I say, " "Why, no ; it is a
waste of money." The Supremo Court does not intend really to carry
through that principle.

Senator Clapp. What principle ?

Mr. Adams. The principle of the long and short haul clause. That
is the only inference that I can draw from the decisions, namely, that
the Supreme Court is antagonistic to that clause, and my client will
waste his money if he goes into that sort of business.
Senator Clapp. I am discussing your original criticism as to what

the courts have decided. They certainly have made that law as
effective as it would be possible to do.
Mr. Adams. In other words, they have never given any relief; that

is all. They have simply thrown every suitor, but one, out who
came in.
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Senator Clapp. What would you recommend now as a remedy in
view of these decisions?
Mr. Adams. The practical remedy seems to be perfectly simple.

Simply make the long and short clause binding unless the roads come
in and seek relief.

Senator Clapp. Under what circumstances would you give them
relief?

Mr. Adams. That should be in the discretion of the court.

Senator Clapp. In framing the law you say you would make the
long and short clause binding unless tney came in and got relief?

What provision of the law would you have under which the court

could get relief ?

.

Mr. Adams. The burden should be on them. I would leave it to

the discretion of the court. That is what I would do. Make the law
binding unless the railroads on petition could show that there was a
reason within the discretion of the court for suspending the operation

of the clause.

Senator Clapp. That is binding now, unless there are dissimilar

circumstances.

Mr. Adams. Of course, that was all fought out in the great case In
re Louisville and Nashville, at the very outset of this thing. The
whole question came up, and I do not suppose your Honors want me
to enter into that long controversy. The roads may disregard the
clause.

Senator Clapp. 1 am asking you in regard to the present Interstate

Commerce law, which starts out with a prohibition against the giving
of lesser rates for the long haul than the short haul. That is an abso-

lute prohibition, is it not?
Mr. Adams. No, sir ; it is not. Under the construction it is not.

Senator Clapp. You do not get my question. I say that it starts

out by prohibiting the charging of more for a lesser haul than a
long haul. Now, if it stopped there it would be absolutely prohibi-
tion, would it not?
Mr. Adams. Yes.
Senator Clapp. Now, what follows is the exemption which is

worded this way :
" Unless the circumstances be dissimilar." Does

not that leave it to the discretion of the court? Or, what words
would you substitute to give the court discretion ?

Mr. Adams. I should have to go, you know, into this long question,
which was fought out when the Interstate Commerce Commission
was established, in the case In re Louisville and Nashville.
Senator Clapp. Oh, no

;
you would simply have to take the Inter-

state Commerce Commission law, and suggest what other language
you would put in.

Mr. Adams. I could draft a clause whidi would answer for my
purpose perfectly, by using the language of the present clause, until
you got down to the words " under substantially similar circum-
stances and conditions." These words I would strike out. That
would leave the prohibition absolute, save for the provision which
exists at the end. This also I would strike out, and enact as follows

:

"Provided, That upon petition filed and cause shown by any carrier,

the Commission (or court) may so far relieve the said carrier from

S. Doc. 243, 59-1—vol 4 7
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the operation of this clause as, in their discretion, the public welfare

may demand."
Senator Clapp. You think that would very materially differ from

the present ?

Mr. Adams. It would materially differ in this respect, that now
the carrier, wherever there is competition, acts on his own responsi-

bility and disregards the clause. That is the way in which the thing

is worked out.

Senator Newlands. You would put on the carrier the burden of

proving to the Commission it is entitled to exemption ?

Mr. Adams. Precisely.

Senator Clapp. Do you not think that under the law now the put-

ting of the prohibition first and the exemption afterwards, as a

logical sequence, puts upon the person seeking the benefit of the

relief the establishment of the condition under which it is enjoyed?

Mr. Adams. It is not for me to criticise a decision of the court. I

can only take the decisions of the court, and they have held that the

carrier at his peril may disregard the clause. Of course the peril

amounts to nothing.

Senator Clapp. He does it now at his peril ?

Mr. Adams. That is what they call it, his peril; but the peril is

nothing.
Senator Clapp. But there is the burden on him.
Mr. Adams. There is no burden on him. The burden is on the

petitioner. All these cases occurred either where there was competi-

tion actually existing or where there had been competition in the past

Now, the most curious case of all, of course, is the great Chattanooga

and Nashville case, the interest of which I do not think can be over-

estimated, and when the decision of the circuit court in that cause

was overruled, that knocked in the head the whole thing.

Senator Clapp. That is all, unless you have something, Mr. Adams.
Mr. Adams. I am ashamed to take up so much time. Now, what

I have got to say comes down to this: As we understand this ques-

tion, railroad rates are taxes. In Spokane every loaf of bread and
every glass of water pays, directly or indirectly, the transportation

tax. The Government might levy this tax by equal assessment, and
own and operate the roads, and even give transportation free, I sup-

pose. It prefers to farm the right to collect this tax to private per-

sons, who are under no effective control and who are under great

temptations to abuse their trust. In fact, they do levy this tax as v

suits their convenience, and they can and do confiscate private prop-
erty almost at pleasure. I give examples of what they have done at

Spokane. That power should be curbed. We need a board for the

equalization of taxation—for the protection of the weak.
Senator Dolliver. Why do you speak of the transportation tax

in any other sense than you would speak of a clothing tax?
Mr. Adams. I speak of it because it takes the place of the highway

tax. The railway is the highway, and the State, of course, could
build a railway, or build a canal, out of public money and adjust it

exactly as it pleased. It could give you free transportation and pay
all by taxation.

Senator Dolliver. I noticed that in a magazine article some time
ago you introduced that phrase as a title to the article, and it has been
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inclined to disparage extra railway charges as compared with other
expense.

Mr. Adams. Not in the least. It would be far from my wish to

disparage railways in any way. The immense importance of the rail-

ways is the last thing I should gainsay. It is on account of its excess-

ive importance that the levying of the railway rate or transportation

tax is a sovereign right. It is the highest function of government
to provide means for transportation. There is no function of govern-
ment so high and so important, except the function of the administra-
tion of justice. Now, that great function can be either farmed out to

individuals, as it is farmed to a turnpike, for instance, or to a canal,

or it can be executed by the Government itself, as has been done in the

case of a highway, or in a case of a bridge, or in a case, we will say, of

a national railroad such as the nationalized railways of Germany. It

is a State function, and if a State chooses to farm out the power of

taxation to private individuals, it does nothing more than to farm
out the right of eminent domain.

Senator Dolliver. In Germany, where the roads are owned by the

Government, the testimony here would seem to indicate that the Gov-
ernment makes no effort at all to compete with these water lines, that

the Government will have a railway, and build a canal right along-

side of it.

Mr. Adams. The Government will do precisely what it judges best.

That is the business of each government to settle according to its own
judgment.
Senator Dolliver. Are there not a number of good towns in the

neighborhood of Spokane?
Mr. Adams. Very few—that is, to compete with Spokane.
Senator Dollivter. I noticed some very popular towns out there.

1 remember one named Yakima. Are they complaining of Spokane
railroad rates very much as you are complaining of Seattle ?

Mr. Adams. I am not aware that they are, but I think it highly
probable that they are. If they are, of course the injustice to them
is of the same nature as it is in regard to Spokane and Seattle.

Senator Dolliver. Spokane has several railroads and many of
these other towns appear to have only one ?

Mr. Adams. I have no doubt they suffer. The weak always suffer.

The weaker you are the more you suffer. That is what we are asking
protection for. It is that for which we come to the Government. We
ask protection because we are weak. That is my case. The railroad
says, " We tax you because you are weak—because you are weak and
can't defend yourself. We do not overtax Chicago, because Chicago
is strong." You go to a railroad manager and what is his answer?
His answer is, " What are you going to do about it?

"

Senator Dolliver. I have heard that answer attributed to rail-

road managers and other people man^ years ago, but testimony here
seems to show that the railroads are interested in building up busi-

ness facilities along their lines, and will do what can be reasonably
done to promote the prosperity of their patrons through the territory
in which they operate.

Mr. Adams. Sir, do you remember the case of Savannah? The
testimony was that the Louisville and Nashville Kailroad—and if I
quote it wrongly, Mr. Prouty, set me right—^maintained that the rail-
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road was a private enterprise, whose business it was to do the best it

could for itself, and in carrying out that policy it proposed to shut

out the commerce of its territory from Savannah and send it down tc

Pensacola, where it had an interest.

Senator Dollivee. I do not catch the exact force of what you say.

Mr. Adams. The Louisville and Nashville Eailroad undertook by

prohibitive rates to prevent anybody from sending any of the prod-

uce of its own territory to Savannah. They diverted it all to Pen-

sacola, where they had an interest.

Senator Kean. Did they have a railroad to Savannah?
Mr. Adams. No ; the Louisville and Nashville did not, and that is

just the point.

Senator Kean. How could they control when they did not have a

railroad ?

Mr. Adams. They simply put on prohibitive rates on their own
road.

Senator Newlands. And prevented produce from going to Sa-

vannah ?

Mr. Adams. Yes. It is very simple.

Senator Kean. They made the rates over their own road?
Mr. Adams. They made the rates prohibitive on everything going

East on their own road.

Senator Dolliver. Why did they do that ?

Mr. Adams. Because they wanted to send it on to Pensacola.

Senator Dolliver. Why"?
Mr. Adams. Because they had an investment down there. They

had property in Pensacola which they wanted to improve. At least

that was the evidence in the case. Now, this question is a question

where the railroads have got to collect the interest on their property,

and they will collect where it is easiest to collect it. They have col-

lected from the weakest. They won't collect too much from Eocke-

feller. They will collect the deficit from the little men, because the

little men can not resist. They won't collect it from Chicago, as some-

body was testifying here. I think Senator Foraker said with great

justice that Chicago has always 5 cents the better. It is always on

the weak that the burden rests, and it is because we are weak, because

I represent the weak, that we come to the Senate of the United States

and say that it is the business of the United States to protect us.

Senator Dolliver. Now, tell us exactly what you want us to do.

Mr. Adams. We want you to give us a tribunal which will imme-
diately, by injunction, we will say, or by some immediate process,

give relief where there is danger of specific and irreparable injury, as

in these cases I have related in Spokane. We Avant also a tribunal

which can consider and condemn as unjust a whole schedule of rates,

where it bears too heavily upon a town, in comparison with neighbor-

ing and competitive towns. And it is not enough that it should con-

demn. It must be empowered to command the oflPending road, under

a suiEcient penalty and within a certain time, to bring in an amended
schedule which shall commend itself as just to the discretion of the

court. Less than this is futile. Giving relief in one rate is nothing.

Take the whole schedule of rates which is imposed on Spokane. Our
contention is that they wrest an unreasonable amount of money from
Spokane. We want a tribunal which will deal with those rates as a

whole.
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' Senator DoiTliver. Now, in your magazine article you suggested, 1
believe, that there ought to be a judicial tribunal to dispose of such
Matters as that.

Mr. Adams. I think, sir, it is the wisdom of the United States
Senate to provide that tribunal.

Senator Dolliver. I am talking about the wisdom you had the
kiiidness to suggest in a magazine article.

Mr. Adams. It is a simple matter which I suggest. It is the Senate
of the United States which is responsible here.

Senator Dolliver. Well, we read your writings with great respect

and consideration, and I was struck by the fact that you seem to

despair of any other tribunal except a special court of some kind.

Mr. Adams. I entirely agree with Mr. Prouty that there should be
a special court of some kind. Whether it should be a court or com-
mission is perhaps immaterial. I think Mr. Prouty underestimated
the number of men that he needed in the court.

I think the country would need several men sitting locally, like

judges in equity, who could give summary relief. In these cases you
often need immediate process. They can not run on for months and
years without ruining the sufferer, as the Spokane companies have
been ruined, whose story is told in the documents annexed. That is

merely my judgment, of course. Whether you call him a commis-
sioner or whether you call him a judge is a matter which the United
States has to deal with.

Senator Kean. Does that complete your statement?
Mr. Adams. I have only to say in conclusion that this is a question

which we conceive goes to the very foundation of free institutions.

If you are not going to protect us, but practically hand us over to the
railways to levy what taxation they please on. us, I will say that there
is no condition so intolerable as taxation by irresponsible persons.

You have to deal with, also, the question of watered stock. That is a
problem which comes into this reasonable-rate business. In Callo-
way's case there was water to the extent of 100 per cent of stock.

Now, I have only finally to say, Mr. Chairman, that this question,
in our judgment, is one in which we are asking for protection as a
right. If the railroads are prepared to take the Government of this

country and run it, they must be the Government. If they have the
power of uncontrolled taxation, they had better take it absolutely,
freely, and be responsible. Make the railway wholly responsible for
every act. If you are going to protect the weak, then give us an
effective statute. If not, repeal all your laws and make the roads
responsible to public opinion alone.

Spokane Chamber of Commerce,
May 11, 1905.

It is significant that Spokane, the natural distributing center of a
territory having a population of 300,000 peojile; with transportation
facilities unequaled west of St. Paul, the Missouri Eiver, and Den-
ver ; with a population of its own of nearly 75,000, has no manufac-
turing of any magnitude. The total value of all manufactured prod-
ucts will not exceed $9,000,000 annually. This condition can not
altogether be attributed to lack of population, newness, and the
speculative spirit, but is traceable directly to discrimination in freight
rates. This one factor has done and is still doing more than all
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others combined to retard the industrial development of this country.

That this is trUe I but cite you to two instances occurring here at the

present time, namely, the suspension of the Pacific Coast Pipe Com-
pany's works and the factory of the Spokane Paper Box Company,
both of which were compelled to go out of business because of freight-

rate discrimination.

The Pacific Coast Pipe Company started to manufacture wired

wooden pipe in the spring of 1900. The company owns patents on

the machinery it uses and started with four hands. There was at that

time but one factory of this kind on the North Pacific coast, located

at Seattle. The rate on manufactured pipe from Seattle to Spokane
was 46 cents per 100 pounds C. L. plus the local rate from Spokane to

all points east. This rate was entirely satisfactory and enabled the

Spokane factory within a little over three years after beginning

operations to increase its plant to 50 hands, with an investment of

$50,000. The Seattle factory, backed by the big lumber firms on the

coast, finding a serious competitor in the Spokane field, got the rail-

roads to put manufactured pipe under the lumber classification, thus

reducing the rate from Seattle to Spokane from 46 cents to 20 cents

per 100 pounds.
The Spokane factory, besides paying a rate of 50 cents more per

100 pounds for their wire than the coast, had, of course, to pay 20

cents per 100 pounds for their raw material—the lumber—^which

came from the coast. Considering the further fact that 33^ per

cent of the lumber was lost in manufacture, the coast manufacturers
were able to lay down the manufactured pipe in Spokane about 60

per cent cheaper than the local factory could manufacture it. This

rate went into effect September 15, 1903, and was not discovered by
the local factory until two months later, when the Spokane factory

came in competition with the Seattle factory for a contract for wood
pipe at Butte, Mont. The bid of the Seattle firm was less than the

Eipe could be sold for at Spokane, and Butte is 384 miles east. The
pokane factory after learning of the rate situation saw at once that

it would be a matter of a short time when it would be forced out of

business, and at once filed a vigorous protest, with the result that the

railroads put back the rate from Seattle to Spokane to 46 cents, but

established a maximum rate of 50 cents for Seattle pipe, which, of

course, shut off all territory east of Spokane from the Spokane fac-

tory. It was three months before even this rate adjustment could be

effected, which would have been sufficient time to have forced any

ordinary institution to the wall. The Spokane factory, however,

having ample capital, simply continued the factory here at a loss, but

at once purchased a site and rushed machinery for a factory at Bal-

lard, a sviburb of Seattle. The factory here, which had been increased

to 50 hands, was reduced to 1 machine and 8 hands, and the other

machinery removed to Ballard. The remnant of the Spokane fac-

tory, after struggling along for the past eight months, has been com-

pelled to shut down, and the entire plant is being removed to Ballard.

Before the branch factory was started at Ballard the local concern

was shipping nearly two carloads of pipe daily, besides what they

manufactured for local consumption, and were giving employment to

50 families.

Prior to the cut in rates in favor of the coast the Spokane factory
* -1 fttt I -fiT 1* J Til 1 t r i_ J
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as stated above, was shipping pipe at the rate of two carloads per
day. The loss of the factory here means the loss of 50 families and
a pay roll of about $3,000 per month. It is needless to say that water
competition did not enter into this rate discrimination, as no wood
pipe is shipped via ocean to interior points. You must understand
that while the railroads under the protest of the local factory put
back the rate to 46 cents from Seattle to Spokane, refused and are
still refusing to adjust the rate to points east of Spokane ; hence wood
pipe manufactured on the coast takes the lumber rate in all territory

east of Spokane, thus making it impossible for a Spokane factory to

compete in this territory. Considering the increased cost of manu-
facture at Spokane and the fact that there is not sufficient business

to maintain a factory without outside territory, the Spokane factory

had to be abandoned.
The Spokane Paper Box Company started in the manufacturing

business here three years ago. It employed 8 hands, but was re-

cently forced out of business because of rate discrimination almost
similar to that of the Pacific Coast Pipe Company. This factory,

however, manufactured candy boxes and small druggist goods. The
folder boxes used by the cracker factories and cereal factories, which
comprise the largest portion of the local trade, are shipped from
eastern factories to Spokane. The differential on strawboard and
knocked-down boxes from Indiana common points to Spokane is but
10 cents per 100 pounds, and when you consider that there is 33^ per
cent waste in manufactured goods, eastern factories are enabled to

lay down the manufactured article in Spokane cheaper than the local

factories can lay down the strawboard. It is estimated that there is

a market here for a factory that would employ from 25 to 50 hands.
There is no paper-box factory between St. Paul and the coast ; hence
Spokane on account of railroad facilities should be the best manu-
facturing point in the West.
In the manufacture of sash the pine and cedar lumber of eastern

Washington is much superior to the coast fir, yet, while there are 5
factories engaged in the manufacture of sash in Spokane, they manu-
facture only for local trade, and there are two concerns in the city

which compete with the local factories and buy their sash from coast
factories. The rate on window glass from Pittsburg to Spokane is

$1.38^ per 100 pounds. The rate to Portland, Seattle, and other
coast points is 90 cents, thus enabling the coast manufacturers to
furnish the finished product for the price of glass to the Spokane
manufacturer. The William Musser Lumber and Manufacturing
Company, which started in business here in 1902, would have invested
$75,000 in a sash factory and employed 50 hands if it would have been
possible to get a 90-cent rate on glass. The railroads also allow the

. coast manufacturers to ship sash in mixed carloads with lumber,
which takes the lumber rate, hence enabling them to lay down manu-
factured sash in Spokane for $1.10 freight charges against $1,384, the
rate charged for glass to Spokane manufacturers. Every sash fac-

tory in Spokane would be forced out of business if it were not for the
steady local market demanding special sizes, which are included in the
regular millwork for new buildings. The wonderful building
activity of Spokane in the past five years made it possible for the
mills to manufacture sash. As it is, the coast manufacturers supply
the local market for nearly all sash in regular sizes.
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The following is a schedule of rates on articles used in the iron
ind istry

:

Prom—
Per 100 pounds.

Article. To Spo-
kane. To coast.

Steel plate fl.23
1.28
1.23
1.23
1.28
1.26
1.23

013.00
1.68

3.13
8.07

$0.76
80Sheets

Angles, beams (channels, bars) do .75
Shafting ;.... do 75
Belts, nuts, washers, etc do 80
Mining-car wheels
Link belting
Pig iron Alabama al3 00
Mining machinery 1 40The abOTe are carload shipments.
Belting (L. C. L.) r!hiV^.go 1 86
Bar iron (L. C. L.) ... do 1 25

"Per ton.

As an example of how the lOO-mile territory is being maintained
to Spokane in the iron industry, take Wallace, Idaho, a distance of 102
miles and almost directly east from Spokane : Bar iron, Pittsburg to
Spokane, carloads, $1.23 ; local, Spokane to "Wallace, 45 cents, making
a total of $1.68 per 100 pounds to Wallace if handled through Spo-
kane. Bar iron, Pittsburg to Portland, 75 cents ; local, Portland to
Wallace, 82 cents ; total rate per 100 pounds, $1.57, if shipped to Wal-
lace via Portland, making a haul of 350 miles farther than if shipped
via Spokane. Thus you will see that the coast to a point just 2 miles
outside the lOO-mile limit from Spokane has a rate 11 cents better
than Spokane on this commodity. Again, the railroads charge a
local rate of 45 cents for 100 pounds, Spokane to Wallace, 102 miles,
as against 82 cents, Portland to Wallace, a distance of 452 miles.
Again, mining machinery can be laid down in Spokane from Chicago
at $1.40 per 100 pounds, while nearly all raw material used in the
manufacture of mining machinery from the Pittsburg district to
Spokane costs from $1.23 to $1.33 per 100 pounds. This is but one
of the numerous instances we can cite, but will serve for the purpose.
Up until a little over a year ago the freight rate on pig iron from

Alabama to Spokane was $21.90 per ton, or $6.80 per ton more
than the coast rate from the same point. The only way local manu-
facturers were able to force a reduction of the rate was to buy the
pig iron in a foreign market, have it shipped as ballast to Portland
and thence by rail to Spokane. By this arrangement they were en-
abled to get their pig iron laid down in Spokane at a cost of $27.80
per ton, against $30.80 per ton if shipped from Alabama. The rail-
roads, seeing that a reduction would have to be made to meet the so-
called " water competition," secretly made a rate of $13 per ton, the
coast rate, which rate was later published. Now, then, the rates from
the coast to Spokane, known as the " pull back rates," are as follows:
First class, $1.48; second class, $1.33; third class, $1.02; fourth class,
82 cents. These are the rates above the coast rates that have to be
paid by all merchants in Spokane who ship in less than carload lots.
The fifth class, or carload rates, from the coast to Spokane, range
from 50 to 70 cents per 100 pounds and enter largely into the makeup
of the so-called " commodity rates " for Spokane—that is, the coast
rates plus the fifth class or carload rates from the coast to Spokane
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The concession recently made at Chicago, giving to Spokane a
distributing territory within a 100-mile radius, has helped a few lines,

but, in the main, business men say that it is of no considerable benefit.

Hoping that these facts may be of service to you, we remain,
Very truly, yours,

L. G. Monroe, Secretary.

Western Pine Shippers' Association,
Spokane, Wash., December 30, 190^.

Mr. W. H. Acopp,
Chairman Legislative Committee, Spokane, Wash.

Dear Sir: As you are about to proceed to Washington, D. C, in

behalf of the members of our association, as well as to represent

other commercial organizations, for the purjjose of securing inter-

state-commerce legislation, to regulate discriminations against locali-

ties, we desire to call your attention to some of the discriminations in

the way of unjust freight rates against the " inland empire " and
Spokane territory.

The rate on lumber from Portland, Oreg., to Lewiston, Idaho, via

the Northern Pacific Kailway is 20 cents and involves a haul of 687

miles.

The rate on lumber from Lewiston, Idaho, to Portland, Oreg., via

the same route is 26 cents, the same length of haul.

The rate on lumber from Portland, Oreg., Seattle, Wash., and kin-

dred territory to Spokane, Wash., is 20 cents via the Northern lines.

The rate on lumber from Spokane, Wash., and kindred territory

to Portland, Oreg., Seattle, Wash., and like territory is 26 cents via
the Northern lines.

The rate on lumber from Portland, Oreg., via the Northern Pacific,

to St. Paul, Minneapolis, and Duluth, Minn., is 40 cents.
• The fate on lumber from Spokane and kindred territory, to the
same points, is 40 cents, although the haul is in no case less than 540
miles shorter and in some cases 625 miles, via the same line.

The rate on lumber via the Great Northern from Seattle and kin-
dred territory to St. Paul, Minneapolis, and Duluth, Minn., is 40
cents.

The rate on lumber from Spokane and kindred territory via the
Great Northern, to St. Paul, Minneapolis, and Duluth is 40 cents,
although the haul is on an average of 400 miles shorter.

The distance from Spokane to Lewiston, Idaho, is 147 miles, and
the rate on lumber is 13 cents.

As before stated, the distance from Portland, Oreg., to Lewiston,
Idaho, is 687 miles, and the rate on lumber is 20 cents ; the distance
from Spokane, to Lewiston, Idaho, over the same road (the Northern
Pacific) is 147 miles and the rate is 13 cents. Compare basis of
charges.

The greatest distance lumber is hauled east from Portland, Oreg.,
on a 20 cent rate is not less than 687 miles.

The greatest distance lumber is hauled east over the Northern
Pacific from Spokane on a 21-cent rate is 385 miles and this rate is
made by various combinations which do not include all articles
manufactured from lumber included in the regular classification.
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The greatest distance lumber is hauled east from Seattle via tha

Great Northern is 348 miles on a 20-cent rate.

The greatest distance lumber is hauled east from Spokane via the

Great Northern on a 20-cent rate is 216 miles.

The greatest distance from Spokane, Wash., to North Dakota is

878 miles. Using the mileage basis of charges used from Portland

via the Northern Pacific (which illustrates what lumber can be

hauled for), our rate should not exceed 25 cents.

The rate on glass used in manufacturing windows and glass doors

from Munsey, Ind., to coast points is 99 cents.

The rate on glass used for the same purpose, to Spokane, is $1.38

from the same point, although the distance is from 400 to 500 miles

less.

These are a few of the flagrant discriminations; there are many
others, but trust that these will suffice for illustrations. We are,

Very truly, yours,

Western Pine Shippei{s' Absociation.

By K. A. Kellogg, Secretary.

Commodity rates.

Article. From— Spokane. Coast.

$1.65
1.45
1.75
L78
1.64
3.25
2.10
1.95
3.70
1.79
2.25

2.90

1.44
1.43
130
1.25
1.35
2.60
1.85
1..38

2.35
1.49
1.85
1.75
2.18
2.85
3.70
1.79
L38
1.60
2.35
1.80
2.20
1.81
1.60
1.23
1.10
1.23
1.45
1.70
1.00
1.78
2.41
1.95
2.35

$1.25
Missouri Eiver points 1.15

Do 1.25
.85

do 1.10

do 2.10

do 1.40

1.10

Chicago 2.60

do Las
do 1.40

do
I a2.35

" .90do
New York and Ohio .95

Do .90

Do Missouri hiver points .85

Chicago .95

do 1.75

do 1.00

do .90

do 1.60

do .95

do LOO
do .90

Earthenware . -do . L40
Beef extract do 1.40

Incandescent lamps i do 2.00

do LIO
do .90

Window glass do .90

do L50
Glassware _ do 1.10

Saddlery hardware _. do .a. 75

Ink do LOO
do .75

structural iron ... .do .75

Bar iron .. do .76

do .76

do .76

Fire escapes .. do L85
Iron pipe .- do .60

do LOO
Steel safes 1 ... .do L76

do LIO
Lamps, glass do LIO

oL. C. L.
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Commodity rates—Continued.
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Aji^lcle. From- Spoliane. Coast.

Lawn mowers
Linseed oil

Picture moldings
Nails and wire -.
Horseshoe nails
Nuts, easable
Paints, mixed - -.
Whitelead
Paper, building, etc

Do
Paper bags
Wrapping paper

Pumps
Euboer bootsand shoes
Rubber clothing.. _

Rubber tires
Rubber tubing
Seeds
Sewing machines
Soap, toilet
Soap (net cost 10 cents per pound)

.

Soda ash, etc
Spices
Granite ware
Qas stoves
Cast-Iron stoves, cooking, etc
Furnaces
Toys, children's
Tobacco
Trunks and valises
Twine, for harvesters
Wagons
Wire and wire goods
Window-curtain poles
Washing machines

Do
Refrigerators
Typewriters

Chicago
do
do
do

....-do
do
do

.....do
do

New York

.

Chicago
do.

New York.
Chicago

do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do

New York

.

Chicago
do

Iii2.10 $1.25
^.M 1.10
1.85 1.00
1.10 .65
1.39 .85
2.31 1.30
i.ai .90
i.ai .80
1.19 .75
1.29 .75
1.40 1.00
1.80 1.20
2.00 1.20
1.9.5 1.40
2.20 1.35
2.i5 1.60
1.9.5 1.10
2.05 1.20
l.TO 1.20
2.25 1.40
1.2H .75
1.35 1.00
1.00 .50
2.113 1.25
1.80 1.10
3.77 2.50
1.70 1.25
1.91 1.40
2.20 1.35
2.91 1.50
3.05 2.20
1.44 .90
1.1)5 1.25
2.35 1.50
1.76 .90
a.io 1.40
2.55 1.40
2.20 1.35
5.98 3.00

Office of Spokane Jobbebs' Association,
Spokane, Wash., May 16, 1905.

Hon. S. B. Elkins,
Chairman Senate Interstate Gommierce Cormnittee.

Dear Sir : I herewith transmit to you several schedules furnished
to me by some of our members, showing the difference in rates from
eastern points to Spokane and coast points.
You will note that in all cases the Spokane rate is greatly in excess

of the coast rate—this despite the fact that the haul is about 400
mijes shorter. L. C. L. rates to Spokane are made up by using the
tariff rate to coast points, plus local rate back. For instance, rate to
coast on cotton piece goods, New York to Portland, is $1.50 per
hundredweight; Spokane rate is $1.50 plus $1.48, or $2.98 per hun-
dredweight.

I also transmit with these schedules copies of letters received by
me from the parties who make up the schedules, showing argument
advanced by them. Spokane shippers recognize, to a certain extent,
water competition as a determining factor, but contend that exist-
ing rates are unjustly discriminative.
Trusting that the inclosed schedules may be of assistance to yous

committee, we are.

Very truly, yours,

Spokane Jobbers' Association,
By J. M. CoMSTOCK, President.

J. B. Campbell, Secretary.
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GiUTFiTH Heating and Plumbing Supply Company,
Spokane, Wash., May 23, 1905.

*

comparison of rates between PORTLAND AND SPOKANE.

For comparison we show below the commodity rates on various

articles in our line to both Spokane and Portland, showing the differ-

ence on carload rates between the two cities

:

Article.

Carload commodity
rate to—

Earthenware
Tanks and seats
Lavatories
Bath tubs, cast Iron .

.

Sinks
Range boilers
Wrought^iron pipe
Cast-iron pipe
Brass goods (L. C. L.)

Yours, respectfully,

Griffith Heating and Plumbing Supply Co.
J. H. Griffith.

Spokane, Wash., May 83, 1905.
J. B. Campbell,

Secretary Spokane Jobhers' Association, Spokane, Wash.
Dear Sir : We herewith inclose copies of a table showing the com-

parative freight rates upon dry goods to Spokane from eastern
points, and from the coast to Spokane in car lots and less than car
lot rates.

You will note in most cases the Spokane rate is greatly in excess
of the coast rate—this despite the fact that the haul is some 350 miles
shorter. We recognize water competition as a c'-termining factor,

but contend that existing rates are unjustly discriminative.
"V ery truly, yours,

Spokane Dry Goods Co.
Per J. M. CoMSTocK.
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Table shewing comparative freight rates from eastern points on dry goods to
Spokane and coast points in carload and less than carload lots.

Commodity.
Carload
rate to

theooast.

Carload
rate to
Spokane

Differ-
ential in
favor of
thecoast.

than
carload
to coast.

Leas
than

carload
to

Spokane.

Differ-
ential in
favor of
coast.

Underwear and hosiery
Cotton piece goods
Cotton dnck, denims, drills, and sheet-
ings

Oil^in clothing
Cotton yam carpet warp
Table oilcloth
Linoleum
Window-shade doth
Window-shade rollers and fiztnres
Carpets .

Bagsandhagging, gnnny,hemp,orjute
Trunks and valises

$1.60
1.00

.90
1.60
.90

1.00
1.00
1.00
1.10
1.50
.86

2. SO

$2.85
1.85

1.75
2.45
1.75
1.78

1.72f
1.85
1.76
2.35
1.48
8.06

$0.85
.85

.85

.85

.85

.78

.72J-

.85

$2.00
1.50

1.35
2.20
1.50
1.50
1.50
1.50
1.60
2.60
1.25
3.00

$3.18

2.83
8.68
2.98
2.83
2.83
2.98
3.08
3.98
2.20
4.48

$1.48
1.48

1.48
1.48
1.48
1.33
1.33
1.48
1.48
1.48
.95

1.48

Note.—All of above rates are blanket rates or " Postage-stamp rates," that Is they
are the same whether shipments originate on Atlantic seaboard or Chicago and common
points.

The a. a. Kraft Company,
Spokane, Wash., May IS, 1905.

J. B. Campbell,
Secretary Jobbers Association, City.

Dear Sir: In reference to freight rates our and kindred lines are
no better off than others in the city as the rates from East here are
made, as you know, by adding the local rate from coast here to rate
from East to coast, and below we give you a few items which are self-

explanatory, showing in some instances rate into Spokane is almost
double the rate to coast from same points, all less than carload rates
except where mentioned.

To coast
termi-
nals.

Horseblankets and plush lap robes.
Horse brushes
Sweat pads in carloads of 20 H
Wooden hames
Copper rivets
Leather, harness and skirting
Leather, other kinds
Saddletrees
Saddlery hardware ,

Harness soap

On saddlery hardware we have a carload rate with a minimum of
24,000 pounds of $2.35 per hundredweight, applicable only as far
east as Cleveland, whilst coast cities can ship lots of 100 pounds
only for $1.75 per hundredweight and applicable to any point as far
east as Atlantic coast.

Again, rate on harness leather from San Francisco, Cal. (where
bulk of harness leather is obtained) , to New York and intermediate
points is $1.15 per hundredweight, whilst we pay to Spokane $1.30
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per hundredweight, a difference in haul of thousands of miles. Eate

on other leathers from San Francisco to New York and intermediate

points is $1.50, to Spokane $1.73.
t , • ,

To sum up you might say the rates to Spokane in our and kindred

lines are not less than from 60 per cent to over double the rates to

coast.

We trust the above figures will be of benefit to you in presenting

the Spokane case.

Yours, truly,

The a. a. Kkaft Co.,

A. A. K.

Boothe-McClintock Company,
Spokane, Wash., May 16, 1905.

J. B. Campbell,
Secretary SpoJcane Jobbers' Association, Spokane, Wash.

Deak Sir : Inclosed you will find a list of a number of articles in

the grocery line, which we handle, on which we are greatly discrimi-

nated against.

In explanation of the inclosed rates from the different points to

the coast and to Spokane will say that the letters L. C. stand for

carload, L. C. L. for less than carload, and the difference is the dis-

crimination or higher rate that Spokane pays on the articles from
the East over what the coast pays, and the goods to the coast are

hauled from 300 to 350 miles farther than if left at Spokane and
often are hauled through Spokane. The letters P. S. R. mean
postage-stamp rate, or a rate that is good from all points to the

coast or to Spokane, as it may be used. On east-bound freight the

difference is the amount that the East pays higher than Spokane.
To reach Spokane goods are hauled about 350 miles, against any-

where from 1,500 to 3,000 miles, for the difference in the two rates.

On salt fish shipped in barrels from the coast to Spokane the rate

is 75 cents per hundredweight, and shipping to St. Paul, Chicago,
or any other point in the East the rate is the same. You will note

that while Spokane is only about 350 miles from the coast, it takes

the same rate on salt fish as any point east of here regardless of

distance.

In the last few days the railroads have announced their intention

of getting out a new list, which takes all of our commodities from
us from the East and advances our rate on canned fish from the

coast from 55 to 65 cents per hundredweight, on bluestone from
40 to 65 cents. These advances are to take effect the 1st of June.

All of our commodity rates have been taken from us, or at least will

be on that date, which practically puts, us out of business on western

goodsj and as they compromise from half to three-quarters of our busi-

ness it is quite a hardship on us.

Youi's, truly,

Boothe-McClintock Co.,

Per L. F. Boothe, President,
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/

Articles.
Norfolk,
Va., to
coast.

Norfolk,
Va., to

SiKikane.

Difference
or discrim-

ination
against
Spokane.

Peanuts C.L.. $1.80 $1.69 $0.39

Articles.
Rome,

N. Y., to
coast.

Rome,N.
Y., to Spo-

kane.

Difference
or discrim-
ination
against
Spokane.

Canned com
Mixed canned goods...

C.L..
do....

$0.90
1.C0

$1.43
1.48

$0.53
.48

Articles.
NewYork
to coast.

New York
to Spo-
kane.

Difference
or discrim-
ination
against
Spokane.

Gelatin
Dried cnrrantB
Nutmegs

L.C.L..
C.L..

..do....
do....

$1.75
01.20
1.25
1.25

al.00
1.50
1.25

$3.23
01.74
2.03
2.03
1.B4
8.83
2.03

$1.48
.54
.78
.78

Starch do.... .54

Cocoanut
Cocoanut

L.C. L..
C.L..

1.33
.78

Articles.
Iowa

points to
coast.

Iowa
points to
Spokane.

Difference
or discrim-
ination
against
Spokane.

.' . n.i.. $0.90 $1.30 $0.40

Articles.
Duluth to

coast.
Duluth to
Spokane.

Difference
or discrim-
ination
against
Spokane.

Salt C.L.. $0.60 $0.86 $0.25

EAST-BOUND FREIGHT.

Articles.

Coast to all
points east
of Missouri

River.

Coast
points to
Spokane.

Differ-
ence.

Canned flsli 0. L.
Salt or pickled flsh, in kits or barrels do...
Dried fruit, in boxes do...
Sugar, in sacks or boxes do...

$0.75
.75

1.00

"P.S. R.

$0.65
.75
.75
.65

$0.20

.25
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The following are some of the rates that the Spokane merchants

are paying for the necessaries of life and comparison with what the

coast and other points pay for the same articles

:

Articles.
St. Paul to

coast.
St. Paul to
Spokane.

Difference
or discrim-
ination
against
Spokane.

Canned com O.L..
do....

$0.90
T20
2.20
1.76
1.25

$1.25
1.50
2.60
2.60
1.94

$0.35
.80

L.C.L.. .40

do—. .85

do.... .69

Articles.
Chicago to

coast.
Chicago to
Spokane.

Difference
or discrim-
ination
against
Spokane.

Candy L.C.L..
C.L..

$2.20
1.25
.90

1.65
a. 75
ol.OO
ol.OO
0.75
0.75

$3.00
2.03
1.38
2.20

01.23
<il.61

1.40
1.19
1.20

$0.80
.78

Coffee do... .48

do.... .55
do-... .48

Pieties do.... .61
do.... .40
do.... .44

Soap do... .46

Philadel-
phia to
coast.

Philadel-
phia to
Spokane.

Difference
or discrim-
ination
against
Spokane.

Pickled flsh C.1... $1.20 $1.71 $0.51

Articles.
Alexan-
dria to
coast.

Alexan-
dria to

Spokane.

Difference
ordiscrim-
ination
against
Spokane.

C-Tj $1.40 $2.03 $0.63

Articles. St. Lotus
to coast.

St. Louis
to Spo-
kane.

Difference
ordisorim-
ination
against
Spokane.

Wooden ware C.L.. $1.85 $1.84 $0.49

New Or-
leans,Lake
Charles,

Mississippi
and Mis-

souriElver
points to
coast.

New Or-
leans, Lake
Charles,

Mississippi
and Mfi-

souriRiver
points to
Spokane.

Difference
or discrim-
ination
against
Spokane.

Molasses
C.L..
flo

$0.65
.75

$1.03
.99

$0.48

.21

op. 8. B.
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Comparative freight rates from eastern points on hardware to Spokane and
coast points, in carload and less than carload lots.

Commodity.

Carload
rate to
the

coast.

Carload
rate to
Spokane.

Differen-
tial in

favor of
the

coast.

than car-
load to
coast.

than car-
load to

Spokane.

Differen-
tial in
favor of
coast.

Agricaltoral hand implements-
forks, hoes, and shovels

Axes, picks, and mattocks
Bathtubs, cast iron
Clothes virringers _
Earthenware, plumbers'
Freezers, ice cream
Handles, wooden—ax, pick, sledge
Hangers, barn door
Iron angle beams and channels
Iron, bar, band, and hook
Iron bolts, nuts, and washers
Iron butts and hinges
Iron chain
Iron clevises
Iron pipe, wrought
Iron pipe, connections and fittings
Iron sheets ;

Lanterns -

Nails and spikes
ITails, horse
Stamped ware—agate, enameled;
granite iron ware

Tacks, iron
Tin plate
Wagon material, felloes, axles, bol-
sters _

Wire (fence), barbed

tl.25
1.85
1.40
1.15
1.40
1.40
1.25
1.10
.75
.75
.80
.80
.85
.80
.65

1.00
.90

1.10
.77
.85

1.10
.90
.662

.90

.77

$1.76
1.91
2.22
1.93
2.18
2.25
1.73
1.64
1.23
1.23
1.28
1.34
1.83
1.28
1.085
1.43
1.18
1.95
1.22
1.39

1.80
1.44
1.142

1.38
1.25

$0.51

.78

.78

.85

.48

.64

.48

.48

.48

.54

.48

.48

.435

.43

.28

.85

.45

.64

.70

.64

.48

.48

.48

$1.75
1.75
2.00
1.75
2.00
1.75
1.75
1.60
1.25
1.25
1.20
1.15
1.35
1.15
1.25
1.50
1.25
1.60
1.25
1.35

1.60
1.40
1.00

1.40
1.25

$2.75
3.08
3.48
3.08
3.33
3.23
2.57
8.55
2.07
2. or
2.02
2.10
2.17
1.97
2.07
2.32
2.07
3.08
2.07
2.30

2.93
2.35
1.82

2.22
2. or

$1.00
1.33
1.48
1.33
1.83
1.48
.82
.95
.82
.82
.82
.95
.82

.82

.95

1.33
.95

Note.—Please note the carload rate to Spokane Is greater in many instances

than the less than carload rate to the coast.

-HoLLEY, Mason, Marks & Co.

Per M.

Spokanx, Wash. , May 15, 1905.

The following gives you some of the rates the Spokane merchants
are paying for the necessaries of life and comparison with what the

coast and other points pay for the same articles:

Difference or

Articles.
St. Paul to St. Paul to discrimina-

coast. Spokane. tion against

.
Spokane.

Canned com C.Ii.. $0.90 $1.25 $0.35
Pickled fish C.L.. 1.20 1.60 .80
Candy L.C.L.. 2.20 O2.60 .40
Chocolate L.C.L.. 1.75 2.60 .85
Spices L.C.L.. 1.25 1.94 .69

Difference or

Articles.
Chicago to Chicago to discrimina-

coast. Spokane. , tion against

I

Spokane.

Candy L.C.L.. $2.30 $3.00 $0.80
Cffcoa and chocolate C.L.. 1.26 2.03 .78
Coffee C.L.. .90 1.38 .48
Crackers C.L.. 1.65 2.20 .56
Lye C.L.. 6.75 61.23 .48
Pickles C.L.. 61.00 61.51 .61
Paper bags
Paper rolls

O.L.. 61.00 1.40 .40
C.L.. 6.75 1.19 .44

Soap ri.T. _ 6.75 1.20 45

oC. L.

S. Doc. 243, 59-1—vol 4-

6P.S.E.
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Articles.
Philadelphia

to coast.

Philadelphia
to Spokane.

Difference or
discriminar
tion against
Spokane.

Pifklpd fi<?h r.T,.. J1.20 8L71 80.51

Articles.
Alexandria
to coast.

Alexandria
to Spokane.

Difference or
discrimina-
tion against
Spokane.

O.T, _ 81.40 82.03 80.63

Articles.
St. Louis to

coast.
St. Louis to
Spokane.

Difference or
discrimina-
tion against
Spokane.

Woodenware C.L.. 81.35 81.84 80.49

Articles.

New Orleans,
Lake Charles,
Mississippi
and Missouri
River points

to coast.

NewOrleans,
Lake Charles,
Mississippi
and Missouri
River points
to Spokane.

Difference or
discrimina-
tion against
Spokane.

Rice
Molasses

C.L.. 80.55
.75

81.03
.99

80.48

24

"

Articles.
Norfolk, Va.,

to coast.
Norfolk, Va.,
to Spokane.

Difference or
discrimina-
tion against
Spokane.

Peanuts C.L.. 81.30 81.69 80.39

Articles.
Rome, N. Y.,

to coast.
Rome, N. Y.,
to Spokane.

Difference or
discrimina-
tion against
Spokane.

Canned com
Mixed canned goods.

.

C. L..
C. L..

80.90
1.00

8L43
1.48

80.53
.48

Articles. New York to
coast.

New York to
Spokane.

Difference or
discrimina-
tion against
Spokane.

Gelatin
Dried currants
Nutmegs
Spices
Starch
Cocoanut
Cocoanut

L.C.L..
C.L..
C.L..
C.L..
C.L..

L.C.L..
n r.

81.75
a 1.20
1.25
1.25

ol.OO
1.60
1.25

83.23
a 1.74
2.03
2.03
1.64
2.83
2.03

.78

.78

.64

1.33
78

Articles. Iowa points
to coast.

Iowa points
to Spokane.

Difference or

discrimina-
tion against
Spokane.

Canned corn
•

n T. 80.90 81.80 80.40

Articles. Duluth to
coast.

Duluth to
Spokane.

Difference or

discrimina-
tion against

Spokane.

Salt r. T. 80.60 80.85 (80.25

oP.S.R. * No water competition.
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EAST-BOUND FREIGHT.

Articles.

Coast points
to all points
east 01 Mis-
souri River.

Coast points
to Spokane. Diflerf noe.

Canned fish

Salt or piolded fish in Idts or barrels
Dried Jruit In boxes
Sugar in sacks or boxes

C.L..
C.L..
C.L..
C.L..

80.75
.75

1.00
.75

$0.55
.75
.75
.65

$0.20

.25

.10

L. F. BOOTHE,
Wholesale Grocers' Association.

STATEMENT OF MR. DON H. BACON, PRESIDENT OF THE TEN-
NESSEE COAL AND IRON AND RAILROAD COMFANT, OF BIR-
MINGHAM, ALA.

Senator Kban. Mr. Bacon, in connection with the terminal

inquiry and lack of rates, and so forth, can you make some state-

ment in regard to those specifications?

Mr. Bacon. The Tennessee Company owns at some of its works a
few railway tracks. Nearly all oi its switching is done by the Bir-

mingham Southern, the Birmingham Southern now owning tracks

that formerly belonged to the Tennessee Company, but that were
sold by the Tennessee Company in the year 1889.

We handle with our own locomotives over some tracks that we
own and over tracks that are owned by the Birmingham Southern,
much of the freight that we receive and that we ship, but in no place
do we get any pay or are we allowed anything for the movements
that we make. The coal that we mine, and the same is true of the
iron ore, is delivered at our furnaces or mills either by the Birming-
ham Southern or by the Louisville, the Southern Kailway, the Ala-
bama Great Southern, or the Central Eailroad of Georgia. And
the shipments we make go over those roads and over the Illinois

Central, and in all cases the freight is received by us or shipped by
us without any payment to our company.

Senator Kean. What is the extent oi your traffic ?

Mr. Bacon. We may own at the furnaces in Tennessee and at our
furnaces and mills in Alabama less than 10 miles of track. Probably
not to exceed 10 miles of track.

Senator Kean. As I understand, these are short pieces of track in
different places, that connect with the main line of railways, for
which you get no charge or allowance whatever.
Mr. Bacon. Yes ; nothing whatever.
Senator Kean. And no aflowance for switching charge?,
Mr. Bacon. None.
Senator Kean. Is there any further statement that you desire to

make in regard to railway rates or anything of that kind ?

Mr. Bacon. I do not think that there is.

Senator Kean. The railroad rates in your part of the world are
generally reasonable?
Mr. Bacon. I had a comparison made two years ago. The rates on

the northern railroads, on products of the same character that we,
manufactured, in Illinois, Pennsylvania, and Indiana, the rates that
we pay to the Louisville and Nashville, the Central Kailway of
Georgia, the Southern Alabama, the Great Southern, which are the
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railroads that we ship over, were compared in many cases, and we
found that the rates we paid were slightly higher than those paid
by our competitors, but I consider the rate we pay as eminently rair.

Senator Kean. You know of no discrimination ?

Mr. Bacon. No ; I do not.

Senator Kean. Or rebates?

Mr. Bacon. Not a cent.

Senator Kean. Now, you have had at times your rates reduced,
have you not ?

Mr. Bacon. Yes; our rates have been reduced, and they have also

been advanced.
Senator Kean. In other words, when your business was depressed

your rates were reduced in order that you might go on and keep your
mills open?
Mr. Bacon. When the price of pig iron was very low—and of that

commodity we shipped more than any other—the rates were reduced
as far north as the Ohio River, that being as far as the road entering
our works reached. When the market for pig iron advanced, some-
time thereafter, the railroad rates were advanced.
Senator Kean. You have no special objection to that? You are

willing to share your profit with the railroad company ?

Mr. Bacon. We were content when they made the advance and
pleased when they made the reduction.

Senator Kean. What is the price of pig iron now ?

Mr. Bacon. At Birmingham, about $13 and $13.50 now for No. 2
foundry.
Senator Kean. And it has been down to about
Mr. Bacon. Nine.
Senator Kean. I do not know of anything else, Mr. Bacon. If you

think of anything you want to say to us, we will be very glad to hear
you.

Mr. Bacon. I do not think of anything.
Senator Kean. You prefer to have the rates fixed by the railroads

in the first instance, or do you prefer to have the Commission or some
other body make the rates?

Mr. Bacon. I think it is fair for the railroads to make their rates.

Senator Kean. And you would think that the existing condition of

affairs is better than to try an experiment ?

Mr. Bacon. Yes.
(Thereupon the regular session of the committee adjourned until

11 o'clock a. m.)

STATEMENT OF HON. J. H. RICHARD, DISTRICT JUDGE OF THE
ELEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF IOWA.

The Chairman. I present herewith a letter from Hon. J. H. Rich-

ard, district judge of the eleventh judicial district of Iowa, as follows:

OPINION OF HON. J. H. BICHABD, DISTRICT JUDGE, ELEVENTH
JUDICIAL DISTRICT, IOWA.

Judge's Chambers, Eleatinth Jxtoicial District,

Webster Citt, Iowa, May 25, 190b.

Hon. Stephen B. Elkins, Washington^ D. G.

Dear Sir : In response to the permission extended me by your let-

ter of recent date I am sending you, under separate wrapper, by to-
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day's mail the brief referred to. I think I understand your position
in regard, to the rate question from statements purporting to have
been made by you appearing in the daily press and from your pre-
vious work upon such subjects. As I understand the matter, you
doubt the economic rightness of conferring rate-making power upon
a commission. We of the West do not agree with that position. I

do not, however, discuss the economic phases of the question in the
brief sent.

The proposals of the Commission are made the basis of the brief,

the inquiry being as to whether or not such proposals can be em-
bodied in a law, and if not, then what the nearest approach thereto.

In considering those matters, as you know, it is necessary to cover a

wide field. That has been done.

I have not followed the ordinary method of a brief, but have dis-

cussed somewhat the principles underlying the conclusions reached,

made an application of such conclusions to the various bills pro-

posed, and, further, support the conclusions reached by a full cita-

tion of authorities.

As to the bills, with the exception of the Esch-Townsend bill,

which I have not specially examined, I find them all doing violence

to certain fundamental principles of law. The outline at the begin-

ning will give, in a general way, the main points in the brief.

"Kianking you for the courtesy extended, permit me to remain,
Respectfully, yours,

J. H. BiCHABD.

The Constitution and rate making.

The purpose and intent of this paper is comprehended within the
limits mdicated by the subject. Legal considerations only will then
be treated, and no attention will be paid to matters of purely eco-

nomic concern. Thus confined, the discussion will relate to the legal

aspect of current proposals for conferring rate-making power upon
the Interstate Commerce Commission, and the inquiry will take this

form : Conceding the economic rightness of such proposals, then how,
if at all, may they be so embodied in a law as that such law will not
as a whole or in any of its separate and vital parts run counter to
constitutional provisions ?

The scope and direction of the inquiry will further appear by the
outline which follows, and the summary at the end is intended as
a broad and general application of the conclusions reached to the
form and contents of a bill, thus being intended only as a sort of
further statement in concrete form of such conclusions.

OUTLINE.

I. The two forms of government. Federal, or National, and State,
the general authority of each over commerce pointed out, and the
resulting division of railway control into (a) National controls and
(6) State controls, with the limits of each and the relation of one to
the other somewhat generally indicated so far as any pertinency to
the topic warrants.

II. The law having reference to rates or to railway control indi-
cated, as (a) interstate-commerce act of 1887 and amendments
thereto, including the Elkins law of 1903; (h) the antitrust act of
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1890, generally known as the "Sherman antitrust law," but in fact

entitled " An act to protect trade and commerce against unlawful

restraints and monopolies;" (c) Constitution of the United States,

and decisions thereunder; (d) State railway commission laws.

III. State railway commission law briefly considered. Such laws

as to the orders of the commission, established thereby are subject

to the same criticism now leveled at the interstate-commerce act of

1887. This and the remedy therefor considered.

IV. The main criticism of the present law is (1) that the Com-
mission has no rate-making power, and (2) that if it had the law

would still be ineffective, because (a) the evidence before the court

in investigating an order of the Commission is not the evidence

that was before the Commission in making the order, and (&) the

Commission must appeal to the court for the enforcement of its

orders, thereby leading to much delay. These various matters con-

sidered separately and together.

V. The various bills proposed are substantially alike in their

main provisions, which are: (1) The Commission to have rate-mak-

ing power; (2) rate orders to be operative at a given time by mere

operation of law or order of the Commission; (3) the evidence be-

fore the Commission in making an order to be the evidence before

the court in investigating that order; (4) unless the carrier takes

the order to court within a given time for review then the order shall

be final and effective. By so providing and by a penalty clause the

burden of appeal is sought to be thrown upon the railway and the

defects alleged to exist in the present law are sought to be corrected.

Such bills are fundamentally defective. Why they are defective is

discussed in what follows in paragraphs 6, 7, 8, and 9.

VI. Two distinct bodies with separate functions are thus of neces-

sity considered in any such law: (1) A commission to make rates,

and (2) a courtto determine the validity of the rates so made.
VII. Rate making is legislative. Congress may fix rates or dele-

gate such power to a commission. A court can not fix rates, either

originally, upon appeal, or by way of review, for rate making is

legislative.

The function of the courts is to determine whether or not rate

schedules made by proper bodies are or are not reasonable, and if

found unreasonable then to annul them, and this is a constitutional

matter and therefore beyond the power of the legislative bodies to

vary or deny. The duty thus resting upon the courts arises from the

fifth and fourteenth amendments.
VIII. The separation of all governmental powers into legislative,

executive, and judicial, each free, independent, and distinct from the

others, finds clear and definite expression in the very framework of

the Constitution. A legislative power can not be conferred upon a

court, nor can a strictly judicial power be conferred upon a legislative

bodj'' ; thus, a court can not fix a rate, for that is legislative, nor can a

commission enforce its own orders, for the power to decree and enforce

its decrees resides only in a properly constituted judicial tribunal; and

so, also, and for the same reason, an appeal or review by way of

appeal can not be had in a court of an order made by a. commission.

Such a review must be by a distinct and independent proceeding.

IX. A Federal court derives its authority, when once established,

from the Constitution, under which its power extends to all cases in

law and equity arising under the Constitution, etc., henco (1) ?iich
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a court can not be prevented by a law from restraining under proper
circumstances by injunction the enforcement of a rate schedule pend-
ing inquiry into its reasonableness by the court, for the court as a
court of equity has the power to restrain by injunction under proper
circumstances; (2) so, also, no time limit can be placed upon the
right to ask a court as to whether or not a given rate schedule is or is

not reasonable, for that is an inquiry as to whether or not the schedule
is in harmony with the Constitution, as to whether it is or is not vital

;

(3) so, also, the evidence which a court may receive can not be de-

termined by the legislature, but this does not mean that the legislature

may not declare evidence received before one tribunal to be competent
before another, nor that a legislature may not declare what evidence
shall be conclusive under certain circumstances. The evidence before
a commission is not analogous to the evidence before a master in

chancery.
X. The penalty clause is considered as to whether valid or not.

The application of the foregoing conclusions to certain of the bills

introduced in the Senate and House committees, but no consideration

is thus given to the Esch-Townsend bill, it not having been specially

examined at the time of this writing.

XI. Summary.

I. THE TWOFOLD NATURE OE THE RAILWAY PROBLEM.

The people of the United States are subject to two forms of gov-
ernment—the Federal Government, which is a government extending
over all the States, and the 45 State governments, the authority of

each State government being confined to the State over which it

exerts control. Commerce also, perforce, is of two kinds—interstate

commerce and State commerce. Interstate commerce is the commerce
among two or more States, and State commerce is commerce carried
on within the boundaries of a State. Congress, under the Constitu-
tion, has full power over interstate commerce and may regulate it.

The State alone has power over State commerce. The Federal Gov-
ernment can exert no control in the way of legislation over intrastate
commerce, and the State government can exert no control over inter-

state commerce. Thus it is that railway regulation involves two sorts

of regulation— (1) the regulation of the transportation carried on
among two or more States, and (2) the regulation of transportation
carried on within the boundaries of a single State.

II. THE GENERAL LAW.

In a general way the law which Congress has enacted to apply to
interstate commerce is an act which was passed in February, 1887,
known as the " interstate-commerce act of 1887." That act and the
amendments thereto, including the Elkins law of 1903, constitute the
law, in a general way, which now exists with reference to interstate
commerce. In addition to that is the antitrust act of 1890, which for-
bids the making of any contract or arrangement in restraint of trade
and which has been held by the Supreme Federal Court to apply to
railway-rate agreements or contracts in respect to division of traffic,

and also to the union of competitive railways in the form of a joint
stockholding corporation.
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m. STATE RAILWAY COMMISSIONS.

Thirty separate State governments have enacted laws for tie conteol

of railway companies. Twenty of these States have given Sliate com-

missions power to fix rates for railway transportation within State

boundaries. These State laws are in a general way the same as the

act of 1887, except that in 20 States the State commissions have
power to make railway rates. As already indicated elsewhere, when
a State railway commission fixes a schedule of rates for a company
incorporated under the laws of another State than the one making
the rate and affected by such schedule, then such corporation may
bring an action in a Federal court to restrain the operation of that

schedule and to test its reasonableness; so, also, may such an action

be brought by a nonresident bondholder or nonresident stockholder

of such railway for the same purpose and in the same way. The
action of a State commission is thus subject to the same difficulties of

which complaint is now made as to the Interstate Commerce Com-
mission; that is, (1) a rate order may remain for a long time in the

courts and the rates thus fixed be inoperative during that time, and
(2) the evidence taken before the State commission in the making of

such rate schedule is not the evidence upon which the case is tried in

the Federal court.

Again, there is this difference in favor of the interstate-commerce
act as compared with such a condition of State railway traffic: The
interstate-commerce act provides that when a rate order is taken to

a Federal court and there tried, then, upon appeal therefrom, the

order of the trial court shall not he stayed during the 'pendency of
the appeal, while in a case to test the reasonableness of the rates fixed

by a State board in the manner indicated there is no such provision
preventing the staying of the decree or order of the trial court upon
appeal, and consequently the general provisions of the Federal
statutes in regard to appeals govern, and orders or decrees of the
trial court in those cases (State cases) may be stayed upon appeal.

None of the bills so far urged or presented undertake to remedy the
difficulties existing in the way of the State regulation of railroads
just indicated. A single section of any of the bills would cover it

effectively. There is no reason why, if remedies should be made into

law relating to interstate commerce, that the same remedies should
not also be made to apply to State traffic, as suggested.

IV. CRITICISM or PRESENT LAW.

The complaints made concerning the interstate-commerce act are

(1) that the Interstate Commerce Commission does not have conferred
upon it by that law the power to make rates, and (2) that bv the
method provided for the enforcement of the orders of the Commis-
sion, to wit, an appeal to the Federal courts to enforce them, much
delay ensues, during which time the orders made by the Commission
remain inoperative and of no effect; (3) that the evidence before
the Commission in the making of the rate schedule is not the evi-

dence before the court when the question of the rate schedule is in-

vestigated and determined, and (4) that as the law now is the bur-
den of taking the rate schedule to the courts for investigation devolves
upon the Commission or interested party, and it should rest upon tlie

resisting i'ailroad company.
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The foregoing complaints, put in another way, are (1) that the
Commission has no power to make rates, and (2), if it had, that
power would be ineffective because of the delay that ensues in making
its orders effective.

It is evident that the primary and fundamental thing in the relief

desired is the authority to make rates. The conferring of that power
alone, however, is not sufficient. The Commission say that the evi-

dence upon which they act in making a rate schedule—^that is, in

investigating a complaint before them—ought to be the evidence
upon which the court determines the reasonableness of the schedule
made by the Commission. If that is not done, the claim is that tlie

action of the Commission making rates will be largely negatived.

The railroad companies will not put in their evidence before the

Commission, and thus the case before the court is different, and this

frequently leads to the overturning of the action of the Commission
by the court. It is evident that such a condition renders less effective

the power of the Commission. Again, it is said that the orders of

the Commission, even if it has the rate-making power, must be en-

forced in a reasonable time in order to be fully effective, and that

imder present conditions the average life of a case before the courts

is four years. That is not quite accurate. The law provides that the

Commission shall enforce its orders by application to a circuit court,

and further provides that an appeal from the circuit court shall not
stay its decree.

The time required to test an order in that way iefore the circuit

court has been from one to two years, owing to various delays.

Quick enforcement of the orders of a coiiunission is important to the
efficacy of the rate-making power for two reasons: (1) During the
time the order is not in force the conditions in the business world
that made such order of value may so change as that when finally
the order is enforced it is of no value, and again conditions may be
such that when the order is finally effective an application for a
change in the order would be sustained by the Commission in view
of circumstances then existing; (2) if the order is for a higher rate
for transportation, of course the company can at once put that order
into operation ; but if the schedule provides lower rates, then during
one, two, or four years of court proceedings, as the case may be, the
order remains ineffective. The result of that condition is that such
higher rates are paid during the time the order is thus not in force.
Certain suggestions have been made as to provisions to be given place
in a bill to remedy the loss that occurs from a delay. These sugges-
tions have looked toward the giving of relief to the shippers. One
of the suggestions is that rebate slips be issued during the time of
the delay, by which when the order is made final by action of the
court shippers can secure overcharges. Another suggestion is that
the railroad companies be obliged to put up a large bond during
appeal to recompense shippers. Those provisions are all right so
far as concerns the shipper, but the shipper is not the person who is
injured by the high rate, except in occasional instances, as when the
rates in one city or locality are unfair as to another city or locality.
Suppose that the rate for the transportation of corn is 2 cents higher
than it ought to be, who pays the additional 2 cents? Upon whom
falls the loss of the excessive freight charges? Certainly not upon
the shipper, for he takes into account the freight rate in buying his
com. If freight rates are high, he pays less for the com. Either
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that or the consumer pays more for the corn as a result of the exces-

sive rate. The loss primarily falls in the great body of cases upon
the man who has the corn or the product to sell to the shipper or upon
the man who buys it upon the market. It falls either upon the con-

sumer or upon the producer. The shipper and the trade alike can

protect themselves by the price they pay or exact. Thus it is that

this matter of making the order effective soon is a vital one and
affects the great body of the people and not alone the small class of

shippers or dealers.

V. THE VARIOUS BILLS.

Such are the conditions sought to be remedied in the interstate-

commerce act. The various bills proposed attempt to give the needed
relief, as follows: (1) By conferring rate-making power upon the

Commission; (2) by seeking to make that rate-making power so

conferred more effective by (a) providing that orders made by the

Commission shall be operative at a given time; (6) by providing that

unless the carrier takes the order of the Commission to a court for

a review there then the order shall be final, thus seeldng to throw
the burden of appeal from the order upon the railway; (c) by
directly providing that the evidence taken before the Commission,
together with such other evidence as the court in its discretion may
order taken, shall be the evidence upon which the reasonableness of
the order shall be determined by the court. The foregoing are sub-

stantially the provisions of the Quarles-Cooper bill. Some of the

other bills make the provision as to evidence much stronger by pro-
viding that the court shall have power to take additional evidence
only under certain ironclad conditions. The Esch-Townsend bill

is not included, that not having been specially examined.
The remedies thus sought to be applied are, (1) to confer rate-

making power and (2) to make that power more effective in the ways
mentioned. Such, then, being the remedies, let them be considered in
their legal aspect. At least two distinct matters are of necessity
embraced in any bill that will operate as a remedy in regard to the
matters pointed out. The two particulars here referred to are legis-

lative and judicial ; thus the bills do provide that the Commission
shall have rate-making power and also provide that the Commission
may determine the date at which such orders as it may make con-
cerning rates shall become effective. The bills then further provide
that under certain conditions a review may be had in the courts,
and further provide that in case a carrier fails to observe an order
so made, then application may be made to the courts for enforcing the
same by mandamus or injunction and also to recover a penalty fixed
in the bills for failing to comply with the orders.

VI. TWO DISTINCT BODIES, A COMMISSION AND A COURT.

Thus there are provisions in the bills which relate to (1) a com-
mission which shall have power to make rates and (2) to courts
which shall assist in the enforcement of the orders made. Now,
what is the rate-making power '^ Is it legal, administrative, or judi-
cial, and what is the board or commission which has the power to
make the rate? Is it a legal or administrative board, or both, or is

it a judicial body? These questions are fundamental and decisive
of many others of constitutional concern. Rate making is primarily
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and fundamentally legislative or administrative. It is never judicial

in the sense that a court is spoken of as being judicial. A board,

suet as is the Interstate Commerce Commission, with power to make
rates for the future, is purely an administrative board, a board that

enforces a law made by carrying out some of its provisions, and
such a board is exercising a legidative function when it establishes

a rate. In doing that the Commission will act as and for the legis-

lature. It will stand in place of the legislature in so doing, and is

distinctly and fundamentally therein acting legislatively. These
excerpts abundantly establish that proposition

:

There were three obvious and dissimilar courses open for consideration.

Congress miglit itself prescribe the rates, or it might commit to some subordi-

nate tribunal this duty, or it might leave with the companies the right to fix

rates, subject to regulations and restrictions, as well as the rule which is as
old as the existence of common carriers, to wit, that rates must be reasonable.

(Inter. Com. Com. v. Cin., N. O. and T. P. Rwy., 167 V. S., 493.)

Such a commission is merely an administrative board created by the State
for carrying into effect the will of the State as expressed by its legislation.

(Railroad Commission Cases : Stone v. F., L. and T. Co., 116 U. S., 307 ; Reagan
V. F., L. and T. Co., 154 U. S., 394.)

Vn. RATE MAKING IS LEGISLATIVE; THE COURT DETERMINES WHETHER
THE RATE MADE IS REASONABLE OR NOT.

There can be no doubt of the general power of the State to regulate the fares
and freights which may be charged or received by a railroad or other carriers
and that this legislation can be carried on by means of a commission. (Reagan
V. F., L. and T. Co., 154 U. S., 394.)

It is one thing to inquire whether the rates which have been charged and
collected are reasonable—that is a judicial act—but aii entirely different thing
to prescribe rates which shall be charged in the future—that is a legislative
act.

These cases are there cited : C, M. & St. P. Ewy. Co. v. Minn., 134
U. S., 413; Keagan v. ¥., L. and T. Co., 154 U. S., 362-397; St. L.
and S. F. R. Co. v. Gill, 156 U. S., 649-663; Cinn. v. Inter. Com.
Com., 162 U. S., 184-196; Texas and Pac. Ewy. Co. v. Int. Com., 126
U. S., 197-216; Munn v. Illinois, 94 U. S., 113-114; Pick v. Chicago
N. W. Rwy. Co., 94 U.' S., 164^178; Memphis and L. E. Co. v. So.
Express Co. (Express Case), 117 U. S., 1-29.

The following excerpt carries forward the statements made in
the extracts just given and directly compares the making of a rate
schedule to the making of a law, and at the same time it defines the
limits of judicial action

:

If a law be adjudged invalid, the court may not, in a decree, attempt to enact
a law upon the same subject which shall not be obnoxious to any legal objec-
tions. It stops by simply passing its judgment on the validity of the act before
it. The same rule obtains in a case like this. (154 U. S., 400; see also 39
L. R. A., 38.)

So the Commission in the making of a rate schedule is acting as
a legislature performing a legislative act, and such board in all its
functions is legislative and administrative—legislative in its rate-
making powers; administrative in the sense that it is administering
or is engaged in enforcing or carrying out an enactment of Congress!
and is thus administering the law.
What is the peculiar relation of the courts to rate making—that

is, what may the court have to do with a rate schedule? The court
has no power to make a rate schedule or a rate. Why not? Be-
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cause the court is a court and rate making is a legislative act.

Whether or not such rate schedule when made is in accord with the

Constitution, however, is a matter peculiarly within the jurisdiction

and determination of a court. Does the rate fixed violate any of the

provisions of the organic law? If so, it is invalid, and it is the

peculiar function of the courts to determine judicially, after the

manner of courts for ages, whether or not the rate schedule does run

counter to constitutional provisions. If it does the courts will annul

it. In other words, under the law of the land as determined by the

holdings oif the Supreme Federal Court it is the power and duty of

the courts to determine whether any rate schedule enacted _by_ the

Commission is fair and reasonable, and further that it is a judicial

question because of certain constitutional provisions, to wit, the

fourteenth and fifth amendments to the Constitution. These ex-

cerpts abundantly support and substantiate the statement just made

:

Railroad companies are carriers for hire. They are therefore engaged in a
public employment affecting the public interest and, under the decision In Munn
V. Illinois, subject to legislative control as to their rates of fare and freight

(C, B. and Q. R. R. Co. v. Cutts, 94 U. S., 155; C. M. and St P. Rwy. v.

Ackley, 94 U. S. ; Piek v. C. and N. W. Rwy. Co., 94 U. S., 164.)

In mere private contracts relating to matters in which the public has no
interest what is reasonable must be ascertained judicially. But this is be-

cause the legislature has no control over such a conti'act The controlling fact

is the power to regulate at all. If that exists the right to establish the maxi-
mum as one of the means of regulation is implied. (Munn v. Illinois, 94 U. S.,

113-154.

The foregoing is an extract from one of the so-called " Granger
Cases" decided in 1875. In those cases the Supreme Federal Court
held that the legislature had full power to fix rates and fares, and
that what those rates should be Was a matter of legislative policy

alone, over which the courts had no control. This doctrine has since

been abandoned.

In Chicago and Grand Trunk Railway Company v. Wellman (143 U. S., 339)
the court, in answer to the suggestion that the legislature had no authority to
prescribe maximum rates for railroad transportation, said that " the legislature
had power to fix rates and the extent of judicial Interference is protection
against unreasonable rates." (Smyth v. Ames, 169 U. S., .524r-525; C. and St
P. Rwy. Co. V. Minn., 134 U. S., 418-466 ; Stone v. F., L. and T. Co., 116 U. S.,

307.)
The courts are not authorized to revise or change a body of rates imposed

by the legislature or a commission ; they do not determine whether one rate is

preferable to another, or what under all circumstances would be fair and rea-
sonable between the carriers and the shippers ; they do not engage in any mere
administrative work ; but still there can be no doubt of their power and Auty
to inquire whether a body of rates prescribed by .a legislature or a commission
is unjust and unreasonable and such as to work a practical destruction to rights
of property, and if found so to be to restrain its operation. (Reagan v. F., L.
and T. Co., 154 U. S., 397.)

Thus the courts have resting upon them the duty of determining
whether or not rates established by a commission are just and rea-
sonable, and railroads or persons affected adversely by such rates
have the right to present the matter to a court for ite determination,
and such right is a constitutional right. A rate schedule which is

unreasonable and unfair is null and void, because it conflicts witii

the Constitution. One of the bills introduced contains a provision
by which a commission shall determine conclusively whether or not
a rate schedule is reasonable and whether or not the rates fixed by it
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are just and reasonable and denies to the court the power of passing

upon that question. Of course such a bill is invalid and ineffective

for that reason.

Vin. tBGISLATIVB AND JTJDICIAL POWEHS CAN NOT BE COMBINED.

The Conunission is legislative, hence no power can be conferred

upon it not legislative or administrative; likewise, no power not
judicial can be conferred upon a court. Under the Constitution there

is an exact cleavage and division of the three governmental powers.

They are made distinct and separate, and the line is firmly and clearly

drawn by the separate provisions of the Constitution as to the differ-

ent departments of Government.
Thus the Constitution provides:

(o) All legislative powers berein granted shall be vested in a Congress.

(6) The executive power shall be vested in a President.

(c) The judicial power of the United States shall be vested in one Supreme
Court and such inferior courts as the Congress may from time to time ordain
and establish.

The distinction between a legislative body or power and a judicial

body or power is so distinct that a legislative power can not be con-

ferred upon a judicial body or a judicial power upon a legislative

body. These excerpts abundantly support that statement

:

And in Murray v. Hoboken Company (18 How., 272-284) Mr. Justice Curtis,
after observing that Congress can not withdraw from judicial cognizance any
matter which from its nature is the subject of a suit at common law, or in

equity, or admiralty, nor on the other hand bring under judicial power a mat-
ter which from its nature is not a subject for judicial determination. (Fer-
reira v. U. S., 54, U. S., 40-46 ; Hayburn's Case, 2 U. S., 409 ; Gordon v. U. S.,

117 U. S., 697; Re Sanborn, 148 U. S., 222; Int Com. Com. v. Brimson, 154
U. S., 480, etc.)

Congress may not impose upon the courts of the United States any duties
not strictly judicial. (Int Com. Com. v. Brimson, 154 U. S., 485.)

This is true as to the establishment of a rate and of the exercise of
the rate-making power. In support of which see the following

:

As we have seen, it is not the function of courts to establish a schedule of
rates. It is not, therefore, toithin our power to prep.are a new schedtile or
rearrange this. Our inquiry is •limited to the effect of the tariff as a whole.
They (the courts) do not engage in any mere administrative work. (Reagan

V. F., L. and T. Co., 154 U. S., 897.)
If a law be adjudged invalid the court may not in a decree attempt to enact

a law upon the same subject which shall not be obnoxious to any legal objec-
tions. It stops with simply passing its judgment on the validity of the act
before it The same rule obtains in a case like this. (154 U. S., 400: see also
39 L. R. A., 38.)

As further showing that judicial powers can not be conferred upon
legislative or administrative bodies are the following excerpts:

It must be admitted that if the auditing of this amount and the ascertainment
of its balance and the issuing of this process was an exercise of the Judicial
power of the United States the proceeding was void, for the officers who per-
formed these acts could exercise no part of that judicial power. They neither
constituted a court of the United States nor were they, or either of them, so
connected with any such court as to perform even any of the ministerial duties
which arise out of judicial proceedings. If we were of the opinion that this
subject-matter can not be the subject of a judicial controversy, and that coflse-
quently it can not be made a subject of judicial cognizance, the consequence
would be that the attempt to bring it under the jurisdiction of a court of the
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United States would be ineffectual. (Den. v. Hoboken Land and Imp. Co., 59

U. S., 372-386.)

Again, the division is further shown by the fact that only a judicial

body can enforce its decrees or judgment. A legislative or adminis-

trative body can not enforce its orders. It must appeal to a court to

do so. This is another fundamental distinction between a legislative

or administrative body and a court. The power to enforce its orders

can not be conferred upon an administrative body. In support of

which see this

:

The inquiry, whettier a witness before a commission is bound to answer a
particular question propounded to him, or to produce boolcs, papers, etc., in his

possession and called for by that body (Interstate Commerce Commission) is

one that can not be committed to a subordinate, administrative, or executive

tribunal for final determination. Such a body could not, under our system of
government, and consistently with due process of law, be invested with au-

thority to compel obedience to its orders by a judgment of fine or imprison-
ment. Except in the particular instances enumerated in the Constitution, and
considered in Anderson v. Dunn (19 U. S., 304), and in Kilbourn v. Thompson
(103 U. S., 188-190), of the exercise by either House of Congress of its right

to punish disorderly behavior upon the part of its members, and to compel the
attendance of witnesses and the production of papers in election and impeach-
ment cases, and in cases that may involve the existence of those bodies, the
power to impose fine or imprisonment in order to compel the performance of a
legal duty imposed hy the United States can only &e exerted under the law of
the land ty a competent and judicial tribunal having jurisdiction in the prem-
ises. (Interstate Commerce Com. v. Brimson, 154 U. S., 485; Whitcomb's Case,
120 Mass., 118.)

Congress has the power under the Constitution to establish courts,

the provision of the Constitution being as follows

:

The judicial power of the United States shall be vested in one Supreme Court,
and such inferior courts as the Congress may from time to time ordain and
establish.

But a court when thus established by Congress has with reference
to the subjects and persons over which it has jurisdiction the powers
given it hy the Constitution; that is to say, the power of such a court
extends to all cases of law and equity wfthin its jurisdiction arising
under the Constitution and the laws and treaties of the United States,
and it exercises those powers with the machinery of a court provided
" by the wisdom of the ages." In support of the statement just made
are the extracts which follow

:

The judiciary power shall extend to all cases In law and equity arising under
this Constitution, the laws of the United States, and treaties made, or which
shall be made on their authority, etc.

Cases may be defined as " where parties litigate before a court as to rights
of property or person." Cases here seem to include all cases, criminal as well
as civil, and controversies only such as are of a civil nature.
This clause enables the judicial department to receive jurisdiction to the full

extent of the Constitution, laws, and treaties of the United States when any
question respecting them shall assume such a form that the judicial power is
capable of acting on it. That power is capable of acting only when a subject is
submitted to it by a party who asserts his right In the form prescribed by law.
It then becomes a case, and the clause declares that the judicial power shall
extend to all cases arising under the Constitution, laws, and treaties of the
U/"?"* States (Int. Com. Com. v. Brimson, 154 U. S., 475; Osborne v. Bank
Sio odPv '

^^^"Sl^; Doti ^- Hoboken Land and Imp. Co., 59 U. S.,
J^,2—284.

)

_
Mr. Justice Field, speaking for the court, said that the term "cases" and
controversies " in the Constitution embraced the claims or contention of liti-

gants brought before the courts for adjudication by regular proceedings estab-
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llshed for the protection or enforcement of rights, or the prevention, redress, or

punishment of wrongs. (Int. Com. Com. v. Brimson, 154 U. S., 476; Smith v.

Adams, 130 U. S., 173.)

As to what constitutes a case or a controversy, and as to the form

required, appears further in the following:

Is it not clear that there are here parties on each side of a dispute involving

grave questions of legal rights, that their respective positions are defined by

pleadings, and that the customary forms of judicial procedure have been pur-

sued? The performance of the duty which, according to the contention of the

Government, rests upon the defendants, can not be directly enforced except by

judicial power. One of the functions of a court Is to compel a party to per-

form a duty which the law requires at his hands. If it be adjudged that the

defendants are, in law, obliged to do what they have refused to do, that de-

termination will not 'be merely aijcillary and advisory, but, in the words of

Sanborn's Case, will be a " final and indisputable basis of action " as between

the Commission and defendants, and will furnish a precedent in all similar

cases. It will be as much a judgment that may be carried into eJEect by judi-

cial process as one for money, or for the recovery of property, or a judgment

in mandamus commanding the performance of an act or duty which the law

requires to be performed, or a judgment prohibiting the doing of something

which the law will not sanction. It is none the less the judgment of a judicial

tribunal dealing with questions judicial in their nature, and presented in the

customary forms of judicial proceedings, because its effect may be to aid an
administrative body in the performance of duties legally imposed upon it by
Congress in execution of power granted to it by the Constitution. (Com. v.

Brimson, 154 U. S., 480, spec. 487-489.) /

This is the power of a court as established by the Constitution

itself; and no legislative body, Congress included, can take from a

court the power given it by the Constitution. These excerpts illus-

trate that

:

The idea that any legislature, State or Federal, can conclusively determine
for the people and for the courts that what it enacts in the form of law or what
it authorizes its agents to do is consistent with the fundamental law is In oppo-
sition to the theory of our institutions. The duty rests upon all courts. Federal
and State, when theii? jurisdiction is properly imposed, to see to it that no right
secured by the supreme law of the land is impaired or destroyed by legislation.

This function and duty of the judiciary distinguishes the American system from
all other systems of government. The perpetuity of our institutions and the
liberty which is enjoyed under them depend in no small degree upon the power
given the judiciary to declare null and void all legislation that is clearly repug-
nant to the supreme law of the land. ( Smyth v. Ames, 169 U. S., 528—Nebraska
Rate Case; Murray v. Hoboken Co., 18 How., 274-284; Ferreirs v. U. S., 54
V. S., 40-46 ; Haybrun's Case, 2 U. S., 409 ; Gordon v. U. S., 117 U. S., 687 ; Re
Sanborn, 148 U. S., 222 ; Inter. Com. Com. v. Brimson, 154 U. S., 480, etc.)

IX. CERTAIN POWERS OE COURTS CONSIDERED.

The foregoing citations show that courts have certain powers as
courts—^that is, a Federal court has power to try all cases that may
arise before or within its jurisdiction in law or equity arising under
the Constitution or laws and treaties of the United States, and has
power in so doing to try these cases as a court ; and, further, these
powers may not be taken from it by law. Any attempt tc do so will
be nullified by the courts as unconptitutional. To illustrate : A cir-
cuit court has jurisdiction in cases where the amount involved is

$2,000 or more, arising between persons of different States. Now, that
is a case within the jurisdiction of that court. Suppose Congress
should say that while the circuit court shall have jurisdiction to try
cases in which the amount involved is over $2,000, arising between
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persons residing in different States, in such cases the court shall

not exercise equity powers. What would happen ? The courts would
simply nullify the provision as being unconstitutional. Why? Be-

cause that would be a direct attempt of the legislative body to take

from a court the powers which it has as a court by direct constitu-

tional establishment.

Again, the illustration taken will be sufficient for another purpose.

Courts of equity—and all Federal courts are courts of equity—^in cases

within their jurisdiction may, when the circumstances are proper,

issue injunctions restraining persons from doing certain acts or com-
manding them to do certain acts. Now, suppose that Congress should

give to a Federal court jurisdiction in a certain class of cases, but

should at the same time say that that bourt must not issue an injunc-

tion in a given case. What would happen ? The court would simply

nullify that provision. Why ? Because a court by virtue of its

equity powers has the right to issue injunctions under proper circum-

stances, and what those circumstances are the court will determine,

and such a provision would be an attempt of the ligislature to take

from the court a power which it has as a court under the Constitu-

tion. To be more specific, suppose that Congress declares by law
that a Federal court shall have jurisdiction to determine whether a
rate^schedule enacted by the Commission is reasonable or not, but at

the same time declares that the court shall not have the power during
the pendency of the hearing to restrain the enforcement of the rate

schedule. What happens? Such provision is simply nullified by
the courts. Why ? Because a court, as an equity court, has a right

under given conditions to restrain the enforcement of a measure
which is alleged to be unconstitutional, especially so when its enforce-

ment will work irreparable harm or damage.
Again, suppose that a Federal court has jurisdiction over a given

subject—as, for instance, that a court has, as it does have, jurisdiction

to inquire into the reasonableness of a rate schedule—and suppose,
further, that Congress should say by a law that unless such inquiry
into the reasonableness of a rate schedule be made within twenty
days after the enactment of the schedule or notice thereof, there-

after such schedule shall be final and conclusive. What happens?
The court nullifies that provision. Why? Because a court has the

right at any time in a proper case before it, by virtue of its powers as

a court under the Constitution, to determine whether or not any law
or any administrative order is or is not constitutional. If it did not
have this power all a legislature would need to do to invade and
trample upon constitutional rights would be simply to embody in any
law a provision that unless the law were tested by application to a
court within a given ti me thereafter the law should be constitutional.

In further exemplification of the fundamental difference between a

lawmaking body and a court, and as further showing that powers
belonging to the one can not be conferred upon the other, let it be

said that they act, not only upon different subjects, but they act in a

different way ; thus, a lawmaking body, such as is a, railway commis-
sion, may take evidence in its investigation, but the evidence is taken
to aid the commission, not to aid a party, and the law which confers
upon the commission power to secure testimony is said by the courts

to be lawful because that body has a right to testimony as an ad-

ministrative body that will assist it in doing its proper work as such
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body. In all that the administrative body does it is concerned with
the question of whether it is advisable to make a given order a law
in substance. It has nothing to do with the settlement of conflicting

claims of parties.

Now, consider a court in action. Parties are before it ; one makes
daim against the other. The court investigates the facts with
reference to the claims or contentions made by the parties, and having
determined the facts from the evidence presented to it, then deter-

mines what the law is and applies the law to the facts, then renders
judgment and enforces it. The court is concerned not with the mak-
mg of a law, but with the ascertainment of what the law is. The two
fimctions, lawmaking and law interpreting, are totally, primarily,

and fundamentally distinct, separate, and unlike. In the original

Granger cases, the first railway rate cases, the court held that the

making of rates was a purely legislative matter, and, of course,

holding that to be the law, then the courts had nothing to do with
it and could not inquire into it. Why not? Because under such
view it was purely a legislative matter, and the court is a judicial

body and has nothing to do with a purely legislative question. For
the same reasons a court can not act as a review court of a legislative

matter except as a court. The legislative matter in a rate schedule
is whether or not it is proper to make such schedule, and the inquiry
before the court as to such schedule is as to whether or not that
schedule violates the constitutional rights and privileges of a par-
ticular company. Of course the Commission in making a schedule
seeks to make a law (rate schedule) that will be constitutional, but
so does a legislature in making a law. Consider the way a court acts

as an appeal court. The district court of Iowa is an appeal court
as to a justice court, but the district court in acting upon a case
appealed from a justice court passes upon the questions of law before
the justice court the same as the justice court. The case is appealed
from the district court to the supreme court. The supreme court
passes upon the same questions of law as were before the district
court, and passes upon them as a judicial body. In the district court
the court lays down the rules of law for the jury, and before sub-
mitting the case to the jury for the determination of matters of fact
by them determines whether or not there is a case presented by the
evidence under the law to submit to the jury; and when the case as to
its facts has been determined by the jury, then the court determines
whether the jury have acted legally in respect to their action in case
that matter arises, and upon an appeal to the supreme court the same
matters are determined in the same way by the supreme court, tut as
an appellate court. Each of the courts—justice, district, and
supreme—^thus act upon the same matters and may act as courts.
An appeal can not for the foregoing reasons be taken from a com-

mission to a court. A review can only be had by a separate and dis-
tinct application to the court. The following support the foregoing

:

Murray v. Hoboken Co., 18 How„ 272-284; Ferreira v. U. S., 54
U. S., 40-46; Heyburn's Case, 2 IL S., 409; 148 U. S., 222, and 154
U. S., 430.

For the same reason the evidence taken by an administrative body
can not be made the only evidence upon which a court must act in
determining some matter with reference to the action taken by an
administrative or legislative body. Whether or not evidence offered

S. Doc. 243, 59-1—vol 4 9
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by a party in a proceeding of any kind may or may not be declared

to be competent evidence m a court as against such party so far as

it is material, etc., is not the subject here considered. Such power

to so declare is, of course, within the power of a legislature. Courts

can not be hedged about or limited to such evidence, though. The

thing that is here considered is that such provisions are so placed

in the bills and so worded as to indicate the intent to make the courts

mere reviewing bodies, mere appellate bodies to the Commission. If

that is the intent of such bills, then such provisions are for that

reason unconstitutional, and that such is the mtent is plainly within

the proper construction of the bills.

The distinction between the legislative body and a court body is

primary and fundamental. To say by a law (1) that an appeal or

review of the action of the lawmaking body in making that law

shall be taken to a court for determination there as to whether the

lawmaking body should have done what it did do with reference to

the law, and (2) that the evidence that was before the lawmaking
body concerning the law it made shall be all the evidence upon
which the court shall determine the matter is the same in kind as to

declare by another law (1) that a review shall be had in a court

by direct appeal to that court of what an administrative body has

done within its powers, and (2) that the evidence taken by the

administrative body in so doing shall be all the evidence before the

court.

Such a law would be invalid for at least two reasons— (1) the

power to review upon direct appeal the act of a legislative body can

not be conferred upon a court; (2) the evidence that a court may
receive in acting upon a matter properly before it can not be so

limited or confined by the legislature.

A case involving the constitutionality of a law does not arise that

way—i. e., by appeal to a court f7'om the lawmaking body. Take a

contest over a State railway schedule. A railway affected applies to

a proper court stating that the commissioners, who are made defend-

ants, are about to enforce the schedule, et.c. ; that the rates fixed by
the schedule are unreasonable and therefore unconstitutional, and
that a multiplicity of suits will arise and irreparable damage ensue to

plaintiff or plaintiffs by reason of which a temporary and permanent
injunction is asked restraining the enforcement of the schedules.

There are parties and issues before a proper tribunal with power to

render judgment upon trial or hearing and with power to enforce

such judgment when rendered.
The Interstate Commerce Commission, in one of their reasons to

justify the request that the evidence before them shall be the evidence

before the courtj state that such is the rule as to the report made by a

master commissioner of chancery. The general rule relative to such

a report is that the report of the master commissioner shall be held

to state the facts, unless excepted to, and if any exceptions be made
to the report they must refer to the statements of the master in sup-

port of them or must refer the court to the evidence before the master

supporting them. The trouble with this claim is that the master

commissioner is a court official and he is acting judicially in what he

does as a commissioner, and hence the reasoning is not accurate be-

cause the railway commission is not such a judicial body and can not

be such body.
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As already indicated, a legislative or administrative body can not
enforce its orders, nor can power be conferred upon it to enforce its

orders. Application must be made to a court for enforcement in

some form. The interstate-commerce act of 1887 provides that ap-
plication may be made by the Commission to a circuit Federal court
for enforcement of its orders. The attempt is made in the proposed
measures to enforce by way of penaltjr.

The bills contain a section authorizing what is called a review in

the circuit court, and also another section authorizing application to

a court to enforce obedience to an ordei'by mandamus or injimction,

and also providing for a suit in addition thereto to recover a heavy
penalty for failure to obey. Of course the object of this penalty
clause is apparent. The permission to review is to enable the carrier

to have a court investigate the reasonableness of the rate. If court
action be not invoked by the carrier in the time limit there fixed,

twenty days, then the penalty clause may be enforced. The object of
these provisions is to compel the carrier to take the rate schedule into
court, thus to throw the burden of appeal or review upon the railroad.

Certainly the railway will not permit the time limit to expire so as
to make the order final. As already appears, the time limit to the
Commission to review is unconstitutional.

X. THX PENALTY CLAUSE OT RATE BILLS.

The penalty clause will now be considered. The attempt will be
to show (1) that it is unconstitutional, and (2) if not unconstitutional
in toto, then if the act or the clause itself does not permit of the rea-
sonableness of the rates being inquired into when the penalty clause
is sought to ie enforced, then that fact renders the provision uncon^
stitutional.

Consider, first, whether or no the clause is in toto unconstitutional.
The penalty is excessive, and if a railroad becomes liable under it

for many days new bond issues will be required, or it will be neces-
sary, for a few days at least, to raise rates. Now, railways affected
by a rate schedule have the right to a judicial inquiry as to the
reasonableness of that rate schedule, and any law denying that will
be annulled. A schedule that is unfair and unjust is unconstitutional,
and ought not to be, and is not, binding upon a railway. Then, in
some cases of attempt to enforce the penalty clause under certain
rate schedules the court will find the rate schedule unreasonable,
and hence will not enforce the penalty clause. A carrier xhas a con-
stitutional right to refuse obedience to an unjust rate schedule, but
must a carrier take the chances of an extreme and excessive penalty
that will bankrupt or financially cripple it if it believes the schedule
wrong? Agam, different courts may not take the same view of the
reasonableness of the schedule, and hence the carrier would be liablem one court and not in another court. Clearly no penal clause
should stand under such circumstances. One would hesita<e to
stand upon what was believed to be right under such conditions. It is
aspectes of compulsion without process. Such a condition is met by
the foUowmg authorities: Louisville and N. E. Co. v. Common-
wealth, 33 L. E. A., 213; Louisville and N. E. Co. v. Eailroad Com
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19 Fed., 674 (this case is referred to and approved by distinguish-

ing it from another case in Railroad Com. Case, 116 TJ. S., 336).

The following excerpts are found in the first two cases:

Penalties can not thus be Inflicted at the discretion of a jury. Before the

property of a citizen, natural or otherwise, can be thus confiscated, the crime
for which the penalty Is inflicted must be defined by the lawmaking power.
The legislature can not delegate this power to a jury. If it can declare It a crim-

inal act for a railroad corporation to tal^e more than a " fair and just return "

on its investment, it must, In order to the validity of the law, define with reason-

able certainty what would constitute such " fair and just return." The act

under review does not do this, but refers it to the jury to supply the omission.

No railroad company can possibly anticipate what view a jury may take of the

matter, and hence can not know, in advance of the verdict, whether its charges
are lawful or unlawful. One jury may convict for a charge made on a basis

of i per cent, while another might acquit an accused who had demanded and
received at the rate of 6 per cent, rendering the statute, in its practical working,
as unequal and unjust in its operation as it is indefinite in its terms. (33
L. R. A., 212, quoting from the above cases.) That section, by itself, makes the
offense to consist in taking more than a fair and reasonable rate of toll and
compensation without reference to any standard of what is fair and reasonable.

In such cases, it may l>e seen, different persons would have different opinions
as to what is a fair and reasonable rate ; courts, and juries, too, would differ,

and at one time or place a defendant might be convicted and fined In a large

amount for the same act which, in another place or at another time, would
be held to be no breach of law, and what might be thought a fair and reasonable
rate on one road might be considered otherwise upon another road.

The foregoing is quoted from Chicago, B. and Q. Ey. Co. v. People,

77 111., 443, in Louisville and Nashville v. Commonwealth, supra;
33 L. R. A., 213.

The writer is not unaware of the selling in which the foregoing
excerpts appear, but the reasoning is not without close application
to the topic being considered here.

However the penal clause finds strong support in United States v,

Brimson (154 U. S.). In that case, though, a penal clause was not
involved, being referred to only as conceded, hence the court does not
by any means pass upon its validity, and furthermore, while undoubt-
edly a penal clause to compel the attendance of witnesses and produc-
tion of papers before legislative bodies under proper circumstances
would be enforced, it does not by any means follow that a penal clause
would be enforced in a rate matter. The two are dissimiliar in many
respects. The one is for purposes of information to the Government;
the other affects only private rights and can be better enforced another
way. No matter what the authority of the case is upon the penal
clause, it, at least, establishes these propositions

:

(1) That all legal objections to the enforcement of a rate schedule
can be raised in the proceeding to enforce it.

(2) That it must be permitted to be raised in that way, otherwise
there is a denial of judicial investigation of the rate schedule and the
clause is therefore unconstitutional.

It was said In argument that the twelfth section (of Interstate-coromerce act
of 1887) was In derogation of those fundamental guaranties of personal rights
that are recognized by the Constitution as Inhering In the freedom of the citizen.
It is scarcely necessary to say that the power given to Congress to regulate
Interstate commerce does not carry with It any power to destroy or Impair those
guaranties. This court has already spoken fully upon that general subject
In Counselmen v. Hitchcock. (142 U. S., 547.) We need not add anything to
what has there been said. Suffice It In the present case to say that as the
Interstate Commerce Commission by petition in the circuit court of the United
States seeks, upon grounds distinctly set out, an order to compel appellees to
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answer particular questions and to produce certain books, papers, etc., In their

possession, it was open to each of them to contend before that court that he
was protected by the Constitution from making answers to questions propounded
to him, etc.

Whether the Commission is entitled to the evidence it seeks, and whether
the refusal of the witness to testify or to produce books, papers, etc., In his

possession, is or is not in violation of his duty or In derogation of the rights of
the United States, seeking to execute a power expressly granted to Congress,
are the distinct Issues between that body and the witness • * •

; and
those issues made in the form prescribed by the act of Congress are so pre-
sented that the judicial power is capable of acting on them.
The questibn here presented is substantially, If not precisely, that which

would arise If the witness was proceeded against by an Indictment under the
act of Congress declaring it to be an offense against the United States for
anyone to refuse to testify before a commission after being summoned, etc.

Here is directly the statement that in any such prosecution the
proper constitutional objections to responding to the questions asked
or to produce books may be raised; so with a penalty clause, such
objections could be urged.

Finally with reference to the measures considered, the time limit

of the right to review and the attempted limitation upon the right

of a court to stay the operation of the rate order are unquestionably
invalid and unconstitutional.

As to the penalty clause and the provision as to hearing or review
proceedings, there are several possible situations. The hearing or
review provision is undoubtedly unconstitutional, if it is a review
provision, but I consider it as though it may be found otherwise. If
the penalty clause be invalid, then two possible situations arise. The
first arises, if the hearing clause be good ; the second arises if the hear-
ing clause be invalid. If the penalty clause be invalid as to the
penalty, and if the hearing clause be good, still no railroad would
proceed under the hearing clause, because a railroad company would
only take advantage of that clause in order to escape the penalty, and
if the penalty be invalid, then there wUl be no reason for the company
to take advantage of the hearing clause. That being true, the order
of a commission would have to be enforced under the penalty clause,
by which application may be made for mandamus or mjimction to a
court. Now, that provision for enforcing the orders of a commission,
since it is contrary to the method of enforcement provided by the act
of 1887, repeals the provision of the act of 1887. That being true
an appeal from the court proceedings to enforce the order under
such clause could be made to stay the decree or order of the trial
court, because there is no provision as to the penalty clause method
that an appeal will not stay the order made by the trial court. The
result of this is that such a condition would lead to a rate order being
longer inoperative than it may now be under the present act.

Again, if the hearing clause be invalid, and if the penalty clause
be invalid, then, of course, the order of a commission would have to
be by the method just noted.

Again, if the penalty clause be valid, then two situations may
arise: (1) If the hearing clause be good, and (2) if the hearing
clause be not good. If the hearing clause be good, then the railroad
company may apply to a court to stay the penalty during the pend-
ency of the action. An appeal from the order of a trial court in
that proceeding would not stay the decree or order of the trial court.
That would be all right. The trouble with it, however, is that the
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hearing clause is invalid and the penalty clause is a doubtful pro-

vision. Again, suppose the hearing clause invalid and the penalty

clause valid. Then, the railway company could not apply under

the hearing clause to a court to stay the operation of the penal clause,

but would apply to the court (circuit court) under the provisions

that now exist, and would thus stay the penal clause until the court

determined the reasonableness of the schedule. But, if the railway

company should proceed in that way, then there is no provision of

the law that would prevent an appeal staying the order of the trial

court, because such application for a stay would be made under the

general law applicable thereto and not under the special statute con-

sidered.

XI. SUMMARY.

To give the relief requested by the Commission—^that is, to confer

rate-making power and to provide for the quick and effective enforce-

ment of the orders of the Commission and to otherwise provide for

the regulation, control, and supervision of interstate commerce so

far as concerns interstate transportation—^the following matters

should be embodied in a law in an authoritative and direct way so

as to eliminate all construction as to what power is in fact conferred;

1. Confer upon the Commission full rate-making power—full

power to make rates after hearing upon complaint made as well as

upon investigation made by the Commission upon its own motion.

To confer upon the Commission power to make rates upon hearing

had upon complaint of existing rates is substantially the same as to

confer upon the Commission power to make rates after hearing upon
complaint and also power to make rates upon investigation upon
the motion of the Conmiission because one complaint can he made
sufficiently broad to include many thousands of articles as many in-

vestigations or hearings had fully shown. Eailroad men also com-
plain that the same power is substantially conferred by the two pro-

visions, as may be seen by an examination of the report of the

Industrial Conunission.
2. A larger Commission and more effective machinery should be

provided with such a distribution of work as to enable the Com-
mission to promptly and properly and with due consideration dis-

pose of all matters before them, thus doing away with unnecessary
delay before the Commission.

3. A commerce court should be established so as to permit of

prompt enforcement of orders of the Commission, thus doing away
with the delay that now results in such procedure.

4. Such courts should have exclusive jurisdiction of matters aris-

ing from the enforcement of the interstate-commerce act and from the

enforcement of similar laws regulating State transportation by State
commissions, except criminal matters and also except that parties

may avail themselves of recourse to the State courts so far as pro-

vided by the States themselves. Such commerce court is to have the

power possessed by circuit Federal courts over all such matters. This
will tend to do away with the delay which now occurs in the enforce-
ment of the orders of State commissions when such orders are carried
to the Federal courts, as is usually done when parties interested or

bondholders of interested roads are citizens of another State thaa ths

State in which the order is made.
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6. Provision should be made for appeal from the trial commerce
court, but such appeal should not stay any decree or order of the trial

court.

6. (a) An order of the Commission shall become effective within
thirty days from the service of notice thereof upon the carriers

affected unless such order be suspended by a proper court order, as is

now done upon application to the courts.

(&) If the order is not obeyed at the time it thus becomes effective,

then the Commission or an interested party may invoke the aid of the

commerce court to enforce the same.
(c) Provide for penalties to be enforced upon failure to comply

with an order during the time it is operative, but make this provision

directly responsive to the power of the court to suspend its operation
under proper circumstances. This provision is intended to compel
the carrier to resort to the court to test the order, and is intended to

throw the burden of proceeding in court upon them. Thus when an
order is made the carrier will have to apply to the court for a writ
restraining the operation of the order until its validity is determined

;

otherwise the penalties may be imposed. Of course, upon suit for the
penalty the carrier may there raise the objection that the rate fixed is

not reasonable, but there will be so many suits of that character as to
compel the carrier to resort to the first process—i. e., go to the courts
to test the reasonableness of the order, etc. Again, the courts may
finally hold that they must do this, as intimated in the concurring
opinion of Justice Harlan.in Chicago, Milwaukee and St. Paul Eail-
way Company v. Minnesota (134 U. S.), in which this subject is dis-

cussed.

The foregoing provisions will (1) confer rate-making power upon
the Commission, and (2) will further provide for the adequate and
prompt enforcement of orders of the Commission, and those are the
matters about which complaint and agitation have gathered.
The following are matters of importance to proper regulation and

supervision of interstate transportation, and some of them have close
relation to some of the preceding provisions.

7. The law should be so extended as to include interstate water
transportation and foreign transportation so far as the Constitution
will permit, thus bringing such transportation and the companies
engaged therein under the same provisions of law as relate to inter-
state transportation by railways.

8. The Commission should be given full power to make regula-
tions and to prescribe the terms and conditions of the use of private
refrigerator and stock and other cars, or such subject should be cov-
ered by some other adequate, definite provision of law.

9. Unfair division of rate with the owners of terminal tracks
should be forbidden and full power should be given to fix the rate
therefor and to otherwise prescribe the rules governing such division
of rates. This or some other provision furnishing adequate remedy
for the wrongs and discriminations that now exist with reference to
such matters should be adopted. This does not mean that the law
as it now is does not reach such subjects, but it does mean that what
is here proposed will more directly and effectively reach and control
such subjects and prevent unfair practices and discriminations of the
kinds named.
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10. The entire law upon the subject should be reexamined and
modified so as to be consistent throughout, and the law to be adopted

should be an act so doing, retaining the desirable features oi the

present law, with such additions thereto as are necessary to afford

adequate regulation and control.

ADDITIONAL STATEMENT OF MB,. E. P. BACON.

Washington, D. C, May 18, 1905.

The Senate Committee on Interstate Commerce.

Gentlemen : I beg leave to correct a statement made by me when
before your honorable committee on the 8th instant, that the increase

in the aggregate tonnage of the railways of the country during the

period of five years ending June 30, 1904, was 10.9 per cent. I find,

on referring to the original document from which I derived the data,

namely. Senate Document No. 257, Fifty-eighth Congress, second
session, that the statement of tonnage and revenue therein contained
extends only to the year ending June 30, 1903, and that the computa-
tion I made covered only the years from 1900 to 1903, a period of
three years instead of five; and I learn that the figures for the year
ending June 30, 1904, are not yet available. Hence the comparison I
made of the relative increase in tonnage and revenue during the five-

year period first mentioned is incorrect, and the data for making the
comparison for that priod is not yet obtainable. I have, however,
made the computation for the three-year period mentioned, which
shows the increase in tonnage to have been 10.9 per cent, as previ-

ously stated, and the increase in freight revenue during the same period
to have been 25.6 per cent. This shows the increase in reveliue dur-
ing that period to have been 235 per cent greater than the increase
in tonnage.

I also desire to submit a communication addressed to me for the
information of the committee by Eugene Withers, of Danville, Va.,
who was appointed, together with Hon. A. M. Aiken, by the common
council of that city to appear before the committee to advocate the
proposed legislation, in pursuance of which Mr. Aiken appeared on
the 8th instant, Mr. Withers being also in attendance but not ad-
dressing the committee.

Very respectfully, Edward P. Bacon/

Danville, Va., May 16, 1905.
Mr. E. P. Bacon,

Washington, D. G.

Mt Dear Sir: We are interested in this matter particularlv be-
cause of certain facts. This is not a contest between committees.
It is a contest between six citizens and the interests they personally
represent and the town of Danville.
Of the six men who came to Washington Wednesday last, J. G.

Penn and R. A. Schoolfield are nominal directors of a branch line of
the Southern Railway known as the Danville and Western. James
I. Pritchett has been tor years a director, and is presumably so now, of
another branch line of the Southern. Schoolfield, Pritchett, and Penn
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are stockholders and directors in a cotton-milling company here,

which gets a special rate—^that is, it gets a rate accorded to cotton

manufacturers, which is much lower than other similar rates to the
citizens of Danville. Pritchett is also engaged in the milling business

and is a merchant. As a miller he gets a special rate known as the
" milling in transit rate," and it is alleged that he gets the same as

a merchant. Whatever may be said of the first two rates, it is plain

to my mind that if Pritchett gets a special milling in transit rate

as a hay, grain, and lime dealer, he and the railroad are both violat-

ing the EUdns law. J. E. Jopling is the president of the First

National Bank and a director of the Dan Eiver Cotton Mills, another
cotton factory which is owned by practically the same men who own
the Eiverside, and gets exactly the same rates. Jopling's bank has
recently gotten the Southern Eailway's account. W. P. Boatwright is

a furniture manufacturer, with a furniture manufacturer's special

rates. He is interested as the others, while W. T. Swann is a member
of the board of aldermen and is one of the two in the conmion coun-
cil of 30 members, including both bodies, who voted against the reso-

lution to send the committee to Washington. The committee of six

went to Washington, it is believed here, at the solicitation and
invitation of the Southern Eailway Company.
They have been censured and condemned so very severely since

their return to Danville that they are demoralized and panic
stricken. The council yesterday demanded of them, in substance,
to show their hands and say whom they represented and what special
rates they got. The citizens and business men generally will hold
an immense mass meeting to-night for a similar purpose and the
entire town is almost imanimously arrayed against these six men,
representing themselves and speaking the sentiments of the Southern
Eailway.

It is, in addition, important to show that in every fact stated by
these gentlemen before the committee they made an error. Their lack
of information was pitiful. This delegation of six men affords a
conspicuous illustration of manufactured sentiment. They arc the
recipients of preferential or special rates which have enabled them to
prosper. They are, or part of them, directors (in name only) of
branch lines of the Southern Eailway Company, and are put in
those positions for the purppse, so far as possible, of making them
look favorably upon the Southern Eailway and its acts. They speak
not the sentiment of the citizens nor of the public, but of themselves
and of the railroad, and they represent nothing beyond their own
private interests, and voice no sentiment other than the wish of the
railroad. Whether instructed to do this latter or not, they have done
it, and they have evidently responded to the Southern Eailwav's
efforts, made through James H. Drake, assistant freight agent, some
weeks ago, to get a delegation from Danville to appear before the
committee to try to break the force of the petition of the city.
Under these circumstances we are particularly anxious that the

Senate committee should know the real sentiment of the town and its
citizens, and should know that the men appearing before them and
protestmg against the Esch-Townsend bill not only are uninformed
as to the facts in their own town but do not know what the Esch-
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Townsend bill is, and represent nothing but the beneficiaries of special

rates and voice no sentiment other than that of the railroad and

those whom it chooses to affect.

Bespectfully, Eugene Withbbs.

Office of the Commercial Association,

Danville, Ya., May 17, 1905.

Hon. Stephen B. Elkins,
Chairman United States Senate

Committee Interstate Commerce,
Washington, D. 0.

Dear Sir : I have the honor to transmit to you the following reso-

lutions, as passed by a general mass meeting of the city of DanviUe

last evening in the court-house of this city.

I remain, my dear sir, very respectfully, yours,

Alexander Helper, Secretary,

Mr. A. W. Douthat presented the following resolution, which was
unanimously adopted:

'•'•Resolved, First, that we, the citizens and business men of Dan-

ville in mass meeting assembled, disapprove and disclaim the views

and sentiments expressed by the six gentlemen who appeared before

the Senate Committee on Interstate Commerce on Wednesday, May
10, 1905 ; that we deny that such views and sentiments in any wise

represent the opinions of a vast majority of the business men and
citizens of Danville, however well they may express the opinion of

the gentlemen who appeared before them, and we declare and insist

that their views and sentiments are prejudicial and detrimental to

the best interests of the city, and especially to its mercantile and
commercial growth and prosperity.

" Second. That we approve and commend the petition and state-

ments presented and made before the Senate Committee on Inter-

state Commerce on May 8, 1905, by the committee of the city of Dan-
ville and Business Men's Association, - consisting of Judge A. M.
Aiken and the Hon. Eugene Withers, and affirm that in our opinion

the allegations in said petition contained are wholly true and the

statements accompanying it are in no wise overdrawn, but simply a

clear and correct presentation of the freight conditions in Danville

and their result on the business of our city.
" Third. That wg emphatically ratify and indorse the action of the

board of aldermen and common council and of the Commercial Asso-

ciation in appointing a committee to go to Washington to correct the

errors and misapprehensions contained in the statements of the said

six gentlemen, and to remove any idea that their views and opinions

at all reflect the wish or opinion of this city generally as to the Esch-
Townsend bill ; and we respectfully ask the Committee on Interstate

Commerce of the United States Senate to grant a hearing of the com-
mittee, that they may make known the real opinion and wishes of

the city of Danville and its citizens."
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Friday, Mat 19, 1905.

The con. mittee met pursuant to adjournment.

Present: Senators Elkins (chairman), Cullom, Kean, DoUiver,

Clapp, Carmack, Newlands, and Foster.

The chairman stated that Senator Foraker would be absent to-day

on account of continued illness.

STATEMENT OF CAPT. T. G. BUSH.

Senator Kean. Please state your name and occupation.

Mr. Bush. My name is T. G. Bush; my residence is Birmingham,
Ala. I am in the iron and coal business, for one thing ; I am largely

interested in mercantile business, for another, and perhaps the most
important matter is that I am a farmer. I do not know but that at

some time in the future I may be foolish enough to want to run for

some political office, and so it is necessary for me to be a farmer.

Senator Kean. What is the extent of your business ?

Mr. BxTSH. My business chiefly is the manufacture of iron.

Senator Kean. What is the extent of it?

Mr. Bush. The extent of the business, you mean, in tonnage or
shipments ?

Senator Kean. Either tonnage or shipments, just as you care to

state.

Mr. Bush. The total iron is about 200,000 tons manufactured and
shipped, and that involves the raising of about 750,000 tons of coal

;

and out of the coal, of course, we manufacture the coke that enters
into the manufacture of iron. My mercantile business is a large
wholesale jobbing business in Mobile. My home is in Birmingham,
where my headquarters are.

Senator Kean. How many furnaces have you?
Mr. Bush. We have three furnaces and one new one under con-

struction—a large modern furnace.

Senator Kean. What is the location?

Mr. Bush. The location is really in the Birmingham district, but
really not at Birmingham. Two of my furnaces are at Gadsden,
Ala., and two are in what is called the Anniston district, just on the
Alabama mineral division of the Louisville and Nashville Eailroad.

Senator Kean. Kindly proceed with your statement.
Mr. Bush. My interest, Mr. Chairman and gentlemen, in this mat-

ter, of course, is from the shipper's standpoint, and the relation which
should exist between the shippers and the transportation companies.

I assume that this question is one of very great magnitude and con-
cerns all the interests throughout the country. In fact, I think the
question of railroad transportation and the question of the tariff are
the two most important questions that could be discussed affecting the
general business of the country.

I apprehend that there are many misunderstandings as to the real
conditions concerning this subject under discussion. I have been in
the practical railroad business, and therefore I, perhaps, appreciate
the conditions. My interests, however, have always been more those
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of a shipper than from the railroad standpoint. My observation has

been that many complaints of troubles on the part of the shipper are

imaginary and that of all classes of people I know they are probably

the most easily prejudiced by small things. Some of these very small

affairs in the railroad business tend to make a man antagomstic as

regards the whole railroad situation. Sometimes a man will be

OTOnded by the conduct of some little station agent and take offense

at that and become an enemy of the whole railroad situation.

I remember once, when t was in the legislature of Alabama, a

member of that body introduced a bill to compel every railroad com-
pany to weigh every bale of cotton received at every station in the

State and to deliver that cotton at its destination by weight. Of
course, that was absurd and the bill was defeated. But I asked him
afterwards why he had introduced such a bill. Well, he said that

in his town there was a shipment of two bales of cotton belonging

to two different people, both having the same initials; that one was
a very small bale and the other a large bale ; that they were shipped
to Columbus, Ga., I believe, and there, by reason of the fact that both
had the same initials, each bale went to the wrong warehouse, and on
account of that mistake he thought that all the railroads in the State

should be required to perform that service.

You find people who become prejudiced because the railroads do
not get their trains at their stations on time. I remember another

case in the legislature of Alabama. One man from north Alabama
was very aggressive and wanted mandatory powers given to the

railroad commission. I asked him afterwards why he talked that

way. He said the trains were frequently late at his place and he

wanted to have them put under control.

Now, Mr. Chairman, there is another cause for this agitation,

which has perhaps even less excuse than these other cases, and that

is the use that the average politician makes of prejudices which can

be aroused in the people generally against railroads and corporations,

and I do not know of many instances in my own State where any
candidate for office has not made use of that material for his own
benefit. The result is that prejudice is built up among people by
them being told that the railroads are in the wrong, when they do
not know really whether or not the railroads are in the wrong.
Mr. Chairman, if your physician were to meet you every morning

—

you seem to be in very fine health—but if he were to meet you every
morning and tell you that you were looking badly and should ask
you to let him feel your pulse

Senator Kean. As this goes into the record, I want you to imder-
stand that I have no physician.

Mr. Bush. Well, we will imagine some other healthy man whose
physician tells him these things every morning. How many days
would it be before that man would really thiSs he was sick? So
you see how easy it is to work upon the prejudices and feelings of
the people in that way.

I have always found that the interests of the transportation com-
?anies and the shippers are mutual practically all along the line.

find, in my experience as a railroad man, first, and then in my
business and associations with them, that the managers of railroads,

as a rule, are ambitious to succeed, and they can only succeed by the
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good will of their patrons. The interest that people manifest some-
times in favor of the railroads is very great, according to the stand-

point from which they look at it. For instance, you never knew of a

new railroad being built into a new section of the country to be devel-

oped but what the people were greatly interested in it, and in many
cases were willing to make donations. It is all very fine until they

get the road; then, when they get it, perhaps they turn against it.

I have often thought about the great stress laid upon the right

of railroads to condemn rights of way. The more I have thought
about that the more I have concluded that the law was not enacted

for the purpose of helping the railroad man to inaugurate something

out of which he could make money, but it was to furnish facilities

for the people who live in the country. You can readily understand,

if there was no law enabling a railroad company to condemn a right

of way, how one selfish man could make thousands of people suffer

for the lack of those conveniences.

I mention these facts because I think we ought to look impartially

into this question, which I shall endeavor to do, and which I have

always endeavored to do.

There is another thing in regard to the attitude of the shippers,

and it is this : You may say what you please about the average busi-

ness shrewdness of the people throughout the country, but they are

sometimes too shrewd to put their money into railroads. I do not

know of any case, except away back in railroad history many years

ago, where people made contributions or took stock in railroads. You
find it is not a general thing in any section of the country to put
money into railroad securities as an investment, because railroad

securities do not bear large enough interest to meet their requirements

or their wishes. Of course in that section of the country where
money is more plentiful and where people are satisfied with lower
rates of interest, then those securities become valuable as investment
securities, and in that way they are scattered all over the country.

Senator Kean. Now, Captain, will you kindly tell us what you
think of the proposed legislation—how it would affect you, in what
particulars ?

Mr. Bush. My objection to the proposed law giving the power to

the Commission to fix rates is that it will, in my judgment, cause

great confusion in the business of the country. Perhaps no one ap-
preciates how this traffic business has been built up from a small thing
to a very great thing, how intricate it is, and how delicate a question
it is to adjust rates and differences to meet the commercial conditions
which exist all over the country.

Senator Kean. You are a very large shipper of iron and other com-
modities, and have to deal with the railroads in arranging rates ?

Mr. Bush. Yes. I would not want to have anybody else fix that
rate for me.

Senator Kjean. How extensively do you distribute your product
over the country?
Mr. Bush. From Massachusetts to California. There is scarcely

a road or a line that reaches out of Alabama, with all of its ramifica-

tions and connections toward the West, the Middle West, and the
East, that we do not have business with, and we are concerned and
iinterested in all those roads.
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Senator Kean. You, find the railroads are generally willing to give

you reasonable rates ? ...
Mr. Bush. Surely. I would like to make this statement

—

^it only

applies to the railroads in our section of the country. You under-

stand that we have systems in the South—the Louisville and Nash-

ville, the Atlantic Coast Line, the Southern, the Frisco Line, the

Illinois Central, the Seaboard Air Line, the Central of Georgia, and

some others. I can recall the time when'the district in which I live,

which now fixes the price of iron for the world and also the price of

steel, had practically no development in the mineral lines, and it was

not a great many years ago when the lands in that section of the coun-

try were selling at from $1.25 to $2.50 an acre. Then the railroads

were constructed in there, and then began this development. The
necessities on the part of the railroad companies were so great to

build up this business that I know that, in one instance particularly,

large sums were advanced to aid in building furnaces, rolling mills, etc.

When this business began to grow, of course there was no large home
market for the iron in Alabama or in that section, and therefore it

had to seek markets beyond the Ohio Eiver and north of the Potomac,

and it became absolutely necessary for those roads to fix rates that met
the commercial conditions—that is, to put that iron into the northern

markets to meet competition in those markets. So that that adjust-

ment is going on all the time, and at times the railroad companies are

called upon to make emergency rates that are absolutely necessary to

keep the furnaces going. When times are good the shippers are

quite willing to advance rates. Taking the whole country, the North-

west particularly, there is no question between the shippers and the

railroad companies; in fact, they work very harmoniously together.

I would like now, just in a few words, to call attention to the effect

of that development, in order to show that the present conditions

are not burdensome, and that wonderful progress and development
have taken place under these conditions. For instance, it is an
admitted fact that there has been a great decrease in the per ton

mile rate for the last twenty j^ears, and of course there are various

reasons why the railroad companies could afford that decrease, from
the point of having practiced better economy in the conduct of their

railroad operations, and then, again, from the necessities of the case.

Take, if you choose, the whole country, though I want to refer

more particularly to the section I am more familiar with.

Figures for the South.

1880.
1905 (esti-

mated).
Increase In
86 years.

Bailroad miles
Cotton -..- bales
Cotton - spindles
Coal tons
Pig iron ....._ do._
Value of lumber products
Value of agricultural products of the South
Capital invested in manufactures
Exports

20,000
5,789,000

600,000
6,627,000
397,000

$39,000,000
$660,000,000
$257,000,000
$250,000,000

70,000
al3,681,000

8,250,000
77,500,000
3,300,000

$200,000,000
(2,000,000,000
|l, 500, 000, 000
$600,000,000

Percent.
250
140

1,276
1,150

730
4M
200
840
100

• 1904 crop.

Assessed value of the property In the South has Increased from 14,600,000,000 In 1890
to $0,600,000,000 at the present time, or an Increase ot nearly 60 per cent In fifteen

years.
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I mention these facts to show what has been the result of the ex-

pansion and extension of the railroads, because they have been the

chief factors in bringing it about. I mention it also because they
have to furnish the rates that bring the product to the markets.

Senator Kean. You think that under existing conditions the South
has prospered ?

Mr. Bush. The South has prospered very much indeed; and I
think, Mr. Chairman, that there is really less complaint in regard

to the railroad question, based upon fact, than anywhere, compara-
tively. I know there is far more complaint about the tariff all over

the country than about the railroads. Yet I think the most dan-

gerous thing to-day would be to appoint five men and give them
power to fix the tariff for this couniiy. That would bring us into a

state of chaos in six months that we would not get out of in ten

years.

You remember the effect of the Wilson bill on the country. I re-

member I came here and pleaded before Mr. WUson's committee
against the passage of that bill and prophesied just what has hap-
pened. It was not so much because of the real effect as the effect

upon people's minds. The industries have been built up imder the

tariff provisioif, and it probably did not matter whether the con-

dition thirty years ago was right or wrong, it existed. The Gov-
ernment had invited people to go into manufacturing and offered

these inducements, and to make any violent change was a great
injustice to them.

Correspondingly the railroad interests have built up, so that they
have 300,000 miles of road and more. I suppose very few people
anticipated that the time would ever come when the Government
would take charge of these properties and operate them, and the
people would have been slow about putting their money into them
if ttiey had thought the Government would ever take possession of
them. I know I should not like to have the Government say to me

:

" I am going to fix the maximum prices for the iron business." It

is true that one is a public utility and the other is not, but it is money
belonging to the people that goes into both.

I have no interest in railroads—^I believe I have a few shares of
stock in one road that never paid a dividend; but outside of that
I have no money interest in the world in them, and I can say
from a selfish standpoint that the shippers and the men engaged in

business under certain conditions could not afford to see the trans-
portation business of this country put into the hands of a few men,
I don't care who they are, to fix rates arbitrarily and say what shall

prevail. If you have ever been familiar with railroad business you
woidd know that it is very difficult to find enough intelligent and
skilled men to attend to the traffic department of the railway busi-

ness satisfactorily. As I understand, this bill proposes to make the
Interstate Commerce Commission a traffic department for the whole
United States and to undertake to adjust these rates to commercial
conditions that exist all over the country. An angel could not do
that. There is no human power can do that, situated as these men
would be, without the training and without knowledge of the con-
ditions that exist everywhere.
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Senator Kean. And you do not think that if the Commission had
this power given to them to fix a rate that was found to be unjust
and unreasonable that would satisfy all of the complaints of the
people?
Mr. Bush. Not by any means.' You would simply multiply them

a thousand fold.

Senator Kean. They would then think of something else they
wanted ?

Mr. Bush. You might travel all over the country and you would
find very few people who would say the rates are too high, but they
wiU all say that they ought to be less. The real problem that the
railroad companies have to solve to-day is the adjustment of rates

and to avoid what nught be called unjust discrimination in rates.

You are compelled to have what appear to be discriminations. For
instance, I have had some experience as a business man. I am doing
business in a certain particular territory, and have a line of business
that will make me a reasonable and legitimate profit, but I want to

increase the volume of my business, and so I go out with a lot of in-

vitations to sell my goods to everybody for less than the usual price
in order to increase my volume of business. You find the railroad
companies have conditions to meet like this. Take tb« South, for in-

stance. There are thousands of cars that have to come down empty
and take back lumber, for instance, going to the West. Thousands
of cars come down there loaded with merchandise and have to go back
empty. That sort of adjustment is going on all the time. So the
railroad company thinks it had better make some change in its rates

to meet these conditions rather than be hauling empty cars. Those
are matters that we can not fix arbitrarily. Nobody is harmed when
they just think of the conditions. We have complaints in our own
State because the railroads haul goods from somewhere else at a lower
rate. Goods come into the country by coming around to the coast
from the North, and when they get there they meet water competition.
I can remember very well when goods were brought to Mobile from
the North through the Gulf, and the railroads had to adjust their
rates according to that water competition. It has only been a few
years ago that schooners and other vessels for water transportation
fixed the rate from New York, Philadelphia, and Baltimore to Mo-
bile. Take the interior points ; take Montgomery and Birmingham.
There is a combination of rail and water rates from New York and
the East that fixes the railroad rates so that you can not change them
to meet other conditions.

Senator I^ean. This is a very interesting statement of yours. If
these rates were disturbed, do you think that would have any effect
on the schedule of wages ?

Mr. Bush. Surely, Mr. Chairman; I will give an illustration from
my own business on that point. In the coal business in my State
the ordinary scale of wages is a sliding scale governed by the prices
of iron, certain prices for coal, and so on, toward a maximimi and
minimum agreed upon. The moment that the iron companies make
less money and the prices of iron come down, immediately they have
to reduce wages. The railroad companies, as you very well know,
employ, I suppose, about 1,300,000 or 1,400,000 people, and of course
that means five or six million people to be supported. But it does
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not end there, for this reason: The most important factors to the
iron and steel business are the buyers, and the best buyers are the
railroad companies. The railroad companies of this country, as a
whole, consume about one-third or more of the iron and steel pro-

duced. So you can see how many millions of people that affects when
all these ramifications of business are considered and the intimate
relations in every section of the country between the coal business,

the iron business, and the railroad business.

Our great stagnation in the iron and steel business in 1904 was due
to the inability of the railroad companies to sell securities in order

to raise money to make extensive improvements. They came to a
standstill, and so the iron business came to a standstill. I feel this

way, that the railroad companies, if they are allowed to charge a
reasonable rate, can furnish increased facilities.

Senator Kean. And you find that they do charge reasonable rates?

Mr. Bush. That is my experience.

Senator Kean. Have you had any differences with them?
Mr. Bush. Some small ones sometimes.
Senator Kean. How have you settled them ?

Mr. Bush. Always amicably. We can not always do that, but
there has been nothing worthy of mention at all.

I want to call attention to one fact that is so vital to the iron and
coal interests in regard to these facilities. You probably know that

up to this time the history of the iron trade has shown that it has
doubled about every ten years. The coal business has increased to

about 370,000,000 tons from almost nothing many years ago. You
will find that if this increase goes on in ten years the demand will be
for 40,000,000 tons of iron in this country, and the tonnage would
increase probably 80 per cent.

The transportation facilities are necessary to meet those require-

ments. I feel that if the railroad 'companies, or any other public
utility that has to meet the demands of the people, are not able to

meet these requirements we will have inconvenience and loss. The
truth of it, Mr. Chairman, is I don't think there are many people
who know how big this country is, the inmiensity of it, its resources,

and its rapid development. Then to talk about a few men compre-
hending the situation from the transportation standpoint, when there

are 300,000 miles to serve from Maine to California, is to me an
absurdity.

Senator Kean. Your statement is very interesting.

Mr. Bush. Understand me, I do not mean any reflection upon the
men who compose the Commission at this time or who may hereafter
compose it. Every sensible man must know his own limitations.

I think the worst thing that could happen those gentlemen, and
from which they would pray the most fervently to be delivered, is

from entering upon responsibilities of that kind, because they would
simply be staggering.

Then there is another thing. You can readily see that one thing
leads on to another. You may say, " Oh, well, they will fix a rate

here and there." That means that if they have the power to fix a

rate they will do it, whether the rate is wanted or not. The people

will demand rates, and they will have to meet the requirements.

S. Doc. 243, 59-1—vol 4 10
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Not long ago one of the members of the Georgia State commission
was talking with me, and I asked him how often the commission
met. He said, " We meet as often as it is necessary, but," he said,
" the people are not satisfied, and want us to meet oftener and do
more." We have a contest going on now in our State where the

chairman of the commission wants the Alabama legislature to adopt
by the wholesale the Georgia rates, to apply every condition in

Georgia to every condition in Alabama; you can see what trouble

that brings. As soon as you tell people, " Here is a great wrong
being done, and something ought to be done to remedy that wrong,"
why, of course the people will want that remedy. You know, Mr.
Chairman, that any little concession the railroad could make would
not satisfy them; it would all disappear in going down the liae to

the consumer.
It reminds me a little of a story that I heard once by a minister.

It seemed he was trying to raise funds in a Hardshell Baptist country
for missions. He thought he had made a very fine speech, and tlie

Hardshell minister, who was presiding, got up and said, " That
reminds me of the man who wanted to move a barrel of tar from one
point to another. He had the barrel of tar at one end of the line and
placed an empty barrel at the other end, and then stationed a whole
lot of men with gourds between. One would dip with the gourd out
of the first barrel -and pour it into the gourd of the next man, and so

on, until it got to the empty barrel. But when they had got the first

barrel emptied there was no tar in the other barrel ; it had all stuck
to the gourds."
So if the railroads should undertake to make a reduction of rates

I am afraid the consumer would never feel the efl^ect of it, because
before the effects of the reduction got to him there would not be
enough left to divide.

Senator Kean. Captain, there are a number of other gentlemen
who would like to be heard. Have you finished your statement?
Mr. Bush. I want to say this, Mr. Chairman : This question is so

important that I think our legislators in Washington can afford to
act wisely about it, because if, after the discriminations are remedied
and after the rebates are ended, then if that does not solve the prob-
lem you can tackle it in some other way. But Congress will be here
when you and I are gone, and there will be other Presidents to look
after this matter if our distinguished President now does not get
what he would like to have. So that we can afford to be conservative
in undoing a wrong, because otherwise it is much worse than to leave
it alone. My friend John Allen once declared that he would not run
for office again, but he said, " The last day of my time is time enough
to say that." So the last day is time enough to enter upon something
that is apparently so radical that it might do great harm to all the
business interests of the country.

I would like to say, in addition, for the benefit of my railroad
friends, that one of the chief causes of friction, in a small way,
between the shippers and the railroad companies is the method now
prevailing with the railroad companies for adjusting claims. The
delay in doing that, I think, has caused more trouble than many
other things combined. I think that is something they have not
improved upon, and that ought to be done.
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Senator Foster. I was somewhat interested in your statement, and
I would like to ask you this question: In your judgment, is it pos-

sible for the Government to select men of competency and ability who
would fairly, honestly, and intelligently establish freight rates?

Mr. Bush. No, sir ; I do not think so.

Senator Foster. You think, then, it is impossible for the Govern-
ment to select a body of men of such character ?

Mr. Bush. I do, because I think. Senator, if the Government were
to select five of the most experienced and wisest traffic men in this

country to take care of that whole situation it would involve too

much work for them to accomplish. You know the Government is

not likely to select railroad traffic men for that place.

Senator Foster. Why not ?

Mr. Bush. Well, simply because the supposition would be that they

would be biased in favor of the railroad companies if they had been

in their employ. Not that they would be biased, but I am judging

by past experience in selecting men, both for National and State

commissions. No railroad man, so far as I know, has ever been put
on a State commission in the South.

From 1890 to 1904 the railroad mileage of this country increased

from 210,000 to 300,000 miles, including sidings. We may expect an
increase of population of 15,000,000 in the next ten years compared
with 1890. We have an increase in agricultural products of more
than $2,000,000,000 in ten years, and of mining and manufactured
products of $5,000,000,000. Ten years ago agricultural values were
$3,000,000,000, now $5,000,000,000. Mining and manufactured values

were $10,000,000,000, now $15,000,000,000. These two interests are

now $7,000,000,000 more per annum than in 1890. What great factor

chiefly brought about this marvelous increase? Unquestionably the

extension and expansion of the railroads. New mileage of railroads

will unquestionably become necessary. The same is true as to new
equipment.

igM.

Xiocomotlyes or entrines 31,062 44,529
Freight cars 1,060,164 1,524,150
Passenger cars "" '""

The total mileage tons in 1890 were 16,604,012,396; in 1894,

171,290,310,685, or about two and one-half times that of 1890. The
increased number of locomotives and cars for the ten years was about
40 per cent; increased volume of freight, 153 per cent. From 1897 to

1904 the increase in seven years would give 300,000,000,000 mileage tons

against 170,000,000,000 mileage tons as now exists, which would require

nearly double the carrying capacity to move the additional tonnage.

The output of bituminous coal is now about 250,000,000 tons. In ten

years it will likely grow to 500,000,000 or more. The present output
of iron is 20,000,000 tons per year. In ten years it will likely in-

crease to 40,000,000. How will the transportation companies be able

to provide the equipment to move this tonnage if they are not per-

mitted to manage their business and obtain a reasonable profit? If
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the railroad companies are not prosperous, they can neither sell their

securities for improvements nor provide for them out of their current

revenue.

According to my experience, one of the chief causes of friction or

dissatisfaction on the part of the shipper is the present method of the

railroad companies for adjusting claims. This could be improved
upon, and I think it should be. There would be much better feeling

between the shippers and the railroad companies as a whole.

STATEMENT OF MR. WILLIAM S. FILLING.

Senator Kean. Please state your residence and occupation.

Mr. Pilling. I reside in Philadelphia, and I am in the iron and
steel business.

Senator Kban. Please state the extent of your business.

Mr. Pilling. I am a member of the firm of Pilling & Crane; our
principal business is in iron ores, coke, soft coal, pig iron, and cement.

We act as selling agents for three large mining companies in the

East, several of the large Lake Superior mines, and for some foreign

mines in Nova Scotia, Sweden, and the Mediterranean countries. We
are also sales agents for five blast-furnace plants, all in the East, and
sales agents for a large cement company. Our business, under nor-

mal conditions of activity, amounts to about 1,500,000 tons of iron

ore. We sell over 1,000 tons per day of pig iron, about 500,000 tons

of coal and coke, and 3,000 barrels per day of cement. We have
large financial interests in many of the companies we represent. In
some cases we are the executive officers of them.

Senator Kean. How extensively do you ship over the country?
Mr. Pilling. How extensively in tonnage ?

Senator Kjban. No; in distribution.

Mr. Pilling. Our business is principally in the East; we have
offices in Pittsburg, Philadelphia, New York, and Boston. The
products we ship do not usually stand very long transportation ; they
are more what you might call materials to be disposed of in the local

markets.
Prior to 1890 I was treasurer and executive officer of a large iron

company. Since then I have been in business with my partner.

Prior to 1870 most of the pig iron was made in the East ; there were
a few furnaces in New Jersey, a few in eastern New York, and most
of them in eastern Pennsylvania. Anthracite fuel was used, and
there were charcoal furances in all parts of the country—New Eng-
land, the Middle States, and the South.

Senator Kean. How many blast furnases are left in the Lehigh
Valley?
Mr. Pilling. I should say 20 or 25.

Senator Kean. Are there as many as that left there in blast?
Mr. Pilling. Yes, sir.

Senator Kean. I thought it was the fact that all that business had
passed away from the Lehigh Valley.

Mr. Pilling. No. I was going to say it reached a point where it

declined on account of the development of other sections. About
1870 the development of Lake Superior iron ore increased, and the
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conditions in regard to coking coals in the Connellsville district

brought about a tremendous development in the Central West, west-

ern Pennsylvania, Ohio, and the "VAIieeling district. Then that
development . extended farther west, to Illinois and adjacent States.

Then Virginia became a large factor, and that was followed by a
very large development in Alabama and Tennessee. The last great
development has been in western New York—what we call the Buf-
falo district. Iron is produced practically in all sections of the

United States, but principally in the districts I have mentioned.
Colorado is quite an important field also. The successive develop-

ment of these various sections brought about competition between
the diflFerent districts, each one seeming to have some advantage over

the other. One had cheap fuel; one or more had cheap ores; some
had both. The eastern section, in which I am most interested, had no
special advantages, except that they were naturally assembling points,

largely due to the fact that business had been done there in prior

years and the men were still there and understood the business.

Lately New Jersey has become a great producing field—the northern
part of New Jersey.

Senator Kean. That is the one in Mr. Wharton's place?
Mr. PiLLiKG. Yes, sir. There is one at Peak Crest and one at

Phillipsburg, and Oxford is about being rebuilt and will be a factor
again. Then there is a spiegel furnace building in New Jersey.
Senator Kean. Please tell us in regard to freight rates on shipments

of those ores, rather than as to the manufacturing. We are inquiring
upon the question whether we should give to the Interstate Commerce
Commission additional powers in regard to control over railroads
and rates, and we would like to know whether you, in your business
experience, have found it difficult to arrange with railroads as to rates,

whether you found the rates to be reasonable, or whether you have
bad complaints to make, or have heard complaints as to the treat-

ment by the railroads of their patrons.

Mr. Pilling. In former years we had great caus,e for complaint.
We could hardly go into any large business without getting special
rates. We also knew or suspected that everj- competitor had private
rebates, which we seemed to be unable to get unless we discovered
that our competitors were getting them. We also knew that there
was discrimination in regard to car supply, and that, especially in
my operations, was very serious. We have reason to believe, and
are satisfied ourselves, that these abuses have all been corrected.

Senator Kean. That is, you know of no rebates being given at
present?

Mr. Pilling. I know of no rebates being given in that shape.
Senator Kean. How about discriminations?
Mr. Pilling. And no discriminations. There is still considerable

complaint about local rates on what is known as " short hauls," but
those are taken up separately for each particular case.

The whole freight situation in the iron business is now very com-
plex, owing to the great number of districts in which iron is made
under varying conditions. The great menace that I see in any central
power fixing these rates would be that, through lack of understand-
ing of the conditions, they might fix a rate to suit one section which
would be a great injustice to another, and before the other sections
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could present their cases and have them corrected they might be in the

hands of the sheriff. Also, the lowering of rates in one section would
be equivalent to the advance of rates in another. It has been demon-
strated that in times of great depression of the iron business in a

canal district the iron can now go out of the other districts. It is a

case of the survival of the fittest as regards each section. The con-

cern which has the best plant and the best management will live and
the others drop out. In times of prosperity all prosper about alike.

There has been a general equilibrium established among the different

districts, and we should consider it a very serious problem to attempt

to take up detailed rates which might affect one section in New Jersey

as compared with another.

We also have in mind the fact, without imputing philanthropy to

the railroads, that they are interested in building up these industries.

The iron trade has prospered wonderfully. From a million tons in

1860 it has gone up to 24,000,000 tons now. Every ton of pig iron

means 3 or 4 tons of raw material, so that the tonnage handled
by the different railroads to-day in pig iron is over 100,000,000 tons.

We also know that the railroads are great customers in the iron

business. The iron trade never prospers unless the railroads are large

buyers. Anything that would halt their development or expansion
would certainly reflect upon the iron trade and bring about great
depression, and when the iron trade is touched all other trades suffer

with it.

Senator Kean. Then you think the existing conditions can be
safely left as they are ?

Mr. Filling. We very much prefer leaving them as they are. The
railroad officials thoroughly imderstand the situation.

If a commission could be appointed and devote all its time to the
iron trade alone I think it would take all of its time to make an intelli-

fent study of the situation and learn all about it, so that they could
ecide questions constantly arising. But if one section should, by

some act of this Commission, be placed at a disadvantage, with the
great amount of business before the Commission, that case might not
be heard in time to save the perpetration of a very great wrong.

STATEMENT OE MB. ROBERT M. LESLIE.

Senator Kean. Please state your residence and business.
Mr. Lesi-ie. Philadelphia; I am a manufacturer of Portland ce-

ment, and also jobber and dealer in cement generally.
Senator.Kean. Please state the extent of your business.
Mr. Leslie. I have been in the cement business siace 1874, as 9,n

importer and dealer, and of late years as a manufacturer of Portland
cement.

Senator Kjian. Where ?

Mr. Leslie. At a number of works in Pennsylvania, New York, and
elsewhere.

Senator Kean. Not any in New Jersey ?

Mr. Leslie. We quit on the Pennsylvania side, thinking at first we
would establish it on the line of railroads. We have works now in
New Jersey. I knew it was a good thing. The cement business is
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one that runs in certain parallel lines with iron interests, because it

requires a great deal of material to be assembled in order that there

shall be a certain amount of material outbound. It resembles coal,

however, in the sense that the freight rate is in many cases equivalent

to the cost of the material at the mill. So that it is essentially an in-

dustry that goes to the question of the regulation of freight rates.

Our own busmess represents some of the largest cement works.

Senator Ejjan. What is the tonnage ?

Mr. Leslie. The outbound tonnage is about 600,000. We are also

large jobbers, to the extent of 50,000 tons more.

As to the question of duty on cement, I have appeared before every

committee since 1883, when was enacted the original tariff, in order

to try to keep the rate of duty on cement stable and uniform. I was

fortunate in doing that through the consideration of the Wilson bill,

the Mills bill, and every other bill. In appearing here I speak not

for the industry, but simply as a volunteer witness for myself. I

feel just the same sentiment about it, that we should try to keep the

rate situation, which represents half the cost of this material when
it reaches the consumer, just as stable as we were able to keep the

tariff on this commodity for all these years.

When the question first came up as to the tariff on cement I had an

output probably of 100,000 barrels. That was in 1885-86. To-day

that industry represents nearly 30,000,000 bushels. That great in-

crease has been due to the stability of the conditions that governed the

manufacture of Portland cement in this country. Yet the tariff was
a perfectly insignificant one—hardly 20 per cent—but with that small

duty this great industry grew.

My feeling is, as the duty affected the cost or the selling price of

our commodity, so the freight rate, which is the other half of what
this commodity costs the consumer, is equally important and vital

to this industry. The only thing that industry does not want is a

series of freight rates that will resemble a patchwork quilt. In
other words, the very minute that any individual or body of com-
missioners begins to discuss what foreign rates from San Francisco
inbound should be, with a water rate from Europe to central points
in California, and then discuss what the rate should be from New
York inbound for the same number of miles, they will get into such
serious complications that there will be no relative values in brands.
The rates are governed in these cases to the consumer by the fact that
at one point Portland cement comes in free as ballast and in the other
case it pays duty. So that these rates which represent the cost to

the consumer would be absolutely different under identical circum-
stances in different sections of the country.
The point I make is that in our own industry, as well as in the

iron and steel and all the great industries of the country, the day
of the expert has come. We are no longer business men ; we are pro-
fessional men. We are just as much professional men in these great
industries as the president of a railroad is a professional man, or a
doctor and a lawyer are professional men. The day of the amateur
is gone; he can not live. The amateur manufacturer or merchant
can no longer live. It is really more vital than the fixing of tariffs

on fruits, which affect the prices to the consumer. It is a very seri-

ous question, the appointment of a commission to fix rates. Highly
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educated they may be, but they are not trained for this business,

iind in a measure answer the title " amateur."

Senator Kean. Do you find the rates reasonable at pjresent ?

Mr. Leslie. I have never seen the time in my experience, since the

passage of the Elkins law and the prohibition of rebates, when T

have not felt that we always had a good, square deal, a fair rate, and

the best the railroads could give under the circumstances. I have

had the handling of large volumes of inbound cement from Europe,

but I want to emphasize the absolute importance of experts handling

this business. Take the Hudson Eiver, where the cement will come
into New York by water. It will compete in that market at certain

times of the year with cement from the Lehigh or New Jersey dis-

tricts. When the Hudson freezes, an expert freight agent and an
expert shipper would likely agree that in the winter time, when the

business was noncompetitive by reason of the canals being frozen, in

that case the railroads should get a little more on the freight rate.

In other words, all this freight making is a shipping condition in

each part of the country and requires the greatest expert knowledge
on the part of the man making the rates as to the conditions gov-
erning.

Senator Caemack. Your point is that as soon as a cold spell of

weather comes and stops competition the railroads should be allowed
to put up rates?

Mr. Leslie. No ; my idea is this : That in order to get certain ma-
terials into certain sections of the coimtry, which probably under
ordinary conditions might not come in that section, which makes a

competition in that section between various manufacturing centers,

then, in that case, the railroad makes an extremely low rate to get

goods from its section of the country into that market, adding to the

competition of these great world markets like New York and Boston.
Then when the conditions under which that competition has been
promoted cease, the reason for that extremely low rate ceases, and it

seems a fair proposition that when the railroads have transported it

at less than the average per ton per mile rate, the water transportation
having ceased by reason of natural conditions, then the railroads

should have some opportunity to get back. That is my view.
Senator Caemack. Do you not think that is one' plan of fixing

rates which would be very disturbing, when the rates would depend
greatly on the weather?
Mr. Leslie. No; because the weather on the Hudson River is a

fixed fact, and in different sections there are different fixed facts

governing conditions.

Senator Caemack. If it should happen to be a very warm winter,

that would affect the rates differently from the conditions existing

in very cold weather.

Mr. Leslie. It would be fixed at about the time that navigation
closes. This market is one that is naturally tributary to the Hudson
district. If the Hudson district alone were allowed to come into

New York City, the prices of cement would advance very largely.

But from the fact that Lehigh cements wnd some Maryland cements
are allowed to come in by reason of extremely low rates, the consumer
in the New York market gets, during the building season, which is

the summer season, rates on cement that have never been made any-
where in the world.
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STATEMENT OF MB. CHARLES A. FAmTEB.

Senator Kean. Please state your residence and occupation.

Mr. Painter. My residence is Pittsburg. I am now a broker. I

have been engaged in iron and steel and cotton-tie manufacture. I

was raised in the iron and steel business, making hoop iron and
cotton ties. Cotton ties are an article that depends a great deal on
railroad rates. I have had the pleasure of meeting nearly all the

traffic managers of the railroads of the country, and in all my sixteen

years of experience I have found them a most agreeable and intelli-

gent set of men to deal with.

I can not help but feel that if the Government, by a conamission,

undertakes the duties now being performed by these intelligent rail-

road men from Maine to California, they will find themselves in a

very short time in a terrible mess. The different industries that have
grown up in the United States would suffer terribly while they

were attempting to adjust some of the visionary differences and
troubles that always arise, no matter how perfect freight rates may
be. The laws of the United States, as they stand now, if well en-

forced, I think, will bring about better results than further extend-

ing the powers of the Commission.

STATEMENT OE MB. BOBEBT GATES.

Senator Kean. Please state your residence, and whom you repre-

sent.

Mr. Gates. I am from Tennessee. I represent the industrial

immigration department of the Louisville and Nashville Railroad.

Senator Kean. Please proceed with your statement, and kindly

make it as brief as possible.

Mr. Gates. I could postpone my statement imtil a more favorable

time, if desired.

Senator Kean. There is only just so much time, anyway. So
please proceed.

Mr. Gates. Mr. Chairman, I am so little accustomed, of late years,

to speaking and thinking on my feet before an audience, that I have
concluded to put the remarks I want to submit in writing, and will

do the best I can to present them.
In considering legislation it is well to bear in mind that laws have

their limitations, be they ever so wise. Law can not absolutely cure
or prevent. The inherent evils of human relations are minimized or

aggravated as laws are wise or unwise. The real effect of law,
therefore, is to restrain or encourage.
In the matter of the complica1;pd interests involved in the proposed

legislation with reference to transportation rates, the fact of the
inadequacy of law to absolutely prevent or relieve should be recog-

nized. In this case it is strikingly manifest, for it would be difficult

to strengthen the law as it is along the lines of prevention or cure.

It would seem, therefore, that the failure to minimize existing evils

is due, not to the laws, but to their nonenforcement or absence of vig-

orous efforts at enforcement. This has been so clearly developed in
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.the discussion before this committee that it would be useless repeti-

tion to say more. I am content to simply and modestly exhort the
Government to aggressive diligence in enforcing the law against
secret rebates and rate cutting. Strenuousity on this line is the

demand of the situation, not laws conferring impracticable and dan-
gerous powers on an extra-constitutional body. Criminal railroads

and criminal trusts, criminal corporations and individuals as well,

should be made to drink to the dregs the bitter cup of violated law
and outraged public interest.

But it is proposed to turn away from this simple course, which re-

quires only that the ample machinery of the Government shall be put
in force against the violators of the law, and enter upon the devious,

the tangled, and dangerous path of rate making by a commission of
five or seven men. To the ordinary mind it is difficult to discover
any relation between rate making and secret rebates; how shifting
the power to make rates will prevent secret violations of the same.
It seems clear that the Commission, if given the power to make rates,

will find itself where it is now—dependent on the enforcement of the
law, as it is now. Of course, it is not contemplated that the Com-
mission in fixing rates will adopt the policy of making them so low
that a profit will be doubtful, and thus secret rebates and cutting im-
practicable, for such a policy would make one of two equally msas-
trous results inevitable—^that is, impairment of service, with conse-
quent injury to the business interests generally, or banliruptcy, with
only possible relief in the courts. Besides, a policy that would pun-
ish the many innocent in order to reach the few guilty is repugnant
to the American sense of justice, and would be violative of bom the
moral and divine law.

I am aware that it is claimed that under the proposed legislation
the Commission would not make all the rates of the country, but
would only change rates already made which are found to be un-
reasonable, such changes to go into effect at once. The practical
effect would be that when one rate is changed it means that numerous
other rates related to such rate must be changed—in other words, a
readjustment of all rates in regard to that particular commodity and
that particular locality, and ad infinitum. Hence, general rate-mak-
ing power would be practically conferred, and with it all the evil
probabilities mentioned. So that the issue comes back again to that
of enforcing the law against secret rebates and secret cutting or tiie

alternative of radical action by the Commission, with impairment of
service and consequent injury to business or bankruptcy, one or the
other.

But with secret rebates and rate cutting aside, which the law is

ample to deal with if vigorously enforced in so far as the same is pos-
sible, what else remains as the basis of the demand that the Interstate
Commerce Commission be given power over rates ? There are private
tracks and cars. As to these there seems to be disagreement by the
forces demanding further legislation. But if there be evils in this

connection not reached by the law as it is, would it not be better to
enact special legislation with regard to this special subject? It is

not necessary to adopt revolutionary methods covering the whole
field of transportation in order to reach this specific and compara-
tively smaU evil, if it be an eviL
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What else remains ? " The body of comparatively small com-
plaints," which have been abnormally developed by agitation and,
may I not add, solicitation ?

It will be found on close examination that the " body of com-
plaints" as to rates comes up from interests and organizations
throughout the country that have given little or no study to the
question beyond the local or special interest they would serve, or the

real or fancied grievance they happen to cherish, and even most of
these have been worked up by this agitation. If these local and spe-

cial grievances and interests could be made public, they would be
found to contain many of the elements of inconsistency and antago-
nism, and would afford in themselves the strongest argument against

the policy which they support. An analysis of these motives will

show that they rest largely upon personal or corporate grievances

—

often imaginary or impracticable—or some rate denied or demanded

;

some advantage asked; some overcharge growing out of classifica-

tion or some delay growing out of differences between railroad agents

at different points; some irregularity in billing; or where some
interior point challenges the rates given a waterways city ; or where
conditions growing out of natural resources give one city advantages
over one less favored or less enterprising; or where the railroads

have withdrawn from middlemen the right to route staple products
that go in bulk; or chronic kicking against rates of every character

and on general principles. So that, excepting the motives growing
out of community rivalry and the advantages enjoyed by a class of
middlemen who deal with fast freight lines, the body of motives
behind the movement to confer rate-making power on the Interstate

Commerce Commission is inspired by occasional personal and corpo-
rate grievances which are small in themselves and self-adjusting.

As for the aggrieved middlemen, the Commission will hardly restore

a system—that of routing—^which would open the door to that evil.

The complications growing out of community rivalry are nu-
merous and embarrassing, no doubt, but, if I mistake not, the Com-
mission has laid down a rule which recognizes natural advantages
other than waterways, which, it seems to me, is sound in economics,
because it encourages development and promotes the general pros-
perity. The railroads seldom, if ever, go beyond these weU-defined
lines of development, and the courts have thus far in the main sus-

tained them.
The " body of motives," based on the general run of grievances,

may well be left to the sober second thought of the aggrieved and
to the railroads, and if this were established relations between shipper
and carrier would be greatly improved and the general interest ad-
vanced. But how is shifting the responsibility to lessen this class

of grievances? How are the chronic kickers to be lessened or ap-
peased? How are the thousand and more communities, with their

exaggerated notions of their own importance and possibilities, to be
satisfied? Until each community can have what it demands, which,
as a rule, increases with compliance, and each shipper can name his

own rates, there will be complaints. Of course, this is impossible;
but what does a community inflated with its own consequence, or a
shipper circumscribed by his limited view and dominated by self-

interest, know or care about relationary interests or the practicable
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when dealing with railroad rates? What is wanted, or imagined,

it matters little which, is wanted, and that's all there is to it ; and if

not obtained there will be complaints. The magnitude of this phase

of the question swells before us as we contemplate the 200,000 miles

of railroad embraced in the sum; the climates and products in-

cluded; the vast and varied interests involved; the complications

and conflicts existing and growing. It is an impossible task for

any body of five or seven men; and if the Interstate Commerce
Commission is given this power I incline to the opinion that ere

many weeks or months it will wish it had never been born, or it

will demand more power and an army of assistants, with millions ap-

propriated in the name of the people, who will bear the burden of

the experiment. The latter course is more likely, perhaps ; for expe-

rience, without the shadow of turning, impels the conviction that the

Commission will wield all the power granted and cry for more, until

the vital power of railroad management is in their hands and the

most gigantic national and international political machine in the

world perfected.

Is the country prepared for this? Will any city, section, or in-

terest be benefited permanently by this radical change? But grant-

ing, for the sake of argument, that an effective system under Commis-
sion dictation may be ultimately established, is it not well to consider

the injuries, thick as leaves in autumn, that must be inflicted in the

process of evolution from the present system, the growth of decades,

to the commission system, which no interest will escape? In this con-

nection, and as light on the subject of possibilities, let us glance a

moment at some of the States.

It seems to be the policy of some of the State railroad commissions
to so manipulate intrastate rates as to give the wholesale merchants
and certain kinds of manufacturers in their respective States a mo-
nopoly of the business of the State, shutting out or placing at a dis-

advantage the merchants and manufacturers of other States. It

would seem that they are abetted in this more or less by local mer-
chants and manufacturers. We may imagine the state of things

that would result if this policy should become general, the practical

monopolies created within the States, and the spirit of retaliation

that would result, the conflicts with the Federal Government, and
the position the Interstate Commerce Commission would be in, es-

pecially should it be clothed with rate-making power. And yet,

this seems to be the policy of some of the State commissions, which
others are endeavoring to have adopted. It is open war on interstate

commerce. It would, or will, if persisted in, create monopolies with
a vengeance. It would so confuse the situation that chaos would be

order in comparison. Now, the condition of the railroad interest may
be imagined if to State control is added Federal control, and to State

selfishness and manipulation is added sectional selfishness and domi-
nation.

It seems to me that the nation is in danger of being swept into a

perilous experimental scheme which is anti-Democratic and anti-Ee-

publican and full of appalling possibilities of political, economic,

and sectional evils. Would not Government ownership be pref-

erable and inevitable ? The owners of railroad property would prob-

ably prefer it, and whether they would or not, or whether any con-
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siderable body of public sentiment would demand it or not, it is a
logical necessity of Government control.

The President favors the policy of control ; Secretary Taft indorses
the President. Hon. John Sharp "Williams, Democratic leader in the
House, agrees with the President and the Secretary. All oppose
Government ownership. The President and the Secretary are prod-
ucts of the political school of Alexander Hamilton, modified by Dem-
ocratic experience. Mr. Williams is a product of the opposite school,

that of Jefferson—extremes meeting—the first two being, however,
more logical in evolution. They are equally vigorous in denouncing
Government ownership. I greatly admire the ability and honor the

patriotism of these eminent statesmen, and do not presume to criti-

cise, though I wonder at their position. But Mr. Bryan, another
great leader, and a pupil of Jefferson, boldly favors municipal. State,

and Government ownership of all public utilities. He also indorses

the President, as far as he goes, but he alone of the quartet of great

leaders is logical. Mr. Bryan evidently believes that control means
ownership sooner or later, and he is supported by the logic of events.

To his wonderfully clear vision the result stands revealed. Consider
those events a moment.
Three more or less distinct periods appear in the history of rail-

roads in the United States : The period of excessive construction, the

period of excessive competition, and the period of excessive regula-

tion.

Under the first the general rule of progress was reversed, and con-

struction anticipated development. The railroads became the pio-

neers of progress. Under this impulse the country experienced

excessive railroad building, with the result that the struggle for ex-

istence soon became fierce and excessive competition resulted. Under
excessive competition came the evils of rate cutting, discrimination,

and a general demoralization which produced regulation, first by
States. Under regulation, which in the States soon became exces-

sive, the short independent lines, built by enterprising CMnmunities
and interests or by speculators, were forced into bankruptcy and
passed into the hands of interstate lines, which thus become trunk
lines. The trunk lines resorted to pooling in self-defense against
State regulation and excessive competition, and the resulting agita-

tion produced the Interstate Commerce Commission. The act cre-

ating the Commission forbade pooling, and the antitrust act prohibits
agreements between trunk roads to establish uniform rates. This
condition developed the " systems "—the present condition. Now, to

excessive State regulation we are asked to add excessive national
regulation or control, in spite of the fact that if State regulative poli-

cies were applied to interstate business general bankruptcy of roads
would be inevitable. Observe the steps in the evolution: Excessive
construction, producing excessive competition; excessive competition,
producing rate demoralization ; rate demoralization, producing regu-

lation ; excessive regulation, in the breaking down of short competing
lines, produced the trunk roads and pooling; the trunk roads and
pooling produced the Interstate Commerce Commission and the anti-

trust law, which together produced the " systems "—and what next?
The answer must be, if regulation continues on the line laid down, if

the power of the Commission is increased as demanded, " Government
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ownership," the adding of thousands of millions to the national debt,

and probably a million men to the already enormous army of Gov-
ernment employees, and Hamilton will triumph over Jefferson at last.

If not, a reaction will follow the confusion, the complications, and
the dissatisfaction resulting from the efforts, be they ever so patriotic,

of an inexperienced, incompetent, and impossible body endeavoring
to administer a vast and complicated interest interwoven with an
infinite variety of conflicting interests, embracing thousands of rival

communities and countless local industries and products—a reaction

that may sweep the Conmiission from power and either create a new
tribunal or revert back to the present system of regulation, with the

courts as final resort.

At this point it is submitted that the best interests of the country
will be best served under the present system and a strict enforcement
of present drastic laws, which insures the fullest knowledge of
conditions all over the country and guarantees rates in the main just

and equitable. The steady and marked decline in rates for thirty

years demonstrates this. It is further submitted that the railroads

may be trusted to foster the interests upon which they depend. They
all promote and develop because they need the business resulting.

They will protect and encourage, because it is not only to their in-

terest, but their very life, to do so.

I submit, further, that the things shippers are most interested in

are prompt and eiScient service—the best possible service—and stable

rates. To meet this imperative need it is primarily necessary that

the railroad officials shall manage the business of the roads. How are

they to do this satisfactorily unless they are to exercise the rate-

making power ? They must know the sources and sums of their rev-

enue in order to provide adequate service. How are they to do this

when a few men in Washington may make orders at any moment
that will reduce their revenue and demoralize their business gen-
erally? Stability of revenue is a primary necessity of the best serv-

ice, of adequate service, and the proposed legislation would destroy
stability and render calculations as to future needs and the means of
supplying them impossible.

And local interests are best off under the present system. The rail-

roads recognize their primary dependence on local business, and non-
competing points especially can not possibly fare so well as under
the protecting care of their local roads. Under the " systems " they
do this as never before. They can, and will, and do protect and
encourage interests and communities on their lines, and secure for
them the concessions from other systems necessary to their legitimate
growth and prosperity. The establishment of factories at local points
all over the country proves this. And with their army of freight
men posted in every nook and corner and center of our great country,
they are the best informed as to conditions, needs, and possibilities

of every locality, and with this information and their self-interest

they are both able to and do protect and promote. It would be impos-
sible to make the roads more diligent on these lines—they may be har-
ried " into less."

I plead especially for the South. That "land of promise" has
found " The Jordan " of national politics a " hard road to travel."

We have had our trials and now our struggles are fruiting in pros-
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perity. We liave our problems—one as serious, or more so, than the
North's labor problem—and a wider prosperity, with healthy immi-
gration, wiU greatly aid us in solving this in peace. The railroads
buUt up the great West. The railroads are now developing the
South. They are spending many thousands of dollars to develop its

resources, plant industries, secure desirable immigrants, and encour-
age agriculture. They are helping in every practicable way every
community that shows a disposition to help itself. They are helping
the farmers to a more diversified and better system of farming by
cooperating in experiments, farmers' institutes, and the distribution

of the best literature. They are the hope of the South.

Let us present briefly a few facts in point. The records in the

office of the general industrial and immigration agent of the Louis-

ville and Nashville Railroad, in Louisville, present the following facts

and figures as to industries located during the year 1904 through the

efforts of the industrial agents of the road : In Kentucky, 60 indus-

tries, representing $2,767,000 capital ; in Virginia, 6 industries, with
a capital of $835,000 ; in Tennessee, 69 industries, with a total capital

of $1,776,700; in Alabama, 122 industries, with a total capital of

$5,452,100; in Florida, 18 industries, with a total capital of $615,000;
Mississippi, 5 industries, with a total capital of $115,000; Louisiana,

4 industries, with a total capital of $285,000. A grand total of 308
industries and $15,491,300.

Most of these industries are located on the tracks of the Louisville

and Nashville. Some are on the tracks of other roads, but with
which the Louisville and Nashville has physical connection.

It is proper, also, to observe that the mileage of the Louisville and
Nashville Railroad is greatest in Kentucky, Alabama, and Tennessee,

in the order named, and least in Virginia, Louisiana, Mississippi, and
Florida, in the order named.
The other great systems in the South—the Southern, the Illinois

Central, the Atlantic Coast Line, the Seaboard Air Line, the Frisco,

the Nashville, Chattanooga and St. Louis, can all make as good
comparative showing. The figures I present are official, and I have
them in detail with me for such use by the committee as may be
desired.

I desire also to present briefly some figures and facts as to inumgra-
tion. During the year 1904 the Louisville and NashviUe located
immigrants as follows

:

Alabama: 704 families, of 2,394 persons, who purchased 34,773
acres of land.

Tennessee : 213 families, of 836 persons, who purchased 29,142 acres
of land.

Florida: 132 families, of 512 persons, who pnchased 17,743 acres
of land.

Mississippi : 83 families, of 292 persons, who purchased 560 acres
of land.

Kentucky: 15 families, of 62 persons, who purchased 1,116 acres
of land.

At points on the line in other States, 3 families, of 14 persons, who
purchased- 450 acres of land. A total of 1,150 families, of 4,110
persons, and 88,824 acres of land. And we confidently expect better
results for 1905, provided the railroads are not harassed with ex-
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cessive regulation, State and national. I have the facts in detail of
this immigration, showing the countries from which the immigrants
came, etc., much the largest number, about half the total, being from
the northern States of America. The Louisville and Nashville

boasts of the only Finnish colony in the South, at Pecan, Miss.

All the other southern roads can make as good comparative show-
ing, for they are all active through special bureaus in the work, and
friendly rivalry, with cooperation, characterizes the general policy.

This good work is being accomplished at heavy expense.in salaries

to agents; in reduced rates to prospectors; in printed matter, con-

sisting of circulars, folders, maps, pamphlets, and illustrated papers
and books by the tens of thousands, and circulated North, East, and
in Europe. At this moment special work to secure desirable immi-
grants from Europe for the South's vast area of waste lands is being
inaugurated and will be pushed with that vigor and liberality char-

acteristic of the railroads in the business of development.
The premises considered, may I not appeal to Congress, through

this committee of representative statesmen, not to disturb with
radical legislation the relations now existing between the railroads

and the people in the South? That section, long held back by hard
conditions—political, economic, and social—^needs the friendly and
unembarrassed cooperation of her railroads, such as the great West
so long richly enjoyed.

Southern men, those who have taken the nonpartisan view of the
question, fear Government control. The tendency toward centrali-

zation and socialism is less marked in that section than in other
sections of the country, though there be Jeffersonian Democrats

—

so called at least—who favor Government control of railroads. I
sometimes think that Jefferson, whose theory was that the least

foverned is the best governed, must turn over in his grave almost
ally as his name is coupled with centralizing and socialistic policies.

But the South is democratic in the larger sense of the word, and I
am constrained to believe would, on a fair and thorough canvass of
the issue, condemn the policy of control which must lead to Govern-
ment ownership, or, after a disastrous experience, to a reaction back
to present or to other untried fields of regulation. Already eyes
are being opened and unmistakable signs of reaction appear. The
farmers and the body of consumers are beginning to learn that rate

tampering by commissions adds nothing to the price of the products
they sell, and rarely, if ever, appears in reductions on cost of articles

they buy.
But the South fears another thing. She is a minority section.

She has small voice in the Government. Her representation on the
Interstate Commerce Commission is and will be that of a minority.
Hence she fears, and justly, the overshadowing influence of the all-

powerful North, with its vast population; its vast industrial inter-

ests; its vast capitalistic power; its complete domination in the

political, materialistic, and economic policies of the Government. If

natural advantages are permitted to have their proper way, the

South will prosper. If her railroads are not crippled by excessive
control and weakened in their potentialities, and are permitted to

continue along present liberal lines, the South will become ridi and
great. Tliis view is encouraged by the certainty of the Panama
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Canal, which should and will, when completed, if the southern rail-

roads are not crippled and hampered, invigorate southern seaports
and swell southern commerce, enriching and strengthening the whole
South.

I will not assume to speak specially for the other Southern States,

but I will say for Tennessee that the conditions there as between the
people and the railroads are ideal. Peace, cooperation, good will,

mutual forbearance, friendly consideration, reciprocal relations pre-

vail. There are few complaints from Tennessee as to discrimination.

The State railroad commission has few to deal with, and these few are

always satisfactorily adjusted. No lawsuits have resulted. The
relations between the farmers and the railroads are especially cordial.

The roads are developing improved and diversified farming by
expert cooperation, by good service and educational literature, and
by the most liberal policy toward the agricultural bureau and the
farmers' institutes. In Tennessee, I firmly believe that the senti-

ment of the people is that present conditions should not be radically

changed; indeed, that well enough should be let alone. And I
firmly believe that if the issue were fairly made as to making rates,

whether by the Interstate Commerce Commission or the Government
(which can know little about local conditions and needs), or by the
railroads, whose agents are in every spot and acquainted with every
interest, and who are in the main citizens of the sections they serve,

I believe the verdict would be in favor of the latter, the present
method.
We have our inflated communities, our chronic kickers, and our

know-alls, but on the whole Tennessee is doing well, and satisfaction

with her railroads in the main prevails. There is so little real com-
plaint that I may declare with truth that present methods, policies,

and conditions are satisfactory, and certainly preferred to experi-
ments. To a more or less extent these conditions do, or can, prevail
in other southern States. It is not the. fault of the railroads if they
do not. Self-interest, the broader policies that have come with ex-
perience and patriotism, characterize railroad management in the
South for the most part, and the result is a great awakening on
lines of progress, growing good will, and the highest hope for the
future. A charge of rebates or secret cutting is rarely, if ever, lodged
against southern railroads.

In conclusion I would again modestly exhort the Government to
enforce the drastic laws on the books against rebates and rate cutting,
punish the guilty, be they high or low, but do not embarrass or im-
peril the great transportation interest of this marvelous country of
ours by punishing the innocent many with the guilty few, and in
doing so create a national and international political machine, peril-
ous alike to railroads and the people, bringing upon the whole coun-
try, the public, as well as the railroads, conftsion, uncertainty, and
alarm.

S. Doc. 243, 59-1—vol 4 11
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STATEMENT OF HON. JUDSON C. CLEMENTS, INTERSTATE COM-

MERCE COMMISSIONER OF THE UNITED STATES.

Senator Kban (in the~chair). The committee will be glad to listen

to you, Mr. Clements.

Mr. Clements. Mr. Chairman and gentlemen of the committee, it

had not been my purpose, and certainly was not the purpose of the

Commission, so far as I am advised, in the beginning of these hear-

ings, to ask for any hearing before the committee on the subject of

legislation. The Commission has, since its existence, annually made
reports to Congress, as the law peremptorily requires it to do, respect-

ing the work of the year, respecting defects in the law, and making
such recommendations and suggestions as may be deemed necessary

for the amendment of the law. That is a specific requirement of the

original act. The Commission has endeavored, upon the facts de-

veloped from year to year, to make recommendations in compliance

with that duty put upon them, and has given reasons therefor.

This has been done from year to year for a long period of time, and
we would have been content to let the matter rest there, so far as any
theory of amendment is concerned or any reasons therefor, because

they have been set out with care and repeatedly presented in that

form.
But I have felt myself—and I have no doubt that the other Com-

missioners have felt the same way—that from the beginning of these

hearings there has been a continued effort to disparage the Commis-
sion, disparage its work by insinuation, by innuendo, and by one form
of expression or another, upon generalities and without specifications,

to put the Commission on trial. One who would read the newspaper
accounts of these hearings—and these accounts are justified, as the
statements of the gentleman who just preceded me indicate—in saying
that this inquiry in respect of amendments to the law has been largely

turned into criticism by those witnesses, if they may be called wit-

nesses—advocates I should say, mostly—by the manner in which they
have discussed this subject.

For illustration, the gentleman who has just taken his seat is so

much encouraged by this atmosphere of criticism, this contagion
which grows stronger day by day, as it is uttered by one and heard
by another—^he has gone so far as to say, in effect, that recently some
of these complaints are by invitation or solicitation. Where is the
proof for that charge? The gentleman stands up here resting under
the obligations of a gentleman to be fair and just, having heard these
insinuations day by day by the advocates of the corporations that are
to be regulated in some form or another, until he grows bold enough
to charge that these complaints have been brought upon solicitation,

the inference necessarily oeing upon the solicitation of the Interstate
Commerce Commission. Where is his proof ? Where is the justifica-

tion that a just and honest man wants to present to a fair and intelli-

gent committee as a warrant for such a statement as that ?

'

I can not undertake to replj in detail to all these matters that have
been going on. The Commission all of last week was in Chicago
hearing cases. We can not do that and read every word that is said
here from day to day. I know not what is in these various publica-
tions from day to day in large part. I have looked into it so far as it

has been practicable to do so consistently with the work we have had
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on hand, enough to see some samples of it. But I shall content
myself with dealing with a few representative samples of this charac-
ter of misrepresentation, and not undertake to consume your time for

a week here to follow gentlemen, some of whom have occupied your
attention for three days at a time, mainly for the purpose of disparag-
ing the Commission, not upon specific charges, but upon innuendo and
insinuation.

There is no reason why this condition of feeling should be mani-
fested here. The Commission is required to recommend from year to

year what it finds and believes to be needful of amendment. That is

what it has done. The gentlemen who are casting these reflections

upon the Commission at this season have never been very much agi-

tated by the recommendations of the Commission heretofore. Why?
Because they have never been brought forward. There has been no
serious proposition to amend the law. There has been no immediate
probability that it would be done.

But last fall the President of the United States, impressed with the
conditions as they exist, put into his message the specific and pointed
recommendation that the law be amended in two particulars—one for
the suppression of rebates and other kindred discriminations, and the
other for the correction of unreasonable rates.

Senator Dollivee. Judge Clements, my recollection is that it did
not specifically mention rebates or discriminations, but recommended
simply that the act of the Fifty-eighth Congress be enforced. My
recollection is that he did not suggest any new legislation as to
rebates.

Mr. Clements. The President's message ?

"Senator Dolliver. Yes.
Mr. Clements. Well, I do not know that he specified any particular

form of legislation, but he indicated clearly that such legislation as
was needed for the correction of these two recognized evils should be
had. I think you will see, by a reference to the language of it, that
that is true. I do not remember that there was anything in it that
specifies that the law had not been enforced or that it was based upon
any such assumption as that.

Senator Dollivee. I do not think he blamed the Commission for
not enforcing the law, but my recollection is as I have stated.
Mr. Clements. When you find that, Senator, we will come to it

again.
_
I have not the message before me now. What I remember

about it is this : That the annual recommendations of the Commission
for the last ten years, which have yearly been substantially the same,
have not attracted any specific and particular attention as being the
basis of a probable early amendment of the law ; but when the Presi-
dent of the United States put the matter into his message, he brought
it up conspicuously, and that has been followed up until it was
apparent that there was a probability of some legislation.

It is in that condition and on that account that these gentlemen
have seen proper to conduct their advocacy of their interests here in
such a way as to put the whole blame on the Interstate Commerce
Commission. They never manifested any feeling toward the Com-
mission till now, when you come to this matter ; and now, instead
of showing by argument, by facts, and by conditions that the Presi-
dent is mistaken, or that Secretary Taft—the gentleman a few
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moments ago alluded to him—is mistaken, or that Mr. Williams, of
Mississippi, is mistaken, or that Mr. Bryan is mistaken, with all of

whom he is pleased to put us in company, of which I am not ashamed,
the matter has become acute. It has loomed up in such a way as to

indicate that something practical will have to be done in the way of
regulation and amendment of the law, and therefore it becomes a

matter to be met by these gentlemen who resist that regulation ; and,

instead of discussing the question on its merits—I do not mean to

say that they have not done that—in large part they have switched
off from that and undertaken to switch your attention and the public

attention from the merits of the question into an arraignment of the

Commission.
For what? For what is the Commission arraigned by these gen-

tlemen who appear here, I say, not strictly as witnesses, but as advo-
cates ? It is because the Commission has not enforced the law against

them. The Commission has not stopped them from paying rebates.

The Commission has not paid rebates. Every rebate that has ever
been paid has been paid by a railroad. It is the railroads that arraign

the Interstate Commerce Commission because it has not compelled
them to quit committing crimes which they confess and admit, and
then turn upon us and make the charge that we have not done our
duty in compelling them to obey the law

!

Now, what is the history of this matter? You have been told by
Mr. Hines that late in the eighties, within two or three years after

the Commission was organized, the railroads began to ignore those

orders. That is true. They did not, however, begin to ignore these

orders upon any contention that was then made manifest that the
Commission did not have jurisdiction to make those orders, but it

was upon the fact that they knew that the finding was only a prima
facie one, that they would have another trial in court, and that they
would try it over again, because they did not admit that the Commis-
sion was right in each case. I will have more to say about that later

in connection with another branch of the discussion.

The original act made it a crime on the part of a railroad to pay
rebates, but not on the part of the shipper to receive them. In 1889
that was amended so as to make it a misdemeanor on the part of the
shipper to receive rebates. The law contained a provision that no
witness should be excused from testifying in any case before the
Commission on the ground that to do so would tend to incriminate
him, but that his testimony should not be used against him in any
proceeding.

Mr. Counselman, of Chicago, now deceased, who owned a large
elevator, or, more than one elevator, and was engaged in the gram
business, in the capacity, as we understand it, of a middleman, was
called before the Commission and was asked whether he had received
rebates or not from the railroads, and he declined to answer on the

ground that to do so would incriminate him. The Commission under-
took to compel him to answer, but, as you know, under the law the
Commission has no power to punish for contempt or compel a wit-

ness, but they must stop the proceeding and go into court and ask the

circuit court to compel him to answer. The Commission undertook
that, and the court decided with Coimselman. That case was taken
by appeal to the Supreme Court of the United States, and it was
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held in that case that the witness could not be compelled to answer,
because, although the statute undertook to give him immunity, it did
not acquit him of liability to punishment and that his testimony,
which he might be compelled to give, might be used as a clew to pro-
cure other testimony on which he could be convicted without that;
and therefore that part of the statute became a nullity.

After that the Commission was dependent upon the will of wit-
nesses as to whether they would tell about any of these matters or not,

and of witnesses who did know of them. So when you asked a wit-

ness then, all he had to say was, " That will incriminate me if I
should answer, and I will not answer." Under that state of the law
you can see it was impossible to get testimony about these matters.

The next step was that the Commission asked Congress to pass a
law to correct that, and Congress did so with reasonable promptness,
providing that a witness should not be excused, but that he should
not be punished for any offense concerning which he might testify;

not simply that he shoiild not be prosecuted, but that he should not
be subjected to indictment at all for any matter to which he testified.

That was challenged, and we got into court under that law. It

was said by the able advocates, by those gentlemen who represented
the Baltimore and Ohio road, I believe it was—at any rate, it was a
railroad witness—that it was not adequate protection; that to com-
pel a witness to tell of his own misdemeanors was to disgrace him,
would reflect on his reputation, and that he was entitled under the
Constitution of the United States to protection against that. But
the Supreme Court brushed that aside and said he had ample protec-
tion for all that the Constitution intended to give him; that if he
wanted to blacken his own character that was his own act.

We took steps several years ago to test the first law
;
procured an

amendment to cure that defect after it had gone all through the
different courts; and then we were met at the threshold and again
compelled to go through the same process to the Supreme Court.
There was no idleness about this. It was piirsued with diligence.

After that act was passed we were investigating the Illinois Steel
Company and its connection with some railroads there, in respect
of alleged rebates in the form of terminal charges, etc. This was
several years later. Then a witness named Brimson, an employee
on the part of the steel company, refused to answer on general
grounds, that the Commission had set down a hearing on its own
motion under a general order for a general inquiry under the twelfth
section of the act to regulate commerce. The witness was asked to
produce books and papers from his employer's office. He was ad-
vised by counsel to object to answer, and he did refuse to answer, not
on the ground that it would incriminate him. He did that it first,

and then withdrew it, and put it on the ground that the Commission
was not a grand jury and had no right to ask him general questions;
and that although the twelfth section of the act to regulate commerce
did seem to give the Commission authority, it was unconstitutional
and void. So we started in on another series of litigation about
getting testimony.

_W_e went to the circuit court, the contention being that the Com-
mission had no case against the witness, and that the courts would
not lend themselves to become a mere instrumentality of the Com-
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mission to procure testimony for it; and the circuit court held that

within the Constitution of the United States there was no case in

controversy giving the court judicial authority and power to act.

So that came to the Supreme Court of the United States on appeal

by the Commission. The case was heard and decided, the opinion

of the majority of the Supreme Court being in favor of the conten-

tion of the Commission, and that the witness should be compelled

to answer.

So here were these strung-out contests from year to year, from one

court to another, on one ground and another, and after the law was
amended in order to get a basis upon which to get an answer from a

witness.

Senator Newlands. When was that last case concluded?
Mr. Clements. I do not remember the year. It was perhaps as

far back as 1898. I would not undertake to give the year exactly.

Those three cases covered quite a number of years. Possibly it was
1896, instead of 1898, as some gentleman suggests here.

Only last year we had an inquiry in New York in the coal case, in

which a witness refused to produce books, papers, and contracts, and
refused to answer certain questions. So the Commission had to

suspend the inquiry and go to court and ask for a compulsory process

to require the witness to answer. That case was argued. The in-

vestigation was suspended, and the matter went on for several weeks
or possibly months, for there was a decision whether the witness

could be compelled to give testimony or to produce books and papers.

The ruling was against the Commission, and we appealed it to the

Supreme Court, and there the ruling was in favor of the contention

of the Commission, that they were compellable and must give the

testimony. Then the case had to be set again, and we had to go
back and take the testimony.
Along last fall, when we were investigating the matter of the

Armour Car Lines and the private cars in Chicago, another witness
refused to answer, and we have there a proceeding pending now to

compel a witness to answer questions.

All these cases show the history of the contest from the very begin-
ning, soon after the Interstate Commerce Commission was organized
and when there seemed to be a general purpose to disregard the orders
of the Commission and dispute every question at every point.
This is a brief history of that matter. In addition to that, as you

were told yesterday by Commissioner Prouty, the Commission inau-
gurated many general investigations to ascertain what was going
on in regard to flour rates from Minneapolis to the East, where it

was in the air that there were rebates in that business, as well as in

the grain and packing-house products at Chicago, Kansas City, and
other places. Commissioner Prouty told you yesterday the results

of these earlier inquiries, when it could not be proved by any witness

that rebates were being given.

But a turn came, for some reason, in 1902, when we had another
general inquiry of that sort in regard to grain and packing-house
products, when they did come up, one by one, and tell that they were
giving rebates and had been doing so for years. Not only that, but let

me read you a little of the testimony.
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It seems such an easy thing for a gentleman to come here and call

us amateurs. It seems such a little thing that the Commission could
enforce the law against everybody if it only wanted to. If the gentle-

man had been around with the Commission on these various occasions

and had heard from the same witnesses that there were no rebates,

and afterwards that there were, and had seen the contest that they
had under these statutes and the necessity to make other statutes by
Congress in order to meet the situation, he perhaps would not have
thought that the Commission had been sitting idle while this con-

dition, which he so much deplores, was continuing.

After having told that there were rebates paid, Mr. Johnson, of

the Rock Island road, at that time vice-president of it—a road repre-

sented here a few days ago by Mr. Mather, who said that all this

agitation for amendment of the laws was mostly on account of misled

sentiment. Now, Mr. Day was employed by the Commission at that

time to conduct this inquiry before it, and he was asking some ques-

tions of Mr. Johnson. As I say, Mr. Johnson at that time was
vice-president of the Kock Island road, as I remember. After having
testified that rebates had been given—I will not undertake to read all

of this—^Mr. Day asked and Mr. Johnson answered as follows

:

Mr. Day. How were these payments noted in your accounts—were they as

refunds of overcharges?
Mr. Johnson. They do not go through our general accounts.

Mr. Day. How are they carried—in separate accounts?

Mr. Johnson. They are not carried very long. They are destroyed soon
afterwards.
Commissioner PROtJTY. What do you mean by saying that they do not go In

the general account?
Mr. Johnson. I suppose they go through the treasury. I mean they do not

go through the freight auditor's account in the ordinary way of an overcharge
claim.
The Chairman. There must be an entry on the books of your company some-

where corresponding to the amount drawn out for this purpose.
Mr. Johnson. I suppose there is in the treasury department
The Chairman. What that entry is you do not know?
Mr. Johnson. No ; I do not know anything about that

Commissioner Clements. Take one of these transactions and tell us what
evidence there is now in your books or papers of the transaction. A claim is

filed. The communication—this statement comes from the house, for Instance,

In an envelope. You take that and check it up. Then where does it go?
Mr. Johnson. I think it is destroyed.
Commissioner Clements. And upon some sort of memorandum a check is

drawn?
Mr. Johnson. It is not destroyed until checked up with the billing—the file in

the office—^then the statement is made from the claim as filed. The draft is

drawn, and then the papers are destroyed, as I understand.
Commissioner Clements. Why are they destroyed?
Mr. Johnson. Simply for the purpose of destroying any evidence there may be.

Commissioner Clements. Is there no entry on a book that so much money
has gone into your treasury and some of it comes out?

Mr. Johnson. That is a matter with the treasury department. I do not know
anything about that
Commissioner Clements. You do not know what entries are made about It?

Mr. Johnson. No ; I do not.

Commissioner Clements. All the papers you know about or entries that you
are familiar with are destroyed?

Mr. Johnson. I understand they are all destroyed.
Commissioner Clements. Have you not any recent ones?
Mr. Johnson. I do not think they are more than thirty days old.
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Commissioner Clements. Tou think that all up to within thirty days are

destroyed ?

Mr. Johnson. That is the rule or custom.
Commissioner Clements. Is It probahle you have some that are not yet de-

stroyed?
Mr. Johnson. It may be. There may be some that have just been filed.

Commissioner Clements. Well, is that practice still going on of paying these

claims?
Mr. Johnson. The old ones.
Commissioner Clements. You are paying the old ones?
Mr. Johnson. Yes, sir; nothing has been filed since the 1st of January.

Now, there is the testimony of that witness, and I need not read
more. There is plenty more of it in there. Mr. McCabe, of the

Pennsylvania, also testified that these rebates were paid and ad-

justed, and that the papers were probably destroyed. Mr. Bird, of

the Milwaukee road, also testified as to this wholesale practice of pay-
ing these rebates, and Mr. Mitchell, of some other road in the North-
west—I do not know just at this rrioment what it was—^testified spe-

cifically that these vouchers and papers were destroyed soon after

they were made, that the entries were not made upon the books, and
there were settlements from time to time on a piece of paper or
memorandum, and as soon as that served its purpose it was de-

stroyed—and destroyed, as Mr. McCabe said, because they Avere afraid

at some time they might be called upon to lay those papers before

the Commission. Now, these things are all in there, and I would
be glad, with the consent of the committee, not to have to read any
more of that, but to insert it as an appendix of what I may say.

Senator Dolliver. That may be done.

Mr. Clements. Here is the document. It all refers to these mat-
ters. I do not care to single out a particular witness or to point out
what he has testified to.

The document referred to is printed as Appendix G.
Senator Ctjli.om. Do you mean to gay that that is all there is on

the subject of rebates in this country?
Mr. Clements. No: I say that is the testimony in that particular

hearing—at that particular time.

Senator Cullom. Just one hearing?
Mr. Clements. As to rebates.

Senator Cullom. That relates to rebates.

The Chairman. Wliat year did that occur?
Mr. Clements. January, 1902.

The Chairman. Before the Elkins bill was passed?
Mr. Clements. Yes.
Senator Cullom. There is testimony there on both sides of the

question.

Mr. Clements. Yes. The only people who were called in that

case were the railroad officials. They were the only ones examined.
It is their own testimony in relation to what they themselves did.

The Chairman. I thought you described the cases as occurring

since the passage of the law.

Mr. Clements. I will come to that directly. The Commission has

been arraigned here by so many of these advocates of these people who
have been indulging in these practices for not doing anything—sitting

idly by—that I simply want to show in some form what we have been

doing and what our difficulties have been, and how it has attempted
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to get decisions that would enable ns to do anything, and how it has
taken time to get an amendment to the law that we might proceed in
order to get testimony about anything. Of what value would be the
reports of the findings of the Commission so long as it is powerless
to get the testimony to develop the whole case ; of what use would be
the whole business of ascertaining the facts and making findings and
reporting them as a basis for suit in court to enforce the order of the

Commission unless the Commission, in some way, can get the testi-

mony? And, as I have pointed out, it had a series of lawsuits in

order to get on a basis where it was understood we could get it.

Now, you will see there what the methods were of concealing these

rebates and of destroying the testimony—admitted and sworn to by
the gentlemen under whose supervision it was done. Mr. Tuttle told

you a few days ago here, as I remember it—the statement is in the

record—-in one instance, on one page, that rebates can not be con-

cealed ; that there must always be some evidence left which an active

conunission or an investigating authority could find out. On the
next page he says, in substance, that if a road was going willingly and
deliberately into the rebate business they certainly would not leave

any evidence of it. I have this quotation here, and I could read it to

you, but you have heard the statement and it is in the record. I will

not take the time to quote what he said literally. Then that was fol-

lowed up by Mr. Morawetz, who said about the same thing. First, it

is an easy matter to detect these things. Surely the Commission
could do it if it would. That is the substance of it. On the next
page we find that if it is undertaken to be done those who do it,

of course, will conceal it. Then it was suggested by the chairman of
the committee or somebody else that there were various ways of
doing it.

Sometimes it might be a present, that had nothing to do with it and
would not appear on the books—a present to his wife or some member
of his family—and then it was agreed all around by these gentlemen
who said the Commission could do it and ought to do it and was to

blame because it had not been done, that nobody would be fool enough
who was going to pay rebates to leave the evidence lying around by
which that fact could be detected. That is the substance of the argu-
ment. Now, these things are not consistent; but what is the matter
in issue? What is the question before the country at this time? If
you were to listen to the gentleman who was last before the commit-
tee and to many others, you would suppose that the Commission had
recommended and that the President had recommended and that there
was a bill pending now here that should authorize the Commission
to lay its hands upon every rate in the country to-morrow and to fix

it and regulate it arbitrarily. We hear that expression continually

—

arbitrarily fix all rates.

The Commission has never intimated that it was in favor of any
such procedure as that; no such thing has been contemplated by any-
body that I know of in connection with this subject; no such proposi-
tion is involved in the matter ; but they say it will lead to that, that
rate by rate you correct one to-morrow and another one the next day^
and after a while another one, and the next day a good many, and
finally you will have laid your hands on all of them. Well, about
the best answer to that is that for the ten years the Commission was
undertaking to exercise this, no such result as that came about. There
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was no such avalanche as we have heard would come upon the Com-
mission next week, if it had these powers. There was no such revo-

lution as that. Why, we hear continually, every day this is talked
about, that it would bring chaos, ruin, Dankruptcy. Did it bring
it? Why, Mr. Hines said, in his argument a few days ago, that if

this power was given there would be a perfect avalanche of complaints
on the Commission; it would be overwhelming; and no matter how
many there were, or how efficient it might be, that it could not move
with the business. That was not so then. I am not undertaking
to quote literally his words, but that is the meaning of it.

Senator Caemack. You mean it was not so while the Commission
was actually exercising that power?
Mr. Clements. Yes; the ten years it did; and yet we are told

in the next breath that everything is pacific, everything is quiet,

every part of the country is at repose; that there is no objection to

the rates; that there are no rebates, no unreasonable rates, nothing
to clamor about; that there is nobody clamoring but the Interstate

Commerce Commission, and that that is due to an inordinate lust

for power and authority to lay its hands upon this property. Does
that seem a reasonable proposition, if everything is serene and there
is nobody to complain and nothing to complain about ? Why would
there be an avalanche heaped upon the Commission until it would be
covered up and could not move ? It was not so before. That brings
me to the justification for the contention of the Conmiission before in

its efforts to enforce this law. It was said a few days ago, I think
again by Mr. Hines, that for several years after the maximum rate
decision in 1897 it was contended that all that was sought by this

new legislation was to give the Commission the power that Con-
gress intended to confer upon it originally, and he also said that
as great a man and as conspicuous a person as the Speaker of the
House, Mr. Cannon, had recently voiced that idea in a caucus at
the other end of this Capitol. That was so conceded, and I have no
doubt that he did.

These gentlemen over here—^these newspaper gentlemen—always
get what was done in the caucus. If they do not get anvthing else

right, they get that, and I have no doubt that Mr. Cannon said that,
and t have no doubt that he believed it. Now, let me introduce a
witness whose name is familiar to all of you and whose name is

synonymous with truth and courage, a man who could say " no " to
a friend and " yes " to an enemy as readily as any man who ever
lived. I refer to William R. Morrison. In the first annual report
of the Conunission, after the first maximum-rate decision, in which
the Supreme Court held that the Commission could not do that;
that it amounted to fixing a future rate; that it had no such au-
thority under the act, Mr. Morrison at that time being chairman of
the Commission and one of the original panel, so to speak, appointed
when the Commission was organized, penned the following words.
Now, perhaps he knew as much about the views of his associates from
the organization of the Commission as anybody else did, and no
amount of interest on either side of this case would have induced
him to shade it one iota. Here is what he said

:

The Commission exercised its power in a case commenced in tlie second
moutli after Its organization and continued to exercise it for a period of more
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than ten years, during which time no member of the Commission ever offi-

cially questioned the existence of such authority or failed to join In its exer-

cise. As already stated, the authority of the Commission to modify and reduce
an established rate and to enforce a reasonable rate for the future was not
questioned In the answer of the defendant in the Atlantic rate case, decided
March 30, 1896, nor had it ever been denied in any answers made to more than 400
previously commenced, many of them alleging unreasonable and unjust charges
and praying the Commission to enforce a reduction and lower the rates in the
future. The circuit court of appeals in the sixth circuit either understood the
decision as the Commission understood it or was in doubt as to its meaning,
for that court certified a later case involving the question to the Supreme
Court to determine what powers Congress had given this Commission in re-

spect of the matter of rates. It also appears that in part the Supreme Court
Itself had the same understanding or misunderstanding as did the Commission,
for in a later decision made in the case certified one member dissented from
the determination of the judgment of the court.

In the proceedings of Monday, April 24, 1905, on page 20, occurs
tMs statement, made by Mr. Hines

:

In 1891 the Lehigh Valley Railroad was made the defendant in a suit by the
Commission to enforce a rate-malving order, and set up in court the defense that
the Commission had no power to make rates.

Mark you, gentlemen, that is said to have occurred in 1891. This
is said in connection with the argument that early the railroads began
to dispute this power of the Commission, so that in a case begun in
1891 against the Lehigh Valley road to enforce an order of that kind
made by the Commission the defendant disputed it. Now, what are
the facts about that ? There is Colonel Morrison's statement that in
no answer made by any carrier—although the Commission com-
menced in the second month and made an order of this kind in a case
begun in the second month of its existence—^that for ten years no
carrier put into its answer any denial of this authority. Yet we find
here that it is said that in a case commenced by the Commission
against the Lehigh Valley Eailroad in 1891 that point was made.
Now, the fact about that is that in the answer to the Commission
there was no such question raised by the carrier ; in the answer filed
in the lower court there was no such question made, for it went to the
circuit court first, and in 1897, ten years after the Commission was
organized, that case was still pending in the circuit court of appeals
in Pennsylvania, and the court had decided the Social Circle Case
and had it pending probably before it. I am not sure as to that, but
it was just before the Maximum Rate Case was decided, and the
probability is that that case was pending in the circuit court. Then
m the argument of that case in the circuit court of appeals in 1896 or
1897—1897, I believe it was—Mr. Johnson, representing the Lehigh
VaUey Railroad, did make an argument to the effect that the Commis-
sion had no such authority. In the argument in the circuit court he
had said as follows in his brief

:

If the Interstate Commerce Commission Is clothed with the power to make
reductions in rates which are uniform and nondiscriminatlve, such power Is
one which ought to be exercised with exceeding care, etc.

There was a frank admission that the power existed, but a caution
that it should be exercised with care; That was in the circuit court
in this case, which it is true was commenced in 1891, but no such plea
or answer as that was put in in 1891 ; but later when it was argued
before the court there was that practical admission that the power
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existed, with a caution that it should be exercised with care. Two
or three years later, just before the decision in the Maximum Rate
Case, when that case was still pending in the court of appeals in

Pennsylvania, he put into his brief the contention that the Commission
bad not the power. But now let us see what he said when the case

was on trial before the Commission. This is Mr. Johnson, who was
the lawyer then for the Lehigh Valley Railroad, and is now one of

the distinguished corps of lawyers on behalf of the Pennsylvania
Railroad.
The Chairman. Mr. John G. Johnson, of Philadelphia ?

Mr. Clements. Yes. Now, when this case was being tried before

the Commission, before it got into court •

Senator Dolliver. When was that—in 1 891 ?

Mr. CLEaiENTS. The complaint was filed October 19, 1888. The
answer was filed November, 1888. The hearing of arguments was
had on March 19 and 20, 1889. That is when the case was heard
finally before the Commission. The briefs and printed arguments
were filed April 4, 1889, and the case was decided March 12, 1891.

This case was prepared by Colonel Morrison. It was the decision of

the Commission, but in the assignment of cases it went to him also.

Here is what occurred on the trial before the Commission. Colonel

Morrison, reciting the history of the case and the finding of facts,

and so forth, says this:

After submitting the proposed findings of facts for the consideration of the

Commission, counsel for the complainants, In his concluding argument, said:

"As to the unreasonableness of the charge, we ask the Commission to find

that the rate of $1.80 is unreasonable within the statute. We do not ask or
care about your honors' establishing any particular rate. There are a great

many ways in which these coal rates can be determined without fixing any
arbitrary or inflexible standard. It could be a sliding scale, depending upon
the price of coal. You could determine, first, the cost of mining the coal, and
then the cost of railroad transportation. Another way to establish a rate would
be at some fixed proportion of the average of the selling price of the coal at

tide water. If they, the carriers, are informed that their present rate is unrea-
sonable, they will then meet the individual operators out of their district in

consultation, and I am sure some amicable arrangement will be reached by
which both parties can make money."

Now, that was the suggestion of Mr. Gowan, also a lawyer of

distinction, who represented the complainants in that case.

The Chairman. Was he the president of the railroad?
Mr. Clements. No; this is Mr. Franklin B. Gowan. He is not

living now, I think. He was the lawyer for the complainants in this

case, and that is what he said—find that this rate is unreasonable and
leave it there, and we will find some way for the railroad to adjust

it on some basis that will help us. That is a good deal like that which-

has been suggested here in the hearings a good many times, to just let

the Commission find that it is unreasonable and after that is litigated

and the court decides that it is unreasonable, then everything wrong
will disappear, and you will get a reasonable rate without doing
anything more. That is the idea of these complainants also.

The Chairman. Don't you think that the railroads would try to

make a reasonable rate after that?

Mr. Clements. I should think they would in many instances. I

do not repudiate that suggestion. I have no doubt that there wouH
be such an adjustment made as would endeavor to avoid anothe .'

controversy, but it might not always meet the full needs of justice.
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The Chairman. That would leave the rate-making power still

with the railroads and avoid all disputes.

Mr. Clements. Yes. That is what the complainan1;'s counsel asked
in this case. Now, what did Mr. Johnson say, who represented the
railroad ?

Complainant's counsel here expressed the belief that the coal traffic afforded
a fair profit to both the producer and the carrier ; that to secure an equitable
division of profits it was only necessary to declare the charge made to be unrea-
sonable, and the parties would come together and fix the proper rates themselves.

The last I quoted there was from Mr. Morrison, repeating what
Mr. Gowan said. I now come to what Mr. Johnson said. He was
the counsel for the road. Mr. Johnson said, in reply

:

That will not do. If this Commission says that the present rates are unrea-
sonable, they must say so because there is a different rate that they have deter-

mined to be a proper one. It will not do for you to make a general finding and
say that the present rates were unreasonable, but vee do not know what they
ought to be. We can not flj; them for you. You must agree upon them among
yourselves. If unreasonable, say to what extent they are unreasonable, whether
to the extent of one cent, or of many cents, or a dollar a ton. Would it be
proper for you to lay down an abstract principle that would lead to endless
confusion in the application? That would put all at chaos.

The committee has heard a good deal of chaos during the last few
days.

For heaven's sake, do not ever make the matter of a proper rate for carrying
coal one to be regulated in a conference between the carrier and the shippers.
If you have been convinced by the petitioners that the present rates are unrea-
sonable and unjust, then say what the rates ought to be. This will be your
duty. I do not wonder that IVir. Gowan shrinks, etc., from the contest of the
case.

Then he went on to argue that Mr. Gowan had not made out any
case which would justify that kind of a specific finding. But there
he says, for heaven's sake don't ever leave it fdr a scramble between
the railroad and the shippers, with endless chaos, but to be definite
about it, and if you know that this rate is an unreasonable one, you
must know that something else is reasonable, because they are
directly related and you can not say that one rate is reasonable un-
less you have a standard by which to judge it.

The Chaikman. Before that he had denied the power of the Com-
mission ?

Mr. Clements. No; he denied that several years later. He
denied that in the court of appeals.

The Chairman. On what case ?

Mr. C1.EMENTS. This same case.

The Chairman. And when he argued this case when it was taken
up
Mr. Clements. In this case the Commission made the order and

undertook to do what he asked it to do and find what was a reason-
able rate. The Commission was not trying then to make rates, but
the Commission found that the rate existing was unreasonablej and
undertook to find out to what extent it was unreasonable, and m its

order to the carrier to cease and desist from the ascertained viola-

tion of the law it ordered it to cease and desist charging any part of
that unreasonable excess, or more than so much, which was found to
be reasonable. That was what it undertook to do.
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The Chair:man. Then on the appeal Mr. Johnson changed his

positiun?

Mr. Clements. That was before the Commission Mr. Johnson said

that. Then the order was disobeyed, and the Commission brought
suit in the circuit court, and in the argument of that case Mr. John-
son used the language which I first read here, that if the Commission
has such authority it ought to be exercised with great care. Then
when the case was appealed to the court of appeals several years later

he put in his final proof there a dispute of this power.

The Chairman. He got to that little by little.

Mr. Clements. He got to it little by little. He was helped to

it, perhaps, by the decision of the Supreme Court in the Social

Circle Case.

The Chairman. I think so.

Mr. Clements. Then he was also helped to it, a little, doubtless, by
the fact that the court of appeals at Cincinnati was not a unit, or at

least had seen proper to certify the decision to the Supreme Court.

Judge Taft was a member of that court of appeals. Judge Harlan
delivered the dissenting opinion in the case when the case was ap-

pealed. It was Secretary Taft, who was a member of that court

when it certified the question up here, all of which tends to show that

the Commission at least had some color of contention that it had
something to do with doing away with an unreasonable rate, and it

had some good company in its contention.

Senator Cttllom. And determining what a new rate should be?
Mr. Clements. Yes; and that was brought about in this way:

The language of the interstate-commerce act, as originally passed,

was that when the Commission ascertained in a case that there is

any violation of the interstate-commerce law it shall order the car-

riers to cease and desist from that ascertained violation. Now, sup-

pose a rate is a dollar and complaint is made that it is unreasonable
and the Commission investigates it. The Commission takes the testi-

mony and hears all that can be said in testimony and argimient, and
concludes that the complaint is well founded—that a dollar is unrea-
sonable—and, as Mr. Johnson said here, it must have some idea as to

what is a reasonable rate—at least, as to what it thinks is reasonable

—

otherwise it could not find what is unreasonable. The testimony that
shows the one indicates the other. I do not mean with absolute pre-

cision, but it fixes a basis upon which the mind of the traffic manager
or the commission or whoever it is—the jury—dealing with the mat-
ter, thinks he or they have found what is reasonable when they have
found what is unreasonable.

Senator Kean. In 1890 the Commissioners, in their annual report,

I think, you will find said as follows

:

In some cases the carriers deciUecl against have, for a considerable period,
manifested a purpose not to oliey an order of the Commission reducing rates,

claiming to have the advice of counsel that the action of the Commission was
not conclusive, and that tliey might safely await the determination of the courts
in the premises. If they have finally acquiesced in the reduction, they have in

some cases taken pains to have it understood that in doing so they were acting
from motives of policy rather than because of any legal obligation which
required it

Mr. Clements. Well, I have no doubt of-that. I will come to that
in a moment. There is quite a difference in the qucrition discussed.
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"What did the Commission do in that case, having found that the rate
was unreasonable on the basis of what is thought was satisfactory
testimony as to what was reasonable? It proceeds to order the car-

rier to cease and desist from it. Well, suppose it had found 90 cents
was a reasonable rate; that a dollar was unreasonable. If the car-

rier refused, but put anything above 90 cents, was it not just as much
in contravention of the act to regulate commerce as it was to put in

the dollar rate? The law says that all rates shall be reasonable and
just, and any rate that is not reasonable and just is an unlawful rate.

That is in the first section. Now, if a dollar was found on the facts

and demonstrated to be unreasonable and 90 cents was the best that
could be found for a reasonable rate, and if that was a true finding

and was justified by the facts, then any cent above 90 cents was in

violation of the first section of the act to regulate commerce, whether
it was 91 cents or 95 cents or $1. Each and every part that makes up
the excessive rate above what is reasonable was a violation of the act

to regulate commerce, according to the terms of the first section, and
it was upon that theory that the Conunission thought to make an
order to correct the entire violation and not simply a part of it. But
that has all gone by. I am discussing this in defense of the course of
the Conunission in the matter and as bearing upon dealing with this
question now.
Now, Senator Kean has shown me what the Commission said in

its report in the year 1890, and I have no doubt it is correct. That
does not contradict what Colonel Morrison said or anything else that
has been said here. The Commission said that it was true that in
1890 they were manifesting a disposition in many cases to disregard
these orders, but why? Because, as I stated there, they were ad-
vised by their lawyers that the finding and conclusion of the Com-
mission was not conclusive, that they could well wait until the
court had passed upon it. Well, that was not disputed, tlxat the
Commission had the power when it found a rate to be unreasonable
to say to what extent it was unreasonable and condemn that entire
extent of unreasonableness, but it was simply saying that you have
got another day in court, where you can be heard on the facts, and
where the order of the Commission is only prima facie. Its findings
are only prima facie. It is only the basis of a lawsuit, and you can
not issue process upon it. It is not conclusive, of course. We all

know that there never was any contention that it was conclusive. It
was only prima facie; it was onljr a basis for a suit if the carrier
did not obey the order, and there is nothing inconsistent with that.
They were standing back and saying, I will obey this when the
court orders me to do it—not that the Commission did not have
jurisdiction to say to what exteiit the-rates found unreasonable were
unreasonable, but they said, " We have a day in court, and we will try
the facts and we will obej the order when the court says so." That
was their right and privilege under the law to do that. The Com-
mission was not complaining about their exercising their . rights
under the law, but the Commission was calling attention, as it felt

.

it its duty to do, of the Congress of the United States to the fact
that they could do this and their own action was delayed until a
lawsuit, one of which we have just been reading about, was com-
menced in 1891 and ended in 1897. That was the Coxe Case.
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Senator Kban. There is an extract from the Commissioners' report

for 1895.

Mr. Clements. Thank you. Now, let me go back to that Coxe Case

and say this : When the Maximum Bate Case was decided the Com-
mission dismissed that proceeding, of course, because upon the prin-

ciple of that case the Coxe Case fell to the ground ; but it was begun
m 1891 and it was dismissed—not tried in the court of appeals—in

1897. The Senator from New Jersey calls my attention to this quota-

tion said to be from the Commission's report in 1895

:

The complaints investigated by the Commission relate for the most part to

the measure of compensation which the shipper shall pay and the carrier ac-

cept. Yet nowhere in the act is the Commission specifically empowered to de-

cide in any case what this compensation should be, and its authority to do so

exists mainly by implication. It seems a common-sense proposition that the

power to condemn a given rate as unreasonable involves the power to adjudge
and declare what rate is reasonable, and the Commission has invaribly acted

on the assumption. Nevertheless, the correctness of this position has been

openly denied, and it may be too much to claim that the dissenting view is

wholly unsupported by argument.

Well, I can tell you the history of that exactly.

Senator Kjean. That was in 1895?
Mr. Clements. Yes, and that as I remember it, was soon after the

Social Circle Case was decided, in which the Supreme Court used the

same language which tended to the outcome which has since been

realized in the Maximum Eate Case. Although it was not clear, it

pointed to that, and was cited by Colonel Morrison in that report,

notwithstanding the cue that was given, if I may use that term in

the Social Circle Case indicating the trend that way.
The Chairman. Was not the Social Circle Case decided in 1896,

and this report was in 1895?
Mr. Clements. Well, I said I thought not. I will not be sure

about that, but I do know that this qviestion was then beginning to be

mooted and discussed and talked about, and while there was a contest

as to the meaning of the Social Circle Case, it turned out afterwards

that in the Maximum Rate Case the judges were divided as to what
it did mean, whether it went to the full extent they finally went or

not. It was a controverted question.

Senator Newlands. How did the court stand in the Maximum
Rate Case on tliat question ?

Mr. Clements. I think they all decided one way, except Justice

Harlan.
The Chairman. The Social Circle Case was decided March 30,

1896. That is the precise date.

Mr. Clements. It perhaps had been argued and the matter was
being contested. It was brewing, and the matter was on hand, and
the Commission was advised then they were beginning to make this

contest; but still I put the testimony of the chairman of this Com-
mission when the Maximum Rate Case was decided—Mr. Morrison,

who was one of the original panel—and I put in the testimony here of

what he said about it, and although there may have been talk among
lawyers and discussion about it, they put no such question as that in

their answers; and Mr. Johnson, who did finally put it in there after

the indications were that that was going to be attacked—^you have
heard his language when he held up his hands and said, " For
heaven's sake, do not do such a thing as that, and leave us all at sea !

"
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The Chairman. Lawyers often change their opinion.

Mr. Clements. Yes ; there is no doubt about that, and so do other

people. Now, however all that may be, as to whether the Commis-
sion was ever justified in its contention or not, that has been settled.

It has been settled now ever since 1897 that the Commission has no
authority to fix a rate for the future. As I said a moment ago, it

never affirmatively undertook to do that in any case. All it under-
took to do was, when it found a rate unreasonable, to declare that it

was unreasonable and order the violation to the full extent of the un-
reasonableness to cease. That, of course, in effect did operate to

designate a maximum rate, which could not be exceeded for the future

if the order was obeyed, but it did not fix the rate. They could have
charged a less rate, and it was not an affirmative effort to name a rate,

but it was an effort to say to what extent the rate in question and con-

demned was unreasonable and therefore unlawful.
I have not the language before me just at this time, but I have a

memorandum of it that was used by Mr. Bond, the attorney for the
Baltimore and Ohio, in which he said that the Commission never did
undertake affirmatively to fix a rate for the future, and substantially

said that what the Commission undertook to do is what I have just

said, without using his exact language. That is the history of all

this business. It was simply an effort to ascertain how much of the
unreasonable rate was unreasonable and condemn that and leave the
balance. Mr. Bond also goes to the extent of saying, in speaking of
the Esch-Townsend bill, so called, that they—and when asked whom
he meant by " they," he answered, " the Interstate Commerce Commis-
sion "—^in writing that bill they thought they were giving themselves
a discretion in regard to the fixing of a rate which he contended they
had failed in the language of that bill to do. All I care to refer to

in that connection is to say that when Mr. Bond said that they—the
Interstate Commerce Commission—^in writing the Esch-Townsend
bill undertook to do certain things, to give themselves certain discre-

tion in making a rate, that he simply absorbed what was in the
atmosphere among his associate advocates here—that the Interstate
Commerce Commission was at the bottom of that, as it is apparently
believed to be at the bottom of everything else. No member of the
Interstate Commerce Commission ever wrote a line of the Esch-
Townsend bill or asked to make a suggestion about it or had anything
whatever to do with it, and that statement is absolute and will no doubt
be confirmed by the authors of that bill or anybody else who knows
what he is talking about. The Commission had nothing to do with it.

Mr. Bond just naturally assumed it because, in company, as I say,
with his coadvocates here, he assumed that the Commission, of
course, was at the basis of trying to get some more power and to do
that which is imreasonable.

Senator Caemack. It would be just as reasonable to assume that
it was written at the White House.
Mr. Clements. "Well, I should think so; or anywhere else. A

great many things have been assumed. It has been assumed that
the Commission started out with an unwarranted assumption of au-
thority, headed by Judge Cooley, and Judge Cooley is continually
praised, and I join in his praise, for his is a great name. These

S. Doc. 243, 59-1—vol 4 12
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gentlemen praise him whenever they feel he has said something

which can be used, as they think, in some form about the present con-

ditions; but I have called up the testimony of Mr. Morrison, who
was on the original panel, to show that there never was a member
of the Commission who questioned it or who failed to join in one of

these orders, and that included Judge Cooley.

Senator DoUiivER. Judge Cooley wrote some of the orders, did he
not?

Mr. Clements. Yes; he did. Now, what has the Commission
done since that? It has from year to year recommended certain

amendments, among which was that the law ought to be made effect-

ive to the correction of an unreasonable rate when it is ascertained

upon the facts and the parties have been heard; that is as far as

it has ever gone. The Commission has never asked for authority

to make everybody's rates arbitrarily, or any other way. It has never

asked for authority, and it does not recommend any authority, to

originate rates, to lay its hands upon rates in general; and it is an
assumption without reason that the Commission is moved in this

matter, as we are frequently told, by a simple thirst and desire for

more power. Power for what, and why? Why should the Com-
mission put itself in such an attitude in an idle and baseless demand
for power ? Just to bring trouble and turmoil upon itself and every-

body else connected with these questions? Why, there is no clamor,

we are told; there is nothing to complain about, and all the clamor
there is—it has been characterized differently from time to time, this

feeling, sometimes being called " clamor," sometimes " an outcry,"

sometimes a " misguided argument or sentiment," and a " misleading
sentiment "—all this clamor is without cause.

These gentlemen have used all these terms. They have applied
those terms to the Commission in their criticism of the Commission
about its desire for authority, about its recommendations, which were
official and which were made under oath in the exercise of a duty.
How would you have it do—run away from these things?
Would these gentlemen have the Conmiission run away from its

responsibility in reporting the facts as they are developed and its

judgment as to what ought to be done as the law requires it to do?
Because it has done that, all this flood of criticism has come upon it,

and from what source and why? When they speak of Mr. Koose-
velt, the President of the United States, as a gentleman did here,

occupying the same position as the Commission, they know that the
Commission has never recommended or asked for anything more
than the President recommends or suggests, but the President is

spoken of with great reverence, and justly so. They do not assume
to criticise him, but because the Commission has done it, it is ineffi-

cient, it is greedy for power, it is reckless, it would ruin this vested
property and the vested rights in it—destroy it, as Mr. Hill said,

like a freeze, or a frost—anarchy, revolution, chaos, ruin, all over
night—there would not be any credit to buy bonds with, to float

bonds, to get rnoney to double track, to build the bridges, to carry
the people's freight—save us from such an institution as this.

Why, Mr. Hill said, in discussing this, that the Commission might
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well have found something to do in investigating and dealing with
the' terminal charge in New York. He said, "Why should they be
allowed there to charge more for floating over the Harlem River to

New York than the entire rate on grain from the West? " Well,

that must have been very impressive. I think one member of the

committee, whom I have the pleasure of knowing, but who is not
here now, asked him if that was not a matter with which the

Commission could deal under the EUdns Act. Of course it was,

and perhaps under the prior act, because they are required to

publish their terminal rates, and so forth. He was not asked to tell

what he meant by this startling assumed statement of affairs. There
will be something nice for the Commission to busy itself about, and
that a court would probably be slow to say that they might charge

more for that little terminal floating service than the entire through
rate to New York. Well, I should think it would. I do not disagree

with Mr.. Hill about that, but the trouble is that there is no such
condition as that. There is no such state of facts as that. There
never was any such state of facts as that, except possibly in the ex-

treme of some rate war, where everything goes to pieces, like a year
or two ago, when they were carrying grain from the Lakes down to

Philadelphia for 2 mills—^those odd and abnormal things that hap-
pen in a rate war.
I will not say that such a thing as that never happened. I think I

remember when I was a younger man of a rate war down in the
South when they paid a little premium to get it away from the other
roads. That is, they paid the shipper a premium in order to win the
freight. But there is no such condition as that now in New York-,

and there never is when matters are nox"mal. This pictur&que, able,

and distinguished gentleman who has done so much to develop mat-
ters in the Northwest—and he is an able and a practical man—does
not think that his road ought to be regulated. None of them think
that any road ought to be regulated. He does not believe in regula-
tion. Then he talked about everything being all right; that there
were no rates that needed correction, no unreasonable rates, and that
no railroad is going to make an unreasonable rate. Why ? Because,
as you were told this morning, that the interests of the railroads and
its patrons are so bound up together that the very life of the railroad
depends on the prosperity of the patrons, and therefore, in its own
selfish interests, it can do no wrong in respect to these matters of rates.

That was Mr. Hill's attitude in substance about the matter, and yet,

when he wanted to say that the Commission was idle and not doing
its duty and cast an aspersion upon it, he said, " ^Yh.J, here is a rate
in the Southwest on engines that for 500 miles was as much as it was
over his own line from Philadelphia to Yokohama, across the conti-

nent and across the ocean." Somebody asked him about that ; if he
thought that rate was too high. Oh, yes, he said he thought it was
about twice as high as it ought to be. That is in one breath. There
are no unreasonable rates in one breath. The railroads are incapa-
ble of making them, because for their own selfish interests they
would not do it, and then, on the next page, he says, in effect. Here is

a rate that is 100 per cent too high, and therefore, to that extent,
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unreasonable and unlawful. It was because the Commission had not

found it. He did not say what road that was on. He was not asked

to say, and he did not state any fact that you could lay your hand on.

Then he went on and quoted from the Lord's i)rayer, " Deliver us

from temptation," applying that to the Commission, and practically

saying that that was his advice.

That was practically his advice to the Commission—" Deliver us

from temptation." Undoubtedly he meant in trying to get too much
power ; to become the five greatest men in all the world about these

matters. Then he said that those who had come in contact with the

Commission knew that it was incapable of dealing with these great

questions in the proper way. I am not trying to use his exact words,

but I am not misquoting the meaning of what he said, as you will

bear witness. Now, I have been on the Commission for thirteen

years, and the only time that I have ever known that the Commission
came into contact with Mr. Hill, and he with it, was when we investi-

gated the Northern Security Case or the Northern Security's plan.

He was a witness before the Commission at that time and gave his

testimony. When the Commission got through the Department of

Justice asked for the testimony that had been taken before the Com-
mission in that case, in which Mr. Hill and many other of his co-

workers in the railroad business of the same grade testified. The
Government of the United States instituted a proceeding against

that under the antitrust law, and the Supreme Court of the United
States held that that institution and transaction and the whole thing

was a conspiracy under the antitrust law.

Senator Kean. I would like at this time to call your attention to

another case which I will show you.

Mr. Clements. The Senator from New Jersey calls my attention

to an utterance made by the Commission to which I will refer in a

few moments. I was speaking of Mr. Hill's rash utterances in dis-

paragement of the Commission. One of his utterances implied that

there was a terminal charge at New York for floating on the Harlem
River to New York at a sum greater than the through rate on grain

from the West, and I had already stated that there was no such con-

dition. I also want to say that the lighterage charge, which has

again and again been explained, does apply on floating grain across

the river from the Jersey side into New York, and that is usually a

charge of 3 cents. There is a floating or lighterage charge which
the carriers bringing the grain to the river on the Jersey side put in

for floating it across the river into New York. That is not, however,

a terminal charge in any true sense. It is not contracted as a terminal

charge. It is what the delivering road which makes the last haul

charges in a division of the through rate from the West to New York,

not to Jersey City or to Hoboken or to any of those places on that

side of the river, but there is a through rate charged from the western

point to New York proper, and that includes the transportation across

the river at New York, and the delivering road which does that

in its own floating vessels, which is a part of its line, takes 3 cents

out of the through rate before prorating the balance between the

connecting lines that liave originated it in the western points.

So that it is no more a terminal charge than is the division of the

last road in every connecting through route on any transportation.
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It is not any sort of terminal charge that the law requires to be
separately charged. There is no secret about it. It is a division of
the through rate, and the criticism was wholly unwarranted by the
facts or by any interpretation of the law as applied to the facts that

exist. Now, I did refer to this gentleman's use of that portion of the
Lord's prayer, " Deliver us from temptation," which meant that this

Commission ought to keep out of temptation to seek more unnecessary
power, and I refer to the further statement, which was to the effect

that those who came in contact with the Commission knew perfectly

well that it was not competent to deal with these questions. That was
the substance of it, and I repeat that the only time since I have been
on the Commission that he has had contact with the Commission,
or the Coriimission has had with him, was when it investigated the

Northern Securities scheme, in which he was a witness and told of

the scheme, and, of course, we never convinced him that that was a

bad thing to do. The Supreme Court doubtless has failed to convince
him that it was not a good thing to do. He expresses with freedom
his contempt for the views of the Commission about these questions.

Like other witnesses who have appeared here, or advocates, he is

not so ready to express his dissenting views from the court, and from
the President of the United States, but he focalizes his wrath upon
the Interstate Commerce Commission. The Supreme Court of the
United States in that case held that that was, as I repeat, a con-
spiracy in violation of the criminal provisions of the antitrust law,
and whatever else may be said of the Interstate Commerce Com-
mission, the judicial power of the United States has never yet been
called upon to restrain it from committing a crime against the
public under the interstate-commerce law or the antitrust law. Mr.
Hill further said

:

A year ago we were carrying flour from Minnesota to Australia and to China
and to Japan, but tlie Interstate Commerce Commission came in and affixed
a condition tliat compelled us to stop carrying the trade.

Senator Foeakee. What was that condition?
Mr. Hill. They said, " You must file with us your through rate and your

proportion as between your ships, whether It is your ship or anybody else's, with
us In Washington." We said, " If we file a rate, it is a published rate, and the
German ship or the British ship or the Dutch ship or the Norwegian ship or the
Italian ship is under no such obligation, and we can not change it after we have
filed it with you, without notifying you," etc.

Now, there is a statement that the Commission had fixed a condition
which broke up this beneficent business, good for the railroad that
Mr. Hill represents, good for the public, and good for all American
people to dispose of their surplus, etc.

Senator Kean. What was the fact?
Mr, Clements. I was just coming to that. The Commission had

held an inquiry in respect to the matter of the publication of tariffs

on exports and imports, and, having called in the railway people,
notified all of them and heard what they had to say about it, wrote up
what it believed to be the facts and the requirements of law in respect
to that matter.

Senator Kean. In this instance did you try to compel the Great
Northern road to file their rates ?

Mr. Clements. No, .sir; we did not. We ascertained the facts
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and presented them in a report, as the law requires, and presented

our conclusions in respect to it, and, reading the sixth section of the

act to regulate commerce, which requires all interstate rates and
foreign rates in respect to these matters to be published and filed, we
could not do anything except to find that the law requires what it

says.

Senator Kean. Is there not a limitation on that ?

Mr. Clements. No. The Commission had investigated this years

ago and listened to the complaints of carriers to the effect that literal

compliance with that in respect to import and export would embar-
rass them in many respects in this oriental business and in other re-

spects, and in its annual report to Congress had set out these difficulties

which they encountered in complying with that provision of the law
in regard to export, and had invited the attention of Congress to it as

a thing in which they ought in some respect to be relieved from the

embarrassment and trouble. The matter kept on. Complaints were
made to this effect. I remember once when we were making a gen-

eral inquiry about grain rates and packing house product rates

from Kansas City—the inquiry was in regard to rebates—one gentle-

man suggested there might be a cessation of rebates in respect to do-

mestic business, possibly, carried wholly in the United States, but so

long as the export rates were not published and not required to be

published and, in fact, were not published, that it was an easy mat-

ter for a packing house to give its business, both domestic and export,

to a railroad, and pay the full rate on the domestic and take whatever
it pleased in the way of rebates out of the export business.

If there is to be no established tariff, or if there be one that is not

required to be published, or, if published, it is not required to be ad-

hered to, and the provisions of the sixth section do not apply to export

business, it needs only a suggestion to indicate that a business that is

carried on partly export and partly domestic can pay the full rate

on the domestic business in which the tariff is published and do what
it pleased in respect to the balance. So, the Commission never' com-
pleted this case, knowing that many roads did not publish these

export rates, claiming they could not do it without embarrassment,
and it did not proceed to enjoin or indict, but it called the carriers

together and heard all they had to say, and wrote up the result, and
here it is, and after finding that the law requires it and that the Com-
mission has no discretion under the law to waive it, it concluded the

case with this paragraph:

Upon the whole, we are inclined to leave this matter as It la until oppor-

tunity has been afforded carriers to adjust their 'tariffs and arrangements, and,

if so advised, pi-esent this matter to Congress
; provided, however, that in the

meantime all carriers that do not maintain export and import tariffs shall file

with the Commission, as promptly as possible, a statement of the rates actually

charged. It is evident there must be uniformity in the enforcement of these

provisions of the act. One carrier can not be expected to publish and maintain
Its tariffs, while its competitor is relieved from that obligation. If the act

is not amended within a reasonable time, it will be our duty to enforce it

That remains that way to this day. That was done before the

assembling of the last Congress—perhaps the early part of last year

—

and yet Mr. Hill comes in and tells you that the Commission created

a condition which destroyed this foreign business on flour; and the

Commission took the responsibility, in view of the embarrassment
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that might arise in respect to this matter, and which had arisen, and
knowing the fact that there was not a general compliance with this

requirement of the law. Some rates were published and some were
not, and it has presented the matter in that way and taken the respon-

sibility of waiting to see what might be done before undertaking to

create a hard condition.

Senator DoiiLrvER. In other words, you practically suspended that

part of the law ?

Mr. Clements. We ignored that requirement of the law, which is

a pretty serious responsibility for an administrative board to take

upon itself, and we did it in the belief that there was a good reason

which was presented, and it was not done secretly. It was put into

a published report and the Congress was advised of it, and the reasons

for it; and yet after all that has been done and that responsibility

taken, in order to prevent the very thing that Mr. Hill says the Com-
mission has enforced upon him, he comes here and says that the

Commission created this condition.

Now, a good deal has been said in respect to certain cases that the
Commission has disposed of. Professor Meyer, assistant professor
of economics in the Chicago University, appeared before the com-
mittee a few days ago and gave testimony in which he referred to

what is called the " Milk Case," which was decided by the Commission
some years ago, and he brushed it aside as one of the very plain cases

of incompetency and ineiRciency on the part of the Commission,
because there was one rate from any place within about 300 miles from
New York on milk, and the complaint was made that it created an
undue discrimination between the localities near by and those far

away. The Commission heard the case, which was presented by able

counsel, including Mr. Choate, who represented the milk dealers that
were complaining, and the producers and dealers that were complain-
ing of the discrimination, and able counsel on the other side, there

being a thorough investigation, and the Commission held that thert

was a discrimination there in favor of the far-away points as againsv
the near-by points and recommended a scale of rates which wert
higher for the far-off points than for the near-by points. That war.

the whole sum of that case.

The Chairman. Do you remember the adjustment now? Di??

you put it in zones ?

Mr. Clements. We put it in zones.

The Chairman. Can you state now from memory how that id

distributed over the 300 miles ?

Mr. Clements. I can not from memory. I could file here the
Commission's report and the specific finding and disposition of the
case if desired.

The Chairman. Was there any appeal from that case!
Mr. Clements. No appeal.
The Chairman. It was acquiesced in?
Mr. Clements. Yes.
The Chairman. I wish you would, as a matter of information,

because we have had this subject up before, file just what the find-

ings were—^that is, the rates—^how many groups you made, and the
rates.

Mr. Clements. If you wiU allow me, I will file the report of the
Commission in that case.
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The CiiAiKMAN. Well, an extract from it.

Mr. Clements. Yes; we will do that.

Senator Cullom. File what is strictly pertinent to your conclu-

sion.

The Chairiean. We do not want the whole report. There seems

to be some confusion in the minds of the committee about it.

Senator Dollivee. There were several of these milk cases.

Mr. Clements. I think there were some others at other times.

Senator Dolliver. I read one of them where the decision seemed

to be that the end-of-the-route men should have the same privilege

as the near-by men.
Mr. Clements. I do not know what case you refer to.

Senator Dollivee. I think that was the first milk case. It is in

one of the early reports of the Commission.
Mr. Commissioner Knapp. That was one which was only 100 miles

out.

Senator Dollivee. I think it was 200 miles.

Mr. Commissioner Knapp. It may be; I do not remember about

that.

Mr. Clements. I will have to look up the record about that, be-

cause I did not participate in that case. It was an earlier one than

my connection with the Commission. I was with the Commission
in this New York case, and this same assistant, Professor Meyers,

finds fault with the fact that the Commission took in this blanket

rate and split this up and said there was something connected with

a man's geographical position which affected the matter of costs,

and the considerations are set forth in the report. Yet it is brushed

aside by this doctrinaire, who from his sanctum reads about rates

in Germany and elsewhere without going over there to investigate

the conditions or knowing anything &,bout them in a practical way,

and he is deemed a wise adviser here by these gentlemen who teU

you that nobody knows anything about rates except them, and a man
who knows about it must be in it all the time himself in a practical

way. Yet here is this professor who said he had not been to Ger-

many and he was discussing rates and conditions in Germany, which
he said, he had read in reports, etc.

Then he referred to another case where the vegetable rates into the

city from near-by points and far-away points were involved, and the

Commission there decided there was some discrimination when the

rate was the same, regardless of distance, when the distance was
great; and he said that was a case in which one Mr. Ray com-
plained to the Commission, and the Commission found error. Well,

we have always supposed that one Mr. Ray, although he may be

somewhat small in the eyes of the doctrinaire who promulgates
theories for the Government of all conditions, still is entitled to his

protection and his equal opportunities under the laws of the United
States as we understand them. Then the professor said in substance

that the Interstate Commerce Commission could never see anything

except that the price of somebody's land was falling off, or that a

mill which produces 50 barrels of flour a day was falling off in its

production on account of some rates. Well, how is it possible for a

man to answer such statements as Ibis according to their folly? It

has been said that aristocracy wherever it exists will always dictate
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public sentiment. We have none in this country except as wealth
creates distinctions of that sort.

Wealth always finds it is easy to employ men of theory and doc-

trine and ability to express its views, and they are often directed to

educating the public up to the idea of the superior sanctity of vested
rights as against individual rights and individual opportunities in

the contests in which men engage in the different walks of life. It

is ordinarily to be expected that these gentlemen would attack a

doctrine or practice that was at variance to the doctrines dear to the

patron saint of that institution whose colossal fortune had its incep-

tion and support to a large measure in the rebates in the early times
of this business of Standard Oil, etc., which came like a mildew, like

an overreaching cloud that leveled all competitors and gave the
field to him, a position he still occupies. They employ not only able

lawyers and other people to represent their views as a means of dis-

seminating their doctrines, but they found colleges and institutions

of learning that the younger generation may be taught the superior
sanctity of vested rights and vested property.
Now, if the Interstate Commerce Commission should bring in here

a professor who had never had anything to do with the practical

affairs of railroads, how much would the railroads accept his views
as sustaining the views of the Commission? Why, this must all be
done by the practical men, they say, who have grown up with the
business, who know, as nobody else does, who have the precise knowl-
edge for regulating all these varying conditions from time to time,

the cost of service, the cost of movements, the value of the service to

the shipper, and the fluctuating interests manifested in competition.
It requires a man who is constantly in the business, they say, who
has done nothing. else, who has all the exact knowledge to fix and
arrange these things with a nicety, and perfect justice and equality
between every man and every interest. Why, Mr. Chairman and
gentlemen, no man has that. No railroad president has it; no rail-

road traffic man has it. Mr. Stickney is right when he says there
is no such precise knowledge as that. There is none attainable. The
most that can be done in an effort to do justice and equality in this
matter is an approximation.

Is there any exact knowledge that enables a jury of twelve men
to tell you exactly to a cent how much you are damaged in a case of
tort or any other matter that becomes an issue ? It is an estimate ; it

is the conscience; it is ordinary practical judgment and common sense
applied to the facts—an effort to say what is right. That is the ut-
most' that can be done in many of these matters. It is a false pre-
tense that there is any such thing had or attainable as precise knowl-
edge, which enables anybody to do these things with nicety or exact
justice. Since this can not be done it is manifestly unjust that the
shipper should make the rate for the railroads, because he is inter-
ested; but it is equally unjust, if the shipper has any right in the
question, that he should have no voice, and that the other party at
interest in respect to the matter should have the making of the rates
without let or hindrance. The question is whether or not some disin-

terested tribunal upon conscience and upon oath and official responsi-

bility shall determine that. I do not say that the Interstate Com-
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merce Commission shall do it. Many times this Commission has
called attention to the need of such a tribunal. It has more often

suggested some public tribunal than it has ever said or suggested the

Interstate Commerce Commission should do the same.
The law says the rates shall be reasonable and just. It has assumed

that there is such a thing possible as an unreasonable rate, and it has
made that unlawful. Not only the shippers, but other parties injured

by a rate are authorized now to file a complaint alleging unlawfulness
and extortion in rate. The law does not permit merely the Inter-

state Commerce Commission to investigate it, but it requires and
demands it to report upon it, to report the facts and to report its con-

clusions. That assumes that there is such a thing possible as an
unjust and unreasonable rate. It assumes that the shipper or the

consumer or somebody besides the railroad has an interest in it, a
lawful interest, a right to question, a right to put it in issue. Where-
upon, if that be so, is it not an anomaly that in this particular busi-

ness or matter one of the parties at interest shall determine what is

right, and the other shall be left without any voice in the matter?
What is asked for is that the shipper may have the right somewhere
along the line to be heard in respect to this question in which he has
a recognized lawful right.

Now, is there anything unreasonable, irrational, revolutionary,

extreme about that? Are not the tribunals of the country open for

the settlement of controversies by juries and by courts in respect to

all other matters? What is there revolutionary about this? From
time immemorial, in controversies in which the parties are at issue,

and in which both have a right, the common law has stepped in and
settled those controversies by outside parties. When you call a jury

to settle a controversy between two parties you obtain a jury that

knows the least about it, in order that it may be impartial. Is it

impossible that a commission composed of five or seven men, one
coming on at a time and going on in that way, shall attain that knowl-
edge about these matters that would enable it, after it has heard both
sides, to do as like tribunals do in other cases, and in all things to do
what is approximately fair and reasonable and right, and do so

without any hope that any tribunal, or any railroad man, or any
shipper, or anybody else, can ever lay his finger on the precise amount
that makes justice and equity between both parties, something which
is not attainable ? Is it impossible for a tribunal of that sort to take

into account the varying conditions when presented by intelligent

railroad men on one side and shippers on the other, to put all these

facts together, and give them the same sort of consideration which,
if it is not based on as full an experience as a railroad man obtains,

will at least be the judgment of a party that is not interested in the

matter ?

Now, it is said for many reasons there is no need of any legisla-

tion. The first is because everything is all right anyway ; that there

is no cause of complaint, and that there is no complaint. Well, I

will not waste any time on that. I suppose the Commission will not

be charged with "having misled the President of the United States.

I suppose it will not be charged with having indulged in this outcry,

this great clamor which has no foundation in fact or in justice. It

is needless for me to argue that question. Mr. Hill found a rate that

was 100 per cent too high. He did not tell us where it was.
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The Commission has decided during the years it has been in exist-

ence about 400 formal complaints, and it has made orders in about
170 of those. It has dismissed or otherwise disposed of about 230.

This includes the cases in which it found with the railroad as against

the complainant, and some others have been in cases where the cause

of complaint was removed either before the taking of the testimony or

afterwards before the decision, and in various ways they went out.

A large number of them are cases in which the Commission decided

with the railroads. In the cases in which mandatory orders were
made and complied with there are about 94. The number in which
mandatory orders were partially complied with is 21; the number
in which orders were disobeyed, 55 ; suits brought in court to enforce

orders which were ignored, about 48.

Senator Cullom. Those are all in addition to the cases where you
settled them in an informal way ?

Mr. Clements. Yes ; these are simply the formal complaints where
a petition has been filed and an answer made, and the Commission has

heard the case, like a proceeding in court, and disposed of it. There
are a number of other cases that have not proceeded that far that have
been disposed of in one way or another and a number still pending,
and it does not include in this about 2,300 informal complaints which
have been made in the last five years, as set forth in our answer.

Senator Cttllom. Will you state whether in any of these cases you
refer to that you disposed of in a formal way you attempted to settle

them before proceedings were begun ?

Mr. Clements. In a great many of these cases which became formal
there was a correspondence and conference and an effort to adjust the
matter before it took that shape. A great many of these cases which
are in the answer we have made to your resolution showing about
2,300 informal cases disposed of in the last five years are cases which
have been settled with correspondence without reaching the stage of

a formal complaint.

The Chairman. You have been able to settle that many between
the shippers and the carriers?

Mr. Clements. No.
The Chairman. Why, were not the 2,300 cases disposed of satis-

factorily ?

Mr. Clements. Not all satisfactorily. Let me tell you about that.

That number includes those brought up by informal correspondence.
Some of them grew into formal cases afterwards. A large number of
those are overcharge matters where the rate can be settled—that is,

when the complaint comes in it is referred to the auditor, who has
his hand on the rates as they are published and filed, and he makes
up a statement to see whether the rate charged was too much or not,

and when he makes it he says what it ought to be, and when that is

submitted to the carriers, if thej find that there is no error in that, as

they generally do, they accept it as the rate and promptly adjust the
matter.

Now, a good many of these cases were cases where there was some
controversy about classification or rate, and some of those were ad-
justed, A large number of them are, however, cases where there is

some correspondence, and the matter is taken up in that way, and it

is presented to the roads, and they see no way from their standpoint
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to change the rates, and they decline to do so, and the shipper de-

clines to file a formal complaint, and the matter is practically

dropped, so that in many of these cases not all of them are by any
means adjusted. They are adjusted or abandoned. Many of them
are adjusted, however, and no doubt some of them are cases that are

groundless. The Commission does not urge a man to make a formal
complaint out of his informal complaint. He is left to determine the
matter for himself, and the matter is often dropped at that. But I
read these figures to show that there is no justification for the idea

that is constantly brought forth in these hearings to the eflFect that

the Commission has been in an attitude of unjust hostility.

Mr. Bobbins, I think, the other day spoke of the hostility of the

Commission to the car lines. Well, you know when I used to prac-

tice law down in north Georgia and to get around in the justice

courts I used frequently . to hear a man who was disappointed at

something that the justice of the peace did—go out and curse the

court, as we called it—whether the court was right or wrong. Peo-
ple do not like to lose their cases; people do not like to be disap-

pointed, and people do not like to be investigated and to have facts,

which they would rather not have made public, exposed; and it

seems hardly just that because of these various matters there should
be a disposition to criticise the Commission for what it has done and
to turn this investigation as to what the law should be into a criti-

cism and a complaint against the Commission on the part of these

people because it has not enforced the law against them. That is

a peculiar situation.

The Chairman. I desire to say that it is not necessary for you to

come here and defend the Commission at all.

Mr. Clements. I am very glad to hear that. I could not know, of
course, how that was. I saw it stated in the paper a few days ago
that whatever else might be the result of these hearings, one thing
was sure—that from the expressions of the committee the Commis-
sion would be severely condemned and criticised.

The Chairman. I hope that you do not believe all that you see in
the newspapers.
Mr. Clements. No

;
and I would not believe the members of this

committee capable of making up their minds about this matter and
concluding so serious a result as that without hearing what we have
to say, but it illustrates this, that there has been a continued attack
day by day from very high sources, and these gentlemen, as Pro-
fessor Meyer, of the Chicago University, said have greater imagina-
tions than the poets. He thinks they have developed the world and
the fullness thereof, and their imagination exceeds the imagination
of the Grecians and the Eomans in the palmiest days of mythology.
Now, these are the gentlemen, and it is from their lofty standards,
who have day by day testified to the incompetence of the Interstate
Commerce Commission. I will not call it testimony. I still say
that it is advocacy on the part of those employed on that side of the
question. Do you expect them to come in here and court regulation?
Did anybody ever court regulation? Do I think there is any law
needed to restrain me from robbing you or otherwise injuring you?
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We make laws to restrain others, not ourselves. Now, these gentle-

men do not court regulation.

This question was up here for about ten years, and the Senator from
Illinois (Mr. CuUom), at this end of the Capital, and that distin-

guished, honest, strong friend of justice, Mr. Eeagan, of Texas, at

the other end of the Capitol, took an interest in the matter when it

was up for about ten years. No doubt he remembers then that he
heard the same cry—ruin, chaos, destruction, revolution, bankruptcy,
widows and orphans that have these bonds and stocks, savings banks

—

all of them. I remember that it is thirty years ago when I happened
to be a member of the legislature in Georgia, when there was a propo-

sition then of a law creating a State railroad commission. We then

heard the same thing, that there were to be no more railroads built in

Georgia, and that that was to be the end ; there was to be no develop-

ment. The law, however, was passed, and it has been a law ever since,

and there has been tenfold more authority delegated to the commis-
sion than this Commission has ever suggested, until to-day they make
the classifications, have classified rates, and make the rates all over

the State. One by one other States have done the same, and still

there is hardly a road in the country to-day in the hands of the courts.

They used to be at war and they would plunge and make rates that

were ridiculous and destroy their revenues. They used to be in the

hands of the courts more often than they are now.
I had a conversation with Mr. Peck, of Chicago, the other day,

after he made his argument. I would say that he was a notable

exception to this disposition to place his entire argument here upon
the faults of the Commission, supposed or otherwise, and he argued
like a lawyer the questions of law. After it was over he asked me
if I had read his remarks. I said : "Yes

;
you did just exactly like

you would do in a court-house; you did just like a defendant or any-
body else would expect you to do. You are employed by the rail-

roads, and you went there as an employee of the railroads to argue
their side of the question." Now, did anybody expect him to do
anything else? Did anybody expect him to go and state that his

road needed regulation because it was charging too much or because
it was paying rebates? Does anybody expect my friend Mr. Hines,
as the lawyer of the Atlantic Coast Line, to come up here and tell

you that the Atlantic Coast Line needs regulation? These gentle-

men are not witnesses; they are advocates. I do not disparage
what they say as men. I do not expect them to say anything except
an argument against any regulation at all. That has always been
so. But it is said that the interests of the railroads and the inter-

ests of the shipper are so bound up together that the carrier dare not
do any wrong to the shipper because it would reflect against the
carrier in its revenues. In other words, it is to the interest of the
carrier to build up the interests of the shipper on its lines.

I concede that, and I concede further that the general policy of
the roads is in that direction and to that end. It would be senseless

to expect anything else ; but because that is a general policy it does
not follow that there are no cases of injustice, because some communi-
ties have a great deal more influence on the management than others
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have, and when it is left to that sort of matter, to the self-interest

of the carrier, there are some who can be heard, and others are per-
haps too weak to be heard. It would be a great exaction on the
time of these gentlemen if every single shipper in every little town
and hamlet in the country could come in and be heard, but a great
big chamber of commerce composed of capitalists can generally be
lieard almost any time. It would be an anomaly to say that in this

business the rights of one party to the transaction should be left for

protection to the interests of the other party. I do not know any other

department of life, any other line of business, in which the public,

the lawmaking power, leaves the interests of one party to a trans-

action of this sort solely to the protection of the self-interest of the

other party. It would hardly be assumed to be a sound basis for

the ascertainment and administration of justice anywhere else, and
yet that is the proposition, that is the whole argument—that there

can be no wrong on account of the common interests between the two

—

and it rests upon the assumption that the rightful and lawful inter-

ests of one party to the transaction can be left for its protection to

the self-interest of the other party. Is that a sound proposition?

Now, these gentlemen, when they have been asked at the conclu-

sion of their statements if they have any suggestions to make as to

amendments to the law in the nature of such as would improve it have
said, "Just push up the Interstate Commerce Commission a little and
make them force us to obey the law as it is now and things will be
better." Then they say it would help things if they were permitted
under a law to agree upon rates and to maintain them, and that there

need be no fear of an abuse of that. In that connection there has
been some discussion of another decision by the Commission in respect

to rates from Chicago and Cincinnati into the southeastern territory.

That has been referred to as an example of what the Commission
would do if it had the power to reduce rates complained of. In dis-

cussing that case it has been disclaimed, as I understand it, by Mr.
Hines, that there was anything shown that indicated that there was a
combination between the roads or a division of territory or a division
of the business whereby the rates from these western centers to south-
eastern territory were kept up higher than they would have been
under free competition. That, briefly stated, is what I understand
to be his contention. In that respect he has discussed the case as a
case of discrimination as between the Middle West and the East for
business in the common territory of the South. In the statement of
the matter he has referred to the fact that there was no pretense or
claim that the rates from the Ohio River to this territory were
unreasonably high.

Now, I have that case before me—just what the Commission did do,
or what it undertook to do. This is the case out of which grew the
maximum-rate decision of the Supreme Court. I will not take the
time now to hunt it up, but in this there is a specific quotation from
the complaint of the Chicago Board of Trade that these rates from
the Ohio River to southeastern territory—say Atlanta, as a center

—

were unreasonably high. The complaint was twofold. The Cin-
cinnati freight bureau complained that the rates were unjustly and
unequally related with reference to eastern rates to that territory.

The Chicago Board of Trade complained of the same ^ing, that the
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rates from the Ohio River into that territory were unreasonably high.
Both features were put into the complaint and the cases were con-
fsolidated, heard, and handled and disposed of together, and the Com-
mission distinctly held that it could not undertake to make the rates

on these roads from the Ohio River into southeastern territory a per-
centage of or base them in any way upon the rates from eastern cities

to that territory, they being independent roads and independent
lines, and one road should not fix the scale of rates for another
territory.

It did not undertake to do any such thing as that, but it went back
to the complaint that they were unreasonably high, and upon that,

and that alone, the order was based. There was at that time an agree-

ment between these roads binding them together under what was
known as the Southern Railway and Steamship Association. I have
a copy of the articles of agreement that were in force at the time
this case was filed and heard. I do not desire to read extracts from
that at length and take your time here, but since it has been dis-

claimed that there was any spirit of combination that affected these

rates, and that there was nothing but the freest of competition, I
think it is incumbent upon me to read somewhat from that agree-
ment.

Sec. 2. For the mutual protection of the various interests and for the purpose
of securing the greatest amount of net revenue to all the companies, parties to
this agreement, it is agreed

Senator Dolliver. What is the date of that?
Mr. Clements. This agreement was made on the 4th day of Jan-

uary, 1892. [Continues reading
:]

It is agreed that what are termed " western lines " shall protect the revenue
derived from transportation by what are known as " eastern lines " with the
rates as fixed by this association, so far as can be done by the exaction of local
rates, and that eastern lines shall in a like manner protect like revenue of
western lines.

Then section 2 of article 23 reads as foUows

:

It is distinctly understood and agreed that the maintenance of rates as estab-
lished under the -rules of the association is of the very essence of this agree-
ment, and the parties hereto pledge themselves to require all their connections
to maintain such rates, and in the event of any company or line or its connec-
tions not members of the association failing to conform to this obligation, the
other parties in interest pledged themselves to increase their proportion of
through rates sufficiently to protect the authorized rate whenever required by
the commission to do so

—

That meant the officer of this association and commission. [Con-
tinues reading :]

provided that in no case shall any company be required to charge more than
the published, local rates.

Then here is a division of territory, a line drawn from Buffalo
by way of Pittsburg, Salamanca, and some other place in the north,
with a specific stipulation among these roads in this signed agree-
ment that traffic originating west of that line should not be carried
by the roads in the East and delivered in the Southeast west of a
line that was there set out, from Chattanooga to Montgomery and
other places, perhaps. I am not sure about the line, but there was a
line in the South and one in the North, and an obligation in this

agreement that the eastern roads should not reach over and take
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business west of that line in the North for delivery in the South, west
of the line down there, and that the western roads should not reach

east of that line in the North for business east of that other line in

the South. It is all set out here.

Senator Dolliver. Now, was that the first agreement?
Mr. Clements. No, sir ; there had been other agreements before.

Senator Dolliver. What was the date of the earliest agreement as

to that division of southern business ?

Mr. Clements. I can not tell. Of course the date is set out some-
where in this report.

Senator Dolliver. I got an impression it was about as far back as

1870.

Mr. Clements. They came together in 1870 or 1871. That is set

out here. Mr. Peck was then presiding over their deliberations when
they met.

Senator Dolliver. Was it your intentioH to have the report

printed ?

Mr. Clements. I would be glad to have it printed here.

Senator Dolliver. We will be glad to have it included.

Mr. Clements. Because it sets forth these facts just as they are.

The agreement referred to is as follows

:

The Southern Railway and Steamship Association—
Agreement.

This agreement, made this 14th day of January, A. D.
1892, by the parties whose signatures are hereto attached,
witnesseth that

—

Whereas the establishment and maintenance of tariffs

of uniform rates to prevent unjust discrimination such
as necessarily • arises from the irregular and fluctuating

rates which inevitably attend the separate and independ-
ent action of transportation lines is important for the

protection of the public ; and
Whereas it is deemed to be the mutual advantage of the

public and the transportation companies that business in

which they have a common interest should be so con-

ducted as to secure a proper correlation of rates, such as

will protect the interests of competing markets without
unjust discrimination in favor of or against any city or

section; and

_
Whereas these objects can be attained by the coopera-

tion on the part of the various transportation lines en-

gaged in the traffic of the territory south of the Potomac
and Ohio rivers and east of the Mississippi Eiver ; and
Whereas such cooperation is absolutely necessary to a

strict compliance with the act of Congress entitled "An
act to regulate commerce :

"

Now, therefore, in order to secure such cooperation
among the said transportation lines and to provide means
for the prompt adjustment of the differences which may
arise between them by placing the conduct of all the

traffic common to two or more companies under well-de-

Objects of
the associa-
tion.

To be at-
tained by co-
operation.
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fined rules and regulations which will insure the mainte-

nance of rates, it is mutually agreed as follows

:

Akticjle FnjST.

Section 1. The association herein formed shall con- BodatioiS'
"^

tinue to be styled " The Southern Railway and Steam-
ship Association."

AsTictE Second.

Section 1. The traffic subject to this agreement shall nJiffJ?'^'i^{,es

be (a) all business for which two or more of the parties wweh^may be

hereto compete, having origin and destination within the

territory of this association—that is, south of the Vir-

ginias and south of the Ohio Eiver and east of the Mis-

sissippi Eiver, and (6) all traffic between territory on orgr^'''!^'=,.^'}J'

north of the southern boundaries of the Virginias and on agreement

or north of the Ohio River and west of the Mississippi

River, and the territory south of such south boundary of

the Virginias and the Ohio River and east of the Missis-

sippi River, except that traffic to or from a local point on
any line shall be considered local to that line, and so far

as that line may be concerned shall not be subject to this

agreement, and further except that traffic between points

on the Ohio and Mississippi rivers or between points on
the Ohio and Mississippi rivers and points north of the
Ohio and west of the Mississippi River shall not be sub-

ject to this agreement.

Sec. 2. For the mutual protection of the various inter- m^uS°p?otee-
ests and for the purpose of securing the greatest amount tion to eastern

of net revenue to all the companies parties to this agree- unes."*^
^"^^

ment, it is agreed that what are termed western lines shall

protect the revenue derived from transportation by what
are known as eastern lines, under the rates as fixed by
this association, so far as can be done by the exaction of
local rates, and that eastern lines shall in like manner
protect like revenue of western lines.

Sec. 3. That a line from Buffalo through Salamanca, ^e^^lJHer?""
Pittsburg, Wheeling, and Parkersburg, to Huntington, todies ™snec-

W. Va., be' made the dividing line between eastern and ^*^

western lines for the territory hereinafter outlined.
That the western lines shall not make joint rates from
points east of that line for any points east of a line drawn
from Chattanooga through Birmingham, Sehna, and
Montgomery to Pensacola.

Sec. 4. The eastern lines, including the Richmond and
Danville Railroad via Strasburg or points east of Stras-
burg, and the East Tennessee, Virginia and Georgia Rail-

way via Bristol, shall not make joint rates on traffic from
points west of that line (Buffalo, etc.), to any points on
or west of a line drawn from Chattanooga through
Athens, Augusta, and Macon to Liveoak, Fla.

Sec. 5. iSie traffic from Buffalo through Salamanca,

S. Doc. 243, 59-1—vol 4 13
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Cooperation
between east-
ern and west-
ern lines
promised.

Pittsburg, Wheeling, and Parkersburg to Huntington,

W. Va., and points on that line to and east of Chatta-

nooga, Calera, and Selma shall be carried by either the

eastern or -western lines only at such rates as may be

agreed upon.
Sec. 6. It is understood that the eastern and western

lines will cooperate in the enforcement of the third and
fourth section of this second article.

Time and
place for hold
ing conven-
tions.

Aeticle Third.

Section 1. The representatives of the several com-
panies, members of the association, shall meet in conven-

tion annually on the second Wednesday in June, in the

city of New York, or at such other place as may be mu-
tually agreed upon, and special meetings may be called

at any time as hereinafter provided.

Article Fourth,

conventioM."' SECTION 1. The business to be transacted in general

convention shall be confined to the election of officers, fix-

ing their salaries, the representation of members on the

executive board, and the adjustment of such matters as

can not be properly determined by the executive board

with the aid of the board of arbitration. Each company
a member of the association shall have one vote. Two-
thirds of the whole vote of the members present shall be

required to make the action of the convention binding.

Companies members of the association may be represented

in the convention by the president, vice-president, gen-

eral manager, traffic manager, superintendent, or general

freight agent, in person or in proxy, provided such proxy
presents to the secretary a properly attested power of

attorney. In case of more than one nomination being

made for any office the election shall be by ballot.

Article Fifth.

Officers of
association.

Vacancy In
elective office.

Section 1. The following officers shall be elected at the

annual meeting, and shall hold their office until the next

annual meeting, and thereafter until their successors are

elected. A president, a commissioner, a secretary, and
three arbitrators.

Sec. 2. In the event of a vacancy occurring in any
elective office the president may fill the vacancy until a

general meeting can be convened to elect a successor, and
such meeting shall be called by the president within

twenty days after the vacancy occurs.

Article Sixth.

sented^on ofe
SECTION 1. The East Tcnnessce, Virginia and Georgia

executive Railway ; Norfolk and Western Eailroad ; Eichmond and
boaid. •' ' '
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Danville Railroad; Seaboard and Roanoke Railroad;
Central Railroad of Georgia ; Georgia Railroad ; Western
and Atlantic Railroad; Wilmington and Weldon Rail-

road ; Atlanta and West Point Railroad, and Western
Railway of Alabama; Savannah, Florida and Western
Railway; Old Dominion Steamship Company; Ocean
Steamship Company; Merchants and Miners' Transpor-
tation Company; Cape Fear and Yadkin Valley Rail-

way; Cincinnati, New Orleans and Texas Pacific Rail-

way; Illinois Central Railroad; Kansas City, Memphis
and Birmingham Railroad; Louisville, New Orleans and
Texas Railway; Louisville and Nashville Railroad; Mo-
bile and Ohio Railroad; Nashville, Chattanooga and St.

Louis Railway, and Newport News and Mississippi Val-
ley Company shall each designate a representative, who
shall be authorized to represent them in matters of busi-

ness with the association or its members. The several

representatives so designated and such other representa-
tives of members of the association as may be designated
by the executive board shall constitute the executive
board, of which the commissioner shall be chairman. If
any company or line which is entitled to a representatijre

fails to appoint one, or if their representatives be not
present at any meeting of the executive board, such com-
pany or line shall be represented by the commissioner.

Abticle Seventh.

Section 1. The executive board shall meet at the call exUutile^
°'

of the commissioner whenever and wherever in his judg- board,

ment it is necessary, or when any three members of the
board request it; but all such calls must state the object
of the meeting and the subject to be acted upon by the
board. All absent members shall be represented by the

shkir^e'^resent
commissioner, whose duty it shall be to make himself absent mem™
familiar with their views and interests, so that he can

*'""

represent them properly; and votes cast by the commis-
sioner for absent members, at any meeting, on any sub-
ject stated in the call, shall have tlie same force and effect

in binding such members as if cast by them in person. .

Other subjects than those mentioned in the call may be
considered and acted upon in the meeting of the execu-
tive board, but the assent of the absent members must be
obtained, or a decision of the board of arbitration, before
such action becomes binding upon them. The executive o/executive"
board shall have jurisdiction over all matters relating to board,

the traffic covered by this agreement but shall act only
by unanimous consent of all its members. In the event
of failure to agree, the questions at issue shall be settled

by the board of arbitration as hereinafter provided for.

Sec. 2. The principle of apportionment of business sub-
ject to arbitration shall be recognized in the operation
of the association so far as this can be lawfully done.
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Article Eighth.

boa"*^mar Section 1. The executive board shall have the right
appoint rate at their discretion to appoint rate committees and other

ana"othirsub- subcommittees, either of their own number or from among
committees. q^q officers and agents of the companies members of the

association, and to delegate to such subcommittees juris-

diction over such matters as may be specially committed

rate"comnm-°' *» their charge. With a view of a proper relative adjust-
tee. ment of all rates, and especially a proper relative adjust-

ment of rate on similar articles from the Eagt and West
to common territory, the rate committees shall have sole

authority to make all rates and classification on all traffic

covered by this agreement, subject to decision of the com-
missioner, the executive board, or board of arbitration, as

hereinafter provided in case such rate committees can not

*^t°™"zed°to' ^S"^^ ; ^^^ 1^ ^^^ ^^*® committee shall fail or omit to

make rates, make rates on any traffic covered by this agreement, the

commissioner shall have authority to make such rates, it

being the intention that there shall be properly authenti-

cated tariffs of rates on all such traffic.

Subcommit- Sec. 2. Subcommittees shall only act by unanimous
tees shall act * , j • j; -t j. j.i. i- j.

•

by unanimous consent, and m tailing to agree the questions at issue may
consent. upon demand of any member, be referred to the executive

board for action at their next meeting, or the votes of

members of the executive board maj' be taken separately

and apart by correspondence, and such questions may be
submitted direct to the board of arbitration when so

authorized by a majority of the executive board.

shai""e^ex-°*' ®^^' ^" "^^^ Commissioner shall be ex-officio chairman
officio chair- of Subcommittee, and as such shall be the medium of com-

subcommfttees munication between the subcommittees and the executive

reslint'^absent''
board. Absent members of subcommittees shall be repre-

members. sented by the commissioner, as in .case of absent members
shai?"ha^ve°au- of the executive board. During the interim between the

cide^'tempo-
*** reference of any matter of difference from a subcommittee

rariiy quea- to the executive board and the final determination of such
tions on wnicn

, < , i • •_/! i n .i_ j__l • •

subcommittees matter the commissioner, ir he deem it a matter requirmg
fall to agree, prompt action, shall have authority to decide it tempo-

rarily, and his decision shall be binding on all parties

until reversed by the executive board or by arbitration.

Article Ninth.

Executive SECTION 1. The executive board shall have authority to

iz*ed to*mak<f' make from time to time such rules and regulations, not

uYationa!''
'^^^' inconsistent with this agreement, as may be necessary to

secure a systematic conduct of the affairs of the associa-

tion and obtain the objects for which it is formed.

Article Tenth.

Duties of Section 1. The president shall preside over all general
the president,

j^gg^jjjgg ^f the association, certify to the record of such
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meetings, and communicate the proceedings to all mem-
bers. He shall call a general meeting of the association
whenever he is requested to do so by three members of the
executive board, or whenever it is, m his judgment, neces-
sary.

Akticlb Eleventh.

Section 1. The board of arbitration shaU hear and de- Duties of

termine all questions which may be submitted to them arbitration."'
under this agreement or by consent of the parties, and the
decisions of the said board of arbitration shall be final

and conclusive.

Akticle Twelfth.

Section 1. The secretary shall make complete and accu- Duties of

rate records of the proceedings of all general meetings of ^^^ sscretary-

the association, the originals of which shall be preserved
in the general oiSce or the association, and copies fur-

nished to each member. He shall act as secretary also to

the board of arbitration, to the executive board, and to all

committees herein provided for, and preserve similar rec-

ords of their proceedings, and perform such other duty
as may be assigned him by the commissioner.

Article Thirteenth.

Section 1. The commissioner shall be the chief execu- Duties of the

tive officer of the association, and as a representative of <=°™™'ssioner.

its members, both severally and jointly, shall act for them
in all matters which come within the jurisdiction of the
association in conformity with the requirements of this

contract and the instructions of the executive board and
committees herein provided for, but exercising his dis-

cretion in all cases which are not provided for either by
this agreement or by the executive board and committees
acting under its authority and sanction. When directed
by the executive board the commissioner shall also take
charge of reports and claims and appoint such clerks
and claim agents as may be necessary, and charge up the
expense to the roads interested in the business on an equi-
table basis, managing the business for the benefit and at
the cost of the companies interested. He shall also have
authority to reduce the rates when necessary to meet the
competition of lines or roads not parties to this agree-
ment, and he may at the same time make corresponding
reductions from other points from which relative rates
are made. He shall have such authority over the traffic

officers and their subordinates and over the accounting
departments of the parties hereto as may be necessary to
enforce the terms of this contract relative to the mainte-
nance of rates, and to require information relating to the
traffic to be furnished to him in such form or manner as
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Accounts
traffic to be
kept by com
missioner.

Disburse-
ments of
funds.

of

he may deem necessary. He shall have access either iu

person or by deputy to the books, papers, correspondence,

etc., of any of the officers, agents, or employees of the

parties hereto that relate to the freight traffic covered by
this agreement.

Ahtiole Fourteenth.

Section 1. The commissioner shall keep such accounts

of the traffic covered by this agreement and make such

reports of the same as may be directed by the executive

board.

Article Fifteenth.

Section 1. All disbursements of the funds of the asso-

ciation shall be made by the commissioner, who shall give

bond, with security, in such amount as shall be satisfac-

tory to the executive board, that he will duly and prop-
erly account for all moneys of the association or belong-
ing to members thereof, which may in any manner come
into his possession or under his control. No payments
shall be made except on properly receipted vouchers,
which shall be held subject to inspection by the executive
board or such person or persons as may be appointed by
them for that purpose.

Article Sixteenth.

Deposits to Section 1. In order to provide for the prompt payment
pay nes.

^^ ^^^ fines that may be assessed against any member of
this association for violating rules, each company shall

deposit with the commissioner an amount equivalent to $5
for each mile of the road operated by said company under
the provisions of this agreement, or, in case where a com-
pany operates a water line, $5 for each mile allowed as a

prorating distance in the decision of through rates, pro-

vided such amounts shall not exceed in the aggregate the

sum of $5,000 for any one company ; but in all cases where
fines are assessed the commissioner is hereby authorized

to draw at sight on the parties against whom such fines

are assessed for the full amount of said fines, and each

company party to this agreement hereby binds himself to

promptly pay such drafts, it being the intent and mean-

ing of this section that the deposit herein provided for

shall not be diminished by reason of the payment of any

fines that may be assessed against a company making such

deposit.

Article Seventeenth.

Commissioner SECTION 1. The commissioner shall be furnished with

i°ahtdwith copies of all manifests for traffic covered by this agree-
copies of mani-^g,^^.^ ^^^-^ copies to be forwarded at the time the ship-
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merits to which they appertain are made, and shall show
the original shipping point and through rates, and also
the divisions thereof, so far as such divisions are con-
trolled by this agreement, and abstracts of such manifests
shall be furnished to the commissioner at the expiration
of each month ; but it is understood that the members of
the associatioh shall not have access to any of such mani-
fests or be furnished with the names of consignors or con-
signees. The tonnage books of every company in the asso-

ciation shall be open at all times to the inspection of the
commissioner or such agent as he may from time to time
appoint, for the purpose of enabling him to get a complete
record of all traffic covered by this agreement.

Article Eighteenth.

Section 1. Copies of all rates that may be from time to ^
cop'es of

time agreed upon or fixed in the manner provided shall sent^ to" om-

be furnished promptly to the auditors and other officers 1111°"
"*"•

of the parties to this contract, and they shall see that the

rates are enforced in conformity therewith and that no
variations are made from such rates or manifests by
voucher or otherwise.

Article Nineteenth.

Section I. That all-rail rates to and from the ports of ^^^3'™"
Boston, Providence, New York, Philadelphia, and Balti-

more to points within the territory as covered by this

agreement shall be higher than the rates by water or com-
bined water and rail lines by the present differentials, as

established by the board of arbitration July 19, 1889, and
subject to the Southern Railway and Steamship Associa-
tion classification.

Sec. 2. Water lines or combined water and rail lines Water lines

may insure against marine risks by issuing insured bills water"nd^^aii
of lading between the above-named ports and points i'°®s may in-

within the territory covered by this agreement, they giv- maSn'e^rUkB.

ing two weeks' written notice to the commissioner, nam-
ing the points to which they will issue insured bills of
lading.

Sec. 3. No water line or combined water and rail line
ri^°^J\gl^^%

shall assume the cost of insurance against marine risk in assumed only

any other manner than herein provided for, viz, by the insured' Mfs°*
issue of insured bills of lading. It is, however, dis- °' lading.

tinctly understood and agreed that no reduction of the
established tariff rates, rebates, or consideration of any
kind shall be given or offered to influence shippers or to
secure their preference for any road or line.

Sec. 4. The above-named differentials as between all- fertntfais' sUaii
rail lines and water or combined water and rail lines shall °ot be changed

not be changed except by arbitration, which may at any tratfon!'''
^'^^^'

time be called for by any party to this agreement.
Sec. 6. The present insurance clause shall remain in
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force until the business shall have been apportioned and
after such apportionment has been jnade eflfective, then

the insurance clause as amended by the majority report

of the committee on revision shall be substituted there-

for.

Article Twentieth.

frOT?*fnteri?r^ SECTION 1. The parties to this agreement who control

eastern points, all-rail liuBS through Alexandria, Hagerstown, Rich-

mond, or Norfolk agree to protect the water lines or com-
bined water and rail lines upon the basis of the above-

named differentials, or such other differentials as may be

fixed by arbitration in making rates between points in the

territory covered by this agreement and all interior points

in the Northern and Eastern States east of the territorial

line above mentioned.
Sec. 2. It is agreed that rates made to points reached

by lines via Cincinnati or Louisville not members of this

association may become the rates of all association lines.

Sec. 3. It is also agreed that in cases where a combina-
tion of locals to and from interior points by rail lines

make lower totals than the established water lines port

rates plus differentials, the rate may be by all lines the

lowest combination, but shall not be less than such com-
bination.

Sec. 4. In all cases changes of rates made imder above

provisions shall be made by the rate committees or the

commissioner, who shall promptly notify all parties in-

terested.

Abticlb Twenty-first.

Reports of Seotion 1. The executive board shall organize such a

revenue to
^ System for the rendition of tonnage and revenue reports

commissioner, ^f traffic Covered by this agreement as shall enable the

commissioner to be at all times fully informed of the

movements thereof and the observance of rates estab-

lished therefor, in order that he may detect promptly any
violation of rates and keep each company or line in-

formed of the action of the other companies or lines.

For these purposes the executive board at their discre-

tion may appoint agents to examine the books of the

members of the association and inspectors of the weights

and classifications, who shall at all times have access to

and be permitted to examine goods. Any losses or dam-
ages resulting to initial carrier from the opening of

packages by inspectors shall be prorated on the basis of

revenue. The expense of such agents and inspectors shall

be distributed among the members as hereinafter set

forth. Tonnage and revenue statements shall be ren-

dered monthly to each member of the association, and

also annually on the 30th day of April in a report to be

made by the commissioner at the expiration of each year
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and distributed to the members at least two weeks before
the annual meeting.

Article Twenty-second.

Section 1. All measures necessary to carry out the reSrred^to*'
puri)ose of this agreement shall be taken jointly by the arbitration.

parties hereto ; and should any question arise upon which
they can not agree in relation to the terms of this con-

tract, or to any matter arising thereunder, it shall be
decided by arbitration as herein provided, it being one of
the fundamental principles of this contract that no party
shall take separate action in any matter affecting the

interest of one or more of the other parties contrary to

the spirit and intent of this contract, and that all differ-

ences relating to the establishment, adjustment, and main-
tenance of rates upon the traffic covered by this contract
shall be adjusted by arbitration.

Aeticle Twenty-third.

Section 1. Whenever rates have been fixed by the rate
committees, the commissioner, the executive board, or by
arbitration there shall be no reduction from such rates
without the consent of the commissioner. No member of
the association shall reduce such rates, directly or indi-
rectly, by any special rate, rebate, or drawback, or by
payment of commissions, or by reductions on manifests,
or by combinations of local rates, or by rebilling, or by
underbilling weights, or by any consideration in the way
of free transportation, or in any manner, or by any device
whatsoever.

Sec. 2. It is distinctly understood and agreed that the Tancrpro°or*
maintenance of rates as established under the rules of tions incase

the association is of the very essence of this agreement, °^ ™* "^^^**^'

and the parties hereto pledge themselves to require aU
their connections to maintain such rates, and in the event
of any company or line, or its connections, not members
of the association, failing to conform to this obligation,
the other parties in interest pledge themselves to increase
their proportions of through rates sufficiently to protect
the authorized rate whenever required by the commis-
sioner to do so : Provided, That in no case shall any com-
pany be required to charge more than its published local
rates.

Sec. 3. Whenever the commissioner shall have reason to^'e'^repMtea
to believe that the rates established under the rules of the to board of

association are not being fully maintained by any line or
^'''"'=-"<'°-

.

company, memlaer of the association, it shall be his duty
to make a full investigation of the facts in such case, and
if in his judgment there has been any violation of this
agreement on the part of any member or members of this
association which he can not properly correct, he shall
submit the evidence in such case to the board of arbitra-
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tion; and if the board of arbitration shall find, after a
full hearing of the case, that any member is guilty of
violating this agreement, it shall impose such penalties

therefor as it may deem proper and necessary to secure

the maintenance of the rules of this association. The
commissioner shall enforce such penalties, making use, if

necessary, of the fund provided for this purpose. Any
surplus over and above the amount that may be awarded
by the board of arbitration to indemnify any members
for losses sustained shall be applied to the payment of

the expenses of the association.

arwt?at1on* to
^^^' ^' '^^® board of arbitration shall from time to

make Its rules, time make or amend rules of procedure for the trial of

such cases, and the submission of arguments in cases

referred to it for decision, as it may deem proper.

Article TwENTY-rouETH.

Section 1. In order to defray the expense of the asso-

ciation, there shall be first assessed annually on each mem-
ber thereof a tax of $300, which shall be applied to pay-

ing salaries of general officers and toward general

expenses, such as office rent, printing, etc. ; and such addi-

tional amount may be assessed on members pro rata,

according to their gross revenue derived from the traffic

covered by this agreement, as may be necessary to meet
these and all other expenses of the association.

AbTICLE TwENTT-rXFTH.

agreement"
°* SECTION 1. This Contract takes effect the 14th day of

January, 1892, and shall terminate on the 31st day of

July, 1892, and the fiscal year of the association shall

terminate on the 30th day of April, 1892.

The Cincinnati, New Orleans and Texas Pacifio Eailwat,
By Henry Fink, Vice-President.

Illinois Central Eailroad;
By J. T. Harahan, Second Vice-President.

Louisville, New Orleans and Texas Eailwat,
By E. W. How, Traffic Manager.
Mobile and Ohio Railroad Company,

By J. C. Clarke, President.
Louisville and Nashville Railroad Company,

By S. R. Knott, First Vice-President.
Memphis and Charleston Railroad Company,

By Henry Fink, Vice-President.
Alabama Great Southern Railroad Company,

By Henry Fink, Vice-President.
Georgia Pacific Railroad,

By Sol. Haas, Traffic Manager.
East Tennessee, Virginia and Georgia Railway Company,

By Henry Fink, Vice-President.

Old Dominion Steamship Company,
By W. L. GuiLLAUDEU, Traffic Manager.
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Merchants' and Miners' Transportation Company,
By J. C. Whitney, Traffic Manager.
Seaboard and Roanoke Railroad Company,

By O. V. Smith, Traffic Manager.
Norfolk and Western Railroad Company,

By Charles G. Eddy, Vice-President.

Richmond and Danville Railroad Company,
Central Railroad of Georgia, including Port Royal and
Augusta,

By Sol. Haas, Traffic Manager.
The Atlanta and West Point Railroad Company and
Western Railway of Alabama,

By C. H. Phinizy, President.

The Georgia Railroad,
By C. H. Phinizy, Acting General Manager.
The Wilmington and Wei-don Railroad Company,

By H. Walters, Vice-President.

The Savannah, Florida and Western Railway Company,
By H. S. Haines, Vice-President.

Cape Fear and Yadkin Vali-ey Railway Company,
By J. W. Frye, General Manager.
The Baltimore Steam Packet Company,

By R. L. Poor, Geiieral Freight Agent.

The Ocean Steamship Company of Savannah,
By G. M. SoRKEL, Manager.
The Newport News and Mississippi Valley Company

(W. D.),

By E. W. How, Traffic Manager.
Georgia Southern and Florida Railroad,

By A. C. Knapp, Traffic Manager.
Nashville, Chattanooga and St. Louis Railway and
Western and Atlantic Railroad,

By J. W. Thomas, President.

Kansas City, Memphis and Birmingham Railroad Company,
By Geo. H. Nettleton, President.

The Baltimore, Chesapeake and Richmond Steamboat
Company,

By Reuben Foster, Vice-President.

Senator Newlands. What is the title of those articles which you
read?
Mr. Clements. The Southern Railway and Steamship Association

agreement, dated the 14th day of January, 1892. It was openly
stated in the earlier part of these conferences, which is a part of the
history of this whole transaction, these agreements were supposed to

be made once a year and renewed every year. When the first one was
made in specific form I do not know. There was no law then against
pooling and these things, and subsequent agreements to this, one or
two, had penalties, fines, and forfeitures to be paid in. They were
to be paid in in advance, so that if any road violated any of these

rules there would be money in the treasury belonging to it, so that

the commissioner could apply it to the penalty and as a fine, so as to

enforce the observance of these rules and regulations. It was .clearly
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to distribute the business. Mr. Peck, who was presiding oyer the

early conference, out of which all this business grew, said in sub-

stance that there ought to be aljout 10 cents greater rate on the man-

ufactured goods from the West and about the same difference, per-

haps, on other heavier and coarser goods that were then common and

peculiar to the West. There was no disguising the fact that the rates

were made relatively between these eastern roads and western roads

for the purpose of getting the greatest amount of net revenue to the

parties to this agreement out of the business, and to that end these

fines were made so that the eastern goods would be carried into the

South by western roads and western goods into the South by eastern

roads. Now, Mr. Hines said the other day that was done in order to

avoid this absurd movement away around from the West to the

Atlantic Ocean and then down South.

Senator Dolliver. That was Mr. Kipley, I think, who made some

such statement as that.

Mr. Clements. That is only another way of saying it was to

bridle and limit the competition between these carriers; that there

must have been some roads that were willing to do that in order to

get a part of the business. Otherwise it would not have been nec-

essary to bridle them and keep them from it. That is self-evident.

Now, something was said a few days ago here in an incidental

way of the acquisition of the Louisville and Nashville road by the

Atlantic Coast Line. It was said that it was not contrary to the

policy of any law because they were not in any sense competitive;

that they were too far apart and served different territories. And
yet there was this very rule that it was found necessary to put in

here to keep the eastern roads from trying to participate in part of

the business of the West, and that was peculiar to the West, to carry

it around that way, and for what purpose?

All this was for the purpose of enabling the parties to get the

greatest amount of net revenue out of the business. They must not

cut one another's throat. Roundabout roads must not do such things

as that, as it has a tendency to reduce rates. They went to the extent

of requiring parties to this agreement to exact their full locals

against connections which did not adhere to all of these rules. Not
that the connection be allowed to do as it pleased and take less than

a local, but it must not be allowed to do it under these bristling pen-

alties to prevent that desired movement and distribution of the busi-

ness and lowering of rates, which would prevent the obtaining of

the greatest net revenue to the parties. Now, inasmuch as this has

been discussed, although it was decided distinctly on one allegation

which was investigated that the rates were unreasonably high and
went off on that, it has been discussed here as a matter of comparative

rates from the East and from the West into that territory, and some

interesting testimony was presented in that case by letters and by

commissions of some of the railroads. Mr. S. S. Knott, then traffic

manager of the Louisville and Nashville Railroad, in a letter to Mr.

J. J. Grammar, dated April 14, 1890, wrote that

—

While the adjustments may be unfair, as we think it Is

—

He was then talking about the existing adjustments

—

yet It fan hardly be said to be arbitrary or wholly unreasonable—
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And that his company, together with other lines interested in
western traffic, who were •nembers of the Southern Kailway and
Steamship Association, urged a modification of the difference between
eastern and western rates, and succeeded in having the matter
brought under the rules of the association and before the board of
arbitration.

They had a board of arbitration to settle these matters, and the
question was fully presented from both sides of the case, and the
decision of the board at the time—May, 1888—was that the best pro-
tection of all interests did not warrant the change in the adjustment
of rates, which they, in common with the other western lines, had re-

quested—that is, changing the adjustment from the Ohio River points
and points north, as compared with the rates from the eastern cities.

Air. B. E. Hand, assistant general freight agent of the Michigan
Central Railroad, stated that he had made repeated efforts with rail-

roads operating in southern territory for a reduction of rates on
manufactures from the West to the Southeast. Mr. J. J. Grammer,
of the Central Traffic Association committee on relations with south-
ern roads, in a letter to N. J. Eickelhardt, of April 2, 1890, who was
at the head of this Chicago freight bureau at that time, said

:

All our efforts thus far have been unavailing to more justly equalize the rate.

You doubtless understand the southern road rates from the Ohio River are
arbitrary, their rates being from 50 to 100 per cent greater per mile than on the
lines north of the river on similar traffic.

In a letter dated April 8, 1890, to Mr. S. S. Knott, he says

:

The injustice of the present basis of rates from the Ohio River must of
necessity be apparent.

But now, these were railroad men—^traffic men—men who have a
precise knowledge of what is right and what can be done and what
ought to be done. These were their letters. They were bound up

—

some of them, not all of them—but Mr. Knott represented the Louis-
ville and Nashville Railroad, and they were bound by this agree-
ment, and when they wanted to rearrange this adjustment they had
to bring it to the arbitration board made by that agreement, and then
they had to abide by what it did.

Senator EIean. That man Eickelhardt was not a traffic manager,
was he ?

Mr. Clements. He was the traffic manager of the freight bureau.
And then he represented the shipping interests. That was what they
called them at the time. He was at the head of what they called
"the freight bureau of Chicago," which was a body representing
the shippers—the same board of shippers that made this complaint.
I think this agreement by its terms fully answers all that has been
said here about there being no adjustment of rates there on any basis
of free competition or on any basis which did not undertake to dis-
tribute that traffic. The way it was done was with the rates on the
classes. The classes 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, and 6 of the official classification
territory, which applied from the eastern territory to the South,
were made comparatively low with respect to the same classes from
Cincinnati and Chicago to the same southeastern territory. They
did not say anything about manufactured goods, the rates being
adjusted with reference to manufactured goods in one part of the
territory, but the class tariffs were made lower relatively from the
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East than from the West, and it happened that these high-clas*

goods imported and manufactured in this country fall into the

classes. Now, a good deal has been said here and we have been
drawn into a discussion of some actual cases he then handled. One
was a recent case, namely, the Lumber Case.

Senator Dolliver. Did you intend to return to this Maximum
Rate Case any further?

Mr. Clements. Perhaps not, unless there is some question about it.

Senator DoLLrvEE. If the chairman will permit me, I would like to

ask you a few questions about that, referring to Mr. Hines's testimony.

Mr. Clements. Yes ; I will be glad to answer.
Senator DoLLrs'EE. The impression which Mr. Hines sought to

make, I think, was that the order in that case was so comprehensive
as to practically fix innumerable rates, and in its practical operation

to disturb about as many commercial conditions north of the Ohio
River and south as it settled. For instance, I recollect that he sug-

gested that Chicago and Cincinnati went in together in a fight againsD

New York, and that by the order of the Commission Cincinnati
won out as against New York, but lost vastly by the order of the

Commission on account of changes made in the Chicago rate,

although no testimony had been taken, and there was no controversy
between Cincinnati and Chicago. Also that two cities in Georgia,
situated, I think, as Atlanta and Rome are, which for many years
have had a perfectly satisfactory adjustment of rates from the Ohio
River, found themselves at the end of that controversy, to which they
were not a party, disturbed in their adjustment, Rome getting a
differential of 7 cents against Atlanta,
Mr. Clements. How much?
Senator Dolllvee. I think he said 7 cents in a hundred; and he

gave that as only one of several disturbances of fixed commercial re-

lations, which, had the order ever gone into effect, would have cre-

ated an insurrection down in that section of the country.

_
Mr. Clements. I am glad. Senator, that you asked me that ques-

tion, because I had intended to refer to that argument, and for the
moment I had passed away from it.

Senator Dolliver. I confess, Judge Clements, I was more inter-

ested in the account of how far-reaching the order was in that case

and how far it justifies the complaint which has been lodged here
that this power of which we are considering the propriety would, in
fact, be the power of general fixing of the rates. In other words,
that the complaint could be so enlarged as to completely cover tie
whole commercial territory.

Mr. Clements. The order in that case did undertake to deal with
all classes of rates from Cincinnati and Ohio River points to the
basing point in this southeastern territory, which was covered by
the complaint, including Atlanta, Rome, Anderson, and several other
places, and including Meridian, Miss. The complaint was that those

rates were unreasonably high and that they were unduly favorable
on the class goods to the eastern roads. We disposed of that last

question, as I have told you, upon the idea that the western roads
should not have their rates made by the eastern roads; that while
you could deal with lines that made up one system, the differences

which made discriminations that way, there was no power in the
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Commission to say that because a road leading from the East into

the Southeast wanted to make a low rate, therefore a road leading
from Chicago into some point in the South, wholly independent,
should make a rate based upon that, except as a comparison might
afford some basis for arriving at what was a reasonable rate. The
complaint was, as you have stated, from these Ohio Eiver points,

particularly Cincinnati, to southeastern territory. It was only from
Cincinnati, but of course it affected the Ohio Eiver points and others

as well.

The Chairman. The Commission's rates in that case were lower
from Eome than from Atlanta ?

Mr. Clements. Yes, sir. We made other adjustments there for
which it undertook to give the reasons in this report. We were deal-

ing with these rates to these different places. We dealt with each
one from the place of origin to the place of destination, and the dis-

tance was taken into account, and Eome being 75 miles shorter there
was that difference, and the same thing ran through the others.

There was not an absolute making of rates on distance, because the
Commission took into consideration the water rates and the method
which the railroad had agreed upon as the basis for counting miles
on water as compared with miles on land in their adjustment of rates.

The Chairman. In the finding you did not give the reasons. Are
they given there ?

Mr. Clements. The Commission set out all the facts in its con-
clusion.

The Chairman. The reasons for it ?

Mr. Clements. The reasons for what it did, whatever they are.

They may not be considered good by these gentlemen.
The Chairman. Was any particular reason set up as to the differ-

ence between Eome and Atlanta ?

Mr. Clements. None at all, except the difference in distance.
Senator Dolliver. Were either of those cities parties to the pro-

ceeding ?

Mr. Clements. Thej were not.

Senator Dolliver. Or heard ?

Mr. Clements. They had witnesses there from different places. I
do not remember now, but they were not parties to the proceeding.
The complaint was brought by the Cincinnati Board of Trade and
brought against these roads leading from Cincinnati into that terri-
tory. The roads were heard, the complainants were heard, the whole
facts were ascertained so far as could be ascertained, but these cities
in the Southeast did not intervene ; they did not come in and ask to be
made parties. They were not shut out, but you can see if the Cora-
mission undertook when it received a complaint to invite all interests
that might be affected, directly or indirectly, to become parties to the
case, which thejr may do if they ask to do so, it would widen this mat-
ter out beyond limit.

The Chairman. Judge, here is a comparative statement showing
the rate as changed from Chicago to Knoxville and Cincinnati to
Knoxville. I wish you would glance over it and see if these changes
as noted there are correct. Whether it would not have that effect ac-
cording to the decision of the Commission in the Maximum Eate Case-
That makes a very material change or difference?
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Mr. CoiMENTS. Why, yes; it did make a material difference. Of
course I can not verify all these figures in a moment.
The Chairman. I believe you wrote the decision, did you not?

Mr. Clements. Yes, sir.

The Chaieman. Then you can readily say whether that is accurate,

that comparison?
Mr. Clements. I have looked at some of these rates. As I remem-

ber it, they were the rates in that case, and I have no doubt this is a

correct presentation of them. I have them here in the report of the

Commission.
The Chairman. If that is correct, let it go in the record. It can

come in here or elsewhere.

Mr. Clements. Before putting it in as a part of my testimony I

should want to verify it, which is more than I can do here on my
feet in a moment.
The Chairman. You can put it in subject to correction. If you

find it is correct, you may say so ; and if you find it is not, you may
state in what particular.

Mr. Clements. If you wiU allow me to put in the whole report, it

will tell the whole story.

The Chairman. According to the change ?

Mr. Clements. Yes, sir. There is a table there showing just what
the changes would be.

The Chairman. I would like to get that point settled and take

only half a page.
The following is the table referred to

:

[Bates in cents per 100 ponnds.]

To— From-

Classea.

KnoxvlUe

Chattanooga..

Borne

Atlanta

Meridian

Birmingham..

Anniston

Selma

Chicago...
Cincinnati
Chicago ...

Cincinnati
Chicago...
Cincinnati
Chicago...
Cincinnati
Chicago...
.Cincinnati
/Chicago...
iCincinnati
(Chicago...
ICincinnati
(Chicago...
ICincinnati

85

78

Senator Newlands. Is the decision a long one in that case?
Mr. Clements. No, sir ; it is not very long—27 pages.
The Chairman. The Judge has said he would correct that. It has

gone in subject to correction. The stenographer will insert it, and if

the Judge finds it is not correct he will state it.

Mr. Clements. I will look over it, if you want me to. Now, that

is used here as an argument to the effect that under any law which
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authorizes the Commission to deal with these rates it might lead to
adjustment of a great many rates. That is true. There is no dispute
about that.

The Chairman. How many ? Just state right there.

Mr. Clements. I don't know how many could have been affected

there.

The Chairman. Hundreds?
Mr. Clements. Hundreds.
The Chairman. Thousands?
Mr. Clements. Hundreds; I do not know whether thousands or

not.

The Chairman. A great many?
Mr. Clements. It would have operated to do that.

Senator Dollivek. Now, Judge, I found very great interest in your
statement, and I think you agree with the witnesses on both sides

'that to confer general rate-fixing power on the Commission would not
be desirable?

Mr. Clements. I do.

Senator Dollivbr. And I have found a good deal of difficulty in

this Maximum Rate Case on account of the size and the scope of it.

I want to read now what the Supreme Court said of the order in that
case, and ask your opinion about it as a practical question

:

There is nothing in the act requiring the Commission to proceed singly against
each railroad company for each supposed or alleged violation of the act. In
this veiy case the order of the Commission was directed against a score or more
of companies and determined the maximum rates on half a dozen classes of
freight from Cincinnati and Chicago, respectively, to several named southern
points and territory contiguous thereto. So that if the power exists, as is

claimed, there would be no escape from the conclusion that it would be in the
discretion of the Commission of its own. motion to suggest that the interstate
rates on all the roads in the country were unjust and unreasonable and notify
the several roads of such opinion, direct a hearing, and upon such hearing make
one general order reaching every road anfl covering every rate.

Now, in vour opinion, how far is that suggestion of the Supreme
Court's decision applicable in a practical sense?

Mr. Clements. Well, I think that is rather overstating the business.
~ Senator Dollivek. How far ?

Mr. Clements. I understand it is proposed in this legislation to

deal with a complaint.
Senator Dolliver. How is that?
Mr. Clements. That the Commission shall pass upon a rate that

is complained of, and besides that, undertaking to deal with every
rate in the whole country and between every station in the country
would require proceedings which would be too long for practical pur-
poses. Now, let me answer that in another way.
On January 1, 1900, the roads doing business in the official classi-

fication territory, about 60 or 65 of them, had Mr. Gill as the chairman
of what is called the official classification committee. About 13 or 14
members were on that committee, from each one of the principal

roads in that territory, the New York Central, the Pennsylvania, and
so on—^not every little road has, but the principal roads each have one
on that committee. Now, 65 roads in that territory filed with the

Interstate Commerce Commission a statement that their rates and
charges on freight would be governed by the official classification,

and whenever any publication is made by the official classification

S. Doc. 243, 59-1—vol 4 14
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committee, it is a publication of their classification. It applies to

them. They have adopted it before, and they have filed a notice to

that eifect, that that is their classification and they are to be governed
by it. That applies, as I say, to some 65 roads in all that great terri-

tory east of Chicago. Along in the latter days of 1899 that committee
got together and worked among themselves on classification rates

and they issued a document called " Classification No. 20." It was
their custom to issue one every j^ear, the first of the year.

The Chaikman. Eight there. In the last report the Commission
stated it would be noted that the number of cases by no means meas-
ures the rate, since a single case can be brought by a municipal organi-

zation or by shippers in an important locality, reaching numerous
sections and distant points; and it shows how comprehensive these

changes would be.

Senator Kean. In other words, with one rate you could fix all

rates ?

Mr. Clements. Fix a good many. Now, let me proceed.

There were 65 roads in that great territory, all operating under the

official classification promulgated by the committee of 15. And, by
the way, the word " official " does not signify anything there. It is

just the name they took to describe their committee in that territory.

As I said, it is their practice, and has been for years, to file with the

Commission public notice that the classification issued from time to

time by this committee is the classification of each one of these roads,

and it is in form and done formally. There are other roads in that

territory without a notice of that sort filed beforehand who do adopt
the same classification.

Now, in the latter days of 1899 this committee got together and
formulated what they called " Classification No. 20," which was to

take effect January 1, 1900, from that territory, making a new classifi-

cation for the following year. They worked over it for days, and I
do not know how long amongst themselves, and when they published
it it contained i^ it between 600 and 700 changes in rates, which would
not be changing the rate from 25 cents to 30 or 40 cents by name, but
by taking one or a dozen articles out of classification No. 6 and put-

ting it into class No. 5, and out of No. 5 into class No. 4, because the
rates applied according to the number of classification. There was a
fiood of complaints by telegraph and by letter that came to the Com-
mission as soon as this letter was given out. Inasmuch as it involved
an increase in many rates, it was required under the law to' be filed

ten days before it was to take effect, so that by the 20th of January
the public was advised of what was to be done.
The Commission was, I say, overwhelmed by complaints, by letter,

by telegram, and by individuals who came to the Commission's office

to talk about it and protest against it and ask that something be
done to prevent its going into effect. It took sugar out of one class

and put it into a higher one, thereby increasing the rate on sugar in

all that territory and between all the stations in that territory. It

took soap in carloads and less than carloads—and what moves more
freely than soap and sugar—to every station in America. And when
you put a little infinitesimal increase in freight on all that is carried
in carloads or less than carloads, over a great extent of territory like

that, it means a great amount of revenue. The same was true, 1 say,
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with between 600 and 800 articles. These things were lifted up from
one class to another by that committee and promulgated to take effect

within_ ten days. The Commission had no power to suspend the
operation of it. Its duty under the law was to file it. It was manda-
tory. They presented it and we filed it. That was all we could do.

These people came down, they telegraphed us and wrote us, and we
notified the railroads, Mr. Gill and some of his committee, to come
down and give their reasons for it and have a public hearing.

There was of course no possible time in which the Commission
could hear and write up the facts and take any step which would
prevent the rates going into effect. But they wanted a hearing.

We asked the roads to come down, through Mr. Gill, and Mr. Gilford,

of the New York Central, a very intelligent and experienced traffic

man, and many others came. And they said, " Yes, we have changed
this classification. We have done it in order to raise more revenue.

We have increased expenses to meet them. We have to pay more for

labor, more for rails, more for bolts, more for bridges, and for mate-
rial to build and run railroads; we need more money." They were
asked if they were not getting more on account of the increase of
volume of traffic, and they said, " Yes ; but we can not rely on that
alone. We think we are entitled under all the circumstances with
this prosperity and flood of business to get more in order to meet
our expenses." They were frank and candid, and there was no con-
cealment, and then it was brought out they did it in conference, and
when the committee of 15 formulated this new classification a copy
of it was sent to each one of these 65 roads which operated and
worked under it, and they did not promulgate it until they received
the assent of each one of them substantially to let it be published
and go into effect. It was alleged by these shippers that that was a
conspiracy, that it was an agreement, that it was a combination, and
that it was not done by each road independently. They could not
put it in until each one agreed to it, and therefore the action of each
one depended on the action of each other; that one could not main-
tain it and others disregard it. They admitted that, and the shippers
asked to have the testimony sent to the Attorney-General, and on
their request we sent it to him for an expression of opinion as to
whether or not it violated the antitrust law ; not that the Commission
was undertaking to assume jurisdiction to enforce that, but it com-
plied with the request of this great body of shippers who wanted us
to present the matter and ask the opinion of the Attorney-General
about it.

Senator Kean. What did the Attorney-General decide?
Mr. Clements. Attorney-General Griggs decided that it did not

show any violation of the antitrust law. Classification No. 20 went
into effect the 1st day of January.

Senator Newlands. In what year ? '

Mr. Clements. 1900 ; there was no way to stop it. It was done by
all these roads together. It was done m one paper to which they
had all agreed, and it went in effect in the twinkling of an eye, so far
as the_ public was concerned. The public had not been consulted
about it in any form or way, though a shipper here or there might
have been.
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Senator Newlands. Do you know how much increase in revenue it

made?
Mr. Clejients. I do not know.
Senator ICean. How much did the price of soap advance to the con-

sumer ?

Mr. Clements. I do not remember, but it went from the class 6 to

class 5.

Senator Kean. What did the consumer have to pay ?

Mr. Clements. I do not know.
Senator Kean. He did not pay any more, did he ?

Mr. Clements. I have no doubt he did; I have no doubt of it;

but I could not work it out for you. Is it possible that you can

increase the price of these things and it never affects the man who
consumes them? I think the consumer is a man who does pay for

most of these things. If the consumer never pays this, I do not see

any reason why the roads should not take about what they please.

Nobody pays for it? I have never seen any way in which you could

give one man money without taking it from another, unless you could

make it—manufacture it.

Senator Newlands. To what did the rate apply?
Mr. Clements. The rate applied to class 5 and class 6, but the

increase was from the rate which applied to class 6 to the rate apply-

'

ing to class 5.

Senator Newlands. The transfer is only made from class 6 to class

5 ? Is that the case ?

Mr. Clements. When you take an article out of the sixth class and
put it in the fifth class, you have raised the rate. It went over this

whole thing, between 600 and 800 articles. Hay was one, soap was
another, sugar was another. Now, if it can be assumed that it did
not hurt the producer and did not hurt the consumer, then there is

no harm done ; but how. you can work that out, I do not know. Now,
there was a case where the railroad disturbed the whole situation.

That fixed these rates on between 600 and 800 articles in the whole
territory, and that did not only affect the rate in that territory, but
it affected the rate from that territory into any other territory on all

these articles.

Senator Newlands. Do you know how many additional tariffs

were filed as a result of those changes ?

Mr. Clements. I could not tell you that. A great many were
filed within three months. The committee took every paper up and
revised it and reduced a whole lot of these increases. It is fair to say
that. They found it created too much trouble or did not work well,

or was going to cut off some of the business, or for some reason or

other, and in three months after that they revised it themselves.

They did not have the exclusive knowledge to enable them to do a

perfect work, and so they went about it again, and every time they

did it they disturbed the situation. They disturbed another rate;

they disturbed the rates all over the country, if changing rates is a

disturbance. But it did not stop the rounds of the earth ; it did not

stop commerce ; it did not plunge everything into chaos and ruin. It

disturbed a great many shippers, and there was a loud protest. You
will see it in this document here. These protests are set out there.

There were a few lawsuits that came from it. They complained of the
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rate on soap. The hay people, an association of strong men, got to-

gether, and they complained of the rate on hay. "We decided m that
case it was an unjustifiable increase.

Senator Dollivee. If the Elkins law had been operative at that
time, is it your opinion that the Commission could have made these

railroads a party to the proceedings and secured an injunction against
the change m the classification of those goods?
Mr. Clements. Well, I should doubt it. The Supreme Court has

decided the Commission could not make a rate for the future. The
Commission never attempted to make one for the future, but it did
attempt to condemn the excessive part of a rate the whole of which
was found to be unreasonable. The Supreme Court said that doing
that operated to fix a rate for the future. The Commission did not
undertake to promulgate a rate ; it attempted to stop an excessive part
of the rate which the roads had already made. It could not be done
because it was a legislative rating and had not been conferred on a
commission. Can a court do a legislative act? If a court undertakes
to enjoin any more than 85 cents out of a hundred-cent rate, will not
that body fix a rate for the future for the road to observe ? "Will not
that be an act of the court? Can the court by injunction judicially
make a rate for the future for a railroad when that is said to be a
legislative act? That was what the Commission undertook to say;
to simply enjoin the application of the excessive part of a rate, not to
fix a rate for the future, for the roads might make anything else

under that they pleased.

Senator Newlands. That case, it seems to me, was an action of
mandamus. Do you think it would have made any difference if it

had been a suit for injunction ?

Mr. Clements. In which case ?

Senator Newlands. The maximum-rate case to which you refer.
Mr. Clements. No; that was an injimction that we were asking

for.

Senator Newlands. As I understand it, and I was just looking
over the decision, it was a proceeding for mandamus, the carriers to
observe a rule that you had made.
Mr. Clements. I guess we undertook to use the language in the

sixteenth section, " Injunction or mandatory order or other process,"
whatever it was.
Senator Newlands. Is there not this distinction : You assumed you

had the right to fix the maximum rate ?

Mr. Clements. We assumed we had the right to say how much of
an unreasonable rate was unreasonable.

Senator Newlands. And ordered a discontinuance?
Mr. Clements. A discontinuance of the unreasonable part of it.

Senator Newlands. You assumed that it was their duty to obey
that order, and hence you brought a proceeding in mandamus com-
pelling them to discharge their duty under the law. Is there not
some distinction between that and bringing up a proceeding to ob-
tain an injunction preventing them from collecting a rate which you
have condemned as extortionate ?

Mr. Clements. I think. Senator, if you will look at that case you
will see what we asked was an injunction against the enforcement
of any other rate in excess of that which we had said was the limit of
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the reasonable rate. But, whatever the process may be, the court

has said that was in effect fixing the maximum rate for the future.

Senator Newlands. That is true ; but it seems to me in mandamus
you had a right to rely upon your power to condemn the excess over

a reasonable rate as extortion. Now, then, mandamuses only lie to

compel them to decide their duty under the law, and, as I understand
it, the writ of injunction would apply entirely regardless of the

question as to whether you had a power to fix rates or not.

Mr. Clements. I think you will find that what we were trying to

do there was to enjoin them. That was what we were asking for.

That was drawn by the lawyers. I have no doubt you will find

what was asked for there was an injunction.

Senator Dolliver. I had an idea that this change in the classifica-

tion created a change in the rate. If the Elkins law had been at that
time enforced, could not the Commission have gone into the circuit

court and asserted that that change in the classification created in

these cases an unreasonable rate, and asked the court to enjoin?
Mr. Clements. I do not know any provision in the Elkins Act

which authorizes that, Senator.
Senator Dolliver. An unreasonable rate is a violation of the law,

and section 3 of the Elkins law seems to provide that that process
may be made applicable to any violation of the interstate-commerce
law.
Mr. CiJBMENTS. I think if you will examine that carefully you will

see it refers to discriminations.

Senator Dollivek. I think it does, but also to any other unlawful
act.

Mr. Clements. Any discrimination forbidden by law. I think
you will find it is limited by that. Suppose, now, that the Commis-
sion had filed a bill and sent this testimony to the Attorney-General.
Suppose they had filed a bill at that time.

Senator Kban. Is not any unjust change in classification and dis-

crimination forbidden by law?

_
Mr. Clements. The law requires the carriers to file their classifica-

tions—make them and file them with their rates—and the Commission
is not permitted to participate in making them for them.

Senator Kean. It is an unjust discrimmation and can be enjoined?
Mr. Clements. Well, a great many of these rates doubtless would

not have been challenged as an unjust discrimination. They were

,

challenged as being excessive. We did find in the Hay Case there was
an element of discrimination, but that it was unreasonable also, and
there were doubtless some discriminations.

But, now, think of the situation. There is a paper filed on the 20th,

terms of which are to go into effect on the 1st of the following month.
Senator Newlands. Mr. Clements, before we get to that, I will read

a quotation from this Maximum Eate Case.
Mr. Clements. Let me ask you this question: With what intelli-

gent degree of information could the Commission go into a court

m those two days and classify all of those changes, six or eight hun-
dred, and even lay a prima facie foundation for an intelligent allega-

tion in regard to each one of them? Some of them may have been
reasonable and some unreasonable, some discriminatory and some not.

It is a wholly imworkable proposition to act in time to prevent the
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ap{)Iic&tion of a change like that. Then, suppose we had gone on
taking it up rate by rate, as has been suggested here, on one line after
another. None of us here would have lived long enough to be able
to get through with this line of hundreds of articles—six or seven
hundred at one time. They were increased generally for one reason,
and that was to get more revenue. They frankly said they picked
out the articles that would bear it best. They were after more
money, and they looked around and saw what would stand it best.

There was no concealment of the purpose or method.
Senator Cuxlom. The railroads fix their own classification, and

there is no law to prohibit them ?

Mr. Clements. No, sir.

Senator Cullom. And the question is whether, if they put in force

the actual freight under them, they are extortionate or not, and
unreasonable?
Mr. Clements. Yes, sir.

Senator Newlands. As to the remedy, Judge Clements, I find this

m the opinion of the court, page 5

:

We perceive In this case that the Interstate Commerce Commission assumed
the right to prescribe rates which would control in the future, and their appli-
cation to the court was for a mandamus to compel the companies to comply
with their decision; that is to say, by their determination as to the maximum
rates to be determined in the future.

I understand that some of the representatives of the railroads who
have appeared before us contend that injunction would be available
in order to prevent the imposition of a rate a part of which was ex-
cessive, and that the injunction would lie agamst the excess. As I
understand it, this case was brought by the Attorney-General, was it

not?
Mr. Clements. No; it was brought by us.

Senator Newiands. You made up the case and sent it to the Attor-
ney-General?

_
Mr. Clements. Of course, it was proceeded with under the direc-

tion of the Attorney-General, as are all of these cases.

Senator Newlands. The pleadings were prepared there?
Mr. Clements. No; I guess that was prepared in the Interstate

Commerce Commission's office, and by the United States attorney.
Senator Newlands. Now, I am not sure whether there is anything

in the point or not, but I would like your opinion as to that. As I
understand, the contention is that injunction would lie regardless of
the question as to whether the Interstate Commerce Commission has
got any power at all as to rates, or regardless of the question as to
whether it has the right to make any order compelling the railroad to
desist.

Senator Clapp. If you will pardon me. Senator, I think you mis-
take their position. Their position is that the law might be framed
under which that could be done. Under existing law the injunction
could only lie where the complaint is based upon discrimination. I
do not think any of their lawyers would claim under the existing law
that a judgment would lie against existing rate on the ground that
the rate per se was unreasonable.
Mr. Clements. If it did, under that decision, it seems to me that

the court could not fix a rate for the future.
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Senator Newlands. I understood it was contended an injunction
would lie to restrain an extortionate rate.

Mr. Clements. I do not know any authority under which it would
lie. Certainly the methods by which these cases are laid out in the
law, it says how the Commission shall proceed, how it shall report,

how it shall investigate, what it shall do, how it shall file its pro-
ceedings to enforce its orders. It is statutory.

Senator Newlands. Now, take the case of a shipper who com-
plains of an extortionate rate. He can, after paying that rate, bring

an action for damages for the extortion, and he can recover. Now,
suppose he brings eight or ten such suits, one after the other, and re-

covers, are they to continue to collect this extortionate rate? Would
he not have a right to go into equity upon the ground of preventing
a multiplicity of suits, and enjoin the railroad in the collection of

that extortionate rate? Would not that be outside of the inter-

state-commerce act?

Mr. Clements. I could not say whether he could or not. I would
say that that was a wholly inadequate remedy for the wrongs that

are suffered by reason of unjust rates. Mr. Bond referred to that

process in his discussion of this matter. He said you could put it

before a jury. A jury here to-day would find one rate reasonable,

and one over yonder would find another, and you could have no
uniformity of rates. The law requires the carriers to enforce and
collect their published rate so long as they are published, but it is a

crime to collect any other rate or to pay back any part of it. The
law has fixed the published rate which they file as the standard, so

long as it is not condemned, and it is enjoined upon them to adhere

to this rate, and they are punishable for deviating from it either

more or less. Now, there must be some way in which to correct that.

But I do not desire to go away from the q^uestion that Senator
DoUiver suggested. I realize the objection to it and the difficulties

about it. On the other hand, it is an old principle of law that will

be found in the books in every State perhaps, that wherever there is

wrong there must be a remedy, and the theory is that the remedy
must be coextensive with the wrong. For every injury there must
be a redress, or the theory of it, at least, and the one must be as

broad as the other. Now, if the carriers can in one paper, 60 or 70

of them, promulgate rates—fix rates all over this country in ten

days—if there be any supervision of it, there must be a supervision
that is as broad as any injury complained of.

Senator Kean. How can the Interstate Commerce Commission
do that? If they can not in ten days revise the rate on six or eight

hundred articles, how can they take the whole country under their

eye?
Mr. Clements. How can the railroad take the whok coimtry and

in one paper upset the rates all over the coiaitry? Is it to be as-

sumed that what they do creates no wrong, and that because it is

big we must run away from it? I understand that the American
people, by their history, show that they are capable of dealing
with all questions and conditions as they arise.

Senator Dollivee. If it were possible to frame the law so that the

Commission independent of the Department of Justice in such a case

as you have described could immediately apply to a court of equity
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for a temporary injunction on the ground that the new classification

created an unreasonable schedule of rates, would not that be a swift

and effective remedy ?

Mr. Clements. I think it would. I think it would be a very

wholesome thing.

Senator DoiiLivER. Very much better than the long investigation

of a year or two by the Commission while the rate is still in force?

Mr. Clements. I think it would be a very wholesome thing that

in a case like that the Commission, or somebody else representing

the public, could go to a court and have that paper suspended and
have it held up until there can be some investigation of it, and before

it goes into effect.

Senator Dollivek. Especially if the complaint in equity might
prove the fact that there was an unlawful combination of carriers to

produce this result?

Mr. Clements. It might be that there was good ground, and the

Commission has not disputed that there was good ground, for an
increase of some rate, that more money was needed, and that it was
not assumed—and I am not pretending now to assume—that all of

this business was wrong. But this was done in one paper, and at one
time, and nobody could help it. In two or three months they were
revising it themselves, and cut out some of these increases. There
has been a good deal of this increase effected by putting the goods at

a class rate that for some time back had been going at a commodity
rate, that rate being much lower than the class rate. But they re-

vised their work, still leaving in a great many of these increases.

I want to call your attention to another fact. It has been stated

that since this increase is made in different sections of the country,
this among others, that there has been a process of reduction. Now,
we must not be misled by that too much, because many of these
reductions that are spoken of are high yet, occurring since that time,
in southern and in western territory, and in eastern territory—^reduc-

tions from the increases that were then made, not reductions back to
the old rates. So that it is not fair to give credit for everything that
is called a reduction since that time, which in the end was nothing
but a modification of the increase that had been made, for many of
these have not even been reduced in that way.
Now, here is another illustration. On March 15, 1903, there was an

advance in class and commodity rates from all the territories to Texas
points, an advance from the Missouri Eiver and all territonr east
thereof, being an average of 7.6 per cent. Now, there was a blanket
advance, an advance on all the roads on all the class articles and sub-
stantially on all the commodities from every point in the Missouri
Eiver territory and east thereof into Texas. That was a very sweep-
ing advance. If the Interstate Commerce Commission had ever made
an order that amounted to one-fourth of them, it would have been
berated here as a rate-making and promulgating act, and it would be
said it had undertaken to lay hold of the business of the country and
held up all these industries and laid its heavy hand upon these mat-
ters. But where does the man who is said to have the right to a
reasonable rate there as a shipper or consumer have a hearing ? Now
if he has any right involved m it, there must be some place in the!
Government, which proposes to give equal justice to all people, where
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he can bo heard and say something about it. Now, you say he can be
heard. He can be heard before the Interstate Commerce Commission
now. He can file a complaint, and grumble about it, and so he is

heard. When I refer to a hearing, I mean by that a hearing where
a wrong can be stated where there is one, and a right can be put in its

place. That is the kind of a hearing I am talking about.

Senator Kean. He has that in the court, has he not?
Mr. Clements. I think not. Even upon the theory that he could

enjoin the enforcement of a rate because it was unreasonably high,

the court would not undertake to say how much the road should
charge next week. That would be making a rate by judicial action

—

a rate for the future. There are many other increases here which
I have written in this memorandum. I have not undertaken to

put in the little ones, but a few that occurred at the time. It is

the large and sweeping ones. Now, I repeat, if there is anything
in the idea that the people are to have any place where they can be

heard with effect, where there could be a remedy administered for

an ascertained wrong, the remedy must be as broad as the wrong.-
Otherwise it is a failure. There have been some references to the
Lumber Case, recently decided, and now pending in the court.

Senator Kean. It was not decided.

Mr. CLEBtENTS. By the Commission, I mean.
Senator Kean. It was decided by the Commission ?

Mr. Clements. The Commission held that the increase was un-
reasonable and unlawful.

Senator Kean. The Yellow-Pine Lumber Company ?

Mr. Clements. Yes.
Senator Kean. I thought the Commission stood 2 to 2.

Mr. Clements. No ; 3 to 2.

Senator Kean. I thought it was 2 to 2.

Mr. CiiEMENTS. No, sir.

Senator Kean. I did not know that the other man was here.
Mr. Clements. Yes, sir. It is said by Mr. Hines in respect to that

matter that it was first raised to 14 cents and then to 16 cents. " Then
that brought about a corresponding raise east of the Mississippi Eiver
on some traffic, because it had been brought down to that unreasonably
low figure on account of the very low rate west of the Jilissouri Eiver.
Lumber people were making enormous profits, and of course the cost
of production to the railroad had .very much increased, and they took
advantage of the opportunity which the withdrawal of the excessive
competition west of the river gave them to raise their rate. In other
words, it was brought down simply because the rate from Arkansas
to Cairo came down to 13 cents, and, when conditions were such over
there that the rate Avas raised, the rate east of the river was raised
accordingly. I think lumber, as I now recall, was the only com-
modity that constituted any very important part of the change where
the rate was raised. As I say, in this reduction a very low figure in

the first place, and if increased afterwards was due to that fact." Now,
it would seem from that that you are to understand that there has been
a low rate by reason of competition. The carriers from Arkansas to

Cairo made a IS'-cent rate, and roads from Georgia and Missis-
sippi had to meet it and they put in a 18-cent rate. And when the
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Arkansas railroad withdrew that excessive competition that had made
file i3-cciit rate, that gave the opportunity to the roads east of the

rj \er to come in and take what they thought they ought to have out

of it.

Now, I want to give you the manner in which that matter was pro-

ceeded with.

Senator Kean. Is that the Yellow Pine Case ?

Mr. Clements. It is the Georgia Sawmill Company, as it is called,

H. H. Tift & Co. et al. against the Southern Railway Company et al.

These cases are very much alike. One is known as the Georgia Case
and the other is the Mississippi Case.

Senator Kean. We have in the record the whole of that Mississippi

Case, put in by Mr. Eobinson, of Louisiana.

Mr. Clements. Not the testimony in the case, I presume. I only

want to call the attention to the manner in which this excessive com-
petition west of the river was removed, and it will not take me long
to do that.

It would appear from this statement of Mr. Hines that it was a

very innocent and natural thing in the course of business that there

had been a very low rate, and that had caused a low rate from points

east of the river, and that the Arkansas people took out their exces-

sive competitive rates and that gave the opportunity to the roads in

there to go back to their rates, such as they wanted.
Mr. Green, a witness in the case in behalf of the Southern Rail-

way, testified as follows

:

Mr. BoATEiGHT. With reference to this general increase In the lumber rate
through the yellow-pine producing section, was there any effort made on the
part of the Southern Railway or other Georgia line, in your knowledge, to have ,

the lines west of the river increase their rates, or did they do that voluntarily
and without suggestion? I am referring to the Increase in 1903.

Mr. Green. Do you mean a conference between the southern lines and the
lines west of the Mississippi River?
Mr. BoATBiGHT. Conference or understanding or suggestion ; I do not know

which it might be called. "Was there any effort on the part of the Georgia line
to secure this advance from Arkansas territory, or did they make it of their own
volition and without consultation?

Mr. Green. I will relate the whole story, so far as I know It My information
Is that this question of advance rates on lumber was first discussed at the meet-
ing in St. Augustine on January 28.

Commissioner Pbouty. What year?
Mr. Geeen. 1903.

Commissioner Peoutt. You are referring now to this last advance?
Mr. Geeen. Yes, sir. That is what I understand he is asking about
Mr. BoATEioHT. Yes, sir ; the last increase. •

Mr. Geeen. The conference was between the lumber-carrying roads, and I
think possibly representatives of some of the Mississippi lines were present

;

but there were none from west of the river, so far as I know. I was not present
at the conference. There was a subsequent meeting at New Orleans and. I
think, a third meeting at St. Louis, at which I believe the Arljansas lines were
represented. Whether any line east of the Mississippi River suggested an
advance from Arkansas I do not know.
Mr. BoATEiGHT. Were the rates from Arkansas territory as well as Missis-

sippi and Alabama all put Into effect or intended to be put lnt» effect at the
same time^-April 15?

Mr. Geeen. Yes, sir.

Mr. BOATEIOHT. Do you think that would have been possible, Mr. Green, with-
out some common understanding?
Mr. Geeen. I do not think there is any doubt about the date the rates were
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to become effective. We would hardly want to put our rates up on April :5

from Georgia and have the Arkansas rates go In on the 30th.

The Chaebman. I understand Mr. Boatright's question to refer to the lines

east of the river, including your road, as to whether they made an effort to

Induce the lines west of the river to advance their rates?

Mr. Green. Spealcing for the Southern Railway, I will say no.

Mr. BoATEiGHT. In speaking for the others, what would you say?
Mr. Green. I jdo not linow what.

Mr. Compton, of the Louisville and Nashville Railroad, a traffic-

official in some capacity, testified as follows:

Commissioner Clements. You are in charge of the traffic of your road and I

suppose received some instruction or information from those who did attend
that meeting, or some information as to what was to be done?

Mr. Compton. After the St Augustine conference I had a conference with
Mr. Goodwin—he is our general freight agent—and I told him I thought It

desirable on our part to get an advance in our rates on yellow pine lumber.

Our people seemed to tljink it was reasonable that we sliould have an advance.

So far as the advance in the rates is concerned, I say to you that we had no
,

agreement with anybody to advance these rates, and what the Louisville and
Nashville did it did of its own accord, and I say further that I personally sus-

pended the advance of tliese rates until Alarch 1, because we all thought we
ought to get the lumber out. I acted independently. I have acted in no other

way. I will say that I am under no restraint in handling the traffic of the

Louisville and Nashville road.
Commissioner Clements. Had you made up your mind to advance the rates

on. your road without regard to what the Arkansas roads did, whether they
advanced theirs or not?

Mr. Compton. I do not see how we could very well carry higher rates.

Commissioner Clements. I do not either; but one step, the inference seems
to be from all you say, in order to effect your own increase, was to get the

Arkansas roads to advance theirs. Is that so?
Mr. Compton. They were conferred with. There was free consultation.

Commissioner Clements. For what purpose?
Mr. Compton. Everybody expressed their views.
Commissioner Clements. Would you put up your rates if they had not de-

clared that they were going to put up theirs at the same time?
Mr. Compton. I do not see how we could carry a higher rate. I have the

right to.

Commissioner Clements. You would not have done It?

Mr. Compton. I would not carry rates on the Louisville and Nashville higher
than from Arkansas.
Commissioner Clements. You would not put them up unless they declared

that they were going to put up theirs?
Mr. Compton. I would not

Now, I have read that simply to illustrate the manner in which
these increases were brought about. It was stated here that when
the excessive competition of the roads west of the Mississippi Eiver
was withdrawn, which was expressed in the increase of the rates, that

gave the roads east of the river a chance to put up theirs, whereas
the testimony shows that three conferences were held, and swung
around, one at St. Augustine, one at New Orleans, and one at St.

Louis, and it took three of them to bring them all together, which
resulted in this simultaneous consultation which resulted in each one

getting up and going off and saying what he would do. Each one is

independent.
No binding agreement, of course, was made, because it would be a

crime to make one. And each one is independent, because he can not

be compelled to adhere to an illegal agreement. But each one wanted
to do the thing, each one declared that it was a good thing to do, and

each one declared it to each of the others, and then they went and
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did it by a common agency, which published a common rate all on
a common date. That is the way the thing is done now, since

these agreements and combinations hare been revised, since the de-

cisions of the Supreme Court in the Joint Traffic Case and in the
Missouri Case and under the antitrust law. And I should think that,

as these things are done in this way, it affords some reason why there

should be some public supervision somewhere, so that if these people,

looking to their own interests with the view of getting the greatest

net revenue for all parties concerned, should happen to overstep the
margin of justice and right, there should be some way to correct it,

whether they do it by one rate or by wholesale, as between Texas
rates and in the classification territory.

Senator ICJean. You said that you had a memorandum showing a
large increase of the rates. Have you a memorandum also of the de-

creases in the rates for the last six months ?

Mr. Clements. No, sir; I have not all the figures. I only have
the marked ones.

Senator Kean. Just a few increases, and none of the decreases ?

Mr. Clements. No, sir; I did not bring them. I told you that
there were a great many.

Senator Kjian. A great many decreases?
Mr. Clements. Yes ; decreases, so called ; and some of them really

were decreases; but many of them were merely modifications of in-

creases, and they have been counted as decreases. I did not bring this
for the purpose of showing, in this paper, the whole matter, but I
brought it here for the purpose of showing how much can be done in
one paper.

Senator Kban. Were not the increases, then, merely modifications
of former decreases?
Mr. Clements. Oh, well, this very case, this lumber case, shows

that that rate of 13 cents had been in about nine or ten years.
Senator Cullom. Yes ; of course every change is either an increase

of a previous decrease or a decrease of a previous increase.
Mr. Clements. Undoubtedly.
Senator Cullom. It was either a reduction or an increase.
Mr. Clements. Yes, sir; undoubtedly in former years most rates

were higher than they are now. I am not disputing that. But many
of these rates had not for a long time been any higher than they were.
Mr. Fish thinks that I am mistaken about those lumber rates having
been in for that length of time. It is my recollection. Here is what
Mr. Powell said : •

Mr. PowEix. Effective January 2, 1888, the rate on lumber from Arkansas
mills between Camden, Ark., and Texarkana, Ark., to Cairo was reduced to 13
cents per hundred pounds. Without knowing exactly the location of the various
mills m that group, I should say the average distance was about 365 miles.
Mr. Baxteb. Well, as to the rate of 13 cents per hundred pounds which you

say was in effect from Arkansas mills to Cairo on January 2, 1888, how long did
that remain In effect? - .

, e>

Mr. PowEEL. It remained in effect until 1899.

That was from 1888 to 1899, according to his testimony in respect
to those rates. Oh, Mr. Fish says that he had reference to the ratesm Mississippi. I was talking about the rates in Arkansas, where this
fierce competition was removed and the rates from Mississippi and
Georgia went up. And according to Mr. Compton's testimony, which
must be perfectly conclusive, in reason as well as because he testifies
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to it, one of these roads would not have undertaken to increase this

rate and give up its business to all the others unless it had an assur-

ance from the others that they would do the same thing at the same

time.

Senator Newlands. It is not reasonable to expect that, is it?

Mr. Clements. No, sir.

They did not make any agreement to do it, however, as they say.

Senator Cullom. Has the Commission made any ruling on whether

that was reasonable or not ?

Mr. Clements. Yes, sir ; the Commission held that that was an un-

reasonable increase and an unlawful increase.
_

Senator Newlands. What action did the railroads take?

Mr. Clements. They disregarded it.

Senator Newlands. Is that now pending in the court?

Mr. Clements. Yes, sir. The shippers had in this matter under-

taken to do just what is suggested here before the Commission acted

and before the filing of the complaints before Judge Spier and
Judge Niles. There was a complaint filed before Judge Spier in

Georgia and Judge Niles in Mississippi. Before they presented any
complaint to the Commission they had been up before the Commis-
sion and we had notified the officials of the roads of it, to talk it over

and see if something could not be done after notice was given and
before it went into effect. They came freely, and the mill men came,

and they had it out before the Commission and tried to settle it by
an adjustment. They failed, and the roads insisted upon putting

it in.

They had another conference in Atlanta, and that failed ; so that it

could not be adjusted between them, and they presented their com-
plaints before Judge Spier in Georgia and Judge Niles in Mississippi.

Judge Spier held that he had jurisdiction, but it was a question of.

such a nature that he wanted the matter passed on by the Interstate

Commerce Commission before he would undertake to deal with it.

He said that it was a question peculiarly left to the Commission to in-

vestigate in the first instance and he wanted the benefit of that inves-

tigation, and he would not dismiss the bill. He overruled a conten-

tion that he had no jurisdiction, but he said that he would hold it until

they could present their complaint to the Commission and have it act,

and that was gone through with, and, as I understand it, the under-

standing between the roads' and the complainants is that that matter

will be heard by him about the 1st of June. Judge Niles, as I re-

member it, decided that he had no jurisdiction, and dismissed the bill.

Now, there was a test of this very question. He held that he had no

jurisdiction to enjoin the roads in the matter at all. I do not know
what the Supreme Court will hold, of course, but there were two de-

cisions. Judge Spier entertained it, but waited for the report of the

Commission; and Judge Niles dismissed it.

Senator Kean. And it took the Commission from December,

1903, to 1904 to decide it, and they did not file their opinion until

February, 1905.

Mr. Clements. What time in 1903, Senator, was it filed with the

Commission ?

Senator Ivean. According to Mr. Gardner's testimony befor i the

Commission, the case was filed with the Commission in either July

or August, 1903. That was Mr. Gardner's testimony.
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Mr. Clemexts. Yes, sir; that is probably true. These rates were
put in in June.

Senator Kean. And it was decided about the 1st of March, 1905 ?

Mr. Clements. Yes, sir. I suppose that is for the purpose of
showing that the Commission has been derelict ?

Senator Kean. Mr. Gardner was discussing giving additional

powers to the Commission.
Mr. Clements. I supposed the Senator from New Jersey called

attention to it for some reason.

Senator Kean. I did.

Mr. Clements. That shows a little delay. But here is the printed
testimony in one of those cases [indicating record].

Senator Kean. I do not see very well how Mr. Gardner could have
done anything else but give such testimony, after having 3 to 2 of
the Commission decide in his favor.

Mr. Clements. I should hardly impute to Mr. Gardner a motive
such as that, that he had come here simply because he had won a case,

if you could call it winning a case. Here is one of these cases contain-
ing some 1,700 pages of testimony filed, with the exhibits. - There is

another here quite as elaborate. It is not strange that it should have
taken a little over a year, with all the other engagements of the Com-
mission, to make a decision in that case. There have been about
2,300 informal complaints disposed of in the last five years by the
Commission. That is somewhere between one and a half and two a
day. All of those required a lot of letters back and forth, and there
is a large volume of that business going on all the time. The Conmiis-
sion can not close its doors and go and sit, like a court, you know.

Senator Newlands. I do not understand that there has been any
complaint that the Commission has not been active in its work. The
question is raised that the Commission is overloaded with work now,
and to increase its jurisdiction would simply delay the administration
of these matters.

Mr. Clements. T understood that the railroads were complaining
here because we did not enforce the law against them rapidly enough.
That is the way that I have understood it.

Senator Newlands. That is true. Mr. Gardner was not complain-
ing, as I understand it, that you were not active enough.
Mr. Clements. I do not think that any undue amount of time

was spent on that case.

Senator Newlands. And on that subject, as to whether or not this
duty that is assigned to the Commission will so increase their work
as to make it practically impossible for them to hear and determine,
what is your opinion?
Mr. Clements. I should think not. If it does, we could find some

remedy for that, I suppose. It is not going to upset the business
of the world. It did not before. And people, I guess, in the main,
are fairly reasonable. People do not want to confiscate railroads.
I am sure that is true. You may go out in the country and go every-
where and you will find that nobody wants to confiscate the railroads.
No man wants to do it, and the courts are here forever to stop it if
they did. But the shipper, if he has any rights whatever involving
the amount of the rate, I repeat, ought to have a place somewhere
where he can b$ heard with effect and have a correction of it.
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Now, we have here another investigation of the increase of the
rates on grain and iron articles, and so forth, and Mr. Powell, of the
Southern Railroad, a very reputable gentleman, who knows a great
deal about railroads and their rates and their business, was asked in

that case certain questions, and testified as follows

:

You draw a distinction between an announcement and an agreement as to
what was done at the New Yorli meeting?

He had been attending a meeting of that sort regarding these rates

and made some statement of that sort.

You do not mean to convey the idea that tliere was an announcement by each
road, that there was an absolute intention to raise these rates regardless of
what the others did?

Mr. PowBix. As some of the witnesses have explained, all rates are made
after discussion. No line can, in point of fact, without a great deal of danger
to its revenue, without notice and discussion with another line reduce Its rates.

The effect of such action in the past has been the demoralization of the rates.

Therefore at all meetings the advancement or reduction or the reasons for and
against it are given, as a general thing. Sometimes it requires only a small
amount of discussion, and sometimes it talies considerable, different lines having
different views on the subject. But having concluded the discussion, it is the
practice, in all deliberations In which the Southern participates, to make sepa-
rate announcements.

Q. They did not mean to say that one would do it whether the other did or
not?—A. You mean advance?

Q. Yes.
Mr. Powell. It would be impossible to advance rates between two commercial

centers on one road unless it was done by competing lines, unless the first-

named line would go out of business.

Then he was asked

:

So it is fair to say that the action of each company was dependent on what
the others did. Is It not?
Mr. Powell. I think that Is a fair statement.

Now, that is the way these rates are increased. They get together
and talk it over and say that it ought to be done, and each one goes off

and they all do it.

Senator Dolliver. Are the reductions also made by the same kind
of agreement ?

Mr. CuEMENTS. Yes, sir. They are frequently made the same way;
not always.

Senator Dolliver. Does the Commission regard that as a violation

of law ?

Mr. Clements. It can hardly find that it is a violation of the law
that it is charged with enforcing—the interstate-commerce law.

Senator Dolliver. What do you think of the wisdom of giving
legality to such agreements, sub]ect to the revisory power of the In-

terstate Commerce Commission?
Mr. Clements. The power to make these agreements, to make rates,

and maintain them?
Senator Dolliver. Yes, sir.

Mr. Clements. I have always been afraid of that, myself. I con-

fess there are many good people who think it would be a wise thing
to do, but it certainly ought not to be done without some adequate
measure of correcting a wrong when it is done.

Senator Dolliver. Supposing the law is modified so as to give the

proposed increase in power to the Commission in finally adjudicating
these matters. What would you say as to the legality of giving the
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right to make agreements—I do not mean pooling contracts, but

agreements as to rate schedules—where railroads are involved in

the same traffic?

Mr. Clements. I would not feel justified in saying affirmatively

that that is a wise thing to do. I will not say that I am thoroughly

satisfied, beyond doubt, that it would be unwise. It is a very large

question, and it is particularly large when you come to look at the

manner in which these combinations are going on all the time. I

should think the railroad people would regard the Commission as

wholly incompetent to deal with such a question as that; that they

would hardly be able to get along with it.

Senator Dolliver. On the other hand. Judge Logan prepared a

bill which was pending before the committee for some time

Mr. Clements. Yes, sir.

Senator Dolliver (continuing). Which involved that exact

scheme, or very nearly the same thing.

Mr. Clements. Yes; I know. Pooling, or something like it, has
been advocated for a long time. Mr. Tuttle told you the other day
that pooling was no longer thought of, at least by himself.

Senator Dolliver. Professor Ritchey told us it was the one thing

to do.

Mr. Clements. Yes.

Senator Dolliver. Public opinion seems to be opposed to it.

Mr. Clements. The public is afraid that these people will do like

other people, and that that would enable them to get more than if

they were left in competition with each other; Now, I am not here
to arraign the railroads. These gentlemen are elegant gentlemen
in many ways, but they are not different in human nature from
other pfeople, and when, under the law, you can lawfully take a
profit, most people are disposed to take it by lawful methods. It

may be an excessive one, but whether you can get it under a pro-
tective tariff or under a railroad adjustment, or, frequently, under
a rebate, people are tempted to take it, regardless of their neighbors.
They do not regard themselves as the keepers of their brothers and
neighbors in that respect.

In regard to this matter of capitalization something has been said,

in this argument on behalf of the widows and orphans. I see a
good deal of data has been put in here from time to time showing
the distribution of railway bonds and railway stocks, and some gen-
tlemen have been in here and discussed the interests of people who
have their little holdings invested in these things as a kind of a
savings bank, and say that that is an interest which must be looked
after, which simply means that they must look after that property
and provide against its confiscation by destroying the profits and
taking away the interest and dividends, which is t perfecuy rational
and reasonable thing to do. Undoubtedly a railroad ought to be
able to earn enough to take care of its fixed charges and to earn a
reasonable profit, if it can do so, whether these stocks and bonds are

held in the hands of one person in a block of 10,000 bonds or whether
they are scattered among many hands—whether they are held by
widows and orphans or by millionaires. I see no difference in the

principle. It is a monstrous proposition that if property is held by
one or two millionaires yoii can confiscate it, but if held by widows

S. Doc. 243, 59-1—vol 4 15
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and orphans you can not. The law makes no such distinction as that,

and the presentation in itself involves the theory that there is one

rule for one class of people and another for another.

There is also this argument, which I have observed: That any-

thing is to be inferred from the fact that a lot of railway conductors

and switchmen and railway employees of various sorts have sent in

petitions protesting against this power. I would hardly assume that

they were men of such exact knowledge of rate-making conditions

that they would know enough about this branch of the railway busi-

ness to afford you information. They simply protest that if you rob

the railroad, the railroad can not pay them ; and if you let the rail-

road make an excessive profit, then it can pay them excessive wages.

I hardly think the law takes notice of anything of that kind. There
is no principle upon which it is right for a railroad, a railroad

management, or the railroad employees to combine against the con-

sumers and the producers of this country. Wliat is right is fair and
just. Beyond that it makes no difference whether the exaction, if it

IS unjust, is taken by one or by the other or by both, and distributed.

There is no soundness in that principle.

But I have a little matter here that I want to call to your attention,

which was disclosed in the proceedings two or three years ago.

The railway commission of Kentucky presented a complaint before

the Commission which called for the investigation of the acquisition

of the Louisville and Nashville Railroad by Mr. Gates. That came
out, at least, in the investigation. It appears that Mr. Gates, a very
active man, had gotten hold of a majorit}'^ of the stock of the Louis-
ville and Nashville Railroad Company, which had previously been
held and controlled by the Belmonts, in the interest of others whom
they represented, and it disturbed some gentlemen in New YoTk very
much to think that Mr. Gates should be turned loose as a railroad
man in the South, running the Louisville and Nashville road. The
testimony shows that Mr. Gates had begun to buy this stock of the
Louisville and Nashville Railroad at about 110, and he paid as hirfi

as 130. It was said that he paid on an average about 125 for it. It

was running along at about 110 before he commenced.
When it was ascertained that he had a majority of the stock, Mr.

Morgan was able to get Mr. Schwab to go, at 1 or 2 o'clock at night,

to his hotel and wake him up to know upon what terms he could get
an option upon that, or buy it, and they found Mr. Gates and got
him to give an option by which he agreed to take 150 for all majority
of the stock. They took the option and handled it, and Mr. Morgan
called up the. president of the Atlantic Coast Line and suggested the
situation to himj and the outcome was that the Atlantic Coast Line
agreed to take it at 150, and to do so issued $35,000,000 in new
bonds, $8,500,000 in new stock, to the former stockholders—to the
then stockholders—and $5,000,000 of stock further. That resulted
in an increase of the bonds and stocks of the Atlantic Coast line; a
net increase, of about $50,000,000, in order to enable the Atlantic
Coast Line to take the control of the Louisville and Nashville Rail-
road out of the hands of Mr. Gates. Mr. J. Pierpont Morgan ex-
pressed it in this way in his testimony

:

I do not wish to Impugn any man's ability, but I did not consider tbat Mr.
Qates was a proper person to manage the Louisville and Nashville Railroad.

Mr. Gates was perhaps an active man, and he might indulge in
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what would be called among railroad brethren " unreasonable and
rough competition." I suppose that is what it meant. He was not
wanted in that family of railroad men. And therefore the net out-
come was that the Atlantic Coast Line was saddled with about
$50,000,000 more of capitalization in order to get Mr. Gates out of
the way. The property did not have another nail driven in it, or
another cross-tie, or any more rolling stock, or any stock of any sort

in addition ; but when you talk about the railroad rates of the Atlantic
Coast Line and the increase of 2 cents on lumber which the Atlantic
Coast Line made along with others, the Commission, or Congress, or

the country want to consider that $50,000,000 of capitalization, as

well as that part of the capitalization of these railroads in the hands
of the widows'and the orphans who have put in their little savings
into these securities. And when you consider these $50,000,000 worth
of bonds, of capitalization, you should consider that the bonds be-

come a fixed charge. Literest on them must be paid.

That is just one little case. That is an illustration of what is going
on and has been going on.

Senator Dollivee. Would you suggest an investigation of the issue

of new securities of these railroads ?

Mr. Clements. There may be a remedy of that sort; but I am
making an answer now to this cry about the confiscation of bonds
and stock, and the confiscation of property, and so forth. I think
considerations of that sort, as well as of these combinations in
restraint of trade by which rates are advanced upon agreement, are
legitimate and pertinent considerations when you come to consider
the reasonableness of a rate; because the law has left competition to
fix the standard of reasonableness in respect of rates.

Senator Cttllom. If it will not disturb you, will you be kind
enough to tell me when Mr. Gates sold to Mr. Morgan, on what date

;

and also when did Mr. Morgan sell ? My understanding is that there
was considerable time between those transactions. If you have the
dates there, I would like to have them.
Mr, Clements. I can take an extract from the testimony taken in

that case and send it to you; but I could not give you the dates here.
It is somewhere about two or three years ago that that was heard.
But there was a limit on the option, and as I remember the testimony,
the whole matter was fixed up before the option ran out.

Senator Cullom. Mr. Morgan was away, I think, when one of the
transactions took place, and if you can furnish the data I would be
glad to have you do it.

Mr. Clements. I can furnish that. It was some couple of years
ago, I think, speaking from memory.

Senator Clapp. "Was there an investigation by the Commission?
Mr. Clements. Of this matter?
Senator Clapp. Yes.
Mr. Clements. Yes, sir.

Senator Clapp. How did that come out?
Mr. Clements. The railroad commission of Kentucky instituted

a complaint before the Interstate Commerce Commission in respect
to these matters.

Senator Clapp. Whatjwas that based on? I am simply asking for
information.

Mr. Clements. I do not remember now all the grounds on which
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that investigation -v^as based. It was a complaint from the railroad

commission of Kentucky to the Interstate Commerce Commission,

and I should say, from memory, that it'involved the allegation of

unreasonable rates brought about by combinations. There was a

good deal said in the case about some combination in violation of the

laws of Kentucky.
Senator Clapp. Have there been any rates changed?

Mr. Clements. I do not remember about that. This testimony was

brought out in this way : When the railroads answered this complaint

made by the Kentucky commission they set up that it was a matter not

within the jurisdiction of the Interstate Commerce Commission to

interfere ; at least a part of it.

Senator Ctjllom. I suppose you referred to it more because it was
a notable transaction, and a questionable one, than with a view to

what effect it would have upon the country ?

Mr. Clements. I referred to it simply to illustrate how it is that

the fixed charges can be increased, and the public must meet the in-

terest on stocks and bonds without any change in the property, and
how it has been done in other cases. So that matters have gone so far

that it is not safe to say that all these bonds and stock represent a

bona fide investment, entitled to earn a profit.

And I want to say in reply to the Senator from Minnesota that

both the railroads when they answered the complaints denied the

power of this Commission to investigate the matter. I do not know
whether that went to the whole complaint, but it certainly did to a

part of it, and possibly to all of it. But when we met to take it up,

one by one they withdrew that. Mr. Stetson, I think, and some of

these others, said that they withdrew it, and they represented some of

them, and they would be glad to disclose everything about the mat-
ter, and Mr. Baxter, representing the Southern, said the same thing,

so that the testimony was given by common consent. I referred to

it not for the purpose of impugning these men. They conducted
what they considered a lawful transaction as the law stands. I
spoke of it to show how the competition goes on in one form and an-

other, but the competition is more or less diminishing, and therefore
the greater the necessity of some sort of efficient regulation of rates.

Senator Clapp. MTiat have you to tell us about what use was made
of that?
Mr. Cljjments. The Commission did not pursue it. They stated

that they wanted to take it up again at Louisville, but they never did
it, and the matter was left in that form.

Senator Nbwlands. Do you think it wo61d be wise to provide that

stock and bonds of railroads engaged in interstate commerce should
have to be approved?

Senator Clapp. I would suggest that that has not been brought up
by the witness, and according to our agreement, I think we ought to

confine our inquiry to what he brings out at this stage, and bring
these things up later.

Senator Newlands. I think that it is pertinent.

Senator Clapp. It is pertinent, but we had agreed to take these

things up later. Of course, it is perfectly pertinent.

Senator Newlands. Very well.

Mr. CuEMENTS. That happens to be a subject of larger dimensions,

which I did not come here to discuss, but I am perfectly willing to
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answer anything that I can on it. On this subject of consolidation,

etc., I have some figures here further illustrating the processes bj
which it goes on steadily, and I have taken this simply because it is

a striking illustration of the same consolidation and combination
which must affect the limitation on competition. The Pennsylvania
Kailroad has $296,504,550 in stock, and the Pennsylvania Company,
$40,000,000; the Baltimore and Ohio Kailroad Company, $184,000,-

000; the Chesapeake and Ohio, $62,000,000; the Norfolk and Western,
$89,000,000; the Philadelphia, Baltimore and Washington Railroad,

$23,000,000; the Northern Central Eailroad Company, $11,000,000.

I am merely giving you the round numbers here without the odd
dollars.

Senator Kean. Is this the capitalization of the Pennsylvania Rail-

road?
Mr. Cm!ments. It is the capitalization of these roads.

There are a great many other railroads in the Pennsylvania System.
I am only speaking of these important lines. This includes the
Pennsylvania Kailroad Company and the Pennsylvania Company, the
Baltimore and Ohio Railroad Coimpany, the Norfolk and Western,
the Chesapeake and Ohio, the Philadelphia, Baltimore and Washing-
ton, and the Northern Central. I have limited these to this number
because they are very conspicuous and important roads and illustrate

the manner in which these holdings are interlocked, so to speak, with
these different roads. Of the stock of the Pennsylvania Company
the Pennsylvania Kailroad Company owns all—$40,000,000. Or the
stock of the Baltimore and Ohio Railroad Company, which is $184,-
000,000, the Pennsylvania owns $51,000,000 and the Pennsylvania
Company $16,000,000, the Philadelphia, Baltimore and Washing-
ton Railroad Company owns $1,781,000, and the Northern Central
Railroad Company owns $1,781,000. Of the Chesapeake and Ohio
Railroad Company, which is $62,000,000, the Pennsylvania Railroad
owns $10,000,000, the Pennsylvania Company $4,000,000, the North-
ern Central Railway Company $1,500,000. Of the stock of the Nor-
folk and Western Railroad Company, which is $89,000,000, the Penn-
sylvania Railroad Company owns $25,000,000, the Pennsylvania
Company $26,500,000, the Northern Central Company $1,500,000;
and of the stock of the Philadelphia, Baltimore and Washington
Railroad Company, which is $23,000,000, the Pennsylvania Railroad
Company owns $23,000,000, with some odd figures—practically all.

The Northern Central owns $352,000. The Pennsylvania Company
owns $9,000,000. I have left off the odd figures generally.

Now, among the persons who are on boards of directors, one person,
who is on the Pennsylvania Railroad Company's board of directors,
is on 24 different boards of directors. Another person is on 17 boards,
and so on. Some of these directors are on practically all of these
boards of directors. For instance, Mr. Barnes is on the directorship
of the Norfolk and Western road, the Baltimore and Ohio, the Penn-
sylvania Company, and the Pennsylvania Railroad Company, but
not on the Chesapeake and Ohio. Mr. McRae is on the Pennsylvania
Company, the Pennsylvania Railroad Company, the Baltimore and
Ohio, and the Norfolk and Western. And so it goes. I have these
statements, which illustrate how the management of these roads is
in the hands of the same men.

Senator Kean. Do you intend to put those statements int
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Mr. Clements. Yes ; I will put them in if they are acceptable.

Senator Kean. Those are very well managed properties, I pre-

sume ?

Mr. Clements T presume so. I am not questioning that. But I

think it is a legitimate inference that when the same or many of the

same people are on the boards of directors of each one of these roads,

or all but one, that they are not as likely to indulge in competition with

one another as they were when they were separate and distinct and

independent. That seems to be a reasonable inference.

Senator Newi,ands. Hence you would not expect any reduction to

take place by competition such as has hitherto taken place?
_

Mr. Clements. That is exactly the issue that I make in these

things; that is what I call to your attention. I see Senator Gor-

man is on one of these, as well as another gentleman, whose name I

can not find here now.
Senator Kean. Is Senator Gorman on there for the State of Mary-

land, as a State director?

Mr. Clements. Mr. Gorman and one other man are here as repre-

sentatives of the State of Maryland. That was what I was proceed-

ing to state. I wanted to state the fact in the record. They are

there as representatives of the State and not in any personal ca-

pacity.

Senator Kean. You think that the service to the public of the

Pennsylvania Eailroad is good?
Mr. Clements. Good?
Senator Kean. Yes.
Mr. Clements. They have undoubtedly good service. I think they

complain at times that they are very greatly congested and need more
rolling stock, and I know at times they have been so. But I am not

making any contest here that they do not render good service, and I

am not making any contest for the confiscation of these stocks or

bonds or trying to impugn any man here because he is on two or three

of these boards. That is under the law, and I suppose that it is legiti-

mate ; but I am speaking of it as a continuous and a growing condition

which tends, as every man must recognize, I think, to the limitation

of competition upon which the public is supposed to rely for protec-

tion against unreasonable and extortionate rates. We are constantly

told in these hearings that there is no danger of the railroads putting

on excessive rates, for several reasons. In the first place, because it is

against their interest to do it; in the second place, because the force

of competition is such that it is practically impossible to do it any-

how. Now, the Senator from New Jersey called my attention when
I commenced—and I intended to speak of it soon—^to this statement

found in a report made by the Commission in a case concerning
Senator Kean. Strawberries?

Mr. Clements. Strawberries; yes, sir.

Senator Kean. Rates from' Florida ?

Mr. Clements. Yes. This was reported by Commissioner Veazey,

and in that report it is said

:

Notwithstanding the Commission has held from the time of Its organization

to the present time that the statute requires It to ascertain and determine what
the reasonable maximum rate is, on a complaint alleging violation by reason

of excessive freight charges, yet some carriers continue to deny the soundness

of this view of the law. But under the renewed presentation of tbls aiKument
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It still seems plain to ns that regardless of where the general power to estab-

lish rates may be lodged, the ascertainment of a reasonable rate where extor-

tion is charged necessarily involves the determination of how much an existing

rate is in excess of what Is reasonable.

Senator Kean. That was in 1892.

Senator Newlands. What case is that?

Senator Kean. That was the Strawberry Case.

Mr. Clements. Decided in January, 1892. That was a complaint
made before I was a member of the Commission. I was only calling

your attention to that case because of the statements that have been
made as to whether or not that power of the Commission had been
questioned prior to the statement of Mr. Morrison. I want to print

what Mr. Morrison said in here. What the Commission said was
written and penned by Mr. Morrison, and I want you to understand
that thoroughly, that Mr. Morrison did not say that nobody ques-
tioned its power. What he said was that no member of the Commis-
sion ever officially expressed any other view or ever failed to join in
the action which was taken, beginning with the case which was com-
menced the second month after the Commission was organized, and
as to that, no railroad company filed in any answer a contest about
this question for the first ten years that the Commission was running.
That there was some argument and talk here and there about it I
have not denied, of course.

Senator Clapp. The time has come for adjournment now. We can
not get through with you before dinner this evening, Mr. Clements,
so we will take a recess, and if it suits your convenience and that of
the Commission we wiU be pleased to hear you further at 11 o'clock
to-morrow morning.

"^

Mr. Clements. I thank you. I have but little more to say, and
I will be here then.

Resolution of the commercial com/mittee and husiness men of
Mitchell, S. Dak.

Whereas we fully realize that our achievements, from a commer-
cial and industrial standpoint, have been attained very largely by
reason of the railways that have entered our territory and State, and
which have contributed to the upbuilding of our cities, towns, and
villages and the development of our industrial resources, to the west
of us are hidden commercial resources, and there is much to be devel-
oped in our State which depends upon these railways increasing their
mileage, thereby inviting immigration and building up our commer-
cial industries", which otherwise will lie dormant. We desire to ex-
press our appreciation of these great railway lines, which have
afforded us such splendid advantages and which gives us promise of
the immediate development of our western territory by giving us
new lines of railroads which will widen their market area, and while
increasing their business thereby give to our people additional ad-
vantages, and which in response to their demands of increasing trade
wiU lower the rates of transportation.
Whereas an attempt isbemg made to take from these railway com-

panies the power to establish their own rates and place it in the hands
of a political commission, which we fear will result in disaster to
bouth Dakota and tend to injure our future immediate developmfint
we beheve that the present transportation rates, under the control of
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the interstate-commerce law, are well and generally observed; that

the present law is ample to correct any possible evil, and that what-
ever complaints arise, if any, are not by reason of any present exist-

ing tariff rates, but more from the want of an enforcement of our
present laws, and that all that remains to correct such evils is the fear-

less and impartial enforcement of the laws as they stand to-day.

While the transportation lines have profitably conducted their busi-

ness, we feel that in the main our business with them has been satis-

factory to us

:

Resolved^ That we, the commercial committee and business men of
Mitchell, S. Dak., are opposed to any interference by further legisla-

tion aiming to take from the control of the railway lines the estab-

lishing of their tariff rates and placing the same in the hands of a
political commission.
The commercial committee:

H. C. Preston, President.
A. B. Hager, Secretary.

J. L. Morrow.
Eobt. Burns.
D. A. Mezener.
H. E. Kibber.
Wm. M. Smith.
T. C. Burns.
Geo. E. Foster.

W. W. Milne.

C. E. Newbury.
O. L. Branson.
L. J. Welch.
C. E. Reeves.
L. O. Gole.

O. B. Wilt.
E. J. Quigley.
M. F. Patton.
E. F. Eeamer.
E. J. Lawrence.
W. E. Ball.

W. E. Crane.
S. G. Boyce.
T. F. Graham.
J. E. Wells.
W. H. Conyes.
J. G. McCartney.
E. N. Kratz.
H. G. Nichols.

O. E. Cassem.
A. B. McKeel.
Sam. T. Greene.
C. E. Calvin.

H. B. Anderson.
O. D. Stearns*
H. L. Bras.

J. M. Kuhn.
Geo. A. Silsby.

Joseph Harker.

D. C. Braught.
D. J. Noble.
Harvey Noble.
I). B. Miller.

C. W. Johnston.
S. J. Moore.
W. H. George.
I. W. Seaman.
C. E. Norris.

W. A. Branch.
C. W. Downey.
J. D. Anderson.
S. H. Scallin.

E. E. Storer.

J. E. Turner & Son.
Jacob Beeker.
Delvan Becker.
Joe L. Lovinger.
D. C. Bayley.
Jas. Lyons.
W. H. Barber.
M. S. Kern.
J. K. Smith.
W. A. Heinberger.
L. F. Geiger.
I. Fogarty.
C. W. Adams.
Fred Madehase.
B. M. Johnston.
P. D. Moran.
W. S. Doolittle.

H. D. Butterfield.

J. S. Wingfield.
Chris Footett.

J. A. Jolly.

B. A. Babb.
L. M. Simons.

J. Q. Markham.
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STATEMENT OF ME. FEEDERICK EDWAED LYSTEE.

Senator Clapp. Will you please state your name and occupation!
Mr. Lyster. I am a manufacturer of linseed oil, at Fredonia, WU-

Bon County, Kans.
Senator Ci-app. Now, state, in a general way, the extent of your

business.

Mr. Lystbe. Two thousand cars per annum.
Senator Clapp. Now, will you state what you desire to tell us upon

the issue before the committee here?
Mr. Lyster. In order to preface that matter I will state that I have

been, during my active manufacturing career, a competitor of two
large so-called trusts—^the Standard Oil Company and the Amer-
ican liinseed Oil Company—and I find that while there is much mis-
understanding as regards the terrors of these trusts in active business
operations, so there seems to be quite a little misunderstanding as to

the terrors of the railroad question from the shippers' standpoint.
The gentleman who preceded me here, a member of the Interstate

Commerce Commission, seems to be under the impression that the
shipper impugns the honesty of his Commission. On the contrary,
we do not question the honesty of the Commission ; but we do doubt
their ability to deal promptly and efficiently, from the shippers' stand-
point, with the various questions that arise from day to day in the
shipping interests. In the business in which I am connected, sir, we
have a great many things to contend with. The business is known as

a telegraphic business. The markets change frequently. The prod-
uct is grown in many countries, and the markets to-day, of all the
products we make, are dominated by the European markets. So that
having this complication, entering into our business is at once a matter
of grave consideration, and therefore, under these circumstances, as an
individual manufacturer and from the standpoint of those manu-
facturers I have talked with, I would rather work under the existing
conditions of the railroads than under any possible plan that could
be devised whereby the power to make a maximum rate should be
placed in the hands of any one body of people. I believe, sir, that
is all that I have to say on the ftiatter.

Senator Kban. You are from Kansas?
Mr. Lysi'er. Yes, sir.

Senator Kean. Is there much sentiment in Kansas for the regula-
tion of railroad rates by legislation ?

Mr. Lyster. Not from any of those who have any knowledge of
the subject. There is quite a little clamor from people who never
ship a carload of anything. The agitation, I fancy, is by news-
papers and professional politicians who have some interest in the
matter. But I have never met a shipper, large or small, who had
been very long in the business and established his right to be in
business, who had any question about this matter at all, or who had
any complaint to make about the treatment of the railroads.
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STATEMENT OF MR. ARCH McGREGOB.

Senator Clapp. Please state your name, age, residence, and occu-
pation.

Mr. McGregor. T live in Springfield, Mo. ; I am in the wholesale
hardware business at that point. I also represent quite a number
of jobbers from the same city.

We are being fairly treated by the railroads in our section of the

country, and have no special complaint to make about our freight

rates, and we are opposed to any change that would place the rate mak-
ing in the hands of the Commissioners. We would rather that it would
remain where it is. The people who make the rates in our section

of the country are thoroughly familiar with the conditions and sur-

roundings, and the country is getting ahead, and we are fairly pros-

perous; and for that reason, if for no other, we do not care about
taking any risk in the matter.

Senator Kean. Do you hear in Missouri any great clamor in re-

gard to additional legislation?

Mr. McGregor. No ; I can not say that I do.

Senator Kean. You have heard it?

Mr. McGregor. There is always more or less talk about it and
always will be. I do not know that I can hardly say who-

Senator Kean. The shipper—it is from the shipper?
Mr. McGregor. If the price of wheat goes down the farmer

generally kicks and lays a good deal of it to the railroad companies.

I don't know whether that has anything to do with it or not. Now,
the shippers are fairly well satisfied. We have no trouble down
there in meeting competition, and that being the case we have no
special complaint to make. Any time we have had any trouble and
have taken it up with the railroad companies they have given us a

fair hearing and have put us in a position to do business all right.

Senator Kean. Then the railroads have always given you a square

deal?
Mr. McGregor. Not all the time ; I do not want to go on record as

saying that, but I will say that when we have had a good, fair case and
presented it to them we have gotten justice, and especially has it

been so in the last four or five years.

Thereupon, at 6.10 o'clock p. m., the committee took a recess until

7.40 p. m.

EVENING SESSION.

"Ilie committee met pursuant to the taking of recess.

STATEMENT OF MR. L. M. MILLER, OF KANSAS CITY, MO.

• Senator Kean. Please state your name and residraici.

Mr. Miller. My name is L. M. Miller, Kansas City, Mo.
Senator Kean. And what is your occupation?
Mr. Miller. President of the Commercial Club of Kansas City, Mo.
Senator Kean. But you have an occupation ?

Mr. Miller. I am in the flouring, the milling business.
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Senator Kean. And what bodi«s do you represent, what com-
mercial organizations 1

Mr. Miller. The Commercial Club of Kansas City.
Senator Kean. Will you please go ahead and make your statement

to the committee.
Mr. Miller. As president of the Commercial Club of Kansas

City, representing a membership of about 1,000 of the leading com-
mercial and manufacturing interests of Kansas City, employing
a capital of not less than $85,000,000, I have to say that our club,

after having given the Esch-Townsend bill very careful considera-
tion, adopted a resolution that this biU should not be passed in its

present form.
As a whole our community is satisfied with the present rates and

with the present rate-making conditions, and the few exceptions are
that certain concerns are believed to be favored by the railroads in

certain ways, either by rebates or concessions, consequently we be-

lieve in a uniform system of railroad bookkeeping, subject at all times
to the inspection of the Interstate Commerce Commission, somewhat
similar to that used in our national banking system.

I am in the flour milling business at Kansas City, the second larg-

est milling center in the United States, and as we have a large sur-

plus of wheat, we consequently have more milling capacity than is

required for tiie domestic consumption, this surplus of wheat and
flour has to be exported, where in most instances it comes into com-
petition witl the world's maricets.

Supply and demand, coupled with rates, regulate prices, conse-

quently the value of wheat and flour fluctuates -from day to day, and
rates must be made to harmonize with local. conditions in order to

meet competition from other countries.

Were we obliged to await the changes of rates to the seaboard by
a commission for. this purpose, whose action, in consequence of the
large volume of business, would necessarily be slow, the interest and
insurance on the large stocks of wheat or flour would deter any one
from accumulating same unless on large margins, which would
necessarily have to be borne by the producer—^the farmer. There-
fore rates must be left to be made as they are now made, but with
such restrictions that no one shipper can in any way be favored.

Senator ICean. You spoke of rebates and discriminations. Do
you believe certain parties are receiving rebates and discriminations ?

Mr. Miller. I base that statement up this fact : That nearly every
railroad running out of Kansas City or any other large center will
build an elevator for grain men, and those particular gram men do the
business over that line. They are paid a certain price for handling
this wheat through the elevator. AVhat that is we are not able to
learn, because it is done under their private contracts. Now, whether
these people are favored—^we believe they are favored by some-
one

Senator Kean. You do not believe that they are favored in the
rate on their grain, but you believe that they are favored in some way
through elevator charges or something of that kind ?

Mr. Miller. Yes, sir.

Senator Kean. Now, on what roads?
Mr. Mmum. Take tbe 'Chicago, Milwaukee and St. Paul out of

Kansas City
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Senator Kean. They have their own elevators?

Mr. Miller. They have an elevator which they own and which is

operated by grain men who do not own the elevator.

Senator Kean. Operated by whom?
Mr. Miller. By men who do not own the elevator. Take the Mis-

souri Pacific Railroad. It has built an elevator, and it is operated

by men who do not own the elevator. They are large shippers. Take
the Maple Leaf. It has a large elevator. That elevator is operated

by people who do not own it. The elevator is owned by the railroad

people.

Senator Kean. Then you think, on the whole, that rates are fair

at the present time ?

Mr. Miller. Yes, sir.

Senator Kean. As far as you know, there are no rebates or discrim-

inations made other than those you have indicated ?

Mr. Miller. No, sir.

Senator Kean. And would the Elkins law, if properly enforced,

in your judgment, cover all these cases?

Mr. Miller. I think it would.
Senator Kean. This is, I understand it, the unanimous sentiment

of your organization ?

Mr. Miller. Yes, sir.

Senator Kean. And generally of the people of Kansas City?
Mr. Miliar. Yes.
Senator Kean. Have you heard many complaints in Kansas City?
Mr. Miller. No, sir.

Senator Kean. Have you heard any of any moment? Of course
there are always some complaints everywhere.
Mr. Miller. None outside of these that I have made reference to.

Senator Kean. We are much obliged to you for your statement.

STATEMENT OF MR. H. B. TOPPING OF KANSAS CITY, MO.

Senator Kean. Please state your business.
Mr. Topping. Wholesale implements ; and I am a manufacturer.
Senator Kean. And whom do you represent ?

Mr. Topping. I represent the Commercial Club, as chairman of the
Trade Extension Committee, and am also president of the Kansas
City Vehicle and Hardware Club, and speak for them.
Senator Kean. What is the amount of your business?
Mr. Topping. About $40,000,000 per year in volume. We realize,

gentlemen, that you have had a strenuous day, and our remarks will

be very brief.

Kansas City is the largest distributing center of agricultural imple-
ments, vehicles, and wagons in the world. I have the honor of being
president of the Kansas City Implement, Vehicle, and Hardware
Club, a business organization that has had much to do with the rapid
development and growth of the agricultural interests of the great
Southwest. We supply the- machinery to the farmer with which he
tills the soil and produces the great crops of wheat, com, cotton, and
haj. We have about 200 manufacturers and jobbers in our line

doing business in Kansas City; the volume aggregating many mil-

lions of dollars and many thousands of carloa(& of goods annually.
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We are not in favor of any change in the Interstate Commerce
Laws, especially in regard to rate-making. We believe the present

laws are sufficient to correct the evils, if rigidly enforced.

Oklahoma and Indian territories, during the few years since set-

tlement has been permitted, have built nearly 3,000 miles of railroad,

and many miles are now in course of construction. New towns spring

up almost in a night and in a few months become bustling young
cities. New rates are constantly being promulgated that often require

quick adjustment on account of local conditions. This is possible

under our present laws, but we fear would, under the new law, neces-

sarily require a long time and entail great hardship, and delay
development.
Gentlemen, a half century ago there were no railroads west of the

Missouri River. To-day we have at least 100,000 miles, and the
wealth-producing center of our great country has moved westward.
In Kansas City alone we have 18 railroad systems, with 32 distinct

lines. Annual bank clearings of 1,000 million dollars ; 2,289 factories.

The country tributary produces 51 per cent of all the corn, 40 per
cent of the cattle, 45 per cent of the cotton, and 21 per cent of all the
wheat raised in the United States. All this growth has come under
the present laws regulating the railroads. We do not think it safe to

disturb the present conditions, and ask you to report unfavorably on
this bill. I thank you.

Senator Kean. You say Kansas City is the largest center for the
distribution of agricultural implements in the United States ?

Mr. Topping. Yes, sir ; the largest in the world.
Senator ICJean. I knew Kansas City was great for some things, but

I did not know it was first in that respect. What do you know about
rebates or discriminations ?

Mr. Topping. Well, sir, we have heard no complaints in our line of
business. Under the Elkins law we are getting along nicely over
there. As president of the club I have heard no complaint from any
of our members.

Senator Kean. And you ship how extensively ?

Mr. Topping. Well, sir, the tonnage in our line of business will
amount to about thirty carloads per annum of farm machinery.

Senator Kean. And chiefly in what States?
Mr. Topping. Western Missouri, all of Kansas, all of Oklahoma

and Indian Territories, and Colorado and New Mexico.
Senator Kean. Are the people there generally satisfied with the

rates of freight ?

Mr. Topping. Yes, sir.

Senator Kean. And the charges made by the railroads ?

Mr. Topping. Yes, sir.

Senator Kean. And you have heard of no discriminations or re-

bates?

Mr. Topping. No, sir ; I have not. We have been able to adjust all

differences with the railroads in a very satisfactory manner.
Senator Kean. Have you ever had any differences with the rail-

roads !

Mr. Topping. Yes, sir.

Senator Kean. How were they settled!
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Mr. Topping. Well, through our trafiic managers, by mutual
arrangements.

Senator Kean. Did you gentlemen get what you wanted?
Mr. Topping. Yes, generally.

Senator Kean. Or partially what you wanted?
Mr. Topping. Usually a happy compromise if not all we wanted.

STATEMENT OF MB. W. C. TBICEETT, OF KANSAS CITY, MO.

Senator Kean. State your residence.

Mr. Thickett. Kansas City, Mo.
Senator Kean. And what is your occupation?

Mr. Trickett. I am commissioner of the Kansas City Transporta-

tion Bureau.
Senator EIban. What is the Kansas City Transportation Bureau?
Mr. Trickett. It is an organization maintained by the commercial

and manufacturing interests in Kansas City to protect the city in all

matters concerning transportation.

Senator Kean. Will you make your statement?
Mr. Trickett. The committee of which I am a member comes from

the West, that part of our country which produces a large portion

of the wealth or this great nation. The agricultural interests are so

diversified and the production of farm products so extensive that the

markets of the world are necessary to the welfare of our people.

My entire business life has been devoted to freight traffic work,

and I have long since been convinced that the subject of rate making
is highly technical and extremely complex, and while not directly

connected with the railroad service, I believe that the interests of the

West would be best conserved by having those of ripe experience in

traffic remain in control of the situation, subject to regulation by
existing laws.

I maintain that freight rates are not made entirely by traffic offi-

cials, but that they make themselves and are largely supervised and
promulgated by the carriers. Many rates, perhaps a majority, are

the result of competition and are an adjustment based upon actual

and practical experience, admitting of elasticity in meeting changing
conditions as emergencies arise.

The only substantial complaint on part of shippers throughout the

country is that certain shippers are favored, directly or indirectly,

so that in the end rates are not actually the same for all, and, gentle-

men, I believe the solution of this problem is the strict enforcement
of the ElMns law.

Manufacturing and jobbing centers are interested in the relative

adjustment of rates rather than in the volume thereof, while the pro-

ducer is under all circumstances seeking the lowest rate obtainable

commensurate with good service, which orings us down to the point

that the making of rates throughout the United States should not be

delegated to any body of men.
It is the opinion of many prominent traffic officials and students ol

transportation that freight rates throughout the United States will

never be adjusted to the satisfaction of the entire shipping public.

Constantly changing conditions and the struggle for commercial
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remacy precipitates frequent complaints of alleged unjust dis-

ttination between individuals and localities. The situation has
btless prompted many commercial organizations to indorse dif-

jnt measures calculated to obtain aid or relief at the hands of
igress, and may explain, in part at least, the numerous signers to

petition which was presented at the last session,

'he organization I represent on this occasion, the Commercial Club
Kansas City, does not act mechanically ; they think for themselves,

[ having thoroughly considered a proposition from their point of

w, they hew to the line, let the chips fall where they may.
?herefore, after careful investigation by a committee composed of

een representative business men engaged in various branches of

ie, an indorsement of the proposed measure was deemed inadvis-

e, and I am here to voice their action. While I believe it to be
lerally conceded that no factor is so potent in the development of

imerce as prompt and economical means of transportation, there

ms to have been during several years past a demand for railway

islation, both State and national. This has been incited largely by
lost constant agitation, but I believe that the people are now taking
teeper interest m the subject and are beginning to realize that con-

vative regulation of the great arteries of commerce is far prefer-

[e to radical legislation.

Reasonable competition between carriers with rigid adherence to

iffully published tariff rates is all that any shipper or community
[uires in the daily conduct of business, and under tsuch conditions

1 various controversies which must of necessity arise between
pper and carrier could and should be adjusted without invoking
1 aid of State or Federal authorities. It is my judgment that if

I act to regulate commerce is amended as proposed, the Interstate

mmerce Commission will find itself inundated with complaints
alleged discrimination. I believe it would be thoroughly imprac-
ible to promulgate a system of maximum rates for the United
ites without seriously localizing business of large trade cen-

s. To rule upon specific rates would invade more territory than
it embraced in the original complaint. It may be argued that
s is not contemplated by the Esch-Townsend bill or that no such
iensive reform wiU be attempted Conceding this to be true, it-

apparent that a mandatory order affecting rates between two or
re points may involve a vast area doing perhaps infinitely more
rni than good. To illustrate : A reduction in rates from St. Louis
Oklahoma City could not be confined to the two points named, as
ier established differentials corresponding reductions would of
;essity follow from Mississippi River points, Chicago, Memphis,
ssouri Eiyer points, and other trade centers, and would affect the
later portion of the Oklahoma and Indian Territories, owing to
npetitive conditions which exist in that locality. Any change
rates on grain, say, from a point in Kansas to Chicago, would
lessitate corresponding changes to all markets on both domestic
1 export business. This is due to the fact that rates from the
in-producing territory west of the Missouri River to the Atlantic
board are predicated on the Mississippi River combination, and
es to Gulf ports are made upon agreed differentials under South
iantic ports. Additional illustrations of a similar character could
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be cited. Indeed, it may be said without fear of successful contra-

diction, that except in purely local territory, the results would be as

stated.

A practical illustration of what served as a mandatory order by the

Interstate Commerce Commission may be found in the case of the

wholesale grocers of Wichita, Kansas, v. The Atchison, Topeka and
Santa Fe Eailway and others, decision in which was rendered Janu-
ary 17, 1905. The complaint alleged discrimination against the city

of Wichita, but was in reality directed against jobbers located on the

Missouri River, yet the latter were not made defendants and received

no official notice whatsoever. Their first intimation of the complaint
was received on December 27, and the hearing took place in Chicago
two days later. The limited time in which the Missouri Eiver people

had to prepare themselves rendered their representation inadequate
and their evidence incomplete, yet these same business men were in

the territory years previous to their interior competitors, and their

trade was jeopardized by the attack. The decision required a reduc-

tion of 7 cents per hundred pounds in the differential to Wichita
imder the Missouri River, which, if enforced, would have been suf-

ficient to exclude all outside competition, and had it not been for

prompt action on the part of the Missouri River jobbers they would
have sustained a heavy loss of business. The injury was, however,
averted by a reduction in local rates from Kansas City, Leavenworth,
Atchison, and St. Joseph necessary to meet the reduction ordered by
the Commission, and practically all stations in Kansas and Oklahoma
were involved in the revision, although the original complaint covered

but one point.

Except for certain evils which have been repeatedly referred to in

this investigation, I believe the present law adequate in its provisions

to protect ^1 individuals and localities against imjust discrimination.

It is certainly preferable for those having grievances to seek ami-

cable adjustment with the one or more lines of railway interested, ap-

pealing to the Interstate Commerce Commission only as a last resort.

When a formal complaint is filed, aU interests involved should be

given opportunity to be heard, and the decision rendered as speedily

as possible.

In comparatively few cases investigated and decided by the Com-
mission is the decision and order of that honorable body disobeyed.

This sustains the belief that it is not necessary to invest the Inter-

state Commerce Commission with additional rate-making power.
The maintenance of railroad associations not at variance with the

act to regulate commerce should not, in my judgment, be construed

as a detriment to the shipping public. Representatives of lines from
different territories should be permitted to meet and confer upon
subjects of common interest the same as men in other branches of

business. Personally, I know that shippers, or their representatives,

are permitted and, in fact, often requested to appear before these

meetings and argue orally petitions which have been previously filed.

The difficulty of obtaining uniform action by communicating with

individual traffic officials is apparent, and inasmuch as the concur-

rence of all lines is necessary to avoid disturbance in rates it would

seem that the maintenance of associations, as previously referred to,

should be legalized.
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In appearing before this committee in opposition to the proposed
legislation, I do not wish to convey the impression that Kansas City
shippers have no grievances against railroads. Our shippers, through
the organization which I represent, are constantly working towards
securing adjustment of inequalities which arise from time to time and
avoid appealing to our State commission or the Interstate Commerce
Commission just as much as possible. " In other words, we feel that it

is the disposition of railroads to treat fairly with the shipping public,

and that in a great majority of cases ordinary controversies can be
settled between the two interests without invoking State or Federal
aid.

In Kansas City and territory tributary thereto additional trans-

portation and terminal facilities are badly needed, and our people do
not wish to see the railroads so hampered by legislation as to retard

this important work.
Senator Clapp. In your statement you have said that you believe

the present law adequate except in regard to certain thmgs. You
seem to indicate that evils have been referred to here which you do
not believe the present law adequate to meet,

Mr. Trickett. That is correct.

Senator Clapp. What are those evils?

Mr. Teickett. The private car lines, the switching arrangements,
and terminal lines, which I understand can not be reached under the

present law.

Senator Clapp. Your understanding is that the present law would
not reach them ?

Mr. Tbickett. That is my understanding.
Senator Clapp, And they are the matters which are referred to

here as not adequately met by the existing law ?

Mr. Trickett. That is correct.

Senator CiiApp. You are the commissioner of the Kansas City
Transportation Bureau. You must come in contact with the traffic

managers and others in getting rates, and I will ask you whether
they have ever offered you any rebates?
Mr. Trickett. Since the enactment of the Elkins law I do not

know of any rebates that have been paid, with the possible exception
of terminal charges and private car line charges.

Senator Clapp. What is the nature of the rebates paid in the way
of terminal charges?
Mr. Trickett. Certain industrial corporations have seen fit to

build what are termed terminal lines or switching lines, and in the
ordinary conduct of business the owners of these properties are
accredited with a division of through rates from the initial points to
point of destination. It has been frequently charged that the pro-
portion accruing to the terminal lines is far beyond what that line
should justly earn, and assume the nature of a rebate.
Senator Kean. And what about switching charges?
Mr. Trickett. The propositions are somewhat similar in reference

to switching charges.

Senator Kean. That is, that factories, manufacturers, as I under-
stand it, in Kansas City that have private tracks
Mr. Trickett. I am not speaking of Kansas City ; I am speaking

of large industrial corporations in the East. I do not know of any
S. Doc. 243, 59-1—vol 4 16
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industry in Kansas City enjoying a rebate to-day, or any that have

enjoyed a rebate since the passage of the Elkins bill, in any manner
whatsoever.

Senator Kean. Do packing houses in Kansas City have private

tracks ?

Mr. Teickett. To a very limited extent.

Senator Kean. They have switches?

Mr. Teickett. They have switches, but they do not own terminal

lines, such as the large corporations in the East own.

Senator Kean. That is the only way that you think rebates are

given at the present time ?

Mr. Teickett. It is
;
yes, sir.

Senator Kean. Or discriminations made?
Mr. Teickett. I know of no discrimination practiced aside from

what I have stated.

Senator Kean. Do you know anything as to the extent of those

allowances for terminal roads and switching charges ?

Mr. Teickett. I have a very limited knowledge of the allowances

to those lines ; but I understand the whole arrangement to be a matter

of record on the part of the Interstate Commerce Commission.

Senator Kean. We are very glad to have heard your statements

Is there anyone else that wants to be heard for a moment?

STATEMENT OF MR. F. A. FOXON.

Senator Kean. Where do you live, Mr. Foxon?
Mr. FoxoN. Kansas City.

Senator Kean. What is your business?

Mr. FoxoN. Wholesale drug business.

Senator Kj^an. And what is the extent of your business?

Mr. FoxoN. We do a business of a million and a half.

Senator Kean. Now, you may make your statement.

Mr. FoxoN. Well, Mr.Chairman and gentlemen, I have no prepared
address and no statistics to offer. I really indorse what my colleagues

have said in the matter. I am a member of the Commercial Club
and a member of the delegation present here, and I can only say in a

general way that I myself as a shipper would rather deal directly

with the railroads. While we have out there our troubles with the

railroads, as they do, I suppose, in every other part of the country,

we get along fairly well, and we recognize that the railroads have
been the great force that has built up that country. So we naturally

have rather a kind feeling towards them.
When I went to Kansas to live there was not a mile of railroad in

the Territory; in fact, there was not a railroad within 150 miles of

the Territory of Kansas. And you know what the mileage is now in

that State. At that time there were less than 50,000 people in the

Territory of Kansas; and you know what the population there is

now. And the railroads have been the factors that have built up that

great country.

I suppose if the railroad management had been in the hands of

the Commission fifty years ago that we would have a very much
smaller population in the country west of the Missouri River than we
have now. As a resident of that section and as a shipper I believe

that matters would be better left as they are at the present time. I

think tliat if the Elkins law and the laws that we now have on the
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statute books were enforced that all adequate protection Would be
given. I feel that this proposed bill is a sure and certain step toward
Government ownership, which I am opposed to, and I would like to

see the present laws enforced and see what the results would be. I
believe they would be satisfactory.

That, I believe, Mr. Chairman, is all I care to say to-night. I
would not further intrude on your time, because I know it is valuable.

Senator Kean. We are very much obliged to you, and glad to know
that Kansas City is so happy, contented, and prosperous.

STATEMENT OF MR. F. J. HEABNE, CHAIRMAN AND PRESIDENT
OF THE COLORADO FUEL AND IRON COM?ANT OF COLORADO.

The Chairman (Senator Elkins in the chair). What is the extent

of the business of the Colorado Fuel and Iron Company as shippers

—

how many cars a year in and out ?

Mr. Heakne. We are engaged actively in the business over three or
four States and Territories. Our market is from the Missouri Kiver
to the Pacific Ocean and from British Columbia to the Gulf of
Mexico. We are producers of about 6,000,000 tons of coal annually,
and about a million and a half tons of coke. These products are
derived from 39 coal mines and about 3,500 coke ovens, besides a con-
siderable product we market for other producers. We are also en-
gaged in the manufacture of the various products of steel and iron
to the extent of about 2,000 tons daUy.
The Chairman. In addition?
Mr. Heabne. In addition. Our inbound and outbound freights

amount to about $1,000,000 a month.
The Chairman. How many lines of road do you ship over in and

out—your main works are at Pueblo, are they not ?

Mr. Hearne. Yes. Our mines are at various places in southeast
Colorado; some are in New Mexico, some in Utah, and some in
Wyoming. We ship over all the lines, practically, in the West, ex-
cepting the Northern Pacific and the Great Northern ; those lines we
do not reach.

The Chairman. How long have you been familiar with the steel
and iron business and the railroad business generally ? As I under-
stand it, you have had large experience as a railroad man as well
as experience in the steel and iron business.
Mr, Hearne. My experience began in 1867 as a civil engineer, and

at that time I was chief engineer of a western railroad for five years,
until 1872. From that time until the present I have been engaged
activdy in the manufacture 6f iron and steel—for about thirty-three
years.

The Chairman. And were you interested in railroads—^in the own-
ing and building of railroads as well?
Mr. Hearne. T)uring the first five years, yes; from 1867 to 1872.

We have in our outfit in Colorado 178 miles of railroad tracks, which
are under my direction.

Senator Blean. That is outside of any railroad system that is con-
trolled by the Colorado Fuel and Iron Company?
Mr. Hearne. It is practically controlled by the same interests as

the Colorado Fuel and Iron Company.
The Chairman. What is the capital stock of the Colorado Fuel and

Iron Company?
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Mr. Heahne. $46,200,000. There is $44,200,000 of common stock

and $2,000,000 of preferred stock.

The Chaikman. Now, so far as your experience goes as a shipper
and manager of these great works, have you any reason to complain
of rates being too high—excessive rates—or have the rates been satis-

factory to you as a shiper ?

Mr. Hearne. My experience has always been, Mr. Chairman, that

by coming in contact with the traffic managers of the carriers I have
always been able to get what I was justly entitled to. I am not aware
tl)at I have ever been discriminated against. Sometimes matters have
not come my way quite as promptly as I thought they ought to, but
the managers have always risen to the occasion and have been solic-

itous of the district through which they have operated, and I think
they have always done all reasonably in their power to promote the
business interests of the communities with which they dealt. Where
there is a mutuality of interests they usually succeed in coming to an
arrangement satisfactory to both the parties concerned.
The Chairman. Generally, you are satisfied ?

Mr. Hearne. I am satisfied entirely.

The Chairman. Do you know anything about rebates or discrim-
inations ?

Mr. Hearne. I do not, nothing, in my personal experience.
The Chairman. And you think that in the last two or three years

rebates and discriminations have ceased ?

Mr. Hearne. I think they have entirely ceased. So far as they
have come to my knowledge they have ceased since the passage of the
Elkins law. I think that law has had a very salutary effect, and I
think that if it is enforced it wiU give the shippers all the relief they
care for.

The Chairman. You know the question pending before this com-
mittee and under investigation. The proposition is to confer, per-
haps in a larger sense than under the present law, power to make
rates upon the Commission. What effect would that have, in your
opinion, and do you favor that policy or principle or not ?

Mr. Hearne. I am opposed to extending the rate-making power to
the Interstate Commerce Commission.
The Chahjman. Can you briefly state your reasons for your views?
Mr. Hearne. Well, briefly, I do not believe that the Commission is

capable, or that a commission can be appointed capable of handling
the vast interstate-commerce affairs of the country. Those matters
are now handled by a vast army of trained traffic managers who are
experts in their lines, and I should look for a very serious disturbance
of business relations and the satisfaction and comfort of doing busi-

ness if those changes were made. I believe the effect on the railroads
would be disastrous. It would be disastrous to the holders of securi-

ties. It would produce extreme conservatism in new railroad con-
struction, as well as in the purchases for operating purposes of exist-

ing lines. That in turn, I think, would be felt By every industrial
establishment in the country. The railroads are very largely pur-
chasers of material, and I think the fact of their retiring from the
market as active purchasers would have a very decided effect on lie
active prosperity of the country.
The Chairman. There are complaints of abuses in the way of

switching charges and terminal charges. To be more explicit,
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switches of a mile or 2 miles, or a short line of a mile or 2 miles con-
nected with industrial establishments of the country it is said get an
arbitrary over the ordinary shipper, which is, in effect, a discrimina-
tion. Do you know of any such thing as that ?

Mr. Heahne. Our own personal relations to the railroads are that
we have in the vicinity of Pueblo about 90 miles of trackage.
The Chairman. In and around your works?
Mr. Heaene. Yes; and various belt lines, involving the expendi-

ture of $2,500,000. When I say to you that we have not been able

to pay fixed charges on those lines I think it answers the question

and shows that we have not been getting any more than we are entitled

to. No part of that revenue, however, finds its way into the treasury

of the Colorado Fuel and Iron Company ; it all goes into the treasury
of the transportation company ; it is not a part of the manufacturing
company at all, although I happen to be president of those two sys-

tems.

The Chaihman. In your business do you import from Europe at

all?

Mr. Heaene. No; only to a small extent. We are importers of
ferromanganese to some extent, which comes in at the port of Gal-
veston. Outside of that we have very little import business.

Senator Kean. You say you have not been discriminated against?
Mr. Hbarne. Not that I am aware of.

Senator Keak. Have you been discriminated in favor of ?

Mr. Heaene. No ; we have not asked it. The fact is, sir, that we
are the only interest of that character in that section of the country.
So there is no one practically to discriminate against us, and there
is no one for us to discriminate against. There is no other iron
industry west of the Missouri Kiver until you reach the Pacific coast.

Senator Kean. There are coal interests, though?
Mr. Heaene. The same rates are extended to aU of our competitors

that are extended to us, so far as I know.
Senator Kean. Would you object to making a short statement of

the so-called discriminations in the matter of the Colorado Fuel and-
Iron Company and the Santa Fe Eailroad?
Mr. Heaene. I would be very glad to do so. This matter has been

brought about largely by sensational newspapers. The railroads
there, of course, have been extremely anxious to build up that section
of the country and have done all in their power to aid impecunious
operators, and they had a policy some years ago of collecting pay
for their coal products—their fuel. For instance, a mining concern
wiU deliver 10 or 12 or 20 carloads of coal to a railroad company
and at the end of the day's work, as soon as his bills of lading are
signed, the agent of the railroad hands to the superintendent of the
mines a sight draft upon the treasurer of his company, which is
bankable at once. That avoids the delay of sending the fuel through
to the consignee, with possible claims for short weight and poor
quality, and that sort of thing, and then probably having to wait a
month or two for him to get around to his pay day. Those settle-
ments used to be made daily; now they are made weekly, and it is
practically shipping the product with a sight draft attached to the
bill of lading; in fact, it is a little quicker than that. Take Deming
as the common basing point. The rate is $4.05 a ton ; of which $1 15
is the value of the coal and the $2.90 is the cost of the transporta-
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tion. It is understood by th« railroad company, and it is understood

by the shipper ; it is understood by the buyer.

Senator Kban. That is the station to which the coal of Phelps,

Dodge & Co. is shipped ?

Mr. Hearne. Yes; that is delivered to them. Then there is an
additional charge made. This coal is delivered to Phelps, Dodge
& Co. at Doming with the $4.05 as advanced charges, of which
$1.05 is for the coal. Then Phelps, Dodge & Co.'s road, the El Paso
and Southwestern, have their rate, and when it is delivered to the

consignee the entire amount of the freight, plus the price of the coal,

is collected.

Senator Kean. Is there anyone else competing for the coal business

at Doming?
Mr. Heaenb. Yes ; there are other shippers from southern Colorado.

Senator Kean. And New Mexico ?

Mr. Hearne. And they have had the same rate, and we are selling

the product of two other mines from New Mexico, and they are

accorded the same privilege.

Senator Kean. The claim was that the other people were charged
$4.05—was that the rate?

Mr. Hearne. T don't know ; I suppose that you refer probably to

the Gallup district in western New Mexico.
Senator Kjean. Yes.

Mr. Hearne. I don't know anything about their troubles, except

this: That their district is about 200 miles west of Albuquerque.
Our district is about 200 miles northeast of Albuquerque, or more
nearly east of Albuquerque, so that the district is entirely separate

and distinct. The coal produced bj' them is a lignite, carrying not

more than one-half of the thermal units that our high-grade bitu-

minous coal in Colorado carries. If the railroads have not extended
io them the same rate that they have extended to us in our district,

I presume it is because the people at Deming and El Paso and in the

copper districts of southwestern New Mexico and southeastern Colo-

rado do not want that fuel at any price. A man can not afford to

pay $4.05, or even $2.90, on material that only carries one-half the

number of thermal units.

Senator Clapp. Are you familiar with the existing law, the inter-

state-commerce law and its amendments?
Mr. Hearne. I am in a general way

;
yes.

Senator Clapp. You understand that under that law now if the

rate is complained of, the Commission, if they find upon investigation

that it should be done, can order its discontinuance f

Mr. Hearne. That is my understanding, if they find any unreason-
able rate or any unreasonable discrimination. My understanding,
Senator, is that the word " reasonable " plays a very important part

in the existing law. There may be a variance in rates, and there may
be a slight discrimination, but if they are reasonable they stand; the

whole thing turns upon the question of whether they are reasonable

or unreasonable. I think the Supreme Court has so decided.

Senator Clapp. I am speaking now of the power of the Commission.
You understand that under existing law they have the authority to

order any given rate discontinued ?

Mr. Hearne. Yes, sir ; that is my understanding.
Senator Clapp. And if the court sustains that order that rate must

be discontinued ?
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Mr. Heaene. Yes ; but it is in the power of the traffic manager to

state the new rate and not in the power of the Commission to do it.

Senator Clapp. Yes; we will get to that in a moment. Now, the

evidence that has beer, furnished here goes to show that as a general

rule where the carrier obeys the order of the Commission in discon-

tinuing the rate, or if the matter is carried into court and the order
is sustained by the court requiring its discontinuance, the carrier,

as a general rule, adopts for-the new rate the rate suggested by the
Commission, Is that your experience?
Mr. Heabne. I think that is natural. Of course they must have

some guidance for forming their judgment in the matter, and it is

natural that they are guided bj'^ the judgment of the Commission.
Senator Clapp. And if they did not establish a new rate in accord-

ance with the suggestion, or approximately so, the Commission would
again change the new rate ?

Mr. Hearnb. Yes, sir.

Senator Clapp. So that the practical experience, as shown by the
records, is that with few exceptions they do adopt the rate suggested
by the Commission. Now, are you aware that under the law as it now
exists, as interpreted by the Supreme Court, if the complaint is based
upon the claim that one point is discriminated against—I am not
speaking now of the complaint upon the claim that a rate is per se

unreasonable, but that it amounts to a discrimination against any
point—^the court will entertain a biU to abate that discrimination?
Mr. Heabne. Well, if there is a discrimination, of course they will,

but I can imagine
Senator Clapp. I think we will get along better if we deal now

with the question of authority. The circumstances under which these

things work out of course have their bearing upon the determination
of the Commission and also upon the determmation of the court ; but
I am speaking now of the question of authority. Then, as you under-
stand the law, the Commission now has authority to abate a rate com-
plained of as unreasonable, and in addition to that the courts will
entertain a bill, if that complaint is based upon the claim that it

amounts to a discrimination between two points. Now, then, so far as
the mere authority which could be conferred upon the Commission

—

I am not speaking now of administrative features. As to when an
order should take effect, or who could initiate ra,tes, or the change of
the long and short haul clause, but merely speaking of the additional
authority which would be given to the Commission—it would be to
make an order as to the new rate with the same legal force that they
can now order the discontinuance of an existing rate. Do I make that
plain?
Mr. Heabne. I think so.

Senator Clapp. Now, if that was done there would be nothing in
that to prevent jou from still going to the carrier in the first instance

• if you desired m case of any question between you and the carrier,
would there ?

Mr. Heabne. Well, I would not like to see the final decision of a
rate-making power in the hands of the Commission.

Senator Clapp. Well, we will get to that presently. Conferring
this additional power to name the substituted rate with the same legsu
effect that they can order -a rate discontuiued would not in itself
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prevent you from still, if you had any question with the carrier.

going to the carrier in the first instance, would it?

Mr. Hearnb. No
;
probably not.

Senator Clapp. So that suggestion of itself does not involve tak-

ing away all rights of the opportunity of the shipper to go in the

first instance to the carrier. Now, you say you would not like to see

the rate-making power placed ultimately in the Commission. We
already have the law which places in .the hands of the Commission
ultimately, subject all the time, of course, to review by the courts,

the power to prohibit a given rate. We also have the law now, since

the Elkins bill was passed, under which the courts, as interpreted by
the Supreme Court, can entertain a bill to enjoin a particular rate

when that complaint is limited to the claim that that is a discrimi-

nation. The additional power which the Commission might be

clothed with, so far as the power to fix a rate independent of the

administrative features of the law, would be to fix this new rate with
the same legal effect, whatever that might be, subject to the reviewas
it must be, as they condemn the existing rate. Now, I would like

you to explain how the mere addition of that power would work any
serious harm ; that is, supposing that that power was lodged there to

be invoked only when the shipper and carrier could not agree—^how

the lodging of that additional power would work any great hardship.

Mr. Heaene. I think the case in sight makes the acceptance of the

rate suggested by the Commission mandatory.
Senator Clapp. Yes; that states it plainly. No more mandatory

than the present condemnation of the rate.

Mr. Hearne. There might be conditions under which it would be

unprofitable, so that there should be some option to be exercised by
them. I think it ought to stop short of being mandatory.

Senator Clapp. Of course this involves the law on this question,

and unless you understand it thoroughly I would rather not pursue
it with you. Involving the law as it does, I would rather not pursue
it unless you feel that you clearly understand the phase of the ques-

tion that I am inquiring about.

Mr. Heaene. Well, probably I do not.

Senator Clapp. Well, I will not pursue it any further, then.
The Chairman. Do you export largely from your works?
Mr. Hearne. No.
The Chairman. But your markets are long-distance points?
Mr. Heaene. Our market is from the Missouri Eiver to the Pacific

Ocean, and you know enough of that country out there to know that

it is a thousand miles to the next place.

STATEMENT OF MR. E. H. QABT, OF THE UNITED STATES STEEL
COMPANY.

The Chairman. Please state your name, occupation, and place of

residence.

Mr. Gaey. E. H. Gary; I am president of the board of directors

and a member of the finance committee of the United States Steel

Corporation, and reside in New York City.

The Chairman. How long have you been connected with the

United States Steel Company ?

Mr. Gaby. During and since its organization.
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.The Chairman. Now, Judge, tell me the extent of the shipments
amiually of the steel company, approximately, in tons.

Mr. Gary. 100,000,000 tons per annum.
The Chaieman. How much does the company pay out in the way

of freight ?

Mr. Gary. We pay to outside railroads about $75,000,000 per
annum.
The Chairman. When you say outside railroads—the steel com-

pany owns how much railroad itself ?

Mr. Gary. A thousand miles or more. We own several railroads,

but not very large ones.

The Chairman. You are acquainted with the freight rates gen-
erally that obtain on all the roads, and you are a shipper on nearly all

the roads ?

Mr. Gary. Yes.
The Chairman. Nearly all the railroads in the Middle West and

East?
Mr. Gary. Yes, sir.

The Chairman. Are you generally, as a shipper, satisfied with the
freight rates?

Mr. Gary. We are.

The Chairman. And have no cause of complaint that they are
excessive?

Mr. Gary. We have not.

The Chairman. On the subject of rebates and discriminations, do
you know of any rebates or discriminations in the last two or three
years?
Mr. Gary. There are none so far as I know.
The Chairman. None given by the railroads or accepted?
Mr. Gary. None as applicable to our business.
The Chairman. There have been complaints made about terminal

and switching charges. You know what I mean; there have been
complaints of abuses of that kind. I referred to that in my question
that I asked Mr. Heame. Do you know of any of those abuses?
Mr. Gary. Yes.
The Chairman. To what extent?
Mr. Gary. We have one raih-oad particularly, the Chicago, Lake

Shore and Eastern Railroad, at Chicago, which is spoken of—^has

been mentioned—^by the Interstate Commerce Commission as a termi-
nal railroad. I think the term is hardly a legitimate one, because
that railroad has about 350 miles of track, not to be exactly accurate.
It has about 10,000 cars. It has about 75 engines, and is a very costly
property.

Senator Newlaitos. How many miles of track do you say it has?
Mr. Gary. About 350; perhaps 360, owned and leased. Some of

it is leased. That railroad has been receiving a division from the
trunk lines bringing coke from the East to the Illinois Steel Works
in Chicago. The capital stock of this railroad is owned by the Illi-

nois Steel Company.
Senator Newlands. That is one of the companies belonging to

the United States Steel Company?
Mr. Gary. One of the companies belonging to the United States

Steel Company, yes. A division has been allowed, and we have
always believed that division to be fair and just and reasonable,
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and not any more than was allowed to other connecting railroads

under similar circumstances. However, the Interstate Commerce
Commission lately, as is well known, rendered an opinion in which
they stated the division allowed to the Chicago, Lake Shore and
Eastern Railroad was excessive. That opinion w^as rendered with-
out giving our interests any opportunity to be heard. I think it

was the result of a mistake. «Tien the Commission adjourned I
understood it was stated of record that an opportunity would be

f;iven our railroad company to introduce evidence. That was over-

ooked and the opinion was rendered without that hearing. How-
ever, since that time we have had a great deal of discussion with the
different railroad companies concerning this matter, and they have
decided to reduce the amount of division to the Chicago, Lake Shore
and Eastern. I suppose we shall accept that and be satisfied with
it, although our people are still of the opinion that the amount al-

lowed before was not unreasonable, and I think it can be shown to

a demonstration that the amount allowed is not any more per mile
than the rate established by the Illinois—what is the name of the

warehouse commission?
Senator Newlands. The railroad and warehouse commission?
The Chairman. The railroad and warehouse commission is the

usual term.

Mr. Gary. Yes.

Senator Ne^vlands. That is the regulating body of that State?

Mr. Gaby. Yes. We have in a few other places a few terminal

railroads.

Senator Newlands. I refer particularly to short switches of 2 or 3

miles in length.

Mr. Gaby. We have three or four other terminal railroads such as

ou have referred to, but they are all of more than 2 or 3 miles in

ength.
Senator Clapp. Such as the chairman is thinking of?
Mr. Gary. They are terminal railroads. Those railroads have

been receiving $2.50 a car. In a recent decision of the Interstate

Commerce Commission in Chicago, known as the " International

Harvester case," that Commission decided that $3.50 a car was rea-

sonable, I remember, and we have only been receiving $2.50; and
that is no more than other railroads generally receive for similar

service. I think the facts I have stated answer fully your question

and show that we have not been receiving discriminating favors.

The Chairman. Then in all these various companies and manu-
facturing establishments you have no such thing as a switch of a

mile or two in length which receives an arbitrary, which would be a

discrimination in your favor?
Mr. Gary. We have not ; no.

Senator Newlands. You say your company owns the Chicago and
Lake Shore—what is the name of the road ?

Mr. Gary. The United States Steel Corporation is the owner of the

capital stock of the Illinois Steel Company, and the Illinois Steel

Company is the owner of the capital stock or the Chicago, Lake Shore
and Eastern Railroad.

Senator Newlands. Is that a common carrier?

Mr. Gaby. Yes.
Senator Newlands. It carries other products besides your ownt

Tle
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Mr. Gart. Yes ; more or less.

Senator Newlands. There has been no complaint regarding the
division you receive on that railroad ?

Mr. Gary. Not so far as I know.
Senator Newlands. Now, as to the other small terminals you own,

how many miles are they in extent ?

Mr. Gart. The terminal railroads?

Senator Newlands. Yes.

Mr. Gary. I can not give you the exact miles.

Senator Newlands. Well, ranging from what to what!
Mr. Gary. From, say, 10 miles to about 75 miles.

Senator Newlands. When you receive a division of $2.50 a car, do
you mean that is for the entire distance of your terminal road?
Mr. Gary. Yes; for the entire service.

Senator Newlands. Regardless of the distance?

Mr. Gary. Yes.
. Senator Newlands. You get the same amount for a 75-mile haul
as you do on a 10-mile haul ?

Mr. Gary. Yes, as applicable to those roads. There is no 75-mile

haul, however, I would say.

Senator Newlands. I thought you said they varied in length from
10 to 75 miles.

Mr. Gary. That is the aggregate trackage, but the haul would in

no case be as much as 75 miles.

Senator Newlands. How many miles in each case?

Mr. Gary. It would be a very short distance.

Senator Newlands. Can you state it approximately?
Mr. Gary. No, I can not ; because it is not the same. It is switch-

ing back and forth into the yards and different places of the yards.
Senator Newlands. That, of course, covers the loading of the car,

does it not^-that $2.50?
Mr. Gary. Yes.
Senator Newlands. As I understand it, in transportation there ia

a certain charge estimated for loading and unloading the car?
Senator Kean. They load their own cars.

Mr. Gary. Yes; we load our own cars and deliver them to the
trunk lines taking the freight from us, and coming in we take the car
and bring it in and unload it.

Senator Newlands. How many tons will each car hold?
Mr. Gary. That depends, of course, on the car; some are larger

ciud some are smallerj but I think we handle about 5,000,000 cars per
annum, and I have given you approximately the total tonnage.

Senator Newlands. That would be 20 tons to the car, on the aver-
age. That would mean you get for each ton one-twentieth of $2.50,
which would be about 12| cents a ton.

Mr. Gary. I have given you the figures.

Senator Newlands. And if there is a haulage of 3 miles on the
average, that would mean 4 cents per ton per mile, would it not?
Mr. Gary. I do not think work of that kind is done by the mile.

Of course I have given you the figures, and you can subdivide those
figures to suit your own convenience.

Senator Newlands. You say that the United States Steel Com-
pany owns the stock of the Illinois Steel Company t

Mr. Gaxt. Yes.
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Senator Newlands. How many different plants has that steel coi

pany?
Mr. Gary. Well, I would have to count them—of course there a

a good many. Our annual report, which is very full, would give y(

all the plants in detail.

Senator Newlands. Well, approximately?
Mr. Gary. The United States Steel Company, or the Illinois Ste

Company ?

Senator Newlands. The United States Steel Company.
Mr. Gary. The United States Steel Company is the owner of tl

capital stock of various corporations who have different plants, ai

do you wish to know the aggregate of all the plants or the aggrega
of the plants of any one corporation?

Senator Newlands. No; I want to know the aggregate of all tl

plants owned by the United States Steel Company.
Mr. Gary. Seventy-five or a hundred, without attempting to I

accurate.

Senator Newlands. And has it as many terminal railroads as it hi

plants ?

Mr. Gary. Oh, no ; we only have a very few.
Senator Newlands. About how many?
Mr. Gary. Three or four.

Senator Newlands. And is the greatest production of steel at thoi

plants where you have those terminal railroads?

Mr. Gary. Well, that would be true of the Carnegie Company; tl

Carnegie Company has the Union Eailroad, if that is called a te!

minal railroad. How many miles of trackage has that [addressin

Mr. Biehle]?
Mr. Biehle. Seventeen miles of road and about 75 miles of sidiaj

Mr. Gary. Seventeen miles of road and about 75 miles of siding.

Senator Newlands. What is the average haul on that road in shij

ping steel to other parts of the country?
Mr. Gary. Well, Mr. Biehle could answer that better than I.

Senator Kean. Is it not a fact that those 17 miles of road are use

for bringing in the material to work in the furnace and factories?

Mr. Gary. Yes ; and taking it out.

Senator Kean. And then the track from the mill is used to take tl

rails out?
Mr. Gary. Yes.

Senator Kean. It is 17 miles of road that comes in there that tab
it all around their plant, all around the yard ?

Mr. Gary. Yes, sir.

Senator Newlands. I see. What I would like to know is th

extent of the haul from your mill to the connecting road, which coi

stitutes a part of the entire mileage.

Mr. Gary. I can not give you the distance. The distance, of coursi

is more or less irregular, depending on what road the freight is take

from or delivered to. The charge is not based on mileage at al

because it is based on time, on work, and the charge is low, I thin

you will find, in comparison with the charge for similar work by rai

roads all over the country.

Senator Newlands. You say it is low ?

Mr. Gary. Yes.
Senator Nbwlands. Or high?
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Mr. Gary. I say it is low.

Senator Newlands. The amount that you receive you mean is low
as compared
Mr. GrAKY. Yes, sir ; I have already stated that it is lower than the

Commission in Chicago decided was proper in that case.

Senator Newlands. In that particular case ?

Mr. Gary. "V\Tiich had less mileage, less track, and less work.
Senator Newlands. And there they estimated that $3.50 was a

proper charge?
Mr. Gary. Yes.

Senator Newlands. You say you have not received any rebates

of late years. Did your company ever receive any rebate ?

Mr. Gary. " Ever " is a long time ; I don't laiow that I can answer
that.

Senator Newlands. Well, within your knowledge?
Mr. Gary. No, not within my knowledge.
Senator Newlands. Well, within the time you.have been connected

with the company do you know as a matter of fact, personally or

through other information, that rebates have been received ?

Mr. Gary. I do not know.
Senator Newlands. You think that they were when rebates were

a part of the system of the country ?

Mr. Gary. I have not any doubt that in times past rebates in large
amounts were paid by the railroads all over the country ; but I became
president of the Federal Steel Company when it was organized, in

1898, and since that time I do not believe that any rebates have been
paid.

Senator Kean. The Federal Steel Company was made up of the
Illinois and Minnesota
Mr. Gary. The Illinois and Minnesota Iron and the E. J. & E. and

the Loraine Steel Company.
Senator Newlands. What, in your judgment, has caused this ces-

sation of the payment of rebates?

Mr. Gary. Well, I have no doubt the friendly disposition and con-
sultations between the railroad companies and the manufacturing
companies has had a good deal to do with it; there is no doubt about
that. I know that is true in our case. As applied to raUroads and
shippers generally, of course the Elkins law has had a very good
effect; there is no doubt about that. But going back to the time
when the Federal Steel was organized, some of the highest railroad
officials, the presidents of the railroads whose companies did a great
deal of business for us, came into consultation with us and these ques-
tions were discussed, and we both agreed that we would rather do busi-
ness on a business basis and a fair basis and we did not care for favors
to ourselves provided they were not extended to other manufacturers
in the sanie lines of business, and so far as our case is concerned I
think that is the way that the previous system, so far as it existed, was
abandoned.

Senator Newlands. It was the sharp competition between those
railroads for business that caused -this system of rebates?
Mr. Gary. In years gone by, undoubtedly, I think.
Senator Newlands. And that competition has been materially di-

minished by consolidation of the roads, has it not, and by community
of interests, through influences of that kind?
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Mr. Gakt. I think it has largely.

Senator Newlands. A great corporation like your own had it in its

power, did it not, to oifer a great deal of tonnage to a road that would
give some advantage in rates over another road, and that was a

temptation
Mr. Gary. So far as our corporation was concerned, it has been

forced to give the railroads all the business they could do, and more,

too—all or them.
Senator Newlands. But it could prefer, could it not, the road that

would give the least rates ?

Mr. Gary. The volume of business has been such that that has not

been practicable.

Senator Newlands. For how many years?
Mr. Gary. Certainly for the last three or four years.

Senator NewixAnds. Yes, but I am talking about the period of re-

bates.

Mr. Gaby. Oh, yes ; if you go back long enough, certainly.

Senator Newlands. I have been told oy the traffic managers of

some railroads that while they were reluctant to grant rebates, yet a

concern that had a great tonnage at its disposal could force a rebate

by offering its tonnage to the competition of two or three rival lines

with a view simply of getting the lowest rate possible. Was not that

so? Did not that condition exist?

Mr. Gary. That is a question that almost answers itself, because

it would be perfectly natural.

Senator Newlands. Perfectly natural as a matter of business?

Mr. Gary. Perfectly natural.

Senator Newlands. Now, then, the competition having been dimin-
ished by the consolidation largely of these lines and the community
of interests, the railroad officials have been able to bring about a
gradual abolition of these rebates, have they not?
Mr. Gary. I think they have.
Senator Newlands. Do you not think that has largely contributed

to it?

Mr. Gary. I think it has; I think the great growth of business
has perhaps largely contributed to it also.

Senator Newlands. You say the great growth of business. Sup-
pose we should have a period of depression again, and these great
producing corporations who have this great tonnage at their dis-

posal which rival lines were anxious to get as a matter of business,

would not that likely bring about a renewal of this condition of

rebates?

Mr. Gary. It might. That is, you mean a disposition on the part
of the railroads who sought business to offer to some one who had
freight some advantage?

Senator Newlands. That would be a natural thing from a business
point of view, would it not ?

Mr. Gary. As a newspaper man I used to say there is lots of human
nature in mankind.

Senator Newlands. I think so. I do not think there is any ques-

tion about that. You would not then regard the abolition of rebates

or discriminations in the way of rebates as entirely secured, would
you ?

Mr. Gary. At the present time ?
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Senator Newlands. Yes.

Mr. Gaey. No.
Senator Newiands. Likely to break out again ?

Mr. Gabt. It might.

Senator Newlands. When you have a large amount of steel for

export, have a surplus in this country and you want to export it, do

you apply to those railroads for a special rate?

Mr. Gakt. We have on one or two occasions.

Senator Newiands. And in that case make the special rate, and then

publish it for the period prescribed by law and it becomes a legal

rate?

Mr. Gabt. That has been done.

Senator Newlands. Has not that been done sometimes in such a

way as to take care of a particular shipment without inuring to the

benefit of the entire shipping public?

Mr. Gary, I think not, so far as I know.
Senator Newlands. It is not done for a particular limited time and

for a particular shipper?

Mr. Gaby. I know of no discriminations of that kind ; no.

Senator Newlands. It would be possible to do it, would it not?

Mr. Gary. I^cgally ?

Senator Newlands. Yes. You could first lower the rate by pub-

lishing a lower rate, and then, after the shipment was accomplished,

you could advance the rate and publish the advanced rates—I mean
the railroads could?
Mr. Gary. Could it be done in these cases any more than in other

cases?

Senator Newlands. It could be done in any case, could it not?

Mr. Gary. Perhaps so.

Senator Newlands. And in that way an advantage secured to a

large shipper ?

Mr. Gary. If that is a practical question, you can, perhaps, answer
that better than I.

Senator Newlands. I want to ask you this: It has been claimed

that the men who were interested in these great producing corpora-

tions, men of large wealth, have also become interested in the trans-

portation systems of the country, and that the union of the control of

both production in certain products and transportation would give

them a great advantage. Do you think there is anything in that?

Mr. Gary. Well, I think the doctrine of community of interestin

a measure has been a disappointment to some people, at least.

Senator Newlands. But I am talking now not simply of the fact

of the community of interests, but the practical control of many of

the railroads of the country by the men who have been successfiil in

bringing to their high efficiency some of these great industrial corpora-

tions. Now, when that condition exists, I want to ask you whether
you think it is a condition that is really prejudicial to the interests of

rival producers, whether it is possible to avoid imder such a system
preferences to the great producing and industrial corporations?

Mr. Gary. Well, I think. Senator, if one man was initially in the

directory of a manufacturing company which had a large amount of

business to give to a railroad corporation and was also an initial

director in a railroad company that desired a commodity produced
for transportation, that fact should be of benefit to both the railroad
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and the manufacturing company. It does not appear to me that that

is wrong legally or morally. I do not see why it is not perfectly legiti-

mate if the railroad company received the regular published rate

and no more. If the manufacturing company in that case pays as

much to the railroad for the freight as any other manufacturing
company would be compelled to pay, the mere fact that the railroad
is willing to carry that particular freight or that the manufacturing
company is willing and desirous of giving its business to that particu-

lar railroad instead of some other railroad does not seem to me to

antagonize any law.

Senator Newlands. We will grant that if there is an equality of
rate and an equality of service.

Mr. Gary. That is what I am assuming.
Senator Newlands. What I ask you is this: Is not that union of

control likely to result in certain preferences being given either in

the rate itself or in the service or in the administration in such a way
as to give the rate-producing corporation that controls that road an
advantage ?

Mr. Gart. If that is equivalent to asking me whether or not
pecuniary interest does not amount to a temptation, then, perhaps,

I would have to answer your way ; but it does not follow that there

would be a result which is wrong, and I do not know that there has
been any in our case.

Senator Newlands. You have said that you had a road about 375

miles in length, called the Chicago, Lake Shore and Eastern Eail-

road?
Mr. Gary. Yes, sir. The Illinois Steel Company owns the system

of that railroad.

Senator Newlands. Between what points is that?
Mr. Gary. It is from Chicago to a point in Indiana in one direc-

tion, and then it has a leased right to Joliet, and then it has a leased

right to Danville.

Senator Neavlands. What is the length of each one of those lines!

Mr. Gary. I can not give you the exact mileage.
Senator Newi/Ands. One hundred miles each, approximately?
Mr. Gary. They vary a great deal.

Senator Newlands. Those roads do a business as common carriers

and carry the products of the people?
Mr. Gary. Yes, sir; more or less.

Senator Newlands. Were those roads built by your corporation,

or were they purchased ?

Mr. Gary. It was built. The Chicago, Lake Shore and Eastern
Eailroad corporation built the railroad. The capital stock, I think,

has always been owned by the Illinois Steel Company. That is my
impression.

Senator Newlands. The road, then, was not in existence before

the steel company organized its system?
Mr. Gary. I am not certain about that, because the road was in-

corporated before the inauguration of the industry.

Senator Newlands. You say that vou produce 100,000,000 tons of

steel?

Mr. Gary. No, sir; I did not say that. No, no.

Senator Newlands. One hundred thousand tons?

Mr. Gary. No, sir ; that is a good deal of steel. I said that we
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shipped in and out, all commodities, 100,000,000 tons. But our pro-

duction is about 10,000,000 tons of finished steel.

Senator Newlands. Ten million tons ?

Mr. Gaey. Yes, sir. We mine about 15 or 16 million tons of ore.

We make that into iron and steel, and make various finished products.

Senator Newlands. And you pay out about $75,000,000 annually

for transportation ?

Mr. Gary. Yes, sir.

Senator Newlands. That is a little less than one-thirtieth of all the

revenue of all the railroads of the country ?

Mr. Gary. Well, you probably have the total. I have not.

Senator NEWiiANDS. Yes ; two billions is the total. Do you export
very much of that steel abroad ?

Mr. Gary. We are exporting now about 1,000,000 tons a year—at

that rate.

Senator NEWiiANDS. About one-tenth, then, of your entire product
goes abroad ?

Mr. Gary. I think so.

Senator Newlands. Do you sell that product for less abroad than
in this country ?

Mr. Gary. Sometimes we do, and sometimes we do not. At the
present time the prices are not materially different for the leading
articles.

Senator Newlands. How about steel rails?

Mr. Gary. I think we are getting, for export rails at the present
time, approximately as much as we are for domestic use. Not quite

as much.
Senator Newlands. You get, in the countries to which they are

exported, about the prices that you get in this country ?

Mr. Gary. Nearly as much ; not quite.

Senator Newlands. And in that cost is included the export cost of
transportation ?

Mr. Gary. Yes, sir.

Senator Neavlands. Now, where do you transport to, mostly ?

Mr. Gary. Where do we export? - Where do we sell?

Senator Newlands. Yes.
Mr. Gary. A great many neutral points. Africa, Japan, South

America, and so forth, and so forth. Of course, we can not sell rails

in Germany, where they make them.
Senator Newlands. You do not export much to the continent of

Europe ?

Mr. Gary. Not very much. We sell more or less girder rails in
England and Scotland—^in Great Britain.

Senator Newlands. Take Canada; do you sell rails there for less

than you do in this country ?

Mr. Gary. At the present time we are not selling any rails in

Canada.
Senator Newlands. Well, take your last sales.

Mr. Gary. The last sales made were at a less price than the domes-
tic price.

Senator Newlands. About how much?
Mr. Gary. I would think at least $6 a ton.

Senator Newlands. Is the cost oi transportation to Canada of

S. Doc. 243. 59-1—vol 4 17
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those rails less than it is for the same distances in this country, over

the same distances in this country?
Mr. Gakf. It would depend upon the direction. I would think

certainly at some points it would be less, because carried by water a

great portion of the way.
Senator Newlands. How about the railroad transportation itself?

Is that at a less rate than where the rails are to be sold for domestic

use in this country?
Mr. Gary. As far as I know I think it is not.

Senator Nbavlands. How is it with Mexico—do you sell rails there?

Mr. Gary. Yes ; we have sold a good many rails in Mexico.
Senator Newlands. Take the last rails you sold there—how much

less than the railroads of this country were they obliged to pay ?

Mr. Gary. I think the last rails sold there were sold for nearly the

domestic price here ; almost as much.
Senator Newlands. Almost as much ?

Mr. Gary. Yes, sir.

Senator Newlands. Well, how near ?

Mr. Gary. I would say within $2 or $3.

Senator Newlands. Has the price in Mexico ever been $6 or $8 a

ton?
Mr. Gary. Lower?
Senator Newlands. Lower.
Mr. Gary. Yes, sir ; it has.

Senator Newlands. How is it that you are able to make them a

lower price in Canada and Mexico than in this country ?

Mr. Gary. Of course, that is a very large question. I presume that

you are thoroughly familiar with it.

Senator Newlands. No ; I am not familiar with it.

Mr. Gary. Well, the manufacturer can manufacture a product at a

materially less cost if his mills are kept full—if they are operated to

their full capacity.

Senator Newlands. Yes.
Mr. Gary. Sometimes it is advisable to use foreign countries for

what we call a dumping ground. That is done by all manufacturers,
more particularly Germany, but also England and other manufactur-
ing countries. We can afford at times to sell a surplus product
abroad at cost, or even less than cost, because of the reduction, as a

total result, in the manufacture of that particular commodity in the

mill, which is kept running to its full capacity ; and the result is that

it is beneficial to the manufacturer, and in the main beneficial also to

the domestic consumer, because the manufacturer is able to produce a

total result at less cost. .

Senator Newlands. When you say that the steel is sold abroad at

cost or less than cost, I presume you mean that you would expect

simply, in such a case, to get the labor cost without any profit to your

capital ?

Mr. Gary. Yes
;
yes. It might be in such a case. And then there

is another reason which, of course, is obvious. We have, as you

readily understand, a very large number of employees, aggregating

something like 165,000 men. Now, if our mills are shut down at any

time, in any particular locality, it is not only to the great detriment

of the men themselves, but it is to our detriment, because our organi-

zation is interfered with, our men become disbanded and disorgan-

ized and leave us and go elsewhere, and it is decidedly for our inter-
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est, and also in the interest of our workingmen, to keep our mills
running all the time.

Senator Newlands. Now, is your ability to sell at a less price to

these outside countries dependent at all upon the fact that you receive

lower rates of transportation for export than you do for your domes-
tic steel

?

Mr. Gary. Perhaps I do not fully comprehend your question ; but
it is because it is absolutely necessary for us to receive some lower
cost of transportation, in order to get cost, or approximately cost,

that the reduction is asked and received. If we had to pay, in other
words—if at times we had to pay—the ordinary full tariff rate, the

amount that we would receive for the particular commodity exported
would be so small that we could not afford to do it. The loss would
be too great. And it is because the railroads realize that it is de-

cidedly for the benefit of the manufacturing company, the purchaser
in general, and the workingman, and the people of this country,
who get the benefit of all money that is brought from abroad in this

country, that the railroads join us in that idea.

Senator Newlands. Is that a standing rate, usually, for trans-

portation

Mr. Gary. No, sir.

Senator Newlands (continuing). Or is it generally made to meet
a particular emergency ?

Mr. Gary. It is made at particular times.

Senator Newlands. It is made at particular times?
Mr. Gary. Yes, sir. I do not mean to say for one particular day

or month, or a particular commodity. But, depending upon prices,

I mean, of a thing abroad. Of course our business is run for the
interest of a stockholder. These other gentlemen are here. I do not
Imow whether they could answer anything that I have not answered.
Naturally their testimony would be very brief indeed, and if you
could hear them now, they would like to be excused.

STATEMENT OF ME. J. KRUTTSCHNITT, OF CHICAGO.

The Chairman. Please state your residence and occupation.
Mr. Kruttschnitt. Chicago. I am vice-president of the South-

ern Pacific Company and director of maintenance and operation of
the Southern Pacific, Union Pacific, Oregon Eailway and Navigation
Company, Oregon Short Line, and am connected with a number of
lines in Texas.
The Chairman. You understand the question that is pending be-

fore this committee and in your own way you can go ahead and make
your statement.

Mr. Kruttschnitt. As my connection with the roads is almost
altogether in the line of supervising the operation and expenses, I
have prepared a few statements here showing the increased expenses
of the roads in the past nine or ten years, parallel with the increase
in prices of commodities, comparing the increase in expenses with
the increase in earnings.

A good deal of attention has been drawn to the largely increased
revenues of the roads of late years, but these revenues have not in-

creased nearly as fast as the expenses have increased. For instance^
in 1897 the gross receipts of the roads of the United States were in
round numbers $1,133,000,000. In 1903 they were $1,909,000,000.
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however, melts away very rapidly when we look at the increase in

expenses. The increased price of labor at once took $292,000,000, or

39 per cent of that increase. Increase in operating expenses, pur-

chase of material, took $234,000,000, or 30 per cent of the increase.

Betterments and other deductions in the nature of operating ex-

penses took $82,000,000, or 10 per cent. The increase in interest on
funded debt took $46,000,000, or 6 per cent, leaving what you might
call of divisible income only $122,000,000. Taxes took $15,000,000

and dividends $107,000,000 of the $122,000,000. Taxes took up 12^
per cent, or just one-eighth, the divisible income.

Senator Newlands. What proportion went for dividends?

Mr. Kruttschnitt. Thirteen per cent of the total.

I have prepared a series of diagrams here putting in condensed
form a comparison of prices generally from 1894 to date, ten years.

The Chairman. They can go in as part of your statement. Can
they be reproduced?
Mr. Kruttschnitt. Yes.
The Chairman. Please leave a set of them with the stenographer.

Mr. Kruttschnitt. I shall touch on them very briefly.

The Chairman. Just let them go in at this place.

Mr. Kruttschnitt. On the first diagram, marked "A," I have
Fhown by relative numbers, indicating percentages, the comparative
prices of commodities—and commodities mean some 125 or 130—pre-

pared by the Department of Commerce and Labor. Other curves

show the variations and prices of labor and railroad transportation

for the period from 1890 to 1903. Eoughly, this diagram shows that

labor and commodities reached their lowest values between 1896 and
1897, and in 1897 began a very rapid rise, whilst rates kept on the

down grade and did not reach their lowest limit until 1899. They
were lower then than they have ever been at any time. Since then

they have risen slowly, but nothing like as much as commodities and
labor have.

Exhibit B shows for all the railroads in the United States dia-

gram the ton-miles of transportation purchasable with certain units

of commodities for the years from 1894 to 1903. Briefly, a ton of

steel rails would in 1903 purchase 33 per cent more railroad transpor-

tation measured in ton-miles than it did in 1894. A thousand feet of

common pine boards would buy 50 per cent more railroad transporta-

tion, a day's pay of a locomotive engineer 43 per cent more, a ton

of coal 200 per cent more.
Now, going to Exhibit C, T have shown the converse of that pro-

position. The railroad turns out ton-mileage. It is the commodity
with which it purchases steel rails, pine boards, pays locomotive
engineers and conductors. In 1903 a thousand ton-miles would buy
25 per cent less steel rails than in 1894; would buy 30 per cent less

common lumber, and 70 per cent less coal; 24 per cent less labor of

trainmen, 18 per cent less labor of its trackmen, 20 per cent less

labor of locomotive engineers, 18 per cent less labor of conductors.

On Exhibit G, I have really condensed the other exhibits on one

sheet, showing by means of four curves the relative convertibility of

ton-miles into commodities and labor, and commodities and labor

into ton-mileage. These curves show very graphically, and much
better than can be described, the trend of values during the ten years

in question.

On Exhibit H, I have shown in diagrammatic form, by heavy lines,
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the increases in gross earnings for each j^ear after 1894 compared
with 1894, and by a shaded line the increase of net earnings. The
increase in gross is extremely large, the increase in the net is com-
paratively small.

On Exhibit I, I show, for all railroads of the United States, the dis-

tribution of employees per mile of road, showing that the increase

in weight of rolling stock and increase in speed of both passenger

and freight traffic have profoundly affected operating expenses. In
1894 the roads of the United States employed on an average 1^ track

and bridge men per mile of road to keep it up. In 1903 they em-
ployed 2| men—an enormous increase. In shop force in 1894 they

employed about three-fourths of a man to a mile of road, in 1903 IJ
men.
On Exhibit J, I have shown practically the same information as

on Exhibit I, but in dollars. In 1894' the roads of the United States

spent on an average $800 in maintenance of way and structures—that

is to say, bridges, buildings, and everything to carry the trains—per
mile of road; in 1903, $1,300 per mile; an increase of $500 per mile,

or considerably over 50 per cent.

Senator Newlands. That is simply for maintenance ?

Mr. Keuttschnitt. Simply for keeping their roadbeds up, due to
• two causes. In that appears the enhanced value of steel rails, cross-

ties, lumber, bridges, and all of the materials going to keep up the

roadbed^ and the increased price of labor. To keep up their equip-

ment they spent in 1894 $650 per mile of track; in 1903 practically

$1,200 per mile of track—nearly double.
A statement was prepared at the request of the Senate, marked

" Document No. 257, 58th Congress," being a response of the audi-

tor of the Interstate Commerce Commission to a request of the Sen-
ate to show to what extent the railroad revenues have increased
through increases or raises in rates. I only saw this document to-day
after leaving the committee room, but I have discovered a very
serious error in it, one which has no doubt misled hot only this com-
mittee, but everyone who has read it. That error is in the paper on
page 8, which is really the answer to the question. The auditor of
the Commission gives the increase in revenue to the railroads in 1903
over 1899 through increase of rates as $155,475,000. That sum is in

error to the extent of $71,000,000. The error is proven by figures

taken from the Interstate Commerce Commission's report for 1903,
and I would ask permission to file this statement, marked N, with
the stenographer. I have headed this exactly the same as the state-

ment in Senate Document 257, and prove clearly the incorrectness of

the figures. I have called particular attention to that point, because

I have heard it stated in the committee room since I have been in

Washington, and I have also seen it in the public press attributed to

witnesses before this committee, that the roads have increased their

revenues enormously through increases of rates. This error reduces

that increase by very nearly 50 per cent.

Senator Newlands. That increase is shown in the report of the

Interstate Commerce Commission, is it not, for 1903 ?

Mr. Kjjuttschnitt. No, sir; this increase is the specific answer to

the Senate's question.

Senator Newlands. But is there not a similar increase in revenue

shown by the Intersate Commerce Commission's report?
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Mr. Kkuttschnitt. The strange thing is the increase in revenue

shown in the Interstate Commerce Commission's report

The Chairman. Will you show wherein this is a mistake?

Mr. Ketjttschnitt. Certainly.

Senator Clapp. What do you make the difference?

Mr. Kkuttschnitt. $71,571,000.

The Chairman. Perhaps this would be the best place to explain

how that error was made.
Mr. Kkuttschnitt. I will read it.

The Chairman. Is that in the paper which you have handed to the

stenographer?
Mr. Kkuttschnitt. Yes ; but I can read it out. Referring to page

8 of Senate Document 257, the number of tons of freight carried

should be 1,304,000,000 tons instead of 1,221,000,000 tons. The toal

freight revenue as charged should read $1,338,000,000 instead of

$1,318,000,000. Those are errors in figures that are no doubt due to

the fact that the figures in the Senate Doucment were prepared before

the report was prepared, and the report gave different figures ; but the

principal difference is due to this fact: That they applied the rates

which the railroads received per ton regardless of the distance the

freight was carrieci. Now, in all of the computations of the Commis-
sion they have made rate comparisons on ton mileage. In answering

this question they went to tons carried. The tons were carried differ-

ent distances in the two years. Hence they were not comparable.

They were entirely different units. And instead of multiplying

the tonnage carried by the rate per ton in this new computation, I

have taken their ton mileage and multiplied it by the rate per ton

mile, and that gives the difference.

N.

Statement sUoioing total ton-mileage of freight carried hy the railroads of the

United States for the fiscal years ending June 30, 1899, 1900, 1901, 190°i, and

1903, with the total revenue accruing therefrom; also the revenue which'

would have accrued at the average rate of If.Si mills per ton-mile for the years

ending June SO, 1900, 1901, 1902, and 1903, this heing the average rate for the

year ending June SO, 1889 ; and the increase in the revenue for the years 1900,

1901, 1902, and 1903 resulting from the increase in the average rate per ton-

mile for those years.

Tear ending June 80—
Ton-miles

(1=1,000,000).

Total freight
revenue as
charged
(1=1,000).

Average
rate per
ton-mile,
in mills.

Amount
freight rev-
enue at rate
of 7.24 miHa,
being rate
for 1899

(1=1,000,000).

Increase.

1899 .'. 123,667
141, 99
147, on
157,289
173,221

$913,767
1,049,256
1,118,543
1,207,228
1,338,020

7.24
7.29
7.50
T.57
7.68

$913,757
1,025,177
1,064,837
1,138,772
1,254,120

1900 $24,080,000

1901 63,706,000

1902 68456 000

1908 ss^gooooo

Union Pacific System,
Southern Pacific Company,
Washington, D. <7., May SO, 1905.

Hon. S. B. Elkins,
Chairman Committee on Interstate Commerce,

U. S. Senate, Washington, D. 0.

Dear Sir : Exhibit N, filed with my testimony before the Senate

Committee on Interstate Commerce, was based on figures taken from
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the annual rejjorts of the Interstate Commerce Commission. " Ton
miles," appearing on column 2, were taken from the Statistics of the
Eailways of the United States for 1903, of the Interstate Commerce
Commission, page 67. The last two items of the " Total freight rev-

enue as charged," column 3, were taken from page 80 of 1903 statistics,

and the first three from Senate Document No. 257, page 8. The "Aver-
age rate per ton mile, in mills," was taken from page 95 of the statis

tics of 1903.

The amounts in column 5, of Exhibit N, were obtained by multi-

plying the figures in column 2 by 7.24, the 1899 rate ; and the increases

in column 6 are the differences between the amounts given in column
3 and those in cqlumn 5.

In discussing the surprising results revealed by these multiplica-

tions with other witnesses, I found that the conclusions reached by
them did not check with mine, and after leaving the committee room
investigation showed the average rates per ton mile given in column
4, copied from the Commission's statistics for 1903, are not derived

from divisions of the figures showing total freight revenue in column
3^ the ton mileage given in column 2, as they should be.

I made the divisions, and give below, in parallel columns, the
average rates per ton mile taken from the Commission's statistics

and those actually obtained by division, and have recast the Exhibit
N as follows

:

Statement showing the total ton mileage of freight carried ty the railroads of
the United States for the fiscal years ending June 30, 1899, 1900, 1901, 1902,
and 1903, toith the total revenue accruing therefrom; also the revenue which
would have accrued at the average rate of 7.4 mills per ton mile for the
years ending June 30, 1900, 1901, 1902, and 1903, this being the cobrected
average rate for the year ending June 30, 1899; and the increase in the
revenue for the years 1900, 1901, 1902, and 1903, resulting from the increase
in the average rate per ton mile for those years.

Tear ending June 90.

Ton-miles.
1=1,000,000.
(Stet.,1903,

p. 6^.)

Totalfreight
revenue as
charged.
i=>i,Soo.

Average
rate per
ton-mile,
in mills.

(Stat. ,1903,
p.9i)

Average
rate per

ton-mile in
mills, ob-
tained by
division of
figures in
column 3
by those of
column 2.

Amount
freight reve-
nue at rate
of 7.4 mills,
being rate
for 1899.

1=1,000,000.

Increase.

1S99 128,667
141,599
147,077
157,289
173,221

< $913, 757
a 1,049, 258
'1,118,543
61,207,228
61,338,020

7.24
7.29
7.60
7.57
7.63

7.40
7.41
7.60
7.70
7.72

$913,757
1,047,833
1,088,369
1,163,938
1,281,835

1900 11,423,000
30,174,000
43,290,000
56,185,000

1901
1902
1903

a Senate Document No. 257, p. 8. »L 0. C. Statistics, 1903, p. i

If the ton mileage of each year be multiplied by the average rate
that prevailed in 1899, and if such results be compared with the
total freight revenue as charged, the differences will give the most
accurate idea of the increased revenue resulting from advances in

freight rates or changes in classification that can possibly be obtained.

In other words, the mcreases thus shown will accurately answer the
first question contained in the resolution of the Senate of the United
States, adopted March 11, 1904, which reads

:

Resolved, That the Interstate Commerce Commission Is hereby directed to
furnish the Senate, as speedily as may be practicable, a report showing the

S. Doc. 243, 59-1—vol 4 18
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principal changes In railway tariff rates, whether resulting from the adoption
of new rates or the amendment of freight classifications, and an estimate of
the effect of such changes upon the gross and net revenues of railway corpora-
tions In the United States during each of the fiscal years ending June thirtieth,

nineteen hundred, nineteen hundred and one, nineteen hundred and, two, and
nineteen hundred and three, as compared with the gross and net revenue that
would have been derived by them under the rates and freight classifications In

force during the fiscal year ending June thirtieth, eighteen hundred and nlnety-

nlna

The table given above shows that the increase in freight revenue of

the railroads in 1903, due to all of the increases in rate and changes
in classification that occurred between June 30, 1903, and June 30,

1899, a period of four years, amounted to $56,185,]000 instead of
$155,475,502 as shown in the answer of the Commission to the resolu-

tion of the Senate in question, and that the total increases of income
due to rate increases for the entire period of four years, 1900-1903,
inclusive, amounted to $131,000,000 and not $302,000,000 as claimed
by the Commission, their overestimate of the increase in 1903 being
about $100,000,000, and for the whole period $171,000,000.

I respectfully beg that this letter be incorporated as a supplement
to Exhibit N in my testimony, showing as it does that the estimate of
the Interstate Commerce Commission in Senate Document 257 makes
the benefits to the railroads from increases of rate very much greater
than th^ should be.

Yours, truly, J. Keuttschnitt.

Mr. Keuttschnitt (continuing). There are some other matters that
were called to my attention in the testimony given, particularly about
Southern Pacific lines, by Mr. Call, before this committee, which I
would like very briefly to refer to.

First, the refrigerator-car contracts. The Southern Pacific Com-
pany has been held up in the press to the execration of the public
because it has made a contract with the Armour Car Line for refrig-
erating cars. I think it proper for the information of the commit-
tee—^unless Mr. Robbins has explained the contract—to explain this.

Did he explain it ?

The Chairman. I do not know; perhaps you had better do so
anyway.
Mr. Kruttschnitt. The contract is one that the Interstate Com-

merce Commission is familiar with. We give the details of it in our
report to them.
In handling the green fruit and the citrus fruit of California,

which is shipped in two or three months, we must have from four to
five thousand refrigerator cars for the purpose. Those cars cost

roughly from $1,000 to $1,200 a piece. From four to five thousand
cars represent, then, from $5,000,000 to $6,000,000 capital. The
Southern Pacific Company has no use whatever for refrigerator cars
outside of the two or three months when the citrus and deciduous
crops are moving. The Armour people own from 10,000 to 12,000 of
those cars. They have use for them the year round, because when
they are not moving fruit they are moving butter or beef or beer or
other perishable products. We have simply made a contract with
them, agreeing to pay them the mileage rates we pay connecting lines

for the use of their equipment whenever we use their cars, which is
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6 mills per mile run; we pay that to all of our connections. If we
use a Burlington car we pay them a per diem, a certain sum per day.
The only difference between the payment of the connecting line car

and the refrigerating car is in the one case .we pay it per mile run and
in the other case we pay a per diem. In the case of the connection
we pay a daily rental as an incentive to get the car home. That in-

centive is not necessary with the refrigerating car, because we are

always in a hurry to move that, and hence we pay by the mile nm,
and it is the rate that was universally paid amongst the carriers them-
selves prior to the establishment of a per diem rate, which was estab-

lished merely as a spur to make the borrowing road hurry up and get

its neighbors' cars home.
The Chairman. That is how much—20 cents a day ?

JVIr. Kktjttschnitt. Twenty cents a day.

Senator Newlands. And how much is this charged in miUs?
Mr. Kktjttschnitt. Six mills per mile run.

Senator Newlands. And have you computed that as to how it com-
pares with the other charge?
Mr. Krxtttschnitt. The two. were interchangeable; but a refrig-

erator car makes somewhat more mileage, but it costs very nearfy
twice as much.
That is this contract for which we have been so mudi abused, and

which it has been intimated was entirely crooked and wrong. When
we are through with the cars we do not u^e them and do not pay for

them any more, and they take them to another part of the country
where they can use them.

Senator Newlands. There is no question of icing in this ?

Mr. Keuttschnitt. No ; we have nothing to do with the icing.

Senator Newlands. But those cars use ice?

Mr. Kruttschnitt. Yes ; but we have nothing to do with that.

Senator Newlands. Do they use ice for the citrus fruits?

Mr. Kruttschnitt. Occasionally; ordinarily those cars are used
for citrus fruits in winter to prevent freezing.

Senator Newlands. Yes ; I suppose so.

Mr. Kruttschnitt. But there was one year when the Southern Pa-
cific shipped oranges from California all the year; in other words,
shippers kept them in cold storage and shipped them through the
summer; and in such a case, of course, ice was required.

Senator Newlands. But you have nothing to do with the icing.

Mr. Kruttschnitt. No; nothing to do with that. The car line

own their own ice houses and make their contracts.

Senator Kean. Do they have published rates? Do they publish
rates with your rates ?

Mr. Kruttschnitt. Whether they are published with our rates I
do not know, but they are public.

This contention of the orange powers with the Southern Pacific
and the Santa Fe interests, to which Mr. Call devoted so much at-

tention, and in which Southern Pacific, interests were misrepresented,
was probably the longest contention we have ever had with shippers.

It has been stated here by a number of shippers that they had no
difficulty in agreeing with the carriers on rates. I can confirm that
in an experience runmng back some twenty-seven years over the
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lines of the Southern Pacific System. We have never had any serious

trouble with shippers. Whenever there has been a contention about

rates it has usually been settled amicably. This orange contention,

however, which is being bitterly contested, is not legitimately a

question which the carrier can settle. Underneath it all is a loss to

the orchardist through overproduction. His profits have fallen, and

in casting around for some way to recover himself he sees the railroad

ind he attacks the railroad. The rates, considering the service ren-

dered, are extremely reasonable. I will not go into all of the details

as to why it is reasonable, but I will ask leave to leave with you

Exhibit K, which is a copy of a statement that I filed at the time with

the Commission explaining the railroad side of the rate contention.

I have a copy which I will leave with the stenographer.

Exhibit K.—Statement furnished Vy J. Kruttschnitt, vice-president

Southern Pacific Gomfany.

GENERAL COST OF OPERATING LOS ANGELES-EL PASO AND LOS ANGELBfl-

OGDEN LINES.

The line from Los Angeles to El Paso, 813 miles, is made up of

the main line of the Los Angeles division—Los Angeles to Yuma

—

250 miles, and the main line of the Tucson division—Yuma to El
Paso—563 miles. The average cost of running a freight train 1

mile on the main line of the Los Angeles division for the first three

months of the calendar year 1903 was $2.23, excluding taxes, better-

ments, and fixed charges. Therefore the total cost of running it 250

miles, from Los Angeles to Yuma, would be $557.50. The cost of

running a freight train 1 mile, for the same period, on the Tucson
division, was $1.60 ; and the total cost of running it 563 miles, from
Yuma to El Paso, is, therefore, $900.80, or a grand total cost of

$1,458.30 between Los Angeles and El Paso, a distance of 813 miles,

or an average of $1.79 for 1 mile.

The number of gross ton^, or the weight of the revenue-paying
freight and the weight of the cars necessary for its transportation,

averaged 891 tons to each train, of which 400 tons were revenue-pay-
ing freight and 491 tons the weight of cars to carry it. The dead
weight of car hauled to enable the company to earn the freight was
1.23 tons for every ton of revenue-yielding contents.

By dividing the cost per train mile by the gross tons per train we
find the average cost of hauling 1 gross ton 1 mile to be 2.01 mills.

The cost of hauling one ton of paying freight, with its pro rata of

1.23 tons of the dead weight of car was, therefore, 2.23X2.01=4.48
(mills).

As the average earnings per ton mile on all commercial traffic were

9.6 mills, we see that 47 per cent \)i the earnings were absorbed by
expenses.

The line from Los Angeles to Ogden is made up of 276 miles of the

San Joaquin division, on which the average cost of running a freight

train 1 mile was $1.58, or a total for the 276 miles of $436.08 ; and 169

miles of the Western division, costing an average of $2 per .train mile,

or a total of $338 ; and 188 miles of the Sacramento division, at an

average cost per train mile of $1.98, or a total cost of $372.24; and

563 miles of the Salt Lake division, costing $1.53 per freight-train
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mile, or a total cost of $801.39. This makes a grand total cost of

$2,007.71 for running a freight train the 1,196 miles separating Ogden
from Los Angeles, or an average of $1.68 per train mile.

The average number of gross tons of dead and revenue-producing
freight per train was 788, of which 369 tons were revenue producing.
That i^ to say, for each ton of freight yielding revenue there were
hauled 1.14 tons of dead weight of car. The average cost of mov-
ing a gross ton 1 mile, obtained by dividing $1.68, the cost of mov-
ing a train 1 mile, by the number of gross tons in a train, or 788, is,

therefore, 2.13 mills. As it is necessary to haul 1.14 tons of dead
weight for each ton that pays its way, the cost per ton mile of freight

is 2.14X2.13=4.55 (mills).

The earnings from all traffic on the line being 9.96 mills per ton

mile, 45 per cent of the earnings are seen to be absorbed in the ex-

penses 01 carrying the freight.

ACTUAL COST OF THAN8P0KTING A TRAIN OF ORANGES FROM LOS ANGELES
TO EL PASO AND FROM LOS ANGELES TO OGDBN.

The answer to this question is of the same general nature as those

given above for general traffic, but the amounts are profoundly af-

fected by the discriminating conditions under which the citrus-fruit

traffic is handled. The principal causes increasing the cost of han-

dling citrus fruit are as follows

:

1. All of this traffic is handled in refrigerator cars, which not

only cost 43 per cent more to build than the ordinary box car of

much greater freight-carrying capacity, but which weigh 35,000

pounds, which is 2 tons or 13 per cent more than the ordinary box
car.

2. The ordinary freight car is loaded and earning revenue 72 per

cent of the total number of miles run by it in the course of the year.

The refrigerator car is loaded in one direction and is hauled 86 per
cent of the miles in the reverse direction empty. It is loaded and
earning revenue, therefore, for only 57 per cent of the miles run by
it in traffic.

3. Although the company may have ample equipment of its own,
at a given time and place, to move citrus fruit, it is compelled to keep
special equipment in large quantities on hand in order to accommo-
date it. The total rental payments on this account, per car loaded
with citrus fruit, run 1 mile, amount to one-half mill per ton mile
of loading.

4. This special equipment must be stored at convenient points
from which the cars are distributed by switching or local freight-

train service to loading platforms. The cars after their long trips

have to be assorted and switched to sidetracks to be repaired and
fumigated, and after loading they have to be switched to icing tracks
for refrigeration. The average cost of the extra service performed
on this class of equipment, and not incidental to ordinary traffic,

amounts to about $7 per car on all the cars of oranges moved in the
season, or about 0.7 mill per ton mile, based on the orange haul on
the Southern Pacific Company's lines.

5. One-half of the total nimiber of refrigerator cars loaded with
citrus fruit are sent out under refrigeration, the average number of
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tons of dead weight of ice on which the company earns no revenue

being 5.

To determine the additional cost of hauling a train of citrus fruit,

the most important consideration is the ratio of dead, or nonrevenue-

producing load,' to live or revenue-producing load. The actual cost

to the company, leaving out the element of risk, is exactly the same

to move at a given speed a given tonnage of coal or silks and laces

or citrus fruit or lumber or any other commodity. It matters little

to the locomotive hauling the train whether 5 or 75 per cent of the

load coupled to it is revenue-producing tonnage or not. The ex-

penditure of energy and of labor in moving the train is the same.

It therefore follows that as the railroad company expends a larger

amount of energy, equivalent to money, in moving a ton of freight

that requires an incidental service of moving 4 or 5 tons of dead

weight or package the cost of moving the necessary package must
be borne by the ton of freight it contains.

In our answer to the first question we showed that with average

traffic the railroad company has to haul very little over 1 ton of

dead weight for each ton of paying freight. With citrus fruit the

empty refrigerator car weighs 17.5 tons. The weight of the ice di-

vided by 2, as only every other car is iced, or 2.5 tons, being added,

the total weight of the refrigerator car and ice is 20 tons. The pay-

ing load per car is 13 tons. The average number of orange cars in

a train running from Los Angeles to El Paso being 27, and from
Los Angeles to Ogden 24, the net results to the company wiU there-

fore be as follows

:

Los Angeles to El Paso.—The cost of an average train mile, as

shown above, is $1.79. The cost per gross ton-mile of car and con-

tents is 2.01 mills. The paying load in an orange train, at 13 tons

per car, is 351 tons. Each car that cames oranges from Los Angeles

to El Paso is hauled over the line from El Paso to Los Angeles 86

per cent of the distance empty. The gross tons involved in this move-

ment from El Paso to Los Angeles are 406 ; the gross weight of cars

in a train of oranges hauled from Los Angeles to El Paso is 540 tons;

and the tons of loading, 351, making a grand total of 1,297 gross tons

for each train load of paying freight. Divide this by 351, the paying

load, and we find that for every ton of revenue-producing freight

hauled we are compelled to haul 2.7 tons of dead weight, or the total

number of tons hauled for each ton of revenue-producing freight is

3.7. In other words, the company collects revenue on 1 ton-mile

of service and renders 3.7 ton-miles. The cost per ton-mile of

revenue-paying freight will, therefore, be 3.7X2.01=7.4 (mills).

To this should be added the additional cost of rental of special cars,

0.5 mill; the cost of switching service, refrigeration, switching to

special repair tracks, cost of furnishing special facilities in termmal
yards, etc., aggregating 0.7 mill, making a grand total cost per ton-

mile of 8.6 miUs.
The total cost of hauling such a train from Los Angeles to El Paso

would be $2,455. The revenue from the carriage of citrus fruit in

such a train amounts to $3,484, from which it will be seen that 71 per

cent of the revenue is taken up in expenses, without taking into con-

sideration the extra expense of the preferred movement given this

traffic, the cost of delay imposed on other traffic by the discrimina-
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tion, the additional wear and tear and fuel by nuving these trains

at greater rate of speed.
^

IjOS Angles to Ogden.—The cost of an average train on the line

from Los Angeles to Ogden, as shown above, is $1.68, and the cost

per gross ton-mile of car and contents is 2.13 mills. The paying
load in an orange train, at 13 tons per car, amounts to 311 tons.

Each car that carries oranges from Los Angeles to Ogden is passed

over the line from Ogden to Los Angeles, 86 per cent of the distance,

empty. The gross tons involved. in this movement per train load

are 361. The weight of cars involved in the haul of a train load of

empty refrigerator cars, Los Angeles to Ogden, is 477. The weight
of contents is 311 tons, or a total of 1,149 tons per train load of

citrus fruit east bound over the Los Angeles-Ogden route. Dividing
this by 311, the weight of the paying load in such a train, we find

that for every ton of revenue-producing freight hauled we are com
peUed to haul 2.7 tons of dead weight, or the total number of tons

hauled for each ton of revenue-paying freight is 3.7. The cost per

ton-mile of revenue-paying freight wiU, therefore, be 3.7X2.13=7.9
(mills).

To this should be added the cost of rental of special cars for this

service, extra switching and refrigerating, switching to special repair

tracks, cost of furnishing special facilities in terminals, yards, etc.,

amounting to 1.2 mills per ton-mile, or a total of 9.1 mills per
ton-mile.

The total cost of hauling such a train from Los Angeles to Ogden
is $3,385; the revenue derived from its carriage amounts to $3,086;
from which it will be seen that on the Los Angeles-Ogden line, on
account of the greater length of haul, as compared with the Los
Angeles-El Paso route, the expenses amount to 110 per cent of the
earnings, without taking into account the extra expenses for the pre-
ferred movement, cost of delay imposed on other traffic by this dis-

crimination, additional wear and tear and fuel through moving these
trains at a greater rate of speed, etc.

The expenses referred to above are operating expenses only, and
include nothing for taxes, betterments, and fixed charges. The rev-
enue per ton on which the above is based is the Southern Pacific pro-
portion of the average freight charged on oranges shipped from Los
Angeles to Chicago, Cincinnati, Pittsburg, and New York. The
through rate to all these points is $1.25 per hundred poimds, and our
proportion of this through rate differs according to destination. For
example, on oranges shipped from Los Angeles via El Paso we
receive 42.5 cents on shipments to New York and 56.4 cents on ship-
ments to Chicago, the average rates received by us to the four points
mentioned being 49.7 cents per hundred pounds. Similarly, on
oranges shipped from Los Angeles via Ogden the Southern Pacific

average earnings are 49.4 cents per hundred pounds.

EBLATIVB TO THB COST OF OPERATING FOR THE TEARS 1903 AND 1902.

The average cost of running a train 1 mile for the first eight months
of the fiscal year 1902-3 was $1.79 on the Southern Pacific lines west
of El Paso, and for the same period of the fiscal year 1901-2 it was
$1.72. Every item of operatmg expense shows an increase except
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one, that of fi:el for locomotives, which has decreased through the

substitution of oil for coal.

The cost per train-mile for each item of service is shown below

:

1901-a.

station service
Train serTice
Fuel for locomotives
other locomotive service
Contingencies ,

Maintenance of equipment -__
Maintenance of way and structures.

.

General expenses

Total 178.64 171.88

Some of the particular items of increased prices that have affected

the expenses of railroad operation, as compared with the last year,

are the following:

Redwood cross-ties, at Oakland, in 1902, cost 40 cents each ; in 1903,
50 cents each, or an increase of 25 per cent.

Sawed pine ties last year cost 27| cents ; this year 30J cents, or an
increase of 11 per cent.

Rough, merchantable pine lumber, at Oakland, last year cost $13.50

per 1,000 feet ; this year, $16, or 19 per cent more than last year.

Car stock f. o. b., Oregon and California mills, last year cost $13

;

this year the same material cost $16, or 23 per cent more.
Rough, merchantable redwood lumber cost last year $15 per 1,000

feet, and this year cost $17, or an increase of 14 per cent.

Rough, clear redwood has increased from $26 to $31, or 19 per

cent.

MUled redwood has increased from $26 to $30, or 15 per cent
Brick last year cost $5.75 ; this year, $7 ; increase, 22 per cent.

Pig iron last year cost $23.25 ; this year, $25.50 ; increase, 10 per
cent.

Illuminating oil increased during the same period from 14 cents to

16^ cents, or 18 per cent.

Sheet steel increased from 1.41 to 2.24 cents, or 59 per cent.

Fire-box steel rose from 2.16 cents to 2.64 cents, or 22 per cent.

First-class passenger cars in 1902 cost $7,430, and in 1903 cost

$9,000 ; increase, 21 per cent.

Stock cars which in 1901 cost $546 increased in 1902 to $707, or

30 per cent
Mogul freight engines costing in 1901 $12,725 in 1902 cost $15,840,

or 24 per cent more.
Consolidation freight locomotives increased from $15,000 in 1901

to $17,800 in 1902, or 19 per cent.

Passenger locomotives increased from $13,700 in 1901 to $16,700 in

1902, or 23 per cent
Where figures are given comparing prices in 1901 and 1902, re-

spectively, we have no corresponding prices for 1903 ; but as the prices

of material and labor have increased the prices of locomotives and
equipment can not fail to be higher in 1903 than in 1902.

During the present fiscal year, on account of the higher cost of liv-

ing generally, we have been obliged to increase the wages of nearly
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all of our employees, the result being to enormously increase the cost

of operating. For example, the wages of conductors, brakemen, en-

gineers, and firemen have been increased about 15 per cent, yardmen
have been increased 15 per cent, the wages of telegraph operators and
agents have been increased 7^ per cent, whilst large increases have
also been granted machinists, boiler makers, and other shop em-
ployees.

The expenses have also been affected through the railroads having
to handle much larger increases in traffic than they were prepared to

do with existing Facilities, and, although money has been freely

spent to increase them, the result has been congested terminals and
shops, as well as inability to make repairs on locomotives and equip-

ment when necessary. With the increased expenses any reduction

in rates would result in still smaller net returns.

While it is true that the citrus fruit has not been moved as expe-
ditiously as formerly, the fact remains that this has been a preferred

service, and, while all traffic has been delayed, the preference has been
given to the orange traffic, and general traffic has been discriminated

against, it has been moved faster and has been given a classification

hirfier than any other freight moved over the company's lines.

Damage clamis paid on shipments of citrus fruits for the past

twelve months have aggregated $40,000, or about 4 per cent of the

total earnings on citrus fruit, through and local. The total loss and
damage on the Pacific System^ on account of all freight, has
amounted to $146,000 for the first ten months of the present fiscal

year, or only one-half of 1 per cent of the total commercial freight

earnings, showing the claims on citrus fruit to have been out of all

proportion to those on other traffic.

The effect of the heavy increase in prices paid for material in 1903
over those paid in previous year, which were in addition to heavy
increases in prices in 1902 over the year preceding, as well as a rise

in wages generally, is shown in the general operations on the Southern
Pacific lines for the present fiscal year to date, as compared with the
same period of 1902 and 1901. According to the report of the
comptroller of the company the gross earnings of all the Southern
Pacific lines for the ten months ending April 30 (last report issued

for 1903) shows as follows:

1901 $64, 017, 677. 00
1902 70, 295, 512. 00
1903 73, 092, 502. 00

The operating expenses and taxes for the same periods were

:

1901 $42, 059, 298. 00
1902 46, 950, 989. 00
1903 51, 940, 206. 00

The earnings, after deducting operating expenses and taxes, for

the same periods were

:

1901 $21, 958, 378. 72
1902 ,

23,344,522.91
1903 21, 152, 295. 64

Thus^ although the earnings increased in the two years in question

something over $9,000,000, the expenses increased nearly $10,000,000,

leaving considerably less net earnings than two years ago when much
less traffic was handled, and over $2,000,000 less net earnings than
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we had last year, these net earnings being previous to payment ol

taxes, betterments, and fixed charges.

The increase in expenses on the Southern Pacific lines is not ab-

normal. An examination of the increase in gross earning^, expenses,

and net earnings of the various railroad lines, aggregating 157,000

miles, forming nearly 80 per cent of the total mileage of the United

States, showed for the calendar year 1902 an increase in expenses of

$85,000,000, and compared with the increase in gross earnings of

$82,000,000 reflected a loss in net revenue for these lines of $3,000,000.

J. Kkuttschnitt,
Vice-President Soutliem Pacific Company.

Mr. Kruttschnitt. The slow time and indifferent service claimed in

connection with the orange rate was not due, as claimed by Mr. Call,

if you will pardon the expression, to the " cussedness " of the rail-

roads who were indifferent to making time because, as he said, they

had divided up the freight amongst them, but it was due to a fact

that personally and through our traffic and operating officers we had
for the last three years been impressing on the California public,

and that was that following the enormous development of business

that followed the Spanish war none of the locomotive and car works
in the country were able to turn out locomotives and cars fast enough
to meet the orders of the railroads or the demands of the pubhc.
Despite enormous orders we put in, orders of 120 or 130 new loco-

motives, we would find before they were delivered that even with

those orders we would be shorter than before the orders were placed;

and for the past four years we have been trying to catch up, and the

reason the service was better last year, which is admitted in the

testimony, was because we had finally caught up.
Another statement is made in here that is glaringly incorrect. This

is in the testimony of Mr. Call, and the statement is so astonishing

to me that I will read it

:

The net income per mile of the Southern Pacific in 1895 was $2,269, and in

1903 was $4,037 per mile.

" These figures are taken from the reports filed by the railways

themselves, but by the method of bookkeeping employed are grossly

unfair toward the public. They are unfair in not including the

earnings of subsidiary corporations which are largely supported at

the expense of the railways themselves, such as the express busi-

ness, the sleeping-car business, the telegraph business, and the car-

line business." Having signed many of these reports to the Interstate

Commerce Commission myself, I took the trouble to call on the

Commission to-day to find out whether I had ever signed juggled

bookkeeping reports, and I am utterly unable to understand the

statement, because the Commission prescribes the form on which we
shall report; it is their bookkeeping, not ours.

Furthermore, every one of the items which this gentleman said have

been suppressed or kept out are clearly entered on that report That

is in the possession of the Commission, and he no doubt referred to it as

the net earnings per mile are identical with the figures quoted by him.

There are entries in the company's earnings for telegraph, for ex-

press business, for sleeping-car business, and for the car-line business;

an item specially giving the exact amount of business to the Armour
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Car Line and some 75 or 100 other private car lines to which we have
paid money.

Senator Newlandb. Do you mean to say that there are as many as

75 to 100 private car lines in the country ?

Mr. EJiuTTSCHNiTT. Ycs ; there must be that many or very near it.

In looking at the page, which is typewritten, I realize that perhaps
75 may be too many, but it fills a large page of cap paper closely

spaced. Although, after the explanation I have given as to where
the revenue goes, it may seem to some that the railroads are making
too much money, I want to call vour attention to the advance fig-

ures for 1904, which have been out just a few months, published by
the Interstate Commerce Commission.
The earnings for 1904 show an increase, roughly, of $66,000,000

over 1903. The expenses, an increase of $75,000,000 over 1903.

Senator Nbwlands. That is operating expenses.

Mr. Kruttschnitt. Yes, and net earnings for 1903 were
$643,000,000; for 1904, $634,000,000. Dividends and surplus, 1903,

$260,000,000; for 1904, $236,500,000.

Now, the railroads in the past four or five years have had their ex-

penses largely increased through compliance with the safety-appli-

ance act. That may have appeared at the time a very innocent act,

but at a very conservative estimate, based on the number of locomo-
tives now owned by the carriers and the number of freight cars, leav-

ing out passenger cars, which were already equipped, it cost them
about $103,000,000 to comply with that law.

There is a strong demand on the part of the public and an equally
strong desire on the part of the railroad managers to fully equip
their lines with block signals. Unless they do it themselves I am
convinced that laws similar to the safety-appliance laws will be
passed, and our lines at least have made a very pronounced beginning.
But the cost of equipping a line thoroughly with block signals runs
up between $800 and $1,000 a mile. There are at present between
200,000 and 300,000 miles of road in the country, of which we might
say fully one-half are main lines that will have to be block signaled.

The expense will therefore run up close to $100,000,000. Much work
remains to be done in the way of reducing grades

Senator Newlands. How long woulcTit take to do that if they
started in all over the country at this time ?

Mr. Krtjttschnitt. I think that will have to be answered by say-

ing that it would depend very largely on business. If business were
good, the roads would go at it and keep at it vigorously. Business
IS good now. The lines I represent have just placed orders for put-
ting in blocking signals to the extent of three-quarters of a million

dollars this year. We do not want to be driven to it by law ; we
want to do it as soon as we can. Other roads are doing the same
thing.

The Chairman. Where are they to get the money to do it ; where
is this $100,000,000 to come from; out of the earnings, or would
the roads have to borrow it?

Mr. EIruttschniit. I suppose it would depend a good deal on the

condition of the earnings. A good deal will come out of earnings;
possibly some will have to be borrowed.

Senator NEWiiANDft In what time could we expect the whole 100,000
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miles of track, under present conditions of business, to be put in with
the block system ?

Mr. Kruttschnitt. I did not catch the first part of your question.

Senator Newlands. I say within what time could we reasonably
expect, if present coiiditions continue, that the whole 100,000 miles of
main track would be put under the block system?
Mr. Kruttschnitt. I should say it would be like emptying a quart

of molasses out of a cup. The first year or two we would do a great
deal ; then after that it would not be so fast. In other words, out of
100,000 miles necessary to be equipped, the first 10,000 miles so

equipped would probably cut off, instead of 10 per cent of the danger,
probably 25 per cent of the danger ; and another 10,000 might cut off

another 25 per cent of the danger. But after that it would go on very
much more slowly. We are putting in some 700 miles of block sig-

naling this year, but selecting the 700 miles on the most dangerous
part of the road, so as to give us the maximum of safety.

Senator Newlands. How much mileage do you have?
Mr. Kruttschnitt. We have between 15,000 and 16,000 miles.

Senator Newlands. That would be about one-twentieth.

Mr. Kruttschnitt. About one-twentieth; yes. I think we have
some 700 or 800 miles of block signaling in already.

Immense sums of money have been already spent for reducing
grades, curves, and for shortening lines for the purpose of handling
traffic cheaper, reducing the rates, and thereby developing the country.
One of the gentlemen who spoke here, I thiiik from Kansas City, told

you with admirable clearness how he attributed the growth of Kansas
and the Southwest to the cooperation of the merchants and the rail-

roads. There is no question that the railroads by reducing rates have
stimulated traffic, not only stimulated traffic, but by buying material

—

steel rails, steel bridges, steel cars—^have stimulated manufacturing
and have promoted the general wave of prosperity that has been mov-
ing over the country for the past four or five years, and even now
seems to be higher than ever.

The heavier loads that we prt in our cars, the heavier duty we have
imposed on our locomotives, has required heavier cars and heavier
locomotives. There are at present some 1,600,000 freight cars in the
United States. A small proportion only are of metal ; but we have
already noticed that with the advent ojt the metal car the wood car
is disappearing at a rate increasing in geometrical progression. In-
stead of having a few hundred wrecked and smashed a year, they
are wrecked and smashed by the thousands; they are furnishing the
buffers between these metal cars. The roads are going to require
very large amounts of capital to replace these cars.

To anticipate a question, not all of that, of course, will go to capi-
tal account; a large amount will go to operating expenses, because
these cars will replace old ones.

Senator Newlands. Your aim in carrying on your expense account
is to keep your road with its present equipment and its present con-
dition, and anything that improves the road or increases the equip-
ment you charged to betterments, I presume ?

Mr. Kruttschnitt. To a certain extent only. The roads are

charging very liberally at the present time betterments to operating
expenses. There was a time, perhaps—some ten or fifteen years
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ago—when the opposite policy was pursued. It was extremely
sharply criticised. Attention was drawn to it at the time of the
exposure of Eeinhart, who was president of the Atchison Railroad.

He had charged immense sums that should have gone to operating
expenses to betterments—had made an incorrect showing of the books.

The pendulum has, perhaps, swung to the other end of its path, and
the roads are very generous now in charging small betterments to

operating expenses.

Senator Newlandb. That operates to the advantage of the public.

Mr. Kettttschnitt. Unquestionably.
Senator Newlands. And prevents increased capitalization?

Mr. Kruttschnitt. Unquestionably.
Senator Newlands. I understand that in England they charge

more liberally to betterments, and in that way they increase their

capitalization?

Mr. Keuttschnitt. Yes. I learned from some of these European
fentlemen who attended the railroad congress here, especially some
Englishmen, that they are accustomed to charging everything to

capital

Senator Newlands. And that accounts, possibly, for the very large

excess of their capitalization per mile over the American roads.

Mr. Keuttschnitt. It is $260,000 a mile. On the American roads
at the present time the capitalization is $62,000 a mile—over four
times as much intJreat Britain as here.

Senator Newlands. And that is partly accounted for in this way,
is it not ?

Mr. Keuttschnitt. Without doubt; and partially accounted for
by, I suppose, the greater value of property over there. It is a more
densely peopled country and property is more valuable, and then
their roads are built from the beginning of a very much more expen-
sive type than ours.

Senator Newlands. They carry the roads over the highways or
under them?
Mr. Keuttschnitt. Yes; and yet in the best American practice

to-day that is being done, and more and more money will be needed
for the separation of grades. Our light wooden and metal bridges
are being taken out. Hundreds of bridges that are perfectly good,
built of metal eighteen or twenty years ago, are being taken out sim-
ply because the rolling stock at the present time is too heavy for them.
The Chaieman. What is that charged to, betterments or operating

expenses ?

Mr. Keuttschnitt. The practice on our line is to charge to operat-
ing expenses a sum necessary to replace the old bridge, and the in-
creased weight is charged to betterments.
Another item causing a large increase in operating expenses is the

scarcity of ties. That is requiring the erection of treating plants to
increase their life.

Increase of traflBc has necessitated an increase in the capacity and
a rebuilding of almost every yard in the country, rearranging of
terminals, lengthening of sidings, to take the increased length of
freight trains. Separation of grades at highways is being actively
pushed. The advent of the electric car has introduced a number
of new problems. States and counties are chartering electric roads to
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cross the steam lines at grade and it requires the installation of inter-

locking plants to prevent accidents, or the separation of grades.

Another item of increased expense is the increase in the mimber of
employees. I have a diagram showing this, which I will insert.

Another expense which a large number of roads have voluntarily

incurred is that of providing superannuation and pension funds for

employees. A beginning only has been made. Unquestionably
more and more of that will be done in the future.

Senator Newlands. Does a road make the entire contribution to

that pension fund, or do the employees contribute to it also?

Mr. Keuttschnitt. Of all of the roads that are paying pensions
at the present time, my understanding is they all pay the sum in full.

I do not know of any to which the employees contribute.

Senator Newlands. Does that fund cover cases of accident and
things of that kind ?

Mr. Kruttschkitt. I do not know of any road that makes it cover
the case of accident.

Senator Newlands. Of injury to the employees?
Mr. Keuttschnitt. No, sir; it is for superannuation. The roads

are being held in much stricter account by the courts than ever
before. Personal injury accounts are running up and fellow-servant

acts have been passed.

Senator Newlands. Increasing the liability ?

Mr. Keuttschnitt. Increasing the liability, and practically mak-
ing a common carrier an insurer of its employees. There is not a
road in the country that does not show a large increase in that
account.

The Chaieman. What do you think of that question? Do you
think that Congress should legislate on it and make the roads liable

for the fellow-servants? [After a pause.] I want to get your
judgment on it.

Mr. Keuttschnitt. I was just waiting, trying to find some lan-

guage in which to give my opinion of that politely.

The Chairman. Our resolution requires us to inquire into that
Mr. Keuttschnitt. To inquire into that?
The Chairman. Yes, sir.

Mr. Kruttschnitt. I do not see why one rule should apply to the
carrier that does not apply to every other employer of labor.
The Chairman. They might make the rule universal.
Mr. Keuttschnitt. If the rule was made universal, we would not

have so much occasion for complaint.
The Chairman. It would be just as expensive.
Mr. Keuttschnitt. Yes; just as expensive; but if the public is

willing to pay it, by paying rates sufficient to enable us to pay these

damages, well and good.
The Chaieman. If the Commission reduces the rate, how are you

going to get it ?

Mr. Keuttschnitt. That is exactly why we are here. We under-
stand thoroughly well that a commission's regulation of rates means
a commission's reduction of rates. We have been there before with
the States, and we know what this thing means. We know how it

works.

Senator Newlands. They never raise them?
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Mr. Ketjttschnitt. Never.
Senator Newlands. Of course, it is assumed that all the money

paid on such accounts, accidents and so forth, constitute a part of

the operating expenses, and it will have to be paid out of the gross

income that is paid by the shippers?

Mr. Kruttschnitt. And to show you how well groiinded is the

fear of this regulation of the making of rates, I know of one in-

stance of a State commission that has several times in its annual re-

ports called attention to the outrageous verdicts that were rendered

by the juries of the States against the carrier, and called attention

to the enormous increase in its operating expenses
;

j'et the same com-
mission is one of the worst that we have to deal with in reducing

rates.

The Chairman. What State is that?

Mr. Krtjttschnitt. I said one of the States. You would not ex-

pect me to be invidious, would you ?

The Chairman. I thought the State escaped my notice. I did

not know you omitted the name purposely. Excuse me if you did

not mention the name of the State.

Mr. Krtjttschnitt. I did not. I have made a note here show-
ing the damage and injury to persons was, in 1897, 1.04 per cent of

the gross earnings. In 1903 it was 1.46 per cent; an increase of

42 per cent in that period.

Senator Foster. Covering what period?
Mr. Krtjttschnitt. Between the years 1897 and 1903.

Senator Newlands. Have you ever thought how much it would
cost all the railroads of the country to insure their employees against
accident?

Mr. Krtjttbchnitt. Not of the whole country, but for our own
lines; I have looked into that. I have looked into that for our
lines.

Senator Newlands. Have you made an estimate of what it would
cost per annum?
Mr. Kbtjttschnitt. No; not in the aggregate. It was a table of

rates that was submitted by some of the insurance companies. I
could not saj, offhand, how much it was.

Senator Newlands. Clearly, if that was sanctioned by a law in
interstate commerce, it would have to be regarded as one of the op-
erating expenses of the corporation, and rates would have to be ad-
justed in order to give the company the necessary additional money
to pay it.

Mr. Kruttschnitt. The question arises whether that is fair to the
public. The German Government, which requires employers to pen-
sion superannuated employees, divides the burden, and requires the
beneficiary to contribute to this fund.

Senator Newlands. I believe there the employer contributes a
certain proportion and the employee a certain proportion, and the
State itself a certain proportion.

Mr. Krtjttschnitt. I think it is divided between the employer and
the employee.

Senator Newlands. Oh, it is? Equally?
Mr. KJRTJTTSCHNiTT. Equally.
Senator Newlands. Would not that really, if it could be carried

out, work more satisfactorily than the passage of biUs, called " fellow-
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servant bills," that make the company responsible for the negligence

of fellow-servants ?
.

Mr. Kruttschnitt. I do not thinli there is any doubt of it. A
fellow-servant bill, if you reason the thing out, is almost putting a

premium on negligence.

The Chairman. Go ahead with your statement.

Senator Newlands. You think it would work more satisfactorily

in the end to the employees, would it not ?

Mr. Kruttschnitt. I should think that it would. I should think

that it would tend to give them a greater feeling of responsibility, a

feeling that they were not getting something for nothing, that they

were not objects of charity. I think, Mr. Chairman, that I have

gotten through with my statement. Perhaps it might be well for

me to explain a little more fully than I did the fact that the per

diem rate, as to which you asked a question, is one interchanged

by the carriers. One carrier charges it to another, and receives pay-

ment in kind, whilst of course with the mileage rate, when we pay for

a private car it is really a rental or lease. But, as I said, the value

of these cars on which we pay these rates, which is the same rate that

the carriers used to pay amongst themselves, is for a car that costs

on the average about twice as much as the ordinary car; the refrig-

erator cars cost from $1,000 to $1,200, and the ordinary box car costs

from $600 to $800.

Senator Clapp. Why should not the icing charge, whatever it

might be—should be—^be a part of the charge of the carrier, so that

the shipper would have to deal with but one party ?

Mr. Kruttschnitt. Simply because the carrier has no means, over

the United States, of buying ice and putting it in these cars, and it

seems to me to be a service foreign to transportation, and one the

trouble for which would hardly be placed on the carrier.

Senator Clapp. Take your own company, where you only use

refrigerators a small portion of the year
;
you say that you find it to

your advantage to rent cars of some company that can be using them
somewhere all the year. But the particular ice that is used on your
line has got to be put up, either there or shipped in there, by your-
self or by the car company. It would cost no more, would it, ir you
put it up or bought it?

Mr. Kruttschnitt. The car company puts up its own ice houses.

Senator Clapp. That is true.

Mr. Kruttschnitt. I am going to try to give you my idea of why
we could not do it as cheaply as they could. They are organized all

over the United States to do this work, and ought to be able to do it

much cheaper than a railroad company could that would be handling
a small tonnage of ice.

Senator Newlands. And only through a certain part of the year.

Mr. Kruttschnitt. And only through a certain part of the year.

Senator Clapp. The testimony of Mr. Lincoln, of the Missouri

Pacific, was that on their road they used some of their own cars,

and they also used cars of other railroads, just as you exchange freight

cars indiscriminately, and they also used some of these private cars;

but that where they used their own cars or the cars of other railroads

they did the icing themselves and did it at a less price than the

private car company charged.
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Mr. Keuttschnitt. Perhaps the conditions on the Missouri Pa-
cific are such that they can do that. But the Missouri Pacific is a
line that handles, no doubt, a very large amount of dressed beef,
packing-house products, and other perishable products, and they can
very profitably maintain ice houses over this system and keep men
the year around to do the work. The conditions are different on
the Missouri Pacific from what they are on the Central Pacific.

Senator Newlands. You will remember that in the case of the Mis-
souri Pacific the cars were not owned by the Missouri Pacific Rail-
road Company, but by a holding company in which the Missouri
Pacific and two other lines were interested.

Senator CiiAPP. That may be ; but Mr. Lincoln's statement was that
where the railroad owned the refrigerators or used the cars of other
lines indiscriminately, as they use freight cars, there they did their
own icing, and they did it at a very much less price than the icing
that was done by the private car lines. ^Vhere is the ice brought
from; do you know where the ice is brought from that comes to

these ice houses on your liae?

Mr. KEtTTTSCHNiTT. It is in some cases manufactured ice, and in
some cases it is pond ice.

Senator Clapp. It is what?
Mr. Keuttschnitt. It is pond ice.

Senator Clapp. Where is the pond ice brought from?
Mr. Kruttschnitt. From lakes up in the Sierra Nevada Moun-

tains.

Senator Clapp. From along the line of your road ?

Mr. KEtTTTSCHNiTT. Put uD aloug the line of the road.

Senator Clapp. Now, would there be any great difference in your
company putting up that ice, or manufacturing it, instead of the
outsider putting it up or manufacturing it?

Mr. Keuttschnitt. I could not tell you unless I went into it and
made a careful estimate of the ice business. My personal opinion
always has been that the attention of everybody on the railroad

should be kept practically confined to the two rails, and to do
nothing else—^not to get into outside business. It is a practical

condition. I have always discouraged the railroad going into any-
thing but the practical transportation of freight.

Senator Clapp. A great many railroads do handle ice ?

Mr. Keuttschnitt. You have just cited the case of the Missouri
Pacific.

Senator Clapp. In your own knowledge, is not that a fact ?

Mr. Keuttschnitt. I think it is.

Senator Clapp. The complaint seems to be very strong against the

carrier having to deal with two parties in this matter.

Mr. Keuttschnitt. I think that is merely a matter of business

with the shipper; that we are not responsible at all. And it is his

business to furnish the ice if he needs it. He only needs it what you
might be called hemi-semi-occasionally.
The Chaieman. Are you through with your statement?

Senator Clapp. I beg pardon. I understood that he had already
finished.

Mr. Keuttschnitt. Yes, sir; I am through.

-Senator Newlands. Would it not be possible for all the railroads,

S. Doc. 243, 59-1—vol 4 19
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throughout the country who have this demand for refrigerator can
for two to three months during the year to form a central company
that would own these refrigerator cars, in which the different rail-

roads would be stockholders, and then shift the cars about from one
railroad to another, so as to keep the cars constantly employed?
Mr. Kruttschnitt. I have had a dream of that sort that has run

back for a dozen years. Senator, but never have been able to work it

or ge> anything practical on it.

Senator Foster. Your statement has been not only interesting, but
also very instructive, and I would like to have you state to the com-
mittee very briefly your objections to conferring this revisory power
upon the Interstate Commerce Commission or some other tribunal

which Congress might establish.

Mr. Kruttschnitt. It seems to me I would state that very briefly

by stating that I have never been persuaded of any strong desire

that they should have it.

Senator Foster. That is a question before the committee, and we
are instructed by the Senate to make a report upon that special

matter.

Mr. Kruttschnitt. It is reasonably well understood that the Com-
mission itself for the past four or five years have been harping on
the subject in their reports. One of the Interstate Commerce Com-
missioners, to whom I listened to-day with great interest, in speaking
of the woes of the Commission, seemed to lay great stress on the fact,

or greatest stress on the fact, that they could not get witnesses to

testify. Now, while I am not a lawyer or a legislator, it seems to

me that is a matter that ought to be very, very easily settled ; that tho
Commission could very easily be given power to require witnesses to

testify.

The objection to letting them name the rates, it seems to me, is

obvious. In the first place, I said that rate regulation, as we under-
stand from past experience with State commissions, means simply
rate reduction. They are eternally watching the carrier to see if he is

getting a little money ahead, and if he is, reducing the rate and tak-
ing it away from him.
Now, taking the rate-making power out of the hands of the rail-

roads, it seems to me, is fatal to initiative. There would be no incen-
tive to do particularly better. There would be a sort of laissez-aller
policy adopted by railroad managers that they say is rather charac-
teristic of France, where there is a good deal of rate regulation done.
They do just about well enough to keep out of trouble, and that is all.

There is no encouragement under a system like that to bring about
better results. Why should any road, with a commission watching
its revenues and seeking every chance to keep them down, try to
make improvements and betterments? Why not keep things just

about good enough to keep out of trouble?
The CirATRi\iAN. You think the rate-making power there would

lead to divided responsibility, that it would impair the service to the
public, and probably impair the net earnings ?

Mr. Kruttschnitt. Do I thinlt that would follow?
The Chairman. Yes, sir.

Mr. Kruttschnitt. Yes, sir ; I do. We have an objett lesson in
France. I understand the rate making in France is done by a board
of experts of spme 30 or 35 men, and that as a result of their en-
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deavors, from 1870 down to date, they have not reduced rates at

all; that they are about 1.6 cents a ton-mile, rather over twice

what our rate is, and that has not changed from 1870 down to

date—^that is, for thirty-three years. Now, alongside of it, the rate

in the United States has fallen from 2 cents in 1870 to three-quarters

of a cent at the present time ; and I understand also that the Govern-
ment that is behind these roads has put up about a thousand mil-

lions—a billion of dollars—for them in the past twenty-five years

to make good losses.

Senator Foster. It has been stated that should this power be con-

ferred upon the Interstate Commerce Commission it would beget such
apprehension on the part of the railroads that it would more than
likely create disturbances and pretty widespread alarm in railroad

circles. Do you share that opinion ?

Mr. Keuttschnitt. I do. I do not think there is any doubt of

that. Anyone who has watched the course of things for the past five

or six months in the value of securities would probably reach the con-

clusion that there was something the matter somewhere ; that people
were getting scared.

Senator Foster. Now, Mr. Kruttschnitt, why should that be ?

Mr. IfETjTTSCHNiTT. Simply for this reason : If the Commission
were clothed with the authority to make rates, there is a want
of responsibility for the results of the rates which would certainly,

scare investors and security holders. I do not see how it could help it.

Senator Newlands. Have not the courts shown recently an in-

creasing disposition to protect investments of common Carriers?

Have they not strengthened decisions every year, almost, in the lino

of assuring them the proper returns ?

Mr. Kruttschnitt. I do not think the carriers or the public have
any fear or any complaint of the higher courts of the land. They
get fair treatment. But I do not think that a commission or a
tribunal without responsibility for results or revenues would have
a beneficial effect on the business conditions of the country.

Senator Newlands. Will not the investors feel assured that if any
such regulating body does do any injustice the courts will correct it?

Mr. Keuttschnitt. The way it is now they do.
Senator Newlands. They would under any system that could be

adopted.

Mr. Keuttschnitt. No. Under this system that is proposed, if

I understand it at all, the Commission would go ahead and make
their rates, and the damage would be done, and that damage would
continue until the courts corrected it, and in the meantime the rail-

roads would be the sufferers.

Senator Newlands. Yes; I see. You object to the rate going into
operation before the decision of the court ?

Mr. Keuttschnitt. Yes ; and it seems to me that the Government
has the necessary machinery now to regulate these matters.

Senator Newlands. If that were done away with, if the rate were
not made operative until the decision of the court upon it was
obtained, the proceedings of the courts, however, being expedited so

&s to reach a decision within a reasonable time, would not that objec-
tion to regulation by a commission disappear ?

Mr. Keuttschnitt. I do not think any rate should go in before the
carrier had a right to appeal to the courts ; and furthermore, it seems
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to me that the law as it is now can remedy everything that the public

has to complain of. The Commission in its reports has time and
again stated, and they have attempted also to demonstrate before this

committee, that the question of rebates has largely vanished or prac-

tically vanished since the passage of the Ellfins law. Discrimina-

tions are practically unheard of except between localities. They will

never vanish.

The greatest trouble, it seems to me, is a trouble that Professor

Ripley called attention to the other day, what he called the wasted
energies of the carriers, and that is due to the fact that they can not
get together, they can not confer, they can not agree, they can
not consult, without having the shadow of a prison door over their

officers. That is due to the construction placed on the Sherman Act,
that I think was foreign to the ideas of the men that passed it; but
it has been so construed that roads can not agree. They can not get
together. Now, if they were allowed to do that, or if that part of the
act relating to them, or if the act were made inoperative as to the
railroads, permitting them to get together to discuss methods of
serving the public with the least waste of capital, which, after all,

the public must pay for in the end, allowing them to make agreements,
allowing them to confer, subject to the approval of the Commission,
there is no doubt in my mind that a great deal of the trouble that we
have that is still complained of would vanish.

Senator Newlands. Would you include in that pooling arrange-
ments?
Mr. Kruttschnitt. I do not think that the roads would want to

pool much. I have stopped using the word. It has been clothed
with such sinister meaning that I never use it.

Senator Newlands. You mean an arrangement that would not in-

volve putting the moneys into a common fund and dividing them ac-

cording to some rule?

Mr. KnuTTSCHNrrr. No, sir.

Senator Newlands. You had not that in mind ?

Mr. Kruttschnitt. No, sir. Possibly, in some cases, you might
want to do that. Do anything that is legal. Let the Commission
criticise it; let them have the right of approval. Then, again, let

them help along the condition of affairs that these gentlemen from
Kansas City spoke to you about, that the representatives of these

other corporations spoke to you about ; that there is no difficulty with
the public, and the users or the railroads and the railroads, getting
together and reaching understandings and agreements. Do not allow
anything in the way of underhand work, discriminations and rebates,

but let them get together properly and encourage and help them
along. The Commission did that in the earlier days of its existence

and did a great deal of it.

Senator Newlands. That could be done under the direction and
protection of the Commission itself, could it not?
Mr. I^uTTSCHNiTT. Ycs, sir.

Senator Newlands. And they would stand on guard to see that

nothing wrong was done ?

Mr. Kruttschnitt. Yes; that is it. They can stand on guard
now, but if they have not enough power to properly keep watch, give

it to them. Give them power to make witnesses testify when they

send for them, and give them the power to require them to do it.
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Give them all the power that is necessary to hunt out and ferret out
rebates, discriminations, and all illegal practices. I do not think
there would be a railroad in the country that would not be with the
Congress and with the President on that line.

The Chatkman. I want to ask you one or two questions. Going a
little further in conferring power upon the Commission, you think
that power would be exercised in the direction of lowering rates all

the time, and never increasing them ; that it would be a reduction of
rates?

Mr. Kruttschnitt. My fear of the future is based on experience
of the past.

The Chairman. And this power would be exercised to reduce a

rate, particularly if it was complained of as being too high?
Mr. Kruitschnitt. I am quite confident that that would be the

result.

The Chairman, Any reduction of rates would result in a reduction
of expenses, would it not ?

Mr. Kruttschnitt. A reduction of rates would reduce expenses?
The Chairman. I mean, first, that if a road was obliged to reduce

its rate it would try to reduce expenses, would it not—operating
expenses?

Mr. Kruttschnitt. Naturally.

The Chairman. In order to recoup itself. Would not that be one
of the effects of its getting less income, less revenue? Would it not
lead to the reduction of expenses ?

Mr. Kruttschnitt. Naturally.
The Chairman. If you reduced expenses, would it not first affect

labor—^wages ?

Mr. Kruttschnitt. The very first thing. Take a natural reduc-
tion of revenue which comes about in hard times. The very first

thing that the railroad management looks about for is something to

maintain the margin between earnings and expenses, and if the
earnings fall, the expenses, somehow or other, must fall.

The Chairman. It would affect wages, would it not?
Mr. Kruttschnitt. It would affect first of all wages and main-

tenance.

The Chairman. And, second, the purchasing of materials, would
it not?
Mr. Kruttschnitt. Yes ; and the prosecution of betterments.

The Chairman. Of betterments on the roads? Would it not then
affect the ability of the road to pay the fixed charges and dividends ?

Mr. Kruttschnitt. Unquestionably.
Senator Kean. It would affect the number of men employed more

than anything else, would it not ?

Mr. Kruttschnitt. The very first effect is to reduce the number of
men employed. The road, when it meets a fall in earnings, begins to

cast around to get rid of some men. They reduce shop forces and
track forces, and stop purchases.

Senator Kean. Instead of having six or eight men in a section

they reduce it to five?

Mr. Kruttschnitt. Yes; or sometimes more than that. I recall

places where I have had sections with only one or two men on.

Somehow or other you have got to maintain the margin between
earnings and expenses.
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The Chairman. If you affected the revenue to such an extent that

it might affect the fixed charges and dividends, then it would affect

the power of the railroad to borrow money, would it not, in the

end?
Mr. Kruttschnitt. Unquestionably.
The Chairman. For needed improvements, extensions, and so

forth?
Mr. Kruttschnitt. Certainly.

Senator Neavlands. How would it affect the question of new in-

dustries? It is the custom of railroads to. give a very low rate, is it

not, to new industries in order to build them up ?

Mr. Kruttschnitt. That was formerly the case. There is not
very much of that done now.

Senator Newlands. There is not?
Mr. Kruttschnitt. No. Our encouragement to new industries is

largely in the way of giving them facilities.

Senator Newlands. Do they not give them pretty low rates to the
distant markets in order to get their products out?
Mr. Kruttschnitt. That becomes a regular part of the tariff, and

it becomes a part of the fixed policy of the wise traffic manager to so

reduce his rates as to produce tonnage.
Senator Newlands. Would it affect that at all?

Mr. Kruttschnitt. It would affect it in this way, that an in-

dustry that came along and proposed to a railroad that it should
spend a given sum of money to provide it with sidetracks and
facilities for doing work would be met with some kind of an excuse;

perhaps it would be invited to spend all or part of the expense of

the sidetracks itself. And naturally, if their revenues were being

cut down by some other power somewhere else, it would not be in

their power to make as low rates to the new industry, because all of

the rates can not be lowered. .

The Chairman. Then, coming back to the effect of the reduction

as affecting the ability of the railroads to pay fixed charges and
dividends, would this fact, too, tend to lessen the quantity of pur-

chases of material for the improvement of the road ?

Mr. Kjiuttschnitt. Cutting down revenues?
The Chairman. Yes.

Mr. Kruttschnitt. Unquestionably. I wrote out a long list of

things here that the railroad would naturally require large sums of

money for ; and if they are unable to get it, they can not do that work.

The Chairman. I believe that is all now.
Senator Newlands. You say that you have about 15,000 miles in

your system?
Mr. Kruttschnitt. I think it is between 15,000 and 16,000.

Senator Newlands. That is about the largest system in the coun-

try, is it not ?

Mr. Kruttschnitt. Yes; I think it is. Perhaps the Eock Island

may have about as much. I do not remember.
Senator Neavlands. You think that the tendency toward consoli-

dation of roads is a healthy evolution, do you not?

Mr. Kruttschnitt. Yes; I think the Sherman Act is largely re-

sponsible for it. It drove them into it.
_

Senator Newlands. Drove them into it?
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Mr. Keuttschnitt. Yes; because there was no other way to pro-
tect themselves.

Senator NewijAnds. And you regard the sharp competition be-

tween roads which has been forced upon them by the policy of the
legislation as really resulting in this system of rebates which has
existed and may be largely responsible for it, do you not ?

Mr. Keuttschnitt. Unquestionably. The sharper the competition
the greater the tendency to pay a rebate, because a rebate is reallj'

nothmg more than something paid for a man's business—it is a bid

for his business.

Senator Newlands. And this evolution of consolidation has had a

tendency to diminish that evil, has it not ?

Mr. Keuttschnitt. Unquestionably.
Senator Newlands. And to bring about equality of rates and

equality of services as between individuals?

Mr. Keuttschnitt. Yes ; and to reduce the price of service, because
consolidation has resulted in lopping oif a great many expenses.

Senator NEWiiANDS. Yes.

Mr. Keuttschnitt. I had in mind, when I adverted to what Pro-
fessor Ripley said in regard to this wasted energy', that the roads
are now maintaining thousands of agencies in the territories of other

roads in order to rob the other fellow of his business. All of that

would be done away with if they were allowed to agree and to get

together.

Senator Newlands. Now, I do not understand that there has been
any complaint as to the gross revenues that the railroads of the coun-
try are receiving.

Mr. Keuttschnitt. I have not heard anything before this com-
mittee, and I have been here off and on for five or six days, nor have
I heard from the communities on our lines, any complaint about high
rates. Naturally, if you send a man out and say, " Would you not
like to have the rate on this reduced ? " he would tell you, " Yes."

Senator Newlands. But the great trouble is as to the distribution

of the burden of the cost of transportation ?

Mr. Keuttschnitt. That complaint exists to-day and it will exist

to-morrow, and I think it will exist to the end of the world.
Senator Newlands. But improvements can be effected on that line,

can they not?
Mr. Keuttschnitt. We have kept the communities reasonably

happy. Of course Chicago thinks that New Orleans is getting ahead
of her, and New York thinks that Chicago and New Orleans are
both getting ahead of her, and they are always complaining and
fighting all the time; but we have kept reasonable peace between
them.

Senator Newlands. Assume that all the roads in the intermoun-
tain and coast region of the West were consolidated into one system.

Would not the advantages which many towns have by reason of

intersecting lines, and of lowered rates, which that always produces,

as compared with local stations, largely disappear? Would there

not be a tendency toward equalization as between communities as

the result of consolidation?
Mr. Keuttschnitt. Now, I do not think so. You can take, for

instance, different points on our lines where the management is
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unified. There is just as bitter competition between localities as

ever existed.

Senator Newlands. Just as bitter competition, but is there not a
tendency toward equalization of rates as between those communities?
Leaving out, of course, water carriers, but where the competition is

just between railroads, and the intersecting railroads are combined
under one system, is there not a tendency toward equalization of the

conditions that now exist as between intersecting places and the places

that are simply local stations along the line?

Mr. Keuttschnitt. The trouble is, I do not see how we can leave

out of consideration water competition, because that is the thing
that introduces most of these troubles.

Senator Newlands. There are many of these places where there

is no water competition. There is no water competition in that

entire region which your system serves, is there ?

Mr. KRUTTSCHNrrr. In Nevada the water competition regulates

more or less the rates, because they could get the product by rail, or
from the Pacific coast by rail and water combined. T do not really

see how the unification of the consolidation of systems would have
much effect in doing away with the competition of these places.

That is inherent in their geography—due to their places on the map.
Senator Newlands. I do not mean that it would do away with the

competition between places, but it would do away, to a great extent,

with advantages that these places receive in the rates or transporta-
tion over neighboring towns that are not at the points of intersec-

tion. I simply asked your opinion in regard to that. I understand
your view is that it would not affect that much.
Now, just another question. I observe in the newspapers that

there is a still further consolidation going on in connection with the
Atlantic, through the New York Central. Is that an accomplished
fact?

Mr. Krtjttschnitt. Not only is it not an accomplished fact, but
I do not think there is anything in it except newspaper talk.

Senator Newlands. I should think it was a consummation devoutly
to be wished, myself.
Mr. Kruttschnitt. No ; I do not know that there is any foundation

for the report. On the other hand, I would say this : That if they
were going to do it I probably would not know anything about it.

Senator Newlands. I would just like you to give, for the benefit of
my constituents in Nevada, an explanation of the reason why Keno
has to pay a higher rate of transportation to Chicago than San Fran-
cisco, which is farther off?

Mr. Kruttschnitt. I might venture an opinion on that, but I am
not familiar with the rates prevailing on that system. It is foreign

to my work, and I would not feel competent to.

Senator Foster. What is the population of Reno?
Senator Newlands. About 8,000—approaching 10,000 rapidly.

I wanted to ask you if you could give us any estimate of the amount
of money, new capital, that would be required within the next five

years, either by all the railroads of the country, or, if you are unable

to give that, by your own system, as an illustration, for extensions

and improvements.
Mr. Kruttschnitt. I could only forecast the future by looking

over the past. On the lines that I have the honor of representing we
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have spent, since 1900, $131,000,000 in betterments and changes of
line and rectification of grades.
Senator Newdands. Is that new capital or taken from earnings ?

Mr. Kkuttschnitt. Partly both. I suppose probably about a

quarter or a third. A quarter of it, say, is taken out of earnings, 1
suppose, and the balance from capital.

Senator Newlands. A good portion of this time the system of your
railways has been without dividends, has it not ?

Mr. Kkuttschnitt. Yes ; the Southern Pacific never has paid any
dividends.

Senator Newlands. Can you give us any idea at all of what, within
reason, we could expect under present conditions all the railroads of

the country to require in the way of extensions and improvements
and betterments in the shape of new capital within the next five or

ten years ?

Mr. Kkuttschnitt. It would be impossible to estimate that, be-

cause I do not know the conditions of these other roads, and the
amount of money they spend would largely depend upon the price

of money and the volume of their earnings. If they are earning
freely, they spend freely, so that it is impossible to make that esti-

mate. I did as to signaling, because I can see perfectly well that our
lines and the other lines must face that.

Senator Newi^ands. You mean as to the block system ?

Mr. Kkuttschnitt. Yes, sir.

Senator Newlands. And there are other improvements that are con-
templated, of course, by all railroads ?

Mr. Kkuttschnitt. Yes, sir; a great many—^better cars and
stronger bridges, and so forth.

Senator Newlands. And double tracking?
Mr. Kkuttschnitt. Yes, sir ; there would be double tracking, quite

a good deal of that.

Thereupon, at 11 o'clock p. m., the committee adjourned until to-

morrow, Saturday, May 20, 1905, at 11 o'clock a. m.

A PAPER PREPARED TOR SUBMISSION TO THE SENATE COMMIT-
TEE ON INTERSTATE COMMERCE SY SLASON THOMPSON.

Intkoduction.

what are the facts?

Out of a miscalculation by the auditor of the Interstate Commerce
Commission in March, 1904, that the readjustment of freight rates

since 1899 had caused an increase of $155,475,502 in railway earnings
for the year 1902-3, has come the present acute agitation for Gov-
ernment fixing of rates. The subsequent report of the statistician of
the Commission proved that the auditor had more than doubled anj'^

possible effect of the revised classification of January, 1900, while
the coincident advance in the cost of labor and materials indicated
that but for some revision of rates the net losses of the railways
would have brought the country face to face with an industrial panic.
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The apparent increase in revenues due to any advance in rates was
$67,556,299.

The increase in the cost of labor due to the average advance in

wages was $40,373,501.

The increase in the cost of fuel alone, due to the advance in price,

was over $41,000,000.

This official error of itself would not have been sufficient to start

the agitation if tlie public mind had not been previously misled by
persistent misstatements of facts in regard to the following points

:

1. That railway rates are excessive

;

2. That they are overcapitalized

;

3. That their capital is concentrated in a few hands

;

4. That it absorbs an undue proportion of their earnings ; and
5. That they are reckless of human life.

It is the purpose of the following pages to show that not one of
these conclusions is warranted by the facts.

The three allied industries in the last census year.

Capital. Net income.
Per cent

on
capitaL

Agriculturo $20,514,001,838
9,835,086,909
11,491,034,960

$1,724,179,206
1,905,185,604
525,616,303

8 4
19.3
4.6

I. As TO American Freight Rates.

That freight rates on American railways are the lowest in the

world, and had steadily tended downward until the recent advance
in wages and material, is proved by the following statements:

Average rate of revenue per ton per mile.

Cents.

1870 1, 990
1882 1, 240
1887 1, 030
1888 1. 001
1889-
1890.
1891-
1892-
1893-
1894-

.022

.941

.895

.898

.879

.8G0

Cents.

1895 0. 839
1896 : ,€m
1897 . 798
1898 . 753
1899

: . 724
1900 . 729
1901 . 750
1902 . 757
1903 . 7C3

Pay of trackmen.

1695-
1896
1897-
1898-
1899.

Wages
per day.

.. $1.17
„ 1. 17
._ 1. 16
„ 1. 16
— 1. 18

1900-
1901-
1902-
1903-

Wases
per day.

.. $1.22

.. 1.23

.. 1.25

._ 1.31

Compare the advance of 5.4 per cent in the rate since 1899 with 12.9

per cent in wages of the most numerous body of railways employees
since 1898.
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ADVANCE IN PRICE OF MATERIALS.

That the cost of railway supplies has advanced even more rapidly
is shown by the following comparison of prices paid for some of the
principal classes of material between 1899 and 1903

:

1899. 1903. Increase.

Rails, steel.. ton.- $18.00

.435

.35
1.80
1.435
2.25
S2.00
1.00

26.70
60.00
16.00
15.40

18.50
14.00

1.50
1.30
5.85

9,000.00

$28.00

.54

.48
8.75
1.95
8.05
86.00
1.76

39.00
63.00
18.00
82.00

23.25
19.00

2.00
2.20
8.60

16,000.00

Per cent.
65 5

I.'ies:

Oak _ 24.1
Cedar do... 37.7

52.7
Track spikes
Wire,barbed
Bar iron

do....
do....
ton

86.8
m.5
63 6
75.0

Castings:
Gray iron
Malleable iron

ton..
-do....

46.0
26.0
12.5

CasMronpipe
Lninber:

ton..

M feet..

107.7

25.8
Pine piece stuff ._.

Kails:
Wire
Cut .

do....

100 pounds..
do

35.7

83.3
69 2

Locomotives
.' each..

do....
47.0
66.6

FOREIGN FREIGHT RATES.

In England the Northeastern Railway, the only British road giv-
ing intelligible statistics, shows the following average receipts per
ton-mile in 1902

:

Cents.

On minerals ^ 1. 93
On merchandise and live stoclj 2.94
On all commodities 2.32
Pennsylvania Railroad on much the same classes . 58
Average revenue per ton-mile

:

In Germany 1. 42
In France 1. 55
In Austria : I. IS
In Hungary 1. 30

The rates of American railways are low in order to move the
greatest quantity of freight. As wages are high they have to de-
pend on rigid economies of operation to make their small margin of
profit.

It costs 25 cents a mile to move a ton of freight from the farm or
the factory to the station; it costs less than three-fourths of a cent
a mile to transport it thence to its destination.

AS TO PASSENGER RATES.

The average revenue of the railways for carrying passengers 1

mile since the organization of the Interstate Commerce Commission
has been as follows

:

Cents.

2.02
2.02
1.97
1.98
2.00
2. 01

. 1.99
2. 01

1888-
1889_
1890-
1891-
1892.
1893-
1894-
1895-

Cents.

2.35
2.17
2.17

1896.

1897.
1898

2.14 1899
2.13 1900
2.11 1901-
1 99 1902
2.04 1903.
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Where i)nssenger rates have declined nearly 6 per cent since 1892
the average daily wages of the men most directly employed in train

service have increased as follows

:

Per cent.
Enginemen
Firemen 10
Conductors 10
Other trainmen 14

The recent increase in receipts per passenger mile is due to losing
' the cheapest passenger traffic, which is traveling by trolley, and not
to an increase in rates.

The cost of passenger service is constantly increasing to meet the
demand for more trains and greater speed.

FOBEION PASSGN6EB BATES.

England.—First class, 4 cents; second, 2.5 cents; third, 2 cents;

average receipts per passenger mile about 2 cents.

Germany.—-Fast trains : First class, 3.45 cents ; second, 2.55 ; third,

1.79. Ordinary trains: First, 3.06 cents; second, 2.3; third, 1.53,

and fourth, 0.77 (not allowed on fast trains) ; average receipts per
passenger mile about 1.07 cents, due to 90 per cent of travel being
third and fourth class on cars little better than American box cars.

TRAVEL FOR ONE DAy's PAT.

Distance one day's pay of latorer mil carry him in different countries.

Miles per
day's pay.

United States 65
Great Britain 35
Government railways

:

Germany 53
France 40
Belgium SB
Italy 38
Russia 38
India l 21

PAT OF RAILWAT LABOR.

[American and foreign.]

If American railway freight rates were in proportion to American
wages in comparison with foreign wages, they would be from four to

eight times what they are, as the following figures, from official

sources, prove

:

Average pay of railway lahorera in various countries whose freight rates are
more than double American rates.

Per day.

United States " |1.3.1

United Kingdom .71

State railways

:

Germany .57

France .52

Belgium .48

Italy .42

Russia .29

India .08

o The lowest paid class of railway employees.
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Average pay of several classes of railway employees in the United States, Great
Britain, and Belgium, 1903.

United
States.

Great
Britain.

Bel-
gium.a

FiTiginflTTiftii __._ , ., ,.

Per day.
$1.01
2.28
3.38
2.17
2.21
1.87
2. BO
2.19

1.76

Per day.
$1.62

.91

1.22
.83

Per day.
$1.01

.72
1.08

Othftf tfran>TnpTi .72
Q-ftTiflml offirft plftrirs ,, ,, 1.11

1.01
1.50
1.22

.91

1.33
.85

Carpenters _ . ._ .84
Switch and crossing tenders and watchmen:

Men .48
.16

• Belgium la chosen for the comparison because the pay of railway labor there Is less

complicated with premiums and allowances than elsewhere on the Continent. See Bulle-
tin No. 20, Department of Labor, and Fifteenth Annual Report of the Commissioner of
labor.

11, Capitalization.

american railways not overcapitalized.

In 1903 the Interstate Commerce Commission summarized their

capitalization thus

:

Stock $6, 155, 559, 032
Funded debt 6, 444, 431, 226

Total railway capital 12,599,990,258
Owned by railroads 2,318,391,953

Net railway capital 10,281,598,305

COST OF RAELWATS AND EQUIPMENT.

The Interstate Commerce Commission in 1903 reported as follows

:

Cost of road (193,823 miles) $10,273,837,190
Cost of equipment o 699, 767, 723

Total cost 10, 973, 504, 903

This cost covers a total mileage for all tracks of 283,821 miles. It

is the large cost of sidings, yard tracks, elevating tracks, and other
facilities at terminals rather than the construction of new road that
has caused recent additions to railway capital.

« During the last four years new locomotives, passenger and freight cars cost
upward of $874,000,000. The cost of the equipment reported in 1903 was ap-
proximately :

Number. Average
cost.

Total cost.

Locomotives 13,871
38,110

1,715,249

$11,000
6,000

700

$182,581,000
Passenger cars 228,810 000
Freightcars „ . —._.„ _ . 1,200,671,800

1,912,095,300
10,273,737 723

608,973,000

Cost of road and eQuipment . -. 12,791,806,023
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HOW THE WATEK HAS BEEN ABSORBED.

For twelve years—1888 to 1899, inclusive—an average of 63.94 per
cent of American railway stocks paid no dividends—the lowest
amount paying being 29.83 per cent in 189G, and the highest 40.61

in 1899. Not until 1901 did a majority of railway stocks pay any
dividends whatever. Even last year 43.94 per cent paid nothing.
During all these years the water in raihvay stock was gradually
absorbed by millions diverted from stockholders to vast extensions,

betterments, and improvements. On June 30, 1895, there were 37,855

miles of operated railways, representing $2,439,144,503 of capital, in

the hands of the receivers. Before they got out the water was
effectually squeezed out of them. At last accounts there were only

1,185 miles under receiver's orders.

•AMERICAN VERSUS FOREIGN CAPITALIZATION.

The test of comparison with foreign railway capitalization fur-

nishes the following demonstration

:

Miles.
Capitalization
or cost of con-
structiou.

Capitallza-
tionper
mile.

United Kingdom
Germany (State)
Prance (State)
Russia (State)
Anstria (State)
Hungary (State)
Belgium (State)
Holland (State)
Switzerland (State)
Norway (State) _

Sweden (State)
Denmark (State)

Total foreign railways.
United States:

Gross (1903).
Net (1903) ,

Cost of construction

22,435
32,125
23,938
35,482
12,402
10,813
2,498
1,064
2,4!i8

1,274
2,416
1,112

$6,225,
a 3, 364,
a 3, 415,
a 2, 700,
o 1,370,
a70i:
0419;
1145.
0257;
<"5o;

"106,
•146,

144,585
290,000
400,000
000,000
109,725
640,865
410,490
885,000
305,470
175,000
419,875
800,000

$277,474
104,725
143,053
76,085

110,475
64,888

167,898
137,103
104,256
89,384
44,048
41,900

148,027

205,313
205,313
205,313

18,925,810,010

12,599,990,258
10,281,598,305
12,794,806,023

127,696

61,369
50,0?7
62,313

" Cost of construction.

Note.—Although Araericiin railways are capitalized at less than one-half foreign rail-

ways, they were constructed by labor costing from two to four times as much. (See
Wages In different countries.)

III. Distribution or Railway Capital.

The bogy that railway ownership is being dangerously concentrated
was refuted by the report of the Interstate Commerce Commission,
February 24, 1905, " that the number of stockholders reported by the

carriers in their annual reports for the year ending June .30, 1904,

was 327,851." As the holding of railway bonds is even more general,

owing to their character as approved securities in estates and trus-

teeships, the total of those directly interested in railway stocks and
bonds must approach 700,000.

A still further distribution of interest in railway securities comes
through the large holdings of trustees, administrators and executors

of estates ; of bankers and brokers for long lists of customers, and of

insurance companies, banks, savings banks, and other corporations.

How great is this last distribution may be judged from the follow-
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ing statement of railway stocks and bonds held by various corporate

bodies:

Insurance coinpanies licensed in Mdssachusetts $845, 889, 038
Savings banks in six States 442,354,086
gecurity from educational institutions 47, 468, 327

Total- 1, 335, 711, 451

An illustration of these holdings of railway securities is afforded

by the reports of the following companies:

New York Life Insurance Company (bonds) $207,334,800
Mutual Life Insurance Company (bonds) 94,982,000
Mutual Life Insurance Company (stocks) 18, 860, OiJO

Prudential Life Insurance Company (bonds) 25,977,230
Travelers' Insurance Company (stocks and bonds) 21,823,000

The fire risks in force in the United States amount to over $27,000,-

000,000. More than half the assets of the companies writing this

insurance is invested in railway securities.

The significance of these figures is emphasized by the further fact

that in the whole United States there are over 17,000,000 life insur-

ance policies in force covering $10,508,478,776, and 7,305,228 deposi-

tors in savings banks whose deposits aggregate $2,935,204,815. These
millions are all indirectly interested in the present conservative and
progressive management of American railways.

IV. Compared with Investments in Agkicultukb and Manu-
factures.

Instead of paying excessive returns on capital the net income from
railway investments is less than that from agriculture or manufac-
tures—^the two great industries whose prosperity is so largely depend-
ent on cheap freight rates—as the following tables demonstrate,

according to census and interstate-commerce reports:

CAPITAL OB VALUE.

Agricnltiire
Manufactures -

BailToadB

GE088 PBODtrCTS OE INCOMB,

Agiionlture
TV&imfaotures
Bailroads

1890.

$16,082,267,689
6,535,156,486
9,437,343,420

2,460,107,454
9,372,437,283
1,051,877,632

1900.

$20,614,001,838
9 835,086,909
U, 491, 034, 960

4,739,118,752
13,014,287,498
1,487,044,814

Per cent
increase.

27.6
50.7
21.8

92.6
38.9
40.0

Cost of operat-
ing, 1900.

Income from operation.

Net income,
1900.

Percent
to capi-

Agricnlture...
Manufactnres
Bailroads

f^

13,014,939,546
1,109,:01,894

981, 428,5U

$1,724,179,206
1,905,185,604
525,616,303

8.4
19,3
4.6

In 1903, with a gross income of $1,900,846,907 from operation, the
railways paid $444,067,795 in interest and dividends, being at the rate

of 3.53, per cent on the gross or 4.32 on the net capitalization.
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These figures prove conclusively that the return on railway capital

is not excessive, either absolutely or relatively to capital invested in

farms and manufactures, which owe their prosperity to cheap, rapid,

and efficient railway transportation.

Horv the gross earnings of American railways were distributed in 1903.

Gross earnings from operation $1,900,846,907

WHEEE THIS INCOME WENT.

Pay of employees $775, 321, 415
Fuel for locomotives 146. 509, 031
Oil, etc., for locomotives 7,798,642
Taxes 57, 849, 569
Permanent improvements 41, 948, 183
Miscellaneous deductions and deficits in weak lines 44, 681, 341
Material for—

•

Locomotives, renewals and repairs 50,000,000
Freight car renewals and repairs 50, 000, 000
Passenger car renewals and repairs 15,000,000
Bridges 20,000,000
Rails 12, 000, 000
Ties 20, 000, 000
Ballast 10. 000, 000
Buildings 15,000,000

Loss and damage 13,726,508
Payments for injuries to persons 14,052,125
I-Iire of equipment, car service, etc 20,253,945
Rents for tracks, yards, and terminals 19, 375, 696
Rents for buildings and other property 5, 151, 80.1

Train and station supplies 27,8.56,060

Shop tools, repairs and renewals 8,739,157
Law expenses 6,783,692
Stationery and printing 11,232,465
Advertising 5, 376, 308
Miscellaneous expenses 8, 791, 765
Interest on bonds 277, 891, 209
Dividends 166, 176,586
Surplus income 49, 330, 740

Total
'-

1, 900, 846, 907

In this connection the following comparison is enlightening:

Share of labor and capital in gross earnings of railways in United States, Eng-
land, and Oermany. , ,

Labor: Per cent.

America ^ 40.

8

England ; 27.

3

Germany 35.

4

Capital

:

America 23.

4

England 38, 2

Germany 35. 2

Returns from one-third of the railways for 1904 indicate that the

pay of employees absorbed more than 42 per cent of the gross earn-

ings last year.

In America labor, fuel, and taxes absorb more than one-half the

gross earnings, capital less than one-quarter.

As it is only in America that the lion's share of the gross receipts

falls to labor, it becomes of interest to follow its distribution among
the several classes of employees.
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HOW RAILWAY PAT IS DIVIDED.

Compensation paid to employees for the year ending June SO, 190S.

Total oom-
pensation.

Per cent
to each
class.

Trackmen
Laborers
Shopmen _

Trainmen _ _

Englnemen
Stationmen j

Conductors
Firemen
Carpenters
Macninists
General office clerks
Switcli tenders, crossing tenders, and watchmen.
Section foremen -

Station agents
Telegraph operators and dispatchers
General officers _

Other officers
Employees—floating equipment
One road undistributed »

$103,
84,

84,

66,

64,

60,
39.

37,

35,

33,

30,

27,

21,
21,

19,

13,

10,

5,

18,

426,685
203,290
133,168
221,636
173,826
463,462
932,537
4»4,283
526,645
414,954
486,272
162,555
430,984
011,724
962,487
244,121
010,099
032,788
000,000

13.34
10.86
10.84
8.54
8.28
7.80
5.15
4.84
4.58
4.31
3.93
3.50
2.77
8.71
2.58
1.71
1.29
.65

Total 775,321,415 100.00

•Beport of Interstate Commerce Commission (statistics of railways), 1903.

AS TO UNJUST DISCRIMINATION.

As for rebates, private car lines, industrial tracks, and terminal

privileges, or any other device whereby unjust discriminations are

given, the present laws, if enforced, would seem to be sufficient to put
a stop to them. If they are not. Congress should immediately
strengthen the hands of the Interstate Commerce Commission for the

detection and prosecution of the oflPenders. Because there are black

sheep in railway circles it is not a " square deal " to hamstring this

mo^ complex and vital of American industries. A wise surgeon
would not attempt to cure a man who squints by cutting off his legs.

What legs are to a man, rates are to the railways.

None of the railway abuses of which the people complain is going
to be cured by substituting mileposts for brains, the rigidity of law
for the elasticity of business principles in the adjustment of rates.

V. As TO Railway Accidents.

Relatively to passenger and freight traffic, fatalities to passengers

and employees are less on American than foreign railways, as the fol-

lowing table shows

:

S. Doc. 243, 59-1—vol 4- -20
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Year.

1901...
1902-3.
1902...
1903-3.
1903.--
1902-..
1902—
1900.-.
1902---
1896---
1900.-.
1902...
1902...
1903...

1903....

Country.

Russian Europe.

.

Norway
Sweden
Denmark--
Grel*many
Holland
Belgium
Prance
Switzerland
Spain.
Italy
Austria
Hungary
United Kingdom
Rest of Europe...

Total
United States

Mileage.

177,363
207,977

Killed.

Passen- Eciploy-
gers.

73
3
6

<>91

6
19
33
11
11
156

536
321

458
4

21

27
6U5

814
28
31
63
87
66

497
100

2,259
3,233

" Since 1900 French reports cover only accidents to trains.

ACCIDENTS RELATIVELY TO TRAFFIC.

The following tables show the proportion of fatalities to traffic in

Europe and the United States : .

Passengers car-
ried 1 mile.

Passen-
gers killed
per billion
carried 1
mile.

Freight tons car-
ried 1 mile.

Employees
killed per
biUion tons
carried 1

mile.

Europe^
United States -

44,080,000,000
20,915,763,881

12.16
15.35

76,209,092,720
173,221,278,993

29.65
18.66

o Including United Kingdom.

As invidious comparisons are often made between the accidents

on American and British railways, the following facts should have
a corrective effect

:

Passengers car-
ried I mile>

Freight tons
carried 1 mile.

British railways
American railways

.

9,660,000,000
20,915,763,881

15,572,000,000
173,221,278,993

Proportion killed to passengers carried 1 mile.

Great Britain 2 1 In 61,923,000
United States ^ 1 in 65,108,143

GENERAL LIABILITY TO ACCIDENT.

That undue prominence is given to railway accidents is shown by
the following statement of " accidents resulting from causes to which
all men are exposed, without regard to their employment," taken fi'om

the yearbook of the Travelers' Insurance Company for 1905

:

Per cent.

Accidents to pedestrians 24. 14

At house (indoors) 18.80

Horses and vehicles 18.16
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Per cent.

At house (outside) — 15.98
Recreation 6. 15
Railroad travel 4.77
Bicycle accidents 4.06
Street-car travel

Use of firearms
Animal bites

Assaults :

Steamship travel
Miscellaneous

2 74
1 73
1 52
1 20

70
05

NOTE.-

100. 00

-Only 1 In 10 of the accidents in railroad travel were to passengers.

GENERAL SAFETY OF RAILROAD TRAVEL.

From reports covering 122,194 miles of American roads for the

year 1904—^the most disastrous in the history of railway accidents

—

the following statement representing mileage in every State in the

Union is reassuring

:

Compa-
nies re-
porting.

Miles op-
erated.

Passengers car-
ried 1 mile.

Killed in train ac-
cidents.

Passen-
gers.

Employ-
ees.

43
U

35,876
31,796

6,298,911,102
8,980,840,777 11

151
135

51 67,672 9,279,761,879 U 286

These figures which could be made more impressive, if all the

reports were available, prove that the impression that American rail-

ways are less careful of human life than foreign roads rests on a

widespread misapprehension of the vast difference -in the extent and
volume of their traffic.

Saturday, May 20, 1905.

The committee met pursuant to adjournment.
Present: Senators Elkins (chairman), CuUom, Kean, DoUiver,

Clapp, Foster, and Newlands.
The chairman stated that Senator Foraker would be absent to-day

on account of continued illness.

STATEMENT OF ME. A. B. BROWIT.

Senator Kean. Please state your name and address.

Mr. Brown. My name is A. B. Brown; address, care of Britton &
Gray, Washington City. I am counsel for the Atchison, Topeka and
Santa Fe Eailroad Company, and have been for many years.

In the statement given by Mr. George A. Mead on May 17, pages

24 and 25 of the print, Mr. Mead makes the statement that Mr. Leeds,

the manager of the Atchison, Topeka and Santa Fe refrigerator lines,

stated before the Interstate Commerce Commission in October last

that he was paying rebates. Naturally that statement seemed to very

strongly impress the committee at this hearing, and the chairman sug-

gested that the committee should have before it the testimony that

Mr. Leeds gave before the Commission. I have a copy of that testi-

mony, appearing on pages 145-153 of the pamphlet entitled " Before
the Interstate Commerce Commission. In the matter of the trans-
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portation of freights by common carriers in cars not owned by said

common carriers. Orders, testimony, and statement of exhibits.

Washington, Government Printing Office, 1904."

J. S. Leeds, having been called as a witness, was duly sworn, and testified as
follows

:

Mr. Marchand. Mr. Leeds, you are connected with the Santa Fe Refrigerator
Line, are you not?
Mr. Leeds. Yes, sir.

Mr. Marchand. What Is your position with that company?
Mr. Leeds. I am manager.
Mr. Marchand. How much equipment do you own?
Mr. Leeds. About 4,600 cars—4,575, I thinli, and 197 of them are leased to the

Cudahy Company.
Mr. Mabqhand. To the Cudahy Company?
Mr. Leeds. To the Cudahy Company, of Omaha.
Mr. Marchand. Is your equipment entirely refrigerator cars? Are your cars

entirely refrigerator cars?
Mr. Leeds. Yes, sir.

Mr. Marchand. Do you own any box cars?
Mr. Leeds. No, sir.

Mr. Marchand. No stock cars?
Mr. Leeds. No, sir.

Mr. Marchand. Over what lines do you operate?
Mr. Leeds. Mainly over the Atchison road ; at least we contract to take care

of their business. The cars run over all roads, of course.
Mr. Marchand. It is a separate corporation, is it not?
Mr. Leeds. Yes, sir.

Mr. Marchand. Who is the president of your company?
Mr. Leeds. Mr. Ripley.
Mr. Marchand. The officers of the Santa Fe Refrigerator Line are officers of

the Atchison, Topeka and Santa Fe Railway also, are they not?
Mr. Leeds. Yes, sir ; mainly.
Mr. Marchand. What contract or arrangement has your line with the Santa

Fe?
Mr. Leeds. We lease the equipment and have an operating contract.
Mr. Marchand. You lease the equipment from the Atchison, Topeka and Santa

Fe Railroad?
Mr. Leeds. Yes, sir.

Mr. Mabchand. The Santa Fe owns the equipment?
Mr. Leeds. Yes, sir.

Mr. Marchand. What are the terms of the lease?
Mr. Leeds. We pay them 5 per cent interest on the value. We pay for all

repairs, renewals, operating expenses, administration, etc.—every expense in the
operation of the line.

Mr. Marchand. That is what you pay them?
Mr. Leeds. Yes, sir.

Mr. Marchand. Now, what do they pay you?
Mr. Leeds. Nothing.
Mr. Mabchand. Do you get a commission?
Mr. Leeds. No, sir.

Mr. Mabchand. Do you get mileage?
Mr. Leeds. No, sir.

Mr. Mabchand. What arrangement. If any, have you with other lines?
Mr. Leeds. Only the mileage we earn on other lines.

Mr. Marchand. Do you get a commission from other lines?
Mr. Leeds. I suppose we get probably $500 a year from other lines in the way

of commissions on unconsigned business.
Mr. Mabchand. From other lines?
Mr. Leeds. I think there are only two roads that pay any commission. The

Baltimore and Ohio pays us on unconsigned business.
Mr. Mabchand. The Baltimore and Ohio pay you, you say?
Mr. Leeds. Yes, sir.

Mr. Mabchand. What do they pay you?
Mr. Leeds. 12i per cent.

Mr. Mabchand. On what character of business?
Mr. Leeds. On dairy products only.
Mr. Mabchand. What mileage does the B. and O. pay you?
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Mr. Leeds. Three-quarters of a cent a mile.
Mr. Makcieand. You say there is another line that pays you?
Mr. Leeds. Yes, sir ; the Canadian Pacific.
Mr. Maeohand. What does the Canadian Pacific pay you?
Mr. Leeds. The same thing. •

Mr. Maeohand. What inducements do you offer shipper.^ to use your equip-
ment?

Mr. Leeds. Good cars and good service.
Mr. Mabchand. Do you give the shippers nothing?
Mr. Leeds. No, sir.

Mr. Mabchand. You surrender nothing to the shippers?
Mr. l^EEDS. No, sir.

Mr. Mabchand. Do you allow any claims?
Mr. Leeds. None except legitimate claims.
Mr. Mabchand. Directly or indirectly?
Mr. Leeds. Directly or indirectly, with the exception of California on decidu-

ous fruits.

Commissioner Clements. What about that?
Mr. Leeds. The same as the Armour Car Line on that score.

Mr. Mabchand. What is that?
Mr. Leeds. I said we paid nothing except on deciduous fruits In California.
Mr. Mabchand. Do you publish a tariff?

Mr. Leeds. Yea, sir.

Mr. Mabchand. In certain instances, then, you pay back part of what you
charge and collect from the shipper on your tariff from the amount named in

your tariff?

Mr. Leeds. I presume so.

Mr. Mabchand. You pay back a portion of that?
Mr. Leeds. Yes, sir.

Mr. Mabchand. Do you do that uniformly to all shippers?
Mr. Leeds. I do not know that I have missed anyone.
Mr. Mabchand. What is your object in publishing a tariff, then, Mr. Leeds?
Mr. Leeds. This is the first year that we entered into the deciduous-fruit

business in northern California, and in publishing a tariff I found in effect there
a tariff, and I met the competition which I found there when we began business.

Mr. Mabchand. Namely, what competition?
Mr. Leeds. I do not know as I know quite.

Mr. Mabchand. What do you think it was?
Mr. Leeds. I think it amounts to $25 a car.

Mr. Mabchand. $25 a car?
Mr. Leeds. Yes, sir.

Mr. Mabchand. By whom?
Mr. Leeds. We had only one competition.
Mr. Mabchand. Who was your competitor?
Mr. Leeds. The Armour Car Line.

Mr. Mabchand. And it was necessary to give $25 or more in order to secure
the traffic—was that your idea?

Mr. Leeds. I believed so.

Mr. Mabchand. Did you give a uniform amount to each shipper?
Mr. Leeds. That was my intention.

Mr. Mabchand. Your deviation from the rate was uniform?
Mr. Leeds. Yes, sir.

Mr. Mabchand. Unless you gave it you did not get the traffic?

Mr. Leeds. That was the way it presented itself to me.
Mr. Mabchand. Why don't you get together and publish a tariff that you will

adhere to?
Mr. Leeds. I don't know as to that; I don't think I made any particular

proposition to do so, and they didn't to me.
Commissioner Clements. You say this is intended to be uniform to all ship-

pers alike?
Mr. Leeds. Yes, sir.

Commissioner Clements. Have you any definite knowledge that it is so? Do
yon keep any check on that to know whether it is so or not?

Mr. Leeds. I should know ; yes, sir.

Commissioner Clements. Do you allow one shipper—what is the basis of the
settlement you make?

Mr. Leeds. It is uniformly what I have said.

Commissioner Clements. Uniformly $25 a car?
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Mr. Leeds. I think there would be some exception, as to business farther
east than Chicago.
Commissioner Clements. Would it be more than that?
Mr. Leeds. Yes, sir.

Commissioner Clements. What on eastern business?
Mr. Leeds. An additional $10.

Commissioner Clements. $35?
Mr. Leeds. Yes, sir.

Commissioner Clements. Is that regardless of the amount of ice? Sometimes
it talies more ice and sometimes less.

Mr. Leeds. The business is covered by what we call a fixed refrigeration
charge, a fixed refrigeration tariff; of course, we take care of this business In

transit, irrespective of the amount of ice necessary.
Commissioner Clements. You pay $25 back to Chicago and points west of

Chicago?
Mr. Leeds. Yes, sir.

Commissioner Clements. And '$35 to points east of Chicago?
Mr. TiEeds. That is what it would amount to.

Commissioner IPeouty. Do you pay the same amount to each shipper?
Mr. Leeds. So far as the Santa Fe is concerned ; yes, sir.

Commissioner Peouty. Do you agree to do that before the shipment is made
or afterwards?

Mr. Leeds. Before.
Commissioner Peouty. Are your agents authorized to make that discount?
Mr. Leeds. No ; they are net.

Commissioner Peouty. Where is the agreement made, and with whom?
Mr. Leeds. Myself.
Commissioner Peouty. Do your agents there know anything about it?

Mr. Leeds. I do not thiuk they know what it is ; they may know that some-
thing of that kind is going on, but not what it amounts to.

Commissioner Peouty. You say your company got its equipment from the

Santa Fe Company?
Mr. Leeds. Yes, sir.

Commissioner Peouty. And pays 5 per cent on the cost of the equipment?
Mr. Leeds. Yes, sir.

Commissioner Peouty. And charges the Santa Fe nothing for the use of the

equipment?
Mr. Leeds. No, sir.

Commissioner Peouty. Where does it get the money to pay these things?
Mr. Leeds. Our means have been sufficient to meet the requirements.
Commissioner Peouty. Your earnings from what source?
Mr. Leeds. We get a car mileage—that is, from other lines than the Santa Fe.

Commissioner Peouty. Your cars, when they run on other roads than the

Santa Fe, draw the regular mileage of three-fourths of a cent, and sometimes
three-fourths of a cent one way?

Mr. Leeds. That is right.

Commissioner Peouty. You say that the earnings up to the present time have
been sufficient to give the use of these cars to the Santa Fe Company for

nothing?
Mr. Leeds. Yes, sir.

Commissioner Peouty. Who keeps the cars In repair?
Mr. Leeds. I do.

Commissioner Peouty. Have you any reason to suppose that your earnings

are better than those of other car lines?

Mr. Leeds. No ; so far as mileage is concerned, no.

Commissioner Peouty. What part of your mileage is over the Santa Fe and
what part over other lines?

Mr. Leeds. I can only estimate that, but I should think that one-third is on
lines other than the Santa Fe ; that is, 65 per cent of our equipment is habitually

on the Santa Fe rails.

Commissioner Peouty. So that the payment of mileage on 35 per cent of what
your cars actually run pays for the use of those cars, pays 5 per cent on what
they cost and keeps them in repair?

Mr. Leeds. There is probably some profit in refrigeration, but not very much.
Commissioner Clements. How does the shipper know that he can get this $25

and $35 back? How does the information get to him before he ships?
Mr. Leeds. Well, he probably could not ship if he did not know It
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Commissioner Ci,ements. How does he find it out? Ton say your agents tliere

do not Inform tiim.

Mr. Leeds. Well, I spent about three months there in the past year.
Commissioner Clements. You have advised them all that that was done, have

you?
Mr. Leeds. We sought the business.
Commissioner Clements. And you communicated it directly to them? Is that

the way of It? Does the railroad company collect the refrigeration charge along
with the rate?

Mr. Leeds. Yes, sir; the refrigeration charge, where It Is fixed, is billed for-

ward the same as the transportation charge.
Commissioner Clements. On your published rate? You publish it?

Mr. Leeds. Yes, sir.

Commissioner Clements. That and the rail rate are added together and col-

lected by the railroad company?
Mr. Leeds. Yes, sir.

Commissioner Clements. At the point of shipment?
Mr. Leeds. At the point of destination.

Commissioner Clements. What is the process for getting part of It back?
Does he file a claim to it?

Mr. Leeds. Sometimes he may. He does not always do so ; no.

Commissioner Clements. Do you keep a strict account and send It back to
each one?
Mr. Leeds. I should do so.

Commissioner Clements. Do you In fact?
Mr. Leeds. In many Instances; yes, sir.

Commissioner Clements. Not in all?

Mr. Leeds. I would do It In all If anybody made application for it
Commissioner Clements. Do you do It In all cases, either on application or

without application?

Mr. Leeds. Yes, sir; I think so.

Commissioner Clements. You do not think any shippers ship and pay the full

rate and never get any of it back?
Mr. Leeds. I think not.

Commissioner Clements. How much does that amount to In the course of a
year?
Mr. Leeds. I do not know.
Commissioner Clements. Have you any Idea?

Mr. Leeds. This Is the first season of our entering that business. Our settle-

ments have not been made in full. X do not know. We shall probably carry
from that territoi-y 700 cars.

Commissioner Clements. You think you will move 700 cars?
Mr. Leeds. I think we shall.

Commissioner Clements. What months does the season cover?
Mr. Leeds. Well, It begins In June, and they are still shipping to some extent
Commissioner Clements. This season, you think, would cover 700 cars?
Mr. Leeds. I think so.

Commissioner Clements. How many of those cars go to Chicago and east
Mr. Leeds. About 60 per cent go east
Commissioner Clements. East of Chicago?
Mr. Leeds. I should think so. That is an estimate.

Commissioner Clements. On those the $35 rebate would be paid?
Mr. Leeds. Yes, sir.

Commissioner Clements. And on the others $25?
Mr. Leeds. Yes, sir.

Commissioner Ci^ments. That is all.

Mr. Maechand. I understand you to say, Mr. Leeds, that this rebate was the
voluntary act of the Santa Fe Refrigerator Line and was not paid on the solici-

tation of the shippers?
Mr. Leeds. It was simply a question of meeting competition or getting no

business.

Mr. Mabchand. Don't shippers out in California do as they do at other places

—

go shopping for a rate?
Mr. Leeds. I Imagine so, as well as anywhere.
Mr. Mabchand. Do you know what your earnings are per car per year?
Mr. Leeds. No; I do not know that I can tell you. Our earnings, or rather
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our expenses, Include the cost of Ice. You understand that what we may collect

would not be what would be considered legitimate earnings until you deducted
that. I have not it separated and do not know.
Mr. Mabchand. I meant net earnings.
Mr. Leeds. I can give you approximately what they earn In mileage.
Mr. Mabchand. Yes.
Mr. Leeds. But that would not be a fair statement of the case for this rea-

son : We have had a controversy with some roads in respect to payment of their
mileage. On those we made no collection. They are insignificant in amount.
Our earnings on foreign-line mileage amount to 30 cents a day, about.

Mr. Makchand. That does not Include the profit on the Ice?

Mr. Leeds. That is mileage alone.

Mr. Mabchand. Can you tell the Commission approximately what profit you
make on the ice per car?

Mr. Leeds. No ; only this : I made a year ago a tolerably careful estimate of
the cost of refrigeration on citrus fruit. The rate to Chicago, I think, is $62.50
and to New York $75, and other territories approximately on the same basis;
and, according to our cost, we made a profit of about $4.41 per car.
Mr. Mabchand. $4.41 per car for what length of time?
Mr. Leeds. For the year.
Mr. Powell. Thirty cents a day takes Into account that all the cars are on

your own line, does it not, whereas 65 per cent only are on your line all the time?
Mr. Leeds. No ; it takes into account that 35 per cent are on other roads.
Mr. Powell. And that is the part you mean?
Mr. Leeds. Yes, sir; I estimate that 35 cents a day would be a legitimate

amount. Some of this is uncollected.
Mr. Powell. I did not understand how that information got to the shippers

that this rebate would be paid. It may be my fault How does It get to the
shippers? Who has it got to them through?
Mr. Leeds. I promised it
Mr. Powell. Did you do it directly with each shipper?
Mr. Leeds. I d'd.

Mr. Powell. Where are your headquarters?
Mr. Leeds. In Chicago.
Mr. Powell. Did you do It by correspondence?
Mr. Leeds. No, sir.

Mr. Powell. How did you do it?

Mr. Leeds. By coming in contact with them.
Mr. Poweli.. Here or in California?
Mr. Leeds. Both here and in California.
Mr. Powell. You must have a medium. You say they are not your agents

there. How do you do it?

Mr. Leeds. It is not an impossibility for me to go there.
Mr. Powell. You do go there, I suppose?

'

Mr. Leeds. Yes, sir.

Mr. Powell. Do you mean that you reach all and have reached all these
shippers?

Mr. Leeds. They are not very numerous.
Mr. PowEii. How numerous are they?
Mr. Leeds. I do not know how numerous they are, but probably 20 or such

a matter.
Mr. PowEiJL. That Is all.

Mr. JiAECHAND. Do you intrust the carriage of the rebate to the mails, or do
you carry that out to California?

Mr. Leeds. I have not carried any so far.
Mr. Mabchand. How do you pay it?
Mr. Leeds. By voucher.
Mr. Maeohand. Do you send that through the mails?
Mr. Leeds. We do.
Commissioner Clements. How do your cars more from the deciduous fruit

country to Chicago, for instance?
Mr. Leeds. Over the Santa Fe rails.

Commissioner Clements. By what route?
Mr. Leeds. Well, the Santa Fe reaches San Francisco through the San Joa-

quin Valley. Our main shipping point last season was at Antloch.
Commissioner Clements. You say there is no such thing as paying part of

this refrigeration charge to shippers of citrus fruit?
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Mr. Lkeds. No, sir ; the only sore spot we have Is the one I am telling about.
Commissioner Cuements. Do you know what it costs to refrigerate a car

from that territory to New York?
Mr. Leeds. Not absolutely; no. In fact, that would depend on the weather

and depend on the time, and it might be different one season from another.
Commissioner Clements. Have you an idea, approximately, what the average

would be?
Mr. Leeds. 1 think it would require 16 tons of ice approximately.
Commissioner Clements. From California to New York?
Mr. Leeds. To Chicago.
Commissioner Clements. On deciduous fruits?
Mr. Leeds. Yes, sir.

Commissioner Clements. What is it worth on an average per ton?
Mr. Leeds. Well, it is worth more on certain parts of the system than on

others. Approximately, east of the Rocky Mountains, as far as I know, it is

universally .$2.50 per ton. West of there it runs from |4 to $8.

Commissioner Clements. Now, how is it with respect to the citrus fruits

from southern California to Chicago? How much ice does that take, approxi-
mately, on an average?
Mr. Leeds. I do not remember. I have not the figures. I did have it on last

year's business, because I figured that as I testified.

Commissioner Clements. Would it be more or less?
Mr. Leeds. It would be, I think, somewhat less. Deciduous fruit requires a

little more ice.

Commissioner Clements. Would the distance and time be about the same?
Mi:. Leeds. About twenty-four hours' difference as against northern Cali-

fornia.

Commissioner Clements. So the cost of refrigeration would probably be less

on account of the less time and less amount of ice on the citrus fruits?
Mr. Leeds. Yes. sir ; it would naturally be so.

Commissioner Clements. How much of this 16 tons would be used west of
the Rocky Mountains and how much east, approximately?
Mr. Leeds. Well, there would be more ordinarily west. The original icing

would take 4J tons.

Commissioner Clements. What per cent would be east and what per cent
would be west?

Mr. Leeds. I do not know.
Commissioner Clements. How much more would be added to it in going to

New York instead of Chicago?
Mr. Leeds. Ordinarily we ice at Chicago or at the junction where we deliver

to the eastern line, and twice in addition between here and New York—three
icings, say, beyond the Santa Fe rails. I should say something over 4 tons.
Commissioner Clements. Additional?
Mr. Leeds. Yes, sir.

Commissioner Pboutt. When you say $2.50 a ton, do you mean that price in

the bunkers?
Mr. Leeds. Yes, sir.

Mr. Mabchand. Do you handle any meats or dairy products?
Mr. Leeds. We handle dairy products, and sometimes we let the packers have

some cars, but we do not handle the meat business—that is, it is handled under
their auspices or supervision.
Mr. Mabchand. In the transportation of dairy products, what arrangements

have you with the shippers?
• Mr. Leeds. None.

Mr. Mabchand. None whatever?
Mr. pEEDS. No, sir.

Mr. Mabchand. Do you do the icing?
Mr. Leeds. We have it done according to the rules of the railroad tariff.

Mr. Mabchand. Do you give back those people $25?
Mr. Leeds. We do not give them back anything ; no, sir.

Mr. Mabchand. What do you give the packers when they use your cars?
Mr. Leeds. Nothing.
Mr. Mabchand. You do not give them anything?
Mr. Leeds. No.
Mr. Mabchand. I think that- is all.

The witness was excused.
Mr. Mabchand. I will call Mt. C. R. Cooper.
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Mr. Brown. The concrete of Mr. Leeds's statement is this : That in

order to meet the competition of the Armour Car Lines in the trans-

portation of deciduous fruits from California to the East he made a

reduction, uniform in amount to all shippers, approximately of $25
per car when the goods were destined to Chicago and $35 a car when
they went east of Chicago. That was a reduction in the icing charge

to meet the competition of the Armour lines.

Mr. Mead further undertook to say that in the testimony taken be-

fore the Commission last week in Chicago it was developed that re-

bates were still being paid, and that seemed naturally to strike this

committee with great force. I have examined that testimony. There
was no official of the Santa Fe road put upon the stand. There was
quoted before the Commission the written statement of Lieutenant-

Governor Anderson, of California, the head of the Fruit Distributers'

Company, of California, stating in most emphatic terms that no re-

bates or commissions had been allowed him by any line in respect of
fruit shipments.
There was put upon the stand before the Commission in Chicago a

gentleman by the name of H. J. Streyckman, who undertook, without
any details, to assert that previously rebates had been paid. There
is not a word of detail in his testimony to show what line or lines

paid them.
I have no desire to make any reflection on Mr. Streyckman, but I

desire to call attention to the observation, following that statement
from Mr. Mead, made by Senator Foraker

:

Is he the man who testified to having stolen the code and other documents?
I would rather hear Mr. Leeds than Mr. Streyckman, for I do not think we
need to resort to any testimony of such questionable character.

My sole purpose in appearing here is to put upon record, in a
proper way, a sweeping denial that the Atchison, Topeka and Santa
Fe Company has made any discriminatory rates or paid any rebates,

and I want to call sharp attention to the testimony of Mr. Leeds,
which, as I have stated, in the concrete explains why reductions
from the published rate were made, that they were made to meet
competition. Mr. Leeds gives the details as to how it was done, and
hence there was no possible discrimination against any shipper at
any time, as covered by Mr. Leeds's testimony.

Senator Kean. Was that a reduction in the tariff, or a rebate?
Mr. Brown. It was a rebate given to Everyone. You will find,

from the testimony, that Mr. Leeds explained fuUy in regard to
that. I am only speaking from the record.

Senator Kean. But it was a rebate given to everyone?
Mr. Brown. A rebate given to everyone. He so testified.

Senator Cut^lom. I think that has already been in the testimony
before the committee.
Mr. Brown. Do you mean this volume to which I have referred?
Senator Cullom. No; the statement you have made, I think, has

already been made by others, that there were no rebates in the proper
sense, at that time, but that there were reductions made.
Mr. Brown. I am appearing here in response to telegraphic in-

structions from the Atchison, Topeka and Santa Fe Company.
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STATEMENT OF MR. H. R. FULLER.

Senator Kean. Please state your name and residence.

Mr. Ftjllee. My name is H. K. Fuller; my residence is Beaver
Falls, Pa.

Senator Kean. Please state your occupation.
Mr. FiTLLEE. I am a railroad conductor, but I appear here repre-

senting the Brotherhood of Locomotive Engineers, the Brotherhood
of Locomotive Firemen, the Brotherhood of Eailway Conductors,
and the Brotherhood of Railway Trainmen. I look after legislation

here at Washington for those organizations. I speak wholly upon
that feature of the resolution under which the committee is working
which relates to employers' liability.

Senator Kean. You desire to add to the testimony you gave last

winter ?

Mr. Fuller. Yes, sir.

Senator Kean. Just call the attention of the committee to the testi-

mony you gave last winter, and say how you desire to supplement
that.

Mr. Fuller. I would like to say, Mr. Chairman, that, unfortu-
nately, when the summons came to me I was not at home, so that the

matter I had prepared on this subject I have not with me.
Senator Kean. You will have leave to put that in.

Mr. Fuller. Yes, sir ; I shall be very giad to.

While it is on my mind, I want to say this to the committee, that
I have had prepared a copy of all the. laws of the United States upon
this subject and of the important court decisions.* I also have copies

of all the laws of foreign countries upon this subject, and if the com-
mittee wishes them I shall be glad to send them to the conmiittee
when I go back home.
Senator Kean. You may send them and we will have them printed

as an appendix for reference. They will not go in your testimony,
but they can be referred to."

Mr. Fuller. Since the passage by the Senate of the resolution

under which the committee is now acting, the executive officers of
the organizations which I represent have taken up the question, and
we have decided to urge, as a basis for Avhat legislation you may
report to the Senate, Senate bill 4092

:

A BILL relating to liability of common carriers by railroads in the District ol Columbia
and Territories and common carriers by railroads engaged in commerce between the
States and between the States and foreign nations to their employees.

Be it enacted 'by the Senate and House of Representatives of the United States

of America in Congress assenibled, That every common carrier by railroad
engaged in trade or commerce in the District of Columbia, or in any Territory
of the United States, or between the several States, or betvreen any Territoi'y

and another, or between any Territory or Territories and any State or States,
or the District of Columbia, or with foreign nations, or between the District of
Columbia and any State or States or foreign nations, shall be liable to any of
its employees, or, in the case of his death, to his heirs at law, for all damages
which may result from the negligence or mismanagement of any of its officers,

"The compilation of laws here referred to will be found in the volume of
Appendices to these hearings entitled Appendix J.
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agents, or employees! or by reason of any defect or insufficiency In Its cars,

engines, appliances, machinery, track, roadbed, ways, or works.
Sec. 2. Tbat in all actions hereafter brought against any such common car-

riers by railroad to recover damages for personal injuries to an employee, or
where such injuries have resulted in his death, the fact that the employee may
have been guilty of contributory negligence shall not bar a recovery where his

contributory negligence was slight in comparison to that of the employer.
Sec. 3. That no contract of employment, insurance, relief benefit, or indem-

nity for injury or death entered into by or on behalf of any employee, nor the
acceptance of any such insurance, relief benefit, or indemnity, by the person
entitled thereto shall constitute any bar or defense to any action brought to

recover damages for personal injuries to or death of such employee: Provided,
however. That upon the trial of such action against any such common carrier by
railroad the defendant may set off therein any sum it has contributed toward
any such insurance, relief benefit, or indemnity that may have been paid to
the injured employee, or, in case of his death, to his heirs at law.
Sec 4. That nothing in this act shall be held to limit the duty of common

carriers by railroads or impair the rights of their employees under the safety-
appliance act of March second, eighteen hundred and ninety-three, as amended
April first, eighteen hundred and ninety-six, and March second, nineteen hun-
dred and three.

We suggest, however, that, in addition to the bill as it now reads,

at the end of section 2 a provision be made to require that in all cases

of contributory negligence that question shall be submitted to a jury

;

we recommend, with that addition, the passage of that bill.

Senator Kean. Is not that the law at present ?

Mr. Fuller. It is supposed to be the law, Mr. Chairman, at the
present time; but, unfortunately, some of the judges do not follow
that. I will show that further on. It is the law, but in some cases

judges are inclined to take it away from the jury, and that has been
the cause of a great deal of litigation and complaint.
The first section of this bill provides for an abolition of the doc-

trine of common employment, or the fellow-servant doctrine, with
which every lawyer on the committee is familiar, no doubt.

Let me briefly give a little history of this matter as I have found it.

This doctrine was laid down by an English court about 1837.
That is, up to that time, the employer—the master, rather, as he was
then termed—was held to a strict accountability for the actions of
his child and his servant. The doctrine of responsibility for the acts

of a servant to others followed that, and that stood, as I understand,
for centuries. In 1837 an English judge, known as Lord Abinger,
held differently. Two employees were upon a wagon owned by a

butcher. The -wagon broke down, and the thigh of one of the boys
was broken. The court held that the employer was not liable.

That rule has been taken up by the courte of our country and fol-

lowed to the present day, except where it has been modified by
statute.

The conditions of employment at the time this rule was laid down
and those of to-day are so dissimilar that we feel that this rule

should have been , modified long ago by statute. At the time this

rule was laid down it was at the beginning of the centralization of

wealth, of great manufacturing and medianical operations. The
principal railroads of England and America were in their infancy,

and no man could foresee what this development meant or what would
be the development, nor was anybody able to see what it meant to

apply such a rule to conditions of employment as they exist to-day.
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At the time this rule was enunciated a great many of our moving
vehicles were drawn by horses and oxen, whereas we now move by
railroad at the rate of 60 or 70 miles an hour.
The legislatures of the majority of our States have recognized what

seems to us to be the injustice of this rule, and have either modified
it to some extent or abolished it entirely. But the United States
courts within their jurisdictions are following the old rule that was
laid down nearly a century ago, since when I might say conditions
have been revolutionized. At that time two men would work to-

gether at the same bench ; they had an opportunity to judge of each
other's miscomings or qualifications, their habits as to carefulness,
etc. ; whereas now they are removed from each other miles and miles
when we apply the argument to a railroad. If there was any justice

in the rule at that time it has disappeared, it seems to us, entirely,

when we apply it to modern conditions, especially upon a railroad.

Take, for example—without knowing the real cause, we will say

—

the wreck which happened on the Pennsylvania Eailroad at Harris-
burg the other day, in which several lives were lost. Let us say, for
the purpose of illustration, that the wreck was caused by an employee.
In the State of Pennsylvania there is no statutory law on the subject,

and the courts are going by the old common-law rule. Let us say
that the shifting engine came out on the track and, as we read in the

papers, appeared right ahead of the train, which caused the engineer
to apply the brakes with all the force there was in them, and that

caused some of the cars to be thrown over pn the other track, which
cars were loaded with dynamite or powder. This big passenger train,

just leaving Harrisburg, came out and ran into those cars, and the
result was that some of the employees were killed and a lot of pas-
sengers were killed and injured.

Under the rule the man who caused that accident would be consid-

ered a fellow-employee with the engineer upon that train ; he would
be considered a fellow-employee with the conductor and the baggage
master upon that train. Now, if it be true that the wreck was caused
by a coemployee, those passengers who were injured and the friends
of those who were killed can go into the courts and they can recover
damages for those injuries and deaths, while the conductor or the

^ engineer can not. The court says to him, " Your injury was caused
by the action of a coemployee." The engineer upon that train which
ran into those cars was in no better position to guard against the
negligence of the man who caused that accident, if such was the cause
of it, than were the passengers upon the train. The conductor was
in no better position. It was a big train leaving a terminal, where
probably connections had been made. The conductor, going through
his train collecting transportation from his passengers, was in no
position to know that just about the time they got down to that
locality that engine was going to come out on the main track, that this

engineer was going to apply the brakes in that way, and that as the

result of that those cars were going to be thrown over on the track in
front of him, and that they were loaded with dynamite. That con-
ductor was in no position to tell any more about it than were the
passengers on the train.

The railroad employee looks upon this as though he were more or
less discriminated against. It may be that a lawyer would not ])ut
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it that' way, but that is the way it impresses the man chiefly con
cerned.

As I said, a large majority of the States have modified this rule

and I would also say in this connection that the United States Gov-
ernment, as such, is behind practically the whole civilized industrial

world upon this subject. The European countries practically all

have employers' liability laws, and a number of them have gone fur-

ther and passed what are known as " compensation acts," which re-

quire the employer to insure the employee against accident, to pay
him regardless of how the accident may happen, the only bar being
that when he is injured as the result of his own willful neglect, where
he absolutely tries to get injured, then he can not recover. Under all

other circumstances they are liable.

The railroad man, Mr. Chairman, looks to Congress for legisla-

tion. There is hardly a railroad employee in the country who does
not at some time work upon a train engaged in interstate commerce,
and he feels that it is the duty of Congress to look after his welfare
in this connection, and that is why we appeal to you.

Senator EZean. Do you think the men engaged in the railroad shops
are engaged in interstate commerce ?

Mr. Fuller. Well, they are working for an employer who is en-

gaged in interstate commerce.
Senator Kean. How about a steel corporation?
Mr. FtTLLER. I do not think Congress could legislate for them.
Senator Kean. How about the Baldwin Locomotive Works?
Mr. FuLiJSR. We ask for this legislation wholly under the consti-

tutional provision which gives Congress the right to control interstate

traffic—on those grounds solely.

Section 2 of the bill is a modification of the doctrine of contribu-

tory negligence, and I might say a recognition of the doctrine of
comparative negligence. It reads

:

That in all actions hereafter brought against any such common carriers by
railroacl to recover damages for personal injuries to an employee, or where such
injuries have resulted in his death, the fact that the employee may have been
guilty of contributory negligence shall not bar a recovery where his contributory
negligence was slight in comparison to that of the employer.

We think that the doctrine of contributory negligence has outlived
its usefulness or justice. For instance, in the safety-appliance law
which Congress passed, it stripped the employer of the defense of
assumption of risk.

Senator Kean. You are trying to apply this rule to all railway
employees—^that is, putting them in a class by themselves—-but I take
it that you would not go so far as to give one remedy to a person
working on a train and another remedy to a person working in a

shop.

Mr. Fuller. There is nothing new about that proposition, Mr.
Chairman. The majority of the States which have passed legislation

of this kind apply it to the dangerous employments, and a great

many of them specifically mention railroads.

Senator Kean. Yes; it may be that the States have done it; but
the Government of the United States could only do it for that class

of employees engaged in interstate commerce.
Mr. Fuller. Yes ; I have said that we base our argument wholly
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apon that provision of the Constitution which gives Congress the
authority to legislate upon that question.
The United States Industrial Commission, which was organized

for the purpose of taking testimony and recommending legislation
in the interest of labor, agriculture, and capital, had this question
under investigation and took considerable testimony upon it. I wish
to read a little from that report. This will be found on page 950 of
volume 19 of the Commission's reports

:

On the subject of railway labor, which is undoubtedly covered by the inter-

state powers of Congress, the Commission are of the opinion that Congress
should adopt a consistent code of law regulating all matters concerning employ-
ment in the industry, such as the hours of labor, the limitation of continuous
runs by engineers, or continuous service by telegraph operators or switchmen,
without periods of sufficient rest, and the enactment of a consistent employers'
liability code, including a definition of the fellow-servant doctrine.

Section 2 of this bill, as I was about to say, recognizes the doctrine

of comparative negligence. We do not want to ask, and do want to

be considered as wanting, a law which will give a man a right to

recover in the courts if he is guilty of negligence to that, extent that

he is responsible for his injury. We do not think that would be
right. We do not think we could consistently ask for that. But we
do think, when an employer is guilty of gross negligence, and the

negligence of the employee, if any, is only slight in comparison, that

that ought not to bar the employee from recovery. The rule as now
laid down by our courts with reference to negligence puts the whole
responsibility of the contributory negligence of the employee upon
himself, without regard to the amount of negligence of the employer,
ho matter how great. We submit that that is not a good rule.

The gentleman who represented the Southern Pacific before you
last evening, and in whose remarks I was very much interested, I
believe stated that the passage of the employers' liability law would
encourage negligence. I do not agree with the gentleman on that.

I do not believe it would. I believe it would have a tendency to

save human life and limb. That has been the history of such legisla-

tion in other countries. At the time this compensation act was passed
in England, to which I have referred. Lord Salisbury, in the House
of Lords, stated that in England the history of employers' liability

legislation had resulted in the saving of human life and limb.

As this rule is applied to-day an employer may be ever so negli-

gent, he may even be so negligent as to violate a statutory provision,

and still if an employee is injured and they can possibly switch a
charge of contributory negligence upon him in any degree, no mat-
ter how slight, he has no case.

For instance, a railroad company may be constructing something
along its line involving the necessity of stringing an electric wire
across the track; it may be at a terminal 100 miles away where the

company would post a bulletin, " Look out for wire at " such a

place; but by the posting of that bulletin he has been notified that

the company has attended io its duty and complied with the law in

that respect. The trainman, however, with all his duties between
the time he reads that bulletin and the time he arrives at the place

of danger, has kept that in his mind; but about the time he gets

there the train rounds a curve and the engineer sees another train
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ahead, or for some other reason calls for the application of the

brakes; the brakeman gets out upon the train, sees the other train

ahead and that there is danger, and his whole mind and body are

absorbed and continue in that state, thus stopping for the moment
all his memory as to the contents of that bulletin. He goes over the

train and sets the brakes, forgetting all about this wire for the time

being, and he is knocked off and killed or injured. If he goes into

court about that injury the railroad company produces this bulletin

and says, " Here we have the rule which requires the men to examine
the bulletin before they go out, and this man was duly notified, and
he was guilty of contributory negligence."

It may be argued that that is not a fair example of the applica-

tion of contributory negligence; but since the passage of the safety-

appliance law, which took from the employer the defense of assump-
tion of risk, they have concentrated all their efforts on the doctrine

of contributory negligence, and cases which previously would have
been decided upon the assumption of risk now turn upon the doc-

trine of contributory negligence.

I will give you another example: In the safety-appliance law of

1903 the companies were required to equip their cars with automatic

couplers. It is well known to every member of Congress and of the

Senate that the purpose of that act was to prevent men from being

required to go between cars and couple them. They were being in-

jured and killed by the hundreds. After this law had taken effect,

after they were supposed to have all their cars equipped with auto-

matic couplers, a brakeman upon a western road was required to

make a coupling between old link-and-pin couplers. He went in

there to make that coupling, and he lost his hand. I sent for the

briefs and arguments in that case, and I have put them in the hands
of different lawyers, and they all tell me that there is nothing in

the arguments or the evidence to show that that man was in the

least guilty of negligence, that there was nothing more shown than
that he went in there to make that coupling, and the couplings were
not in compliance with the law. The eighth circuit court of appeals

held that that man was guilty of contributory negligence.

In a case brought under this same law after it had gone into

effect, a brakeman was required to couple a steam shovel car to a

caboose. The caboose had an automatic coupler, in compliance with
the law ; the steam shovel car had an old link-and-pin coupler. The
evidence shows that the link-and-pin coupler upon the steam shovel

car was between two and three feet under the end of the car, or rather,

projected that far beyond the coupler. The evidence in that case

shows that he was told by his conductor to get down under and
couple that steam shovel car to a caboose, and to do that he had to

hold up an iron bar that weighed between 75 and 80 pounds. To
do that he had to contract himself to about half his natural height

in order to carry that bar under there. The evidence does not show
that he had his lantern in his hand at the time, but it happened that

after he was killed the lantern was found lying on the track, and
it was very evident that he had had it in his hand. The little slot

in the M. C. B. coupler, by which he had to steer this head bar, was
only 2 inches wide. His conductor told him to keep down, and he
knew himself, without warning, that he should keep down—any
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railroad man would know that. The drawheads of the car, according
to law, should be 34^ inches from the rail, and they should be auto-
matic. In this case one was not automatic, and that rendered the
coupling nonautomatic. The drawhead, according to the evidence,
was away below standard height, so it required him to lift the iron
bar that much higher to get it into the automatic coupler. Stooped
down there in that extraordinary position, contracted to practically

half his natural height, that man was compelled to undertake to go
between those cars and steer that big iron bar into a slot 2 inches
wide, but he missed the coupling ; the pin did not drop. The testi-

mony shows that he wanted his conductor to drop the pin, or asked
him to look out for that, but the conductor refused, and stood out
between the tracks. So the man missed the coupling, and as he
happened to raise his head too high, he was struck and killed. The
court held that that was contributory negligence on his part, by
raising his head too high. There was a plain violation of statutory

provision.

Congress said that on these interstate cars there should be auto-

matic couplers. The agent of that company was brought into court

by the plaintiff and testified as to the interstate character of that

steam-shovel car. He said it was brought there from a point in New
York to that point in Pennsylvania. Yet the poor widow was turned
out of court and had no case.

Senator Foster. What case is that ?

Mr. Fuller. That was the case of Schlemer v. The Buffalo, Koch-
ester and Pittsburg Railroad.
Senator Kean. This was a construction train?

Mr. FuLi^R. It was one of many cars belonging to a construction

company going to its work in Pennsylvania. I believe there were
13 cars altogether.

Senator Kean. Was it on the Allegheny road ?

Mr. Fuller. No, sir ; it was the Buffalo, Rochester and Pittsburg.

Senator Kean. Yes ; the Allegheny extension.

Mr. Fuller. It was near Punxsutawney, Pa.
In regard to the rule submitting to the courts the question of con-

tributory negligence, Senator Kean has asked me if that is not the
rule now. It is; it is. but it is not lived up to. I sent for all the
briefs and testimony in that case, and I had several lawyers look
them over, and also had members of Congress look over them. I
said, " I would like to have your opinion upon this," and they said

that at most, from the railroad company's standpoint, this was one
of a class of cases that should have been submitted to the jury. But
the judge said he was guilty of contributory negligence. He con-

sidered that a question of law for the court to settle.

The third section of this bill reads in this way

:

That no contract of employment, insurance, relief benefit, or indemnity for

Injury or death entered into by or on behalf of any employee, nor the acceptance
of any such Insurance, relief benefit, or indemnity by the person entitled

thereto, shall constitute any bar or defense to any action brought to recover
damages for personal injuries to or death of such employee: Provided,, how-
ever. That upon the trial of such action against any such common carrier by
railroad, the defendant may set off therein any sum it has contributed toward
any such insurance, relief benefit, or ind«nnity that may have been paid to the
injured employee, or, In case of his death, to his heirs at law.

S. Doc. 243, 59-1—-vol 4 21
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That is simply to i^rotect a man in his legal rights under these

contracts of insurance which were made for the purpose of relieving

the employer from liability. Should this become a law without a

provision of that kind the objects of the law would fail, for the

reason that the railroad companies would simply require, as a con-

dition of employment, that a man should release them from these

liabilities under the preceding sections. It is also to prevent contracts

of insurance, which practically do the same thing. These insurance

contracts are better known as " relief contracts." Several of our

railroads in the country operate these big relief departments. The
fund through which the employee.? are paid benefits in these relief

departments is created by contributions of the men, but the men are

required to pay it in, and the men pay a little more than 80 per cent,

I believe, and the companies pay the balance. A man may belong to

that relief association, and if he is injured' and it is the result of the

negligence of the emiDloyer, before that man can draw any benefits

from that fund, of Avhich he and his fellow-employees have made up
80 per cent, he has got to release the employer from all liability to

him for that injury.

We submit that that is not a good rule. We do not think that that

contributes to the safety of the men. If a company is to be released

from its liability, it does not seem to me that the United States Gov-
ernment should in any way relieve them from the requirement of

k.eeping their equipments in better repair and throwing greater safe-

guards around the men. The companies operate these relief depart-

ments. The men have, a voice in them, it is true, but the laws which
govern these relief associations were originally laid down for the

.benefit of the companies themselves. The law was so made that the

company should have the majority of rejDresentation upon the boards
of managers. It is an impossibility to change the laws of the asso-

ciations so that the men, who have the greatest financial interest in

it, or who have contributed the most of it, can control the manage-
ment. I submit that if some companies who operate those relief

departments were asked to allow the minority stockholders in their

associations to dictate how business should be done they would prob-

ably object. It is a clear clase of the tail wagging the dog. The men
pay 80 per cent of the money and the company handles the affair's of

the association.

Senator Kean. Are they well managed ?

Mr. Fuller. I do not think so. I can see no good in a minority of

an association—the men having the least financial interest or contrib-

uting the least—operating it to the detriment of those who contributed

the most ; but that is the way they are operated.

I submitted some questions to the employees upon the lines of these

railroads that operate these relief departments, inquiring what, in

their minds, were the real objects of the associations, and practically

100 per cent on one road, and I believe actually 100 per cent on the

•ther, said that they thought the prime objects were to enable the

companies to release themselves from liability when an employee was
injured.

Senator Fostek. Are these relief associations chartered institutions?

Mr. Fuller. 1 believe the Baltimore and Ohio relief was chartered

under the laws of Maryland at one time; I could not say positively

as to the status of it now.
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Senator Foster. How many of those associations are there in the
country ?

Mr. Fuller. There are "probably five or six in the country. A bad
feature about it, Senator, is this : That one of the roads, particularly,

which has one of these relief associations is taking in new lines every
yeaf, and they are gradually forcing that upon the men. That is

unfair, and their competitors have this to contend with. Mr. Cowen,
when president of the Baltimore and Ohio Kailroad, testified before
the Interstate Commerce Commission that the relief association on his

road had practically done away with damage suits. We would all

commend that if it did away with them in the proper way, but it has
done away with them at the expense of the employees. We submit
that it is not fair to their competitors to have a condition of that
kind ; it is not fair to the employees of the other roads. It has this

effect upon them : I have been told by the managements of other
roads that the roads which operate these relief departments had the
best of them ; that they did not have to go into court to answer for
damages.
There is a law on the statute books to-day—the national arbitra-

tion law passed by Congress—which says that they shall not require

a man to release the company from liability above the amount that
they pay the man which this section provides for. But it is being
violated every day. The men are required to do it. If they do not
care to go into these associations, they do not get employment.

Senator Foster. Do you mean that the roads force their employees
into these associations ?

Mr. Fuller. They do force them.
Senator Foster. The men pay about 80 per cent, and the roads

20 per cent.

Mr. Fuller. The roads pay about 20 per cent. Prof. Emory
Johnson, of the University of Pennsylvania, made an investigation

of that feature, and he said that the employees contributed in the
neighborhood of 80 per cent, between four-fifths and five-sixths, and
the railroad companies pay the balance.

Senator Foster. Who has the management of the associations?

Mr. Fuller. The company has a majority on the managing board.
Senator Foster. How is that brought about ?

Mr. Fuller. When the relief association was started there were
certain rules laid down, I believe, as to how the representation of the
board should be distributed, and that gave the companies the majority
of the managing boards, and the employees the minority. It has been
continually like that. You see the employees could not change those

rules, because they were in the minority. The law of the organiza-
tion when it was first made gave the company the majority on the
board, and it has been impossible to change that.

Section 4 of the bill is simply a saving clause for section 8, 1 believe,

of the national safety-appliance law. It was feared that this clause

we have in here with regard to contributory negligence might in some
way take from the employees the rights guaranteed by section 8 of
the safety-appliance law.

Senator Kean. Have you finished, Mr. Fuller?
Mr. Fuller. Yes, sir.

Senator E^ean. We are very much obliged to you.
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ADDITIONAL STATEMENT OF MR. H. R. FULLER—MAY 20, 1905.

Mr. Chairman: As the representative of 230,000 railroad em-
ployees, I respectfully appeal to this honorable committee for the

favorable consideration of Senate bill 4092, Fifty-eighth Congress.*

We believe that when you compare this proposed legislation with
the laws of the great industrial countries of the world on this sub-

ject, as well as with those of a large number of our own States, you
will agree with us when we say we are only asking for something
that can not be classed as above that which is moderate. Indeed,
it can be truthfully called mild legislation.

The objects sought to be attained by the advocates of this bill are

to give the employee greater rights in the courts, by lifting from his

shoulders the financial burden of that class of accidents incident to

industrial employment over which he has no control, and which, in

view of the present system of operation of industrial institutions,

equity dictates he should not be held responsible for. And after

having thus given him a standing in the courts to provide further
that he shall not be deprived of those rights through mere contracts

of employment, which, by force of circumstances, he is required to

sign in order to be allowed to earn a living, and through the signing
or contracts of insurance and relief benefits, the funds of which he
and his fellow-employees furnish over 80 per cent of—contracts which
if not legally are morally against public policy and should be de-

clared void.

Section 1.

Section 1 of this bill provides that common carriers by railroad
in the Territories and the District of Columbia, and those engaged
in interstate commerce, shall be liable to their employees for damages
which may result from the negligence or mismanagement of any of
their officers, agents, or employees, or by reason of any defect or in-

sufficiency in their cars, engines, appliances, machinery, track, road-
bed, ways, or works.
Under a fair interpretation of the common law as it now exists the

employer is already liable in most of the cases mentioned in this sec-

tion; consequently his increased liability under its provisions is not
nearly as great as one might think upon first reading.
For instance, it is my understanding that the employer is liable

under the common law for injuries received by an employee through
the negligence of his officers and agents, or by reason of any defect

or insufficiency in his cars, engines, appliances, machinery, track, road-

bed, ways, or works. Therefore, so far as those provisions of the bill

are concerned we are only asking that you enact into statutory law
that which is now the common law.

Senate bill No. 4092 will be found on page 3207.
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This conceded, and I believe it will be by most lawyers, the only

provision of this section which it can be successfully argued means new
legislation is the provision which makes the employer liable for the

negligence or mismanagement of " any of his employees."
In view of the fact that he is already liable under common law for

the negligence of his officers and agents, the words " any employees."

as they appear in this section, can only be held to apply to fellow-

servants.

This brings us to the discussion of the fellow-servant doctrine,

which was for so many years in England, and is now in the United
States, the cause of great contention in industrial employment, and it

is against the application of this doctrine by our courts, especially

our Federal courts and those in the States which are governed by the

common law, that the laboring classes complain, as such application

works great injustice to employees and deprives them of the reme-
dies now guaranteed to third persons, thereby denying them equal

rights before the law.

Not being a lawyer I can not hope to successfully discuss this mat-
ter from a legal standpoint. I will, however, endeavor to give to

you what I have found to be the history of this subject, and how it is

viewed from the employees' standpoint.

In ancient Judea, Greece, and Rome we find that the master was
held to a strict responsibility for the acts of his servant. The Roman
law made the master responsible for the negligence of his servant

and child, and compelled him to make compensation for their negli-

gence.. One of the outgrowths of this principle is the holding of

the master responsible for injury received through the negligence of

his servant. The first recorded case of this kind found was in Eng-
land, under Lord Holt, chief justice of the King's Bench, at the

close of the English revolution. No record has been found of any
exception to this rule until the year 1837, when an English judge
(Lord Abinger), in the following case of Priestly v. Fowler, de-

parted from the old rule, which had stood for centuries.

A butcher sent one of his men on a wagon which had been loaded
by another employee, but loaded too heavily. The wagon broke down
and the man's thigh was broken. His lordship decided that the
butcher was not liable for the injury. The reasoning on which this

decision was given may well be quoted
:

'

If the master be liable to the servant In this action, the principle of that lia-

bility will be found to carry us to an alarming extent. He who is responsible
by his general duty, or by tlie terms of his contract, for all of the consequences
of negligence In a matter in which he is the principal is responsible for the
negligence of all his inferior agents. If the owner of the carriage is, therefore,
responsible for the sufficiency of his carriage to his servant, he is responsible
for the negligence of his coach maker or his harness maker or his coachman.
The footman, therefore, who rides behind the carriage, may have an action

against his master for a defect in the carriage, owing to the negligence of the
Ooach maker, or for a defect in the harness arising from negligence of the har-

ness maker, or for drunkenness, negligence, or want of skill in the coachman

;

nor is there any reason why the principle should not, if applicable in this class

0^ cases, extend to many others. The master, for example, would be liable to

the servant for the negligence of the chambermaid for putting him in a damp
bed ; for that of the upholsterer for sending in a crazy bedstead ; for the negli-

gence of the cook In not properly cleaning the copper vessels used in the kitchen
;

of the butcher in supplying the family with meat of a quality injurious to the
health; of the builder for a defect in the foundation of the house, whereby it

fell and injured both the master and the servant by the ruins.
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The Inconvenience, not to say the absurdity, of these consequences affords a
sufficient argument against the application of this principle to the present case.

But, In truth, the mere relation of the master and the servant can never imply
an obligation on the part of the master to take more care of the servant than he
may reasonably be expected to do of himself. He is no doubt bound to provide
for the safety of his servant in the course of his employment to the best of his
judgment, information, and belief. The servant is not bound to risk his safety
in the service of the master, and may, if he thinks fit, decline any service in

which he reasonably apprehends injury to himself ; and in most of the cases in

which danger may be incurred, if not in all, he is just as likely to be acquainted
with the probability and extent of it as his master.

While this departure was made without, as is thought by able men,
a good reason, and made, too, by one who was not a distinguished
jurist, and should not have been followed as a precedent, yet it seems
that the courts of the United States, as can be shown in many of
their opinions, eagerly sought this precedent and, seemingly with
much earnestness, have been applying it vigorously from that time
until the present day, when our system of industry has, I might say,

been revolutionized.

The decision of Lord Abinger came at about the beginning of the
centralization of large wealth and capital in great manufacturing
and mechanical operations, and at the time the principal railroads

of England and America were in their infancy, and no man or set

of men were wise enough to foresee the great development that was
to take place nor to contemplate the importance of such a rule when
applied to the new conditions of employment which must follow such
development.
Modern conditions, especially in the operating of railroads, are as

dissimilar to those which existed when this doctrine was enunciated
that the common-la-^ rule should now, and even long ago, have been
changed by statute.

When the common-law doctrine respecting this question was enun-
ciated there were no large factories in which great numbers of men
were employed, and in places where several men were employed the
tools were few and the machinery simple and wholly operated by
hand or power furnished by the working of animals. There was no
swift-moving machinery with numerous parts concealed. Everything
was done by slow, easy stages, and each employee had not only the
opportunity to get thoroughly acquainted with the tools in use, but
also with his fellow employees, their habits of carefulness, and the
like. If any defect existed or occurred in the simple, crude tools or
machinery it was easily discovered or, if not, the slowness of the
operation of the business was generally sufficient to prevent any
severe personal injuries to employees.
At that time many of the fastest-moving vehicles used in passenger

and freight traffic were drawn by oxen or horses. At such a time and
under such conditions the common-law doctrine relating to personal
injuries might have been appropriate and just; but since then facto-
ries are oijerated by high-speed, complicated, and dangerous ma-
chinery, the parts of which are largely hidden from view. The em-
ployees are assigned to special places, and so engrossing are their

duties that they have little or no time to inspect the machine they are
operating, the surroundings, nor to get acquainted with the habits of
carefulness and caution of their fellow-employees.
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Of Qpurse this bill does not apply to factories, but I refer to them
for the purpose of illustrating how -inapplicable and unjust the com-
mon-law doctrine is when applied to modern conditions.

On railroads all of the work of operating trains is done by swift
and dangerous agencies and methods. In order to make the property
more valuable companies require and insist that these methods be
adopted and used. The work is pursued both by day and by night.

The service is so exacting that it usually requires the undivided at-

tention and a high quality of energy from each employee to perform
well and satisfactorily the duty assigned to him, and thus it is a

physical impossibility for him to inspect the ways, works, and ma-
chinery or become acquainted with the habits of his coemployees, who,
perhaps, occupy places or who are moving along at different points
over miles and miles of railroad. The employee himself is not only
required to go over miles and miles of track, often upon different

divisions, hvA it is not unusual for him to be assigned with new or
strange employees upon each trijp.

These conditions prevent him from learning of the habits of
carefulness or lack of carefulness of his coemployees, and also pre-

vents his habits of carefulness and prudence from influencing such
coemployees. This being, true, the foundation of the common-law
doctrine relating to personal injuries is swept away, and therefore to

apply it would be without reason or logic and must necessarily work a
gross injustice to the injured employee whose surroundings are wholly
dissimilar from those that surrounded employees when the doctrine

was first enunciated and applied.

Railroad trains are handled and run with such expedition and speed
the very sight of which dazzles the eye and confuses the mind of those

outside the service, and surely under such circumstances a
,
progressing

civilization should awaken to the fact that a remedy should be found
for present conditions which would more nearly afford justice, to the

men engaged in this' all-important business of interstate traffic, which
has so materially promoted the happiness and prosperity of the

nation.

On a railroad the men have no choice in the selecting or keeping in

the service of their fellow-employees; they have no choice of the se-

lection of machinery or appliances, but over each of these matters the

railroad company has full and complete control, and therefore when
the employee is injured it is certainly only reasonable and just that the

employer who is being benefited by his service should reasonably
respond in damage to him on account of the injury.

As an illustration of the injustice of the rule when applied to a modern
railroad, let us say, Mr. Chairman, that you and I go down here to

the Pennsylvania Eailroad; you pay $4 for a ride from here to

Philadelphia ; I hire out to that company as a conductor, and for my
services between Washington and Philadelphia* that company pays
me $4. Neither you nor I make any agreement with the railroad

company to release it from any liability for injury. We board one
of the fast passenger trains, you as a passenger and I as a conductor.

Things go along nicely, the train is running along at a 60-mile rate,

you are at ease enjoymg your ride, while I am busily engaged col-

lecting tickets and looking after the comforts of my passengers, when
suddenly the train rounds a curve and enters an open switch which
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has been carelessly left open by some trainman whose ne^li^ence

neither you nor I were in a position to know of or guard against;

our train crashes into another train, and we are both injured. For
your injury you could go into the courts and recover thousands of

dollars, but the court says to me : The cause of your injury was due to

the negligence of a fellow-servant, and you can not recover." And
this is not an extreme case. Such accidents as this happen quite

often on a railroad.

Can a fair comparison be made between a case of this kind and two
servants of a butcher, who nearly every hour of the day are employed
side by side and know each other's shortcomings, and consequently

are in a position to guard against them? If it is justice to compen-
sate you, why, I ask, is it not right that I should also be given the

right to recover when the circumstances are the same ?

I repeat, if there was any justice in the rule laid down by Lord
Abinger at the time it was made it disappears, in my mind, when we
seek to apply it to modem institutions and their employees. This
fact is evidenced by the action of the English lawmakers when in

1880 they passed the English employer's liability act and in 1897 the

workman's compensation act.

This comparative backwardness on the part of our National Gov-
ernment is not confined to England alone, but, as will be shown by
the following synopsis of law on the question of compensation for

industrial accidents to employees, we find ourselves far behind prac-

tically the whole civilized industrial world, as well as behind a large

number of our own States

:

ENGLAND.

In 1880 England passed an employer's liability law which greatly

modifies the fellow-servant doctrine, inasmuch as it made the em-
ployer responsible for injuries received by workmen through the neg-

ligence of any fellow-employee having charge of any railway engine,

switch, or signal, or of any employee having the giving of orders, or

injured in obedience to any improper rule or order. This law is

broad in its application, and includes agricultural laborers.

While the law of 1880 was considered a great step in reform, it did
not meet the expectations of the working classes. Neither did it

bear out the claims of its opponents that the employers would be

driven into bankruptcy through damage suits brought by injured
workmen; so in 1897 the English Government made a great leap in

advance and passed what is known as the " workmen's compensation
act."

This act applies to all hazardous employment, including railroads,

the exceptions being seamen, fishermen, persons engaged in transport
service, street-railway men, cabmen, and those who tend horses, and
under its provisions the employer is not only responsible for the neg-
ligence of himself, his officers, agents, and employees, but is liable

for all injuries received by employees through any cause, excepting
only that which is caused through the serious and willful misconduct
of the victim himself.

GERMANY.

The German law of 1838 made railroads liable to their employees
for injuries, regardless of whether such injuries were caused oy the
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negligence of fellow-employees or not, except where it was proven
that the injury was caused through the fault of the victim himself,
or through some unpreventable external cause.
This law was amended several times, each time broadening its

application to various kinds of employment, until in 1873 it was made
to include all hazardous occupations.

Upon the recommendation of Emperor William Germany in 1884
also made a marked advance and passed a compulsory-insurance law,
which requires the employer to insure his employees against death
and permanent disability, regardless of whether the injury was
caused by the negligence of the master or any of his employees, the
only exception being an accident brought about intentionally by the
victim himself.

This law applies to the more dangerous occupations, and was also

made to cover public officers and soldiers.

AUSIBIA.

The Austrian employer's liability law of 1869 made railroad com-
panies liable for all injuries to their employees, except where the acci-

dent was brought about by the victim's own negligence.

In 1887 an insurance law was passed which made the employer
liable to his employees for death and all disabilities of over five

weeks' duration, the only exception being when the accident was
intentionally caused by the workman.
This law as originally enacted applied to employment in factories,

smelting works, mineral mines, dockyards, slips, quarries, enterprises

connected with the erection of buildings, or otherwise with construc-

tion work.
In 1894 its provisions were extended to include employment on all

railroads and other transportation by land and water, dredging,
cleaning of streets and buildings, industrial enterprises connected
with storehouses, including warehouses and wood and coal yards,

theaters, paid fire brigades, digging of canals, sweeping of chimneys,
stonecutting, well digging, and construction work not heretofore
included.

NOEWAT.

In 1894 Norway passed a compulsory insurance law similar to that

of Germany heretofore mentioned.

FINLAND.

In 1895 Finland passed an insurance law which requires the em-
ployer to insure his employees against all accidents, excepting only

those caused by the willful or gross neglect of the victim himself.

DENMARK.

In 1898 Denmark passed a compulsory insurance law which re-

quires the employer to insure his workmen against all accidents not

occasioned intentionally or through the gross neglect of the victim

himself.

Provisions of this law apply to employment in dangerous indus-

tries.
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ITALY.

The Italian compulsory insurance law of 1898 requires the em-

ployer to insure his workmen against all accidents through which
(hey are disabled for over five days.

It applies to employment in dangerous occupations, including

mines, turf pits, house building, gas, electric light, and telephone

works where explosives are manufactured or used, arsenal and navy-

yards, and in the following enterprises where more than five work-

men are employed: Construction or operation of railroads, inland

transportation by water, street railwaj^s, construction and repair

of harbors, canals, and dikes, construclion and repair of bridges,

tunnels, and ordinary national and provincial roads, and industrial

establishments operated by mechanical power.

FRANCE.

Previous to the year 1898 the provisions of the Napoleonic Code
relating to employer's liability were in vogue, and made the employer
answerable for all injuries received by his workmen, there being

no distinction between employees and third persons.

In 1898 the French compulsory-insurance law was passed. This
insures the employees against accidents received directly or indi-

rectly because of their work, except when received through the

inexcusable neglect and gross carelessness of the victim his compen-
sation for the injury may be reduced.

This law applies to employment in building trades, mills, factories,

work yards, transportation by land and water, public storehouses,

mines, furnaces, quarries, any enterprise in which explosives are

manufactured or used and in which a machine is employed operated

other than by human or animal power.

SPAIN.

Sjiain, in the year 1900, enacted a compulsory insurance law. Un-
der its provisions the employer is required to insure his employees
against all accidents, except those due to superior force.

It applies to employment in the following industries: Factories,

shops, and industrial establishments where any other than human
force is used ; mines, salt works, quarries, metal works, and architec-

tural iron and steel shops ; factories and docks ; construction, mainte-
nance, and repair of buildings, including masonry and all other

accessory opreations; carpenters, locksmiths, stonecutters, painters;

establishments in which explosives, inflammables, unwholesome, or

poisonous substances are manufactured or used; construction, mainte-
nance, and repair of railroads, harbors, roads, canals, dikes, aque-

ducts, sewers, and similar operations; agriculture and forestry;

where machinery operated by any other than human power is used;

cartage, transportation by land, sea, or canal; cleaning of streets,

gutters, and sewers; warehouses and storehouses for coal, firewood,

or building timber ; theaters, so far as it concerns the salaried person-

nel; fire brigades; gas and electric-light works; laying and keeping in

repair of telephone wires; laying and removal of electric wires and
lightning rods; persons employed loading and unloading, and every

analogous industry or work not comprised in the preceding list.
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SWITZERLAND.

Under the Swiss law of 1875, as supplemented by the acts of 1877,
1881, and 1887, the employer is responsible to his employees for all

injuries received in the course of employment except those produced
through the so-called acts of God, whether such injuries were re-

ceived through the negligence of officers, agents, employees, or other-
wise. It also made the employer responsible for diseases contracted
in factories.

This law applied to the following classes of labor: Railroads,
steamboats, factories, all occupations in which explosives are regularly
produced or used; building trades, all operations in connection there-

with ; livery ; care of boats and rafts ; erection and repair of telephone
and telegraph lines; erection and removal of machinery and other
movings ; streets, bridges ; the operation of hydraulic engineering, and
the exploitation of mines, quarries, and pits.

BELGIUM.

The Belgium law on this subject is contained in the Napoleonic
Code heretofore referred to in France. It makes the employer
responsible for the negligence of all his servants, and applies to all

classes of employment.

HOLLAND.

The employer's liability law, as expressed in the Napoleonic Code,
is also the law of Holland.

SWEDEN.

Sweden's liability law makes the employer liable for all injuries

received by employees which are not due to the culpable negligence
of the victim. It applies to railroads.

RUSSIA.

The criminal law of Russia makes the employer who is guilty of
negligence responsible for the cost of medical treatment and subsist-

ence of an incapacitated employee, and in addition, in case of death,

the support of the dependents.
The civil common law of Russia also njakes the employer respon-

sible for the negligence of his employees as well as himself. In ad-
dition to this a special act covering railroad and steamship employees
put the burden ot proof upon the employer, and he can not release him-
self from liability only when he can prove that the accident was due to

unavoidable causes or the negligence of the victim himself.

Contributory negligence, however, does not bar a recovery, but only

serves to diminish the amount of the indemnity.

HUNGARY.

The employers' liability law of Hungary makes the employer liable

for all injuries to his employees not due to the victim's own negli-

gence. It applies to railroads and mining.
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ROUMANIA,

In 1895 Eoumania passed an insurance law which applies to mines
and requires the employer to insure his employees against accident.

The foregoing shows that six foreign states have passed employers'
liability laws under which employers are responsible for the negli-

gence of all of their employees, and ten have insurance laws which
require the employers to insure their workmen against all injuries

received in the course of employment, whether through the negligence
of their employers or otherwise.

But, as before stated, this unfavorable comparison of our National
Government is not to be reckoned with foreign countries alone, but on
this question, as will be shown by the following, we are behind a
majority of our own States, as well as the Territories of New Mexico
and Porto Eico.

KENTUCKY.

The Constitution of Kentuclcy makes employers liable for deaths
due to the negligence of their employees. (Kentucky Constitution,
sec. 241.)

In 1894 the legislature enacted this provision into statute.

GEORGIA.

Georgia entirely abolished the fellow-servant doctrine as to rail-

roads by statute in 1856. (Georgia Code, 1895, sees. 2297, 2323.)

IOWA.

In 1862 the legislature of Iowa entirely abolished the doctrine as to
railroad employees operating trains. (Iowa Code, 1897, sec. 2071.)

KANSAS.

In 1874 Kansas entirely abolished it as applied to railroads.
(Kansas General Statutes, 1889, par. 1251.)

WISCONSIN.

In 1875 Wisconsin entirely abolished it. (Wisconsin Acts, 1875,
ch. 173.)

This law was repealed by chapter 232 of the acts of 1880. In 1889 .

the legislature enacted a new law which was more limited. (Wis-
consin Acts, 1889, ch. 438.)

In 1893 this law was repealed by chapter 220, which chapter
entirely abolished the fellow-servant doctrine as to men actually
engaged in switching or the running of trains. In 1903 this law was
amended so as to make it broader in scope. (Wisconsin Laws, 1903,
ch. 448.)

MINNESOTA.

In 1887 Minnesota entirely abolished the doctrine as regards rail-

road employees engaged in operating railroads. (Minnesota Gen-
eral Statutes, 1894, sec. 2701.)
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FLORIDA.

In 18S7 Florida abolished the doctrine as regards railroad em-
ployment. In 1891 this law was amended somewhat, but as it now
stands it practically abolishes the fellow-servant doctrine in cases
where emplo3'ees are injured through the running of locomotives,
cars, or other machinery. (Florida Revised Statutes, 1892, p. 1008.)

OHIO.

In 1890 Ohio modified the doctrine by declaring that employees
who have power to direct other employees are not fellow-servants

of those employees in other departments who have not the power to

direct or control in the branch or department in which they are
employed. (Ohio Acts, 1890, p. 149, sec 3.)

In 1902 another law was passed which makes all employers liable

for injuries to employees which are caused by reason of any defect

in the condition of the machinery connected with or used in the busi-

ness of the employer when such defect was due to the negligence
of any person in the service of the employer, intrusted by him with
the duty of inspection, repair, or of seeing that the machinery or ap-
pliances were in proper condition. (Ohio Laws, 1902, p. 114.)

MISSISSIPPI.

In 1890 by an amendment to the constitution Mississippi greatly

modified the doctrine as regards railroad employees by declaring that

an employee could recover for an injury received through the negli-

gence of a superior agent or officer, or of a person having the right

to control or direct the services of the party injured, and also when
the injury results from the negligence of a fellow-servant engaged
in another department of labor from that of the party injured, or

of a fellow-servant on another train of cars, or one engaged about a

different piece of work. ^Mississippi Constitution, sec. 193.)

In 1892 this provision or the constitution was adopted by the leg-

islature as oiEcial. (Mississippi Code, 1892, sec. 3559.)

In 1896 the legislature extended the provisions of this section by
making them apply against all classes of corporations.

TEXAS.

By act of 1891 and an amendment in 1893 Texas greatly modified
the doctrine as to railroad employees by declaring that employees
having the authority of superintendence, control, or command of

other persons in the employment or with the authority to direct any
other employee in the performance of the duty of such employee are

not fellow-servants, and that employees engaged in different depart-

ments are not fellow-servants. (Texas Revised Statutes, 1895, sees.

4560 F, 4660 G, 4560 H.)
In 1897 these provisions were also made to apply to street railways.

(Texas Acts, 1897, ch. 6.)

NEW MEXICO.

In 1893 the Territory of New Mexico modified the doctrine as to

railway corporations by making them liable for injuries received by
employees, occurring or sustained in consequence of any mismanage*
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ment, carelessness, neglect, default, or wrongful act of any agjent or

any employee of such corporation, while in the exercise of their sev-

eral duties, when such mismanagement, carelessness, neglect, default,

or wrongful act of such employee or agent could have been avoided
by such corporation through the exercise of reasonable care or dili-

gence in the selection of competent employees, agents, or by not over-

working said employees or requiring or allowing them to work an
unusual or unreasonable number of hours. (New Mexico Compiled
Laws, 1897, sec. 3216.)

ARKANSAS.

In 1893 Arkansas greatly modified the doctrine as to railroad em-
ployees by declaring that employees having the authority or superin-
tendence, control, or command of other persons in the employment or
with the authority to direct any other employee in the performance
of the duty of such employee are not fellow-servants, and that em-
ployees engaged in different departments are not fellow-servants.
(Arkansas Digest, 1894, sees. 6248-6250.)

SOUTH CAROLINA.

South Carolina, in its constitution as ratified in 1895, greatly modi-
fied the doctrine as applied to railroad labor by declaring that an
employee may recover for injuries received through the negligence of
another employee having the right to control or direct the services of
a party injured, and also when the injury results from the negligence
of a fellow-servant engaged in another department of labor from
that of the party injured, or of a fellow-servant on another train of
cars, or one engaged about a different piece of work.
This section of the constitution also gives the legislature the author-

ity to extend its provisions to other classes of employees. (South
Carolina Constitution, art. 9, sec. 15.)

In 1901 the legislature extended the same rights to employees of
street railways. (South Carolina Laws, 1901, act" 405.)

MISSOURI.

In 1897 Missouri greatly modified the doctrine as applied to rail-
^

roads by declaring emplo3^ees intrusted by such corporation with the
'

authority of superintendence, control, or command of other persons
in the employ or service of such corporation, or with the authority
to direct any other servant in the performance of any duty of such
servant, or with the duty of inspection or other duty owing by the
master to the servant, are not fellow-servants with such employees,
and by saying that employees in any department or service are not
fellow-servants with employees in any other department or service of
such corporation. (Missouri Acts, 1897, p. 96.)

NORTH CAROLINA.

In 1897 North Carolina entirely abolished the doctrine as applied
to railroads. (North Carolina Acts, 1897, vol. 2, ch. 56.)
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NOKTH DAKOTA.

In 1899 North Dakota greatly modified the doctrine as applied to

railroads by giving employees the right to recover when injured
through the negligence of any other employee while engaged in
switching or operating trains. (North Daliota Acts, 1899, ch. 129.)

ALABAMA.

In 1885 Alabama greatly modified the doctrine as applied to all

classes of employment, not confining itself to railroads alone, by
making employers liable for the negligence of :

(1) Persons intrusted by the employer with the duty of seeing

that the ways, works, machinery, or plant are in proper order.

(2) Persons who have any superintendence intrusted to them by
their employer.

(3) Persons authorized to give the order or direction which oc-

casioned the injury.

(4) Persons acting in obedience to rules, regulations, or by-laws,

obedience to which caused the accident.

(5) Persons obeying particular instructions given by any person
duly authorized in that behalf by the employer.

(6) Persons in charge of any signal, points, locomotives, engines,

switches, cars, or trains upon a railway or upon any part of a track

of a railway. (Alabama Code, 1897, sees. 1749-1750.)

MASSACHUSETTS.

In 1887 Massachusetts greatly modified the doctrine as regards all

classes of employment except domestic and farm laborers.

This law was amended in 1892, 1893, and 1894, and as it now
stands makes the employer liable for the negligence for the following

classes of servants:

(!) Persons intrusted by the employer with the duty of seeing

that the ways, works, or machinery were in proper condition.

(2) Persons intrusted and exercising superintendence, whose sole

and principal duty is that of superintendence.

(3) Persons acting as superintendent with the authority and con-

sent of the employer.

(4) Persons in charge of any signal, switch, locomotive, engine.

or train upon a railroad. (Massachusetts Acts, 1887, ch. 270; also

1893, ch. 359, and 1894, ch. 499.)

INDIANA.

In 1893 Indiana greatly modified the doctrine as applied to em-
ployees of all corporations, except municipal, by declaring that such

corporations are liable for the injuries received through the negli-

gence of any person in the service of such corporation to whose order

or direction the injured employee at the time of the injury was bound
to conform and did conform; and where such injury resulted from
the act or omission of any person done or made in obedience to any
rule, regulation, or by-law of such corporation, or in obedience to the

particular instructions given by any person delegated with the au-
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thority of the corporation in that behalf ; also where such injury was
caused by the negligence of any person in the service of the corpora-

tion who has charge of any signal, telegraph office, switch yard, shop,

roundhouse, locomotive engine, or train upon a railway, or where such
injury was caused by the negligence of any person, coemployee, or

fellow-servant engaged in the same common service in any of the sev-

eral departments of the service of any such corporation, the said per-

son, coemployee, or fellow-servant at the time acting in the place and
performing the duty of the corporation in that behalf, and the person
so injured obeying or conforming to the order of some superior at the

time of such injury having authority to direct. (Indiana Annotated
Statutes, 1894, sees. 7083, 7085, 7087, 7089.)

COLORADO.

In 1893 Colorado modified the doctrine somewhat, and in 1901 it

completely abolished the doctrine as applied to all classes of labor.

UTAH.

In 1896 Utah greatly modified the doctrine as regards all classes of

employees by declaring that employees who are intrusted by their

employers with the authority of superintendence, control, or com-
mand of other persons in the employ or service of such employer, or

with the authority to direct any other employee in the performance of

any duties of such employer are not fellow-servants, and that all

other employees are not fellow-servants unless they are working
together at the same time and place, to a common purpose, of the same
grade of service, and neither of such persons are intrusted by such
employer with any superintendence or control over his fellow-em-
ployees. (Utah Acts, 1896, ch. 24.)

MARYLAND.

In 1902 the legislature of Maryland passed a law which applies to

coal and clay mines, quarries, steam and street railroads, and makes
the employer liable to his employees for injuries caused through the

negligence of his servants or employees, unless a certain plan of

insurance, which is laid down by the statute, is adopted. (Maryland
Acts, 1902, ch. 139.)

VIRGINLA.

Section 12 of the Virginia constitution of 1902 abolished the doc-

trine with reference to a large class of railroad employees and per-

mits the general assembly to enlarge this class of employees and to

extend these rights to employees of any firm or corporation.
In 1902 the legislature enacted a law which greatly modified the

doctrine as applied to railroad employees, by making railroad cor^po-

rations liable to their employees for injuries received when such in-

jury results from the wrongful act, neglect, or default of an agent
or officer of such corporation superior to the employee injured, or

of a person employed by such corporation having the right to control
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or direct the services of such employee injured, or the services of the
employee by whom he is injured; and also when such injury results

from the-wrongful act, neglect, or default of a coemployee engaged
in another department of labor from that of the employee injured,

or of a coemployee on another train of cars, or a coemployee who
has charge of any switch, signal point, or locomotive engine, or who
is charged with dispatching trains or transmitting telegraph or tele-

phonic orders.

OREGON.

In 1903 the legislature of Oregon enacted a law practically word
for word the Virginia statute just quoted.

MONTANA.

The legislature of Montana, which is now sitting, has just passed
an act which completely abolishes the doctrine as applied to railroad

employees.
POKTO EICO.

The Kevised Statutes of Porto Eico of 1902, section 322, provides
that the employer shall be liable to the employee for injury by reason
of the negligence of any person in the service of the employer who
has charge of, physically controls, any signal, switch, locomotive
engine, car, or train in motion, whether attached to an engine or not.

upon a railroad.

Section 2.

Section 2 of this bill is a recognition of the doctrine of comparative
negligence.

The doctrine of contributory negligence, as applied by some of our
courts, works great injustice to the employee, for the reason that no
matter how grossly negligent the master may be, if the servant is

in the slightest degree negligent he is debarred from recovery, and
is therefore made to bear not only the burden of his own slight negli-

gence, but also the burden of the master's gross negligence, thus per-

mitting the master to go scott free and not answer in the slightest

degree for his gross ijegligence.

It is not our desire to ask that an employee be paid for an injury
that he alone is responsible for, but we do think gross negligence is

worse than slight negligence, and the person guilty thereof should not

be released from answering therefor simply because someone else

IS guilty of slight negligence.
*

We oelieve such a rule has a tendency to make the master less

vigilant regarding the safety of his servants.

Some of the arguments against the fellow-servant doctrine can
be applied with as much force against the doctrine of contributory
negligence.

The duties of an ordinary railroad employee are so exacting that
he must work with both his head and hands, and many times when
called upon to perform such duties his whole being is so absorbed
and taken up with his work that he is liable to a slight degree to

contribute to his own injury, but would not have done so had the
master not been grossly negligent.

S. Doc. 243, 59-1—vol 4 22
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For examplej let us say a railroad company stretches a wire across

the track and it is not high enough to clear a man on the top of a

box car, the company posts a bulletin on a bulletin board at a termi-

nal 75 miles from the wire in which the men are notified of the

location of this wire. The brakeman starts out on his train and
about the time the train arrives at the place where the wire is stretched

the engineer through the darkness sees the rear end of another train

on the track a short distance ahead of him, he sounds the whistle

for the brakeman to apply the brakes, the brakeman responds by
climbing to the top of the train, and seeing the danger ahead his

whole mind is talcen up with the thought of stopping his train and
he speeds over the train in the darkness applying the brakes, the

thought of the overhead wire having been thoroughly removed from
his mind for the time being, and it strikes him and he is thrown
beneath the cars and injured. If I mistake not, some of our courts

would hold that he could not recover for the reason that he had been
notified of the whereabouts of the wire and he contributed to his

own injury by exposing himself to it, this, too, in the face of the fact

that the company was grossly negligent by not providing longer poles

upon which to string this wire.

Or we will say that a switch stand is too close to the track, it has
been there for a long time and the train men laiow of the danger,
but suddenly in the dark of night there is a call for brakes, and the
brakeman swings out on the ladder on the outside of the car for

the purpose of climbing to the top to apply the brakes, and this

switch stand strikes him. I venture the assertion that some judges
would say that he was guilty of contributory negligence, as he knew
of the location of this switch stand and therefore was in a position

to guard against it, regardless of the fact that the company was
guilty of gross negligence in placing the switch stand so close to the

track.

In the case of Arrighi v. Denver and Rio Grande Railroad Com-
pany (129 Fed. Rep., 347), Arrighi, a brakeman, in attempting to

couple two cars equipped with link-and-pin couplers, which were
being used in violation of the national safety appliance law, had his

hand crushed. The evidence in the case does not show that he was
in anywise negligent. He did nothing more than an ordinary,
prudent man would have done under the circumstances, yet because
he attempted to make this coupling which he was ordered to do,

the United States circuit court of appeals of the eighth circuit held
that he was guilty of contributory negligence.
In the case of Schlemmer v. Buffalo, Rochester and Pittsburg

Railroad Company (207 Pa., 198) the evidence shows that the company
was transporting a steam-shovel car from the State of New York to

a point in the State of Pennsylvania. The drawbar upon this steam-
shovel car was of the old link-and-pin type, which was in violation of
the national safety appliance law. It was also much lower than the

drawbar on the caboose to which it was to be coupled, which was also

a violation of that law. This drawbar was also under the car about
2 feet from the end. Schlemmer, a brakeman, was ordered by his

conductor to couple this steam-shovel car to the caboose, and in

order to do this he had to stoop down and contract himself to about
one-half his natural height, and in this position, at about 9 o'clock

at night, with lamp in hand, he had to walk along under this steam-
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shovel car while it was moving, watch to see that he was not run
down from behind by the wheels, and guide a long iron coupling bar
weighing 80 pounds, which was fastened in the drawbar on the
steam-shovel car, into a. slot only 2 inches wide in the automatic
coupler on the caboose. He missed the coupling, and happened to

raise his head a little too high, and the top of it was crushed between
the steam-shovel car and the caboose, killing him instantly. His
widow sought to recover damages, and the trial court held that he
was guilty of contributory negligence in not keeping his head down
and withheld the case from the ]ury, and this decision was affirmed

by the supreme court of the State of Pennsylvania.
Here was a case where the employer was grossly negligent and

was also violating an act of Congress, yet because the poor brakeman,
while laboring under these extraordinary disadvantages, happened
to raise his head a little too high the employer is released from
liability.

Should a brakeman refuse to work under these conditions he
would in all probability be discharged.

Other examples could be cited to show the injustice of this rule.

ENGLAND.

The English compensation act of 1897 makes the master liable

unless the injury is attributable to the serious and willful misconduct
of the workman himself. And while the doctrine of contributory
negligence is not entirely abolished, the burden of proof is shifted to

the employer.

GERMANY.

The German compensation law makes the master liable even though
the injury is brought about by the workman himself, the only ex-

ception being when the accident was intentionally brought about by
the workman.

ITALY.

The Italian law requires every accident to be compensated, but
authorizes legal proceedings to secure X'eimbursement from a work-
man guilty of willful misconduct.

rEANCE.

Under the French law the doctrine of contributory negligence does
not operate wholly to defeat the workman, but only serves to reduce
the amount of damages he shall receive, the amount being reduced
according to the degree of his negligence, and if the accident was
caused by the inexcusable neglect of the employer or his representa-

tives it may be increased within certain limits.

SWITZERLAND.

The Swiss law provides that if the injured person was partially at

fault the damages to be paid are to be correspondingly reduced, and
the burden of proof is put upon the employer.
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RUSSIA.

Under the Eussian law contributory negligence does not bar a

recovery, but only serves to diminish the amount of indemnity, and
the burden of proof is put upon the employer.

This shows that six foreign states have recognized the justice of the

doctrine of comparative negligence.

Now, as to the recognition of this doctrine in our own country, I

will read from page 181 of a book issued by the State of Pennsyl-

vania in 1901 and entitled " The legal relations between the employed
and their employers in Pennsylvania compared with the relations

existing between them in other States :

"

Some states have attempted to establish another rule that merits considera-

tion. It is an attempt to measure or compare the negligence on both sides, and
then award judgment In favor of the least culpable. This doctrine has been
scouted at in Pennsylvania, but it has been adopted in Illinois and Georgia and
is gaining ground. Sucli a strong principle of justice underlies it that it com-
mends itself to many.

I also read from the same page

:

Let us then turn to this rule of measuring the negligence of both parties.

In Jacob's case Justice Breeze, after reviewing many cases, concludes thus

:

" It will be seen from the cases that the question of liability does not depend
absolutely on the absence of all negligence on the part of the plaintiff, but upon
the relative degree of care or want of care, as manifested by both parties, for

all care or negligence is at best but relative, the absence of the highest possible

degree of care showing the presence of some negligence, slight as it may be.

The true doctrine, therefore, we think, is that in proportion to the negligence of

the defendant should be measured the degree of care required of the plaintiff

—

that is to say, the more gross the negligence manifested by the defendant the
less degree of care will be required of the plaintiff to enable him to recover."
This doctrine, thus announced in Illinois in 1858, has often been reaffirmed by

the courts of that State. In a later case Justice Scott remarked

:

" Formerly it was the rule if the negligence of the plaintiff contributed to the
injury, however slight, it would bar the action. This rule has been modified by
more recent decisions, and it is now the settled law that the plaintiff may
recover, notwithstanding he may have been guilty of contributory negligence, if

his negligence is slight and that of the defendant is gross. It is an essential
element to the right of action in all cases, the plaintiff or party injured must
himself exercise ordinary care, such as a reasonably prudent man will always
adopt for the security of his person or property."
And in a still more recent adjudication the cases were elaborately reviewed

by Justice Scolfield, and the rule was applied. This rule also prevails in
Georgia.

MAKYIjAND.

Chapter 139 of the Maryland Laws of 1902 provides that

—

If it appears that such Injury or death was caused by the joint negligence of
such employer, his servants, or employees, on the one hand, and the negligence of
the injured or deceased, on the other hand, then the employer shall be liable for
one-half of the damages sustained by such injury or death.

NEW YORK.

Chapter 600 of the New York Laws of 1902 says :

The fact that the employee continued in the service of the employer In the
same place and course of employment after the discovery by such employee, ol
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after he had been Informed, of the danger of personal Injury therefrom shall
not, as a matter of law, be considered as an assent by such employee to the
existence or continuance of such rislis of personal injury therefrom, or as
negligence contributing to such injury.

We think this doctrine is fair, and if adopted by Congress will not
only give the employee greater rights in the courts, but will also

lessen the number of accidents, for if railroad companies are held
to account for their gross negligence where heretofore they have been
allowed to go free, it will cause them to throw greater safeguards
around the lives and limbs of their employees.
In the course of his remarks on the English compensation act in

the House of Lords on July 20, 1897, Lord Salisbury said

:

To my mind the great attraction of this bill is that I believe it will turn out
a great machinery for the saving of life. This is the real history of this law of
compensation. The law of compensation at the beginning of the century was
taken up by the juries, and instead of compensation for the real injury incurred
being given it was used by them as a punitive insti'ument to force these great
owners and railway companies to strain their efforts to the utmost in avoiding
and preventing the accidents which at one time were so numerous. It has
been very successful as far as regards the ordinary passenger or ordinary ci-tl-

nen, but the law of common employment has damaged its efficacy as regards
the worklngman. (Hansard, Parliamentary Debates, 1897, vol. 51, p. 555.)

Section 3.

The object of section 3 of this bill is to prevent the master from
releasing himself from his liability under sections 1 and 2 through
contracts of employment and insurance. Unless this be done the

object of this whole legislation would fall flat, for the reason that the

railroad companies before employing a man would make him sign a

contract agreeing to relieve them from liability for injury.

Train baggage masters, in addition to their regular duties per-

formed for railroad companies, are also often required to handle
express, and the following is a sample of the release contracts which
they are required to sign

:

Application for situation with American Express Company—Rules governing
employment by this companii.

ACCIDENT BELEASE.

Whereas I, the undersigned, have entered, or am about to enter, the employ-
ment of the American Express Company, and in the course of such employment
may be required to render services in the care, carriage, or handling of mer-
chandise and property in course of transportation by cars, vessels, and vehicles

belonging to the different railroad, stage, and steamboat lines upon which the

comp"'y relies for its means of forwarding property delivered to it to be for-

warded
;

And whereas such express company, under its contracts with many of the

corporations and persons owning or operating such railroad, stage, and steam-
boat lines, is or may be obligated to indemnify and save harmless such corpora-

tions and persons from and against all claims for injuries sustained by its

employees

:

Now, therefore, in consideration of the premises and of my said employment,
I do hereby assume all risk of accidents and injuries which I shall meet with
or sustain in the course of my employment, whether occasioned or resulting

by or from the gross or other negligence of any corporation or person engaged
In 0117 manner In operating any railroad or vessel, or vehicle, or of any employee
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of any such corporation or person, or otherwise, and whether resulting In my
death or otherwise.
Aud I do hereby agree to indemnify and save harmless the American Express

Company of and from any and all claims which may be made against it at any
time by any corporation or person under any agreement which it has made or
may hereafter malse, arising out of any claim or recovery upon my part, or the
part of my representatives, for damages sustained by reason of my injury or
death, whether such Injury or death result from the gross negligence of any per-

son or corporation, or of any employee of any person or corporation, or other-

wise.

And I hereby bind myself, my heirs, executors, and administrators with the
payment to such express company, upon demand, of any sum which it may be
compelled to pay in consequence of any such claim, or in defending the same,
including all counsel fees and expenses of litigation connected therewith.

I do further agree that in case I shall at any time suffer any such injury, I

will at once, without demand, and at my own expense, execute and deliver to

the corporation or persons owning or operating the railroad, stage, or steamboat
line upon which I shall be so injured a good and sufficient release, under my
hand and seal, of all claims, demands, and causes of action raising out of such
injury, or connected with or resulting therefrom.

I do hereby ratify all agreements heretofore made by said express company
with any corporation or persons operating any railroad, stage, and steamboat
line in which such express company has agreed in substance that its employees
shall have no cause of action for injuries sustained in the course of their em-
ployment upon the line of such contracting party, and I agree to be bound by
each and every of such agreements in so far as the provisions thereof relative to
injuries sustained by employees of the company are concerned, as fully as if I

were a party thereto.
And I do hereby authorize and empower said express company, at any time

while I shall remain in its service, to contract for me and in my behalf. In its

own name or in mine, with any corporations or persons operating any railroad,

stage, or steamboat line, for my transportation as a messenger or employee free of
charge, upon the condition and consideration that neither I nor my personal rep-
resentatives, nor any person claiming under me, will make any claim for compen-
sation because of any injury sustained by me, whether resulting from the gross
negligence of such corporations or persons, or of any employee of such corpora-
tions or persons, or otherwise, and the contracts so made shall be as binding
and obligatory upon me as if sighed and delivered by me.
And I do hereby further agree that the provisions of this agreement shall be

held to inure to the benefit of any and every corporation and of all persons upon
whose railroad, stage, or steamboat lines the American Express Company shall

forward merchandise, as fully and completely as if made directly with such
corporations or persons.

I do further agree, in consideration of my employment by said American Ex-
press Company, that I will assume all risks of accident or injury which I shall

meet with or sustain in the course of such employment, whether occasioned by
the negligence of said company, or any of its members, officers, agents, or em-
ployees, or otherwise ; and that in case I shall at any time suffer any such injury
I will at once execute and deliver to said company a good and sufficient release,

'

under my hand and seal, of all claims, demands, and causes of action arising
out of such injury or connected therewith, or resulting therefrom ; and I hereby
bind myself, my heirs, executors, and administrators with the payment to said
express company, on demand, of any sum which it may be compelled to pay In

consequence of any such claim, or in defending the same, including all counsel
fees and expenses of litigation connected therewith.
Witness my hand and seal this day of , one thousand .

[Sign name in full] w

Note.—If applicant is under age his guardian must also sign this release.

: , Parent or Chiardian.

In presence of

—
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The following are extracts from an employment contract pre-
scribed by one of the largest railroads in the country

:

[Form 1692 speciaL]

Banta Fe.

G. C. & S. F. Ry. Co. G. B. & K. C. By. Co.
B. W. &T. Co. Q. B. & G. N. By. Co.

APPLICATION POB BITITATIOW.

On and contract of employment with [insert name of railway or railroad].

Instructions.—^All applications for employment as train despatcher, clerk, tele-

graph operator, station agent, cashier, student, station baggageman, watchman
or special police, conductor, brakeman, train baggageman, train porter, locomo-
tive engineman, locomotive fireman, switchman, steam shovel engineer and fire-

man, pile driving engineer and fireman, steam shovel cranesman, hostler, car
inspector, B. and B. and track foreman, r. h. foreman, carpenter, lineman, call

boy, office boy, messenger, yardmaster, draughtsman, towerman, timekeeper,
stoorekeeper, pumper, pump repairer, fuel foreman, assistant civil engineer,
transitraan, levelman, accountant, stenographer, special agent, stationary engi-
neer, collector at station, machine shop employ^ (except common laborer), car
shop employ^, car repairer, paint shop employe (except common laborer), boiler
shop employ^ (except common laborer), brass foundry employe (except common
laborer), tin and copper shop employe (except common laborer), and such
other employes as may be designated by the superintendent or mechanical
superintendent, must be made by the applicant himself, in triplicate on this
blank, and sworn to before a notary public, one copy to be retained by appli-

cant.

* • • , • • • •

30. Do you understand that this company does not block frogs, guard rails, or
switches, and do you agree to assume the risks therefrom? .

32. Do you understand that every employe of this company whose duties are
in any way prescribed by the rules must always have a eow of the rules at
hand when on duty, and must be conversant with every rule, and that you must
render all the assistance in your power in carrying them out, and immediately
report any infringement of them to the head of your department, and do you
agree that such rules, including any changes therein or additions thereto from
time to time, shall be a part of this, your contract of employment?

34. Do you know that on or along this railway there are platforms, sheds,
roofs, water and oil tank frames, water and oil spouts, coal chutes and bins,

oil racks, mail cranes, switch stands, buildings, bridges, track scales, cars and
engines oh main or side tracks, and other overhead and side obstructions, near
the track arid near side and spur tracks, which are dangerous, particularly
while you may be on the side or top of cars, engines, or tenders, or on the
ground near same, and do you agree to inform yourself as to the particular
location thereof on the section or sections, division or divisions of the road,
yards, and stations, where you may work, and to use due care to avoid injury
thereby, and to assume all risk of injury therefrom, and acknowledge that you
have actual notice thereof? .

35. Do you know that it is dangerous to stand erect upon cars, and especially
cars above average height, while passing over, through, or under bridges or
viaducts at which there are no telltales or other warnings, as follows

:
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MAIN LINB.

Bridge
No Between mile posts— Name.

65 48 and 49 Bi'azos River.
138aud 129

305 185 and 186 Little Eiver.
C124 297 and 298 Brazos River.

345and346 Viaduct, Fort Worth.
217 Trinity River.

0237 365 and 366 Lizabetli Creek.
0246 371 and 372 Oliver Creek.

259 880and381 South Hickory Oreek.
261 382ana383 North Hickory Oreek.

0268 389 and 390 Clear Creek.
278 398 and 399 Spring Creek.

Elm Creek.O290
Viaduct.

O302
0344

418 and 419 -, Red Eiver.
Big Hickory.
Caddo Creek.0385 456 and 4.57

411 Bock Creek.
0427 Chigley Sandy Oreek.

436 485plus2
0441 2d Washita.
C450 497t)1us3 3d Washita.

DALLAS BRANCH.

330and 331
6111 368 and 369 Trinity River.

Viaduct. 372and373
6119 374and375 White Rock Creek.
6139 382 and 383 Duck Creek.
6134 887 and 383 Rowlet Creek.
6145 S96and 397 East Pork Trinity River.

409and410 : Viaduct, Parmersville.
6227 451and462 North Sulphur Creek.

HONEY GROVE BRANCH.

7005
440 and 441..

441 and 442.
Viaduct, Ladonia.
North Sulphur Creek.

HOUSTON BRANCH.

A 19 53 and 54.. Buffalo Bayou.

BEAUMONT DIVISION.

B84
B57

156 and 157
167 an! 168
251 and 252
287 and 288

Brazoa River.
Navasota River.
Trinity River.
Village Oreek.

LAMPASAS BRANCH.

8018 224and225 Leon River,
225 and 229 Viaduct, Belton.

8091 264 and 265 Lampasas River.
First Sulphur Oreek.8109 272 and 273

8110 272and273 Second Sulphur Oreek.
Blanket Ci-eek.8217 332 and 333

8248 345and846
8358 409and410 .

8360 411 and 412
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And do you agree to assume the risk therefrom, and from such other bridges,
rladucts, or other overhead obstructions which may be noted from time to time
on the time card, and do you acknowledge actual notice of all of the same, and
that in some of said overhead bridges some of the overhead braces are lower
than others? .

36. Do you realize that railroading Is a dangerous business, and requires a
corresponding degree of diligence to avoid injury to person and property, and
that you owe a moral as well as legal duty to your employer, your fellow-em-
ployees, and to the public to use every reasonable effort, including your eyes,
your ears, and your thoughts, to avoid injury to person and property?

. Do you agree that you will do so? . Do you agi-ee that
you will observe, as far as practicable, all conditions or things that are liable

to cause Injury, and report the same In writing to your superior officers?

Do you agree that you will not assume that anything Is safe, and agree that,
as far as you reasonably can, you will, for your own safety, before you make
use of or expose yourself on or with the same, examine the condition of all

machinery, tools, tracks, switches, cars, engines, and all the appliances thereto,
or whatever you may undertake to work upon or with, and to inspect your sur-
roundings and everything to be used by you or connected with or incident to
your work, and use your best efforts to avoid Injury therefrom to yourself and
others? .

Do you understand that It Is expressly agreed by the company that It is your
right and duty, under all circumstances, to take sufficient time before exposing
yourself, to make such examinations as you have here agreed to, and to refuse
to obey any order which would expose you to danger? .

37. Do you understand that if you are injured In any manner while In the
service of this company, that you will not be allowed to return to the service of
the said company. In any capacity, until you have executed a release or made
satisfactory settlement with the proper officer? . * * *

39. Do you understand that this company does not have all its main tracks,
side, and spur tracks ballasted or surfaced, and that the tracks are liable to
have slivers on the rail, and that there are open and surface cattle guards and
open culverts in the main tracks and In side and spur tracks, of all of which you
accept notice and agree to particularly advise yourself thereof and to assiune
the risk therefrom? •—

.

40. Do you understand and agree that no officer or employee of this company
Is authorized to rea.uest or require you to use defective tracks, cars, machinery,
or appliances of any kind, except at your own risk of Injury therefrom?

41. Do you understand that this company desires to employ only experienced
men in Its service, and do you state that you are aware of the hazards and dan-
gers of the business, and agree to rely upon your coemployees, and not upon the
company, for Information as to any or all things, including the character of any
kinds of machinery and appliances which would render your work dangerous
or subject you to injury, or which may be necessary to the proper performance
of your duty ; and do you waive any responsibility whatever on the part of the
company or its officers touching the matters herein referred to, and that this
shall apply to any position to which you may now or hereafter be assigned?

42. Do you agree that whenever you shall sustain any personal Injury while
In the service of this company you will allow its surgeons and any medical
examiners it may select to examine your person and body as often as this com-
pany may desire In respect to the alleged injury, and hereby waive all objections
to such surgeons or medical examiners testifying whenever called upon by this

company ; and do you further agree that your refusal to allow any such exami-
nation or testimony shall be a bar to the institution or prosecution of any action
on account of such Injury or Injuries, and that any action pending at the time
of such refusal shall at once abate in consequence thereof? .

43. Do you agree that If while In the service of this company you sustain
any personal injury you will give notice In writing within ninety-one days
thereafter of such claim to the general claim agent, or to the nearest or any
other convenient local agent of the company, which notice shall state the time,
place, and particulars of the injuries, and the nature and extent thereof and
the claim made therefor, to the end that such claim may be fully, fairly, and
promptly investigated, and that your failure to give written notice of such
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Claim, lu the manner and within the time aforesaid, shall be a bar to the Insti-

tution of any suit on account of such injuries? .

44. Should you enter the service of this company pending the approval of

your application, and said application be not approved, do you agree to be
removed from the service at once, but that at all times while in the service this

shall constitute a contract of employment ; and do you agree that your employ-
ment for any time, however short, or if you are already employed, that your con-
tinuance in this company's employment for any time, however short, shall be a
legal and adequate consideration for the execution of this contract, and that If

your failure to perform or comply with any of the terms of this, your contract
of employment, shall cause or contribute to your injury you will have no cause
of action against this company, and hereby expressly waive the same?

My present address Is -

Witness

:

AppUc(mt.

Dated at , 190—.

State or .

County of

, being first duly sworn, says on oath that he is the applicant
named In the foregoing application ; that said application is signed by him

;

that the answers to questions in said application are made in his own hand-
writing; that each and all of the answers contained in said application are
true, and that he has carefully read said application and knows its contents,
and that same will be his contract of employment, and that he has executed and
will retain in his possession a duplicate thereof.

[SEAX.]

Applicant.
day of , 19(^-.

Notary Public.

Such contracts of employment have been held valid by the United
States Supreme Court. (See Voight v. B. and O. S. W. E. E., 176
U. S., p. 498.)

Our Federal courts have held, however, that these contracts can be
declared void by statute. (See O'Brien v. C. and N. W. E. E. Co.,
Fed. Eep. Dig. Cols., 1464, 1476.)

GERMANY.

The German employer's liability act of 1871 provides that

—

The employers designated in sections 1 and 2 of this act are not permitted
to make any special contracts whereby the application of the preceding sections
1 to 3 of this act shall be abrogated or limited to the benefit of said employers.
Contracts contrary to the preceding paragraph have no legal validity.

DENMARK.

The insurance law of Denmark contains this provision

:

Agreements between employers and workmen which tend to the nonobserv-
ance of the provisions of this law, or which provide for the payment on the part
of the workman of the insurance premium, or of any fraction of the same, are
null and void.

ITALY.

Section 12 of the Italian law reads as follows:

Every agreement designed to free the undertaker from the payment of com-
pensation or to diminlsti the amount fixed by the provisions of section 9 is null
and void.
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SPAIN.

The Spanish law reads

:

Every renunciation of the privileges granted under this act Is null and void

;

likewise all agreements contrary to these provisions.

SWITZERLAND.

Section 12 of the Swiss law of 1875 reads as follows:

Regulations, notices, or special agreements, whereby the responsibility for
damages under the provisions of this act are limited or abrogated, have no
legal validity. ^

Several of our own States have declared these contracts void.

The following are quotations from several of our State laws

:

WISCONSIN.

"And no contract, rule, or regulation between any such corporation
and any agent or servant shall impair or diminish such liability.

No contract, receipt, rule, or regulation between any employee and a
railroad company shall exempt such corporation from the fuU liabil-

ity imposed by this act." (Wisconsin Acts, 1893, ch. 220.)

MISSISSIPPI.

"Any contract or agreement, express or implied, made by any em-
ployee to waive the benefit of this section shall be null and void."

(Mississippi Constitution, sec. 193; also, Annotated Code, 1892, sec.

3559.)

TEXAS.

"No contract made between the employer and employee, based
upon the contingency of death or injury of the employee, limiting

the liability of the employer under this act, or fixing damages to be
recovered, shall be valid and binding." (Texas Eevised Statutes,

1896, sec. 4560.)

IOWA.

"And no contract which restricts such liability shall be legal or
binding. Nor shall any contract of insurance, relief benefit, or
indemnity in case of injury or death, entered into prior to the injury,

between the person so injured and such corporation, nor shall the

acceptance of any such insurance, relief benefit, or indemnity by the

person injured, his widow, heirs, or legal representatives after the

injury, from such corporation, person, or association constitute any
bar or defense to any cause of action brought under the provision

of this section ; but nothing contained herein shall be construed to

prevent or invalidate any settlement for damages between the parties

subsequent to injuries received." (Iowa Code, 1897, sec. 2071.)

MINNESOTA. *

"And no contract, rule, or regulation between such corporation

and any agent or servant shall impair or diminish such liability."

(Minnesota General Statutes, 1894, sec. 2701.)
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FLORIDA.

" No contract which restricts such liability shall be legal or bind-

ing." (Florida Eevised Statutes, 1892, sec. 3.)

VIRGINIA.

"Any contract or agreement, express or implied, made by any such
employee to waive the benefit of this section, or any part thereof,

shall be null and void." (Virginia Acts, 1901-2, ch. 322.)

ARKANSAS.

" No contract made between the employer and employee based
apon the contingency of the injury or death of the employee limiting

the liability of the employer under this act, or fixing damages to be
recovered, shall be valid and binding." (Arkansas Digest, 1894, sec
6250.)

SOUTH CAROLINA.

"Any contract or agreement, express or implied, made by any em-
ployee to waive the benefit of this section shall be null and void."

(South Carolina Constitution, sec. 15.)

In 1903 the legislature passed the following act:
" From and after the approval of this act, when any railroad com-

pany has what is usually called a relief department for its employees,
the members of which are required or permitted to pay some dues,

fees, moneys, or compensation to be entitled to the benefits thereof,

upon the death or injury of the employee, a member of such relief

department, such railwaj^ company [shall] be, and is hereby, required
to pay to the person entitled to same the amount it was agreed the

employee or his heirs at law should receive from such relief depart-
ment; the acceptance of which amount shall not operate to estop or
in any way bar the right of such emploj^ee, or his personal repre-
sentatives, from recovering damages of such railroad company for

injury or death caused by the negligence of such company, its agents
or servants, as now provided by law ; and any contract or agreement
to the contrary shall be ineffective for that purpose." (South Caro-
lina Laws, 1903, act 46.)

MISSOURI.

" No contract made between any railroad corporation and any of
its agents or servants, based upon the contingency of the injury or

death of any agent or servant, limiting the liability of such railroad
corporation for any damages under the provisions of this act, shall

be valid or binding, but all such contracts or agreements shall be null

and void." (Missouri Acts, 1897, sec. 4.)

NORTH CAROLINA.

"Any contract or agreement, express or implied, made bj any
employee of said company to waive the benefit of the aforesaid sec-

tion shall be null and void." (North Carolina Acts, 1897, Vol. II,

ch. 56, sec. 2.)
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NORTH DAKOTA.

"And no contract, rule, or regulation between such corporation and
any agent or servant shall impair or diminish such liability." (North
Dakota Acts, 1899, ch. 129, sec. 1.)

MASSACHUSETTS.

" No person or corporation shall, by a special contract with persons
in his or its_ employ, exempt himself or itself from any liability

which he or it might be under to such person for injuries suffered

by them in their employment and which result from the employer's
own negligence or from the negligence of other persons in his or its

employ." (Massachusetts Acts, 1894, ch. 508, sec. 6.)

Chapter 270 of the Massachusetts Acts of 1887, as amended by
chapter 155 of the Acts of 1888, chapter 260 of the Acts of 1892, chap-
ter 359 of the Actsof 1893, and chapter 499 of the Acts of 1894, also

contains the following provision

:

"Any employer who shall have contributed to an insurance fund
created and maintained for the mutual purpose of indemnifying an
employee for personal injuries for which compensation may be recov-

ered under this act, or to any relief society formed under chapter 244
of the acts of the year 1882, as authorized by chapter 125 of the acts

of the year 1886, may prove, in mitigation of the damages recover-

able by an employee under this act, such proportion of the pecuniary
benefit which has been received by such employee from any such
fund or society on account of such contribution of said employee as

the contribution of such emploj'er to such fund or society bears to

the whole contribution thereto."

INDIANA.

"All contributions made by railroads or other corporations with
their employees, or rules or regulations adopted by any corporation

releasing or relieving it from liability to any employee having a

right of action under the provisions of this act, are hereby declared

nml and void." (Indiana Annotated Statutes, 1894, sec. 7087.)

OREGON.

"Any contract or agreement, express or implied, made by any such
employee to waive the benefit or this section, or any part thereof,

shaU be null and void." (Oregon act approved Feb. 10, 1903.)

NEW YORK.

"An employer who shall have contributed to an insurance fund
created and maintained for the mutual purpose of indemnifying an
employee for personal injuries for which compensation may be

recovered under this act, or to any relief society or benefit fund
created under the laws of this State, may prove in mitigation of

damages recoverable by an employee under this act such proportion

of the pecuniary benefit which has been received by such employee
from such fund or society on account of such contribution of employer
as the contribution of such employer to such fund or society bears to

the whole contribution thereto." (New York Laws, 1902, ch. 600.)
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GEORGIA.

"All contracts between master and servant made in consideration

of employment, whereby the master is exempted from liability to

thj servant arising from the negligence of the master or his servants,

as such liability is now fixed by law, shall be null and void as against

public policy." (Georgia Laws, 1895, sec. 1, act 184.)

NEW MEXICO.

"'And any contract restricting such liability shall be deemed to

be contrary to the public policy of this Territory, and therefore void."

(New Mexico Compiled Laws, 1897, sec. 3216.)

ALABAMA.

Although the Alabama law contains nothing in regard to these

contracts of employment, the supreme court of that State in 1890

decided that such contracts were opposed to public policy and did

not secure to the railroad company, in whose interest the stipulation

in the contract has been made, exemption from statutory liability.

KANSAS.

A similar decision was rendered by the supreme court of Kansas
in 1893.

POKTO EICO.

"Any employer who shall have contributed to an insurance fund
created and maintained for the mutual purpose of indemnifying an
employee for personal injuries for which compensation may be

recovered under this act, or who has insured the said employee in

any insurance company against the accidents of labor, shall be
entitled to have deducted from the sum which he shall have to pay
as compensation under the provisions of this act the amount that

shall have been received by the person injured, or by his widow or

children, or both of them, or by the parents, if there be no such widow
and children, from the aforesaid fund or from the insurance company
by reason of the same accident." (Porto Eico Revised Statutes, 1902,

sec. 330.)

Congress has already legislated to some extent against these con-

tracts of insurance. The national arbitration law of June 1, 1898,

contains the following provision

:

That any employer subject to the provisions of this act, and any ofBcer,

agent, or receiver of such employer, who shall * » • reqiiire any employee,
or any person seeking employment, as a condition of such employment, to enter
into a contract whereby such employee or applicant for employment shall agree
to contribute to any fund for charitable, social, or beneficial purposes; to re-

lease any employer from legal liability for any personal injury by reason of any
benellt received from such fund beyond the proportion of the benefit arising

from the employer's contribution to such fund * • * is hereby declared
Kuilty of a misdemeanor, and, upon conviction thereof In any court of the United
Sttitos of competent Jurisdiction In the district in which such offense was com-
niilled, shall be punished for each offense by a fine of not less than one hundred
doIL us and not more than one thousand dollars.'
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It was hoped by the friends of this law that this would be sufficient

protection against the relief departments which are operated by
several railroad companies, but in this they were disappointed.
The United States Industrial Commission in its final report to

Congress, under the head of " Kecommendations," calls attention to

this provision of the law and recommends further consideration of
the subject.

I have here a copy of a statement which I made to the Industrial
Commission, which contains some documentary evidence on this sub-
ject, including statements from the employees themselves, showing
how they a,re taken advantage of through these relief departments,
which I will gladly submit for the use of the committee if it so

desires

:

TESTIMONY OP H. E. FUILEB BEFOKE THE UNITED STATES INDTTSTEIAL
COMMISSION ON MAY 11, 1900.

Belief departments hy railroads.—Some roads conduct relief departments,
which are kept up principally by deductions from the wages of the employees
each month. These associations are in name " voluntary," but In nature they
are compulsory; that is, the old employees who do not belong to them are
coerced or intimidated into joining them, and new applicants for employment
are not hired unless they agree to become members of these associations. The
employees have some voice in their management and are allowed a minority
representation on the advisory boards, but the railroad companies in organ-
izing these associations and making the laws to govern them have shrewdly
seen to It that the companies' representation on the boards is in the majority,
and can at all times dictate and dominate the policy of the association. They
have taken good care, too, to see to it that the law-making power of the asso-

ciations can never fall into the hands of the employees. As I have said, these
associations are kept up mostly by monthly deductions from the wages of the
employees, but the companies agree to make good any deficiency in the fund.'

As a condition of receiving benefits, aa employee must release the company from
responsibility for injury, because it agrees to make good any deficiency in this

fund. As the figures of those who have investigated show that the amount paid in

by the employees is sufficient to fully cover the cost of carrying their risks, and
that the amount paid into such fund by the company is only between one-fifth

and one-sixth of the total amount paid in, It is considered that it is taking a
very unfair advantage of the employees to require them to release the company
from responsibility for injury.

(For insurance rates, see Locomotive Engineers' Journal for September, 1896,

pp. 784r-789 ; for figures in regard to the amount contributed by railroad compa-
nies to relief funds, see evidence of J. K. Cowen In hearings before the Indus-
trial Commission on transportation, p. 306.

)

The effect of these associations on the relations between employer and em-
ployee is anything but pleasant. The employees have had their eyes opened in

regard to these associations. They see that through the intricate workings of
these relief- departments they are being financially robbed and deprived of their

legal rights In the courts, and they denounce them bitterly.

The primary motives of railroad companies in operating these departments
are avaricious rather than benevolent. First, because they require an employee
to release them from responsibility ^or injury, and, second, because membership
in the relief department keeps employees out of labor organizations on account
of their being unable to pay the dues in both. In this way the employees are

deprived of the great benefit of labor organizations and the company's hands
are therefore more free to impose unfavorable conditions upon its men, and
through this means they will become gradually bound up so that the company can
do as It pleases with them. If these relief departments did not serve the pur-

poses of releasing the company from responsibility for Injury and alienating the

Interest of employees from labor organizations, there would not be many of them
in existence.

I have not had the time and means at my command to make as thorough an
investigation of these departments as I would like to have done, but I have been
able to gather enough evidence together to substantiate the charge that they are
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founded on Iniquitj' and goyerned by laws that are In direct conflict with the
spirit of American institutions, and are foisted upon the employees in defiance of
the laws of our country. So numerous are the flagrant abuses practiced by
railroad companies through these relief departments upon their employees that
I will not attempt to cover them all, but will try to point out to you those that
have appeared to me to be the most unjust and open to criticism.

I wish first to call your attention to the blank applications for membership
prescribed by three railroads which operate these associations

:

BALTIMOEB AND OHIO BAILBOAD COMPANY—BELIEF DEPABTMENT.

Application for full membership in the relief feature.

To the Superintendent of the Relief Department:

I, , of ' in the county of and State of , desir-

ing to be employed in the service of the Baltimore and Ohio Railroad Company
as in the department, division, do hereby, as one of the
conditions of such employment, apply for membership in the relief feature, and
consent and agree to be bound by all the regulations of the relief department
now in force and by any other regulations of said department hereafter adopted
applicable to the relief feature ; for which regulations now In force reference is

hereby had to any copy of the last edition of the book of regulations of said de-

partment Issued by the superintendent.
I also agree that the said company, by Its proper agents, and in the manner

provided in said regulations, shall apply monthly In advance from the first

wages earned by me under said employment in each calendar month, sums at

the rate of per month as a contribution to the relief feature of said de-

partment, for the purpose of securing the benefits provided by said regulations

for. a member of class to myself, or In the event of my death to , or

to whomever I may hereafter, from time to time, designate in writing by way
of substitution, with the written consent of the superintendent; or if no such
beneficiary be then living, to my next of kin (as determined by the laws of the

State of Maryland), in accordance with regulation No. 18, subject to all the pro-

visions and requirements of said regulations.
. I expressly stipulate that my marriage shall ipso facto have the effect to sub-

stitute my wife in the place and stead of the beneficiary named above to receive

eaid benefits, in the event of my death, If she be then living.

I further agree that this application when accepted by the superintendent
shall constitute a contract between myself and the said company as a condi-

tion of my employment by the company, governed in its construction and effect

by the laws of the State of Maryland, and as such be an irrevocable power and
authority to said company to appropriate the above amounts from my wages
and apply the same as aforesaid, and shall constitute an appropriation and as-

signment in advance to the said company in trust for the purpose of the relief

feature, of such portion of my wages, which assignment shall have pre-

cedence over any other assignment by me of my wages or of any claim upon
them on account of liabilities incurred by me.

I further agree that in consideration of the contributions of said company
to the relief department and of the guaranty by it of the payment of the benefits

aforesaid, the acceptance of benefits from such relief feature for the injury or
death shall operate as a release of all claims against said company or any com-
pany owning or operating its branches or divisions or any company over whose
railroad, right of way, or property the said Baltimore and Ohio Railroad Com-
pany or any company owning or operating its branches or divisions shall have
the right to run or operate Its engines or cars or send its employees in the per-

formance of their duty, for damages by reason of such injury or death which
could be made by or through me ; and that the superintendent may require as a
condition precedent to the payment of such benefits, that all acts by him deemed
appropriate or necessary to effect the full release and discharge of the said com-
panies from ail such claims be done by those who might bring suit for dam-
ages by reason of such injury or death ; and also that the bringing of such a suit

by me, my beneficiary or legal representative, or for the use of my beneficiary

alone or with others, or the payment by any of the companies aforesaid of

damages for such Injury or death recovered In any suit or determined by a

compromise or any costs incurred therein, shall operate as a release In full to

the relief department of all claims by reason of membership therein.
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I also agree for myself and those claiming through me to be sppcially bound
by regulation No. 11, providing for the final and conclusive settlement of all
disputes by reference to the superintendent of the relief departn-eut and an
appeal from his decision to the committee on the relief department.

1 understand and agree that this application when accepted by the sui erln-
tejident shall constitute a contract between me and the said company, by which
ujy rights as a member of the relief feature and as an employee of said company
sball be determined as to all matters within its scope; that each of the state-
ments herein contained and each of my answers to the questiotis asked by the
medical tsaminer and hereto annexed shall constitute a warranty by me. the
truth whereof shall be a condition of payment of the benefits aforesaid.

I hereby certify that I am years of age; am correct and temperate in
my habits, and have no injury or disease, constitutional or other, which will
tend to shorten my life ; am now in good health, and able to i>arn a livelihood.

In witness whereof I have signed these presents at , in the State of
-, This day of , 18—

.

Witness

:

The foregoing application is accepted at the office of the superintendent of the
relief department, in Baltimore City, Md., this day of ,

18—

.

Superintendent of the Relief Department.

PENNSYLVANIA BAILBOAD COMPANY—BELIEF DEPAETMENX,

Application for membership in the relief fund.

To the Superintendent of the Relief Department:
I, , of , in the county of and State of , em-

ployed in the service of the Pennsylvania Railroad Company, as upon
the department, do hereby, by reason of such employment, apply
for membership in the relief fund, and consent and agree to be bound by the
regulations of the relief department of the said company as contained in the
book of said regulations, approved by the board of directors, which I have read
or have had read to me, and by any other regulations of the said department
hereafter adopted, and by the provisions of any agreement or agreements made
by the said company with any other corporation or corporations associating
in adminstration of their respective relief departments, in accordance with said
book of regulations.

I also agree that the said company, by its proper agents, and in the manner
provided in said regulations, shall apply as a voluntary contribution from any
wages earned by me under said employment, or from benefits that may hereafter
become payable to me, at the rate of per month, for the purpose of secur-
ing the benefits provided for in the regulations for a member of the relief fund of
the—:— class, and additional death benefit, equal to the death benefit of
the first class. Unless I shall otherwise designate In writing, with the approval
of the superintendent of the relief department, death benefit shall be payable
to (here designate the beneficiary or beneficiaries).

And If any person now or hereafter designated by me to receive the death
benefit shall not be living or shall be Incapacitated for executing the requisite

receipt and release, or if there shall be no such person, the death benefit shall be
payable as provided in the regulations of the relief department for such event.

And I agree that the acceptance of benefits from the said relief fund for injury or

death sball operate as a release of all claims for damages against said company
arising from such injury or death which could be made by or through me, and
that I or my legal representatives will execute such further Instrument as may
be necessary formally to evidence such acquittance.

I also agree that this application, when approved by the superintendent of

the relief department, shall make me a member of the relief fund on and from
the date upon which, by the provisions of the regulations and the terms of this

application, it takes effect, and shall constitute a contract between myself and
the said company, and that the terms of this application and the regulations of

said department shall, during my membership, be a part of the conditions of my
employment by the company, and that the same shall not be avoided by any
change In the character of my service, or locality where rendered while In such
employment, nor by any change in the amounts applicable from my wages to the
relief fund which I may hereafter consent to, and that the agreement that the

above-named amounts shall be appropriated from my wages shall apply also to

any other amounts arising from changes made as aforesaid, and shall constitute

an appropriation and assignment In advance to the said company, in trust, for

S. Doc. 243, 69-1—vol i 23
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the purposes of the relief fund, of such portions of my wages, which assignment
shall have precedence over any other assignment by me of my wages, or of any
claim upon them on account of liabilities incurred by me.

I also agree, for myself and those claiming through me, to be especially bound
by regulation numbered 65, providing for final and conclusive settlement of all

disputes by reference to the superintendent of the relief department and an
appeal from his decision to the advisory committee.

I certify that I am correct and temperate In my habits ; that so far as I am
aware I have no injury or disease, constitutional or otherwise, which will tend
to shorten my life, and am now in good health and able to earn a livelihood.

I also agree that any untrue or fraudulent statement made by me to the medi-
cal examiner, or any concealment of facts in this application, or resignation
from the service of the said company, or my being relieved from employment
and pay therein at the pleasure of the company or its proper officers, shall for-

feit my membership in the aforesaid relief fund and all benefits, rights, or equi-

ties arising therefrom, excepting that my leaving the service shall not (in the
absence of any of the other foregoing causes of forfeiture) deprive me of any
benefits to the payment of which I shall have previously become entitled by
reason of accident or sickness occurring while in the serivce.

This application to take effect the day of , A. D. , If I shall be
on duty on that date ; otherwise upon the date of my going on duty thereafter.

In witness whereof I have signed these presents at , in the county
of , State of , this day of , A. D. .

Witness: (Signature) .

The foregoing application is approved at the office of the superintendent of
the relief department, at . in the county of . State of ,

this day of , A. D. .

(Signature)
,

Superintendent of the Relief Department.

Application for membership in the Philadelphia and Beading Belief Association.

To the Superintendent of the Philadelphia and Beading Belief Association:
I, , of , in the county of . and State of , em-

ployed, or about to be employed, in the service of the Company as
the do hereby, by reason of such employment, apply for membership in

the Philadelphia and Reading Relief Association, and consent and agree to be
bound by the regulations of said association, as contained in the book of said
regulations, approved by the advisory committee, which I have read or have had
read to me, and by any other regulations of the said association which may
be hereafter adopted.

I also agree that the said company, my employer, or any other company whose
employees may become members of the said association, and which may here-

after employ me, shall, by its or their proper agents, and in the manner provided
in said regulations, apply as a voluntary contribution from any wages earned by
me under such employment, or from benefits that may hereafter become pay-
able to me, at the rate of ($ ) per month, for the purpose of secur-

ing the benefits provided for in the regulations for a member of the said asso-

ciation of the class, and additional death benefit equal to the death
benefit of the first class. Unless I shall otherwise designate in writing, with
the approval of the superintendent of the relief association, death benefit shall

be payable to . [Here designate the beneficiary or beneficiaries.]

And If any person now or hereafter designated by me to receive the death
benefit shall not be living at the time of my death, or shall be incapacitated
for executing the requisite receipt and release, or if there shall be no such
person, the death benefit shall be payable as provided in the regulations of the
association for such event. Any funeral or other expenses incident to my death
which shall have been paid by the superintendent of the relief association in

accordance with the regulations, shall be held to be In part payment of the said

death benefit, and the amount so paid shall be deducted from the total amount
of said death benefit before payment to the person or persons entitled to receive

the same. And, In consideration of the contribution to be made to the relief

fund of the said association by the Philadelphia and Reading Railroad Com-
pany, and its successors, and of the agreement of the several associated com-
panies In respect of any deficit in the relief fund for benefits to their respective

employees, I hereby agree that the acceptance of benefits from the said relief

fund, or from said association, for injury or death, shall operate as a release of

all claims for damages against said company, my employer, and against any
of said associated companies by which I may hereafter be employed, arising from
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Buch Injury or death, which could be made by or through me, and that I or
my legal representative will execute or, where necessary, procure to be executed,
such further instrument as may be necessary formally to evidence such ac-
quittance.

I also agree that this application, when approved by the superintendent of
said association, shall make me a member of said association on and from the
date upon which, by the provisions of the regulations of said association and
the terms of this application, It takes effect, and shall constitute a contract
between myself and said company, my employer, and such of the associated
companies by which I may be hereafter employed, and that the terms of this
application and the regulations of said association shall, during my membership,
be a part of the conditions of my employment by said companies, or any of them,
and that the same shall not be avoided by any change in the character of my
service, or locality where rendered, while in such employment, nor by any change
In the amounts applicable from my wages to the relief fund which I may here-

after consent to, and that the agreement that the above-named amounts shall

be appropriated from my wages shall apply also to any other amounts arising

from changes made as aforesaid, and shall constitute an appropriation and as-,

signment in advance, to the said company or companies, my employers, in trust,

for the purposes of said association, of such portion of my wages, which assign-

ment shall have precedence over any other assignment by me of my wages or
of any claim upon them on account of liabilities incurred by me.

I also agree for myself and those claiming through me to be especially bound
by the regulations providing for final and conclusive settlement of all disputes

by reference to the superintendent of said association and an appeal from his

decision to the advisory committee.
I certify that I am correct and temperate in my habits ; that, so far as I

am aware, I have no Injury or disease, constitutional or otherwise, which will

tend to shorten my life, and am now in good health and able to earn a livelihood.

I do hereby further acknowledge, consent, and agree that any untrue or
fraudulent statements made by me to the medical examiner, or any conceal-

ment of facts in this application, or my resignation from the service of
said company, my employer, or from any of the associated companies, or my
being relieved from employment and pay therein at the pleasure of the said
companies, or any of them, or their proper officers, shall, except as otherwise
provided in the regulations, forfeit my membership In the said association,

and all benefits, rights, and equities arising therefrom, excepting that my
leaving the service shall not (in the absence of any of the other foregoing
causes of forfeiture) deprive me of any benefits to the payment of which I

shall have previously become entitled by reason of accident or sickness occur-
ring while in the service.

This application shall take effect on the day of , A. D. , If

on that date I shall be on duty In the service of the said company ; otherwise
upon the date of my going on duty in such service, and am not at the time
suffering from injury or disease.

In witness whereof I have signed these presents at , in the county
of , State of , this day of , A. D. .

Signature of applicant.

Witness :
,

Signature of parent, guardian, or husband.
Witness: ,

Witness to signature of parent, etc.

The foregoing application Is approved at the office of the superintendent of
the Philadelphia and Reading Relief Association at Philadelphia, Pa., this
day of , A. D. .

Superintendent of the Philadelphia and Beading Relief Association.

It Is claimed by some of the defenders of these departments that membership
In them Is " strictly voluntary." This argument Is denied by the employees
and others who have Investigated the subject, and so convincing are the facts
to the contrary that the argument Is not taken seriously by those who have
become acquainted with the inside workings ; but fearing the same old argu-
ment might be presented to this Commission I will point out a few of the facts
which to my mind clearly -' prove the fallacy of the contention. In a table
which I will submit later I will show that a large majority of the employees
who have spoken on the matter say that it is necessary to join the relief
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departments to secure employment, or that they are intimidated or coerced

Into joining them after securing employment. Prof. B. R. Johnson, of the

University of Pennsylvania, who made an Investigation of these departments,
In his evidence before this Commission said

:

* * * "A prominent official of an important railway corporation told me
in a confidential conversation that he did not care whether the membership
in relief association was compulsory or not. At that time his railway made
membership in his association compulsory ; but he stated that he did not care
whether it was comimlsory to join the association or not, for the reason that
the indirect pressure that the corporation could bring to bear would accomplish
the same result."

After making this statement he was asked this question: "Did they force

the employees?" To this question he answered: "Yes." (Hearings before
the Industrial Commission on the subject of Transportation, p. 57.)

In the application for membership in the Baltimore and Ohio Relief Depart-
ment, heretofore quoted, the following appears:

" I, , of , in the county of and State of , de-
siring to be employed in the service of the Baltimore and Ohio Railroad Com-
pany as .in the department, division, do hereby, as one of
the conditions of such employment, apply for membership in the relief featm-e,

and consent and agree to be bound by all the regulations of the relief depart-
ment now in force and by any other regulations of said department hereafter
adopted applicable to the relief feature."
When an employee is required to join the relief department as a condition of

employment. Is not membership in that department compulsory?
President C. P. Huntington, of the Southern Pacific Railway, in a circular

issued February 15, 1900, establishing the relief department on that road, said:
"Applicants for employment after March 1, 1900, must become members of the
relief department before entering the company's service." (Railroad Train-
men's Journal for April, 1900, p. 335.)

I think this is sufficient evidence to prove to a reasonable mind that member-
ship in these associations is not voluntary, and I would not encroach upon the
Commission's time by submitting any further proof were it not for the fact that
In the face of all the evidence that has been produced, I expect you will find

some people who will still insist that membership is voluntary, so I wish to call

your attention to the evidence of Hon. J. K. Cowen, president of the Baltimore
and Ohio Railroad, before this Commission October 21, 1899

:

In answer to a question by Senator Mallory, he said :
" If a person comes into

the service now he agrees to go into the relief department."
In answer to a question by Commissioner Farquhar, he said :

" He can not
get into the service without going into the relief department unless he is over
age and for some special reason is relieved." (Hearings before the Industrial
Commission on Transportation, p. 305.)
The next claim made for these departments is that the money received from the

employees to keep up the fund is given in " voluntary contributions." If mem-
bership in these associations is compulsory it necessarily makes the payment of
these moneys compulsory, and to prove the former is but to prove the latter.

Therefore I think it almost a waste of time to say any more on that proposition,
but it might be well to here call your attention to the straits these companies
must have been in when making the laws to govern these departments to find

words deceptive enough to answer their purposes but still look good on the
outside.

That they were in a measure unsuccesful in this is shown by their making a
new definition for the word " contributions." On page 21 of the regulations gov-
erning the Baltimore and Ohio Relief Department I find the following: "The
word ' contribution,' wherever used in these regulations, refers to the sums paid
into the treasury of the company on account of the relief feature, either by
appropriation of wages earned or by deposits of cash for or by members."
On page 29 of the regulations governing the Pennsylvania Voluntary Relief

Department I find It defined in this way: "The word 'contribution,' wherever
used herein, shall be held to mean such portion of wages or benefits, or cash
payments in lieu thereof, as a member shall have agreed in his application shall

be applied for the purpose of securing to him the right to benefits from the relief

fund."
On page 30 of the regulations governing the Philadelphia and Reading Relief

Association I find it defined in these words: "The word 'contribution,' wher-
ever used herein, shall be held to mean such portion of wages or benefits, or
cash payments in lieu thereof, as n member ?hall have agreed ill his application
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shall be applied for the purpose of securing to him the right to benefits from the
relief fund."
They first compel a man to join these associations and agree' to allow them to

keep a part of his wages each month, and then want to call it a contribution.
If there was not an attempt at deception In this matter, why did they pick a
word that required so much defining? I believe that the general understanding
of the word contribution is to give of one's own free will, and I deny that these
employees pay this money in that spirit And while they may not have the
means of education at their command that the railway managers have, they are
well enough acquainted with the English language to know that white Is not
black and a thousand definitions will not make green mean yellow.
• Now as to the objects or motives of railway managers in operating these
departments. The companies claim that the object is benevolence. ' We dispute
this, and claim, on the other hand, that their motives are avaricious.
What the companies would have us believe are their motives are printed In

their regulations, and It might be well to quote them. On page 9 of the regula-
tions governing the Pennsylvania Railroad Voluntary Relief Department, I

find this declaration

:

" The object of this department Is the establishment and management of a
fund to be known as ' The relief fund,' for the payment of definite amounts to

employees contributing to the fund, who under the regulations shall be entitled

thereto, when they are disabled by accident or sickness, and in the event of
their death, to the relatives or beneficiaries specified in the applications of such
employees."
On page 3 of the regulations governing the Philadelphia and Reading Relief

Association, the purpose is stated in this language:
"The object of this association is the establishment and management of a

fund to be known as ' The relief fund,' for the payment of definite amounts to
members of the association, when, under the regulations thereof, they shall be
entitled thereto by reason of disablement from accident, sickness, or other
cause, and, in the event of their death, to their relatives or other beneficiaries

specified in their applications for membership or thereafter designated in ac-

cordance with the said regulations."
On page 4 of the regulations governing the Baltimore and Ohio Relief De-

partment, it is put briefly in this language

:

"The relief feature will afford relief to Its members entitled thereto when
they are disabled by injury or sickness, and to their families in the event of
their death."
But we are fully convinced that these luring promises are only for the pur-

pose of throwing dust in the eyes of the employees, and that the primary
objects of the railroad companies in operating these departments are to deprive
the employees of the right to sue in case of injury, and to keep them out of
labor organizations.
As I have said before, I think if these two things could not be accomplished

there would not be many relief associations in existence. Taking the second
question first, I will give you what I think are good reasons to base this claim on

:

In the first place, many of the employees say that- they believe one of the
objects of the companies is to keep them out of labor organizations. They also

testify that it serves this purpose, for men are sometimes unable to keep up the
dues in the relief department and their labor organizations, and as it is com-
pulsory on them to pay dues into the relief department they must withhold their

membership from the labor organizations.
In 1889, shortly after these relief associations had been started, Mr. E. F.

O'Shea, grand secretary and treasurer of the Brotherhood of Railroad Brake-
men, in answer to questions submitted by the. Department of Labor in regard
to relief associations, said

:

" Some of the principal lines have lately organized so-called relief associa-

tions for the ostensible purpose of ' caring for our dear employees,' but the real

purpose is to undermine and ultimately to destroy the brotherhood and place
the men entirely at the mercy of the corporations. The brakeman does not
receive wages commensurate with the work he performs or the dangers he is

compelled to undergo, hence he is unable to keep up his membership in more
than one organization, and as a portion of his wages is retained each month
for his membership in the relief fund he has no choice in the matter. A protest
will result In discharge, and a discharge forfeits all moneys paid into the
fund. The relief fund is a delusion and a snare, and many of the brakemen
know It from bitter experience." (Fifth Annual Report of the Commissioner
of Labor, p. 39.)
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Prof. B. B. Johnson, in testifying before tliis commission, said : "A majority
of railroad men could not afford to carry insurance in ttie relief departments
and in the brotherhoods; both the relief departments rather worked against
the beneficial departments of the brotherhoods." Further he was asked :

" Did
it lessen their allegiance to the brotherhood organization? " To this he
answered :

" Yes ; and made It rather difficult for a man who was to be a
member of the relief department to join the brotherhoods." (Hearings before
the Industrial Commission on Transportation, p. 57.)

Now, as to the other motive that prompts these companies—that of depriving
employees of the right to recover for injury

:

Each of these companies, as will be noted by glancing over the applications
for membership in the relief department, requires as a condition of receiving-

benefits from" the fund that the employee shall release it from all claims for

damages arising from such injury.

If the companies are prompted by a spirit of benevolence, why do they take
such an unfair advantage -of an injured employee? Is it benevolence to strip

a cripple of the legal rights given him by the laws of the land? One of the
strongest evidences that the greatest desire of railroad companies is to prevent
the paying of damages is afCorded by watching their actions in such matters,
and I desire right here to call the Commission's attention to the attitude of

some of our railway managers toward their employees who have been injured
in the service and have sought redress in the courts—the way they discourage
these employees and apparently use every means at their command to suppress
the evidence and truth in these cases. For instance, a road is running from
Pennsylvania into Ohio. The laws and courts of Ohio are considered by the
employees to be more fair and equitable than those of Pennsylvania, and the
employee of this road when he sues naturally goes to Ohio to enter suit, and the
case is tried in Ohio. He has to depend on his fellow-employees, who are his

witnesses, to go voluntarily into Ohio to give evidence, because, as I understand
it, they can not be compelled to go from one State into another to give evidence
in such cases. The officers of the road go to these witnesses and tell them
that they do not have to go into Ohio to testify unless they want to, and they
give them to understand that it is the company's desire that they do not go.

These employees are talked to by their superior officers, from the train master
up to the general superintendent, and are finally persuaded not to go. Then
the only way left open for the injured employee to get their testimony is to

go into Pennsylvania and take their depositions. The practice in taking these
depositions is for the counsel on both sides to get together and mutually agree
on a date on which they will go. together and take the depositions. The counspl
for the company advises the officers of the road what day they will come, and
the company then goes to these witnesses whose testimony would be favor-
able to the employee and gets them to go to some place where they can not be
found on the day the depositions are being talcen.

It is made known to these witnesses, too, that they will lose nothing for the
loss of time and expenses while evading the lawyers. Then, too, if a good wit-
ness for the plaintiff is on a run that takes him into Ohio, and they fear he will

be subpoenaed some time while in Ohio, they will in some Instances put him on
another part of the road to work, so that he will not run Into Ohio. These wit-
nesses know and feel in their own hearts that they are doing a wrong to their
fellow-employee, but the remonstrances, or at least the suaslve talk of a general
superintendent, who has probably never honored them with an audience before,
is too much for their will power, and they finally bend. And in this way the
poor employee who has been injured through some fault of the company is

deprived of some of his best witnesses. I remember, however, of one case where
a man was handled In tliis way, and he was talcen to task for It by his lodge of

our organization ; and when he fully realized the way his fellow-workmen felt

about it, he took courage and went and freely gave his testimony ; and the plain-
tiff, who wsls a member of a sister organization, recovered several thousand
dollars for the loss of a hand.
What I desired to bring out by the foregoing was to show the means railroad

officers will resort to to save damage suits ; and it strengthens my assertion that
one of the main features of the relief departments is to prevent the collection of
damages for Injury, when the company Is liable.

But no stronger evidence can be obtained, showing the objects of these relief

associations, than to take some of the history of the actions of the companies
toward legislation which sought to nullify these release contracts. A few years
ago, when such legislation was proposed In the State of Iowa, the Chicago,
Burlington and Quincy Railroad Conpany, which operates a relief department,
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marshaled all of Its forces and Influence and resorted to some questionable
means to defeat this measure.
The fight made by the railroad employees in Iowa aroused so much public

sentiment against these departments In that part of the country that the Penn-
sylvania Company was very much disturbed lest their association would be
stripped of its best feature by State legislation in that section of the country.
So at the last session of the Indiana legislature it sought to legalize Its relief
department by statute and had its attorneys draft the following bill, which was
introduced in the senate by a senator who was favorable to that corporation:

[Engrossed senate bill No. 335.]

A BILL for an act malring it lawful for railroad companies owning or operating railroads in the
State of Indiana, and for all other corporations, companies, firms, or persons employing labor
in said State, to organize and maintain relief departments for the creation, maintenance, and
management of relief funds for the payment of benefits to employees contributing to such
funds when disabled by accident or sickness, and in the event of their death to their relatives
or other beneficiaries, authorizing employees to agree to contribute, and to contribute volun-
tarily to such funds, jproviding that the expense and cost of managing, caring for, investing,
and disbursing such funds shall be borne solely by said corporation, companies, firms, or per-
sons; that they shall be liable for the safe-lceeping thereof, and for any deficiency in said funds,
providing for the acceptance of benefits from said funds by the members and their benefici-
aries, and prescribing the effect of such acceptance, and matters relating thereto, and declar-
ing an emergency.

Section 1. Be it enacted by the general assembly of the State of Indiana, That
It shall be lawful for railroad companies owning or operating railroads in said
State, and for all other corporations, companies, firms, or persons employing
labor In said State to organize and maintain relief departments for the creation,

maintenance, and management of relief funds for the payment of benefits in

definite amounts to employees contributing to such funds when they are dis-

abled by accident or sickness, and, in the event of their death, to the relatives or
other beneficiaries of the decedent who may be specified In the application for
membership of such employees.

Sec. 2. The employees of such companies, corporations, firms, and persons may
agree to contribute and may contribute voluntarily to the creation and main-
tenance of such funds, but all the expense and cost of managing, caring for.

Investing, and disbursing such funds shall be borne solely by the companies, cor-

porations, firms, and persons, and they shall be liable for their safe-keeping and
for any deficiency in the funds to pay the benefits agreed upon.

Sec. 3. In case of personal injui-y to any employee or of his death while a
member of any such relief department and entitled to benefits, he or his bene-
ficiary named in the application for membership may accept the benefits from
the relief fund in lieu and in bar of any damages resulting from such injury
or death, and the acceptance of benefits from the relief fund to which such em-
ployee or his beneficiary is entitled by reason of membership in the relief de-
partment shall be a valid defense to any action for damages resulting from
such injury or death, but nothing contained herein or in any contract of such
employees shall operate to deprive him or his representatives of his or their

right of action for damages resulting from such injury or death if such em-
ployee or his beneficiary does not accept the benefits from such relief fund.

Sec. 4. An emergency exists for the immediate taking effect of this act ; there-
fore the same shall be In force from and after its passage.

The company worked hard for the passage of this measure and kept a num-
ber of its employees at Indianapolis trying to show the legislators the blessings

of their so-called " voluntary relief department." The bill was referred to the
committee on judiciary, which reported the bill with amendment, as follows

:

" Mb. Pkesident : Your committee on judiciary, to which was referred senate
bill No. 335, introduced by Senator Hogate, has had the same under considera-
tion and begs leave to report the same back to the senate with the recommenda-
tion that said bill be amended by adding to section 3 the following

:

"Amend by adding to section 3 the following:
"

' Provided. That there shall be paid to any employee or beneficiary any and
all benefits to which he is entitled by reason of such membership for the period
of 15 days after his Injury, and the acceptance of such benefit shall not operate
as a bar in a suit for damages on account of such injury ; and any act done, or
any release or contract executed, within 15 days of any injury received by any
member of any such association, shall not be a bar to any suit for damages on
account of said Injury ; and that when so amended said bill do pass.'

" J. D. Bably, OJiairman."

The amended report was conrnrred In February 17, 1899, and on February 24,

1899, the bill was called up by Senator Hogate, the man who introduced it, and
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read a third time by sections. It was then again amended by striking out all

of lines 11 and 12, after the word " death," In section 3. And then It was still

further amended by striking out all of section 3.

This left a measure that was undeceptlve and would have carried out every
principle set forth in the Pennsylvania Company's declaration of purposes of Its

relief fund. But this kind of legislation was not what it was seeking; It was
seeking to legalize these release contracts ; and when these Iniquitous pro-

visions were stricken from the bill the senator who had introduced it, and, as

I understand it. Introduced it at the instance of the Pennsylvania Company,
moved to strike out the enacting clause, which motion prevailed, and It killed

the bill.

Mr. Chairman, I have taken particalar pains to look up the history of this

Indiana legislation in order to give you the exact facts. I placed myself in

communication with the secretary of state of Indiana ; also with the chairman
of the legislative board of railroad employees of that State, who was In attend-

ance at Indianapolis during that session of the legislature, and to substantiate

my statements I submit their letters:

Depabtment OF State,
Indianapolis, Ind., January 22, 1900.

H. R. Fuller, Washington, D. G.

Deab Sib : I herewith inclose to you a type-written copy of senate bill No. 335,

introduced in the senate of the sixty-first general assembly. The original bill,

with the amendments added thereto, had been ordered to engrossment, after

which, on February 24, the enacting clause was stricken out, and therefore the
bill was killed.

Very truly, yours, Geo. W. Gonsee, Deputy Secretary.

I again wrote to the secretary of state for moi'e details in regard to this bill

and received the following letter

:

Indianapolis, Ind., March 12, 1900.

H. R. Fuller, Washington, D. 0.

Dear Sir : Replying to your favor of March 10, I beg to say that senate bill

No. 335 was introduced into the general assembly by Hon. Enoch G. Hogate, a
Republican senator. On February 24, 1899, the bill was called up by Mr.
Hogate and read a third time by sections. Senator Minor, a Democrat, made
the following motion

:

" I move you that senate bill No. 335 be referred to a committee of one and
amended by striking out all of lines 11 and 12 after the word ' death ' In section

S," which motion prevailed.

Senator Morris Winfield, a Democrat from the district composed of Cass and
Pulaski counties, made the following motion

:

" I move you that senate bill No. 335 be amended by reference to a committee
of one, its author, with instructions to strike out section 3," which motion pre-

vailed, on a decision whereon 21 senators voted in the affirmative and 13 sena-
tors voted in the negative.
The bill as amended did not meet the approval of Senator Hogate, who there-

upon moved to strike out the enacting clause, which motion prevailed. If there
is any blame to be attached to either party for the defeat of this bill, It can
only be attached to the Democratic party.

Very truly, yours,
Union B. Hunt, Secretary of State.

The following is the statement made by Mr. B. L. Frederick, the chairman of
the railroad employees' legislative board:

Indianapolis, Ind., May 16, 1899.

H. R. Fuller, McKees Rocks, Pa.

Dear Sir : Your letter of the 1st instant relative to the bill Introduced at the
last session of the general assembly of this State, making it lawful for railroad
companies and other corporations to organize and maintain relief departments,
received.

This bill, which was known as S. B. 336 and introduced by Senator Hogate, of

Boone County, was, I understand, drawn up by Mr. Samuel O. Pickens, of this

city, and the chief counsel for the Pittsburg, Cincinnati, Chicago and St Louis
Railway in this State. This company (Pittsburg, Cincinnati, Chicago and St
Louis Railway) kept 6 of their employees stationed at the state house during
the entire session, working in the interest of this measure—they having a list

showing the percentage of members and nonmembers on each division to show
that the relief department as conducted by that company was purely voluntary
and not compulsory. On 2 or 3 of these divisions the percentage of membership
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was as low as 60 per cent, but upon Investigation I find the majority of the
employees on these divisions that have a low percentage are men who are past
the prime of life and would be considered by other Insurance companies as
poor risks.

The bill met with great opposition from the representatives of the employees
for this reason: That the acceptance of the benefits of the relief association
was a valid defense for the company In a suit for damages.
When the bill came up for passage with the ameudmeut attached all interest

was lost, showing conclusively that the bill was Introduced to have the relief
departments act as a bar in a suit for damages.
Trusting you will find this information sufficient, I am, sir,

Veiy respectfully, yours, B. L. Fkedebick.
Chairman Indiana Legislative Board.

Subscribed and sworn to before me this 29th day of March, A. D. 1900.

[seal.] John W. Donnelly,
'Notary Public in and for CooJc County, Illinois.

Now, I wish to call your attention to the remarljable wording of the title of
this bill. Note how lucidly it sets forth every provision of the bill except the
release provision. That is covered by these harmless-appearing words :

" and
prescribing the effect of such acceptance, and matters relating thereto." Indeed,
the language of the bill is almost a repetition of that In the title, with this one
exception. If there was not an attempt to deceive, why did they not clearly
express this pirovision in the title of the bill? If this release clause was fair,

why were they afraid to set it forth in the title as they did the other provisions
of the bill? Why did they not say in the title :

" and the acceptance of benefits
from the relief fund shall be a valid defense to any action for damages resulting
from such injury or death?"
But this is not all the evidence that can be produced to show that the greatest

object aimed at is to save damage suits. The employees are almost uutinimous
in that opinion. Prof. E. R. Johnson, whose testimony I have already referred
to several times, speaks this way :

" I think the corporations have organized the
relief departments not from philanthrophy, but because it Is good business."
He further says :

" I think the economic motive is the motive of the corpora-
tions." (Hearings before the Industrial Commission on transportation, pp.
58-59.)

President Cowen, of the Baltimore and Ohio Railroad Company, In his evi-

dence before this Commission, said: "And practically the effect of the relief

department has been to almost entirely wipe out litigation with employees on
account of injuries ; not entirely, but almost entirely. I think really it is quite
a rare case now for us to have much trouble with our employees."

If we had no more evidence, would not this admission make absurd any pre-
tension that the relief departments were not organized for the purpose of saving
damage suits?
But it is argued by the friends of the relief associations that anything that

will save litigation is commendable. To my mind this is a wrong conception. I

will agree, however, that anything that will remove the cause for litigation is

commendable. We should not allow the railroad companies to escape the respon-
sibility for injury to their employees, and then they would take more precau-
tions to protect the lives and limbs of their employees ; and the result would
be a decrease in the number of accidents, and consequently the cause for litiga-

tion would be lessened. This would be going to the root of the evil, which is

the right way to go about it.

It Is said by those who have Investigated this question that the companies
contribute only about 16 or 20 per cent of the relief funds, but still they claim
the right to make an employee release them from responsibility for injury

before they will allow him to draw benefits from this fund of which he and his

fellow employees have contributed over 80 per cent. For the paltry sum which
Is the company's contribution to the benefits he draws, he is deprived of the
legal rights given him by the laws of the land. To plainly show the real in-

justice of this part of the scheme I will draw an example of how it works with
an employee who is injured and Is entitled by law to recover for such injury

:

An employee who Is a member of the relief department loses an arm. We
would say that the courts would allow him $5,000 for this injury. We will

now say that he receives $100 from the relief fund, $20 of which the company
has contributed. For this $120 he surrenders his right to the $5,000 which he
is entitled to according to law, and he is out the difference between $20 and
$5,000, which is $4,980.
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As previously stated, the companies have the majority on the governing

boards, and therefore practically make the laves and dictate the policy of these

associations ; and it is impossible for the employees' representatives to change
these laws to an equitable basis.

I asli the question : If the employees contribute 80 per cent of the funds why
should they not have a majority representation? I would like to be shown
another business institution that is run in such an arbitrary manner. Where
if you please, could we find a railroad president or director who owns the con-

trolling interest in a road who would allow it to be run by the minority stock-

holders?
I have often heard the phrase used, " the tail wagging the dog," hut It never

presented itself so strongly to me as It does in this feature of the relief

departments.
The amounts paid In disability and death claims by these associations are not

commensurate with the amounts paid in dues. The insurance departments of

our brotherhoods, and even the old-line insurance companies, give better rates.

I have not had the time myself to go into this feature of the question and give

you the exact figures, but I have here a very able and carefully prepared com-
parison made by one of the editors of our organizations, which I submit, aa
follows

:

THE PLANT SYSTEM—BELIEF AND HOSPITAL DEPARTMENT.

We alluded to the philanthropic pose of Superintendent Dunham, of the
Plant System, in our August number, and stated therein that in forcing his

relief and hospital scheme on the employees it was compelling them to share the
company's losses without sharing In its profits.

We have before us the printed application for membership which is headed
" Plant System relief and hospital department." This document is too long for

space at our disposal in this issue, and we will use such quotations as will

answer our purpose at this time and If found necessary will publish in full

later. This, document Is addressed to the superintendent and chief surgeon,

and reads (the name and place added) :

" I, Richard Roe, of Brunswick, Ga., desiring to be employed In the service of
(he companies constituting the Plant System as engineer In the train depart-
ment, do hereby, as one of the conditions of such employment, apply for mem-
bership In the relief and hospital department, and consent and agree to be hound
by all regulations of the relief and hospital department now In force, and by
any other regulations of said department hereafter adopted."

It will be readily seen that employment In any capacity depends upon the
physical possibility of the applicant coming within the requirements of the med-
ical examination, which Is more searching than the examination of any old-line

Insurance company, as It covers not only physical conditions hut eyesight, hear-
ing, and color list. And it Is safe to say that no man, however proficient In the
business, or how badly he may need work or they need his services, can obtain
It only through the one channel, the relief and hospital department, and not then
if for any reason the superintendent or medical examiner does not want him to
pass. The application further says

:

" I also agree that the said companies, or either of them, by Its or their proper
agents and In the manner provided in said regulations, shall apply monthly In

advance, from the first wages earned by me under said employment In each cal-

endar month, sums at the rate of per month as a condition to the relief and
hospital department for the purpose of securing the benefits provided by said
regulations for a member of class to myself, or in the event of my death
to .

" I expressly stipulate that my marriage shall ipso facto have the effect to

substitute my wife in the place and stead of the beneficiary named above to

receive said benefits in the event of my death, if she be then living.
" I further agree that this application, when accepted by the superintendent

and chief surgeon, shall constitute a contract between myself and the said com-
panies, and each of them, as a condition of my employment by the company, gov-
erned in its construction and effect by the laws of the State of Georgia, and as

such be an irrevocable power and authority to said companies, or either of them,
to appropriate the above amounts from my wages and apply the same as afore-

said, and shall constitute an appropriation and assignment In advance to the
said companies, or either of them. In trust for the purposes of the relief and hos-

pital department, of such portions of my wages, which assignment shall hare
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precedence over any other assignment by me of my wages, or of any claim upon
them on account of liabilities incurred by me. •

" I further agree that in consideration of the contributions of said companies
to the relief and hospital department, and of the guaranty by them of the pay-
ments of the benefits aforesaid, the acceptance of benefits from the said relief
and Jwspltal department for injury or death shall operate as a release of all

claims against said companies, and each of them, for damages by reason of such
injury or death which could be made by or through me ; and that the superin-
tendent and chief surgeon may require, as a condition precedent to the payment
of such benefits, that all acts by him deemed appropriate or necessary to effect

the full release and discharge of said companies, and each of them, from all

such claims, be done by those who might bring suit for damages by reason of
such injury or death ; and also that the bringing of such a suit by me, my bene-
ficiary, or legal representative, or for the use of my beneficiary alone, or with
others, or the payment by any of the companies aforesaid of damages for such
Injury or death, recovered in any suit or determined by compromise, or of any
costs incurred therein, shall operate as a release in full to the relief and hospital
department of all claims by reason of my membership therein.

" I also agree, for myself and those claiming through me, to be specially

bound by regulation No. 13, providing for the final and conclusive settlement of

all disputes by reference to the superintendent and chief surgeon of the relief

and hospital department ; and an appeal from his decision to the committee on
the relief and hospital department.

I understand and agree that this application, when accepted by the superin-
tendent and chief surgeon shall constitute a contract between me and the said
companies, and each of them, by which my rights as a member of said relief

and hospital department and as an employee of said companies, or either of
them, shall be determined as to all matters within its scope, that each of the
statements herein contained and each of my answers to the questions aslted by
the medical examiner, and hereto annexed, shall constitute a warranty by me,
the truth whereof shall be a condition of payment of any of the benefits

aforesaid."

It will be noted that the applicant agrees that the acceptance of his applica-

tion creates a fixed and immutable condition of his employment. He also

agrees to obtain a release, if requested, from all parties who might come within
the scope of law for bringing a suit against the company, and that the bringing
of a suit shall act as a positive release of the companies' liability to pay any
part of the indemnity accruing from his monthly payments and membership in

the relief and hospital department. He also agrees that his rights in the in-

demnity department and his position as an employee shall rest upon the truth
of his answers to the medical examiner, and without qualifications. One might
state what he believed to be absolutely true of his own physical condition and
still be as wide of the truth as many of the students with M. D. attached to their

names in making an examination. The applicant takes this risk all to himself,

as he does all the other risks incident to his employment and insurance with this

philanthropic company.- We append below the fixed and immutable condition of

employment of all classes of employees on the Plant System. In this exhibit
they take pains to say, " Free medical and surgical attendance by company's
surgeons to all members," and that members must Insure in the class their

salary calls for. We shall see later whether medical attendance Is free to

anyone but the Plant company.

The Plant System relief and hospital department, what it costs, and benefits to be

derived.

Class according to salary per month. A.-I35 or
under.

B.—Over
$36 and not
more than

$50.

C—Over
$50 and not
more than

$75.

D.—Oyer
$75 and not
more than

$100.

B.—More
than $100.

CloM according to eviployment.

Costper month;
First class (those engaged in oper-
ating trains)

Second class (not so engaged)
$1.25
1.00

$2.60
2.00

$3.50
2.75

$4.60
8.60

$6.60
1.25
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77ie riant System relief and hospital department, what it costs, and benefits to be

derived—Continued.

Class according to salary per month. A.-$35 or
under.

B.—Over
$35 and not
more than

$50.

C—Over
$50 and not
more than

$76.

D.—Over
$75 and not
more than

$100.

E.—More
than $100.

First or second class.

Benefits:
For accidental injiiries per day, not
Including Sundays-

$0.60
.26

.60

600.00
250.00

$1.00
.60

1.00

1,000.00
600.00

$1.60
.75

1.60

1,600-00
750.00

$2.00
1.00

2.00

2,000.00
1,000.00

$2.60
After 26 weeks

For sickness per day, notincluding
first 6 working days or Sundays,

".26

2.60

In event of death from—
2,600.00

Natural causes ...... 1,250.00

Free medical and surgical attendance by company's surgeons to all members. No charge will

be made to members for care and treatment while in hospitals. For care of the families of mem-
bers in company's hospitals, actual cost will be charged with an addition of 10 per cent.
Members employing other than the company's surgeons will do so at their own expense.

Benefits will not be paid in such cases unless reported promptly on relief and hospital depart-
ment Form 12.

Employees becoming members of the department must insure in the class their salary requires.

Now, the second class, not In train service, is necessarily made up of all the

other classes that compose the necessary force employed; and as there are six

classes listed in old-line companies before we come to hazardous, It will be fair

to take the middle class, called ordinary, and turning to this column we find

$1,000, and $7.50 weekly indemnity. Old-line company, 84i cents a month, or

$10.12 a year ; Plant System, $2 a month, or $24 a year ; $1,500 old line. $7.50

weekly benefits, 94 cents a month, or $11.25 per year; Plant, same class, $2.75

per month, or $33 a year ; $2,000 old line, $12 a week, $1.46 per month, or $17.52

per year ; Plant, same class, $3.50 a month, or $42 per year ; $2,500 old line,

$12.50 per week, $1.56i a month, or $18.75 per year; Plant, same class, $4.25

per month, or $51 per year. In roads where hospital department only is main-
tained, the payments would, we think, not exceed $4.50, $6, $9, and $12 a year
for these classes, and the Plant's excess charges over the old-line company is

$13.88, $21.75, $24.48, and $32.25 a year—almost three times as much as the

cost of hospital maintenance. This looks like a good big margin for the Plant
System, and we will leave the reader to estimate whether the medical service is

free or whether the employee pays th'e bill. And when we realize, as we all do,

that a very small percentage of the above class get killed, and consequently the
maturing claim by natural death being paid only one-half, we do not think the
Plant System will be bankrupt by its philanthropy. Now. we will make a com-
parison of the other class

—
" extra hazardous," as they are listed by the old-line

companies.
Now, the condition for an engineer or conductor who earns more than one

hundred dollars a month is a payment of $5.50 per month, or $66 a year, on a
$2,500 policy, with $15 weekly indemnity for 26 weeks, and one-half, or $7.50, If

he is disabled more than 26 weeks, and full payment on his policy if he is killed

while on duty in the service of the company ; but if he dies from other causes
he receives only $1,250, and benefits on account of accidental injury will be paid
only when shown by evidence satisfactory to the superintendent to have been
received while actually engaged in the performance of duty in the service of

the company.
Now, the old-line schedule before me lists $2,500, extra hazardous, $15 weekly

Indemnity, at $4.26 a month, or $51.36 a year, and full payment of $2,500 whether
killed following his occupation or otherwise or dies a natural death. And when
we understand that about sixtj' of every one hundred maturing policies under
the Plant System would only receive $1,250, because 60 per cent die natural
deaths, and that indemnity is not paid when injury is received when not on
duty. It does not take long to fathom the Incentive that actuates its superin-
tendent in adopting this means of relieving the Plant Company of sustaining its

legitimate liabilities, and possibly having something left, and with no means
provided by which one of these employees who have paid excess charges over
Engineers—a difference of $271,250 ; this, added to the $258,863 excess payment
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cost of maintenance ever getting any of it back. And if tliey are discharged or
leave the service of the company these accumulations, which are sure to accrue,
remain the property of some one—Who?
Now, we will make a comparison with the Brotherhood of Locomotive Engi-

neers' Mutual Life and Accident Association. This is the extra-hazardous risk.

For the twelve months ending July 20, 1896, there were 141 natural deaths, 73
killed and died from injuries received, 17 loss of hand or foot, and 22 loss of
eye, a total of 253. Of the killed, 1 was throvsm from his horse, 3 died from
gunshot wounds, 1 thrown from a buggy, 1 drowned, and 1 killed in a cyclone,
and these the Plant would pay half or declare them forfeited entirely. The cost
of carrying $2,500 in the Brotherhood of Locomotive Engineers' Mutual Life and
Accident Association for the past year, with 30 liabilities maturing for loss of
hand, foot, or eye, has been $41.66, and the cost of weekly indemnity equal to
the Plant is carried on in many of our divisions for 75 cents a month, or .fO a
year, making a total of $50.66 for $2,500, with weekly indemnity and the policy
always paid in full. Now, let us see what the difference would amount to paid
in full, as the Brotherhood of Locomotive Engineers does, and natural deaths
one-half, as the Plant System does. Two hundred and fifty-three policies
maturing at $2,500 amounts to $630,000. Now, the Plant System would only
pay in full for those killed—78—$182,500. As they would not pay for loss of
hand or eye, they would only pay on the 141 natural deaths $176,251 ; total,

$358,750. In favor of the Plant Company, $271,250 on policy payments only, as
compared with the Brotherhood of Locomotive Engineers' insurance. If the
Brotherhood of Locomotive Engineers paid its policy holders on the same basis

the Plant does, it would cost but $22.50 a year to pay the bill and cost of collect-

ing. Now, the men on the Plant System have paid $15.34 a year more for their

rislc being cairied by the Plant than the Brotherhood of Locomotive Engineers'
insurance has cost its members, and they have paid $14.64 more than an old-line

company would ask, and on the ordinary class almost three times as much as
the rate in an old-line company.
For further comparison we will take the number carried by the Brotherhood

of Locomotive Engineers' insurance department which are all extra hazardous,
and in which all payments are made in full, and loss of hand, eye, or foot paid
the same as on death, which will give 39 more maturing policies than in either

the Plant or the old-line company. For the information of the members of the
Brotherhood of Locomotive Engineers' insurance we will take the average num-
ber carried during the year, our figures being based on the actual records of the
insurance assessments for that time. We will give the amount of cost to the
insured to carry $2,500 and $15 a week in each of the three and deduct the
amount that would be paid on matured policies in each, leaving the balance to

cover weekly indemnity, profit, or surplus.

In the Brotherhood of Locomotive Engineers' insurance 16,860 members pay
in $50.66 a year, or a total of $854,127.60, and receive on 253 matured policies

(the last year's record as to actual number of policies paid) $630,000, leaving
balance of $224,127.60 to meet weekly indemnities. The old-line companies'
figures on same number would be : Paid in by insured, at $51.36 a year, $865,929.
As they do not pay for loss of hand, foot, or eye, we will deduct 17 for loss of
hand, or foot and. 22 for loss of eye, a total of 39, leaving matured policies in

old-line company 214 instead of 253, and this total would be $535,000. This
deducted from the amount paid in would leave a balance of $330,929 to meet
weekly indemnity claims, commissions, and profits—$106,801.40 more than the
Brotherhood of Locomotive Engineers. The Plant System of payments, $66 a
year on 16,860 members, would amount to $1,112,760, and they, like the old-line

company, do not pay for hand, foot, or eye, and would stand at 214, same as the
other. Besides this, however, they do not pay but half on natural deaths ; so

the account would stand (talking our record again), accidental deaths, 73, at

$2,500, $182,500 ; natural deaths, 141, at $1,250=$176,251, or a total of $358,750,
and there has been $1,112,760 paid in, leaving a balance in favor of the Plant
of $754,010—$529,873 more than the Brotherhood of Locomotive Engineers.
Now, the members of the Brotherhood of Locomotive Engineers' insurance pay
in $11,802 less than the same risk in an old-line company, and pay out for loss

of hand, foot, or eye 39 matured claims, amounting to $98,500, and having paid
In $11,802 less the saving would stand $110,302 in favor of the Brotherhood of

Locomotive Engineers' insurance. And when we compare it with the Plant
System the members of the Brotherhood of Locomotive Engineers' insurance
would pay in $258,863 less, and get in return, as we have shown, but $358,750
oa matured policies in lieu of $630,000 from the Brotherhood of Locomotive
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shows the cost to be greater than that of the Brotherhood of Locomotive Engi-
neers by $530,113. Our exhibit shows a balance to meet weekly Indemnity of

$224,127.60, the old-line companies' indemnity fund as $330,929, and the Plant
as $754,000. We have not considered the greater factor in proportion to the
number employed in railroad service which do not come under the class of

extra hazardous, and by examination It will be found that the saving for some
one besides the insured in that class is very much greater in percentage, and
while the number employed on the Plant System we presume is considerably
smaller than that we have used in this article, we think we are safe in saying
that this philanthropic Superintendent Dunham will be able without much diffi-

culty to figure out enough to at least pay the doctors and do so without using
any of the Plant System's earnings, but get it out of the pockets of the employee,
not by voluntary contribution, but by a system of coercion, the employee being
afraid to do otherwise, fearing the loss of position. There are other railroad

companies that have paternalism with similar conditions, but it has been left for

Superintendent Dunham to reach the extreme in compelling the employee to

more than pay the company's losses without sharing in its profits. The owners
of the Plant System can not relieve themselves of their responsibility for having
a tyrant as their business manager, who resorts to every kind of scheme of
good or ill repute to foster his or their interests.

I presume there are those Interested in the Plant Relief and Hospital Asso-
ciation who will try to deny the statements in this article, and to show that the
company is not only doing their share toward expense, and are really actuated
by a love of caring for their employees, but in doing so—if they wish to be hon-
est in it—they must first show what had been the legitimate cost of medical at-

tendance on the company's business before the employee began to pay the bills;

and also show the real diminution of the expense of their legal department, by
virtue of the contract the employee signs, forfeiting his claims to the benefits

which should accrue to him from his own payments into the relief and hospital

fund, if he or any of his heirs or assigns should presume to sue the company,
even though the injury was caused by the grossest carelessness on the part of

the officials of the company themselves. There are those who maintain that the
employees like these associations—the contract, compulsory part, and all

—

^but

the best explanation of that is that they do not like to say they do not like it

The readers can infer as much as they like. There is a redeeming quality in

hospital departments rightly conducted. Where the collections from the em-
ployees are moderate, and where there is no ironbound contract to relieve the
company of its rightful obligation to pay legitimate claims against it, and in

which there does not enter the speculation-fostering features of the others, there
is a streak of charity in it, and though one never expected to be benefited by it

personally, having a home of his own, they willingly contribute for the benefit

of others whose circumstances differ. There is a good chance in hospital sys-

tem relieved of the other feature for company officials to be actuated by a mer-
itorious desire to benefit and relieve suffering humanity when the occasion re-

quires it. We believe the public should know what is the real intent and pur-
pose of the man at the head of the Plant System. That it is not charity, they
need not be told ; that it is gain, pure and simple, is self-evident, and ought to

be condemned. He has denied the employee the right to a voice in any condi-
tion as associated with the Plant System, and they have no voice In this relief

and hospital department. They are requested not to use their voices, but a pen
to sign away their liberties at the command of Superintendent Dunham or suffer
discharge.

This article was prepared by Mr. C. H. Salmons, the editor and manager of the
Locomotive Engineer's Journal, and was printed in that journal for September,
1896 ; and Mr. Salmon writes me that no one has so far understaken to disprove
any of the statements contained in it.

One of the great luring promises put forth by the relief departments is the
pension feature. This is also looked upon with suspicion by the men, as they
claim that a man who has stamina enough about him to protest against unfavor-
able conditions being imposed upon him will not be allowed to remain in the
service long enough to be put upon the pension list; and they prefer to look

after their own future rather than have paternalism exercised over them by the
companies.
The Interstate Commerce Commission, in its Thirteenth Annual Report, in

touching on the question of relief departments, said

:

" There are some conditions imposed upon members by the relief departments
which have provoked no little criticism. For instance, objection Is made that

two of the railroad companies make membership a condition of employment;
another objection is that, generally, membership Is forfeited when the em-
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ployee's service in tlie company terminates, and still anotlier is that all the relief
departments provide that an employee or his beneficiary, by accepting the bene-
fits offered by the relief, thereby waives any legal right to recover damages against
the company in case of Injury or death caused by accident. It Is also urged against
these relief departments that they create in the mind of the employee a sense
of dependence on the continued good will of the employer, since any beneficial
Interest in the relief fund ceases upon the discharge of the employee or his
voluntary retirement from the employer's service. Moreover, when contracts
are exacted requiring membersliip of relief departments as a condition of
receiving employment, there is said to be a tendency toward, if not the actual
assumption of, powers which ought not to be exercised by railway corporations."
(Tenth Annual Report of the Interstate Commerce Commission, p. 111.)
The following are a few editorials from the journals of our organizations,

which contain some very good arguments against these relief associations, and
will, I believe, be of some assistance to the Commission :

" One of his admirers, in writing of the life of Mr. McLead, declared him to be
a democrat in his dealings with his employees, and in support of his statement
said there was no hand on the Reading so much covered with dust and grease
that the president would not shalie it. Another proof of his solicitude for his
employees was made as follows :

' The first thing he did upon assuming promi-
nence in the company was to start a relief association among the men, which
has a membership of 15,216 and a surplus in the treasury of $228,480.43. The
receipts of the association last year were $262,787.28 and the disbursements
were $241,101.91. It is administered by an advisory board composed of ordi-
nary employees and a number of the representatives of the Reading's board of
managers.' This loolss good and sounds better, but the romance and sentiment
attached to the story can not bury the truth. * * * There is not the first

principle of democracy in any part of it, although there is an assumption of
such in allowing ordinary employees to meet and hear tlje managers of the road
direct the government of the association. The fact that the board of managers
have their representatives to assist gives a pretty fair idea how far the wishes
of the employees are allowed to govern. Membership in this far-sighted and
benevolent association is made a condition of employment; promise not to join
any labor organization, or to withdraw from those already joined, is part of the
same contract drawn by this democrat. Under the guise of philanthropy this

association has taken from the men on the system in one year over $262,787 and
given them in return $241,101, while the balance is kindly held for them by
the company, which is anything but a reliable depository. This same democrat
would have extended his pet scheme to the leased lines had the employees of
those lines not met the proposition with organized and determined resistance,

and had system federation not been in force among the organizations of railroad
employees on the leased lines, they too would be paying tribute to this, the
greatest philanthropic fake the workingmen of this country have ever had to

submit to. Their combined front presented in opposition to this infamous
proposition alone saved them from the humiliation of placing their necks under
this oppressive yoke." * * • (Railroad Trainmen's Journal for May, 1893,

p. 381.)

The Railway Conductor for March, 1897, page 180, speaking on a law Intro-

duced in Iowa to declare void all contracts wherein employees waived their

rights to recover for Injuries by accepting benefits from relief departments^

' This is the substance of the contention we have always made upon this sub-

ject, and is no more than common sense and common justice would dictate.

When men are compelled to pay for their insurance it is their property, no mat-
ter whether It be the company employing them or some private corporation
selling the insurance, and the fact that they accept insurance for which they
have paid should have no more bearing upon their right to collect from the
company for damages received than the acceptance of groceries upon the same
terms. So long as the men are obliged to support the insurance they should
be protected In their right to the product of their investment, and the companies
should not be allowed to exploit them in this way In order to save having to

pay for damages wrongfully inflicted. The measure is a just one and should
be made law, not only in Iowa, but in all the States where similar attempts are
being made to compel railroad men to insure themselves against the ignorance
or carelessness of others in the interest of the employing corporations.

" BELIEF ASSOCIATION CONTKACTS.

" This subject has attracted the attention of railway employees to an unusual
degree of late, and has been brought prominently to the attention of legislatois
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by the numerous appeals on the part of railway employees for legislation which
would more fairly protect their interests than that which now exists.

" Voluntary or so-called voluntary relief associations, practically or wholly
controlled by the employing corporation, and in which their employees or seek-

ers after employment are required to hold membership or declare their willing-

ness to do so, have always been distasteful to the employees. Aside from the
natural resentment felt by the employee, the principal objection to these relief

associations lies in the fact that the employee, upon becoming a member of the
association, is required to si^n a contract under which if he is injured while in

the discharge of his duties and accepts the temporary financial relief provided
by the association, he relinquishes and releases all right to recover damages
against the employing corporation through suit at law. On the one hand, it

is held that the man in search of employment, and who has behind him the im-
perative duty of providing for those who are dependent upon his dally toil for
sustenance, will not hesitate long about signifying his willingness to become a
member of the relief association.

" It is claimed that the contract releasing the company from liability for
damages in consideration of receiving benefits from the association is secured
under duress ; that it is against public policy ; that it laclis the essential to
all contracts—consideration ; tliat it strilies down the voluntary right to con-
tract, and that it la(^ks mutuality. On the other hand, all these claims are denied
and it Is claimed that the contract is a purely voluntary one. It is said that
the employee can elect for himself, in the event of his receiving personal injury,
whether he will relinquish his claim against the relief association or release
his right to attempt to recover through appeal to the courts. Inasmuch as the
employee can secure insurance against accident, and even against illness from
many causes, without any conditions other than the payment of the premium,
and that premium but slightly, if any, higher than that paid to the relief asso-
ciation, it can not be said that the association is maintained through a spirit of
pure magnanimity. It is established and mantained as a means of escaping
legal liability for personal injuries to employees.
"At the last session of the Iowa legislature an amendment to the laws of the

State abrogating and avoiding such contracts of release of liability was the
occasion of the most earnest and spirited contest during the session. In the
closing hours of the session the amendment was defeated in the senate, having
been passed by a very large majority of the house. It will undoubtedly be
again Introduced at the next session, and one, at least, of its strongest oppo-
nents in the last session has declared his Intention of supporting it in the
future." (Editorial from the Railway Conductor for November, 1897, p. 753.)
The following resolution was adopted by the State legislative board of

railroad employees of Pennsylvania, at its meeting at Sunbury, Pa., April 27,
1900:
"Whereas the relief associations now operated by the Baltimore and Ohio,

Pennsylvania, and Philadelphia and Reading Railroad companies impose unfair
conditions on the employees of said roads, inasmuch as the employees are
required to pay the largest part of the money that goes to make up the funds,
but are denied the right of majority representation on the managing boards,
and are required to release the companies from responsibility for injury before
they can receive benefits from these funds which they themselves have furnished
the greatest part of; and as membership In these associations is practically
compulsory, it keeps employees out of labor organizations, as many of them
find it difficult to pay the dues in both, and they are therefore denied the
benefits and protection which labor organizations give them, and in consequence
are left more to the mercy of the companies ; and as these roads branch out
and absorb new lines, these unjust conditions are imposed upon the employees
of the new lines taken in : Therefore, be It

"Resolved, That we condemn these associations, and assert that instead of
their object being that of benevolence, as claimed by the companies, they are
based upon iniquitous principles, controlled by arbitrary laws, and are in Viola-
tion of the laws of Congress ; and we earnestly ask Congress to investigate
these associations and pass a law that will prevent their being further imposed
upon railroad employees."

It may be said, as has been said before, that these are only the utterances of
the officers and leaders of the organizations, and they do not express the
feeling of the empolyees toward these relief departments, and that the employees
are perfectly satisfied. President Cowen, of the Baltimore and Ohio Railroad
Company, said in his testimony before this commission

:

" I believe that the arrangement is not only a perfectly fair one, but I think
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It is one which Is approved by 99 per cent of our men." (Hearings before the
Industrial Commission on transportation, p. 306.)

^.^^''?*.L*°
^^^ *^^* ^^- Cowen either did not know what he was talking about

or tried to misrepresent matters to this Commission." Which was the case I
am, of course, unable to say. I had talked with many employees of the Balti-
more, and Ohio Railroad, and never heard one of them say that he was satis-
fied with the relief department, but after reading this statement of Mr. Cowen's
I concluded that it was proper that this Commission should be furnished with
evidence coming directly from the employees ; so, with the approval of Grand
Master Mornssey, of the Brotherhood of Railroad Trainmen, I sent a copy of
the following circular to each lodge of that organization located on the Balti-
more and Ohio and Pennsylvania railroads :

The Raleigh,
Washington, D. C, February 10, 1900.

To all Lodges of the Brotherhood of Railroad Trainmen on the Baltimore and
Ohio and Pennsylvania Railroads.

Deab Sirs and Brothers: The United States Industrial Commission is in-
vestigating the subject of "Railroad relief departments," and as I have been
requested by the Commission to appear before it iu the near future and give
testimony upon this and several other questions in which we are interested, I
desire to be in a position to state to the Commission exactly how the employees
feel toward these associations, and would respectfully ask you to furnish me,
over the signatures of your master and secretary and under lodge seal, answers
to the questions submitted on attached blank.
Kindly fill out this blank and return to me at Hotel Raleigh, Washington,

D. C, in the inclosed envelope at your earliest convenience. Care will be taken
to protect the officers signing this statement.

Fraternally, yours, H. R. Fullbb.

Cleveland, Ohio, February 11, 1900.

Circulation of this letter with accompanying questions is approved.

P. H. MoRRissEY, Orand Master B. R. T.

Name of railroad system upon which your lodge is located?
Number of members of your lodge employed on said system?
(1) Is membership In the relief department considered by the employees

to be voluntary or compulsory?
(2) Do men who seek employment receive it if they do not make application

for membership in the relief department?
(3) Is the blank application for membership in the relief department handed

to the new employee without solicitation on his part?
(4) Are the actions of the company's representatives such as to make him

believe that the filling out of this blank by him is necessary for him to secure
employment?

(5) Are employees who are already In the service and not members of the
relief department coerced or intimidated Into joining it?

(6) If so, In what way is this generally done?
(7) Is the amount deducted from the pay of the employees each month by

the company considered by them to be a voluntary contribution on their part,
or do they consider that they are required by the company to pay this amount
to the relief department?

(8) Do you think membership in the relief department has a tendency to
keep members out of labor organizations on account of their being unable to

pay the dues in both?
(9) Are members of the relief department granted special privileges over

those who are not members?
(10) Do the employees consider it fair that upon receiving benefits from the

relief department they should be required to release the company from responsi-
bility for injury?

(11) Do you agree with the opinion that the prime objects of the railroad

companies In operating relief departments are to deprive tlie employees of theij

right to recover for injury and to alienate their interests from our brother-

hoods?
Location of lodge, ; date, . 1900; name of lodge, ;

No. of lodge,> .

[seal.] -^
, Master.

^
, Secretary.

The following table shows the result of the answers of the employees of the
Pennsylvania Railroad to these questions

:

S. Doc. 243, 59-1—vol 4 24
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The total number of lodges making replies to the questions was 45. They
came from 36 cities and towns in 8 different States, and represent 4,081
members.
According to tlie answers received to question 1, 96 per cent say that member-

ship in the relief department is considered by the employees to be compulsory.
In answer to question 2, 78 per cent say that men who seeir employment do

not receire it if they do not make application for membership in the relief

department.
In answer to question 3, 94 per cent say the blank application for membership

In the relief department Is handed to the new employee without solicitation on
his part.

In answer to question 4, 83 per cent say that the actions of the company's
representatives are such as to malte him believe that the filling out of this blank
by him Is necessary to secure employment

In answer to question 5, 85 per cent say that employees who are already in

the service and not members of the relief department are coerced or intimi-

dated into Joining It.

The answers to question 6 show the numerous coercive, tactics employed by
the company to got the employees to join the relief department. Couple these
to the statement made by a railroad manager to Prof. E. R. Johnson, " That he
did not care whether it was compulsory to Join the association or not, for the
reason that the indirect pressure that the corporation could bring to bear would
accomplish the same result," and I think it clearly proves that the employees
are required to join these associations against their will. (For statement of
railroad manager here referred to, see Hearings before Industrial Commission
on Transportation, p. 57.)

In answer to question 7, 97 per cent say that the amount paid Into the relief

fund by the emplojees is not a voluntary contribution, but that they are required
by the company to pay It.

In answer to question 8, 100 per cent say that they think membership In the
relief department has a tendency to keep members out of labor organizations
on account of their being unable to pay the dues in both.

In answer to question 9, 57 per cent say that members of the relief department
are granted special privileges over those who are not members.

In answer to question 10, 100 per cent say that they do not consider It fair

that upon receiving benefits from the relief department they should be required
to release the company from responsibility for injury.

In answer to question 11, 92 per cent say that they agree with the opinion
that the prime objects of railroad companies in operating relief departments
are to deprive the employees of the right to recover for injury and alienate
their interests from our brotherhoods.
The following table shows the result of the answers of the employees of the

Baltimore and Ohio Railroad to the questions:
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The total number of lodges making replies to the questions was 28. They
came from 26 cities and towns in 7 different States and represent 1.674

members.
In answer to question 1, 100 per cent say that membership in the relief de-

partment is considered by the employees to be compulsory.
In answer to question 2, 100 per cent say that men who seek employment do

not receive it if they do not make application for membership in the relief

department.
In answer to question 3, 100 per cent say the blank application for member-

ship in the relief department is handed to the new employee without solicita-

tion on his part.

In answer to question 4, 100 per cent say that the actions of the company's
representatives are such as to make him believe that the filling out of this

blank by him is necessary to secure employment
In answer to question 5, 69 per cent say that the employees who are already

in the service and not members of the relief department are coerced or intimi-

dated into joining it. This low percentage may be accounted for by the fact

tl. .it 24 per cent of the answers to this question say that all belong to the relief

department ; consequently there is no reason to coerce them.
The answers to question 6 are similar to the answers given by the Pennsyl-

vania employees to the same question, and, as I have before said, show the
many ways the company goes about it to force the employees into the associa-

tion.

In answer to question 7, 100 per cent say that the amount paid into the relief

fund by the employees is not a voluntary contribution, but they are required by
the company to pay it

In answer to question 8, 92 per cent say that they think membership in the
relief department has a tendency to keep members out of labor organizations

on account of their being unable to pay the dues in both.

In answer to question 9, 33 per cent say that members of the relief depart-

ment are granted special privileges over those who are not members. This low
percentage may also be accounted for by the fact that 40 per cent of the answers
to this question say that all belong to the relief department.

In answer to question 10, 100 per cent say that they do not consider It fair

that upon receiving benefits from the relief department they should be required
to release the company from responsibility for injury.

In answer to question 11, 100 per cent say that they agree with the opinion
that the prime objects of railroad companies in operating relief departments are
to deprive the employees of the right to recover for injury and alienate their
Interests from our brotherhoods.

In addition to the answers to these questions received from the lodges I have
received numerous letters and papers, sent unsolicited by members of these
relief departments, which are very unfavorable to the departments. The fol-

lowing are some of them. In order to fully protect the men who wrote these
letters I withhold their names, but I have the original letters here with me and
would like to have the commission look them over

:

" H. R. Fdllee,
"Washington, D. 0.:

" The relief department has made amendments to the by-laws without con-
sulting the ones who pay to keep it up, and make laws in which we have no say
whatever, and in the last lot of amendments adopted by them all of our mem-
bers kicked against those changes, but they were made all the same and they
were given to us after they were adopted by the oflicials. We had no vote in

the matter and have no say whatever what shall be the laws which govern us
and what shall be done with the money we pay in, and we don't know what
becomes of it, only what they choose to put on paper and give us, and no infor-

mation will be given us, as we have tried to find out such things the same aa
we do in our own lodge room.

" Tours, fraternally."

" Mr. H. R. FutUEB,
"Washington, D. 0.

" Deab Sir : Your letter of a few days ago was recieved and contents noted.
The inclosed sheet was filled out and inclosed you for your consideration, etc.,

and hope that the matter will be taken up at the earliest possible moment to

see what can be done.
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"Of course you will understand you will have to treat our names as confi-
dential, otherwise there will be consequences.

" Fraternally, yours."

" Mr. H. R. Ftjllee,
"Legislative Representative, Washington, D. O.

" Deab Sib and Brother : Yours of the 17th received and noted. Think you
will find blank O. K. now. The Pennsylvania Railroad relief is In a way not
compulsory ; men are employed without joining relief, but are almost forced to

join afterwards. They are made to believe that If they are not members of
relief they may expect to get released at any time.

" Fraternally, yours."

" H. R. FuuLEB, Esq.
" Dear Sir and Brother : I think I can give you some Information that will

be of use to you, but if you make use of the same I would ask that my name be
not mentioned. The Baltimore and Ohio relief has a clause in their regulations
which says that after a member becomes 65 years old and is unable to work
that he will be pensioned. My father has been in the employ of the Baltimore
and Ohio for forty-nine years and has a record of never having been suspended.
He is now 71 years old and unable to work. He applied for a pension but as yet

has not received it, and the excuse for not giving him the same is that there is

not enough money in the pension feature to put any more on it, yet the relief

has posters all arou^a stating that they have money to lend employees on
houses, etc. My father has been a' member ever since It started. If this was
some boss he would have got it without much trouble. For what I pay in the

relief I can get about three times the benefits in other organizations.
" Yours, in B., S., and I.

" p. S.—Please destroy this communication."

[Camden Lodge, No. 257, Brotherhood of Railroad Trainmen, meets second and fourth Sun-
days at 1 p. m.]

" Camden, N. J., April 6, 1900.
" H. R. Fuller.

" Dear Sir and Brother : Inclosed you will find copies of letters in regard to

the voluntary relief fund of the Pennsylvania Railroad system. I have the

original letters in my possession, but have promised not to divulge the names of

supervisor or foreman. I think it would be well to have the copies typewritten,

as my handwriting is well known here, for I suppose you will use them in your
work. Hoping for the full success of your enterprise,

" I remain, fraternally, yours."

The following are the copies of the letters that were inclosed with the above
letters

:

" Pennsylvania Railroad,
*' West Jersey and Seashore Division,

" Woodliurv, January SO, 1900.

" Dear Sir : I think by this time you have been able to judge if will

suit you in the gang.
" Please get him to join the relief fund at once. If he will not, get another

man that will.
" Yours, truly,

"
, Supervisor."

" Pennsylvania Railroad,
"West Jersey and Seashore Division,

" Woodbury, N. J., March 20, 1900.

"To all Foremen, Salem Branch and Bridgeton Branch:
" You will arrange to increase your force April 1, one (1) more laborer, mak-

ing a total of three (3) laborers, at 12 cents per hour. Condition of employ-

ment of this man is that he join the relief fund ; also give their full names.
" Yours, truly,

•'
, Supervisor."

Now, I ask you, Mr. Chairman, to compare the answers contained in these

tables, also these few letters, to the statement of President Cowen that the relief

department Is approved by 99 per cent of the men. Is it reasonable to think
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that these employee's aprove an association which they are compelled or forced

to join to hold their positions—an association which takes from them their legal

rights because they drew benefits from a fund that they themselves have cre-

ated over 80 per cent of? I would answer no. The manhood and Independence
of these men rebel against such unjust conditions, and they are opposed to these
associations rather than in favor of them. If Mr. Oowen had said that 99 per
cent of the men were opposed to these associations, I think his statement would
have come nearer being correct.

A very small per cent of the roads operate relief associations ; but they are
slowly growing, and the large lines which now operate them are leasing and
buying in new branches. The relief departments are introduced on the newly
acquired lines, and in this way are being extended year by year. Speaking
theoretically, I believe, from a competitive standpoint, that the roads which oper-

ate relief departments have an advantage over those which do not, inasmuch as
they reduce damage suits, which must mean thousands of dollars to the com-
panies each year. This was practically admitted by Mr. Cowen when he said
that these associations had almost entirely done away with damage suits. To
put all roads on the same level in this regard means that we must do one of

two things—allow these departments to be extended to all roads, which would
be to extend an evil which the employees would bitterly resist, or prohibit their

further operation by the roads now having them.
Section 10 of the act of Congress approved June 1, 1898, forbids the making

of membership in these associations a condition of employment. It also forbids ,

the employer from requiring the employee to enter into -hese contracts releas-

ing the employer from responsibility for injury; but this law Is being openly
violated and defied. In order to show to the Commission how boldly these
railroad companies do this, I will quote that part of the law applying to such
cases and then quote some of the words used by these companies In defiance of

it. The law reads

:

" That any employer subject to the provisions of this act, and any oflicer,

agent, or receiver of such employer * * * who shall require any employee
or any person seeking employment, as a condition of such employment to enter

into a contract whereby such employee or applicant for employment shall agree
to contribute to any fund for charitable, social, or beneficial purposes, to release

such employer from legal liability for any personal Injury by reason of any
benefit received from such fund beyond the proportion of the benefit arising

from the employer's contribution to such fund, * * * is hereby declared to

be guilty of a misdemeanor, and, upon conviction thereof, in any court of the
United States of competent jurisdiction in the district in which such ofCence was
committed, shall be punished for each offence by a fine of not less than one hun-
dred dollars and not more than one thousand dollars."

Letter of President Huntington, of the Southern Pacific Railway, to the em-
ployees of that road on February 15, 1900

:

" * * * Applicants for employment after March 1, 1900, must become
members of the relief departments before entering the company's service."

President Cowen, of the Baltimore and Ohio Railroad, when testifying before
this Commission, after having had this law read to him, said

:

" If it is sought by that act to change the agreement that Is made between the
railroad company and its employees, I should say that the act is invalid—^that a
party has a perfect right to make that agreement on his part, and the railroad
company has the right to make that agreement. I should take that position un-
hesitatingly, even if I thought that act covered our department. It is an enor-
mous advantage to the employee."
He was then asked this question

:

" As a lawyer, would you not take the position that the law should be com-*
plied with until declared unconstitutional?"
To this he answered :

" No ; I would not. On the contrary, the only way you are going to get a
decision as to its constitutionality is not to comply with it."

This convinces me that the law on this question is inadequate, ahd that aa
long as these relief associations are allowed to exist, just so long will these

companies take unfair advantages of the employees; and I thl^ the only

effective remedy is to legislate these associations out of existence by prohibiting

railroad companies from operating them. I would, however, require the rail-

road companies to still carry the insurance of those employees that they have
forced into the associations and have become so crippled or grown so old that

no other insurance company will Insure them.
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[S. 4092, Fifty-eightli Congress, second session.]

Febbuabt 3, 1904.—Mr. Penrose introduced the fallowing bill; which was
read twice and referred to the Committee on the Judiciary.
Maech 7, 1904.—Committee on the Judiciary discharged from further consid-

eration ; referred to the Committee on Interstate Commerce.

A BILL Relating to liability of common carriers by railroads in the District of Columbi*
and Territories and common carriers by railroads engaged in commerce between th«
StateW and between the States and foreign nations to their employees.

Be it enacted by the Senate amd House of Representatives of the United States
of America in Congress assembled. That every common carrier by railroad en-
gaged in trade or commerce in the District of Columbia, or in any Territory of
the United States, or between the several States, or between any Territory and
another, or between any Territory or Territories and any State or States, or
the District of Columbia, or with foreign nations, or between the District
of Columbia and any State or States or foreign nations, shall be liable to

any of its employees, or, in the case of his death, to his heirs at law, for
all damages which may result from the negligence or mismanagement of any
of its oflBcers, agents, or employees, or by reason of any defect or insufficiency

in its cars, engines, appliances, machinery, track, roadbed, ways, or works.
Sec. 2. That in all actions hereafter brought against any such common car-

riers by railroad to recover damages for personal injuries to an employee, oir

where such injuries have resulted in his death, the fact that the employee may
have been guilty of contributory negligence shall not bar a recovery where hia

contributory negligence was slight in comparison to that of the employer.
Sec. 3. That no contract of employment, insurance, relief benefit, or indemnity

for injury or death entered into by or on behalf of any employee, nor the accept-

ance of any such insurance, relief benefit, or indemnity by the person entitled

thereto shall constitute any bar or defense to any action brought to recover dam-
ages for personal injuries to or death of such employee : Provided, however.
That upon the trial of such action against any such common carrier by railroad

the defendant may set off therein any sum it has contributed toward any such
insurance, relief benefit, or indemnity that may have been paid to the injured

employee, or, in case of his death, to his heirs at law.

Sec. 4. That nothing in this act shall be held to limit the duty of common car-

riers by railroads or impair the rights of their employees under the safety-

appliance act of March second, eighteen hundred and ninety-three, as amended
April first, eighteen hundred and ninety-six, and March second, nineteen hun-

dred and three.

BEPOBT OF COMMITTIEE OF CHAMBER OF COMMERCE OF THE
STATE OF NEW YORK.

Senator Kean. I desire, on behalf of the chairman, to present the

report of the committee on internal trade and improvements of

the Chamber of Commerce of the State of New York. It is under

the seal of the chamber of commerce, and I should like to have it

printed in the minutes

:

Chamber of Commerce or the State of New York,
New York, May 17, 1905.

Hon. Stephen B. Elkins,
Chairman Cormnittee on Interstate Commerce,

Senate, Washington, D. G.

Dear Sna: I send you herewith, for the information of your com-

mittee, a certified copv of a report adopted by the chamber of com-

merce, on the 2d of February last, on the proposed increase of power
to the Interstate Commerce Commission.

Very respectfully,
Geo. Wilson, Secretary.
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Report of the committee on internal trade and improvements of the

Ghamier of Gomm,erce of the State of New York on the proposed
increase of power to the Interstate Gommjcrce Gom/mission,

[Adopted by the chamber, February 2, 1906.]

To the Ghamber of Gonvmerce:

The Chamber of Commerce of the State of New York represents

the mercantile, manufacturing, transportation, and commercial inter-

ests of the State generally. These are all closely interwoven with
the business interests of the whole country, subject to the same influ-

ences, and fostered or depressed alike bj favorable or adverse forces.

The cost of transportation is a most important factor in determin-
ing the measure of profit and the degree of business prosperity. Uni-
form rates, granted alike to all interests under similar circumstances,

are indispensable for the protection and preservation of the rights

of individuals and localities. It is a well defined and well recognized
duty of common carriers to treat the public alike, except in so far as

the wholesale and retail principle, or other well recognized causes,

may justify differentiation.

We are opposed to unjust discrimination in favor of individuals,

corporations, or localities. We are opposed to secret rates, rebates,

or drawbacks as a means of discrimination. We believe the freight

of a shipper, loaded upon the cars of the railroad on its own tracks,

is entitled to as favorable a rate as though loaded upon a siding
extending into the factory or warehouses of another shipper. It

seems to be generally conceded that in many localities the ownership
of terminal trackage or cars specially fitted for the transportation of
certain classes of goods is made the basis of discriminating rates to

the owners of such trackage or cars to the great detriment of their

competitors in business.

We believe the railroads should in general own or control the cars
used in transportation, and in case of the use of specially constructed
cars, not owned by the railroad granting the rate, a uniform com-
pensation should be fixed, of which any and all shippers could take
advantage.
In 1879 this chamber after much labor induced the legislature of

the State of New York to create a committee of investigation to
inquire into the question of discrimination against the city of New
York and in favor of other seaboard cities; discriminations as be-
tween localities and as between individuals. The committee thus
created took over 6,000 pages of testimony, and the state of affairs

disclosed fully justified aU the criticism which had been made. The
rankest and most unjust favoritism was shown to exist. As a result

of such investigation the committee reported bills which became laws,
regulating the much-abused proxy at stockholders' meetings and pre-
scribing in great detail the form of report which railroads were
required to make, so as to make a continjuous balance sheet and per-
mit comparison by investors of one year's business with another.
They also reported the bill, which became a law, creating the present
State railroad commission. By bestowing upon the commission the
power of investigation and requiring them to report the result of the
same it was hoped that exposure and publicity would correct existing
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wron^ and inequalities and deter the creation of new ones; that the
restraining influence of public comment and criticism would be most
efficacious in correcting abuses. This hope has been fairly realized.
This chamber worked hard for the creation of a national railroad

commission, realizing that the collation and publication of statistics

of all the roads of the country would educate the country as to exist-

ing and varying conditions and form a basis for intelligent remedial
action where necessary. We were confident also that such a com-
mission, with power to investigate and publish the result of their

investigation, would be in a position to redress wrongs and adjust
inequalities. The existence of such power would be a strong deter-

rent influence against wrong practices, and the recommendations of
the conmaission would be almost certain to be complied with. This
belief has been largely justified by the result, for the record shows
that 90 per cent of the complaints presented to the commision have
been settled by correspondence and negotiations without formal pro-

ceedings; that of the remaining 10 per cent, in 8 per cent of the
cases the railroads have complied with the orders of the commission,
and that there has been litigation only with reference to the remain-
ing 2 per cent. In those cases the ultimate decisions sustained the

contention of the railroads to such an extent as to justify the litiga-

tion and establish the general purposes of the railroads to comply
with the recommendations of the commission.

It is natural for all officials to wish to magnify their office. The
Interstate Commerce Commission have, in their annual reports to

Congress and through other instrumentalities for reaching the pub-
lic, asked that power be granted them to fix and determine rates of

transportation. This subject received great prominence in the annual
message of the President. Several bills are now pending in both

branches of Congress, the crux of which is the granting of rate-

making powers to the Interstate Commerce Commission as now con-

stituted, or some succeeding body.
Since 1880, when this chamber was so actively interested in doing

away with special rates and discriminations by the railroads, the cost

of transportation has tended downward in a marked degree. The
slight increase since 1899, amounting to about 5 per cent, has not

been in proportion to the increased cost of labor and materials which
railroads are compelled to use in the conduct of their affairs. This is

evidenced by statistics which show that operating expenses have
increased in greater proportion than gross earnings.

The prevailing charges for railroad traffic in the United States

are about one-third those which obtain in England and France,

and about one-half those obtaining in Germany. It would seem,

therefore, that the freight charges of our railroads are not unreason-

ably high. As we understand it, this rate-making power is asked

in order to insure to the public a uniform cost of transportation

rather than a reduced cost.

The Commission say, in their annual report for 1898 (p. 27)

:

It is true, as often asserted, that comparatively few of our railway rates are

unreasonable in and of themselves—that is, without reference to other charges

made by the same carrier or to those of other carriers [but they may operate to

create a preference between Individuals or localities]. The cases are exceed-
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ingly rare In which reasonableness has been found merely from the amount
of the rate itself as la'd upon the particular traffic and the distance it was
carried.

In the same year the chairman of the Commission made use of

the following language in the further discussion of railroad charges:

That is to say, railroad charges which, in and of themselves, are extortion-

ate, is pretty much an obsolete question.

When these expressions were used the rate per ton per mile was
almost exactly what it is now, the difference being only 0.01 cent.

Discriminations and inequalities in rate of transportation do exist,

are a legitimate grievance on the part of the public, and their cor-

rection is a proper exercise of governmental authority.

The city of New York believes itself discriminated against by the

differentials granted to the cities of Philadelphia and Baltimore,
while Boston, involving a longer haul, is given the same rate as New
York. An issue involving a readjustment and discontinuance of

such discrimination is now pending before the Interstate Commerce
Commission in which the several cities interested are parties, and the

several railroads terminating in these cities are also parties. We
earnestly believe the city of New York is suffering a great wrong,
and we confidently look to the Commission for redress.

The Constitution of the United States (Art. I, sec. 9, subdiv. 5)
declares that

—

No preference shall be given by any regulation of commerce or revenue t»
the ports of one State over those of another.

The Interstate Commerce Commission is a body created by United
States law, and, in view of the provision of the Constitution above
quoted, it is impossible to see how they can sanction discriminations
against the ports of the State of New York in favor of the ports of
Pennsylvania, Maryland, and Virginia.

In the State of New York discriminations as between different

shippers have largely been corrected and fairly done away with by
present laws enforced by our State railroad commission. Chicago
IS the center of the railroad traffic of the country, and there is much
evidence that it is also the center of railroad discrimination as well.

It is important to note this in view of the fact that Illinois was one
of the first States to create a railroad commission and give to the com-
mission power .over rates.

Inequalities and discriminations do exist, but will granting to a
railroad commission power over rates prove a remedy? All dis-

criminations are not made for the purpose of increasing the tonnage
of the road. Railway officials, havmg power over rates, have in the
past profited by such concessions as well as the shipper to whom
they were granted. A dishonest traffic manager could as easily violate
a rate made by the commission as one made oy his own management.
We had upon the calendar of the supreme court in the city of New

York (Borough of Manhattan), October 1, 1903, 9,618 civil jury
cases and 2,399 equity cases awaiting trial. About 18 justices (in-

cluding those assigned from " up-State "
) are engaged in disposing

of these cases. With this condition of affairs it requires three years
in order to force a jury case to trial, and the equity calendar is about
two years behind. These facts were fully set forth in the testimony
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before the commission on the law's delays and iu their report to the
legislature last year.

The report of the Interstate Commerce Commission, 1904, page
64, states that there were, on January 30, 1904, 2,358,960 tariffs on
file with the Commission, the average number of tariffs filed annu-
ally being over 130,000. It is proposed to devolve upon the Inter-
state Commerce Commission the duty of inquiring into the justice

and fairness of the rates contained "in these .tariffs, and whenever
they find a rate to be unjust or unfair to fix and determine, subject

to review, what the same shall be in the future. The courts have
decided that a rate to be legal must be fair to the investors who own
the road as well as the shippers—a rate that amounted to confisca-

tion would not be legal and would not stand. The magnitude of
this task of determining a just rate can not better be shown than by
employing the language of the Commission as set forth in their

report for 1893, page 100

:

To give each community the rightful benefits of location, to I^eep different

commodities on an equal footing, so that each shall circulate freely and in

natural volume, and to prescribe schedule rates which shall be reasonable, just

to both shipper and carrier, is a task of vast magnitude and importance.
In the performance of that task lies the great and permanent work of public

regulation.

On the same question they say in their report for 1895, page 59

:

No one who understands the Intricacies of transportation would care to as-

sert that the determination of a just rate, or the decision as to what constitutes

discrimination, is an easy task. To some extent the principles upon which
taxation rests must be allowed in fixing a just rate ; to some extent the result

of the rate upon the development of industries must be taken into the account
In all decisions which the Commission is called upon to make ; to some extent

every question of transportation involves moral and social considerations, so

that a just rate can not be determined independently of the theory of social

progress.

Is it not imposing an unreasonable physical strain to expect any
five or seven men to perform such a task? We have the greatest

respect for the Interstate Commerce Commission, but we cas not

ignore our everyday experience in business affairs, and they teach

us that granting such power to the Interstate Commerce Commis-
sion and imposing upon them such duty is likely to lead to disap-

poiatment. Some idea of the magnitude of this undertaking may
be gained from the fact that the earnings of the railroads last year

were in excess of $1,900,000,000 and their capitalization in excess of

$14,000,000,000, and the internal commerce of the country, largely

transported by rail, has been estimated at $22,000,000,000.

Is the present method of making freight rates generically wrong?
The railroads should be required, by proper statutes and proper

penalties, to observe the well-defined duties that devolve upon com-

mon carriers; but is it not wiser to leave with them the responsi-

bility of making rates ?

The Supreme Court, in discussing the powers and duties of the

Commission (167 U. S., 479), say (p. 506) :

It is charged with the general duty of inquiring as to the management of the

huslness of railroad companies and to keep itself informed as to the manner
in which the same is conducted, and has the right to compel complete and fulj

S. Doc. 243, 59-1—vol 4 25
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information as to ttie manner in wliich such carriers are transacting thetr

business. And witli this linowledge it is charged with the duty of seeing tha^

there is no violation of the long and short haul clause; that there is no dis-

crimination between individual shippers, and that nothing is done by rebate

or any other device to give preference to one as against another; that no
undue preferences are given to one place or places or individual or class of

individuals, but that in all things that equality of right, which is the great
purpose of the interstate-commerce act, shall be secured to all shippers. It

must also see that that publicity which is required by section 6 is observed
by the railroad companies. Holding the railroad companies to strict compli-

ance with all these statutory provisions, and enforcing obedience to all these
provisions, tends, as observed by Commissioner Cooley in In re Chicago, St. Paul
and Kansas City Railway (2 Int. Com. Com. Rept., 231, 261), to both reason-

ableness and equality of rate as contemplated by the interstate-commerce act.

The Commission, with their powers of inquisition, can discover

the wrong, develop the evidence to prove the same, commence suit

in the courts to effect a remedy; but is it not better that the trial

be had in the same courts and with the same procedure in which
the Government, corporations, and individuals alike now seek re-

dress? The constitution of these courts and methods of procedure
are the growth of generations, and are believed, in this enlightened

age, to be the best method of enforcing rights and redressing wrongs.
The creation of additional judges or the assignment of existing

judges to a specially constituted court in order to facilitate the

hearing and determination of cases arising un^er the interstate-

commerce law would be wise and commendable, but it seems to us

that railroads, like individuals, have the right to have questions

involving their management and welfare, including making rates,

passed upon by competent judges, after a hearing conducted accord-

ing to the usual rates of judicial procedure, before the same be
adjudged wrong. The railways, through the ownership of their

securities, represent a very large number of our citizens. The wealth
of our country is very rapidly increasing. This is true of all localities

and of all classes, and the securities representing the capitalization
of our railroad systems are owned in varying degrees by our citizens

throughout the length and breadth of the land. Large and small
investors own the same directly and the poorer people own them
indirectly, through their deposits in the savings banks and their

interest in the life insurance companies. Investors in these securi-

ties are entitled to consideration at the hands of the Government,
as well as those who make use of transportation facilities. The
army of employees who derive their living from these corporations
also have rights involved in any serious change in railroad trans-
portation.

Such wrongs as exist should be righted. The President has our
cordial sympathy in his efforts to right these wrongs, and both the
President and Congress shall have our earnest cooperation; but we
can not persuade ourselves, in the light of our own experience, that
granting the rate-making power to the Interstate Commerce Com-
mission will realize the good that advocates of the measure hope for.

It is a proposition to directly determine the earning capacity of
certain properties, and, therefore, to fix their value. It grants great
power over such earning capacity without any responsibility on the
part of the men who exercise that power to protect the values or thei

income of the same, other than the responsibility to properly dis-
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charge an ofBcial trust. It is a fundamental departure in govern-
mental administration, the success of which is at least problematical,
and fraught, we fear, with grave danger. It would undoubtedly be
well administered under the present administration ; it might be under
many administrations ; but it is easy to conceive an administration of
such a power that would be prejudicial to the public interest.

Let the statutes clearly define the duties of railroads as common
carriers, with proper penalties for all infractions of the law ; let* the
Commission exercise their power of inquisition to the fullest extent

;

bring all questions which the railroads fail to adjust before the courts,

and then let the court redress the wrongs and enforce the rights thus
brought before them.
We believe a vigorous exercise of the powers which the Commis-

sion now possesses, and a vigorous enforcement of existing laws,

would go very far toward correcting existing evils.

A. Barton Hepbxjen,
Cleveland H. Dodge,
Frank S. Witherbee,
George Gray Ward,
Thomas P. Fowler,
F. D. Underwood,
Levi C. Weir,

Committee on Internal Trade and Improvements.

New York, January 30, 1905.

A true copy.
[seal.] Geo. Wilson, Secretary.

REPORT OF THE IOWA BOARD OF RAILROAD COMMISSIONERS.

Senator Dolliver. In view of the references that have been made
from time to time to the railroad situation in the State of Iowa I

ask leave to have printed in the minutes the last report of the board of

railroad commissioners of Iowa.
There being no objection, the following report was ordered printed:

Twenty-seventh annual report of the hoard of railroad commissioners,

State of Iowa, for the year ending June 30, 190Jt.

Hon. A. B. CtJMMiNS,
Governor of the State of Iowa:

As provided by law, we herewith submit to you the twenty-seventh

annual report of the board. The report will contain the usual

statistical tables, the opinions of the commission upon matters pre-

sented to it for adjudication, and a record of all inspections, hear-

ings before the board, and a brief history of each case presented.

The work of this department is constantly increasing, and the

results accomplished by the board in matters presented to it for

adjudication may be found by referring to that part of this report

wherein the history of such cases is presented.
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The law provides that certain statistical information concerning
each and every railroad company doing business in Iowa shaU be
contained in the report of this board. This we have tried to furnish
as completely as the reports furnished us by the railroad companies
will permit.

The statistical tables made a part of this report will contain the
information referred to.

INTERLOCKING DEVICES.

The railway companies are still constructing interlocking devices

at their crossings at grade, as evidenced by the following list of
those placed the past year:

New interlocking devices installed during year.

Gowrie crossing, C. and N. W., C R. I. and P. and N. and N. W.
Cedar Palls crossing, 111. Cent, and C, B. I. and P.
Kelley crossing, N. and N. W. and C. and N. W.
Colfax crossing, C, R. I. and P. and Colfax Northern.
Rinard crossing, C. G. W. and N. and N. W.
Mingo crossing, C. 6. W. and N. and N. W.

NEW LINES IN IOWA.

During the past year about 307 miles of railway have been built

in Iowa. This has been constructed mainly by the Chicago Great
Western, the Chicago, Milwaukee and St. Paul, and the Newton and
Northwestern railway companies. The construction work done has
been of a high order both as to roadbed and bridges, and these new
lines compare very favorably with those that have been built many
years,

HIGHWAY AND FARM CROSSINGS.

In its report for 1900 the board said

:

It has been the object and purpose of the railway companies, among other

things, to strengthen and render more safe and substantial the roadbed and
tracks throughout the State. In many instances the excavations and obstruc-

tions caused thereby have interfered with the view of approaching trains over

highvray crossings, and these new conditions are making the same more or

less hazardous.
With reference to the farm crossings, many wooden trestles and other struc--

tures that from an early day, in addition to acting as waterways through the

railway company's embankments, have been used as under farm crossings, are

now being replaced with stone and other substantial construction which, in

many instances, has had the effect of destroying the under farm crossings.

It has been the uniform policy of this board to encourage under or overhead

highway and private crossings, where the constructions were feasible and the

expense thereof not unreasonable.
While the supreme court of this State has held, in several cases, that a

grade crossing is the rule within the State, yet we believe that the time is not

far distant when such decisions may be modified.

As we have said in our last report, private or public crossings at grade may
have been heretofore reasonably safe, yet where the constructions are so

changed—that is, obstructions along the company's right of way which may
interfere more or less with the view of approaching trains, the increased num-
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wnrL^'f^^^^ ^^^ ^^^^^^ ^^^^ thereof, rendering such crossings morehazardous and dangerous to the lives of those using the highway, as well as
the traveling public and the employees of the railway company, together with
the increased number of such, crossings, a different and more liberal and reason-
able rule may be required In order that such crossings may be reasonably safe.

The commission is still of the opinion expressed in the foregoing.

INTEEUHBAN RAILWAYS.

This report contains such statistics as we have been able to collect
with reference to the interurban electric lines in Iowa. These have
been tabulated, and follow the statistics of the operation of steam
railway companies doing business in Iowa.

EETUEN PASSES FOB SHIPPEES OF UVB STOCK.

Early in January of the present year, western railway companies
announced the abolishment of the custom of furnishing live-stock
shippers in western territory with return passes. This action brought
forth active protest from the western live-stock shippers, and upon
its own motion this board took up the matter in an informal waj'^

with the Iowa railway companies. After conference had been had
by this board with representatives of the railway companies, the
thirtieth general assembly of Iowa, then in session, proposed legis-

lation upon the subject, and the commissioners thought it best, under
the circumstances, to take no further action until the legislature had
declared its purpose. The legislature passed a law known as chapter
76, wherein carriers are required to issue return passes to shippers
of live stock. The commissioners went into Chicago on April 26,

1904, to have further conference with the railway companies upon
this subject. They were received by the representatives of the rail-

way companies interested, into three different conferences, with final

result that orders were issued on all western lines to restore the former
privileges of return passes to shippers of live stock, not only on ship-

ments beginning and ending in Iowa, but upon all shipments.
In the portion of this report devoted to the cases before the board,

the record of the commissioners in this matter will be presented in

full.

ACCroENTS IN IOWA.

Under the present statute the railway companies within the State

are not required to report to the railway commission the accidents

which may occasion serious injury or death, but in nearly every in-

stance that has been done at the request of the commission. Not-

withstanding the improved and better equipment of railways so

far as the coupling and other devices are concerned, there is an ex-

tremely large number of persons injured and killed, occasioned by
the operation of railways, each year. It is not always an easy mat-
ter to determine whether the injury or death of a person was occa-

sioned by his own fault or negligence or the fault or negligence of
the railway company, and sometimes we are fearful that that ques-

tion enters into the consideration of the accident to too large an ex-
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tent. The taking or losing of human life is the most appalling

thing which can happen in the operation of railways. Everything
shoiild be done to eliminate as far as possible and as quickly as pos-

sible the hazard and danger incident to the operation of railways.

Undoubtedly the most effective means which may be adopted will

be the elimination, as far as possible, of grade crossings, and es-

pecially those which may be termed " blind crossings," and the in-

stallation of double tracks and block systems. The public demand
rapid trains both in the passenger and freight service of railways,

and in order to meet the increased hazard and danger occasioned by
the operation of such fast trains it will become necessary, as soon

as possible, to resort to safegTiards along the lines suggested.

A great deal of time and thought has been given by the managers
of railway companies, and by those interested in the operation of

railways and the welfare of the public, to this subject. The result

which will undoubtedly follow will be a general betterment of the

f)resent conditions, but how quickly that will follow will depend
argely upon the question of railway income. The people of Iowa
are constantly and rightfully demanding better service of the rail-

ways; they are requiring better equipments, better roadbeds, better

farm and highway crossings, and a better system of railway gen-

erally. This undoubtedly is absorbing, to a certain extent at least,

a considerable portion of the income of such railways, and the rail-

way president of to-day, in order to get his share of the business,

will undoubtedly be required to keep in touch with these public

demands.

INFORMATION WITH REFERENCE TO MOVEMENT OF PASSENGER TRAINS.

There seems to be an apparent disposition of many of the railways

operating within the State to conceal as far as possible any and all

information with reference to accidents or delays occasioned to their

passenger trains. It is the judgment of the board that the tendency
of the railways with reference to this subject has been rather to

encourage this disposition to secrecy, and this, many times, causes

hardship and annoyance to the traveling public as well as to those

interested otherwise in the arrival and departure of trains.

We believe that passengers as well as those who may be interested

in their safety and welfare are entitled to know, along reasonable
lines, about the movement of trains in which they may be interested.

The tendency among many station agents is to keep, as far as possible,

all information which thej' may have or are able to obtain within
themselves and treat those who may be interested as though they were
entitled to absolutely no information.

This can be obviated and remedied by the proper officials of rail-

way companies, and the board would suggest that this matter should

be taken up with their agents to the end that the public which may be

interested can and will obtain proper and reasonable information on
this subject.

Train dispatchers, as well as some other officials of the railways,

should be made to understand that their duty does not lie in conceal-
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ing and keeping from the public such reasonable information of this
character as it may well be entitled to.

ACCOMMODATIOKS rOK PASSENGERS.

Another matter which has been brought forcibly to the attention of
the railroad commissioners is that there are many occasions when
suitable train service, in the way of furnishing suitable and additional
coaches, has not been provided.
There are certain times of the year, due to holidays, excursions, and

meetings of State character, which from past experience it must have
been known to the railway companies that no reasonable or ample
provisions had been made or were being made to provide for the extra
and additional transportation. It will not do to say that the fur-

, nishing of one extra coach has been made and that is all that the addi-
tional transportation would probably make necessary, when it is

known by experience and by the sale of tickets at the different points
along the line of railway that the company has not done aU that is

required of it.

Some of the rules and regulations made by certain of the carriers

in the State with reference to procuring additional coaches is so
closely guarded and the authority is given in such a way and to such
an official that it may be well said that the rules are an obstruction
instead of an advantage either to the railway company or the trav-

eling public. If a rule should be made that unless a passenger is

provided with proper and suitable accommodations he should not be
required to pay transportation therefor, it might in many ways
greatly embarrass the railway company, and the railroad commis-
sioners can see where that would or might create much dissension or

dissatisfaction between the public and the common carrier ; but unless

there is more attention given to this subject by the common carrier

and more ample provision made whereby the conductor or some other

competent or capable person who may know the true situation and
who may without unnecessary delay bring into requisition additional

coaches which may be required the railroad commissioners of the

State feel as though more stringent and adequate rules than ai-e now
in force within the State should be provided.

INSPECTION OF IOWA RAILWATS.

Section 2113 of the Code provides, among other things, that the

board " shall from time to time carefully examine into and inspect

the condition of each railroad, its equipment, and the manner of its

conduct and management with regard to the public safety and con-

venience in the State ; make semiannual examinations of its bridges,"

etc.

This law was enacted by the seventeenth general assembly, in 1878,

at a time when there were but 4,157.16 miles of railway and when the

bridges were usually constructed of wood.
There are now within the State 9,803.52 miles of railway. The old

wooden bridges have been largely replaced by iron, steel, stone, and

concrete structures.

The commissioners have inspected many lines of railway, with the
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bridges, during the past year, and have to report that they have
found the roadbed and superstructure and bridges of the main lines

in good condition, with but few exceptions. However, with refer-

ence to many branch lines connected with and a part of some of the
" trunk lines " in Iowa, we can not speak so favorably. In many
instances we have found upon these branch lines that the roadbed was
not properly ballasted, that the rail joints were loose, and the ties in

a condition bordering closely upon dangerous. The bridges seemed
to be sound and safe.

The board believes that while it may not be necessary for the rail-

way companies to maintain branch lines to the high standard of the

main lines, where heavier locomotives and heavier traffic, with fre-

'

quent trains, demand the best possible construction, yet these branch
lines should be maintained and operated with strict regard to safety.

To this end the attention of railway companies is caUed to the con-

dition of some of their branch lines in Iowa.

COMPARATIVE STATISTICS.

We continue in this report our former comparative statistical

tables, bringing them up to the present time. These Include for the

State of Iowa number of miles of railway, the earnings, operating

expenses, net earnings per mile of road, number of railroad employees
and the amount paid for their services, the number of cars used and
the number of the same equipped with automatic couplers and train

brakes, the total number of employees killed and injured while coup-

ling cars or falling from trains, and the total number of passengers,

employees, and others killed and injured.

Comparative earnings and operative expenses, Iowa, including mileage and/
earnitigs per mile.

Year.

Mileage,
excluding
trackage
rigtits.

Earnings. Expenses. Net eai'nings.

Net earn-
ings per
nuleof
road.

1878 4,157.15
4,396.04
4,977.01
5,435.98
6,337.43
7,014.95
7,249.25
7,478.43
7,564.67
7,997.60
8,346.31
8,346.00
8,412.72
8,413.16
8,407.34
8,401.78
8,489.88
8,486.36
8,495.07
8,478.08
8,484.16
8,514.51
9,171.49
9,353.90
9,485.22
9,496.00
9,803 52

$20,714,496.07
21,340,709.44
24,aS7,545.35
28,452,181.91
32,023,966.03
34,433,a54.77
35,735,271.85
36,123,587.45
86,093,106.54
37,529,730.62
37,295,586.68
37,138,899.75
41,318,133.69
43,102,399.85

"37,405,473.22
45,003,680.51
40,699,679.92
35,835,910.47
41,841,292.55
38,269,503.04
45, 944, .596. 00
48,466,158.44
52,074,671.77
54,764,636.95
59,170,626.34
57,169,083.09
57,892,096.10

$12,565,950.28
12,904,420.92
18,982,653.77
16,788,404.39
20,512,398.05
22,827,450.50
28,250,916.08
23,093,581.04
22,931,556.10
24,152,990.71
28,297,16.3.92
25,286,309.30
27,296,282.88
28,839,292.77
26,078,828.00
32,622,594.42
2fi,020,531.03

24,726,072.45
28,736,652.69
25,886,714.38
29,813,081.67
81,476,771.88
36,409,424.92
87,449,971.10
89,876,480.47
40,762,847.60
42,894,060.85

$8,148,545.84
8,486,288.52
10,854,891.58
11,663,777.62
11,511,572.98
11,805,904.27
12,484,355.82
13,030,008.41
13,181,561.44
13,376,739.91
10,998,422.78
11,852,090.45
14,021,849.76
14,463,106.68

a 12, 328, 645. 22
12,381,086.09
12,679,148.89
11,109,838.02
13,105,689.96
12,932,788.88
16,186,664.33
18,986,386.78
16,865,146.79
17,314,684.86
19,294,046.87
18,483,285.49
14,098,034.25

$1,960.12
1,925.88
2,181.00
2,149.63
1,818.44
1,664.46

1879
1880
1881
18»S
1883
1884
1885 1,742.34

1,789.87
1,672.69
1,377.78
1,420.19
1,666.76
1,719.16
1,466.41
1,474.81
1,493.66
1,309.25
1,542.85

1886
1887
1888
1889
1890
1891 -

1892
1893
1894
1895
1896
1897
1898 ... . 1,901.84

1,994.64
1,815.04
1,851.06
2,084.12
1,730.65
1,629.86

1899
1900
1001
1902 . ..

1903
1904

•Three Chicago, Burlington and Qulncy lines not reporting
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Compensation of railroad employees in Iowa.

8219

Year. Number. Yearly com-
pensation.

Average
daily com-
pensation.

1878 13,518
15,341
18,986
21,974
17,273
27,112
26,731
25,666
35,761
29,088
20,794
24,642
24,351
27,589
30,192
31,127
29,308
24,107
28,165
26,690
30,009
33,385
37,696
37,836
40,636
43,484
38,508

(«}
(a)

(")

$8,389,810.31
13,164,288.07
13,970,661.65
13,638,067.66
13,677,780.53
15,146,234.84
16,2.35,348.31
14,213,590.27
16,218,183.69
16,264,938.45
17,870,915.89
16,889,373.88
16,378,740.81
14,168,803.35
16,058,796.79
15,157,519.49
17,280,215.01
18,406,383.76
21,363,319.55
22,253,833.79
33,115,095.43
24,688,563.17
25,328,103.20

1S79
1880
1881
1882 $1.72

1 651888
1884
1885 1 69
1886 - 1 69
1887 1 66
1888 1 68
1889 1 67
1890 - 2.12
1891 1.88
1S92 1 89

1 68
1894 - 1.78

1.87
1896 1 82

1.81
1898 . .. 1 83

1.82
1900 - --- 1.80

1.88
1902 1 82

1.83
1904 2.10

• No data.

Automatic couplers and train Iralces—'Number of cars equipped and number of
employees and accidents to employees from coupling cars and falling from
trains.

Year.
Number
of all

oars.

Equipped
witli auto-

matic
couplers.

Equipped
with

power or
train
brake.

Number
of em-

ployees.

Number
killed

coupling
cars.

Number
injured
coupling
cars.

Number
killed
falling
from
trains.

Number
injured
falUng
from
trains.

1878 29,057
81,584
54,461
67,610
85,206
98,106
103,337
102,835
106,178
91,097
113,975
120,757
127,464
130,103
149,731
142,730
127,171
158,721
183,529
171,909
176,035
190,730
200,814
2i 1,883
237,289
267,127
284,748

13,518
15,341
18,985
21,974
17,273
27,112
26,731
25,666
26,761
29,088
30,794
24,642
24,351
27,689
30,192
31,127
29,308
24,107
28,165
26,690
30,009
82,385
87,696
37,836
40,636
42,484
38,508

1879
1880.
1881
1882 1,631

1,814
1,917
2,300
2,164
2,646
1,864
3,636
10,422
14,395
29,047
39,296
37,784
53,078
87,050
80,684
106,323
127,907
134,691
158,712
183,712
217,072
237,248

16'

16
8
13
10
9
19
8
14
13
14
10
7
6
S
7
4
12
8
6
4
11
10

182
98
109
174
126
184
240
149
303
242
196
196
91
80
97
80
76
73
69
52
49
88
75

31
33
10
16
25
23
32
6
17
23
28
22
17
20
19
14
18
12
20
21

2?
20

57
1883 43
1884 67
1885 84
1886. 38
1887 39
1888 S2
1889 4,210

9,194
18,178
84,315
49,871
46,658
58,862
70,718

101,861
142,638
180,505
188,656
250,464
236,376
264,589
280,669

44
MO 53
1891 82
189& 63
1893 68
1894 32
1895 87
1896 35
1897 65

1898 60
1899 64

1900 59

1901 100

1902 98

1903 87

1904 147
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Accidents to persons in Iowa.

KiUed. Injured.

Tear. Passen-
gers.

Em-
ployees.

Others.
Passen-
gers.

Em-
ployees. Others.

1878 20
2
6
7
7
4
6
9
8
8
10
4
9
5
23
17
7
4
6
27
6
14
9
7
9
7

12

29
42
37
67
89
83
72
72
61
59

101
35
73
82
80
81
48
47
36
40
44
62
70
65
64
100
90

31
40
88
34
69
65
51
75
62
65
69
33
69
91
76
79
90
82
94
90
114
95

143
151
120
143
U3

61
12
9
17
60
25
47
89
35
28
77
25
67
80
64
78
62
39
62
81
30
101
82
104
104
169
201

137
103
140
146
502
255
343
720
336
354
564
442
579
601
258
682
367
330
411
291
301
348
449
636
853

1,001
1,419

35

1879 39

1880 84
1881 31

1883 72

1883 60

1884 69

1885 66
1886 T4

1887 68

1888 86

1889 - 46

1890 101

1891 . .. 92
1892 77

1893 64

1894 62

1895 74
1896.... 84
1897 . 86

1898 70

1899 128

1900 136
1901 142

1902 129

1903 147

1904 12S

ORGANIZATION OF BOARD.

On January 4, 1904, David J. Palmer, of Washington County,
having been reelected railroad commissioner, qualified, and the board
organized by the election of Commissioner Ed. C. Brown, chairman,
and Dwight N. Lewis, secretary, for the ensuing year. Thomas H.
Boylan was appointed clerk for the same period.

Respectfully submitted.
Ed. C. Brown.
Edward A. Dawson.
David J. Palmer.

Attest

:

Dwight N. Lewis, Secretary.

Des Moines, Iowa, December 5, 1901^.

CONTINUATION OF STATEMENT OF HON. JXIDSON C. CLEMENTS.

Senator Cullom (in the chair). You may proceed, Mr. Clements.
Mr. Cleiments. Mr. Chairman and gentlemen of the committee,

when the adjournment was held yesterday afternoon I had referred to

some papers relative to the ownership by different railroad companies
of the gtock in others. I had gone through with the papers and was
asked by a member of the committee to put them in. By accident I

got hold of them and took them away with my other papers. I sim-

ply want to present these papers in connection with my statement
yesterday afternoon.

Senator Cullom. They will be considered a part of your remarks
and go in.
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Report tor the year ending June SO, 1904.

Capital stock outstanding

:

PennsylTania Railroad Company $296, 504, 550
PennsylTania Company __ _ 40 000 000
Baltimore and Ohio Railroad Company I" I84' 244* 812
Chesapeake and Ohio Railway Company

"'
62' 799' 400

Norfolk and Western Railway Company 89!oOo!oOO
Philadelphia, Baltimore and Washington Railroad Company.. 23! 494,' 575
Northern Central Railway Company 11 492 300

Of the stock of the Pennsylvania Company '_'_'_
40', ooo', 000

Pennsylvania Railroad Company owned 40,000^000
Of the stock of the Baltimore and Ohio Railroad Company 184^ 244^ 812

Pennsylvania Railroad Company owned 51,773,800
Pennsylvania Company owned 16,044)600
Philadelphia, Baltimore and Washington Railroad Company
owned

1^ 781_ 500
Northern Central Railway Company owned 1, 781, 500

Of the stock of the Chesapeake and Ohio Railway Company 62, 799, 400
Pennsylvania Railroad Company owned 10, 130, 000
Pennsylvania Company owned 4, ooo, 000
Northern Central Railway Company owned 1, 500, 000

Of the stock of the Norfolk and Western Railway Company 89, 000, 000
Pennsylvania Railroad Company owned 25, 830, 000
Pennsylvania Company owned 6,500,000
Northern Central Railway Company owned 1,500,000

Of the stock of the Philadelphia, Baltimore and Washington Rail-
road Company 23,494,575

Pennsylvania Railroad Company owned 23, 132, 200
Northern Central Railway Company owned 352,200

Of the stock of the Northern Central Railway Qpmpany 11, 462, 300
Pennsylvania Railroad Company owned 9,401,950

Names of persons on the ioard of directors of more than 5 railway companies.

Boards.
Green, John P 24
MeCrea, James 17
Rea, Samuel 17
Shortrldge. N. P 16
Woods, Joseph 16
Turner, J. J 14
Barnes, W. H 14
Taylor, B. B 13
Pugh, Chas. B 12
Wood, George 9
Cassatt, A. J 8
Prevost, S. M 8
Morris, E. B 7

It appears that the members of the boards of directors of certain railway com-
panies, mostly in the Pennsylvania Railroad system, as given in their reports

for the year ending June 30, 1904, aggregated 395. An analysis of this number
shows that:

157 directorships w'ere held by 157 persons on 1 board only.

63 directorships were held by 26 persons on from 2 to 5 boards.

375 directorships were held by 13 persons on more than 5 boards, distributed

as follows:

1 person held 24

1 person held 17

1 person held 17

1 person held I'J

1 person held - ^^

1 person held —

-

14

1 person held <
""-^
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1 person held 18
1 person held 12
1 person held 9
1 person held 8
] person held 8
1 person held 7

13 persons held 175

Names of the directors of the Pennsylvania Bailroacl Company, Pennsylvania
Company, Baltimore and Ohio Railroad Company, Chesapeake and Ohio Rail-

way Company, and NorfolJc and Western Ralway Company, as given in their

annual reports for the year ending June SO, 1904.

Pennsylvania B. R.
Co.

PennsylTania Co.
Baltimore and Ohio

E. E. Co.
Chesapeake and
Ohio Ewy. Co.

NorfolkandWest-
em Ewy. Co.

Axtell, Decatur..
Bacon, Edward E -

Barnes, Wm.H Barnes, Wm. H BameB.Wm. H.
Baughman, L. Vic-

tor.

Casaatt, Alexander Cassatt.A.J

Doran,Joseph I.

CowenjJohnK
Cnvler T Do Witt

Depew, Chauu-
cey M.

Fink, Henry.
Fox AlexanderM

Gorman, Arthur P

Green, JolinP
Grificom, Clement A

Green, John P - - -,
Green, John P Green,John P . .

.

Green, John P.

Harriman, Ed-
ward H.

McCrea, James ... McCrea^ames ..

Morris, E.B
McCrea, James .. McCrea James.

B.

Newman,Wm.H
tor.

Patterson,C Stnart Patterson, C.
Stuart.

Prevost, Suther-
land M.

Prevost, S.M Prevost, S.M.
land M.

Pugh, Charles E Pugh, Charles E.
Bea, SamuelEea, Samuel Rea, Samuel

Ream, Norman B .

SchifE, Jacob H ..

Eea, Samuel Eea, Samuel.

Shoi-tridge, N.Par- Shortridg6,N.P- Shortridgo, N.
ker. Parker.

Stevens, Geo. W-
Rtin Tnan , ,Tn.Tn fifi

Taylor,Edw.B
Taylor.WaltaTH.

Turner, J. J
Twombly, H.
McK.

Wickham.H.T..
Wood, George Wood, George . ,

Senator Kean. Before we proceed, I want to call attention to an
error in the record of yesterday. At the top of page 93 the atten-

tion of Judge Clements was called to what was known as the " Straw-
berry Case." It reads, " That was in 1902." It should be 1892.

Mr. Clements. The date was 1892. That is correct.

Senator Kean. I would like to have that correction naade.
Mr. Clements. In connection with this same question of issuing
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bonds and owning bonds and stocks of one company by another, it

was developed in the investigation of the Northern Securities scheme
that the stock of the Chicago, Burlington and Quincy road was
taken over at the rate of 2 for 1 by the Great Northern and the
Northern Pacific, and they were to issue bonds and make mortgages
on those roads to the amount necessary to take the stock of the
Burlington at that rate. There was a large increase proposed at

that time by that plan of making an annual fixed charge to pay the
interest on those bonds that were put upon those northern roads in

order to acquire the stock of the Burlington at a very handsome price.

I do not wish to dwell upon this particular question any further
in that line or extend the discussion further, but I wish again to say,

as I did yesterday in referring to those matters of ownership by
one road in the stock of another, and these directorships where one
person is on the board of directors of a half dozen or dozen or twenty
roads, that the whole purpose of it is to indicate the process and trend
of the present condition m respect to amalgamation and community
of interest, resulting in the elimination of competition, which has
interfered with the right of the public to be protected against extrava-

gant and unreasonable rates.

This is no personal matter. If it is lawful for the gentlemen to

do it, they are within the law, and I do not say that it is or is not.

I am not talking of men. The Senator from New Jersey asked me
if the Pennsylvania road, to which reference was made, was not well

managed. Of course it is well managed. There is no better managed
road in the country. I am not making any attack upon the Pennsyl-

vania road or upon any man whose name appears in these papers. It

is not a question of men; it is a question of conditions. That is all

the reference I have made to these matters, and that, I think, is perti-

nent in connection with the question as to whether the public is fully

protected now as against unreasonable rates.

I must pass on. I do not intend to extend my talk much further

this morning.
I was asked to state some dates in respect to another matter to

which I referred yesterday—that was a transaction between the

Atlantic Coast Line and the Louisville and Nashville road. I have

taken from the record in that case this quotation from the testimony,

which I think covers the question the chairman asked me yesterday

to cover by information this morning

:

Mr. Gates : First began to acquire the stock, " I thinlj, in March." Last stock

which entered into the transaction bought between the " 7th and 10th of April."

Mr. Schwab " came to my hotel and woke me up at 2 or 3 o'clock in the morn-

ing " the 9th, 10th, or 11th of April. Option given April 15, 1902.

Mr. Brwin: On or about December 1, scrip representing 300,000 shares of

Louisville and Nashville stock was delivered to the Atlantic Coast Line Rail-

road Company.

Those dates I think cover the information asked for yesterday

respecting the beginning and end of that transaction.

I was also asked to present, as an appendix, the hearing of the Milk

Case, to which reference has been repeatedly made. That I have this

morning.
-i- tt

The paper referred to was ordered to be printed as Appendix H.

Senator Kean. Has the Atlantic Coast Line presented any com-
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plaint to the Interstate Commerce Commission for violations of the

interstate-commerce act?

Mr. Clements. I can not tell you the details of that complaint.

It was presented by the board of railroad commissioners of the State

of Kentucky, and they were represented by the attorney-general of

Kentucky. As I remember it, there was some allegation of combina-
tion in restraint of trade, in violation of the law. Whether or not

there was complaint of rates I had no opportunity to ascertain last

night after I left the committee room.
Senator Kean. But the Commission occupied a good deal of time

in that case.

Mr. Clements. We occupied a few days in New York, and when
we quit there it was with the understanding that we would be re-

quested to go to Louisville to take further testimony; but we never
went, and the matter never went any further. If the Senator has
reference to the question whether the matter involved there was one
within the jurisdiction of the Interstate Commerce Commission, I
am free to say that I have always had the impression that it was
quite doubtful whether it was or not.

Senator Kean. I am under the impression also.

Mr. Clements. We were not called upon to pass on that question,

for the reason that, although the respondents raised that que^ion,
when we heard the case they withdrew all objections and said they

would present the witnesses, Mr. Stetson and Mr. Baxter represent-

ing the road, so that what was done was done without question, by
common consent, s'o to speak.

Senator Kean. I was only looking at it in the way of taking up the

time of the Commission.
Mr. Clements. The Commission hardly felt at liberty to refuse the

State of Kentucky, as it was represented by its commission and at-

torney-general, to hear what they had to say about the case at least,

and see whether they could present a case or not. Besides that, by
the twelfth section of the act to regulate commerce the Commission
is required to keep itself informed with respect to these general mat-
ters and to make recommendations from time to time. I concur in

some of the statements I have seen from time to time, to the effect

that probably some of the most effective good that has been accom-
plished has been by these public investigations held before the Com-
mission and the publicity that has resulted.

Senator Kean. I agree with you on that.

Mr. Clements. I am glad to hear that.

It was said a few days ago that the Commission in 1891, in the

Social Circle Case, upon the testimony of a single witness, undertook

to reduce the rate on first-class goods from Cincinnati to Atlanta,

which would result in other changes, and it is only fair to say that

that was the case that went to the Supreme Court. It was a long

and short haul case, as well as involving a complaint of the rate to

Atlanta. But it leaves an unfair impression to say that the Com-
mission, on the testimony of one witness, reduced the rate or under-

took to reduce it a cent below the rate that that witness s'aid was a

reasonable rate. That was another case that was prepared and de-

cided before I came on the Commission. Colonel Morrison handled

that case, and the report bears his name.
The other facts of the case pertinent to that question for a fair
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understanding are that the through rate from Cincinnati to Augusta,
170 miles beyond Atlanta, was $1.07; the rate to Social Circle and
intermediate points was $1.37, as I understand; the rate to Atlanta
was $1.07, the same as to Augusta; the rate to intermediate points
was the through rate to Atlanta plus the local rate from Atlanta.
The Commission did not undertake to disturb the rate to interme-
diate points. The one witness, to which reference was made as being
" the one," was the vice-president of the Cincinnati, New Orleans
and Texas Pacific, otherwise called the Cincinnati Southern road,
from Cincinnati to Chattanooga, which covered two-thirds of the
entire through route from Cincinnati to Atlanta. That was the
sworn testimony of the vice-president of that road. It is only fair

to say that although there was but one witness that one witness was
the vice-president of the^ road covering two-thirds of the distance.

But the rate of $1.07 to the point 170 miles farther was another perti-

nent fact of which the Commission took cognizance.

I have nothing further I wish to say about that case, but it is only
fair to say that the person who was that " one witness " should be
known as a railroad man operating that line two-thirds of the dis-

tance. His testimony was taken as in the nature of an admission as

to what was reasonable.

Some questions were referred to yesterday in respect to this case,

out of which the Maximum Eate Case grew, and I neglected to say,

as I intended to do, that not long since the rates were reduced by the

carriers themselves from $1.07 from Ohio River points to Atlanta as

a representative point. The old rate having been $1.07, it has been
reduced to 98 cents, and only three or four days since there has gone
into effect a reduction from Chicago to the Ohio River to the amount
of 5 cents on first-class and relative reductions on the other classes.

So that the carriers themselves have at last moved a long way in the

direction the Commission then found or directed or ordered that

they should do. It is true a good many years have elapsed, but
there has been a substantial movement by them in that direction.

It may be said that this was not altogether voluntary. The Geor-
gia railway commission undertook to make some rules and regula-

tions last year, or in the early part of this year, which resulted in

an application for an injunction by the railroads against that com-
mission to enjoin a revision of rates going into effect in the State.

Out of that grew a conference and compromise, the result of which
was that the railroads undertook to and did reduce rates first from
eastern points and then from western points all through that ter-

ritory. Of course, they filed the injunction upon the theory that

the rates were already low enough and ought not to be reduced.

They compromised that, and the commission's case was taken out of

court. If it be said that the contention of the railroads was right;

that the rates were already as low as they ought to be, and that there

was then a compromise, it only illustrates what I said yesterday,

that a large city backed by a State conimission and by influences

—

newspaper, public opinion, and otherwise—can be focalized so as

to induce them to do a thing of this kind. Perhaps an individual

or a hamlet or small town would not be able to bring about such a

result as that. It is one way or the other. The rates before this

change was made were either proper or improper. If they have
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been forced into a reduction of them without due reason and cause,

by the potency of the influence behind them, then in order to get
justice or in order to get rates reduced there must be some such
opinion as that which can not be brought to bear by every man in

every community and every town. If it was right on the merits of
the proposition, it ought to have been done without that sort of pro-

ceeding, and perhaps might have been done some time between this

and the years ago when this matter was up before.

Senator Cullom. A new condition of affairs has been brought
about in the meantime so as to justify it now, when it might not
have been so before.

Mr. Clements. Of course, there can be a great many changes. The
Commission then said there had been great changes in the then exist-

ing conditions from what they were when that basis of rates was orig-

inally fixed, and that the density of traffic had increased on these

roads. All of that was taken into account and discussed, and given
among the reasons for the finding and conclusion of the Commission
in that case. I hardly think that justice can be done to a full con-
sideration of that case, if it is to be gone into without having the full

report that was made at the time about it.

It has been said here that the Commission hardly assigned any
reasons for what it did. The reasons are all set forth there, compari-
sons and costs, so far as they could be ascertained. Changed condi-
tions may have been due to the increased volume and density of
movement over those roads which had grown up, and all those
changed conditions have gone on since the original basis was made.

Senator Newlands. In that case did you take into consideration
any of the elements spoken of by the Supreme Court, as to value
of the road and fair return upon capital invested ?

Mr. Clements. We undertook to do that as well as we could with
the facts before us, in respect to the earnings per ton per mile, the
increase in density of business, and all those things.

Senator Newlands. Do you find that practically any rule of ad-
justing, with the considerations referred to by the Supreme Court,
can be held in view ?

Mr. Clements. It is very difficult to give a practical application
of some of these matters in any case. I think it is said, among other
things, that regard must be had to the value of the property, and per-
haps to the value of bonds and stock and the earning capacity of
the road and all that. Of course, the earning capacity of the road
depends on the rates they are allowed to charge, in a great measure.
The value of bonds and stock depends upon what they earn; what
they earn depends upon the rates ; and so it goes in a circle to some
extent.

Senator Cullom. I do not want to hurry you. Judge, in what you
have to say, but I think it is proper that the committee should make
it known that we expect to conclude our hearings in a few days, and
that two or three other Commissioners are to be heard, as well as a
good many other gentlemen, so that we would like to have what
you have to say further condensed as much as it can be done con-
sistently with doing justice to yourself and to the subject.
Mr. Clements. I am trying to do that, and I am very nearly

through, Mr. Chairman.
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As I said yesterday, it is impossible that reply can be made to
many things that have been said here. I will not undertake to do
that. I have done practically as much of that as I expected. I
have taken certain representative samples of what I thought was
unjust, unfounded, and unfair, and I must rest with that as a sample
of what might be said about the others.
A good deal of reference has been made from time to time to a

comparison of the rates in this country with those in England. It

has been said that our rates are very much lower than they are in
England. The conditions are totally different. The hauls are very
much longer in this country than they are in England. The Com-
mission has repeatedly asserted, and I think established by its

official statistics, that, taken as a whole, the American rates are
reasonably low, particularly upon the bulk of low-grade raw mate-
rials. It is not the intention of the Commission to claim that all

rates, in this country or generally, are unreasonable. Upon the
other hand, it is not conceded that such a thing as an unreasonable
rate is either impossible or improbable.
But no intelligent comparison has yet been made with foreign

rates since, as a rule, the comparisons have been made by the book,
and no two systems of accounts in various countries are alike. Th*
service is unlike. The shipper loads and unloads in most cases in

this country, and the shipments are carload in such large proportion.

The cream of the traffic here is carried by postal cars, express cars,

and private car lines, which service abroad is reported as railway serv-

ice, and where, too, the rate includes such terminal charges as free

cartage for collection and delivery. The freight rates, for instance, of
Germany cover what here is expected only of express companies
with their high cost.

Senator Newlands. In Germany does the shipper actually have to

attend to the delivery of the goods ?

Mr. Clements. I do not know how it is in Germany. My refer-

ence is to England on that point.

So often as overcapitalization is mentioned of the railways of this

country, comparison is made of the $60,000 to $65,000 per mile on
our roads and $200,000 per mile on English roads. Acworth shows
they are worth it. We have over 200,000 miles of line, mostly single

track; 270,000 miles of all lines, or about one-third of a mile extra

track or siding for each mile of route. England has 20,000 miles of

route, but 50,000 miles of track, or 2| miles for each single track mile.

Their roads are far better ballasted and policed; their buildings

are all substantial brick or stone, while most of ours are cheap frame

;

their terminals are far more expensive in proportion to their shorter

lines, and the equipment much more dense and expensive.

To all this should be added the fact that grade crossings are almost

unknown, and the double tracking nearly universal, which means
more expensive and numerous viaducts and bridges, usually of stone,

where a great proportion of our own is trestle.

Much merit is made of the fact that the carriers, by their conces-

sions in low long distance tariffs, have built up the trade of favored

localities ; have, as they are proud to put it, evened up the advantages

of location of varied industries.

Let me read a clause from the opinion of Judge Taft and the court

S. Doc. 243, 59-1—vol 4 26
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composed of Justices Harlan, Taft, and Lurton, in what is known as

the Chattanooga Case, a few years ago, in respect to this matter of
competition and the lessening of it. This is a statement of that
opinion

:

The Interstate-commerce law, it Is conceded, was intended to encourage normal
competition. It forbids pooling for the very purpose of allowing competition
to have effect. But it is not in accord with its spirit or letter to recognize, as a
condition justifying discrimination against one locality, competition at a more
distant locality, when competition at the nearer pent is stifled or reduced, not
by normal restrictions, but by agreement between those who otherwise would
be competing carriers. The difference in conditions thus produced is effected

by restraint upon trade and commerce, which is not only violative of the common
law, but of the so-called Federal antitrust act (99 Fed. Rep., 52.)

Senator Newlands. That was reversed, was it not?
Mr. Clements. The case was reversed, but I do not think that lan-

guage was criticised in any degree by the Supreme Court. The case

was reversed on the ground, as in the circuit courts in the long and
short haul cases, that if there was an unjust discrimination it must
grow out of the fact that the rates were unreasonable at the nearer
point—Chattanooga—or that there was nothing to justify the lower
rate at the other point ; and they held that there was competition in

that case from the Ohio River. This was in reference to freight

from the East, southward through Chattanooga, and around to Nash-
ville. That is what was involved in the complaint.
A great deal has been said here in the way of criticism of some

statements that have appeared in regard to the effect of these in-

creases, but as the committee is anxious to get on, and I want to get
out of the way of others who are to speak, I will not take up that
matter and go into detail about it.

But I will call attention to this fact : That the gross receipts from
the railroads of the country for the year 1903 exceeded the gross
receipts from the freight business in the year 1899 (two years put
into that comparison) by $425,000,000. That money came from some
source. There was perhaps 15,000 miles more of mileage the latter

year than the first. I want to be perfectly fair about it. There had
also been a decided increase of tonnage, and there had been a diminu-
tion of rate cutting and rebates, which added to the gross receipts
from all these sources.
' But it is idle to deny that this great increase of rates on so many
hundred leading products over the country that move every day
over every road in the country played no part in that vast increase
of revenue in 1903 over 1899 of $425,000,000 on freight. It is idle

to go into it and say that the increase of rates was a mere bagatelle
or not to be considered. Why were they increased ? The allegation
everywhere was that it was done to get a greater revenue; that
they had to confront greater expense. They did it to get money.
They show what they got. Yet the argument is made that that
played no part in it ; that the effort was a failure ; that they increased
rates; but it did not produce much money from that source. That
is a mere guess. It is said that the best estimate was made, but that
they had nothing to estimate upon.

It is said that in the year 1899, when freight was scarce, there would
be more of it—a greater proportion of it—carried. It seems to me the
reverse would be the case in the natural order of things; that where'
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the roads were all congested and the centers were congested the freight
would move then by the direct and short line, so as to relieve conges-
tion the quickest, because they would save time to take the short route.
So in the matter of duplications, which are unavoidable because

some roads do not report what originates and what is brought to them,
do not segregate what originates on their own lines from what is

brought to them by other lines. So there is this duplication where it

is hauled from one group to another. But the same basis was used
for all that in both years.

Beyond that, also, the percentage of the increase of tonnage in the
year 1903 over the year 1899 was very much less than the increase in

the percentage of gross receipts, which is another fact showing that
when they increased all these rates on these leading articles for the
purpose of getting more money they did not fail to do it. These
gentlemen know what they are about. They are practical men, they
are not theorists.

The Chairman. When you made the statement or report that is

incorporated in Senate Document No. 257 you had before you all

the data, had you ?

Mr. Clements. The reports had not been handled, and most oi

them were in ; I do not know whether all were in or not ; some come
in very late. But the tabulation and handling of these papers had
not been put in shape in the statistician's office so that the matter
could be covered at that time on an exact basis.

Senator Dollivee. Has any report been made since that would
bring these figures up to date ?

Mr. Clements. It has been stated here, I think, that, figuring on
the^jasis of the statistician, as he does from year to year, it would
show about $104,000,000.
Senator Newiands. $104,000,000 increase for 1904 or 1903?
Mr. Clements. We take the tonnage and divide that into the

gross receipts, but the difficulty was that the total tonnage included
duplications. The statistician has a way of eliminating part of that,

for this reason: Although the roads are required to report the ton-

nage that originates segregated from that which comes to them from
another road and is hauled partly by one or more roads, consequently
causing more or less duplication, yet they are requested to report
those separately so that they can be divided and the truth accurately

ascertained. But a substantial percentage of the roads fail to segre-

gate the tonnage in their reports,

S^natoD Dollivee. Does not the law require them to do it?

Mr. Clements. The twentieth section of the act to regulate com-
merce requires them to make annual reports to the Commission, and
the Commission has ordered that to be done, and prescribes and
prints forms which are sent to the roads with specific directions to

do these things, but a substantial percentage of them never do that.

They will report the tonnage and omit the revenue, or they wiU
report revenue and omit the tonnage, and then they will omit to segre-

gate the tonnage which comes to them from another road from that

wMch originates on their own road. So that the final handling of

these reports by the statistician must take into account all these

matters, eliminating the reports from the roads which have made
imperfect reports, and reach an average from what is left.
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Senator Dollivbh. Do these failures, to make the report ordered

or required, tend to vitiate the statistics and disturb their value?

Mr. Clements. I think they substantially indicate the conditions

after they are finally made up, but of course you can see that it makes
it utterly impossible to make an absolutely accurate statement with-

out full and accurate reports.

Senator Dollivee. Would you suggest any changes in the law as to

the form in which these reports shall be made so as to make them
available and useful?

Mr. Clements. I think if the twentieth section were amended so thai

a reasonable penalty should be provided for failure to make reports,

that would be a spur to cause the roads to comply not only within a
reasonable time, but to comply in full. The Conmiission has several

times recommended that. There is no penalty now. We beg for

reports, and correspond about them, and do all we can to get them.
That is one reason why the annual report does not appear earlier.

The Chairman. Proceed with your statement. Judge.
Mr. Clements. I do not mean, by referring to this matter of in-

crease of revenue, to say that that was all ill-gotten gain by unjust
increase. I find it necessary, in order not to be misunderstood, to

caution against that. There is no pretense that there was no justi-

fication for some of these increases, and it is idle to say that they did
not result in increase of revenue to the railroads.

This whole matter is before you now. I am through with what I

desire to say.

The Chairman. The members of the committee will desire to ask

you some questions.

Mr. Clements. Before that I would like to say that the gentleman
who preceded me yesterday, Mr. Gates, of Tennessee, referred to what
I understood, in the connection in which he used it, to be an allega-

tion that the recent complaints had been solicited by the Commission.
He did not gay " by the Commission," but he had used the matter in

such a connection that I could see no other inference, and made
reference to it as an unjust, unjustifiable, and unfounded charge.

The gentleman spoke to me about it after I went out of here—^it was
the first time I had met him—and said he wanted to say that he had
no idea of intimating that the Commission had done things of that

kind, but what he did mean to say was that certain literature which
had been sent out from some source or other had encouraged that

sort of thing. It was a mere general expression of opinion, and in

justice to him I wanted to make this statement.

The Chairman. Would you suggest any amendment to the exist-

ing law to provide that the private car lines or private car systems

be put under the interstate-conmierce law, subjecting them to aU the

provisions of law relating to interstate carriers?

Mr. Clements. I have thought that it was necessary to the ends of

justice that the service in connection with refrigeration should in some

way be amenable to the same jurisdiction that the freight rates are,

however that can be done.

The Chairman. Do you believe, or do you Imow directly or indi-

rectly, that there are abuses and discriminations growing out of

switching and terminal charges and paying commissions?

Mr. Clements. The Commission has investigated a few cases of
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that kind where it was satisfied that a manufacturing establishment,
which had a short-line switch or short road, was getting an undue
and unreasonable amount of the through rate which would be
awarded to the railroad. It would be incorporated as a railroad,
and the Commission has no power to destroy its charter. It is in-
corporated and acting as a railroad and is coupled with a joint tariff

with a real railroad, and we thought it got such an undue proportion
of the through rate as to amount practically to a rebate.
The Chairman. Are there abuses and wrong practices between

railroads and elevator companies?
Mr. Clements. It is so alleged. The Commission had occasion

to investigate that matter once or twice within the last few years.

Take the Union Pacific case, for instance. It was true that they
were paying a certain amount for all grain put into their elevators

at Omaha. Peevy & Co., who are doing business over that road and
bringing it in there, would get the same allowance for their own
grain which they put into their own elevator that was allowed the
railroad. The railroad said it was to its interest to have it go into

an elevator there, because that was the end of the line of the Union
Pacific; that they did not want their cars to go East; they wanted
them emptied promptly so as to use them again back West; and
that it was cheaper to them to pay this allowance to Peevy & Co. on
their own grain than it would be to build elevators and operate
them, and so they had made this contract. The testimony shows,
and in all probability it was true as a contract proposition between
the elevator company and the railroad, that it was not a bad con-

tract for the railroad ; but at the same time a great many have said

and thought that was an undue advantage to Peevy & Co., and that
illustrates it. It is a difficult matter for the Commission, as it

would be for any court, to say whether three-fourths of a cent or a
cent is excessive and that part of it is rebate. It may be a little

excessive, a little more than cost, and may give the man who owns
the elevator a club over his competitors to that extent, and on large

transactions it would amount to a good deal, and yet no court, jury,

or commission could satisfactorily say and demonstrate that it was
so excessive as to amount to a rebate.

The Chairman. Do you think that the abuses, preferences, ad-

vances, switching charges, elevator charges, and terminal charges can
now be corrected by the law as it is? If not, what suggestions would
you make in the way of amendment so as to reach these particular

abuses?
Mr. Clements. The difficulty is illustrated in this : Take the icing

business, for instance. Undoubtedly there may be some allowances

made for the service. Icing is necessary to protect certain property

in transit. What shall it be? Shall it be the bare cost of the ice,

or shall there be something added for the service and for the other

incidental expenses ? And if so, how much ? It becomes a matter of

proof in the case. One jury would think one amount, and another

jury would thing another amount was correct; and one commission

might thinlv this amount was correct, and the court another amount.

Unless there can be some uniform rule to cover all that ought to be

covered by this extraordinary serAdce there will always be discrimi-

nations as long as the rule is ftexible. We have not altogether agreed
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about that. Some of us have thought that this matter might ulti-

mately be reached, under the present Elkins law, as a discrimination,
but it is a vexed question, and it will be litigated to the end.
The Chaieman. Naturally, Congress wants to have the law put in

such shape as to cori-ect and prevent these abuses. Having regard
to your experience and constant study of these matters for a number
of years, what specific amendment would you recommend to be made
to the present law to better prevent and punish all these abuses ?

Mr. Clements. I can not think of anything better than to require
the carrier over whose road the cars run—or the car lines, if you can
make them subject to the law as a carrier—^publish their rates like the
railroads publish freight rates.

The Chairman. If you could take time, Judge Clements, to write
out and send to us some specific amendment to a particular section of
the Elkins law or the original law, the committee would be glad to
have that. We should be glad to have it either from you or from
any member of the Commission. Our desire is to strengthen the law
so as to reach these abuses and stop them entirely.

Mr. Cle3[ents. If you desire, we will undertake to frame a sug-

gestion of that kind. Of course, I can not do it here. It requires

a good deal of ingenuity to make a law that will do enough and not
too much.
The Chairman. I draw your attention to these specific abuses, and

the committee will be glad to have any amendment proposed by you
or the Commission to cover the subject.

Mr. Clements. I have no doubt all the members of the Commission
will be glad to take time to do that.

The Chairman. In the direction of correction of these abuses,

could a more uniform system of bookkeeping be devised and adopted
by the railroads for showing the business of the roads? I mean a
system that would enable the officers or anybody to examine them and
detect wrong.
Mr. Clements. I am not an expert in the business of bookkeeping,

but it has always seemed to me that if every road should be rec[uired

to keep the same kind of books so that an examiner could go into a

railroad office and find every class of items on the same book in each
office and have books enough to cover the business, it would be a great

facility afforded if the papers and vouchers could be entered, and
that it would serve sometimes to uncover a rebate—not always.
The Chairman. You would recommend that theste books be open

at all times to inspection by a Government railroad examiner ?

Mr. Clements. I certainly think that would be a great check on
these evasions. The Commission now has the power to investigate

under the decision of the Supreme Court—^to call for the production

of books and papers—but it must call for something definite. It does

not know what to call for until it has found out, and does not know
the number of the voucher or what book to call for, and if we call

for all the books wanted to make a rambling search, then we have a

wagonload of books, and we would not know where to look for any-

thing. The Commission would be a year in examining those books,

and even then might not find what it wanted. In the meantime it

would be unreasonable to have those books out of the custody of those

in charge of the railroad business in their offices.
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The Chaieman. Do you agree that the long and short haul clause
otthe original CuUom law, as interpreted by the Supreme Court,
IS ]ust and tair to the shippers and to the public, or would you amend
it; and it so, m what particular?
Mr. Clements. It stands now just as it stood before the law was

passed. There never was a time, so far as I know or have any belief,
when the railroads ever wanted to or did charge more for a short
haul than a long haul, except where it met competition at the long-
haul point. Inasmuch as it is permitted to do that in its own discre-
tion in the first instance, and on its own judgment of the circum-
stances and conditions, it may take into account market competition

—

competition of railroads and competition of water, any kind of com-
petition—and they now do exactly what they did before the law was
passed in certain territory in this country: They judge of it and
decide that there is competition at the far point, and thev meet the
rate in force there and add the local rate to it, either beyond or back.
If anything that was being done before the interstate-commerce law
was passed was in that respect wrong, it is still wrong where this
practice prevails. But on that point I want to say that when the
interstate-cominerce law was passed there was what almost amounted
to a revolution in readjustment of rate charges and classifications. A
great many of the roads had their own classification. There were
numerous classifications in the country, but they are substantially
brought down to the three which now prevail and that simplifies the
situation' very much. There was a general overhauling of rates in
this territory between the Ohio Eiver and the Potomac and the
Lakes, and in New England, and out as far as Chicago, perhaps, or
the Mississippi Eiver. There is now but an occasional case of that
practice of charging more for the short haul than for the long. The
roads went out of that business when the law was passed. I think
they want to observe the law. I do not think they want to introduce
the practice again where it has been abolished.

The Chairman. Would you advise, if it can be effected, that the
through railway and ocean rates be subject to regulation?
Mr. Clements. You mean across the ocean ?

The Chairman. Yes ; say from Chicago to Liverpool. In the first

place, do you think it can be done, and secondly, would you advise it ?

Mr. Clements. I should think that would be a very difficult thing
to do.

The Chairman. If it can be done by law, would you advise that it

be done?
Mr. Clements. I should hesitate about that. I do not know.
The Chairman. As I understand it, the through export rate to

Europe and the through import rate, we will say to Chicago, are often
less than the rate from New York to Chicago. Do you think that is

fair and in the interest of the public, the shipping interests of the
United States and of the producers?
Mr. Clements. It undoubtedly seems to me that there should not

be such a wide discrimination as that. It has always seemed to me
that it would be healthful to have some competition in this country
from other countries. I have always been of that school, but I am
not a radical in that respect.

The Chairman. Do you mean as to import or export?
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Mr. Clements. As to import. I am speaking of that particularly,

because that is a matter that has several times been brought to pur
attention. There is the rate, which was brought to our attention,

from Belgium to Chicago, being less than from Pittsburg to Chicago.

That has never seemed to me to be a reasonable adjustment. There
was the Import Eate Case, where freight was brought from some
point in Europe through New Orleans for San Francisco, where
the rate was three times as much, as I remember it, from New
Orleans to San Francisco as the rate from Liverpool to San Francisco

through New Orleans. The Commission decided that that was a

violation of law, an undue discrimination; but on this ground of

competition the Supreme Court said that the railroad leading from
New Orleans to San Francisco had a right to niake it, so as not to

go out of that business ; that it had to meet water competition at San
Francisco.

The Chairman. Does it not have the practical effect of distributing

business, decentralizing business?

Mr. Clejeents. To do that ?

The Chairman. Yes.

Mr. Clements. T think it promotes competition.

The Chairman. That is Avliat I mean.
Mr. Clejients. Sometimes it results in unjust discrimination.

The Chairsian. Does it not help interior towns as against great

ports and cities ?

Mr. Clements. I have no doubt it does, but it is believed by the

local manufacturers that it hurts them.
The Chairman. In what case ?

Mr. Clements. At Pittsburg.

Senator Dolliver. Does that always depend upon water compe-
tition?

Mr. Clements. Not altogether ; no, sir.

Senator Dolliver. I notice it is said by the pottery people at East
Liverpool, Ohio, that pottery is sent to New Orleans through Denver
at a through rate from Liverpool, for less than the rate from East
Liverpool to Denver.
Mr. Clements. There are many such cases.

Senator Doli-iver. That would seem to require some other explana-

tion than water competition.

Mr. Clements, It is railroad competition in a large measure, just

as was demonstrated in this Glass Case that we had. A railroad

from the Gulf did some business in Chicago, and the railroads from
the Atlantic Seaboard wanted it, and they undertook to take a hand.

This was rail competition to the interior. Of course the Canadian
route was in that case, but it was mostly water competition.

The Chairman. How long has the Commission been giving atten-

tion to this abuse of division of freight money between terminal com-
panies and the railroads ?

Mr. Clements. It commenced that in the Brimson Case.

The Chairman. In 1892?
Mr. Clements. In 1892 or 1893, but it had investigated matters of

that sort before.

The Chairman. The Supreme Court held that Brimson must" tes-

tify, and that gave you a pretty free hand.
Mr. Clements. Yes, sir.
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The Chairman. Did you follow that up?
Mr. Clements. No; that case got so old before it was decided and

conditions had so changed that we did not go further with that. We
conducted a great many other investigations successfully under that
ruling.

The Chairman. With a view of getting this before Congress
fairly, have you any case that you have prosecuted to final judgment
to correct the evils growing out of the division of rates?
Mr. Clements. The Commission has reported upon matters of that

sort at Chicago and at St. Louis, has made recommendations about
it, and has sent the testimony to the Department of Justice in respect
to one of these matters.

Senator Ejean. That was only lately ?

Mr. Clements. Within a few months.
Senator Kean. Since Congress adjourned?
Mr. Clements. Oh, no.

The Chairman. You have that now under consideration ?

Mr. Clements. Yes, sir; I do not know exactly the status of it,

but we have done what we could about it.

The Chairman. I believe you are investigating the refrigerator
car abuses now in Chicago ?

Mr. Clements. Yes, sir.

The Chairman. Then I do not want to inquire about that. But
before this have you ever directed your attention to these abuses,
and have you taken action ?

Mr.
_
Clements. The Commission has several times reported the

condition of things in regard to the car lines.

' The Chairman. To the Attorney-General?
Mr. Clements. No, sir ; to Congress, and referred the matter—the

C[uestion as to whether or not they were subject to the interstate law
in their charges.

The Chairman. Has anybody refused to testify in those cases ?

Mr. Clements. I think one of the employees of the Armour Car
Lines or Armour & Co., I forget which it was, declined to answer
last fall; but we were doubtfm as to whether they ought to be re-

quired to answer in that case.

The Chairman. Was that doubt only about the law ?

Mr. Clements. No; we were doubtful as to whether the question
was proper or pertinent.

The Chairman. On the ground that the law was not sufficient?

Mr. Clements. No, sir.

The Chairman. What the committee wants is to make the law
effective to reach these abuses.

Mr. Clements. I do not think anything more can be done. The
Supreme Court has decided in the broadest way that the Commission
has the right to compel testimony upon this question. I do not know
how that can be accomplished so long as the Commission can not
punish. The Commission is not a court, and of course when a wit-

ness declines to answer, we have to stop proceeding and wait until

we can get a decision from the court, and then if the case goes to the

Supreme Court we have to wait until it decides. I do not know any-
thing that Congress could do to cure that, so long as these matters
are conducted before a commission that can not exercise any judicial

authority over the witnesses and punish for contempt.
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Senator Citllom. In your last report you discussed all these matters

you have been referring to.

Mr. Clements. I think so.

Senator Cullom. Well, I have not read it very perfectly, but my
impression is that you made recommendations in the report for such
legislation as you think ought to be enacted to strengthen your hands
and strengthen the law. Is that so, or not?
Mr. Clements. That is so

;
yes, sir.

Senator Cullom. Do you discuss in this report the question of the

importance of giving you the additional power that has been dis-

cussed so much here as to rate making, so called ?

Mr. Clements. That matter was discussed more fully in the report

from which I read yesterday, in 1897, than at any other time. That
was the first report made after the decision of the Supreme Court in

the Maximum Eate Case, and the matter was gone into very care-

fully and fully and it has been referred to repeatedly and annually
ever since, but probably not so fully as then.

Senator Cullom. Have you made any recommendation in this last

report or any other recently on the question of these private cars?

Mr. Clements. Yes ; the last annual report submits that matter.

Senator Cullom. Do you recommend specifically what law should

be made, if any?
Mr. Clements. I do not think we undertake to frame the amend-

ment, but we do recommend that the carrier or the car line, or what-
ever is the suitable thing to do, be made subject to the law, and be put
under the same rule. We do not say in that report that that is -not

the law now, because there is a dispute about that; but there is such a

contest over it that we think the wisest thing to do is to remove it

from the field of debate.

Senator Cullom. Did you ever undertake to make a case against
them in any way so as to test the law as to whether you had jurisdic-

tion over them or not?
Mr. Clements. Well, it is not improper for me to say in this con-

nection that we took this matter up with the Department of Justice,

and certain other information which was asked for and desired, and
the matter has been taken up subsequently and is still under inves-

tigation, with a view to getting a fuller development of the facts,

with a view of testing the question, putting it into court where the
question can be raised and a judicial determination had upon it;

but still we have thought that the end of the controversy would be.

reached a great deal more quickly if it was determined by an amend-
ment.

Senator Cullom. Now, I think the impression prevails that the

question of whether you should be given power to make rates, and
when I say that I do not mean that you should be given power to

make rates for the whole country at one time; but on a question

where there is a dispute or a claim on the part of anyone that he has
been charged an exorbitant rate, whether, if you determine that ques-

tion, you should have the right to determine what a reasonable rate

would be. That is one of the questions before the country about
which the public is very much concerned. Another is the*question

as to terminal charges, and another is the question of these private

cars. Now, those three things, to my mind, are engaging the atten-
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taon of the country very materially, and we are called upon to de-
termine whether any legislation additional is necessary, and if so,
what kind ? Now, has your Commission, or the Commission of which
you are a member, in any of these reports lately set out any recom-
mendation on those three different things ?

Mr. Clements. In our last annual report all those matters are re-
ferred to specifically.

Senator Cullom. Do you in your reports recommend some specific

legislation ?

Mr. Clements. I would not say that we undertake to specify the
language that would carry out the end, but we specifically recommend
that there be an amendment in respect to these matters so as to
remove all doubt there may be.

Senator Cullom. What have you recommended under those three
different propositions?

Mr. Clements. In connection with the power to correct an unjust
rate, by substituting a just one therefor, it was recommended in order
to make that effective that there ought to be some power to put into

effect, to fix divisions between companies and connecting lines, mak-
ing a through rate ; otherwise it would be largely defeated in some
cases.

Senator Cttllom. And you recommend new legislation to be had.
Mr. Clements. Yes.

Senator Cullom. Is there any other question?

Mr. Clements. I do not think in the last report we referred to

this matter of some penalty for failure to make reports, and to make
them as required, but we have recommended that at times heretofore,

and I am quite sure the railroads have never had any serious objec-

tion to that kind of a spur. Those which do make their reports fully

and promptly certainly would have no objections to the other. This
to the end that these statistics may be made up promptly and more
accurately.

Senator Cullom. And the public is desirous that whatever law we
enact not only be enforcible, but be enforced.

Mr. Clements. Yes.

Senator Cullom. And we would like to know as a committee as

near as possible what the Commission v.'ho are dealing with the
matter all the time really think as to what should be done from the
different points of view where you consider them. So, if there is

any other suggestion you have to make as to an amendment to the

law or a change of the law, we would like to know exactly what it is.

Mr. Clements. Well, it has been said frequently that the water
lines ought to be placed within the Interstate Commerce Commis-
sion's power. I refer now to the coast water lines. The railroads

think that is a fair thing, that if they are under the law these lines

ought also to be under the law. I see no objection to that. I do not

know that it is urged from the public standpoint, but it would seem
to be a just thing.

Senator Newlands. Is that urged as to the river lines also ?

]yfr. Clements. Well, I do not know about that. That has not

been a matter which has been considered. The railroads have partly

taken care of that themselves. They have run the boats out of the

rivers, and, to use Mr. Lincoln's expression, who was on the stand
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the other day they have met the water rates in the interior, so that

the boats do not do very much.
Senator Newlands. You gentlemen are attempting to administer

this law as it stands, and you find difficulty in doing it, and we are

now trying to find out what improvements of the act are necessary

to be made in order to enable you to enforce the law.

Mr. Clements. I think you have covered about those which the

Commission has thought are necessary to give effect to its purposes.

I ought to say on this matter about private car abuse and terminal

abuse, and particularly the abuse about the terminal lines, that that

is a matter that has grown up much more intensely and to an aggra-

vated degree, in my judgment and observation, than it has ever been

before, since the Elkins Act, since outright rebates have stopped.

These other devices have crept in.

Senator Ctjllom. They have made up new styles of rebates?

Mr. Clements. Yes.
Senator Newlands. Is not that always the case?

Mr. Clements. Yes ; when the water is dammed up one way, they

find some other way, if they can do it lawfully, if the desire is there

and it is practical. That is human nature ; but the Elkins Act is an
act against all forbidden discriminations.

Senator Newlands. You do not pretend to say that the passage of

the Elkins Act was a bad thing to do ?

Mr. Clements. Not at all. We have said that it has had a tre-

mendous effect in the diminution of these abuses. How long that

will last is a matter to be determined. When the Cullom bill was
passed, for twelve or fifteen months there was but little abuse of

these matters. It" grew up gradually afterwards, and almost every

1st of January, from that time down to this, these railroad gentle-

men get together and make a gentleman's agreement that they wiU
quit and reform and turn a new leaf and not do it any more. They
break down again and make a resolution again. They are now under
a good resolution, and I have not a doubt in the world that the prac-

tice has been greatly diminished since the Elkins Act was passed
and since these injunctions were obtained.

And so much has been said here time and again to the effect that

the Commission had not invoked the Elkins Act or undertaken to

exercise its duties and powers under that, that I would say it is

wholly unfair, because when this exposure of wholesale rebates was
made in January, 1902, the Commission promptly passed the matter
over to the Department of Justice and asked to have proceedings
instituted to enjoin and stop it, and any other proceeding that could

be instituted under the law. That was done in 14 cases against

14 of the leading railroads in the West and in the trunk lines. The
injunctions were granted temporarily, and before the matter was
passed upon, while it was before the court, the Elkins bill was passed,

and, as I understand it, those injunctions hold good now, but they

hold by virtue of the Elkins law, which came in afterwards. So it

is not fair to say that because we anticipated that when it was a

doubtful remedy, as Mr. Peck said, it was the most available thing,

and it was another additional opportunity the Commission was af-

forded to reach these matters. I hold that exposure had a good deal

to do with the passage of the Elkins bill, if I may be permitted to

say so. It exposed a condition of things which suggested the act.
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Senator Newlands. The first proceeding for injunction was under
the original act ?

Mr. Clements. Yes.
Senator Newlands. And the Elkins law was passed before the

matter was determined ?

Mr. Clements. Yes. Then there was another suit begun directly
under the Elkins Act against the Chesapeake and Ohio Kailroad.
That makes 15 cases.

Senator Dollivee. "What was the subject-matter of the suit?

Mr. Clements. It was coal rates from Virginia points into New
England, where the Chesapeake and Ohio undertook to deliver coal

to the New York, New Haven and Hartford road, I believe, in New
England at a price which was less than the freight rates from the
mine to the seaboard and the rate from there to New Englanti.

Senator Dollivee. What form did that take ?

Mr. Clements. It was a contract between the Chesapeake and
Ohio Eailroad to deliver a certain number of tons—up in the mil-

lions—within a certain period, and they did deliver a part of it, and
were proceeding to deliver the balance, while their published rate

and the rate beyond to New England points made it impossible for
them to do it on the terms of the contract, and the competing miners
complained of it.

Senator Dolliveb. Have you sought to enjoin a discrimination be-

tween two localities ?

Mr. Clements. I do not think that ever has been made where the
discrimination was on the published rate, except in the case referred

to the other day, that case of some years ago, involving Wichita and
Missouri River points; and referring to that Elkins Act, you will

find that the words are " where the Commission has reason to be-

lieve " that there is a violation of the law it may ask for an injunc-
tion. I mean discrimination that is forbidden by law. Now, it has
been said here that the Commission Jieed not wait for an investiga-

tion, and play like a court and investigate and find out the facts, t>ut

just walk right into court and begin a case, that that would be
sufficient, if it was permitted to do that in regard to the correction of
an unreasonable rate. Now, the Commission acting in good faith

must have the belief before they can go into court and accuse a road
with violating the law. There must be some" reason for thsit belief.

Now, must it inaugurate the practice of taking up every complaint
thrown at it from every source and saying that a complaint is here
and we will institute a suit? I do not think that would please the

Louisville and Nashville road or any other road. I do not think it

would be fair or just to the Commission, and if it is going tq inform
itself so that it may have a belief based on reason, how can it do that

better than by ascertaining the facts in the presence of both parties ?

Shall it go and see one or the parties in a fence corner and get one
side of it and form a belief on that and institute proceedings against

a road ? I do not think so.

Senator Dollivee. Are not most of these discriminations which
are published in the rates obvious ?

Mr. Clements. They are obvious as discriminations, but whether
they are reasonable or unreasonable, due or undue, is not so obvious

as the discrimination. The third section condemns undue and un-
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reasonable discriminations, but there are many discriminations which
the court has said, and which, according to the facts and the law itself,

it is manifest are not necessarily illegal because they are discrimina-

tions. They are due and reasonable because due to circumstances

and conditions which in many cases justify them, as the courts have
held and as the Commission has found.

Senator Kean. IIow long have you been a member of the Inter-

state Commerce Commission ?

Mr. Clements. About thirteen years.

Senator Kean. You were a member in 1889 !

Mr. Clements. No.
Senator Kean. In 1899?
Mr. Clements. Yes.

Senator Kean. Did the Commission, on the 8th day of December,
1899, enter a formal order instructing its secretary to cooperate

assiduously with associations to secure the passage of an act through
Congress ?

Mr. Clements. Well, there was an order of that sort entered on the

minutes by the Commissioners that were present at that time.

Senator Kean. Will you kindly give us a copy of that?

Mr. Clements. I haven't it here.

Senator Kean. Could you produce it ?

Mr. Clements. Yes. That is some five or more years ago. It was
gone over here with Mr. Wolcott on this committee when he was a

member of it and was fully discussed.

Senator Kean. Did your secretary, under date of February 3,

1900, issue a circular letter in his official capacity to associations and
shippers to write to Senators and Representatives in favor of the

passage of a bill ?

Mr. Clements. I do not know about that. I can find out.

Senator Kean. If you would give us that we would like to have it.

I have here a copy of a publication and the substance of testimony
offered at hearings held by the Interstate Commerce Commission of

the United States, sent to the House of Representatives, in favor of

amending the interstate-commerce act, published by the interstate-

commerce law convention. You had a large number of copies, did

you not, in the office of the Interstate Commerce Commission last

winter ?

Mr. Clements. I do not know about that.

Senator Kean. Given out with your report?
Mr, Clements. I do not know about that. It may have been done.

Wnat year is that that you refer to ?

Senator Kean. Published in the year 1904.

Mr. Clements. I have no knowledge of anything of that kind.

Senator Kean. At the close of Mr. Prouty's statement the other

day it was suggested that the committee would like some information
as to the statistical work of the Commission. Will you be kind
enough to tell me who has charge of that work?
Mr. Clements. Prof. W. C. Adams, of Ann Arbor, Mich.
Senator Kean. Is he a professor in the Michigan University?
Mr. Clements. Yes.
Senator Kean. Of what?
Senator Dolliver. He is the head of the school of political econ-
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omy, I think. He is one of many professors of economics, but I
think he is the head of this college or school of economy.

Senator Kean. How long has Professor Adams had charge of the
statistical work of the Commission ?

Mr. Clements. He has had it longer than I have been on the Com-
mission—I suppose, practically, from the beginning. Judge Cooley
brought him there. He selected him, practicaUyj as I understand it.

Senator Kean. Do you thiok that if the Commission had the power
to fix a rate that would do away with all rebates?
Mr. Clements. No.
Senator Kjean. Do you think it would add to it?

Mr. Clements. I do not know that that would materially affect

the rebate question.

Senator Kean. Do you think it would prevent discrimination?
Mr. Clements. Well, it might be in some cases that it would oper-

ate to do so. The Commission has called attention to it as it has
thought a proper thing to do, mainly for the correction of excessive
and unreasonable rates. It is not contended that that would add to

the remedy against paying rebates.

Senator Kjean. I have no further questions.

Mr. Clements. Since the matter of the order made five years ago,
or something like that, has been brought up, I would say that I have
had it brought to my attention in the last few days by what was
shown to me as a printed circular, which is being scattered over the
country broadcast, and a copy of which I have here, and which shows
that a campaign is on hand to secure the organization of railroad
employees to protest against any legislation which might affect this

matter.

Senator Kean. I merely call your attention to these to contradict
your statement in regard to what the Commission had done.

Mr. Clements. How does that contradict the work we have done?
Senator Kjean. Your statement as to what the Commission had

done in regard to legislation. That is all.

Mr. Clements. I do not see how that contradicts anything that I
have said.

C Senator Dollivee. I was interested, Mr. Clements, in a statement
you have just made that the main operation of this power to revise

rates would be in respect to rates that are exorbitant or unjuft in

themselves, rather than as respects rebates and other discriminations.

I would like to go a little further into that.- Would you exprct this

power to revise rates to be confined to the power to readjust «. set of
rates complained of?
Mr. Clements. Well, I do not see where else it could be applied

unless there was some power given in respect to fixing thf. minimum
rate, for the correction of a discrimination, because if the Commis-
sion is given a power of that sort, for the correction of discrimina-

tion, and it orders that the discrimination cease, that jnight be done
by raising one rate or lowering the other.

Senator Dollivee. So that the mere power to fix the maximum
rate would not enable the Commission to handle the question of

discriminations at all?

Mr. Clements. I do not think it would.

Senator Dollivee. Would it be agreeable to the opinion of the
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Commission to narrow this power to revise rates in cases where the
rates are complained of as unjust and unreasonable in themselves?
Mr. Clements. You mean to fix the minimum ?

Senator Dollivee. I mean to confine the power of supervising the
rates to cases where a rate is complained of as unjust and unreason-
able in itself.

Commissioner Fifer. The exercise of the power?
Mr. Clements. I have never thought of it as a suitable thing for

any other purpose except for the correction of an excessive rate.

Senator Newlands. You mean an excessive rate per se or exces-
sive by comparison?
Mr. Cleilents. Excessive in itself.y

Senator Foster. How does the number of complaints, say, within
the last two years compare with the years preceding?
Mr. Clements. There have been a good many more in the last year

or two than in the same length of time ever before.

Senator Foster. What is the nature of those complaints generally?
Mr. Clements. They often complain of the excessiveness of the

rates, and they frequently complain of the relation of the rates re-

sulting in the discrimination as between places. Most of them are

in one class or the other of those two. It is an unjust relation result-

ing in an undue and hurtful discrimination, or that the rate is exces-

sive. Of course, these numerous increases in rates that have been
made in the last three or four years have resulted in a good many
complaints of the latter class.

Senator Foster. Since the Elkins law has been in effect the com-
plaints have multiplied instead of decreased? Is that the case?

Mr. Clements. I think that is true.

Senator Newlands. They were caused by the passage of the Elkins
law?
Mr. Clements. I should not say so, and I should not think so—co-

incident with it.

Senator Foster. What is the difficulty that your Commission ex-

periences in the enforcement of the law?
Mr. Clements. When the Comjnission investigates a complaint as

it is required under the law to do, and makes its report and findings

of fact, and its conclusions, and finds that there is a disobedience of

the Inw, in its judgment, it makes an order that the carriers cease and
desist from that. That has no effect at all until the Commission can

go into court affirmatively and obtain a judgment or decree to that

effect.

Mr. Fosi'ER. What remedy would you suggest to correct that de-

fect in the law, or that want of power in the Commission ?

CMc. Clements. Well, I have always thought that when a rate

was found to be unreasonable, that public authority ought to be

able to find what is the reasonable rate and order the carriers to

cease and desist from charging any more than the reasonable rate in

that case, and that that ought to go into effect after a reasonable time

within which the carriers may apply to the courts if they desire to

io so.

Senator Kean. Does that mean a maximum and a minimum?
Mr. Clements. I have never advocated a minimimi rate.^

Senator Foster. Have you finished ?
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Mr. Clements. That is all, that the rate go into effect, say, in
thirty days or forty days after the Commission has made its order.
That would give forty days, if the carrier thought it was an unrea-
sonable order and ought not to be enforced, within which the car-

rier might file a bill against it, and if there is any ground on which
it can be held up, they can get an order to that effect. There is not
the slightest objection in my judgment to the question of what the
Commission has done, the propriety of it and so on, in going to the
court, if there was any way in which the court can act upon it ; but
as the law has been interpreted the courts can not legislate. The
fixing of a rate for the future is legislation, and it seems to me that
if the rate for the future is to be fixed, it must either be done directly

by Congress or by a board that is authorized to do a legislative act

to that extent, and I do not see how you can confer any power on the
court to do any more than to take jurisdiction on the matter on the
complaint under the Constitution of the United States; but if the
rate is one that is confiscatory, the courts can enjoin it and will do so.

Senator Foster. Now, how will these abuses of the railroads which
are complained of be abated or corrected by conferring this power
upon the Commission to revise the rates of the railroadsT
Mr. Clements. You ask how it will be abated?
Senator Foster. How would these alleged evils and wrongs of the

railroad be corrected by conferring this rate-making power upon the
Commission.
Mr. Clements. You mean discrimination?
Senator Foster. Any of the abuses.

Mr. Clements. If the Commission is authorized to investigate a
complaint that a rate is unreasonable, and it does so and finds the
facts to that effect, and is authorized to name what is the fair and
reasonable rate, and the carrier is ordered not to go beyond that and
is required to obey that, that would be a correction of that excessive
rate. It would not only condemn the rate to being corrected, but it

would condemn it down to the point of what was reasonable in the
judgment of the tribunal.

Senator Foster. You would not only have to clothe the Commis-
sion with the right and the power to declare a rate unreasonable, but
also to declare what is a reasonable rate, and then further to declare

that the findings of the Commission shall go into immediate effect.

Mr. Clements. That is what I think.

Senator Foster. If the law did not authorize the finding of the

Commission to go into immediate effect, then you think there would
be no relief, no practical relief, because the condition would remain
just as it is to-day ?

Mr. Clements. Yes.

Senator Foster. Suppose that the law should authorize the Com-
mission to examine into these complaints and the Commission should

find the complaint well founded and the charge excessive and unrea-

sonable and should order that the railroads should fix a reasonable

rate within a reasonable time or fix another rate within a reasonable

time, and in the event that they failed to fix a reasonable rate within

that time that the Commission would then be authorized to go into

court and enjoin them from carrying out their excessive rates.

Mr. Clements. If I understand you, the proposition is, if the Com-

S. Doc. 243, 59-]—vol 4 27
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mission was authorized only to condemn the rate that was in issue

and then recommend that the carriers fix a reasonable rate after the

Commission has named them
Senator Foster. Yes.

Mr. Clements. And the matter was left that way for a period of

time within which if they did riot do it the Commission could make
another order and say what is reasonable—or, what is the next step ?

Senator Foster. The next step is that the Commission could man-
damus them to fix a reasonable rate.

Mr. Clements. I do not -see how they could go any further than
to enjoin them from charging the rate which they had been charging
and which it condemned, because if the court said they must cease

and desist from charging that, and in addition to that should order

them to cease and desist from charging any more than the court

found to be a reasonable rate, then the court would be doin^ exactly

what the Commission undertook to do in the Maximum Rate Case,

and in the same way would be making a rate for the future, as the

court held that the Commission was doing then ; and I do not under-

stand that the court can do a legislative act or that Congress can
confer upon the court such authority.

Senator Newlands. In such a proceeding suppose the Commission
should have the power not only to condemn the existing rate, but to

find what a reasonable rate was, and the law should provide that

the Commission itself should proceed against the corporation to pre-

vent it from collecting a rate in excess of the rate that was deter-

mined reasonable, could not the proceeding be so expedited by the

law as to result in comparatively speedy relief?

Mr. Clements. You mean if the Commission made no order as to

what the rate is to be, but simply condemned the rate that was in

existence ?

Senator Newlands. No; condemned the rate that was in existence

and declared what the rate should be, and then instead of having
that go into effect immediately requiring the Commission to com-
mence a suit against the corporation to enjoin it from collecting any
rate in excess of that amount. That would accomplish the same
result as the other; but I understand your claim is that it would
result in delay.

Mr. Clements. What would be the status of that order by the

Commission? Is that simply a recommendation of a rate or is it a

rate that the Commission is authorized to declare as the rate ?

Senator Newlands. It is the rate that the Commission is author-

ized to declare. Then the question comes up as to its enforcement.
Mr. Clements. The difficulty of that is that the Commission have

been required to make an investigation and has found the rate un-
reasonable and has found a reasonable rate, and that is prima facie

taken as correct—under the present law that is the condition. Then
the Commission must assume the onus of going into the court where
the matter will be tried de novo; and such proceedings in equity,

as all know, relating to matters of that sort, not only in regard to

questions of this kind, but also all other equity proceedings, are

tedious. It is particularly so in respect to these cases. The carriers

want to introduce witnesses in different places and many witnesses
from different parts of the country to testify about rates and com-
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parative rates; and, in the very nature of things, if this is to be a

thorough investigation either before the Commission or before the

court, to obtain all the facts that the parties at interest think have
a bearing by way of comparison, and one rate with another, and the

conditions, and the changing conditions, etc., it is not a matter that

could be expedited.

Senator Newlands. You think it would necessarily take a long
time?
Mr. Clements. It would necessarily take a long time.

Senator Newlands. How long do you imagine?
Mr. Clements. That depends on the condition of the docket in

the particular court.

Senator Newlands. Suppose the law provided for expediting the

cases in the lower court and in the higher court also ?

Mr. Clements. It would be a mere guess that would be of hardly
any value. I would not undertake to guess it.

Senator Newlands. What have you to say as to this, that if the

rate which you declare is a reasonable rate should four or five years
later on be upset by the court upon the initiative of the railroad, the

railroad would lose the difference?

Mr. Clements. Well, if it was thought possible there can be some
guard against that, but somebody must lose some amount in these

matters. You can not have exact and equal justice in all these

matters. If the rate is not put into force, and it is unreasonable
before the litigation was commenced and afterwards, the shipper
loses, and these cases would be very greatly expedited if the onus was
upon the railroads to show that the order which the Commission
made was unlawful. The matter would then be determined and the
end of it reached much sooner than it will be when the onus is on
the public to assume the burden through the Commission and through
the courts.

Mr. Clements. If they thought it was a rate which they could
not afford to put in, they would apply at once for an injunction and
show the facts, naturally, and I dxi not think it is a hardship.

Senator Newlands. Now, where the railroad seeks to enjoin a rate
unpn the ground that it is confiscatory, a preliminary injunction is

often granted, is it not?
Mr. Clements. Yes
Senator Newlands. Do they have to give bonds in such proceed-

ings?
Mr. Clements. I think they usually do, but I am not sure about

that. I think that is a matter in the discretion of the court.

. Senator Newlands. Very well; then how is the shipper protected
in such a case as that? The case may last for two years, and during
all that time the unjust rates are collected.

.

Mr. Clements. The trouble about that is that it is impossible to
protect the people injured by the unjust rate, because if a bond were
required and an accounting made and the difference between the just
rate and the unjust rate finally paid into court by the railroad, after
that question had been settled the people who ship would be the ones
to stand in the place to receive the reparation—^the men who had
shipped and who had the bill of lading and can show their names as
shippers. They have bought the grain or the cotton or whatever
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it may be on the price of the going rate in effect when the shipment
was made. They have sold on the basis of that rate. They have
disposed of the matter. The rate has followed it on down and finally

rested upon the consumer, who buys and consumes the product. He
would have no standing in court, for he did not ship a bushel of

grain or a bale of cotton.

Senator Newlands. Under these cases the reparation would not go
to the right men.
Mr. Clements. It would go to the men who had already protected

themselves, and the persons really injured would have no standing.

That is the peculiarity of this business which singles it out from other

matters of litigation, that there can be no adequate protection against

the wrong of an unjust rate, except to make the rate right. After
the rate has gone into effect it is impossible to find those who were
injured and to distribute it among them.

Senator Newlands. At that rate, if the rate fixed by the Commis-
sion is determined two or three years afterwards not to be reasonable,

then the railroad loses and you could suggest no method by which
it could recompense itself.

Mr. Clements. I do not know any method by which it could be
done except to expedite the matter and have it determined as soon as

possible. There must be some injustice in all these matters, as I have
repeatedly said. There is no way, in my judgment, by which there

can be exact justice done in relation to these matters. They are too

complex.
Senator Newlands. The court can only take into consideration

the question as to whether or not the rate is confiscatory. Is there

any margin of difference between a confiscatory rate and a reasonable
rate?

Mr. Clements. It has always seemed to me if the rate was made
unreasonably low to the extent that it affected the earning capacity
of the property, by invading a just and reasonable rate, it had begun
to be confiscatory from the start.

Senator Newlands. Just as soon as it falls below the standard of
what is reasonable, that moment it begins to be confiscatory.

Mr. Clements. To that extent it begins to invade the right of the
property.

Senator Newlands. Is there any record so considered ?

Mr. Clements. I do not know about that. Courts look at the
substance of things, and I think that will be the final outcome of it.

Senator Newlands. You think that is the trend of the decisions
thus far?
Mr. Clements. I think that is the reason and justice of the matter.
Senator Neavlands. Now, as to the elasticity of rates, great stress

has been laid upon that by the representatives of the railroads, and
the contention is that when the rate has once been established by the
Commission and approved by the court, it can not be changed "after

that, and that it is desirable to leave a free hand somewhere in ad-
justing these rates. How about that ?

Mr. Clements. I have no idea that there would be any trouble
about that. A decree of that kind ought never to be like a Judgment
or decree of a court, final and conclusive. It must of course be ad-
ministered upon the idea that conditions and circumstances may
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change, and, therefore, when they do substantially change and become
different from what they were, when the rate was made, there is a

basis for a change, a just and reasonable basis for a change in the rate.

Senator Newlands. To whose judgment would you leave the de-

termination as to whether or not there was a change in the circum-
stances and conditions that would justify a change in the rate that had
been fixed by the Commission and approved by the court?
Mr. Clements. It might be safe to require a hearing of the matter

and approval by the Commission or by whatever tribunal acted, but
I have no idea that, if it was left to the discretion and judgment of

the carrier, the carrier would undertake to put in another rate

without a reason for it, because there would be a basis immediately
for a proceeding, and it would be courting trouble if it did it.

Senator Newlands. So that you think we can safely leave that

matter to the discretion of the carrier ?

Mr. Clements. I think after it had been put in that the carriers

as a rule would not undertake to trifle with the matter or to change
the rate unless they had a substantial reason for it. They would have
to justify it in a short time before the court again, and it would be

folly, unless there was a substantial, bona fide reason for doing it,

and I think it is perfectly safe to leave it to the carriers to judge or

that, subject to review.

Senator Newlands. Now, as to the cases where the carriers refuse

to accept the orders of the Commission. Your procedure then is to

turn the matter over to the Attorney-General ?

Mr. Clements. Yes; the law is that the Commission shall request
the United States district attorney to institute the next proceeding,
and he shall do it under the direction of the Attorney-General. For
convenience to both the Department of Justice and to ourselves, and
that the Attorney-General may be notified what the district attorney
has been asked to do, these matters as a matter of practice are sent

through the Department of Justice, and then the district attorney is

directed by the Attorney-General from the beginning.
Senator Newlands. Have you found that there has been any delay

in the Attorney-General's office regarding the matters turned over to

that Department?
Mr. Clements. I have not.

Senator Newlands. There is no complaint upon that score?
Mr. Clements. No.
Senator Newlands. No complaint that vour applications have been

pigeonholed by subordinates in that office f

Mr. Clements. None at all that I know of.

Senator Newlands. And as a rule during your experience the
Attorney-General's office has acted expeditiously?
Mr. Clements. Yes; there is no delay and I have never heard of

any delay in respect to that. These injunction cases were instituted

by bills drawn in the Department of Justice. They were instituted

promptly and the matter was taken up promptly and attended to.

There have been sometimes matters that have been sent there about
which there was to be some further consultation or inquiry, where the
proceeding has not been instituted at once, but I do not know that
that is being done except where there is a good reason for it.

Senator NEWiiANos. In the Interior Department, I believe, they
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have an assistant attorney-general, have they not, who attends to the
business of that Department?
Mr. Clements. 1 think there is an assistant attorney-general for

the Interior Department.
Senator Newlands. Would it not expedite the business of the

Interstate Commerce Commission if an assistant attorney-general
were deputized to act with you, if his office were in the same building?
Mr. Clements. I am sure it would. There are a great many

questions of the drawing of complaints, and questions of law and
consultations that ought to be referred to a lawyer specially in charge
of the matter. It can be handled by one man much more easily than
it can by a consultation between five who have other things to do
at the same time.

Senator Newlands. Then you would recommend that that be done ?

Mr. Clements. I think it would be an improvement. I have no
doubt.

Senator Newlands. Now, as to rebates, I understand you to say
that after the original Cullom Act was passed, there was a cessation

of rebates for a j'ear or more, and then they were resumed ?

Mr. Clements. Gradually; yes, sir.

Senator Newlands. And a cessation upon the passage of the recent
Elkins bill.

Mr. Clements. Yes. It is often attributed to these injunctions.

I think the whole thing went together. It was the availability of the
proceedings under the law to stop those things.

Senator Newlands. And you really rely upon the Elkins law to

get those injunctions and make them efficient?

Mr. Clements. Yes.

Senator Newlands. Now, don't you think that such a contingency
that has occurred a year or more after the passage of the Elkins law
will likely occur again and that these rebates will blossom out anew.
Mr. Clements. If the traffic falls off, and there is a scramble among

the railroads for business, and the roads are hustling for it, I think
there would be a tendency in that direction unless the matter is con-

stantly watched.
Senator Newlands. It is more likely to occur in a period of de-

pression ?

Mr. Clements. Yes. That has been the history of it.

Senator Newlands. The whole policy of our law is to force these

railroads into competition and then punish them for resorting to the

usual methods that are used in those cases.

Mr. Clements. You have left them in a state of competition. I

do not think they are altogether in that condition.

Senator Newlands. Wliat do you think about competition in rail-

roading ? Do you think it is a good thing to have as much as we have
had, or do you think that this consolidation of railroads which has
been going on has tended to efficiency and perfection of service?

Mr. Clements. There is no doubt about it tending to imperfect
service in some ways. It may operate otherwise in some parts.

Railroads are not competing with one another and making fast lines

and good service and handsome cars to get business. That has been
their method of advertising in competing with one another. When
that incentive is removed the service would hardly be as good, I
thinlr.
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Senator Newlands. How about equality of service ? Do you think
it tends to equality of service ?

lyTr. CiiEMENTS. If the roads would observe their published tar-

iff, recognizing that the demands of the laws of the country are

the first obligation resting upon them, and the revenue for their com-
panies is the second, instead of reversing that, there would not be
any trouble about rebates. They say they pay rebates because .others

do, and therefore the first thing to do is to save business and the
next thing is to obey the law. Now, there will be rebates, of course.

Senator Newi.ands. Now, so far as equality of service and equality

of rate is concerned, where three railway systems, we will say, are

serving ten States, each in active competition with the other, there is

less likelihood of equality of rate and equality of service, and pro-

portion of rate in such a condition of active competition, than where
those three systems are consolidated into one road?
Mr. Clements. Undoubtedly.
Senator Newlands. So that consolidation tends toward equality

of service?

Mr. Clements. Steadiness of rate and equality of rate and a higher
grade of rates.

Senator Newiands. It might tend, in your judgment, to diminish
the character of the service?

Mr. Clements. Yes; and certainly tend to prevent reductions in

rates that otherwise would be made.
Senator Newlands. Now, as to your Commission, so far as rebates

are concerned, a good deal of detective work is required.

Mr. Clements. A good deal; yes, sir.

Senator Newlands. So that we have united in one Commission
the men who are to be both the judges and the detectives in order to

make them efficient in both branches.

Mr. Clements. Well, the members of the Commission do not them-
selves go out as detectives simply to find out about these things. "VVe

employ agents to do that to a limited extent, and when we get what
seems to be evidence of the violation of the law, we utilize that by
making a public inquiry or by pursuing through the detective an
extended quiet inquiry, and utilize it in whatever way seems to be
the wisest to ascertain the facts and correct the wrong.

Senator Newlands. Do you think it would be wise to segregate
those detective duties from the present members of the Commission ?

Mr. Clements. I have never thought there was very much in the
protest that the Commission was the detective, prosecutor, jury,
judge, and executioner. I have heard all that said. The Commis-
sion has no personal interest in these rates, no member of it has, and
it seems to me as if it is an objection to form rather than to substance.
Of course, if the work of detection and investigation in the hearing
of complaints is to become so that it requires more work than the
Commission can do, there might be a reason for adding to it for that
purpose, but I have never thought there was much substance to the
objection that these things were concentrated in the same persons for
the reason that they have no interest whatever except to enforce the
law as between the parties in the interests of the public.

Senator Newlands. Do you think that a man who is trained to dis-

charge quasi judicial duties, the highest duties that belong to this
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Commission, has that class of mind which enables him to prosecute
successfully detective work?
Mr. Clements. No. If you want to make a ferret of him, I do not

think he is suitable for both places.
'

Senator Newlands. Now, as to the through rates, you would be
called upon to make a di\asion of the rate, would you not?
Mr. Clements. In some cases we have thought that the effect could

not be given to the correction of a wrong rtite and the substitution of
a just one without that power.

Senator Newlands. And you would expect that power to be given ?

Mr. Clements. I think that is incident to the other.

Senator Newlands. What do you think of a special court ?

Mr. Clements. Well, I have thought that a special court would
probably be more expeditious than the miscellaneous courts all over
the country; and if a court has this class of business to deal with
and no other, that there would be this much about it: The matters
would be expedited, and there are a great many things about this mat-
ter of rate making and about the testimony produced by witnesses in

respect to it, traffic men and others, which at first is much more
bewildering to a man who has only heard one case or hears one only
now and then, than it is to a person who is dealing with it all the
time, who has been told repeatedly that it is full of peculiarities and
changing conditions, and that practical experience and association

with it is necessary to have any judgment about it at all. I think it

would greatly aid a court in the course of a few months or years if

it became familiar with all these questions and familiar with the
witnesses who testify about these matters and the methods by which
they consider these questions in constructing their tariff, etc. I see

no objection to a special court because it is dealing with a special

matter, if it is constitutional to make such a court.

Senator Newlands. Would you have such a court sit in Washing-
ton?
Mr. Clements. Washington and other places.

Senator Newlands. Wherever convenience would require?
Mr. Clements. Yes; whatever would be the wisest.

Senator Newlands. As to the constitution of the Interstate Com-
merce Commission, the number of its members, etc., do you think
it would be advisable to have this Commission divided into branches,
so that there could be one or more members of the Commission at

each one of the rate-making centers of the country.

Mr. Clements. I have never thought there was any great advan-
tage about that. I think that it has become understood that all mem-
bers of the Commission, or even a majority of the members of the
Commission, would not undertake to hear every case that arises.

One must act in many cases and take the testimony, or two, as the case

may be, in order to prevent delay about these matters.
Senator Newlands. Now, it is contended that as it is, that under

existing conditions, the rate-making is the result of the united judg-
ment of a great many minds—the local agent at the local station, the
freight agent, and, finally, the traffic manager, and that the rate-

making is finally adjusted in five or six great centers in the country,
and that it is essential that these men should be in touch with com-
mercial conditions and should feel the commercial pulse. If that is
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SO, would not that consideration also attach to the Commission—^that

is, to have the power of revising and correcting these rates?

Mr. Clements. A general observation of that sort might afford

some help, but if there is to be any power of that sort, the Commis-
sion has got to deal with it by the intelligent and thorough presenta-
tion of the matter by the parties interested.

Senator Newlands. Do you think it would be an advantage to

provide that a certain proportion of the Commission should consist

of men who have been trained in experience in rate making as traffic

managers or otherwise?
Mr. Clements. Well, I do not think it would be amiss to have some

of that sort. A good many of the State commissions have provisions
of that sort. I know in my own State one of the commissioners must
be a lawyer, another a business or commercial man, and another a
railroad man.

Senator Newlands. And as a result of your experience, do you
think we will ever have equality of rate and of service as between in-

dividuals and communities and proportionate rates as to commodities,
until we have Government ownership?

Mr. Clements. I do not think you ever will have exact justice.

I do not think anybody can construct the scales that will indicate -what
exact justice is.

Senator Cullom. Do you think that exact justice would be brought
about by the Government owning the railroads?

Mr. Clements. I do not see how that could be done either.

Senator Newlands. I am not asking jou about exact justice. Do
you think we could more nearly approximate equality of service and
equality of rates as between individuals and communities, and pro-
portionate rates as to commodities under Government ownership than
under private ownership?
Mr. Clements. The temptation to give rebates, of course, would

be entirely eliminated, but somebody would have to judge as to what
was a reasonable discrimination between places and commodities, in
order to make a scale of rates, for the Government as well as for the
carriers, and .the judgment of the man might be defective. I have
never thought that Government ownership was a wise proposition.
It was on that question that I retired from the other wing of the
Capitol some years ago, when the Farmers' Alliance required a man
to say that he was for Government ownership and for the sub-
treasury, which I could not say; but there are many difficulties

about that. What Government Department would determine what
improvements were to be adopted in the way of new devices for the
saving of life and for the enlargement of the business and for those
many things which the interest of the corporations cause them to

adopt after investigation, and with a view of increasing their revenue,
and then, also, think of all the contracts that would be made, etc.,

and the army of einployees. It looks to me as though it would build
up a Government Department that would be unwieldy, full of cor-

ruption and abuse, and I need not enlarge upon that.

Senator Newt^ands. As I understand it, the chairman has re-

quested your Commission to bring in such specific amendments as you
recommend?
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Mr. CLEsrENTS. Yes ; I so understood ; and we will do our best to

suggest something to carry out the views which we have.
Senator Newlands. That is all.

[Reprinted from hearings bel^ore Committee on Interstate Commerce, United States Sen-
ate, Fi'iday, April 13, 1900, page 396.]

Protjty Exhibit A.

At a general session of the Interstate Commerce Commission, held at Its office in

Washington, D. C, on the 8th day of December, A. D. 1899.

Present: Hon. Martin A. Knapp, chairman; Hon. Judson C. Clements, Hon,
James D. Yeomans, Hon. Charles A. Prouty, Commissioners.
The following proceedings were had, to wit

:

AMENDMENT OF THE ACT TO REGULATE COMMERCE.

Cooperation with certain mercantile organizations to secure the adoption of
amendments to the act to regulate commerce being under consideration.

It was unanimously voted to instruct the secretary to cooperate with the rep-
resentatives of these organizations for the purpose of securing the adoption of
necessary amendments, and particularly the passage of a bill which has been
approved by such organizations at a meeting held in Chicago on November 22,

1899, and to that end to give the public information as to the present state of
the law, and the necessity for amending it by distributing such reports, papers,
and documents as are designed to accomplish that purpose, and to devote him-
self assiduously to such duty.
A true copy. •

[beai.] ElDw. A. MosELET, Secretary.

STATEMEH'T BT EDWARD A. MOSELET, SECBETABT OE THE INTERSTATE COM-
MERCE COMMISSION.

Mr. MosEtEY. Mr. Chairman, I have to say but a word. In the course of the
remarks which have been made here and elsewhere there has been a good deal
said as to what the secretary of the Interstate Commerce Commission did.

Whatever the secretary may do has nothing to do with the merits of this bill.

While I am perfectly willing to assume any responsibility which may be put
upon me, it is simply as executive officer of the Commission that I do anything
regarding a matter of this kind.
That a strong feeling in favor of amending this law has been aroused by any

action of mine I believe is absolutely untrue. In the course of the business of
the office it is true that a letter was sent to many of the boards of trade of the
United States, and it was also sent to a number of shippers who had complained
to the Commission, and where the Commission, in justice to itself, was bound to

inform them that as the law had been interpreted they could do nothing for
them ; and this is the extent to which the so-called circular has been sent out.

The Commission has not begun to do an iota of what might have been done to

arouse public attention to the condition of the act they are charged with the
duty of enforcing.

Senator Chandler. Have you a copy of the circular?
Mr. MosELET. I have not with me, but I am very glad to have an opportunity

of furnishing it and make it a part of the record.
There can be no desire for secrecy about anything which the Interstate Com-

merce Commission may do ; all their acts are of record.
Senator Chandler. You had better do so and file it, because it is alleged that

you urged boards of trade to impertinently urge Senators and Congressmen to

do things in regard to this bill.

(The same is attached, marked " Moseley Exhibit A.")
Mr. MosELET. In regard to the gentlemen who have appeared before you, it is

only fair to say that no one has ever been asked to come to Washington or
appear before this committee by the Interstate Commerce Commission or by its

secretary.

The Chairman. If there is nothing further the committee stands adjourned.
Adjourned at 2 o'clock p. m.
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MosELEY Exhibit A.

Inclosed please find copy of Senate bill No. 1439, introduced by Senator Cul-
lom December 12, 1899, which embodies provisions amendatory of the act to

regulate commerce. The bill Is designed to give the Interstate Commerce Com-
mission the authority intended to be conferred by Congress when the law was
originally enacted.
A few railroad officials and some newspapers have charged that the Commis-

sion by recommending these amendments is seeking unlimited authority to make
rates. This charge is entirely without foundation. The Commission neither
asks nor desires to be invested with general rate-making power. It simply asks
for authority to corre^Jt rates which have been previously established by the car-

riers in the full exercise of their rate-making power, when such rates are found
by the Commission, after due notice, investigation, and full hearing, to be in

violation of the act; and the Commission asks this because experience has
demonstrated that there is practically no other way by which the public can be
protected against excessive or unjustly discriminative rates.

It has been asserted in some quarters that the powers asked for in this regard
would imperil the commercial interests of the country. This statement is alto-

gether erroneous. On the contrary, the passage of this measure 'yvould conserve
the interests of producers, manufacturers, and shippers geners^lly, while pro-
tecting the rights of the carriers. On November 22, 1899, thi| bill was sub-
mitted to a convention composed of representatives of leading dommercial and
industrial organizations of the country at Chicago. There were present author-
ized delegates from

—

The Millers' National Association of the United States,

The National Association of Manufacturers of the United Statea,

The National Business League,
The National Board of Trade, '

The National Transportation Association,
The National Live Stock Association, '.

The United States Brewers' Association,
The Vapor Stove Manufacturers' National Association,
The National Hay Association, '\

The National Association of Freight Commissioners, and others.

After carefully considering the measure section by section it was approved
by the conference. Since that time more than twenty other national business
associations have expressed their approval of the bill. The shippers of the
country, therefore, with the approval of the Interstate Commerce Commission,
seek such amendment as will empower the Commission to proceed on the lines

and to the ends contemplated by the original act. The language and phrase-
ology of that act, as interpreted by the Supreme Court of the United States in

various decisions, has been found insufRcient to authorize the procedure and
action necessary to give effect to its purpose. The language of pie proposed
amendments is believed to be so clear as to admit of no misinterpretation.
Tour attention is particularly called to the fact that the authoriity to correct

rates which have been found to be unlawful is neither arbitrary nor final under
the provisions of this bill. In every case the carriers must have due notice and
opportunity to be heard before any change in rates can be ordered, and all

orders of this character are made subject to review by a circuit court of the
United States and by the Supreme Court of the United States. i

As already stated, the sole purpose of these amendments is toSfurnish the
means of enforcing the present provisions of the law against unreasonable rates
and unjust discriminations, and to that end to confer upon the Commission the
degree of authority respecting rates which for ten years it was supposed to

have, but which the Supreme Court has declared it does not possess.!

If the general features of the bill as above outlined meet your approval, It is

respectfully suggested that you take -action expressing your approbation and
support to the Senators and Representatives from your State, and to the com-
mittees on Interstate and Foreign Commerce of the United States Senate and
House of Representatives at Washington, either alone or with others, or by peti-

tion or otherwise.
1

• I would be glad to hear from you in respect to the matter, and would be
pleased to receive advice of any action which you may take, and comes of any
letters, petitions, or other documents which may be forwarded to Senators and
Representatives or either of the committees. \

Very respectfully, (

EiDW. A. MoBEUET, secretary.
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STATEHENT OF MR. WILLIAM A. HOYEB.

Senator Kean. You may state your name, place of residence, and
your occupation.

Mr. Hover. William A. Hover. I live at Denver, Colo. I am a

wholesale druggist.

I represent in this hearing the Denver Chamber of Commerce and
Board of Trade and the Denver Freight Bureau. The former is

the leading commercial organization of the trans-Missouri region,

having a membership of over 1,000 in number and representing the

best of our manufacturing, commercial, and professional life. The
latter is a representative organization of jobbers in all branches of

trade, controlling the major part of the competitive tonnage which
enters into and is distributed from Denver.

Denver, the home of these organizations, needs no introduction at

my hands. Suffice to say that she is the undisputed metropolis of

the entire Rocky Mountain region; the center of a vast grazing,

mining, and agricultural territory; a city with a population of

175,000 people; a city of modern construction, well maintained,

alive, aggressive in character, and in every way, except commer-
cially, worthy of being classed as one of the most progressive, charm-
ing, and delightful of our American municipalities.

Six lines of transportation connect her with points on the Missouri

, River; five of these lines are under independent ownership and
management. Transportation facilities are ample both as to incom-
ing tonnage and for distribution to the most remote sections of her
territory.

Denver rightfully claims, by reason of her geographical location,

her distributive facilities, her remoteness from other centers of com-
merce and other cities of her class, the inherent right and privilege

of distributing supplies within territory legitimately her own, in

fair competition with other points, referring particularly to points

located on the Missouri Eiver. To the casual observer it would seem
that Denver should be the natural distributive center of the Rocky
Mountain region. By this is meant not only Colorado, but New
Mexico, Utah, Idaho, Wyoming, and southern Montana. Outside
of the State of Colorado, so far as supplying the requirements of the

people of these States and Territories is concerned, Denver might
as well be located in Alaska, or in some other Territory equally re-

mote, and it is my purpose in coming before this committee to

demonstrate this gross and unfair discrimination against Denver in

favor of Missouri Eiver cities, and even in favor of San Francisco
and other California common points, in the distribution of those

commodities that are necessary to the requirements of the consum-
ing population located in Denver's territory, and to ask in behalf of
the commercial interests of our community the fair consideration
by your committee of the several legislative measures now before
you, the purpose and intent of which is to increase the power, as

I understand was originally intended, of the Interstate Commerce
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Commission, not solely for the purpose and with a hope of securing
for ourselves such relief as may be required from time to time in

order to enable us to compete more equally with the Missouri Kiver
towns and distributive centers of the EaSt, but we believe further
that, in view of the character of service performed by transportation
companies acting as public carriers, they are amenable to some
restraining influence and to governmental control, to the extent, at
least, of insuring fair, equitable, and just protection to the people
and communities that they serve.

Senator Kean. How do you think that will affect Denver or the
freight rates?

Mr. HovEE. Do you mean increasing the power?
Senator Kean. Yes. Do you think it would change them from

Alaska—^you speak of Alaska—down to the center of Colorado ?

Mr. Hover. Not necessarily to that extent, but as a preventive of
this discrimination, as against localities it would undoubtedly have
some favorable effect.

Senator Kean. Have you not got a remedy now if you are discrimi-

nated against?
Mr. Hover. We have a remedy, but it is hardly adequate to meet

the exigencies of the case.

Senator Kean. What is the discrimination ?

Mr. Hover. It is one of distribution as against Denver in favor of
cities on the Missouri River.

Senator Kean. Has not that question been passed upon by the
Interstate Commerce Commission?
Mr. Hover. No.
Senator Kean. Has it ever been presented to them?
Mr. Hover. It has been presented as affecting, perhaps, certain

commodities. As affecting the general question of distribution from
there, it has not been passed upon to my knowledge.

Senator Kean. Do you complain that the rates are too high ?

Mr. Hover. No, sir; we are making no complaints as to the char-

acter of the rates. The rates, so far as I know, are fairly satisfac-

tory. We are complaining of discrimination as against Denver on
tonnage passing through Denver.

Senator Kean. Do you claim it is discrimination as against Denver
in favor of Kansas City and Omaha ?

Mr. Hover. Yes ; I will bring those points out.

In the judgment of our people, in no other way can transportation

companies themselves be relieved from the selfish and discriminating
influence of corporation abuse and power, as now illustrated by the
hold which private car lines have secured in the transportation of our
more -staple commodities.
Formerly the competition of numerous independent lines serving

the same territory was of such character as to minimize the danger
resulting from the concentration of authority and power. The last

few years, however, has witnessed a tremendous concentration of both
authoritjr and power in the hands of a very few men. West of the
Missouri River five men practically control the transportation ques-

tion of that vast. area. And while to-day that power may be dis-

pensed by safe and conservative hands and the interests of the peo-
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pie fairly conserved, managements do change, and in less consider

ate hands all-directed influence of a power so givat is dangerous in

the extreme. It would seem that the people should have the unques-

tionable right to secure for themselves, in the medium of a commis-
sion properly constituted, an instrument designed to exercise a re-

straining influence over policies which so vitally affect their interests

for either good or bad.
Denver's attitude is not one of antagonism to railroad corporations

or to any other community. Commercial Denver does not ask that

something now possessed by a rival community shall be taken away
and be given to her. Commercial Denver does not ask that special

consideration be shown her that will unfairly discriminate against

commercial rivals. She stands ready to compete in the markets that

are legitimately tributary to her with any other city of the country
on an equal footing. Denver properly and justly claims for her
merchants the right of distribution in territory west of her on equal

terms with Missouri River towns and cities :farther east. She also

claims fair adjustment of rates to contiguous territory to the east

that will fairly enable her to compete with the Missouri River and
eastern competitors generally. The conditions are such at the pres-

ent time as to render such competition on the part of Denver mer-
chants impossible, nor is it our belief that it will be possible to bring
about such a readjustment of rates as will admit of the enforcement
of these principles without the influence of a higher power authorized

to make such adjustment as will prevent discrimination against one
community in favor of another community. The basis of our com-
plaint is not so much on account of discriminating rates as applied
to items manufactured in Denver as on account of discriminating and
prohibitive rates as applied to such commodities as are shipped into

Denver and redistributed from this point. In other words, Denver's
jobbing interests are vitally affected by the character of the dis-

crimination above referred to.

So far as distributive rates within the territory bounded by the
State lines of Colorado are concerned, Denver has but little tocom-
plain of. For the most part rates within the borders of our State
are based upon the Denver, or, more properly speaking, upon the
Colorado common-point rate, the exception being rates to the towns
lying at the base of the Rocky Mountains, extending from Cheyenne
on the north to Trinidad on the south, including Colorado Springs
and Pueblo, all known as Colorado common points. These towns
all take the Denver rate, and as a result Denver is handicapped to the
extent of the local to these points. The fact that they do take the
common rate, while in a measure a hardship to Denver, is undoubt-
edly, under the circumstances, justifiable and no relief in this direc-

tion can properly be expected. Local rates from Denver to these
points are, however, discriminating and too high. Their local char-
acter, however, with the exception of the rate to Cheyenne, places the
power of correction beyond Federal jurisdiction, except so far, per-
haps, as such rate may affect interstate business in a manner discrimi-
nating in character as between localities. In other trans-Missouri'
territory distributive rates from Denver are baged, not upon the
Denver or the so-called " Colorado common-point rate," but on tixe
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Missouri Eiver. It therefore can be said that the Missouri Eiver is at

present the basing point of all rates in trans-Missouri territory.

Just how this operates to the disadvantage of Denver in favor of
the Missouri Eiver towns and cities farther east, I will, with your
permission, undertake to show in detail: Commencing first with
Wyoming, and having to do with cities and towns in southern Wyo-
ming along the line of the Union Pacific Eailway from Cheyenne,
107 miles nearly due north of Denver and west to Evanston, located

near the Utah line, also having to do with points north of Cheyenne
located on the Wyoming branch of the Fremont, Elkhorn and Mis-
souri Valley Eailway, having direct connection with Denver over the
Union Pacific and the Colorado and Southern, and in particular refer-

ring to Douglas, Casper, and Lander. The latter town, while some-
what remote from the road, depends upon the Casper rate for sup-
plies. These towns are located along the valley of the North Platte,

and have tributary to them a country of great promise that is now
undergoing rapid development. The Chicago and Northwestern
Eailway Company, who own and control the Fremont, Elkhorn and
Missouri Valley Eailway, are, I understand, now extending that line

westward to Lander. These towns naturally look to Denver for their

supplies. There is a community of interests existing between all

western towns that draws them together socially and commercially,
and all things being equal they prefer to do business in Denver.
Existing rates render the exercise of this preference impossible. In
making these comparisons I will in most cases, in order to save time
and a useless array of figures, speak in terms of first class. The other
classes are set forth in the accompanying tables, and which will later
be introduced as exhibits.

From Denver to Douglas the distance is 275 miles, from Omaha
to Douglas 584 miles, over a territory of about the same character
and at about the same cost of construction. The rate from Denver is

$1,114 per 100 pounds; from Omaha, $1.86. Adding to the Denver
rate the Colorado common-point rate of $1.25 makes the Denver
combination $2.36J to Douglas. The Denver rate to Douglas is

built up as follows : The Union Pacific and Colorado and Southern
combine on a rate to Orin Junction, distant from Denver 261 miles,
of 80 cents. To this is added a prohibitive local by the Fremont,
Elkhorn and Missouri Valley road of 31-J cents arbitrary from Orin
Junction to Douglas, a distance of 14 miles.

To Casper the Denver rate is $1.52, distance 328 miles; from
Omaha, $1.90, distance 637 miles. Combination via Denver, $2.77,
with a prohibitive local from Orin Junction of 72 cents for a 67-mile
haul.

The rate to two points in southern Wyoming located on the line

of the Union Pacific Eailway will be sufficient to illustrate the
situation there. Comparisons to other points, as well as the points
already cited, located in this territory, appear in the accompanying
exhibit, marked " Exhibit A."
For the purpose of comparison we will select Cheyenne, distant 107

miles nearly due north from Denver, and Laramie, located 57 miles

west of Cheyenne and 164 miles from Denver, the two most important
towns in southern Wyoming.
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The rates to Cheyenne are:

First $0. 45
Second 40
Third . 35
Fourth . 30
Fifth .27

Distance, 107 miles.

From Omaha, Kansas Cit}', and other Missouri River points:

First $1. 25
Second 1. 00
Third . 80
Fourth '-

. 65
Fifth . 50

Distance from Omaha to Cheyenne, 519 miles; from Kansas City
to Cheyenne, 747 miles. In other words, a merchant located at Kan-
sas City can ship goods through Denver to Cheyenne, a distance of

747 miles, for $1.25 per 100 pounds. The Denver merchant pays
for the same service $1.70, or 45 cents for the 107-mile haul, as against

$1.25 for the 747-mile haul over exactly the same lines.

To Laramie, located 57 miles west of Cheyenne, rates are as fol-

lows:

First. Second. Third. Fourth. Fifth.

$1.78
.81

2.06

$1.45
.70

1.70

$1.19
.59

1.39

$0.97
.47

1.12

$0.79
.47From Denver .,

Denver combination...... ..... .... ... ..... .97

The rates to these two sections of Wyoming are sufficiently discrim-

inating in character to influence a very large proportion or the busi-

ness which would otherwise naturally look to Denver as a source of
supply in favor of Omaha and other Missouri River towns.

Senator Kean. Have you ever brought that complaint before the
court ?

Mr. Hover. That specific complaint has not been made.
Senator Kean. Have you tried to enforce your remedies under the

existing law?
Mr. Hover. No effort has been made.
Senator Kean. Have those complaints ever been made to the Inter-

state Commerce Commission?
Mr. Hover. Yes; in some specific interests as applying to certain

commodities. I think there has been no general complaint of a like

character which has been made so far as the general proposition of
distribution was concerned.

Senator Kean. Wliat was the opinion or decision of the Commis-
sion in regard to that?

Mr. Hover. I think that case is still pending—still in the hands of

the Commission. It has never been decided. It is what we call the

Kendall Case.

Senator Kean. When did you make that complaint?
Mr. Hover. It was made by an individual, not by any of our or-

ganizations.

Senator Kean. How long ago?
Mr. Hover. I do not recall the length of time.
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Senator Kean. A month ago?
Mr. Hover. Some months ago.
Senator Kean. Two months ago?
Mr. Hover. I could not tell you the time.

Senator I^ean. Five or six months ago?
Mr. Hover. I have no idea as to the time. I simply recollect that

it is within the last year.

Senator Kean. Have you ever made these complaints to the rail-

road companies?
Mr. Hover. Repeatedly.
Senator Kean. What do they say in reply?

Mr. Hover. Why, they justify the difference in the charge by the

fact that a readjustment of the rates would revolutionize rates—^and

it certainly would west of Missouri. Furthermore, these charges are

for the most part along the lines more or less controlling local terri-

tory.

Senator Kean. WTiat is the reason for that rate you refer to be-

tween Denver and Cheyenne and Kansas City and Cheyenne?
Mr. Hover. Why, there should be no reason for that. That is the

way the merchants there regard it—that there is no legitimate rea-

son why such a difference should exist.

Senator Kean. What reason does the railroad give?

Mr. Hover. Why, I do not know that they have ever assigned any
specific reason. If they have I have never heard of it.

Senator Kean. You have called it to their attention?

Mr. Hovi:r. Their attention has been called to it.

Senator ICean. Don't they say anything at all ?

Mr. Hover. They justify it—to an extent, at least—by saying that
Cheyenne is a common point; and that is true, perhaps, so far as

Omaha business is concerned, but when it comes to Kansas City
business a different condition prevails. They have a direct line to
Omaha. Their Kansas City line passes right through Denver.

Senator Kean. As I understand it, you are here advocating addi-
tional powers should be given to the Interstate Commerce Commis-
sion to fix a rate?

Mr. Hover. To reduce or fix a rate.

Senator Kean. And you say that you do not complain of the rates
being too high ?

Mr. Hover. We do not.

Senator Kean. But that they are discriminative?
Mr. Hover. Yes.
Senator IfEAN. That would not be cured by the power to fix the

rate.

Mr. Hover. That is what we claim.

Senator Kean. I thinli you have that remedy under the existing
law.

Mr. Hover. Possibly we have in a measure ; but, as I said before,
it is hardly adequate. The existing law is hardly adequate.
Senator Kean. If it is an unjust discrimination you have a right

to apply to the court for injunction.
Mr. Hover. That is true, they may; but who makes the future

rate ? The courts can not make it.

Senator Kean. If the court will enjoin the discriminations,

S. Doc. 243, 59-1—vol 4 28
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Mr. Hover. Very true, but the railroad companies may make such

a change as will in a measure modify that discrimination, but they

may not make a change sufficient as a matter of fact to be of any
benefit in practice, to do away with the discrimination, and you have

to go through the whole thing again. The remedy is not adequate.

Senator Clapp. Do you think a court could make any order on
earth except to abate the discrimination ?

Mr. Hover. No ; I do not think it would.

Senator Clapp. If the court entertained jurisdiction at all and
made any decree as to the discrimination, it would have to be in effect

to abate the discrimination itself, would it not?

Mr. Hover. Surely. The comparison of the Idaho rates discloses

a condition of still greater discrimination. The rates to Idaho,

like all rates west of Omaha, are based upon the Missouri Eiver, con-

sisting for the most part of blanket rates applicable to four groups,

each group being made up of the cities and towns located between

two terminal pomts. In making these comparisons we will have to

do with Groups III and IV only, as within these two groups are

included the principal towns in which Denver merchants are in-

terested.

Group III includes all stations on the Oregon Short Line from
Weston, Idaho, to Barretts, Mont., located on the Butte and Helena

branch of the Oregon Short Line, and including Pocatello, Idaho
Falls, etc.

Group IV includes territory west of Pocatello as far as Hunting-

ton, Oreg. In this group are located Boise, Shoshone, Nampa, etc.

The rates from the Missouri River to points in Group IV are as

follows

:

First. Second. Third. Fourth. Fifth.

$2.60
2.40
8.65

$2.15
2.08
3.08

$2.00
1.76
2.66

$1.70
1.62
2.17

$1.50
1.20

Denver combination 1.70

The distance from Omaha to Boise, one of the principal towns in

this group, is 1,336 miles, and from Denver 924 miles, a distance in

favor of Denver of 412 miles, with a difference in rates of 10 ccDt«

only per 100 pounds. Should this freight originate in Kansas City
instead of Omaha, the same would have to pass through Denver to

reach point of destination, covering a distance of 1,564 miles, involv-

ing a haul of 640 miles, at a rate of 10 cents, only, more than the
Denver rate. In this territory San Francisco is a competing point,

although the distance from San Francisco to Boise is 1,187 miles
against 924 miles from Denver. Freight is hauled this 1,187 miles

for $1.95 per 100 pounds, while from Denver, as noted above, the rate

is $2.40 per 100 pounds, although the difference in mileage favors
Denver to the extent of 263 miles, and cost of construction no
greater, if so great, in the one instance as in the other, the relative

cost of service being considerably greater on the San Francisco-
Boise haul than on the Denver-Boise haul; the heavy grades of the
Sierra Nevada range having in the one instance to be overcome.
These figures are fully set forth as to all classes and as between the
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three competitive points, namely, Omaha, San Francisco, and Den-
ver, in the accompanying exhibit marked " Exhibit B." I, there-

fore, will not undertake, at this time, to enter into further details,

as they are a repetition in character of the Boise illustration as

above set forth.

Denver, by reason of direct railway connections via the Union
Pacific Kailway and the Oregon Short Line, has also tributary to it,

in competition with St. Paul, Minneapolis, and Omaha, a certain

amount of trade located at Butte, Anaconda, and Helena, Mont., and
vicinity, the distance from Denver to Butte being 922 miles and from
Omaha 1,334 miles, a difference in favor of Denver of 412 miles.

The rates to Montana common points, including Butte, Anaconda,
etc., are as follows

:

First. Second. Third. Fourth. Fifth.

TPrnTifi f^f^ Mi!=«="^T17^ R-iVfi''' $3.50
8.10
3.10
0.00
3.25

$2.15
2.60
2.65
1.73
2.72

$1.75
2.10
2.15
1.40
2.20

$1.60
1.75
1.75
1.20
1.85

$1.25
1.45
1.45

Denver .__ ." .,., 1.00
Dftn-vftt* p.nnn'hiTmtiA'" 1.50

The Denver combination referred to being based upon the Mis-
souri Eiver rate, it is needless to say that Denver has no chance what-
ever in this territory except on a few commodities that are manufac-
tured here, and on these commodities Denver pays a very much higher
relative rate than either Chicago, St. Louis, or the Missouri River.

For instance, bottles which are manufactured in Denver take to Mon-
tana common points a rate of 72 cents, as against 90 cents from the

Missouri Eiver, 90 cents from St. Louis, and 90 cents from Chicago,
notwithstanding the vast difference in mileage; on packing-house
products a rate of $1 from Denver, as compared with $1.26 from the
Missouri Eiver, $1.43^ from St. Louis, and $1.45 from Chicago.
These figures are fully set forth as to all classes in the accompanying
exhibit, marked " Exhibit C."

It is in dealing with the Utah situation that we find the most
extreme instances of discrimination. Utah can more properly be
considered Denver territory in competition with Missouri River
points than can localities in either Wyoming, Idaho, or Montana.
The State of Utah bounds Colorado on the west, and depends for
transportation of west-bound commodities on two lines of railroad

owned and controlled by two of our great transcontinental systems

—

namely, the Harriman system and the Gould system—^by the former
over the Union Pacific from Omaha to Ogden, and by the latter over
the Rio Grande Western from Grand Junction, Colo., to Salt Lake
City, the Rio Grande Western being the outlet for both the Colorado
Midland and the Denver and Rio Grande at Grand Junction. From
Denver, through the medium of the two latter roads, we have direct

connection with Utah, and a certain percentage of the west-bound
tonnage consigned to Utah points passes through Denver over one
or the other of these two lines. Therefore Denver can justly claim
the right of distribution into this territojy on the same terms that

are accorded Missouri River towns, St. Louis, Chicago, and other

eastern points. On the present basis of rates, however, Denver mer-
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chants can not even get into Utah on as favorable a basis as the mer-

chant located in San Francisco who ships his goods through Denver

to San Francisco and back again to Salt Lake City, which fact I will

later prove.

The following are the competitive class rates to Utah common
points, consisting of Ogden, Salt Lake, Spanish Fork, and interme-

diate points

:

From Chicago and Duluth..
From the "Missouri River _

From San Francisco and California common
points..

From Denver
Denver combination based upon the Missouri
River

First.

$3.10

1.85

8.10

Second.

$2.65
2.00

1.50
1.60

Third.

$3.15
1.70

1.27i
1.36

2.16

Fourth.

$1.75
1.13

1.07
1.16

1.80

Fifth.

$1.45
1.18

.96

1.46

In other words, the Denver merchant is discriminated against in

favor of the merchant located on the Missouri Eiver to the extent of

80 cents first class, 60 cents second, 46 cents third, 37 cents fourth, and
28 cents fifth, and this discrimination extends clear back to At-
lantic seaboard territory. Such commodities as we produce in Den-
ver are likewise discriminated against in favor of eastern centers.

For instance, beer from our Denver breweries takes a 70-cent com-
modity rate to Utah common points, and the same rate applies from
the Missouri River, notwithstanding that Denver is distant from
Omaha 572 miles and from Kansas City 640 miles. On packing-

house products the rate from Denver is 73| cents, against $1.18 from
the Missouri River. Generally speaking, however, it is on the class

rates that the greatest discrimmatioil exists. This difference against

Denver diverts practically all the business moving under class rates

from Denver to eastern centers. The situation as applied to Utah
is particularly aggravated in view of the fact, as before recited, that

San Francisco merchants can ship through Denver, through Salt

Lake City, to San Francisco on a commodity rate and return the same
goods to Salt Lake City on the local rate, and for less than the same
goods can be unloaded in Denver and reshipped to Salt Lake City,

notwithstanding the fact that San Francisco is distant from and
beyond Salt Lake City 826 miles, while Denver lies 627 miles to the

east of that point. Referring to the above table of rates, you will

note that Denver pays $1.85 to Salt Lake City, a distance of 627

miles, against a return rate of $1.72^ from San Francisco and Cali-

fornia common points to Salt Lake City, a distance of 826 miles.

I will now proceed to show how the application of this combina-

tion of rates will admit of the possibility as above set forth: For
instance, a mixed car of drugs, patent medicines, chemicals, etc.,

takes a commodity rate from New York of $1.40 a carload to Cali-

fornia common points. This rate, combined with the local back of

$1.72|, lays the goods down in Salt Lake City for $3.12^. To Denver
the same commodities take a water rate via Galveston of $2.33 per 100
pounds, or an all-rail rate of $2.72 per 100 pounds. Adding to these

rates the local out of Denver to Salt Lake City of $1.85, brings the

cost of these commodities when shipped to and from Denver to $4.18,
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when the water rate is taken advantage of, and $4.15 on the all-rail

rate. I will take the case of a wholesale boot and shoe dealer doing
business in Denver and in San Francisco: Rubber boots and shoes
take a commodity rate from New York to San Francisco of $1.35 a
carload. Adding to this the local first class back to Salt Lake City
of $1.72i, and the cost is to the Salt Lake dealer $3.07J. To Denver
the wholesaler pays for his goods coming by way of the water line

via Galveston $2.33, and if they come by all rail $2.72. Adding to

these figures the local of $1.85, it will cost to lay them down in Salt
Lake City $4.18 in the one instance, and $4.57 in the other instance,

as against the San Francisco rate of $3.07^. These comparisons can
be multiplied almost indefinitely and will apply to nearly every
commodity handled by wholesalers located at either point. The con-

ditions as pertaining to Utah business are more fully set forth and
comparisons more completely made in a table which is made a part

of this report and which is marked " Exhibit D " and " Exhibit Gr."

In order to make complete a statement regarding Denver's posi-

tion as a distributing center there is also accompanying this report a
table of rates and comparisons from Denver and competitive points to

points in New Mexico. It is not necessary to dwell upon the condi-

tions in this latter Territory, except to say that they operate to a con-

siderable extent against Denver merchants in competition with Mis-
souri River points. A different set of conditions, however, prevail

in this Territory than those covering rates hereinbefore mentioned.
These conditions are of such character as to hardly warrant equality

Df service as between Denver and Missouri River points.

In conclusion, I desire to state that the merchants of Denver and
the people of Colorado, irrespective of party, are thoroughly in ac-

cord with the views of President Roosevelt in the matter of extending
the powers of the Interstate Commerce Commission. We believe

with the President that the Interstate Commerce Commission should
have the power, after full, careful, and impartial investigation, of
naming the rate, and that same should be made effective immediately.
A commission without this power is simply a bureau of statistics and
information, and is of no practical value to either the shippers on
one hand or railroad interests on the other.

Now, in connection with what I have said, I would like the privi-

lege of introdui^ing some exhibits, which show a detailed statement of
rates, affecting the distributing rates from Denver, and which show
in detail the situation at Denver and these various localities.

Senator Kean. There will be no objection to that.

Mr. HovEH. I would like to say further in connection with this

that this statement as to traffic conditions surrounding Denver I
have tried to make quite complete and it embraces discriminating
differences in localities where such discrimination is to a greater or
less extent justified. There is no question about that, but in other
localities that justification does not exist.

The exhibits are as follows:
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Exhibit A.

Wyoming.

Population 1900.
Dis-

tance.
First.

Sec-
ond. Third. Fourth. Fifth.

86
Miles.

261

328

275

687
584

67
U

Denver to Orin Junction

Denver to Caaper a

1.22

( .80

] .72

1.03
.70

.64i

0.92
.60

.58t

0.76
.66
.60

70

883, banking
.46

.43}

Denver to Douglasa

I 1.52 1.3^ 1.18i 1.06 .88}

734, banking
.80

.3U
.70

.25J

.60

.22*
.66
.19}

.45

.15

Omaha to Casper

l.lli .95J .82} .75} .60

1.90
1.86

2.47
2.36*
2.77"

1.70
1.67

2.03

1.95i
2.34t

1.45
1.31

1.72
1.62}
1.98}

1.24
1.11

1.40
1.40}

1 00
Omaha to Douglas ... 1 00

Orin Junction to—
Denver combination:

1 20
1 10

Douglas Casper 1.3^

" First Ihie, Joint rate Union Pacific and Colorado Southern to Orin Junction ; second
line, Fremont, Bikhorn and Mississippi Valley, arbitrary to Casper and Douglas.

Southern Wyoming.

Population 1900. ^^^^

14,087

8,207.

2,317.

2,110.

Kansas City to

—

Cheyenne

Laramie

Bawllns

Evanston

Miles.
107

164

281

615

519
576
693
927

747

804

921

1,156

Denver to Cheyenne

.

Denver to Laramie ..

Denver to Eawlins...

Denver to Evanston .

Omaha fi to Cheyenne
Omaha a to Laramie .

Omaha a to Rawlins .

.

Omaha o to Evanston
Denver combination;

Cheyenne

Laramie

Eawlina

Evanston

First.

0.45
.60
.81
.90

l.Sl
L35
l.BO
1.50
L25
1.76
2.26
2.30

1.10
1.85
1.06
2.15
«.SB
2.60
«.7«
2.75

f®|; Third. Fourth. Fifth.

0.40
.52
.70
.80
LIS
1.20
l.SO
1.30
LOO
L45
L88
2.00

1.40
L52
1.10
L80
t.is
2.20
i.SO
2.30

o.ss
.46
.69
.66
.89
.96

1.10
LIO
.80
L19
L49
L70

1.15
L26
1.S9
L45
1.69
L76
2.90
LOO

.47

.47

.74

.74

.9S

.93

.65

.97
L24
L4B

.3B
LOS
l.U
L12
1.99
L89
l.BS
L6S

0.t7
.32

.47

.47

.74

.74

.93

.93

.60

.79
1.00
1.18

.77

.82

.97

.87

l.th
L24
L43
L43

° Kansas City rates the same.

G ^°(^ ^f^iiss" ^&^^'5 1905^** changes on account of new tariff supplements to U. F.

Exhibit B.

Idaho.

Distance.

Omaha to Boise. .

.

Omaha to Foca-
teUo.

San Francisco to
Boise.

San Francisco to
Pocatello.

Denver to Boise ..

Denver to Poca-
teUo.

Miles.
1,336

1,072

}^. 187

924

Bates.

Missouri River to Boise, Sho-
shone, Nampa, and inter-
mediate points (Group IV).

Missouri River to Weston
and Pocatello, Idaho; Bar-
ratts, Mont., and interme-
diate points (Group III).

(San Francisco to Shoshone,
Nampa, etc.

San Francisco to Boise
San Francisco to towns In
Group III.

Denver to towns inGroup IV.
Denver to towns inGroup TTT

Denver combination:
Group IV
Group in

First.

2.60

2.50

2.68

1.95
2.58

2.40
2.00

8.66
8.26

Sec-
ond.

2.16

2.16

2.24

L75
2.24

2.08
Lr2

8.08
£.78

Third.

2.00

L76

L81

L66
L88

L76
L40

2.58
8.20

Fourth.

LTD

LCO

L6S

L46
1.67

L62
L20

».17
L8G

Fifth.

L60

L25

L21

LIS
L24

L20
LOO

L70
LH)
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Commodities.

Articles.

Missonrl Eiverto—

Group
in.

Group
IV.

Denver to—

Groupm. Group rv.

Beer
Bottles
Canned eoods
Dry goods, cotton piece goods
Mining maoWnery
Packing-house products
Furniture

1.00
1.21
1.30
2.50
1.25
1.36}
i.r

1.00
1.21
1.25
2.50
1.25
1.25
1.25

0.80
Class 1.00
Class 1.00
Class 2.00

Class A .92
1.00

Class.

0.80
Class 1.20
Class 1.20
Class 2. 40
Com. 1.60

1.20
Class.

Exhibit C.

Montana.

Distance. Bates. First.
Sec-
ond. Third. Fourth. Fifth.

Milei.

1,834

922
412

Chicago .... ............ 3.10
3.10
2.50
2.00
3.25

2.65
2.60
2.15
1.72
2.72

2.15
2.10
1.75
1.40
2.20

1.75
1.75
1.50
1.20
L85

1.46
1.45
1.25

Denver to Butte Denver 1.00
In favor of
Denver.

Denvercombination (to Mon-
tana common points, in-
cluding Anaconda, Butte).

1.50

Commodities.

Articles.

Bate from-

Chioago. St. Louis, ^f^^ Denver.

Beer
Bottles _

Canned goods
Dry goods
Mining machinery
Packing-house products
Soap

0.85
.90

1.22
2.90
1.05
1.45
1.16

0.85
.90

1.22
2.86
1.04}
1.43}
1.15

0.76
.90

1.10
2.50
.80

1.26
1.06

0.60
.72

0.88
2.00
.64

1.00
.84

• Longman.

Exhibit D.

Vtah.

Distance to Salt Lake. Bates. First.
Sec-
ond. Third. Fourth. Fifth.

Chicago" .....—.
Miles.
1,560
1,645
1,040

826

jchicago and Dulnth 3.10

2.30
1.72}

1.85
f 8.10
\ .80

2.66

2.00
1.60

1.60
2.60
.60

8.15

1.70
1.27}

1.36
2.16

1.75

1.43
1.07

1.16
1.80
.47

Duluui
Union Paciflo. I.IB

.88}

.96
ciflc.

Union Paciflc- Denver ... ......
Denver combination to Salt
Lake, Ogden, etc.

L4«
.ts

• Chicago and Northwestern, Chicago and Duluth to Omaha.

Commodities.

Articles. Denver,

Beer
Bottles
Cotton piece goods
Mining machmery
Packing-house products

0.70
.65
L25
.68

.78}
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Exhibit B.

yew Mexico,

Rates. First.
Sec-
ond.

Third. Fourth. Fifth.
Dis-

tance.

Eaton from—
1.45
.72

2.00

1.70
.88

2.13

1.70
.88

2.13

1.70
.88

2.13

1.70
.95

2.13

1.70
1.05
2.30

1.70
1.43
2.68

2.10
2.03
3.28

2.10
1.93
3.18

1.20
.60

1.63

1.60
.85

1.85

1.60
.85

1.85

1.50
.85

1.85

1.50
.85

1.85

1.50
.95

1.95

1.50
1.20
2.20

1.89
1.80
2.80

1.79
1.70
2.70

1.00
.53

1.36

1.35
.82

1.62

1.35
.82

1.62

1.35
.82

1.62

1.35
.83

1.62

1.35
.90

1.70

1.35
1.10
1.98

1.87
1.57
2.37

1.60
1.50
2.30

0.85
.40

1.07

1.20
.71

1.36-

1.20
.75

1.40

1.20
.77

1.42

1.20
.82

1.42

1.20
.84

1.49

1.20
.97

1.62

1.48
1.40
2.05

1.43
1.35
2.00

0.66
.40
.90

.95

.63
1.13

.95

.74
1.24

.85

.74
1.24

.95

.80
1.24

.95

.80
1.30

.95

.92
1.42

1.20
1.10
1.60

1.15
1.05
1.55

mies.
676
282

Las Vegas from—
786
893

Santa Fe from—
869
476

Albuquerque from—
918
525

Socorro from—
994
601

1,021
628

Las Cruces from—

1,197" 804

Deming from—
1,149

756

Exhibit F.

Colorado.

Bates to Colorado common points from- First.
Sec-
ond. Third. Fourth, Fifth.

New York, Philadelphia, Boston, Baltimore
Water
All rail

Chicago, New Orleans ,

Mississippi River
Missouri River
California common points

2.83
2.72
2.05
1.85
1.25
8.00

1.90
2.20
1.65
1.45
1.00
2.60

1.47
1.73
1.25
1.15
.80

1.90

1.16
1.83
.97

1.55

0.93
1.07
.77

.72

.50
1.30

Exhibit Q.

Table illustrnting application of rates on commodities when shipped through
Denver to San Francisco and bac i to Salt Lake, in comparison with rate when
shipped to Denver and then to Salt Lake from Missouri River or points east of
Missouri River,

Canned goods: To San Francisco from—

R 00 CL^} New York.
(o) Mixed ear fish, fruits, meats, etc

-^i iVi t n j I

[1-g ^-
g-
Lj Missouri River.

W Straight car com ------f^Sf^oIri liver.

(c) Straight car beans and peas
{ ist ^^Sri Bivor.

[o, b, c] To Denver from New York water rate, 93 cents.
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Canned eood&—Continued.
Local San Franoisoo-Salt Lake, fourtll class, 1.07.
Local Denver-Salt Lake, fourtli class, 1.15.
(o) New York-San Pranoisoo-Salt Lake, l.OO+l.OT-Z.OT.

New York-Denver-Salt Lake, 0.93+1.15=2.08.
(6) New York-San Francisco-Salt Lake, 0.95+1.07=2.08.

New York-Denver-Salt Lake, 0.93+1.15=3.08.
(c) New York-San Praucisco-Salt Lake, 0.96+1.07=2.02.

New York-Denver-Salt Lake, 0.93+1.15=2.08.
Mfles.

Distance, New York-San Franclsco-Salt Lake 4,550
Distance, New York-Denver-Salt Lake 2,788

1,782
Cotton piece goods:

Common rate. New York-San Francisco, 1.50 L. 0. L.; 1.00 C. L.
Common rate, New York-Denver, 1.85, C. L. or L. 0. L.
Local, San Francisco-Salt Lake, 1.72J-, first class.
Local, Denver-Salt Lake, 1.25, C. L. or L. C. L.
New York-Franoisco-Salt Lake, 1.00+1.72}=2.72f

.

New York-Denver-Salt Lake, 1.85+1.25=3.10.
Boots and shoes:

Common rate, New York-San Francisco, 2.50, 0» L, or L. O. L.
Class rate. New York-Denver, 2.83, water; 2.72 all rail.
Local, San Fi-ancisco-Salt Lake, first class, 1.72i-.
Local, Denver-Salt Lake, first class, 1.85.

New York-San Francisco-Salt Lake, 2.50+1.721=4.22}.
New York-Denver-Salt Lake, 2.33+1.85=4.18, water; 2.72+1.85=4.57, raO.

Rubber boots and shoes:
Common rate. New York-San Francisco, 1.35 0. L., 1.85 L. C. L.
Class rate. New Yoi-k-Denver, 2.33, water; 2.72, rail.

Local, San Francisco-Salt Lake, first class, 1.72}.

Local, Denver-Salt Lake, first class, 1.85.

New York-San Pranoisco-Salt Lake, 1.35+1.72}=3.07}.
New York-Denver-Salt Lake, 2.33+1.85=4.18, water; 2.72+1.85=4.57, rafl.

Local, Salt Lake-Grand Junction, Colo., 1.10.

Local, Denver-Grand Junction, Colo., 1.55.

New York-San Francisco-Salt Lake-Grand Junction, 1.35+1.72}+1.10=4.17J-.
New York-Denver-Grand Junction, 2.33+1.55=3.88, water; 2.72+1.55=4.27, rail.

Drugs, medicines and chemicals, medicinal oils, witch hazel, medicinal and flavoring extracts
and dyestufEs n. o. s.: a
Common rate, New York-San Francisco, 1.90 L. 0. L., 1.40 C. L.
Class rate, New York-Denver, 2.33 water, 2.72 raiL
Local, San Francisco-Salt Lake, 1.72}.
Local, Salt Lake-Grand Junction, Colo., 1.10.

Local, Den i^er-Salt Lake, first class, 1.85.

New York-San Francisco-Salt Lake, 1.40+1.72}=3.12}.
New York-Denver-Salt Lake, 2.33+1.85=4.18 water; 2.72+1.85=4.57 rail.
New York-San Prancisco-Salt Lake-Grand Junction, 1.40+172j+1.10=4.22}.
New York-Denver-Grand Junction, 2.33+1.85=4.18 water; 2.72+1.85=4.57 ralL

Potassium cyanide:
Common rate. New York-San Francisco, 1.90 L. 0. L., 1.10 0. L.
Common rate, New'York-Denver, 1.63.

Local, Salt Lake, 1.72i from San Francisco.
Local, Salt Lake, 1.85 from Denver.
New York-San Prancisco-Salt Lake, 1.10+1.72}=2.82t.
New York-Denver-Salt Lake, 1.63+1.85=8.48.

BESOLUTIOX OF CHAMBEB OF COMMERCE OF ROAITOEE, VA,

Senator 'Kean. I have here a resolution of the Chamber of Com-
merce of Roanoke, Va., which I will have put into the record. It
is as follows

:

Chamber of Commerce of Roanoke, Va.,

May 16, 1905.

Hon. Stephen B. Elkins,
Chairman Senate Committee on Esch-Townsend

Rate Bill, Washington, D. C.

Dear Sir : At a meeting of the chamber of commerce of this city

held May 10, 1905, the inclosed resolution was passed pertaining to

<• Prom Chicago to Salt Lake, conunon, C. L., 1.90; from St. Louis to Salt Lake,common, C. L.,
1.70; from Missouri Biver to Salt Lake, common, C. L., 1.10; from Misso\iri River to Denver
rate, 1.2S; from Denver to Salt Lake, rate, 1.8S.
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the Esch-Townsend bill, and I was directed to transmit to you a

copy of the same.

I herewith inclose a certified copy of the resolution.

Very truly, yours,
E. B. Jacobs,

Secretary and Treasurer.

Whereas there is now pending before the committee of the Con-

gress of the United States an investigation looking to the recom-

mendation of proper laws for the government of commerce between

the States of the Union and the correcting of any abuses that may
now exist j and
Whereas among the propositions pending before said committee

is one that is set forth in what is commonly known as the " Esch-

Townsend bill," by which it is sought to vest in the lnl:rstate Com-
merce Commission the rate-making power over the railroads of this

country ; and
Whereas the Chamber of Commerce of the city of Roanoke, Va.,

is in full sympathy with the purposes of said proposed legislation,

if it shall appear that the present laws are inadequate to correct any
existing evils, so far as the same is intended to render impossible

the granting of rebates by railway companies to favored shippers,

or so far as it proposes to make unlawful any device whereby there

shall be any discrimination among shippers under substantially the

same conditions as well as with any legislation necessary and proper
to restrain the improper use of private cars whereby the rights of

the shipper who has no such facilities may be injured or impaired;
but, being, at the same time, well persuaded that the enactment of

laws placing the rate-making power over the railroads of this coun-

try into the hands of any governmental agency is opposed to the

best traditions of our country and would result in the serious im-
pairment of the activities that have been and are now the most
potent factors in the development of the business interests of our
country and would be unjust as well as inexpedient and unneces-

sary : Now, therefore, be it

Resolved, That the secretary of this body is hereby directed to

transmit to said committee of Congress now in session a certified copy
of this preamble and resolution, to the end that said committee may
be informed that it is the opinion of the chamber of commerce of this

city, representing the business interests of this community, that any
legislation contemplating the taking away from the railroads of this

country the right to make their own rates in competition among,
themselves and with other common carriers would be opposed to

the best interests of the communities served by such companies

;

and that such action would result in tendencies utterly opposed to

the principles upon which our Government is founded, and we pray
that said committee may refrain from recommending any such
legislation.

A true copy.

[seal.] E. B. Jacobs, Secretary.
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STATEMENT OF ME. CHABLES H. BBOWN.

Senator Kean. You may state your name, residence, and occu-
pation.

Mr. Bkown. I live at Mobile, Ala. I am in the bagging and
cotton-tie business.

Senator Kean. You are also president of the Chamber of Com-
merce at Mobile?
Mr. Brown. Yes.

Senator Kean. You appear here in behalf of the chamber of com-
merce?
Mr. Brown. I appear in behalf of the chamber of commerce, and

also as a merchant of Mobile. I will be very brief. T simply wish to

say that I voice the sentiment of the commercial interests of Mobile
when I say that we should regret exceedingly to see the making of

rates pass into the hands of other people than the railroad com-
panies. We realize what an enormous undertaking this would be,

no matter how competent the men of the Commission may be, and
we are in an era of prosperity. Our country is being developed by
the railroads. We look upon railroading as a business enterprise.

Our country is being developed by the railroads entering into dif-

ferent sections, and we can not conceive that the railroad companies
or the men of means and money would put that money into any
enterprise over which they had no control, and which if rates were
made regardless of existing conditions and circumstances would
bring them in no revenue. For that reason we would like to see it

remain in the hands of the railroads.

Senator Kean. Are the rates generally considered reasonable in

Mobile and Alabama ?

Mr. Brown. Yes : and we are prospering.

Senator Kean. Do you hear any complaints?
Mr. Brown. No, sir.

Senator Kean. Any complaints of rebates?

Mr. Brown. None at all that I know of.

Senator Kjjan. Or discriminations ?

Mr. Brown. No, sir.

Senator Kean. That is all, and we are very much obliged to you,
Mr. Brown.

LETTEB OF MB. THEODOBE F. KOCH.

Senator Clapp. I have a letter here from a gentleman in St. Paul,
which I wiU place in the record. It is as follows

:

Theo. F. Koch Land Company (Incorporated),
St. Paul, Minn., May 17, 1905.

Hon. Moses E. Clapp,
United States Senator, Washington, D. G.

Dear Sir: As you are one of the Senate Committee on Interstate

Commerce, investigating railroad rates and private car lines, I deem
it proper to bring to your attention certain facts in connection with
the shipment of fruit from Chadbourn, N. C, to northern markets.

I am heavily interested in fruit lands in Columbus County, N. C.,

in and around Chadbourn and Clarendon, where farmers raise straw-
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berries in large quantities, so that last year nearly 1,000 carloads were

shipped from Chadbourn and a couple of stations south, eastj and
west thereof, all being billed and iced in Chadbourn. This station is

located on the Atlantic Coast Line, and said railroad company has,

for the last few years, made a contract with the Armour Kefrigerator

Car Company, whereby said latter company is to furnish all refrig-

erator cars and do the icing of the fruit which is shipped from
Chadbourn to northern markets, such as Washington, Baltimore,

Philadelphia, New York, Boston, Buffalo, Cleveland, Cincinnati,

Pittsburg, etc.

This year the Armour Refrigerator Car Company has not fur-

nished the refrigerator cars as necessary, and thousands of crates of

strawberries have rotted at the stations for want of such refrigerator

cars to be loaded and shipped in.

A great many farmers have bought land from me on the install-

ment plan in the vicinity of Chadbourn for the last eight or nine

years. They rely to the greatest extent on the strawberry crop and
their early vegetable crops for the returns from their investment and
work, and they have to make payments on the lands also from said

same strawberry and vegetable crops.

Inclosed clipping of the North Carolina papers shows what posi-

tion said truck farmers are in this spring, through the failure of the

Armour Car Company to furnish the facilities for transportation of
their fruit. As said company has the exclusive right of transporta-

tion over the Atlantic Coast Line from Chadbourn and vicinity, the

farmers and other parties interested with and through them are

simply at the mercy of the private car lines.

I see from this morning's Pioneer Press that George R. Bobbins,
president of the Armour Car Line Company, claims before your
honorable committee that the business of his car lines is entirely

private business, and does not come under the operation of the inter-

state-commerce laws. The condition of affairs m and around Chad-
bourn seems to contradict the position of the president of said Armour
Car Line Company.

I have asked State Senator J. A. Brown, of Chadbourn, N. C, to
give you further particulars on the subject.

Very respectfully, yours,

Theopobe F. Koch.

STATEMENT OF MR. HOWARD ELLIOTT.

Senator Cuixom:. You may state your name, residence, and occu-
pation.

Mr. Elliott. Howard Elliott. I am the president of the Northern
Pacific Eailway Company, and I live at St. Paul, Minn.

I have been engaged in railroad business for nearly twenty-five
years ; from July, 1880, until October, 1903, with the Chicago, Burling-
ton and Quincy Company, beginning as level rodman in northwestern
Missouri ; then clerk m various capacities ; then auditor and assistant
treasurer; then general freight and passenger agent; then general
freight agent; then general nianager ; and later, vice-president, giving
up that place upon my election as president of the Northern Pacific
Company in October, 1903. Until within the last six or seven years
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my relation to the business was ^ich that I was in very direct touch
with the details of the freight and passenger business in the Missis-
sippi and Missouri valleys. Since then my work has been more gen-
eral and in the line of administration, operation, and construction.
My remarks, therefore, will reflect the views formed during the busi-
ness experience just outlined, by one who has always tried to look at
the whole subject in a reasonable manner—not only as a railroad
officer and employee and railroad owner in a small way, but also as a
citizen interested in the general development of the western country.

I shall not burden you with many statistics and figures, because
you have heard from other sources about all that can be said or pre-
sented along those lines. As I am not a lawyer I can not discuss the
legal aspect of the question at issue.

I agree with the position of the President of the United States

as set forth in the following language of his message to Congress on
December 3, 1901

:

It must not be forgotten that our railroads are the arteries through which the
commercial llfeblood of this nation flows. Nothing could be more foolish than
the enactment of legislation which would unnecessarily interfere with the de-

velopment and operation of these commercial agencies.

I also agree with the position of the President, stated in the follow-

ing language in his last message to Congress

:

Above all else we must strive to keep the highways of commerce open to all

• on equal terms ; and to do this it is necessary to put a complete stop to all

rebates. Whether the shipper or the railroad is to blame malves no difference;

the rebate must be stopped ; the abuses of the private car and private terminal
track and sidetrack systems must be stopped * *.

In fact, I think all railroad owners and officers agree with the

position stated by the President in the words just quoted. The great
bulk of the freight in the United States is now moving under that
principle. I believe that there is much exaggeration and miscon-
ception about the alleged abuses that exist. There is no question of
"railroads versus the people." There is a demand for the correc-

tion of certain abuses and failures in the management of railroad
business, resulting, unfortunately, in much confusion of ideas, which
may produce results very detrimental to the growth of business in

this country, and therefore harmful to the railroads. On the North-
ern Pacific road, for example, comprising about 6,000 miles, there are
no rebates; there are no private car abuses; there are no sidetrack

abuses. There are, of course, differences of opinion about the rela-

tions of rates, as there always will be under any system. Railroad
business, being conducted by human beings who are no more in-

fallible than those in other walks of life, is not conducted with abso-
lute perfection. For the errors made in the conduct of the enormous
railroad business of this country the plan of control and management
should not be condemned and dislocated any more than that the gen-
eral scheme of our Government should be condemned because there
are frauds in the administration of the Land and Post-Office Depart-
ments, and inefficiencies in the administration of the Government in

places.

It is my sincere belief that a very, very large proportion of the
transactions made daily between the railroad owner and the railroad
user go on without friction, without difficulty, and without hardship
or injustice to anyone. Not long ago I caused a calculation to be
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made as to the total number of individual freight transactions on the

Northern Pacific road in a year. In round figures, there were some-

thing over 3,000,000 separate freight transactions, or over 9,800 a day.

Each one of these transactions involved the use of freight tariffs, the

making of bills of lading, waybills, the loading and transporting of

the freight, the safe delivery to the consignee, the collection of the

money, and the issuing of receipts. During the same time there were
claims against the railroad for loss and damage and other errors and
failures connected with this large number of complicated transactions

of about 1 per cent of the shipments. Considering the complexity

of the business and the large number of employees involved, this rec-

ord, I believe, is creditable and shows reasonable stability and effi-

ciency in conducting the business. What is true on the Northern
Pacific is doubtless true on other roads, and most of the transactions

between the shipper and the railroad are completed without any feel-

ing of injustice or that there is something radically wrong with the

American railway system. The same thing is true to even a greater

extent in the passenger business. Passengers get on and off trains

all over the country without feeling that they have any complaint

against the railroads as to discrimination or injustice in rates, except

in rare intervals.

With the growing railroad business of the United States, the dis-

tribution of railroad securities, and the demand for manufactured
articles used by railroads, it is not an unfair statement to say, count-

ing railroad employees and owners and employees in industries fur-

nishing material and supplies to railroads, that there are from
2,500,000 to 3,000,000 people whose daily bread and butter and gen-

eral position in life and that of their families depend very largely

upon the railroad business and its development along wholesome lines.

Multiply this number by 4 and we have 10,000,000 to 12,000,000 peo-

ple, or from one-eighth to one-seventh of the population of the United
States, who either fail to realize the importance of the policy under
discussion, or who, if they do realize it, are generally silent through
lack of opportunity or ability to make any statement in their own
behalf.

Most of these people are attending quietly to their duties on the
railroad, in the factory, or in their home, and they form a very impor-
tant part of the population of this country. Ultimately any step

under which the Federal Government exercises the power of fixing

the actual rate to be charged by railroads will affect them adversely
by introducing an economic force into their scheme of life which will

mean repression and curtailment of the chance of success due to hard
individual effort. In the clamor for fixing railroad rates, much of
which comes from those who want some personal advantage, either
political or commercial, from those who hope to obtain, through gov-
ernmental aid, success which they have not obtained by their own
energy and ability, and from those who believe in socialism, the
rights of this large nuniber of people should not be lost sight of, and
they should not have imposed upon them governmental conditions
that do not obtain in other forms of commercial and business life in
this country. When this large class of people come to understand
fully what is contemplated their voice will be heard most plainly
against the socialistic plaa now proposed.
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The newspapers comment more or less upon the fact that great for-
tunes have been made out of the railroad business, and name a small
number of individuals who, through superior ability, energy, fore-
sight, and hard work, have built up large fortunes. From the con-
stant discussion of this subject by the daily press there is a more or
less prevalent opinion that the railroad business furnishes a field for
the rapid accumulation of money, and, to a certain extent, that this
money comes unjustly from the public. It is true that a few large
fortunes have been made in the railroad business, but no more than
in the iron, coal, lumber, manufacturing business, if as much. They
are the capital prizes in the lottery of life that are open to every
ambitious American. But of the great army of railroad owners,
officers, and employees, a very small proportion obtain more than
enough for their daily living, whatever their position in society may
be, and some saving for old age and their children outside of that.

As a class, the railroad officer and employee is as conscientious,

high-minded, and devoted to the interest that employs him as any
men in any other walks of life, and he appreciates that the best inter-

ests of his employer are served by building up the tributary country,

which can be done only by adjusting rates and giving service that

will develop the natural resources. He is also fair-minded and anx-
ious to be fair and square with the user of the railroad, as well as

with the company, because he realizes that the greatest success to the

company comes from fair treatment to the patron ; in other words, a
daily application of the " square deal."

Take them as a class, moreover, the income received by the railroad

officer and employee is no greater than that received by those inter-

ested or engaged in other business pursuits in the United States re-

quiring the same ability and experience, and in the case of the rail-

road owner it is less.

We hear the expressions " railroad problem " and " railroad ques-
tion " very often. There is nothing mysterious or unusual about the
railroad business, and the problems and questions surrounding it are
the same as those affecting other commercial business.

In considering the railroad business, however, the fact should not
be lost sight of that the business of building, managing, and operat-
ing railroads is comparatively new. Only within the last thirty
years has it assumed the great importance and proportions that it now
has. The work done by the American investor, railroad builder,

owner, and manager in the last thirty years has been enormous in
producing the present railroad system of the country—a system which
on the whole is one of the most wonderful things ever produced by
human energy. The performing of all this work has required many
men, muQh money, making of great mistakes, wasting of money before
obtaining the present roads, learning by experience, training of men
to administer the business, evolution or methods, and the wonder is

not that there are some abuses and failures in the conduct of the busi-

ness, but that there are not more. The railroads of the United States

are to-day in an unfinished condition and need to attract capital, ad-
ministrative talent, and the wage earner. The country wants in the
railroads the same things that are being furnished in older and
smaller countries, like England, France, and Germany—that is to

say, better road, track, and bridges, higher speed trains, greater
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safety, more beautiful station facilities, all of -which means an enor-

mous investment of capital and a considerable period of time, the

training of many men, and the least interference possible with the

development of the business. Hamper the railroads by too much re-

strictive legislation and take away from the man who has to provide

the money for these expanded facilities the naming of the price to

be charged for the use of these facilities, and this expansion will

gradually be stopped. " You can lead a horse to water, but you can
not make him drink." You can give to a branch of the Federal
Government the power to fix an actual rate which the owner of prop-
erty shall receive for the use of his property, but you can not make
the owner of the property improve his railroad, buy more cars, build
more branch railroads, and expand his business.

That the abuses connected with the railroad business (small in num-
ber as I believe them to be when compared with the total volume of
trade) are not affecting materially the general growth of business in

the United States is. evidenced by the fact that everywhere you go
in this country, from the Atlantic to the Pacific, you see thriving
towns and cities, expanding agricultural productions, demand for and
growing values of lands, increasing manufacturing capacity, increas-

ing ownership of homes, well-employed labor, demand for more and
better transportation, and a chance for the conscientious, sober, and
industrious man to improve his standing no matter what business he
may enter.

If railroad rates as a whole were unjust, unreasonable, wrongly
discriminatory, as between individuals' and localities, this condition
would not exist. It has been claimed that the power to name a rail-

road rate should be lodged with some other authority than with the

railroad owner, because railroad transportation enters into the life

of the people in every way, and, therefore, the railroad owner should
not name that price. Is it not also true that the price of producing
power enters into the life of the people in every way? The price of
a pair of shoes, of a coat, or of any manufactured article, depends in

part upon the cost of the power used to run the machinery that made
the articles in question. If the final decision to fix the actual rate

to be charged by the railroad is to be given to some branch of the

Federal Government because a railroad rate enters into everyone's
life, it is only a short step to say that the final decision as to the price

of coal, or of water power, or of any other agency producing power
should be fixed by some governmental authority.

Again, the price of labor enters into the cost of the living of every-

one, and to a greater extent than the price of railroad transportation

or the price of power, because the price of labor is the largest single

item of expense to the railroad and to the coal mine.
If it is wise for the Federal Government to fix the price o'f railroad

transportation because of its affecting everyone in the nation, why
is it not equally wise to fix the price of coal, of electricity, and of

labor? And where are you going to stop?
One argument advanced for changing the present Federal laws

about rates is that there has been during the last few years a gradual
elimination of competition, and there is a fear that rates will be so

controlled that they will not fall gradually, or that they will be

advanced arbitrarily.

That there has been some elimination of certain kinds of competi-
tion is no doubt true. It has resulted, however, very largely from
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the better experience and sense of the railroad owner or manager
who, each year, is conducting his business on a more scientific basis,
so as to produce the greatest amount of good transportation at the
lowest possible figure, and who has eliminated considerable waste
and_ foolish competition, thus permitting a great decrease in rates
during the last twenty years. There has been, however, no elimi-
nation of competition as to markets, which is the real competition
in a country so large as the United States. The woolgrower in
Montana must sell wool in competition with the woolgrower of Ari-
zona, of Kentucky, of Ohio, and of Australia, and the railroads, in
order to help develop Montana, Arizona, Kentuclcy, and Ohio, are
all striving to place the wool of their respective States at the point
of consumption at the lowest price possible. The Northern Pacific
does not fix the rates on wool from Montana. The price of wool in
Boston is affected by the number of sheep on the Australian farms
and the amount of free tonnage controlled in Liverpool, elements
beyond the control of the American railroads and the American Gov-
ernment. The Northern Pacific can not charge an infinitesimal frac-

tion of a cent more than wUl enable the Montana man to place wool
in the common market at a common price, grade for grade. The
makers of woodenware in Menasha, Wis., and in Tacoma, Wash.,
are competing to reach the same markets, and the railroads leading
from those two places, through self-interest, are adjusting the rates

as low as they can, in order to help develop the trade in their re-

Fpective territories. The producers of lumber in Idaho, Montana,
and Washington, and the producers in Minnesota, Arkansas, and
Louisiana are all trying to sell in the markets of this country and
abroad, and the railroads from the respective districts, if the busi-

ness is to move at all, must meet competitive prices and adjust rates

accordingly.
Examples without number could be given of this competition of

markets in raw material, in all sorts of manufactured articles, and in

products of the mine and farm. In fact, this competition as to mar-
kets has been so marked in the case of live stock that rates have been
brought down to such a point that the railroad owner is hesitating

about increasing his investment in cars for the purpose of transport-

ing live stock, because the margin of possible profit in the business is

so small.

Another potent cause that tends to prevent an advance and to con-
tinue a general fall in rates is that the railroads, in order to succeed
at all, must do the largest volume of business possible over their rails,

as the cost decreases somewhat as the volume increases ; so the officers

of the railroads are continually endeavoring to increase the volume
of their trade and stand ready to reduce charges whenever it is clear

that a development of country and an increase in tonnage will result.

There is an erroneous idea that rates are fixed arbitrarily, and that
a few so-called " railroad magnates " fix and control all of the rates

in the United States, and that their chief idea is to ftai them high.
Nothing can be further from the truth. A railroad rate is the result

of a large number of commercial and geographical forces and condi-
tions working one upon the other; consultation between shipper and
railroads; consultation between officers of one railroad and another;
a study of all the conditions surroimding the problem, of the density

S. Doc. 243, 59-1—vo] 4- —29
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or volume of business, of grades, engines, car supply, and cost, and
this process is going on every day among thousands of railroad

officers and shippers.
,

Another element that is effective in the direction of causing a

gradual reduction in rates, if the railroads are left reasonably free,

is the fact that railroad transportation can not be stored up and saved
for future use. The railroad owner and manager never can strike

an exact balance between the demand for transportation and the
supply. He has, therefore, on his hands at all times some unused
transportation—empty cars standing on side tracks, engines waiting
in roundhouses, a large demand for them at one time of the year
and a decreased demand at another, a demand to handle business
east but nothing west. He, therefore, goes to work to increase trade
by seelcing to adjust rates so that he can use up part of his idle

transportation by moving products between points where there was
no such movement before.

It is claimed that if the Commission have power to fix rates, such
power would only be exercised occasionally, and that the power to

fix a given rate upon complaint does not carry with it the power to
fix rates generally. This is not true. Rates in this country are so
complicated, are so related to one another, different cities and sections
are so competitive, that a change in one rate will force changes in
many other rates.

Rates really fix or adjust themselves just as prices in all business
transactions fix and adjust themselves. The man who slaughters cat-

tle, hogs, and sheep can not arbitrarily fix the price to be charged for
the different parts or products of the various animals—so much a
pound for tenderloin steak, so much a pail for lard, so much for hoofs,
so much for sparerib, nor can anyone else. His prices are fixed for
him by competitive conditions, and unless he receives, on the whole,
for all of the different kinds of things obtained from the animals
enough to pay the total cost of his busmess, and some profit, he ulti-

mately abandons his business. The railroad business is very much
more complicated than the business of the butcher, and there are
almost an infinite number of prices in the business which are fixed
and adjusted just as the prices for the butcher are fixed.

If one man—if the Government itself—owned all the railroads of
the United States, the rates could not be fixed mathematically at a
central headquarters and permit any development of business.
Regulating is one thing and fixing is another. The present law

grants ample power to regulate, to say what is unfair and unjust,
and if it were enforced fairly and if the powers now in the hands of
the Commission were used, much of the alleged popular demand for
giving the powers to -fix the actual rate would disappear. It is a
question whether we are not going even too far in the direction of
regulating for the best expansion of trade. Our neighbor. Canada,
encourages its railroads so much that to-day products of United
States factories are reaching the Pacific coast via Canada in con-
stantly increasing quantities because the Canadian roads can and do
make rates which the American roads can not make without being
charged with violation of the interstate-commerce law.
The demand by the Commission that every inland proportion of

the rate necessary to move products between the United States and
foreign countries be published, is a restriction that hampers the
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American roads in the efforts to expand trade and increase foreign
commerce.
What good does it do anyone in the United States to have carloads

of manufactured articles delivered at Seattle, for instance, by way of
the Canadian Pacific, when the United States labor. United States
coal, and United States railroads could haul the product all the way ?

What harm does it do anyone in the United States if locomotives
are moved from Schenectady, N. Y., to China via United States rail-

roads and Puget Sound rather than via New York and the Suez
Canal, even if the rate from Schenectady to Puget Sound on the loco-

motives destined to China is less than on those used at Puget Sound,
and even if the rate fluctuates day by day or week by week to meet
competition of the Suez Canal or the German maker of locomotives ?

What, then, are the complaints? Those charged with the duty of
studying and administering the great railroad business of the coun-
try receive complaints of various kinds. West of the Mississippi

and Missouri rivers they may be classified as follows, in the order
of their relative importance

:

1. Complaint of insufficient facilities.—This, in the growing, pro-
gressive, and expanding States of the West, is a steady and constant
complaint, and it requires much time, money, and energj'^ for the rail-

road owners and oiBcers to keep the supply of transportation up to

the demand. The complaints come in for more freight cars, for

more passenger trains, for better passenger stations, for more side-

tracks, for more switch engines, for undercrossings and overcrossings
in growing cities, for branch lines into new and undeveloped sections

of the country, and every railroad west of the Mississippi must
spend every year sums equivalent to from 5 to 20 per cent of its gross

earnings for providing what is needed on the road already in exist-

ence, not counting sums of money that must be raised for building
branch lines and new lines. Would bureaucratic rate fixing stop this

complaint, or would it make it worse ?

^. Complaints of the relation of rates between communities.—The
fact that communities are growing and strive each to outstrip the
other in the West produces most energetic demands by mercantile
organizations, commercial clubs, and other agencies that this town
or that town have the rates so adjusted that it can enlarge its sphere
of operation and diminish the territory of its rival community. Much
of this complaint is caused by the competition of water routes and
Canadian roads that are not subject to the interstate-commerce law.

The officers of the freight, departments of the great railroads spend
as much time, if not niore, on this subject as on any other, making
a constant study of the relation of rates and endeavoring, through
consultation with all interests and without fear or favor, to harmonize
the conflicting demands of the various communities. A commission
could not satisfy this class of complaints and would be driven to a

basis of rates based on distance.

3. Complaint of relative rates ietween individuals.—Many indi-

viduals continue to ask the railroads for a better rate on their par-

ticular business than may be used by their competitor, although this

request for personal preference in freight rates is diminishing stead-

ily. Let it be understood that the Federal authority will enforce the

existing law against both shipper and railroad and this complaint

will stop.
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If.. Oomplaints that the power of deciding questions is ieing central-

ized too much.—The railroads, in their effort to conduct their business

without personal and unjust discrimination, have centered the power
of deciding various questions in their main offices, with the result

that sometimes there is considerable delay in deciding questions. A
man wants a sidetrack to his warehouse, and in order to decide that

question properly considerable information must be obtained and
some one has to render a decision whether the company shall spend the

$1,000 needed to furnish the track. Another man will build a manu-
facturing plant if he can get the rates that will enable him to reach
his market in competition with some other point. In order to decide

this intelligently an investigation must be made of prices, cost of
doing business, the relation of other factories producing the same
article, and all of the other factors that enter into the making of the
price of his product at the point of consumption. This takes the
time, thought, and study of a great many men on the railroad and
causes some delay. Give a commission power to fix rates and you
would not help this difficulty, but would increase it.

6. Complaints that the rates charged hy the railroads are in them>-

selves too high.—This complaint is not very common, because as a

whole rates are very low, and in most cases the man who pays the
freight is satisfied with the rate in itself, provided he feels sure that

no one else is doing better than he is.

There are, and always will be, abuses in the conduct of railroad

business, as in the conduct of other business. That the abuses of

which there is now complaint will be corrected by taking a given
number of American citizens and making them officers of the Govern-
ment, and charging them with some of the same duties that are now
performed by the same class of people as private citizens is very
doubtful.

The rebate is one abuse, but that is practically gone as to the freight

business. There remains personal discrimination in the passenger
business by means of the pass or free ticket.

Discriminations between localities.—Discriminations between local-

ities exist and must always exist in a country as large as the United
States and with as many varying conditions. Such discriminations

are not caused by the railroads, but are the result of geography and
competition. The present law, if enforced, is ample to prevent any
" unjust " discrimination.

High rates.—High rates do not exist, as a rule, and all evidence
and the general conditions point to the fact that there is no real

ground for apprehension that rates will be piaterially higher than
they are now, if the natural play of commercial forces—geographical
and market competition—is allowed to go on without artificial inter-

ference. In fact, if railroad owners are not hampered and restricted

too much, and are encouraged to perfect the means of transportation
and the expansion of business, the rates in this country will probably
continue to fall gradually, so that they will be below the present very
low average of three-fourths of a cent. On the other hand, discour-

age the railroad owner, and make the Federal Government the power
to fix the actual rate, and the tendency will be to an average higher
rate.

If the federal Government is to fix the actual rate, it must always
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iksM high enough to pay to the owner of the property cost, deprecia
tion, and interest.

If the Government does not so fix each rate, then it must provide
means in some way to reimburse the owner of the road for any loss.

To-day in handling and expanding business the railroad owner takes
the risks of business and handles some at cost or less, and if he loses

he must blame himself and pocket the loss. The Government could
not force rates upon him that are noncompensatory, and the result

will be that under a system where the Government -fixes the actual
rates there will be a checking of the movement toward lower rates by
the voluntary action of the roads in meeting commercial conditions.

The private car and private side track.—There are some abuses con-

nected with the private car, but the private car has served a most use-

ful purpose during the last ten or fifteen years in helping to care for
the commerce of the country. The money and energy of the railroad

builder in the last forty years have been very fully occupied in try-

ing to produce the railroad, and he has not in every case kept pace
with the demand for special facilities. The owner of the private car

stepped in and said, " I will provide cars for fruit and perishable

produce," and the fact that he did so helped to develop the orange
business, the butter, egg, and dairy business, the fruit business, and
the meat business. The owner of the car naturally has tried to get

as good a return as possible on his investment, and in some cases there

have been unreasonable charges. In the evolution of the railroad

business, however, now that some other parts of the railroad are more
nearly completed, the tendency is for the railroads to eliminate the
private car and provide their own special equipment, and this alleged

evil, if left alone, will correct itself in time, because a railroad, like

every other business, must make use of all by-products and cut out all

waste, and will therefore buy and own all cars needed for its business.

Railroads have naturally been unwilling to spend the money, in

every case, for private tracks for an industry the success of which
was uncertain. As a result, those promoting a given industry have
put in their own side tracks, furnishing their own switch engines
within their works, and delivered their own business to the railways.

Incident to this there have been some cases of excessive payments to

the owners of private side tracks and private switch engines, but
here again the evolution of the business and the better experience
and judgment of the railroad officers are eliminating any such pay-
ments.
Remedies.—^What are the remedies for these abuses? In my hum-

ble judgment these various abuses will correct themselves through the

good sense of the American business man and through the friction of
business.

Enforce and obey the law.—In addition, the interstate-commerce
law, with its amendments, provides ample machinery for correcting

absolutely every discrimination as between individuals. If that law
is effectually enforced it will drive out the few remaining cases of
personal discrimination as to freight shipments. I think the effect

on railroad management, on the governmental machinery, a,nd on the

public generally, would be good if the principles of the interstate-

commerce law were applied strictly to the passenger business as well

as to the freight business. That is to say, I would stop the making
of preferential arrangements for transportation of passengers free,
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or at reduced rates, because they occupy positions of more or less

power, responsibility, and trust. As is well known, it is customary
for the officers and employees of the Government—municipal, county,
State, and Federal—to ask for and in some cases demand and to

receive more or less transportation; and some also for their family
and friends.

The revenue involved in this practice is relatively insignificant, be-

cause the great bulk of this travel would not take place if a free pass
or reduced-rate ticket was not given. The effect, however, on the
mind of the public is bad, and indirectly the impression is created that
the railroad owner, through the free pass, has a great deal more in-

fluence than he really has; that there is much more interference by
the railroad in the machinery of the Government than there really is,

and that there is a much greater obligation on the part of the recipi-

ent of the pass than there really is. Most passes are given to the
officers of the various governments as a compliment, and not with the

idea that any direct benefit is to be received—possibly with the hope,

in some cases, that any unfair action within the power of the re-

ceiver of the pass will be postponed or prevented. In the long run,

however, the railroad owner, the Government officer, and the public

generally would be in a better relation each to the other if this dis-

crimination as to passenger transportation were eliminated. Such a

step would go far toward making the general public feel that the

railroad was not interfering improperly with politics, and that it did

not have something within its power to give away to lawmakers and
others in authority that other people did not have. Let the officers

of the Government, from the highest to the lowest, set the example of

obeying the law by paying for their railroad travel the same rates

charged the general public.

Unjust discrimination.—The interstate-commerce law also has the

power to prevent unjust discrimination between localities. Let the

Commission be active in using the power it now has, in stating when
there is unjust discrimination. Their decision and the force of public

opinion, the pressure of business men, the increasing good sense of

the railroad owners and officers, will all be elements in determining

a new relation between the communities.

Private cars and tracks.—As to private cars and private side

tracks, I believe that any difficulties or abuses incident to their use

will eliminate themselves, just as the foolish custom of paying ticket

commissions eliminated itself by the voluntary action of the rail-

roads. If, however, there is a feeling that the Government must
in some way try to hasten the inevitable result, the present law seems

ample to cure the evils, provided the Federal Government will use

its machinery for enforcing it. If more law is needed, a very simple

one will correct the alleged evil. Let it be the law that no payment
shall be made by a railroad or by an individual for the use of, or

service furnished by, a private car or private side track that is any
greater than the payment made contemporaneously for the same kind
of car and for the same kind of service by the railroads each to the

other. Then, if the railroads are exchanging cars between them-
selves at 20 cents a day, or at 50 cents a day, that is all the private

car owner will get; if railroads furnish ice at $2.50 per car, that is

all the private car owners will receive; if the railroads switch in
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Oiicago for from $2 to $5 per car, that is all the owner of the private
side track would get in that locality.

SOME OBJECTIONS.

The attempt by the Federal Government to fix in detail the exact
rates to be charged by the railroads will be unfortunate for the
United States.

_

Un-American.—Such policy is un-American in that it subjects a
large part of the citizens of the United States to an economic restric-

tion that does not apply to those engaged and interested in other
classes of commercial, industrial, and agricultural business. By hav-
ing the Government fix the price of railroad transportation, an
obstacle would be placed in the way of the highest success of indi-

vidual effort that will gradually result in depressing and repressing

the efforts of those interested in or engaged in the railroad business

and will redu.ce all to the dead level of mediocrity.

Unjust.—Such a plan is unjust because it would apply to the large

number of American people interested and engaged in the railroad

business, a rule not applicable to others. In good faith they have
invested their time, their training, their energy, and their money,
with the idea that there were rewards for success, as in all other busi-

ness. They are taking and have taken great risks, as do all who are

engaged in businesses, to obtain the benefits of success, if that comes,

just as they must submit to the result of failure, if that comes.

Unnecessary.—Such a plan is unnecessary because, as has been
presented to you by various speakers, the development of the railroad

business in this country has been such that we have the most effective

service as a whole, the lowest rates as a whole, the highest wages as

a whole, and the most progressive management of the business as a

whole, of any country m the world. And all this has been devel-

oped in fifty years by the energy, ability, and ingenuity of the
American business man. With this record in the past, why is it

necessary to take even a chance of delaying or changing this marvel-
ous development ? Or, to quote the President again

:

Nothing could be more foolish than the enactment of legislation which would
unnecessarily interfere with the development and operation of these commercial
agencies. * •

Unwise.—Such a plan is unwise, because it would tend to a cen-

tralization of power in the making of the rates for the country. As
I stated earlier, one of the complaints made now is that the decisions

are not made promptly enough. What will be the inevitable effect

upon the rate-making machinery of the railroads, if every rate can
be challenged, and the power of fixing it is placed with a Commis-
sion ? The natural effect will be that the shipper will not be satisfied

with the rate named by the railroad and the railroad will hesi-

tate to make a new decision, knowing that it is likely to be appealed
from. The Commission will be, in time, deluged with complaints. In

,

trying to settle the questions submitted to it, the Commission would
have to adopt one of two courses. It would either try to do exactly
what the railroad owners are doing—adjust rates upon business prin-

ciples, taking into consideration every element that affects the move-
ment of commodities, weighing every situation, discussing the claims
of communities and shippers, and finally rendering a decision which,
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when made, must be the rate until the same process is gone through
with again. No matter how wise or able one set of Conunissioners

may be, it would be physically impossible for them, sitting in Wash-
ington, to promptly dispose of the cases submitted to them. Then,
the suggestion would be for additional commissions, and in time the

Federal Government would have as many people engaged in the rate

investigation, rate discussion, and rate-adjusting business as the rail-

roads now have. In other words, they would become the business

managers of the railroads, but they would have no responsibility

for results—no responsibility of ownership, no interest in providing
large sums of money necessary to keep the railroads equal to the busi-

ness—no responsibility or incentive for increasing business and devel-

oping new territory.

If the Commission did not adjust the rates on business principles,

and it could not, the Commission would have to adopt some simple
basis to be applied to everyone without regard to geographical con-
ditions or to previous commercial development. It is manifestly
impossible for the Government to fix the rates on the postage-stamp
principle, because that system creates unjust discrimination to the
greatest extent conceivable. To-day mail is transported from San
Francisco to New York at as low a price as it is from Washington
to Philadelphia. Either the price from Washington to Philadel-
phia is too high or the price from San Francisco to New York is too
low, and this principle could not be applied to the fixing of freight
rates unless the Government is prepared to make good any defi-

ciency in revenue from the taxpayer as a whole.
The course that the Commission would be driven into, and that

every State conamission is gradually being driven into, is to adopt a
mileage basis of rates. The effect of such a basis on a country the
size of the United States, with its past history of commercial devel-

opment, is appalling to one interested in the growth of the country.

If, in the beginning of the railroad and business development of this

country, rates had been fixed arbitrarily on the basis of mileage, the
States west of the Mississippi River would still be thinly popu-
lated—with few railroads and with little business of any kind.
Inland cities without access to water transportation would not have
been built up, and the whole growth of the railroad and commercial
system of this country would have been different. Fortunately for

the growth of this country the railroad owners and operators did
not adopt a rigid mileage basis of rates, and as a result the country
has grown, agriculture has grown, diversified manufacture has
grown, and there has been an equalization of commercial situation

that has permitted a development of cities and communities which,
under the mileage basis, would all have been congested in many fewer
places.

Give the Commission the power to fix rates and the land values of

the agricultural States west of the Mississippi Eiver would be at once
affected. An advance of value will be stopped and a decrease in
value will result. To-day the railroads, in their desire to develop
territory, make the rates on wheat from North Dakota, on wool from
Montana, on lumber from Wash'.ngton, on butter from Iowa, so as
to compete with similar products raised in Ohio, in Kentucky, in
Mississippi, in Pennsylvania, in New England. If the Government
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has to fix the rate, what right will it have to refuse to .lie wool
grower of Kentucky, the wheat grower of Ohio, the lumber producer
of Mississippi, the butter man of Pennsylvania, the same rate per
mile that is charged the producer in North Dakota, Iowa, Montana,
and Washington? No matter how low the rate is made for the first

10 miles or for 1 mile of railroad transportation, when the haul is

1,000 or 2,000 miles and the mileage basis is used the rate will be so
high that the business will not move.
On a mileage basis of rates the business of the commercial centers

west of the Mississippi would be destroyed. Cities on the ocean and
Great Lakes would have advantages, but the inland cities and agri-

cultural districts would stop developing.

When the great agricultural and manufacturing population in the
States between the Allegheny and the Rocky mountains realize what
a mileage basis of rates means to them and to their children—and
they will be awake to the fact in time—^there will be a real outcry
about railroad rates compared to which the present stimulated com-
plaint will be as nothing.

Far better the difficulties existing under the present system of com-
mercial freedom than to turn to a rigid governmental plan of fixing
railroad rates.

Senator Kean. Mr. Elliott, we had a visit the other day from an
eminent citizen of Massachusetts, Mr. Brooks Adams, who repre-
sented the chamber of commerce at Spokane. Out there in Spokane
they think they are unjustly discriminated against. I suppose you
have heard of the case ?

Mr. Elliott. Yes, I know; Mr. Adams and I have talked it over
very often. Like all cases of discrimination against localities, there
are two sides to that. Spokane, in spite of this alleged unjust dis-

crimination, is about the most prosperous city on the Northern
Pacific Railroad.

Senator Kean. He seemed to think that was an answer to the
natural advantages of Spokane.
Mr. Elliott. Well, I suppose you do not know why the Spokane

rates are higher than the Pacific coast rates?
Senator Dolliver. I did. not get from Mr. Adams just how much

higher they are.

Mr. Elliott. My recollection is that the Spokane rate is the rate
to Puget Sound plus 80 per cent of the local back.

Senator Dollivee. Now, do you refer to the transcontinental rates?
Mr. Elliott. Yes.
Senator Dolliver. He was complaining of rates from points

interior where this ocean competition did not affect it. I think his
complaint was that some discrimination prevailed in rates from
Chicago.
Mr. Elliott. Yes, that is true; but the Chicago manufacturers

are competing with the manufacturers on the Atlantic seaboard.
Senator Dolliver. So you have to put them all on the same basis?
Mr. Elliott. Oh, yes ; about.

Senator Clapp. It would start in with the Twin Cities ?

Mr. Elliott. Yes; I think the rate begins there. The rates from
St. Paul to Puget Sound on some commodity, we will say, is 75 cents,

and the rate back from Puget Sound to Spokane, the local rate, is
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20 cents. Eighty per cent of that would be 16 cents, making the

Spokane rate 91 cents.

Senator Dollivee. Has the railroad as much interest in putting an
end to such an apparent injustice as anybody else has?

Mr. Elliott. I think it has more.
Senator Dolliver. You have done the best your wisdom could sug-

gest to reduce that discrimination to the minimum ?

Mr. Elliott. We have up to the present time, but we don't think
we have finished.

Senator Newlands. You have improved conditions ?

Mr. Elliott. Yes. We had a long meeting with the Spokane peo-
ple shortly after I became president of the Northern Pacific. That is,

our traffic people did. There was a new adjustment made there

which the Spokane people thought was much better. The result of it

is that the Puget Sound people are all up in arms now ; so there you
are. You have the Puget Sound people on the one side and the
Spokane people on the other.

Senator Dolliver. There must be a lot of merchandise passing
from the interior to the coast where this danger of prospect of ocean
competition is somewhat mythical.
Mr. Elliot-t. To the coast ?

Senator Dolliver. Yes.
Mr. Elliott. Very little.

Senator DoLLmsR. Does that transportation affect all varieties of
merchandise?
Mr. Elliott. It would not affect the very highest grades, but

before I went to the Northern Pacific road they made some advance,
I think, in those rates, with the result that there was an immediate
increase in the volume of business going there via the Horn, or the
Panama Eailroad ; so it is simply a question of transcontinental roads
doing a part of that business at a low rate or none of it at a high rate.

Senator Clapp. Can you state approximately the proportion of
the trade to the Sound that goes by water ?

Mr. Elliott. No, I could not. I have not got those figures in my
head. I know it is quite a substantial proportion.

Senator Clapp. Is it not about one-quarter ?

Mr. Elliott. I think it is more than that. The Spokane situation

is a very difficult one. We do not deny that a bit. It is one of those

things that has got to be worked out by evolution. Spokane as a big

city is only about 12 j'ears' old, and the conditions have changed out

there and are changing.

Senator Newlands. What is the population of Spokane?
Mr. Elliott. It must be 8.5,000 people.

Senator Dolliver. Now, you spoke of a certain interference of the

Interstate Commerce Commission with the traffic of these north-

western roads to the Orient?

Mr. Elliott. Yes.

Senator Dolliver. And I think it is only justice to the Commis-
sion to call your attention to the fact that instead of interfering in

that matter against these roads, if they interfered at all, it would
appear from their records that they interfered in favor of the roads,

by a very unusual stretch of authority in practically suspending the

act of Congress.

Mr. Elliott. You mean the long and short haul clause?

Senator Dolliver. I mean the publication of rates.
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Mr. Elliott. Well, you know, at one time they started an inter-
ference with it, and that was a very difficult thing to do.

Senator Dolliver. But the law seems to require that those rates
shall be published.
Mr. Elliott. Well, that is the question, is it not?
Senator Dolliver. I don't think the question has ever been made.
Mr. Elliott. It is an open question, is it not ?

Senator Dolliver. I think hardly.
. Senator Cullom. Is it an open question as to whether they should
be published?
Mr. Elliott. I think lawyers disagree on that.

Senator Dolliver. At any rate, the interference of the Commission
was not to urge a publication, but to suspend as far as their order
might the obligation to make the publication, and therefore I think
the Commission very justly complained of your statement, and also

the statement of Mr. Hill, that they made a hostile interference in

that matter against your roads.

Mr. Elliott. That would come back as to what was the legal inter-

pretation of the rate-publishing feature of the law, and the doctors

disagree on that, as I understand it, and whether it has ever been
settled in the courts or not I do not know.
Mr. Commissioner Fiter. The last time the question was before the

Commission we called in all the principal traffic men throughout the

country and had a hearing on that. I think that was about a year
ago; and the Commission announced an opinion in the case and
decided that the law required the publication of those rates, but
pointed out the difficulties of it, and told the railroads it would not be
enforced until the railroads would have time to go before Congress
and get a modification of the law, and there it stands just in that
position.

Senator Dolliver. I have called your attention to it in justice, as I
thought proper, to the Commission.
Mr. Elliott. I do not want to be quoted as saying anything in criti-

cism of the Commission—^that is, as to its personnel. It is the gen-
eral question as to whether they are in position to majie those
conditions. I think it is a fair statement that the Commission has
at times felt that the railways were accepting a rate on export and
import commodities that was too much below the published rate on
domestic products at the same time. Am I not right in that, Mr.
Knapp ?

Mr. Commissioner Knapp. I do not know.
Mr. Elliott. I know when I was in the freight business twelve or

fifteen years ago that question came up several times on freight via
New Orleans. I do not know that an order was made by the Com-
mission, but the opinion was expressed by them that it was not fair

for the United States railroads to accept low rates on commodities
for New Orleans, which were materially lower on the domestic at the
same time.

Senator Dolliver. That is a very interesting question.

Mr. Elliott. Yes.

Senator Dolliver. You spoke of the freedom and comfort of the
Canadian Railway people in the management of these traffic man-
agers. It has been brought to our attention, and we have here a copy
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of a statute recently enacted in the Dominion of Canada, which ap-

pears to veiy seriously disturb this freedom and comfort, provided

this system of regulation through commissions would constitute an
interference.

Mr. Elliott. Yes.
Senator Dolliver. Are you familiar with the operation of that new

Canadian statute?

Mr. Elliott. No ; I am not.

Senator Kean. Mr. Tuttle testified that it had never been put in

force.

Senator Dollivek. It has been on the statute books for a year.

Mr. Elliott. I only know this: That in the month of April the

business of the Canadian Pacific road into Seattle from points east

of the Mississippi River increased nearly 100 per cent and the busi-

ness of the Northern Pacific increased only 15 per cent.

Senator Dolliver. Now, there must be an occasional controversy
as to whether a rate between two given points is reasonable or not, is

there not ?

Mr. Elliott. Yes.
Senator Dolli^'er. The shipper claiming that one rate is unreason-

able and the road insisting that a higher rate would be just and rea-

sonable ?

Mr. Elliott. Yes.
Senator Dolliver. Controversies oftentimes involve important

business interests, do they not—shipping interests ?

Mr. Elliott. They do as to the relation of rates. I would not say
that of the rate itself we hear very much about it.

Senator Dolliver. You mean the relation of rates as between va-

rious kinds of traffic ?
^

Mr. Elliott. I do not remember hearing any complaints about the

rates between different kinds of traffic as compared with the rate on
another kind. The complaint is as to the relation of rates from town
A to a given point as compared with town B, but not in the rate itself.

Senator Dolliver. It is very easy to believe that occasionally a
controversy involving substantial business interests would arise as

to whether or not the rate fixed by the road was reasonable and just?

Mr. Elliott. Yes.

Senator DolLiver. Now, what machinery would you suggest for

the settlement of a controversy of that sort between the shipping
public and the railroads?

Mr. Elliott. The machinery which is now in existence.

Senator Dolliver. What machinery do you refer to ?

Mr. Elliott. The friction of commerce laws against unjust dis-

criminations—laws against extortion.

Senator Dolliver. Do you think the present appeal to the court

is sufficient?

Mr. Elliott. Ample.
Senator Dolliver. But an individual may sometimes be unable

single handed to go into court with a great railway corporation ?

Mr. Elliott. Well, I suppose that might happen, but it does not,

does it, as a matter of fact s

Senator Dolliver. Very often a shipper might not desire to invite

the hostility that would be engendered by investigations of that sort

and conducted by Uim personally against a great corporation.
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Mr. Elliott. I never knew of such a case.

Senator Dolliveh. You never knew a shipper to have hesitation

about pushing his rights because he was afraid he might get in a
worse position thaa before?
Mr. Elliott. Never; he runs no risk absolutely with that sort of

thing.

Senator Dolliver. What would be the objection, supposing that a
controversy as to the reasonableness of a given rate should arise and
the shipper would not be able to adjust it with the carriers, to having
the Interstate Commerce Commission here determine that question,

or some other tribunal, so as to bring it to an effective adjudication?
Mr. Elliott. You have that now.
Senator Dolliver. How ?

Mr. Elliott. You can go to the Interstate Commerce Commission
and complain of an unjust rate and the Commission decides whether
it is unjust or not. They have preventive legislation.

Senator Dolliveb. They decide it is unjust, and then they have to

go into the courts and pursue a litigation that lasts world without
end in order to get the decree of the court as to whether it is unjust
or not.

Mr. Elliott. Sometimes they do, but in a great many cases the
railroad and the shipper bow to the decision of the Commission, and
say, " This is unjust, and we will fix up a new rate." And they do,
and everybody goes away happy.

Senator Dolliver. But suppose they do not. Now, what would be
the objection, since the Commission is now clothed with the power
to say whether the rate is reasonable or not, and if found unreason-
able, to order that it be discontinued before they go a step further,
and by a careful inquiry to find out what would be the reasonable
rate in that case, and include in their order a direction that that rate
be put into effect? How would that disturb the business of the
country ?

Mr. Elliott. I do not know that I can point it out any more
clearly than I tried to in my paper. In order to get the necessary
evidence.and act with any promptness on that sort of a question, you
would have to gradually put just as many people into the service
of the Federal Government for that sort of investigation as the rail-
roads have in the business themselves.

Senator Dolliver. But you pointed out in your paper, and I think
correctly, that those complaints are few in number and far between?
Mr. Elliott. As to the actual rate ; not as to the rate between com-

munities.

Senator Dolliver. I am now talking about the actual rates. It
seems to me it would be some sort of relief to the company to have
some impartial tribunal to adjust that relation between the public
and the road, rather than to have these controversies go on unsettled.
Mr. Elliott. You would not object. You would give the power

to the Commission, and they would make the rate 10 instead of 12
cents, and the first thing you would know you would have the same
question raised 250 miles away, somewhere. You would have to go
over the same performance again.

Senator Dolliver. For a number of years they did that exact
business, and there was one case—that of the Northern Pacific Eail-
road, whichVas the case involving the wheat rate from Walla WaUa
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to Portland, which was found to be a little too high and the fellow

seemed to be a little excited about it. They heard it patiently and
determined it, and directed the road to reduce it somewhat.
Mr. Elliott. What did the road do ?

Senator Dolli^'be. They did it without any disturbance of business

anywhere in that neighborhood, and I believe that you, as the presi-

dent of the company, if you would read that case, would think it a
good job.

Mr. Elliott. Very likely. We have reduced them several times
since without any action of the Commission or anybody else.

Senator Dollivee. I have no doubt of it.

Senator Cullom. Do you ever hear, once in a while, when you re-

duce a rate yourself, of some other road, say, 250 miles away, in some
other place, raising trouble, and that road has got to get hold of that ?

Mr. Elliott. Yes; that is the great difficulty with the Spokane
situation. If you change the Spokane rating, you have got to change
the Missoula and the Helena rates, and the Billings rates, and work
all the way back to the Missouri rate, and that is why it is so difficult

in that particular case to bring that whole question to a conclusion.

Senator Fostee. Mr. Elliott, you stated, I believe, that the present
law was ample to correct all the alleged abuses or evils of the road if

it was properly enforced ?

Mr. Elliott. Yes, sir.

Senator Fostee. That implies, of course, that there are violations

of the law and some failures to enforce it ?

Mr. Elliott. Yes, sir.

Senator Foster. To whom do you attribute the failure to enforce

the law ?

Mr. Elliott. To public sentiment. The law is violated every day
by people riding on passes; but nobody wants to enforce the law
against people riding on passes, so they do not.

Senator Newlands. Is there any natural law regarding free passes ?

Mr. Elliott. Well, the interstate-commerce law prohibits dis-

crimination. It applies to passenger business just as much as to

freight.

Senator Foster. How would you suggest that the law be remedied,

or rather what remedy would you suggest to have the laws enforced ?

Mr. Elliott. I suppose the Department of Justice ought to en-

force it.

Senator Foster. What is that ?

Mr. Elliott. I suppose the Department of Justice and the prose-

cuting attorneys ought to enforce it, like any other law. There would
be no difficulty in getting what evidence you want ; but as to passen-

ger business, it is being violated every day in the year.

Senator Foster. Do you think there is any difficulty in getting any
evidence about the violation of the law? Has that been the experi-

ence of the law officer
?_

Mr. Elliott. That is as to the passenger business, I say. As to

the freight business, it is a little more difficult, but there is very little

of that left. As I say, on the Northern Pacific there are no rebates.

Senator Foster. You do not mean to state, Mr. Elliott, that this

Commission, in seeking to enforce the law, and the Government, in
seeking to prosecute violations of the trust law, have no difficulty

in getting evidence for you ?
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Mr. Elliott. I do not think they would have much. They know
about private car discriminations, or I believe they do. I do not
know.
Mr. Foster. Coming back now to my original question, What amend-

ment of the present law would you suggest to make that law enforce-
able?

Mr. Elliott. I have not any suggestion to make. I am not a good
enough lawyer to know what to suggest. As I recollect the reading
of the law, and its amendments, it is very sweeping in declaring it

unlawful to adopt any device of any kind.

Senator Foster. As I understand it, you admit the violations of
the law ?

Mr. Elliott. I think very likely there are some. I admit there

are a great many in this passenger question.

Senator Foster. And none in the freight ?

Mr. Elliott. Very little—that is, as to persons. There may be
violations of the law as to relations of rates between communities, and
that is a more difficult thing, of course, to determine. But the dis-

crimination between persons on freight business is practically elim-

inated.

Senator Fost'er. Where the discrimination exists against communi-
ties?

Mr. Elliott. There is some, but whether unjust or not is a very
difficult question to determine. Kansas City, we will say, is ship-

ping goods down to Indian Territory, and Omaha is shipping goods
down into that Territory. Omaha has a little higher basis of rates,

for example, than Kansas City. The Omaha people will very likely

feel that the rates are very unjustly discriminatory in favor of
Kansas City ; on the contrary, Kansas City people will feel the rates

are discriminatory in regard to them.
Senator Kean. And the Denver people feel that the rates are dis-

criminatory against them?
Mr. Elliott. Yes.
Senator Foster. Do you think there should be a proper enforce-

ment of the law to give additional powers to the Interstate Commerce
Commission ?

Mr. Elliott. I think not.

Senator Foster. Do you think it necessary to give any additional

powers to anybody or to any tribunal?

Mr. Elliott. I think not.

Senator Foster. You would leave it entirely to public sentiment,

and it would eventually right itself?

Mr. Elliott. That is my platform.

Senator Foster. How would you reach any effective agency or

force through public sentiment to enforce the law, Mr. Elliott?

How would public sentiment enforce the law without any tribunal

to which they would give expression to its wishes ?

Mr. Elliott. I do not think I quite understand. Senator.

Senator Foster. As I understand you, your idea is to leave all of

this matter to public sentiment ?

Mr. Elliott. Yes.

Senator Foster. Public sentiment would correct it? How would
it correct it?

Mr. Elliott. Through the Interstate Commerce Commission.
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Senator Foster. Then you think the Interstate Commerce Com-
mission has ample authority to correct it ?

Mr. Elmott. I think the Interstate Commerce Commission has
ample authority to give orders saying that things are wrong. The
moment that order is given you set the forces of public opinion at

work, and they will act and react on the railroad and on the com-
peting conmiunities. In other words, the preventive power of the
Interstate Commerce Commission, as now, seems to me sufficient and
better than to give them affirmative powers. To say instead of 10
cents the rate must be 8 cents, that is what I think would be too
elastic, not speaking as a railroad man alone, but as a man interested

in general business. Let them start by saying 10 cents is wrong, and
let people who are engaged in business get together and get a better

rate. In the long run I believe the United States would be better

under that system than to give to a part of the Federal Government
the power of legislation on the subject of rates. It is not that they
would not try as hard as anybody, or perhaps harder, to render a
wise decision, but they are not in business and it is a business question.

Senator Foster. You mean that after the Commission has acted,

then public sentiment will practically

Mr. Elliott. Yes. There is a competition between Louisville and
Memphis on some questions. If a tribunal like the Commission ren-
ders a decision and says that the rates from Memphis and New
Orleans ought to be so many cents lower than from Louisville, then
the Memphis people and the Louisville people and the railroads get
together, and between them they will adjust them. I think in the
long run the general growth of business in the United States will be
better after that decision than if the Commission, in rendering their

decision, should say not only that the present rates were wrong, but,
" You must substitute the following rates," naming them in detail.

Senator Nbwlands. Under what State is the Northern Pacific

incorporated ?

Mr. Elliott. The State of Wisconsin.

Senator Newlands. In how many States does it operate?
Mr. Elliott. In Wisconsin, Minnesota, North Dakota, Montana,

Idaho, Washington, and Oregon.
Senator Newlands. And what is its capital stock?

Mr. Elliott. $155,000,000.

Senator -Neavlands. And what is the amount of its bonds ?

Mr. Elliott. It has $185,000,000 of bonds that are a lien upon the
Northern Pacific road, and it is jointly interested with the Great
Northern Company in $220,000,000 of bonds secured by deposits of
the Chicago, Burlington and Quincy stock.

Senator Newlands. Does it own stock of other corporations?
Mr. Elliott. To a limited extent. It has two proprietary lines,

the Washington and Columbia Eiver road, down in the Walla Walla
country, which is a small road of 162 miles; and the Northern
Pacific Company owns all the stock of that road ; and the Minnesota
and International Company, up in Senator Clapp's State, is another
small road, and the Northern Pacific owns about 70 per cent of that
stock. Then We own stock in certain union depot and terminal com-
panies in Duluth and St. Paul and Portland.

Senator Kean. At Spokane?
Mr. Elliott. No ; we have our own depot at Spokane.
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Senator Newlands. Do you own stock in the Chicago, Burlington
and. Quincy?

_
Mr. Elliott. Yes; we own haif of the stock of the Chicago, Bur-

lington and Quincy, and paid for it by issuing this joint obligation.
Senator Newlands. Which is secured by that stock?
Mr. Elliott. Secured by that stock and deposited with the trust

company as collateral for the bonds.
Senator Newlands. Do you find much variation in the tax laws of

the various States through which your railroad passes?
Mr. Elliott. There is some. Minnesota has a tax on gross earn-

ings of 4 per cent. They have just increased it from 3 to 4, at this

last session of the legislature. All the other States have a tax on the
value of the property.

Senator Newlands. Do they all assess the property at the same
valuation per mile ?

Mr. Elliott. They vary a good deal.

Senator Newlands. Is there a very great variation ?

Mr. Elliott. Yes.

Senator Newlands. Will you state the lowest and the highest?
Mr. Elliott. I think the lowest valuation is in North Dakota,

about $8,000 a mile. The highest, I think, is in Montana, and it will

run for the best part of one line in Montana about $15,000 a mile.

Senator Newlands. T\Tiat system of taxation do you think is the
most simple, certain, and fair, the percentage tax upon gi-oss receipts

or tax upon valuation ?

Mr. Elliott. That is a question that I never came to any conclu-

sion about in my own mind. I do not know ; I would not want to go
on record as stating I had come to a conclusion as to whether the gross
earnings tax or an ad valorem tax was the wisest. It works out in
practice with us, whichever system you have, very much the same.
That is, it figures out between 3 and 4 per cent of our gross earnings.

Senator Newlands. Would you regard it as an advantage if some
uniform method of taxation was adopted in all of the States ?

Mr. Elliott. Well, I do not know what particular good it would
do. It would not be any disadvantage. But in the long run you
would have to collect about the same. There are many difficulties

now in trying to adjust it in the different States, but they do not
amount to much.
Senator Newlands. You do not have much difficulty regarding the

legislation on the practical question of assessment and taxation ?

Mr. Elliott. Not a great deal.

Senator Neavlands. Do you think there should be any control at

all as to the capitalization of railways as against excessive capital-

ization?

Mr. Elliott. No.
Senator Newiands. You think the railroads should be given a

free hand regarding their capitalization?

Mr. Elliott. I think if they are foolish they will fail; if they
are honest and decent they will succeed.

Mr. Chairman, I want to thank you for letting me be heard, and
I want to thank the Commission for giving me the chance.

Senator Citllom. I want to thank you, Mr. Elliott, for the paper
which you presented.

S. Doc. 243, 59-1—vol 4—-30
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STATEMENT OF INTERSTATE COMMERCE COMMISSIONER
MARTIN A. KNAPP.

Mr. Knapp. Mr. Chairman and gentlemen of the committee : The
doleful picture just painted in your presence by the accomplished
artist of the Northern Pacific Railway has acted with such distress-

ing effect upon my imagination that I can scarcely summon courage
to address you. Indeed, I have been wondering whether I could not
escape a prosecution for treason against my country by pleading
guilty to a charge of incompetency.
In the course of your protracted hearings you have listened to

some of the ablest lawyers and railroad managers in the United
States and to numerous other persons of prominence and authority
in various walks of life. There is no phase of this many-sided
subject which has not already been brought to your attention, and it

would be rank presumption on my part to assume that I can con-
tribute anything of real value to this discussion or otherwise aid your
deliberations.

Nevertheless, there are a few things I should like to say if your
patience permits, merely for the purpose of indicating my own point
of view and suggesting those phases of the subject with which my
mind is most impressed. There appears to be a disposition in some
quarters to discredit the present law and belittle the result of its oper-
ations. It has been described as a crude and ill-considered measure,
which has made little advance toward the accomplishment of its in-

tended purpjose. I am very far from having any sympathy with that
erroneous view. On the contrary, I regard the act to regulate com-
merce as one of the most important and beneficent statutes ever en-

acted by the Congress of the United States. When you consider that

the enormous power of the Congress under the commerce clause of

the Constitution had lain dormant for nearly a hundred years, when
you call to mind the amazing rapidity of railway construction during
the two speculative decades that followed the civil war, when you
take into account the conditions which had grown up with that ex-

traordinary development, and bear in mind that the practices which
we now regard with reprobation were looked upon with tolerance and
found little condemnation in the average conscience, when you think
of the difficulties to be overcome and the obstacles encountered, it

seems to me remarkable that a law should have been passed based
upon broad principles which are fundamentally correct and eternally

right, and which contain such comprehensive and salutary provisions.

Not even the distinguished Senator, so long the chairman of the

committee, whose persistent efforts deserve chief credit for that enact-

ment, who has taken the deepest interest in the administration of that

law, and for whose personal kindness I can not be too grateful,

realizes the immense progress that has been made toward correct

methods of railroad operation, realizes the extraordinary change
which has taken place in the attitude of railway managers and the
public generally toward the whole subject of public regulation.

Only when you compare the conditions which were characteristic

and universal in 1887, with the conditions which generally prevail
to-day, can you understand what great progress has been made in the
conduct of these great highways of commerce. And I say that, if

the men who were instrumental in procuring the passage of the act
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to regulate commerce have their names connected with no other
measure, they deserve to rank high on the list of constructive states-

men. And I say this for the reason, gentlemen, that I do not myself
favor any radical departure from the theories and plans and pur-
poses of the present law. And I believe that the immediate legisla-

tion needed is that which shall be built upon the foundations so

wisely laid in this law, and which is directed to correcting its defects,

strengthening its weak places, and augmenting its authority.

If there is any possible phase of this subject which has been over-

looked, or respecting which there is some confusion in the public
mind, it is in confounding things which, as I think, ought to be kept
separate and distinct. It seems to be supposed by many that the
one thing needful to bring about a railway millennium, although our
railway friends say it has already arrived, is to increase the powers
of the Interstate Commerce Commission, and the controversy seems
to turn very largely upon that particular question. To my mind,
that is only one side of the subject which you ought now to consider.

The keynote to what I have in mind in this connection is found in

the very clear and illuminating opinion of the Attorney-General. In
the Congress of the United States is vested plenary and exclusive

powers of legislation upon this subject. You can not delegate that
legislative power in any wholesale fashion. You qan not turn over
some part or section of it to be exercised by the grantee according to

his discretion. You must yourselves, and in the statute law, lay down
at least certain general rules of conduct. You may legislate as

minutely as you choose, you must legislate at least to the extent of
imposing requirements, placing prohibitions, fixing restraints and
limitations, and if you fail to do all that is needful in that regard,
the injustice and wrongdoing growing out of that neglect, if any
there be, can not be corrected by simply increasing the powers of the
administrative body which you create. Therefore, it seems to me
that you may appropriately consider what are the rules of conduct
prescribed by the present law which are inadequate, insufficient, and
lacking in definiteness.

What further rules ought to be prescribed? What shall be their
character? The things you incorporate in the statute are the foun-
dation of all the work that is done or can be done by the body whom
you select to carry out the details of your legislation. For example,
and I am liable to weary you with an oft-told tale, if a discrimina-
tion against a community results from the fact that there is a higher
charge for a shorter than for a longer haul, that is a discrimi-

nation which can not be corrected under the present law no matter
how much authority the Commission may have, because you have
not declared that discrimination to be unlawful and prohibited.

No one, I think, can read the fourth section of the act to regulate
commerce and be in doubt that Congress intended to provide some
actual and potential restraint upon that particular form of dis-

crimination. And, I may say, it remains to-day much as it was then,

not the greatest evil, but the most irritating and obnoxious form of
discrimination that has been encountered.

Senator Cullom. Discrimination as to localities ?

"Mr. Knapp. The long and short haul.

Senator Cullom. Discrimination as to localities?

Mr. Knapp. That particular form of discrimination.
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Now, I am far from suggesting that you ought now to go so far

in recasting the rule of conduct which shall have relation- to that par-

ticular type of discrimination as to prohibit it altogether, or even to

limit the exemptions to such cases as shall be sanctioned by the Com-
mission. I am only suggesting whether you should not somewhat in-

crease the restraint which has been entirely removed from the dis-

crimination effected by much more for the short haul than the long
one.

Let me give you the most recent instance which has come before the
Commission. The Chesapeake and Ohio Railway crosses the Blue
Ridge Mountains just below Charlottesville. Shortly after passing
over the mountain it intersects with the Norfolk and Western, and a
few miles farther west with the Baltimore and Ohio. The two latter

roads run down the Shenandoah Valley, and one of them by the Penn-
sylvania, and the other by its own rules, carries traffic from that re-

gion to a common market, like Philadelphia. The rate on lumber on
the Chesapeake and Ohio Railroad for 100 miles to the west and for

a hundred miles to the east to Philadelphia is 16 cents. In the Shen-
andoah Valley it is 14 cents. Therefore the man who is producing
some lumber to-day on the eastern slope of the Blue Ridge Moun-
tains, almost within sight of us, must pay 2 cents per hundred pounds
more to get lumber to Philadelphia than the man 50 or 75 miles far-

ther west, who gets his lumber transported for 14 cents. Now, 2
cents a hundred pounds is 40 cents a ton. That is $12 a carload of
30,000 pounds, and that is probably about all the margin of profit

there is in lumber of that kind.

It has already been stated in your presence that one great railway
corporation practically controls all three roads—^the Chesapeake and
Ohio, the Norfolk and Western, and the Baltimore and Ohio. They
compete, according to the statement of their traffic managers, just as

vigorously in the Shenandoah Valley as they did when they were
entirely independent in ownership and management. And when they
are charged with this discrimination they set up that competition as a

defense. And I should like to inquire of the lawyers of this com-
mittee whether that defense is not complete under the doctrine of the
Supreme Court in the Alabama Midland Case?
Now, beyond any question where the competition of the carrier

which is subject to the act at the longer distance point is the competi-
tion of a carrier which is not subject to the act, as a water carrier or

a foreign railroad, there should be freedom to make the lower charge
to meet that competition. Wliere the sole competition is between
carriers all of which are subject to this law and to your regulation, it

seems to me that a different situation exists and a different rule ought
to be applied. But unless you create a different rule in the statute

your Commission will be powerless to afford any relief in a case of
that kind.

A kindred question arises respecting import rates. I think I
appreciate both sides of the argument, and I pay a deserved compli-
ment to my associate on the Commission who wrote the report in

January, 1904, when I say that you can not find a more comprehen-
sive, clean-cut, and fair discussion of that question than is contained
in that report. Here, again, I am not suggesting that any hard and
fast rule should be put into the statute. I am quite prepared to

admit that there are conditions under which foreign import traffic
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may rightfully be carried to an interior destination at lower rates

than the inland carriers may reasonably charge on domestic traffic;

but I must confess to a feeling of discomfort, to a suggestion of
injustice, when the same service is performed for the foreigner for
less than one-third of the charge to our own citizens. Let me pursue
that a step further, because it is very closely connected with a point
I am now trying to make.
Complaint came before us, directed, I may say, in a general way,

against the Vanderbilt system, because they charged 50 cents on plate

glass from Boston to Chicago and participate in carrying plate

glass from Antwerp to Chicago for 40 cents. And the traffic mana-
ger of the New York, New Haven and Hartford Railroad, giving his

testimony, used the adjectives, " absurd," " deplorable," and others

of equal significance, not undertaking to defend it on any ground of

right and justice, but, he said, " They are making a rate from Ant-
werp to Chicago, by way of New Orleans and the Illinois Central Rail-

road, of 32 cents; and if I do not inake a rate which approximates
that the imported traffic will be carried to destination by another
route and I shall lose the revenue." Now, when we take up the com-
plaint of the same parties against the Illinois Central, as we presently

shall, and say, " How does it happen that you are carrying imported
glass from Antwerp through New Orleans to Chicago for 32 cents

and to St. Paul and Minneapolis for 38 cents, when you charge 75
cents from New Orleans to Chicago and 40 cents from Chicago to

St. Paul," he will say, " I am obliged to do it, because the New York,
New Haven and Hartford Railroad makes a through rate from Ant-
werp to Chicago of 40 cents, which I am obliged to meet."

Senator Kjean. How do they ship that by the New York, New
Haven and Hartford Railroad ?

Mr. Knapp. I think by the Poughkeepsie Bridge route. I rather
assume that. I think that is their present route for that description
of traffic from Boston.
Now, I am only mentioning those instances for the purpose of

pointing out to you that unless you put some restraint upon that form
of discrimination in the statute, the Commission will be powerless
to remedy the injustice. The same thing applies to private cars and to

these terminal railroads. It certainly is not natural for the Commis-
sion to admit that the law which it is appointed to administer does
not give it jurisdiction over offenses which are brought to its atten-

tion, but, personally, I have never been able to see in the act to regu-
late commerce or in the supplemental law anything which enabled
the Commission with any effectiveness, if at all, to reach the dis-

criminations which now occur and which have become so acute with
regard to private car refrigeration charges and the operations of

these terminal railroads.

And again I refer to the subject, not with any disposition to go
over it in detail, but to impress it upon you that unless you put some
restrictions, some limitations, some requirements, some obligations

in the statute when you come to amend it the regulating body, which
is your subordinate, will not be able to afford any relief in cases of

that kind. Now, let me take a minor one, of which I think very
little has been said, but which to me seems of very considerable im-

portance, not only in itself, but because it is connected with another
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subject of vevy much larger significance and about which considerable

has been said.

Under the present law any railroad or any two or more railroads

operating together under a joint tariff may reduce a rate on three

days' notice and advance a rate on ten days' notice, and instances

have been brought to my attention in an unofficial way of operations

which are as offensive to the moral sense and as injurious in their

effect as any check ever given for a rebate. Now, of course, as long
as you leave it in the law that those changes can be made upon that

short notice any injustice, any operation which is the equivalent of a
rebate will be beyond the power of any commission to correct.

Senator Dolliver. What, exactly, have you in mind?
Senator Kean. Midnight tariffs.

Mr. Knapp. Midnight tariffs. Eead the very remarkable address
which Mr. Stickney has filed here.

Senator Dolliver. 1 had the pleasure of hearing that when he read
it before the Economic Association.

Mr. Knapp. One of my associates made this observation, that Mr.
Stickney is always surprising, whether he makes a speech or files a
tariff'. Within a fortnight I have had a talk with one of the most
successful and prominent traffic officials in the United States, who to-

day controls absolutely the entire traffic of one of the largest systems
in the United States, and we were talking upon this subject; and in

the most emphatic manner he indorsed my proposition. And when
I said that notice ought to be thirty days or sixty days, he said it

ought not to be less than ninety days.

Senator Dolliver. How would that help it?

Mr. Knapp. You can not make contracts so far ahead, ordinarily.

Senator Dolliver. A man might go and get ready for business of

that sort in ninety as well as thirty days, I reckon.

Mr. Knapp. It would be much more difficult and transactions which
give offense would be much less liable to occur.

Senator Dolliver. But if a rate could not be reduced without

ninety days' notice, would not that operate to a very great disad-

vantage in a thousand other directions?

Mr. Knapp. I was about to add that I surely would not recommend
any hard and fast rule be put in the statute. That is one of the cases

where you should leave to your Commission some discretion, at least

in cases of emergency, and perhaps not go further than to establish a

general rule. Because in some directions your legislation should be

general; in other cases, more definite and exact, according as the

nature of the circumstances might require.

Let me give another illustration : Some few years ago I was really

ambitious to get this law amended on what I conceived to be wise

and workable lines, and I was indiscreet enough, perhaps, to attempt

to cooperate with some railroad lawyers and experienced traffic

officials in preparing suitable amendments to this law; and with

some assistance I prepared a draft, which I sent to the late Judge
Green, whom some of j^ou laiew, at that time the general counsel of

the Vanderbilt system, in which I proposed a thirty-day notice, with

the right of the Commission to allow any short notice. When the

draft came back the only change in it was that he had substituted

sixty days for thirty days.

Now, I want to speak of what that particular thing suggests to
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me in somewhat larger relations. In the course of these hearings,
so far as I have been enabled to keep in touch with them, I observe
a great deal has been said about the necessity of flexibility in tariffs,

of traffic managers being able to accommodate their rates to fluc-

tuating commercial conditions, and one of the arguments advanced
against remodeling this law in any material respect in that the tend-

ency of any actual control through a Government agency of the

rates made by the carriers would be toward ironclad rules, and
mileage rates, and limitations of that sort. Of course, I am far

from admitting that any such consequence would follow either im-
mediately or remotely from a grant of authority far greater than
has been proposed by any pending measure. But when I ran over
the statements of some prominent traffic officials in which they em-
phasized the necessity of frequent changes in tariffs, the necessity

of adapting their rates to changing commercial conditions, I hap-
pened to think of one or two instances which I thought I might
bring to your attention.

The most important part of the United States is what is known
as " official classification territory "—the section north of the Ohio and
Potomac and east of the Mississippi rivers. The class rates which
govern most merchandise and articles of manufacture and ordi-

nary household consumption are adjusted upon the basis of the

New York-Chicago rate—places nearer New York taking a percent-

age below the Chicago rate, and places more to the west taking a
percentage above. Now, not only has that basis of rates in all that

territory remained unchanged since 1887, but so have the rates re-

mained unchanged. And you gentlemen know as well as I do the
changes that have occurred" and the fluctuations that have happened
in commercial conditions in that territory during that period.

Senator Doluver. They seem to have been pretty generally shaken
up along about 1900.

Mr. Knapp. When they made very numerous advances by simply
changing the classification of the articles; but they did not change
the rates or adjustments between localities.

Senator Dollivek. Simply the classification ?

Mr. Knapp. Simply the classification—moved an article up from
the sixth class to the fifth, or from the fifth to the fourth—an ex-
tremely simple process, and then, of course, it operates under the
principle of adjustment throughout the entire territory.

Now, take another illustration, which, to my mind, is more ap-
posite. I take it there is no agricultural product the price of which
has shown such wide fluctuations in the last few years as cotton. It

is one of the great staple articles of the country ; the most valuable,

per pound, of anything that grows out of the ground in large vol-

ume. More than half of it is exported, and you know the price has
gone from scarcely above 5 cents to 16 or 17 cents. And if there
is any article which would seem to be susceptible to market fluctua-

tions and the changes in commercial conditions it must be cotton.

But an inspection of the tariffs will show you that the rates on cotton

have not been changed in ten years.

There has been no material change, I think, in any cotton rate in

more than ten years, except that certain reductions have been made in
the State of Texas by the commission of that State.

Now, when I observe instances of that kind, when the ablest and
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most experienced traffic officials tell me that there is no sort of reason

for 500 to 1,000 changes in interstate tariffs every twenty-four hours,

as our files show there are, you must not be surprised if I fail to ac-

cept at par value all that is said here about the necessity of adapting
rates to commercial conditions. Undoubtedly, when you take a con-
siderable period of time great influences do operate to an extent
which may justly require material modifications in freight charges,

but to my mind it is quite unsuitable that the little surface fluctua-

tions in trade should find expression in extended changes in the
daily tariffs. I believe that those surface currents should adjust
themselves to the tariffs and not the tariffs to the currents. And I
am saying this, gentlemen, not as a result so much from my own ob-

servation or from any a priori view of the case as because of the state-

ments made and arguments submitted to me by practical railroad
men of the highest distinction.

And that suggests another view to my mind which I think may
properly be taken into account even by our railroad friends. As I
said, I am very far from believing that there should be anything more
than the most inconsiderable tendency, if any at all, toward the
adjustment of rates on a mileage basis, and I think the prosperity of
the railroads, the development of the different sections of the country
and their industries, justify, the making of rates upon what might be
called a commercial basis rather than any distance basis; but do you
realize what an enormous power that is putting into the hands of the
railroads? That is the power of tearing down and building up.

That is the power which might very largely control the distribution

of industries. And I want to say in that connection that I think on
the whole it is remarkable that that power has been so slightly

abused. But it is there. My esteemed friend, Mr. Elliott, has just

told you that the rates on wool from Montana must be adjusted with
reference to the rates on wool from Kentucky. Well, grant it. But
suppose he should see fit to adjust his rates on wool so that they moved
to the Pacific coast and it became for the interest of his railroad to

change that adjustment. Is that to be left entirely to his judgment?
Or it comes back to the question which Senator DoUiver asked of

him, in substance. After all, are the railroads to be left virtually

free to make such rates as they conceive to be in their interests?

Undoubtedly their interest in large measure and for the most part
is the interest of the communities they serve. Undoubtedly in large

measure and for the most part they try as honestly and as con-

scientiously as men can to make fair adjustments of their charges.

But suppose they do not. Is there not to be any redress for those

who suffer? That is really the question.

And since I have said so much on that subject, if you will pardon
me, I will venture to pursue it for a moment in another direction,

although it leads us into the domain of economics. Suppose it were
true that a more potent exercise of Government authority and the

adjustment of rates tended somewhat to increase the recognition of

distance, with the result of producing a greater diffusion of industry
rather than its concentration. I am not a political economist, nor
competent to speak on a subject of such large dimensions, but I can
not believe that all those institutions, laws, administrations which
operate to the concentration of industries and population are alto-

gether to be commended. They may result in greater aggregate
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wealth for the country. I am prepared to admit that they do ; but do
they result in happier homes, better lives, greater social comfort? I
have some doubt of it.

To state one other instance of what I am trying to say—of the

things that you must put in the law if the thing is to be regulated

—

and that is this question of compelling carriers having physical con-

nection to unite in making through routes and through rates. You
have already been told, I dare say, that it is not probable that another
trunk line will be constructed at any early date, and that such rail-

way development as takes place—say, east of Chicago—must mostly
be in branches and laterals, in extensions of existing systems. Well,

suppose some enterprising gentlemen build a railroad in West Vir-

ginia which at one end touches the Baltimore and Ohio or the Penn-
sylvania. What are they going to do with it when they get it there?

If they can not invoke public authority to make some equitable

arrangement with reference to joint rates and the interchange of

traffic, they may be very much disappointed in the outcome of their

enterprise. That only suggests again that, if anything of that kind
happens, if there is danger of injustice of that sort, the safeguard
must be found, not in anything that the Commission can do primarily, •

but in some restriction or requirement in the law you pass.

Senator Dollivee. In such a case would you have the law define

the portion of the rate to go to those roads, the portion which they
would be entitled to ?

Mr. Knapp. Oh, no.

Senator Dolliver. The ratio?

Mr. Knapp. Probably you could go no further there with useful-

ness than in a general way to put the obligation upon the carriers,

with the power in your regulating body, if they did not agree, to
make the division and to prescribe rules of interchange.

So, without pursuing that branch of the subject further, I venture
again to say that the primary thing is to see what restrictions, what
obligations, what prohibitions, what restraints, what limitations are
to be placed upon the interstate railways, and those must all be in the
statute; or else they will not be the subject of regulation.

Senator Dollivee. The thing we want to find out is just what we
want to put in the statute.

Mr. Knapp. And you see all that precedes the question of your
Commission and what it can do. And when I use the term Commis-
sion I do so for convenience, not necessarily referring to the present
Commission, but as describing whatever subordinate body you create

and must create for the purpose of ascertaining whether the rules

you lay down are conformed to, and if not to exercise such authority
as you may give it to bring about that conformity, and all that which
I have tried to suggest precedes the question of the subordinate tri-

bunal.

Now the second question is, What sort of a tribunal is that going to

be? We are told at this late day that no administrative or legisla-

tive tribunal is necessary ; that whatever principlas of regulation you
adopt and promulgate may all be applied and enforced in the Federal
courts. I suppose I must be lacldng in quick perception and ready
receptiveness, but I have not yet been able to see how that scheme
could be made to work. To my notion regulation is legislative. It

must begin in the nature of the case with the tariff—that is to say, it
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must begin with requiring the announcement by the carrier of what

he is going to charge. And then two questions at once arise. One is,

Who will see to it that the rate that it says it is going to charge is

actually charged to everybody alike? And the other question is, If

that rate is wrong, how is it going to be corrected ? And the two are

very unlike propositions.

A tariff is a law. It is a rule of action of general application.

So long as it is in force it has all the characteristics and all the bind-

ing obligations of a statute. To depart from it is a misdemeanor, and
it does not make any difl'erence whether that tariff law is passed by
the railroads, made by a commission, or enacted bj^ Congress. In
either case, if that law is wrong the only thing to do is to change the
law. If that law is broken, then the thing to do is to punish the man
who broke it. The courts are constituted to apply and enforce law
and to punish those who violate law. The legislature is ordained to

make laws and change laws, and in the very nature of the case the
proposal to use the methods of a court to deal with a purely legisla-

tive question is incongruous and unsuitable.

Senator Dolliver. It is rather an extreme thing, it seems to me, to

say that a railroad tariff is in the nature of a law.

Mr. Knapp. Precisely that. What else is it to-day ?

Senator Dolliver. We had that law well broadened by various in-

terpretations

Mr. Knapp. Of course it is not statute law.

Senator Dolliver. Is it a law of the United States in any sense of
the word ?

Mr. Knapp. Not in the sense of being a legislative enactment ; not
in the sense that it is a principle which has been developed by the
adjudications of courts; but in the sense that it is a rule of conduct
of general application binding upon everybody.

Senator Dolliver. But prescribed not by the power of the State,

but by some private business enterprise?

Mr. Knapp. Prescribed by the railroads ; but I am only suggesting.

Senator, that in its relation to the public, and with reference to the

question of whether that law is right or wrong it might as well have
been made by the Commission or enacted by the Congress; and if

you, as you might, should say by statute that the rate on grain from
Chicago to Baltimore shall be 13^ cents, and from Chicago to Phila-

delphia 14 cents, and from Chicago to New York 15 cents—and
somebody said that is a discrimination against New York—^would it

not be rather absurd to say that you must go to court and have it

enjoined? It is a law that you have passed.

Senator Dolliver. I do not see how a thing is a law that a man may
go into court and assert is illegal—contrary to law—and recover dam-
ages for an excessive charge. If I understand the decision of the
Supreme Court a man can take one of those tariff rates and go into

court and state that it is unreasonable and illegal and get the court
busy to finding damages.

Senator Cullom. Of course you could not do that if it had been
enacted by the power that makes the statute.

Mr. Knapp. 1 am aware that is said, and, of course, I am not using
the term " law " in the sense of statute ; I am only suggesting that
it is a legislative act, and it does not matter who legislates it into
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existence, whether it is the carrier or a commission or the courts; if

it is wrong it ought to be changed and amended.
Senator Culi.om. It is misleading, is it not, to call it a law ?

Mr. Knapp. Oh, I suppose it is; I only used that to illustrate,

for want of a better term, the difference between those obligations
which exist between the carrier and the public and which are of
general application and the rights of individuals which come in
controversy in court.

Senator Dollivee. I raised the question not for mere controver-
sial purposes, but because it has been repeatedly suggested here that
the publication of this railroad schedule here, which has been re-

quired by statute, gives it a certain sanctity that protects if from
individual complaints as to its injustice or illegality, and it seems
to me that it adds nothing to it.

Mr. Knapp. Well, we do not know yet about that. I know we are

all accustomed to speak about the right of any person who has paid
what he regards . as an excessive charge to a carrier to bring his

action in damages. Theoretically, of course, that right exists.

Have you ever known it to be exercised? We are accustomed to

speak of that as though there were cases of frequent occurrence.

Senator Dollivee. I know they are not frequent, but they have
been sufficiently frequent for the courts to lay down the general
principles which govern the rights of the parties of the cases.

Mr. Knapp. Undoubtedly ; and in such a case as that the court nec-

essarily must determine what would be a reasonable rate for the
purpose of fixing the measure of damages.

Senator Dolijvee. If you will permit me to call your attention to

the case of Eegan v. the Farmers' I^oan and Trust Company (154

U. S., p. 362) , there the court say

:

It has always been recognized that if the carrier attempted to charge a ship-

per an unreasonable sum the courts had jurisdiction to inquire into that matter
and award to the shipper any amount exacted from him in excess of a rea-
sonable rate; and, also, in a reverse case, to render judgment in favor of the
carrier for the amount found to be a reasonable rate.

Mr. Knapp. There is no question about the doctrine. My question
was. Have you known of any such suit being brought against the
railroad ?

Senator Dollivee. I think that must have been some such suit.

"

Mr. Knapp. I suppose there are much better and more diligent

lawyers than I am, but I have never found a reported case and would
be very much obliged if any of my friends will call my attention to

one where there has been such a suit brought against the railroad

company.
Senator Dollivee. Section 15 of the interstate-commerce act seems

to have contemplated such a double proceeding to correct the unrea-

sonable rate and to collect damages in all these cases where complaints

are made of the rates. I do not know whether any of those cases have
gone to the courts or not.

Mr. Knapp. And it perhaps must remain an open question until

it is decided whether an action will lie to recover an alleged excessive

charge where that charge is in accordance with the tariff filed as

required by law. I do not know what the law is until that question

shall have been decided.
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Without pursuing that subject too far—^because the question has

become familiar to you and you have to decide it—I only make this

suggestion. At best, and at the most, the remedy which can be admin-

istered by the courts is uncertain, limited, indirect. If you were to

adopt that plan, you must be prepared to enter upon some years of

litigation to find out just how much a court can do, how much it will

do, and how it will do it. And I have rather wondered whether all

this insistence that all these questions should go to the courts instead

of to a commission because a commission is incompetent is not a

little insincere.

Now, is it really because it is believed that the men who would be

upon a commission are incapable of determining these questions?

Including the five first appointed, fourteen men have been appointed
on the Interstate Commerce Commission. Excluding myself and one
other who never studied law or was admitted to the bar, I undertake
to say that every one of the other twelve was qualified by ability, legal

attainments, professional standing, and in other respects for appoint-
ment on the Federal bench. I believe those twelve men, from the great
jurist. Judge Cooley, to the distinguished statesman. Senator Cockrell,

will compare very favorably with the average of the men who have
been ajDpointed to the district and circuit court benches of the United
States in the last fifteen years ; and I find myself wondering how it

is that the same men who as judges, with the multifarious duties of
that office, would be so competent and so highly qualified to pass upon
these traffic problems, are unfit and incompetent when they are com-
missioners and not judges. Candidly, is not this the reason, that

our friends know perfectly well that a legislative tribunal can con-

trol rates, if it has the authority, and they know that courts can not

control rates effectively, no matter how much authority .you may
attempt to give them? Is not that the real reason why a court is

preferred to a commission ?

There is an old Italian proverb to this effect, " If you want a thing

done do it yourself; if you don't want it done get somebody else."

So I venture to say that if you really want to regulate railroads, reg-

ulate them yourselves by legislation and by a legislative tribunal.

If you do not want to regulate them, get the courts to do it.

I want to get through in a few minutes. What is the use of my
going over the ground that has been traversed so many times by men
much more competent to discuss these questions than I am? You
first settle what the law shall require, prescribe, enjoin, and you then
decide what tribunal shall be selected to give force and effect to those

requirements. That tribunal must be legislative, in my judgment, to

accomplish the purpose of settling the questions that arise.

One of the questions is, How much authority are you going to give

that tribunal? I do not care to discuss that. It has been thraSied
over here for six weeks, and I could not add a thing to the discussion

one way or the other. If you think there is any way to accomplish
the thing that ought to be done, short of giving your administrative

tribunal the power to substitute a reasonable rate for an unreasonable
one, I shall be very glad to have you find the way.
Then the other question. What ie to be the effect of any order

made by the tribunal which you create ? One of the embarrassments
which I have felt from the beginning has been that under the existing
law when the Commission has heard one of these complicated ques-
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tions relating to what is a reasonable rate or a properly adjaeted rate

and has reached a conclusion and made its report and given direction

to the carrier accordingly, if its view of that situation is not accepted,

then the Commission must become a suitor in the courts to enforce its

own determination.
Now, speaking for myself, and I think upon that point I am in har-

mony with the views of all my associates, I do hope at least this will

be done. Whatever authority is given, let the exercise of that au-

thority be final ; let it take effect by its own force within such reason-

able time as you may prescribe or under any conditions that you may
prescribe, but when a commission has made such a ruling as it is

authorized by you to make, whether that ruling is to be limited to

the present or extend into the future, then the Commission's work
should be finished. And the carrier should be put in this position:

That it must either accept that ruling and act accordingl;^, whether
that be merely a ruling of condemnation or a ruling of requirement

for the future, or must itself go to court and get rid of the ruling.

Now, that does not involve any radical change from the present law,

because it is now provided that the findings of the Commission are

prima facie correct. So that to-day if a suit is brought to enforce a

disregarded order of the Commission you can simply go into court

and present your case, and there is your prima facie case, and the

burden of proof is on the carrier. In other words, you are not mak-
ing so radical a change as to trasfer the burden of proof by adopting
the plan I suggest, and you do relieve the Commission of what to me
has seemed an embarrassing attitude, one that at least furnished
some excuse for the criticism that its functions are inconsistent.

Senator Kean. Let me ask you a question just there. If the fixing

of a future rate is a legislative act, then the court probably could not
review it?

Mr. Knapp. Senator Kean, I may not say anything here unless I
speak the absolute truth as I see it, and your observation suggests a

very serious question. All the answer I can make is that I do not
know. I have believed that if a law conferred upon a commission
the authority in such a case as this—one of these contested cases—to

substitute a reasonable rate, that the carrier could go to court on
the theory that the Commission had exceeded its authority by pre-

scribing an unreasonable rate. Now, how far you can give jurisdic-

tion to courts or to what extent they will take it I think no lawyer
can predict with any confidence until the question has been decided.

Senator Kean. Then, in any act we drew, if we gave the Commis-
sion power to fix the rate, if the court had any jurisdiction it would
have to be decided, would it ?

Mr. Knapp. That is the way the matter rests in my mind. I have
been very strongly inclined to the opinion, already expressed in your
hearing, that there is no such difference as has been assumed between
a rate merely unreasonably low and a rate that is confiscatory. I

should think it not unlikely that the Supreme Court will some day
hold, when the question is presented, that a rate imposed upon a

carrier by public authority which is unreasonably low, which is less

than in justice and fair dealing that carrier is entitled to receive is

pro tanto, a confiscation of that carrier's property. Of course, if that

view prevails and that is held to be the law, then the carriers have
every remedy under the Constitution which can be conferred upon
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them by statute. But suppose you accept the proposition that there

is a margin—possibly a wide margin—^between a rate that is unrea-

sonably low and a rate that infringes upon the constitutional rights

of the carriers. Is that a sufficient reason for not granting the au-
thority? Of course, the Commission is likely to make mistakes.

The only gentlemen who have appeared before you and freely claimed
that they never made a mistake are these railroad managers.

Senator Kean. I do not think that is so.

Mr. Knapp. I do not say that with the utmost seriousness, or
course, but in point of fact I do not remember, in running over
the records of your hearings, that any railroad manager has ever
intimated that he has ever made an erroneous rate, or in any respect

unjustly treated his patrons. Now, I can not claim that for myself,
as a member of the Commission. I have made mistakes.

Senator Clapp. Judge, the record which we have here shows that
since 1897, the time of the Maximum Rate case, when it was definitely

decided that the Commission could give no such legal effect to the
recommendation of the substituted rate as they could give to the
condemnation of the existing rate, that since that time, of the cases

where the Conunission has condemned a rate and recommended
another rate, and the condemnation has stood, either without a con-
test or after taking it into court, with two exceptions the carrier

has accepted as a substituted rate the rate recommended by the
Commission.
Mr. Knapp. I think that is true.

Senator Clapp. Well, with the power of the Commission to chal-

lenge anew the substituted rate, practically the carrier would have
to, as a rule, accept the recommendation, would it not ?

Mr. Knapp. Senator Clapp, I will answer that question in this

way: I anticipate that when a decision of the Commission is taken

to court, under any scheme that jou are considering, the vital question

will be, was tiie Commission right in its condenmation of the rate

complained of?

Senator Clapp. Yes.

Mr. Knapp. If it was, the rest follows.

Senator Clapp. Yes. And when that is established, either by ac-

ceptance without a contest in the court or by the court, that settles the

vital question that was at issue, does it not?

Mr. Knapp. Substantially; yes, sir.

Senator Clapp. Yes. And practically, as a rule, the carrier would
necessarily and naturally adopt the rate recommended in substitution ?

Mr. Knapp. That would not follow.

Senator Clapp. What ?

Mr. Knapp. That would not follow.

Senator Clapp. Well, I do not say in all instances.

Mr. Knapp. No.
Senator Clapp. But with the power left back in the Commission to

again challenge the substituted rate, which of course it would have,

would it not, as a practical result—practically follow, to use that

expression—that the carrier would adopt the rate recommended by
the Commission?
Mr. Knapp. Oh, I should put that this way »

Senator Clapp. Well, you state it, then.

Mr. Knapp. The carrier can not afford to trifle with public author-
ity. It can not afford to do a trivial and evasive thing. I must
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honestly say that I do not believe any railroad manager would malie,

under such a theory as that, a nominal change in a rate for the pur-

pose of technically complying with an order to cease and desist." If

that was done twice in this country the next session of Congress
would fix it.

Senator Clapp. Yes.

Mr. Knapp. If you will pardon me for making a further answer.
Senator Clapp. Yes ; certainly

;
go on.

Mr. Knapp. Now, as a practical matter, after all there is not so

much difference between the plans, because I have long been of the

opinion that not only should the initiative in rate making rqfmain

with the carriers, but that any order which the Commission makes
requiring a rate to be changed for the future should be limited in

time as to its effect to a not very long period.

Senator Clapp. Yes.

Mr. Knapp. So that, let us say after a year, if you please, the ini-

tiative as to that rate should attach. And it seems to me that is a

complete answer to this suggestion that a commission that can change
one rate can change all rates, and it is only a question when they are

all made by the Government.
Senator Clapp. Now, as between the order condemning a rate and

an order substituting another rate, in so far as it involves, by the

court upon review, the suggestion of a legislative duty, as sug-

gested by the Senator from New Jersey, the question would be ab;

solutely free, would it not, from all embarrassment of that sort, if it

was limited to the order condemning a rate as unreasonable? Do I

make that plain ?

Mr. Knapp. If I comprehend your question, as I think I do, it is

quite obvious to me that such a plan, of course, avoids certain

questions which have been very much controverted during this

hearing.

Senator Clapp. I did not mean to interrupt you.
'

Senator Cullom. You mean simply the declaring of the rate un-
reasonable ?

Senator Clapp. No; what I mean is as to a review by the court,

declaring a rate unreasonable. That would be free from any of these

questions.

Mr. Knapp. Oh, I think so.

Senator Clapp. Yes.

Mr. Knapp. And I, for one, can see that that right should be
granted. That is to say, the carrier which is unwilling to accept the

adjudication and order of the Commission, and wishes to review that,

should have the right to review the condemnation of the rate com-
plained of as well as the rate put in substitution. It seems to me that

'

is within the range of justice. So I say, gentlemen, it would be a

waste of time for me to discuss the remaining question. I will say

again, as I have siaid, I am not able to see how you can apply the

remedy which a given situation may seem to require unless you have
an administrative or legislative tribunal which can, acting under your

authority, substitute a rate to be charged in the future in place of

the rate which has been found unlawful. If you can find a way to

accomplish the purpose and meet the needs in that regard in some
other way, I can only say that I, as a member of the Commission, shall
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be glad to be relieved of the responsibility, which is a very great one,

of saying in such a case as that how much the railroad shall charge in

the future.

Senator Cullom. There is only one of two ways. One is by the

Conunission and the other is by the court, if you can show that the
court has the power.
Senator Kean. If a court finds a rate unreasonably high and de-

crees that that rate shall be discontinued, do you not think that that
decree would result in substantial relief?

Mr. Knapp. Senator Kean, we do not know. In the first place, we
do not know whether the court would do that or not. There is no
authority to indicate that at all. The weight of authority is very
much to the proposition that it will not.

Senator Clapp. Pardon me, but I do not think that you quite

caught the Senator'^ inquiry.

Senator Kean. If the court finds a rate unreasonably high and
decrees that that rate shall be discontinued, do you not think that

that decree would result in substantial relief ?

Mr. Knapp. Yes; if it did. But this is my proposition. Un-
questionably there are certain situations in which a court may render
a judgment which affects a rate, and may indirectly, under some
circumstances and to some extent, practically affect that rate for the

future. But is there any case in which that has not happened as an
incident to some other purpose, and is there any authority for the

proposition that a court will maintain an action, the object and pur-

pose of which is to reduce a freight rate, while plainly the object

and purpose of the action is to require a lower rate to be charged for

the ftiture ? Does not every authority deny that a court can do any-

thing of that sort ?

Senator Clapp. Did you not, Judge, have in mind, in connection

with the Senator's question, the idea that in that proceeding not

only was a present rate being condemned, but another rate was sought

to be substituted—a definite rate ?

Mr. Knapp. I understood the Senator's question to be this: If a

court should entertain an action, the object and purpose of which is

to have it declared that a rate in force is unreasonably high, and to

have an injunction restraining the carrier from continuing that

rate

Senator Kean. Yes.

Mr. Knapp (continuing). Whether that would not operate to

affect the rate for the future? Of course it would, if the court did

it. If the court entertained the action, and did enjoin the further

imposition of the rate, why, of course, that would have the effect of

bringing about some change in that rate for the future. But you
are assuming two propositions, neither of which finds any judicial

support up to this time.

Now, if I may add one word about the Elkins bill. A more
effective and complete measure for its purpose has not come within

my observation. It is invaluable. Now, gentlemen, just think of it

;

just see what the defect was in the original law. Judge Grosscup
held very early after it went into operation that you could not con-

vict a carrier for paying a rebate unless you proved that, for like and
contemporaneous service, it charged somebody else more. That is,

you had to prove an actual discrimination. As a practical matter,
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jrou never could do it. For eight years, gentlemen, we were here ask-

ing this Congress to just make enough change in that section so that

the tariff rate should be the legal rate, and any departure from it an
offense. And when we got that in the Elkins bill the thing stopped
over night. That is to say, when your law is effective, when anybody
that is violating it knows that he can be reached and punished, why,
he is going to stop. You do not appreciate sometimes, I think, the
deterrent force of law. That is a great thing to be said about this

act to regulate commerce. Suppose it is inadequate. Granted that
the Commission has not been capable of administering so great a
trust. Can you overestimate what the effect has been on the railway
operations and practices of this country, that there was such a law,

and that there was a Commission with the fullest powprs of investi-

gation and exposure?
Well, gentlemen, I have talked long enough to prove the charge

that I am unfit for my place, and I will now answer any questions

that you want to ask.

Senator Clapp. I would like to ask you about one point, and that
is this long and short haul. I understand that you favored in some
form an exception to the prohibition contained in the fourth section.

Mr. Knapp. Let me add another reason. In the present state of
the law there is no restraint upon the spread of that form of dis-

crimination into the territory where it now seldom happens. .But I
see some indications that the discriminations of that kind are re-

appearing in that territory, and I think Senator DoUiver will find:

that not very long ago, when a sort of a rate war broke out between
the lines leading to the Atlantic and the lines leading to the Gulf,
that corn and perhaps some other products were carried from Omaha
to tidewater for considerably less than the rates from Iowa. So
there was a violation of the long and short haul clause up in that
territory.

Senator Dollivbr. Yes ; we took a good deal of corn down to

Omaha to start it.

Mr. Knapp. Yes. I will make this suggestion, that it may turn
out that if we can put some sort of restraint on that form of dis-

crimination, at least enough to prevent its spread, that would oper-

ate to prevent some ^f these rate wars, and to prevent the demoraliza-
tion that always happens. In this case they would not have been
making a 13-cent rate from Omaha to Baltimore if they had had
to apply that as the maximum rate in all this territory.

Senator Clapp. What I wanted to know is whether there should

be some exemption to the prohibition?

Mr. Knapp. Undoubtedly.
Senator Clapp. Now, undoubtedly the law provides at present

that the exemption is to a dissimilar condition. The court, in the

Midland Case, emphasized two or three times that competition was
not the only consideration.

Mr. Knapp. Yes, sir.

Senator Clapp. Now, what kind of a limitation would you suggest

to this exemption ; or, in other words, to put it more grammatically,

probably, how would you frame this exemption? Do I make that

clear?

Mr. Knapp. Yes. This is one way ; that the competition of carriers

S. Doc. 243, 59-1—vol 4 31
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not subject to the act may justify the higher charge for the shor'.er

haul?
Senator Clapp. Yes.

Mr. Knapp. But other forms of competition shall not. But, of

course, retaining and perhaps amplifying the proviso clause now in

the section, so that even in cases of competition between carriers

subject to the act the Commission would have power.
Senator Clapp. Then, you would limit the legal exemption, and

leave the broader exemption to the Commission?
Mr. Knapp. Yes, sir.

Senator Clapp. I wanted to get your idea in reference to it ; that is

aU.

Senator Kean. Do we understand that the other commissioners
will be heard on Monday ?

Senator Citllom. It is understood that the commissioners, those

who have not been heard, may be heard on Monday morning, at 11
o'clock, if they so desire.

STATEMENT OF MB. UUSSEL G. STEVENS, OF SACRAMENTO, CAL.

Senator Ctjllom. What is your business ?

Mr. Stevens. Horticulturist.

Senator Cullom. If you have anything to say pertinent to this

question, go right on.

Mr. Stevens. Mr. Chairman and gentlemen of the committee, I
would say that I am here as a representative of at least 95 per cent of

the fruit growers of the State of California.

Senator Cullom. Ninety-five per cent ?

Mr. Stevens. Yes, sir.

Senator Cullom. The reason that I made that inquiry was that we
had 80 of them in here yesterday.

Mr. Stevens. Who were they ?

Senator Cullom. Some gentlemen from California who were being

heard. Of course, that was their statement. I do not know any-

thing about the truth of it.

Mr. Stevens. As I desire to be as brief as possible, I will state in

the way of preface that the other side of the question as represented

by Mr. Bobbins has been given three or four days. I had proposed

to speak upon the Armour car lines. I wish to say that by action of

the fruit growers of the State of California in convention resolutions

were adopted at the last State convention, which was held in the early

part of December last, regarding interstate commerce. I will read

you from the first annual report of the commissioner of horticulture

of the State of California, for the year 1904-05. This is a part of the

report of the committee on transportation, and I wUl read you what is

pertinent to this

:

We favor

—

1. The application of the provisions of the Interstate-commerce act to "all

transportation of interstate commerce over any or all lines of railroad," and
their connections.

2. The establishment of a court of interstate commerce clothed with powers

to enforce summarily the orders of the Interstate Commerce Commission, and
the laws forbidding carriers or shippers to give or receive rebates, concessions,

or discriminations. Such court is to concern itself solely with interstate-com-

merce cases and shall have power to enforce its orders by writ of Injunction,
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attachment, or other process. It may act upon the application of the Inter-

state Commerce Commission, or any aggrieved person, and may punish viola-

tion of its orders as contempt of court by a fine of not more than $5,000 or

Imprisonment for not more than one year.

3. That when the Interstate Commerce Commission decides that a rate Is

unjust "it shall be the duty of the Commission and it is hereby authorized
and empowered to fix a rate In lieu of the rate that has been found unrea-
sonable and unjust."

4. That " every order Issued by the Interstate Commerce Commission shall

become effective and be obeyed by the carrier or carriers on and after the dates
specified for compliance in such order." That if the carrier appeals to the
interstate-commerce court from such order it shall be enforced pending the
hearing of the appeal, unless, in the opinion of the court, the order is clearly

unjust, when it may be suspended. Also, that when an appeal is made from
the interstate-commerce court to the Supreme Court of the United States
(which may be made upon constitutional grounds alone), "during the pend-
ency of any appeal, neither the order of said court nor the execution of any
writ or process siiall be stayed or suspended."
And that this proposed legislation covers private as well as all other car

lines.

That was adopted unanimously. There was no division upon that

part of the report. There was a part of the report, however, that

was objected to, and that was that the Southern Pacific should be
called upon to annul immediately its contract with the Armour Com-
pany, and some of the railroad officials—the manager of the Southern
Pacific for the southern coast, and Mr. Shoup, another officer of the
Southern Pacific—appealed to the convention not to pass such a reso-

lution, for the reason that it would be utterly impossible for the road
to comply with the request in the limited time given. In other
words, that it did not have time to procure the necessary equipment
in the way of refrigerator cars.

Now, gentlemen, I can throw new light, I believe, upon this ques-
tion, and I will deal with it as briefly as possible.

In order that you may have a more complete and definite under-
standing as to the conditions under which California fresh deciduous
fruit shipments are made and marketed, I will explain the terms and
conditions, as I understand them, under which the shippers who con-
stitute the combination of shippers known as the " California Fruit
Distributors " was organized in 1902.

To become a member the applicant had to stipulate and agree that
he, the company or corporation, as the case might be, would not do
any greater portion of the business for which they were organized
than the relative per cent of the whole of such business that he, the
company or corporation, did during the season of 1901. In other
words, no member had a right, under the terms of the compact, to

build up and increase its business, and that in the event of any mem-
ber, through any cause, increasing its business beyond the limit thus
placed upon it, it can then be macfe to forfeit all profits made by such
mcrease of business to the other members of the combination, to be
divided between them in proportion to the per cent of business which
they are entitled to under the terms of this compact, made and entered
into at the time they became members of the " distributors."

Senator Clapp. What compact was he referring to there?

Mr. Stevens. The " distributors." I want to show the connection
between the organization known as the " shippers " and the Armour
Car Line.

Senator Kean. Those are the fruit shippers of California ?
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Mr. Stevens. Yes, sir.

Senator Kean. And you are a grower?
Mr. Stevens. Yes, sir ; I am a grower.

Senator Kean. Do you market your own products!

Mr. Stevens. Yes, sir.

Senator Kean. Then this does not affect you?
Mr. Stevens. Yes ; very materially.

Senator Kean. If you market your own material?
Mr. Stevens. Yes ; it does, very materially.

Senator Kean. Do you get the same rate?

Mr. Stevens. Yes, sir. If you will permit me, by the time I get
through I guess I can show you that it does affect me very materially.

The rules governing and the obligations imposed upon the mem-
bers of the " distributors " when taken in connection with the fact

that the Armour Company, through the contract made by it with the

Southern Pacific Company, has a monopoly of carrying all fresh-

fruit shipments over the lines under the control of the Southern
Pacific Company, are such as to give them complete control of 90. per
cent of the eastern markets in which California fruit is sold. Then
it can be easily seen that the Armour company, by virtue of this con-
tract, giving to it this momopoly, is afforded an opportunity 6f dis-

crimination and favoritism sufficient to drive out of the marketing
business at any time that, in the judgment of the company, good busi-

ness policy would permit, all those whom it may regard as being
inimical to its own interests.

The fact of the very friendly relations that evidently exist between
the Armour company and the management of the Earl Fruit Com-
pany (see p. 343, Eeport of State Board of Horticulture, 1901-2)

and some of the other members of the " distributors " may go far to

explain why a limit was put upon the volume of business that might
be done by members of the combination of shippers known as the
" California Fruit Distributors," and so long as the small shippers

who belong to the " distributors," those who did from 2 to 5 per cent

of the business in 1901, are permitted to continue to do their propor-

tion, they will not be likely to complain, particularly when they take

into cosideration the fact that the enforcement of the limit rule rests

wholly with the dominating influences in the " distributors," which
influence is looked upon from the standpoint that " the king can do
no wrong."
The Earl Fruit Company, Porter Brothers Company, and the Pro-

ducers' Fruit Company did about 70 to 80 per cent or the shipping

and commission business at the time the " distributors " were organ-
ized, and were on the most friendly and intimate terms with the
Armour Company, as is shown in some instances at an investigation

made before your honorable Commission at Chicago some time ago.

I am informed that the directors of the distributors meet once a

week during the busy shipping season to fix the f. o. b. price that they
will pay the growers for their fruit, and also the price for which the

same fruit is to be sold by them in the East. If this be true, it is

evident that the dominating influence in the " distributors," let it rest

wherever it may, possesses arbitrary power to fix any margin of profit

on all such transactions as it may see proper. The growers have the
option of accepting the price fixed by the shippers or shipping and
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selling through them on commission, which frequently results in a

loss to the growers.
The evil of this method of doing business lies in the fact that the

Earl Fruit Company and other members of the " distributors " are

doing both a commission and f. o. b. business.

They buy fruit f. o. b. California (for which they charge the

growers a 10 per cent commission, which charge reduces the net price

paid the growers from 3 to 5 cents a package) and sell the fruit so

bought in competition with consignments solicited and accepted from
growers, to be sold by them on commission.
The growers have no voice in saying where and to whom such con-

signments shall go.

The handling and disposition of such fruit is wholly under the

control of the shippers.

What are the natural and logical deductions to be made from such

a condition when we take into consideration the fact that the Cali-

fornia Fruit Distributors claim to possess the power to distribute

shipments in such a way as to prevent gluts? If this claim be true,

then it is an admission on the part of the " distributors " that thej

can create gluts at will, for in this case the power to prevent gluts is

the power to create them.
Under such a system of transportation and marketing is it not in

the power of the f . o. b. buyers, who belong to the " distributors,"

to set aside any number of the 130 or 140 markets that receive and
consume carload lots of California fruit for their own private use

and protect such markets by not permitting any consigned fruit from
growers to be sold in them?
The Armour Company, by virtue of this contract with the South-

ern Pacific Company, at any time its interest demands can absolutely

control a large proportion of the markets in which California fruit is

sold, through its icing charge. This charge is a lever with which
competitors can be either driven out of the business or controlled

in a manner that will not in any material way interfere with its

business.

This icing charge in exorbitant, averaging about $106 per car,

and believed by many to be all profit, for the reason that the company
can, as it does in some instances, put up its own ice or own a con-
trolling interest in companies that may be permitted to furnish it

with ice, consequently the profits accruing to such companies ulti-

mately find their way into the treasury of the Armour Company.
It is estimated that the actual cost of icing is more than covered

by the revenue secured from the railroads over which the Armour
Company routes its cars for the use of them, for it is not improbable
that railroads over which the Armour cars could be routed would be
glad of an opportunity to supply ice free, if for nothing more than
to receive the tonnage they might by so doing gain.

If the Armour Company is in any way connected with any com-
pany that is doing a jobbing and retail business in disposing of
California fruit, then with its icing charge all profit or the portion

of the charge that is such, the company will be enabled to successfully

compete with all others in the business to a degree that will either

drive them out of the business or make them submissive to its will.

The power with which the Armour Company is vested affords it
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an opportunity to make profits of far greater magnitude than any-

one could believe possible until he had made a critical and thorough

investigation of the question.

The Armour Company, with the power conferred upon it by virtue

of its contract with the Southern Pacific Company, can gain by
adopting and pursuing a diplomatic policy, for which it and like

corporations are renowned, the consent of the shippers who are

members of the distributors to do almost anything it may desire in

regard to the manner in which the shipments of fruit are to be dis-

tributed. It is hardly possible that any of the shippers who belong
to the distributors would offer any serious objection to a request

coming from the Armour Company, in the event it should ask to

have a number of markets, other than auction markets, set aside for
the benefit of private fruit companies in which to market the fruit

they buy f. o. b. from growers at a nominal price, with the under-
standing, by intuition if not otherwise, that no more fruit would be
permitted to be shipped to such markets than can be made to realize

a satisfactory profit to the f. o. b. buyers; and it is just possible

that it might be further understood that if the volume of fruit going
forward was too great for the demand, then in order to protect the
f . o. b. buyers the consigned fruit from growers would be sent to the
auction markets, which would give them an oversupply, with the
result that prices in these markets would be demoralized and drop
below a paying basis for the growers, which result would give the
f. o. b. buyers an opportunity to buy fruit in California from the

growers at any price they would see proper to offer and put it in

protected markets and sell it at prices that will bring to them large

profits, while at the same time the auction markets may be glutted,

with very low and losing prices.

Under the present method of transportation and marketing of Cal-

ifornia fresli-fruit shipments, it is possible for the Armour Company
to so favor and protect members of the California Fruit Distributors

as to afford them an opportunity of making a possible profit of $2,000

a car or more, while at the same time the growers of the fruit will

receive for their product but little, if anything, more than the actual

cost of production.

In evidence of the correctness of this statement your attention is

called to the following table, which show^ transactions in 1903, when
the distributors fixed the f. o. b. price to be paid for Bartlett pears

at 50 cents per box, with 10 per cent off for commission, thus reducing

the price to 45 cents per box, a net reduction in the cost of a carload

of $^4. The same rate of commission is charged for plums and
prunes, which amounts' to $28.28 per carload.

Does anyone here or elsewhere believe that the Armour Company
would overlook an opportunity of this kind, or make no effort to

profit by it? Does the history of the company justify such a con-

clusion?

If the organization commonly called the California Fruit Dis-

tributors is not a trust in the fullest sense of the term, then what is it ?

What power does it lack to make it such?

Its management claims that it has absolute control over the distri-

bution of all the fruit shipped by and through its members, and that

it controls about 85 or 90 per cent of aU fruit shipped.
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What more jjower could a real up-to-date trust ask for when con-
sideration is given to the fact of the very delicate and perishable
nature of the products it is handling? And still more important is

the fact that its members can force any proportion of the business it

is handling into consignment, which proportion can be used at any
time it may be deemed necessary and prudent to destroy all competi-
tion by causing heavy losses to be made by any and all who might
presume to go into the fruit shipping and marketing business in com-
petition with those of its members who are engaged in the f. o. b.

business.

No other combination or trust in the world possesses the power to

destroy competition as do members of the distributors, for the rea-

son that they can force shipments of consigned goods of such a
delicate nature by simply refusing to buy them at any price.

Consignments can be used by the f . o. b. buyers for another equally

important purpose. They can be sent into the auction markets and
such other markets as they may wish to demoralize and in such
quantities as will demoralize prices to any degree necessary, to cause

loss to the growers sufficient to make them willing to sell their prod-
uct at any price, with a 10 per cent commission off, the f. o. b. buyers
may see proper to offer.

Regarding fresh deciduous fruit shipments, I will say that I
have not heard of anyone claiming that, as a whole, the prices they
brought last season were satisfactory. Everybody who has taken
the trouble to investigate knows that the growers lost heavily on
many of their consignments.

I will call your attention to the sale of F. G. E. 21101, shipped
from Sacramento by the Earl Fruit Company and sold in New York
on August 3, 1904. It was a solid car of Bartletts of 480 boxes, and
brought on an average $1.33 per box, or $639.80; the freight and
refrigeration cost $460; commission, $44.78; boxes, packing, paper,
local freight, $96; loading, $8.80, making $609.58; leaving a balance
of $30.22, or a fraction over 6 cents and 2 mills per box for the
grower, with which to pay the cost of production, picking, hauling,
ete., or a net loss to the growers of about $400.

C. F. X. 10472 was shipped from Newcastle by the Producers'
Fruit Company and sold in New York on August 4. This was a
mixed car. Its contents were 183 boxes of Bartletts, 311 peaches,
and 315 plums and prunes. The cost for transportation, commission,
boxes, loading, hauling, etc., was $665.74; the gross sale of the car
was but $593.85; leaving a loss of $71.89.
The loss here given does not include the cost of production, pick-

ing, taxes, interest, ete., which would make an approximate loss to
the growers of something like $500.

I will call your attention to the sale of one more car, C. F. X.
10118. It was shipped from Folsom by the Earl Fruit Company
and sold in New York on August 9.

The contents of the car were 140 boxes of peaches, 9 half boxes of
Bartletts, 6 full boxes of Bartletts, and 781 packages plums and
prunes of various varieties, a total of 945 packages. It was about
400 pounds overweight and grossed only $546.15, ^7.70 less than the
car just above mentioned, or a loss to the growers of about $550.

IVur. Stevens (continuing). That was the loss in the case of those
car&
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Senator Kean. Why was that?
Mr. Stevens. Why? You will have to ask the distributers.

They know more about it than anybody else.

Senator Kean. We can not legislate as to the price you are to get
for your fruit.

Mr. Stevens. I only refer to the prices to show the conditions
Senator Kean. Then you ought to seek another market instead of

the New York market.
Mr. Stevens. That was the best of all of them. As I said, the

loss on that car would be at least $500 to the grower; that was
the least loss on any of those cars. Now, here is a table that I pre-
pared, and it is absolutely correct. It shows the shipping of 6,676
cars. This is taken from the report of the distributers themselves.
Three thousand five hundred and sixty-six cars are all that were
reported. The presumption is, and it undoubtedly is correct, that
the 3,110 cars that are not reported are the f. o. b. cars bought by
the members of the distributers and sold at a possible profit of
$1,550. That is the kind of an institution they have got there.

I have another table, here which will prove the correctness of these
statements, and I wish you would consult these tables. This gives
the actual price paid by the distributers for the fruit in 1903. It

shows the cost to a cent of the shippers, the transportation, the
refrigeration, the cost of packing, the paper, and so forth, and each
price that they might sell for, showing the possible profit. The
minimum profit is about $268 a car. And that fruit would sell for

a low price, comparatively speaking.

Here is another table which shows the manner in which the dis-

tributors distribute the fruit. Of these 3,664 care shown here, there

were 2,862 sold in New York, Chicago, and Boston and only 802
sold in 120 other markets, as reported. I have here another table

showing a comparison of the prices of 1903 and 1904, showing that

the losses on the week ending August 5, 356 cars, averages $429, or

an aggregate of $152,724. That is the cars sold in all the markets.

That is not one market, or anything of that kind.

I wish to say, and I say it positively and I know it to be so, that

the members of the distributors can absolutely control our eastern

market. All they have to do, if you gentlemen are growing fruit, is

to refuse to buy it. In most cases you will have possibly three days'

grace in which to pick and pack that fruit, or it goes to waste.

You can either pick it and pack it and deliver it to the car door,

where your rights cease, because you have no voice in saying where
or to whom it shall go, or you can let it rot.

Senator Foster. Do they buy it from you then?
Mr. Stevens. Yes; and it is not a very difficult matter to under-

stand that if there is a market of a dollar a package you will not get

my fruit for 30 cents a package. Therefore their interests lie in

demoralizing the auction markets ; they must bring the price down.
I want-you to take into consideration, gentlemen, the fact that there
is a large percentage of the growers in the State of California that
are held in the palm of the hand of these distributors, for the reason
that when one becomes encumbered to any great degree there is no
savings bank in the State of California which will loan him money
upon his property, except on its value for other purposes. The
orchard, the vineyard, is regarded as an incumbrance, and the only
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persons from whom we can borrow money on such security are the

members of the distributors, and when we borrow $5,000 or $10,000

or $20,000, and in some cases I know of $35,000, on good holdings, we
stipulate in the crop mortgage which they demand that we will

market our fruit through them, the firm or individual that loans us

the money. The borrowers must also agree that they shall buy
all supplies that they need from the distributors ; and therefore their

property is absolutely under the control of those parties who loan the

money. As you will see, they can aflford to do it, because they have
got the handling of your products, which may mean ten or fifteen or

twenty thousand dollars per annum to them, according to the magni-
tude of your holdings. These are not misrepresentations; they are

facts. Now, the small grower, for instance

Senator EIean. Is there not something the matter there ; are there

not too many people in the business of growing fruit ? '

Mr. Stevens. I assume one side or the other, either that there is an
overproduction or else there is something wrong with the transpor-

tation and marketing of the fruit products of California. I do not

believe that there is an overproduction, provided ^t is handled prop-
erly; but I will say to you gentlemen that I believe that if I had
such an opportunity I would fall from grace. If the State of Cali-

fornia, with an investment of probably $200,000,000 in horticultural

interests, could be turned over to yoUj Senator, and to me, I doubt
very much if we would not, after considering it a while, take advan-
tage of the fact and make as much out of it as we could.

Senator Kean. Have these charges ever been investigated in Cali-

fornia ?

Mr. Stevens. They are investigated in this way. Here is a report.

I have been chairman of the transportation committee probably for
twelve years. I have always, unfortunately for me, probably, been
in favor of the under dog.

Senator Kean. You have been pretty successful in life, have you
not?
Mr. Stevens. Well, before the war, it was a good deal like " before

the war ;
" there was a time when I made money and made plenty of

it, but without any hesitation or any misrepresentation I will say to

you gentlemen that my losses have been $2,000 a year for the last

three years. How long can I last, that is the question ?

Senator Kean. What do you raise—grapes ?

Mr. Stevens. Grapes and tree fruit. I have 70 acres or perhaps
about 80 acres of tree fruit and about the same in grapes. What I
made on the grapes I lost on the tree fruit.

I want to be as brief as possible, because I do not want to take
three days or anything like that much time. I am talking about the
shippers. There seems to be a great aiSnity existing between the
shippers and the transportation, companies. Why? Perhaps you
can understand as well as I can. But there is a great affinity ; there

are plenty of growers if you go to them who will not dare to say that

they are opposed to the Armour Car Line, and it is only recently that

a sufficient number of them have been awakened to the fact that they

had to do something or leave their property. This evil that I have
spoken of does not end with taking all the profit in fruit growing.

If it did we might possibly rest for a few years until relief would
come in some manner. But it also takes the property at its back, as

is evidenced by mortgages, property and crop mortgages, which are
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given. I know one case where a man's property is worth $90,000, or

should be. There are two partners. One is a business man, and a

very sharp one too; he loans money at a big per cent; the other'
fellow is a common kind of a fellow like I am ; he is a rancher ; he
doesn't do any other business except grow fruit. They allowed him
$15 a month for his personal expenses; not one cent more could he
draw. Every cent's worth of produce grown upon that place' had to

be turned over to the company holding the crop mortgage to do with
it as it pleased. Every dollar's worth of supplies was furnished by
that company, and when the bills, or some of them, by accident,

reached him and he saw the real cost with the per cent off, he went to

them and he said :
" Here, I am entitled to a certain per cent off on

all my bills," and they said, " No; we have to have something for

bookkeeping." So they not only make profit on the products, but a

profit on the supplies they buy and furnish.

Senator Foster. Is this the distributing company ?

Mr. Stevens. Yes; a member of the distributing company. Of
course Mr. Robbins said, and there is no reason why he should be
doubted any more than any other business man should be doubted,
that the Earl Fruit Company was purchased by the Armour Com-
pany, but that it had disposed of its interest in the Earl Fruit Com-
pany. It is generally understood and accepted, and to-day I do not

believe there is anybody who would deny it, that that fruit company
is under the control of the agents, the friends, of the Armour Com-
pany. I understand that experts are sent out from Chicago to expert

the books and all those things, and they are in the same building.

I had the pleasure of listening to the gentleman from Tennessee

yesterday; I think it was yesterday or the day before, anyway it is

immaterial. He says that the shippers and the transportation com-
panies are on the most friendly terms in his State; that there are

scarcely any differences. I wish to call attention to the fact that Ten-
nessee and California are quite different. There is only a small por-

tion of California that has fruit interests, and in that section there is

no competition at all. The growers have to ship over the Southern
Pacific and use the Armour car lines.

The question was brought up this morning in regard to the Santa
Fe Railroad, which runs through the Sacramento Valley. That lo-

cality ships, probably, more than twice as much fruit as any other

locality in California. Of course I am referring now to deciduous

fruits. I do not mean oranges or lemons. If they entered into com-
petition with the Southern Pacific, as testified by Mr. Leeds, they
gave a rebate of $25 for the short haul to Chicago and $35 for the

long haul. But, as would be inferred and implied by the gentleman
this morning—and I had a talk with him afterwards—it would seem
that that was given in the way of a reduction in refrigeration, and
as a matter of fact that is not true.

,
It was a rebate and that rebate

was handed over to one individual. If he saw proper to distribute" it

among the growers, all right. I justify the Santa Fe in that. I am
opposed to rebates in any shape or form or manner, but if you are
fighting the devil you have to fight him with fire. The Santa Fe
would not have received a carload of fruit from the Sacramento
River in the way of tonnage to its system if it had made a reduction
of $35 a car on refrigeration. And why ? Because this combination
known as the California Fruit Distributors
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Senator Kean. That is a State institution, is it not?
Mr. Stevens. Yes; a State institution. This combination, the

members of which control the tonnage
Senator Kean. Are they all citizens of California ?

Mr. Stevens. Absolutely. Wherever the Santa Fe does not enter,

as I am trying to explain, because you have no option, you have to

take an Armour car. We are trying for relief. We want the Santa
Fe or some other road to come in there, but unless there are some re-

strictions even that might ultimately prove to be of no benefit, be-

cause the Santa Fe, after getting what it wanted from the Southern
Pacific, could join the Southern Pacific and take all our property,

the same as they are doing now. But at the present timeour prayer
is that the Santa Fe or any other road will come in. I extend the in-

vitation to the president of the Northern Pacific to come down to

Sacramento with his road. I will state my understanding is that the
Northern Pacific and other roads carrying out of Washington and
some parts of Oregon where the Armour Company and the Southern
Pacific do not operate have rates of refrigeration much lower.
Mr. Elliott (of the Northern Pacific Railroad). I do not know

the rate from California ; the Northern Pacific rate is $25 a car for
' refrigeration.

Mr. Stevens. I am much obliged; the rate from Sacramento is

$100 a car.

Mr. Elliott. To where?
Mr. Stevens. To New York.
Mr. Elliott. How many miles?
Mr. Stevens. About 3,000, 1 think ; but that has got nothing to do

with it.
_
To Chicago, I think, it is $80. Nine miles out of Sacra-

mento City it is $15 more. You understand the rate 9 miles farther
from Sacramento is $115, and from other localities it is $120. The
average rate, I estimate, and I have made statistics for three or four
years, is about $106 per car for all destinations from points in the
State of California to all destinations in the East—the average is

about $106.

Senator Kean. That is, to New York?
Mr. Stevens. No, sir ; to the whole eastern slope.

Senator Kean. To Boston and Philadelphia?
Mr. Stevens. Yes; and to Duluth, Minneapolis, Kansas City,

Denver, and all the eastern slope—every place where a carload is

sent. The rate to Boston is still higher—^that is, still more. It is

$125 a car from the maximum rates.
' Now, what the fruit growers desire you to do is to investigate this,

and, if nothing else, to place the private car lines under the control

of the Interstate Commerce Commission, the same as other transpor-
tation interests.

Senator Kean. That request we can consider, but your other re-

quest does not come within our province.

Mr. Si-EVENS. What is that?
Senator Kean. We do not think we have any right to investigate

the private citizens of California, or try to regulate the amount of

fruit grown, or regulate the price.

Mr. STS^rENS. Reference was made to those facts, Mr. Chairman, in

order to direct your attention to the necessity that something should

be done that would limit the power of the Armour Company. That
is, we want relief.
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Senator Kean. We shall be glad to consider that request.

Mr. Stevens. These statements here made and the data which I

will give you are given with that wish and desire, that you may be
informed as to the conditions existing there, the conditions under
which the deciduous fruit shipments are made, so that you may under-
stand that some relief must come to the interest or that there will be
a very large number of people ruined.

Senator Kean. Do you get the same rate that everyone else does?
Mr. Stevens. Yes ; I have the privilege of paying the full rate and

have demanded that right for many years and have not considered
any other proposition.

Senator I^ean. Have you ever tried to get a reduction?

Mr. Stevens. No, sir. I won't say that they have not been trying
to induce me to accept a reduction.

Senator Kean. These charges were investigated by the Interstate

Commerce Commission, were they not ?

Mr. Stevens. I presented the same thing to the Interstate Com-
merce Commission

;
yes, sir.

Senator Kean. What was the result ?

Mr. Stevens. I submitted it the other day. I will say that I have
credentials to that Commission from the different fruit organizations
of the Sacramento River. There are two fruit organizations on the
Sacramento River where they get relief to the amount of $35 a car
on the long haul and they are not satisfied ; they want you gentlemen
to do something; they want something of a substantial nature or

character. For instance, I will call your attention to this fact, that

$35 will not pay the loss of $500 ; it will not compensate.

In conclusion I will say that we desire that Congress take such

action as will compel the transportation companies to furnish their

own refrigeration cars when necessary and icing at actual cost, and
that all charges for transportation of all character shall be included

in the freight charge.

The tables referred to by Mr. Stevens are as follows

:

This table shows the number of cars shipped from June 23 to Oc-
tober 30, in 1903, as reported by the California Fruit Distributors, to

have been 6,676, of which number only 3,566 were reported sold in the

auction markets, thus leaving a balance of 3,110 not reported, which,

it is reasonable to presume, were F. O. B. that were sold in markets
other than auction markets. That would result in an average profit

of $500 per car, or a total profit to the F. O. B. of $1,550,000, while at

the same time the loss on the 3,566 cars sold in the auction markets, in-

cluding interest on the grower's capital invested, was $338,929, as

shown on page 31 of statistics computed by R. F. Stephens, of Sacra-

mento, for the season of 1903.

To bring such an enormous profit to the F. O. B., pears would have
to sell for only $2.50 per box and plums and prunes for about $1.40.

Date.
Cars

shipped.
Date. Cars

shipped. Date. Cars
shipped.

June 23-Jtay 13
July 14-17

869
211
4S6
692
496
466
883

Aug. 22-28 871
423
460
876
334
265
234

Oct. 10-16 265
Aug. 29-Sept. 3
Sept. 4-11

Oct. 17-23 203
Oct. 24r^ . 198

July25-Aug. 2
Aug 3-7

Sept. 12-19

TotalSept. 20-25 6 676
Aug. 8-14 Sept. 26-Oot. 2

Oct. 8-9
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Date.
Cars

reported
sold.

Cars not
accounted

for.
Data.

Cars
reported

sold.

Cars not
accounted

for.

July 6-27 635
172
302
356
275
Z13
181
209
189
270

221
39
154
336
221
243
202
162
284
190

8ept.28-Oct.3 145
105
123
134
108
78
71

230
July 28-31 Oct 4-9 229
Aug. 1-7 Oot.10-16 142
Aug.S-16 Oct. 17 23 100
Aug. 17-21 Oct 24-30 157
Aug.22-28 : Oct 31 Nov 6 125
Ang.29-Sept.4 Nov.7 13 122
Sent. 6-11

TotalSept. 12-17 3,566 3,110
S6pt.l8-25

The following table shows profits that can be made by F. O. B.
buyers who belong to the California Fruit Distributors, and who
at the same time are doing a commission business and in control of

consignments from growers, with full power to send such shipments
to any destination that will best promote their own interests

:

Sales and possible results.

BAETLETT PEARS.

Number
of boxes
in car-
load.

F.O.B.
cost.

Cost of
boxes,
paper,
and

packing.

Freight,
long
ham.

Refrig-
eration.

Total
cost.

Price
sold at.

Gross
sale.

Profit,
long
haii

Profit,
short
hanl.

480
480
480
480
480
480
480

(240
240
240
240
240
240
240

$72
72
72
72
72
72
72

$360
360
360
360
360
360
860

$100
100
100
100
100
lOO
100

$772
772
772
772
772
772
772

$4.00
3.50
8.00
2.75
2.60
2.25
2.00

$1,920
1,680
1,440
1,320
1,200
1,080
960

$1,148
908
668
548
428
208
IBS

$1,228
988
748
628
608
288
268

PLUMS AND PRUNES.

940 $282 $153 $360 $100 $895 $3.00 $2,820 $1,925 $2,005
940 282 153 360 100 895 2.50 2,360 1455 1,536
940 282 163 360 100 895 2.25 2,115 1,220 1,300
940 282 153 360 100 895 2.00 1,880 985 1,065
940 282 163 360 100 895 1.75 1,647 762 832
940 282 163 360 100 895 1.50 1,410 616 695
940 282 153 860 100 896 1.25 1,176 280 360

Bales before mentioned by the week instead of cities.

[From statistics published by E. D. Stephens, of Sacramento, Cal., for the season of 1904.]

Week ending-

Cars
re-

ported
sold.

Gross. Aver-
age.

Total
cost to
grower,
includ-
ing in-
terest.

Profit, Loss.
Long
haul.

Short
haul.

Re-
ported
sold in
New
York,

Chicago,
and

Boston.

Re-
ported
sold in
other
places.

July 22 287
323
356
401
364
286
221
196
230
265
263
192
144
147

$232,052
273,719
247,881
273,310
295,286
272,839
228,817
215,158
222,192
261,913
280,992
222,065
157,718
178,400

$808
852
696
681
811
957

1,035
1,097
966

1,027
1,068
1,156
1,096
1,213

$327,466
368,636
403,597
453,880
416,012
327,770
265,348
227,494
256,588
294,637
306,074
224,059
157,972
171,615

"""I

"6,"785"

$95,414
94,917
55,716
180,570
119,776
54,931
26,531
12,386
33,396
32,724
24,082
1,994

254

$183
209
280
248
209
171
123
120
142
144
166
131
71
77

$104
114
126
163
166
U4
88
76
88
HI
97
61
73
70

$230
230
268
302m
207
182
168
182
205
220
166
118
125

$57
93July 29

Augusts
August 12
August 19
August 26
September 2...
September 9. .

.

September-16..
September 23..
SeptemberSO..
October?
October 14
October 21

98
99
86
78
39
28
18
50
13
36
26
22

Total .... 3,664 3,362,292 4,188,148 6,786 832,641 2,234 1,430 2,862 802
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Your attention is called to the manner In wbich the fruit was distributed.

The long and short haul.

Particularly to the number of cars reported sold in New York, Chicago, and
Boston—^2,862—as compared with the number represented sold in all other
places—802.

Comparing sales of 1904 wiift sales in 190S.

[From statistics publisbed by B. D. Stephens, of Sacramento, Cal., for the season of 1904.]

Week ending-

Cars
re-

ported
sold.

Reported sales
of California
fruit in east-
em markets,
1904.

Gross
sales re-

ported.

Reported sales
for corre-
sponding
week, 1903.

Cars
re-

ported
sold.

Gross
sales re-

ported.

Reported sales of 1904 compared with
the sales reported in 1903.

Aver-
age,
1903.

Aver-
age,
1904.

Aver-
age
gain.

Aver-
age
loss.

Total
gain.

Total
loss.

Jnly22
July29
Augusts
August 13
August 19
August 26 -...
September 2..
September 9 .

.

September 16-
Septen!ber23.
September 30.
October 7
October 14
October 21

287

285
221
196
230
255
263
192
144
147

$232,

273,

247,

273,
295,
272,

228,

215,

222,

261,

$205
216
294
353

149
125
131
128

$220,041
250,""
330,

337,

247,

211,

246,

245,

176,

149,
181,928
139,867

681
811
957

1,035
1,097
966

1,027
1,068
1,156
1,095
1,213

134

429
273

206
58

$76,055
79,807
162,724
109,473
96,824
58,710
12,818

79
114

6,750

121 17,787

20,145
29,982
7,488

20,304

These footings show
loss in 1904 as com-
pared with the
salesof 1903 49,801 684,330

Careful study should be given to the columns giving car averages—1908-4

—

which plainly show that when full shipments are put into the auction markets
the prices received are ruinous to the growers.
For instance, take the sales made during the week ending August 12 of thi'^

year, the average per car was $681, or $-429 less per car than the sales made
In the corresponding week last year.

Thereupon, at 5.40 o'clock, the committee adjourned until Monday,
May 22, 1905, at 11 o'clock a. m.

Monday, May 22, 1905.

The committee met pursuant to adjournment.
Present: Senators Elkins (chairman), CuUom, Kean, DoUiver,

Foraker, Clapp, Foster, and Newlands.

STATEMENT OE ME. E. T. EOCH.

Senator Kean. You may state your name, residence, and occupa-
tion.

Mr. Koch. E. T. Koch. I reside at Cedar Rapids, Iowa. I am
the traffic manager of T. M. Sinclair & Co.

Senator Kean. What is the business of that company ?

Mr. Koch. Pork and beef packers.

Senator Kean. You may proceed and state what you have to say.

You may make whatever statement you desire.

Mr. Koch. I especially desire to have it understood that I am not
here as the representative of any commercial body or association of
business men of the State of Iowa.

Senator Kean. You come here as an individual?

Mr. Koch. I have, in what we believe to be the interests of T. M.
Sinclair & Co. We give a liberal tonnage to the railroads and feel
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that we are in a position to have some understanding of the situation

;

we are not in accord with this clamor in the country for increased

legislation in the direction of railroads, in so far as their rate-making
power is concerned. We are opposed to that for many reasons.

Senator EIean. State some of them.
Mr. Koch. We have no doubt but that the many shippers of the

country have some grievances, almost all of us have something to

trouble us; none are perfect. We frequently find it necessary to

approach the traffic officials of the various roads interested in our
traffic and as a rule find them courteous and considerate. We have
never asked for a rate or basis of rates that would give us an advan-
tage over our competitors. We believe the railroads are justified in

maintaining a basis of rates that will enable them to maintain thein-

selves in the high state of efficiency the demands of the public require

and thereby transact their business in the way of maintenance of

way and equipment to the degree required for the movement of ton-

nage and passengers at the least possible cost per mile. The public

generally demand the very best service possible from the railroads,

yet rarely take into consideration what an extensive outlay of money
it requires to put them in condition to serve them as they demand
in both the movement of passengers and of freight.

We trust you may not have the impression from what we may say

that we are unutterably opposed to any and all legislation with refer-

ence to the management of the railroads that are engaged in inter-

state traffic. We do think, however, that nothing in the history of

the Lower House of Congress has ever occurred which has so uni-

versally startled the commercial interests of the country to the degree

that their recent actions with reference to the control of railroads has
done, believing that this most vital matter should be managed and
worked out only along lines entirely free from bias.

We understand the present interstate-commerce law, reenforced by
the Elkins Act, all sufficient for the protection of the commercial
interests of the country, and with this as we understand it the privi-

lege the Interstate Commerce Commision has of demanding an imme-
diate hearing in the courts, places the matter, it seems to us, in a
position where the shipper can have absolute protection from any
discrimination on the part of the railroads.

We therefore believe that additional legislation along the lines

tending in the direction of placing the power in the hands of a com-
mission to name the railroad rates in this country is not desirable.

All railroad owners in this day and age are looking for men who
have ability to build up the countries through which they operate.

If this is accomplished, what more can we desire from a business

standpoint?
It is, in my opinion, gentlemen of the committee, a question of the

survival of the fittest. We do not believe you can legislate brains

into a man's head; you may legislate money into his pocket tempo-
rarily.

With your permission I will quote a few lines from an address of
Mr. Samuel Spencer, president of the Southern Railway, delivered

a few days ago, bearing somewhat upon this subject

:

The spirit of Industrial and commercial combination, founded on the funda-
mental laws of economy, of production, and of cheaper distribution, can never
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suppress or diminish the personal activity of any citizen, except of one whose
natural limitations disqualify him for successful competition with his superior

neighbor.

We feel that we are indeed fortunate in having an interstate-com-

merce law and a Commission composed of highly intelligent gentle-

men, whom we believe to be able and absolutely trustworthy and
entitled to the confidence of all, and that through their enforcement
of the laws that have already been enacted for the protection of those

engaged in commercial pursuits we are amply protected.

Senator Kean. What roads operate through where you are located ?

Mr. Koch. We have four western trunk-line systems operating
through Cedar Rapids—the Chicago, Milwaukee and St. Paul; the

Chicago, Rock Island and Pacific; the Chicago and Northwestern,
and the Illinois Central.

Senator Kean. Are the rates reasonable?
Mr. Koch. We think they are.

Senator Kean. Enabling you to ship your products how far?
Mr. Koch. To any point on the globe.

Senator Kean. Are there no rebates given at the present time?
Mr. Koch. There are no rebates given that I know of.

Senator Kean. What is the general sentiment of the community in

which you live in regard to the regulation of railroads and the way
they are run at the present time ? Do you hear many complaints ?

Mr. Koch. If we confine ourselves to the newspapers we get the

impression there are many. I have heard but one complaint from
a shipper. That was with reference to fruit shipments from Cali-,

fornia, which I was advised was moved on a basis of rates through
the State of Iowa to the Mississippi River and from the river points

distributed back through the State of Iowa, supplying the custo-

mers of the interior jobbers at a lower price than the interior jobber

was able to make. His fruit direct from California points to inte-

rior Iowa points for distribution in his own State made a higher

rate of freight. In both instances the Iowa distance tariff would ap-

ply in the distribution through the State.

Senator Kean. You have no complaint to make?
Mr. Koch. No, sir.

Senator Kean. You are satisfied with the existing conditions?

Mr. Koch. Perfectly so.

Senator Kean. You think no additional legislation is necessary at

the present time?

Mr. Koch. I do not think additional legislation necessary at this

time.

Senator Dolijver. Mr. Koch, just what is your business ?

Mr. Koch. I am the traffic manager in connection with the pack-

ing establishment of T. M. Sinclair & Co., of Cedar Rapids, Iowa.

Senator Dolltvek. I want to know what the state of the railroad

rates is, as to packing-house products, compared with the rates on

live stock?

Mr. Koch. If it were not for the friendly feeling of the railroads

in putting a basis of rates from the Mississippi River to such points

as we may desire to reach, we would not be able to prosecute busi-

ness in the State of Iowa, owing to the effect of the local dist»nc.<^

tariff rates that are promulgated by the State railroad commis-

sioners.
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Senator Doi^iveii. I am now talking about the interstate rates.

Is there a discrimination in favor of packing-house products or in

favor of live stock as against packing-house products in the present
interstate rates ?

Mr. Koch. I do not consider the present basis of rates as being a
discrimination in favor of either the live stock or packing-house
products.

Senator DoLLrvER. Is live stock carried cheaper than packing-
house products?
Mr. Koch. Not that I know of.

Senator Dollivee. What is the rate on live hogs from Cedar
Rapids to Chicago?
Mr. Koch. Eighteen and one-half cents.

Senator Dollivek. "WTiat is the rate on packing-house products
from Cedar Eapids to Chicago ?

Mr. Koch. You refer to the present rates?

Senator Dollivee. Yes.

Mr. Koch. Thirteen and one-half cents.

Senator Dollivee. So that it is about 4 cents less ?

Mr. Koch. Yes, sir.

Senator Dollivee. Do you regard that adjustment of rates, which,
I presume, prevails elsewhere in Iowa, as favorable or unfavorable
to the packing industry in the State ?

Mr. Koch. I do not consider it as an unreasonable adjustment of
the rates to cover our tonnage from Cedar Rapids to Chicago locally.

Senator Doijjvee. Is it favorable or unfavorable to the industry
to have that discrimination in favor of the product ?

Mr. Koch. We do not consider it as a discrimination. It might be
lower and then not be a discrimination. It is an interstate rate, made
necessary through the effect of a local State rate.

Senator Doluvee. Do you understand it has been testified here
that the packing-house industry has been crippled and greatly hin-
dered by reason of the fact of a lower rate on live stock to Chicago
than there is on the packing-house products, that encourages the
movement of live stock out of the State instead of encouraging the
manufacturer of it in the State ? I want to know what you have to

say about that.

Mr. Koch. Senator, with your permission, I will answer that
question in this way : If we are to have an Iowa distance tariff and
a set of rates governing the movement of tonnage by railroads within
the State that must be adhered to, the Iowa railroad commissioners,
whose duty it is to make them, I believe will have to modify their

views somewhat if they alone are to be a convincing argument to

capitalists who may wish to embark in the manufacturing business

in Iowa. Fortunately for those engaged in the hog-packing business

at present, I will say that through a basis of interstate rates now in

effect from the borders of the State, arranged by the railroads, we are

placed in a position to compete with some degree of satisfaction with
those situated in other localities not similarly situated with refer-

ence to State rates. Without the interest thus manifested on the

part of the railroads we would be in a sad plight. It is the rail-

roads' arrangement of rates outside the State that makes it pos-

sible for the pork-packing industries within the State to thrive.

S. Doc. 243, 59-1—vol 4 32
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You will see from this statement, I hope, that it is possible for

those who may wish to engage in this particular line to succeed,

there now being old established houses that have been in operation

continuously for many years—-T. M. Sinclair & Co. since 1870. I

trust I have given you a reply that will convey to you the informa-
tion you desire.

Senator Dollivee. I think that is all.

STATEMENT OF MR. J. B. BAYLOR.

Senator Ctjllom (in the chair). Please state your residence and
business.

Mr. Batlor. My residence is Milford, Caroline County, Va.
Senator Ctri.LOM. If you have any statement to make, please pro-

ceed to make it.

Mr. Baylor. Mr. Chairman, I bespeak for myself and for those

I may be said, in a measure, to represent—the landowners of Vir-
ginia—fair and honorable treatment at the hands of this committee.
We are the children of the founders of this Republic. We merit fair

and honorable treatment at your hands. No people in history ever
sacrificed more for a nation.

What would the great manufacturers of this country do if Con-
gress were to-day to present to their southern competitors, " free

gratis and without price," up to date manufacturing plants to com-
pete with them ? Arid yet free western farms, all cleared, were given

to the poor of this country, and, indirectly, through the great rail-

ways, to the poor of Europe as well.

The credit of the nation is to-day being used to establish great

irrigation systems to reclaim for farms the arid regions of the West.

These free farms, I frankly admit, have made this a great and mighty
nation. I glory in it, but in common equity we, as well, should have
had free manufacturing plants to furnish indirectly homes for the

poor.

It is hardly necessary for me, Mr. Chairman, to tell this committee

that the first railways which were ever chartered in the world were
chartered as toll roads. I do not believe it would have ever been pos-

sible in the first instance to clothe a corporation with the power to

take forcible possession of private property by condemnation, except

to operate toll roads. I know of no toll road where the toll charged

has not some relationship to the distance to be traversed. There may
be different rates of toll, depending on the amount of the traffic of

the highway and on account of the cost of the highway itself, aris-

ing from the topographic features of the country, but there is always

a direct relationship between the money received and the service ren-

dered. Common equity, common justice demands it.

As our great railways are run to-day, clothed with the extraordi-

nary right to take forcible possession of private property by condem-
nation, there is absolutely no relationship between the service per-

formed and the pay received. This act of injustice, I firmly believe,

has destroyed the value of our eastern lands so that some of our

agricultural counties in Virginia are less populous to-day than they

were when the first national census was taken in 1790.

I have some official railway rates furnished by railways and the

United States Corporation Commission, which I wish to bring before
ihis committee. They directly affect me ; they clearly indicate what
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I wish to bring to the attention of this honorable committee. I have
devoted myself exclusively to one agricultural crop—corn—the
greatest of American crops. The facts brought out here apply with
equal force to all grain crops, tobacco, and live stock as well.

I look upon the Mississippi River and the Great Lakes as great
highways of commerce, free alike to all. No condemnation of pri-

vate property was necessary to open them. It is the misfortune of

our railways that they have to compete with them.
Mr. Chairman, there were furnished me on Saturday by the United

States Corporation Commission some figures, from which I find that

at the present time corn can be brought in carload lots from Chi-

cago to Newport News for 12 cents per hundred pounds and for ex-

port for 11^ cents per hundred pounds. When that corn comes from
west of the Missouri River it is brought for 10 cents. I have at pres-

ent some corn that I would like to ship to Newport News, and conse-

quently I wrote to the traffic manager of the Richmond, Fredericks-

burg and Potomac Railroad Company upon the subject and have
his reply, as follows

:

RiCHllOND, FEEDERICKSBUBQ AND POTOMAC RAILROAD COMPANY,
Washington Sottthben Railway Company,

Richmond-Washington Line,
Richmond, Ya., May 16, 1905.

Mr. J. B. Baylob, Cosmos Cltib, Washington, D. G.

Deae Sib: We have your favor of 15th instant, and beg to advise that the
present rate on corn in carloads, 24,000 pounds minimum, from Milford, Caroline
County, Va., to Newport News, Va., via Richmond, Va., and the Chesapeake
and Ohio Railway, is 10 cents per 100 pounds plus $1.50 per car for Richmond
transfer.

Yours, truly, W. P. Taylor, Trafflo Manager.

'

That is, I have to pay for transit 120 miles as much as the western

farmer has to pay for transit over 1,000 miles. I also have to load

this car myself at the station. In connection with this subject, I

wiU read the following letter from the assistant general freight

agent of the Norfolk and Western Railroad Company

:

' Norfolk and Western Railway Company,
Roanoke, Va., May 18, 1905.

Mr. J. B. Batxob, Cosmos Clui, Washington, D. C.

Dear Sir : Referring to your letter 15th instant, addressed to the traffic mana-
ger of the Lynchburg and Durham Railroad, Lynchburg, Va., beg to advise

we can quote you rates on corn, carloads, 30,000 pounds minimum, from Clark-

ton, Va., to Norfolk, Va., 12 cents per hundred pounds.
Yours, truly,

O. Howard Royer,
Assistant General Freight Agent.

That is all I have to say, gentlemen.
Senator Cullom. We are much obliged to you.

STATEMENT OF HON. JOSEPH W. EIFER, INTERSTATE COMMERCE
COMMISSIONER.

Senator Cullom (in the chair). Judge Fifer, we shall be glad to

hear you now.
. Mr. Fifer. Mr. Chairman and gentlemen of the committee, I ap-

preciate the fact that you have been here for a long time patiently

and thoroughly investigating the matters which you have under con-

sideration, and I shall therefore detain you for but a short time.

I regret exceedingly that our raUroad friends deemed it necessary
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for the proper presentation of their case to criticise the Commission
as harshly as they have done. As I read from day to day these

criticisms in the newspapers, I felt that they were making a mistake,

and I entertain that opinion still. Many bitter things might be
said in reply, I expect; things that will suggest themselves to the

dullest mind, but I decline to enter that field and will leave the

subject with this single further remark: If members of the Com-
mission have manifested some feeling, apparently, in regard to this

subject, we beg the committee to remember the provocation. Our
friends may possibly have learned by this time that hunting the tiger

is fine sport, but the fun all ceases when the tiger hunts them.

_
I have thought that I might aid the committee to a proper solu-

tion of the questions it has under consideration by a brief reference

to the regulating statute as it now stands. Turning to that law you
will find the first five sections of the statute impose most of the duties

and obligations upon the railroads. They are the most important
sections in the statute. What are they ?

First. That all rates must be reasonable and just, and that rates

that are not reasonable and just are declared unlawful.
'What next? The second section provides that rebates and draw-

backs shall not be paid. That is called by the Commission the " per-
sonal discrimination section."

The third section provides against discrimination between locali-

ties.

The fourth is the long and short haul provision.

And fifth, pooling.

If you will examine the statute you will find that nearly all the

other provisions, for the most part at least, are intended to give

vitality and force to these five sections. How do they do it ? I need
not go over all the powers that are delegated.

First, the Commission was provided for and certain powers given

to the Commission, the power to issue subpcenas and compel attend-

ance of witnesses, the production of books and papers, and to admin-

ister oaths. The railroads were required to make reports, among
other provisions. But all had reference to giving vitality, force, and
effect to the first five sections of the act. I shall endeavor to show,

later on, that these powers are not sufficient. Around those five sec-

tions rages this contest, and I feel that I am not saying too much when
I say that that citadel has been taken and lost, perhaps, in the minds
of the members of this committee, several times since these discus-

sions were begun.

What ones of those five sections are in dispute here? Not the

fifth section, with reference to pooling. We can cut that right out

and set it aside as having nothing to do, as I understand, with the

discussion. We can dispose of that. The shippers are unwilling to

grant the power of pooling on the one hand, and, on the other, many
railroads do not want pooling. It has been said here and contended

by those who are pressing for an amendment of this law that the rail-

roads now do not desire pooling, for the reason that they have com-
bined.

Then, the pooling section being out of consideration, what is left?

The second section, which provides that railroads shall not pay
rebates and drawbacks. Is there any dispute in regard to that sec-

tion? Not a particle. I firmly believe tiat there is not a railroad
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in the United States, or any of its officers, that would not stop rebates
and drawbacks if it had the power to do so. The railroads are the
losers when drawbacks are paid, and if they could stop them they
would do so and preserve their business.

Before I pass to the other sections I want to make this observation

:

Our good friend Mr. Hines said that the second section was the most
important provision of the whole act, and that the principal object

that Congress had in enacting the law was to prevent rebates and
drawbacks. In that statement I do not agree. Let us see. What
class of people are affected by rebates and drawbacks? Who are

injured and who are benefited ?

In saying what I shall on that subject, I want it understood that I

do not in the slightest degree minimize the evil results flowing from
the payment of rebates and drawbacks. They are the Pandora's
box from which flow many evils, and, in the language of the Presi-

dent, they should be stopped. Let us examine, now. Who are

affected by rebates and drawbacks ? The railroads, of course, because

they pay the money. Who are benefited ? Unfortunately, only a few
large shippers. There are remote consequences that follow also. The
payment of rebates to the large shippers enables them to break down
and run out of the business their competitors, thereby lessening the
number of persons to whom the original producer can sell his goods.

Those rebates do not affect the producer, such as the grain grower
out on the broad prairies of Illinois and Iowa. Many of those people
never pay a railroad rate. They do not deal with railroad men.
They haul their grain to the markets in wagons, and there it is sold.

Those men are more directly interested in the size of the rate than
they are in regard to rebates. But it is utterly immaterial to a
farmer whether there are two or a dozen elevator men in the town
where he sells his grain, with this qualification : Th?it there must be
competition, for he is affected in that way. There must be competi-
tion so that the purchase of the grain by the elevator man will not
become a monopoly.
You will hear the large shippers, the middlemen, remark fre-

quently that they do not care anything about the amount of the rate,

and neither do they, provided always that the rate is kept down so

that the traffic will move. That is all they care for, and they make
just as much money whether the rate is $1 or whether it is 80 cents,

provided the traffic will move as freely under one rate as it will under
the other. So that they are not interested in the rate, with that one
solitary qualification.

But there are a class of people who are interested in that rate—-the

consumer and the original producer. Mr. Hines said that the con-

sumer did not feel the high rate so much. That is true to a very
large extent. You take S, man on the plains of the West—a cattle

raiser, who has a thousand head of cattle—^he markets them in Chi-
cago or New York ; the rate may be ever so high. Perhaps a million

human beings eat that beef, and the excessive rate is divided up to

that extent. A load under which a single man wiU stagger two
wiU carry with ease and ten will feel not at all.

But how is it with the producer who has the thousand head of cat-

tle? All he has in the world is, perhaps, invested in his herd, and it

is a matter of the most vital importance whether he pays 50 cents a
hundred or whether it is 5 cents higher. He is the man that feels
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the excessive rate. So I say that Mr. Hines is mistaken when he says

that that is the most important feature of the statute. That it is

important I do not deny, and I repeat that I would not in the least

'

minimize the evil consequences flowing from the payment of rebates

and drawbacks.
Let us examine the statute again. The first thing, the thing that

stands at the head, affects the rate
—

" all rates shall be reasonable."

That is at the top of the ladder, and the rebate is included in the sec-

ond section. Well, that might not be of very much importance, but
I must pass on from this with this further observation

:

Our friend Hines says that this section, the second section, has not
been enforced. While he does not say so in terms, inferentially he
does say that the Commission has been derelict in its duty. Think
for a moment. Congress enacted a statute that created offenses

which before were not offenses. There are offenses denominated by
the law as malum in se and malum prohibitum. Before Congress en-

acted this statute it was no violation of law to pay a rebate. Yester-

day it was no offense; to-day it is made a penal offense punishable
with a term in the penitentiary. I do not care what moralists may
say in regard to those different kinds of offenses. They may dilate

forever upon the enormity of the crime of paying rebates and draw-
backs, but the generality of mankind never have regarded and never
will regard it in the same light as they do crimes malum in se, such
as murder and theft, acts which have been made crimes by the com-
mon consent of mankind through all time. I say it is different. We
have met with that difficulty.

You take these railroad men. They mi^ht pay rebates, hundreds
of them, and violate the law every day m the year. You would
know it and their neighbors might all know it. But they do not lose

caste. They would be invited to your homes and introduced to your

families just the same as they were before. So that we have that

difficulty, and any lawyer who has ever prosecuted crimes can cor-

roborate what I say.

It was told here by Mr. Clements, the Nestor of the Commission,

and perhaps who is as well acquainted with its inside history, its

record history, as any member—he told you about these investiga-

tions where the evidence of the rebates was kept separate from the

general records; it was a private matter, a private transaction

—

"on the side," as the boys sometimes say; and when the necessity

for the use of the account of the private transaction had gone by the

papers were all destroyed and no evidence left. What are you going

to do when you run up against a jjroposition of that kind ?

Mark vou, I think it was not until 1897 or 1898 that the Commission

could call upon a railroad official to testify before the Commission.

There was no exemption, and you could nSt ask him to incriminate

himself ; he was entitled to the protection of the law.

These things have been gone into, so that, knowing these things as

Mr. Hines did, and knowing, as he evidently did, the efforts that were

put forth by the Commission to stop rebates, it was certainly very

unkind in him to put forth the insinuations that he did.

Why harp upon one string aU the time ? Why the second section?

It is simply because, as I have stated a moment ago, there is not a

railroad man in the United States who would not stop paying rebates

if he could. I am speaking now dispassionately about these things.
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I was a railroad lawyer for many years, attorney for one of the prin-

cipal railroads in my State, and I think I can look at this question

both from the outside and the in. Of course they want to stop rebates.

Senator Cullom. Why don't they ?

Mr. FiFEE. I will tell you why they don't. The trouble is that

these traffic men know each other, not well enough, but too well.

I do not want to disparage them now, but every mother's son of them
is afraid, and refuses to trust the other fellow. That is the secret.

Where one road seems to be getting more than its share of the traffic,

they are so suspicious that they thmk the rates are being cut, and the

first thing you know everybody is paying rebates and the tariffs are

going to the demnition bowwows.
Senator Odllom. What are you going to do about it?

Mr. FrPEE. Well, I will say this: Do not think, gentlemen, that

you can reform the world by making law through the ayes and noes
of a legislative assembly. If you could, this would be a splendid

world for honest people to live in. You never can prevent the

commission of crime and you never can reform the world by the

enactment of laws. The preacher and the school-teacher must do
their share, while the lawmaker and the law prosecutor are holding
crime in check as much as they may.
So far as the second section is concerned, it is universally admitted

that never in the history of this country have rates been so well
maintained as they are at this blessed moment, and have been for the
past two or three years.

Senator Cullom. By that do you mean that there has never been
a time when the law was so well enforced ?

Mr. FiFEE. Well, my colleague, Judge Clements, told you about
what was being done ; that is a wide-open door, and it is no use for
me again to travel over the same ground. That section has tended
to hold the railroads in restraint. I believe that the best results
do not always come by simply catching people who have committed
crimes and sending them to the penitentiary. I believe the restrain-
ing influence that hangs over the heads of people follows from the
fear that if they do wrong they are likely to get into trouble. I
believe that that is the most beneficial part of any criminal statute.
Of course there must be an attempt to enforce it—^no doubt about
that—because if it is utterly neglected nobody will have any respect
for it.

So that I disagree with Mr. Hines when he says that the most
important purpose that Congress had in view in enacting the law was
found in the second section. That it is important, I admit ; that it

is the most important, I deny.
We all agree that if the second section is not strong enough to

prevent rebates and drawbacks, make it stronger. The railroads say
so, the Commission says so, the great shipping public says so.

Senator Foeakee. If I do not interrupt you
Mr. FiFEE. Not at all ; ask me any question you desire.

Senator Foeakee. I understood you to say a moment ago that
there never was a time when rates were so well enforced as Ihey
have been during the last two or three years. That followed im-
mediately after your discussion of rebates. By that do you mean
to have us understand that rebates are not now so much granted as
heretofore ?
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Mr. FnTEH Undoubtedly that is true, Senator. While I am on

that point I will further state that we have taken occasion, when
traffic men have been before us—although it was irrelevant to the

subject under inquiry—to ask questions, under the general powers
delegated to the Commission, to inform ourselves whether they knew
of any rebates being paid and whether rates were being maintained.
Further, Senator, I believe that rates are now being maintained.
What brought about that happy condition is due to several causes.

I think, as was suggested by the Senator from Louisiana [Mr.
Foster] yesterday—or perhaps it was the Senator from Nevada
[Mr. Newlands]—^that these are flush times, that railroads have an
abundance of traffic, and that the inducement to cut rates does not now
exist. I think there is a large share of truth in that. I think it is

due somewhat, and very largely possibly, to the Elkins law, because
that tied up some fourteen roads from departing from their rates

and paying rebates. I think there is a general understanding among
railroads that they will maintain rates. It is all these things com-
bined. Of course I have no information in regard to that matter
except as I can gather it from rate men and shippers. But I think if

every traffic man in the United States were called before this com-
mittee and made to testify he would say here, as I have said, that

there has scarcely ever been a time, certaiiily not in recent years, when
rates were so well maintained as now, and that there are but few
rebates paid.

Senator Forakee. If we should have a recurrence to the practice

of giving rebates, what, in your judgment, is the best remedy for

that?
Mr. FrFER. I do not know that I can make any suggestion. Senator

;

I do not know how the second section could be made any stronger.

Senator Forakbe. I am referring now to the provision, found in

the Elkins law, granting a remedy by injunction and requiring a

summary proceeding in court, if it has jurisdiction, to stop rebates.

What would you suggest, by way of amending the law, if the prac-

tice of giving rebates should again be resorted to?

Mr. i'lTTSR. I do not believe. Senator, that I could make any sug-

gestion. I would not say that the law could not, perhaps, be made
more rigid and the way of the transgressor made a little more diffi-

cult. But yet I do not see now how I could make any suggestions

in regard to that, except to provide for expert examinations of the

books.

That disposes of the fifth and second sections ; that is, the pooling

and the rebate sections.

You will remember that at the close of the war, when the now his-

torical peace conference occurred between President Lincoln and Alex-

ander H. Stephens, Mr. Stephens is said to have asked Mr. Lincoln,
" What terms are you willing to grant ? " And it is reported that Mr.
Lincoln replied, " If the South will consent to the abolition of slav-

ery, they can write the other conditions." So, if the right of the

railroads is reserved to them to make and control their own rates,

they will consent, I take it, to about all the other conditions.

But I think you will find, gentlemen, that they will never consent

to surrender the smallest fraction of that power. They will hold on
to that like a lost siimer to the Eock of Ages. They will never let
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go. And I expect, if I were a railroad man, I would take the same
view. Not because these railroad men are any worse than anybody
else. If you take all the people to-day in the United States who are
complaining in regard to these matters, and let them change places
with the railroad men, you would hear just as much complaint,
perhaps. The individuals might change places, but the racket would
keep on just the same.
Looking at it fairly, I know, and every I'easonable man knows,

that some of this talk about the injustice and the inequality of these

tariffs and the conduct of railroads is unjustifiable and unreasonable.

Much of it, too, rests on a good foundation.
There are two of those sections disposed of. What are the others ?

The first, which says that rates shall not be unreasonable.

The third, that you shall not discriminate between localities.

And fourth, the long and short haul clause of the law.

Every one of those sections, if violated, requires what ? It requires

a change of rate. If any railroad man can think of any other way
to correct a violation of either one of those sections (the first, third, or

fourth), let him speak up now, or forever hold his peace. He can
not do it. If the rate is too high, it must be cut down. If there is a
discrimination between localities, one rate must be cut down a little

or the other must be raised a little, and a proper relation of rates

must be brought about.

As to the long and short haul clause, you can not correct the ine-

qualities unless there is a change of rates. If you will examine into

the question, you will find that a great deal of injustice is done in

regard to inequalities between localities, excessive rates, and in the
long and short haul clause.

Before I leave that I want to make this observation, since I am on
the question now of rate making: The railroads have the right, in

the first instance, to make their own rates, free and untrammeled, so

far as any governmental influence or authority is concerned.
That leads to the inquiry, Is there no limitation upon the power

of railroads, then, to make rates in this country? Can they charge
just what they please? Certainly not. There are three limitations:

First, competition. Eailroads, by combining, can do away with
competition, except water competition. But there is competition in

this country, both rail and water, and the majority of railroad rates

in this country are made by competition, either of markets or by
direct competition. That is one limitation upon their authority.

What are the other two ?

Another one is the commercial conditions. You will hear traffic

men whirl that off their tongues as glibly as you please. What
does it mean? We have heard this question over and over again,

until it has become as familiar as the primer. What are com-
mercial conditions? Suppose I own a thousand acres of timber
down South that will make lumber. It will cost me $15 per thousand
to manufacture that timber into lumber; the rate is $5 a thousand;
the lumber in the market is worth $20. If I can not get a reduced
rate I will allow that timber to rot in the forest, because it would be

a silly farce for me to work for nothing and manufacture that timber
into lumber. I go to a railroad man, explain to him the circum-

stances, and I say, " I can not manufacture this timber into lumber
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unless you reduce your rate; if you will reduce that I will make
business for you and I will make something out of it for myself."
In order to move that limiber the railroad man must reduce his rate,

and generally does, and makes something out of the transaction.
That is an illustration of commercial conditions. That is two
limitations.

The other limitation upon the power of railroads to make rates
is what the traffic will bear.

Some traffic men will tell you that that is true and others will hedge
a little on that. They do not like to come out flat-footed and admit
that they charge as much as the traffic will bear. But they do, all

the same. As Mr. Hines says, this is not a religious or moral ques-
tion. It is a business question—that is, when these gentlemen come
to make their rates they do not go into a closet and fall on their knees
and ask divine guidance. Senator Ingalls, you know, once said about
our pilgrim forefathers

:

First they fell upon their knees,
And then upon the aborigines.

-'' Now, Senator, consider our country out on those great prairies,

those great oceans of fertility and beauty. Do you suppose that those
railroad men ride over those prairies and take an inventory of
those crops and say, " I dearly love these people and I intend to do
by them as I would tihat others should do unto us ? " Do they act
upon that principle? I do not wish to be understood as saying that
there is no commercial honesty in the world. I believe the world is

growing better, and I think there is more commercial honest_y now
than ever before. I am an optimist, not a pessimist. But they do
not, when they go to make rates, apply the Golden Eule; they
apply David Harum's golden rule :

" Do the other fellow before he
can have time to do you."

Railroad men are just as good as others in regard to that; just as

good as others. But business is conducted on that principle. Not
that the commercial world is generally dishonest or in particular is

dishonest. But every man is trying to get the best end of the bargain
if he can, and if these railroad people can get the best end of the bar-

gain they will do it.

Now, what next? I know that in reply to all that it is said—and
the questions that have been asked by members of this committee in-

dicate that—that the factory, the farm, and the railroad are all in

partnership ; that they lean each against the other and support each
other; that their interests lie along the same channel. Gentlemen,
that is true ; up to a certain point it is entirely true. The railroad

and the factory will go hand in hand up to a certain point, and that

is the point where the factory can live, thrive, and flourish, and fur-

nish at that point as much traffic for the railroad as it could under
any other condition. The railroad is not going to strangle the fac-

tory. It will foster that industry as tenderly as a mother will her
child ; not for the same purpose—of love and affection—^but for cold

dollars, just for cold dollars, and that is incentive enough. When
you reach the point where the factory can live, flourish, and furnish
business for the railroad, the common interest of the railroads in the

factory ceases. They will foster that industry not for a day, not for
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a year, b«t for all time, so far as speaking from the business point of
view is concerned.
Time was when wild-cat railroading was going on in the country.

Then they would dart down on a small railroad like a hawk on a
spring chicken and get away with as many feathers as they could,

and they did not, undoubtedly, care whether the industry flourished

or whether it failed. But that has long since gone by, and railroad-

ing is settling down rapidly now to legitimate business, and the rail-

roads want to foster these industries. It is to their interest to do so,

and that is why they want to.

Let me pursue this a little further. There is frequently a wide
margin between the rate that will allow a farmer, a coal miner, or a

factory man to live—a wide margin between that amount and the
amount to which he is justly entitled. If the farmer makes 5 per
cent on his investment he will not leave his farm, and he may be
entitled to 10 per cent. The coal miner may, if he only makes 5 per
cent, stick to his coal mine, and he may be entitled to 10; likewise

with the factory. When it comes to that point the railroads hold the

edge on the factory.

Senator Dolliver. What do you mean by that?

Mr. FiTER. I mean they have them in their power. The Senator
never played cards, I take it. Excuse me. I did not recognize the

fact, Senator, that perhaps you did not understand those terms.

The railroad has the power. Take it to yourselves, gentlemen.
Will those engaged in any ordinary business exercise it for their own
benefit, or will they divide the extra profit? I am not going to

point out, or attempt to point out, to any great extent, what the com-
mittee ought to do or what it ought to recommend. It is easy to make
complaints, it is easy to find fault, but it is the business of statesmen
to apply the remedy.

Senator Cullom. You are one of the Commissioners undertaking
to execute the law that exists. You know whether there are faults

in it, or places in it that ought to be strengthened.
Mr. FiFEE. I will come to that. Senator, a little further on.

Senator Kean. Before you pass from this question of rate making,
you have told us how the railroads make rates. How would you
make a rate ?

Mr. FiFER. Of course it is a difficult question to make a rate. If
the reasonableness of a rate were challenged, I know of no better way
to test it, no better standard by which it shall be measured, than to

take other rates throughout the country on the same product, under
like circumstances and conditions, and find out if you can whether
the rate by which you measure the challenged rate is a rate that is

made by competition. If it is, and is a rate of long standing, you
can not go very far wrong in establishing that. If there had been
no railroads yesterday in this country, and to-day they were all

dropped down on us just as they are, without any schedule of rates

ever having existed, and you told all the traffic managers in the
United States, " Now, come and make rates for these railroads," they
would have a great big job. But that is not the case at all. These
rates are of long standing. The railroads have been making rates

for sixty or seventy-five years, and there are standards by which these

rates are measured.
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Take all the common law that it has taken a thousand years to build

up, our constitutions, and our statutes. Wipe them all out, and then

undertake to build up a system of laws—either by this body of men
or any other—in a day, and you will find that you will have a great
big job on hand. Constantly society and legislative bodies are fight-

ing, so to speak, on the skirmish line. New questions are arising every
day. You take old principles and apply them to new conditions, and
society and government go on progressively from day to day. Now
and then you encounter a new principle—the railroad, the telegraph,
and the telephone—and all these questions have brought up new con-
ditions. They raise new questions, and, so far as the courts can, they
apply the old principles to the new conditions, as every judge or law-
yer throughout the country knows.
So with rate making. There is a sort of fixedness about it that

people understand. The shippers understand it. Everybody who
has to do with shipments understands it.

Now, gentlemen, I have explained a condition without suggesting
a remedy. I shall do that later on. Let us see further in regard to

the actual condition of some of the rates. Glance your eye upon the
map hanging upon the wall, and you will see that between the Eocky
Mountains and the Atlantic seacoast that country is traversed by large

navigable rivers—the Mississippi and the Ohio and their tributaries.

You will see that the Great Lakes reach nearly halfway across the
continent. That water communication has in all time, and will for

all future time, modify, regulate, and control railroad rates through-
out the great Mississippi Valley. I could explain, and it would be

interesting, if you had time to listen, how one water rate will affect

the rates over a large country.

Take the grain rate from Chicago. Generally, when navigation

opens, the railroads put down their grain rates, by reason of water
competition, 2J cents on a hundred pounds. It was suggested here,

I noticed, last week, I believe, as to where went this profit derived

from the demoralization of freight rates. Gentlemen, from the best

light I can get upon the subject, I believe that for the most part it

goes to the producer. I know here recently, when we were examining
witnesses in regard to the differentials between the four great North
Atlantic seaports, Boston, New York, Philadelphia, and Baltimore,

a few years ago there was a wretched demoralization of the grain rate

from the West to the Atlantic seaboard, bringing it down to 7 cents a

hundred, and I specifically inquired of the shippers and railroad men
where that profit went. It was said the railroads were carrying at a

loss. The grain men, the middlemen, said they made no more than

when the rate was 17 or 20 cents. " Where did it go ? " I inquired.

They said that it went to the producer for the main part. The pro-

ducers are the men planting corn in Illinois to-day. They are not

here.

Senator Foraker. Did you examine the market reports of that

period to see whether or not there was any explanation in them as to

what became of the profits on that grain?

Mr. FiFER. No.

Senator Foraker. They would have told the tale conclusively,

would tl ley not?

Mr. I iFBR. I did not examine the market quotations of that time.
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This question was not really in issue, and I inquired about it for gen-
eral information only. But this investigation gave the members the

opportunity to inquire about this matter, to bring up that question.

Senator Foeaker. I am not disputing your proposition, but would
not the market quotations for that time have told that tale conclu-

sively ?

Mr. FiFEE. Yes ; they would have told exactly ; but this was only
a collateral question.

Senator Forakee. It seemed to me that those prices would show
whether the producers got that profit or not.

Senator Cullom. Wliat was the date of that rate cutting when the

rate was 7 cents ?

Mr. FiFER. I do not know exactly when it was, Mr. Chairman

—

about four or jfive years ago.

Senator Foeaker. What was the date when the rates fell and when
you investigated the subject of differentials as between Boston, New
York, Philadelphia, and Baltimore?
Commissioner Knapp. I think it was about the beginning of 1904,

and related to ex-lake grain from Buffalo.

Senator Forakee. He was not talking about any ex-lake grain.

Mr. FiFER. No, Mr. Chairman, you did not understand the inquiry.

There was a rate war. The roads leading from Buffalo to New York
insisted that they ought to share in what is called the ex-lake grain

—

that is, the grain that goes to Buffalo by water, and there had been a
differential in favor of Baltimore and Philadelphia; but they got
into a war and reduced the rate down to the fraction of a cent, out-

rageously ; the rates were utterly demoralized.
Senator Kban. You say that was in 1904 ?

Mr. FiFEE. In 1904, but the demoralization of grain rates was
previous to that. The testimony in that case will show.

I have shown you what there is on the east side of the Kocky
Mountains. Now glance your eye to the Pacific coast, and you will

see that there are no great rivers running from the interior to the
coast ; no lakes, except m the extreme northern portion perhaps.
Now, if you please, examine the railroad rates of what is called the

Middle West and the Pacific coast. I am not good enough in remem-
bering figures to run through that in my mind particularly, and I
failed to make copies of them; but the tariffs are on file in our office

and will show for themselves. To begin with, from the Missouri
River to the Atlantic seaboard there is what is called a blanket or
postage-stamp rate, so that a merchant going from San Francisco
East to buy goods—it makes no difference whether he buys at Omaha
or Chicago, Pittsburg or New York—his freight from the point
where the goods are purchased is exactly the same to the Pacific ter-

minal—Los Angeles, San Francisco, Portland, and Seattle. It is

exactly the same. Now, it is just the reverse when you get on to the
Pacific coast. I draw those comparisons in proof of my assertion that
railroads, when they get a factory or an industry where it has no com-
petition, when it is helpless, so to speak, they make the rate—and that
is the only limitation—^just exactly what the traffic will bear. I thinlc

those western mountain rates, so called, are too high. Now, I had our
auditor examine some of them only a short time ago, and let us take,

the matter of window-shade cloth, just as an example. From New
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York to Salt Lake City the rate is $2.30 per hundred. From New
York City to San Francisco it is $1. You take cotton goods. From
New York to San Francisco it is $1, and from New York to Salt Lake
City it is just double, $2.

Senator Fokakee. Why is that?
Mr. FiFEE. Well, I wiU tell you. It is a long story, but I need not

tell it all.

Senator Forakee. No
;
you can tell it in a word.

Mr. FiFEE. That was affected by the water competition from
New York, and unless the railroads make a rate at the Pacific coast
terminals that will take the freight from the water and put it upon
the rails, it will go by water, and they must meet the water competi-
tion at the Pacific coast terminals. They make a very plausible and,
I will say, in many instances a very just argument in the advocacy of
the lesser cost for a longer haul. I will say further that the rail-

road, in my judgment, could not get along m this country without
that provision, without that elasticity.

Senator Forakee. Then the low rate for the through haul is, I
conclude, all right, in your judgment ?

Mr. FiFER. They meet that, and certainly nobody can object to a
low rate.

Senator Foraker. They must either give the low rate or let the
business go ?

Mr. Fifer. Yes. I will explain that. They make this argument, for
instance—and what I say in respect to this will apply to every other
Pacific coast terminal. They say, for instance, we have a railroad run-
ning from Salt Lake on. We have what is known in railroad parlance
as " fixed " charges, and they say that if we do not carry that freight

and meet the water competition we can not carry it at all. That
freight, in theory, is just the same—it is treated by the railroads

exactly the same as if it all reached the Pacific coast by water or
originated at that point, was manufactured there, and then comes
east. That is the principle on which it is done. They say, further,

that we can make a little something by hauling that freight to the

terminal, and if we do not do it the water will take it there. The
freight will go there at the reduced price, and they contend, therefore,

that it is no discrimination to Salt Lake City, provided always that

the rate to Salt Lake City is a reasonable rate. Now, that is their

position.

Senator Foraker. And you come back, then, to that question as to

whether the rate to Salt Lake City is reasonable?

Mr. Fifee. Yes; you get back to that. Now, there is where the

greatest stumbling block is for traffic men that I have found. It

arises just there. There is no way of getting around it in the world,

and it is this: They say they make a small profit, and they say by
engaging in that traffic to the terminal they can get a little something,

and therefore make even less on the other lines of their roads.

Senator Foraker. That is, even less to Salt Lake City, keeping up
your illustration ?

Mr. Fn?ER. Yes; but if they would spread that rate all over the

lines of their road they would soon be in chancery, and I think that

is true.

Senator Foraker. That is, you do think that a dollar rate, for in-
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stance, for a long haul would not be a profitable rate, if that were
spread over the whole system ?

Mr. FiPEE. I do not think so. I think they are right about that,

but here comes the trouble for railroad traffic men, and I think they
are the smartest men in the world. When we were investigating that
water competition around the Horn, because we had that question

up, they would explain it and make you see it so vividly that you
could fairly hear the flapping of the sails as the vessels rounded Cape
Horn. So that they can embellish those things. I do not dare say
that they swear to what is not true. It does not lie in my mouth to

come here and say that, and I do not, but they can make their side

appear the best always, and here is a point that is always difficult for

them to get around. If, for instance, you take the rate I have men-
tioned on window-shade cloth from New York to Salt Lake City

—

$2.30—carrying it 800 miles farther they charge only $1, and that

dollar rate affords them a slight profit, is not their rate of $2.30 ex-

cessive to Salt Lake ? That is the question.

Senator Ctjilom. Does not that fact almost conclusively make it

appear to be unreasonable to charge $2.30 ?

Mr. FiFER. Yes. Now, let us be fair about it. The men who build

a city in the interior of a continent, in a mountainous district, can not
expect to get as reasonable a rate as the men who build their city upon
the shore of the sea. Anybody can see that, and yet, granting all

that, do not the conditions which I have stated indicate that the

rate upon these articles to Salt Lake City is excessive, illustrating my
original proposition that the railroads impose such tariffs when they
have a factory or an industry all in their power—just such tariff as

the traffic will bear ? Now, Mr. Hines in the course of his testimony
said that he would ten times rather have an industry on his road
where there was no competition than an industry at the end of his

line where there was competition. Why would he rather have that?
Turn it over and look at it. Simply because at the end of his road
the rate would Tdc fixed by competition. When it is a solitary indus-
try on a single line of railroad and that railroad his, he will determine
what the rate shall be, and that is why he would ten times prefer to
have an industry on his road. He said he would foster it, and so he
will.

Senator Foraker. I want to ask you a question right there,

Assuming, now, that the difference in the rate between San Francisco
and Salt Lake City is conclusive, as Senator CuUom says, as showing
that the rate to Salt Lake City is unreasonable, what would that be

—

a discrimination against Salt Lake City?
Mr. FiFER. No ; an excessive rate to Salt Lake.
Senator Foeakee. And if so, have you or not a remedy, in your

opinion, already?
Mr. FiFEE. I was going to come to that later on ; I was going to

speak of that.

Senator Foeakee. I do not want to interrupt the course of your
argument, but I want to know right now, when you reach that
point—admitting that this higher rate to an intermediate point is a
discrimination against that locality, being on the same Ime—^have
you not a complete remedy now under the Elkins law ; or if it be on
different lines and the rate is so high as to amount to a discrimina-
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tion in faior oi a locality on another line, have you not a remedy, or

have you? I simply want the benefit of your opinion.

Mr. Fui'ER. I will say this much right now in regard to that : Y ou
take the long and short haul clause and you take the third provision,

that there shall be no discrimination between localities. Now, it

seems to me that both those provisions might apply to the situation.

Senator Foraker. You, of course, agree with the construction of
the long and short haul clause that the Interstate Commerce Com-
mission has given to it and that the courts have given to it?

Mr. FiFER. Oh, I think perhaps I bow to the decision of the court

and agree that the court is right.

Senator Foraker. You do not bow
;
you are a part of the decision ?

Mr. Fifer. Yes; but at the same time the legislature could have
modified that long and short haul clause in this way: It now says

that the railroad shall not charge more for a short haul than it does
for a long haul over the same line of road in the same direction,

where the shorter haul is included in the longer one, where the cir-

cumstances and conditions are substantially the same. Now, they
could have made it still more favorable to the railroads, and said,
" where there is the slightest competition." They have said, " where
the circumstances and conditions are substantially the same." The
view of the Commission has been overruled by the couxts several

times regarding this clause.

Senator Foraker. Now, we want to get to the point of this whole
controversy. The question is whether we are going to amend or

supplement this law. Would you have us strike out of the long and
short haul clause, that provision " under substantially similar cir-

cumstances and conditions," and make it an arbitrary, rigid rule,

that there shall be more charged for the long haul, proportionately,

than for the short haul ?

Mr. Fifer. Just the exact limitation that ought to be placed there

is not clear in my own mind.
Senator Foraker. If we strike it out, transcontinental lines would

go absolutely out of transcontinental business, would they not, so

far as their long hauls are concerned ?

Mr. Fifer. It would not do to apply it on the Pacific coast, be-

cause the water competition on that coast is a controlling factor. It

would not do, but just what limitation

Senator Cullom. T\Tiat limitation would you put upon the statute

making it stronger against extravagant differences?

Mr. Fifer. I have thought if it was left to the Commission to say

that they should examine into and permit this thing to be done
Senator Dolliver. Didn't they do exactly that same thing when

the Commission was first organized?

Mr. Fifer. I could not speak in reference to that, because I have

only been on the Commission a short time.

Senator Dolliver. How is that. Judge Knapp ? Did not the Com-
mission entertain the petitions of a multitude of roads to be relieved

of this short-haul provision?

Mr. Commissioner Knapp. Broadly speaking, I think the carriers

generally assumed that the fourth section imposed a limitation which
they must either observe or get relief from under some other clause,

and at least to avoid any risk, and, as a matter of prudence, they

appear to have made very general applications for relief.
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Senator Dolliver. What action did the Commission take on those

applications ?

Mr. Commissioner Knapp. You will find that very fully set forth

in the opinion delivered in what is known as the " Louisville and
Nashville Case," in the early work of the Commission.
Senator Foeakee. You take the same position there that the courts

take, do you not, that you would take into account the question of

conditions?

Mr. Commissioner Knapp. No ; the courts have given a much
more liberal and extensive meaning to the phrase " similar circum-
stances and conditions " than the Commission, I think.

Senator Foeakee. ^VTiich case is it that you refer to?

Mr. Commissioner Knapp. It is in the first volume, in the first year.

Senator Foeakee. But I was speaking, of recent decisions. In all

your recent decisions you have followed the interpretation, of course,

given by the courts ?

Mr. Commissioner Knapp. Oh, certainly; so that, if I may have
a word, if I understand the law now, if in point of fact the circum-

stances and conditions at a long-distance point are substantially dis-

similar, no matter for what reason, the fourth section does not apply.

Mr. FiFEE. There was a gentleman who appeared here last week
from Tennessee, a gentleman who so delightfully entertained and
instructed us all in regard to the growth and development of the

South, all brought about by the railroads. You remember his well-

turned periods and his flashes of rhetoric—very eloquent indeed.

Senator Foraker. There have been so many gentlemen of that

kind before the committee recently that I do not recall him.
Mr. FiFEE. This was one special gentleman who was from Ten-

nessee. As the gentleman progressed he became more serious, and
as he scurried up and down the gussets and seams of Hamilton's
and Jefferson's old clothes and described the awful chasm toward
which the country was tending—^that is. Government ownership of

railroads—I confess that the cold chills went up my spinal column,
my teeth chattered, and my knees knocked together, as I seemed to

stand on the awful brink of this awful precipice, and I looked
around for some of those impoverished widows and orphans expect-

ing every moment to be precipitated to the base of that abyss. Now,
he said that he represented the entire South, as I remember his lan-

guage, in this question.

Now, gentlemen, I beg you to remember that the South is a great
big country, and if he were representing the whole South on this

industrial or rate question he certainly must be a very busy man, and
it was very kind in Judge Clements to give way until he could give

his testimony. Let us examine and see whether the gentleman rep-

resents all the southern section on this rate question. Down on the
northern limits of South Carolina, or the southern limits of North
Carolina, is the city of Charlotte, of about 20,000 inhabitants. From
New Orleans to what is known as the " Virginia cities "—Richmond,
Lynchburg, and Norfolk—is, in round numbers, about 800 miles.

Charlotte is about halfway, about half that distance. The people
down there complained to the Commission of this state of facts

—

that on some articles of traffic from New Orleans to Charlotte the

S. Doc. 243, 59-1—vol 4 33
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rate is double what it is to the Virsdnia cities, twice the distance.

There is no railroad competition. The Southern Kailway and the

Seaboard Air Line reach the same city, but they claimed that they
were under the same control and the same management, and that

competition was done away with. But that state of facts existed.

Now, then, the other side of this case, the side of the railroads, is

that they want to do business in the Virginia cities, and must meet
the water competition that reaches the Virginia cities by the ocean

—

the same old question, but I call attention to this disparity now.
Per ton per mile the rate to Charlotte is four times what it is to the

Virginia cities per ton per mile. If they can do business at a slight

profit, however slight, carrying the same goods right through Char-
lotte—I leave it to you—whether if they do business at a slight profit

to the Virginia cities tlie intermediate rate is not too high.

Senator Foraker. That is on the same line of road, is it?

Mr. FiFER. The same line of road, the Southern road. I don't

know whether the Southern road reaches all the Virginia cities or

not.

Senator Foraker. How did that come to the attention of the

Interstale Commerce Commission?
Mr. Fieer. It came to the attention of the Interstate Commerce

Commission by complaint duly filed.

Senator Cullom. Have you tried the case ?

Mr. FiFER. The testimony has been heard, but no decision has been

made. I would not like of course to express any opinion at this time.

These facts I call attention to are public property now.

Senator Foraker. Now, it was identically that sort of thing that

we, after a great deal of consideration, undertook to provide for in

the Elkins law where it provides in the third section that all discrimi-

nations of that character particularly might be enjoined, and it

would be the duty of the court to proceed summarily, provided the

Interstate Commerce Commission would make the complaint.

Mr. FiFER. Senator, you will find that is the most difficult thing, in

my judgment, you will have to deal with when you undertake to crys-

tallize all this talk into a bill. It is easy to talk; it is easy to find

fault.

Senator Foraker. 'V^'Tiat I want to find out is why did not the

Interstate Commerce Commission, with this law before it and that

complaint made out, institute a proceeding under this statute.

Mr. FiFER. Well, I thought I would speak of that in its proper

place.

Senator Foraker. I just want to get at the facts.

Mr. FiFER. My construction of the law is that the courts could do

no more than the Commission could do.

Senator Foraker. They could enjoin it, couldn't they?

Mr. FiFER. The courts could enjoin them from charging that rate.

Senator Foraker. No; could enjoin the discrimination.

Mr. FiFER. Well, enjoin the discrimination. I have already pointed

out that the violation of each one of these sections involves a rate,

and while the court, if the rate is too high, may do as the Commis-

sion does, declare the rate too high and excessive, and may enjoin its

enforcement, yet there it must stop.
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Senator Foeaker. You take the view, do you, that the court has nc
right, even though you would seek to make that an issue, to enjoin

anything in excess of what was a reasonable rate, which the law says

shall be the lawful rate ?

Mr. FiFEE. Yes; the court might enjoin the rate that is in, but I

do not believe that the court can ever substitute one rate for another.

Senator Foeaker. Nobody ever contended that any court could.

That never was thought of, as I understand it, by anybody; but
there is a difference of opinion, and I only want to know whether
you as a lawyer believe that it is not competent for a court of equity

to enjoin anything which you allege to be in excess of a reasonable

rate, if they found your allegation had been sustained by the proof.

Mr. FiFEE. The decision in what we call the Wichita Case would
indicate that a court would enjoin unjust or undue discrimination,

and that the court would enjoin an excessive rate. The court, in

other words, could do just what the Commission does, and no more,
and if you leave the Commission and go to the court you are travel-

ing in a circle and reach the same point from which you started.

Senator Foeaker. Is there not this difference: The Commission
can condemn and that is all they can do; but the court can at once

enjoin not only the collection of the rate which may be unreasonable,

but the collection of any rate which is in excess of the lawful rate ?

Mr. FiFER. Yes; but who is to determine what the reasonable rate

will be?
Senator Forakbr. The court. Is there any trouble about that as

a proposition of law ?

Mr. FiEER. I think there is a great deal of trouble.

Senator Forakee. I would like to have some lawyer point it out.

Mr. FiFEE. There is a triil, we will say, in your State court before

a jury. The jury renders excessive damages, and you take the case

to the appellate court. The court may reverse it solely on account
of the excessive damages. Can the court fix what the verdict ought
to be?
Senator Forakee. Well, it is not an analogous case, because the

interstate-commerce act says that a railroad may charge a reasonable
rate and that it shall not charge any more. In other words, a rea-

sonable rate is a lawful rate and anything in excess of a reasonable

rate is unlawful. Now, suppose they charge $1.25 where they should
charge $1. The question is not whether $1.25 is unreasonable, unless

the pleader raises only that issue ; it is certainly competent for him to

raise the issue whether anything in excess of $1 is unreasonable and
because if $1 be the maximum reasonable rate that is the rate pre-

scribed by the statute. The court can enjoin that on a state of facts

presented, but of course if to-morrow the conditions change, that

injunction would not be binding under changed conditions, though a

railroad would not be very likely to violate what the court had found.

Mr. FiFER. ^'Tiat kind of a decree would you enroll? Enjoin the

excessive rate, of course. To go further and enjoin an unreasonable

rate as unlawful without naming the unreasonable rate you would
condemn what the statute already condemns, and the question is still

left open as to what a reasonable rate is. If you fix that, then it is

the fixing of a rate by the court. But lawyers perhaps will differ in
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regard to the duties and power and the rights of courts in that par-

ticular. I expect you and I differ in respect to that.

Senator Foraker. I hear a great discussion of the right of a court

to fix a rate, which is simply striking at a man of straw. I never
heard anybody propose to have rates fixed by a court.

Mr. FiFEE. I understood from some inquiries here yesterday it

was supposed that the court, in saying that a rate was too high, by
that simple mental operation must' of necessity decide what was a
reasonable rate and might suggest it. I think you asked that ques-

tion yourself.

Senator Foraker. I perhaps did. I am only trying to get your
view now.
Mr. FiFEE. My view is this, that the rate-making power is the

exercise of a legislative power.
Senator Foraker. Yes; we are all agreed upon that.

Mr. Fifee. That you can confer that power upon some adminis-
trative body, but you can not confer it upon the courts; that you
can not confer a little power upon the courts any more than j'ou

can confer a big power; that the size of the dose does not change
the quality of the medicine. If you can confer a little power to

fix rates, you can confer upon the courts the power to make the

entire schedule.

Senator Foraker. Well, we will agree you can not confer anj^. I

wanted simply to get the benefit of your legal opinion, and it is

important because you are a member of the Commission and a

lawyer of experience.

Senator Ctjllom. I want to follow that inquiry of Senator Fora-

ker's a little further. As I understand it, you do agree that a judge,

a court, if an application is made to it for an injunction under the

Elkins law, may grant the injunction-.

Mr. Fifer. Yes.

Senator Cullom. And by that declare that the common carrier

shall not charge that rate any longer ?

Mr. Fifer. Yes.

Senator Ctjllom. Now, then, what is the result? If they do busi-

ness, they have to put down the rate.

Mr. Fifer. Yes.

Senator Cullom. Well, that is what we want.

Mr. Fifee. Just the power that the Commission can exercise, and

that is what I say. You are traveling in a circle and you do not get

anywhere.
Senator Cullom. The Commission does not need to exercise any

power at all except to make application to the court for that

injunction.

Mr. Fifee. That is all true. I think we understand one another,

but while we are on that I want to note another point, and that is

that our railroad friends say that they do not want the Commission

to lay its ignorant hands upon their freight rates—that they want

men of experience—and yet they say that they want to go to the

courts. Are you going to turn all the lawyers off the bench and put

on railroad men ? W^o is to have the final say about this ? It is the

courts. Well, are they lawyers?
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Now, there is this further physical difficulty in regard to the courts,

I am trying to aid you, gentlemen, if 1 can, to a proper solution of

this difficulty.

Senator Forakiir. You have to go to the court eventually.

Mr. FiFEE. You have to go to the court eventually, and you must
go before a body of men who are riot railroad experts, and there is

where these railroad men say you ought to go in the first place.

Senator Foeakee. If they have the final say, why not?

Mr. FiFBE. Well, that is the question. Now, you see the truth of it

is these railroad experts do fix their own rates in the first instance, and
I say it with all due respect to the courts, they do not. like to dig

through this kind of cases. They are lacking somewhat in the tech-

nical experience. It is a pleasure for a good lawyer to pass upon a

clean-cut question of law, without all this physical labor of running
through large records of 20,000 pages, as we sometimes have. We
have one case now where the evidence is taken and it is to be argued
on the 25th day of May, where there are 20,000 pages of testimony.

Now, we did not bring this lawsuit. It was the cattlemen of the

Southwest who brought it, and all their testimony had some bearing

on the question. We had to hear it.

Now, think of hurling a volume of testimony of that kind at a

supreme court or a circuit court or a district court. How much con-

sideration, with all due respect to the court, would it give? It must
be a body of men who are in and with and of this question, studying
it day by day and knowing something about it, in my judgment.
Now, there is another difficulty, which is purely physical, and that

is you would have to make a traveling menagerie of these courts.

In this cattle case we took testimony at Fort Worth, Chicago, St.

Louis, and Denver. Would you have the courts travel around?
That is a necessity, because a lot of merchants from different cities

are all interested in the same rate. They are busy men. Our law
provides that the Commission can go to the place where the com-
plaint is made and take the testimony. Now, to bring up a perfect
cohort of witnesses from Denver to Washington and from St. Louis
and Chicago and Fort Worth would be a substantial, denial of jus-

tice. You must go where this testimony is to be found and where
the men live.

Now, there is that further difficulty in regard to submitting this

question entirely to a court.

Senator Ctjixom. I understand from the general tenor of your
remarks that you believe that this Commission or a commission ought
to have this power extended, so that when it finds a rate is unreason-
able it can find what is a reasonable rate.

Mr. FiFEE. I will answer that in this way, that I stand with the
President—^his message has been discussed here, and in that connec-
tion I want to say this: I do not agree with our railroad friends

that if the Commission was given this power to fix what is a reason-

able rate it would turn the world upside down. I think that the earth
would continue to turn on its axis and the sun would rise and set

as of yore, and these gentlemen would do business at the old stand,

with perhaps some little fear of doing anything that might call

down on their heads the condemnation of the Commission. Now, I
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believe that the mere fact that the power exists in s>ome body of men
to regulate rates will make the railroads more cautious and more care-

ful than they otherwise would be. The man who is whipped the

easiest is generally whipped the oftenest ; and so if there is no power,
and the railroads can run over the Commission, they will continue

to run over them. If the power exists, it would not be necessary

to exercise it, in my judgment, very often. When these traffic

associations met and formulated rates—and I do not know but what
they ought to be legalized in some way, because they do it anyhow

—

they would say, " Here, we had better not raise that rate; if we do, we
will get into trouble with the Interstate Coimmerce Commission," and
I believe that that would prevent the raising of many rates. Now,
just pursuing that a step further. You have heard very often from
our railroad friends that they lower many rates, and yet they say the

lowering of a rate will demoralize business. They have lowered
hundreds of rates in recent years. I suppose they lowered them be-

cause they were too high. They did not lower them for any other

reason. Suppose a complaint had been made and the Commission
had condemned the rate and lowered it, would not the effect have
been exactly the same ?

Senator Kean. Would not the Commission also have the power
to raise the rate if they condemned the rate ?

Mr. FiFER. I am glad to have my attention called to that. When
it comes to adjusting rates between localities, in my judgment the

power should be given to the Commission to lower one rate and to

raise another, so that they can be brought to where they are just.

Senator Foraker. That is, you think they should have the right

to fix a minimum as well as a maximum.
Mr. FiFER. I think, generally, it would be better to fix a maximum

rate and give elasticity as much as possible to the rate. Mr. Hines

had much to say about elasticity—the more the better. He wanted
that kind of elasticity, I suppose, we used to get with ah old pair of

yarn suspenders, that drew up and let out as occasion required, with

a few buttonholes in front for extraordinary occasions when there

was undue expansion. Now, gentlemen, look at that a moment.
Expansion! His argument there proceeds upon the theory that the

Commission was to make the rates in the first instance. Why, not

at all. He called attention to these very experienced men running

all over the country and up and down the railroads feeling the com-

mercial pulse, and finding out just what ought to be done. Do you

suppose that if this power was in the Commission these men would be

discharged? They would be of just as much use after the power was

granted as before, and they would make the same rates then as they do

to-day—just exactly tlie same.

Senator Foraker. May I ask you, before you get too far away from

it whether the Interstate Commerce Commission has yet decided the

question raised by the complaint of the cattlemen ?

Mr. FiFER. No'; that is to be argued on the 25th of May.
Senator Foraker. How long since that complaint was filed with the

Conmiission ?

Mr. FiFER. I do not know exactly. It was by attorneys hired by the

cattlemen.

b
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Senator Foraker. It was three or four years ago?
Mr. FrFER. No.
Senator Foeakee. It has been long enough ago to take 20,000 pages

of testimony.

Mr. FiTEE. Yes; with the exhibits. The attorney for the cattle

raisers, Mr. Cowan, I believe, is here.

Mr. Cowan. The case was begun in February of last year and the

evidence was concluded in December. If I have an opportunity of

appearing before the committee, I shall refer to that.

Mr. FiEEE. Our worthy friends have not only complained of us

because we have not made good citizens out of them by injunction,

but they have also complained because we have not tried these civil

cases fast enough.
Senator Foeakee. I do not want you to think there is any complaint

involved in that question I asked. I am only thinking about the

feasibility, and using your own case as an illustration.

Mr. FiTEE. Oh, yes. "Wherever there has been these long delays,

so far as I can remember now, it has been the fault of the attorneys

themselves.

Senator Foeakee. Doubtless not the fault of the Commission. We
all recognize that.

Mr. FiEER. No; it is not. I do not know an anstance where the

Commission has ever continued a case or failed to go to a place and
hear it—some one of us—whenever the parties were ready. Now,
you take the Soap Case ; that arose from your own State. That was
represented by some of the best laAvyers from Cincinnati for the com-
plainants, and we hurried through as fast as we could. We took
great volumes of testimony.

Senator Foeakee. I have not heard anybody complain of the Com-
mission.

Mr. FiFEE. Mr. Hines cited that particular case. The complain-
ants are not here complaining, and the railroads come here and, in

a measure, complain that there has been too much delay. I believe

Professor Meyer—I did not read one word of his testimony—came
here all the way from Chicago to talk about the Commission in
regard to that. I am very sorry that he thought it was necessary
to do that. There are many kinds of professors in the world—pro-
fessors who have a large grasp of practical affairs, and there are
professors again who fall within that class described by Macaulay,
laborious pedants, who infest large libraries, spending most of their

time in learning the wrong thing. I do not know to what class

Professor Meyer belongs.

Senator Foeakee. Well, we have had two professors here.

Mr. FiFEK. That is one more than I had heard of.

Senator Foeakee. It should be said in behalf of Professor Meyer,
now that you speak of him as you do, that he came here on the invita-

tion of the chairman of the committee and without any compensation
from anybody, and refused to accept even his expenses.
Mr. FiFEE. I do not abuse Professor Meyer at all.

Senator Foeakee. It was purely an act of philanthropy on his part.

Mr. FiFEE. I am very glad that he came. For one, I want all the
light on this subject that is within the reach of the committee.

Senator Nbwlands. I understand that the complaint of the rail-
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way men is not regarding the delay of the Commission itself, but they

assert that these delays are an inseparable part of the 'jystem ; that it

is impossible for the Commission to act with the rapidity that is

desired, the rapidity of judgment that is desired; that these traffic

men with their numerous assistants are watching the commercial
conditions all the time and are able to act quickly and decisively, and
that it is important for the commercial interests that the decisions

should be quick and decisive. It is the system that they object to as

necessarily involving delay. I do not understand that they complain
of the Commissioners themselves in that regard.

Mr. FiFER. Now, gentlemen, one further thought, and I have done.

Our eloquent friend from Tennessee, to whom I have before referred,

pictured the dangers of Government ownership by granting this

power to the Conunission. Now, in my judgment the road to Govern-
ment ownership does not lie in that direction at all. It does not lie in

that direction at all in my judgment, but the reverse. Government
ownership in my judgment will come, if it ever does at all—and I pray
that it never may—^wheh the people of this country get the notion into

their heads that these railroad corporations are too strong for the Inter-

state Commerce Commission, are too strong for the courts, aye, too

strong for the Government. Now, that may come sooner than we think.

We have heard the mutterings, and I am no alarmist, I am no Jeffer-

son man, I have always been a Hamilton man, and I am no alarmist.

I believe this Government ultimately will take care of itself, and is

strong enough to do so, but we have heard the mutterings in the great

city by the Lakes, and in my own town of 25,000 inhabitants there

was a vote upon that question this spring, and although every news-

paper was against it, yet it voted for municipal ownership of public

utilities by two to one.

Senator Forakee. Still you would do what is right, wouldn't you ?

Mr. FiEER. Yes, exactly; and let the consequences take care of

themselves. The railroads are cutting out their very sharp curves,

and it is good railroad policy, and they have been cutting down the

heavy grades. Now, instead of working overtime on this widow and
orphan argument, I would set those men to work and I would cut out

some of these heavy grades in these tariffs and I would take some of

these sharp curves out.

Senator Kjeak. That is what they are doing—talring the grades and
curves off.

Mr. FiFER. Yes ; that is, the physical curves, but I would take them
out of the tariffs, and I say this in all good part as to what I would do

if I were a railroad man. As long as these situations exist over the

country, it is like a thorn in the foot; it will ne^'e^ down until the

thorn IS removed. It is a festering sore, and I believe—I am hope-

ful—I believe that the time will come when this everlasting conflict

that is going on between the railroads on the one side and the people

on the other will stop. I believe that it will find repose in just laws

justly administered, and when that is done there will be a better

understanding. I believe that we are passing through, and have been,

a transition period in this country so far as railroads are concerned.

I think we are a little different from what they are in Europe.
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We are running a foot race to get on in the world and get the dol-

lar, and each railroad man wants to be the biggest railroad man. I

think that we will pass through that by and by and the railroads will

settle down to where there will be less antagonism. I admire wonder-
fully Mr. James J. Hill. I admire Mr. Cassatt, and I admire Mr.
Fish, of the Illinois Central. They are all in a measure benefactors.

If I had their money, I would not invest it in boring holes through the

Kocky Mountains; I would go off to Europe, I think, and have a good
time—quit business ; but they have the pluck and the nerve to develop
these great industries. They do not do it for charity ; they want to

measure their prowess and their genius with the genius and ability of

others, and they become great benefactors. There is Mr. Fish, who
took various roads throughout the South. He galvanized them and
breathed the breath of life into them, and has made a great railroad

system, and so has Mr. Hill. When he went to the Pacific coast he
might have lost every cent he put into it. I would have said so. I

would not have done it. I say. All hail to these men ! and I would not

lay a straw in their way. I say they are benefactors, and I know of

nobody who is doing more for this country than these great captains

of industry, the railroad men, but they should not impose on the

public.

I have often thought that I would rather be a railroad president

than to hold any other position on earth. Senator CuUom will per-

haps remember that in our town some years ago Bishop Spaulding,
of Peoria, came over there and delivered a wonderfully brilliant

and eloquent lecture. We have a sort of an eccentric in our town who
imagined that he was something of a litterateur. He went out to

hear the Bishop, and in going away with a friend he said :
" Do you

know if I had my life to live over again I would be a bishop ? " Now,
gentlemen, if I had my life to live over again I would be president of
some great railroad company. I have a great admiration for them.
They have done wonders for this country. The railroads should be
fairly treated, and I am willing to concede that much of this talk is

unfounded and unjust. We must view these questions not as partisans,

not as railroad wreckers," but as fair men looldng on both sides of the
question, and that I believe I am able to do; but in order to allay

this constant friction that has been going on for years and which is

increasing, there must come about in some way a better under-
standing between the people on the one side and the railroads on the
other, and that can be done by fair dealing.

Senator Fokakeh. Do you think this friction is increasing?
Mr. Fefee. WeU, I don't know whether it is or not, but I think it is

at this time.

Senator Foeakee. Is it not true that there is less friction to-day
between the shippers a^d the public and the railroads than ever
before in the history of railroads in this country ?

Mr. FiTER. I hope that is true ; and possibly, Senator, you may be
right about it.

Senator Foeakee. I ask to get your opinion.

Mr. FirER. It is not being allayed very fast. It is not disappearing

very rapidly, and it is still, I might say, a diabolical fact. It is

with us.
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Senator Kean. Won't it always be with you ?

Mr. FiFER. No; I think not. I think it will come about as it is in

Europe to-day. I have not had time to read it, but I understand that

the people over there have no such feeling against the railroads as

they have here. You can take a personal-injury case before a jury
and get just as fair a trial as you can where the controversy is be-

tween two individuals. That kind of feeling to which I refer does
not exist at all. I think, possibly, it is because there is some sort of
regulation, and the railroads have acquiesced, and for that reason it

has largely disappeared. That is my own opinion.

Senator Forakee. Do you think the railroads have an advantage
before American juries in personal-injury cases?

Mr. FiTER. Not at all.

Senator Foeakei!. Just the reverse, is it not?
Mr. FiFER. To some extent. I have tried that question to my sor-

row many, many times. And I think that is the general experience.

Now, gentlemen, that is my say. I have given you the experience

of one who has had only a few years on the Commission. I may be
mistaken. I think in the main I am correct.

j

Senator Foraker. You told us of two instances in which you
thought excessive rates were charged, both to intermediate points,

one to Salt Lake City and the other to Charlotte. Now, what would
you do in those cases if we were to give you the power? I would
like to see how these things would work.
Mr. FiFEE. As far as the Charlotte case is concerned, I would not

like to discuss that further. I have told the circumstances, which
now are public record. We have to pass on that question soon. In

the other I do not know. The Rocky Mountain or western mountain
situation must all be tried together. It is a large question; you

can not single out any railroad running to any Pacific coast terminal

and try that case. What affects one affects all the transcontinental

roads, and it would be very unfair to try one situation without bring-

ing them all in.

Senator Foeakbe. Well, I did not want to have you testify any

further about that matter. Inasmuch as you cited those situations

I thought you had something clearly in your mind as to what you

would do to remedy those troubles.

Mr. FiFER. Now", we have been talking about investigating that

whole western moimtain situation. Bring in aU the roads and let

them all be heard.

Senator Foeaicer. You do know that you would not raise the rate,

as I understand you, on the through haul to the Pacific coast?

Mr. FiFEE. No, sir.

Senator Foraker. You would have to leave that as it is or else

drive the railroads out of that business?

Mr. FiFER. Yes ; that is right.

Senator Foraker. Then you would have to reduce the rate to Salt

Lake City?
Mr. FiFER. That would appear to be true.

Senator Foraker. If you were to set out to do that, you would

iiave to determine upon the facts adduced whether or not that was an

unreasonable rate under all the circumstances?

Mr. FiFEE. Under the first section, but not under the fourth.
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Senator Foeakee. If it was reasonable, it would stand.
Mr. FiFER. Yes; that is the situation exactly.

Senator Foeakee. If we have any remedy for that, you are not
aware of it, as I understand ?

Mr. FiFER. I want to add in closing that I do not believe, except
in some instances where I have stated, that the railroad rates through-
out this country are excessively high at all. I have never believed

that, and neither do I believe there would be or ought to be any great
disturbance of these rates, whatever powers the Commission might
be invested with.

Senator Foeakee. As a matter of fact, it is true, is it not, that

rates by themselves, rates in the absolute are not unreasonably high ?

Mr. FiTEE. I believe that is true with some exceptions.

Senator Foraker., There may be some exceptions, of course, to the

rule?

Mr. FiTER. Yes ; I think so.

Senator Foeakee. And if there is not any remedy against that, that

is adequate, one should be provided, I suppose, would be your
opinion ?

Mr. FiFEE. Yes.

Senator Foeakee. That disposes of the rate question. Then as to

the rebates, you state, as I understand you, that they are practically

discontinued, and, if not, there is all the law you can think of neces-

sary to enforce the discontinuance of them.
Mr. FiTEE. I can not think of anything else. However, I would

say this: This escaped me when we were on that subject before. If

you would delegate some power to the Commission to have a skilled

accountant to examine the books, I think that that would be a very
material help.

Senator Foeakee. Have a sort of power of visitation ?

Mr. FiFEE. A power of visitation; that is, by an expert. I could
not, nor could you, go into those books and find out anything about
them in the rest of my lifetime.

Senator Foeak-er. Something like a bank examiner?
Mr. Flfee. We must have somebody of skill. There is one thing

further that I think the committee ought to consider, and that is in

regard to export rates. Mr. Hill came here, I am very sorry to un-
derstand, and abused the Commission, and said in substance that the

action of the Commission had prevented him from sending flour to

the Orient.

Senator Foeakee. I do not think Mr. Hill abused the Commission,
if you will allow me to interrupt you there; He simply said the Com-
mission required, in accordance with the provisions of the law, that
he should publish his rates.

Mr. FiFER. No; I will tell you about that. I do not think that

Mr. .Hill has ever been tranrnieled in his export rates in the slightest

particular by any action of the Commission. I think that the law is

as the Commission has decided, that those rates must be published
along wit]\ the other schedules. I have always been in favor of an
emergency tariff on export rates—for instance, a great deal of these

sales to the Orient are made by cable. They telegraph to Chicago
or to Pittsburg for steel goods or for canned goods, and they have also
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the bid from some place in Europe where they have watei com-
munication, and the man here can fill the order if he can get a reason-

able internal rail rute. If he publishes his schedules, he can not

change his schedules in time to take the order, and therefore he will

lose it.

Now, it is not discrimination against the American producer, or

not much at least, to have an elastic export tariff that can be done
away with in special emergencies, because it is a question whether the
American producer shall fill a foreign order or whether he shall not.

Now, we called all the railroads together and the shippers, something
over a year ago, and heard all of their complaints. Some of the

roads were in favor of publishing the export tariff and others were
not, and some of the shippers were and others were not ; but we de-

cided that the law was that it must be published, and said that we
would not enforce it, however, until the railroads had had an oppor-
tunity to lay the whole matter before Congress and get relief. I

think, gentlemen, you ought to give us some legislation on that ques-

tion.

Senator Foeaker. Under the law as it now stands the Commission
has the power to waive that requirement about the publication of

through rates on export business, I believe, has it not ?

Mr. FiEER. Oh, I think not. Now, if the committee will indulge

me, before I answer any questions which they may desire to put to me,

I would like to crystallize all these things that I have been saying

into some concrete, definite form. First, I stand with the President

in regard to granting power to the Interstate Commerce Commission

to fix what a reasonable rate should be after an investigation.

Senator Doixiv-er. Now, do you apply that to the question of ?ates

that are unreasonable in themselves or do you apply it also to these

discriminations? . .

Mr. FiFER. I do not see why it should not be applied to discrmu-

nations between localities. As I said earlier in my statement, I do

not see if there is a discrimination such as there was in what we called

the " Wichita case "—that is, they charged from St. Louis to Wichita

a higher rate for a shorter haul over the lines of the same company

than they did to Omaha, a longer distance. I do not know how you

are going to correct that inequality unless you lay your hands on the

rates. I believe that when you determine that a rate is unreason-

able when it is charged, and you hear all the evidence and the argu-

ments, when you find that the rate is too high, somehow in some way

by the same mental operation you find what a reasonable rate

should be.
. . , , ,-,,«

Senator Kean. If you find that it is too low, what would you do '.

Mr. FiFER. Well, that would hardly ever be the case, and the sole

question is as to whether or not the rate is reasonable. I think

we can rely upon our railroad friends to fix their rates high enough.

I do not think that we need trouble ourselves about that. They will

take care of that.
, . , « , ^ • ^ xt at- i

Senator Kean. Do you think a 7-cent rate on grain to New York

was too low? , T, • i -r, 1 -J.

Mr. FiFER. Decidedly too low. It was a rumons rate. Perhaps it

might pay operating expenses, and yet I doubt that. Certainly,

every road in the United States, if all their rates were fixed at that

standard, would be in chancery.
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Senator Kean. Suppose that New York was complaining as

against New Orleans, that they had too low a rate, how would you
arrange that?

Mr. FiPEK. That is over different lines. This discrimination be-

tween localities is generally over a single line. We have that trouble

in regard to the import rates, of which you heard from Judge
Clements on the rate from Antwerp on plate glass to Chicago. The
rate is 40 cents, whereas from Boston it is 50 cents. The Gulf ports

wanted to participate in that traffic from Antwerp. The vessels

that go to the Gulf ports are largely tramp vessels going around the

world. They are not regular lines of steamers, and they bring but
little import traffic and frequently it happens that wheat is carried

over and back across the ocean several times, simply for ballast. It

is frequently the case that these vessels pay a certain amount for sand,

as ballast, if they have not freight enough to put in the holds of

their ships.

Those vessels that serve the Gulf ports might bring that glass for

ballast, and, therefore, could bring it for nothing. Mr. Fish wanted
to participate in that traffic, and he made a rate of 32 cents. He had
a right to do so. I do not know that we ought ever to say that he
should not. That is the competition between markets, and that is the

great regulator of rates in this country. For instance, the man from
the North Atlantic seaboard meets a man from the Gulf in the grain
markets of Kansas City, say, and they begin to bid against each other

for grain, and what they can bid depends upon the rail rate so that
brings these railroads into competition with each other. Now, strange
to say, the Mississippi River from the grain fields of the West to the
(Julf regulates the grain rates to the East over these freight lines.

That seems strange, and how is it brought about? Mr. Fish's road
parallels the Mississippi from Cairo to New Orleans. Now, he must
make a rate that will take that traffic from the water and put it

upon the rails, and the man from New Orleans meets a man in Kan-
sas City or St. Louis to purchase grain. There is a water rate
that is fixed by the Mississippi Eiver to tide water. The Mississippi
River fixes it. It also fixes the rate for the Atlantic seaboard. If
the Atlantic seaboard wants to get that grain, they must give a rate
that is substantially the rate fixed by Mr. Fish. So there you have
what is called on wide fields a competition between markets. As I
said, I do not believe that granting that power to the Conunission
would upturn these rates as much as our railroad friends imagine
that it would, and I doubt if we would ever be called upon to exercise
the authority that would be delegated very often, because simply
the fact that the power exists would cause these men when they met
in conference as they do, to not go so fast. It would be a restraining
force. They would say we had better go slow about this, we had better
use moderation ; if we do not and fix these rates too high the Commis-
sion will be after us and we will have trouble.

It is said, however, by Mr. Hines that the courts would never dis-
turb a rate fixed by the Commission unless it was confiscatory; that
they could not do so. I do not think that is true if you simply dele-
gate that power, but suppose you insert a little provision in the law
saying that the courts when applied to should, on the evidence pre-
sented, have a right to pass upon that question of fact, just the same
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as the Commission. I think they would do so anyhow, but suppose
you did that; it would obviate all the objections urged by Mr. Hines,
and his argument goes to the ground.
Now, then, further, I would talte away from the Commission this

executive power. The railroads complain, and I think justly, that
they do not like to go into a police 1.. adquarters and try their civil
rights, and I think that power should be taken away from the Com-
mission a'rid conferred upon some other tribunal. I think if this
remains with the Commission or you create another commission for
that purpose you should delegate to that body or this body, if we con-
tinue to exercise that power, the right of investigation by skilled ex-
perts. I believe that was suggested by Mr. Hines, and I thinlc there
would be no trouble about that, because I believe that these railroads
want to stop these rebates as much as they can. It is natural to sup-
pose that they should, and I think that that would be a great aid in
preventing these rebates for the future.

I believe there are rebates paid now, and possibly there will be a-s

long as there are railroads. You can not stop all crime, I do not
care what law you have. There is not a city, there is not a town, or
a village throughout the length and breadth of this land where the
law is not violated in some way every twenty-four houps. You can
drive it to cover, you can restrain it, you can minimize it, but you
can not wholly prevent it, and so with the exercise of this power.
Now, I would provide for a court. I would provide for a court, and

it seems to me that the better plan would be to restrict the jurisdic-

tion of that court exclusively to the trial of these cases, although I
am not clear in regard to that proposition. You might make some
such provision as the Esch-Townsend bill contained and adopt it.

Senator Cullom. Well, you say you would provide for a court.

Do you mean that that court should simply listen to and try cases

sent to it by the Commission, or after the Commission had made a

finding?
Mr. FiFEE. Yes, I think so. You might delegate to that court the

powers that are exercised by the courts now, the power of injunction.

We have some fourteen railroads tied up already by injunction, and
you might confer upon that court that power. That might be a good
thing; and in regard to export rates I think there ought to be some
amendment of the law and rigid regulation in regard to import rates;

but so far as export rates are concerned, I think the widest latitude

ought to be permitted, perhaps to have some tariff, but to provide also

for what might be called an emergency tariff, so that it could be

changed quickly, and when our manufacturers and producers received

a cable for a large order of goods and the same purchaser had a bid

from perhaps some of the countries of Europe for the same order,

there ought to be some arrangement made for an emergency tariff.

I think it would help very greatly. I did not read Mr. Hill's testi-

mony, but I have no doubt from the expressions that I have heard

from railroad men that that would be a most excellent provision.

Now, I do not know what other amendments you could make to this

law.
Senator Cullom. If I understand you, you propose that the law

should be amended so that you not only on complaints could determine
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whether a rate was reasonable, but if you found it to be unreasonable

you could determine what rate would be reasonable ?

Mr. FiFEE. "What rate would be reasonable.

Senator Cullom. And to make an order accordingly?
Mr. FiFEE. Yes.

^Senator Kean. Whether a higher or lower rate.

Mr. FiFEE. Well, as I said a moment ago, I think the railroad

traffic men will take care of the maximum.
Senator Kean. That is not the question. You are going to decide

a complaint that is made, and you are to decide whether that rate is

reasonable or unreasonable.

Mr. Fifee. Who would bring a complaint of that kind ? Certainly

not the shipper; and the railroad would not bring it, because the

railroad ha,s the right to make it in advance.

Senator Kean. But you have to decide whether this thing is fair

or not.

Senator Foeakee. Suppose you have two localities, on different

lines, and complaint is made that one locality has a rate that is dis-

criminatory as against it as compared with the other, and suppose
the defense would be by that road that that is only a reasonable rate

and you would find it reasonable, you would have to find the other

was unreasonably low ?

Mr. FiFEE. Then you would destroy the competition of markets.

That would be the danger about that.

Sena^-or Foeakee. And that would not be a good thing to do ?

Mr. I iFEE. I think it would not.

Senator Foeakee. This rivalry between localities is one of the best

kinds of competition that we have, is it not?
Mr. Fifee. Oh, most certainly.

Senator Foeakee. And you would not believe in giving to the
Commission the right to fix a minimum rate below which one locality

in the case heard might not go?
Mr. Fifee. I doubt the propriety of that for the reasons I stated,

that it would tend to destroy the competition between markets, which
is certainly a great regulator of rates.

Senator Foeakee. If you found one rate was unreasonably high
and you were to require it to be reduced, and it were reduced, the
same discrimination could be practiced by dropping the other rate

so as to keep the difference?

Mr. Fifee. That could be done, yes, sir. I do not believe, however,
that the railroads themselves would ever consent to that.

Senator Foeakee. And you do not think it would be a good thing
for the country, do you ?

Mr. Fifee. I do not. You take the great Mississippi Valley. The
traffic is going to the Gulf. That is the natural outlet, and they
would not want to have their natural rights and advantages taken
away.
Senator Foeakee. Now, if you take away from this subject the

question of rates as you take away the question of rebates and dis-

crimination between localities, what is thare left except discrimina-

tion in commodities and private car lines and terminal charges for us

to consider i
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Mr. FiFKR. Well, that is about all.

Senator Foraker. It comes down to within pretty narrow limits?
Mr. FiFER. Yes.
Senator Newlands. There is more complaint about discrimination

between localities than any other, is there not?
Mr. FiEER. Yes; there is a great deal of complaint in regard to

that, and that is one of the most difficult questions we have to deal
with.

Senator Foeaker. If you grant a complaint in a given case the
other locality is likely to complain as against that which has been
remedied ?

Mr. FiFER. Yes; and that is liable to force on a rate war. You
lake the competition between the North Atlantic seaboard and the
Gulf ports in the grain trade. Out in our country last fall, or in
the early winter, there was something of a rate "war. The Gulf
roads were carrying grain very low. They could not get above the
Mississippi River rates, which will always fix the rate. The mo-
ment they put the rate up high the traffic goes by water. So that
in determining rates you can always get a case of that kind and by
that standard you can measure rates, so that you can not get very far
out of the way.
Senator Foraker. What is the differential now between Boston

and New York in favor of New Orleans ?

Mr. FiFER. On grain?
Senator Foraker. Yes.
Mr. FiFER. I could not tell you just what it is now. They say

that it takes, I think, about three quarters of a cent to a cent to divert

the grain traffic from the Northwest to the Gulf, because there are
some natural disadvantages at the Gulf —the warm weather—and it

is preferable to ship the grain out from a port farther north. So
that the Gulf j)orts m regard to grain and grain products labor under
that natural disadvantage.

Senator Foeakbr. The New Orleans and Galveston ports were not
involved in this investigation the Interstate Commerce Commission
has just made with reference to the differentials applying to Phila-

delphia and Brooklyn?
Mr. Fifee. No; they did not participate in that investigation at

all, yet the witnesses reached out and they came in incidentally. But
in the plate glass, this import case, they took leave to bring in the

Illinois Central Railroad, and there is to be a further inquiry, as I

remember, in regard to that.

Senator Foeakee. There is a differential in favor of New Orleans

as against New York of something like 7 cents, is there not?

Mr. Fifee. On grain?

Senator Foeakee. Yes.

Mr. Fifee. A hundred?
Senator Foeakee. Yes.

Mr. Fifee. Oh, I think not so high.

Senator Foeakee. What is the differential in favor of Baltimore

as a port ?

Mr. Fifee. Well, we fixed that, but I am not prepared on those fig-

ures. At Baltimore it is a little more than it is at Philadelphia ; I

think about 2 cents at Baltimore as against New York and Boston.

New York and Boston take the same rate.
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Senator Kean. Boston is not very well satisfied ?

Mr. Fii:er. No.
Senator Forakek. New York and Boston have the same rate for

exports. They have not the same rate, however, for domestic trans-

portation, have they? Is not the rate from Chicago to Boston 2

cents per hundredweight higher than from Chicago to New York ?

Mr. FiFER. On exports?

Senator Foraker. No ; on domestic.

Mr. FiFER. It is somewhat higher; but just the rate I could not

tell you.

Senator Foraker. But the rate for export is the same from Chi-

cago to Boston as from Chicago to New York ?

Mr. FiTER. Yes; but a little less at Philadelphia and a little less

at Baltimore than at Philadelphia.

Mr. Commissioner Knapp. May I be pardoned if I endeavor to

answer that question ?

Senator Foraker. I would be very much obliged if you would.

Mr. Commissioner Knapp. One of the earliest, questions that came'

before the Commission was the proper adjustment of Tates from, the

West as between New York and Boston. They had been very much
higher to Boston. The Commission heard that case before I became
a member of it, and decided that the domestic rate to Boston should

exceed the rate to New York by one-tenth of the New York rate

—

that is, to be 10 per cent above. Carriers substantially complied

with that determination, not by fixing the positive rate of 10 per cent

above, but by making changes in the figures, which was substantially

10 per cent, so that now, I think, the difference ranges from 2 cents

on the lowest class up to perhaps 8 cents in the first class, and pos-

sibly even more than that.

Senator Foraker. Assuming it is 2 cents higher to the Boston
port for domestic consumption than it is to New York, and the same
for export from Chicago to Boston and Chicago to New York ports,

what would be the effect of making the rate for exports from Chicago
to Boston the same that it is for consumption ? In other words, not
giving Boston a differential for export as against her domestic rate?

Mr. Commissioner Knapp. Why, I should think if the inland ex-

port rate to Boston were higher than to New York—materially

higher; say, 2 cents—it would practically close up the Boston port.

Senator Cullom. What is the differential between New York and
New Orleans?

Senator Foraker. I want to ask another question, if I may be per-

mitted. On what basis do you make a lower rate for export from
Chicago to Boston than you do for domestic transportation for con-
sumption ?

Mr. Commissioner Knapp. Upon the theory that the through rate

from origin to foreign destination must be at least as low through
Boston as through New York to enable it to get any of that business.

Senator Foraker. Otherwise it would all go out through the other
port?
Mr. Commissioner Knapp. Yes.
Senator Foraker. That is, a difference of 2 cents a hundredweight

from Chicago to a seaboard in favor of the one port would take all out
of that port as against the other ?

S. Doc. 243, 59-1—vol 4 34
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Mr. FiTER. Yes; where the difference in ocean rate is so slight aa

between New York and Boston.
Senator Fokaker. So that it is not a question of mere natural con-

ditions existing at Boston and New York, is it ?

Mr. FiFER. Scarcely at all.

Senator Foraker. It has not anything to do with it? It is a di-

rect preference, is it not ? What else is it that leads the Commission
to say that Boston may have 2 cents less for exports than she has for
domestic importation 'i

Mr. FiFER. Broadly put, to permit Boston to participate in that
export trade.

Senator Fokaker. Something she would not be allowed to do if the
other rate prevailed?
Mr. Commissioner Knapp. And on the further theory, not by any

means to be lost sight of, that taking everything into account, it is

for the advantage of the country that there should be competition
between routes, and that not to have a rate adjustment which per-

mits that competition is to give a preference to one port over another.

Senator Foeaker. In other words, if you were to leave those ports

to themselves without any preferential or differential allowed in the

rates it would be a different result from that which we have neces-

sarily ?

Mr. FiKER. Perhaps I do not quite appreciate that question.

Senator Foraker. I say if it were not for a differential, which is

arbitrarily fixed, the business would not be so arranged that the ports

would share reasonably in the export trade?

Mr. FiFER. I think that necessarily follows.

Senator Foraker. Now, another case. I had my attention called

to the fact—I saw it somewhere—that between Buffalo and Boston

and Fairport and Baltimore the distance is exactly the same, and yet

there is a preferential of 3 mills by your recent order, I notice, in

favor of the haul from Fairport to Baltimore. Heretofore there was

a preferential in favor of the rate from Fairport to Baltimore as

against the rate from Buffalo to Boston of 4 mills. Fairport is in

Ohio. Now, on what ground is that differential justified? That is

what I want to get, in a word, if you can tell me.

Mr. Commissioner Knapp. Of course, the best answer would be to

refer you to the reasons which the Commission has assigned, but in

a word it is on the theory that there are certain disabilities at the ports

of Philadelphia and Baltimore, and particularly with reference to

the amount of ocean tonnage leaving those ports, the number of sail-

ings, the very much less number of foreign ports reached from Balti-

more and Philadelphia than from New Yorlc, so that there must be

opportunities for a somewhat lower through rate by Philadelphia

and Baltimore to the foreign destination in order that they may have

an opportunity to compete for that trade.

Senator Foraker. That is what I want to get at. Now, the dis-

tance being exactly the same, and there being no material difference

between the hauls, the grades being practically the same, and the

roads being equally good, as it may be assumed without contradic-

tion, I think, then there is no ground in anything that is found

before you reach the coast to justify a differential

«
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Mr. FiFEE. Oh, yes; at Philadelphia and Baltimore they are

nearer the grain fields of the Middle West.

Senator Foeaker. I am talking about Fairport and Baltimore

and Buffalo to Boston. Those are the ports that I am talking about,

where you allow a differential of 3 mills. On what ground is that

justified ?

Mr. Commissioner Knapp. As I have said, upon the ground that

the routes to foreign destinations via Philadelphia and Baltimore

are under certain disabilities, which make it necessary that the

through rate be somewhat more agreeable to the shipper by those

routes in order to enable them to compete.

Mr. FiFEE. That question was all thrashed out before I became a

member of the Commission. There was a commission or a committee

called the Thurman Commission, which investigated that at one

time, and it was also before this Commission.
Senator Kean. That was before the passage of the interstate-com-

merce law ?

Mr. FiPER. The policy of the railroads of this country seems to be

to make the lowest rate on export traffic, and that I think prevails

in about all the countries in the world. It developed in the plate-

glass case, the last case before the Commission, that in Belgium,
where most of the plate glass of the world is made, on export glass

the railroads charge much less than they do when they carry it for

domestic consumption. Now, this differential question between these

four North Atlantic ports has been before the Commission only once

since I have been on the Commission, and it was by arbitration, by
consent of the localities and the railroads, that they were submitted
to the Commission to say what was fair and right under all the cir-

cumstances. Now, there were two reasons that influenced my mind to

make the decision that we did. One was that those differentials

had existed for a great many years. Men had invested, perhaps,
fortunes, and cities had been built up on the faith of them, and then
the shippers from the West, especially the grain men, wanted all

these ports kept open so that they could make their choice. Now, if

left simply to natural conditions, the port having the greatest natural
advantage would draw to itself all the trade, and trade would
become congested, and the others would go out of business, their
vessels, for handling grain and the products of grain, would run
down, and all that.

Now, we took the whole question as a sort of an equitable question
and decided what was right and fair between these ports, not on the
cold question of natural advantage alone, as we would, possibly,

in some other case have done or as a court might have to do. It
was a sort of a compromise finding and following the findings of
the Thurman commission or committee and the previous finding of
our own Commission.

Senator Cullom. The Thurman committee or commission was
really at work before the original interstate-commerce act was passed.
Mr. FiFER. Yes; but they did not change the facts nor circum-

stances. They existed just the same.
Seiiator Forakee. They made their finding in 1882, I think, five

years before the interstate-commerce act was passed.
Mr. FiFEE. Now, the question was whether it was best for the peo-

ple of this country to have one North Atlantic port for their traffic
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through which to reach foreign countries, or whether it was best to

keep them all open so that the western farmer and the western pro-

ducer could take his choice. Now, those are the influences that con-

trolled my mind in the determination of that question, giving due
weight also to the natural advantages of the different ports.

Senator Forakee. I was not complaining of the opinion. I was
merely stating that fact.

Mr. FirER. Of course we could have taken the internal rate, the
railroad rate, and carried it down to the water and chopped it off

right there and said " we will not look beyond our own limits at all;
"

but we took into consideration the whole situation, and that is

what all parties, the complainants and the defendants—if I may
speak of them as such—desired we should do, and we investigated
it and did the best we could under the circumstances.

Senator Foster of Louisiana. Judge Clements, in his statement
the other day, stated that within the last two years the complaints
lodged against the railroads have been more numerous than in pre-
ceding j^ears. What is the character and nature of those complaints?
Do they refer to unreasonable and unjust (4iarges or inequality of

rates between localities or discriminations between localities or

persons ?

Mr. FiFER. I can not answer definitely with regard to that. Mr.
Clements is one of the members longest on the Commission, and
familiar with so many of the facts internally concerning the work
of the Commission, so that it was given over to him to examine these

questions; and anyway, our Commission in that particular is a lit-

tle like a court. A complaint is made. We do not rush in every

time a complaint is made and read it over. The complaint is entered

and under the statute we fix a time when the defendant must
answer, and generally before the case is heard we look over the papers

and see what are the issues. For that reason, I can not answer spe-

cifically. I can say generally that I think some of them concern ex-

cessive rates, but mostly perhaps it is discriminations between locali-

ties, and all sorts of questions. Still, if you desire exact information

in regard to that, we could take the cases on file with the Commission,

so that there would be no doubt about it. They are susceptible of

exact information.

Senator Foster of Louisiana. I was under the impression that the

majority of the complaints were lodged against the inequality of

rates between places and localities.

Mr. FiFER. Very largely so, I think.

Senator Foster of Louisiana. Do you find the law to-day adequate

to meet these complaints that are lodged against the carriers?

Mr. Fifer. Oh, in a measure we can administer some relief, but I

think it is inadequate. I think, as I have said before, that if this

power existed—it is a little like the President has said. He wanted a

laro-e Navy, not for war, but in order to preserve peace; and in the

sarae way, if we have a delegation of power here that is effective, why,

you will not have to exercise it as much as a great many think. In

my judgment, it will sober these gentlemen and make them think

twice before they raise a rate, and I think, on the whole, it would tend

to more equitable rates throughout the country.

Senator Foster of Louisiana. If this constitutional power was con-

ferred upon the Commission or S9me other tribunal, would that meet
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the requirements of the situation, without any other additional

legislation ?

Mr. FiFEE. I do not believe I catch your point, Senator.

Senator Fostee of Louisiana. If a law should be passed conferring

upon the Commission or upon some other tribunal the power and au-

thority to fix the rates after condemning a rate as unreasonable, would
that meet the situation ? Would it enable the Commission to correct

all of the abuses that now exist ?

Mr. FiFER. Oh, possibly not all of the abuses ; but it would assist

in a very large measure. Now, to illustrate, there are discriminations

of all Irinds—large discriminations and small discriminations. There
is a gentleman in this room who made complaint against a railroad.

He was a fruit shipper from the South, and he complained that he was
not furnished equal facilities for unloading when the fruit reached
Chicago. Well, that was a discrimination, and there are many others

of similar kinds ; so that you can not make a law to meet every little

case of that kind, but it must be under the broad provisions of the

law that prohibits discriminations of all kinds.

Senator Kean. Was there a complaint made in that case?

Mr. FiFEE. There was a complaint made in that case, and it was
heard ; but before an opinion was put forth the parties got together
and adjusted the matter between them, and now they are the very best

of friends, I believe.

Senator Kean. It was not the question of rate, then, but it was a
question of service?

Mr. FiFEE. It was a question of service, and it did not affect the
I'ate, and yet it was covered by the statute. I mention that to show
you that there are other discriminations and other complaints that
are frequently made that perhaps have not been called to your atten-

tion, as illustrated in this particular instance.

Senator Foster of Louisiana. You think, then, that additional leg-

islation is necessary, even should the Commission be clothed with this

additional power, do you?
Mr. FiFER. No; I think there was power already in the Commis-

sion to meet the requirements of the fruit case that I speak of.

Senator Foster of Louisiana. No ; I mean generally speaking. If
Congress should simply ]Dass an act conferring upon this Commission
authority to fix a rate after the Commission had condemned an ex-

isting rate as unreasonable, would that meet the requirements of the
present situation?

Mr. FiFEE. I do not see what more Congress can do in that par-
ticular instance.

Senator Foster of Louisiana. You think that the present law, the
law as it now stands, and the clothing of the Commission with this

additional power would meet the conditions ?

Mr. FiFER. Not that alone. I have referred to other things here
that I think ought to go with it.

Senator Foster of Louisiana. With the suggestions you have
made?
Mr. Fifee. Yes ; and I do not say now that the amendments I have

suggested here will cover the whole gauntlet at all.

Senator Foster of Louisiana. I have been absent from a good many
of the hearings, and I should like to ask you if the rate charges now
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are .lower than they have been for a number of years past, taking

the general railroad rate throughout the country?
Mr. FiFER. That would be a question of almost impossible solu-

tion. The railroads would say "yes," while the Commission would
say, on the whole that they are higher. Now, in a sense on many
articles, the rates are lower; and yet you take the articles that
constitute the great bulk of the traffic—the products of the farm
and the factory and the forest, which I thinlj constitute the large
bulk of the heavy traffic of this country, my own notion—and yet I
could not say without going over the tariffs for the specific purpose
of ascertaining that, whether on the whole they were higher, but I
think the tariffs, as adjusted to-day, are yielding a larger revenue to

the roads than they have formerly yielded. I know the roads, judg-
ing from net earnings, are very prosperous. Well, you will find, as

we have found, if you dig into the question, that they are making
A'ery large improvements all over the country. There never was a

time when railroads were being improved as they are to-day. Bridges
are being put in, curves are being taken out, grades are being cut

down, sidetracks are being put in, and better depot buildings, both
freight and passenger, are being erected. Now, it has been testified

to before us, even bj' Mr. Baer, of the anthracite coal roads, that

when they put in a steel bridge, that is charged to current expenses,

that they do not charge it to permanent improvements ; and when
they put in a sidetrack or build a station, I think it was testified

that they charged that to current expenses, and that it was not

charged up to permanent improvements. Well, now, there is so

much of that going on that it reduces the revenues of the roads

unduly. They will get through with these vast betterments that are

going on at this time and then their earnings will make a better

showing.
Senator Foster, of Louisiana. Then your judgment is that the

rates are higher than they have been in former years?

Mr. FiTER. Well, as I say, I could not speak definitely on that mat-

ter. As I stated a moment ago, the statistical part of the statement

was very kindly assumed by Judge Clements. It was of no use for

all of us to go over that matter, and he assumed the work of the

preparation for that part of the statement.

Senator Dolliver. I want to get at the opinion of the Commission

as to how wide this power to fix rates ought to be. Now, I can see

very clearly that it might be of great advantage to the public to fix

the rates in a case where the existing rate was complained of as un-

just and unreasonable to give the public the advantage of a reduction

of that rate ; but, if I understood Judge Clements correctly, he gave

the impression that that power would be absolutely worthless as an

instrument or means for putting an end to discriminations bstween

places. In answer to a question which I propounded to him as

follows

!

" So that the -mere power to fix the maximum rate would not enable

the Commission to handle the question of discriminations at all."

Judge Clements replied that he did not think it would, and after-

wards added that is was his opinion—and I think he undertook to

express the opinion of the Commission—that this power to supervise

the rates mio'ht properly be confined to the power of condemjimg an
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unjust and unreasonable rate and substituting one that was just and
reasonable.

Mr. FiFER. Yes.
Senator Dolliver. What is your opinion about that? What ad-

vantage, for instance, could the public get in the matter of putting
an end to rebates by giving the Commission the power to fix rates ?

Mr. FiTEE. I think you were not in the room, Senator, when I was
on that branch of the discussion in regard to rebates. I do not think
that has anything to do with rebates.

Senator Dolliver. So that whatever power the Commission would
have over the rates would probably not increase its efficiency in its

effort to abolish rebates.

Mr. FirER. I think it is a different exercise of power altogether. I

think one is a police power and the other is an administrative power.
Senator Dolliver. Do you agree with Judge Clements in saying

that the power to fix a maximum rate in cases where the complaint
is of discriminations between two localities would be worthless?
Mr. FiFER. No; and I did not understand Judge Clements to say

that. If he did, I hardly think I would agree with him. As I stated

at the outset, Senator, there are three sections of that act. The first

is as to reasonable rates, the third section is discrimination between
localities, and the fourth section is the long and short haul clause.

Now, I would like to have somebody tell me how any infraction of
those statutes can ever be remedied without the change of a rate?

Cai^i you think of any? You are not on the witness stand, of course.

Senator Dolliver. Well, I wanted to get at how the discrimination
between two towns could be remedied by simply fixing maximum
rates. It was evidently Judge Cleinents's idea that in case of such a
discrimination the fixing of the maximum rate would be a compara-
tively worthless proceeding, because the roads would be at liberty
to restate the discrimination in lower terms.
Mr. FiFER. Well, as I said in the first part of the discussion here,

when it comes to discrimination between localities on the same road

—

mark you, we have never exercised the authority, I think, when one
road made one rate and another road made another rate, we do not
interfere with that—I stated that it might be necessary in order to
bring about a just equilibrium between those two localities to bring
it about by lowering a rate entirely, or it might be by raising one rate
a little and lowering another, and so bringing about a just arrange-
ment between the two places.

Senator DoLLn^EE. But would you confine that to cases where the
discrimination occurred on the same line of road ?

Mr. FiFER. I think I would. I would not interfere with those
discriminations occurring on independent lines, because then you
run up against the other proposition and destroy the competition
between markets. For instance, if we should take hold of Mr. Fish's
road, if we had the authority to say, " Here, we will fix your plate-
glass rate at so much, and the rate for the people at our north At-
lantic coast ports shall be fixed at so much," then the competition
between markets would be gone.

Senator Dolliver. I ask these questions because an impression has
been sought to be made here that this power of fixing rates or super-
vising rates is one that might very greatly affect the commercial
situation of whole regions of country.
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Mr. FiTEE. And unsettle things.

Senator Dolliver. And unsettle things, and I wanted to get your
idea whether it would be possible for us in conferring this power
upon your Commission to narrow it, say, to these two propositions
which you have mentioned—first, rates that are exorbitant and un-
reasonable in themselves, and, second, to those discriminations be-

tween localities which are perpetrated by the same railroad, where
the localities are on the same line of road.

Mr. FiFER. Yes. You will find where those discriminations exist

that generally the low rate is fixed by competition, and unless you
take hold of other roads and destroy the competition between markets,
it is almost impossible to raise that rate. You can cut down the rate.

Senator Dolliver. So you think to confer the power to do that on
the Commission would probably net the public no good ?

Mr. FiTER. It might in some cases and in some instances it might
work some good. Where the competitif^n was not very sharp, the

roads might raise their rates ; but it is the opinion of the Commission,
and I think will be the opinion of this body when you are through,

that the railroads can be relied on to make rates high enough. They
will take care of that. It would hardly be regulating railroads to

jump in and say that they are not charging enough and that they

must put up their rates; and yet there are instances where perhaps

it might be necessary to cut down one rate, and let the roads raise

another rate a little to bring about a proper adjustment.

Senator Newlands. Suppose there should be another depression

such as there was from 1893 to 1897, and there should be, say, only

three-fourths of the present transportation business. Would not

the tendency be toward granting rebates again in the contest between

these railroads for traffic ?

Mr. FiEER. The temptation would be much greater than it is when

the roads are getting about all the traffic they can haul. That stands

to reason. ^
Senator Newlands. Suppose such a condition should occur agam

and rebates should again be given, do you think you would be in any

better position to check that condition than you were from 1893 to

1897?
Mr. FiFER. My own belief is that the railroads will never have

the desire, and possibly under the same temptations never would

return to the rate cutting and the rebate paying which they have done,

and if they did the Elkins Act would now afford considerable relief

by means of injunction.

Senator Newlands. By means of injunction?

Mr. FiEER. Yes.
, , »

Senator Newlands. You would rely mainly upon that, would you?

Mr. FiFER. Yes.

Senator Newlands. Now, prior to that time the law itself forbade

these offenses, and parties were punished for violation of the law?

Mr. FirER. Yes.

Senator Newlands. Now, you substitute for that or add to it the

issuing of a writ of injunction, and the judge summarily punishes a

violation of the injunction?

Mr. FiFER. That is right.

Senator Newlands. I ask why should the injunction be any more
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eflPective than the law itself? It certainly would not enable you to

get at the facts any more easily, would it ?

Mr. FiFER. Well, it operates more quickly. It avoids a long
hearing before a grand jury. It does away with all the prosecution

officers of the court, to some extent, and summarily you simply put
the strong hand of the law on the man's shoulder and bring him into

court and find out

Senator Newlands. Granting that, I understand your chief diffi-

culty has been in getting at the facts. Would you not have as much
difficulty under the injunction process in getting at the facts as under
the process of indictment ?

> Mr. FiFEE. Possibly. I pointed out here how I think you could

get at the facts much better if the amendment was adopted, and that is

to have some authority to employ expert accountants to go into these

offices, and let that be their regular business, to examine these books

;

and still, even then, if they have a mind to pay rebates there would be

great difficulty, as there is in finding out about any crime.

Senator Newlands. Would not that involve some kind of a secret

service or detective force ?

Mr. Fifee. Yes; it might develop into that, and it might become
necessary anyway. There is no great difference between finding out
a violation of that statute and a violation of any other criminal
statute.

Senator Newlands. During the period from 1893 to 1897, when
this condition of things existed, when, according to the statement of
the traffic managers themselves it was general, did the Commission
make use of detectives or a secret service force of any kind ?

Mr. FiFER. No, sir; we had no detectives, and as I remember it

we had no fund, no appropriation that would enable us to do that.

I know in several instances we could barely get through with our
routine work.
Senator Newlands. Have you such a fund now? Is such a fund

provided now ?

Mr. FiFER. I think it is not in the hands of the Commission.
Senator Newlands. In whose hands is it?

Mr. Fifee. Not for this purpose. It was for the enforcement of
the antitrust law. There was such a fund as that placed in the
hands of another Department of the Government.

Senator Newlands. Ought not funds to be provided for such pur-
pose?
Mr. Fifee. I think if you are going to leave this power with the

Commission, there ought to be some means adopted to get at the
books—some skilled person, and possibly a number of them, to keep
watch and detect the violations of this law as you would of any
other law. I think that ought to be done, whether you leave this

power with the Commission or whether you give it to someone else.

Senator Newlands. How would you organize such a service as
that?

Mr. Fifee. I could not state now. You would organize it as you
would any other detective force.

Senator Newlands. Would you put it under the control of the
Commission or entirely separate?
Mr. Fifee. I would take that duty away from the Commission
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entirely and make it a separate duty. The railroad, complains, and 1

think justly—although the members of the Commission do not agree

in regard to that exactly, but there is no one of them, I believe, who
would object to it seriously—the railroads do not want to have their

civil rights submitted to a tribunal that is spying upon them and
whose duty it is to convict them in the courts of the country and to

obtain fines and imprisonment to be imposed. The conditions are not

just what they ought to be in that particular. I think there is no
member of the Commission who would object seriously to taking the

duty of expert examination away from the Commission and con-

ferring it upon some other body.
Senator Newlands. Admitting all that, my inquiry is as to where

you would vest that power. Would you put it into the Attorney-

General's department?
' Mr. FiFER. Yes ! that would be a proper place.

Senator Newlands. Then, in that event, you would rely

Mr. FiFER (continuing). Or it might be put into the hands of the
Department of Commerce and Labor.

Senator Newlands. Is there not some way of organizing this

Interstate Commerce Commision in such a way as that you could
have one part that will attend entirely to the quasi-judicial functions
of hearing and determining, and another branch of that Commission
to transact the detective and police duties ?

Mr. FiFER. So far as I can see now, I would answer no.

Senator Newlands. Would not that work better than putting them
so far apart as giving these powers to the Attorney-General's office

would involve?
Mr. FiFER. It is altogether likely it would. That is a matter of

detail, however, that nobody can tell in advance just what would be

best to do.

Senator Newlands. I hope that in making your recommendations
to the conunittee as to the amendment of this law you will cover that

point, because we want the benefit of your experience. My own idea

is that you must in the course of your investigations and hearings,

and in the discharge of your duties, get a lot of information that
would be available for such purposes that would not be available to

the Attorney-General, who has nothing to do with the general per-

formance of your duties.

Mr. FiFER. That presupposes that the execution of the criminal
side of the statute should remain with our Commission.

Senator Newlands. Either remain with your Commission or be
intrusted to a branch of your Commision.
Mr. FiFER. Well, make it a branch; that might be the better

way. It is impossible. Senator, for anybody to tell in advance just

what is right, perhaps. You would have to try it first. Take the
interstate-commerce act; was anybody foolish enough to suppose
that in providing for the control of interstate commerce over a vast

country like this the first cut was going to get just the right law?
WTiy, it takes a hundred years sometimes to perfect laws. Take
all the old English statutes, and the English common law, which has
been in existence for years and years, and most of the States have
adopted it. On the one side you have the violators of the law always
trying to break through or get around the law, and the lawmakers
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on the other side are always trying to close up the gaps. When you
come to those old statutes that have stood the test of years you have
got perfection ; but now you are leading out on a new branch. You
will not perfect this statute in the next session of Congress. You
could not do it unless you had divine wisdom. It has got to come
with experience, and in the course of time, perhaps many years yet,

you will have perfected this statute.

Senator Newlands. Yes; but we ought to make an effort to make
it as perfect as possible.

Mr. FiFEE. To act under the best light you have at this time.

Senator Newlands. Now, another question in regard to the great
fixing centers of the country. How many of them are there, in your
judgment ?

Mr. FiPEE. I could not tell that exactly
;
you know the great cities

where the railroads center.

Senator Newlands. Chicago and St. Louis?
Mr. FiKBK. Yes; and New York.
Senator Newlands. New York?
Mr. FiPER. And Philadelphia and Baltimore and St. Louis and

Kansas City.

Senator Newlands. You have read the testimony of the traffic

managers as to the thorough system they have of keeping in contact
with commercial conditions, obtaining information, and all that.

Would you regard it as a good suggestion in connection with the
Interstate Commerce Commission to have one member of the Com-
mission at each one of these rate-making centers, so that he could act

either alone or in conjunction with other members of the Commission
called from Washington ?

Mr. FiFER. There are advantages about that, and it has its disad-

vantages. For myself, I have thought for some time that there

ought to be an officer at Chicago, and as far back as Mr. Morrison's
time on the Commission, I think he advocated that all the while, so

that people could have somebody near by whom they could go to and
consult; and yet frequently—not every day, but every few days

—

there are questions on which the entire Commission should pass.

Now, it will not do to have two commissions acting independently of
each other, because these rates are so interwoven and interlaced that

there must be uniform action throughout the country.

Now, I do not speak egotistically when I say that the Commission
has a wider view of all the rates in every section and quarter of this

country than any one traffic man almost could have. He may know
more about his own particular locality, but we have a wider vision,

and I may be permitted to say that without any egotism whatever.

Senator Newlands. You think, then, that a man who has not been
trained in rate making or in traffic management can go upon this

Commission and in a few years get a general view of the entire sit-

uation ?

Mr. FiEEE. Not in a few years. It takes a number of years, and it

takes hard study. Now, I think in the year closing the first of last

July, which is what we call our year, I must have traveled ten to

fifteen thousand miles, and what is true of myself is true practically

of all the other members of the Commission.
Senator Kean. And you saw a very prosperous country.
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Mr. FiFER. Every section and quarter of it.

Senator Xewland8. Do you think it would be advisable to have
upon this Commission in any way men who have been trained as in

the traffic departments of the various railroads, who have acquired a

large experience in rate making?
Mr. FiFER. Well, I think it would be well to have some man of that

kind on the Commission, of practical experience; but after all, when
you come to a throw-down, when it comes to the last say, it must
be said by a court composed of lawyers; and after all these freight

men thrash out the whole question they make their rates and they
come to our Commission. It is all digested. You have their side of

the case in a nutshell and you have the complaint, and you soon catch

the force of what they say about it and get onto what really ought to

be done.

Of course, if all the freight men in the United States were to get

together and undertake to make a schedule of rates to do exact and
equal justice between all parties, they could not do it, and this com-
mittee can never frame a law that will do exact and equal justice in

every particular. A brave old English judge, after a lifetime upon
the bench, in thinking and talking over these perplexing questions,

exclaimed in the bitterness of despair, " How imperfect is the most
perfect system of human justice! " You can never obtain absolute

justice, especially in these cases. It is not like the trial of a jjromis-

sory-note case before a court. In that case either the man executed
the note or he did not. Either he owes the money or he does not, and
if he owes it you figure up the interest and you can reach an abso-

lutely correct solution, but this is only an approximation.
Senator Newlands. Still it is a duty that requires men of good

judgment, and the question I have asked you is as to whether the
efficiency of the Commission would, in your judgment, be increased

by adding to your number one or more men who had been trained
in rate making.
Mr. FiFER. Well, as I said a moment ago, I think one such man

on the Commission would aid very materially.

Senator Newlands. You think he would aid and not detract from
the work of the Commission?
Mr. FiFER. Oh, I think he would be a help, yes ; because you could

lean on him, and he being a freight man might give you points.

Senator' Newlands. Now, as to elasticity. Assuming that we pass
a law giving you the power upon complaint to determine T^'hat is a
reasonable rate. Apparently that would be the fixed rate for the
future, would it not?
Mr. FiFER. It might or it might not.

Senator Newlands. Now, do you recognize the fact that it is at all

important to keep these tariffs in a flexible or elastic condition, so

that rates can be changed quickly in response to changed conditions?
Mr. FiFER. Do I believe in that ?

Senator Newlands. Yes.

Mr. FiFER. Most certainly.

Senator Newlands. Very well. Now, a rate fixed by the Commis-
sion as a reasonable rate would apparently be a permanent rate,

would it not?
Mr. FiFEE. I am very glad you called my attention to that. We
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have talked that question over between ourselves on the Commission,
and I think it is the opinion of the Commission, possibly without
any exception, that there ought to be a time when this thing shall be

wiped off the slate, so to speak, after one or two years' time, if condi-

tions change, so that then the road shall be free to make its own rate.

Senator Newlands. Xow, Judge Clements was of the opinion that

you could permit the carrier to change the rate immediately, even
after it had been aiErmed by the court, if in the judgment of the
carrier conditions varied.

Mr. FiFEE. There is no doubt about that. I think that is true.

They could apply to the Commission at any time.

Senator Newlands. Xo; I understand his idea was that the rail-

road, upon its own initiative, should be permitted to change the rate,

even after it had been fixed by the Commission and approved,by the

court, leaving to its judgment the question as to whether conditions

had so changed as to warrant it, and, of course, leaving that action

open to the revision of the Commission upon complaint. What do
you think about that?

Mr. FiFEE. Doyou mean to pass such a law?
Senator Xewlaxds. Would you deem it wise to go as far as that?
Mr. FiFEE. I think if you pass a law giving the Commission the

right to condemn a rate when it is challenged, and the right to say
what a reasonable rate is, and put it into operation, and then fix a
time when it shall go out unless it is reviewed and reversed by some
court—I would not cut that off—I think that would be sufficient elas-

ticity.

Senator Newlands. You would not go as far as Judge Clements
goes in that particular?

Mr. Fefee. I do not understand that Judge Clements
Senator Newlands. I do not think I misstate you, do I, Judge

Clements?
Mr. Clements. You do not misstate it. My idea was that when-

ever a rate is condemned and another one goes into effect and there
are any substantial changes that would justify a changed rate, it

might well be left with the railroads. They will not trifle with it,

because you would stUl be in court, and if there was no justification

of it there would be another opportunity
Mr. FiFEK. If it was still pending in court, it might be held open

for that matter.

Senator Newlands. But assuming that it was not pending in court.

Mr. FiFEK. I understand there never has been a time when a case

was pending, or decided by the Commission, that they could not ap-
ply to the Commission in the same case for a modification of its order.

Senator Newlands. Yes; but that is quite a different case. In
such a case you have to consume a certain amount of time in applying
for a modification of the order, and the complaint is that all the con-

ditions might change before they would have an opportunity to ripen
any such proceeding into a decision.

Air. B'rFEK. If conditions had very radically changed, and the roads
felt that they could not apply to the Commission, let them change it,

subject to another condemnation. That could be done.

Senator Dollivek. Without fixing any time?
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Mr. FiFER. Without fixing any time.

Mr. Clebients. Without having a de novo comple int, but in the

same proceeding.
Mr. FiFEE. In the same proceeding. That could be done, and I

think it is tlie view of the Commission that a rate when it is once
fixed by the Commission should not continue forever, but that there
should be some time when the railroads ought to be free

Senator Newlands. Free to exercise their judgment according to

conditions.

Mr. FiFER. To exercise their judgment in changing that rate.

Senator Cullom. We are obliged to you. Governor, for giving us

your views, and we will let you go now, and will hear another col-

league, Mr. Cockrell.

STATEMENT OF ME. H. S. RAND.

The Acting Chairman (Senator Cui.lom). I call attention to a

paper I have here, handed to me by Senator Dolliver, written by
some one with whom he is acquainted. I think it would be well to

have the paper in the record.

The paper referred to is as follows:

Burlington Lumber Company,
Burlington, Iowa, May 17, 1905.

Hon. Stephen B. Ei.kins,

Chairman Senate Committee Interstate Commerce,
Washington, D. G.

Dear Sir: As an Iowa manufacturer I desire to refute the state-

ment of Governor Cummins, who purports to represent the manu-
facturers of Iowa. The following is taken from page 17 of the
Hearings before the Senate Committee on Interstate Commerce on
the 20th day

:

[Extract from p. 17 of the Hearings, twentieth day, before Committee on Interstate
Commerce.]

Mr. CujtMiNS. To put it concretely, the railways—unconsciously, not mali-
ciously at all—liave decreed tliat Iowa sliall remain an agricultural State, and
their rates are so adjusted that it will so remain. That is the complaint that
I, on Iiehalf of my State, and of those, at least, who believe with me, make of
the present law.

The Chairman. Why do you say that the railroads have decreed that Iowa
shall not become a manufacturing State?
Mr. Cummins. I reach that conclusion simply because all our manufacturers,

when they attempt to reach beyond our own State, meet rates that so discrimi-
nate against them that they can not compete with manufacturers elsewhere.
The Chaikman. Do not the manufacturers of your State have the same ad-

vantages of rates that the manufacturers have in other States?
Mr. Cummins. I am not prepared to answer the question as broadly as you

put it. I say that the manufacturers of our State have not the same chance to
reach their markets as have the manufacturers in surrounding States.
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The following are rates made to manufacturers in Burlington as

compared tO their competitors

:

To-

maciiinf:ry, c. l.

Denver, Colo

Salt Lake City, Utah

Butte, Mont

Jopliu, Mo

Spokane, Wash..-

Pargo, N.Dak

Oklahoma City, Okla.

Atlanta, Ga

From—

Burlington
Chicago
St. Louis
Burlington
Chicago ,

St. Louis
Burhngton
Chicago
Burlington
Chicago
St. Louis
Burlington
Chicago
Burlii.gton
Chicago
St. Louis
Minneapolis
Burlington
Chicago
St. Louis
Memphis, Tenn-
Cincinnati, Ohio.
Burlington
Chicago
St. Louis
Cincinnati, Ohio,
Memphis, Tenu_,

Distance.

Miles.
816

1,021
92H

1,340
1,546
1,460
1,406
1,537
453
638
332

1,791
1,922
596
651
836
233
607
792
543
486
980
847
800
637
516
464

li'URNITURB, C. L.

Denver, Colo

Salt Lake City, Utah.

Butte, Mont

Spokane,Wash ,

Joplln,Mo

Oklahoma City, Okla

Fargo.N.Dak

Burlington .

Chicago
St. Louis
Burlington .

Chicago
St. Louis
Burlington .

Chicago
Burlington .

Chicago
Burlington .

Chicago
St. Louis
Burlington .

Chicago
St. Louis
Memphis __.

Burlington .

Chicago
St. Louis
Minneapolis

IMPLEMENTS AND WAGONS, C. L.

Denver, Colo

Salt Lake City, Utah

Butte,Mont

Joplin, Mo

Oklahoma City, Oklx

Spokane, Wash

Burlington ,

Chicago
St. Louis
Burlington
Chicago,.-.
St. Louis
Burlington
Chicago ,

St. Louis ,

Burlington
Chicago .,
St. Louis ,

Burlington
Chicago..
St. Louis
Memphis, Tenn
Burlington
Chicago
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On these rates the Murray Iron Works Company are enabled to

sell the best and cheapest Corliss engines in America, ahd you will

find their engines running in every State in the Union.
The Leopold Desk Company can make desks from mahogany

grown in Africa and ship them not only to all the States, but to

Europe, Asia, and Africa.

The Chittenden-Eastman Company are enabled to be the largest

jobbers and manufacturers of furniture in the United States.

The Mississippi Valley Pearl Button Company sell their buttons
in competition with any factory in the world.

Besides a long list of smaller but very prosperous concerns.

While we have no large packing house here I desire to quote some
rates from neighboring Iowa towns where large and prosperous con-
cerns are located

:

PACKING-HOUSE PRODUCTS. C. L.

To- Erom— Dis-
tance.

Bate. Export

Miles.
1,050

989
932

$0.10
.40
.36

$0.33
.33Ottumwa

Chicago .29

TANKAGE, C L.

To— Prom- Dis-
tance.

Rate
per ton.

Atlanta, Ga. Ottumwa __

Des Moines
Chicago

Miles.
916
977
800

$5.90
5.90
5.10

IOWA CODE.

Sec. 2126. Code of Iowa provides that common carriers "shall charge no
more for transporting freight to or from any point on its railroad than a fair

and just rate, compared with the price it charges for the same kind of freight

transportation to or from any other point."

Sec. 2145. If any such railway corporation shall charge, collect, or receive

for the transportation of any passenger or freight of any description upon its

railroad, for any distance within the State, a greater amount of toll or com-
pensation than is at the same time charged, collected, or received for the trans-

portation in the same direction of any passenger or like quantity of. freight of
the same class, over a greater distance of the same railway; * * * or if

it shall charge, collect, or receive for the transportation of any passenger or
freight of any description over its railway a greater amount as toll or compen-
sation than shall at the same time be charged, collected, or received by it for the
transportation of any passenger or like quantity of freight of the same class

being transported in the same direction over any portion of the same railroad

of equal distance; * * * all such discriminating rates, charges, collections,

or receipts, whether made directly or by means of any rebate, drawback, or
other shift, shall be received as prima facie evidence of the unjust discrimina-

tions prohibited by this chapter ; and it shall not be a sufficient excuse or
justification thereof on the part of said railway corporation that the station

or point at which it shall charge, collect, or receive less compensation in the
aggregate for the transportation of such passenger or freight, or for the use
and transportation of such railway car the greater distance than for the shorter
distance is a station or point at which there exists competition with another
railway or other transportation line."
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Owing to the above the Iowa rates on coal to Burlington are so

high that our factories get their supply from Illinois.

Soft coal, carloads, to BurUngton.

Prom— Dis-
tance.

Bate per
ton.

Miles.
88
96
93
106

$0.86
Peoria, 111 .86

0.97
Oskaloosa, Iowa ........ ._._... . . ...

-

1.01

a Iowa distance tarUF.

Thanking you for your kind attention, I remain,
Yours, truly, H. S. Rand.

STATEMENT OF INTEESTATE COMMERCE COMMISSIONER
FRANCIS M. COCKRELL.

Mr. CocKKELL. Senators of the committee, I can only say to you
what I would say if I were still a member of the Senate and called

upon to vote on this question.

Senator Cttllom. That is a pretty good standpoint.

Senator Dollivek. That covers our case exactly.

Mr. CocKEELL. I would delegate to the Interstate Commerce Com-
mission the power, not to initiate or originate ratings for the rail-

roads, because I do not think that question is at issue at all. I do
not think anyone will claim that either Congress or any commission
should undertake to take up the entire traffic on our railroad systems
and fix rates in advance as to what should be charged. I would
delegate to the Commission the power to regulate the rates fixed and
declared by the railroad companies under the provisions of the exist-

ing law, and to decide whether the rates prescribed by the railroads

were reaoonable and just or unreasonable and unjust, and to decide
after complaint and investigation what was a reasonable and just

rate in that case.

Then after that rate was fixed and found by the Commission, it

should Continue to be the legal rate until it was otherwise settled,

and I would authorize the railroad, after the lapse of a reasonable
time from the decision and order of the Commission, to go into the
existing courts of the United States, if they desired to contest the
ratings found by the Commission. The burden of proof would then
be on them to show that the rate fixed by the Commission was not a
reasonable and just rate, and in that case the court would have full

jurisdiction to determine whether the rate first established by the
railroads and declared to be unreasonable by the Commission was an
unreasonable or unjust rate. The court would likewise have the

authority to say whether the rates fixed by the Commission was a
reasonable and just rate, and the court might decide, and in my
judgment, the court would be compelled to decide the question. I

think that if they technically may not have the jurisdiction, they
would assume the jurisdiction and settle the questions that Congress
had delegated to them to settle, namely, the question whether the

S. Doc. 243, 59-1—vol 4 35
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rate was reasonable or unreasonable, just or unjust, discriminatory or

otherwise. I think the courts would decide that. We have no com-
mon law in this country in regard to railroads, but our courts have
taken the responsibility of establishing precedents from year to

year, and we are getting to have a pretty considerable system of rail-

road law here, growing out of the decisions of the courts, and for that

reason I would leave this question to the existing courts.

Senator Dolliver. There might be a point between the rate fixed

by the railroads and the rate substituted by the Commission where
justice and reasonableness would lie.

Mr. CocKRELL. That is true, and when the court found
Senator Dolliver. Could we clothe the court with the jurisdiction

to find that point?
Mr. CocKRELL. When the court found that the rate first fixed by

the railroad company was unreasonable and unjust, then if it should
find that the rate fixed by the Commission was also unreasonable and
unjust, it would devolve upon the railroad company to fix another
rate, and necessarily that rate would have to be intermediate between
the rates first fixed by the railroad and then the rate fixed by the
Commission, both of which were declared to be unreasonable and
unjust. Then if that rate afterwards fixed was still complained of, I
think the Commission would have authority to reexamine the case

and again fix upon some rate that would be deemed reasonable and
just.

Senator Dolliver. The courts have seemed to hold that in adjudg-
ing rates fixed by the Commission to be unlawful, a court would be
controlled, not by the question of its reasonableness, but by a very
much narrower question, to wit, whether it confiscated the property
of the railroad.

Mr. CocKKELL. I do not think so. I do not think our court would
be tender-footed about that. I think they would decide the ques-

tion exactly as Congress presented it to them, and that is whether it

was a reasonable or an unreasonable rate.

Senator Newlands. And they would probably hold that anything
less than a reasonable rate was a confiscatory rate?

Mr. CocKRELL. I think not. I do not think they would come that
close to it. Now, of course, the reasonableness, or you may say the
justice, in a question of rating is a very nice question. Here is a
rating, we will say, for example, of 5 cents per 100 pounds. The
complainants say that is too much. The Commission finds that
that is an excessive rate and they say that 4 cents is a reasonable

rate. There is a margin of 1 cent between them. Now, it would
be a question as to whether the 5 cents was a reasonable rate. If

they found that, Lhen the court would also have to find whether the

4 cents was a reasonable rate. Now, the court might think that even

3| cents would be a reasonable rate, and as a matter of course if they
thought that way, then they would hold 4 cents to be an unreasonable
rate and would so declare. Now, when that was declared, you would
have the fact that they were both found to be too high. You would
have a maximum to go by. The Commission would have a ques-
tion for determination later, but I do not see why the court might
not determine the question as to whether the rate fixed either by the
Commission or by the railroad was a reasonable and just one. They
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might have to draw nice distinctions. Anybody, any railroad man,
would have to draw them, even to mills or tenths of a mill. In all

these things that has to be done.
Senator Dolliver. But you would give to both parties the right of

appeal ?

Mr. CooKHEiiL. I would give to both parties the right of appeal.
Senator Dolliveh. Suppose the railroad fixed a rate, say, at 5

cents, and the Commission at 4, and both parties appealed, the com-
plainants in the original case claiming that two and a half cents was
about the proper figure.

Mr. C!ocKEELL. Well, then, it would be for the court to settle. I
think the court would settle it. The courts settle all other con-
troversies before them.

Senator CuiiLOM. And all that you propose to say is that, in your
judgment, the Commission ought to have the right to determine what
would be a reasonable rate after finding that another rate is un-
reasonable?

Mr. CocKBEix. Yes; I think so.

Senator CtrLLOM. And make an order accordingly, and if the rail-

roads did not like it they would have the right to appeal to the
courts.

Mr. CocKRELL. They have the right to appeal to the courts, inde-.

pendently of this law. If it was confiscatory proceeding that the
Commission had instituted against them, they would not have to
refer to this law. They could go in and restrain us ; but under this

law they car test it as to whether it is reasonable or not. No con-
fiscatory measures will ever be proposed under the law when you
can take it right into tsourt. They would have the right to go right
into court and the railroads would have the two remedies. They
would have the remedy provided here by going into court, and they
would have their natural remedy of proceeding to restrain anything
that was confiscatory of their property without due compensation.
Senator Foster of Louisiana. Would you have the finding of the

Commission go into immediate effect?

Mr. CocKRELL. The finding of the Commission should go into im-
mediate effect; I am glad you referred to that point, because I did
not cover it before. I would have the finding of the Commission go
into immediate effect, but remain subject to appeal and decision of
the courts ; and if there was no appeal, or if the decision of the court
was that the rating was a reasonable and just one, that rate should
be observed and obeyed, you might say for some reasonable time

—

you might fix some time. It ought to remain the rate and the legal

rate until the conditions and circumstances existing at the time
the rate was fixed by the Commission had substantially changed, so

as to justify a change in the rating.

Now, I do not know how long that might be. It certainly would
not be a permanent decision that could not be reviewed in any way,
and I am inclined to think that the railroads would have the right

under general principles of right and justice, if the conditions had
wholly changed and the circumstances clearly justified an increase

—

tiiey ought to have the right to make a change, and then that changed
rate would be subject to be passed upon by the Commission.

Senator Fosteb, of Louisiana, The railroads say that as a rule the
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party losing a litigation in a trial has the right to suspend the execn-

tion of the judgment even of a court by giving a proper bond, and
that the putting of your finding into immediate execution, where an
appeal is allowable, works an injustice to them by not giving them
the opportunity of having the findings of the Commission suspended
by an appropriate and proper bond. What have you to say about
that?
Mr. CoGKRELL. Do I understand that in the event that the Com-

mission was delegated with the authority to fix the rate they would
want the right to apply
Senator Foster, of Louisiana. To suspend the execution of that

order.

Mr. CocKEELL. To apply to the courts?

Senator Foster of Louisiana. During the pendency of the appeal.

Mr. CocKRELL. To suspend that operation ?

Senator Foster of Louisiana. To suspend that order.

Mr. CocKEELL. I do not think there would be any necessity of men-
tioning a thing of that kind in the law.

Senator Newlands. You think the courts would have jurisdiction

to do it anyway?
Mr. CoGKEELL. I think the courts clearly have jurisdiction, and if

the rate fixed by the Commission was such a rate as would result in

great and speedy harm to them, they could get out an injunction.

You must remember that they have twenty or thirty days before the
rate goes into efl:ect after it has been ordered by the Commission.
Now, they have that time within which to get out an injunction, and
if it was a case where they would have no remedy, and they had col-

lected the small rate and could not collect the other, and they should
show clearly that what the Commission had done was an irreparable

wrong, the court would suspend it until the court could hear the

question.

I do not think there is any question but what the court would do
that. It ought to do it. I do not think it would be necessary to make
a restriction of that kind in the law. Now, in addition, I would make
the railroads responsible for everything transported on their lines,

the private cars and private car lines and everything, and would make
them report to the Commission just as they do now, the rates for

everything. They report some things now. I would make them
report everything, the rates for icing and everything of that kind.

I think the railroads ought to be responsible for it. There was a time
when the fruit interests and various things of the kind had not
developed, when it was a new matter, and it would have been a great
expense to the railroads to furnish all the cars at once, but that time
has passed. The industry has been developed. Take the inunense
freightage, for instance, that comes from California and from Mich-
igan andJrom the South, and all around, in the fruit season.

These private car lines can be absorbed by the railroads, and now
with the knowledge they have the railroads can furnish the cars for

this service and one line can exchange with another, just as they
exchange cars now, under similar regulations that they can establish.

Probably they have cars enough, if properly distributed, to carry the
various products of that kind. They will have to increase the num-
ber of them, and the railroads ought to do it, just as the Michigan
Central has already done. The Michigan Central has refused to re-
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new its contracts with the Armour Car Lines, and the Pere Mar-
quette road will refuse to renew its contract, which expires in Sep-
tember next. I understand there are several railroads in the country
that own their own cars of this sort—that is, they have a corporation
composed of their own company, and the railroad company owns all

the stock in this corporation, and as a matter of course I suppose
they ought not to dispute that they are liable, but it is a serious ques-
tion now as to whether some of these companies are liable or not. It

is claimed that there have been very great outrages perpetrated, that
extortionate charges have been made for icing and the transportation
of things of that kind.

Senator Clapp. Then your suggestion that the carriers be held re-

sponsible for the icing charges is a matter, as I understand you, that
involves the abolishing of the private car lines ?

Mr. CocKRELL. Well, I do not know, Senator. That is a question.
Senator Clapp. I was getting your view of it.

Mr. CocKEELL. I say I do not know whether I would undertake, in

the law, to declare that they should be abolished and not permitted to

continue, because there is a great deal of property invested in some of
these car lines and there ought to be no injustice done them. They
are getting a very reasonable compensation for the value of their cars

in the rates paid by the railroads for their use; but I think it is a
vicious system that has grown up because of the necessities of the
business in the past, and that now it is time to end it and make the
railroads responsible for it, or that they must arrange with these

private car companies in such a way as to make them responsible for

the icing and for all the charges connected with the service—^that is,

to make the railroads so responsible, and let them settle with the
private car companies. I do not think they will have a great deal of
trouble in settling that. Whenever it is so that they are under con-

trol I think they will be able to settle it without any very great wrong
being done.

Senator Clapp. Would not that leave a very wide opportunity for

a form of discrimination that would be very difficult to get at and
detect, if men or companies could own these private car lines and
they themselves be engaged in the business of producing and distribut-

ing those products which the carrier was theretofore carrying?
Mr. CocKEELL. You are right about that; there is no doubt about

it. They have held up many a railroad in this country and made
them make contracts with them. They have the power to do it, and
in some instances I have been told they have said :

" Here, we have
got to have certain rights or our products don't go in them over, your
line." I would not allow any private car owner to have any right

of control of the cars which were used by the railroads. The rail-

roads must have absolute control and must make no discrimination
in favor of the owners of the cars.

Senator Newlands. The only right of the owner of the car would
be to have compensation for the use of his car?

Mr. CocKEELL. For the use of his car, and he can be placed on an
absolute footing. If he is not, the same trouble you speak of will

continue. If they are allowed to put their products in in preference

to everybody else, why, it will give them, as a matter of course, a
preference and be a discrimination.

Senator Clapp. Does not the mere relationship there
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Mr. CocKRELL. That is true. I make this recommendation, that if

there were no cars existing and there were no property interests

involved, I would say what you do in that matter; but there is to

be a transition, and sometimes it is not best for them to be sudden and
instantaneous. Now, if you make the railroads responsible for the

cars and everything connected with them, and only give them
authority to lease the cars if they want to—^but they must have
control and must not give preference to anyone regardless of whether
he is an owner or not, in the products they carry—I think that will

remedy it, and the railroads will absorb them in a very short time.

Senator Newlands. Can not that transaction of the lease of the
cars themselves be made the record for some discrimination or rebate
of the owner of the car who would be engaged in selling products ?

Mr. CooKRELL. I do not see how it could without being a violation

of the law.

Senator Newlands. It might be difficult to get at, that is aU.
Mr. CocKRELL. There are a great many things that have to be

transported in special cars, particularly fruit, and it is a very large

business, also vegetables and perishable products, and it is a great
benefit to the company, and it enables people of every portion of the
country to have the products of every other portion at a reasonable
price.

Senator Ctjllom. And we all get the best there is.

Mr. Cockrell. Yes; and some of the charges have been pretty
high.

Senator Kean. Some of the charges at some of the dining stations

of the railroads are pretty high too. Senator, for the passengers.

To get your dinner at some of the dining stations costs a good deal.

Mr. CocKREi-L. I do not think there is any comparison between
that and the subject about which we are talking. Between the dining
room at the side of a track where a train stops and the icing of a
through product from one point to another, where it has to be iced

here, and there, and there, I do not think there is any comparison.
Senator Ejean. But that is the food.

Mr. Cockrell. That is a part and parcel of the transportation.

That car has to be given it in order to transport it.

Senator Kean. But that is a part of your transportation, too.

You would feel uncomfortable if you could not get something to eat.

Mr. Cockrell. Well, of course I do not think there is any com-
parison between an eating station where people are free to come and
go, or not, just as they choose, and something which has to be done
to the product while it is still on the cars and in course of transpor-
tation. I think that is a very clear distinction to make, and I think
the courts would do it if it was ever to come before them.

Senator Kean. Then you distinguish between the inanimate and
animate ?

Mr. Cockrell. I do not know. There is some difference between
them anyway, whether I think it or not. As I said, I have come to

this conclusion because I believe it would be for the best interests of
all the people—those who produce these commodities that are to be
transported and to the people who consume these products and
make a market for them and cf the railroads and of our wliole coun-
try and the business interests of the country.
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Now, I came to this conclusion after looking at the Commission
in the first place. How was it appointed? Selected by the Presi-

dent from the people of the whole United States, confirmed by the
Senate, and has no power except the power which has been delegated
to the Commission by the Congress. Now, I think that when the
President of the United States has made a selection and the Senate
has confirmed those men that we may reasonably infer that they are

honest; that they are intelligent; that they are patriotic; and that

they have at heart the best interests of all the people of the United
States; and that in the administration of their offices they would
hear all cases and decide them fairly and impartially, and aim not

to do anything that would be unreasonable or unjust or that would
be a wrong to any portion of our country.

Now, does not the past justify this judgment of a commission?
You have had, the Commission since 1887. A complaint is made that

a rate is unreasonable or discriminatory or in violation of law, and
that is reduced to a formality if it is not in proper shape, so that the

railroads can know exactly what is charged against them.
Now, the railroads are notified of that charge which has been made

against them, and they are allowed a reasonable time within which
to answer it, and they answer it under oath, and they make their de-

fense as best they can. Now, then, the Commission, after that is

done^ appoint a tmie and place for a hearing, and before that Com-
mission come all these freight agents and all the traffic managers,
and they get all the facts that they can, and the Commission takes
jjage after page of evidence. These men are cross-questioned by the
lawyers representing the railroads, and you must confess that they
are gentlemen of great abilities and attainments. They are cross-

questioned by them in order to present the case in the best possible

form, and the complainants are heard from the record as to the
charges.

Now, here is a case where the Commission ha^ to decide whether
that is a reasonable rate or not. It takes into consideration every-
thing that any freight trafficker has named. It takes into considera-
tion the rates that have existed for years and years past on that line,

and the rates that have existed on similar lines, and the character oi
the products, the place where the products originate, the place to
which they are destined, and everything which could have any weight
or consideration by a freight trafficker is brought before the Commis-
sion, and the Commission is fully informed in the matter. Then
they make their decision. This has been going on ever since 1887.

Now, what have been the results? Is not the railroad business
in this country in better condition to-day than it ever was before,

in every sense of the word, and in the contentment and satisfaction

of the people? It is said that this Commission has failed ; that it has
been overruled and reversed in the courts. Now, let us examine that
phase, and I will detain you but just a few seconds on that point.

I think that we should understand it exactly. I believe all the mem-
bers of that Commission have been lawyers except one. And one, I
think, was selected because he was a railroad man. Now, I must say
to you frankly that if I were President of the United States and mak-
ing the selection I would not want any traffic manager or any rail-

Toad man on that Commission. I would not want any man whose
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judgment might be biased any way by his previous training and

service. You do not pick judges out, who have to pass upon these

railroads, because they have been freight traffic managers or anything

of the kind, and they are the ones who have to finally pass upon this

whole matter. They are not selected because of that.

Now, let us examine some of the cases that have gone to the courts.

I will take the case of the Interstate Commerce Commission v. The
Detroit and Grand Haven Railroad (167 U. S.). In that case the

United States circuit court for the western district of Michigan sus-

tained the decision of the Commission, and the United States circuit

court of appeals and the United States Supreme Court reversed the

decision of the circuit court. That shows that the judicial mind had
not been unanimous in overruling the decisions of the Commission,
because here was a circuit judge that sustained the decision and then
the court of appeals and the Supreme Court reversed j;hat judge and
reversed the Commission.
Now, we will take the case of the Florida Fruit Exchange v. The

Savannah, Florida and Western Railroad (167 U. S.). The decisions

of the Interstate Commerce Commission were sustained by the United
States circuit court for the southern district of Florida and also by
the circuit court of appeals, and the United States Supreme Court re-

versed both of them. I think the Commission is in pretty good com-
pany there. It decided the case, the United States circuit court and
the circuit court of appeals sustained the decision, and the Supreme
Court reversed the whole thing.

Well, now, we will take another case, that of the Interstate Com-
merce Commission v. The Texas and Pacific Railway Company (162

U. S.). The decision of the Commission, in the circuit court for the

southern district of New York—and there are supposed to be great

lawyers and jurists there—was sustained, and on appeal to the court

of appeals that decision was affirmed ; and the Supreme Court of the

United States reversed both of them.
Now, then, in the case of Behlman v. The Louisville and Nashville

Railroad (169 U. S.) the decision of the Interstate Commerce Com-
mission in the circuit court in the South Carolina district was
reversed. The Commission was overruled by the circuit court of the

district of South Carolina, and on appeal to the circuit court of

appeals the Interstate Commerce Commission's decision was sus-

tained, and then on appeal to the Supreme Court the court of appeals

was reversed.

Senator Cullom. What became of the Commission? Were they

reversed, too?

Mr. CocKEELL. They were reversed, too. But you will notice the

conflict of the judicial mind on these intricate questions.

Now, I come to the Colorado Fuel and Iron Company v. The
Southern Pacific. In that case the order of the Interstate Commerce
Commission was sustained by the United States circuit court for the

district of Colorado, and the United States circuit court of appeals,

April 6, 1900, reversed the decision of the circuit court. The case

did not go any further.

Now, in the East Tennessee and Georgia Railroad Company v.

The Interstate Commerce Commission (181 U. S.) the circuit court
for the eastern district of Tennessee affirmed—and I want to call
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the special attention of the committee to this case—affirmed the de-
cision of the Interstate Commerce Commission. And on appeal to
the United States circuit court of appeals that decision was affirmed,
and on that circuit court of appeals was Judge Taft, the present
Secretary of War, and Judge Lurton, and Mr. Justice Harlan, of
the Supreme Court. Now, then, that case was taken to the Supreme
Court and by the Supreme Court was reversed.
Now, it seems to me, if you analyze these, the decisions of the Inter-

state Commerce Conmiission have been about as well sustained as
the decisions of the district and circuit courts, and even the court of
appeals.

Senator Cullom. As many judges deciding for the question as there
were those deciding against it?

Mr. CocKKELL. Yes ; and they have been from all over the country.
Now, in this process there is a kind of a law being established
throughout the country.

Senator Dollivee. Has the Supreme Court been unanimous in all

of these cases?

Mr. CocKRELL. No ; they have not been unanimous at all. In one
case, although I am not certain, there were three judges who dissented.

Now, I want to come to one case, that of The Interstate Commerce
Commission v. The Louisville and Nashville Railroad. The order of
the Commission was sustained by the United States circuit court for

the southern district of Georgia. In this case a multitude of points

were involved. In the first place there was complaint against the
rate on cotton, turpentine, and rosin, and other property conveyed by
the Louisville and Nashville Railroad from stations in Florida to

Savannah. Then there were charges in regard to rates on bacon and
other freights, groceries and hardware, etc., transported from Savan-
nah to Pensacola and Atlantic points, and there were charges as to

the rates on all the lines from New York to Pensacola and the
Atlantic division on general articles of freight, but especially on
sugar.

Now, there were divers railroads and divers charges submitted
to the Commission, and the Commission was called on to decide that
case. It has been intimated that with the contrariety of business,

and those things, the Commission might throw everything into con-
fusion by having so much before it. I want to read just a little.

You have this report here, but I want to call attention to it. In
the first place, the Interstate Commerce Commission decided, after
having all the railroads, all the traffic managers, and all the attorneys
in presenting the evidence and in presenting the contracts, that the
rates on sugar and other products from New York to Pensacola and
other Atlantic points were not in violation of the law, and then they
decided that the rates on bacon and other articles from Savannah to
Pensacola and other points were not seriously wrong, and they dis-

missed the charges against the sundry railroads as to those two
charges. And then they decided as to the rates on cotton, turpentine,
rosin, and other articles from stations in Florida to Savannah.
Now, I will read what tne Commission say in regard to that

:

The Commission found that the rate on uncompressed cotton from stations In
Florida on the Pensacola and Atlantic dlyision to Savannah was $2.75 per bale
at the time of hearing. When complaint was filed and for some years prior
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Ibi.Teto, but subsequent to the hearing, this rate had been Increased 55 cents,

to $3.30 per bale. The rates from the same points to Mobile and New Orleans
had been, and were at the time of the decision, respectively, $2 and $2.50 per
bale. The Commission held that the rate of $2.75 to Savannah was not unlaw-
ful, but that the whole advance of 55 cents was unlawful, and that any higher
rate on such cotton to Savannah than the former difference of 25 cents per
bale above the rate in force from the same stations to New Orleans violated
sections 1 and 3 of the statute. The Louisville and Nashville made certain local
rates on rosin and turpentine from stations on its Pensacola and Atlantic divi-
sion in Florida to Pensacola, Fla., and had joined with connecting carriers in
making certain through group rates from the same stations to Savannah. For
its service to the junction point, namely. River Junction, Fla., the Louisville and
Nashville exacted a share of the through joint rates to Savannah which greatly
exceeded its purely local rates for like distances to Pensacola, while the shares
accepted by its connecting carriers were reasonably low. Upon consideration
of all the facts and circumstances the Commission held that the shares of the
Louisville and Nashville in the freight rates to Savannah were unreasonable
and unjust under sections 1 and 3 of the act, in comparison with the rates to
Pensacola.
The Commission further held that rates on rosin and turpentine from such

Pensacola and Atlantic division stations to Savannah should be adjusted to the
rates to Pensacola by adding to the local rates of the Louisville and Nashville
for the distance to Pensacola which is nearest to the distance from each sta-

tion to River Junction the present share accepted by the carriers to Savannah
from River Junction, provided that on shipments of turpentine to Savannah
from stations east of Mossy Head the Louisville and Nashville should have more
than its local rates for like distances to Pensacola, and that such rates should
be determined by adding the rate of 6 cents from Sneads to Pensacola, the car-
riers east of River Junction accepting their present share from such stations
east of Mossy Head.
With respect to these rosin and turpentine rates, the Commission said in its

opinion that whatever difference may have seemed necessary at the outset to
create a demand in the Pensacola market, it had become apparent after several
years' trial that the rates to Savannah, as compared with the Pensacola rates,

gave an unwarranted advantage to Pensacola ; that in endeavoring to build up
the near-by market at Pensacola, and so furnish these products with a market
In addition to the one existing at Savannah, the Louisville and Nashville was
acting in the interest of producers of and dealers in naval stores on its Pensa-
cola and Atlantic division, but that it had so adjusted rates as to give Pensacola
a practical monopoly of the trade. The Louisville and Nashville claimed that
the lower scale of rates to Pensacola was necessary to hold the traflSc for long
hauls on the Louisville and Nashville system to points north and west of Pen-
sacola. The Commission ruled that when a carrier makes rates to two com-
peting localities which give one a practical monopoly over the other because
it can secure reshipments from the favored locality and none from the other, it

goes beyond serving its fair interests and disregards the statutory requirement
of relative equality as between persons, localities, and descriptions of traflSc.

The railroad companies against whom the order was directed refused to obey
it, and thereupon the Commission brought suit to enforce its order in the United
States circuit court for the southern district of Georgia. That court, in July,

1902, rendered its decision, fully sustaining the Commission and requiring the
enforcement of the various provisions of the order. The carriers appealed to

the circuit court of appeals, but the appeal was never perfected. The president

of the Louisville and Nashville Railroad, the general superintendent of the
second division of the Atlantic Coast Line, and the superintendent of the fifth

division of the Seaboard Air Line were cited before the court for contempt.
Subsequently, upon hearing in the contempt case, the defendants offered to com-
ply with the decree of the court enforcing the order of the Commission, and
thereupon, counsel for all parties consenting, a decree was entered by the court

suspending the contempt proceedings until otherwise ordered. In that decree
the railroad companies were granted leave upon substantial changes of the
circumstances and conditions affecting the traffic to apply to the court for such
modification of its decree as they might desire.

The defendant railroad companies were required to pay the costs of the con-

tempt proceeding and to refund to the parties entitled thereto any charges
collected by them in excess of the rates provided for in the decree enforcing the
order of th« Commiasion.
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Now, there is one of the most complicated cases, involving various
interests and various points and many companies. The Commission
made a decision. Now, what happened? The company refused to

pay. They took an appeal, but did not perfect it, and when they
were brought up for refusing to obey the order of the court, as they
had been ordered to do, turned around and paid it. Well, there was
no panic produced by that thing. There was no great wrong done.
The roads themselves were unwilling to take it to a higher court, and
rather than perfect their appeal and prosecute the procedings, they
yielded to the decision of the circuit court. That shows exactly how
this Commission has been proceeding. Everything has been consid-

ered, and I think its work has been eminently beneficial to the rail-

roads and to the country. There have been many cases that have
been settled, many little cases, many little irregularities, where
amicable relations have been established between the shipper and the

railroad company by virtue of the action of the Commission.
I will mention one little thing. A former constitutent of mine,

from Missouri, living in the strawberry region, sent me a bill that

he had paid. I sent it down to one of our auditors. He compared
it with the rating and the bill of rate or rates filed by that railroad

company, and there was an overcharge of probably $56. I have
forgotten the exact amount—do not remember it exactly. The com-
pany was notified that this overcharge existed. Now, as a matter
of course, that party could have gone into court, and there is no
doubt he could have shown a clear violation of the law. The Com-
mission hunted the matter up,' and they settled it. They imme-
diately advised me they would have the matter looked up, and it was
done.

Senator CtjiiLOm. Who hunted it up ?

Mr. CocKEELL. The railroad company. He could have gone to

court and harassed the railroad company if he had wanted to do so,

but he would have been compelled to pay the cost, for it was a clear

error.

I find, in looking over the reports and decisions of the Commission,
that that has been the general rule, and that many cases have been
decided, and many cases have decided where damages were assessed

by the Commission, and the railroads have paid them rather than to

go into further litigation. I believe that it is to the very best inter-

ests of the railroads that this power shall be delegated and the ques-

tion settled, and that there will not be any abuse of power in a Com-
mission selected by the President and confirmed by the Senate, fol-

lowing the precedents that have beep established by the Commission
itself and by the decisions of the courts.

Senator Cullom. You mean that there will be no danger to the
railroads?

Mr. CooKEELL. No danger to anybody. I believe it wiU be pro-
motive of good. I believe it will be to the interests of the railroads,

and that they will thank Congress inside of twelve or eighteen

months for having delegated that authority to the Commission.
The Chairman. The committee desires to thank the members of

the Commission for their attendance and the statements which they
have presented.

Senator Newlands. Before the Commission leaves, I would ask, do
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I understand that they are to submit to the committee amendments
that they would suggest to this bill, and among other things I would
call their attention to this division of the powers of the Commission,
either into two branches of the same Commission or segregation to

some other Department.

STATEMENT OF MR. SAM H. COWAN, FOET WORTH, TEX.

The Chairman. Now, Mr. Cowan, as I understand it, you have a
prepared statement. Our time for hearings is very short, as we have
a good many things before us to consider. Now, inasmuch as you
have prepared a written statement, I want you to comment, if you
please, on that and be as brief as you can. I make this statement
because we are pressed by other parties who desire to be heard.
Mr. CowAN. Mr. Chairman, and Senators of the committee, I per-

fectly understand the situation and attitude of the committee. That
the committee may understand my attitude permit me to remark
that while I have been before it before, it was previous to the time
that it had very seriously taken up the investigation. I happened
to be here and appeared before the House committee, and the time
allotted to me was so short that I had but little time in which to

proceed.

The interests which I directly represent—and they are not, by the
way, as a member of the board of trade or anything of that kind,
but it is a direct, immediate, emplpyed representation—may be said
to be the western and southwestern cattle-shipping interests, with
some representatives of the other live-stock interests in the sheep
business and the horse business. The associations by which I am the
regularly employed attorney, and by whom I am sent here in lieu of
their having sent their own men and others whom they might as well

have sent

Senator Kean. Are they the same ones you appeared for in March,
1900?
Mr. CowAN. I appeared only in March, 1900, if that be the date,

for the Texas Cattle Raisers' Association.

Senator Kean. And a good many others ?

Mr. Cowan. I appeared in connection with gentlemen who were
representing others, to then present resolutions with respect to the
twenty-eight hour law, which resolutions were passed by the National
Live Stock Association. But I was not directed nor specifically

employed by them as I am to-day.

All the cattle associations of these various States, for the purpose
of undertaking to further this legislation, believing that it is neces-

sary and important to them to do so, last May organized through a

committee of three gentlemen from each of the cattle associations of 11

States and Territories west of the Missouri River, including the State

of Iowa (east) , made up funds, passed resolutions, and started out on
the line of attempting to aid in getting this sort of legislation passed.

The persons whom I directly represent are the shippers of approxi-
mately—estimated, of course—150,000 cars of live stock a year, worth
a hundred million dollars. We ship out of the State of Texas about
1,250,000 tons of live stock, interstate, per annum. I am not enabled
to state precisely what amount of live stock we furnish to each of the
markets, but Mr. Garfield, in his reports, says that there is furnished
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to three markets—St. Louis, Chicago, Kansas City—about 850,000

head of cattle. He leaves South Omaha, Sioux City, and St. Joseph
out, though we ship but little to Sioux City.

The members of our association are engaged in business and pas-

turing of a very large number of cattle throughout the Northwest in

the northern ranges. I mention this, gentlemen, in order that you
may understand that I am not here simply as an individual. It is

quite immaterial to me whether the committee considers even my name
in connection with the matter, but I am here representing these other

people who are interested, who pay more freight and furnish a larger

amount of traffic than any other industry west of the Missouri River,

with the possible exception of the grain traffic. I am not quite cer-

tain that that exception should be mentioned. We want reasonable

rates of freight. For the purpose of an effort to undertake to get

them the American Stock Growers' Association was permanently
organized at Denver on May 9, 10, and 11, this year, with the most
representative live-stock men throughout the West—all of the largest

concerns practically, with very few exceptions—and backed by each
of the cattle associations of the different States, including representa-

tives of the Corn Belt Meat Producers' Association of the Stsite of

Iowa.
In order that I may show you the interest which the public take

in this matter and those who are paying the money that supports
the railroads of that country, I will ask the committee to permit me
to read the first section of the constitution, as foUows

:

Abt. 2. The objects of this association are

:

First. To secure to shippers the establishment and maintenance of just, fair,

reasonable, and equitable rates of freight and other charges and prompt and
efficient service, and to that end to press before the Congress of the United
States proper measures to so amend the act to regulate commerce that the
Interstate Commerce Commission shall have the power when it finds a rate
charge or practice to be unjust, unfair, unreasonable, or otherwise unlawful, to
fix and substitute therefor a rate charge or practice which is just, fair, and
reasonable, and for the purpose of enforcing such laws as do or may secure
fair rates and good service to prosecute all such proceedings as shall be neces-
sary to that end after exhausting all reasonable means to secure voluntary
adjustment of the same by the railroads.

Now, gentlemen of the committee, these resolutions were drafted
and presented by men who represent millions and millions of
dollars. I will undertake to say that the executive cominittee of that
association, consisting of 30 men in number, represent not less than
a hundred million dollars of investment in the West.

It was stated here before this committee by Mr. Peter Jansen and
Mr. Hord, from Nebraska, that there were no complaints among the
cattlemen of the West, scarcely, that the rates were all right and that
there were' no difficulties out there. I have been informed of that
fact since I came here, and I have received telegrams from Denver,
from Trinidad, and some papers published out there, in respect to the
matter, and I will ask to call your attention to the fact that those

statements according to the information which has been given to me
are and were not true. It may be true in the opinion of the gentle-

men who made them, but opinions stand for nothing in the presence
of facts.

Senator Kean. Your complaint is that the rate is too high ?

Mr. CoAVAN. Yes, sir.
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Senator Kean. If I remember your testimony, which I have before

me here, given in 1900, you stated

:

I will say it is the best conducted business In this countiy and most prof-

itable.

The Chaieman. Tou say It is the most profitable?

Mr. Cowan. Yes. I speak advisedly.

The Chaikman. Cattle shipping?
Mr. Cowan. Raising cattle.

Mr. Cowan. That was true. Senator Kean, but it has not been true
for the last two or three years, and if you desire evidence upon the

subject, you may inquire of Senator Dolliver, because he certainly

ought to know. It is said of Iowa that there have been thirty banks
broken in that State on account of the unprofitableness of the cattle

business in the last few years and that seven cashiers have committed
suicide.

Senator Dolliver. I would like to have that thoroughly verified

before I would affirm the truth of it.

Mr. Cowan. I said it was so stated. I saw it in the newspapers.
I do not know whether it was true or not.

Senator Dolliver. Cattle-feeding business has not been profitable.

Mr. Cowan. That may be true.

Senator Dolliver. I think it may be said that catttle feeding—that
is, bringing in cattle from the West for the purpose of feeding in

Iowa—has not been profitable ; but I think our home agriculture has
been fairly profitable.

Mr. Cowan. I think that is true. I have the testimony, if the
Senator desires it, of some 50 cattlemen, collected from Kansas, Ne-
braska, Iowa, Colorado, South Dakota, Oklahoma, Indian Territory,

and New Mexico and Arizona, on file with the Interstate Conmierce
Commission, and these gentlemen have proven that the last two or

three years have not been profitable. That does not entitle us to a

lower rate of freight.

Senator Kean. Some gentlemen in New York might think that the

stock exchange had not proven profitable in the last few weeks.
Mr. Cowan. I do not know anything about that. It is very for-

eign, at least to the inquiry. The inquiry here involves the ques-

tion as to whether or not we think the rates are too high. I say
yes; we believe the rates are too high. That is not for this commit-
tee to try, however. It is not a question of trial for this committee
to determine whether any complaint is correct or is not. We have a

statute which now provides that unjust and unreasonable rates are

unlawful, but unfortunately there is no adequate remedy to enforce

that statute. What we ask and believe is, that if the law is being

violated the committee will provide the remedy without stopping to

ii-y the case as to whether in every instance the complaint may be

just or not. However, if the law has not been violated, no one need

Jear the remedy. If it has, they may.
I offer here a statement from the Colorado Record Stockman with

respect to the company and as to whether Mr. Jansen and Mr. Herd
are correct in their statements made before this committee. I will

say that if the committee desires it we can bring here hundreds of

men to testify, but it is useless. I present these resolutions to prove
the fact. I also desire to present tiie resolutions that were adopted
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at this meeting in Denver. I present this article to prove the fact,

as follows:

JOIN THEIB FBIENDS TWO PBOMINENT NEBRASKA. STOCKMEN GO TO WABHIUQTOB
FOB THE BAILBOADS.

The report, that T. B. Hord, the well-known cattle feeder of Nebraska, and
Peter Jansen, the prominent sheep feeder of that State, had gone to Washington
to testify before the Senate committee in the railway-rate investigation was not
surprising to western stockmen, as only a few months ago Mr. Hord was known
to be a constant kicker on railroad rates and service, and Peter Jansen had even
been talked of for the position of president of the American Stock Growers'
Association. But when the news came from Washington that both Mr. Hord
and Mr. Jansen had testified in favor of the railroad side and stated that they
were satisfied with the rates and service it was like a thunderbolt from a clear

sky. That there would be some stockmen found to do the Judas act was, of
course, expected, but that such men as Hord and Jansen should be the first was
startling.

It is well known that both Hord and Jansen have been receiving special favors
from the railroads. They are both large shippers, and if the Elklns Act was
strictly Enforced both would be up against a heavy fine for accepting favors
from the railroads. But neither make any attempt to deny the fact that they
are under special obligations to the railroads, and it is apparent from reading
between the lines of their testimony that pressure has been brought upon them
by the railroads. As both are very heavy shippers, and the railroads practically

have it within their power to put them out of business, friends of the two men
are confident that they were simply forced to take the position they did and
that at heart they are with the stock interests. Here is how the two men
testified

:

T. B. Hord: "At the present time the railroads In Nebraska give us good
service; they grant all reasonable demands. We have the railway officials

among us, and we want conditions to remain unchanged, because we are pros-
pering. I came here at the request of friends who agree with me, because we
think it right to enter our protest I know of no complaints from the South-
west about rates on live stock."

" How do you happen to come here? " asked Senator Foralcer. The witness
replied that he had been invited to come by friends.

Peter Jansen :
" We do not want any rate legislation. We feel that traffic

managers are nearer to us than any commission could ever be, and we are satis-

fled that they are always ready to meet any reasonable man halfway. The
present system of adjusting rates between shippers and carriers is perfectly
satisfactory to us. The shippers of the Southwest who have complained of
high stock rates are free-range men who do not ship any stock. The real
shippers have no complaint."

The Chairman. Make them a part of your remarks, and put them
right in.

Mr. CowAN. Yes, sir. I also desire to introduce similar resolu-

tions passed by the cattle growers' interstate executive committee in

Denver, on January 9 of this year

:

Whereas President Roosevelt in his message to Congress has, in apt and
positive terms, recommended that the powers of the Interstate Commerce Com-
mission be extended so as to vitalize it and thus give to the live stock and
other shipping interests a speedy and adequate remedy against rates found to

be unjust, unreasonable, discriminatory, or otherwise unlawful ; and
Whereas the constant and persistent demand which you have made Is thus

clearly and distinctly Indorsed by the President, In spite of the powerful
influence of the railway and other corporate interests : Now, therefore, be It

ReBolveA ty the cattle growers' interstate committee. That we indorse the
action of the President In his every effort to so control corporations, trusts, and
monopolies as to destroy the evil of them, and to give everyone in the race of
life a " square deal," and that we specially indorse his message upon the sub-
ject of railway regulation and in this manner extend our thanks for duty well
performed, and pledge ourselves as an organization, and individually, to lend
him our united support.
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Be it further resolved, That a copy of this resolution be sent by our secretary

to the President

[Resolution Indorsing Honm bill 14477.]

The following resolution was unanimously adopted:
Whereas the live-stock shippers throughout the entire West have suffered

great loss and inconvenience by the failure of railroad companife to furnish
cars for shipment within a reasonable time ; and
Whereas many of the railroads claim, particularly originating lines which

do not reach the markets, that they can not procure cars because of the failure

of connecting lines to supply same ; and
Whereas some railway companies in the West do not permit live-stock ship-

pers to route their cattle or other live stock over the lines which they desire,

so as to go the most expeditious route ; and
Whereas the Texas and Pacific Railway Company In particular canceled Its

interstate rates from Texas points, forcing the unloading of cattle at all con-

necting points : Now, therefore, be it

Resolved iy the cattle growers' interstate executive committee, representing
the organised cattlemen through their respective cattle orgamizatkms in the

various Western States, That we petition Congress to pass an appropriate meas-
Tire whereby railroads will be required to furnish cars upon reasonable notice to

do so for all shipments of live stock, and requiring each connecting carrier to
furnish and exchange empty stock cars for loaded stock cars upon reasonable
notice, and to require that each railway company shall, upon reasonable pro-
vision being made for compensation for the use or value of such cars, permit
loaded cars of live stock to go off their own lines and over the lines of connecting
carriers without unloading.
And further he it resolved. That we Indorse House bill No. 14477, introduced

by the Hon. W. R. Smith, of Texas, upon these subjects.

The committee then adjourned.
W. A. Habbib, yice-Ohairman.
Feed P. Johnson, Secretary.

Senator Kean. What is the date of that last resolution ?

Mr. Cowan. The last resolution was dated March 9, this year.

Senator Kjban. Is that not in the former hearings that we have
had?
Mr. Cowan. No, sir.

Senator Foraker. Judge, the rates on live stock of the interests

that you represent have beeii advanced, have they not, recently ?

Mr. Cowan. Yes, sir; I will reach those points, and call the com-
mittee's attention to them specifically.

Now, I wiU undertake to say, briefly, that the effort which has
been made to prove that public sentiment has waned with respect to

the desire for an amendment of this law, in my judgment, is not
correct, and I believe that it is CArident, if the committee were to take

pains to examine it, by resolution of the various legislatures, by the
editorials in the papers, by the resolutions of these various stock

associations, and, I believe, practically of all the producing associa-

tions of the country, wherever they have held meetings, so far as I

know, have passed resolutions with respect to it.

I merely call attention to it, not that you should be governed by what
they do by resolution, but in answer to the suggestions which have
been so frequently made. The same conditions exist which would
call for it. I know the railways have made strong efforts and they
have the right to do it, to assuage public sentiment on the subject,

but their declaration that they have thereby succeeded is not proven
by the mere fact of the declaration. It is the consumer or the pro-
ducer who " pays the freight." A gentleman testified in an investi-

gation before the Interstate Commerce Commission, a gentleman who
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represents the Board of Trade at Dallas, Tex., a very large distribut-
ing point, that Dallas did not so much care that the railroads had ad-
vanced ail of the class rates from St. Louis, and therefore from all

the East to Texas common points, provided the advance should be
made the same to Fort Worth, San Antonio, and all other compet-
itive points, for he said, " They are not interested in that." And the
reason is manifest. They simply charge the freight in the cost to
the jobber or to the retailer. The retailer has always been able to do
that, and so it niay happen that the retailer has to stand some of the
expenses. It will always happen that the consumer will stand the
most of it, or the producer must stand it. MTioever can dictate the
price of his article can add to it always of necessity the amount of
the freight.

It is perfectly impossible for the producers and consumers of this

coimtry to undertake to come here to testify before you. They rely

upon you as their representatives and upon their Representatives in

Congress to act for them. They can send a few men here if they are

organized. They can not send the money and send many people here
to represent them, for producers' organizations as a rule, among
farmers, are as poor as churches, and that is poverty personified when
you get into the country where these things are produced that make
the great prosperity in this country. I say, therefore, that you can
not assume that because a number of gentlemen have been here who
perhaps had advantages by reason of certain classes of freight and
preferences, and say that they are satisfied with their rates, that they

speak for the whole country. From the fact that discriminations

exist^ which is admitted, there must be somebody who gets the benefit

and somebody who pays the expense. The man who gets the benefit

has been here, if we may judge from the evidence. The men who suf-

fer perhaps have not been able to come, for he who can receive the

benefit may even travel on a pass and not have to pay his fare. He
may even have a suggestion made to him that he should come. They
have been brought here by the diligence, of course, of the railway,

which had a perfect right to do it, but their evidence should be

weighed, in light of the circumstances, with the fellow against whom
there is a discrimination, who does have a complaint to make, and who
has not been here except where there is some organization able to send

a few men.
The Chairman. I think it is proper for me to state right here

that every name furnished us by Mr. Bacon, whom we recognize as

representing all the interests favoring the legislation asked for, has

been examined, and every person who has applied to come before

the committee we have allowed to come, and sent word to him and
announced that we paid the mileage and per diem.

Mr. Cowan. I am glad you told me that. I have been very busy,

and I did not know about that.

The Chairman. And furthermore I think it is proper for me to

state on behalf of the committee that we asked Mr. Bacon not only

to come here and represent his side of the question before the com-

mittee, but to remain and furnish us names from time to time.

Mr, Cowan. In view of the statement of the chairman, I will say

that there was not the slightest idea in my argument here that this

committee had in any sense sought to select one or another. I meant

S. Doc. 243, 59-1—vol 4 36
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to say, if I did not say, and I believe I did, that the diligence of the
railroads had brought before the committee probably a larger number
of those persons who are satisfied with the rates than the shippers
of the country had been able to do. That may be so or may not. I
simply do not say. I imagine so from reading what I have in the
reports. If you take a case like this, the Wichita, Kans., case, which
has been mentioned so often, which place has to pay a much higher
rate than Omaha for certain things, probably lumber and a number
of other articles, the Omaha men may be j)erfectly satisfied; the lum-
ber dealer in Texas may be perfectly satisfied, because he is selling

the lumber to the Omaha market, and therefore he may be perfectly
satisfied with his rate, yet that does not mean that all the lumber
rates are right.

Now, I make no contention that there are any widespread erroneous
rates in the coimtry as a general proposition. I have investigated
the matter considerably, and I am satisfied that on the whole the rate
adjustments of the country are made probably with good judgment,
but I say there are exceptions to that. The exceptions are growing.
They will continue to grow. The simple love of gain is what will

bring it about. It is that which has brought it in the live-stock busi-
ness, because, as cited in a previous statement, our rates have been very
greatly advanced. Now, there has been no change in conditions
which would justify the advance, as we believe. In taking the testi-

mony of that case the work has been enormous. It would take three
or four days.

Senator Dolliver. What case do you refer to ?

Mr. Cowan. The case that is involved in the western and south-
western cattle rates.

Senator DoLLivEa. To what case do you refer?

Mr. CowAN. It is the case under the name of The Cattle Raisers'

Association of Texas v. The Missouri, Kansas and Texas Railway
Company et al., running before the Interstate Commerce Commis-
sion, to be argued on the 25th of this month. Now, I do not care to

anticipate before this committee my argument there, and I will not
detain you with that.

Senator Kean. You mean the Cattle Growers' Association is in

restraint of trade under the Sherman law ?

Mr. CowAN. I scarcely think so. It does not regulate prices; it

does not attempt to. It does not affect competition. If it could
regulate prices it would be a trust.

Senator Kean. It tries to be just as big a trust as it can be?
Mr. Cowan. Yes, sir ; and if we were incorporated under the laws

of New Jersey we might fairly succeed.

Senator Dolliver. Does the complaint in that case state all the
grievances of the western cattle people ?

Mr. Cowan. Oh, no; the complaint is part of my original state-

ment here last winter, but it does not state all the grievances of the

western cattlemen, for when it was filed it was by the Texas associa-

tion. Subsequently the western stockmen in Colorado and South
Dakota asked the Commission that they be included. The investi-

gation was started and consolidated, so that now it embraces a wider
range geographically than it did before and a much wider range of
companies. Now, let me call your attention to some points which
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seem to justify our assertion that these rates have been unreasonably
advanced. In 1898 those rates to most Texas points were 8 cents a
hundred pounds lower to Kansas City than they are to-day.
The Chairman. Eight cents?
Mr. Cowan. Eight and one-half cents. In that year the Atchison,

Topeka and Santa Fe Eailway Company, which reaches all that
southwestern country by its various lines, hauled 430,644 tons 1 mile
per mile of road.

In 1904 the volume of traffic was so increased that it hauled 598,216
tons 1 mile per mile of road. The percentage of empty car mileage
remained practically the same. The freight earnings per train mue
in 1898 was $1.47; in 1904, $2.45. The earning per car mile in 1898
was 10.6 cents; in 1904, 17.73 cents. The tons per train mile in 1898
were 153 tons; in 1904, 249 tons. The revenue per ton per mile in-

creased from 9.64 mills to 9.81 mills between 1898 and 1904. Now,
that same condition, substantially, with varying exceptions, is ex-

hibited in Table 91, which has been prepared at great labor for all the

southwestern systems of roads leading out of Chicago, St. Louis, and
Kansas Ci?ty, which handle the livestock of the West. The gross

earnings and the net earnings on each system of road have enor-

mously increased. The train loads on each one of these systems of

roads have enormously increased, as you will observe. The contention

that the railroads have been compelled to haul light trains in order to

give the speed in the live-stock movement is not true. In the trial of

this case we had presented statements made from each of certain prom-
inent division points to which these cattle passed, showing the actual

contents of trains for certain periods, not only of livestock, but of
freight, but in every case except out of Grand Island, on the Union
Pacific, the trains which carry live stock carry more loaded cars than
the average of all trains, including those which carry livestock, and,
of course, therefore, a greater tonnage than the trains which do not
carry livestock.

Now, some gentlemen have stated here that they are losing money
in this kind of business. At all events they do not make any money,
and indicate that they are losing money.

Senator Kean. They wanted to state it was not the business they
sought.

Mr. Cowan. I want to show you that that is not true, and I will

show you by actual figures. There is no guessing about this. I will

not bother you with detail after I show this. The expense of engine
and train service, and all other expenses, leaving out maintenance of
way and maintenance of freight equipments and general expenses, is

55 cents per average locomotive mile—that is, on the Santa Fe—and
on that basis it would cost $325.05 per train service from Fort Worth
to Kansas City. In the case of live stock there would be $58,25

expense, not specific, incident to other freight, which would bring
it up to $383.30. As shown a,bove, the expense of repairs and re-

newals of freight cars amounted approximately to 7 mills per car
mile, which would be $3.14 per mile for the 591 miles, which for 25 cars

would amount to $123.40. Total expense for receiving and trans-

porting 25 cars from Fort Worth to Kansas City, $486.70. What-
ever or expense should be borne of maintenance and of road structure

and general expenses should be added, but this should not amount to

much. This would leave a profit in the transaction of $1,605.12.
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Senator Dollivee. Per train ? ,

Mr. Cowan. Yes, sir. A train of 25 cars from Fort Worth to

Kansas City, on a basis of a loading of 23,000 pounds—viz, $83.95

—

is $2,098.75.

Senator Dolliver. For how many miles?
Mr. Cowan. Five hundred and ninety-one. That is the average

loaded cars on the trains which carry live stock passing out of Gaines-
ville, the division point of the Santa Fe leaving Texas, into the In-
dian Territory, and the average out of Woodward, in Oklahoma,
passing out of the Panhandle to Emporia, gives an average of 25
cars per train in trains that carry live stock. Those are actual facts,

proven by their own records. Now, the rate states what the charge
IS, and there is no way to dispute it. Then take the average total

operating expense per train mile on the Santa Fe system and that
will only amount to $700 per train, still you have got $1,300 profit

left. There is no business furnishing so large a volume of traffic

moving in the same direction which pays anything like as large

profit to the railroads as the live-stock business—that is, under the
present rate. Now, let me call your attention

Senator Dolliver. Do these cars go back to Fort Worth unloaded ?

Mr. Cowan. About 40 per cent of them. Mind you, 30 per cent of
other cars, which handle a grain traffic on the Santa Fe, which goes
from Kansas City to Galveston, 22 per cent of the cars move back
north empty. Now, I desire to furnish to the members of this com-
mitteej if thej would like to have it, copies of the brief which sets

forth m detail all of these figures, which, barring minor exceptions,

in my judgment, are accurate. It may change your opinion in re-

gard to the statement which has been made here that the live-stock

traffic is not profitable.

Senator ICean. I only took your own statement for it that it was
profitable.

Mr. Cowan. That is what I just said. I said the live-stock pro-

ducing business in 1900 was the most profitable business of the coun-
try. They say now that the railroad transportation of live stock is

more profitable than the production of it.

Senator Kean. But we are not controlling the rate on live stock.

Mr. Cowan. But if you give us a show I will show you the evi-

dence on which we will do it if we have a commission which has the
power.

Senator Kean. You might not have the court with you.
Mr. Cowan. I am not afraid of any court on the facts.

Senator Kean. Why not go to the court now ?

Mr. Cowan. There are two very good reasons. In the first place,

there is no remedy which the court could apply except the question
of damages. A lawyer would be very foolish to go to a court to un-
dertake to try a case where it consumes five weeks to take the testi-

mony, and that is what it took in that case. Furthermore, an associa-

tion of persons such as the Cattle Eaisers' Association has no stand-

ing in court, but it does have before the Commission by virtue of the
statute.

The Chairman. When is this case set for argument?
Mr. Cowan. On the 25th of this month.
Senator Foraker. Is your complaint before the Commission simply

that the rate is too high?
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Mr. Cowan. That is all.

Senator Foeakee. It is not a complaint of discrimination ?

Mr. Cowan. Now, we undertake to prove that by what a great
many people call discrimination. I want to call this committee's
attention to a mistake that has been made by a great many gentlemen
who have testified and spoken before the committee, not purposely of
course, but in my judgment accidentally, for want of proper and
analytic thought. "VVe undertake to prove that the rate from Dallas
to St. Louis of 42| cents is too high, having been increased 8^ cents
in the last five years over the Gould lines, and one element of the tes-

timony is that the rate on the Missouri Pacific from Sheridan, Colo.,

to Kansas City is only 23| cents and has not been advanced, and
that the rate from Scott City, Kans., to St. Louis—a little farther
than it is from Dallas to St. Louis—^has not been advanced, and that
that is 32J cents. Now, you see that the rate on the same line—on the
Missouri Pacific—from Scott City, Kans., to St. Louis is 10 cents per
hundred pounds, or 30 per cent less than it is from Fort Worth or
Dallas, a little less distance.

Now, Mr. Lincoln testified that the rates on live stock were already
too low before they were advanced. He admitted that my statement
that they were advanced was correct. He can not help but admit
that, because it is in the tariff, but he justifies it upon the ground that
they were already too low. Now, let us see. His rate from Colo-
rado and Kansas and Indian Territory for the same distance, largely

over the same line, and with a less density of traffic than there is on
the Texas lines to St. Louis had not been advanced and are still lower
than ours were before they were advanced. Now, some people have
called that a discrimination because they ship from Scott City, Kans.,
at 32J cents, but charge you 42^ cents from Dallas. But it is not.

It is simply a means of proving, if the standard of comparison is cor-

rect, that the standard is too high.

Senator Foeakee. But it is an element in the proof.

Mr. Cowan. It is an element of proof. I say that the second sec-

tion in the act to regulate commerce, which prohibits undue prefer-

ence, does not mean such a case as I have just named. Neither would
it mean that because the Santa Fe railroad carried from Wichita,
Kans., to Kansas City at a certain rate of freight, and carried from
Fort Worth by way of Paris, we will say, if a line can reach around
that way, and over the Frisco to St. Louis at another rate, a further

distance, cheaper than the Wichita rate, that would constitute any
undue preference or discrimination. It would simply constitute a

difference in rate for apparently about the same service. Now, the

one may be used as proof that the other is too high or too low, and
then you have as the standard the comparison, but in neither case can

it be said that you can adjust the one on the ground that the law pro-

hibits an undue preference.

Senator Foeakee. They are by different lines in the case you state.

Mr. Cowan. But even if they were the same lines I do not believe

it would reach it.

Senator Dollivee. What is gained by enlarging this power of the

Commission beyond the point of determining the reasonable rate in

a given case?

Mr. Cowan. Senator, after careful thought, and with, no other

view than to arrive at a correct solution of the matter if I could

—
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believing I am not capable of doing it, belieAdng that any concluaon

I might reach is likely in experience to prove wrong, and, too, with
you, not as much likely, perhaps—I am of the opinion that when
you give a commission the power to fix a rate which is reasonable,

where it is challenged as being wrong, where it is challenged as

being unreasonable, discriminatory, or unlawful, if you give the
Commission the power to fix a reasonable rate there is not much else

which you can safely do, in my judgment. You have asked me for

that opinion, and I give it to you frankly and honestly, however
much I may differ with gentlemen with whom I am acquainted and
whom I esteem most highly. I know that some of the Interstate

Commerce Commissioners hold to the opinion that unless they can
adjust differentials the difficulties that are mostly presented to them
can not be worked out and the proper remedy applied.

But it does not seem to me that it ought to He anywhere in any
commission to advance a rate, for I agree with Governor Fifer's

statement, wherein he stated that you can rest it with the railroads

to make their rates high enough. If they have a mind to make a

rate class, they will simply have to do it. If you prevent their

making a rate class, you prevent them from doing the very thing
which they want to do the most, which is to carry the traffic. A
rate class comes from a desire to carry the traffic. Now, will you
adjust the rate so that they can not do it? Take the case of Wichita
and Omaha. That has been cited. I may be wrong about this, but
you asked me for my honest opinion and I give it to you. In that

case the Commission ought to have the power to determine whether
the Wichita rate is reasonable or not. The Commission ought to have
the power to determine whether the road is justified in carriage

from Beaumont, over the Santa Fe, to Wichita of lumber and to

Omaha, in charging a higher rate to Wichita than to Omaha over

the same line and in the same direction, the same class of traffic,

and carried at the same time.

And the fourth section ought to be so arhended that the Commission
may do that and determine whether the circumstances are so sub-

stantially different as to warrant the higher charge for a lesser haul.

Senator Foeakee. Is not the Commission authorized to do that

now?
Mr. Cowan. No, sir ; I think not.

Senator Fokaker. Under the interpretation of the statute?

Mr. Cowan. I think not. I have read those decisions most care-

fully, and my construction of Judge White's last opinion is that, as

a matter of law, if there is competition at the farthest distance in any
degree whatever as it is at the near-by point, that creates, as a mat-

ter of law, a substantially different set of circumstances and condi-

tions. That is my construction of that decision. Commissioner
Knapp, am I correct in that interpretation?

Mr. Commissioner Knapp. Substantially right; yes, sir.

Senator Fokaker. That is, any degree of competition would jus-

tify any degree of difference in rate ?

Mr. Cowan. Any degree of difference in rate, provided, of course,

that the first section prohibits a rate which is unjust and unreason-

able, so that the party at the near-by point, at Wichita, could not

complain that there was a lower rate to Omaha, unless they could
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prove that the rate to Wichita is not a just rate. Under the present
construction of the fourth section, I think that is the law, but I
think the law ought to be as the fourth section was formerly con-
strued by the Commission, at least, that it does not matter whether
the rate from Beaumont to Wichita is reasonable or not. If they
have a mind to make a lower rate at Omaha, they must not charge
more than to Wichita, the shorter distance. So that, if you give the
Commission the power to determine the circumstances under which
the shorter distance haul may take the higher rate and give them the
power to determine and cut down an unreasonable rate, you will

have done all that you can do, substantially, for the relief of the
public.

Senator Foeakee. I do not believe I understand you, Judge. I

do not interrupt you for any other purpose. You think the Commis-
sion ought to be empowered to investigate and determine what the

difference in conditions may be, and to determine whether or not the

measure of difference in conditions accorded with the measure of

difference in the rates ?

Mr. Cowan. Well, I will answer in the affirmative to the proposi-

tion, but not subscribing entirely to the form of the question.

Senator Foeakeb. I did not mean to put it in any particular form.
Mr. Cowan. And that is the reason I answer it in that way. It

is perfectly impossible to adjust any one rate to conditions. There
is no mathematical sequence between them. It is not possible to

adjust one rate mathematically to another because there is no exact
logical sequence between them. The best you can do is the exercise

of a fair, enlightened judgment to the tribunal to which you give the
power, trusting in their judgment for a careful, proper, patriotic

enforcement of the law with a view to protect the rights of every-
body.

Senator Foeakee. What would you suggest that the amendment
should be ?

Mr. Cowan. I have heretofore at the request of this committee
carefully prepared, and I handed to the committee in February, a
statement of what I think the amendment ought to be, and that is

included in my previous statement.

Senator Foeakee. You are still of the same opinion ?

Mr. Cowan. Absolutely. I have not changed one whit. I do not
see anything different in regard to the short and long haul clause.

Senator Clapp. What is the number of the volume containing the
case which you referred to a moment ago ?

Mr. Cowan. Do you mean Justice White's decision?

Senator Clapp. Yes, sir; the Wichita Case.

Mr. Cowan. I was not referring to Justice White's decision in

connection with the Wichita Case, but the Nashville Case. I will

find it for you, Senator, before I leave here, and furnish it to you.
Senator Foeakee. Just put it in the record when you get it.

Mr. Cowan. Now, Justice White held also—^mark this now, gen-
tlemen, if you please—that in view of the fact that the fourth section

contained a proviso under substantially similar circumstances and
conditions, that that in effect is an affirmative statutory rate of much
less for a longer distance haul that a shorter distance haul, if those

circumstances existed. And therefore the third regulation which
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prohibits undue preference was by the fourth section limited so that

it was not an undue preference there if it was permissible under the

fourth section.

Mr. Knapp. If it is not unlawful under the fourth it is not under
the third section.

Mr. Cowan. In other words, the third section can not apply if the
fourth does not. I mention these things in order that I might reach
another point that I am to present to you, and that is the Elkins law,
which prohibits not only rebates and discriminations prohibited by
law, but may not reach near as far as some might have you believe or
you might mistakenly suppose. It does not say discriminations pro-
hibited by the common law or by the act to regulate commerce. It
simply says, "discriminations prohibited by, law," and gives the
courts a plenary power of an injunction against such a discrimina-
tion.

Senator Clapp. Invoking that decision to sustain a conviction
brought under the interstate-commerce law, the courts, at least by
enforcement, made it apply to the provisions of the interstate-com-
merce law, did they not?
Mr. Cowan. No ; I think not.

Senator Clapp. It seems so.

Mr. Cowan. I know that opinion is held here, and I have heard
statements and questions back and forth. I say it in all good feel-

ing, of course, that some of you have made a mistake in believing
that it does. »

Senator Foraker. The remedy reaches as far as the law reaches
in its prohibitions?

Mr. Cowan. Yes, the remedy reaches discrimination prohibited
by law. But what is a discrimination? You reach right back to

that point the first thing. Mind you, they did not do it in the Mis-
souri Pacific case, because they alleged affirmatively a discrimination

in terms to reach a discrimination in violation not only general but
in violation of the provisions of both the Elkins act and the inter-

state-commerce laws. The case came up on demurrer and the ques-

tion was whether the allegation of the petitioners gave the court

jurisdiction, and they held that it did. I am disposed to thinli if

you would take a case to a court of equity jurisdiction, of a discrimi-

nation, the court could do whatever is necessary to effectually invoke
the remedy, no matter what the decision was. That is intimated

in the dissenting opinion of Justice Brewer, but it is in conflict with
the Maximum Eate Case. It would not do to rest this remedy on
the uncertain proposition on which the Elkins act rests it. In the

Maximum Rate Case they held that instead of giving the power to

the Commission to enforce the provisions of the act it did not give

them the power to fix rates. In other words, there was no extension

to the power by construction and, it seems to me, his dissenting

opinion was apparently in conflict with the Maximum Rate Case.

I would not like to stop and discuss that case, Senators. I do not

claim to be informed concerning it.

Senator Foraker. That is a very important statement to make, and
on which, on first impression, I would not feel disposed to agree with
you. I do not see that there is any conflict between the two decisions.

Mr. Cowan. I say intimations in Justice Brewer's dissenting opin-
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ion in the Missouri Pacific Case indicate that the court would
assume the complete power to adjust a rate, as I understand the
decision. But 1 have not thought best to undertake to discuss the

decision itself.

Senator Dollivee. That also appears in the decision of the court?
Mr. Cowan. A clear intimation to that effect. But do not over-

look this, that there was an allegation there and a demurrer. Now,
if we should be mistaken and suppose that the court was going to

apply the Elkins Act to the undue-preference clause or to the second
clause against discriminations or to the third on the long and short

haul, and the court did not do it, then we would be without the remedy.
In no other case can the Commission invoke the power of the court,

except it has reasonable grounds to believe the law has been violated,

and thus bring prosecution. Why not? Just go a step further, in

order to save any controversy about that, and when you give the

Commission power to determine what a reasonable rate is give the

Commission the power to determine to what extent there is a dis-

crimination. But when you go and give the Commission the power
to raise or lower rates you give it the power to destroy the commercial
conditions in the country.

Senator Dollivee. Could we constitutionally confer that power
on the Commission, or exercise it ourselves—namely, the power to fix

a minimum rate or to raise a rate ?

Mr. CowAN. I think the Attorney-General answers you in the

affirmative.

Senator Dollivee. I do not understand that he does. I wish you
would show what there is in his opinion to that effect.

Mr. Cowan. He holds that we can establish a maximum rate.

Senator Dolj^ivee. Do you not recognize the difference as a legal

proposition between fixing a maximum rate and a minimum rate ?

Mr. Cowan. Not under the Constitution of the United States.

You do it by virtue of the power to regulate commerce, and one is a
regulation as much as the other.

Senator Dollivee. Why does he limit his opinion to the right to

fix a maximum rate if he can fix any kind of a rate ?

Mr. CowAN. I wondered at that when I read it.

Senator Dollivee. Do you not think he must have had some good
reason for that ?

Mr. Cowan. I think it was a piece of caution. Lawyers do not
generally go further than is necessary. He may have had the best
sort of a reason. I can not see how, if the power to fix a minimum
rate exists theoretically by constitutional provision to regulate com-
merce, that the regulation does not apply just as well to the minimum
as to the maximum. I may be mistaken, but it seems that way to me..

Senator Kean (in the chair). Mr. Cowan, your time is very nearly
up.

Senator Foeakee. I would like the Judge to finish his statement.

It is very interesting to me.
Mr. CowAN. I will not detain you but for a very little while.

Senator Kean. You may proceed, Judge.
Mr. Cowan. Now, it seems to me that this sort of a case illustrates

better what will come than to try to reason from some general prin-

ciples back to specific instances. The Interstate Commerce Commis-
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sion held in a case recently decided by them that the rates on freight

or livestock from points intermediate between Missouri River and
Chicago, in Iowa, ought not to be greater per 100 pounds than the

rates on freight on the dressed carcasses of that livestock from the

Missouri River and farther distant points and over the same lines to

the same destination. The opinion seems just. I assisted in the trial

of the case before the Commission, representing the Chicago Live-
stock Exchange.

Senator Foeaker. Is that the case where Governor Cummins was
on the other side?

Mr. Cowan. No, sir ; he was not in the case at all. I insisted that

the Commission should also find whether the 23i-cent rate from Fort
Dodge, Iowa, was, in addition to being an undue prejudice against
the live-stock shippers, an unreasonable rate. The Commission de-

cided, however, that they would only determine the relative rate under
the third section of the act, and they held that to charge 20 cents lo-

cally and 184 cents in fact on packing-house products and dressed

meats from the Missouri River to Chicago, 500 miles, was an undue
preference, and an advantage to the shipper of the carcass as against
the live-stock shippers on the same line intermediate between the
Missouri River and Chicago. And the railroads refused to obey that
order. Now, I do not know that it is true, but I heard that they held
a meeting in Chicago and by a vote of 1 determined not to obey the
order, on account of which, I am informed, the Commission has
brought a bill in equity in the circuit court of Chicago to enforce that
order. Now, you may see where the point comes in. One of the de-

fendants in that case is the Chicago, Milwaukee, and St. Paul Rail-

road. Mr. George R. Peck represents that road. Now, I think he
said here, at least my memory tells me that he did, that an injunction

would lie under the Elkins bill to restrain a rate which created a dis-

crimination by being a preference between localities. Is it correct

that he took that position here. Senator?
Senator Dollivee. I think so.

Mr. Cowan. I so understood it. Now, I want to win a suit of

clothes, as I need them, but I do not want to offer to do any unlawful

act here. However, I am willing to bet a suit of clothes that Mr.
Peck takes an opposite position in Chicago, and that he will argue

that the Elkins Act does not reach the third section at all, because

it prohibits undue preferences and advantages and any discrimina-

tions in the meaning of that term as stated in the Elkins Act. I

will be in that case, and I am going to urge it upon the court that

Mr. Peck's opinion before this committee was correct, and that an

injunction should reach it as a discrimination, but, at the same time,

I scarcely believe that that is the law. Now, if it is, let us see what
they would do. That is the point I am trying to come to. What
will the court do? The facts in the case are that the Chicago Great

Western Railroad made a written contract extending over a period

of seven years with the packers on the Missouri River to not ship

the freight at that rate. All the roads had previously given the

packers those rates, and probably lower, and they admitted that,

but that was by reason of the rebates. The published rate had been

the same as the live-stock rate. All the railroads—at least the Great

Western 3an not recede from its contract. It can not say its con-
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tract was unla-W ful and break it, and it does not wish to break it. It

wants the traffic. The other roads can not afford to cancel their

tariff, because if they do the other roads will get all the traffic, and so

they must maintain the lower rate from Missouri to Chicago. The
^[uestion is. Is the Iowa cattle shipper to be given the same rate by
injunction of the court or not? If you believe the court has the
power of granting injunctions, it will have the injunction of the
live-stock rate. If so, then the court must fix a rate. Now, I hope
for the good of the country that that is the law. I hope that such
a jurisdiction exists, but I do not believe in view of the decisions of

the Supreme Court of the United States that they will ever reach the
conclusion that the court may by indirection establish a rate for the

future which the law could not give them the right to do by diri^ct

enactment.

Senator Dollivee. Then you and Mr. Peck will both be under a

similar handicap before the court?

Mr. Cowan. I will be advocating something that I do not believe

to be the law, and so will he, if you accept our statements before

the committee as representing our belief. I mention this thing
thus specifically, in order to point to the desire that this committee
can extend to the Commission the right itself to determine what ought
to be the relation in these rates. But I do not believe that it is a

good idea to give the Commission the right to raise the rate, but
to reduce the other one if the long and short haul applies or if the

other rate is unreasonable. Therefore, I wanted the Commission
to decide, which I think it believed upon the facts, that the 23^ cent

rate was unreasonable, whenever there would be two strings to the

bow.
Mr. Lincoln called the attention of the committee to a damage case

that was tried in Kansas, where a judgment was rendered for $11,000
against the Missouri Pacific. He made the mistake of saying the

cattle were only on the cars eight hours. I tried the case myself.
He was a stranger. It was tried before the United States court.

The company paid the judgment without taking an appeal. The
facts of the case will somewhat interest you, because it illustrates

a case of the worst kind of gross negligence. Mr. Lincoln thought
that they would have the right to raise the rate to cover such a case

as that. The advance on a cattle shipment does not amount to more
than a dollar on a car on the average.

Now, I want to call your attention to one point, and that is that the
rates of revenue per ton per mile is in no sense expressive of what the
rate is. I have undertaken to set out, in the documents I will file, a

statement showing that. One road has increased and another has
decreased, and so on. There are a thousand reasons, I believe a thou-
sand, at least, where the revenue per ton per mile does not reflect the

amount of rate. Some members of the committee seemed to have been
taken with the idea that because the average revenue per ton per mile
had shown a decrease that therefore the rate had been decreased. I
met the assertion when before the committee that the test of whether
rates had declined or not is the tariffs. Look at the tariff ; that will

tell. No railroad witness has produced a tariff, that I know of, to

show that they have declined. The rates for the last five years, od
the contrary, have advanced.
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Now, as regards the long haul, you increase the ton mileage. You
obtain the revenue per ton per mile by dividing the gross revenue
receipts by the total ton-mileage. As you increase the long haul you
increase the ton-miles. As you increase the lower grade of freight

you increase that character of tonnage which takes the lower rate.

So it will always occur that there will be fluctuations. For ex-

ample, the Atchison, Topeka and Santa Fe between the years 1898
and 1904 had an increase in the revenue per ton per mile. The
Chicago, Rock Island and Pacific, which covers the same territory,

had a decrease. Yet there is the very process by which these gentle-

men have proven that the rates have declined. They have added all

the railroad freight ton mileage together and charged all the rail-

road freight earnings together, and divided one by the other, and
come up and present that to you as a proof that the rates have de-

clined. I have undertaken to set that out.

Now, there is another point, and that is that they say that you
should leave it to the railroads to do with the public as they will,

because it will reduce rates as they have been doing. I say the evi-

dence they have produced of reducing rates does not prove up, be-

cause that is the only testimony I have seen, and I undertake to say

that the tariffs show the other thing.

Now, they say that there is no combination. I think Mr. Hines
testified at length about that. I know that several of the other

traffic men denied it, but if you take the facts which are pointed to in

this statement which I am filing, you will find that the proof shows
exactly the other thing, and I believe they ought to have the right to

do that. I could read to you out of the brief here, which has an
exact copy of the testimony which proves it. I will hand copies of

the brief over to the committee, and t&erefore I will not take the

time at this moment to discuss it further.

Now, I believe that you can only legislate the rates. Litigating

the rate is nothing. How can a man come up here and try a case

like the one the cattle association have tried! It took five weeks
to take the testimony, and it cost thousands of dollars, and it was
very difficult to get the testimony. The individuals are at a great

disadvantage. Here is a room full of railroad attorneys, smart
fellows, and here are the witnesses, with all the money they want,

to perform any service they desire. They keep in their offices the

records and books, and they can produce just such as they please; you
can not get the testimony. You do not know what to propound.

You propound your questions, and they will not answer unless they

want to. They will tell you, " I will not answer it. I wiU go to

court and I will fight it out with you."

But you can not afford that. I say this Congress should provide

for legislating the rate. That is, as Commissioner Knapp well said

yesterday, you fix the obligation, the rule of conduct, in the law,

which carriers shall observe, and you provide a commission with the

powers to require the thing to be done by naming the rate they shall

charge. Leave it at that, because if the rate is an unreasonable one,

then the court will review it upon application in equity without a

question.

Senator Dollivee. Will it review the question of reasonableness?

Mr. Cowan. Undoubtedly, for the purpose of determining whether
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ttiey are taking property without due process of law or whether it

is confiscatory.

Senator Foeakee. Suppose we find it is not confiscatory, but simply
a different rate than the court might have found, would it then
grant any relief?

Mr. Cowan. Yes, sir. I answer that in the affirmative, in my opin-

ion. I do not believe the time has been reached in this country when
any court having the power to do so will ever say that you can re-

qiure a person to perform a service without a reasonable compensa-
tion, because that is not due process of law for you to authorize a
commission to do that.

Senator Fokaker. Let me ask you a question? Can you cite us

to any decision of any court where it is held that a price fixed by
law for any commodity furnished for transportation of cattle or any-
thing else should be enjoined, except on the ground that it was con-
fiscatory.

Mr. Cowan. I can.

Senator Foraker. Where is it?

Mr. Cowan. The Nebraska Rate Case fairly indicates that the

court will determine whether the rate is made below what is reason-

able or not, and I do not understand that they ever did base the case

necessarily upon the ground of confiscation.

Senator Foeakee. To what case do you refer?

Mr. Cowan. The case of Smith v. Ames.
Senator Foeakee. I am familiar with the case.

Mr. Cowan. Have I made a mistake in stating that case?

Senator Foeakee. I think lawyers would have a difference of opin-

ion about that.

Mr. Cowan. I admit it was not necessary to the decision of the case,

in view of the admitted facts, that the court should have gone further
than to simply say that the rates being confiscatory, they would enjoin

them, but I think the court in its expression of opinion about the

matter, in discussing it, went a great deal further. I had discussed

this matter several times with Commissioner Prouty. I do not know
that he expressed himself in this line before this committee, but I do
know that he had been supposed to hold to the opinion that the

court would not hew to a hard and fast line of confiscation before

they would grant relief. But if it was such an outrageously low
rate that it would shock the conscience of a chancellor, it would
be enjoined—and you know the conscience of a chancellor is easily

shocked.

Senator Dollivee. It has always struck me. Judge, that there was
a tremendously wide margin there between what the common law
means by a reasonable rate and a rate which would confiscate the

property.
Mr. Cowan. There is no sort of doubt that there is a very wide

margin between those two factors.

Senator Dollivee. It would seem to me that there ought to be an
earning of dividend upon the stock, and there ought to be a provision

for the accumulation of such a surplus account as all good business

requires, and a great variety of things beyond the point of due
process of law.

Mr. Cowan. Speaking of what they ought to be, I agree with you.
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except on the proposition that there ought to be a dividend on the

stock. That may or may not be so, on the value of the property. Of
course the stock can be issued far beyond the value of the property

;

that is what I mean. I believe the present courts, under the equity

jurisdiction, would exercise the power to restrain the Interstate Com-
merce Commission from fixing such a rate as would prevent the com-
pany from earning a fair profit upon the transaction. Now, I

believe that because of the disposition of the courts to extend the
jurisdiction. I do not believe it because they have so decided. I

think it would be unwise for this committee to pass a bill affirma-

tively charging the court with the duty of doing that thing, because
if you do it will substitute its judgment for the Commission and your
Commission will be worthless.

Senator Foeaker. Of course, that is just the point of the whole
thing. Unless it be a confiscatory rate the courts may differ as to

what would be confiscatory. The court would have no power, accord-
ing to the authority with which I am familiar, to interfere with the
rate, it having been fixed as an act of legislation.

Mr. CowAN. I concede that that is the appearance of the decision.

I concede that is the sanction of many lawyers. I have held to that
opinion myself until within the last year, but in rereading these de-
cisions and considering the whole subject I have come to the conclu-
sion that if it would ever come to a test the courts will do the other
thing.

Senator DoLLrvER. The Esch-Townsend bill seems to provide for
referring to the court not only on the lawfulness of the act, but also

the reasonableness.

Mr. Cowan. I sent my criticisms on that bill here. I think that
bill would be practically worse than no law at all. I know a great

many think otherwise, but if you transferred a retrial on the facts,

like the case I have tried before the Commission, I would not give a

snap for the law. It would be obnoxious and harassing to the rail-

roads
Senator Foeaker. You would not advise us to act favorably on the

Esch-Townsend bill ?

Mr. Cowan. No, sir. I filed a protest here because I believed it

was an injurious measure.

I want to submit, in connection with my statement, a statement

showing the earnings for seven years on the Santa Fe, its operating

expenses, and the like, for the purpose of showing that after paying

a dividend on its stock, the interest on its bonds, on a capitalization

of almost twice its value, they had $5,000,000 of surplus, and I think

there is not the slightest danger that the labor organizations of the

country need fear that because the Santa Fe rates were somewhat
reduced that they can not take it out of the sjirplus and still pay
just as good wages as they have been paying before. I will file that

as part of my statement.

It is as follows

:

SOME FACTS WHICH SHOW THAT BATES SHOULD BE REDUCED.

I happen to have some figures which are of interest pertaining to some of the

principal live stock carrying roads, and from which the conclusion may be
drawn, that instead of an advance in rates being justified, the contrary is true.

I give one example whicli faintly Illustrates the case: For 1896 the Atchison,
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Topeka and Santa Fe Railway Company carried 311,197 tons of freight 1
mile per mile of line, with average car loading of 10 tons, and train loading of
126 tons. In 1898 it carried 430,640 tons, 1 mile per mile of line, with average
car loading of 11 tons, and train loading of 153 tons, earning 9.64 mills per ton
per mile, 10.60 cents per car mile, and $1.47 per train mile. In 1904 this road
carried 589,216 tons 1 mile per mile of line, with an average car loading of 14
tons, and train loading of 249 tons, earning 9.81 mills per ton per mile, and $2.45
per train mile.

Thus the tonnage per mile of line of 1904 shows an increase over 1898 of
36.8 per cent, and over that of 1896 of 89 per cent, with an increase in freight
revenue per mile of line of 39.2 per cent for the year 1904 over 1898.
The system's earnings since June 30, 1896, were as follows

:

Tear ending June 30—
Gross earn-
ings from
operation.

Same per
mile of
line.

1897 $30,621,230
39,214,099
40, .513, 498
46,232,078
54,474,822
59,135,085
62,350,897
68,171,200

$4,753
1898 5,633

5,7601899
1900 6,760
1901 6,977
1902 7,527

7,827
8,334

1903 . . .

1904 :

To this should be added income from other sources, which for 1904 was
$1,248,775, bringing the total income up to $69,419,975, from which deduct
operating expenses, rentals, taxes, and other charges of $44,641,434, leaving
net income of $24,778,541. Deducting from this the iixed charges, including
interest on bonds, the net remaining was $15,359,771. This is on a mileage of
8,119 miles. On this the interest cliarges paid on a bonded debt averaging
$29,175 per mile was $1,179 per mile of line, or a little over 4 per cent, leaving
$1,873 per mile as a surplus. During that year there was expended and
charged in the operating expense account, under the head of maintenance of
way and structures, $1,121 per mile of line, which embraced at least $200 per
mile; average expenditures for betterments, or, if not for betterments wholly,
then the expenditures for that item was abnormal, as $900 per mile is a normal
and sufficient amount on the average to maintain way and structures. The
maintenance-of-eciuipment account, including renewals, was also abnormally
large, amounting to an average of $1,223 per mile of road, which undoubtedly
embraces large items for additions in value to the equipment. Certainly the
item is abnormally large, as Is indicated by the fact that the Chicago, Mil-
waukee and St. Paul Railway Company's expenditure for maintaining equip-
ment for the same year amounted to $073 per mile, carrying a very little less
tonnage per mile of road, and the Chicago and Northwestern Railway expendi-
tures from the same item per mile of line for 1903 was equivalent to $656 per
mile, for a little less tonnage per mile of line. It is readily observable, there-
fore, that the net surplus of $1,873 per mile should be increased by the amount
expended for betterments and additions, but included in operating expenses, of
probably not less than $500 per mile, equivalent to over $4,000,000, and running
the net surplus up to $2,373 per mile average. Thus, after paying interest on
bonds, dividends of 5 per cent on preferred stock and 4 per cent on common
stock, the surplus of the year was $5,573,201, together with whatever better-
ments and additions were made and charged in operating expenses above
shown. The interests and dividends were paid on a total capitalization per
mile of line of approximately $58,000, which is far beyond the legitimate cost
or fair, tangible value of the property. ^

When you consider that there is embraced in operating expenses adequate,
if not sometimes exorbitant, compensation for every expense, and to pay for
every hand's turn and every thought expended in the company's operations,

you can arrive at no other conclusion than that there not only does not exist
any basis for advances on rates, but that they should be reduced. On an esti-

mated valuation of $30,000 per mile, which is a high estimate for average
value, the net earnings reported, besides betterments, equal to 2 per cent,

amount to 10 per cent per annum. If the railways of the United States may
mrn that net, year after year, they will in fif^ years absorb most of the
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wealth of the United States and dominate the entire business and finance of the

country. What is true of this system of road is, In the main, true of all th»

great systems in the West. It is a fair sample, and selected on that account.

Now, in view of this showing, and the fact that the country is growing and
traffic increasing, is it not plain that there is no danger of any commission so

changing rates that a fair earning will not at all times be made? Does it not
thus clearly appear that the hue and cry against regulation is born of the desire
to accumulate more than a fair return rather than any fear that their earnings
will be reduced below a fair return? Does such showing justify the railroads
in predicting that If rates are reduced wages must be reduced? Really, that
is a mere ghost story to conjure with.

reOFITS IN CATTLE SHIPMENTS TOO GBBAT.

As a whole, the fallroads are making too much profit, and their rates are gen-
erally, therefore, too high. This fact needs no better proof than the assertion
of all the railroads that their property will be ruined and that the widows and
orphans, who receive dividends on stocks, will be deprived of it if the Commis-
sion be given power to fix rates. Why will this great reduction happen? The
Commission has always been'fair and will continue to be. I will tell you : It

is a confession that the rates and earnings are too high, and will be found so
when brought to the test before a fair-minded tribunal—which they expect to

treat as an enemy, as they always have every commission which they can't

control—because it limits their money getting to what is fair. "A guilty con-

science needs no accuser." The more you study this Commission the more it

proves the necessity for the law. It ought not to lie in their mouths to say that
they are not charging too much, and at the same time predict disaster if the
Government regulates the rates to what is just, fair, and reasonable.
But the most material question for you is whether it is too much on your

business. Let us see. A train from Denver to Omaha, carrying live stock, will

average, approximately, 25 loads or its equivalent, so we may treat it as 25
loads of cattle, and they will average in weight paid on 25,000 pounds total

earnings $2,062.50, equal to $4 per train mile, 16 cents per car mile, and 13 mills

per ton per mile. The average earnings on the Burlington system—all freight

—

are, per train mile, $2.44 ;
per car mile, 12.87 cents, and per ton mile, 8.58 mills.

It may be that if ideal conditions existed, so that they could always load trains

as they would like, a possible heavier train loading of dead freight than live

stock could be made, but In actual practice the records show just the opposite

—

that Is, that In the W^est the average of trains carrying live stock show more
loaded cars than those which do not carry live stock. The average total of

operating expenses of railways equals $1.16 per train mile, making $593.90

from Denver to Omaha, leaving a profit of $1,466 on the 25 cars to Omaha. If

the shipment Is taken off the Denver and Rio Grande Railway, It Is carried on

from Denver at 39 per cent of the rate, say, from Rifle, which is about $83

per car, and the earnings in such case are approximately $820 per train. While
this is an extreme case it is nothing unusual for the roads to take live stock

on a division of the rate at 50 to 55 per cent of the amount of the local trade.

We do not say that the local should be based on the division, but there must
be a profit in the division voluntarily accepted. Indeed solicited, and If so, the

local Is too high, just as in the Denver case. Our point, therefore, is that a fair

tribunal shall be given the power by law to arbitrate the question, so to speak,

between the shipper and the carrier. Is that asking too much? Does that look

like destroying anybody's property? The railways are willing that It may be

arbitrated, but they are unalterably opposed to the arbitrating board deciding

what the charge ought to be, and insist that the railways alone are competent

to do that

I thank the committee" for its attention.

The object of my appearance before you is to offer such additional

matters of fact and argument as seem to me important in addition

to my previous statements, avoiding as nearly as I can duplication,

though it will be impossible to do that altogether. In doing so I shall

endeavor to furnish without extensive mention answer to some extent

of many of the contentions of the railroads' made before you at this

session of your honorable committee.
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I have no doubt that the opinion of the Attorney-General will be
accepted by this committee, and it seems to be a reflection of the con-
sensus of opinion of the courts and the bar of the country, and there-
fore I beg to avoid any discussion by simply subscribing to the views
he so well expressed and the specific amendments to the act to regu-
late commerce which I presented to you at the last session.

THE PEOPLE DEMAND APPROPKIATE EEGtTLATION.

That the subject before you is fraught with many difficulties there
is no question, and as the commerce of the country and public facil-

ities increase those difficulties will increase.

No one intends to ask for more than reasonable and appropriate
relief, and if railroad regulation is provided for now it will result in

avoiding greater difficulties which without it will certainly come in

the future. What I shall say about it is without the intention of
personal criticism, and I intend to be conservative, but not in any
sense to advocate any compromise. It can not be compromised. You
either grant the relief or you do not; and you give the Commission
the power to fix proper rates for those found to be unlawful, or you
do not. There can be no halfway measure. For practical purposes,

if not for constitutional objections, the power should not be in courts.

The fact that so many railway men have appeared before this

committee and but few representatives of the producers and con-

sumers' interests have made application to appear, should not be
mistaken as proof that the people are not materially interested in the

subject, nor as indicating in any sense that they do not desire the leg-

islation which I will advocate before you. Don't forget that pro-

ducers and consumers " pay the freight." They depend on their

representatives rather than on merchants.

LIVE-STOCK INTERBST PRACTICALLY A UNIT TOR REGULATION.

I state it as a fact that the live-stock associations throughout the

West have this year adopted similar resolutions to those I present here,

and they have been adopting these resolutions for several years, as the

files of this committee and those of the House Committee on Interstate

Commerce will show, apparently all to no purpose. I say that it is

known to each of you who have taken the pains to read the public

press upon the subject from that part of the United States engaged
in the live-stock business, that these resolutions voice practically

the universal sentiment of the people upon the subject. There are,

indeed, a few individuals who may be receiving or expect to receive

some special benefit of one sort or another from the railroads, or by
reason of some special relation of friendship, or who happen to be

located at points where the rates may be much lower than the usual

rates, who do not hold to the opinion expressed by these resolutions.

But if you desire to find such persons you will find great difficulty to

do it. It is the desire of the live-stock men throughout the Western
States to have this law amended. I know what I am talking about,

and when anyone says there is no popular demand for it he is mis-

taken.

It is astonishing to hear it stated that there is no popular demand

S. Doc. 243, 59-1—vol 4 37
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for this legislation and that the shippers are satisfied. They might
say that some shippers are satisfied.

PUBLIC OPINION CLEARLY FAVORS RATE REGULATION.

The legislatures of many States have during this calendar year
passed resolutions demanding this legislation; the Association of
State Railway Commissioners have done the same; so has nearly
every producers' organization in the country, if you will exclude cer-

tain wholesale merchants, manufacturers, and so-called " trusts,"

who can generally add the rate of freight to the price of their goods,
or who are enjoying special low rates or valuable privileges, and if

you exclude a few boards of trade and commercial organizations
whose members are enabled to do the same thing, and a few localities

like San Francisco, which enjoys unreasonably low rates compared
to the rates to other commercial points in the great West. Of
course the favored ones desire no power to molest them. The public
press has voiced public sentiment upon the subject. It is my belief

that President Roosevelt has the indorsement of the entire country
in the West and Southwest, excepting those adversely interested as
above indicated.

These railroad men seem in their statements before you and in

producing these various witnesses to be carrying out the policy
adopted because of the growth of public opinion as expressed in a
dispatch sent out from Chicago, which I herewith submit, viz

:

Chicago, III., April gs.

Presidents of western railroads, alarmed by the growth of public opinion in

favor of Federal control of rates, have appointed Slason Thompson and given
wide authority to employ experts to enlighten the public on the dangers of
governmental interference with rates. No expense is to be spared in this cam-
paign of education. This is following the lead of the eastern roads, which
recently established a bureau under the management of J. H. Maddy, press agent
of the Erie Railway.

In a sumptuously fitted private car, Mr. Maddy and his able lieutenants will

travel from New York to Chicago via the twin cities to the Pacific coast,

visiting all cities of importance and spreading the gospel of permitting rail-

roads to cope with their own business, in the light of many years' experience,

rather than turn it over to politicians, lawyers, and statesmen, who know noth-

ing about railroads.

There Is a serious concern among railroad men over the sentiment in the land.

One of the western presidents admitted to-day that it had become a matter of

life and death for the railroads, and that they would spare neither expense nor
effort to protect their property and interests. (Dallas News, April 29.)

They have the right to do this if they don't charge it to the public

in operating expenses. I mention it in order to suggest that their

statements be weighed in light of these facts.

If this committee desires it I can produce enough witnesses who are

extensively engaged in shipping throughout the West to take the

time of this committee from now until the next session of Congress,

to prove that the enlightened public sentiment, not mere clamor, is

practically universal in support of what I am contending for before

this committee and in line with the resolutions which I have sub-

mitted, but it would seem to be unnecessary to do it, unless this com-
mittee is to base its action on that fact rather than on the needs of the

public. I am sure it will be guided by the latter.

In what I shall say before this committee I ana speaMng of meast
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ures, principaJly, and not men. I am not making contentions be-
fore this committee that the opinions of railway men that no such
legislation should be adopted are dishonest opinions, although the
sincerity of much of it may be quite doubtful. These opinions are
open to the criticism that they are warped and biased opinions of
those who desire to profit at the expense of the public without regula-
tion by law. I do think that their fears of wreck and ruin are
woefully exaggerated and groundless, otherwise I should not favor
the legislation.

THIS COMMITTEE NOT THE TEIEE OF THE FACT AS TO WHETHER RATES
ARE UNREASONABLE OR UNLAWFUL.

I shall disabuse the minds of the Senators of this committee of
the idea, if such they have, that it is my purpose to undertake to

try the question before this committee as to whether the live-stock

rates and other rates in the territory in which my clients do busi-

ness are unjust or unreasonable, or otherwise unlawful. I only
intend to present facts which tend strongly to prove that such is the
case. I have no idea that this committee believes that, as a condi-
tion precedent to the granting of relief, the extraordinary require-

ment should be made to prove to its satisfaction that the rates gen-
erally are wrong. It ought to be sufficient to invoke legislative

action to the end of providing a remedy, to show that a considerable
number of people believe that the law which denounces unjust, unfair,

unreasonable, discriminatory, and preferential rates is being vio-

lated; and that should induce this committee to grant the remedy,
and a simple, adequate one, in order that a proper tribunal provided
by law shall determine the facts.

It looks like a piece of monumental stupidity to have a law such
as we now have, which denounces as unlawful, and which in theory
prohibits, such rates, and yet not provide a remedy whereby any
citizen of this country who believes that a given rate -violates those
prohibitory provisions of the law can have that fact determined
fairly, promptly, and a speedy and adequate remedy applied at

Government expense. And if it shall turn out that the mere desire

of those who violate the law prohibiting unjust and discriminatory
rates, coupled with their opinion that they have not violated the
law, is sufficient to induce this committee not to act in the premises,
it were high time that fact be known, in order that such action may be
taken by the public as seems best.

OUR DEMAND NOT BASED ON CLAMOR.

I know, and the people whom I represent know, that legislation

should not be based upon mere popular clamor without reason;

that careful investigation by you should be made ; but I assert that
the public stand in amazement at the publications in the press which
charge this committee with the intention in this hearing of laying
the predicate, based upon the opinions of railway men, and recipients

of advantages, to report no bill or only such as will amount to noth-
ing. I can not believe such published statements, nor do the people

whom I represent generally entertain such opinions, though doubt-
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less some of them do. Undoiibtedly articles in the public press have

a widespread influence in molding the sentiments and beliefs of the

public, but men are not always fair in the expression of their opinions

about public men. This is to be deprecated, and I mention it only

because I want to assure this committee that those whom I represent

are not generally of that sort, but among the most substantial, con-

servative, and intelligent men of the United States, generous in

their impulses, charitable in their opinions, conservative in their

actions, and I believe I can speak for them in saying that not until

the proof shall be made that these charges are correct will they sub-

scribe to such opinions. Your report is what they will look to. I

further desire to assure this committee that the demands of those

whom I represent are not based upon popular clamor, but are the
result of an intelligent opinion and well founded belief that many
of the rates enforced by the railroads are unjust, unfair, unreasonable,
discriminatory, and unduly preferential. If they are, the law now
denounces them. "V^Tiat we want is a remedy whereby a rate for the

future may be made.
I believe that the railroad representatives who are acquainted with

the live-stock producers of this country can not honestly deny the
statement that the people whom I represent have alwa3^s been the first

to respond to their aid against public clamor. They have stood

against strikes, riots, and socialism; they have not been in favor of
unreasonable and radical legislation. They are of that sturdy class

of citizenship who can always be relied upon for good government,
law and order, and a square deal, and always above the table, in order

that all the players may know that it is square. The time will

surely come when the railroads will need their assistance and protec-

tion. As citizens they stand as ready to protect the railroads' rights

as to demand their own, and they don't hesitate to do either.

OPINIONS OF RAILROAD MEN THAT RATES NOT TOO HIGH SHOULD NOT
CONTROL.

So far as I have been able to read the reports of the hearings before

you, the railway representatives have dealt largely in generalities;

and while they practically all express the opinion that none of the

rates are too high, and many of them that no complaint is made
against them, these opinions, coming from the party interested, are

of little value unless supported by the detail of actual facts. ^Vhar-

ton on Criminal Evidence says that no theory, however absurd, can

be advanced which some so-called expert witnesses will not maintain

it with vehemence, and that they nearly always testify favorably to

the side which calls them. May this not be applicable here ? There-

fore, instead of placing before this committee the mere opinions of

shippers with respect to these matters, we call attention to the actual

facts, to show at least we. have reasonable grounds for the belief

that the law against unreasonable and otherwise unlawful rates is

being violated ; and there can be no doubt of the proposition that if

we do have such reasonable grounds, then it is the duty_ of this

committee to report a proper bill giving us a remedy, leaving it to

the tribunal provided by law to try the ultimate facts. You do not

make laws against crime of any sort because everybody commits the
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crime, or because they are likely to do so ; but you pass prohibitory
laws and grant remedies in order that the few who conamit the crime
may be punished, and in order that all against whom the injury is

done shall have an appropriate remedy. You do it in order to pre-

vent wrongdoing. You do not decide that anyone has committed an
offenseby passing a law to punish those who may commit it and to

prohibit the offense. It is quite beyond the pale of reason that the
railroads should conclude that a law which provides a remedy against
wrongdoing would be antagonistic to their legal and constitutional

rights merely because exact justice might not always follow its

execution. It will only prevent and punish the wrong and protect

and preserve the rights of others by appropriate remedies, like other

laws, occasionally failing to reach exact justice.

If we may judge from the opinions which they have expressed to

you, the railways now believe that they are entitled to every cent they
make, and therefore expect to themselves name the standard. Will
the time ever come or the conditions ever arise, however much their

earnings increase, when they will express to you a different opinion ?

It is safe to say that if we wait until such occurrence before passing
a law which provides some other method of finding what is right
with respect to their rates than their own desires, no law will ever be
passed.

The expression of opinion on their part that their business and rate

adjustments and the charges which they make are so complicated
that a tribunal can not be provided by the Government that can do
justice in the matter, and that therefore they themselves should still

be permitted to deal with the subject as they see fit, is equivalent to

the proposition that they must be permitted to fix their own standard.
In other words, to make the law for themselves and administer it, by
leaving this function of government in their hands.

INCONSISTENCIES AND UNFOUNDED STATEMENTS RELATIVE TO EXISTING
ABUSES, THE LAW, AND REMEDIES.

One who will study the many inconsistent if not unfounded state-

ments which have been placed before you in light of reason and the
actual facts is likely to be impressed with the idea that at last there
may not be that degree of candor which it is always desirable for a
legislative committee to have from the citizens of this country ap-
pearing before it. I desire to call attention to a few of these points.

The statement has been made by several of these witnesses (I do
not care to call names) that there is little or no complaint against

the amount of the rate, but that the complaint has been with respect

to rebates and discriminations which they say do not exist, and in this

connection the assertions have been made that unreasonable rates

have disappeared, and the like.

I am impressed with the thought that since they benefit by stop-

ping rebates and don't generally benefit by discriminations on the

whole, but do benefit by as high rates as traffic will bear and yet move,
they take shelter behind their professed desire to stop rebates and
discrinjinations, loudly denounce them, while they minimize the un-

reasonable rate exactions, the real money-making, in expectation that

you will pass a drastic law against the former for their benefit, but
leave the latter untouched.
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Time forbids that I take them up in detail, but the records of the

Interstate Commerce Commission furnish definite testimony upon
the subject. They may be of the opinion that no rates are unrea-

sonable, and I grant that they hold that; their opinion on the sub-

ject does not make it so. But when they go into the domain of fact

and state that there are no complaints against the amount of rates,

the only way I can answer it is to simply state that it is not true and
cite the records to prove it. Charges of discrimination generally in-

volve the amount of the rate. Furthermore, I state that I believe

there are thousands of complaints made with respect to the amounts
of the rates which for want of a remedy were never brought to

the attention of the Interstate Commerce Commission or any other
tribunal.

This, it seems to me, is a necessary result of so extensive a business.

No one claims all rates,on anything too high or too low. I assert it

as a fact, however, that it is the amount of the rate to which the
principal complaints are made in the great producing country of

the West, and those complaints, as shown by the records, are directed

against some of the rates on the principal commodities of the coun-
try—viz, coal, lumber, cotton, grain, live stock, hay, and like products
of the outbound business, and a great variety of commodities in-

bound. Some rates may be too low, doubtless are, thus producing dis-

crimination, while in other cases it arises from some being too high.

It is not to be expected that shippers will make complaint when the
conditions which exist respecting the manner of making rates, to

afford him no remedy, are so well known. As an example, I dare say
that aside from the complaints made by the organizations repre-

senting the live-stock interests of the Southwest, but few complaints
reach the ears of the traffic men against live-stock rates; but that is

not an admission that they are satisfied, for it is perfectly well

known that it would be useless, and this may serve as an example of

thousands of others. Our associations complained they turned deaf
cars. Furthermore, extortion is frequently acquiesced in for want
of a remedy. That the producers of grain in the great grain States

suppose that their rates from their farm stations are in many in-

stances too high there is but little doubt ; but what good would it do
for them to complain about it unless the law affords a remedy ? They
need not tell me that the producers of grain in the central grain belt

of Kansas believe for a moment that it is just to charge 14 or 15

cents for a 200 to 250 mile haul on wheat to Kansas City when the

roads handle the vast export traffic from Kansas City to Galveston
for practically the same price for three or four times the distance,

and that instance is an example of thousands. Nor does a cotton

shipper from the Indian Territory or Oklahoma believe that it is

just to charge him half as much for shipping cotton 350 to 400 miles

to St. Louis or Memphis or Galveston as they are willing to accept

to haul it from the same points via Sioux City and Portland to

Yokohama; nor that the farmers in Oklahoma should be charged
almogt as much or more for shipping lumber from the lumber regions

of Texas and Louisiana as the roads are willing to haul it to Omaha.
If there was a profit in the one, the other is probably too high.

They bring as witnesses before you some shippers to express the

opinion that they expect a lower rate if the railroads themselves are

allowed to fix them and to protest, therefore, against the granting
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of a remedy. If the expectation has any foundation in fact, since

it is not proposed to fix a minimum rate, but only to substitute as

the published rate a reasonable and lawful one, where found to be
otherwise, it amounts to nothing as an objection to the law proposed.
If they believe that rates will be lower without this law, why all this

protest by the railroads that the Commission will make the rates too
low? Either they don't believe it, or are enjoying some special low
rate, or expect to do so.

They assert that if the law be passed it imperils the value of their

property, their stocks, and bonds; and yet they say that if let alone

the rates will naturally decline. If they believe that, what matters
it whether reduced by the Commission or themselves? The effect m
either event must be the same in its nature, differing in proportion to

the amount of the reduction.

They express the fear of great disturbance in their rat« relations,

and consequent depreciation of earnings, and yet some of them insist

that the people are all satisfied so far as they Icnow. If so, what
fear need they have from a fair tribunal? if the people are satis-

fied, will they make complaint, and will the Commission decide to

reduce these rates that they say are reasonable and with which the

people are satisfied ?

They say that the tendency is for rates to decline, and yet they
urge that if a commission reduce them, they will be ruined. And
while insisting that the rates are not too high, yet they confess to

the contrary by assuming that a conunission will on investigation

find to the contrary. If, in answer to their claim that rates are on the

decline, you call their attention to specific and large advances, they
say these rates were too low, and advocate that for various reasons

the advances were justified, thus confessing the advances while
attempting to avoid the force of it.

They insist that the law is sufficient if enforced, and yet they say
that if this remedy be provided so that the law can be enforced they
will be ruined. They overlook the fact that the present law de-

nounces rates which are unjust, unreasonable, unduly preferential,

and discriminatory; vehemently claim that they have not violated

it, but grow eloquent, if not vindictive, in denouncing the Commis-
sion for not having enforced it. If they do not object to the en-

forcement of the prohibitory features of the law as it exists to-day,

why all this protest against adopting a remedy which will result

in its enforcement? It is a bluff on "a bobtail." What we are

after is a remedy to enforce the present law.

As proof of the fact that the Commission is not competent they

cite decisions of the court holding that it did not have the power,
and make this in effect the basis of the assertion that the Conunis-

sion could not correctly decide on a proper rate, when, as a matter of

fact, the Commission's decision as to the amount of the rate was
unquestionably correct.

It is one of their contentions that all matters should be left for

the courts to decide concerning the amount of the rates, in the face

of the Supreme Court's repeated statement that the Commission is

more competent than a court to decide such questions.

In one way and another they have raised all sorts of constitutional

objections. As I understand it, they urge that it would be contrary
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to the Constitution to leave it to the Commission to decide on a rate,

because it is a legislative power which Congress can not delegate,

and they object to the law because it confers judicial powers upon
the Commission. They say it would be unconstitutional to leave it

to the court to decide on appeal or otherwise, and on the other hand
contend that it would be unconstitutional to leave it to the Commis-
sion to decide without appeal.

They say it would be unconstitutional to provide for a commission
to regulate the rates, because it would require different rates to differ-

ent ports, and yet that they, as the creatures of the law, may do that
with impunity. And they seem to fear Atlantic ports would be de-
prived of business by giving to Gulf ports a lower rate, yet they have
done and now do that themselves from western grain and cotton fields.

They seem certain that any law which has been proposed is uncon-
stitutional, and manifest great concern lest you should pass a law that
is unconstitutional. This seems strange in view of the fact that they
oppose any law at all. Is it really sincere ? May it not be born of the
opposition to regulation ?

Many of them say that they favor Government regulation, yet with
few exceptions they protest against either your right or duty to pass
a law which would in fact regulate the rates.

These and hundreds of other inconsistent expressions but prove
either the insincerity or the unreliability of their opinions and conten-
tions with respect to these matters. Space and time forbid that I
should take them up further in detail, but the record is full of them.
They refer us to European countries to obtain a standard of rates,

but when we look there for laws which regulate them they assert that
conditions are different. So they are, totally, as to traffic.

By their numbers and financial and personal importance they over-

whelm the public with their opinions, which they insist must be ac-

cepted. They have brought before you many shippers to claim they
are satisfied and have low and favorable rates. So long as their rates

remain so, they need no remedy ; it is the other fellow who needs it.

They are loud in their denunciation of the Townsend-Esch bill and
equally so in praise of the railroads for the low rates they enjoy.

They demand that no change be made ; that it will upset business by
increasing their rates or changing relative rates; and thus, while

not intending to do so, they prove the existence of an undue preference

and discrimination, which they deny exists. The wholesale merchant,
lumber dealer, organ maker, furniture man, and others, having ob-

tained these advantages, naturally fear the light of day. Why do
they assume the Commission would change the rates? Why this

fear? A manifest confession. Not, perhaps, a confession that they

enjoy too low a rate (they would not say that), but that competitors'

rates are too high. The fear is that a fair commission might reduce

the competitors^ rate, so as to give the other fellow a square deal.

The railroad is a joint participant in the fear and confession.

I have found it to be a fact that in the matter of making rates the

large systems of railway have dominated and practically controlled

the making of all rates to the Southwest States and Territories, and
that short lines and unimportant have necessarily accepted what the

other lines are pleased to do. It needs no argument or recital of facts

to prove this, because it is manifest. Hence my investigations and
my statements refer to these systems.
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COMBINATIONS OF RAILWAYS IN MAKING RATES.

_
Are these railways in combination with each other in the matter of

making rates which they will charge and maintaining them, and in
making such advances as may be made?
In answering this question in the affirmative I will state that in

four or five different cases before the Interstate Commerce Commis-
sion in which I have interrogated the witnesses, the testimony of
either the traffic officials, general freight agents, or the assistants to
these officers, within the last two years, has been given with respect
to what they actually do in the matter of making rates, and that
testimony is on file with the Interstate Commerce Commission and
may be examined by any one, and which I assert furnishes indis-

putable evidence of the combination, in spite of their vigorous
denials of it. The cases mentioned, in which that evidence is on file,

are as follows:

First. The investigation involving the reasonableness of the ad-
vances made on March 5, 1903, on all of the class rates from St. Louis
to Texas common points. The advances, according to the testimony
of Mr. Stith, general traffic manager of the Missouri Pacific system,
amounted to from 6 to 20 per cent, and included not only the class,

but most of the commodity rates. This was done by agreement or
combination. The facts with respect thereto, and the arguments
against the re9,sonableness of the advance is contained in the brief
which I filed before your honorable committee when I was before it

in February last.

Second. The investigation of the Commission with respect to the
advance made in the proportional grain rates between Missouri Eiver
and Chicago about January, 1902. That advance of 2 cents per 100
pounds raised the proportional rate between Missouri Eiver and Mis-
sissippi River, and thereby increased the rate to Chicago 2 cents per
hundred pounds from Missouri Eiver points; at the same time the
rate to Galveston and New Orleans was advanced 2 cents per hundred
pounds. All of this was by agreement or combination.
Neither of these cases have been decided by the Commission. There

has been a grain-rate war of varying intensity " off and on " for more
than a year, and I can not state the exact status of the matter now.
Third. The case involving comparative rates on dressed meat and

packing-house products from Missouri Eiver to Chicago compared
with the live-stock rates to Chicago from points intermediate, in

which the Conmiission has held—in February, 1905—that the lower
rates on dressed meats constitute an undue preference against live

stock from intermediate points in Iowa and Missouri to Chicago, and
suit has been recently filed to enforce the decisions.

Fourth. The proceeding of the Cattle Eaisers' Association of Texas,
joined by the other western cattle associations, involving all of the
western and southwestern live-stock rates to the markets as well as

the rates from the southwest to the northwest ranges, charging the
unreasonableness of many rates, which is to be argued before the Com-
mission in a few days.

In the preparation and trial of these cases it has been necessary
to procure a great detail of statements, taken from the annual re-

ports of the railroads, with respect to the actual operation of these
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lines, as shown by their annual reports, as well as a vast amount of

other evidence, including the examination of railway traffic men. All

of it, to my mind, proves the combination, and that under the item of
operating expenses are hidden earnings converted into property
dividends.

LET THE FACTS SPEAK FOE THEMSELVES.

I take it that most of the members of this honorable committee
have not had the time and could not possibly take the time to go
into the detail of the accounts or annual reports of even one system of
railway extending over a period of ten years to ascertain just what
the comparative statements show and the detail of them. If you
were to do so, you might be greatly surprised (in view of the pro-
fessed infallible railway methods) to find how easy these accounts
may be so kept as to not reflect the real operations, to one not possessed
of the information or the opportunity to procure the information
to check an error, or to discover wherein the net results are not
always correctly reflected by the annual reports of these roads. I

do not mean by this that their accounts are dishonestly kept, or

their reports dishonestly made. I mean this: That since it is unim-
portant to the railroad company oftentimes whether a given im-
provement is taken out of the gross earnings as an item of operating
expense or taken from the gross earnings and charged to income
account, or as capital account against a surplus, it will frequently

appear, as it has often occurred, that the net earnings reported as such

are far less than the real net earnings. This is but an example, of

which in recent years there may be found a great many, which will

prove that the annual reports of net earnings of the railways do not

reflect the real net earnings by the amount of additions to property of

various sorts and betterments which are charged up as operating ex-

penses. The very great increase in the items of operating expenses

under the head of " Maintenance of way and structures," and " Re-

pairs and renewals " accounts, on most of the lines in recent years,

proves conclusively how extensive have been the additions—better-

ments. For an argument and exact showing with respect to this

point, I beg to refer this honorable committee to the brief in first

case above mentioned, printed as a part of your proceedings during

the last session of Congress, where this matter is fully set forth.

It does not need repetition here. The matter becomes important

because they claim less net earnings than are really earned, if the

property additions be considered.

Answering the question above propounded, as to the existence of

a combination, I state it as a fact that the traffic officials of the south-

western lines, or their assistants, have, by their testimony in the

cases above mentioned, admitted the existence of a state from

which no other inference can be drawn than that these roads prac-

tically agree upon the rates of freight which they will charge, and

concurrently publish those rates, and do likewise with respect to each

of the advances which have been made in those rates, to the same

extent and as fully, so far as affects the shipper, as they did previous

to the decision of the Trans-Missouri Freight Association Case

by the Supreme Court of the United States. They all deny, in terms,

that there is any agreement, but they all adniit the facts which
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show a complete combination. I do not mean by this that the com-
bination is not of such character that no one of them could not with-
draw from it and put in a lower rate of freight at any time it pleased,

which the others must meet; and I do not mean to say by this that
the rates become like the laws of the Medes and Persians, unalterable
and unchangeable, but that the combination does exist. It not infre-

quently occurs that upon shipments from some particular station

on some given commodity, or from a group of stations on some given
comctnodity, some line or system may feel itself compelled, by its

particular surroundings, to reduce a rate, but practically in all such
cases the object is to meet what that line believes to be some sort

of undue advantage or influence which some other line is exercising

to get the traffic; or to secure traffic otherwise not obtainable or to

meet some new condition—money making being the legitimate ob-

ject. Compared to the whole number of rates and stations, these

reductions are unimportant, and may be dismissed without consid-

eration, for the rule is correctly stated above, that on the great body
of rates, covering the great volume of the traffic, these roads are in

a combination with each other to fix the rates, and competition in

rates is, for all practical purposes, eliminated.

I mention the exception in the matter of the grain-rate war referred

to, and a notable exception with respect to rates on iron and steel

articles within the last year, where there was a rivalry in the matter
of supplying these things to the trans-Missouri territory between the

manufactunng enterprises in the East and at Pueblo. The Missouri
Pacific line cut the rates from Pueblo eastward into Kansas and other
Missouri River districts. I am not familiar enough with the trans-

action to say how they came out and whether it was on account of a
reduction first by some other line from the East into that territory,

nor can I state what the cause was, but these two examples, whatever
the cause, simply serve to show an exception to the rule and to prove
the rule. The files of the daily press in Chicago and St. Louis will

prove beyond controversy the meetings of these railway traffic offi-

cials and agents for the purpose of fixing rates, adjusting differen-

tials, regulating the relative rates between various commercial centers,

and the like, for years. When they are read in connection with the
actual testimony of the witnesses I have referred to in the above cases

and in connection with the history of the Joint Traffic Association,

the Trans-Missouri Freight Association, and the Western Freight
Association, and in connection with the history of the litigation

growing out of the effort to enforce the Sherman antitrust act against
them, it will be made plain to any man who is fair in his judgment
and who will sufficiently consider the subject to have an analytical

knowledge of it that the existence of such combination can not be
seriously and conscientiously controverted. This fact answers at

once a multitude of contentions which have been made by the various
representatives of the railways who have testified before you, and
furnishes the strongest reasons for rate regulation.

It answers the contention that the railways will better take care

of and subserve th^ public interests—^that is, of the producers and
consumers of the country who pay the freight>—^through the competi-
tion among the railways themselves, than by fixing or regulating

rates through the medium of a commission authorized to do so.
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It answers that proposition, because if my statement is correct

competition in the matter of rate making is eliminated as a potent

factor to bring to the producer and consumer, in many cases, as low
a rate of freight as good business and fair profit to the railroads

should demand. No one could contend that competition, if thus
stifled, will subserve tlie public interest, as we think or suppose it

ought to do, and as the railroads contend it does. Stability in rates

may require such concurrence of the roads ; I am disposed to think it

does, but regulation is the more essential.

THE RATE PER TON PER MILE THEORY Or DECLINING RATES EXPLODED.

It answers the contention that the tendency in rate making is for

the rates to decline rather than to advance. If the combination
exists, why should they decline? As I stated before this committee
in February last, that has not been the tendency in the West, for the

very object among these railroads is to prevent this tendency to

decline in rates; to secure, where possible, an advance in the rates,

if in so doing the volume of the traffic is not restricted, and if by so

doing the ultimate result will be the making of more money. This
is the very life and reason of the combination. The facts with re-

spect to whether rates have been advanced or declined are not deter-

minable by the method which has been so persistently urged upon this

committee and the House committee, viz, that because the rate per
ton per mile, as they are pleased to call it, shows that it is less on the

average of all tonnage than at some previous period, therefore the

rates have a tendency to decline. I know that these gentlemen who
make this assertion know that that proposition is not true, and I

know that a number of this committee are quite well aware of the

fallacy of any such conclusion. I would not advert to it were it not

for the fact that, based upon that fallacy, men of very high stand-

ing in railway circles and otherwise have insisted before the com-
mittees and filled the public prints with the claim that there is no
necessity for the existence of a commission for the purpose of fixing

or regulating the rates, if the object be to secure a reduction or pre-

vent an advance, for they say that the rates have already declined,

are declining, and predict a very much lower scale of rates in this

country than we now pay, if, as they put it, the railroads be treated

fairly and given a free hand, without Government regulation. If

they prove declining rates it is important, but this method don't do

it. If once this fallacy is shown up, and it appears to your hon-

orable committee that, instead of there being a reduction in the rates,

the tendency is the other way, then the whole fabric of the argument of

these gentlemen falls for want of a premise, or rather by the falsity

of the premise.

There is no such thing as " rate per ton per mile ;
" it is the average

revenue per ton per mile on all of the traffic, both local and less than

carload, carload, and through freight, which they talk so much about

;

and it is ascertained by dividing the total ton mileage into the gross

freight revenue, without regard to rates. It j^ always considered

desirable to have a long haul, and the rates on a- long haul should be

much less, in proportion to distance, than on a short haul. This is a

principle of rate making which has grown up as one of the factors
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in the evolution of the railroad business in this country, and it has
greatly stimulated the movement of freight for long distances, has
brought the great manufacturing centers in closer touch with the con-

sumer at a distance, and the producer in closer touch with centers of

trade. It has been of undoubted benefit to both, though it may
oftentimes retard the growth of new industries by a system of rates

so preferential as to enable the manufacturer a long distance from
the field of production of raw material to ship the raw material to

his mills, manufacture it, and return the manufactured goods cheaper
than the local manufacturer could afford to make it, and thus, while
building up the centers of manufacture, have retard, ' ^'he growth of

manufacturing in the centers where the raw material is produced.
But whether beneficial or otherwise it has had two certain effects:

One to decrease the average revenue per ton per mile by increasing

long-distance hauls, and the other to make railroad witnesses and
antirate regulation advocates out of manufacturers and shippers

receiving these special considerations.

Again, the very low rates and low divisions of rates on transconti-

nental shipments, going from the Atlantic to the Pacific and in oppo-
site direction, both for local consumption and for export, and on
bonded goods passing through this country, show a very low revenue
per ton per mile. As an example: Cotton may be shipped from
north Texas points, via Seattle, to Yokohama for $1.35 per hundred-
weight, while the local rate from the same point to Galveston, a
distance of less than 300 miles, has been 60 cents per hundredweight,
and there is talk of the railroads enjoining the Texas commission for

reducing them to 55 cents. The rate on heavy manufactured iron
articles, nails, etc., has been, I am told, as low as-60 cents per hundred-
weight from Pittsburg to Hongkong, via San Francisco, while the
local rate for one-half the distance between Pittsburg and San Fran-
cisco will doubtless be considerable higher; and Mr. Bird seemed to

think 70 cents from Kansas City to Fort Worth fair. I am only
mentioning these facts now for the purpose of indicating how falla-

cious is the contention that the average revenue per ton per mile for all

roads on all traffic can be looked to to determine the range in the rates

which people are actually paying for shipment of commodities on
particular lines within this country. For example, the average reve-

nue per ton per mile on nails would involve the proportion shipped
from Pittsburg to Hongkong at 60 cents per hundred potinds, as com-
pared with that shipped from Kansas City to Fort Worth at 70 cents
per 100 pounds.
The heavy tonnage and the opportunity of loading trains in both

directions have always been considered desirable, and that policy is

pursued by every railroad system in the country, and traffic in heavy
articles has been stimulated in every possible way to conserve this

policy. I am not contending that it is not good for the country. It

is doubtless good for both the country and the railroad, as will often

happen; but the point I make is that the result has been to enor-

mously increase the shipments of that class of freight which must
take a low rate, considering distance, or not move. Thus the average
revenue per ton per mile is reduced, with no corresponding reduction in

the freight rates. Just so long as there is an increase in the building
industry in this country—^that is, in the construction of houses, street

improvements, building of railroads, manufacturing industries, open-
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ing mines, and the like—so that there is an active demand for brick,

stone, cement, lime, sand, Imnber, structural iron, steel, and the like,

the increase in these classes of freight will continue, and just so long
as it is continued just so long will there be an average reduction in
the revenue per ton per mile on all freight, although the rates them-
selves upon these articles and each of the other commodities and
classes remain fixed at precisely the same price or even advanced.
The schedules of rates themselves show, and it is undoubtedly a mat-

ter of common knowledge, that the local rates and the less-than-

carload rates are always higher than the carload rates and through
rates, so that ,. average revenue received as a whole per ton per
mile on all uraffic carried must of necessity vary according to the
transportation of the different classes of traffic, whether local and less

than carload or carload and through freight, and the distance hauled;
and this would be so although the rates themselves on each item of
commodity and class shipped remained exactly fixed. It is plain
that as the carload and through freight, taking the lower rate, in-

creases more than the less than carload and local the revenues per ton
per mile would decrease. This would not in any sense indicate a

decrease in the rate. In fact, it might be exactly the reverse and still

be a less revenue per ton per mile. Now, then, having recited these

different elements as bearing upon the comparative revenue per ton
per mile in proportion to rates, it seems to me that it needs no argu-
ment, except the recital of facts themselves, to show that every spe-

cific rate on each of the class goods and on each commodity carried

from points of origin to points of destination within the United
States might be increased and yet the revenue per ton per mile might
be decreased.

The only way to determine whether the rates have advanced or

not is to take schedules of them and see what they have been from
year to year between given points. There have been several proceed-

ings filed before the Interstate Commerce Commission contesting

advances which have been made in the rates in one way and another,

and these facts proven, and there have been complaints with respect

to the advances in rates, and these have all happened because the

person making the shipment found out he had to pay more money
than he formerly did for the same service. His rate per ton per

mile had increased. And this fact is in no sense inconsistent with the

statement that the average revenue per ton per mile received by a

given railroad or by all of the railroads in a given district may have
decreased. Why don't they take the average of some one commodity
on the same railroad between the same points ?

Furthermore, the statement which has been made in some magazine
articles, and possibly before this committee, that the percentage of

increase in a commodity taking the higher rate has been as great as

the percentage of increase in the commodities taking the lower rate,

if true, in no wise affects the position which I take, for the reason

that, although the percentage may be as great, the total number of

tons increase is not as great, and since it is the total number of ton

miles which is used as the divisor into the gross freight revenue
which determines the average revenue per ton per mile, it is no
answer to my position to say that the percentage of increase has been
as great in the one class as in the other. And since it is the ton miles
used as the divisor, even if the actual tonnage shows as grelat an
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increase in the one class as in the other, yet if the longer distance

hauls under the lower rate and lower division of rate were increased

on really high-class freight that would still decrease the revenue

per ton per mile without indicating any corresponding change in the

actual rate charged.
As an example, the Chicago, Milwaukee and St. Paul Railway car-

ried:

Bituminous coal: Tons.

For the year ending June 30, 1898 861,843
For the year ending June 30, 1904 2,379,748

Increase 1, 517, 905

Lumber and other forest products

:

For the year ending June 30, 1898 2, 729, 384
For the year ending June 30, 1904 3, 904, 829

Increase 1, 175, 445

It is well known that these commodities take a low rate of freight.

There was a large increase of almost a half million tons in stone,

sand, and other like articles, and an increase of over 300,000 tons in

' brick, lime, and cement, but the largest percentage of increase is

shown in the merchandise shipments, which take the higher rates.

Merchandise

:

Tons.

In 1898 that road carried 664, 267
In 1904 that road carried 1, 717, 259

Increase 1, 052, 992

Now, you will observe from this statement that the percentage of

increase was much greater in the case of merchandise than in the

case of those heavy articles which take a low rate, but the actual

tonnage increase was three times as great as the other articles men-
tioned. This simply serves as an example.
The revenue per ton per mile on this system in 1898 was 9.72 mills

;

the revenue per ton per mile on this system in 1904 was 8.91 mills.

The average distance haul on each ton in 1898 was 184 miles; the

average distance haul on each ton in 1904 was 185 miles.

Now, the question is. What conclusion will you draw from these

figures? Does the decrease in revenue per ton per mile indicate any
decline in the rate at all? It is perfectly patent that the rates

themselves may have all been advanced, and yet the revenue per ton

per mile on an average of all freight have been reduced, as it was.

I would not devote so much space to this point were it not for the

fact that some of the very prominent railroad men in the country

have urged it before committees of Congress that the rates have not,

in fact, advanced, but are on the decline, and have indicated that

the statements of the Interstate Commerce Commission, in its annual
reports, with respect to the tendency to advance rates, are colored,

and are a mere pretense on which to base a demand for additional

powers. I deem it important to expose this fallacy once for all.

As another example to prove this fact, in the 1901 Annual Eeport
of the Texas Commission Appendix Table No. 7 shows the average

revenue per ton per mile 10.21 mills, while in the Annual Eeport for

1903 it shows the average revenue per ton per mile 9.44 mills. Most
interstate rates into Texas and out of Texas were advanced about
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March 1, 1903, above what they were in 1901, and the local rates

within the State of Texas, as shown by the tariffs fixed by the com-
mission, were not, on the average, materially changed. This decrease

in the ton-mile revenue was undoubtedly due to the fact that there

was a very large increase in the low-grade tonnage, as shown by
Table No. 14 of the Appendix in the Annual "Report for 1903. I say
it is an absurdity to undertake to average the rate on cotton and cattle,

on nails and molasses, oranges and wool, etc., yet that is practically

what is attempted.
But at last, if you take up each railway system separately, you will

find that on some the revenue per ton per mile has in recent years in-

creased, on others decreased, dependent on their own peculiar sur-

roundings. These changes do not reflect the range in rates. So
adding the whole ton-miles of all lines and the whole freight revenue
and dividing the latter by the former is a mere curiosity and proves
nothing.

I submit a statement showing the revenue per ton per mile on cer-

tain systems of railway.

LIVE-STOCK CASES.

In view of Mr. Lincoln's statement that the live-stock rates were
already too low before the advance complained of, and of the conten-

tions of many railway men before you, I desire to particularly call

this committee's attention to Table B of the brief in Texas Cattle
Raisers' Case, herewith submitted, showing the rate on cattle from
Sheridan Lake^ Colo., to Kansas City, 500 miles, 23| cents on the line

of the Missouri Pacific Eailway, and to rate sheet No. 1, Fort Worth
to Kansas City, via Missouri, Kansas and Texas Railway, 507 miles,

36J cents, and, again, to Table A, wherein the rate on the Missouri
Pacific from Salina, Kans., 504 miles, to St. Louis is 24^ cents, and
from Scott City, Kans., to Kansas City, on the Missouri Pacific, 702
miles, is 32^ cents; from Dallas, Tex., to Kansas City, on the St. Louis
and San Francisco Railroad, 685 miles, is 42-^ cents (Table A).
These rates which I have cited on the Missouri Pacific from Kansas
and Colorado points have not been advanced, but the Texas rates

mentioned have been advanced 8J cents per hundredweight since

1897 by the same systems of railwaj's.

I call attention to Table A 1, from which it will be seen that within

this time there has been a vast increase in the total tonnage and in the

train loading and in the earnings per train mile, and I refer you to

brief formei-ly filed by me at the February hearing of this committee,

Table No. 6, to show the increase in the gross and net earnings on these

principal lines of railroad.

In view of these facts ask yourselves the question whether when
we put our case before the Interstate Commerce Commission for them
to decide whether the advances Avhich have been made in the rates

on cattle from Texas are justifiable and reasonable the law should
provide us with such complete remedy; that if the Commission
should find that the advances are not justifiable we would have the

right to have them name what is the proper rate in lieu of that which
they shall find to be unlawful, if they do find it, and entitled to have
the rate go into effect. We have not asked that it be made lower
than the rates which other railroads accept and which, indeed, these
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same systems accept for similar services from other localities under
similar circumstances and conditions ; and there need, therefore, be

no fear that the Commission will rob them by requiring the service

at too low a rate, nor should they be permitted to rob us for fear the

Commission might make a mistake. You might, with equal reason,

repeal the law against robbery because occasionally an innocent man
may be convicted.

We ask of you the consideration of the various points raised in

this brief as mentioned in the conclusion, and therein you will find

sufficient answer to all this contention that live-stock rates were too

low. The fact is they were too high, yet some of these railway
traffic men have announced their intention to still further advance
them.
We have undertaken to show that $1 per car is amply sufficient to

cover, on an average, the loss and damage claims paid on the ship-

ments of live stock. I only advert to this fact because Mr. Lincoln

saw fit to call attention to the case where damages were recovered

by one Mr. Richards from the Missouri Pacific Railway on a ship-

ment of cattle from Quanah, Tex., to Reese, Kans., which he seemed
to think justified high rates. It happens that I represented the

plaintiff in the trial of that case and am doubtless, therefore, much
more familiar with the facts in regard to it than Mr. Lincoln. What-
ever mistake he made, I have no doubt was due merely to a misun-
derstanding. The. facts were, as proven upon the trial before the

United States circuit court by plaintiff, a perfect stranger in the
community, that when these tram loads of cattle were delivered to

the Missouri Pacific at Argonia, Kans., they had been on the cars

about twenty-four hours and were within 80 or 85 miles of their

destination; were poor and thin and should have reached their des-

tination in four hours after leaving Argonia. At the end of four
hours from the time the Missouri Pacific received the cattle there
were practically none of them dead and not many down in the cars,

according to the testimony of the brakeman and conductor and the
men in charge of them. When the Missouri Pacific received the
cattle the bridge near Reese had been burned down. The man who
owned the pasture and who was to receive and pasture the cattle

by 'telegram agreed with the live stock agent of the Missouri Pacific
to unload the cattle within a mile and a half of the pasture at the
station on the Missouri Pacific next to Reese and next to where the
bridge was burned down, but the division superintendent refused to
permit it to be done, and the cattle were held in the cars for more than
twenty hours (instead of eight, as stated by Mr. Lincoln), and the
company refused to unload them at Eldorado or Wichita or any-
where else. The strength of these cattle had a limit. They piled
upon each other in the cars and died like sheep.
The defendants had a perfectly fair trial, and they paid it without

appealing from the judgment rendered in the United States circuit

court before Judge Hook, who is now one of the judges of the circuit

court of appeals, at St. Louis, and who refused to set aside the
verdict. This was simply a case of sheer, gross negligence, which,
as Judge Hook remarked to the jury, looked more like the Missouri
Pacific desired to get the freight out of the cattle than to give atten-

S. Doc. 243, 59-1—vol 4 38
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tion to the rights of the shipper. The shipper made no money out

of the transaction. He didn't, in fact, recover the total amount of

his loss, considering the expense he was at. Shall such a case be

made the basis for the railroads to levy a high rate of freight on the

body of the community to pay for gross negligence which they have
committed with reference to one of their patrons? If so, then,

indeed may they reverse the principles of law and morals and rob
Peter to pay Paul and make use of the opportunity to take advantage
of their own wrong. Do not such facts lead inevitably to the con-

clusion that it will not do to trust to the railway systems of the

country the making of the rates at their will without supervision

or regulation? This disposition to reach into people's pockets to

recoup for everything is dangerous and must be stopped. I mention
this because it seems from Mr. Lincoln's statement to your honorable
committee that he made use of this illustration for the justification

of the advanced freight rates on live stock.

THE CHICAGO TERMINAL CHARGE ON LIVE STOCK

I prefer, before this honorable committee, to deal with specific

instances as illustration, and to reason from them to generalities,

rather than to state a lot of assumed generalities and undertake
therefrom to deduce a rule. All valuable knowledge is detail knowl-
edge, and the general knowledge which is of advantage is that
which arises from knowledge of actual detail. Therefore, in order
to illustrate another phase of the subject to show the necessity of
giving the Commission the power to fix a charge for the future, I here
call attention to the case involving the terminal charge on live stock

at Chicago, which was brought before the Interstate Commerce
Commission in 1896. On June 1, 1894, all of the railroads, by con-

certed action among themselves, agreed to impose in addition to the

then existing rates of freight from points of shipment throughout
the West to Chicago a charge of $2 per car, and as an excuse therefor

alleged that the stock-yards company, which had permitted the

railroads to use its tracks from the several points of junction with the

different lines to the stock yards without any charge, on June 1, 1894,

made a charge of 40 cents per car in and 40 cents per car out, total

80 cents, except on three lines, on which the charge was made 75

cents per car m and 75 cents per car out. This was very obnoxious

to the live-stock shippers and regarded as a " hold up " by the

railroads; and it afforded a poor -excuse that the stock-yards com-
pany saw fit to charge for the use of tracks which the railroad had
sold to them, with no agreement for their use, to reach the very

depot which they had established and to which live stock must be

delivered. While it was for a small amount per car, in the aggregate

of some 250,000 cars or more per year, it amounted to very large

sum, and that has been going on ever since, while at the other

markets no such charge was made.
At the instance of the Texas Cattle Raisers' Association and on

intervening petition of the Chicago Live Stock Exchange the Com-
mission investigated the case and found that to the extent of $1 per
car the charge was entirely unjustifiable and directed the roads to

cease and desist making the $2 terminal charge, which indicated that
they would deem $1 justifiable. As usual, the roads refused to obey
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the order of the Commission, and thereupon a suit was brought in
the United States circuit court at Chicago, which court held that the
charge must be considered by itself and not in connection with the
through rate, and that since it costs as much or more than $2 to make
delivery at Chicago, held that the charge was not unreasonable. The
circuit court of appeals on appeal of that case affirmed the decision

of the lower court, basing its decision principally on the same ground.
On appeal to the Supreme Court of the United States that court de-

cided in 1902 that the Commission was correct, and held that there
was no ground for the decision of the circuit court and circuit court
of appeals that the charge must be considered by itself, but that it

must be considered in connection with the through rate; and it ap-
pearing in the findings of fact of the Commission that the rates

from Texas points were reduced in 1896 in an amount in excess of
the $2 per car, and that there being no showing that the through
rate was other than reasonable, that the reduction of that rate in an
amount more than the terminal charge would leave it unobjectionable.

It therefore affirmed the decision of the lower court, refusing to

enforce the order of the Commission, but held that the Commission's
order was right with respect t« shipments from all that territory

from which no reductions had been made. The affirmance was upon
the condition that the Commission might proceed to ascertain what
that territory was, in order to correct the terminal charge as to the

same. The result was that the case was reopened on petition before

the Interstate Commerce Commission and is nOw up for decision

again, but the roads now contend that there is such a change in the

conditions and circumstances that although it may have been un-
reasonable to have imposed the terminal charge when it was im-
posed or to have maintained it then, yet the terminal charge plus

the through rate is not to-day unreasonable. They have sought, on
the hearing, to prove that fact by the opinions of various traffic men
and other officials of the railroad who may always be depended upon
to hold the opinion that no rate is too high which they see fit to im-
pose, and that every rate which is advanced was too low when it was
advanced, and so far as I know the facts or have been able to observe
in the investigations I have made it has always been on the ground
that the previous rate had been made too low for competition.

The various phases which this Terminal Charge Case has taken be-

for the Commission and courts, make it interesting as bearing upon the

importance of vitalizing the interstate-commerce act. For example:
It was contended originally that since only the roads entering Chicago
collected or received any part of the terminal charge, that the con-

necting lines not entering Chicago were not even proper parties to the

proceeding, although the fact that the terminal charge was added to

the rate was made a part of the tariffs from stations on these lines

to Chicago. The Commission sustained that contention, and all of the

roads except those entering Chicago were dismissed from the pro-

ceedings. After the case was reopened, after having gone through

the courts, they come forward now with the contention that the Com-
mission can not proceed against the roads who are defendants_ with

respect to this terminal charge for the reason that a great majority of

shipments on many lines originate on other lines of road, and con-

tend that they are necessary parti(«s to the proceeding. Of course,

the Commission did not sustain any such contention. I merely
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mention this as an exhibition of that supreme fairness with which
some of these gentlemen who have testified before this committee
seem to think j^ervade all of the actions of the railroads. The order

of the Commission, in view of the previous decisions of the Supreme
Court of the United States, it was thought could only be directed at

the whole charge as being unreasonable, and that was the language
of the order, to cease and desist charging the $2, because the Com-
mission indicated that $1 would be sufficient, on the average, to

cover the additional expense which was imposed by the stock yards
company, for the first time on June 1, 1894, which was the only change
in conditions which seemed to justify, in any sense, any part of the
terminal charge. The railroads contended that to enforce the order
of the Commission would be the making of the rate, and it was in-

sisted the Commission had no such power, and, therefore, they con-

tended that the order was unlawful, in that it attempted to accomplish
that purpose. The Supreme Court did not seem to pay any attention

to this contention, possibly for the reason that it was, in fact, affirm-

ing the decision of the lower court refusing to enforce the order, and
the point was not necessary to its decision.

It was contended also that the Commission could not consider the

fact, which they found, that the railroads imposed this charge by
concerted action and practically by agreement between themselves,

because if that were true it might be in violation of the Sherman
antitrust act; since the Commission was not empowered to enforce

the provisions of that act they could not even consider the fact, and
that it was improper for them to find the fact that the railroads had
imposed the two-dollar terminal charge by virtue of an agreement
among themselves. This contention has been brought down all

through the case, but none of the courts, in passing upon the ease,

ever adverted to that point. You can readily understand that it was
impossible for one of these roads to impose an additional amount as

a terminal charge on shipments coming from the same points reached

by other lines unless all of the roads did the same thing, so that the

total expense of marketing the cattle would be the same from a given
point of origin to Chicago, otherwise the road which gave the same
service for the less compensation would get the business. So I can

not see how the roads could have done otherwise, if they imposed any
charge at all in addition to the through rate, than to impose a uni-

form charge, which is exactly what they must do with respect to the

rate as a whole from any given so-called competitive point. There-

fore it requires but little proof to satisfy any rational person ac-

quainted with the subject that they did, in fact, agree upon the

amount of the charge; so that the railroad which paid 40 cents in

and 40 cents out to reach the stock yards profited to the extent of

$1.20 per car in the transaction, while the railroad which paid 75

cents m and 75 cents out to reach the stock yards profited 50 cents

per car.

While it is not my purpose to have this committee judge the ques-

tion as to whether the two dollars or one dollar of it is just and rea-

sonable, yet for the purpose of making the point clear it would seem
to be a reasonable conclusion that since the railroads established these

stock yards and built the tracks in connection with each new line of
railroad as it was constructed to Chicago in one method or another,
and thereby made it a common depot, and in order to do so tore down
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several stock yards located at different points in and about the city,

and when the great market was built up sold out their stock to the
stock-yards company—presumably for profit, possibly through some
scheme to benefit some private manipulators—that when the time
came that this company to which they sold the stock demanded com-
pensation for passing over their rails to the stock yards it was not fair
for the railroads to have burdened the shipper with the expense of
this trackage charged to reach the depot. As a mere pretense several
of these lines going into 'Chicago have established a few stocli pens
out somewhere in their own yards, at which they blandly say they
can accommodate all of the live stock destined to their own facilities.

Of course, they might make the same remark with respect to having
established stock yards in Japan or Korea, for it is quite as likely

that any will be consigned to the one place as to the other.

Now, when a shipper, say, from the State of Iowa, who has been
shipping and feeding cattle for years, or from the State of Texas,
where he has been grazing and shipping cattle for j'ears, knows that
the railroad companies have been soliciting his business and seemed
anxious to get it on the through rate of freight reaching to Chicago

—

which was to the shipper, the stock yards at Chicago—always embrac-
ing theretofore compensation for the delivery of the live stock to the
stock yards, and sees that these railroads get together at Chicago and
agree to mulct him in the additional charge of $2 per car, without
his consent, for the purpose of reaching the very depot which the rail-

roads themselves established as the delivering point, after they have
sold out their interest in this joint union stock yards, he is little to

blame for feeling that it is a hold up. But " it is such a little one "

that it ought not to count. Yet, in the aggregate, this $2 charge has
been accumulating year after year until it has reached the enormous
sum of approximately $5,000,000 since it was first imposed. Who do
3'ou suppose has paid that ? The shipper, because he does not fix the
price of his products, and it is taken out of his receipts at the stock

yards, together with his freight and feed charges. It has been the
consensus of opinion of live-stock shi,ppers throughout the whole
western country that this terminal charge was an outrage. It has
been obnoxious to them. Do you not think it would be fair to the

shippers and fair to the railroads to have a tribunal established by
the Government with power to determine, as the Commission did
determine, that to the extent of $1 this terminal charge was unrea-
sonable and an unjustifiable exaction, and that the order of such
Commission be made effective at once, so that they may not go on
litigating it until all the witnesses and many of the interested parties

are either bankrupt or dead ?

When the Commission decided that $1 of this charge was reason-

able, its judgment was undoubtedly just as correct with respect to

that territory to which the reduction in rates had been made as it was
with respect to where the reduction had not been made, because the

charge had not a thing in the world to do with the through rates,

and that was proven by the railroads them:selves, and has since been
proven in a recent hearing of the case. Only the line reaching Chi-

cago gets it. Through the failure of the attorneys representing the

complainant, before the United States Supreme Court, of which I
was one and of which Mr. David Wilcox, of New York, was the other,

we were not able to make the Supreme Court of the United States
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understand the practical side of that question, and that was due,

I frankly confess for myself, and I believe I might, with equal frank-
ness, confess it for Mr. Wilcox, to our own insufficient comprehension
of the fact, for we would not charge the Supreme Court with not
perfectly well understanding the question. Mr. Justice Brown,
sat in the hearing of the case in the United States circuit court
of appeals; so did Judge Grosscup, and they disagreed about the
law as applying to the fact, so there was a dissenting opinion by
Judge Grosscup. Now, when this case shall be again decided by
the Interstate Commerce Commission, and it is scarcely possible to

see how they can decide otherwise than that the terminal charge
was unreasonable to the extent of $1, as the Supreme Court of the
United States has affirmed, to all the territory where the reductions
in the rates did not apply, and that covers about 75 per cent of the
shipments going to Chicago, why should it not name the correct
charge, to be immediately effective? The Supreme Court and the
Commission seemed disposed to so construe their decisions that wher-
ever any reduction has been made in the through rate, equal to the
terminal charge, that will make the terminal charge reasonable as
to shipments from that point, but from all of those points from which
there has been no reduction, the terminal charge is unreasonable to

the extent of $1 per car.

Now, for the purpose of illustrating to you the impossibility of a
court, as a matter of judicial determination, fixing a reasonable rate
for the future, let me call attention to the fact that since the imposing
of the terminal charge in 1894 there were reductions in the rates on
cattle ranging from 4 cents to 2 cents per hundred pounds, from sta-

tions between Washington Mills and Edmore, Iowa (Chicago, Mil-
waukee and St. Paul), and there were advances of 1 cent per hundred
pounds from Millville, Shunks, Osterdock, and Elkport. There
were advances from Turkey River and Millville of one-half to 1 cent,

and of 1 cent from all stations between Guttenberg and Waukon Junc-
tion,, etc. Probably all such reductions and advances were made on
the various roads in Iowa for reasons which could not be recalled by
the traffic men themselves, but none of them because of the terminal
charge. Now, do you suppose that the Supreme Court or any other

court will be able, as a matter of judicial determination, to hold that

the two-dollar terminal charge, or one dollar of it, is justifiable, with
respect to shipments from some of these stations where these reduc-

tions were made, and not justifiable with respect to shipments from
those stations where the advances were made? The reductions and
advances were m&de without any regard whatever to the existence of

the terminal charge; were not caused by it and had nothing in the

world to do with it in any case. Yet. when a court comes to decide

a case the court indulges certain presumptions of fact. For example

:

That where a rate has been long in existence, the presumption will be

that it afforded a sufficient compensation to be reasonable, and that

was a presumption that was indulged in this case. The court having
held that the rate and the terminal charge will all be considered to-

gether:, they will say that the terminal charge is justifiable as to one
set of shippers in one neighborhood who happen to patronize some
stations from which the reductions of the rates were made, and not
justifiable with respect to some shippers in another neighborhood
where it happens some slight advances were made.
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As a matter of fact, the probabilities are that these advances and
reductions were made in order to adjust and equalize the charges
from the particular stations where the changes were made, or to
meet competition of new lines, etc. I may be burdening you with
minute details, but it is just such details as must arise in almost
every case, and it conclusively satisfies my mind after a most careful
investigation, and a hope with a view to a correct analysis of it,

that in the making of rates for the future, whether they are made
by the traffic officials of the railroads or whether they are made by
the Commission, exercising the legislative powers delegated to them
by Congress, or the State, or by a court through the methods t)f

injunction and contempts, those rates for the future must be fixed
arbitrarily, but it is not a subject of judicial ascertainment as to what
rate for the future will be exactly right or exactly reasonable, either
per se or relatively. I do not mean by the use of the word " arbi-

trarily " that they shall be fixed for the future without reason and
without as full and comprehensive a knowledge of the facts as are
obtainable, but after a most exhaustive investigation into the facts

of the cases, particularly when involving a wide range of territory
and covering shipments over several lines of railroad, it can only be
done by the exercise of judgment, not judicial in its nature so much
as the intelligent, impartial approximation to the right conclusion.
Furthermore, it is perfectly impossible to try these questions fairly

in court. You must depend more on the judgment of an expert,

impartial body than on the evidence in the particular case.

Abstractly speaking, there is no standard of reasonableness, even
as a basis of an existing rate, but when it comes to determining
whether an existing rate is reasonable, a tribunal may consider all

of the existing facts, and the questions may be judicially determined,
so far as the Constitution is concerned. Similar questions are de-

termined every day by the courts, in suits involving the recovery of
the price for which goods are sold where no price is agreed upon,
or the value of services or labor, in the condemnation of the right of
way, and in the ascertainment of all sorts of liquidated damages,
and these are proper judicial questions, dependent upon existing
facts. But when it comes to determining what a rate should be for
the future, logically speaking, it is entirely a different question,
though the means of investigation in regard to informing the minds
of those who are to pass upon it may be judicial in their nature, yet,

the fixing of a rate for the future is not judicial. It is and must
be a legislative act, and, therefore, arbitrary, and I repeat that it

will always be so, no matter whether the traffic official or legislation

fixes it.

The case which I am talking about is an illustration of another
point which answers another series of arguments made by the rail-

roads. That is the arguments that if the railroads are permitted to

go on charging their own rates, although the Commission may have
held them to be excessive or otherwise unlawful, the shipper has
redress in that he may recover back the unlawful charge if, ulti-

mately, it is held to be so. It needs but a recital of the facts I have
^ven in connection with the terminal charge case to show you that
such thing is in no sense practicable, for I assert it to be a fact, and
it will be proven by subsequent results, that if it is held that this

terminal charge is unreasonable the shippers will not recover back
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a tithing of the $5,000,000 which the railroads have collected. Can
a man who has shipped 10 cars or 100 cars afford to fool with it?

Take the State of Iowa. It probably shipped out several hundred
thousand cars in the past eleven years. How much do you suppose

they will collect back ? I doubt if they will collect a dollar. In this

connection, I will refer, also, to the case of the advances in the rates

to Texas common points on all of the class goods and most com-
modities presented to jou on former hearings. The jobber and the

wholesaler add the freight to the goods, the retailer adds it, if he can,

and that distributes it through so many channels that nobody who
was entitled to it would ever expect to collect it. Of course, these

merchants can say they pay so much freight, but they collect it back.

It is no answer to the proposition that the Commission should fix

rates and let them take effect to suppose that the railroad is going to

be very seriously injured. In both the cases I have mentioned they will

simply be still performing the service and doing the business for the

same old rate. Indeed, they may not make as much profit by not
being permitted to charge the advanced rate, but the presumptions are

so strong that when the Commission finds the rate ought to be fixed

at a certain figure for the future that it will afford a fair compensa-
tion that both the shipper and the railroad can afford to abide by it

until legally set aside. The point is just this: You must either enact

a law which will bring that result, or you must leave it within the

power of the railroads to unlawfully take from the shipper and
absorb their wealth and put it in their own pockets, without redress,

while they litigate the question.

I am aware of the fact that it has been paraded—I think I use the

word correctly when I say " paraded "—before the House committee

and before this committee to some extent, that the courts have turned

the Commission down in most of the cases which have gone before the

courts. I admit it, but that admission does not involve thf admission

that the Commission was wrong. They turned the Commission down
generally on some points of law arising from the inadequacy of this

act which you are considering. It was simply the want of power in

the Commission to fix a rate for the future that has caused practically

all of the difficulty, and you may examine the Commission's decisions

in vain, in connection with the decisions of the courts, to find where,

in all reason and justice, the Commission has fixed an unprofitable

rate for the railroads or held that the particular rate was unreason-

able except where the facts fairly show it to be so. You show me a.

case where the Commission has named a rate and I will show you

where the same railroad has had a lower one in effect for the same

service.

UNDUE PREFEHENCE.

The third section of the interstate act prohibits undue preference

as between localities, persons, and different kinds of traffic, which is

by most of the witnesses confounded with discriminatioii. Let me
illustrate: The Commission held that it was undue preference for

the railroads to ship dressed meats from Omaha to Chicago at 18^

cents and charge a live-stock shipper from intermediate points—say

from Fort Dodge, Iowa, to Chicago, a much less distance—^23^ cente

per hundred pounds, and it has instituted a proceeding in the circuit
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court of the United States to enforce an order against the railroads
to cease and desist charging for intermediate points more than 25
cents per hundred pounds, and this without regard to reasonableness

,of either rate. Do you think it fair that such a state of the law shall

exist that the railroads may enter into contract, as one of them has
done, with the packing houses on the Missouri Eiver to ship via their

lines at a less rate of freight on dressed meats over the same line of

road than it charges the live-stock feeder to ship the raw material,^s
it may be called, 125 miles less distance to Chicago? It gives such
preference to the Missouri Eiver packers that if the freight from
some Iowa points to the Missouri Eiver on the live animal be added
to the rate of freight on the dressed carcass given to the packer, the

packer could buy the live animal at Fort Dodge and ship it to

Omaha, kill it, and then ship the dressed carcass back to Chicago
cheaper than the live-stock owner could ship the live animal from
Fort Dodge direct to Chicago.
Now, this condition was brought about by the action of the rail-

roads, first in giving rebates to the packer and then by the Great
Western Eailroad entering into a contract with them extending over a
period of seven years, and then by that road and others publishing
that contract rate equal to the net rebated rate. Several years ago on
an arbitration, Mr. Fink and Mr. Cooley acting as arbitrators, it was
estabhshed that the ratio and relation of rates on both live cattle and
dressed carcass from Chicago to New York would be properly 28
cents per hundred pounds for live cattle and 45 cents for the dressed
carcass. Whether this is correct or not need not be here considered,

but it is a fact that the Interstate Commerce Commission has decided
that the rates ought to be higher on the dressed carcass than upon the
live animal. But the railroads by contract reversed this order of
things and took advantage of their situation against the shipper of
the five animals in Iowa to maintain a higher rate upon his animals
as compared with the product, which the Commission has held is un-
justifiable. Now, must that again be decided by the courts before the
Commission's order shall take effect? If so, upon what economic
grounds shall it be done? If the courts hold that the Commission's
order is the correct one upon the facts, still may it not hold that under
the present law it would be proper to prevent these roads for the
future from charging more than 20 cents per hundred pounds from
Fort Dodge on the live cattle and thus fix a maximum rate? The
question is, Has the court this power or can it have the power ? Un-
doubtedly the legislative department of the Government has the
power to fix the rate at what it pleases, provided it does not deprive
the railroad of some profit in the transaction.

I ask the question if it is not true under our form of government
that the best solution at last of this question with respect to railroad
rates is that which has been made by the State of Texas, simply that
the Commission fix them absolutely, as an arbitrary legislative act?
I am not advocating that that be done, but I do advocate that the
only way to vitalise the interstate-commerce act is to give the Com-
mission power to arbitrate, and, as a legislative act, after it shall have
investigated a given cause, to then simply fix a lawful rate, regardless

of the fact that a railway company may have by contract put itself in

a place where it can not give A a fair show because of its contract with
B. If you do not' do this, tell me what remedy and relief has the live-
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stock shipper in Iowa against this undue preference which has been

found to exist? Are you to say that because the subject is fraught

with difficulty, therefore the railroads shall be permitted to con-

tinue this character of abuse ? The Supreme Court held in the Ne-

braska Case that although the matter of determining a reasonable

rate was difficult it must be done—the duty could not be shirked—to

afford the railroads protection against the Commission rates; and
while they said it could be better determined by a commission than a

court, yet the court must, in the absence of a commission, undertake
the task. Now the public demands relief against the railroads, and
they say, "Ah, it is too difficult! " The shoe is on the other foot.

I instance this case in order that you may see what in;fustice and
difficulties arise with respect to the matter of undue preference, as

well as discriminations and the amount of the rates in the first

instance, and as indicative also that this professed fairness of the

roads is scarcely provable by existing facts and conditions. It is not

a singular, though it may be an interesting, incident to tell that in

the trial of this case all the lines of railroad which only reached to

the Missouri River seemed to hold to the opinion that the dressed-

.meat and packing-house products rates, under all the circumstances
surrounding the traffic, were more profitable than the live-stock ship-

ments at the existing live-stock rates, while the lines which extend
from Chicago on to and west of the Missouri River seemed to hold
the contrary opinion ; and it would be interesting, had you the time,

to read the testimony of the traffic officials with respect thereto. It

is one of the cases, in which there was a sharp conflict of opinion.

Now, who ought to decide it? If you leave it to the railroads, the

matter will stand, as it has, with the unjust rate on the small shipper

of live stock, while the packer reaps a harvest from the railroad,

which in turn keeps up the live-stock rate. These are actualities.

The people know them and demand relief; the packer needs none.

The previous decisions of the Commission and the arbitration above

referred to seemed to throw the great weight of the testimony on the

side of those of the defendants who expressed the opinion that the

live-stock shipments were the more profitable at the same rates of

freight than the dressed meat and packing-house products ; certainly

that the rates should be lower on the live stock. Another interesting

feature of this case, however, was that, notwithstanding this diversity

of opinion on the point mentioned, they all agreed, in giving their

testimony, that rates on both live stock and packing-house products

were too low. In the examination of a number of these traffic offi-

cials in the different cases I have asked the question if they could

name some rate which is too high, and I have not found a case in

which they were willing to hazard the opinion that any rate was too

high. Have you ? Will there ever be one ? Yet they say, " Leave
it to us."

In matters of opinion it is expecting too much of human nature to

suppose that the mind is not to be affected by the desire. As the

twig is bent, so the tree is inclined; and it would be a rare case

indeed in which any of us would fail to sustain the charges we had
made for a given service when called upon to express an opinion that

the same were reasonable. Neither can you expect to convince them
against such habitual opinions and their adverse interest.
Now, I want to impress upon this committee that just what has
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happened in these cases is an example of what has happened in them
all, and I make use of them for the purpose of convincing you by
examples of actual happenings that it will not do to leave this matter
of determining what the charges for the transportation will be to

the railroads themselves, who get the money, because they are going
to make it too high if they can, not becjause they are dishonest, nor
because in their opinion the rates will be too high, for they uniformly
maintain that they are not, but because the motive of gain will induce
them to hold to the opinion that the limit of what they ought to earn
has not been reached. Keally, if the public has the right to have the
question of reasonableness and fairness determined—tried—^it is ab-

surd to say the railroads should decide it. That reaches back to a
denial of the report.

But on the subject of fixing rates to prevent undue preference and
undue discrimination, it was contended by some of the gentlemen who
appeared before you that if the Commission should fix the rate on a

given road for a given coiimiodity that some other road is going to

be ruined by it, because it is supposed the Commission will fix the
rates lower than the railroad has. If it does, will the road for which
it fixes the lower rate which gets the business be hurt ? If the other
roads desire to carry the traffic at the rate fixed by the Commission,
what is there to prevent them from reducing their rates to that level

;

and in such case, if the rate fixed by the Commission is fairly com-
pensatory, who has been hurt ? Eeally, the hurt they fear is the de-

preciation of illegal rates.

It is charged also that the Commission will change the geography
of the country, destroy wealth which has been created by individual

activity, etc., by destroying the relation of rates which has long
existed. Why this asslimption ? Is it meant as a confession that this

relation of rates has been wrong so long that by virtue of being wrong
they have become right? If they have become right, what is there to

prevent the Commission from seeing that that is true? Why should

not these traffic officials testify to facts which show that under all

these circumstances a given relation of rates should not be disturbed ?

If it is a fact, why not prove it in a given case? But if a given

business or a given community has been given undue preference, say

rebates, or by discrimination in their favor, may that condition or re-

lation not be corrected simply because to do so would deprive the

recipients of these benefits from their wrongful gains? It is an
absurdity to make such a contention, and the whole system of repre-

sentations made here by these railway representatives and some
favored shippers charging, in one form and another, tha,t any Com-
mission wiU be mentally incompetent to perform the duties of deter-

mining correct rates, and the assumption that these railway men are

the only clas:s possessed of sufficient intelligence to do right is an

exhibition of egotism unparalleled. This becomes superlatively so

when you consider that they also assume that they are so free from

that disposition of human nature, the love of gain, that they have not

done and will not do wrong, hence are a law unto themselves. Verily

the king can do no wrong.
One gentleman remarked before you that he did not believe it was

possible for any commission to establish interstate rates in all por-

tions of the United States in an equitable manner, without practical

experience and knowledge of the conditions in the localities where
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the railroad rates are demanded; and he states that, as a rule, the
traffic officials consider the commercial and physical conditions and
the competition of one locality as against another. I admit that they
do, but with an eye single to the railway's interest which each rep-
resents, and the public welfare is secondary, incidental, or left out
altogether. Upon what ground can it be assumed that the Com-
mission will not consider these things from the standpoint of the
railroad, the shipper, and the public? I daresay he would himself
be surprised to find that in the investigation of the Cattle Eaisers'
Case, to which I have referred in my statement, there are volumes and
volumes of testimony with respect to all of these very matters, and
that the Commission have gone more fully into the matter and are
personally better acquainted with it, or, if they are not, they have
the means in the record and in their statistical reports have become
equally as well acquainted with these factors as any of the traffic

officials who have testified in this case which I have last mentioned,
and not biased by a self-interest. I will lay down the challenge that
the examination of the witnesses in the case I have above referred
to develops the fact that they must resort to the very same sources to

ascertain the facts which they assume the Commission can not find

out, to which the Commission must resort; and the number of times
that they answer that they don't know to the questions propounded to

them will show you that they are no more walking encyclopedias
of the true factors on which reasonable rates are based than is anbody
else who has examined into the matter. In fact, in every case where
they have testified to the grounds on which they have advanced rates,

they have excluded the factors which the Supreme Court considers

as the principal ones in determining a reasonable rate. Since they

are making rates to make money, it stands to reason that the rea-

sonableness of it will be an incident—^probably an accident. On
this subject I desire to submit the following, taken from the brief I

have filed in the case involving the Texas and southwestern cattle

rates. Before doing so I wish to call attention to some references to

my previous statements.

SPECIFIC RErERBNCE BY RAILROAD MEN TO MT PREVIOUS STATEMENTS.

It seems from reading a report of the testimony before this com-

mittee that many of the representatives of the western lines have

taken a turn at my statements and have denied the conclusions- which
I have reached from given facts, but they have been able to point

out but few, if any, specific errors in my statements of fact. Some
of them have had particular reference to the live-stock case now pend-

ing before the Interstate Commerce Commission. As I have hereto-

fore stated, it is not my intention to try that case or any other case

before this committee, and it ought to be sufficient, if what the great

live-stock industry of the country believes is true, viz, that they are

being charged too much in many instances to entitle them to a

remedy, which by the amendment of the law we seek.

In general terms they have disputed my conclusions ; hence I know
of no better way to answer the contentions which these gentlemen

have made than to submit as part of my statement the brief hereto-

fore submitted in the Cattle Raisers' Case mentioned. Therein are

contained statements and references from the record of the evidence,
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proving the facts as we believe them to be and such arguments as
sustain our position and the conclusions which have been heretofore
copied.

In the course of the controversy in regard to freight rates I have
had occasion to get into some newspaper controversies with some of
the traffic men. We may differ in our ideas and not agree in points
of opinion and judgment. It is the latter alone which interests you,
as supported by facts.

For the purpose of laying before this committee arguments and
statements of fact bearing upon this subject of rate making, I ask
the permission of this committee to insert at this point a part of an
article which I have prepared and which was published in Freight
in November of last year, expressing my ideas as nearly as I could
now put them. In the possible egotism of my opinion I am enabled
thereby to show that there is no very intelligent basis of making
reasonable rates, nor any chance for the shippers and the railroads

to ever agree on what would be reasonable; and, further, that the
subject is capable of being understood by intelligent men; that since

competition has been destroyed by combinations, a remedy should
be provided, and that the remedy under the present law is not suf-

ficient.

This committee will understand that it is perfectly impossible
for me to go through and answer in detail the various statements
made by the railway witnesses; hence I must content myself with
these arguments and statements, which, if correct, answer a multi-

tude of the contentions made by the various railway representatives.

I quote from the article as follows

:

TESTIMONY QUOTED.

When asked whether he could state what it cost his company to
carry a given commodity like grain between Missouri River and
Chicago, one traffic manager of a railway expressed the opinion that
it could not be done. To be exact, I quote from the report of his

testimony taken before the Interstate Commerce Commission in the
investigation of certain advances on grain rates, etc., as follows:

Q. Have you any figures to show what it would cost to perform the service
of transporting of grain from Kansas City to Chicago?—A. No, sir; I do not
think anybody has.

Q. Well, as a traflBc man, having been In the business a great many years,
have you any approximate idea of what it costs to perform the service?—A. I do
not thinlj a trafiic man is nearly as well qualified to judge of that as an operating
man, and I have never seen an operating man that would undertake to say what
it would cost to carry traflSc between two points.

Q. That is not a matter that was taken into consideration—at least the fig-

ures were not ascertainable to determine what ought to be reasonable, based
upon the cost of performing the service.—A. Certainly not Assuming that
the rates we had been carrying were too low, the advance was considered justi-

fiable for the reason that the rate afterwards charged or the advanced rate was
a reasonable rate.

That the same opinion is held by experienced men in the operating

department is shown by the testimony of a general manager of an-

other great system of railways, in the same case, from which I quote
as follows

:

Q. Now, have you, as general manager of this railroad, made any effort to
ascertain what it costs you. In fact, to move the trafiSc over your line of road?
I do not mean as a whole, but taking a large class of trafiSc like grain or live
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stock.—A. I have been untiring in that effort most of my life, but I have not
arrived at many satisfactory results so far.

Q. Admitting that it could not be stated with absolute mathematical certainty,

but as a matter of approximation, could you state vrhat it costs you per ton to

move trains of grain from the Missouri River to Chicago over your line?—A.

No, sir ; I could not, because we very seldom have a full train of grain—very
seldom, indeed.

Q. Take dead freight, generally, then. That moves in trainload lots.—A. I

can tell you accurately what it costs for engineers and firemen on locomotives,
wages of conductors and train crew. I can tell you that it costs $40 a car a
year to repair freight cars and from $1,500 to $1,800 per year for repairs of
locomotives, but that is only a small portion of the expense when you come to
analyze it.

Q. That would not bring you any nearer to a solution of the problem than the
general items of conducting transportation?—A. It would not; no, sir.

This forcibly establishes the statement " there is no fixed rule or

exact science that can be applied to them " (rates) . The cost of the
service is undoubtedly one of the most important items in determin-
ing a reasonable rate; it is a prime factor, but if the traffic manager
doesn't know what it costs, wherein lies his superior judgment?

NO INTELLIGENT BASIS FOR MAKING RATES.

This is very important, because if the traffic man with all of his

experience can not know what it costs to move a given commodity
with any more certainty than is indicated in the above-quoted evi-

dence, he certainly has no intelligent basis for making, advancing,
or reducing rates on a given commodity by the relation of such rates

to the cost of the service. To this it may be answered that he does

know the cost of receiving, hauling, and delivering. "V\Tiile that is

true, it is equally ascertainable by any man of ordinary business

sense who would know just as well as the traffic man that the rates

should be not less than that item, and in most cases considerably

more. But the question in every case is. How much more, and by
what standard shall it be measured ?

The first answer which suggests itself alike to the traffic man and
the well-informed business man is, that the railway should be enti-

tled to earn a fair return on its investment at least. There they part

company, so to speak; they can never agree upon what is a fair re-

turn.

First. They may not agree on what should be considered as operat-

ing expenses.

Second. They may not agree on the amount to be allowed for cer-

tain items of operating expenses; whether the president of the com-

pany shall receive $75,000 per annum or $10,000 per annum ; whether

when an old depot is torn down and a new one constructed it should

be charged in operating expenses or to capital account, or the amount
properly expended for such structure, if charged to operating ex-

penses. I might enumerate a multitude of points on which they

would disagree.

Third. They would almost certainly disagree on the valuation or

capital upon which the fair return should be allowed. The traffic

man, if we may accept the contentions generally made as an indica-

tion, would likely contend for a fair return upon his own valuation

—

most likely the total stock and bond issue—while the business man,
not being accustomed to living o^ the interest of what he owes_ and

not being able to make his indebtedness the basis of his earnings,
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would scarceljr go beyond the fair value of the money invested in the
various facilities used for performing the public service.

Fourth. If the value were fixed and definite, they might disagree,

and probably would, on the rate or per cent of the earnings which
would constitute a fair return. The traffic man would likely wish
to take into account the fact that in some years previous the road had
not paid what it ought and wish to add on something to make up the
loss, while the business man might think that such previous loss was
one of the vicissitudes of embarking in any business, and that if the
community ten years ago had too low a rate of freight it would not be
just to make the present business community make up for it, particu-

larly as he would haive no way of knowing whether the previous low
earnings of the railroad may have been due to improvident manage-
ment or injudicious construction.

COULD NEVER BE AGREED UPON.

But if these difficulties were overcome, and it should be determined
that a fair return should be estimated upon present value of the prop-
erty, together with additions and betterments, the per cent, if based
upon percentage, could never be agreed upon. The traffic man would
likely contend for the right to earn whatever might be done, if only

reasonable rates as viewed by him should be charged, while the busi-

ness man would probably think that the earnings should be limited to

a reasonable per cent, measured by the Worth of money or current net

earnings upon other large investments of capital in real estate or other

permanent revenue-producing property or manufacturing, allowing
reasonably for contingencies. Space forbids mentioning many other

view points affecting the rate of earnings.

Fifth. Then when it comes to fixing the rate itself on various com-
modities the still greater difficulty would be encountered. Each
would know the history of past rates and earnings, gross and net;

each must resort to the records to ascertain those facts definitely. But
each would be equally at sea in determining what the relation of rates

ought to be between different commodities. Not a single controlling

factor could be ascertained. They could tell with some degree of cer-

tainty what a whole schedule of rates would probably produce. If

they had agreed on what total gross earnings or net earnings should

be, a schedule could be devised which would approximately produce

that amount. This, however, could only be estimated upon past

tonnage rates, earnings and expenses equally open to both by look-

ing to the annual reports and rate schedules. But the relation of

rates which ought to exist between the different classes and com-

modities, it seems to me, is an unlmowable thing, can only be approxi-

mated by reference to what it has been in the past, and that there are

just as many, if not more, reasons existing in the commercial world,

aside from mere railway earnings which should control the relation

of rates, than exist from the various matters of such transportation

as affecting the railroads.

Is there any reason why the business man familiar with history

of railway rates from the records of the past should not know as

well what the relation of rates should be as the traffic man? The
traffic managers admit that they have all been affected by commer-

cial conditions, so they still must be, and on this line it is the mer-
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chant, the manufacturer, the producer, the consumer, the community
who furnish the conditions.

No one can deny that the public interest must be considered in

railway rates and earnings as well as the public service in both freight.

and passenger transportation ; the public is vitally interested. This
interest extends to every feature of the rates and earnings, gross

and net, and therefore to operating expenses. The public interest

is absolutely inseparable from every feature of the complex whole,
relative rates and service between places and persons and various
classes and kinds of traffic. Shall raw material take a less relative

rate than the more valuable manufactured product? Shall food
products and the products of the farms, which are of universal con-
sumption as necessities, take a lower relative rate than more valu-

able products? Shall coal and lumber take a relatively lower rate

than some other commodities like grain and live stock? All of

these and hundreds of other examples present matters most difficult

of solution. In fact, they should be determined with great care in

all cases, considering always the interest of the public, the shipper,

and carrier. Profound and disinterested wisdom should be applied.

While the railroads have many wise, philanthropic, and public-

spirited men in service, they have no monopoly of wisdom, and it

must be admitted they are directly interested. True, that up to

certain points their interest is coextensive and coordinate with that

of the public, of which they are a part, and with the shipper, but in

every case there is that uncontrollable, if not illimitable desire for

gain which inoculates the age, in view of which it can be said that

only traffic men are most capable to consider all of the questions

arising when it comes to determine a reasonable or proper rate,

actually or relatively, or whether an advance over long-established

rates is just and fair. What factor or element in the equation or

result to be arrived at may not be ascertained by a competent, in-

telligent man or body of men charged with the duty to inform them-

selves and to pass judgment upon it? The contention that only

a railway traffic man can do it properly leads to the conclusion that

courts, commissions, and legislatures must accept their judgment as

ex cathedra.

EASILT TTNDEESTOOD BY ANT INTELLIGENT MAN.

The Supreme Court of the United States has stated what principal

elements shall be considered, and I am under the impression that they

are as easily understood by an intelligent citizen who will take the

time to inform himself as by a traffic man. Certain it is that in

nearly every investigation by the Interstate Commerce Commission
into the reasonableness of advances in rates, the testimony of the

traffic men or the railway representatives shows that the factors

laid down by the Supreme Court as the basis of determining a rea-

sonable rate were ignored or violated by these same traffic men in

making such advances. In most cases they have attempted to justify

advances on the ground that the railway company was entitled to

greater earnings to meet increased operating expenses and to partici-

pate in the so-called general prosperity, but in every such case the
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validity of the justification must depend upon the determination of
the question as to whether the company was already earning and
would probably continue to earn on existing rates a fair return upon
the fair value of the property and facilities used in performance of
the public service. In view of the public interest in a fair and im-
partial determination of that question, can it be that only those who
receive the money or their representatives shall pass judgment upon
it and decide without limit how much they will take?

It may be, as stated by the traffic manager, that " certainly no
commission or tribunal could have made these rates as intelligently

as has been done under prevailing methods." By this he means, I
suppose, the relation of rates between the classes and various com-
modities, as well as their relations between localities and on various
lines of railway. ^ That proposition may be admitted and still not
aflfect the results of my argument. For illustration, suppose we go
back to the year 1899, and suppose it is a fact that the system of rates

prevailing then had been so framed by this intelligent action covering
the entire period of the past. Shall that stand for nothing and the
rates, classification and relation of rates be changed by traffic offi-

cials now merely because it is the desire of the railways to do so in

order to obtain more money ? If so, what becomes of the presumption
that such rates were the result of the accumulated intelligence of
years? The Supreme Court of the United States has considered that
the most certain standard of a reasonable rate is one established

by free competition, unaffected by combination or agreement between
the competing carriers, and this doctrine has been reaffirmed. This
was the standard which we used in arriving at our conclusion that
the advances in cattle rates were not justified.

If this be correct, will we be denied the right to show that before
these live-stock rates were advanced the highest rates established

during a period of years by competition and that " intelligent

"

action spoken of by the traffic manager were less than these advanced
rates? Shall we be denied the use of that standard to which the
courts say we are entitled in order to determine the reasonableness
of the advances? If not, then when we assume, as the shipper does,

that the previous rates were sufficiently high to be reasonable and
any advance must be justified, otherwise it should not be made, are

we not entitled to have that question tried fairly by an impartial
tribunal? If it should be determined that the advance was wrong,
what ought to be done about it? Ought it not to be abated?
Shouldn't the tribunal which decides it name the rate which is reason-

able? Shouldn't that be the rate till set aside for sufficient cause?

That each of these queries should be answered in the affirmative no
fair-minded, impartial man can dispute.

My argument was directed to the point of showing that the inter-

state-commerce act should be so amended as to speedily correct a

rate found to be wrong.
Let us quote from the annual report of the Commission for 1903,

as follows:

An examination will show that advances in competitive rates have uniformly
been made effective by all carriers interested upon exactly the same day and
for exactly the same amount It is idle to say that where such a condition

S. Doc. 243, 59-1—vol 4 39
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exists, where, for example, every one of the numerous lines transporting gra5n

from Chicago, St. Louis, and kindred points to the Atlantic seaboard advances
its rates upon the same day and by precisely the same amount, there has been
no understanding between these companies. Nor do the carriers, as a rule,

deny such concert of action, but they insist that it does not proceed to the
point of an unlawful agreement. Without expressing an opinion as to whether
what is done amounts to a violation of law, we wish to point out clearly and
emphatically that such concert of action does prevail, and that the prohibition
resting upon the carriers in this respect affords the public no protection what-
ever against such advances.

It is impossible, therefore, for me to arrive at the conclusion to

which the traffic manager's experience and judgment lead him,
namely, that competition is as " keen as ever." It looks to a lawyer
who has heard some of these traffic men testify that there is no
competition in rates themselves, but only in solicitation of the busi-

ness and in service, and that the " edge " is taken off the blade, so that

the side of it which applies to rates does not cut at all. It is said

that there are few places where cattle can not be driven from one
road to another. This is generally not practicable. But, if true,

what good is it to the shipper? The rates are the same. Each of
such lines has by " conferences " established the same rates from whac
should be competing points, so that the privilege of driving from
one road to another is empty choice.

The trouble is that they are not competing in rates, but advancing
them. That is our complaint. The traffic manager says that the
changes must be made at the same time, else the shippers will be
injured. How? If one road should reduce its rates and the other
should not, how would the shippers on either one be injured except
by the one maintaining a rate which is too high ? This great solicita-

tion for the shipper has only found its expression of late years in most
cases by uniform advances, with few reductions in the rates.

REMEDY NOT SUFFICIENT UNDER PRESENT LAW.

The discussion as to the justification for the increase in live-stock

rates is scarcely appropriate, as the matter is pending before the
Commission. If the proof shall show the rates not too high, no
remedy of any sort will be needed. If we are right, and they are

found too high, as we think the evidence will show, the remedy
ought to be speedy, and the Commission's order, if it makes one,

obeyed. Under the present law the remedy is not sufficient. The
right to a remedy does not depend on how a case will be decided ; it

depends upon the wrongs which may be done. It is admitted that
wrongs do exist; if so, why not have an adequate remedy? Laws
against any wrong only operate when the wrong is committed. He
who does no wrong needn't complain at the law.

I am taken to task for my statement that rates are made as high
as the traffic will bear and move on the rates made. I stated

:

It has been the constant object of practically all, if not all, of the railroads of

the country to fix their rates and charges at a point to produce the greatest
revenue ; to fix their rates as high as the traffic will bear, and yet move upon
the rates made.

Inasmuch as the traffic men have testified that it has been this con-
stant effort to increase these rates for the past two or three years, and
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that they have done it wherever they could, I am at a loss to know
how else to consider it. The very reasons given for not making the
live-stock rates higher were that some other lines would not do it.

So I naturally supposed that they were as high as the traffic would
bear and move over a given road.

The rates are made as high as the traffic will bear under the cir-

cumstances, and will be advanced whenever it is to the best interests,

as they view it, of the railroads to do it under all the circumstances.

It is this enormous power so liable to be abused which we desire to

reasonably limit and restrict. I repeat that every conclusion which
I drew is fairly deducible from the facts.

The reason that the railroads will never agree with the shippers on
the basis of rates and earnings unless compelled to do it by law,

except as their own interest dictates, is aptly shown by the conten-

tion that transportation companies are entitled to as much or more
consideration than those engaged in any other business. The remark-
able contention is made that because money was expended by them
" in advance of the needs of the country and in expectation of its

developments by the road " they are therefore entitled to more con-

sideration than other lines of business ! Well, suppose a given rail-

way company collects higher rates on that basis to-day, who will get

the money? Will it be the president or the former stockholders?

Who will pay it? Will it be the people who patronized the road
twenty or twenty-five years ago or the patrons of to-day ? Why are

the present patrons to be burdened with exorbitant rates to satisfy

the present stockholders for what the former stockholders lost be-

cause the coimtry was undeveloped? Their argument leads to the

result that the more injudicious a railroad may have been in con-

structing lines of road in advance of the country's development the

greater rates should be charged to make good the losses to some one
who didn't sustain them and was not concerned in buUding the road.

It is history that most western roads were loaded down with excessive

bond issues besides watered stock, and that they were sold over the

world so as to produce great fortunes to the promoters and builders.

I fancy that sympathy is very much wasted on them. If they were
enabled to sell to the public stocks and bonds for more than under
the circumstances they were worth, shall the present generation pay
for it? If the same people do not own the roads, they are not entitled

to collect high rates to make it up, and if the same people own them,
on what grounds can they collect it in rates when they sold the bonds
for more than they ever paid out in construction ?

It is well known that in one way and another these roads have
mostly changed hands, and the plea now is that the present owners
" rob Peter to pay Paul," but should be excused from paying Paul,

because they can't find him and instead appropriate it to themselves.

Certainly this would be the result in most cases if railroads can col-

lect rates of freight to make up for what they didn't get in years

past.

The whole matter may be summed up in the statement that the

financial managements of the railroads to-day are practically a unit

in endeavoring by every possible means to increase their earnings,

and as one means to do it various rates have been advanced in recent
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years. This the shipper is .powerless to prevent, however unjust or

unreasonable. The prospect is that these advances will continue,

and to the thoughtful man having the interest of the country at

heart the question is. Shall this great power go unrestrained?

It may be that I speak from the standpoint of the shipper's attor-

ney, but if the shipper's mouth be closed because he is interested, who
shall speak for him?

The committee then took a recess until 8 p. m.

EVENING SESSION.

The committee met pursuant to adjourimient.

Present : Senators Kean, Foraker, Foster, and Clapp.

STATEMENT OF MR. EUGENE WITHERS.

Senator Kean. You may state your name, residence, and occupa-
tion.

Mr. Withers. Eugene Withers. I live at Danville, Va., and I
am a lawyer.

Senator Kean. Whom do you represent?
Mr. Withers. I represent, in the capacity of a citizen, not as a

lawyer—not having received nor expecting to receive, nor will I
receive, any compensation—the city of Danville and the business

men and commercial association, and I think I am safe in saying 95
per cent of the citizenship of Danville.

Senator Kean. And the other side is only 5 per cent?

Mr. Withers. I think that is a great exaggeration of what they
represent, but I desire to be unquestionably safe.

Senator Kean. Do you represent the prosperity or the decline of

Danville ?

Mr. Withers. In some sense I represent both. I represent that

prosperity which prospers in spite oi the difficulties, which receives

no favors and no advantages and no opportunities at the hands of

the Southern Railroad. I also represent that part of Danville that

does not prosper because of the discriminations of the Southern
Railway.

Senator Kean. You may proceed with your statement.

Mr. Withers. I shall take no more time than is necessary simply
to state the facts.

On the 8th day of May a committee of two appeared here before

this committee, one of whom, Judge Aiken, read a petition author-

ized to be presented to this committee by the city of Danville, acting

through its duly authorized bodies, the board of aldermen and the

common council. That petition was presented, and subsequent

thereto, on Wednesday, the 10th of May, three gentlemen spoke before

this committee, who were accompanied by three other gentlemen
who did not speak, and denied in part our statements—that is, they

contradicted what we stated were the effects of the freight rate dis-

criminations which we alleged existed against the city of Danville.
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Their denials extended merely to the effects that were alleged that

resulted from those discriminations. They did not deny or attempt
to deny any of the statements with reference to the discriminations

and arbitraries in existence against the city of Danville. Immedi-
ately upon that becoming known in Danville, the two official munic-
ipal bodies—-the council and the board of aldermen—the commercial
association, arid the citizens of Danville took steps to remove the

impression that these six gentlemen had sought to create before this

committee, to wit, that they in any wise voiced the public sentiment

of Danville with reference to the question of railway rate regulation.

The common council and the board of aldermen acted in conjunc-
tion with the commercial association and appointed a committee of

nine to appear before you and state the facts as they existed, which
action was emphasized further by the fact that in response to an
arbitrary demand a meeting of citizens was held, representing all

shades of opinion and the business men generally of that city, to

express their sentiments with reference to this matter, which was
done, and the resolutions passed by that meeting have been for-

warded to this committee. In the petition presented on the 8th day
of May by the committee of two the actual facts were given as to

railroad discrimination against the city of Danville. Those facts

have not been denied, and I shall not refer to them except inci-

dentally, nor shall I relate or recite any of the discriminations.

They will not be denied either by any committee that appears from
the city of Danville or by the railway company itself. Those dis-

criminations commenced in the city of Danville in 1886 or 1887.

For safety I shall base the beginning of that discrimination from
1887. That period alone covers the time that the committee of two
referred to in their remarks in reference to the effect of railway rate

discrimination on the city of Danville. Previous thereto Danville
was an unusually prosperous town.

It more than excelled its chief competitor, the city of Lynchburg,
in progress, growth, development, and business—that is, the percent-

age of its growth was much greater than the city of Lynchburg.
It was stated on page 4 of our petition that this railway dis-

crimination had this effect. " It is depriving it of its trade, cutting

their competition. It was stated on page 4 that this railway dis-

crimination had this effect. It is depriving it of its trade, cutting

down its population, increasing the cost of living for its people,

diminishing the value of its real estate, and increasing the burden of

taxation on its citizens in order to meet the interest on its corporate

debt and the expense of its municipal government." Those were the

facts that the committee of six, three of whom spoke to you on the

10th day of May, sought to refute and deny ; and it is for the pur-

pose of presenting the actual facts in regard to these assertions that

we appear here, and, in addition, to show exactly the status and the

relative positions borne by those citizens to the city of Danville.

In the first place, as to the tax rates, it was not alleged by the com-
mittee of two representing the city of Danville that the tax rate had
been raised. It was alleged that the burden of taxation had been

increased. As a matter of fact, the tax rate has been increased actu-
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ally. The tax rate of the city of Danville for twenty-one years, and
I give them in periods, certified to, were as follows:

From 1884 to 1890, inclusive, $1.12| for $100.
From 1891 to 1896, inclusive, $1.37A for $100.
From 1897 to 1901, inclusive, $1.35" for $100.
From 1902 to 1905, inclusive, $1.40.

And not, as was alleged by Mr. Boatwright, one of the conunittee
of six, has there ever been any reduction from $1.45 to $1.40, because
the tax rate was never $1.45. On the contrary, $1.40 is the highest
it has ever been, and at that rate it remains to-day, and although
the chairman of the finance committee of the board of aldermen and
the common council was here present, he made the mistake of inform-
ing the speaker that the tax rates had been reduced, when, as a mat-
ter of fact, the chairman of the committee was himself a zealous ad-
vocate for two successive years—1903 and 1904—of an increase in the
tax rate from $1.40 to $1.50, alleging it was necessary to meet the
expenses of the city. That statement was made before the com-
mittee unadvisedly by the gentlemen who made it, and I find from an
examination of their statements before this committee that what they
stated to the committee was apparently what they did not know, but
surmised, and what they failed to state was what they did know.
Now, as to the population. In the beginning of its growth from

1866 or 1867, the end of the civil war, up to 1886 or 1887, the pros-

perity of the town of Danville was hardly surpassed by any town in

the South. In 1887, the West Point Terminal Company, or the
Richmond and Danville Railway Company, operating under the name
of the West Point Terminal Company, consolidated with the Wash-
ington City, Virginia Midland and Great Southern Railway Com-
pany, which was a competitor with the Richmond and Danville
Railway Company, operating under the name of the West Point Ter-
minal Company. Beginning with that period are the troubles to

which we allude when we speak of the lack of prosperity and the

discriminations and arbitraries and their disastrous results on the

city of Danville. Prior to that time its population had rapidly
increased, increasing from between three and four thousand in the

year 1870 to 7,500 in 1880; and in 1890 Danville's population was
10,305, while in 1900 its population was 16,520.

As a matter of fact that increase, or nearly all of it, occurred prior

to 1887. That increase was accounted for almost exclusively and
entirely by the annexation of the town of Neapolis, on the north side

of the Dan River, which had been in existence as a separate town
since 1875, and owed a large percentage of its growth and develop-

ment to the Riverside Cotton Mills, and that growth had all occurred
prior to its annexation to the city of Danville, in 1896. The com-
parative growth, therefore, of Lynchburg and Danville for the
periods named is the only test whereby the effect of these arbitraries

and discriminations against the city of Danville can be fairly de-

cided ; for while Lynchburg, by the census, decreased from 19,709 in

1890 to 18,981 in 1900, the decrease was apparent and not real, be-

cause the suburbs of Lynchburg—the town not having extended its

limits since 1870—^had increased in reality 9,000 in population in that

time, while the suburbs of Danville had increased but 1,215.
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So our contention was true, that railroad discriminations and arbi-
traries had affected our tax rate, had made our population stationary,
if not diminishing it, and decreased our real estate values, because
prior to 1887 the growth of the town in real estate values was rapid
and steady. In 1885 the real estate valuation was $5,511,097. In
1890 it had decreased to $5,170,928. In 1895 it had decreased to
$4,979,146. In 1897 it had apparently increased to $6,532,657. In
1900 it was $6,828,720, and in 1904 it had decreased again to $6,521,-
005. The increase from 1895 to 1897 and 1900 was entirely apparent
and not real. The Kiverside Cotton Mills, which is a large corpora-
tion, and a very prosperous corporation, was, from its incipiency in

1883, for ten or fifteen years, exempt from taxation. Prior to 1897
the entire mill had been developed to its utmost limit and capacity,
and by reason of the bringing in of the Eiverside properties into the
taxable values of the city of Danville, there had been added to the
taxable values of the city of Danville between 1895 and 1900, $1,092,-

465, which had come in, not because of an increase in value, but
because of an addition to the taxable values of what had not been sub-
ject to taxation before; and in addition to that, in 1896, the town
of Neapolis, to which I have already referred, had been added to the
city -of Danville, and its taxable values were nearly $1,000,000, so

that we again did not misrepresent the facts when we said that our
real estate values had decreased and that the reason of that decrease

is the arbitraries and discriminations of the railroads.

Now, to-day I have heard a great deal about confiscatory rates,

fixed by a Commission authorized to fix rates, but I have not heard
anything about confiscatory rates fixed by the railroads, whereby the
property of the public and of municipalities and taxable values are

destroyed; but those facts exist. They exist in my town, and these

facts exist in spite of the further fact that the city of Danville
has expended large sums of money for the purpose of procur-
ing and bringing about competition. It did this by issuing bonds
and turning the proceeds of those bonds over to the railroads

in 1871 $100,000 for the Lynchburg and Danville Railroad, which
was a link from Lynchburg to Danville of the Washington City,

Midland Virginia and Great Southern, which was absorbed by the
Richmond Terminal Company or the Richmond and Danville in

1886, and the Richmond Terminal Company, with all its privileges,

franchises, powers, and rights, was by the legislature of 1893-94 of
the State of Virginia turned over to the Southern Railway Company,
which is now its successor. By the absorption of that road not only
were competitive rates destroyed so far as the city of Danville was
concerned, but all of the benefits that accrued to the city of Danville
by reason of its contribution of $100,000 to the building of the Lynch-
burg and DanviUe link were swept out.

Senator I^an. Is not that a complaint against the State of Vir-

ginia and not against the United States?

Mr. Withers. Yes ; and we have remedied that in part by organiz-

ing in the State of Virginia a railway commission with power tp fix

rates, which is doing extraordinarily good work, and which has not

brought about ruin.

Senator Kean. But it has not helped Danville?
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Mr. Withers. Yes; it helped it in small things only, because the

percentage of intrastate freight as compared with interstate freight,

as shown by the railroad commissioner in 1901 just prior to the es-

tablishment of the State corporation commission, was about one-tenth.

Subsequent to that time the Danville and New River Railroad was
built, now known as the Danville and Western. To that at on time
the city of Danville subscribed $50,000 by issuing bonds in 1880. In
1882 it subscribed again $60,000 by issuing bonds. The name of that

railroad was changed to the Danville and Western. It is now owned,
directed, and controlled by the Southern Railroad Company, and that

competition was destroyed can be easily shown. An examination of
the map of Virginia will show that a haul from the West by Roanoke
through Martinsville to Danville—^traific comes from Roanoke to

Martinsville via the Norfolk and Western branch, leading from Nor-
folk, Va., to Winston, N. C.—is shorter than a haul from Roanoke to

Danville via Lynchburg, where it is transferred to the main line of
the Southern.
The other route or road is much shorter, via the side line of the

Norfolk and Western, known as the Roanoke and Southern, and then
via the Danville and Western from Martinsville to Danville. Yet
to-day not a pound of coal comes from the coal fields, not a pound
of freight, so far as my information and knowledge extends, is al-

lowed to come via Martinsville down the Danville and Western to

Danville, but it all must go via Lynchburg down the main line of the
Southern to Danville, and there again the city of Danville has lost

the benefit of its attempt to establish a competing line. At the same
time, or about the same time, the then town of North Danville, sub-

sequently known as Neapolis, now the fifth and sixth wards of the city

of Danville, issued bonds to the amount of $30,000 toward the build-

ing of a Lynchburg and Danville link of the Washington City, Vir-
ginia Midland and Great Southern Railway, which town likewise was
seeking a competitive road for its freight rates and at the same time
the county of Pittsylvania, in which the city of Danville is situated,

issued a large number of bonds for a similar purpose, and those bonds
have been wiped out so far as any beneficial effect to that county or

those towns or the population of the city of Danville is concerned, by
the consolidation or the absorption of the Virginia Midland Railroad,

as it is known, by the predecessor of the Southern, Richmond and
Danville or West Point Terminal, to the franchises, rights, and privi-

leges of which the Southern has succeeded.

Senator Kean. Did the people of Danville ever protest against
these consolidations?

Mr. Withers. We have. We have not been in court to protest.

Senator Kean. Did you ever protest to your legislature f

Mr. Withers. We have, sir, and these facts have been set out
before the legislature.

Senator Kean. After the consolidations?

Mr. Withers. Yes ; because we had no warning of what was going
to f;p,ke place until the thing was actually consummated. Subsequent
to that time, in 1890, the city contributed $150,000 to the building of
the Atlantic and Danville Railroad to compete with the Southern
Railway Company for all northern and eastern service and to some
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extent for southern and southwestern traffic, leading from Danville,
Va., to the city of Norfolk, Va. In 1899, while the case of the City
of Danville v. The Southern Railway Company, conducted under
the name of the Interstate Commerce Commission v. The Southern
Railway Company, was actually in progress and before its decision

the Southern Railway absorbed the Atlantic and Danville Railway
by a lease of fifty years, from 1899 to 1949, and competition was
again destroyed.

Rates have since again been raised and the relief looked for in that
direction has been destroyed. That question has never, so far as my
knowledge is concerned, been permitted to be decided by the courts.

That is, the question of whether or not the crushing of competition
by the railroads of which we complain will in any wise afPect

the decision of the court upon the question of whether or not
similar conditions existing as they do at Danville can be affected

by railroads arbitrarily destroying competition during the progress
of the suit in which redress is sought. It was dismissed, as was
stated before this committee on the 8th of May, by the Department of
Justice, after the circuit court of appeals had passed upon it ad-
versely to the city, that question not having been raised to my knowl-
edge, although during the pendency of the suit the Atlantic and
Danville was absorbed by this lease to the Southern, and the old con-
dition of noncompetition was restored to the city of Danville.
Now, these are the facts that we seek to make plain to the commit-

tee, not that it is a contest between committees. If it were such, cer-

tainly the two gentlemen who appeared here before you on the 8th of
May would not consume your time in appearing again. It would be
too small a matter. But how did this committee of six appear before
you oii the 10th? I think you should know, because I respectfully

submit to this committee that it is essentially an instance of artificial

sentiment. That committee represented no one except the gentlemen
themselves. Three of those gentlemen—^two of them, at least—were
at the time of their appearance directors in the Danville and Western
Railroad Company—Messrs. James G. Penn and R. A. SchooUield

—

being so reported up to the 1st of January to the State corporation
commission.

If there is any change in their status, it is a change from one branch
line to another. . They are still directors in the Southern Railway.
Mr. James I. Pritchett, another gentleman who spoke before your
committee, I am reliably informed, is a director in a small branch. I
should use the term " nominal directors," because the position is

peculiarly and solely an honorary position. There is nothing in it of

responsibility or direction or control. Those same three gentlemen are

directors in the Riverside Cotton Mills, which expresses itself as be-

ing satisfied with the present existing conditions. Why I do not
know. I can not state. I know that those who have the arbitraries

and discriminations to contend with which have been admitted under
path by the signed answer of the Southern Railway Company, are in

no wise contented and are in no wise satisfied. To show that that

petition was fairly presented, I beg leave to submit at this time a

petition presented to the legislature o'f the State of Virginia, and I

have in my possession here an autograph copy of the same, presented
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by the city of Danville in 1901. I herewith submit that petition,

which is as follows

:

Memorial to the general assembly of Virginia from the city of Danville, 7a.,
presented through the president of the senate and the speaker of the house of
delegates, with the request that it he read from the clerics' desks, February,
1901.

The undersigned petitioners, the city of Danville in its corporate capacity, act-
ing through Its council, the Business Men's Association of Danville, Va., The
Danville Tobacco Association, the ofBcers of said city, and firms and citizens
generally of said city and its suburbs, residing and paying taxes therein and
pursuing different occupations, trades, and professions, beg leave to submit to
your honorable body,- through the speaker of the house of delegates and the presi-
dent of the senate, the following statement and memorial, with the request that
the same be read from the clerks' desks, to wit

:

1. That the said city contains about eighteen or twenty thousand inhabitants
and is located on the lines of the Southern Railway Company at a point where
the Alexandria branch, formerly the Washington City, Virginia Midland and
Great Southern Railway, unites with the Richmond branch, formerly the Rich-
mond and Danville Railroad, and where the Atlantic and Danville Railroad,
before it became a part of the Southern, has its western terminus.

2. That previous to the purchase (1886) of the Washington City, Virginia
Midland and Great Southern Railway by the Richmond and Danville Railroad
Company the two said roads were competitors for transportation into and out
of the city of Danville, and your petitioners and others in Danville enjoyed simi-
lar rates of freight with the cities of Richmond and Lynchburg, and before the
sale of the Atlantic and Danville Railroad to the Southern those two last-

named roads veere competitors for all freight transported from and to all points,
but since the Southern Railway Company has become the owner of all of said
lines of road there is no railroad competition to and from Danville, and, your
petitioners believe, no hope of competition, and therefore your petitioners and
others in Danville are forced to accept rates prescribed by the Southern Railway
Company.

3. That for a great many years and until she was deprived of that power by
the act^ of the Southern Railway Company, as will be hereinafter set forth, Dan-
ville competed successfully with the cities of Lynchburg and Richmond as a
market for the purchase and sale of commodities and as a point favorable to the
establishment of industrial enterprises.

4. That the said Southern Railway Company, a corporation chartered by the
general assembly of Virginia, the Merchants and Miners' Transportation Com-
pany, the Old Dominion Steamship Company, the Clyde, Philadelphia and Nor-
folk Steamship Line, the Baltimore, Chesapeake and Richmond Steamship Com-
pany, the Baltimore and Norfolk Line, and the Baltimore Steam Packet Com-
pany, common carriers by- water, and doing business In the State of Virginia,

and connecting with the line of the Southern Railway Company, are engaged in

the transportation of goods, wares, and merchandise, under a common arrange-
ment, by continuous carriage from Boston, New York, Philadelphia, Baltimore,
and other northern and eastern cities by way of Norfolk, from Norfolk to Dan-
ville, and through Danville to Lynchburg, and most, if not all, of the commodi-
ties used by the citizens and merchants of Danville in consumption, sale, or

manufacture are transported over said routes, and your petitioners believe that

most, if not all, of the goods, etc., delivered by the Southern Railway Company
to the people of Lynchburg are borne over the same route. And the said

Southern Railway Company and the said water carriers have established and
put into force over their said lines and routes the following schedule of rates per
hundred pounds on goods, viz

:

On freight from Boston and Providence to Lynchburg: On class 1, 54 cents;

on class 2, 47 cents ; on class 3, 38 cents ; on class 4, 25 cents ; on class 5, 22
cents ; on class 6, 18 cents ; on class A, 18 cents ; on class B, 22 cents ; on class C,

18 cents ; on class D, — cents ; on class E, 22 cents ; on class P, 36 cents ; on
class H, 25 cents ; boots and shoes, 45 cents ; sugai', 18 cents.

On the same class from Boston and Providence to Danville, viz

:

Class 1, 71 cents ; class 2, 63 cents ; class 3, 52 cents ; class 4, 38 cents ; class

5, 34 cents ; class 6, 29 cents ; class A, 29 cents ; class B, 32 cents ; class 0, 29
cents ; class D, 27 cents ; class E, 34 cents ; class F, 56 cents ; class H, 38 cents

;

boots and shoes, 71 cents ; sugar, 26 cents, thereby making a distinction against
Danville and in favor of Lynchburg of 31 per cent on class 1, 34 per cent on daas
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2, 37 per cent on class 3, 52 per cent on class 4, 54 per cent on class 5, 61 per cent
on class 6, 61 per cent on class A, 45 per cent on class B, 61 per cent on class C,
50 per cent on class D, 5 per cent on class B, 56 per cent on class F, 52 per cent
on class H, and 58 per cent on boots and shoes, and 44 per cent on sugar.
From New York and Philadelphia, via Norfolk, through Danville to Lynch-

burg there are the following rates and charges per hundredweight

:

On class 1, 54 cents ; class 2, 47 cents ; class 3, 38 cents ; class 4, 25 cents ; class
5, 22 cents ; class 6, IS cents ; class A, 18 cents ; class B, 22 cents ; class 0, 18
cents ; class D, 18 cents ; class E, 22 cents ; class F, 36 cents ; class H, 25 cents

;

boots and shoes, 45 cents ; stoves and fixtures, 33 cents ; sugar, 18 cents.
And from the same points to Danville, and over the same lines and routes,

there are the following rates

:

On class 1, 66 cents ; class 2, 58 cents ; class 3, 47 cents ; class 4, 33 cents

;

class 5, 29 cents ; class 6, 24 cents ; class A, 24 cents ; class B, 27 cents ; class C,
24 cents; class D, 22 cents; class E, 29 cents; class F, 46 cents; class H, 33
cents ; boots and shoes, 66 cents ; sugar, 211 cents ; stoves and fixtures, 47 cents

;

thereby making a discrimination against Danville and in favor of Lynchburg
of 22 per cent on class 1, 23 per cent on class 2, 23 per cent on class 3, 32 per
cent on class 4, 32 per cent on class 5, 33 per cent on class 6, 33 per cent on class
A, 23 per cent on class B, 33 per cent on class C, 33 per cent on class D, 32 per
cent on class E, 20 per cent on class F, 33 per cent on class H, 46 per cent on
boots and shoes, 22 per cent on sugar, 42 per cent on stoves and fixtures.

From Baltimore to Lynchburg over the same lines at the following rates per
hundredweight

:

On class 1, 49 cents ; class 2, 42 cents ; class 3, 33 cents ; class 4, 22 cents
;'

class 5, 19 cents : class 6, 16 cents ; class A, 16 cents ; class B, 19 cents ; class C,
16 cents ; class D, 16 cents ; class E, 19 cents ; class F, 32 cents ; class H, 22
cents ; on boots and shoes, 42 cents ; on stoves and fixtures, 30' cents ; on sugar,
16 cents.

From Baltimore to Danville over the same line the following rates

:

On class 1, 60 cents ; class 2, 52 cents ; class 3, 41 cents ; class 4, 29 cents

;

class 5, 25 cents ; class 6, 20 cents ; class A, 20 cents ; class B, 23 cents ; class C,
20 cents ; class D, 18 cents ; class B, 25 cents ; class F, 38 cents ; class H, 29 cents

;

on boots and shoes, 60 cents ; on stoves and fixtures, 41 cents ; sugar, 21* cents,

thereby making a discrimination against Danville in favor of Lynchburg of the
following: 23 per cent on class 1, 24 per cent on class 2, 24 per cent on class 3,

31 per cent on class 4, 31 per cent on class 5, 25 per cent on class 6, and 25 per
cent on class A, 21 per cent on class B, 25 per cent on class C, 13 per cent on
class D, — per cent on class B, 31 per cent on class H, 50 per cent on boots and
shoes, 37 per cent on sugar, and 36 per cent on stoves and fixtures.

And your petitioners aver that the several classes of freight aforesaid em-
brace nearly every variety of merchandise sold and consumed in the Danville
and Lynchburg markets, and they call attention to the fact that the classes of
freight are delivered to the merchants and inhabitants of Lynchburg at an
average of 36 per cent less than to the merchants and inhabitants of Danville,
although it is hauled through Danville to Lynchburg, 66 miles farther from the
place of shipment than Danville.

5. That the said Southern Railway Company doth charge and receive from the
Inhabitants and merchants of Danville for the transfer of the following de-

scribed property over its lines from Louisville, Ky., Frankfort, Ky., Chatta-
nooga, Tenn., and Cincinnati, Ohio : On metallic paint from Chattanooga, 24
cents per hundredweight ; on grain from Louisville and Cincinnati, 21 cents per
hundredweight; on hay from Louisville and Cincinnati, 21 cents per hundred-
weight; on flour, 24 cents per hundredweight; on meat and lard, 27 cents per
hundredweight.
And from the merchants and inhabitants of Lynchburg the said Southern

Railway Company doth charge and receive the following rates from said points

on its lines

:

On metallic paints, 15 cents per hundredweight ; on grain from Louisville and
Cincinnati, 12 cents per hundredweight ; on hay from Louisville and Cincin-

nati, 12 cents per hundredweight; on flour, 12 cents per hundredweight; on
meat and lard from Louisville and Cincinnati, 15 cents per hundredweight; by
which the Southern Railway Company discriminates against Danville and in

favor of Lynchburg to the extent of 60 per cent on paint, 100 per cent on flour,

60 per cent on grain, 60 per cent qu hay, and 80 per cent on meat and lard. In
other words, the said Southern Railway charges the people of Danville an
average of 72 per cent more for hauling the necessaries of flour, meat and lard,

grain and hqy, than it charges the people of Lynchburg, notwithstanding the
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fact that the haul to Lynchburg is made through Danville to Lynchburg, a dis-

tance of 66 miles farther from tlie point of shipment than Danville ; and your
petitioners state that a similar difference is made against Danville by the said

railway company on all goods transported into the city.

6. That the Southern Railway Company and its connections to the city of New
Orleans doth charge and receive from the people of Danville the following rates
and charges on the staples of molasses, sugar, rice, and coffee from New Orleans

:

On molasses, 37 cents ; on sugar, 43 cents ; on rice, 43 cents ; on coffee, 51
cents ; and from the people of Lynchburg on the same commodities 26 cents, 32
cents, and 40 cents per hundred barrels, thereby discriminating against Danville
in the favor of Lynchburg to the extent of 47 per cent on molasses, 36 per cent
on rice and sugar, and 27 per cent on coffee, or to an average of 35 per cent
against Danville in favor of Lynchburg, although Danville is nearer by 66 miles
to the point of shipment and the haul to the farther point is made through the
nearer.

7. That the said Southern Railway Company and its connections leading to
Chicago and other cities in that part of the Union charge and receive from the
people of Danville a much greater rate of freight than from the people of Lynch-
burg, a city 66 miles farther from said markets by said road than Danville.
For instance, on flour from Grand Rapids to Lynchburg, 32 cents per barrel

;

to Danville, 56 cents per barrel ; on leather from Kenosha, Wis., to Lynchburg,
32 cents per hundredweight ; to Danville, 50 cents per hundredweight ; on meat
and lard from Chicago to Lynchburg, 27 cents per hundredweight; to Danville,
39 cents per hundredweight ; on grain from Chicago to Lynchburg, 17 cents per
hundredweight ; to Danville, 36 cents per hundredweight, and on many other
articles of merchandise, all necessary to the wants of the people of Danville and
their trade, the same rate of discrimination, making an average of 71 per cent
more for delivered goods at the end of the short haul than at the end of the
long haul.

8. That the,s:-..e rate of discrimination shown by paragraphs 5, 6, and 7 to

be made in favor of Lynchburg against Danville is also made by the said roads
in favor of Richmond against Danville. Your petitioners are aware that against
the wrongs complained of in paragraphs 6 and 7, in which it is shown that the
Southern Railway Company and its connections to New Orleans and Chicago
and other points and the Northwest make unjust discrimination against Dan-
ville, your honorable body can give no relief, because the connections of the
Southern Railway Company in those transactions do not transact business in

the State of Virginia, and are not subject to the Virginia laws ; but as to those
wrongs recited in paragraph 4 and paragraph 5, against the Southern Railway
Company and the water carriers connecting at Norfolk and the Southern Rail-
way Company alone, they are advised that as all of said corporations either
derive their charter from the State of Virginia or do business in the State they
are subject to State jurisdiction and amenable to State laws. They show that
the wrongs and injuries complained of, by which other cities are given an unjust
advantage of the city of Danville, have been going on against the latter city for
thirteen years, until the consequence is becoming disastrous to Danville. It is

depriving her of lier trade, cutting down her population, increasing the costs of
living to her people, diminishing the value of her real estate, and increasing the
burden of taxation upon her citizens in order to meet the interest upon her cor
porate debt and the expenses of her municipal government. They show that
new business enterprises will not come to Danville on account of the freight dis-

crimination against her, and they assert that extensive enterprises have refused
to come and have gone elsewhere for that reason.

They are advised that railroads are public highways, and the fundamental
characteristic of public highways is the right of all persons to use those high-

ways upon equal terms ; and for railroads to deny this equality is a misuser of

their franchises and good cause for their forfeiture ; and for a State to permit a
railroad of its own creation, or those doing business within its limits, to build

up one of its cities at the expense of another, or to oppress one part of its

Inhabitants with burdens in order that favors may be bestowed upon others, is,

they respectfully submit, an indefensible act of government.
Tour petitioners furtlier show that the city of Danville, In its own name, In

concert with a number of its citizens, feeling aggrieved at the acts recited above,
and finding that section 1208 of the Code of Virginia, 1S87, which they believe
would have given them partial relief in the courts of the State, had been
repealed, laid the subject of said discrimination before the Interstate Commerce
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Commission, and that tribunal, after hearing and rehearing the case. In two
decisions sustained the cliarge of the city of Danville and ordered the said dis-

criminations to cease; but the Southern Railway Company has refused to obey
the order of the Commission and is preparing to appeal to the Federal courts,

where the case may be long delayed, while in the meantime the ruinous discrimi-

nation will go on against the city of Danville.
Tour petitioners therefore pray that the general assembly may reenact section

1208 of the Code of 1887, and give to the citizens of Danville a remedy in the
courts of the State against the wrongs and injuries of which they complain.
And they will ever pray, etc.

The City of Danville, Va., by Robt.
Brydon, clerk of council.

The Danville Tobacco Association, by
O. Wemple, president.

The Danville Business Men's Associa-

tion, by Jno. W. Carter, president;

Jas. W. Carter, secretary.

Harry Wooding, mayor.
A. M. Aiken, judge corporation court.

D. A. Overbey, president city council.

P. H. Boisseau, city sergeant.

J. B. Anderson, commissioner of reve-

nue.

Geo. P. Geoghegan, city treasurer.

B. H. Herndon, city collector.

B. H. Woolfolk, high constable.

C. A. Ballon, city engineer.

Frank Talbott, secretary water and
light department.

N. F. Reid, fire marshal.
Lewis-Martin Shoe Co.
Holland's Warehouse.
Andrew Jamieson.
E. A. White Gun Co.

N. H. Turbiville & Co,

E. L. Ramey & Co.
0. C. Snead & Co.
Piedmont Hardware Co.

Overbey & Swanson Bros.
Jno. P. Swanson.
D. Arrington.

W. R. Wray.
Hodnett, Vass, Watson Co.
H. L. Ferrell.

City Shoe Store.

Hodnett Clothing Store.

B. T. Fretwell.
L. D. Moorefield.

6. W. Bell.

Robinson's 5 and 10 Cent Store.

W. P. Robinson.
li. C. Clarke & Co.

A. E. Gray.
F. O. Kidd.
P. R. Jones' Sons.

C. G. Holland & Co.

W. A. Harnsberger.
J. B. Noell Manufacturing Co.
Hannah & Dudley.
W. H. Barksdale.
J. T. Orgaln & Co.

C. D. Noell & Co.
H. T. Pearson.
N. P. Robertson.
W. J. Dodson.
Guerrant Broa.

W. C. Hurt Tobacco Co.
Waddill Printing Co.
Julian Meade.
Dan Valley Hardware Co.
H. W. Cole & Co.
Chas. C. Neal.
S. T. Nowlin.
Lanier Bros.
H. A. Wiseman & Son.
J. G. Witcher.
L. L. Lanier.
S. W. Martin.
F. Clarke.
Boatwright Bros. Co.
Scboolfleld, Boatwright & Co.
H. S. Lanier.
J. Goldsmith & Co.
Jno. W. Ferrell Furniture Co.
Sumter George.
W. H. Cobb & Co.
W. T. Harris.

I. Rosenstock.
E. H. Miller & Co.

J. Brafman.
The Danville Haberdasher.
A. D. Keen & Co.

L. Herman.
J. N. Wyllie & Co.

J. B. Westbrook's Foundry and Ma-
chine Co.

Wheatley Buggy Co.
C. A. Howard.
J. L. Maden.
J. L. Bagley.
J. G. Covington.
W. W. Williamson.
A. W. Canter.
A. D. Starling.

C. W. Price.

W. D. Rowe.
J. E. Shaw & Co.

Jas. Brewer & Son.

J. L. Horner & Co.

Cabell, Cabell & Custer.

David Jones & Co.

C. A. Howard.
O. Wemple.
J. T. Hamlin.
F. W. Townes.
C. R. Gentry Brothers.

W. W. Watkins.
Francisco's.

T. A. Fox & Co.

Geo. T. Fitzgerald & Co.

O. D. Electric Co.

Hessberg Bottling Ca
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L. T. Putyear & Co.
W. N. Brown.
Ruffin, Edmunds & Co.
J. B. Ruffin.
W. B. Meade.
Ohas. Orchard.
J. A. Reagan.
Reagan & Walton.
Swann & Holland.
The Tobacco and W. H. Trad, ng Co.
Greenhow Maury.
E. K. Jones & Co.
Chas. E. Hughes & Co.
Hickey & Cousins.
Danville Tobacco Co.
L. G. Martin.
W. R. Mitchell.

Geo. S. Hughes.
W. W. Gill.

J. M. Covington.
H. B. Henry.
T. C. Guerrant
Geo. B. Tuckett & Co.
J. E. Bouldin.
H. L. Boatwright.
Turpin & Wood.
G. E. Turpin.
R. M. Hubbard & Co.
C. B. Slaughter.
Riverside Cigar Co.
Jno. B. Thomas.
H. W. Tucker.
G. S. Burch.
E. T. Crews.
T. S. Williamson & Co.
W. A. Hines.
S. M. Millner & Co.
J. R. Bowles.
A. G. Fuller.

Danville Hardware Co.

W. W. Waddill.
Chas. H. Bast.
W. H. Farley & Co.
Jno. W. Carter & Co.
J. A. Lawson.
Averett & Harvey.
D. H. Dugger & Bro.
C. L. Martin.
Maryland Creamery Co.
Star Laundry Co.
M. W. Berger Bargain House.
F. L. Gitt & Co.
C. W. Guerrant
Danville Steam Laundry.
Crews, Williamson & Co.
Cash Grocery Co.
Northside Shoe Store.

J. R. Harris & Bro.
Walton & Lanier.
Booth Bros.
H. C. Ficklen.
Jno. B. Boatwright
B. M. Walker.
J. G. Claiborne.
W. G. Holman.
Harry P. Guerrant.
Free Press Publishing Co.
B. C. Friend.
E. G. Moseley & Co.
W. P. Hodnett
C. H. Hickey.
M. I. Hessberg.
Dibrell Bros.
A. B. Carrington.
Russell J. Coles & Co.
BaiTow Lumber Co.

J. C. Bruce.
Maxwell Tobacco Co.
W. P. Tyree.

The petition which was presented before your conunittee on the
8th day of May was before the two legislative bodies of the city of

Danville. One of the gentlemen who came to Washington to appear
before this committee was present, and was one of the two men who
voted against the passage of the resolution to send the petition to this

conunittee. They had full and fair notice thereof. There was no
attempt at secretiveness, because it was known that the overwhelming
sentiment of the city of Danville was in favor of this petition.

Subsequent to the time when these gentlemen appeared, the devel-

opments which I stated in the beginning of my statement with refer-

ence to the subsequent resolutions of the board of aldermen, the com-
mon council, and the commercial association, and the meeting of the

business men and citizens generally of the city, occurred, and they
have been sent and presented to this committee.
Now, but one or two other facts. Mr. Pritchett, one of the gentle-

men who spoke before this committee, stated that he was interested

in outgoing freights—that is, in getting out of Danville products
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produced in Danville; that he was not interested in incoming freight
and consequently was not informed as to the status of those particular
freights. I think I can safely say that the chief product of the city

of Danville in the sense in which he used it is tobacco. The sales of
tobacco in that town will average 45,000,000 pounds per annum, and
each and every pound thereof is shipped out after being rehandled or
manufactured from the raw leaf. In order to get that tobacco out
of the city of Danville a favorable and fair freight rate of course is

advantageous and highly beneficial, and in that connection I beg leave

to submit the ninth section of the petition of the city of Danville to

the Interstate Commerce Commission in 1899

:

That the defendant, The Southern Railway Company, doth charge and receive

from persons in the city of Lynchburg and the city of Richmond, Va., for the
transportation of leaf tobacco over its line to Louisville, Ky., 24 cents per
hundred pounds, and from complainants and others in Danville, Va., to Louis-
ville, Ky., over the main line and in the same direction and under substantially

similar circumstances and conditions, 40 cents per hundred pounds, the distance
from Richmond to Louisville being 140 miles, and from Lynchburg 66 miles,

greater than the distance from Danville to Louisville, and the shorter distance

from Danville being included in the longer distance from Richmond and
Lynchburg.

So that the chief product of the city of Danville, so far as its pros-

perity and growth are concerned, is as heavily discriminated against

as the incoming freights from the North and West, about which Mr.
Pritchett admits he knows nothing. In our hearing before this com-
mittee Judge Aiken was asked a question in reference to the coal

rates of the city of Danville by the chairman of this committee, and
m order to answer it I have brought with me the facts about those

coal rates, showing that there is a discrimination against the city

of Danville in coal rates from the West, and we are permitted to

handle only Norfolk and Western coal. We never see a pound of

Chesapeake and Ohio coal, or practically none. We never see a

pound of Southern Railway coal. We are not permitted to haul any
of the Tennessee coal, the West Virginia coal (other than from the
Norfolk and Western territory), or from other western fields, and,
further, the haul from Lynchburg to these fields is $1.60 per ton,

while the haul to Danville is $2.30 per ton, a discrimination of 70
cents for a 65-mile haul.

I herewith file this coal schedule as a part of my remarks

:

Interstate Commebce Commission, OmcE of the Auditor,
Washington; January 24, 1905.

[Uemorandum.—^Letter of Alexander Helper, secretary-treasurer of the Commercial Asso-
ciation, Danville, Va. Rates on coal of the Chesapeake and Ohio and Norfolk and
Western railways to Virginia points.]

Referring to the accompanying letter of Mr. Alexander Helper, secretary-
treasurer of the Commercial Association, Danville, Va.

:

Attached hereto are two statements (Nos. 171 and 172), one showing rates on
coal published by the Norfolk and Western Railway from various districts to

important points in Virginia, and the other showing the published rates of the
Chesapeake and Ohio Railway on coal from New River and Kanawha districts

to Virginia points, as requested.
Respectfully submitted.

J. M. Smith, Auditor.
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[No. 171.]

Statement showing rates on coal, carload minimum 30,000 pounds (except as

noted), from and to points named helow, via Norfolk and Western Railway.

[Rates per ton of 2,000 pounds.]

To-
Prom Pocahontas

district.
Prom Thacker dis-

trict.
Prom Kenova dis-

trict.

Steam. Domestic. Steam. Domestic. Steam. Domestic.

Cleveland, Va . $1.60
1.60
1.65
1.65
1.60
1.60
1.60
1.60
1.60
2.30
1.80
2.40
1.60
2.30
2.40
2.40
3.30

$1.80
1.80
1.85
1.86
1.80
1.80
1.80
1.80
1.80
2.40
2.00
2.50
L80
2.40
2.60
2.50
8.40

$1.70
1.70
1.76
1.75
1.70
1.70
1.70
1.70
i.ro
2.40
1.90
2.55
1.75
2.45
2.55
2.66
3.45

$1.90
1.90
1.95
1.95
1.90
L90
L90
1.90
L90
2.60
2.10
2.65
1.95
2.56
2.65
2.65
8.55

$L80
1.80
1.86
L85
1.80
1.80
1.80
1.80
1.80
2.60
2.00
2.60
1.80
2.50
2.60
2.60
3.50

$2.00
2.00

Bristol, Va 2.05
SaltviUe, Va ' 2 05
Roanoke, Va 2 00
Lynchburg, Va 2 00
Petersburg, Va 3 00
Suffolk, Va 2 00
Norfolk, Va Z 00
Winston-Salem, N. C 2 60
Shenandoah, Va _ 2 20

2 70
Charlottesville, Va. a 2 00
Danville, Va. u 2 60

Warrenton, Va.a 2 70
Rl^lftTnont.iV*^. <!

, 3 60

" Carload minimum, 40,000 pounds.

Norfolk and Western Railway, I. C. C, Nos. 1563-B and 1995-B.

[No. 172.]

Statement showing rates on coal, carload, minimum 30,000 pounds, from and to
points named below via Chesapeake and Ohio Railway.

[Rates per ton of 2,000 pounds.]

To—
Prom New River

district.

Steam. Domestic.

Prom Kanawha
district.

Steam. Domestic.

Norfolk, Va
Newport News, Va -

Richmond, Va
Orange, Va
Charlottesville, Va .

Basic, Va
Staunton, Va
Clifton Forge, Va...
Oovington, va
Hot Springs, Va
Lynchburg, Va
Lexington, va
Newcastle, Va
Petersburg, Va
Predericksburg, Va

$1.85
1.60
1.60
1.60
1.40
L40
L40
L30
1.30
1.30
1.60
L40
1.60
L85
1.86

$2.10
1.85
1.85
1.85
1.55
1.55
1.65
1.45
1.46
L55
1.85
1.66
1.85
2.05
2.00

$1.95
1.70
L70
L70
1.50
L50
1.50
L40
1.40
1.40
L70
1.50
1.70
1.95
1.95

$2.20
1.96
1.96
1.95
1.65
1.66
1.65
1.55
1.55
1.65
1.95
1.75
1.95
2.20
2.10

Chesapeake and Ohio Railway I. C. C. Nos. 2794, 3020, and 3282.

Now, Mr. Chairman, this condition of the city of Danville is accen-

tuated by the fact that it is a close competitor of the city of Lynch-
burg.

Senator Kean. Is not that all there is in it?

Mr. Withers. No.
Senator Kean. Have not you had this case before the Interstatn

Commerce Commission ?

Mr. Withers. Yes, we have, and we won it.
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Senator Kean. You had it also in court?
Mr. Withers. Yes.
Senator Kean. And the court decided against you ?

Mr. Withers. Yes; on the ground, as I understand, that the con-
ditions which were geographically, climatically, and commercially
similar at Lynchburg and Danville have been destroyed by crushing
all competition at Danville, without knowing, so far as the record
shows

5 Senator Kean. But how are we going to create competition at
Danville ?

Mr. Withers. I think you can do it by approving the Interstate

Commerce Commission's ruling, which said that a 10 or 15 per cent
additional from the haul to Lynchburg and Danville was a fair rate.

Senator Kean. The court said it was not.

Mr. Withers. It did, but it said it under the conditions I have
recited, that the destruction of competition destroyed otherwise
similar conditions, taking the reverse of the English courts in that
respect, as I understand it.

Senator Kean. How would you amend the law to have it decide
that the court shall decide your way ?

Mr. Withers. Why, sir, to let the Interstate. Commerce Commis-
sion fix a rate and allow that fact to go to the Supreme Court and
have that stand unless it is confiscatory and without due process of

- law takes the property of the railroad company.
Senator Kean. There is no question of reasonableness ?

Mr. Withers. No; except in that way, and let the question of

crushing competition be thoroughly presented to the court, which
we have not been able to present because of the dismissal of the suit.

Senator Kean. Yes ; but the State of Virginia suppressed the com-
petition.

Mr. WiTHiiRs. Well, the State of Virginia suppressed it only in

this way, that after competition had been destroyed and the Rich-
mond and Danville Railroad having gone into the hands of a receiver,

and come out of the hands of a receiver, sought to reorganize itself

under the name of the Southern Railway Company and asked that its

old powers be conferred upon it, and in that way the legislature

affirmed its act by conferring its old powers upon it. It is the same
railroad and practically the same corporation reorganized under a

new name.
Now, I desire to add, as a further statement, that the conditions

which exist in Virginia are on a sliding scale to, practically, Atlanta,

Ga. ; that is, this sliding scale goes as far south, or practically as far

south, as Atlanta, Ga. You have already heard from the testimony

to-day that the city of Charlotte, N. C, is complaining of discrimina-

tions of freight rates four times as great as to the city of Lynchburg,
and there is no water competition to Lynchburg. We, as a competi-

tor, naturally feel the effect of that conflict more acutely and know
it more readily than the cities far to the south of us, because the com-
petition between them and Lynchburg is not so great. We represent

a condition that exists all over the South Atlantic States between
the points iiamed, if not farther, and we are bearing the brunt of it

because we are nearest to the man or the community • having the

greatest advantage over any of the cities discriminated against.

S. Doc. 243, 59-1—vol 4 40
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If the resolutions of the mass meeting have not been sent here and
presented to this committee, I suppose I may be permitted the privi-

lege of filing them.
Senator Kean. Yes.
Mr. Withers. That is all I desire to say.

Senator Kean. You are excused.

STATE-MADE BATES IN FRANCE.

Senator Kean. With the permission of the committee, I will ask to

have incorporated in the record of the hearings the following extract

from the New York Sun newspaper of May 21, 1905

:

STATE-MADE RATES IN FRANCE—^FRENCH RAILROAD EXPERT TELLS OE
THEIR EVILS—COMPANIES AND THE PUBLIC ALIKE SUFFER BECAUSE
THE GOVERNMENT REGULATES THE CHARGES ^EFFECT OP POLITICS IN
FIXING RATES^AMERICAN SYSTEM BEST.

Washington, May SO.

Of all foreign countries that have tried railway regulation by
Government authority, the one in which the situation is most useful

for comparison with the United States is France.
In France the railways are not owned by the Government, but rail-

way rates are fixed by governmental authority, as has been proposed
for the United States. M. Emile Heurteau, president of the Orleans
Railway and one of the foremost railway administrators of France,
who came here as a delegate to the International Railway Congress,
gave an interview before leaving Washington to-day in which he
explained the working of railway regulation in his country.

" The maximum charges which the railways of France may make
for carrying merchandise," said M. Heurteau, " are fixed by a con-

tract made by each company with the Government, this contract being
in effect the company's charter. The Government designates the
exact course along which roads shall be built, in some cases laying
it through territory which would not be profitable for private man-
agement to operate in without some sort of subvention.

" This subvention the State gives in the form of an advance or loan,

on which the company must pay 4 per cent interest and which must
be returned within a specified period. During that period the com-
pany may not declare dividends above a fixed figure, the surplus that

might otherwise go to dividends being used in reducing the loan.

"At the end of the specified term, usually ninety-nine years, the

railroad becomes the property of the State outright, except for its

rolling stock, on which the Government holds a lien, to guarantee the

payment of any of the advance remaining unpaid at that time.
" This makes possible, you see, the building of railroads in places

where the Government restrictions would otherwise make it impos-
sible. Naturally, it is the taxpayer—the merchant and shipper who
think they are getting so much benefit from the State's interference

in the railroad business—who pays for all these things.
" It is the taxpayer—the merchant and the shipper—who pays for

the construction and maintenance of canals and canalized rivers

—

the latter natural water courses artificially deepened or straight-

ened—which in some places make the existence of a profitable rail-
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road almost impossible, and in others centralize industry and traffic

to the detriment of sections of the country that do not have similar
9,dvantages.

" There is no provision at all for the State's regulating charges for
water transportation. The waterways are, in the eye of the law,
public highways. The vessel owner may charge as much as he
pleases for the services he gives, and, inasmuch as it costs him much
less to render than like service costs the railway, he can depress his
rates and raise them with impunity, so as seriously to affect the
trend and movement of traffic.

" This is not, however, competition in the true sense. It produces
such results as these

:

" In the region north of Paris, which is the great industrial section

of France, a very large proportion of the traffic is carried by canals,

which you abandoned long ago in this country as out of date, which
are slow and subject to all manner of hindrances from the necessity

of repair, the jam of ice in winter, and what not. In southern France
a very large share of the freight between Marseille and Paris, for

example, moving in either direction, goes around the coast line in-

stead of directly by rail.

" You can easily see the effect of this. The people are practically

deprived of the more efficient means of transportation in the interests

of the less efficient. This would, of course, mean much more in the

United States than it does in France even, for your great Middle
West, especially.

"What, you ask, is the cause of this? It is that the Government
wiU not allow the making of railroad rates that will take the traffic

off the canals, and its refusal to allow this is due to political pres-

sure sometimes, to the jealousy of one community toward another,

to the powerful influence of the vessel owners to whom the present

arrangement is of such vast financial benefit, to the difficulty of ever

getting a governmental machine to reverse its action or to modify its

mechanical methods.
" The inelasticity that Government ownership or close Government

supervision invariably brings makes it impossible that French rail-

road rates should go below the point at which the boats on the water-

ways do business.

Not only does the Government never give its consent to the rais-

ing of rates, as might be expected, but also, extraordinary as it may
seem to Americans who have had no experience with governmental

control of such things, it frequently withholds its consent from lower-

ing them. Our only protection is that our contracts with the Gov-
ernment have fixed maximum charges so long as the present agree-

ments are in force.
" We would be only too glad to adopt the American system of fix-

ing the lowest rates proper and making up the loss of profit on each

shipment out of the increased volume of business they make the rail-

ways available to, which is the only economically and commercially

right and sensible way of doing. We would be glad to build up our

territory as the American railways do, by encouraging its industries,

by opening its markets, by enabling it to compete with other terri-

tories contributing to the same markets.
" But we can not do that. The State controlled rates prevent it,

however strong our desire of the people's may be.
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" The basis on which freight rates are made in France is generally

that of distance. In fact, it is impossible that any Government or
Government commission should make rates on any other basis.

" This tape-measure basis is the easiest to defend against charges
of discrimination, in spite of its real injustice and its absolutely un-
sound economy which a moment's thought will show. It avoids
trouble and affords excuses, and your Government official's chief
thought is to avoid trouble for himself for he is first, last, and all the
time a politician.

" Railroads under Government supervision must set their rates

close to the maxima then and maintain them there, for their own.
salvation. There are many times when if it were possible we would
like to lower freight charges to meet some special emergency, such as

the necessities of a district suffering from a crop failure, for example.
" That is not philanthropy, but commercial sense, to help the man

who creates business for you when he is hard pressed, and to increase

the volume of traffic that is falling because people have not the money
to pay the price they have been accustomed to pay easily. But if we
should once lower our rates—possibly to the point of loss, as Ameri-
can railways have done frequently in crises—we would not be allowed
to restore them later, when they should fairly be restored.

" Occasionally, temporary rates are made for the term of a year,

say, but it is quite exceptional. And why, do you suppose ?

" The process of reducing rates under our system of Government
regulation, which is as liberal as any European system of the kind,
involves so many hearings, discussions, and disputes by rival boards
of trade and chambers of commerce, deputies, politicians, shippers,

and the rest of them that it takes many months and sometimes years
to get permission to make a reduction in charges.

" By that time the necessity for which the reduction was asked is

passed. It will do neither the railroad nor the community any good

;

and so we do not ask for such things.
" It may seem curious to Americans, but no reduction of rates has

ever been made in France to meet the needs of the railroads, however
much they might want it. A striking instance of how Government
regulation works in this particular is the experience of my own road
in common with others a few years ago, when the phylloxera attacked

the vineyards of southern France.
" There was no wine making to speak of in France then, and the

country's supply was imported from Spain. Over there wine is a

staple, a necessity of the poor man as well as the rich, and we made
a low rate for bringing it from Spain into Paris.

" The deputies of the vineyard districts protested, however, because
they said we were carrying Spanish wine as cheaply as we were
carrying French wine. The railroads were obliged to restore the

high rate, and immediately the wine went to Paris from Spain by
water, through the canals and canalized rivers.

" In order to make this water transportation easier, the Govern-
ment made large extra appropriations for the canalization of the

Seine at that time. The citizen whose temporarily nonexistent indus-

try was being ' protected ' partly for the benefit of foreign ship-

owners, it would appear, was, as a taxpayer, contributing his francs
for this canal construction and repair when he could least afford it.
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"As I have told you, our charges for transporting freight are fixed

in the railway's original contract with the Government and set down
in the cahier des charges—what you would call tariff sheet or rate
book I suppose. For obvious reasons the railways never have con-
sented to givei the State the right to lower these maximum charges,
not can it be expected that they ever will consent to such a thing.

" Our contract with the Government is like any other contract. It

can not be altered except with the consent of both parties. Any
form of government supervision short of absolute government owner-
ship must be based on contracts of that kind, otherwise what pro-
tection would there be for the vested interests.

" Petitions for lower rates are made to the director of railways
from time to time, and perhaps he will suggest the desirability of

considering some of them, but he has no power to enforce such de-

mands. Of course sometimes we must yield to such petitions against
our better judgment, when they are evidently nothing less than sec-

tional selfishness. The pressure which any government can bring
to bear is tremendous, and may not be withstood in certain circum-
stances, even though it may threaten industrial misfortune.

" The wonderful growth and development of the United States is

the admiration of the whole world. I have no doubt it is to be

attributed largely to the freedom you have always enjoyed in your
commercial and industrial life.

" Opportunity is given here for railways and communities t&, be
mutually helpful, and splendid use has been made and is being made
of it. The few cases of complaints against your railways, the ex-

pansion of trade through the opening of European markets to the

producers of your Central and Western States, who are enabled to

deliver their products abroad, the low cost of transportation that

enables them to compete there with the foreign producer near at hand,
whose railways are in no position to help him—all these things
seem to me sufficient evidence of the success and desirablity of the
American practice in the management and regulation of railway
matters.

"Any economist, any business man, any transportation manager
will tell you that the present American method of fixing freight

rates is the only logical and rational one."

STATEMENT OF MB. EDWARD 0. DAVIES.

Senator Kean. You may state your name, residence, and occupa-
tion.

_
Mr. DaVIES. I reside in Chicago, and I represent TO fruit associa-

tioii,s in Chicago as general consignee.

Senator Kean. "^u may proceed with your statement, Mr. Davis.

Mr. Davibs. I have read newspaper accounts of the statements of

certain railroad witnesses before this honorable committee and have
been agreeably surprised to find that I have hitherto been mistaken
in regard to the policy of railroad companies generally in respect to

the conservation of property rights vested in them as investments of

wards and widows. I may "be permitted to say that every worthy cus-

todian, administrator, or manager of other persons' property should

do everything that is possible and right to conserve those interests,
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whether belonging to fatherless children and widows or childless

widowers and spinsters. Every dollar invested in any enterprise that
is sanctioned by law in this country has a right to demand honest and
honorable administration in the affairs of such business, and I pre-
sume that the legislation contemplated by the Congress of this country
IS to call sinners and not the righteous to repentance. I desire to
offer the committee what in my humble mind may be in a measure
helpful in obtaining such legislation as will protect the interests of
all the investors in railroad properties without distinction to the age
or condition of the stockholders, and here I may say that I do not be-
lieve that among those who support the President's recommendations
for legislation to that end that there can be found a man who seeks
to injure railroad interests through legislation that is asked for or
expected. Those who demand legislation that will give the country
competent regulation of interstate commerce and afford relief from
the conditions of lawlessness that now submerges equality and the
rights of a majority of our countrymen to the distinct advantage and
in favor of a preferred few are the only true friends of investors,

whether they are widows, wards, or Wall street speculators in the rail-

road property of America.
On the other hand, it is a self-evident fact that the so-called

fatherless and widows who appeal so strongly to the commiseration
and benevolent propensities of railroad officials, who have been suc-

cored by them for years, are the unweaned infant industries of the
nation, and the wet nurses who have attended them. For years these
babes and sucklings drew their living from the breasts of railroad
perfidies. Since the passing of the Elkin's bill they have changed
the teat and now thrive upon commercial cannibalism in the form of
private car lines and industrial railroad concessions. I notice that

railroad officials stand aghast at the prospect of the granting of
rate-revising powers to the Interstate Commerce Commission. They
cry aloud in desperation for rate experts. A rate expert only lives

in poetical mythologj'. I have met hundreds of traffic officials, but
never discovered an expert rate maker. If the members of the Inter-

state Commerce Commission, after the large experience they have had
for and against the reasonableness of rates, are incapable of judging
the merits of the conflicting parties, they deserve to be dismissed
from their position as incompetent for the positions they hold. I
propose to submit to this committee some evidence of the handi-
work of so-called expert rate making on the part of the railroads as

,

may be seen in the tariff's published by them. I am surprised that
railroad officials should denounce the present Commission as being
incompetent. I have the best of reasons to believe that the railroad

companies have not suffered hitherto on that account. And it is

hard to credit them with sincerity in this line of objection. The
more incompetent the Commission may be, the more helpful will it

be to the railroad companies in their well-known tactics of delaying
relief to their victims.

The simulated benevolence of the officials of railroad companies
is shown by an experience related to me by an ex-general live stock
agent of a western road. I would not relate this to the committee
had not I first obtained the consent of the party to go upon the wit-
ness stand and swear to the truth of the statement should he be called
upon to do so.
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Senator Cl4 PP. Does your statement give his name?
Mr. Davies. No; I will do that, with pleasure, if the committee

desires it.

A few years ago one of the Chicago packers was a director on a

western railroad. He was a large receiver of live stock, from Kansas
City, upon which the freight rate was $54 per car. A rebate of $25
was paid to the packer at the time of shipment, and it was the custom
to file claims for the remaining $29, which were allowed on the
grounds of some imaginary loss or damage to the stock in transit.

The same party will testify that he paid rebates amounting to from
$30,000 to $50,000 a month for every month in the year. He will say
that on putting down on a piece of paper the amount of $10,000 and
after placing this under the eyes of a superior officer, that he would
leave and subsequently look for that amount in currency by express,

and would then proceed to divide it among certain favored shippers.

He will testify that under an arrangement which he had with the
general manager of that railroad company that he made for himself
$15,000 a year out of shippers by running the feeding and shipping
yards for live stock in that system.

Senator Clapp. How long ago is that?

Mr. Davies. Since the passage of the act to regulate commerce in

1892.

Senator Clapp. Was that before or after the passage of the law of
February, 1903?
Mr. Davies. It was prior to that.

Senator Clapp. Well, if you have data there as to any cases of re-

bate since that time the committee will certainly appreciate your
telling of it, if you will give to us also the names ol-the parties.

Mr. Davihs. I am leading up to something. In the ninth annual
report of the Commission we read as follows

:

Such an episode, for example, as that which recently startled the country. In

which the official of a railway corporation deceived investors by erroneous
charges amounting to millions of dollars, would not have been possible after ten
years of successful operation of a system of public supervision over accounts.

If officials of railroad corporations under Government regulations
are guilty of such practices as are here charged, why have they not
been punished? How many railroad officials have reaped a harvest
like this at the expense of the widows and orphans which they so

feelingly in this investigation have referred to ? In the operation of
railroads in this country there are many devices through which
widows and their dependents are cheated out of their just earnings
and dues. There are fast freight lines that are operated by private

individuals among whom are said to be the highest officials of certain

trunk railroads. The cars of these fast freight lines are sent out
West and are there loaded and shipped east over certain railroads.

Commissions are paid by the carriers on this traffic amounting to

one-eighth of the entire earnings of the carrier, and that commission
is divided among a few railroad men operating the so-called " fast

freight lines." Under this system all other stockholders, including

the widows and orphans, are forgotten, and the few men with control-

ling interests pocket the mite of the widows and their dependents.

The management of every railroad in this country has a contract with
some express company. Under these arrangements train loads of
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property are transported for the express companies by the railroads

on special passenger time. The stockholders of these express com-
panies are said to be found among officials in the railroad service.

One of them is a United States Senator.

Senator Kban. What is the authority for all of these statements?
Mr. Davies. I can give you all the authority you want.
Senator Kean. They seem to be rather broad statements.

Mr. Davies. Tliese statements are capable of proof—every one of
them. I would not dare make any statement before the committee
that is not susceptible of proof.

Senator Kean. I do not think you should make such statements
unless you are willing to provide the proof.

Mr. Davies. I am willing to provide proof and the people who have
done these things.

Senator Kean. These are rather serious charges.

Mr. Davies. I appreciate the seriousness of them. I have come here
for that purpose. I came here on purpose to make these statements,

and I thought it would not be proper to allow this information to go
without submitting it to the committee of the Senate.

Senator Kean. We are not trying to find charges against people;
we are trying to find a way in which we can improve the interstate-

commerce law.

Mr. Davies. That is exactly the position.

Senator Kean. In regard to the transportation of freight and pas-

sengers in the United States, and in that way regulate the commerce
of the United States. We are not seeking to do any injury to any
man.
Mr. Davies. That is exactly my position, Senator.

Senator Kban. I do not think we care to have any personal charges
made here. I do not think we care to have charges made against
individuals who have no way of answering these charges here.

Mr. Davies. I do not know as to that, Mr. Senator.

Senator Kean. I want to be perfectly fair with you.

Mr. Davies. Yes ; and I want to be just as fair with you.
Senator Kean. I do not want you to do any injustice to anybody

else, Mr. Davies. These people you charge with these things are

public officials.

Mr. Davies. Yes ; but that makes no difference. They are suscep-

tible to the same charge as other people, I presume, when they violate

the proprieties or the law.

Senator Kean. You may proceed, but kindly leave out as much of

that as you can.

Mr. Davies. I want to put that in, if the committee please, for fhis

reason: I believe that the Government of this country wants and is

desirous of seeking a way of giving relief to the people. Before that

can be done it is necessary for you to know in what direction relief

should be sought. Investigation into the peculiar practices that

obtains in the operation of this increasing system of transportation

of interstate commerce will ro"b of significance every other shameful
exposure that has hitherto startled the country. I will illustrate a
few. An express company has franked on more than one occasion a

carload of horses, the property of an Interstate Commerce Commis-
sioner, from tlie city of Washington to the State of Minnesota, and
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to other points and back, under the name of another party." A car-
load of 28 horses has been shipped by express at a minimum carload
weight of 10,000 pounds. Train loads of strawberries are shipped
every day in the season from Louisiana points to Chicago at an
expense of about $400 per car to the shipper. Out of this $180
satisfies the railroad company that performs 97^ per cent of the
entire service, while $220 'is grabbed by the express company for
performing service equal to 2^ per cent of the charges. Express
companies are not required to file tariffs with the Interstate Com-
merce Commission. They are not under the regulation as provided
in the act to regulate commerce, and this immunity from consequences
is convenient to interstate carriers who can conduct business under
the guise of an express company and violate with impunity every
provision that the act contains.

Senator Foster. Do I understand you to say that the entire straw-
berry crop of Louisiana is carried to Chicago by express ?

Mr. Davies. It has been until recently. Now they are shipping
by freight.

Senator Foster. Is it not a fact that the great bulk of the straw-
berry crop of that State is shipped over the Illinois Central as
freight ?

Mr. DaVIES. It has been recently, but now I think it is fair to say
that 60 per cent of it goes by freight.

Senator Foster. My impression is that the strawberry crop of
that State is shipped as freight.

Mr. Beret. Recently
;
quite recently ; that is true.

Senator Foster. How far back was this practice that you complain
of?

Mr. Davies. The practice continues to-day. Those are the charges
I presume we are charged to-day. The express company gets 45
per cent of the gross charges.

Senator Foster. Do I understand that you make a statement that

o Washington, D. 0., May 25, 1905.
Hon. S. B. Elkins, Chairman, and

Senators of the Committee.
Sirs : I am informed that at the last night session of open hearings, not yet

in print, a witness, among various charges reflecting upon the Senate, the Com-
mission, and the railroads, declared that a member of the Interstate Commerce
Commission had franked carloads of stock by express. It is well known that
the only member of the Commission evgr interested in live stock was my father,

J. D. Yeomans, who is abundantly able to defend himself, but who is now in the
West, and it seemed to me such an act of injustice for the committee to publish
such a slanderous charge that I beg either that it be stricken from your files

or that the inclosed receipt for the charges in the transaction in question be
given as wide publicity.

Very respectfully, yours, James H. Yeomans.

Washington, D. C, Oct. —, 190S.

Received of the High Point Plantation Company three hundred and eighty-

flve -^t; dollars, freight charges on live stock from Iowa.
Paid by check of J. D. Yeomans.
$385.70.

J. Reice Oaton,
Agent Baltimore and Ohio Railroad Oompany.
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the bulk of the strawberry crop of Louisiana is shipped by express

and not by freight?

Mr. Davies. No ; I would not say that ; but until recently that was
true.

Senator Foster. The strawberry crop is rather a new industry in

that State.

Mr. Davies. They have been growing strawberries and shipping
them to Chicago, to my knfowledge, for the last fifteen years.

Senator Foster. It must have been in very small quantities fifteen

years ago.

Mr. Davies. I have handled carloads of strawberries myself for

twelve years by freight from Independence and other places.

The agent of a railroad company is usually the agent for the ex-

press company at shipping points. His stipend from the railroad

company is perhaps $30 per month. His compensation from the

express company is a commission, usually 10 per cent of the express

charges, or equal to $40 a car for a carload of strawberries from
Louisiana to Chicago. In that relation to his dual employers he
discourages shipments by freight and encourages shipments by ex-

press. When acting as express agent he bills barrels weighing 180
pounds at 75 pounds, which as railroad agent he bills at the proper
weight of 180 pounds, so that the express business, while costing

the railroad companies four times more than the service on freight

trains, is carried by the carriers for actually less money than is

charged for service by common freight. A package of 24 pints of
strawberries when shipped by freight on a train operated daily for

that purpose will cost the shipper $1.20. If forwarded by express

it will cost the shipper 35 cente, of which only 15f cents goes to the

railroad company as against the $1.20 demanded of the shipper if

handled directly on the freight trains. Eebates are paid by express

companies, and fraud and misrepresentation is known and encouraged
by the agents of the railroads that are defrauded, when acting at the

same time as express agents. Railroad companies accept, without
question, the proportion that is said to be due them upon the word
of the express people, which is the sole basis of settlement.

Senator Foster. What is the freight per pound now ?

Mr. Davies. The freight rate from Louisiana points south of Jack-
son, Miss., to New Orleans is 51^ cents per hundred pounds, and
with the refrigeration added it is 67^ cents.

Senator Foster. How much does that make a car ?

Mr. Davies. One hundred and fifty-two dollars, including the
refrigeration and the shipment.

Senator Foster. When do they charge $400 ?

Mr. Davies. By express. That is their charge to-day.

Senator Foster. Aiid what per cent is it by express ?

Mr. Davies. I do not know. I could not say the percentage, but
the percentage of revenue to the railway company is 45 per cent of

that, or $180 a car.

Senator Kean. What did I understand you to say your business

was ?

Mr. Davies. I represent the shipping associations. I am the gen-
eral consignee. I am the representative in Chicago of these various
associations for the distribution of their property among the com-
mission men.
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Senator Kean. What is the nature of that business V

Mr. Davies. Why, it is the transportation business.
Senator Kean. Is your business transportation ?

Mr. Davies. Yes.
Senator Kjean. That is, you have goods consigned to you ?

Mr. Davies. By the associations, yes, sir.

Senator I&jan. By a number of shippers ?

Mr. Davies. Yes."

. Senator Kean. And then you sell it for them ?

Mr. Davies. No, I am there to represent the shippers. The goods
come consigned to me in Chicago for distribution among the several
consignees, or the commission men in Chicago.

Senator Kean. About how many carloads do you receive, and
about what is the extent of your business?
Mr. Davies. I paid the Illinois Central Railroad about $25,000 last

month.
Senator Kean. Did you ever have any trouble with them ?

Mr. Davies. Yes.

Senator Kean. In what way?
Mr. Davies. I have had trouble in this way. I have asked them to

check off the shipments from the car. My policy is to do right with
the railroad companies. Out of the amount that I have paid to the
Illinois Central Railroad Company I can state to them and to this

committee that I have never defrauded them of 5 cents. The trouble

that I have had with the Illinois Central Railroad is on account of
their tariffs, largely, which have been removed since then. For in-

stance, they had three rates on one commodity in carloads brought at

the same time. They had in effect at that time a rule where if a man
shipped 1 peck of potatoes in a car of 16,000 pounds of strawberries

it made a difference of $40 a car. If there were no potatoes in the car

it cost the shipper $40 more than if there had been 1 peck of potatoes

in the car, and along that line is the kind of trouble that I have had
with the Illinois Central Railroad. To-day there is no trouble

whatever.
Senator Kean. These are ancient tales. They are not present

evils.

Mr. Davies. One of these evils I am referring to in a general way.
They are not personal to myself. These are the several troubles that

confront the people of the country.

Now, in regard to the expert tariffs or expert rate makers that the

railroad people are- calling for, I have here a few tariffs that con-

front me in my business. I have here the tariff from Florida points

to Chicago. I presume that the wisdom of the Senate is represented

in this committee on this question, and I will submit to thi,s com-
mittee this tariff and ask the most learned of you to tell me what
the rate from Florida to Chicago is on any commodity that that tariff

contains. I have here a tariff of the Nashville, Chattanooga and St.

Louis Railroad Company—the Interstate Commerce Commission
number is 902-A—effective March 18, 1904. In this tariff these are

rates applying only from Jackson, Martin, and Paducah junctions.

Those are three competitive points. This tariff is applied upon a
basis of reasonable rates. It fixes 18,000 pounds minimum in carloads

of strawberries, for instance. Eighteen thousand pounds in any car

that is buHt is more than should be shipped in a refrigerator car.
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Senator Kean. And why do you say that?

Mr. DaVIES. Because experience shows that 540 cases of berries is

about all that a car can possibly carry with safety to any destination

beyond one daj^'s run. Experience has demonstrated that a thousand
times to the receivers of goods.

Senator Kean. They are making improvements on these cars all

the time.

Mr. Davies. Yes.
Senator Ejean. Increasing the size.

Mr. Davius. We will see how they are doing that. This company
issues this rate and it says here

:

Note 2.—Tbese rates apply on shipments where the carrier is entirely and
fnlly released from liabilities except as to cars included, in which case the
value shall be limited to $500 per car, the shipper to give his assent to such
release in writing, etc.

The rates in this classification show a rate on shipments to Chicago
exactly twice the price that it is from Cairo to Chicago, a distance

of 36.5 miles. It is exactly twice the price for another 100 miles south
of that. And another significant fact is that this is the only tarifi

1 have seen in the country where private car lines are recognized and
where they prescribe certain minimums as applied to them.

Senator Kean. Whose tariff is that ?

Mr. Davies. The Nashville, Chattanooga and St. Louis Railway.
Senator Kean. And what do you think ought to be done to the

private car lines ?

Mr. Davies. I am not speaking of them just at this moment.
Senator EIean. Oh, I thought you were.

Mr. Davies. No; I am speaking of the desirability of certain ex-

perts, as the Interstate Commerce Commission should be, in knowing
the old conditions of this country and the expert classifications ; that

they should be able to follow that position in determining what a

reasonable rate should be as against these experts that are making
these tariffs at the present moment, of which I may say that the man
himself will make the tariffs; when the ink dries upon the tariff he
has made he can not explain to anybody. And that has been my ex-

perience with these railroad men. Here is the minimum weights on
peaches, etc., in carloads: A carload, minimum weight, is 20,000

pounds when loaded in F. G. E. private cars, 14,000 series, 16,000

series, of Kansas City Fruit Express, 20,000 series, 36-foot car, car-

load minimum weight 22,500 pounds when loaded in F. G. E. cars,

16,000, fruit growers' express, 17,000, Kansas " City fruit express.

21,000 series, 40-foot cars. Now, there are exclusive contracts. This

railroad will not furnish those cars at those points—Martin, Jackson,

Paducah Junction. They are confronted with the competition of tht

Illinois Central, which charges 15 cents a hundred for 20,000 pounds
minimum weight of car, or $30 a car, as against $84, the charge of the

private car lines from the same point or from points immediately in

that neighborhood on such roads as the Nashville, Chattanooga and
St. Louis.

Senator Kean. Then you think the charge of the Illinois Central

road of $30 is reasonable ?

Mr. Davies. Yes.

Senator Kean. And the other is unreasonable?
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Mr. Davies. Yes: and at $30 a car it is highly profitable.
Senator Kean. W hat would you suggest in regard to these private

car lines ?

_
Mr. Davies. I would suggest that the Interstate Commerce Commis-

sion be a reality ; that it be something more than it is, simply a shell,

misleading people into the belief that they have within them a kernel.

_
Now, I want to say in regard to the Interstate Commerce Commis-

sion that I have sought that relief which under the act to regulate
commerce I was led to believe was possessed by the Commission. I
have gone to the Commission and I have asked them since the pas-
sage of the Elkins bill, to put into effect the penal provisions of that
act. The Interstate Commerce Commission has sat back until the
statute of limitations has run against the charges preferred against
them, and in face of secret contracts, as I showed, that the railroad
companies both of them conspired with another man to rob shippers
at both ends of the line, and by a commission man who told a party
that he had an opportunity of getting even with me, and he was going
to do it. I have here the opinion and briefs on either side, but I have
not the opinion by Judge Yeomans of the Commission, in which he
settles this case and predicates this decision upon a case that has not
yet been decided by the Interstate Commerce Commission, and he
rules that the charges that I have preferred against these railroads
wherein I have shown and proved conclusively that there has been
discriminations of $28, I think was the amount, in shipments
involving but $32 of freight. They say they have not done inten-

tional wrong. I called the attention of the Commission a year ago
last March to a violation of the law, to misrepresentation and to

fraud, and I invoked through the Commission the criminal law.

The reason why I did that was because I was told by the district

attorney of Chicago that it was none of his business to handle cases of
that kind, that the Commission should set in motion the criminal
law. And I received back in Chicago about two weeks ago these

very papers that have been in the possession of the Interstate Com-
merce Commission over a year. I understand that they submitted
them to the district attorney at the place where these violations

occurred, and they did nothing.

Senator Kean. I can not see then what your point is. You sub-

mitted these things to the Interstate Commerce Commission and they
submitted them to the district attorney and they have not acted

upon them.
Mr. Davies. I have them right here, and I have them out of the

office of the assistant attorney-general in Chicago, and he is going to

take them before the grand jury in Chicago. What I complain of is

this, and I will show this committee. This is taken from the report

of the Interstate Commerce Commission on page 45 of the thirteenth

annual report in regard to criminal procedure

:

The Federal gr.and jury sitting at New Orleans, in the eastern distujct of

Louisiana, returned an indictment on February 24, 1897, against J. T. Stubbs,

William Mahl, C. W. Bein, and H. A. Jones, officers of the Southern Pacific

Company, and on June 18, 1898, 11 other indictments were found in the same
district against the same parties. All of these indictments charged violations

of the ^ct to regulate commerce through payment of rebates and departures

from established tariff rates. The Commission is not able to state why these

cases have not been brought to trial.
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In the fourteenth annual report, on page 151, the Commission
gives this startling information

:

The indictments pending in tlie eastern district of Louisiana against officers

of tbe Southern Pacific Company, as mentioned in our last report, have not been
brought to trial. In May last the United States attorney for that district noti-

fied our special agent that he had been directed by the Department of Justice to

withhold action until further instructed.

Now, we find on page 122 of the seventeenth annual report what
is suggestive of some staggering reproof administered to the Com-
mission for finding fault with the Department of Justice

:

In conclusion, the Commission takes pleasure in saying that the Department
of Justice has promptly and cheerfully complied with every request for the
prosecution of civil and criminal proceedings and has in various ways mate-
rially aided the efforts of the Commission to enforce the regulating statutes.

I will call attention to the fact that the Interstate Commerce Com-
mission handed over to the Department of Justice a case involving
gross discriminations against independent operators of salt mills

at Atchison, Kans., and handed that evidence over to the Department
of Justice, involving the price, and asked the Department of Justice

to take those things up.

It was a switch, pure and simple, connecting the salt works with
a track, and they organized a company. It was a paper railroad,

and I believe that it was 35 per cent of the rate that they prorated
with them—with the salt works at that point. They handed that

over to the Department of Justice last June, or a year ago last

June. I have not heard a thing since about that.

Senator Kean. Are you in the commission business for other things

besides fruit?

Mr. Davies. No ; I am not in any business except in the transporta-

tion business, dealing entirely with the railroads.

Senator Kean. That is a new business to me. I never heatd of

that kind of business that you do. Do you not handle the goods?
Mr. DaVIES. Yes ; I handle a great many goods. I handle as much

as 50 carloads a day.

Senator Kean. Well, how ? You say you are in the transportation

business. Do you furnish these people with transportation ?

Mr. Davies. No ; I am the consignee of these shippers for the differ-

ent associations in the country.

Senator Kean. What associations are they ?

Mr. Davies. Well, on the Illinois Central I have them at various

points. One at Kenner, and one at Crystal Springs, and other places.

I could not tell you all of them.

Senator Kean. What do they ship?

Mr. Davies. Fruit and vegetables.

Senator Foster. Are there any complaints made by shippers down
there against the railroads, or against the Illinois Central, for failure

to supply all necessary facilities ?

Mr. Davies. No ; not necessarily the Illinois Central Railroad.

Senator Foster. Does the Illinois Central Eailroad furnish all

the cars that are necessary?

Mr. Davies. Yes.

Senator Foster. For shipments of strawberries, we will sayi
Mr. Davies. Yes.
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Senator Foster. And they charge about $180 a car?
Mr. Davies. No; by freight we pay them $152, including the refrig-

eration charges, and, in my judgment, that is a reasonable rate.

Senator Foster. Then that is a reasonable rate, and they furnish
all the facilities for transporting the strawberries ?

Mr. Davies. Yes.
Senator Ciapp. From where to where ?

Mr. Davies. Louisiana points to Chicago.
Senator Foster. If that be so, why would the shippers ship their

strawberries by express and pay $400 ?

Mr. Davies. For instance, it is a three-day run from Louisiana to

Chicago—^take three days to reach Chicago.
Senator Foster. Three days ?

Mr. Davies. Yes; by freight. There are conditions that enter

largely into the transportation of strawberries which sometimes make
it necessary to ship by express. For instance, their condition at the
time of shipment; sometimes they are ripe, and sometimes they are

water-soaked, and sometimes the owners fail to pick for a day, and
they have to let these go over, and three days' time would jeopardize
their shipment by freight as we have it now.

Senator Foster. What is a carload of strawberries worth ?

Mr. Davies. A carload of strawberries from Louisiana in good con-

dition in Chicago would be worth $3,000—that is, good strawberries

—

from $2,000 to $3,000.

Senator Kean. How much does the shipper get on that ?

Mr. Davies. He gets all of that except the cost of transportation,

and 10 per cent commission, with the drayage charge of 2 cents a car
from the depot to the store. Now, it is very essential that these peo-
ple should get strawberries through in good condition.

Senator Kean. Is that where your transportation comes in—the 10
per cent ?

Mr. Davies. No.
Senator Kean. Where does your transportation come in ?

Mr. Davies. I get 2J cents a hundred pounds for handling my busi-

ness in Chicago from the associations.

Senator Kean. Whether you sell it or not?
Mr. Davies. I do not sell anything.

Senator Foster. I wanted to get an answer to that question I asked
you about the shippers. By express you say that it costs them $400
a car, when they have all the facilities there and can get the same
where they freight ship for $152 ?

Mr. Davies. I tried to explain that.

Senator Foster. Then I did not hear your explanation.

Mr. Davies. There are conditions governing the shipment of straw-

berries, which is a very highly perishable property, that make it nec-

essary to get very fast service. If the railroad company would give

the same rate to the shippers that they are giving to the express com-
panies, 01; in other words, if they would give us a thirty-six hour

, schedule instead of a fifty-two hour schedule, we would be willing to

pay the railroad company 25 per cent more for that service than the-

express company is doing at this moment.
Senator Foster. What proportion of strawberries are shipped by

express and what by freight?
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Mr. DaVIES. Sometimes the fact of the matter is this : That so far

as Chicago is concerned, Chicago has probably 72 per cent of the
business by freight, but the express companies come in there in com-
petition with the commission merchants and they get down there and
they solicit these goods and they sell these goods on commission just

the same as a commission merchant does. The express company is a
competitor against the banks of the country. They issue money
orders. Every man in the business is an agent of the express com-
pany, and they issue money orders just the same as they do checks.

The express companies are in competition against the Government in

that they compete for the mail, and they issue money orders and they
do not pay the tax. They charged the war tax up against the
people.

Senator Kjian. Now, I want to get down to what your business is.

See if I understand you. As I understand this, there are a large

number of shippers who ship carloads of berries, we will say, con-

signed to 20 or 30 different people in Chicago, and you attend to that

car and when it arrives you see that the people get their proper con-

signment of those berries, for which you get 2| cents a hundred from
the shipper?
Mr. Davies. From the shipper; yes, sir. I am employed by the

shippers for that purpose.

Senator Kean. Then you collect the money for the shippers ?

Mr. Davies. Yes.

Senator Kjean. And take your 2J cents a hundred out?

Mr. Davies. Yes.

Senator Kean. And then you remit them the balance ?

Mr. Davies. Yes ; that is exactly the business.

Senator Kean. Then the people in Chicago pay you ?

Mr. Davies. No ; they do not pay me. They pay the freight, if that

is what you mean. I am paid by the people who employ me, the ship-

pers in the country.

Senator Kean. Well, but you said you paid the Illinois Central

$35,000 last month.
Mr. Davies. Yes ; and I collected those freight charges.

Senator Kean. Then you must sell the berries for those people.

Mr. Davies. No.
Senator Kean. You deliver them to them?
Mr. Davies. I deliver them to the commission merchants.

Senator Kean. And then the commission merchants pay you for

the freight?

Mr. Davies. Yes ; for the freight.

Senator Kean. For the freight and the berries?

Mr. Davies. No; they send that direct to the shippers. I collect

commissions to cover the expenses entirely.

Senator Kean. You collect commissions with the freight charge

to pay your 2| cents a hundred ?

Mr. Davies. Yes.

Senator Kean. I think I understand.

Senator Foster. Did I understand you to say that secret contracts

and rebates are being practiced now ?

Mr. Davies. Yes.

Senator Foster. Do you know of any ?
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Mr. Davies. I da not, of my own knowledge, know of any.
Senator Kean. You get about $100 a car for distributing?
Mr. Davies. Is that what you make 20,000 pounds at 2^ cents a

hundred ?

Senator Kean. You receive some 20 cars a day ?

Mr. Davies. I don't know that that makes any difference. I get
$5 a car for 20,000 pounds.

Senator Kean. Did you say that you knew of any rebates for
secret contracts practiced upon any road?
Mr. Davies. In regard to that, there is now proceeding in Chicago

an investigation before the grand jury.
Senator Kean. I am asking for your own knowledge.
Mr. Davies. No ; I have no knowledge of it. I have never received

a rebate, and I have never sought a rebate. I have never permitted
a shipment to go through, to my knowledge, without paying the
railroad company what it is justly entitled to, and I have asked the
railroad companies to increase the charges as often as I have asked
them to reduce them, and I can say with a good conscience that the
railroad companies I have done business with have got every cent that
is due to them.

Senator Ci^app. Is not the rate for freight fixed when the shipper
ships his fruit? Suppose a man in Louisiana was shipping a car-

load to Chicago.
Mr. Davies. Yes.
Senator Clapp. The rate is fixed down there, is it not ?

Mr. Davies. On the railroads?
Senator Clapp. Yes.
Mr. Davies. Certainly.
Senator Foster. If the rates are reasonable, and I understand you

to state you have no complaints against the reasonableness of the
rates, and you know of no rebates, what, then, is your complaint?
Mr. Davies. My complaint is that they are now resorting to other

expedients than the old fashioned way of getting around the law.

Senator Foster. What are those?
Mr. Davies. There is, for instance, the industrial railroad. In

Chicago there is the Iroquois Coal Company. That coal company
has its rate. They transport coke from Pennsylvania or West Vir-
ginia to that point. I think the distance is over 600 miles. The
freight rate on that kind of coke is $2.60 per ton, and they deliver

that to the switch in Chicago on what they call the " Chicago Short
Line," and it is a very short line, because it is nothing more than a
switch into the Iroquois Iron Company, and they pay that Iroquois
Iron Company no less than 40 cents a ton, whereas they deliver coke
to other places in Chicago at some switches, and they charge them
$2.65 a ton. There are instances that I know of, I think I know of,

where demurrage is charged against the little fellows and it is ab-

sorbed for the big ones. In other words, that in the fixing of the
rates, it is not the commodities that are being shipped on the Ameri-
can railroads to-day that determine what the servic* is worth ; it is

the chromo oi the shipper. If you will organize a big trust and go
to a railroad company and tell them that it is organized in that way,
you can get 30 per cent reduction from the fact that you are organ-
ized.

S. Doc. 243, 59-1—vol 4 41
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Senator Foster. Please give us an example of that to your knowl-
edge?
Mr. Da VIES. To my knowledge I paid more for the transportation of

a carload of strawberries from Tennessee than the through rates on
packing-house products from Kansas City to Liverpool, England.
The rate to-day on bananas imported by way of New Orleans or
Mobile gateway is 47 cents a hundred pounds, with an 18,000-pound
minimum, as against the transportation of strawberries on the basis

of 20,000 pounds minimum at 51 cents, and that rate involves 15
cents a hundred pounds for icing, and there is a messenger carried on
the banana train that is not carried on the other.

Senator Kean. Is not that a reasonable charge on the banana trade?
Do you complain against the charge?
Mr. Davies. It is a reasonable charge. The minimum is what 1

have reference to!

Senator Kean. If the banana charge is reasonable and the straw-
berry charge is reasonable, then what is the cause of complaint?
Mr. Davies. The rate of 47 cents on bananas to Chicago on a fast

train on an eighteen-thousand minimum is either too low or the
charge that we are paying on the strawberries from Louisiana points
to Chicago is too high. Now, I have here a supplement to a tariff,

and I will leave it with the committee and ask them to tell me what
the minimum rate is on strawberries from any of these points. A
Philadelphia lawyer could not do it. He could not tell what they
are. I have handled business for ten days and there were no rates

at all known to the officials. There is a supplement there and they
could not find what they were. I happened to have it, and they
charged 20,000 pounds minimum against their tariffs that called for

18,000 pounds minimum. There is more money collected from the
people of this country under overcharges of that kind that they do
not know about than this committee can ever imagine. Why, half
the railway people doing business under this tariff don't know what
they are; and my contention is that the Interstate Commerce Com-
mission should have the power of fixing rates, and should also know
what the rates are, which they have got on file, but which they don't

know at the present time.

Senator Foster. Do I understand you to say that the Interstate

Commerce Commission does not know the charges the railroads are
making when they file their tariff with them?
Mr. Davies. I do not believe that the Interstate Commerce Commis-

sion ever sees one of those tariffs. I believe they are buried there.

Senator Foster. Well, now, that is a pretty serious charge. Don't
you know that?

Mr. Davies. I don't know whether it is a serious charge or not.

Those are the facts, from actual experience with them. I have writ-

ten to the Interstate Commerce Commission and asked them for cer-

tain things which they should have on file and they never could find

them. They did not have them. I refer now to the official classifi-

cation for sevendl years.

These experts of the railroads say in regard to the icing of cars

that the rates set down on these tariffs distinctly stated that all ship-

ments carried on the third class that the icing charges should be
borne by the carriers. For years that was in effect. The rates
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made, therefore, under this classification gave the icing, and the
railroad companies up to 1902 carried the business in that way, but
on a shipment from Fenville to Chicago, where the third-class rate
is 21| cents, the railroads made this kind of a tariff, that on ventilated
cars the rate should be 20 cents and on refrigerator cars, which was
1^ cents greater than the third-class rate, and the Armour Car Lines
exacted on all those shipments a further charge of $25 for icing
after the icing had been charged for in the rate, and this is some of the
expert rate making that they talk about.

Senator Kean. Have you finished your statement?
Mr. Davies. I have one other statement. You wanted to know if

there are any rebates being paid to-day. I would say that there are.

Senator Kean. Please state them.
Mr. Davies. It is a device contrary to the act to regulate commerce

that is being practiced on account of lack of knowledge as to what is

being done. Take, for instance, a competitive point. Suppose that a
car moves from a competitive point. When that car arrives it is not
weighed ; it is never checked. This that I have here shows that a car-

load is billed from a point at 1,600 pounds, when in effect the car
weighs 16,000 or 18,000.

Senator Kean. Did you ever receive a car that exceeded in weight ?

Mr. Davies. Yes.

Senator Kean. And you took advantage of it?

Mr. Davies. And I have had the railroad company increase the

charges upon it.

Senator Kjean. You did not receive the rebate?

Mr. Davies. No ; I never received a rebate, and never will. I want
to call the attention of this committee to this fact: That a railroad

company may publish rates, but there are ways of getting around
those rates. For instance, a car is misrepresented—that is, the con-

tents of it is—and I have asked the Interstate Commerce Commission
to say that a railroad company should know what it is doing. A rail-

road inan a little while ago told me that these goods were not billed

right. Now, he therefore put the shipper in this position: That if

the shipper is going to determine what he is going to pay, he is going
to deliver the car accordingly, and the railroads in many cases in this

country don't know what goes into a car and don't know what comes
out. I know of a point where 150 cases of strawberries was system-

atically loaded on a car upon which there was never any freight paid,

and the rate was 21^ cents a crate.

Senator Kean. How long ago was that?

Mr. Davies. A year or two ago. It is done to-day.

Senator Kean. Do you have knowledge of it ?

Mr. Davies. Yes; and so can you, if you go around the freight

yards.

Senator Kean. Is this knowledge of yours a guilty knowledge?
Mr. Davies. I just a moment ago told you not, and further, I will

offer to this committee the records of my business.

Seniator Kean. But you say you know these things are being done
and have made no complaint.

Mr. Davies. Haven't I? I would like to show you these papers

that have been nursed by the Interstate Commerce Commission for

a year.
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Senator Kean. They have had them and the district attorney has
had them?
Mr. Davies. And he is having them again as soon as I get back to

Chicago, and he is going to act upon them. Now, I want to say
just one more thing about this, and say that you can give to the Inter-

state Commerce Commission the powers to fix rates, but unless you
give to that Commission the power to inspect the books of the rail-

way company they will laugh at you. They are laughing through
the gauze of American justice this moment. Why, the operation of
fast freight lines, for instance, the operation of private car lines

through the country, the operation of rebates, and of percentage of
the miles and the manipulation of express companies; and to illus-

trate that, a friend of mine, a solicitor in the freight business, went
to a house in Chicago that had 4 carloads ready to ship to New York.
The rate was $2.25 a hundred. The railroads were religious. They
would not shade the rates, and it was a good line and expected to

get the business on the merits of the service. Two days afterwards
he went up there and the express company had hauled down the
cars and they were shipped to New York and delivered to the store

at the other end, including the cartage, which they own, for $1.50, and
the railroad companies, I presume, got 45 per cent of the $1.50, and
were satisfied.

I am only saying these things because I think that the committee
should know them. I think that the committee should know that

the great question of transportation is a game of " hide and seek."

The great corporations of this country are putting their traffic on
the auction block and they are making traffic officials of the companies
bid for it, and I want to say right here to you that no one will be
better satisfied with the conditions in this country than the railroad

officials who have to get business. The railroads at the present time

do not think it a question of business. It is a question largely of

gambling, and a manipulation of control and water and all those

things, and the man whom I know that has served twenty-five

years in the position of general freight agent, after his road was
absorbed by another system, had the satisfaction of having a little

paper put before him one day to say that his services were no longer

required, and the only satisfaction was that to the victors belong the

spoils.

Gentlemen, I think that is my statement, and I thank you.

STATEMENT OF MR. H. B. MARTIN.

Senator Kean. You may state your name, place of residence, and
occupation.

Mr. Martin. H. B. Martin; I am the national secretary of the

American Antitrust League, residence New York City.

Senator Kean. What is your occupation?

Mr. Martin. I am a traveling man by profession. My interest in

this question is that of a consumer.
Senator Kean. That is you are a commercial traveler?

Mr. Martin. Yes.

Senator Kean. On what line of business!
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Mr. MaetinT My business is the tool business, but my business in
connection with this rate question is principally that I am a consumer,
and as it has been generally conceded by both the shippers and the
railroads ^hat the consumer pays the freight in the long run, or as
Governor Larrabee and Brooks Adams have well called it, " the trans-
portation tax," of $1,900,000,000 per year now collected by the rail-

road corporations, I feel that the consumers have some right to be
heard on the subject.

We are somewhat concerned over a number of expressions made
here by both railroad men and shippers to the effect that the most
important thing is that rates shall be equal and that there is not
much disposition on the part of either of them to disagree over the
amount of the rate. In the light of these expressions it might well
happen that they 'should sometime get together and agree on rates

that because of their equality to the shipper and their profitableness

to the railroads would result in an enormous and extortionate tax
on the consumer.

It is true that we want to see peace in the railroad affairs in this

country, but that would be a sort of an " order reigning in Warsaw "

that would be highly unpalatable and unprofitable to the millions

of consumers who pay the freight.

Especially is such a danger real when the shippers in different

industries are combined in monopolistic trusts owned by the same
men who own and operate the railways, as in the case of the steel

trust, the coal trust, the Standard oil trust, the beef trust, and simi-

lar unlawful combines.
It was proven in the testimony before the Industrial Commission

and shown in the final report of Commissioner Phillips (Vol. XIX,
pp. 652-660) that the coal-trust roads made the freight rate enor-

mously high because the rate they paid as coal shippers went into

their own pockets as railroad owners. The same facts were again
brought out in the suit begun by Congressman Hearst, of New York,
in the courts and before the Interstate Commerce Commission.
The control of the highways is one of the most important func-

tions of government. It is one of the half dozen great essential

attributes of sovereignty in every nation, no one of which can be

abdicated without the gravest danger to the safety of the State and
to the welfare of the people.

The power to control the highways is of the same high rank and
importance with the power to administer justice, to coin money,
io make war and peace, to enact laws, and to levy taxes. The full

and untrammeled exercise of each and all of these powers is vitally

necessary to the very existence of every civilized government.

The control of the rail highways of the United States has passed

almost completely into the hands of small groups of wealthy and
powerful private individuals.

These men exercise theix control of the highways through the ma-
chinery of corporations, traffic associations, and combinations and
communities of interests of various sorts, some of which are lawful

bodies and others are criminal conspiracies, so defined and denounced

by both the laws of Congress and the decisions of the courts.

In whichever of these forms the control of the highways is exercised

by private citizens it is a clear invasion of a most important function
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of government, a usurpation of one of the greatest- attributes of
sovereignty by private persons for purely selfish ends. In pursuit

of their ambition to amass wealth and power through this usurped
authority of government, these combinations of individuals have
so misused this enormous power of the highways, that they have
aroused deep and widespread resentment among the great body of
citizens. These citizens who have long suffered injustice and oppres-
sion in various forms have laid before the committees of both the
House and Senate and the Interstate Commerce Commission a great
mass of facts and proofs of the injuries they have been and are

subjected to from this system of private control of the public high-
way, and they are appealing vigorously to Congress for relief.

They have furnished so much evidence of this character that fur-

ther statements of facts in this line to your committee would seem
superfluous. I have observed that the questions most frequently asked
now by members of this committee are not for further evidence of
grievances, but for suggestions for remedies against the evils univer-
sally admitted to exist in and from this system of unrestricted pri-

vate control of those public highways known as " railroads."

There existed for a number of years an organization of all the

railroads between Chicago and the Atlantic seaboard, known as the
" Joint Traffic Association." Largely through the efforts of Sena-
tor William E. Chandler, at that time a prominent member of this

Senate Committee on Interstate Commerce, that association was
brought into court, and after trial the United States Supreme Court
decided that it was a criminal conspiracy and combination in viola-

tion of the United States antitrust law and issued a decree ordering
it to disband.

I have since been informed by railroad men that the association

merely changed the name on the doors of its New York office and
on its letter heads and kept right on doing business at the old stand
in open contempt of the orders of the Supreme Court and the law of

the land. I am informed that under its new name the association

is that same Official Classification Committee which Commissioner
Clements stated here had on ten days' notice, raised the rates simul-

taneously and unreasonably on over 600 commodities handled by 6.5

great railroads. Such a situation is a menace to the consumer and
shipper, and is well worthy the attention not only of this committee
and of Congress, but of the Supreme Court, the President, and
Attorney-General.

It is true that certain of the railway officials and attorneys have
appeared before the committees of Congress and attempted to con-

vince you that there were no abuses and no grievances worth con-

sidering, and that the opposition to a continuance of the present

system was only a manufactured sentiment. These railroad advocates
have, unfortunately for their case, attempted to produce arguments,
facts, and figures in support of their claim that everything was all

right and that the public had nothing to complain of.

One of the latest and most elaborate of these arguments for the
private railroad combines was that by Mr. Kruttschmtt, of the Union
Pacific and Southern Pacific railways, to the effect that railroad ex-

penses in recent years were increasing faster than railroad earnings,
and that the net profits of the railway companies were actuafly
several millions dollars less in 1904 than in 1903.
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These statements were made in an attempt to disprove to your
coQunittee the report of the Interstate Commerce Commission that
the railroad companies had increased their earnings by raising rates
to $155,000,000 more in 1903 than in 1899.
Mr. Kruttschnitt states that the reason the net earnings were less

in 1904 than in 1903, and the reason that the $155,000,000 increased
tax on the consumers was necessary was because of the increased cost
of materials and labor.

He claimed the increased cost of labor was some 18 or 20 per cent.
Although there is grave doubt of the correctness of this, still, let us
concede that, as a legitimate increase of the expenses of the railways,
and proceed to the other items.

Rails, he said, cost 25 per cent more. Now, the rails were bought
from the steel trust. Who owns the steel trust ? The same men who
own the railroads, so that these community of interest gentlemen as
owners of the railroads paid to themselves as owners of the steel trust

25 per cent more for steel rails, amounting to millions of dollars
annually. Was that a legitimate excuse for raising the rates on
the consumer? I think not. He says the cost of lumber was increased
30 per cent. This lumber was bought largely from the lumber trust.

Who owns the lumber trust ? Principally the same men who own the
railroad combines. The cost of coal was increased 70 per cent. This
coal was bought mainly from the coal trust. Who owns the coal trust ?

The same men who own the railroads. The same is true of the steel

bridge trust, the locomotive trust, and other monopolistic manufac-
turers of material used by railroads, down to the purchase of lubri-

cating oil from gentlemen more or less closely related to the Standard
Oil trust.

Is this great increase in the prices, amounting to millions of dol-

lars, paid by the railroad owners to themselves as owners of the
manufacturing and mining trusts, a legitimate excuse for saying that
the $155,000,000 increase of rate in 1903 was not mainly a profit to

the men who were joint owners of both the railroads and the trusts?

Then consider the millions of dollars taken from the earnings of
railroads and applied to the purchase of newer, better, and more
numerous cars, locomotives, and bridges, and permanent improve-
ments, and charged to operating expenses. Are they not evidences
of profit to the owners of the railroads ? These things are additions
to the plant, to the captial of the railroads, which greatly increase

their earning power for the future?
Is it right or reasonable or just to permit the railroads to increase

their rates, to levy greater taxes on an already overburdened people
in order to increase their fixed capital ?

When they increase their plants let them invest their own money
to do it, not levy an extortionate and unlawful tax on the consumer
to provide themselves with machinery with which to earn more profit.

There are many other ways by which the net profits of the railroads

are abserbed in order to make it appear that an increase of the rail-

road rates is justifiable.

For instance, there is a rebate amounting to millions of dollars

that is generally understood to be collected by the railroad oificials

from the men who sell appliances of all kinds to the railroads through
these officials. This helps to make net earnings look small on the face

of the returns.
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Then consider that 2,000,000 persons ride on passes and consider

how many millions of dollars annually would be added to the legiti-

mate earnings of the railways if all these people paid cash fares, as

they are all well able to do.

Consider also the remarkably large " legal " expenses which are

generally understood to relate not so much to litigation over laws
already on the statute books as to the placing of obstacles in the way
of the enactment of new legislation. This also has to be subtracted
from the net profits and I presume it also goes into the " operating
expenses " account.

Last but not least we have to consider the amounts subtracted from
the revenues of the roads to be used as contributions to various
political campaign funds for the purpose of saving the national

honor, etc. Of course this item would have to be charged to " operat-

ing expenses," and would go quite a long way toward showing that
the net earnings of the roads were not nearly so great as we might
expect them to be, judged by the high rates and the enormous ton-

nage.
It was recently reported in the public press that at a trial in New

York evidence was submitted showing that the Wabash Kailway
bought the Western Maryland Railway for $8,500,000 and capitalized

it for $60,000,000 of bonds and $60,000,000 of stock. The need for

interest and dividends on such bonds and stocks is made an excuse
for levying higher rates, just as in the case of the Louisville and
Nashville-Seaboard Air Line $50,000,000 issue . of new bonds and
stocks, not representing a single dollar's worth of railroad property,
which was described by CoDMnissioner Clements in his testimony
here.

The aggregate of bonds and stocks of this character, representing
nothing but " water " or fictitious capital issued by all the various
railroads of the United States, unquestionably amounts to billions of
dollars, and the companies are trying to keep their rates high enough
to extract from the people the money with which to pay dividends
and interest amounting to hundreds of millions of dollars on capital

they never invested.

I think anyone acquainted with railroad financiering, even in a

rudimentary degree, is aware that fully one-half of the fifteen billions

of stocks and bonds issued by the railroad companies and on which
they want to earn dividends and interest by taxing the shipper and
consumer, really represents nothing but the estimated value of the

franchises or permission by which Congress and the State legislatures

have allowed them to fix rates practically without restraint. They
have seized upon the great government function of controlling the

highways and they are selling it in the market place for $7,000,000,000
or $8,000,000,000. They have a simple and confiding faith that Con-
gress is going to permit them to continue their careers as controllers

of the highways for another five hundred or a thousand years. Some
of their bonds and stock issues are based on leases which I'un for

four hundred and ninety-nine and nine hundred and ninety-nine

years, so sure are they that the citizens can never shake loose their

hold on the public highways and the consumers' pockets.

The remedy for these present intolerable conditions growing out
of the usurpation of a great government function by private parties

surely must lie in the resumption by the Government of its proper
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sovereign authority over the highways. The great transportation
tax of nineteen hundred millions of dollars per year must be levied
fairly and openly and equally upon all shippers and passengers by
authority of law and under the rules of justice. It must not be levied
secretly, unequally, discriminatively, unreasonably high on the ordi-

nary shipper and unreasonably low for the great trust and monopo-
lies, as the caprice or interest of some railroad manager may decide.

The first steps in this direction for a remedy are well indicated in

the able statement to your committee made by President Stickney, of
the Great Western Railway, and Commissioners Prouty and Clem-
ents. First, empower the Interstate Commerce Commission to exer-

cise promptly and effectively the legislative function of making new
rates where existing ones are proven unjust or unreasonable. Sec-

ondly, create a new Department of Highways, with a Cabinet officer

as Secretary of Highways at its head, to supervise and to police the

railway corporations and their managers, so as to arrest them when
found doing wrong and see that they are promptly prosecuted for

offenses agamst the law of the land.

It is said here by the representatives of the railways that the

managers of the roads will take good care of the shippers along their

lines so as to make more business for their roads. Well, a sheep

raiser takes good care of his sheep in order to get more wool and
mutton. But these railroad gentlemen must remember that the

American people are not sheep, even though they have lately sub-

mitted to a good deal of shearing, and they will prove to be very

tough mutton if the railroad corporations attempt to eat them up
by extortionate and unjust levies of the transportation tax.

I will read, as a part of my remarks, the following, taken from
the Eailroad Exchange, one of the leading railroad papers of the

country

:

Press dispatches from Pittsburg say that 10,000 freight cars recently ordered
by the Baltimore and Ohio will cost the large sum of $12,600,000. This is an
average price per car of $1,260, or $300 more than was quoted less than a
year ago.

It is not hard to estimate the saving which the Baltimore and Ohio would
have made by purchasing the above mentioned 10,000 cars in small lots, spread
over an average of, say, three years. A fair average price for a steel car is

about $1,050, which is $210 less than the present market quotation.

Just one word further as to the alleged increased cost of labor. It

should be borne in mind that during the last half dozen years when
increase in the cost of railroad labor is claimed, there has alsd been a
great increase in the average size and hauling capacity of locomotives
and cars, so that to-day a train crew hauls a far greater number of
tons of freight per day, and thereby the labor cost per ton of hauling
freight has been very materially reduced ; more than counterbalanc-
ing any small increase in wages.
There are a few hundred thousand railroad owners and a few

hundred thousand shippers, but there are 80,000,000 consumers who
pay the freight finally. I trust that this committee will give to the

rights and interests of the consumers that careful and thorough con-

sideration to which the enormous magnitude and preponderance of

their numbers and interests justly entitle them.
I wiU submit the draft of a biU to provide for a department of

highways.
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STATEMENT OF MR. JOHN C. WELCH.

Hon. S. B. Elkins,
Chairman Interstate Commerce Gom/mittee,

United States Senate, Washington, D. G.

Dear Sir : I desire to submit to your committee the following sug-
gestions, which are in line with two papers I submitted to the Inter-

state Commerce Commission last year m its consideration of differ-

ential rates. On rate making and related subjects I have made a
number of addresses, the first in August, 1902; hare had several

communications in New York and Brooklyn newspapers, and
addressed by open letter the New York Board of Trade and Trans-
portation under date of August 30, 1904.

The general grounds which I have taken and now hold is that,

regarding interstate-commerce freight and passenger charges, classi-

fications of freight, routing, agreements for pooling, and, in general,

what pertains to payments to transportation companies for services

rendered, should have their initial action with the men administer-
ing the affairs of the transportation companies, but that this depart-
ment of the public service of these companies should come before a
board or boards of commissioners clothed with power by the Federal
Government for approval and indorsement before any changes in the
existing order shall be operative.

The plan contemplates that all conditions existing at the time of its

adoption would remain until modified by the joint action of the rail-

road and Government representatives; that any existing regulation

would have the force of a Federal law, and that all who participated
in an unauthorized variation by that fact would be guilty of a civil

or criminal offense, and subject to punishment by fines, imprison-
ment, etc. A very effective way to punish a representative of a trans-

portation company who participated in such infringement of the law
would be to debar him from having any voice in the future specified

regulations which in making and maintaining would have come in

part under the control and jurisdiction of the Federal Government.
With the deprivation of any particular company of the power on

its own account to make a new rate there will be no occasion on the
part of other companies to take sudden aclion to meet new existing

rates. And in this would lie the reduction of the making of new
rates to. very moderate numbers.
The requirements might be for numerous Federal boards to act in

conjunction with the boards or representatives of the transportation

companies, covering, perhaps, different sections of the country. As
new conditions in transportation might arise on account of changes
in the season, the creation of new industries, including the finding of
new sources of supply of commodities, and in sudden exigencies the

action of the Government representatives might be practically con-

temporaneous with those of the transportation companies, and there

need be no occasion for a lack of elasticity, on which there has been
founded an argument against any Government participation in rate

making, etc. The proposed plan would be favorable to sudden exi-

gencies in the making of rates for the reason that it could be done
without a general destruction of rates, as the change could be kept in
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time of continuance and in extent of its range within prescribed
bounds.
By the adoption of such a plan it will become at once the duty of

the Federal Government in the general interests of its citizens to ex-
ercise due diligence in carrying out the regulations it had participated
in establishing, and there would be no occasion for the exercise of
intermediate action except such as falls to the officers of courts and
to grand juries, and complaints before such would be in order by any-
one who felt aggrieved and who had facts to present.
What has been here said has only contemplated the action of Fed-

eral commissioners in approving or disapproving propositions made
by representatives of transportation companies. Iil case a reduction
in rate was called for and the transportation representatives declined
to act on the request, the Federal courts, as now constituted, could be
appealed to, and while it would be, no doubt, beyond their jurisdic-

tion to say what rate should be made it would be within their

jurisdiction to fix a rate at a nonconfiscatory maximum point.

The late Thomas M. Cooley, in an address as chairman of the third
annual convention of railroad commissioners, Federal and State,

held at Washington March, 1891, in disscussing problems of transpor-

tation then and still confronting the country, said

:

The troubles that are always present, always annoying, and always difficult of
adjustment, are those which relate to the making of rate sheets, and to the
manner in which these are observed or treated after they are made. It is here
that we discover a problem that is not narrow or temporary, and that floes not
touch lightly upon the relations betv^een the railroads themselves, but is seen
In nearly all their controversies and misunderstandings, and that is the prolific

parent of nearly all the difficulties between the railroads and those who have
occasion for their services. It is the unjust nature of the rate sheets when the

rights of the public or of other roads are considered; it is the refusal to join

with other roads in making them, or the demand of an unreasonable share of a
joint rate when one is made; it is the sudden reduction in rates when injury

can be done to a rival by resorting to that measure, or when it is hoped that the

riv£il can be compelled thereby to give assent to some measure to which assent

can not be obtained by negotiation ; it is the refusal to unite in through bills

of lading at agreed rates, or to receive for the transportation of persons the

tickets that have been given by other roads ; it is the failure to abide by under-

standings concerning rates when a disregard of them seems to promise a tem-

porary advantage; in short, it is the manner in which this whole subject of

making rates is dealt with and treated by the railroad companies, and the effect

thereby upon their own interests, respectively, the Interests of stock and bond

holders, and the interests of those who, willingly or unwillingly, are their cus-

tomers, that present the fimdamental and still unsolved problem which must
necessarily address itself, first of all to the railroad managers of the country,

and after that to the public authorities. The evils in railroad service nearly

all find their origin here; and especially Is this true of those that are most

difficult and inveterate. The railroad problem will be dealt with efCectually

when the power to fix the rates for railroad transportation Is placed upon such

a basis that the evils now so prominent and troublesome and persistent, which

spring from its exercise, shall be cured and the power itself brought under

effectual regulation.

It can be seen from this extract that in the opinion of this most

eminent authority that the country has yet produced in regard to

interstate transportation, that the problem does not lie in railroad

discriminations and rebates—where it has been generally placed.

Judge Cooley says regarding them :
" The problem without question

is here, but not in its entirety."

The attitude of those opposed to Government action in regard to
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rate making, on the plea that discrimination and rebates ane out of

the way by the legislation of 1903, is that there is nothing further

for the Government to do except to execute the laws now upon the

statute books, and as they are to be modified, perhaps, in minor
degree.

The great popular claim, resting upon tremendous injury and evils

that have grown up, is for still further action on the part of the
Government, and for this attitude there is support by the eminent
authority from whom quotation is here made.

With great respect, very sincerely, yours,

John C. WiiiCH.

Bkookltn, N.»Y., May 18, 1905.

TRaUton & Siddons, attorneys and counsellors at law.]

Washington, D. C., November 16, 190^.

Deah Sir: Some months ago you received a letter signed by Mr.
T. T. Le Berthon, manager of Freight Publishing Company, 116
Nassau street, New York City, which read as follows

:

We are marshaling an army of shippers which now promises to be bigger

than any ever before formed to appeal to Congress. A copy of Frelglit is sent

to you by this mail. It explains fully our purpose—the passage of a bill to

make operative, as originally intended, the act to regulate commerce We advo-
cate simply this : Just and equitable freight rates and governmental supervision
over railroads similar to that now exercised over the national banks. We
Indorse a measure along the lines laid down in the Quarles-Cooper bill, and
already have received wide support from shippers In all parts of the country,
as well as from Congress members and public bodies. We send to you also a
copy of the petition we are circulating, showing facsimiles of a few men who
are Indorsing the measure.

Will you cooperate with us in this excellent work? We ask this because it

Is important that shippers get the support of every influential man. Kindly
write us by return mail.

Accompanying the foregoing, a copy of which was sent to every
member of the United States Senate and House of Representatives,

was a petition asking your support in behalf of the so-called Quarles-
Cooper bill for the enlargement of the powers of the Interstate Com-
merce Commission.

It will probably interest you to learn that every signer of the peti-

tion which accompanied the said letter has withdrawn his indorse-

ment of the proposed legislation. I inclose two documents showing
this to be the fact.

Of course, you understand that the rate-making power which the
Quarles-Cooper bill would confer upon the Interstate Commerce Com-
mission is a legislative power. I hare regarded it as contrary to

American principles for the lawmaking body to delegate such an
important part of its functions to an appointive body, thus removing
a portion of the legislative authority one degree further from the
people. Believing that the idea that legislative authority should be
retained in the hands of the representatives of the people really domi-
nates among the thinking people of the country, it has interested me
to ascertain whether there is any genuine public sentiment in favor of

departing from this principle in the matter of railway legislation.
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Investigation of this one petition, which has been so widely circulated,
confirms my belief that there is no public demand that railway rates
should be fixed by executive order.

Very respectfully, yours,

H. T. Newcomb.
Hon. Stephen B. Elkins,

Elkins, W. Va.

The Hartford Carpet Corporation,
New York, July 7, 1904.

Editor or Freight,
116 NassM Street, City.

Dear Sir: Some time ago we signed a petition to Congress sup-
porting the Quarles-Cooper bill.

We have given this matter careful consideration and we desire to

withdraw our support of the Quarles-Cooper bills introduced into

Congress of the United States, known as H. R. No. 6273 and Senate
bill No. 2439.

We understand that the original of the petition to Congress is in

your possession, 'and we would respectfully request that you remove
our signature from the same.
Awaiting the favor of a reply, we are,

Yours, truly, E. P. Perkins,
President.

The Eaton, Cole & Buenham Company,
Bridgeport, Conn., July 16, 190^.

James McCartney, Esq.,

President Freight Publishing Company,
116 Nassau Street, New York.

Dear Sir: Begging to refer to our letter addressed to you under
date of June 8, 1904, and thanking you for the courteous call of your
representative, we address you now to say that in view of considera-

tions of business character, and without bias as to questions which
may or may not be involved, we wish to withdraw our signature from
the petition to Congress relating to interstate-commerce legislation.

Respectfully, yours,

E. H. Cole, Treasurer.

New York, June 23, 190^.

Editor Freight,
116 Nassau street, City.

Dear Sir: After due consideration, we desire to withdraw our

support of the Quarles-Cooper bills introduced into the Congress of

the United States, known as H. R. bill No. 6273 and Senate bill No.

2439, and would respectfully request you to remove our signature
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from the petition to Congress, the original of which we understand
is now in your possession. Awaiting the favor of a reply,

We are, yours, truly,

The Yale & Towne Mf'g Com- A. D. Jtjilliaed & Co.
PANT, Clarence Whitman & Co.

By Henry B. Towne, President. Lawrence & Company.
F. ViETOR & ACHELIS. DeBRING, MiLLIKEN & Co.
MiNOT, Hooper & Company. John C. Eames.
C. L. Battsher & Company. Teeft Weller Co.,
E. G. Burgess. G. C. Clark, President.
F. V. Dare & Bro. H. L. Judd Co.,

David Bingham. John Day, President.
MiLMINE, BODMAN & Co. GeO. BoRGFELD^ & Co.
Rice, Qtjinby & Co. Garner & Company.
R. W. Forbes & Son. Woodward & Stillman.
W. H. Grossman, of W. H.
Grossman & Co., Inc.

A STTGGESTIVE PLAN FOB, LEGISIiATION TO PREVENT REBATES
AND DISCRIMINATIONS IN INTERSTATE COMMERCE BY THE
NEW YORK BOARD OF TRADE AND TRANSPORTATION.

New York, May 6, 1905.
Senator Stephen B. Elkins^

Chairman Interstate Uommerce Committee,
United States Senate, Washington, D. C.

Dear Sir : I hav» the honor to hand you herewith, by the direction

of this board, a copy of "A suggestive plan for legislation to prevent
rebates and discriminations in interstate commerce," which is sub-
mitted for your consideration.

Very truly, yours,

Frank S. Gardner, Secretary.

A Suggestive Plan for Legislation to Prevent Rebates and Dis-
criminations in Interstate Commerce.

(New York Board of Trade and Transportation; President, William McCarroU, Tlce-
Presidents, John H. Washburn, James Talcott, John M. Peters ; Treasurer, Frank O.
Herring; Secretary, Frank S. Gardner.]

JUDGE COOLEy's VIEWS OF WHAT CONSTITUTES A REASONABLE RATE HOW
ALilJBRT FINK DEALT WITH SECRET REBATES REPORT APPROVED BY THE
NEW YORK BOARD OF TRADE AND TRANSPORTATION, MARCH 22, 1905.

New York, March 22, 1905.

The New York Board of Trade and Transportation :

Your committee on railway transportation submits herewith, for
your consideration, a j)lan for interstate commerce legislation devised
by the secretary of this board, which after careful consideration we
have approved. The Fifty-eighth Congress adjourned without en-
acting legislation to meet the recommendations of the President in
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relation to interstate commerce, and the United States Senate ap
pointed a committee to investigate this subject with a view to prepar-
ing and recommending some legislation to the next Congress. We
believe that the idea upon which the accompanying bill is based has
much merit, and we recommend that copies thereof be submitted to
the United States Senate committee and to persons and organizations
interested in this question.

EespectfuUy submitted.

Charles A. Mooee, Chairman^
J. Feedk. Ackerman,
W. S. Armstrong,
Dick S. Eamsat,
Thomas P. Cook,
J. L. Hopkins,

Committee on Railway Transportation,
New York Board of Trade and Transportation.

New York, March ^, 1905.

The Gommittee on Railway Transportation of the New
York Board of Trade and Transportation, New York City.

Gentlemen : It is useless to argue whether the rate-making power
was intended to be conferred on the Interstate Commerce Commission
by the Congress or the people of nearly twenty years ago if the

people determine that such power shall be given now, and it behooves
us to consider if the demand can be conceded with safety.

The measure required by existing conditions is one that will in-

sure equality of rates and privileges to all shippers and give ample
and speedy remedy when infractions of the law have been found to

exist, and it must be free from constitutional objection.

The Esch-Townsend bill does not appear to answer to these es-

sential requirements. It fails to remedy the private car line evils;

it is cumbersome and expensive in the machinery provided ; the court

of transportation could probably give no decision more effective than
the present Commission under existing law; the constitutionality

of the powers conferred upon the court is a mooted question, and
the delays incident to an inquiry by the Commission, supplemented
by review by the court, are not remedied.

It may be impracticable to devise any new plan of legislation that

will meet these requirements and eliminate the feature of Commission
rate making.
Having in mind the difficulties presented, I submit herewith, in

the form of a short bill, for your consideration, a suggestive plan
of legislation, which is aimed at the most serious evils in interstate

commerce. The bill is not offered as a complete measure, but it

presents the thought and its application, and I entertain the hope
that it wUl offer to both the railroads and the shippers some attrac-

tive features.

Among the things this bill would do are the following

:

1. It will eliminate the question of rate making by the Commis-
sion and accomplish the making of new reasonable rates through
the offending railroads themselves.
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2. It will eliminate the mooted constitutional question of the right

of Congress to ii^rest the Commission or the courts with the rate-

making power.
3. It will eliminate the necessity for any inquiry by the Commis-

sion to determine what a reasonable rate is in substitution for a rate

complained against, such inquiry being very intricate and requiring

much time. It will, therefore, in this respect, expedite a determina-
tion of complaints and materially shorten the time consumed between
tiling of complaint and decision.

4. It allows review of determination of rates in substitution upon
questions of law only. As these provisions in this respect are very
simple and direct the practice under it would be equally so, and
allow but little room for a valid demand for review, thus eliminating

delay from this cause in the large majority of cases.

5. A rebate given to one shipper would reduce the rate to the same
extent to all shippers.

. If simplicity, directness, and economy are meritorious features in

legislation, I believe this plan will commend itself to your approval.
Following my plan, which is attached hereto, I submit some com-
ments, which are intended to make its theory and purposes mort
clear.

Very respectfully,

Frank S. Gardner,
Secretary New York Board of Trade and TraTisportation.

A BILL to supplement the act entitled "An act to regulate commerce," approved Febru-
ary fourth, eighteen hundred and eighty-seven, and the acts amendatory thereof.

Be it enacted hy the Senate and House of Representatives of the United
States of America in Congress assemhled. That whenever, upon complaint duly
made under section thirteen of the act to regulate commerce, the Interstate

Commerce Commission shall, after full hearing, ascertain that an unlawful
rebate has been given, or a discriminating rate lower than the published tariff

has been made or charged by any common carrier for the transportation of per-

sons or property, or that a rate lower than the regular rate has been made or
charged by rebate or by any other pretext or device whatsoever for the use of
any private freight car or refrigerator car or other special form of ear engaged
in interstate transportation, or for any service incident to or connected with
the care or preservation of property transported in any such private or special

car, the act of the common carrier or of any of his or its officers or agents, or
the act of the owner or owners of any such private car or of any of his or their

officers or agents in giving such rebate or rate lower than the regular rate,

whether made or given directly or indirectly, shall be construed and held to be
the making of a new and reasonable rate, and the Commission shall determine
and declare the net rate so produced by such unlawful rebate or the discrimi-

nating rate, as the case may be, and such new rate so made by the carrier or
car owner, and so determined and declared by the Commission, shall be pub-
lished and shall take effect and become operative immediately and shall be sub-
stituted for the tarifC rate or the regular rate complained against as having
been rebated or cut, and it shall be the maximum rate charged In place thereof
for one year and until changed in the manner provided by law ; and the Com-
mission shall give immediate notice of its finding, determination, and declara-
tion to the person or persons, corporation, common carrier, or owners affected
thereby ; but at any time within sixty days from date of such notice any per-

son or persons, corporation, common carrier, or owner directly affected by such
determination and declaration of the Commission, and deeming it to be contrary
to law, may institute proceedings in the United States court having proper juris-
diction to have It reviewed and its lawfulness Inquired into and determined,
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but no proceedings by any court taking Jurisdiction shall consider any testimony
except such as is contained In the record.

Sec. 2. That when the rate substituted as provided In section one of this aot
shall be a Joint rate, and the carriers, parties thereto, fall to agree upon the
apportionment thereof among themselves within twenty days after notice of
the determination and declaration of the Commission, the Commission may,
after full hearing, issue a supplemental order declaring the portion of such
Joint rate to be received by each carrier party thereto, which shall take effect
of its own force as part of the original finding : Provided, That the Commission
in determining the portion of a Joint rate to be received by each carrier party
thereto shall fix the guilt upon the road or roads responsible for the rebate or
discrimination, and shall apportion the shares of the Joint rate accordingly.
Such supplemental order shall be subject to review by the court having proper
Jurisdiction within the time and in the manner hereinbefore provided for the
review of original findings of the Commission : Provided, That any rate,

whether single or Joint, which may be determined and declared by the Commis-
sion under the provisions of this act shall for all purposes be deemed the pub-
lished rate of such carrier or owner, and, except as provided In section three of
this act, shall be subject to the provisions of the act to regulate commerce and
the acts amendatory thereof.

Sec. 3. That any rate determined and declared under the provisions of this

act and substituted for the tarifif rate shall be made compulsory and enforced
only upon the person or persons, corporation, common carrier, or owner, upon
whose line or cars the rebate or discriminating rate or rate lower than the regu-
lar rate complained of was made, given, or charged, but nothing in this act or
In the act entitled "An act to regulate commerce," approved February fourth,
eighteen hundred and eighty-seven, or In any act amendatory thereof, shall be
construed or held to forbid the voluntary adoption of such new rate by any
road, corporation, or common carrier competing in interstate transportation
with the road, corporation, or common carrier complained against and directly
affected by the determination and declaration of the Interstate Commerce Com-
mission under the provisions of this act: Provided, however. That any such
competing road, corporation, or common carrier, other than the one complained
against, electing to adopt the new rate determined and declared under this act
shall be permitted to immediately adopt and charge such new rate upon serving
notice of intention so to do upon the Interstate Commerce Commission and pub-
lishing said notice specifying such substituted rate, but the voluntary adoption
by any such competing road or company of such new rate shall not forbid the
subsequent changing of such rate in the manner now provided by law for the
changing of rates.

Sec. 4. That the owner or operator of any such private freight car engaged
In Interstate-commerce transportation is hereby declared to be a common car-

rier, and is subject to all the provisions, so far as applicable, of the acts to
regulate commerce, and of this act.

Sec. 5. That any person, association, or corporation violating any of the pro-
visions of this ^t shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor, and on conviction

thereof shall be punished in the manner provided by the act approved February
19, 1903, entitled "An act to further regulate interstate commerce,"

Sec. 6. This act shall take effect from. Its passage,

COMMENTS ON PLAN.

Reasonableness of rate fixed.—When a rate is cut by rebate or otherwise It Is

presumable that the road can carry for the new rate and make a profit that la

satisfactory to itself on that business, because railroads are in business to make
money for their stockholders. Frequently, when a rate is cut, it is done for

the purpose of securing a large volume of business which is Intended to be moved
within a comparatively short period of time. The road before making the cut

calculates the profits ; it also calculates the chances of being apprehended, prose-

cuted and fined under existing law, and, finding that the fine. If imposed and
paid, would probably be less than the profits on the transaction, the risk Is taken.

For that road under those circumstances, the fine has no deterrent effect to pre-

vent the rebate or cut rate being given. Therefore when a road has deliberately

given a rebate to get business ; has secured the business and voluntarily carried

for the cut rate, and thereby proved that it was anxious to do busmess at that

rate, even facing the penally of the law by so doing, it must be assuaed that thp

rate produced a profit satisfactory to that road and that the Fftte Is not unreR-

S. Doc. 243, §9-l-yol 4-^3
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nably low. If the cut rate is not unreasonably low the higher tariff rate is

too high, or unreasonably high, and ought to be lowered. Then the proposi-
tion must be obvious that if the road gives the lower rate to one shipper it should
not be permitted to charge the unreasonable rate to other shippers and certainly
it should not be either permitted or obliged to go bacls: to the higher unreasonable
rate and charge all shippers more than is reasonable. This leads at once to the
conclusion that dictates that the giving of the rebate rate or cut rate shall be
construed to be the maliing of a new and reasonable rate which shall be substi-
tuted for the tariff rate.

Judge Cooley's views m harmony with the foregoing.—When the author of
the foregoing bill drafted it he believed that he was the originator of the idea
contained in the first section, but he finds that its application to prevent rebat-
ing was first made by Mr. Albert Finic, commissioner of the " joint executive
committee," from 1875 to 1888, and that Judge Thomas M. Cooley, chairman of
the Interstate Commerce Commission, enunciated very similar views in 1890.
Judge Cooley was recognized by the railroad managers as an authority on rail-

road questions prior to that date, and was selected by them as a member of the
famous arbitration commission on differentials between the several Atlantic
seaboard cities.

The views of Judge Thomas M. Cooley in harmony with the foregoing were
published in the Fourth Annual Report of the Interstate Commerce Commission,
pages 30-31, as follows

:

"If these (tariff rates) are secretly cut, or if rehates are given to large ship-
pers, the fact of itself shows the rates xohich are charged to the general public
are unreasonable, for they are necessarily made higher than they ought to be in
order to provide for the cut or to pay the rebate. It is a very erroneous notion
that the results of a cut or of a rebate fall only upon the carrier ; they fall at
last to a considerable extent upon the public, and those who pay full rates largely
make up for every allowance that is made to those who do not; if the carrier
habitually carries a great number of people free, its regular rates are made the
higher to cover the cost ; if heavy commissions are paid for obtaining business,
the rates are made the higher that the net revenues may not suffer in conse-
quence; if scalpers are directly or indirectly supported by the railroad com-
panies, the general public refunds to the companies what the support costs, and
in every one of these oases the fact of improper drafts upon the gross revenues,
or of improper reductions of what ought to go to swell these revenues, is proof
that the rate sheets are too high. It would be peefectly legitimate and peopeb
IN SUCH CASES TO OEDEB SUCH EEDC'CTION AS WOULD BBINO THE PUBLISHED BATES
DOWN TO THE AVERAGE OF WHAT IS EECEIVED FOR RAILROAD SERVICE WHEN THE
WHOLE BUSINESS, NOT MERELT THAT WHICH IS DONE AT FULL BATES, BUT THE
AGGREGATE WHEN THAT WHICH IS DONE AT REDUCED RATES OR DONE FEEE IS TAKEN
INTO ACCOUNT. No evidence can he more conclusive that the carrier is ty his

regular rate sheets charging something more than reasonable prices for his

service than the fact that eitlier openly or secretly he violates the law to accept
from favored classes, or from individuals, a less compensation, or that he pays
large sums for procuring business at the rates named, or that he so manages his

business that parties who have no legitimate connection with^t are enabled to

prey upon it, and thus indirectly prey upon his patrons.

"A reasonable rate is one that will make just and fair return to the carrier

when it is charged to all who are to pay it without unjust discrimination against

any, and when the revenue it produces is subject to no improper reductions. No
carrier has any ground for just complaint if its published rates are reduced by
the public authorities to the standard of the average it accepts, when by direct

violation of law, or by devices that are intended to evade its provisions, the
published rates are departed from. Its own conduct in such a case fixes the
maximum of the claim it can with any propriety make upon the public."

The new rate shall go into effect immediately.—If the higher rate is unreason-
able there is no justice or propriety in permitting the carrier to charge it to

any shipper for thirty days, or at all. If any period of time is given before the

new rate goes into effect, that would be to permit the discrimination to go on
for the time flsed and allow the carrier to continue his unreasonable charge for

that period, and one shipper would have the benefit of the lower rate while
others were denied it. It would in effect legalize rebates and discriminations

for thirty days after they were found out, while forbidding them before they
were discovered, and would invite the making of rebates and discriminations
which would go unchecked and unpunished for the period fixed. It would defeat

the law by encouragio g the acts it Is intended to prevent
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The giving of this tebate Is forbidden undet the ptesent law and is a misde-
meanor punishable by a fine of from $1^000 to $20,000 for each offense. TMst
provision would not be repealed by enacting this new plan into laW. The
giving of a rebate or a discriininating tate would still be ail offense. No one
Would be considered sane who proposed that A banli cashier Caught stealing
should be allowed to continue his thefts tor thirty days, or aiiy othef period,
ttftet he was found out before he was brought to account for his misdoings.
Tltere is no better reason for permitting a tailroad to continue for even a short
period an illegal rebate or a discrimination in favor of one shipper and to the
Injury of othei's. Therefore, the lower rate when determined and declared by
the Conimlssion should go into effect immediately.

It must be borne in mind that the conditions under which rates are fixed nnder
the provisions of this plah are quite different as to most of them from those
Contemplated Under the Bsch-Townsend bill or the QUarles-Cooper bill. tWdei:
the latter bills the rate fixed Is arrived at by the investigations of the Commis-
sion and determined by the exercise of their judgment, and those bills are not
intended exclusively in all cases, or in any case, to apply only to unlawful
rebates and discriminations, but to change any rate in the tariff complained of
as too high, or for any reason. In the exercise of judgment different men
Would reach different conclusions upon the same facts, because human judgment
is subject to error.

On the other hand under this' plan there is no room for the exercise of judg-
ment The Commission has but to establish the fact by evidence that a rebate
or discriminating rate has been given and whatever that rate may have been
becomes the new rate.

Bates fixed .may he m some instances lower than profitable.—Would not the
fixing of a rate that is unprofitable for the term of one year be unjust and
confiscatory, and hence unconstitutional? The imposition of a fine of .$20,000

for each offense is confiscatory, but not unconstitutional ; neither is it unjust
If it is a necessary penalty to insure the observance of the lawful prohibition
against rebates and discriminations when Congress in its wisdom has prescribed
that penalty for infractions of the law. A rate fixed by the Interstate Com-
merce Commission, in substitution for a tariff rate lower than would be reason-
ably profitable to the carrier under the Bsch-Townsend bill in correcting a
tariff, would be confiscatory and unconstitutional. A rate fixed under this plan
pursuant to the will of Congress to punish for the maliing of a rebate or dis-

crimination, although In some instances lower than profitable, would not be
in any sense more confiscatory or unconstitutional than a fine of $20,000 imposed
as a penalty or as a deterrent measure, because it is provided for precisely that
same purpose. The power of Congress to prescribe a penalty which it deems
to be adequate and suitable for the offense can not be questioned.

Rates fixed on one road would affect competing roads.—A criticism of the
Bsch-Townsend bill, and similar measures which confer the rate-maliing power
upon the Interstate Commerce Commission, was to the effect that a single rate
fixed by the Commission would in many instances disarrange the freight tariffs

of competing lines and even Involve entire systems and many States by its

Influence, and that such power should not be conferred upon men not connected
with the railroad interest. These considerations, as well as the equities in-

volved, are tlurown to the winds when a road has determined to cut a rate to
gain new business, as has already been referred to. But if such cut rates when
made were always to become permanent, and almost invariably followed by a
corresponding reduction by competitors, so that the cut applied to a year's
business would bring loss instead of gain to the cutter, such rislis would
seldom, if ever, be talien thereafter, and stability would be established.

How Albert Fink dealt with secret rebates.—When the railroads of the coun-
try, from 1875 to 1888, were trying to work out a system of self-government
among themselves, the managers representing the associated lines were accus-
tomed to meet in conventions to discuss questions of management and establish

rates by mutual agreement. Mr. Albert Fink, who was generally acknowledged
to be the ablest of all American railroad managers, was the chairman and com^
missioner of the " joint executive committee." In his addresses to the managers
Mr, Fink complained bitterly that the rates agreed upon In a convention were
frequently cut before the convention had dispersed, and he demanded that
measures be adopted to compel the observance of rates agreed upon or to punish
the offending roads. It must be observed that the men composing the " joint

executive committee" were, in respect to ability and wisdom as railroad man-
agers, only second to Mr. Fink, their leader. After much careful deliberation
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the associated ralltoad managers, following Mr. Pink's suggestion, decided to

notify the offending roads that unless the rates were restored the lowest cut

rates that had been made by the recalcitrant lines would be generally otlered
and adopted by all the lines in the association as the tariff rates. This warning
failing of the desired result, the cut rates were thereupon made the tariff rates

upon all the lines. This was the railroad method of dealing with the question
of rebates, and was adopted with a view to ultimately bettering their own inter-

ests and as a measure to maintain rates and enforce agreements. Mr. Fink
conceived and applied the idea as a punitive measure to effect ultimate stability

of rates, the competing roads uniting to force the cut rate on all roads alike

for an indefinite period, and voluntarily subjecting themselves to adopt the
lowest cut rate to punish the rebaters and to prevent them from gaining
business thereby.
The public in that case would get the benefit The cutting line would get only

a normal share of business, and it would lose on its year's business the differ-

ence between the cut rate and the former tariff rate.

The plan now proposed is that the principle upon which Mr. Fink acted shall

be incorporated into the law. But while Mr. Finlt forced the cut rate on all

competing roads alike, this law would force it upon the rebating road alone, and
it would be voluntary with competing roads to adopt it or not as they saw advan-
tage or loss in so doing.

Responsibility of connecting lines.—It has been said In criticism of this bill

that section 2 would, if enforced, impose hardships upon connecting lines when
the initial line on a through shipment had cut the joint tariff rate without the
consent of the connecting lines. Mr. Pink In his addresses to the " joint execu-
tive committee " called attention to this feature, but he said that a connecting
line whose agent at the connecting point neglected to examine and correct way-
bills should be held equally responsible for a cut with the initial road making
the cut, and he said further :

" It should be made impossible for any of the ini-

tial roads to bill freight at less than agreed rates without it being discovered,"
which remark is evidence that such an arrangement was, in his judgment, prac-
ticable. At Mr. Fink's suggestion the Trunk Line executive committee, July
20, 1882, and the joint executive committee at its meeting, July 26, 1882, 30
railroads being represented in the latter meeting, adopted unanimously a resolu-

tion directing agents at connecting points to examine waybills, and when rates
were found to have been cut to hold the freight at the expense of the initial line

until the waybills had been corrected.

In this connection attention is invited to the following provision of section 2
of the proposed bill in harmony with Mr. Pink's policy that the offending line be
held responsible, viz : "Provided, That the Commission, in determining the por-
tion of a joint rate to be received by each carrier party thereto, shall fix the
guilt upon the road or roads responsible for the rebate or discrimination, and
shall apportion the shares of the joint rate accordingly."
In practice this provision would operate as follows : Suppose that the through

tariff rate is $1 per hundred pounds, and has been cut to 90 cents by the initial

road. The share of the initial road, say, is 25 cents of the tariff rate. If the
Initial road is found to be alone responsible for the cut, and the cut through
rate was enforced under the proposed law, the share of the initial road of the
joint through rate would be 25 cents, minus the cut of 10 cents, or 15 cents net,

and the connecting roads would not suffer loss. This is the principle of rail-

road justice as applied by railroad men to railroad management in working out
their own salvation under a leadership as capable as the railroads of this
country ever enjoyed.

Responsibility of officers and stoclcholders for rebates.—Referring generally to
rebates, it has been said by a railroad attorney that " the action of the traffic

officer who gave this rebate might be accidental—^that is, it might not be an
intentional act—and it would be very unjust in many instances to punish the
stockholders of a company for the wrongdoing of some inferior officer who com-
mitted a wrong, perhaps of a minor character, perhaps accidentally, or in an
excess of zeal."

If agents or traffic managers of roads give rebates in violation of law there Is

strong presumptive evidence of intent, and that they do so with the tacit con-
sent of their superiors. The policy of some railroad managers is illustrated by
the Quaker's remark to his son, " Make money, honestly if thee can, but make
money." The railroad manager says, " Get business, without violating the law
If you can, but get business." Fundamentally the stockholders are responsible
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for the acts of the officers they elect ; the officers are answerable to the stock-
holders for the conddct of the affairs of the company, and the subordinates are
answerable for their acts to the officers.
The carelessness of an engineer or a switchman who wrecks a train can not

be held as excusing the company from paying damages to the injured passen-
gers. Injuries inflicted upon passengers in railroad smashups are always un-
intentional and accidental as to the road and its employees. Nevertheless, when
the company Is compelled to pay damages to the injured or to the families of
the killed, the stockholders are the ones who are punished. It is not an unjust
law that compels such payment. It would be gross injustice to the Injured If

they were denied such redress.
In no respect does the application of the principle differ, nor Is justice vio-

lated, if the stockholders of a railroad are punished for the unlawful act of a
traffic agent who has given rebates to favored shippers to the injury of other
shippers.

Judge Grosscup touched the vital point of the question in his remark at Bos-
ton, March 11, that

—

"Any difference in rates permitted by law, even though based on the bulk of
the tonnage handled, is a direct and effective blow, by the nation itself, at the
principle that every man, whatever his present business size, shall be given
equal conditions and equal opportunity. To destroy that principle is to destroy
competition, and further concentrate wealth in fewer hands. * * * Secret
rebates are as unjust as direct differences in rates. * * * In this country
there is no such thing as size to a business man. The man of little size expects
to get big. He has a right to get big. He has a right to have the atmosphere
of equal opportunity and equal conditions in which to grow, and excepting, of
course, some unit, such as a ton or a car, the charge ought to be the same for the
little as for the big shipper."
The giving of unlawful rebates by traffic agents would be preventable If the

agent felt assured that such acts would be followed by his dismissal, and the
officers of the company would find a way to remove an offending agent or to

bring him under control if a punishment of suitable severity were certain to be
Imposed upon the road for the violation of the law against the giving of rebates.

The committee thereupon (at 9 o'clock and 45 minutes p. m.) ad-

journed until Tuesday, May 23, 1905, at 11 o'clock a. m.

Tuesday, May 23, 1905.

The committee met pursuant to adjournment.
Present: Senators Elldns (chairman), CuUom, Kean, DoUiver,

Clapp, and Newlands.

STATEMENT OF ME. H. T. NEWCOMB.

Senator Kean (in the chair). What is your namef
Mr. Newcomb. H. T. Newcomb.
Senator Kean. Where do you live ?

Mr. Newcomb. Washington.
Senator Kean. Wliat is your business ?

Mr. Newcomb. I am a lawyer.
Senator Kean. Are you a statistician ?

Mr. Newcomb. I have delved a little in these matters.

Senator Kean. You are not a professor of economics?

Mr. Newcomb. Not a professor.

Senator Kean. Of economics?
Mr. Newcomb. Nor of anything else.

The Chairman. Have you prepared a written statement ?

Mr. Newcomb. I have.

The Chaibman. Please state your experience on the subject of rail-
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roads, and what positions you have held under the Government, H
any.

Mr. Newcomb. I am practicing law at present in the city of
Wasliington. I was designated for appointment in the office of the
Interstate Commerce Commission by Judge Cooley in 1888.
Senator Cullom. How long did you remain in that service?
Mr. Newcomb. I remained there until 1895, after which I took

charge of the transportation statistics compiled in the Department of
Agriculture.
The Chairman. How long did you occupy that position?
Mr. Newcomb. I held that position for about four years, and was

then for two years chief of the division of agriculture in the office of
the Twelfth Census; for a short time I edited a railway trade paper
at Philadelphia; and since then I have been practicing law in the
city of Washington.

Senator Cullom. Did you leave the Interstate Commerce Commis-
sion for any particular reason ?

_
Mr. Newcomb. I left the Commission in order to take a better posi-

tion in the Department of Agriculture. I will also say, as showing
my interest in this subject, that I have published a number of reports
on railway and similar subjects, among them a report on changes in
the rates charged for transportation services both by rail and water.
That was while I was in the Agricultural Department. I have also
written two small books, besides a number of magazine articles and
pamphlets, on this subject.

Senator Dolliver. Eailway books ?

Mr. Newcomb. One was entitled " Eailway Economics." It has
been used in some of the colleges, and perhaps has been more kindly
received than it deserves. The other book was " The Postal Deficit,"

a special discussion of postal affairs.

The Chairman. You have a written statement prepared, as I
understand, and you may now proceed with that, making comments
upon it as you proceed.

Mr. Newcomb. Mr. Chairman and Senators, I have the honor to

appear here, at the request of certain railway corporations, to re-

late facts and to express conclusions that have come to me as a
student of the economic relations between American railways and
American industry. Claiming no qualification to speak upon this

subject except that of a profound interest, it may be worth while
to say, as a sort of personal introduction, that, after having had
some experience in railway service, I was selected by the late Judge
Thomas M. Cooley for appointment in the Bureau of Statistics of
the Interstate Commerce Commission and remained in its employ for
seven years until I resigned to take charge of the compilation of

transportation statistics in the Department of Agriculture. Subse-
quently I was for two years chief of the division of agriculture in

the office of the Twelfth Census; for a short time editor of a rail-

way trade paper, and for over two years I have practiced law in the

city of Washington. While with the Interstate Commerce Com-
mission I assisted in the preparation of the McCain report on changes
in railway rates, which was published as a part of the well-known
Aldrich report on wages and prices," and oi several appendices to

« See Wholesale Prices, Wages and Transportation (report of Mr. Aldrleb
from the Committee on Finance), Report No. 1394, part 1, Fifty-second Con-
gress, second session, pp. 397-658.
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the annual reports. While with the Department of Agriculture I
published several reports on railway matters, including one entitled
" Changes in the Rates of Charge for Eailway and Other Trans-
Eortation Services," which is an historical study of the trend of rates
rom 1847 to the date on which it was issued. I have also written

two books on railway problems and a large number of magazine
and review articles. These details, perhaps, suggest the extent of
the interest which has led me to appear before you.

GENERAL PRINCIPLES.

The observations which I am about to make may be clearer if I
outline at the beginning certain principles which I believe to be thor-
oughly established. These principlps are

:

First. The business of interstate transportation, however conducted,
is so far public in its nature that the ageftcies which, as common car-

riers for hire, participate in it, as well as the highways which they
traverse, are proper subjects of legislative regulation.

Second. This legislative regulation may rightfully go as far in the
direction of fixing the charges for the services performed, in prescrib-

ing the character and quality of those services, or otherwise, as the

interest of the general public demands. The term " general public "

includes railway employees and the owners of railway property.
Third. Capital invested in interstate railways is invested subject

to the reserved right of public regulation, and is not entitled to fur-

ther consideration in determining the scope and form of regulative
measures than grows out of the fact that the wage earners and others
dependent upon it for a' livelihood, including its owners, are them-
selves a part of the public and that injury to one industry is pretty
certain to be diffused to the injury of all industry.

Fourth. Eailway serAdce is a commodity and railway charges are
prices, not taxes.

Fifth. Laws regulating prices or wages have universally failed to

do what they were intended to do and have usually operated to the
detriment of those in whose behalf they were enacted.

Sixth. Rebates and imjust personal discriminations can not be
made more illegal than they are now, and the present law is broad
enough to cover all devices by which rebates can be effected if they
oan be reached by any law. If the law has not been enforced, it ought
to be enforced.

Seventh. Changed commercial conditions are every day making
rates unreasonable which have been reasonable. Every change in an
existing schedule by a railway carrier is an attempt to remedy or to

prevent an unjust discrimination among places or classes of traffic.

These changes are sometimes made unwisely and sometimes too

slowly. But with a rate-making commission they would be made
more unwisely and much less rapidly. The railways must stop mak-
ing voluntary changes, when every* change has been made a club to

compel fifty more. The Commission can not make one-tenth of the

changes that ought to be made every day. Iron-clad rules, political

considerations, and sectional preference would usurp the place of

industrial needs. In short, it is not expedient that the legislative

light should he exercised to the extent or in the way urged.

Conclusion.—I do not draw from the foregoing the conclusion that

the enactment of the legislation now proposed would be more inju-
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rious to those directly interested in railways^ than to others. If

charges were drastically reduced, the principal immediate loss would
fall upon labor and the secondary loss upon general industrJ^ The
owners of railway property, except in a few instances, could and
would protect themselves against material loss. Drastic general re-

ductions would be, however, very unlikeljr under any plan now pro-
posed. The real dangers are the application of arbitrary and general
rules to conditions that demand extreme elasticity. The normal de-
cline in rates would be stopped or notably retarded. The special

adaptation of rate schedules to the conditions of developing industry
would become impossible. Manufacturing and producing industries

would be the chief sufferers, because their prosperity and growth are

dependent upon the prompt adjustment of rates to the rapidly chang-
ing conditions of trade and commerce.

I have listened attentively to your proceedings of the last four or
five days, and as I have listened I have awaited the approach of the
moment when I should address you with a growing sense of reluc-

tance to take up the task I have assumed. It had seemed to me to be
my duty, as of all having to deal in any capacity with this greait

problem, to brush aside all personal considerations and to treat it

honestly and fairly, with no thought that to do so could reflect upon
the capacity or wound the self-esteem of any individual or grouj) of
individuals. So thinking, I had strung together, in crude outline,

some of the facts and figures which have led me to believe that the
functions which the Interstate Commerce Commission once attempted
to perform, and now seeks to have conferred upon it, are impossible

of performance by any body, however able its membership. It did
not occur to me that such a presentation of the facts reflected upon the

Commission or any of its members, except in so far as they have been

led astray, in common with many others, by false conceptions of the

purpose of the law and the proper duty of government. But, one by
one, I have heard the statements of the members of that great and
powerful Commission, and all of them in their several manners—and
all their manners are admirable and convincing—one smoothly jilaus-

ible, another with thundering invective, another softly insinuating

—

have seemed to me to have united in a determination to crush and
annihilate, with the weight of their high position and great authority,

all of those who disagree with them. Is it strange that an humble
student of these great problems should shrink from such a contest?

Nevertheless, I am so strengthened by the facts which I have compiled

and so confident of the accuracy with which they point to closely

related conclusions that, with your indulgence, I shall proceed.

In what I have now to say I shall be glad to be interrupted if

there is any part of my statement on which further suggestions are

desired, and I hope you will warn me if I attempt to go into unnec-

essary detail or otherwise to trespass unwarrantably upon your time

and patience.

THE QUESTIONS AT ISST7E.

If statutes are not to be multiplied in mere sport with the estab-

lished' order or in a purely wanton desire to overturn existing con-

ditions and to substitute untried relations whose outcome no man
can foresee, every legislative proposal ought to be supported by ar-

guments plainly dividing themselves into two classes

:
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First. There ought to be an accurate diagnosis of existing condi-
tions. The need of change should be sustained by unimpeachable
evidence of the existence of evils which demand a remedy.

Second. The proposed new law should be supported by convincing
evidence that it embodies the particular remedy most likely to meet
and successfully to overcome the evils disclosed by the diagnosis.
The proposal to take out of the hands of the shippers and railways

the right of free negotiation concerning contracts for transportation,
and to confer upon public authorities the duty of fixing the most
important factor in those contracts—that is, the price at which trans-

portation shall be purchased—can not be sustained by merely point-

ing out the shortcomings of railway corporations or of railway men,
however great those shortcomings may be. Perfection is not the
attribute of humanity or of anything humanly devised.

FRICTION, MECHANICAL AND INDUSTRIAL.

The most eiRcient mechanism that the ingenuity of man has yet
contrived loses in friction a large proportion of the power which its

use requires and successfully applies to the performance of the ends
for which it was created but a portion of the aggregate power with
which it is supplied. There is friction at every point of social and
industrial contact. But the friction of the mechanical contrivance
decreases with use and as the bearing parts become better adjusted
through the continued performance of their proper functions. The
mechanician does not discard the new machine because initial results

do not equal theoretical possibilities, but patiently awaits the time
when continued operation shall have reduced friction to the lowest

practicable amount.
The industrial revolution which began with the invention of the

spinning jenny and the power loom has accomplished greater changes
within the relatively brief industrial period that has ensued than
characterized all recorded history previous to its inception. In this

revolution the steam locomotive and the railway have been the most
salient, if not the most important, features. The railway, the steam-
ship, the telegraph, and the telephone have welded together the mar-
kets of the world, until to-day the whole world is but one market.
The sweeping changes involved have required successive adjustments
and readjustments, and friction of the industrial sort has been at

every stage a necessary and inevitable incident. New conditions have
demanded new laws. Old legal principles have found new applica-

tions and new principles have had to be developed and applied. It

may be that at times laws have not developed with the rapidity

necessary to give proper legal sanction to the new relations made
necessary by new commercial conditions, yet, on the other hand, it is

undeniable that there has been much legislation which might better

have remained unenacted.
It seems at least reasonable to suggest the inquiry, whenever new

remedial legislation is proposed, whether the particular difficulties

of adjustment in connection with new commercial conditions which
it is intended to meet are not likely to disappear with a continuance

of those conditions, as undue mechanical friction disappears with
the operation of the machine in which it arises. If such is the case,

legislative interference is not only dangerous, but is certain to pro-

duce much more harm than good.
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From the close of the American civil war to the present time
industrial changes have been more rapid in the United States than
anywhere else in the world. That period has seen the railway sys-

tem grow from a length of 35,000 miles to 210,000 miles; population
has more than doubled; wealth has increased more than fourfold;
populous cities and sovereign States have grown up where at the
beginning was nothing but wilderness. Progress of similar char-

acter is going on to-day with undiminished activity. Railways have
met this progress by constant adjustments of and reductions in the
charges for their services. The average return to the railways per
ton of freight carried 1 mile is to-day barely one-third of the return
secured in 1870 and probably less than one-fourth of that obtained
in 1860.

FREQUENT CHANGES IN RATES-

So rapid are the changes in the conditions of production and con-
sumption that the rate which was reasonable and just yesterday
may be unjust to-day, and that which to-day meets the difficulties

which developed yesterday may in a week or a month have become
as defective as the one which it superseded. Thousands of railway
employees are to-day devoting their time, their energy, and their

thought to the perfection of the adjustment of railway charges to

the conditions of the industries which the railways serve. The ex-

tent of their activities may be measured by the results. Under the
law which has been in force since 1887 interstate railway carriers

are required to file schedules of their charges with the Interstate

Commerce Commission. Under this law no less than 300 separate

schedules of rates are, on the average, received daily in the office of
the auditor of the Commission, many of these schedules containing
hundreds of separate rates and not a few of them thousands. From
two-thirds to three-fourths of these new rates are reductions from
those in the schedules which are superseded.

Under date of January 19, 1905, Mr. Jesse M. Smith, auditor of

the Interstate Commerce Commission, wrote to Hon. James R. Mann,
of Illinois, a letter, in which he gave the following as the numbers
of separate rate schedules filed by the railways named during the
twelve months which ended with November 30, 1904 ;

»

Rate schedules filed.

Number.
Pennsylvania Railroacl 4, 123
New York Central and Hudson River Railroad 1, 561
Illinois Central Railroad 6,344
Chicago and Northwestern Railway 2, 178
Chicago, Rocli Island and Pacific Railway 3, .S75

Chicago, Milwaukee and St. Paul Railway 2, 501
Baltimore and Ohio Railroad 3,925
Louisville and Nasliville Railroad 3,330
Northern Pacific Railway '. 774
Union Pacific Railway 789
Wabash RaiJroad 1, 135

Total (eleven railways) 30,125

• Congressional Record, February 7, 1905, p. 2053.
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THE DIAGNOSIS IN BRIEP.

This is the measure of the activity with which railway officers are
to-day seeking to adapt the great agencies of commerce which they
direct to the needs of American industry. It would .be as foolish as
it would be unnecessary to contend that changes are always made with
the most desirable promptitude or that those which are made are
always perfectly adapted to the situation which they attempt to
meet. Omnipotence alone could attain such a result. Yet the meas-
ure of the complaint which is heard ought not to be mistaken for the
measure of the evil which exists.

There is no shipper who would not like to have his goods carried
for lower rates ; there is no industry which would not like to have a
greater share of the burden of maintaining the means of transporta-
tion shifted to other industries; there is no community or producing
region which does not look with jealous eyes at some other community
or producing region, wishing the while that in the race for com-
mercial supremacy it might itself become the especial beneficiary of a
particularly favorable adjustment of railway rates. New York, the
great gateway of our foreign commerce, looks covetously at the rela-

tively small percentage of grain exports which, at a rate 2 cents per
100 pounds lower than New York enjoj'^s, moves through the port of
Philadelphia and would like to have the charges to both ports equal-

ized, while Philadelphia looks southward to Baltimore and sees no
reason why the 3-cent differential allowed her southern neighbor
should not be vouchsafed to her. The miller at Minneapolis sees

train loads of grain carried past his mills at rates from Minneapolis
to the Atlantic coast somewhat lower than those on flour, and refuses

his support to the proposal to endow the Interstate Commerce Com-
mission with rate-making power because that Commission did not
sanction his contention that flour and wheat ought to go forward at

equal rates. It would be possible to continue almost indefinitely the

enumeration of rivalries of this sort which find their expression in

pressure upon railway officers for reductions and modifications in

rates and occasionally m complaints, more or less justifiable, that these

officers, in their obstinacy or in their acquiescence, have failed to

create the particular rate adjustments which would best promote in-

dustrial harmony and industrial progress.

Senator Dollivee. Did I understand you to say that the millers

are opposing this legislation?

Mr. Newoomb. The millers of Minneapolis. The Northwestern

Miller, the organ of the millers of Minneapolis, has been very active

in opposition.

Senator Forakee. The measure was advocated the other day by
Mr. Bacon on behalf of the millers of Minneapolis.

Mr. Newcomb. I do not believe he represents them correctly.

Senator Forakee. I do not think he claimed to represent them

;

he simply said, by way of illustration, that it was a gross injustice

to them to give so low an export rate on grain.

Mr. Newcomb. The difficulty about that situation is that the Inter-

state Commerce Commission approved a difference of 2 cents per

100 pounds in the rates in favor of wheat.

Senator Cullom. I understand that several millers, including Mr.
Washburn, have letters here opposing this legislation.
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Senator Foeaker. Their representative, as I read in the record,

appeared before the committee while I was absent on account of ill-

ness, and testified against this kind of legislation. He claimed to

represent large interests and to ship 200 carloads a day.

Mr. Newcomb. I think a close investigation of the movement in

favor of this legislation would indicate that nearly all those who are
very active in promoting it represent interests or regions which have
reason to believe that the orders of the Commission will be favorable
to them, and many of them have obtained such orders in the past.

THE PKOPOSED REMEDY OUTLINED AND ANALYZED.

To-day the rivalries of which I was speaking when I was inter-

rupted are commercial. The controversies which they cause are

prosecuted along commercial lines; the contending parties sustain

their positions by commercial arguments; and, finally, they are set-

tled by the natural operation of the laws of trade, or they are left

unsettled through the failure of those laws effectively to operate.

The freedom with which the parties to these contracts negotiate is

now little affected or impeded by political considerations or by the
operation of any statute save that which justly and wisely requires

that persons requiring similar services shall receive equal treatment
and by the modified prohibition of greater charges for intermediate
than for longer hauls in the same direction. It is proposed to change
all this. There may be no distinct purpose to exclude in greater or
less degree the commercial considerations which now govern, but
experience shows that the Commission has sought to exclude them,
and no sane man believes that a politically created body will ever be
wholly controlled by nonpolitical considerations. And in the same
degree in which commercial considerations are excluded a rate-mak-
ing commission will always substitute political considerations, call-

ing them, however, by the more plausible name of " social principles."

It makes no difference how frequently the changes may be rung
upon such words as " reasonableness " and " justice," there can be no
other end to any proposal to invoke governmental aid in the settle-

ment of trade disputes than precisely this substitution.

LESSONS FROM EXPERIENCE.

The principle involved is not a new one. The legislative bodies
created by English-speaking peoples have on many occasions at-

tempted to modify b}' statute the natural relations of trade and com-
merce. When the Black Death diminished the number of English
workmen and wages rose so that landowners felt an unaccustomed
economic pressure. Parliament sought to fix the wages of labor and
thus to deprive workingmen of the increased earnings which the
market justified, but these laws only furnished an instance of the
impotence of human intention when it seeks to repeal or modify
natural laws. A more familiar example is found in the almost uni-

versal effort to regulate interest on loans, and it is notorious that
laws against usury have had little effect except to accentuate the
burdens of borrowers.

More nearly akin to the experiment now proposed are those under-
taken by the American States which have sought to regulate rail-
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vrays by the direct or delegated exercise of the legislative authority
to prescribe rates for the future. The meagerness of the evidence
concerning the results of this sort of legislation seems to me to chal-

lenge the attention of those who realize what a flood of light it

might throw upon the legislative proposals now under consideration.
Although the Interstate Commerce Commission has for years de-

manded rate-making powei', I know of no competently conducted
effort to discover whether rate making by legislatures or by commis-
sions has worked successful^ where it has been tried. Such study
as I have been able to give convinces me that it has not.

IN GEORGIA.

The experiment has been tried in Georgia about as long and as con-
sistently as anywhere else. Yet Georgia shippers are not satisfied.

Their attitude is well expressed in the following extracts from a
recent editorial in the Atlanta Journal

:

A merchant in Marietta can ship certain goods to Chattanooga for 15 cents
per hundred ; to Knoxville for 19 cents per hundred. To ship the same goods
to Atlanta he must pay 30 cents per hundred ; to Macon, 70 cents per hundred.
Atlanta is 20 miles from Marietta, Chattanooga is 128 miles, and yet the Chat-
tanooga merchant pays just one-half the freight the Atlanta merchant does.
Why? Because Chattanooga is out of the State and Atlanta is in it. This is

merely one of a hundred instances where Georgia points are placed at a positive
disadvantage in freight rates because they are located in the State.

Senator Clapp. What were those three Georgia points ?

Mr. Newcomb. Marietta, Macon, and Atlanta.

The editorial from which the foregoing is an extract shows clearly

that the results of a drastic regulative system are not now wholly
satisfying to the people of Georgia. It has been suggested that the

psychological aspect of railroad regulation of this sort is too often
ignored, and that where the reduction of rates is more or less vigor-

ously looked after by public authorities railroad officers are not
unlikely to leave the duty of looking for desirable reductions wholly
to the body with which the legislature has required them to share
it. Something of this sort seems to have occurred to the shippers
of Georgia, for in the editorial already quoted there appears the fol-

lowing explanation of the situation against which the complaint is

made:

When a merchant approaches the railroad for rates in Georgia, he Is met
with the reply that the railroad commission regulates that, and he can get no
reduction. .

If, however, they are asked for rates to towns outside of Georgia, the applica-
tion receives Immediate and favorable consideration, and the best rates are
granted, because the point of destination is beyond the limits of the State, and
therefore not controlled by the State commission.

In another paragraph of the same editorial the situation is sum-
marized with similar effect, and perhaps even more forcibly, as

follows

:

Ab matters now stand, the plain logic of the situation Is that within the State
of Georgia, rates being regulated by the railroad commission, shippers are
powerless to receive fair treatment from the railroads, while to points just
beyond the limits of the State they can receive the most favorable rates, and
shippers from these points into the State receive the lowest rate that cao b«
Obtained; much lower, as a rule, than the Georgia shipper can get
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Anyone would underestimate the significance of the foregoing who
failed to note that the State rates and the interstate rates are over

the same railroads and must be promulgated by the same officers,

the controlling and, in fact, the sole difference being that in the

case of the interstate rates the shippers deal at first hand and face to

face with the railroads and their officers, while in the case of the

State rates the legislature has interposed its authority and that of

the State commission between the two actual parties to every con-

tract for railroad service, thus requiring the negotiations to be con-

ducted at much more than arm's length. The method of doing busi-

ness thus imposed upon the shippers of State traffic, and the rail-

roads carrying it, is cumbersome and absurd. It is only natural

that its consequences should be burdensome.
Senator Foeaker. What is the basis upon which they fix rates in

Georgia ?

Mr. Newcomb. The commission establishes a complete schedule of

rates.

Senator Foeaker. Is that on a distance basis ?

Mr. Newcomb. Largely on a mileage basis.

Senator Forakee. It is not an arbitrary rate.

Mr. Newcomb. The rates, as given in the schedule, are in cents

per hundred pounds between the different stations, but the rates arc

understood to be, and are, in fact, based upon the mileage, but pos-

sibly with variations in individual cases, not extensive at all in

number.
Senator Dolliver. Why does not the commission fix reasonable

rates in Georgia?
Mr. Newcomb. I think that a commission always has great dif-

ficulty in seeing any consideration except distance. They can appre-

ciate distance. They can see a mile when they can not see a mountain.
Senator Dollivee. Mr. Watson, in the April number of his maga-

zine, says that the railroads control the commission.
Mr. Newcomb. I presume Mr. Watson knows more about the

Georgia commission than I do.

Senator Ctjllom. If the rates are 30 cents a hundred pounds for

the short distance from Marietta to Atlanta, it seems to me it would
be a pretty stiff rate from Atlanta to the outer edge of the State, or

from the north line to the south line of the State, for instance.

Mr. Newcomb. That is probably a rate on goods taking one of the

higher classes, and perhaps it is not extraordinary for that distance.

But, under that adjustment, it seems as though it could not be a very
satisfactory adjustment for the Atlanta mA-chants.

Senator Cullom. Since you have brought the Georgia rate into

your statement, perhaps it would be well for you to file a supple-

mentary statement on that subject for our benefit.

Mr. Newcomb. I shall be glad to do that."

Senator Ctjllom. That supplemental statement showing whether
or not, when they come down toward the seacoast and strike the navi-

gable rivers that flow into the ocean, they make any difference.

Mr. Newcomb. I will bear that in mind. I wisK to say, however,
as to this kind of interference with the normal adjustment of busi^

ness, that seemingly high rates, under such circumstances, do not

a This statement will be printed as an appendl:; when received.
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produce high revenue to the railroads, but that long-continued super-
vision by a State commission gets business into such a condition that
a drastic reduction, or reduction to the level fixed in surrounding
communities where rates have been allowed to decrease normally,
would be very unfair because business has been hampered and devel-
opment retarded.

Senator Clapp. You say " where they have been allowed to de-

crease."

Mr. Newcomb. What I mean is, let them alone and they will de-

crease of themselves; interfere with them and the decrease stops,

for the reason given by the Atlanta Journal, which is very ably stated,

that the railroad man will not reduce his rates—can not reduce his

rates.

Senator Clapp. You say if the Georgia commission did not inter-

fere, but let the rates alone, they would not be so high ?

Mr. Newcomb. If the Commission had been able to make new rates

and make them intelligently every day, every week, and every month

;

to make the continuous adjustments which the railways make under
normal conditions, there would have been the same decline as in other

States where biisiness had not been interfered with ; but no commis-
sion can do that. They can not supervise business in any such detail

as would be necessarjr to do that.

Senator Clapp. If they can not supervise and can not interfere,

why do you think that interfering with local rates would prevent the

decrease?

Mr. Newcomb. You misunderstand me. I mean while you can
put this power into a statute, you can not make it physically possible.

When the statutory power exists the railways can not make the desir-

able reductions, for every reduction is going to be a club to compel
some other reduction.

Senator Newlands. Your idea is that even though they have a free

hand they wiU not exercise it?

Mr. Newcomb. They can not exercise it; they can not afford to

exercise it. You force the railway officers into this psychological atti-

tude—^that you make each man an advocate of his own rates ; and it is

a very poor advocate who can not convince himself of the righteous-

ness of his own cause. He knows that he may have to defend the

rates before the Commission, and so he defend.s them before every-

body.
Senator Clapp. If your argument is good, why is the alarm felt

that interference by legislation here is going seriously to cripple

the revenues of the roads ?

Mr. Newcomb. I do not believe that intelligent railway men feel

that the difficulty is anywhere near so simple as that. The thing
that they fear is general stagnation of business; that hampering
and restriction of this sort will hurt them in common with the rest

of the public.

Senator.Clapp. They do not so much fear actual reduction of rates

as proposed legislation to reduce the rates?

Mr. Newcomb. I do not believe any commission will often attempt
to make large reductions. One case, decided by the Interstate Com-
merce Commission, attempted to do that—^the Maximum Rate case

—

but it was so plainly co6fiscatory that I believe any court "WQiild have
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enjoined the operation of that order under any statute that you could

write. This seems so clear to me that I have not often thought it

best to cite it.

Senator Dolli^'er. I doubt very much whether any court would
enjoin the order.

Mr. Newoomb. Have you looked over the rates, Senator ?

Senator DoLLtVEE. I have looked over the order of the Commission
and read the arguments, and it struck me that it was a very reason-

able decision that was reached in that case, although I will admit
that it was a very big case.

Mr. Newcomb. I have always felt that that order could not have
been enforced, no matter whaj; the law was.

The Chairman. What was the amount of the reduction ?

Mr. Newcomb. I am not sure of the exact figures, but I think in

many cases it approached 50 per cent. But there were worse things

than that in that order. There was the general breaking up of

conditions that had long existed. I think ever since the construction

of the Cincinnati Southern the distributing rate from Cincinnati

to Knoxville and Chattanooga had been the same—76 cents on first

class. The Commission reduced this rate to 63 cents to Knoxville,

and reduced the rate to 60 cents to Chattanooga, giving Knoxville
an advantage over Chattanooga of 7 cents a hundred pounds, which
would have tremendously crippled the business of Chattanooga.
Chattanooga was not represented or heard before the Commission in

that case, and there is not, in the decision of the Commission, a line

or a word to indicate that it found the former adjustment unfair
or unjust. The same sort of breaking down of long-established

conditions followed all through the South. There was also a differ-

ential made in favor of Rome as against Atlanta, both towns having
formerly had the same rates. The members of this committee un-
doubtedly know something of the way post-offices and other public
buildings are occasionally secured for particular towns, and it may
be worth observing that Mr. Clements, a member of the Commission,
lived at Rome. The rates from Chicago and Cincinnati to Meridian
were made the same on some classes, and very nearly the same on
others. There had been the ordinary differential in favor of Cincin-
nati on that business and by changes of that sort Cincinnati would
have lost a large part of what it gained in the reduction, and there

would have been a general upsetting of conditions in the South. It

was a plainly confiscatory order.

Senator Dollivee. Against the railroad or against the towns?
Mr. Newcomb. I think it was plainly against the railroads. I am

not sure that this breaking up of established conditions would have
prevented its enforcement under some possible state of law," but I
think you could have written no statute which would not have per-

mitted the railroads to secure a preliminary injunction against that

order under the Fifth amendment.

WOTJIiD STOP VOLUNTARY EEDTJCTIONS.

The history of the experiments of the States in the direction of
rate-making will show, I believe, that the purijhasers of transportation
invariably fare better with open-minded railway officers iian they
ever do with rate-making commissions. No less than 30,000 railway
officers are to-day looking for opportunities to make profitable reduc-
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tions in rates. They conduct this search not as philanthropists, or
the agents of philanthropists, but because the first lesson they have
learned as traffic officers and the most thoroughly accepted principle
on which they act is that, under certain conditions, lower rates mean
more business and an increase in revenue which exceeds the increased
cost that the new business entails. They know that progress in this
direction is a geometrical progression—that is, that more paying
traffic, secured by lowered rates, means more prosperous customers;
that more prosperous customers mean new items of traffic and en-
larged movement of the old items, and that these augmentations will
warrant other reductions in charges which will cause a repetition of
the process. Under normal conditions and eliminating the items of
traffic whose volume is not elastic, there will be no cessation in the
downward trend of rates until every consumer is satisfied. But
create a rate-making commission and everything is changed. The
traffic officer who formerly sought for opportunities to reduce his
rates is no longer open minded; he has been transformed into an
advocate of the existing schedule and every item in it. He knows
that a voluntary reduction will be used as a club to compel an invol-

untary one. He knows that until driven to plead confiscatory taking
of property without due process of law at the bar of justice the reve-

nues of his corporation will have no defender but himself and his
fellow-officers. Therefore his answer to the shipper who seeks a
reduced rate is very likely to be that it is the business of the Inter-

state Commerce Commission to make reductions.

Thus substantially the whole burden of adjusting rates to new
conditions would be thrown upon the Commission. The nominal
power of initiating changes in rates not complained against would
be so limited in practice as to be too dangerous to be frequently
exercised. And no commission of five men or of fifty men can order
reductions, after investigations bearing the slightest resemblance to

judicial procedure, with one-tenth of the rapidity with which they
are now volutarily made. This retardation of the natural decline in

rates has happened. Mr. W. M. Acworth, the highest lilnglish

authority on railway economics, in a book published in 1905," asserts

that it is a " point of serious practical importance," to be considered
in connection with the British railway legislation of 1891 and 1894,

by which Parliament itself undertook to fix rates, that this legisla-

tion " has done much to prevent any natural and gradual lowering of
rates." He describes the present situation as follows

:

A railway company is still free to lower. It has ceased to be free to raise.

A manager may desire to lower a rate, hoping thereby not only to benefit trade,

but also, by increasing largely the volume of traffic, to increase his own net earn-
ings. But it is only a hope. In the nature of the case certainty is not attain-

able in advance. A prudent manager, therefore, will not, unless his hope is

closely allied to certainty, lower a rate when he must fact a lawsuit before he
can put it up again. Still less will a conference of managers—and most impor-
tant rates affect many companies—allow one of their number more sanguine or,

it may be, more far-sighted than the rest to go ahead and make experiments.
This at least is what we might expect a priori. Any trader whose experience
goes back to the years before Parliament began carefully to regulate railway
rates in the interest of trade can-say from his own recollection whether the atti-

tu^ of a railway manager to a suggestion of a reduced rate is nowadays more
or less sympathetic than it was thirty years ago.

• The Elements of Railway Economics, Oxford, The Clarendon Press, 1905,

S. Doc. 243, 59-1—vol 4 43
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Mr. Acworth further testifies that

:

The law of undue preference in the hands of a court, where legal rather than

commercial considerations necessarily rule, has undoubtedly also had weight
in putting a stop to the isolated and tentative reductions which, when cumu-
lated, result in a general reduction of the average rate.

THE INTERSTATE-COMMERCE LAW HAS HINDERED REDTJCTIONS.

We are not without evidence that the present interstate-commerce
law, in spite of the fact that, as administered, it has not been shown
to endow the Commission with very effective power to compel reduc-

tions in particular rates,* has also operated so as to retard the natural

general decline in railway charges. This law was approved by Presi-

dent Cleveland on February 4, 1887, and became effective sixty days
later. Prior to that time there had been no statutory restrictions

upon the charges for interstate railway services and no Federal super-

vision of those charges except such as might be exercised by the

United States courts in the application to interstate commerce of the

principles of the Common Law.
Under the provisions of the law of 1887 the Interstate Commerce

Commission has compiled annual statistical reports descriptive of the

railway system of the country and its operations, and the sixteen

yearly volumes, which now bring the record up to June 30, 1903,

afford the basis of most valuable comparisons between the different

years of the period of statutory regulation. Fortunately, too,

through the enterprise of the United States Department of Agricul-
ture, under the late Secretary J. Sterling Morton, a comprehensive
study of the available records of railway operations prior to 1887
was undertaken in 1896, and although the conditions of the inquiry
made it impossible to secure complete results the data obtained are
either fairly representative or in other cases are variant in plainly
ascertainable directions. It is possible, therefore, to make important
comparisons between the average railway rates and other significant

facts of the period of seventeen years of statutory regulation for
which complete official statistics are available and those of the period
of similar duration immediately antedating the adoption of the inter-

state-commerce law.

The first comparative period selected—that during which inter-

state railway commerce, being free from statutory restrictions,

was subject to no other limitations than those imposed by commer-
cial conditions—^began with the year 1870 and ended with that of
1886. The comparable period of statutory restriction, also of seven-

teen years' duration, began with 1887 and extends through the fiscal

year 1903. The length of the railways of the United States at the
beginning and end of each of these periods, and the increases, appear
below

:

Tear. Railway
mileage.

Increase.

MUes. Per cent.

/ 1870
1 1886

; 1887
\ 1908

49,168
132,685
144,676

} 88,467

I 68,801

169 78

Period of restriction , .._ ..... 48.75

o I shall show hereafter that It does establish such power.
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Thus, during seventeen years of freedom the railway system in-

creased, proportionately to its length at the beginning, four times
faster than during seventeen years of restriction. During the period
of freedom railways were built at the rate of 4,910 miles per annimi,
while during the succeeding period of restriction, although the
United States had grown amazingly in population and in financial

strength, the annual rate of increase was but 3,724 miles. The
financial depression of 1873, included in the ea;rlier period, was quite

as serious as that of 1893, which took place during the later period.

The following table contains important data concerning railway
traffic movement, rates, and earnings for each year from 1870 to

1886, inclusive

:

Period of free interstate commerce.

Year.

Tons car-
ried 1 mile
pel- mile
of road.

Average
train load
in tons.

Length of
haul in
miles.

Freight
revenue
per mile.

Revenue
per ton.

Bate per
ton per
mile in
mills.

1870 268,694
353,796
331,958
354,716
359,883
341,807
350,952
345,773
381,094
450,700
465,732
479,618
457,016
411,921
410,481
442,629
473,659

81.72
91.19
84.92
93.44
89.01
99.58

110.24
111.14
118.90
128.57
134.83
134.92
137.55
127.24
132.04
140.07
131.94

97.67
100.87
95.68
103.89
97.08
105.88
107.22
109.02
U5.58
111.73
109.19
Ul.lO
108.89
111.29
U4.65
117.54
114.61

o$4,830
o5,171
o5,520
o5,148
o4,794
4,260
4, 051

o4,266
04,534
4,934
5,539
6,393
4,728
4,866
4,621
4,379
4,550

o|1.07
01.66
0I.6I
01.57
al.44
01. 48
0I.4]
01.51
al.52
1.29
1.36
1.33
1.17
1.34
1.30
1.19
L14

18. 89
1871 17. 89
1872 • 0I8 46
1873 16 13
1874 015.20
1875 14. 21
1876 . 0I2 17
1877 al2.86
1878 _.
1879

12.96
11.53

1880 12 32
1881 11.88
1882 11.02
1883 12.05
1884 11.36
1885 10.11
1886 9.99

" Currency values reduced to their equivalents In gold.

NoTB.—The data in the foregoing were taken from Bulletin No. 15, Miscellaneous Series,
Bureau of Statistics, U. S. Department of Agriculture.

As has been said, the Department of Agriculture in prosecuting
the inquiry through which the foregoing data were obtained was
unable to secure information for all the railway mileage of any of
the years covered. The following statement shows the proportion
of the mileage of the country covered by each of the averages given
for the first and last years of the period

:

1870. 1886.

Tons of freight carried 1 mile per mile of road
Average train load
Distance traversed per ton (length of haul)
Freight revenue per mile of road '.

Bevenns from each ton of freight moved
Bate per ton of freight per mile

I*er cent.
49.20
36.57
46.82
75.90
66.27
48.93

Per cent,
79.23
74.49
79.23
88.82
79.45
79.23

The intermediate years show a gradual increase in the proportions
of mileage covered from the lower percentages of the year 1870 to the

higher percentages of 1886. A little consideration will enable anyone
to understand the probable effect of the omissions of the successive

years upon the general trend of each average. The mileage for which
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the early records were obtainable was naturally that belonging to the

corporations having the most complete and scientific business organ-
izations. Now, it is evident enough that these companies are com-
monly those whose business is most successful and prosperous. In
other words, the mileage excluded had relatively less traffic. Dense
traffic means low rates but high earnings per mile. It follows that
the first column understates the increase in density of traffic, the sec-

ond understates the increase in the train load, the fourth shows a de-

crease in earnings per mile of line where probably complete statistics

would show a slight increase, the fifth understates the decrease in av-
erage earnings per ton of freight carried, and the last understates the
decline in average earnings per ton per mile. A generalization con-

cerning the distance traversed is more difficult, but fortunately much
less important. The increase shown in this average is not very sig-

nificant, but it is probably excessive. In connection with the aver-

ages expressed in dollars and cents, the fact that currency values for

the period during which gold was at a premium were reduced to their

equivalents in gold by the Statistician of the Department of Agricul-
ture should be borne constantly in mind.

Senator Newlands. Assume that there had been no public regula-

tion from 1887. I imagine that prior to that rates were quite high,

but when they got down to a comparatively low level the reductions

would not be so rapid.

Mr. Newcomb. The absolute difference ought to have been very
much greater in the earlier period. I do not see any reason why the

percentage of difference should be greater, but, as a matter of fact,

it was very much greater during the first period of seventeen years

than during the second seventeen years. I do not know of any other

condition of controlling importance except the legislation.

The following table contains averages similar to those given for

the period of freedom, for the years of restriction, from 1887 to 1903,

inclusive

:

The period of statutory restriction.

Year.

Tons car-
ried 1 mile
per mile of

road.

Average
train load,
in tons.

Length of
haul, in
miles.

Freight
revenue
per mile.

Revenue
per ton.

Rate pep
ton per
mile, in
mills.

1887 513,513
511,894
448,069
487,245
602,705
543,365
551,232
457,252
479,490
523,832
519,079
617,810
659,565
735,366
760,414
793,351
855,442

155.11
154.84
179.35
175.12
181.67
181.79
183.97
179.80
189.69
198.81
204.62
226.45
243.52
270.85
281.26
296.47
810.54

116.20
116.86
127.36
119.72
120.00
124.89
125.60
125.88
122.82
124.47
128.27
129.78
128.85
128.53
136.05
131.04
182.80

$4,769
4 482
4,188
4,568
4,569
4,922
4,883
3,981
4,107
4,322
4,240
4,773
4,895
6,466
5,804
6,114
6,680

$1.16
1.09
1.17
1.10
1.09
1.18
1.12
1.10
1.06
1.03
1.05
1.01
.97
.98

1.05
1.08
1.05

9.84
1888 9.41

1889 9.22

1890 9.41

1891 8.95

1892 8.98

1893 8.78

1894 8.60
1895 8.39

1896 - - 8.06

1897 7.98

1898 7.53

1899 7.24

1900 7.29

1901 7.50

1902 t 7.57

1903 7.63

Note.—The data In this table were taken from the reports of the statistician to the
Interstate Commerce Commission and (for the first two years) from Bulletin No. 15,
Miscellaneous Series, Bureau of Statistics, U. S. Department of Agriculture.

The averages in the foregoing for the years 1887 and 1888 represent

from 71.32 to 91.84 per cent of the railway mileage then in operation.
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Those for the years from 1889 to 1903, inclusive, being from the re-

ports of the Interstate Commerce Commission, are substantially com-
plete.

The tables of averages which have been introduced afford the basis

for very significant comparisons between the first and last years of
the two periods and between the net changes of those periods. Such
comparisons follow

:

Period of freedom. Period of restriction.

Item.
1870. 1886.

Increase
(+) or de-
crease (— ).

1887. 1903.

Increase
(+)or Jte-

crease v- ).

Tons carried 1 mile per mile of
268,694

81. 7i!

97.67
$4,830
$1.67
18.89

473,659
131.91
114.61
$4,550
$1.14
9.99

Per cent.

+76.28
+61.45
+17.34
- 5.80
-31.74
-47.U

513,513
155.11
116.20
$4,769
$1.16
9.84

855,442
310.54
132.80
$6,630
$1.05
7.68

Per cent

+ 66.59
Average train load, in tons ._

Average distance per ton, in mUes.
Freight revenue per mile of road..
Average revenue from each ton ...

Bate per ton per mile, in mills

+100.21
+ 14.29
+ 39.02
- 9.48
-22.46

With such allowances, in the directions already indicated, for the

incompleteness of the data for the period of freedom, as may
properly be made, the foregoing comparisons show that the density

of traffic, that is, the average ton-mileage per mile of line, increased
more rapidly during the first period than during the second. It

is certain, however, that the real increase of the first period was
greater than is indicated, and therefore that the rates of augmenta-
tion of the different periods undoubtedly differed more widely than
the percentages show. The train load, that is, the average number
of tons carried 1 mile per mile run by freight trains, has also in-

creased greatly, and probably somewhat more steadily than the aver-

ages indicate. All of the averages which represent earnings decreased
from 1870 to 1886, but from 1887 to 1903 average earnings per mile
of line increased. Much of the increase, however, was unquestionably

consumed by increased operating costs, while another important
portion represents the augmented annual capital charge properly

due on account of vast expenditures for betterments and the conse-

quent very much higher quality of the average mile of railway line.

Nevertheless, it is most significant that both the average charge per
ton of freight, regardless of the distance carried and the average rate

per ton per mile transported, decreased much more rapidly when in-

terstate railway commerce was wholly free than when it was restricted

by Congressional legislation and by the supervision of the Interstate

Commerce Commission. On account of the omissions noted, it is

^certain that the decline in the rate per ton from 1870 to 1886 greatly

^exceeded the 31.74 per cent shown and that the decline in the rate

per ton per mile during the same period of freedom was much more
than 47.11 per cent. Yet the corresponding, but far more accurate

figures for the period of restriction show decreases of but 9.48 per

cent and 22.46 per cent, respectively. Undoubtedly there are valid

objections to basing comparisons of far-reaching significance upon
data for single years. To obviate this objection the following table,

containing comparisons between the yearly averages of the first and
last quinquennial periods of each of the 17-year periods under con-

sideration, has been prepared.
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Item.
18T0-187t.

Period of freedom.

1882-1886.
Increase
(+) or de-
crease (—).

Period of restriction;

1887-1891 1899-1903,
Increase
(+) or de
crease (—).

Tons carried 1 mile per mile of
road

Average train load, in tons
Average liaul per ton, in miles
Freight revenue per mile of road
operated

Revenue from each ton moved
Bate per ton per mile, in mills

333,799
88.06
99.04

$5,093
SI. 59
17.31

439,137
133.77
118.40

J4,629
$l.i3
10.91

Per cent.

+81.56
+.51.91
+14.50

- 9.11
-22.64
-86.97

492,685
169.22
120.03

$4, .515

$1.12
9.37

760,828
280.53
131.25

15,782
$1.02
7.45

Per cent.

+54.42
+65.78
+ 9.35

+28.0
- 8.93
-20.49

The results of the comparisons in the foregoing table are no less

significant than those afforded by the .data in the statement which
preceded it. Although neither the decline in the average payment
per ton nor that in the average payment per ton-mile was stopped by
the adoption of restrictive legislation, the statements supplement
each other in proving that rates moved downward much more rapidly
during the period when interstate railway commerce was free from
statutory restriction.

A PARTIAL TRIBUNAL.

A great deal is heard in the discussion of railway problems, from
those who know very little about railway conditions or practice,

about the public advantages which would result from the arbitration

of an impartial tribunal composed of experts who would decide rate

controversies with no especial leaning toward the shipper or toward
the railway. It is not necessary to point out in answer to this argu-

ment that contracts are best made when the negotiations are direct

and without intermediaries ; that the interposition between the 'two

parties to a business transaction of another party who has no interest

in it is shown by experience to be dangerous, or that arbitration is

never desirable, in any contingency, save as the smaller of alternative

evils.

Even if arbitration of the sort indicated were as beneficent as its

most enthusiastic advocates fondly imagine the history of the Inter-

state Commerce Commission as a body and frequent utterances of

some of its members show that it never has been and indicate that it

never can be an impartial arbitrator. This conclusion might have
been drawn with certainty from an examination of the incongruous
functions of the Commission, but it is fully established by readily

ascertainable facts. Thus in its Annual Report for 1897 (p. 19) the

Commission asserted that it had been created " to provide a means
by which the public could array itself against the carrier," while one
of its members has repeatedly referred to it as the " advocate of the

small shipper " and in similar terms. As a chain is never stronger

than its weakest, link the following divergent expressions attributed

to two members of the Commission by a leading Chicago newspaper
indicate how far it falls below the standard of judicial impartiality.

It will be remembered that the Anthracite Coal Strike Commission
of 1902-3 ruled that the matter of railway rates was not relevant to

the issues it was created to try and that against this ruling certain

labor leaders and periodicals, including the New York Journal, felt

called upon to protest. The newspaper named severely criticised the
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Strike Commission for refusing to go into the rate question and
announced its own purpose to see that it was investigated. Accord-
ingly, while the public dissatisfaction with the conditions growing
out of the strike was at its height, the New York Journal filed a com-
pkint concerning anthracite rates with the Interstate Commerce Com-
mission. That body was then conducting an investigation in Chicago
and, the fact that the complaint had been brought being telegraphed,
representatives of Chicago papers naturally sought expressions from
the Commissioners. One of the leading dailies of Chicago published
in the same column the following radically contrasting statements
which were attributed, respectively, to Chairman Knapp and Com-
missioner Prouty, and neither of which, so far as I have been able to
learn, has ever been denied

:

Mr. Knapp said :
* Mr. Prouty said

:

" Ttie Commission expects to take " For years I have said tliat the rates
official cognizance of the subject at no on hard coal are excessive. Why are
distant date. Fntil then it would be they so high? Simply because the
improper for me to -go into any ex- railroads can put them where they
tended discussion." please. They own the coal mines, the

cars, and the roads. I regard the com-
bination of hard-coal railroads as the
worst trust In the country. I am
heartily glad to see the evidences
throughout the country of growing pub-
lic sentiment against the trust methods
of railways. If the people do not want
trusts, why do they not commence
the fight with the railways?"

" How can they? " he was asked.
" By making laws that will prevent

the railroads from charging excessive
and unreasonable rates, such rates as
are charged on hard coal, for example.
Neither the Interstate Commerce Com-
mission nor any court can compel
them to reduce the rate."

Some months after the foregoing was printed the complaint of the
New York Journal (filed in the name of Hon. William Randolph
Hearst) was brought to trial before the Commission. Mr. Prouty
sat in the case and will no doubt participate in its decision. The
defendant carriers probably hope, more or less confidently, that they
have convinced him that the anthracite rates are not, as alleged
in the interview, examples of " excessive and unreasonable " rates.

The way in which Mr. Prouty's attitude appears to the public is

pretty strikingly illustrated in the May, 1905, issue of Freight. This
periodical, which is published in the mterest of shippers, announces
that Mr. Prouty is about to retire from the Commission, that he
will seek a nomination for Congress, and that, if elected, he will, to

use the words of the editor, " continue his fight against the railroads

on the floor of the House." I would not cite these facts or any
others for the purpose of criticising a single member of the Com-
mission. If they had no other effect, they would be unworthy of a
place in your records. But they are merely especially salient instances

of the manner in which the environment of such a board is certain

to operate upon the mental bias of more or less of those who make up
its memberdiip. There will always be some members who are so

affected.
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THE POLITICAL DANGERS.

It has been observed already that the proposed legislation would
inject political considerations into controversies which are and ought
to remain wholly industrial. There is no industrial community in

the United States which does not compete with some other community
or communities, and none which would not like to have its rates

reduced or those of its competitors advanced. Boston complains
because its rates on similar traffic are higher than those of New York

;

New York complains that it pays more than Philadelphia ; Philadel-
phia that it pays more than Baltimore; all four would like to have
the rates to New Orleans and Galveston greatly advanced. Only the

other day a distinguished New England Senator, high in the councils
of the President, announced that the purpose of the proposed legis-

lation is the abolition of the differentials under the standard rates

which permit the southern Atlantic ports to do any competitive
business at all.

Senator Clapp. Who was that?
Mr. Newcomb. Senator Lodge. He said in pasrt

:

This movement is a movement for the equalization of rates. • * * It is

a case of the rebates to individuals and of the differentials between points.
• * * No railroad wants to give a rebate to anybody. * * * i believe
that it would put more money into the treasuries of the railroads if there were
no such things as rebates and differentials than the present system can ever put
there. We have dealt somewhat with the question of rebates and individuals.
They are comparatively easy to deal with, but when you come to the differ-

entials between points you touch communities, and that is a very serious
matter ; and to-day New York and Boston are suffering from the railroad differ-

entials, and are made to suffer for the benefit of points farther south.

The Chaikman. Where does that quotation come from ?

Mr. Newcomb. A speech made before the Middlesex Club of
Boston.
The Chairman. You find that in a newspaper?
Mr. Newcomb. In the Boston Daily Globe of January 21, 1905.

The concluding sentence of the foregoing was received with great
applause by the Middlesex Club of Boston and its guests. The abo-
lition of port differentials would be very satisfactory to Boston, but
carry the news to Philadelphia, Baltimore, Norfolk, Newport News,
Wilmington, Charleston, Savannah, Brunswick, and Pensacola, and
it would be received quite differently.

Senator Foraker. Why do you omit New Orleans and Galveston?
Mr. Newcomb. It is a pretty long list already. They belong in

the list.

Senator Foraker. They are the principal southern ports, and that
is the reason I make that inquiry.

Mr. Newcomb. They belong in the list. Yet the Commission is

composed of the political appointees of a partisan (I do not use the
word " partisan " as suggesting anything improper) President, and
from the beginning New England and New York, together, have had
two-fifths of its membership, while the South has never had more
than one-fifth.

Senator Cttllom. You do not mean the Massachusetts commission?
Mr. Newcomb. No; the Interstate Commerce Commission.
Senator Cullom. It has been said that it is political, but prac-

tically it is not. The members of the Commission are appointed
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by the President, just as the judges of the United States courts are
appointed.

Mr. Newcomb. There is a clause in the law saying that not more
than three shall ever belong to the same political party, you remem-
ber?

Senator Ctjllom. Yes, I know that.

Mr. Newcomb. Unfortunately there must for a long time to come
be something of sectionalism in American politics. Is it not pos-

sible, even probable, that in spite of the most impartial purposes,
some favor will be shown to the localities that are in political accord
with the Administration or party in power? Certainly the likeli-

hood of such unintentional bias is not lessened by the fact that the

members of the Commission are appointed for limited terms, are

almost certain to desire reappointment, and may be ambitious of

further political advancement. It will be a sorry day for American
industry when the question of port differentials or of the relations

among railway rates, anywhere, becomes in reality a political ques-

tion. Do the people of the United States wish to see the great parties

which perform such useful functions in their Government divide

upon the question whether wheat shall be made into flour for the

use of eastern consumers at Minneapolis or at Niagara; whether
live cattle or dressed beef shall be shipped east of Kansas City,

Omaha, and Chicago; whether New Orleans, Galveston, or New
York shall draw tribute from the greatest quantity of export grain,

or whether the salt produced in New York or Michigan or Kansas
shaU be most profitably marketed in Iowa ?

LESSONS FROM ABROAD.

Europe's lesson for the United States

—

Says Prof. H. R. Meyer, formerly of Harvard University and now
of the University of Chicago

—

is that any thoroughgoing and effective effort to regulate railway rates will

arrest the decline of railway rates, will prevent the railways from developing
a volume of traffic sufficiently large to justify the building of railways of the

American standard of efficiency, will check the development of the resources of

the country, and will demoralize the politics of the country.

Australia's lesson for the United States

—

Declares the same authority

—

is the visible helplessness of the politician, the absolute inability of the politi-

cian to safeguard and to foster the long-run interests of the country in a commu-
nity of which every section has become demoralized and debauched through an
extension of the functions of the government. * * * Australia's lesson is

that the politician in charge of the State never will be permitted to become a
business man.a

A single illustration of the manner in which political considera-

tions are applied under a system of government rate making to the

determination of what ought to be purely industrial problems may be

selected from the large number given by Professor Meyer. From
1877 to 1891 the rate on grain over the German government railways

o For a thorough discussion of the disastrous consequences of official railway

rate-making and of government railway ownership see the series of articles

contributed to the Railway Age of July 10, 1903, and succeeding weeks, by
Professor Meyer, and also his testimony before this committee.
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from eastern Prussia to the industrial centers along the Rhine re-

mained at 1.557 cents per ton per mile, although from 1888 the agri-

cultural interests of the former region had demanded a substantial

reduction. After repeated denials by the bureaucracy the crop fail-

ures of 1891 brought about final acquiescence, in the especial inter-

est, however, not of the eastern agrarians, but of the mining and fac-

tory population of the Rhine provinces. Under the reduced tariff

there was a rapid augmentation of the grain movement ; but the gov-
ernment of Saxony protested that its farmers and millers, being
located half way between the grain-growing regions of eastern

Prussia and the Rhine provinces, had a natural right to supply their

home demand for grain and flour and that they ought not, by means of
low rates over the government owned railways, to be subjected to the
competition of the farmers and millers of eastern Prussia. Similar
complaints were lodged on behalf of the farmers and millers of
Bavaria, Wurttemberg, and Baden. Finally, in 1894, the govern-
ments of the protesting provinces notified the Prussian government
that their legislative representatives would not vote for the bill

authorizing a commercial treaty with Russia unless the reduced rates

on grain jvere discontinued. In response to this demand the rates on
grain were put back, in April, 1894, to the point at which they had.
bsen fixed in 1877. The natural objection of eastern Prussia to this

restoration of the old rates was coupled with the statement that the
protective duty of $8.75 per ton on grain was of no use to that region
unless its inhabitants were permitted to dispose of their surplus grain
in the protected markets of Germany. Thereupon, finding itself

under the political necessity of denying them the privilege of selling

their products within the Empire, the Imperial Parliament took the

only action which was left to it, and gave the eastern landholders an
export bounty of $8.75 on grain in order that they might sell in Great
Britain the surplus which they were not permitted to sell to the peo-

ple of Germany. Under this law, in the year 1900, the eastern Prus-

sians exported 327,000 tons of bounty-fed wheat and rye, while at the

same time western Germany imported, by sea and by river, 2,700,000

tons of wheat and rye on which it paid a duty of $8.75.

POWER TO INCEEASE RATES.

It is important to note that the Commission desires the power to

fix minimum as well as maximum rates; that is, to order rates to be

increased as well as to order them to be lowered. The Commission
has announced that many rates are too low (Annual Report for 1897,

p. 22), and it follows that some ought to be advanced if others are

lowered. In fact, this is an essential corollary to the well-known fact

that railway property, as a whole, produces a very low return upon
the investment. In urging, in 1897, that it be given rate-making
power, the Commission explained at length its desire to be empowered
to order advances in rates, saying:

There Is, moreover, one class of discriminations which we have never pos-

sessed the power to effectually correct, even while we assumed the right to fix

the maximum rate. * * * The most bitterly contested cases now pending
before us are of exactly that character. * * What Is necessary here
la the right to fix a minimum rate, to say that the carriers shall not charge
below a certain rate. * • * It may well be inquired whether a carrier
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should be prohibited from making as low a rate as it chooses. • • • The
very reason why we suggest that the Commission be given this power to fix

a minimum rate in certain cases is to preserve the rights of the public by
preventing an act of unjust discrimination. (Annual Report for 1897, pp.
24r-25.)

There is scarcely any complaint that railway rates are excessive

per se, and no well-founded complaint of that character. No alle-

gation of absolute unreasonableness in charges has ever yet survived
the test of judicial scrutiny; the Commission has never declared
a rate to be excessive in and of itself, except after comparing it

with other rates or the revenue derived from it with other earnings.

The relations among rates furnish the real element of controversy."

Thus, adjustments may be found to be unreasonable, but rates, as

such, can not be shown to be in that condition. But if only the dilfer-

ence between one rate and another is in controversy, it can be just

as effectively modified by raising one of them as by lowering the

other. No one contends, for example, that a rate of 20 cents per 100
pounds on grain shipped from Chicago to New York is unreason-
able, but it IS now contended by New York interests that a difference

of 3 cents in favor of Baltimore is excessive. If the Coramission,
having obtained the power now sought, should sustain this contention

and order the carriers to cease and desist from enforcing a differen-

tial of more than 1 cent, its order could be obeyed by reducing the

New York rate from 20 to 18 cents or by raising the Baltimore rate

from 17 to 19.

Senator Fokakee. Measured by the differentials they do not seem
to have suffered much on that account.

Mr. Newcomb. The Commission has not had the authority which
it is proposed td give it.

Senator Cullom. I think the Commission is absolutely impartial.

Mr. Newcomb. I did not at all mean to intimate that it is not.

Senator Ctillom. The suggestion has been made that there is poli-

tics in it, but, as a matter of fact, there is none in their official conduct.

Mr. Newcomb. I do not mean to say that, but I believe it would be

very easy for politics to get in.

Senator CuiiLOM. So it is easy for politics to get into any place

that is open.
Mr. Newcomb. But with the greater power it would have, it would

be easier for politics to get in. We know how it is now in many
States ; we know that men running for the office of railroad commis-
sioner, where that office is elective, in conducting their campaigns
before the people, tell what great reductions ought to be made and
what great reductions they will make.

Senator Newlands. Your idea is that if the question of differen-

tials is submitted to the Interstate Commerce Commission, that will

provoke a conflict of sections, each section being desirous of having

representation on the Commission. Is that it ?

Mr. Newcomb. I think even if we were to admit that no member of

that Commission would ever be actuated by what he would regard

as political considerations, we must still realize that they would be

actuated by their associations and their friendships. It is not pos-

o As frequently held by the Commission, application of the terms " reasonable "

and "unreasonable" necessarily involves comparison. (Annual Report for

1898, p. 27.)
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sible, it seems to me, that gentlemeii representing New York and New
England will realize the demands of the industrial South as would
gentlemen from the South.
Eeturning to the question of the relations among rates. If, in

such a case as that of the port differentials between New York and
Philadelphia, the companies interested chose to seek to satisfy an
order to reduce the difference by raising the lower rate instead of
by reducing the higher rate, what agency could compel them instead
to lower the just and reasonable rate to New York? Indeed, in

such a situation, where one rate is reasonable in itself but the ad-
justment as compared with some other rate is unfair, it is obvious
that the other must be too low and that the only proper remedy,
the only one which would be sustained on appeal to the courts, must
be an advance of the lower rate. The Commission has, in its reports,

indicated many cases in which it would have exercised this power
to prescribe minimum rates. In one case (Annual Eeport for 1897,

pp. 24-25) the power would have been used to require an advance,
or perhaps to prevent a reduction, in the rates on lumber from
Winona, Minn., to Kansas City, Omaha, and contigiious territory.

Again, in 1898 the Commission enumerated (Annual Report for

1898, pp. 23-24) three cases of great importance which it thought
served as illustrations of its contention that the fact that it can not
prescribe minimum rates constitutes " a serious defect in the statute."

AN INELASTIC SYSTEM.

The methods of rate making proposed would inevitably subject

American industry to arbitrary and inelastic conditions, under which
progress would be checked. A serious vice of legislative interference

with the business relations among the participants in industry is

that the insight of the legislature, or its agents, in business matters
can not be as keen as that of those directly concerned in them, nor is

the impulse to secure accurate and complete knowledge equal to

that due to the rigid responsibility for commercial success or failure

imposed by the competitive conditions of private industry. The
physical limitation is perhaps even greater. No Federal commission
has now, or will ever have, the multitudinous agencies for studying
the needs of industry or the close touch with business life which rail-

way officers now enjoy. If all other elements were supplied, as they
never can be, no Congress would ever accord the funds necessary to

employ a force adequate in mere numerical strength. Nearly all

the applications for changes in rates now received by the railways

are based either upon the claim that similar freight is being hauled

the same distance for a lower charge or a greater distance for the

same charge. As the railways could not, under the proposed law,

afford to make changes shippers would soon stop submitting their

representations of this sort to the carriers and would file them, as

complaints, with the Commission. And how would they be handled ?

The history of the State commissions shows that they always make
distance the controlling factor, and it is easy to perceive the reason

and to foresee that the FederaL Commission would do the same. Dis-

tance is the one salient, universal, and changeless feature which is

always within the comprehension of a rate-making commission.

The official vision, separated by half a continent from the facts, can
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see a mile when it can not see a mountain. Such a body always
struggles ineffectually, if at all, against the principle of the distance
tariff. It may proclaim, as the Interstate Commerce Commission has
proclaimed, the importance of other factors; it may protest, as the
Commission has protested, that distance does not and ought not to

control, but when the practical test comes it will, nine times out of
ten, as has the Commission in an even greater proportion of its

decisions, accord paramount influence to the distance factor.

Railwaj'^ rate-making is essentially empirical. To be prosperous
themselves railways must serve prosperous communities. The ulti-

mate test of each rate is the degree of prosperity of the producer, the
carrier, and the consumer. However thoroughly conditions are

studied before a new rate is made, the results of its enforcement must
be gathered promptly and in detail, and some one must be ready v/ith

the necessary power immediately to make a second change if the first

is shown by experience to have been unfortunate. Is'o commission
can exercise these functions, nor can any commission ever respond
with the needed rapidity to the daily changing conditions of inter-

state commerce. The pending proposals would stretch xVmerican in-

dustry upon a Procrustean bed and result in nothing but numbness,
stagnalion. and deformity.

indeed, the history of the Commission shows that when it thought
it had a giant's strength it attempted to use it like a giant. In the

Freight Bureau cases, which afterwards went to the Supreme Court,

the Commission, on the complaint of persons engaged in business in the

cities of Cincinnati and Chicago, issued an order which, if it had been

complied with, would have modified the existing relations among rates

to substantially all southern points of destination. It would have de-

creased the areas' within which certain important cities like Chatta-

nooga, Atlanta, and Selma could do a jobbmg business, while the dis-

tributing areas open to other cities would have been correspondingly

increased. It is to be remembered that this was done in a case in

which the interests of Chattanooga, Atlanta, Selma, and the other

cities referred to were not represented before the Commission and

had no opportunity to introduce testimony or argument. Nor is there

a line or a word in the report and opinion of the Comimission which

indicates that it had found, or that there was any evidence from

which it might have found, that the adjustment of rates as between

these destinations was unjust. The drastic reductions ordered in this

case—as, for instance, on first-class freight from Cincinnati to Knox-

ville from 76 to 53 cents per 100 pounds, and on fifth-class freight

between the same points from 40 to 22 cents—are striking enough

;

but it is perhaps even more significant that the Commission saw fit

to break up the long-established relation under which Knoxville and

Chattanooga had enjoyed equal rates and to accord thereafter a con-

siderable advantage over Chattanooga to the city of Knoxville.

Again, the class rates to Rome and Atlanta had been the same, but

the Commission chose to reduce those to Rome much more than those

to Atlanta. For example, the first-class rate, which had been $1.07

to both cities, was reduced 32 cents at Rome and 21 cents at Atlanta,

giving Rome an advantage of 11 cents per 100 pounds. The first-

class rates to Anniston and Selma had been $1.07 and $1.08, respec-

tively, but the Commission reduced the rate to Anniston to 86 cents

and left the $1.08 rate in force at Selma. On the other hand, the rate
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of $1.02 on second-class freight to Selma was reduced to 92 cents,

while the 92-cent rate on second-class freight to Anniston was reduced
to 73 cents, the reduction in this case to Anniston being 19 cents and
that to Selma 10 cents.

The following table shows the changes, from Chicago and Cincin-

nati to the cities named, prescribed by the Commission in the Freight
Bureau cases

:

[Rates In cents per 100 pounds.]

From—

Classes.
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To-
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114
114
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99
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126
92
126
92
109
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79
126
92
128
102

79
45
88
54
97
64
107
73
98
98
95
74

107
73

112
92

82
57
83
57
106
81

106
81
91
89
83
68

106
81
103
88

62
37
65
40
79
54
85
60
82
80
72
60
85
60
89
78

64
47
64
47
85
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86
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75
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85
68
80
71

u
27
47
30
61
44
62
45
60
62
52
46
62
45
66
60

55
40
55
40
71
56
71
56
63
62
55.
47
71
56
67
59

37
22
39
84
49
34
50
35
47
49
44
36
50
35
53
48

42
30
42
ao
58
46
58
46
55
64
42
36
58
46
53
47

32
iCincinnati
/Chicago

CHiattanooga 34
ICincinnati
(Chicago

22
38

1 Cincinnati :.

/Chicago -Atlanta

24
39

ICincinnati

Meridiaji

Birmingham

38
\Cincinnati.
fChicago

38
34

iCincinnati
/Chicago

28
39

Selma

Cincinnati 27
38

ICincinnati 36

In examining the foregoing it should be remembered .that the
Commission recognized that it would be necessary to adjust very
many other rates to those specifically required, and ordered that such
changes should be made. This single order affected thousands of
rates and substantially all through south-bound traffic east of the
Mississippi river and destined to points south of the Ohio and
Potomac rivers. Had the order been enforced it would have irre-

trievably damaged the distributing business of many cities which
were not parties to the case ; it would have thrown great railway sys-

tems into bankruptcy and the original complainant, Cincinnati, would
have lost, through changes in the relation of its rates to those from
Chicago, a considerable portion of its distributing trade.

The desire to interfere in this way with relations which have
resulted from a long process of industrial and commercial evolution
shows how far even the present fairly conservative Commission might
attempt to go in the arbitrary disturbance of basic business condi-
tions. What some future commission might do may well be left to

the imagination. Rebating is bad enough, but under conceivable
circumstances it might save the country from the worse evil of an
inflexible and unwise adjustment of rates. No industrial community
will ever fall behind its competitors and no great business will ever
become bankrupt because of final refusal to violate unwise laws, but
unwise laws may drive out of business the men who hold to the high-
est standards of morality and put in their places others who will
do whatever is essential to success. When England's Parliament
attempted to deprive wage earners of the increased wages which the
economic conditions brought about by the decimation of the ranks of
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labor by the Black Death justifiedj the law failed and those who paid
wages fixed by the market rather than those fixed bv statute were not
restrained by the argument that any violation of law is immoral.
No parliament or congress has ever yet enacted a law that has eilec-

tually repealed a natural law of commerce and trade. Labor, mer-
chandise, and transportation will forever sell for what they will
bring.

WOTJLD ADD TO THE INCENTIVE FOE EEBATINQ.

The whole power of the Federal Government and of most drastic
laws has not been sufficient up to the present time wholly to elimi-

nate secret deviations from schedules promulgated by the railways.

It is not likely to be easier to enforce schedules made and promul-
gated by an extraneous authority. No law will prevent shippers
from offering traffic at less than the legal rates or, when concessions

are refused, from withholding it or sending it forward, where pos-

sible, by carriers operating on rivers, canals, lakes, or seas, or in

adjacent foreign countries. No law will compel railway men to

stand idly by while their locomotives rust in the roundhouses or their

cars decay upon the side tracks because traffic to employ and fill them
is not offered at the rates fixed by the Government. If the existing

set of railway men should decline to violate such a mandate and the
financial destruction of their properties should ensue the certain

and inflexible operation of the natural laws of business would bring
in, as their early successors, men who would meet the necessities of
the situation. There would be more rebating under the proposed
system or under any system which lodged final authority to fix rates

for the future in any public body than under the existing system.

IT IS GENERAL RATE MAKING.

I have not hesitated to characterize the pending proposals as seek-

ing to confer rate-making authority upon the Commission, although
I well know that the advocates of these measures, including the

Commission, object to the use of that term. It is conceded that the

proposals now under consideration in Congress, with the exception
of those relating to the use of shippers' cars and " industrial " rail-

ways, of which measures I shall not speak save in terms of assent,

relate solely to the enlargement of the power of the Government
over the rate schedules and not to the prevention of the deviations

from those schedules which are accomplished by means of rebates.

The President urges that the Interstate Commerce Commission be
endowed with " the power to revise rates and regulations," or, in

other words, to revise and remake the schedules of charges which
the railways must observe. The Commission has described (in its

Annual Report for 1904) the enlarged power which it seeks as

follows

:

What the Commission could do If the authority so defined should be definitely

conferred by the Congress is this : After service of complaint upon the carrier

or carriers, after full hearing of each carrier and shipper interested, and after

careful inTestigation, a report and opinion would be rendered, and if the de-

cision should be against the carrier an order would be entered directing it to

cease and desist from charging the rtte complained of and to substitute therefor

a rate found, upon the evidence before the Commission, to be reasonable and just
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The only substantial criticism of the foregoing which ought to

be made is the use of the singular form " rate," instead of the

plural form " rates," in describing the changes in the schedules

which the Commission wishes to have power to make. This choice

of a word of minimum significance was not intended to mislead
anyone and will not mislead anyone, for the Commission declares

in the sentence immediately preceding that just quoted that the

proposed enlargement of its powers " would confer in substance the

same power that was actually exercised by the Commission from the

date of its organization up to May, 1897, when the United States

Supreme Court held that such power was not expressed in the stat-

ute." Now, it happens that in the very case decided by the Supreme
Court in May, 1897, the Commission had attempted by a single order
to substitute not " a rate," but several thousand rates, which it re-

garded as " reasonable and just," for several thousand other rates

which it had condemned. In fact, in this one order it attempted to

compel a complete revision of the charges on all through southbound
railway freight originating east of the Mississippi river and north
of the Ohio and Potomac rivers and destined to points south of the
two last-named rivers and east of the Mississippi river. The Com-
mission regards it as " persistent misrepresentation " to allege that the
power sought is that of rate-making, but if this is true the misrepre-
sentation began with the highest court in the land. In deciding the
case just referred to the Supreme Court said:

There Is nothing in the act requiring the Commission to proceed singly
against each railroad company for eacli supposed or alleged violation of the
act. In this very case the order of the Commission was directed against a
score or more of companies and determined the maximum rates on half a
dozen classes of freight from Cincinnati and Chicago, respectively, to several

named southern points and the territory contiguous thereto, so that if the power
exists, as is claimed, there would be no escape from the conclusion that it

would be within the discretion of the Commission of its own motion to suggest
that the interstate rates on all the roads of the country were unjust and un-
reasonable, notify the several roads of such opinion, direct a hearing, and upon
such a hearing make one general order, reaching to every road and covering
every rate. (167 U. S., 508.)

Whatever the Commission could do upon its own motion it could
certainly do upon complaint, and no complaint may be dismissed on
account of the absence of direct interest on the part of the com-
plainant. It is rather difficult to understand how, in view of the

conclusion of the Supreme Court, which has just been quoted, any-
one can contend that the proposals now pending would not confer

general rate-making power upon the Commission. A distinguished

advocate of the proposed legislation told you only the other day
that^

There Is a vital difference between clothing a commission with authority

to make a specific rate in the stead of one that has been condemned, after full

hearing, and clothing It with authority to prepare and publish general rate
schedules."

Whether the foregoing generalization is accurate or not is of no
consequence in the present discussion. There is no proposal which
limits the action of the Commission, under the suggested enlargement
of its powers, to a " specific rate." The complaint required may be

• See testimony of Governor A. B. Cummins, of Iowa.
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made by a person without a scintilla of interest in the matters com-
plained of, for section 13 of the present law says that

—

No complaint shall at any time be dismissed because of tbe absence of direct
damage to the complainant.

And the Esch-Townsend bill bases the proposed enlarged authority
"upon complaint duly made under section 13 of the Act to regulate
commerce." A complaint may be as broad as the continent and
might easily involve the suggestion, as the Supreme Court has said,

"that the interstate rates on all the roads of the country were un-
just and unreasonable." The Interstate Commerce Commission has
repeatedly heard single cases involving thousands of rates and
millions of dollars of railway gross receipts. It is either a singular

misapprehension or a notable lapse from candor which permits the

constant use of the word " rate " instead of the word " rates."

Senator Dolliver. Is it your idea that the power to fix rates could
not be so narrowed as to exclude the consideration of this territorial

question involving port differentials?

Mr. Newcomb. I would not like to say that it would be impossible,

but I am afraid you would not find it practicable.

Senator Dollivek. I notice that Judge Clements, of the Commis-
sion, expressly desires to have it narrowed down to the naked question

of considering the reasonableness and justice of particular rates com-
plained of by shippers.

Mr. Newcomb. Of course the Commission always uses the word
rate, but in practice its orders have, almost without exception, related

to a large number of rates. In its special report to the Senate, dated
May 1, 1905, the Commission says

:

It should be noted that the number of cases by no means measures the extent
and variety of tbe interests Involved, since a single case may be brought by a
municipal or commercial organization on behalf of all shippers in an important
locality and against an entire group of carriers reaching numerous sections and
distant points of origin or destination.

The power to initiate railway rates over any railway is exhausted
almost as soon as its operation is begun. Thereafter no power any-
where remains except that to revise, remodel and correct the

schedules originally adopted or their successors. This power, so far

as interstate traffic is concerned, must be exercised subject to Con-
gressional regulation, and this regulation may Constitutionally go
so far as to take the rate-making or rate-revising authority away
from those who now exercise it and transfer it to Congress and, per-

haps, to a commission. Constitutionally this legislative power is,

apparently, complete and plenary, except as it is limited by the pro-

visions that

—

(a) " No person shaU be * * * deprived of life, liberty, or

property without due process of laAv " (Art. V of the amendments
to the Constitution of the United States) ; and

(&) " No preference«shall be given by any regulation of commerce
or revenue to the ports of one State over those of another " (Art. I,

sec. 9, Constitution of the United States).

But the fact that the Congress probably possesses the power of

railway rate-making, a power conferred before the locomotive was
dreamed of, when the greater portion of the present area of the

United States was an uninhabited and trackless wilderness, when the

S. Doc. 243, 59-1—vol 4 44
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entire population of the country was less than four millions, when it

contained but five cities of 10,000 inhabitants and none over 35,000,

is, perhaps, not evidence that it should be fully exercised in the day
when even the oceans do not mark the boundaries of the nation, when
45,000 locomotives and 210,000 miles of tracks are the measure of rail-

way development, when continental America counts its population as

85,000,000 and one of its seaports contains more people than were
covered by its flag when the power was established. As said by the
Supreme Court in the case already quoted

:

The importance of the question can not be overestimated. Billions of dollars
are invested in railroad properties. Millions of passengers, as well as millions
of tons of freight, are moved each year by the railroad companies, and this
transportation is carried on by a multitude of corporations worliing in different
parts of the country and subjected to varying and diverse conditions. (167
U. S., 494.)

A far less authoritative contribution to the discussion on this sub-
ject says, with tnith:

The povyer to " revise rates and regulations " is the power generally to make
rates. Applied to American interstate railway services, it is greater power
than has ever been exercised by any president or prince, by any congress or
parliament, by any body of five men, or of 5,000 men. It is power to bind or
to loose industry, to enrich or to impoverish both capital and labor, to build up
or to tear down communities and commerce.

CONCENTRATING A POWER NOW WIDBLT DIFFUSED.

This tremendous power is now neither held nor exercised by any
railway officer nor by all of the railway officers of the country to-

gether. Although nominally resting with them, it is really shared
with those who ship commodities, and finally with the consumers
of the articles transported. No check is more real or more effectual

than that imposed upon railway officers by commercial competition.
Traffic and earnings grow with fairness, not with unfairness. No
railway ever prospered while serving unprosperous communities.
Producers will not produce and consumers will not consume at

localities which are subjected to unjust prejudice and disadvantage
by the adjustment of railway rates. The present body of railway
rates has grown up out of these conditions and subject to these checks.

American industry is intensely dynamic, and the changes are rapid
and far-reaching. Day by day these changes require changes in

rates, and so long as progress continues the charges must be altered

and readjusted. Thousands of railway officers hold daily confer-

ences with tens of thousands of shippers for the purpose of agreeing
upon reductions of rates. From April 5, 1887, to the date of its

latest (1904) annual report the Interstate Commerce Commission
received 2,358,960 rate schedules, and the present annual average is

about 100,000. Nearly all of these schedules are issued in order to

report reductions. The writer last quoted was perfectly accurate in

saying, in regard to the rate-making power

:

Given to the Interstate Commerce Commission it will not have been trans-

ferred from the railways, for neither singly nor collectively can they or do they
now exercise it. It will have been talien from the public, travelers, shippers, and
railways among whom it is now diffused, and concentrated in the hands of a

Government which, by that act of concentration, will be made the most power
ful and the most centralized of all governments on earth from the earliest dawn
of bistory to the present day.
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A FLOOD OF LITIGATION WOULD FOLLOW.

The present interstate-commerce law has probably received about
all of the judicial interpretation which it requires. Neither the
Commission nor the litigants before it need hereafter go far astray
as to the authority which it confers or the remedies which it affords.

Eighteen years have barely sufficed to bring about this fortunate
situation. It would be a great pity should the hour of its attainment
become, at least without sufficient reason, substantially that on which
it gave place to a new law which .would require a second period of
judicial interpretation. Yet it is beyond the utmost power of states-

man or lawyer to devise a statute on so complex and important a
subject as this, a statute proposing to modify and control all of the
contractual relations between interstate railways and their patrons,

which will not require extended and repeated reference to the courts

before its meaning is fully and clearly established.

Again, there are two clauses of the Federal Constitution under
which every rate prescribed by legislative authority can be brought
before the Federal courts. How far the provision against the taking
of property without due process of law may be effective to prevent
unreasonable reductions of particular rates is only one of the Con-
stitutional questions which would require extended judicial inquiry.

So far the popular theory has been based upon an expression by
Judge Brewer m the Iowa Railroad Case (Chicago and Northwestern
V. Peter A. Dey et al., 35 Fed. Rep., 866), decided in the United
States circuit court for the Southern District of Iowa on July 27,

1888. Judge Brewer said

:

Coming now to the question of tlie scliedule as presented, I remark that the
schedule as a whole must control, and its validity or invalidity does not depend
upon the sufficiency or insufficiency of the rates for any few particular subjects
of transportation.

It is to be remarked that in this case an injunction against the pro-

posed legislative schedule was granted, and that the objection before
the court was to an entire schedule rather than to particular items
in it. It is possibly unwarranted to assume that if the legislative

attempt were to take up the schedule in detail, and to substitute

unremunerative rates for remunerative rates, some way to stop the
process by judicial action somewhere short of the confiscation point
would not be discovered. And it is here to be remarked that the

decisions indicate that the confiscation point is that of " no compen-
sation," not that of unreasonably low compensation. Then, too, every

great city is now a port of the United States. It would be scarcely

possible to issue an order which would not be the subject of litiga-

tion on this score if the provision against preference does not, in fact,

tie the hands of Congress on the whole subject of effective rate

making.
RAILWAY RATES ARE NOT EXCESSIVE.

Now, it is by no means a complete answer to a demand for new
legislation, even when the proposed laws are experimental and rad-

ical, to show that they obAdously open the door to new evils of

unmeasured magnitude. About the best that legislation ever can do
is to contrive an exchange of old evils for new ones, and, if the old

set of evils is serious enough, even a radical and uncertain experiment
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may be necessary. It is desirable, therefore, to measure carefully

the length and breadth and depth of the evils which are the basis of

the demand for further rate legislation.

Two classes of evils are alleged to exist. It is claimed

:

(a) That railway charges are generally excessive in themselves.

(b) That railway charges are so adjusted as to discriminate un-
justly between persons, places, and kinds of traffic.

The Chairman of the Interstate Commerce Commission, Hon.
Martin A. Knapp, does not believe that there is any ground for the
first charge. In his statement before the Senate Committee on Inter-

state Commerce on March 18. 1898, he said

:

In the first place, as Senator Elkins says, the question of excessive rates

—

that is to say, railroad charges which in and of themselves are extortionate—is

pretty nearly an obsolete question. I would not affirm that there are not such
rates

;
yet, broadly speaking, there are not many such. Those are not the rates

of which the public complain. That is not the burden of the complaint

It is difficult to see how railway rates can be generally excessive

unless the earnings of railway property are unduly high. Just what
those earnings are and their relation to the capital actually invested

thus become important questions.

The total railway capitalization on June 30, 1903, the latect date for

which the statistics are available, as reported by the statistician to the
Interstate Commerce Commission, was $12,599,990,258, but this

aggregate includes $2,318,391,953 in par value of railway securities

held in the treasuries of railway companies and thus the basis of other

issues of securities. Part of this duplication was offset, however, by
the exclusion from the capital account of $864,552,960 of current lia-

bilities. Allowing for these items, the capital account stands as fol-

lows:
Railway ca'pitalization.

Stock not owned by railways $4,357,235,824
Bonds not owned by railways 4, 906, 661, 409
Miscellaneous obligations 640, 704, 135
Income bonds 234,016,821
Equipment trust obligations 142,980,116
Current liabilities 864, 552, 960

Total - $11, 146, 151, 265

How nearly the quoted amount represents actual investment in

railway property is a pertinent inquiry. There is a great deal of

loose talk concerning overcapitalization, much of which is merely the
repetition of estimates which in the rapid i)rogress of the last decade
have lost their last shred of intelligent basis. The general policy of
paying for the improvements necessary to keep their properties up to

the state of efficiency essential to meet modern conditions out of earn-

ings and making no capital charge therefor has, it is believed, de-

stroyed the last vestige of " water " in the capitalization of the
American railway system as an whole.

Senator Newlands. You mean putting money back out of earn-

ings?
Mr. Newcomb. Yes, sir.

Senator Newlands. You say " putting money back out of earnings
that could have been used for declaring dividends "
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Mr. Nbwcomb. I say that has done away with all water that there
may have been in the capitalization of the American railway system
as an whole.
Senator Clapp. How would it do away with watering stock?
Mr. Newcomb. Because the capitalization now represents their

true valuation.

Senator Clapp. If they had issued the stock at par, to pay for

the improvement the stock would still have been watered, would it not ?

Mr. Newcomb. Perhaps not; but suppose there was water before
that, would not that remain ?

Senator Ci^pp. Does not that remain now ?

Mr. Newcomb. No; I think it has been wiped out by making the

value of the property equal to the capitalization, so that there is

value for every dollar of outstanding securities.

Senator Clapp. You mean the improvements would eliminate the

watered character of the stock?

Mr. Newcomb. Yes, sir.

Senator Newlands. But you are speaking of railroads as an whole.

Mr. Newcomb. There are some systems, I presume, for which that

statement would not be true. They are offset, however, by systems
that are worth a great deal more than their capitalization. I am
much inclined to think that the system, as an whole, is worth more
than its aggregate capitalization.

The same report states that $196,728,176 was paid in dividends on
railway stock and $283,953,124 as interest on funded debt, but here,

again, there is serious duplication, due to the inclusion of payments
from one railway corporation to another, which must be excluded
before the real returns to investors can be determined. Turning, how-
ever, to the " combined income account of the railways of the United
States, considered as a system," on page 74 of the Eeport for 1903,

it appears that the actual net payments on account of capital were
as follows:

Payments on account of capital.

Net interest on funded debt $268, 830, 564
Interest on current liabilities 9,060,645
Net dividends 166, 176, 586

Total $444, 067, 795

This return amounts to 3.98 per cent on the capital invested and
this was for the very prosperous year 1903.

Senator Newlands. Dividends paid ?

Mr. Newcomb. Dividends and interest; the dividends are less.

The rate is raised by the fact that the percentage of interest on
funded debt is a little higher than the percentage of dividends on
stock.

Senator Newlands. Let me understand that. Your first claim is

that while the stock of these railroad companies may in some in-

stances have been watered, that is to say, stock issued without any
equivalent either in cash or property, yet that the railroads them-

selvee, by applying part of their profits to betterments and exten-
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sions instead of to dividends, have put into the value of the railroads

sufficient to make that value equal the face value of the stock.

Mr. Newcomb. That is what I mean. They have put back the dis-

count they had to give on their securities.

Senator Newlakds. We will assume that a railroad has made
enough to earn, say, 15 per cent in dividends ; that it has declared a
reasonable dividend, say, of 6 per cent|!*and then has put the other 9
per cent into betterments and extensions. Would you regard that as
relieving the corporation of its water?
Mr. Newcomb. In your supposed case it may not have been relieved

of water; but it might have been a very desirable arrangement. I
think you will find, however, that in most cases this putting back of
money into the property has antedated the payment of dividends,
always of anything like 6 per cent dividends. It is very rare that 6
per cent dividends are paid on any American railroad stocks.

Senator Nbwlands. Six per cent upon the face value of the stock,

yes; but 6 per cent is not uncommon upon the real money that has
been put into the business^

Mr. Newcomb. But I am inclined to think that if I go into an en-
terprise and have to discount,my note in order to secure capital that
is an expense of the enterprise which I am entitled to get back. I am
not at all sure that railways are under any obligations to so expend
their earnings, but as a matter of fact they have done it.

Senator Newlands. But the assumption of the Supreme Court is

that in the regulation of rates you must have in view the value of the
property and a fair return, in the shape of interest to the stockholders,

upon the actual investment, I imagine. If they get more than the
going rate of interest and apply that surplus to betterments and ex-

tensions, would you regard that as increasing the capitalization of the
road?
Mr. Newcomb. I am not at all sure that the going rate of interest

would be looked upon by the Supreme Court as a fair return where
there had not been any interest for a long period or where the risk

had been very great. The amount that must be received from invest-

ments is determined by the risk as well as by the rate on othor invest-

ments.
Senator Newlands. We can conceive a case where the earnings of

a road amounted to more than 10 or 15 per cent upon the actual money
invested, and there have been cases of reorganizations where two or
three times original par has been issued in stock for the original

shares.

Mr. Newcomb. I do not know of any such case. Senator.

Senator Newlands. Take the case of the Northern Pacific and the

Great Northern. They bought the Chicago, Burlington and Quincy
road. The par of that stock, I believe, was 100. They bought that

stock and issued bonds against it for $200 a share.

Mr. Newcomb. They issued a 4 per cent bond at $200. The reve-

nue on that bond is just 1 per cent on the former capitalization, I

believe, higher than the former dividends. Seven per cent dividends
were being paid on the stock, and the bonds now pay 8 per cent. The
dividend rate was just about to be raised to 8 per cent.

Senator Kean. They have been earning 8 per cent for several years.
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Mr. Newoomb. Yes, sir.

Senator Newlands. But that 8 per cent ran the price up to $180,
did it not?
Mr. Newcomb. I think before the movement for securing the con-

trol of that property began, the shares were selling for something
like $155, and the price went up to $180, or perhaps $190, during the
contest.

Senator NEWTiANDS. So that the demand created for that stock by
that operation increased its value on the market 25 or 30 points, and
then bonds were issued for even an additional increase.

Mr. Newcomb. As I remember the last quotations, they were about
193 or 194. I do not pay especial attention to these matters.

Senator Newiands. Bonds were issued upon the basis of 200. The
original stock in that case had a par value of 100, had it not ?

Mr. Nbwcjomb. Yes, sir. I have never attached great importance
to this question of capitalization. The question to the public, if it

has any interest whatever in the matter, must be, how much is going
to be paid out on these securities. So far as the public has any inter-

est, ite' question is what interest is going to be paid. If the total

interest charge is not increased, I am sure there can be no injury.

I do think that money capitalization has nothing at all to do with the

charges that are made.
Senator Newlands. You mean charges that are made by the roads ?

Mr. Newcomb. Yes. I am quite convinced by President Hadley's
argument on that point, that there is no influence through capitaliza-

tion upon rates. I think that is a business question.

Senator Newlands. Suppose the capital stock has been doubled
without additional value being given, there would be an opportunity
then to so adjust the rates as to earn 4 or 5 per cent upon the capital.

Mr. Newcomb. Not an effective opportunity in that direction. I
think that is absolutely impossible.

Senator Newlands. Would it not be the natural inclination on the
part of the railroad ?

Mr. Newcomb. Undoubtedly it has a very natural inclination to

earn all it can and to distribute all it dares to distribute, but they
know very well that they can not distribute any very large dividends.

That is out of the question.

Senator Cullom. Did you get through your main statement, Mr.
Newcomb?
Mr. Newcomb. I am sorry to say I did not.

Senator Newlands. Then I will not pursue this inquiry further.

Mr. Newcomb. It appears, therefore, that $11,146,151,265 of rail-

way capital earned for its owners $444,067,795 or 3.98 per cent per
annum in the exceedingly prosperous year 1903. Surely this is not
to be regarded as a high return, especially in view of the fact that

much of the capital included had previously been for many years

utterly unremunerative. Even in 1903 no less than 43.94 per cent

of the outstanding railway stock paid no dividends, and those who
held a goodly portion of the dividend-paying stock of that year
had to average their receipts over many previous years in which they

had received nothing. Even as late as 1897 the proportion of nonpay-
ing stock was 70.10 per cent of the total. The following statement
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shows these facts for each year covered by the reports of the Inter-

state Commerce Commission:

Tear.
Amount of

stock not pay-
ing dividends.

Stock pay-
ing divi-
dends.

Amount of
stock paying
dividends.

Amount
paid in divi-

dends."

Average
rate paid
on divi-

dend-pay-
ing stock.

1903.. $2,704,821,163
8,686,556,614
2,828,991,025
3,176,609,698
3,275,509,181
3,.')70,155,2:j9

8,761,092,277
3,667,503,194
3,475,640,203
3,066,150,094
2,859,;B4,.572
2,807,403,326
2,654,258,391
2,811,526,552
2,621,439,792
2,874,200,906

Per cent.
56.06
55.40
51.27
45.66
40.61
33.74
29.90
29.83
29.94
36.57
38.76
39.40
40.36
36.24
38.33
88.56

$3,450,737,869
8,887,644,681
2,977,67.5,179
2,668,969,895
2,2.39,502,545

1,818,113,082
1,603,549,978
1,659,024,075
1,485,618,453
1,767, 925,.565
1,809,600,846
1,825,705,437
1,798,890,636
1,598,131,933
1,629,750,927
1,490,267,149

$196,728,176
185,391,655
166,735,784
139,597,972
111,009,822
96,152,889
87, 110, ,599

87,603,371
85,287,543
95,515,2:26
100,929,885
97,614,745
91,117,913
87,071,613
82,110,198
80,238,065

Per cent.
5.70

1902. 6.55
1901. 6.26
1900 6.23
1899.. -4.96

1898 5.29
1.S97 5.43
1893 5.62
1895 6.74
1894 6.40
1893 5.58
1892 5.85
1891.. 6.07
1890 6.45
1889 6.04
1888 6.38

° Large portions of the agc;regates shown in this column were paid to railway corpora-
tions ; the actual totals paid to private Investors were much lower than those shown.

Even in 1903 the dividend rate on all of the stock outstanding was
but 3.20 per cent and that on stock in private hands but 3.81 per
cent. The data available do not warrant a precisely comparable
study of funded debt and its interest. The last column in the table

which follows is based upon a comparison of the total interest

accrued with the total funded debt outstanding, instead of, as in the
case of capital and dividends, that portion on which something was
paid as return to investors.

Funded deit and interest.

Tear.

Amount of
funded debt
not paying
interest."

Funded
debt pay-
ing inter-

est."

Amount of
funded debt
paying in-
terest."

Interest ac-
crued dur-
ing year.b

Average
rate of in-
terest ou
all funded
debt out-
standing.6

1903
1902

$272,788,421
294,176,243
361,905,208
378,937,806
572,410,746
862,402,622
867,950,840
860,659,442
890,561,460
914,757,607
743,015,132
777,719,420

Per cent.
95.67
95.11
98.77
93.22
89.55
84.18
83.41
83.74
83.29
82.71
85.61
84.44

$6,028,662,689
5,726,598,001
\ 451, 558, 981
5,206,209,241
4,904,474,088
4,537,6:fl,977

4,362,526,212
4,429,474,129
4,439,018,786
4,377,855,208
4,419,975,407
4,220,165,036

$283,953,124
274,421,866
282,094,838
252,949,616
251,158,087
248,126,691
247,880,230
249,624,177
252,512,920
252,779,623
250,176,887
240,074,895

Per cent.
4.41
4 49

1901 4 46
1900 . . 4 48
1899 1.65
1898 4 63
1897 4 70
1896 4 67
1895 . 4 69
1894.. 4.72
1893 4.79
1892 4 76

" Exclusive of equipment trust obligations.
' Including interest on equipment trust obligations.

The foregoing shows that the rate of payments on account ot
bonded indebtedness has considerably decreased during the last twelve
years, and that the average is now less than 4J per ceaL
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GOVERNOK CUMMINS.

It is worth while to notice very briefly a recent argument that was
presented to this committee by Governor Cummins which, in the
words of its distinguished author, was intended "to show you that
the railways are not above criticism in the aggregate ^-evenue which
they receive for their service, notwithstanding the fact that the rate
per ton per mile is less here than elsewhere."
To establish the foregoing, with regard to the railway system of the

United States, its author ignored taxes amounting to $56,474,106;
assumed a ratio of operating expenses to operating earnings of 65
per cent, although the report from which he took his data showed that
the actual average was 67.75 per cent, and added to the real difference

between gross receipts and operating expenses, which difference he
designated as " net income," a largely fictitious bookkeeping' entry of

$100,786,684, representing income from sources other than operation.

The last-mentioned item is really to a very large extent a duplication

of amounts appearing in the aggregate for gross receipts. Thus it

includes the dividends received by the New York Central and Hud-
son Eiver Railroad on the shares which it owns in the Lake Shore
and Michigan Southern; those received by the Pennsylvania Rail-

road from its holdings in the Pennsylvania Company, Baltimore and
Ohio, and other companies, and many similar payments. Merely
allowing for these palpable errors reduces the apparent aggregate
capitalization, on a 6 per cent basis, from $13,151,808,689, as estimated
by Governor Cummins, to $9,629,612,783, and the average per mile
from his estimate of $62,927 to $46,074. Governor Cummins failed

to bring to your notice the significant fact that the report from which
he quoted shows that increased wages and prices have so gained upon
railway revenue that what he calls " net income " was lower in 1904
than 1903. As a matter of fact, the report shows that while average
gross receipts per mile of line increased $152 from 1903 to 1904, oper-

ating expenses at the same time increased $250 per mile, thus making
a net loss of $98 per mile, or, for 209,002 miles of line, $20,482,196.

It is not because this decline is not going on in Governor Cummins's
own neighborhood that it has escaped his attention. As shown by
the attestation of the secretary of the board, the board of railroad

commissioners of Iowa submitted its report for the fiscal year 1904
to Governor Cummins on December 5, 1904. This report shows that

the " net earnings " of the railroads of Iowa were less in 1904 than in

any one of the six years from 1898 to 1903, inclusive. The "net
earnings " per mile of line of the Iowa railways in 1904 were 0.84 per

cent less than in 1896, 19.56 per cent less than in 1898, 15.71 per cent

less than in 1900, 24.79 per cent less than in 1902, and 11.60 per cent

less than in 1903. During the twenty-seven years covered by the

reports of the Iowa commission, the net railway earnings of that

State have exceeded those of 1904 in every year except 1888, 1889,

1892, 1893, 1894, 1895, and 1897. The Iowa commission does not

deduct taxes before stating what it terms " net earnings." If this is

done, it will be seen that while the net receipts over the cost of opera-
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tion have been going downward taxation has been moving upward.

The following table shows these facts for each of the last ten years

:

Difference be-
tween gross
receipte and
operating ex-
penses (report
of Iowa com-
mission, 1904,

p. 9).

Railway taxes
collected in
Iowa (succes-
sive reports of
Iowa commls-

Bion.

Real net earnings.

Year.
Total.

Per mile
of Une.

1895 $11,109,838.02
13,105,639.96
12,932,788.66
16,135,664.33
16,986,388.76
16,665,146.79
17,314,664.85
19,294,045.87
16,433,235.49
14,998,034.25

$1,357,453.00
1,370,266.14
1,367,144.13
1,399,090.79
1,415,465.49
1,467,726.54
1,531,553.42
1,609,751.90
1,688,363.34
2,072,618.27

$9,752,385.02
11,735,383.82
11,565,644.63
14,736,473.54
15,570,921.27
15,197,421.25
15,793,111.43
17,684,293.97.
14,744,872.15
12,926,415.98

$1,149.18
1896 1,381.43
It97 1,364.09
1898 1,736.94
1899.. 1,828.76
1900 1,857.03
1901 1,688.40
1902 1,864.41
1903 1,652.75
1904 1,313.45

The foregoing shows that after paying for labor, supplies, general

operating expenses, and taxes, the railways earned less per mile in

1904 than in any year subsequent to the extremely bad year 1895 ; less

than in the very lean fiscal years 1896, 1897, and 1898.

In this connection I should like to print the first ten pages of the

annual report for the fiscal year 1904 of the railroad and warehouse
commission of Illinois.

This portion of the report reads as follows

:

To His Excellency Richaed Yates,
Governor of Illinois.

Snt: In accordance with the provisions of the law creating the railroad and
warehouse commission of this State and defining its duties, we have the honor of

transmitting to you herewith the thirty-fourth annual report of said commission
and the fourth annual report of the present board.

The State of Illinois still stands at the head of the list with the largest mileage

of main-track steam railroads of any State in the Union, and for the first time,

in many years there is not a mile of steam railroad within its borders in the

hands of a receiver. The prosperity of the whole country is still reflected in

the condition of the transportation companies of our State. Year after year it

Is our pleasure to report added millions of invested capital in new lines, improve-

ments of a marked and substantial character in the physical condition of the

older tracks, large additions to their operating capacity in the building of second,

third, and fourth main tracks, and the enterprise of the management of our rail-

roads in the care and comfort of the traveling public, by placing upon their lines

the very latest improvements in car construction, so that now we have upon
the lines in Illinois passenger trains unsurpassed by any trains In this or any
other country. Added to this, the more important of our railroads are installing

additional safeguards in the operation of their properties by erecting block

signals to govern the movement of the traffic, and yet despite of all that has

been done, the number of casualties is still far too great.

Our statistics show twenty-five (25) passengers killed and four hundred and

sixty-two (462) injured, or one killed for every 2,125,927 and one injured in

every 115,039. The proportion of killed and injured among the employees is

altogether too large, viz : Killed, 326 ; injured, 2,800 ; or one killed in every 324,

and one injured in every 38.

The extension of the block system will In-all probability reduce very materi-

ally the casualties among passengers, and a more rigid inspection of automatic

couplers and other safety appliances would go far to reduce the casualties among
the employees. And still the words of the Rev. Henry Ward Beecher, as they

were in the year 1878, when, addressing a gathering of railroad conductors In

the Tabernacle in Brooklyn, N. Y., and complimenting them upon the care and
fidelity with which they performed their duty, he said "that the statistics Of

this country proved that it was safer to travel on the railroads of the United

States than It was to stay at home."
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NEW LEGISLATION.

The statutes of the State regarding railroads are practically the same as they
were in the year 1871, when this commission was created. Very few amend-
ments have been added. The conditions surrounding the operation of railroads
have materially changed, and this commission have suggested from time to time
such changes and additions to the present laws as their experience has deemed
desirable. The railroad companies themselves have admitted the necessity for
additional legislation along these lines, and it would be pertinent here to reprint
the recommendations to the executive contained in the reports of the commission
for the years 1900, 1901, and 1903, which, in the opinion of the board, are just
as necessary to-day as when the recommendations were made.
The commission in 1900 report

:

" We desire to call your attention to the rapid construction of new lines of
road in this State for the purpose of carrying freight, mail, and passengers, the
motive power of which is electricity. Your board has held that where a rail-
road has been constructed under the general law of the State pertaining to ' rail-
roads,' they should enforce the laws and exercise such authority over them as
the statutes provide, regardless of the character of the motive power.. This
position has been questioned and is now being questioned in the courts. We
most heartily recommend that the statutes be amended so as to give the railroad
and warehouse commission the same authority over electric lines that it has
over steam railroads outside of the corporate limits of cities, and where a line
connects cities and counties outside of the corporate limits when the line is a
continuous road and under the control or management of the same company.
Such legislation will avoid much litigation and settle mooted questions now in

court '

CBOSSINQS.

"Petitions have been filed with this commission asliing them to name the
kind of crossings that should be put in where the street railways cross the
steam railroads within the corporate limits of cities. The steam railroads
contend that all crossings known as 'jump crossings,' used by many street

railways, are dangerous to life and property. The steam railroad companies
desire the commission to require the street railways to use ' channel ' crossings,

or, In other words, a crossing substantially constructed, such as steam railroad
companies use in crossing the main traclis of each other.

" It is contended by the street railway companies that under the statutes we
have no such authority. This, together with the further fact that so many lives

of the citizens of this State have been lost by the trains on steam railroads
running into street cars where the tracks of street railways cross the main
track of steam lines, leads us to recommend in the interests of public safety
that this board be given full authority by law to determine the character of the
crossing to be used where the tracks of street railways cross the steam rail-

roads within the corporate limits of cities, as well as without, and that the
same authority be given this commission in regard to such crossings as it now
has where the steam railroad companies seek to cross the main track of another
railroad ; and that full power be given this commission to order in interlocking
devices and other such safety appliances as may, in the opinion of the commis-
sion, be necessary to protect life and property at such crossings."

The commission in 1901 report

:

" There have been a great many accidents at grade highway crossings during
the present year, as will be seen by this report. Having this in view, the last

board recommended to the legislature that a bill should be passed empowering
this commission to direct all railroad companies, when in their judgment they
thought proper, to place electric bells at these crossings, and we desire to

repeat what has been said by the former commission, viz :
' We would respect-

fully recommend that a law be enacted which will require the railroads to

place electric bells at these crossings to give warning to those who may approach
the crossing of the coming of trains; that these bells shall be placed at such
crossings as In the judgment of the commission it shall be necessary, and
Where, in the judgment of the commission, such bells are not sufficient, that
the law shall provide that such other devices shall be used as shall in the dis-

cretion of the board be practicable.'

"

The commission in 1903 report

:

" The commission would like to Invite your especial attention to several mat-
ters of new legislation which their experience during the last year seems to be
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desirable. The State is just beginning to learn the advantage to be derived

from the building of interurban electric railways and capital is not slow to see

a source of profitable investment, consequently we have a large increase of
mileage of this class of railways during the present year and enough more
projected to nearly double the mileage at present operated. These roads are,

although in a different way, doing identically the same class of business as the
steam railroads, and the laws of the State applicable to the steam railroads ought
to be extended to apply also to the electric lines. These roads are seeking at
innumerable points a crossing of steam railroads at grade, and as grade cross-
ings have been decided in our State and many other States to be a menace to
the life and property of our citizens, it would seem to be right that the provi-
sions of our grade-crossing statute and protection-to-crossing statute be ex-
tended to cover the interurban roads, which this commission has proceeded to

do in all cases brought before it.

"Another matter deemed necessary to call your attention to particularly
is in the increase of the number of persons killed and injured on the railroads
of our State, and in this connection it might not be out of place to quote from
the last report of the Interstate Commerce Commission as to the desirability
of some more adequate means of controlling the movement of trains upon
our railroads, more especially as within a very recent date we have experienced
a very serious accident in our own State from the same cause."

To show you what proportions the electric railroads have assumed,
we desire to call your attention to the comparison of the condition
last year and at the date of this report. In 1903 this class of roads
had 365.32 miles of main line and branches in Illinois; in 1904 they
had 586.42 miles, a gain for the year of 221.10 miles. In 1903 they
had 553.34 miles of all classes of track in Illinois; in 1904 they have
794.06 miles, a gain of 241.72 miles, with quite a large number of
miles in process of construction, and also quite a number of new com-
panies incorporated.

THE REPORT AND WHAT IT CONTAINS.

You will find in our report comparative tables, making a compari-
son of all the details of the railroad business, both steam and electric,

between the years 1903 and 1904.

A statement of the financial affairs of the commission, viz: The
appropriation made for its maintenance and work.
The orders and opinions of the commission, in cases brought before

it for adjudication, and it might be well to state here that a very
large percentage of the cases adjusted have been presented merely
by letter or orally, and in nearly all such cases an amicable settle-

ment has been reached by correspondence or the personal intervention

of the commissioners.
The report of the consulting engineer relative to the physical con-

dition of the railroads, the protection of crossings by interlocking

devices, etc.

A statement of new railroads incorporated during the year.

Statistical tables of both steam and electric railroads.

A list of the names of the officers and directors of the roads operat-

ing in our State.

The annual report of the grain inspection departments at Chicago
and East St. Louis, both under the control and direction of this

commission.
The statute of the* State of Illinois relating specially to railroads

and the inspection of grain and public warehouses.
In addition to this we have reproduced photographic views of
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some of the most prominent of the new and interesting features of
railroad im^provements completed during the year.

STEAM RAILROADS, MILEAGE.

Table I.—The mileage (main line) of steam railroads of the State
of Illinois is 11,529.09 miles, being an increase of 300.04 miles dur-
ing the last year. Additional main track, 2,062.47 miles, an increase
of 63.57 miles; yard tracks and sidings, 5,099.05, a decrease of 28.53
miles, making a grand total of mileage of tracks of all kinds, 19,021
miles, with a gain during the year covered by this report of 510.03
miles.

RArLROAD CAPITAL.

Tahle II.—The total capital of all corporations owning and operat-

ing railroads in the State of Illinois (steam railroads) reported to

this commission at the close of this year ending June 30, 1904, was
$4,240,510,391, making an increase for the year of $300,117,137. This
is a much greater increase than for the two previous years, and is

accounted for by the increased mileage, betterments of the physical

conditions of the older lines, and increased equipment of all kinds,

for bo^h freight and passenger service.

B.

The total railway capital per mile of steam railroads for the year
ending June 30, 1904, was $C1,475. This shows an increase for the

year of $3,153 per mile of road, and is accounted for as indicated

above.

INCOME ACCOUNT, WHOLE LINE.

A.

Table III.—The gross earnings from operation of all steam rail-

roads reporting to this commission for the whole line operated both
within and without the State for the year ending June 30, 1904, is

$723,588,657, which is an increase of gross earnings over the fiscal

year of 1903 of $30,505,621. The operating expenses were $504,723,-

811, which is an increase over the operating expenses of the previous

year $41,399,739. The total income from operation of steam rail-

roads for the year ending June 30, 1904, was $266,008,810, which is

a decrease from the previous year of $8,045,774. The net income for

the year 1904 is $102,333,304, which is also a decrease from the previ-

ous year of $9,049,454.

DIVIDENDS PAID.

B.

The dividends paid by the corporations operating steam railroads

within the State of Illinois for the year ending June 30, 1904, was
$76,654,675, which is a decrease over the dividends paid during the

previous year of $290,202.
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ASSETS AND LIABILITIES.

Table IV.—The total assets of all steam railroads in the State of
Illinois for the year ending June 30, 1904, was $4,909,528,921, which
is an increase for the year of $269,144,386.
The total amount of liabilities for the year ending June 30, 1904,

was $4,692,153,322, which is an increase over the previous year of
- $247,868,721. The figures here given show an increase of net surplus
of assets over liabilities of $21,375,665, or a total of net surplus over
liabilities of $217,375,599.

INCOME IN ILLINOIS—PASSENGER AND FREIGHT SERVICE.

Table V.—The total mileage from operation of steam railroads in
the State of Illinois for the year ending June 30, 1904, was $139,-

749,392, which is an increase over the previous year of $6,936,858.
The total amount of income from passenger service, including mails
and express, for the year ending June 30, 1904, was $34,280,529.
The total from freight service was $88,722,088 and from other unclas-
sified earnings was $10,089,548.

EXPENDITURES IN ILLINOIS. .

Table VI.—^The total expenditures of st«am railroads in the State
of Illinois for maintenance of way and structures, maintenance of
equipment, conducting of transportation and general expenses and
u]iclassified expenses for the year ending June 30, 1904 amounted
to $122,852,887, which is an increase over the total expenses of the
previous year of $7,192,077.

PASSENGER TRAFFIC—IN ILLINOIS.

Table VII.—The total number of passengers carried earning reve-

nue in the State of Illinois for the pear ending June 30, 1901, was
63,148,198. The average distance carried was 26.7 miles.

The average amount received from each passenger was $0.51, and
the amount per mile of line earned by passenger service was $2,923,

which is an increase of passenger earnings per mile over the previ-

ous year of $194.

FREIGHT TRAFFIC IN ILLINOIS.

The number of tons of freight carried earning revenue during the

year ending June 30, 1904, was 122,002,531. The average distance

haul of 1 ton in miles was 101.7 miles. The average amount received

for each ton of freight was $0.76. The freight earnings per mile
of road was $7,386. The gross earnings from operation per mile
was $10,986. The operating expenses per mile were $7,608 and the
net earnings per mile of road were $3,378. This shows an increase

of 2,581,375 tons of freight hauled. The average distance haul of

1 ton is 2.7 miles. The average amount received for each ton of

freight was increased $0.01. The freight earnings per mile of road
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was increased $194. The gross earnings from operation per mile of
road was increased $444. The operating expenses per milewas in-
creased $631 and the net earnings per mile of road was decreased
$187.

FREIGHT TONNAGE—IN ILLINOIS.

Table F///.—This is a tabulated statement of freight originating
in this State and received from connecting lines and while it shows
a slight increase in most of the classes, yet in manufactures, miscel-
laneous and unclassified tonnage there is shown a decrease for the
year of 2,669,357 tons.

KAILEOAD EMPLOYEES—IN ILLINOIS.

TaMe IX.—The number of persons, including officers, employed
on steam railroads in the State of Illinois, for the year ending June
30, 1904, was 105,790. This is an increase of 2,405 over the year
1903. There was paid out in compensation to said officers and em-
ployees during the year ending June 30, 1904, a total of $70,810,-

600.69, which was an increase of $7,135,973.25 over the amount paid
the previous year.

SERVICES.

Table X.—This table shows that the highest average salary is paid
to the general officers which is $15.87 per day and is a decrease from
last year and the lowest average salary is paid to track men, which is

$1.40 per day. The average rate per day for all employees shows
an increase with but two exceptions. The average rate per day for
all employees, including general officers, for the year 1904 is $2.12.

DESCRIPTION or EQUIPMENT—WHOLE LINE.

Table XI.—This table includes a detailed description of equip-

ment in use on the entire line of all the railroads reporting to this

commission and doing business in the State of Illinois.

The total number of locomotives in passenger service for the year
ending June 30, 1904, was 3,744 and the total number in freight

service was 10,427 and in switching service 3,173, making a total

of 17,344 locomotives. The number fitted with train brake was 17,152

and the number fitted with automatic coupler was 17,235. This
shows a total increase in the number of locomotives of 2,054 over the

previous year.

The total number of cars in the passenger service for the year end-

ing June 30, 1904, was 12,232, the number in freight service was
655,692 and the number in company's service was 24,352 making
a total of 692,276 cars in use. The number fitted with train brake

was 564,546 and the number fitted with automatic couplers was
687,728. This shows a total increase in the number of cars of 48,906

of over the previous year.
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EAH.S, BAIiLAST AND BRIDGES AND CHARACTERISTICS OF ROAD.

Tahle XII.—Eails—The number of miles of main line and branches

in the State of Illinois for the year ending June 30, 1904, laid with
iron rails, was 17.59. The number of miles of main line and branches
laid with steel rails, was 11,529.09.

During the year there was 114,564.70 tons of new steel rails laid

and 5,290,847 new ties laid in the State of Illinois. The total nmn-
ber of miles of road unfenced was 1,781.75.

The total number of stations on the railroads in Illinois was 3,386,

wliich is an increase of 452 stations opened within the last year.

Ballast—There are 1,416.95 miles of stone ballast, a decrease of a
few miles in each of a number of roads from last year ; 6,003.52 miles

of gravel ballast, 1,621.94 miles of cinder ballast, 150.23 miles of slag

ballast, 111.06 miles of gumbo ballast, 403.29 miles of chatts, 195.49

miles of sand, and 1,606.61 miles of earth.

Bridges—There are 679 masonry bridges, 786 iron bridges, 1,542
steel bridges, 148 wooden bridges and 41 combination bridges. The
aggregate length of all bridges is 234,947.0 feet. There are 7,680
pile and frame trestles and 15 iron and steel trestles, with an aggre-
gate length of 653,163.2 feet.

RAILROAD CROSSINGS.

There are now 156 overhead railroad crossings, an increase of 16
over the previous year. Three hundred and fifty-nine overhead
highway crossings, and 614 under highway crossings. There are 525
grade crossings of steam railroads with 1,410 crossing frogs. This
IS an increase for the past year of 9 crossings and 219 crossing frogs.

There are 400 grade crossings of steam and electric railways with
1,385 crossing frogs. There is an increase for the past year of 9

crossings and 44 crossing frogs. There are also 14,648 grade cross-

ings of highways and streets by steam railroads. This is an increase

of 44 crossings during the past year. In view of the number of per-

sons killed and injured at grade highway crossings annually, viz:

year 1903, killed 112, injured 144; year 1904, killed 114, injured

141 ; we desire to call your especial attention to the recommendations
of this commission in its report for the year 1901, which is repeated
in our report for this year.

CONSUMPTION or FUEL.

Table XIII.—There has been consumed in the passenger service

by the steam railroads in the State of Illinois for the year ending
June 30, 1904, 1,613,454 tons of fuel in running 32,994,380 miles,

being an average of 97.80 pounds per mile.

There has been consumed in the freight service 4,123,137 tons in

running 43,641,017 miles, an average of 188.97 pounds per mile.

There has been consumed for all purposes, including passenger,
freight, switching, construction and unclassified service, a total of

7,358,641 tons of fuel in running 111,167,031 miles, being an average
consumption of 133.59 pounds per mile.
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ACCIDENTS IN ILLINOIS.

Table XIV.—The total number of passengers killed by steam rail-
roads in the State of Illinois during the year ending June 30, 1904,
was 25, a decrease of 6 from the previous year. The number of pas-
sengers injured was 462, which is an increase of 105 over the previous
year. The total number of employees killed was 326, which is an
mcrease of 44 over the previous year. The total number of em-
ployees injured was 2,800, which is an increase of 163 over the pre-
vious year. The total number of other people killed was 513, which
is a decrease of 48 from the previous year ; and the total number of
other people injured was 462, which was a decrease of 106 from the
previous year.

B.

Shows a classification of the causes of death and injury.

TAXES.

Table XV.—The total amount of taxes paid by corporations own-
ing and operating steam railroads in the State of Illinois for the
year ending June 30, 1904, was $4,945,988.70, which was an increase
over the previous year of $219,731.02,

Yours, very respectfully,

James S. Neville, Chairman,
Abthur L. French,
Isaac L. Ellwood,

Commissioners.
Wm. Kilpatrick, Secretary.

WHO OWN THE RAILWAYS.

Small as are the percentages of return upon railway investments
in general there may be those who, hastily assuming that this class of
property belongs to a limited number of very wealthy persons, would
willingly see the average rates still further reduced. It is no doubt a
fact that the progressive concentration of railway control under a rela-

tively few great corporations and closely allied financial interests has
been confused, in the popular mind, with an actual concentration of
ownership. In other words, multitudes of otherwise intelligent peo-
ple are so misled by the existence of the artificial. State-created
entities known as " corporations," that they fail to observe, in the
background, the millions of natural persons who are the real owners
of the corporate properties. I have recently made a somewhat hasty
and incomplete investigation of the ownership of railroad property
and have come into possession of statistics of unquestionable accu-

racy which serve in some degree at least to indicate the wide diffusion

of the actual beneficial interest in the railways of the country. A
S. Doc. 243, 59-1—vol 4 45
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brief memorandum of the results of the investigation may do some-
thing to dispel the erroneous impression that railroad ownership is

vested in a small group of the very rich.

THE DISTRIBUTION OF STOCK.

As my own inquiries have dealt principally with the ownership of
railroad bonds, it may be well, before stating the facts which they
have elicited, to recapitulate some of the data concerning stock owner-
ship which were made public in an article by Mr. Slasson Thompson,
in the World of To-day for January, 1904.

Mr. Thompson ascertained that 43 railroad corporations, control-

ling 115,641 miles of railroad, or less than 57 per cent of the mileage
of the country, had registered shareholders to the number of 225,037.

As the share capital of these railroads aggregated $3,034,495,046, it

follows that the average holding of each stockholder was but $13,484.
This amount does not indicate much in the way of concentration of
ownership, but it does overstate the actual concentration, for anyone
familiar with the real facts, knows that many of the 225,037 share-
holders of record are banking institutions (mostly savings banks),
trust companies, insurance companies, educational institutions, execu-
tors and administrators of estates, and other institutions or individu-
als whose ownership is of a fiduciary or quasi fiduciary character.

SMALL HOLDINGS MAKE A MAJORITY.

In addition, Mr. Thompson discovered that a single railroad, the
Illinois Central, had 9,123 shareholders, of whom 7,174 owned less

than 100 shares each, their average holding being less than 23 shares.

Mr. Thompson's table relating to this company merits reproduction.
It is as follows

:

Illinois Central Railroad Company—Distril>ution of shares as registered on the
company's iooks at the close of business Septeniber 29, 1903.

Holdings.
Number
of stock-
holders.

Shares of
$100 each
held.

Per cent
of entire
capital.

Average
holdings in
dollars.

] to 99 shares
100 shares even ,

101 to 499 shares
500 shares even

Tot^l of small holdings
601 shares and upward

Total of all holdings....

7,m
891

1,281

164,989
39,100
270,581
19,000

17.36
4.11
28.47
2.00

$2,299.82
10,000.00
21,128.64
50,000.00

8,884
239

493,670
486,714

61.94
48.06

6,556.84
191,093.72

9,128 950,384 100.00 10,417.46

Mr. Thompson properly directed attention to the fact that the
average annual income of the 8,884 small holders from a 6 per cent
dividend was but $333.41, while the largest holders among them
would receive but $3,000 each yearly from their investments.
The latest data on the subject of stockholdings are contained in the

report of the Interstate Commerce Commission submitted on Febru-
ary 24, 1905, in response to a resolution of the Senate. This report
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(Senate Doc. No. 188, 58th Cong., 3d sess.) shows that there are no
less than 327,851 shareholders of record of American railway cor-

f)orations._ As this includes many fiduciary holders who represent
arge bodies of individuals and some holding companies whose own
shares are widely distributed, the real aggregate is doubtless greater.

WHAT DEPOSITORS IN SAVINGS BANKS OWN.

My own investigations have been confined to the holdings of in-

stitutions which may properly be described as acting as trustees for
large masses of the people. Prominent among institutions of this

class are the savings banks of the country. Banks of this class are
before all else the depositories of the poor and the moderately
well-to-do. The millions of patrons who intrust to them their scanty
accumulations can not directly avail themselves of the investment
opportunities open to their wealthier neighbors, nor can they afford

to assume the risks which are implied by promises of high returns.

What they seek is safety and stability with the highest return com-
patible with both. The savings banks thus become an agency for

the concentration of the capital of hosts of the smallest investors

and the utilization of the aggregates in ways not directly open to

any of them separately. Savings banks have invested very largely

in railroad securities, as is shown by the following table, in which
statistics compiled from the latest reports of the banking depart-

ments of the SIX States named are presented

:

Savings institutions.

State.
Number of
depositors.

Total deposits,
Railroad

(steam) secu-
rities owned.a

Per cent of
deposits.

New York
New Jersey
New Hampshire
Massachusetts .

.

Comiecticut
Maine

Total

2,365,683
242,605
159,956

1,723,015
474,548
209,011

$1,131,281,943
76,316,793
66,140,710
608,415,409
220,597,198
75,107,203

$177,444,223
20,334,178
23,746,521
U3, 397, 287
82,265,024
25,166,853

16.69
26.64
18.64
35.90
37.29
25.51

5,174,718 2,177,859,256 $442,354, 20.31

« Book values.

As the public records and reports of the States other than those

shown above do not disclose the facts desired, I sent a large number of

inquiries to the officers of savings institutions in other States. The
results of these inquiries are necessarily somewhat fragmentary and
incomplete, and they undoubtedly show less than the actual owner-
ship of railway securities. The table following shows these results

in detaiL
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Combining the results secured from both public and private inves-

tigations we have the following:

Savings institutions.

Number of
depositors.

Total deposits.
Railway

(steam) securi-
ties owned.a

Per cent of
deposits.

Six States, complete _ 5,174,718
1,099,036

$2,177,859,856
482,989,407

$442,354,086
128,677,191

20.31
28.64

Total 6,373,754 $2,660,798,663 $571,031,20 21.46

aBook value.

It is worth noting that the average amount to the credit of each of

the 6,273,754 separate accounts represented by the foregoing summary
is but $424.12, and that of the security for each average deposit 21.46

per cent, or $91.02, depends upon railway property. This means that

there are upward of 6,000,000 owners of railroad property whose
separate holdings amount to barely $91 each.

WHAT THE COLLEGES OWN.

The educational institutions of the United States have received

many donations of large and small amounts which make up a vast

aggregate. This wealth they hold as trustees for the present and
future generations of the young men and women of America. Upon
these foundations must be created a structure whose strength and
symmetry will measure the future intelligence, progress, and pros-

perity of the American people. And the stability of this foundation
is largely bound up with the stability of railroad investments.

Separate inquiries were necessary to elicit the facts concerning these

investments, and the results are necessarily incomplete. It has been
ascertained, however, that 74 institutions of learning, nearly all

of them colleges or universities, but including a few secondary schools,

hold greater or less amounts of railroad securities. Of these, 67
own bonds and 34 own stocks; some, of course, owning both. The
following data summarize the results of this portion of the investi-

gation :

EDUCATIONAL INSTITXJTIOINS.

Number represented. 74

Total endowments $142, 242, 079
Railroad bonds owned 43, 381, 318
Railroad shares owned 4,087,009

Total railroad securities owned 47,468,327
Proportion of railroad securities to total endowments, per cent 33. 37

The valuations of the railroad securities in the foregoing are, with
insignificant exceptions, those adopted by the respective treasurers

in making up their balance sheets. A few institutions gave estimated
values and one gave par values for bond investments only, and these

data have been used as reported. It is not believed that this course
materially affects the result.

WHAT INSURANCE POLICY HOLDERS OWN.

Various classes of insurance companies base their guaranties of
protection against extraordinary losses in a large measure upon the
stability of their investments in railroad enterprises.
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flBB) INSUBAKCE COMPAITIES.

The total wealth of the American people is estimated by the

Bureau of Statistics in the Department of Commerce and Labor at

$94,300,000,000. Much of this aggregate, however, consists of real

estate and other property which from its nature is not subject to

the risk of destruction by fire or not insurable against fire losses.

Yet the fire insurance companies which are authorized to do business

in the State of Massachusetts (the list probably includes aU of the

larger companies, but undoubtedly excludes many small concerns

whose business is confined to the localities in which they exist) have
now in force fire policies in the aggregate amount of $26,083,790,625.

Who can doubt that the protection aflForded by these policies is so

widely diffused as to include all but a relatively negligible proportion
of the owners of insurable property? Who can doubt that this pro-

tection extends to almost all the farmhouses and small homes of the

country? The railroad securities owned and held as collateral by
the fire insurance companies investigated are shown below

:

[Those Are lasurnnce companies autborlzed to do business In Massacbusetta.]

Amount of policies In force $26,083,790,625
Railroad securities owned

:

Shares, number 281,458

Shares, book value $30,157,552
Bonds, book value 83,545,341

Total, book value 113, 702, 893

Railroad securities held as collateral

:

Shares, number 13,897

Shares, market value $1,074,831
Bonds, market value 674,871

Total, market value 1,749,752

When it is realized that the aggregate assets of the companies in-

cluded in the foregoing statement amount to $393,148,697, it must be
evident that the security which they afford would be seriously im-
paired by any successful attack upon railroad values. Leaving out of

the account the railroad bonds and shares which they hold as security

for loans, those of which they are the actual owners amount to 28.92

per cent of their entire assets. It follows that of the $26,083,790,625

which represent the fire risks covered by insurance no less than
$7,543,432,249 depends upon the stability of railroad values.

ACCIDENT AND GUABANTT COMPANIES.

[Those authorized to do business In Massachusetts.]

Railroad securities owned

:

Shares, number 54,408

Shares, book value $4,840,662
Bonds, book value 10,915,587

Total, book value 15, 756, 249
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Railroad securities held as collateral

:

Shares, number 1, 740

Shares, market value : $30,815
Bonds, market value 5, 150

Total, market value 35,965

LIFE INSXJBANCE COMPANIES.

The life insurance companies of the country constitute the largest

class of investors in railroad property. Through them vast numbers
of American citizens protect their families more or less completely
against the financial difficulties that too often add want and privation

to the natural sufferings that inevitably attend death. Through them
the dependent members of millions of families are the actual bene-

ficial owners of hundreds of millions of railroad property.

There is one form of life insurance which appeals exclusively to

wage-earners and other persons whose incomes are very moderate.
It is known as " industrial " insurance, because it is particularly in

the ranlts of the manual workers that its agents expect to find its

patrons. Six companies now write policies of this class, and their

policy holders number no less than 13,789,186, while the aggregate
of their policies is $1,894,811,287. These companies own bonds of
steam railroads to the amount of $50,236,742 and shares to the value

of $2,011,294. They hold as collateral for loans railroad bonds worth
$1,124,645 and shares worth $605,600. The following table includes

all classes of life insurance

:

LIFE-INSUBANCE COMPANIES.

[Those authorized to do business In Massachusetts.]

Number of policy holders

:

Ordinary 4,358, 196
Industrial 13,789,186

Total 18, 147,382

Amount of policies in force

:

Ordinary $9, 121, 600, 341
Industrial 1,894,811,287

Total 11, 016, 411, 628

Railroad securities owned

:

Shares, number 432, 126

Shares, book value $48,661,655
Bonds, book value 619,601,241

Total, book value 668,262,896

Railroad securities held as collateral

:

Shares, number 259, 670

Shares, market value $21,878,199
Bonds, market value 24,503,084

Total, market value 46,381,283
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The assets of the companies represented in the foregoing statement

aggregate $2,128,131,253, so that the railroad securities owned, ex-

cluding those held as collateral, amount to 31.40 per cent of the total

security for the payment of their policies.

A BECAPITTJLATION.

A recapitulation of the data in regard to insurance companies
follows

:

ALL CLASSES OF INSURANCE COMPANIES.

[Those authorized to do business In Massachusetts.]

Bailway securities.

Owned. Held as col-
lateral.

Total.

Shares, number

Shares, value...
Bonds, value

Total

767,992 275,307 1,043,299

714,062,169
$22,983,895
25,183,105

$106,643,764
739,245,274

$797,722,088 $48,167,000 $846,889,038

The extent in which the business life of the nation is based upon
railroad values and the diffusion of railroad ownership may be sum-
marized, so far as they are disclosed by these investigations, by the
following table

:

yaliie of railroad securities held.

By the Insurance companies Investigated $845, 889, 038
By the savings institutions investigated 571,031,277
By the educational institutions investigated 47, 468, 327

Total $1, 464, 388, 642

Who can doubt that complete returns from these three classes of
institutions would show that they hold much more than one and
one-half billions of railroad property?

CONCLUSIONS.

On February 24, 1903, the Interstate Commerce Commission re-

ported to the Senate the market value of the railroad securities of

the country, and its report has been published as Document No. 178,

of the Fifty-seventh Congress, second session. This report shows
that taking the average market values of March 31, June 30, Septem-
ber 30, and December 31, 1900, and applying this average to the

bonds and shares outstanding on June 30, 1900, the aggregate market
value of the railroad securities investigated was $8,351,523, plus

some allowance for $812,066,859 in par value of securities, the market
value of which was not ascertained. Assuming that the book values

reported by the various concerns covered by this investigation are

fairly conservative they should be comparable, roughly at least,

with the market values of the year 1900. If this is so it would ap-
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pear that the present investigation, hasty and incomplete as it has
necessarily been, has disclosed the location of the beneficial owner-
ship of about one-sixth of the railroad property of the country.
And the beneficial ownership thus disclosed is not concentrated m
the hands of the wealthy, but represents the savings of the farmers,
the artisans, the small dealers, and other citizens whose incomes are
moderate and whose savings are small.

WAGES.

Far the larger portion of railway expenditures consist of the wages
and salaries of employees. It is true that the rates of wages paid
have largely increased during the last few years, but no one has
been heard to contend that any class of railway labor is overpaid.

The following table shows aggregate wages and salaries for each
year since 1895, their relation to operating expenses, and, to answer
a familiar criticism, the amounts and the proportion of the total

paid as salaries of general officers

:

Wages and salaries.

Operating ex-
penses.

Wages and salaries.
Salaries of general

officers.

Tear.

Amount.
Per cent of
operating
expenses.

Amount:
Per cent of

total
wages and
salaries.

1903 $1,257,538,852
1,116 248,74?
1,030,397,270
981,428,511
856,968,999
817,973,276
752,524,764
772,989,044
725,720,415

a $775, 321, 415
676,028,592
610,713,701
577,264,841
522,967,896
495,055,618
465,601,581
468,824,531
445,608,261

61.65
60.56
59.27
60.04
6103
60.52
61.87
60.65
61.39

a$U,244,121
13,090,284
13,141,428
13,157,420
12,964,442
12,632,224
12,304,161
12,497,957
12,234,686

1.84
1902. 1 94
1901 2 15
1900 2.28
1899 2.48
1898 2 55
1897 2 64
1898 2.67
1895 2.75

* One railway, the Chicago, Milwaukee and St. Paul, estimated.

In connection with the foregoing table the fact that the payments
for railway supplies such as fuel, rails, cars, etc., are largely indirect

payments for labor should not be overlooked. No comment is neces-

sary except to direct attention to the fact that in good and bad times
alike the ratio of wages and salaries to operating expenses has varied
within the narrowest limits.

I should like to insert in this connection the resolutions passed at

the annual convention of the Order of Railway Conductors, in which
they indicate a lively appreciation of the effect that this proposed
legislation might have upon them. These resolutions were published
in the Portland Oregonian of May 14, 1905.

The Chairman. They will be inserted as part of your statement.

Railroad rate legislation was the theme considered by the convention of the
Order of Railway Conductors yesterday, and the order, through the delegates,

expressed itself as heartily in accord with the policy of President Roosevelt on
rebates and discriminations, but a resolution opposing the regulation of rail-

road rates by a Government commission was adopted

:

" Whereas' the Congress of the United States will have before it at the coming
session the question of additional legislation affecting the American railways,
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employing 1,300,000 people: Therefore, be it, by the Order of Railway Conduct-
ors In biennial convention assembled,

" Resolved, That we hereby indorse the attitude of President Roosevelt in con-

demning secret rebates and other illegalities, and commend the attitude of the
heads of the American railvcays, who, with practical unanimity, have joined
with the President on this question ; and be it further

"Resolved, That we respectfully represent to Congress the Inadvlsabillty of
legislation vesting in the liands of a commission power over railway rates, now
lower by far in the United States than in any other country ; that this low cost
of transportation is the result of the efficiency of American railway management
and operation, which have built up the country through constant improvement
in service and development of territory, while at the same time recognition has
been given to the value of intelligence among employees, in contrast to foreign
methods, where high freight rates and lowest wages for employees obtain ; that
the freight rates of this country average only 2 per cent of the cost of articles

to the consumer ; thus making the freight rate an insignificant factor In the sell-

ing price, numerous standard articles being sold at the same price in all parts of
the country ; and be it further

"Resolved, That regulation of rates by a Government body would, in the opin-

ion of this convention, result in litigation and confusion, and inevitably tend to

an enforced reduction of rates, irrespective of the question of the ability of the
railroads to stand the reduction, especially in view of the increased cost of their

supplies and materials ; and be it further
"Resolved, That the proposed legislation is not in harmony with our idea of

"the spirit of American jurisprudence, inasmuch as it contemplates that a single

body shall have the right to investigate, indict, try, and condemn, and then en-

force its decisions at the cost of carriers, pending appeal, which is manifestly
inequitable; and that if there is to be legislation on this subject it should be
such as would secure and insure justice and equity, and preserve equal rights

for all parties concerned, but, in view of the facts, legislation affecting rates is

not called for at this time and would be inadvisable ; and be it further
"Resolved, That this convention finds itself in accord with President Roose-

velt, who, in a message to Congress, has said :
' It must not be forgotten that

our railways are the arteries through which the commercial lifeblood of this

nation flows. Nothing could be more foolish than the enactment of legislation

which would Interfere with the development and operation of these commercial
agencies.' "

THE DECLINE IN RATES.

Mr. Newcomb. No one denies that the progressive decline in the

charges for railway service is the most significant fact of American
railway history. It is alleged, however, in some quarters, that this

decline has been interrupted and either that the general level of rates

has recently been stationary or that there has been during the last

four or five years a recognizable upward tendency. I have already

shown the decline in the average rates per ton per mile from 1870 to

1903 on all American railway freight traffic, and it is a fact that,

reaching their lowest level in the year 1899, these average rates show
thereafter a slight rise, until in the last reported year, 1903, the aver-

age was 7.63 mills, or 5.39 per cent higher than 7.24 mills, the average
of 1899. I shall hereafter show that this nominal advance was largely

due to the changed geographical distribution of traffic and that it

much less than compensated for the decreased purchasing power of

the money in which the rates were paid. I now submit a table show-
ing the average gross receipts per ton per mile, as reported by the

Interstate Commerce Commission for each of the ten geographical
groups according to which its railway statistics are classified.
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Railway receipts par unit of service.

354]

Group. Begion.

Eevenue per ton of freight
per mile.

1890. 1895. 1905.

I

n

m
IV

V
VI

vn

vm

IX

X

Maine, New Hampshire, Vermont, Massachusetts,
Rhode Island, and Connecticut

New Jersey, Delaware, Maiyland. New Tort, east of
Buffalo; Pennsylvania, east of Pittsburg; West Vir-
ginia, north of Parkei*sburg

New York, west of Buffalo; Pennsylvania, west of
Pittsburg; Michigan, lower peninsula: Ohio, Indiana..

West Virginia, south of Parkersburg; Virgima, North
Carolina, South Carolina

Kentucky, Tennessee, Georgiaj Florida, Alabama, Mis-
sissippi, Louisiana, east of Mississippi Eiver

niiuois, Wisconsin, Minnesota, Iowa; Missouri, north of
St. Louis and Kansas City; South and North Dakota,
east of Missouri River; Michigan, upper peninsula

Nebraska, Wyoming, Montana, North and South Da-
kota, east of Missouri River; Colorado, north of Den-
ver

Arkansas, Indian Territory, Oklahoma Territory, Kan-
sas, Colorado, south of Denver; Texas, Panhandle;
New Mexico, north of Santa Fe

Texas, except Panhandle; Louisiana, west of Missis-
sippi Eiver; New Mexico, north of Santa Fe

Washington, Oregon, Idaho, California, Arizona, Ne-
vada, Utah; New Mexico, western portion

The United States

MHls.

18.73

8.28

6.95

8.44

10.61

9.61

13.60

11.52

13.03

16.51
9.41

Mitts.

12.23

6.98

6.42

6.70

8.95

9.61

10.98

11.61

12.53

12.61
8.39

Mills.

11.23

5.82

5.29

5.94

8.07

8.21

11. 01

10.65

11.36
7.24

MiUs.

11.67

6.67

6.07

7.14

8.27

7.74

9.62

9.74

10.05
7.63

The foregoing table shows that the average rates were lower in

1903 in every one of the ten groups than in 1890, that they were lower
in nine groups than in 1895 and lower in five groups than in 1899.

West of a line formed by the western shores of the Great Lakes, the

Illinois-Indiana State line, and the Mississippi river every group
shows a marked decline from 1899 to 1903. The following table

shows for each of these groups and for all of them together the dif-

ference between what the shippers actually paid for railway freight

and the higher amounts which they would have had to pay had the
higher average rates of 1890, 1895, or 1899 been maintained

:

Amounts saved.

Group.
Traffic move-
ment in 1903,
in ton-miles.

As compared with the year—

1890. 1895. 1899.

VI 32,635,907,493
5,842,151,338
12,541,491,467
5,595,354,082
8,724,936,974

160,842,147
22,200,175
23,828,834
18,408,715
56,363,093

$60,842,147
6,893,739
24,957,568
15,011,038
22,835,839

$15,291,877
7,069,003
762,489

6,091,772
U, 429, 667

VII
VIII
IX
X

Total 65,239,841,354 $181,642,964 $130,640,331 $39,634,808

The great agricultural region of the Mississippi and Missouri val-

leys is embraced in Groups VI, VII, and VIII, while Group IX
includes the farms, cotton plantations, and cattle ranches and ranges
of Texas. Group X includes the Pacific Coast States. It is espe-

cially noteworthy that there has been no cessation in these important
regions of the decline in railway charges, even as measured in money
©f greatly decreased purchasing power.
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Rates for specific services and particular commodities are con-

stantly being reduced. Nearly all of the three hundred and odd new
rate schedules received in the office of the Commission on every work-
ing day are issued to report reductions.

The most important single rate in the country is that on which grain

is moved by the all-rail routes between Chicago and New York. This
is not only because it is the rate between the greatest grain market
in the United States and the most important port through which
grain is transshipped for export, but because the Chicago-New York
rate is used as the basis of other rates in such a way that any change
involves a change in the rates applied to substantially every bushel

of wheat sent to market. The following table shows the average
annual rates on wheat from Chicago to New York via the all-rail

and lake-and-rail routes, and on wheat and flour via the all-rail

routes from St. Louis to New York

:

Average rates on grain amd flour.

(From Statistical Ahstract for 1903, pp. 408-409.]

Wheat.
Flour—St.
Louis to
New York,
per barrel,
an rail.

Tear.
Chicago to New

Torlc, per bushel.
St. Louis to
New York,
per 100

pounds, all

rail.
All rail.

Lakeand
rail.

1880
Cents.

15.7
10.4
10.9
11.5
9.95
9.03
12
12
11
o8.7
8.5
8.53
7.55
8.44
7
6.95
7.32
7.37
4.96
6.63
6.05
5.57
6.78
6.17

Cents.
19.9
14.4
14.6
16.5
13.125
14
16.5

016.74
al4.6
16
14.31
15
14.23
14.7
12.88
12.17
12
12.32
U.55
U.1S
fcftOS

69.02
68.75
68.89

Cents.
42
32
29.5
83
26
22.14
1.29
32.13
29.5
28.5
27.63
29
26.62
28.6
24.73
23.67
23
23.64
22.25
21.95
19.38
17.33
20.66
21.50

Cents.
84

1881 -- 64
1882 59
1883 66
1884 - 62
1885 44.29
1886 68
1887 - - 64.25
1888 69
1889 58
1890 52.63
1891 S8
1892 68
1893 - 67
1894 --- 50
1895 . 47
1896 46
1897 ... ~ 47.26
1898 45.10
1899 43.90
1900 - 38.76
1901 -- 38.66
1902. 41.33
1903 42.50

"Published rates; actual rates lower.
6 For export; wheat for domestic use higher.

One of the ways in which reductions are effected is by moving
articles from higher to lower classes in the freight classifications. I

recently made a hasty examination of the classification changes, from
1887 to 1902, among the representative articles of freight selected by
the Interstate Commerce Commission for illustrative purposes and
given in its " Forty Year Review of Changes in Freight Tariffs."

The result of this study shows that out of 847 representative com-
modities, the entire number shown by the Commission, the classifica-

tion of 468, or 55.26 per cent, remained unchanged from 1887 to 1902

;

that of 254 articles, or 29.98 per cent, was reduced, and that of 126, or
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14.76 per cent, was advanced. The details appear in the following
table

:

Net changes in the classification of freight, 1887 to 1902.<»

Number of items.

Classiflcations.
Clflssifled
lower in
1902 than
in 1887.

Classified
higher in
1902 than
in 1887.

Classified
the same
in 1902 as
in 1887.

Total of
represent-

ative
items.

The Official Classiflcation:
Less than carload shipments ...... ... 46

76
65
80

160
168

271
Carload shipments.- ,._.... . 273

Total 121 95 328 644

The Western Classiflcation:
Tj^tpfi th^Ti f>^Tlnfi.H phipTTiPTitn _..... 19

45
11
13

74
47

104
104

Total 64 23 121 208

Tha f)nnt,1iAm mumiflfAtinTi 69 7 19 95

Grand total ..... ........ 254 125 468 847

•This table does not cover all items In the various classiflcations, hut only those se-
lected as representative by the Interstate Commerce Commission. The comparisons relate
to the representative commodities used by the Commission in making up the comparative
tables on pages 24 et. seq. of "A Forty-Year Review of Changes In Freight Traffic.

Among recent reductions of importance is that of the rate on lum-
ber from St. Louis and Kansas City to St. Paul and Minneapolis,
from 16 to 14 cents per 100 pounds. Sugar rates from the Atlantic
seaboard to the Missouri river and to New Orleans have been re-

duced, and so have crackers and other bakery products throughout
the entire West. The rates from the Mississippi river to points
in Iowa on soft coal; those on seed wheat for the farmers of Minne-
sota, Iowa, and Dakota; those on wire articles, nails, etc., from
Chicago and Milwaukee to the Mississippi river, and those on grain
from Mississippi river crossings to points in Ohio, Indiana, and
Michigan furnish other recent examples of significant and far-reach-
ing reductions. The most important of all, however, are those on
traffic destined to Atlanta and other southern cities. These apply
to the greater portion of the entire South and from both western
and eastern points of origin. The following table is merely illus-

trative of these important changes

:

[Rates In cents per hundred pounds.]

To Atlanta^ Qa., from—
Classes.

1. 2. 3. 4. 6. 6. A. B. C. D. E. H.

Boston, Mass., and Providence, R. I.:

U4
105

98
93

86
83

73
68

60
66

49
44

36
36

48
48

40
40

39
39

58
58

68
Present rates fin

Reduction .............. ..... _._... 9 5 3 5 4 6 A

New York, N. Y., and Philadelphia, Pa.:
114
105

98
93

86
83

73
68

60
66

49
44

36
36

48
48

40
40

39
39

58
68

6R
Present rates ............ 60

9 6 3 6 4 5 S

Baltimore. Md.:
Previous rates ,........._.............. . 107

98
92
87

81
78

68
68

66
62

46
41

34
84

45
45

37
37

36
86

55
55

6<i

•iT

Beduction _ 9 6 S 6 4 5 g

nil J 1 1 - J ^1 . . . ^ —^ . —

.
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COMMODITIES.

From Boston, Mass^
and Providence, E. I.

From New York, N. T.
and Philadelphia, Pa. From Baltimore, Md.

To Atlanta. Previ-
ous

rates.

New
rates.

Eeduc-
tion.

Previ-
ous

rates.

New
rates.

Eeduc-
tion.

Previ-
ous
rates.

New
rates.

Reduc
tion.

Iron, special, L. C. L
Ale, beer, porter, and
other malt liquors, gin-
ger ale, root beer, and
mineral water, 0. E. L.,
O.L

43

36J

49
61

57

57

36
36

38
38

35

60

35

40

83

44
57

50

63

30
34

30
34

30

68

30

8

3J

5
4

7

4

6
2

6
2

6

4

6

43

m
49
61

67

57

32
36

36
36

35

60

85

40

33

44
57

50

63

80
34

30
84

30

66

80

8

8}

5
4

7

4

2
2

6
2

6

4

e

42

83}

45
56

63

68

30
34

34
34

32

66

83

8B

80

40
62

46

49

28
32

23
32

27

62

28

8

5
Canned goods, N. O. S.,

C. L.... 1

SaTTlA, T/. 0. Tj 4
Glassware: Fruitjarsand

jelly glasses, strt. or
mixed, C. L 1

Window glass and rough
glass for skylights, C. L.

Glucose, 0. E. L., in wood,
O.L...

*

Same,Ii. O.L
Molasses and sirupj O. E.

L., in wood or in tin
cans, boxed, C.L

2

e
2

Oatmeal, rolled oats, etc.,

6
Pickles, vinegar, sauer-
kraut, etc - 4

Soap, laundry, in boxes,
rel. and slush and soap
stock, shipped to soap
maufacturers only s

To Atlanta, Ga., from—
Classes.

1. 2. 3. 4. 6. 6. A. B. C. D. E. H. F.«

Cincinnati, Ohio, and Louisville, Ky.:
107
98

92
87

81
78

68
63

66
62

46
41

28
28

35
83

28
26

24
22

4S
48

53
45

48
Present rates. _ - 44

Eeductlon . 9 5 3 6 4 6 2 2 2 8 4

St. Louis, Mo.:
Provinns rn.t*»s 135

126
115
no

101
98

82
77

68
64

66
51

35
35

43
41

35
83

29
27

66
66

63
55

6?
58

9 5 3 6 4 5 2 2 2 8 4

Memphis, Tenn.:
103
94

88
83

77
74

64
59

52
48

42
37

24
24

81
29

24
22

20
18

14
44

49
41

40
36

Reduction . . 9 5 8 6 4 5 2 2 2 8 4

Chicago, lU.:

Previous rates. __ 147
138

126
121

106
103

85
80

71
67

58
53

40
40

47
45

38
36

84
32

61
61

68
60

68
Present rates 64

9 6 3 6 4 6 2 2 2 8 4

Bates in cents per barreL
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COMMODITIES.

To Atlanta.

Prom Cin-
cinnati,

Ohio, and
LouiSTiUe,

Ky.

S

From St.
Lonis, Mo.

From Mem-
phis, Tenn.

at

i
>
?. 1
h !zi

36 m
41 ;*
5a 4«

20 18

20 18
40 i«S

19 42

49 4.5

41 HH
28 23

From Chi-
cago, HI.

A.gricultural cultivating implements, C.L
Canned goods, C. L -

Same, L. C. L
Flonr:

In sacks
Self-raising—

In sacks
In barrels -

Glaaaware: Froltjarsand jelly glasses, straight
or mixed, C.L

Glass, rongh, for skylights, C. L., and window
glass, C.Ii

Meats, fresh, C.L --.

Oatmeal, rolled oats, etc., any quantity .•. 42

CLASSES.

To Atlanta from Virginia cities. 1. 2. 3. 4. 6. 6. A. B. C. D. E. H. F.a

84
80

79
76

64
62

52
50

43
41

40
37

24
24

34
34

28
28

27
27

45
45

55
55

55
Present rates ..-.--..-. ...--—..—.. 55

4 3 2 2 2 3 n

* Bates In cents per barrel.

COMMODITIES.

To Alanta from Virginia cities.
Previous
rates.

Present
rates.

Beductioii.

Ale, beer, porter, and other malt liquors, ginger ale and min-
eral water, C.L ,

Canned goods, C. L -.. ..,

Same, L. C.L
Glassware: Fruit jara, glass and jelly glasses, strt. or mixed,
C.L

Glass, window and rough, for skylights, C.L ,

Iron, sci-ap, and steel, including old rails (not for relaying
Eurposes), when shipped with mixed lots of scrap iron, C.

I., per ton of 2,000 pounds
Soap, common
Soap powders and washing compounds
btarch, C. L
Sirup, glucose, and molasses, O. B. L., in wood or in tin cans,
boxed, any quantity

23i

2.40
30
30

31

29
37

34
37

1.92
26
i6
25

28

48
4
4
4

RAILWAY RATES HAVE NOT ADVANCED.

I come now to the charge frequently repeated by the advocates
of the legislative proposals which you are considering, that recent

years have seen great advances in the charges for railway transporta-

tion. This charge rests principally upon estimates made by the
Interstate Commerce Commission in its Fourteenth Annual (1900)
Report, upon the report of the Industrial Commission (Vol. XIX,
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p. 281) and upon the special report to the Senate submitted by the

Interstate Commerce Commission on April 7, 1904 (Senate Doc. No.

257, 58th Cong., 2d sess.). These estimates have been widely dissem-

inated, and the fact that they are all erroneous in principle has nat-

urally failed to receive the public attention which it ought to have.

There can be no doubt that this misinformation has been largely

instrumental in creating sentiment in favor of rate legislation. In
its annual report for the year 1900 the Commission published a dis-

cussion of the then recent changes in the great freight classifications,

which was, in substance, incorporated in the final report of the In-

dustrial Commission. The most material difference was, that while
the Interstate Commerce Commission cautiously refrained from more
than suggesting that " if the rates can be advanced 25 per cent," the

ingenuous author of the report of the Industrial Commission, scorn-

ing mere intimations, boldly plunged into direct statement and as-

serted that there had been an advance in the published rates of

the railways of " probably not less than 25 per cent." The Indus-
trial Commission admitted that its claim that rates had advanced
25 per cent was not supported by the average rates per ton per
mile which had been earned by thfe individual railways for wMch
data were available when the report was written, and that in

many cases these averages showed decreases. But it alleged that

these averages were generally vitiated by including in the divisors

by which they were controlled large amounts of " company freight,"

which moves free. The amount of this class of freight had been
exceptionally heavy since the revival of general industrial prosperity,

and it was claimed that its inclusion diminished the later averages

so that they were not comparable, as representing rates actually

paid, with those of earlier years. The only trouble with this argu-
ment is that it is not based upon a correct premise. " Company
freight " is not included in the ton-mileage which is divided into

freight receipts in order to determine average rates per ton per mile.

No important railway employs this deceptive method, and the in-

structions for filling the schedules filed annually with the Interstate

Commerce Commission have the effect of excluding ton-mileage of
this character from representation in the averages reported.

As has been said, the efforts of the Interstate Commerce Commis-
sion and of the Industrial Commission to sustain the allegation that

there had been a great advance in freight rates followed substan-
tially the same plan. On January 1, 1900, a new Official classification

was promulgated by the roads north of the Ohio and Potomac and
east of the Mississippi. It modified 824 of the ratings established

by the classification which it succeeded and of the changes made 818

were advances from one class to another. This classification is

applicable to traffic between Chicago and New Yorkj unless, as in

the case of grain, live stock and dressed meats, special commodity
rates are provided.

Senator Dolliver. Was that not also applicable to all rates that

were based upon that line ?

Mr. Newcomb. So far as they moved east of that line, yes; except
transcontinental business. Moving across the Mississippi river, the
line in which the western classification applies, the rates are made
by combinations.

Senator Dolliver. But up to the Mississippi river, between the
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Mississippi river and New York, the Chicago rate governs them all,

does it not ?

Mr. Newcojib. Yes. It contains about 10,000 items, hence not to
exceed 8^ per cent of the total were advanced. The Interstate Com-
merce Commission, however, utterly ignored the unchanged items,
and applying the New York-to-Chicago rates to the items that had
been transferred, ascertained that 434 had been advanced from the
fourth to the third class, thus raising the rates applied to them
between those points 42.8 per cent; that 214 had been taken from the
third class and placed in the second, involving an advance between
those points of 30 per cent; that 100 had been changed from the
sixth to the fifth class, making an advance of 20 per cent, and that
the other changes affecting from 1 to 32 items each had resulted in

advances of from 16.6 per cent to 100 per cent. The rates between
the same points on three other items had been reduced 30 per cent
and those on an equal number reduced 14.3 per cent. The Commis-
sion multiplied each percentage of increase by the number of items
to which it applied, and dividing the sum of the products by 818,

the total number of advances, obtained 35.5, which it declared to

be the " average advance." Now, this is about as bad a misuse of
figures as could be devised. It not only ignores six items which were
reduced and more than 9,000 which were not changed at all, but it

also rests upon the obviously incorrect assumption that the traffic

movements of all the items are equal in volume. The latter error

would vitiate any calculation. Its extent is suggested, to those in

any way familiar with traffic movement, by the fact that at least 85
per cent of the changes in the Official classification related to the

comparatively insignificant traffic that moves in less than carload
lots. Passing over this error, however, it will be instructive to see

bow the calculation would stand if all of the items in the classifica-

tion had been included. This is shown in the table which follows

:

Number. Extension.

818
3
3

9,176

29,039
-90

Items reduced 14.3 per cent -40.9
Items not diauged -

Total 10,000 28,906.1

Average change, 2.89 per cent.

Thus a very simple and obviously necessary correction does away
with all but 2.89 per cent of this advance of 35.5 per cent which has
been exploited by two Federal commissions. It by no means shows
the real change, tor that could be ascertained only by finding the pre-

cise importance of every change, or, in other words, the exact volume
of each item of traffic moved under the classification. Methods sim-
ilar to those employed in connection with the Official classification

were applied to the two other great classifications by the Interstate

Commerce Commission, and the Industrial Commission blindly fol-

lowed its lead. These calculations constitute absolutely the sole basis

for the statement that rates have advanced 25 per cent. No other

evidence in support of this absurd contention has been or can be ad-

duced. A general increase in freight rates of 25 per cent throughout

S. Doc. 243, 59-1—vol 4 46
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the country would bring industry practically to a standstill. Its de-

structive consequences would be felt in every quarter and the bank-

ruptcy of the lines foolish enough to bring it about and to persist in

its maintenance would occur as soon as they could eat up the surpluses

which they happened to have on hand when it was effected. No such
threat has been directed at American industry from any quarter, and
it never will be unless the direction of the railway business and the

power to make railway rates is some time delegated to men whose
qualifications have not been subjected to the competitive tests through
which leadership in the railway field is now attained.

Senator Dolliver. Have you a statement of the articles upon
which these advances took effect ?

Mr. Newcomb. Such a statement was issued by the Department of
Agriculture, compiled by my successor there, Mr. Edward G. Ward.
I haven't it with me.

Senator DoLLn'EE. It is poor comfort to a man who is transporting
coffee, for example, from New York to Chicago, and finds himself
confronted with a substantial increase to be informed that the aver-
age increase is only 2^ per cent. I think those figures, in order to

have any significance at all, ought to be applied to the articles and
actual rates that were charged.
Mr. Newcomb. The method you suggest would show, of course, the

advance on the articles that were advanced.
Senator Dolmver. There is nobody interested very much in the

average advance. People are interested in the advance upon the
article they are shipping or buying.
Mr. Newcomb. I beg your pardon. Senator, but it seems to me that

the question that the Interstate Commerce Commission was consider-
ing, and that we are attempting to consider just now, is whether there
has been a change in the general level of railroad charges and what
that change has been, whether upward or downward and how far it

has been in either direction.

Senator DoLLrran. I admit the force of your argument as applied
to that, but I regard the whole scheme of averages applied to these
matters where the transactions are actual as worthless, whether it is

made by the Interstate Commerce Commission or by you.
Mr. Newcomb. I think not quite worthless, if made by either of us

on a correct method. Averages are not applicable to special cases,

but they should be a test of general movement, and we have to resort
to them because we can not go into all of the particulars.

Senator Dolliver. That is the exact thing the public is sinking
into its mind just now—the freight in excess of what it had paid
previously.

Mr. Newcomb. It did not pay 35 per cent more, assuming the cor-
rectness—and making an assumption we should not make—that all

these articles moved in equal volume; but it is absolutely necessary
to make some sort of an assumption in order to do anything with
tlie figures at all. They jjaid 100 per cent before, and on 97 per
cent of these articles they did not pay any more than they did before.
The actual increase in amount of payment could not have been more
than 2.89 per cent.

Senator Dolliver. Now, for example, the hay people complain that
their classification was changed. Have you any information as to
what actual change in the rate on hay was put into effect?
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Mr. Newcomb. It was changed from fifth to sixth class.

Senator Dollivee. What actual change in the rate on hay did that
make?

IVIr. Newcomb. The rate from Chicago on fifth class is 30 cents

and on sixth class is 25 cents. That would have been an increase

of 20 per cent if the hay had moved all the way from Chicago to

New York.
Senator Dollivee. Now, that kind of a statement has a definite

value, it seems to me.
Mr. Newcomb. That would be very interesting, of course, to the

hay shippers. The calculation I made, of course, by no means shows
the precise change that occurred, and that change could not be figured
except by taking into consideration the relative movements of each
article, and I suppose that is impossible to ascertain; but these cal-

culations, as made by these commissions, constitute absolutely the sole

basis for the statement that the rates had advanced 25 per cent.

It is interesting to note that even in Document No. 257 the Com-
mission admitted the lack of accuracy in the method followed La

its report for 1900, stating that

:

The total number of ratings advanced was 818, but it was found that there
were many duplications * * • and that such duplications amounted to

about 30 per cent of the total number.

document no. 257.

It is probable that no erroneous statement has ever been more fre-

quently repeated, more widely disseminated, or more generally ac-

cepted than the assertion made by the Interstate Commerce Commis-
sion in Document No. 257, that during the year which ended with
June 30, 1903, the railways collected from freight $155,475,502 more
than they would at the rates of 1899. Among the various items of
misinformation which have acted upon the public mind and have
operated to create whatever general antirailway sentiment now
exists, none has been more profoundly influential than this. It

seizes the imagination by giving definite magnitude to a charge which
had previously been general and indefinite. It is rather startling,

then, to realize that this estimate was derived from figures which do
not accurately portray the facts that they purport to represent, and
were obtained by unwarranted methods of calculation, although
the correct figures had been published and were available in the
Commission's, own reports.

Thus it was calculated (Doc. 257, p. 8) that the rate received per
ton of freight carried during the year which ended with June 30, 1899,
was 95.2 cents, but if the Commission had used the correct figure, to
be found on page 96 of the report for 1899 of its Statistician, it

would have appeared that the rate was substantially 2 cents higher,
being actually 97.131 cents. Again it appears (Doc. 257, p. 4) that
the average rate per ton which was used for the year 1903 was $1.0793,
although the annual report of the Statistician to the Commission
for the year 1903 shows (p. 97) that the actual average was $1.05158.

You will observe that the result of these improper, erroneous, and
needless calculations was to give a figure substantially 2 cente too
low for the first year and one quite 2f cents too high for the last

year, a total difference, superficially favorable to the Commission's
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argument, of nearly 5 cents per ton. The mere substitution of the

correct figures, taken from the reports of the Statistician to the

Commission, for the erroneous figures, calculated especially for ihe

purposes of this report, reduces the apparent increase of $155,475,502

to $98,047,874. I submit the following table, which shows in parallel

columns the average rates per ton used in Document No. 257 and the

correct figures as they are to be found in the successive annual reports

of the Commission's own Statistician.

Average rate per ton.

Tear.
Figures in
Document
No. 257.

Correct
flgures.o

Page of
Statisti-
cian's re-
ports.

1899 . . $0.9520
.9524

1.0269
1.0058
1.0793

$0.97131
.97530

l.(B116
1.0.3219

1.05158

96
1900 95
1901 91
1902 93
1903 . . . 97

» See Statistician's reports for same years.

No one who examines the foregoing table will fail to appreciate

the fact that the erroneous figures used by the Commission tended,

apparently, to aid its argument. In the following table I have re-

produced the table given on page 8 of Document No. 257, and have
shown in parallel columns the correct figures which would have
been used had the table been based upon the correct and easily ac-

cessible averages.

Number of

Total freight revenue as
charged.a

Year ending June 30— tons of freight
carried.

As given by
the Commis-

sion.

The correct
figures.

1899 959,763,583
1,101,680,238
1,089,226,440
1,200,315,787
1,221,475,948

$913,737,155
1,049,256,323
1,118,543,014
1,207,228,845
1,318,320,604

$932,887,966
1900 1,074,468,736
1901 . - l,144,a)l,265
1902 -- 1,238,953,952
1903 1,284,479,677

Amount of freight revenue at
average rate per ton of

—

Increase.

Tear ending June 30—
95.2 cents, being
the average rate
for the year end-
ing June 30,1899,
as given by the
Commission,

97.131 cents, be-
ing the average
rate for the year
ending June 30,

1899, the correct
figures.

As given by
the Com-
mission.

The correct
figures.

1899 $913,737,156
1,048,799,587
1,036, 943, .571

1,142,700,629
1,162,845,102

$932,227,966
1,070,073,032
1,057,976,533
1,165,878,727
1,186, 431, 8ftS

1900 $4.56,736

81,599,443
64,528,216
155,475,502

$4,395,704
86,974,7321901

1902 73,075,225
1903 98,047,874

« Assuming the tonnage of the first column to have been carried at the average rates
reported by the Statistician.

Before passing from this subject, one more observation concerning
the incorrectness of the Commission's figures should be made. In its

apparent haste to get before the country an argument tending to show
that railway rates had greatly increased, the Commission did not
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wait for complete figures for the year 1903, as appears from a foot-

note on page 8 of Docimient No. 257. The figures used represent

but 98 per cent of the mileage of the country. The later publication

of complete figures shows that even upon the erroneous methods fol-

lowed by the Commission the conclusion that earnings were $155,-

000,000 higher than they would have been at the rate of 1899, could
not have occurred if complete figures for the year 1903 had been used.

The number of tons carried in 1903 was actually 1,304,394,323, in-

stead of 1,221,475,948, as stated in Document No. 257, and the total

freight revenue was $1,338,020,026, instead of $1,318,320,604. (Doc.
257 p. 4.) Substituting these complete figures for those used by the

Commission, but following its imperfect method, it would appear
that the freight carried in 1903 earned for the railways $1.0258 in-

stead of $1.0793 per ton, and, therefore, in the aggregate, only

$96,236,630 more than it would have earned at the rates of 1899. It

must be said of this method that although it is incorrect its results

approach nearer to accuracy than the figures reported in Docimient
No. 257.

The foregoing criticisms should be considered in connection with
the statement made in transmitting the report of the Commission to

the Senate, that the estimate in question represented " the best that
can be obtained," and that it is " not without value as indicating
enormous additions in recent years to the cost of railway transporta-

tion to the people of the United States."

Attention should be directed to the fact that in this document the
Commission compared the average earnings of the year 1903 with
the lowest average earnings in the history of the American railway
system. The average rate per ton per mile for the year 1899 was
absolutely the lowest ever received in the United States, which means
that it was the lowest for any country and at any time in the his-

tory of railway transportation throughout the world. If any other
year had been selected as the basis of comparison the results would
have been quite different. One year is as good as another for pur-
poses of this sort and, in order to show how a different selection

might have operated, I submit a table based upon the year 1894.

The first three columns in this table are identical with those which
appear in the table prepared by the Commission (Doc. 257, p. 8),
but in" the fourth column I have used in the heading the average
gross receipts per ton carried shown in the annual report of the
statistician to the Interstate Commerce Commission for 1894 (p. 71),
and in the same column in the body of the table the aggregate gross

receipts which would have been obtained had this average prevailed

in each of the years indicated in the column at the extreme left.

The last column at the right shows how much less was received in

each of the years than would have been received at the average of

1894. Aggregating these figures, which, it may be remarked paren-
thetically, have been correctly calculated, it appears that through
reductions from 1894 to 1903 American shippers by rail saved in a

single year $536,664,859, which may be set against the fictitious and
exaggerated total of the apparent losses through increases from 1899
to 1903 given by the Commission, which total is $302,059,897. Thus
it appears that in comparison with the rate of the year 1894 railway
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earnings on the freight business of 1903 decreased $234,G01,9G2 more
than they increased in comparison with the rates in 1899.

Tear ending June 30—
Number of

tons of freight
carried.

Total freight
revenue as
charged.

Amount of freight
revenue at aver-
age rate per ton
of$1.10252, being
the average rate
for the year end-
ing June 30, 1896.

Decrease.

1899 - 959,763,583
1,101,680,238
1,089,226,440
1,200,315,787
1,221,475,948

$913,737,155
1,049,256,323
1,118,543,014
1,207,228,845
1,318,330,604

$1,058,158,546
1,214,624,496
1,200,893,935
1,323,372,161
1,346,701,662

$144,421,391
IflOO 165,368,173

19U1.. 82,350,921

1902 U6, 143, 316

1903 28,381,058

I do not wish to convey the impression that I attach much im-

portance to this calculation. I have introduced it to show the possi-

bilities of the kind of statistical juggling for which the Commission
set the example, and I leave it with the single remark that while the

Commission selected the one year which would serve its purpose, and,

doubtless unintentionallyj aided that purpose bj' ignoring figures

compiled by its own Statistician, on the other hand, I have selected

for my table one of the years least favorable for the purpose of show-
ing a decrease and have accurately applied the available data, all of

which are to be found in the reports of the Commission.
Unless it was for the purpose of obtaining the highest possible

estimate of the alleged advance 'in rates it is impossible to discover

any adequate reason for the abandonment by the Commission, in

the preparation of Document No. 257, of the customary measure of

traffic movement, which is the ton-mile. To state the traffic move-
ment of any period in ton-miles is to give a figure in which distance

as well as weight is accorded recognition. The distance factor is a
varying one, and between 1899 and 1903 the average distance trav-

ersed by the tonnage used in the Commission's estimate increased

from 128.85 miles to 132.80 miles, or 3.07 per cent. To ignore the
increased service per unit of weight, as did the Commission, was .to

leave out of the account a factor of primary importance. The total

railway freight movement of 1903 was equal to carrying 173,221,278,-

993 tons one mile. The average railway receipts from freight per
ton per mile was 7.C3 mills, or 0.39 mill higher than in 1899. Mul-
tiplying the ton-mileage of 1903 by this difference in the average
rates of 1899 and 1903 gives $67,556,299, which is the extreme amount
which can be assigned as the addition to the gross receipts of the rail-

ways by reason of the nominally higher average rate obtained in
1903.

It is contended in Document 257 that although data regarding the
traffic movement of particular commodities are very meag6r it is

possible to obtain from them estimates of the importance of advances
on certain articles which, to quote the language of the Commission,
" while considerably at variance with the actual figures, were they
obtainable, will give a fair idea as to the increase in revenue result-

ing from an advance in rates on such articles." The probable ex-
tent of the " variance " from actuality and the Commission's com-
prehension of a " fair idea " may be given pretty definite value by
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an examination of the process by which the report arrives at the

conclusion that advanced rates on hay cost the shippers, in Official

classification territory, of that article $2,434,384 during the fiscal year
1902. The Commission's estimate starts with the fact that the rail-

ways of the United States carried 4,681,509 tons of hay during the

year which ended with June 30, 1902. It is assumed that 65 per
cent of this tonnage moved in Official classification territory and that
the advance amounted to 80 cents per ton. The assumption that 65

per cent of all hay moA'ed by rail during the year was affected by
the advance in this territory rests solely upon the fact that 65 per
cent of the general tonnage originates in this region. But so

strangely did the Commission misuse its own figures that it ignored
the fact that the very page of its statistical report for 1902 which
shows that about 65 per cent of all tonnage originated in Official

classification territory also shows that only 32.65 per cent of " prod-
ucts of agriculture," of which hay constitutes a subclass, originates

in that region. Again, the estimate that the advance amounted to

80 cents per ton is in contradiction of sworn testimony of experts

to be found in the Commission's records to the effect that the advance
did not, on the average, exceed 40 cents per ton. Supplying these

corrections we have

:

The Com-
mission's es-

timate.

The correct
figures.

Number of tons of hay carried in the United States in the fiscal year
iao2

Percentage probably carried in Official classification territory
Number of tons probably carried in Official classification territory ..

Average increase in rates per ton carried
Increased revenue from hay

4,881,509
65

3,042,980
$0.80

$3,434,384

4,681,509
33.65

1,538,513
$0.40

$6U,405

Thus a reasonably conceived estimate of the effect of the advance
in question, which advance has subsequently received the approval of

a circuit court of the United States, indicates that it actually produced
but little more than one-fourth of the revenue which the Commission
erroneously estimated. The same methods of analysis show that
the Commission's estimate that since January 1, 1900, the increased
revenue due to the advance in hay rates amounted to " nearly

$10,000,000 " ought to be reduced to less than $2,500,000.
_

But assuming the Commission's figures to be correct it is worth
while to see what the situation of the producer of hay was as com-
pared with his situation before the rate was advanced. The United
States Department of Agriculture carefully investigates the farm
values of all the principal agricultural products at the close of each
year. These investigations show that hay, on the farms of the United
States, was worth to the producers thereof an average of $6 per ton
on December 1, 1898. By December 1, 1899, the value had grown
to $7.27 per ton, by December 1, 1900, to $8.89 per ton, and by De-
cember 1, 1901, to $10.01 per ton. Thus the farmers gained by
increased prices a great deal more than they would have lost even had
the imaginary increase in freight charges reported by the Commis-
sion been actually taken entirely out of their pockets. The following
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table shows the difference between the imaginary losses and the real

gains

:

Year.

Commission's
estimate of
tonnage af-
fected by in-
crease in
rates.

Loss to pro-
ducers nad
they paid all

of an advance
in freight of
80 cents per

ton.

Gain to produ-
cers on account
of higher prices
than those in ef-

fect just before
rates were ad-

vanced.

Excess of
real gain
over imag-
inary loss.

1000 2,672,860
2,656,355
3,0<2,980

$2,138,288
2,125,084
2,434,384

$3,394,532
7,676,866

12,202,350

$1,256,244
1901. 6,651,782
1902 9,767,966

Total 8,372,195 $6,697,756 $23,273,748 $16,675,992

In other words, the increased prices of the three years, 1900, 1901,
and 1902, made 8,372,195 tons of hay on the farms worth $23,273,748
more than at former prices, which is an actual increase in value 3.47
times as great as the Commission's imaginary increase in the cost of
railway freight. The hay crop of 1899 in the United States ex-
ceeded in volume that of either 1900, 1901, 1902, or 1903, but the
records of the Department of Agriculture show that the crop of each
of the later years greatly exceeded that of 1899 in farm value. The
augmentation of the value of their hay crops to the farmers of
the United States on account of higher prices and notwithstanding
diminished production amounted, from 1900 to 1903, inclusive, to
$402,438,899. By the side of this vast sum an advance in freight of
40 cents per ton on one-third of the hay moved by railways appears
insignificant.

Although the railways did not receive in 1903 $156,000,000 more
than they would have received at the rates of 1899, it is not question-
able that, on account of the decreased purchasing power of money

—

that is, the diminished volume of labor, the diminished quantity of
coal, rails, and other supplies which a given sum of money would
buy—they had ample use for any addition to their revenues which
they could secure.

In 1899 it cost $756,968,999 to operate the railwavs of the United
States; in 1903 the same expenses amounted to $1,257,538,862, an
increase of $400,569,863. In 1899 railway labor, exclusive of sal-
aried employees, received $481,264,109 ; in 1903 the same classes of
labor received $720,580,923, an increase of $239,316,814. In 1899
the fuel used by locomotives cost $77,187,344; in 1903 it cost $146,-
509,031, an increase of $69,321,687. Comparing operating expenses
with work done, it appears that in 1899 for every dollar expended for
operation the railways were able to carry 17 passengsrs and 165
tons of freight one mile, and that at the rates in force in that year
the average amount of gross receipts obtained for each dollar ex-
pended for operation amounted to 34 cents from passengers and $1.19
from freight, or an aggregate of $1.53. In 1903 the passenger mile-
age for each dollar expended in operation amounted to 16.6 and the
freight mileage to 138. The nominal rates of 1903 being somewhat
higher than those of 1899, these diminished totals of 1903 brought
in 33 cents for passenger service and $1.05 from freight service, or a
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total of $1.38. Thus each dollar of operating expenses in 1899

brought in $1.53 in revenue, not including that from miscellaneous

services, v^hile each dollar of operating expenses in 1903 brought in

only $1.38 in revenue. The decrease amounts to substantially 10 per

cent. The following table shows these data in detail

:

Operating expenses.

1903.

Operating expenses, total
Business done:

Passenger mileage
Ton mileage

Perjl of operating expenses:
Paassnger mileage
Ton mileage

Average receipts:
Per passenger mile mills..
Per ton mile do

Average receipts per $1 of operating expenses:
From passengers
Fromtreight

Total

$856,968,999

14,591,327,713
141,599,167,270

17
165

19.78
7.24

$1,257,588,862

20,

173,

915,763,881
221,278,993

16.6
138

20.06
7.63

$0.34
1.19

$0.33
1.05

$1.53 $1.38

Decrease of 10 per cent.

In another following table I have shown the results of calculations,

similar to those just given, comparing the efficiency of each dollar

expended for wages in the years 1899 and 1903. The table shows
that the somewhat higher average rates of 1903, being based upon a

lower efficiency per dollar expended, produced but $2.48 for each dol-

lar spent in wages, while with higher efficiency and lower rates in

1899, each dollar spent in wages earned $2.73. The decrease again

amounts to substantially 10 per cent. The table follows:

Wages (not including salaries).

1903.

Wages, amount of
Passenger mileage
Ton mileage
Per $1 paid in wages:

Passenger mileage
Ton mileage

Average receipts:
Per passenger mile - mills

Per ton mile..-- do..

Average receipts per $1 spent for wages:
Prom passengers
From freight

Total

$481,264,109
14,691,327,613
141,599,157,270

19.78
7.24

$703,580,923
20,915,762,881
173,221,278,993

20.7
246

20.06
7.63

2.13
$0.60
1.88

$2.73 $2.48

Decrease 10 per cent.

Fuel for locomotives represents, next to wages, the highest single

expenditure for railway operation. The efficiency of the dollars

spent for fuel has, owing to the increased cost of coal and other

fuels, very rapidly decreased. The following table shows that each
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dollar thus expended produced $17.02 of revenue iii 1899 and about

30 per cent less, or $11.89, in 1903

:

Coal and other fuel used hy locomotives.

1899. 1903.

Cost of coal and other fuel used by locomotives.
Passenger mileage --

Ton-mileage
PerJl worth of fuel:

Passenger mileage ._ --

Ton mileage
Average receipts:

Per passenger mile mills
Per ton mite do...

Avei-age receipts per $1 worth of fuel;
From passengers _ --.

Prom freight __ --

Total

$T7.

U,59i:
141,599!

187, 3M
327,618
157,270

189
1,834

19.78
7.24

$146.

20,915,

173,321,

,509,031
762,881
,278,993

143
1,182

20.06
7.63

$3.74
13.28 9.02

$17.02 $11.89

Decrease, 30 per cent.

The foregoing tables must suggest that the question whether rail-

way rates have generally advanced or generally decreased during the

years from 1899 to 1903 and subsequently can not be answered by
simple comparisons of averages expressed in dollars and cents. It

has long been realized that anv effort to study the question of wages
throughout an extended period which fails to take into consideration
the purchasing power of the money received is worse than valueless,

because it is deceptive and misleading. It has been generally recog-

nized also that any effort to consider the condition of particular

classes of producers by comparisons of the prices obtained for their

products at different periods, as that of farmers by the prices of corn
and wheat, is similarly dangerous unless these prices are turned into
quantities of the commodities which such producers must purchase.
Brief quotations from economists of recognized authority will serve

to make this point clearer. In The Wealth of Nations Adam Smith
said:

Every man is rich or poor according to the degree in which he can afford to
enjoy the necessaries, conveniences, and amusements of human life. * * *

The real price of everything, what everything really costs to the man who wants
to acquire it, is the toil and trouble of acquiring it. What everything is really
worth to the man who has acquired it and who wants to dispose of it or ex-
change it for something else is the toil and trouble which it can save to himself
and which it can impose upon other people. * * * The exchangeable value
of everything must be equal to the extent of this power which It will convey to
its owner. * * * Every particular commodity Is more frequently exchanged
for money than for any other commodity. The butcher seldom carries his beef
or his mutton to the baker or the brewer in order to exchange them for bread
or for beer, but he carries them to the market, where he exchanges them for
money. * * * The quantity of money which he gets for them regulates, too,

the quantity of bread and beer which he can afterwards purchase. * * •

Gold and silver, however, like every other commodity, vary in their value, are
sometimes cheaper and sometimes dearer, sometimes of easier and sometimes of
more difficult purchase. * * * The discovery of the abundant mines of
America reduced in the sixteenth century the value of gold and silver in
Europe to about a third of what it had been before. * * * But as a measure
of quantity, such as the natural foot, fathom, or handful, which is continually
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varying In its own quantity, can never be an accurate measure of the quantity
of ottier things, so a commodity which is itself continually varying in its own
value can never be an accurate measure of the value of other commodities.
* • * At all times and places that is dear which it is difficult to come at or
which It costs much labor to acquire and that cheap which is to be had easily or
with very little labor. * * * Commodities may be said to have a real and
nominal price. * * * Real price may be said to consist in the quantity of
the necessaries and conveniences of life, * * * nominal price in the quan-
tity of money. * * * xhe distinction between the real and the nominal price
of commodities and labor is not a matter of mere speculation, but may some-
times be of considerable use in practice. The same real price is always at the
same value, but on account of the variations in the value of gold and silver the
same nominal price is sometimes of very different values.

The following is from John- Stuart Mill, in his Principles of
Political Economy

:

Money is a commodity, and its value is determined lilse that of other com-
modities, temporarily by demand and supply, permanently and in the average
by cost of production. * * * The relations of commodities to one another
remain unaltered by money ; the only new relation introduced is their relation

to money itself, how much or how little money they will e^^hange for. * * »

The value of a thing is what it will exchange for. The value of money is

what money will exchange for ; the purchasing power of money. If prices are
low, money will buy much of other things, and is of high value. If prices are
high, it will buy little of other things, and is of low value. The value of
•money is inversely as general prices—falling as they rise, and rising as they
fall.

And President Hadley, of Yale, in his Economics, said

:

The value of money is measured by the quantity of other things which a
unit of money will purchase. It varies inversely as the general level of prices.

If general prices are high, a given amount of products or services will cost
a great many dollars.

If the price of different commodities rose or fell simultaneously it would be
easy to ascertain the amount of change in the general price level and in the
value of money. But the price of each article is subject to independent varia-
tions of its own. * * * There is always considerable fluctuation in the
purchasing power of coin. * * * The goods which he malies are valued,
not as a source of enjoyment to the producer himself, but as a means of com-
manding the goods and services of others in the open marliet. * * * The
piece wage received by anj' workman multiplied by the number of pieces which
he makes in a day constitutes his day's earnings or nominal wage. The amount
of comforts which he can buy with the money received as nominal wages
represents his real wage.

It is perhaps because the study of comparative railway rates has
been more lately undertaken that the same necessity has not yet
received general recognition in this field of investigation. There
can be no doubt that it exists.

Changes in the purchasing power of money have been scientifically

investigated by many students whose labors cover long periods of
time and include a wide range of commodities, and there can be

no doubt that the close attention given to this subject has resulted

in methods of great accuracy and reliability. The United States

Department of Labor, under the direction of the greatest of statis-

ticians, Hon. Carroll D. Wright, has established a series of index

numbers according to a method which he developed that is probably

the best and the most comprehensive ever continuously applied to

this problem. Although this method has only been applied to the
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period beginning with the year 1890, its use is sufficiently extended
for the purposes of this discussion. The method employed was to

collect large numbers of quotations of wholesale prices, which were
classified m certain groups and averages obtained for each group
and for all the commodities represented. The years from 1890 to

1899 were taken as the basis and represented as 100 per cent, while
the prices of each year are represented as percentages of the bases

thus established. I have applied the same method to the average
rates per passenger per mile and per ton of freight per mile reported

by the Interstate Commerce Commission and have placed the results

in juxtaposition with the index figures reported by Colonel Wright.
The following table, with the exceptions of the columns showing
railway rates, is precisely as it appears in Bulletin No. 51, of the

Department of Labor

:

Wholesale prices and rates compared mth averages for the decade from 1890 to
1899 (percentages).

Railway
rates.

Wholesale prices.

Year. t

S
U
l4

1

i

a

Hen 'a
o

:l
« ba

COM

6^
i

189(M899
ism

100.0
10.5.4

104.

2

103.4
102.

7

96. B
99.2
98.2
98.3
9.5.9

9B.2
97.4
97.9
96.6
97.5

100.0
112.1
106.6
107.0
104.7
102.6
100.0
96.0
95.1
89.7
86.3
86.9
89.4
90.2
90.9

100.0
110.0
121.5
111.7
107.9
95.9
93.3
78.3
85.2
96.1
100.0
109.5
116.9
130.5
118.8

lOO.O
112.4
115.7
103.6
110.2
99.8
94.6
83.8
87.7
94.4
98.3
104.2
105.9
111.3
107.1

100.0
113.5
111.3
109.0
107.2
96.1
92.7
91.3
91.1
93.4
96.7
106.8
101.0
102.0
106.6

100.0
104.7
102.7
101.1
100.0
92.4
98.1
104.3
96.4
95.4
105.0
120.9
119.5
134.3
149.3

100.0
119.2
111.7
106.0
100.7
90.7
92.0
93.7
86.6
86.4

114.7
120.5
111.9
117.2
117.6

100.0
111.8
108.4
102.8
101.9
96.3
93.1
93.4
90.4
95.8
105.8
115.7
116.7
118.8
121.4

100.0
110.2
103.6
102.9
100.5
89.8
87.9
92.6
94.4
106.6
111.3
115.7
115.2
114.2
112.6

100.0
111.1
110.2
106.5
104.9
100.1
96.5
94.0
89.8
92.0
95.1
106.1
110.9
112.2
113.0

100.0
110.3
109.4
106.2
105.

9

99.8
94.5
91.4
92.1
92.4
97.7
109.8
107.4
U4.1
113.6

100. n
112.9

III
111.7
106.1
105.6

1894 96.1
1895 93.6
1896 90.4
1S97 89.7
1898 93.4
1899 101.7
1900
1901

110.5
108.5

1902 U2.9
1903 U3.6

The foregoing table indicates, with regard to all commodities, that
the prices in 1903 averaged 13.6 per cent higher than the average
prices of the period from 1890 to 1899, inclusive, and that from 1899
to 1903 there was an increase of 11.7 per cent. It also shows that
during 1903 rates for railway passenger service were 2.5 per cent
lower than the average of 1890 to 1899, and those for railway freight
service 9.1 per cent lower. From 1899 to 1903, while the general aver-
age of commodity prices rose 11.7 per cent, railway passenger rates

rose 1.4 per cent and freight rates rose 5.3 per cent. In other words,
the amount obtained for selling the same quantities of commodities in
general would buy more transportation of either freight or passen-
gers in 1903 than it would in 1899, or, to reverse the form of the
statement, a particular amount of railway service would buy less in
commodities in 1903 than in 1899. The following table shows com-
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parisons for each of the diflferent groups of commodities according
to the classification adopted by Colonel Wright

:

Comparisons of index numbers—Average rates and prices of the years 1890 to

1S99, inclusive.

Items. Year. Year. Increase.

Baflway rates:
Passenger
Freight

Wholesale prices:
Farm prodDcts
Food, etc
Clothes and clothing
Fuel and lighting
Metals and implements ,,.
liTunber and building materials
Dmgsand chemicalB
House-famishing goods
Miscellaneons articles
All commodities

Per cent.
96.2
86.3

100.0
98.3
96.7

105.0
114.7
105.8
1U.3
95.1
97.7
101.7

Per cent.
srr.5

90.9

118.8
107.1
106.6
149.3
U7.6
121. i
112.6
113.0
113.6
113.6

Percent,
1.^
B.33

18.80
8.95
10.24
42.19
2.53
14.74
1.17
18.82
16.27
11.70

As this subject is important enough to justify going further into
details, I introduce a table showing comparisons similar to those in

the foregoing and based upon specific commodities instead of classes

of commodities, the data for prices being from pages 636 et seq. of
the Eighteenth Annual Report of Commissioner of Labor Wright

:

Index nnmhers.
Incres-e.

1899. 1903.

Percent.
96.2 97.5 1.35
86.3 90.9 6.33

99.5 100.8 1.31
99.7 U8.1 18.46
103.7 U3.1 9.06
103.9 112.9 8.66
103.2 108.8 5.43
99.6 100.2 .60
97.7 U0.8 13.41
102.4 109:4 6.81
101.8 118.5 16.40
90.5 89.3 ol.33
95.1 120.7 26.92
101.1 1^.3 23.9i
100.2 1OT.3 7.09
100.2 108.4 8.18
94.6 101.2 6.98
97.1 126.7 30.43
98.9 105.8 6.98
98.2 103.8 6.70
102.6 112.6 9.75
101.7 127.0 24.89
103.9 139.8 35.86
101.8 129.0 26.72
99.2 121.3 22.28
96.1 U4.8 19.46
85.1 80.2 5.76
102.4 103.9 1.46
101.7 96.1 05.51
104.4
103.7

106.0
U4.9

1.53
10.80

98.3 90.1 .81

Bates:
Per passenger mile
Per freight ton-mile

Prices:
Apples, evaporated
Beans, dry
Beef, treeK, roasts, and stews.
Beef, fresh, steaks
Beef, salt
Bresil, wheat
Batter ,

Cheese
Chickens -

CofCee
Com meal

Fish, fresh.
Fish, salt
Flonr, wheat
Lard
Milk, fresh ,

Molasses
Hntton and lamb
Pork, fresh
Pork, salt, bacon
Pork, salt, dry or pickled
Pork, salt, ham ,

Potatoes, Ii*ish
Prunes
Bice
Sugar
Tea
Veal
Vinegar

oDecrease.

An examination of the foregoing table shows that it includes index
numbers based upon price quotations repref;cnting 30 specific com-
modities, and that of these 30 commodities 24 advanced more rapidly
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between 1899 and 1903 than railway passenger charges, while 22

advanced more rapidly than railway treight rates.

The most vahiable index numbers compiled in the United States by
private statisticians are those regularly published in Dun's Review.
These figures aim to show the specific cost at difTerent periods of the

average quantity of commodities of different classes required for one
year's consumption by the average inhabitant of the United States.

From these figures it appears that the wholesale cost of commodities
required by the average citizen was, at the prices of July 1, 1887,

$85.23, while at those of July 1, 1903, it was $99.46.
_
These figures

are regarded as of sufficient importance by the statistician in charge
of the Bureau of Statistics of the Department of Commerce and
Labor to be repeated in his monthly reports. In the following table

I have shown all of the index numbers compiled for Dun's Review
for July 1 of each year from 1899 to 1903, inclusive:

Dun's index numbers.

[From Monthly Summary of Commerce and Finance of the United States, published hy the
Bureau of Statistics of the Department of Commerce and Labor, for September, 1904,
pages 1751-1752.]

On July 1— Bread-
stuffs.

Meats.
Dairy

and gar-
den.

Other
food.

Cloth-
ing.

Metals. Miscel-
laneous.

Total.

1899 $18,488
14,8fl8

14,904
20,.534
17,473

$7,988
8,906
9,430
11,628
9,269

$10,974
10,901
11,030
12,BB7
13,083

$9,157
9,482
9,086
8,748
9,186

$15,021
16,324
15,098
14,533
17,136

$15,635
14,834
15,844
16,084
16,544

$13,969
16,070
16,617
16,826
16,765

$85,227
mx) 91,415
1901
1902

91,509
101,910

1903 99,456

It may be assumed for the purposes of calculation that in each of

the items of the foregoing table 10 per cent represented the cost, in

1899, of the railway transportation necessarily involved in placing
the goods at the locations where they were required for consumption.
Assuming that this was true in 1899, and that the same volume of

each class of commodities required, at the higher prices and the, nom-
inally, somewhat higher railway rates of the succeeding years, pre-

cisely the same quantity of transportation, I have shown in the table

which I shall now introduce the proportion which the cost of the
same amount of transportation bore to the cost of the same quantity
of commodities in each later year.

Percentage ofper capita cost required for transportation.

Year.
Bread-
stuffs.

Meats.
Dairy
and

garden.

Other
food.

aoth-
ing.

Metals.
Miscel-
laneous. Total.

1899 - 10.00
9.12
9.38
6.87
8.14

10.00
9.03
8.78
7.18
9.08

10.00
10.16
10.33
9.16
8.86

10.00
9.73
10.44
10.95
10.51

10.00
9.25
10.29
10.10
9.23

10.00
10.58
10.53
10.14
9.94

10.00
8.15
8.10
8.08
8.17

10.00
1900
1901 9 154

1902 8 74
1903 9.03

The foregoing table shows that the prices of the commodities rep-

resented increased so much more rapidly than railwaj rates that, if

the quantity of transportation bore the same proportion to quantity
of commodities in 1903 that it bore in 1899, the cost of transportation
would have been but 9.03 per cent of the value of the commodities for
every 10 per cent of that value which it cost in 1899.
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It would be possible to make extended comparisons between the
prices of particular commodities and the rates which they pay when
shipped over the regular lines of traffic. I hare attempted such a
comparison in the case of wheat, using the farm prices reported by
the United States Department of Agriculture (Yearbook, 1903, p.

601), and the average rates per bushel on wheat shipped from Chicago
to New York over the all-rail routes shown in the Statistical Abstract
for 1903 (pp. 403 to 409) . These comparisons follow

:

Wheat rates and 'prices.

Year.
Average
farm price
per bushel.

Average rate
per bushel,
Chicago to

New York, aU-
rail.

Number of bush-
els transported
from Chicago
to New York
for the price of
1 bushel.

1899

Cents.
58.4
61.9
63.4
63.0
69.6

Cents.
11.13
9.08
9.02
8.76
8.89

6.25
1900 6.82
1901 6.91
1902 - 7.20
1903 7.82

It appears from the foregoing that the price of wheat was lower in

1899 than in every one of the four years which followed, and that the

railway rate charged for moving a bushel of wheat from Chicago to

New York was higher in 1899 than in any succeeding year. Compar-
ing farm prices with rates, it appears that 1 bushel in every 5J was
required to pay the cost of transportation from Chicago to New York
in 1899, while in 1903 1 bushel would pay the cost of transporting

more than 7| bushels.

The following table, also based upon farm prices as shown in the

Yearbook of the Department of Agriculture for the year 1903, shows
the values per unit of different farm products and farm animals, and
the amount of transportation, both passenger and freight, purchas-
able for a single imit of each

:

Railway rates andfarm prices.

Unit of meas-
ure.

Price per unit.

Miles of railway transportation purchasable
for the price of 1 unit.

Ciommodity. For 1 passenger. For 1 ton of freight.

1899. 1903. 1899. 1903. Increase. 1899. 1903. Increase.

Bushel
do

$0,303
.584
.249
.403
.510
.557
.390

7.27
37.40
44.96
29.66
22.79
2.76
4.40

$0,425
.696
.341
.456
.545
.607
.614

9.08
67.93
78.88
29.21
16.32
2.59
6.16

15
80
13
20-
26
28
20

368
1,891
2,273
1,499
1,152

139
222

21
35
17
23
27
30
31
453

3,386
3,932
1,456

814
129
307

Per cent.
40.00
16.67
30.77
15.00
3.85
7.14

65.00
23.10
79.06
72.99

^29

42
81
34
56
70
77
54

1,004
5,166
6,210
4,097
3,148
380
608

66
91
45
60
71
80
80

1,190
8,903
10,338
3,828
2,139
339
806

Per cent.
33.33

Wheat 12.35
Oats do 32.35

do 7.44
Rye do 1.43

do 3.90
Potatoes do 48.15
Hay Ton _ 18.53
Horses.. . ,. _ Each 72.34

Mules do 66. 4T
do (a)

other cattle do m
Sheep ._. do ("»

Hogs ,. .. do £2.67

aDecrease.
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RAILWAY RATES AND AVAGES.

Just as the receipts from railway service will purchase less of com-
modities, and just as commodities will purchase more railway service,

changes in wages, taken in connection with changes in railway rates,

have produced a condition by which the railways now have to per-

form more service in order to pay the average day's wages of their

employees than they did at the average wages and rates of 1899;
or, reversing the proposition, the average day's labor will now pur-
chase more transportation than in 1899. The following table shows
for different classes of railway employees, the number in each class,

the total wages paid to that class in 1903, and the number of miles
which a ton of freight had to be moved in 1899 and in 1903 in order
to pay for one day's labor of each kind. The concluding column
shows the increased percentage of service which had to be performed
to pay for one day of each kind of labor.

Employees.
Number
on June 30,

1903.

Total wages
during 1903.

Ton-miles required to pay
for 1 day's labor.

In 1899. In 1903. Increase.

34,892
52,993
56,041
39,741
104,886
44,819
56,470
154,635
37,101

300,714
30,984
7,949

168,430

$21,011,724
64,178,825
37,494,288
39,932,537
66,221,636
83,414,954
35,526,545
84,133,168
21,430,984
10d,426,685
19,962,487

- 5,033,788
84,203,290

240
614
290
432
268
316
280
238
232
183
267
261
232

245
526
299
443
284
828
287
244
233
272
273
277
232

Pur cent.
Z 08

Engineers ._ - .... 2 33
Firemen . 3 10

2.55
5.97
3.80

Carpenters 2 50
Otlier shopmen ._ . 2 52
Section foremen 43
Other trackmen 5 52
Telegraph operators and dispatchers
Employees, account floating equipment

2.25
6.13

Total 1,089,591 $615,954,906

a No change.

From the foregoing it appears that in order to pay for one day's
labor on the part of the average station agent a ton of freight had" to
be carried 245 miles in 1903, as against 240 miles in 1899. The pur-
chasing power of labor in general is indicated by the following table,

in which the statistics of wages are from the reports of Commissioner
of Labor Wright

:

General wages and railway rates.

Occnpation.

Wages per
hour.

1903.

Miles of railway service pur-
chasable with 1 hour's
earnings.

For 1 passen-
ger.

1899. 1903.

For 1 ton of
freight.

1899. 1903.

Blacksmiths
Boiler makers
Bricklayers
Cai-penters
Compositors
Hod carriers
Iron molders
Laborers, general
Machinists
Painters
Plumbers..
Stonecutters
Stone maaons

Cents.
27.37
26.54
45.97
28.39
40.86
25.18
26.63
14.57
24.17
28.92
36.84
86.94
37.19

Cent*.
29.62
28.48
54.71
35.94
44.67
28.63
30.38
16.76
27.09
84.50
43.71
42.25
44.86

18.3
13.4
23.2
14.4
20.7
12.7
13.0
7.4

12.2
14.6
18.6
18.2
18.8

14.8
14.2
27.8
17.9
22.3
14.3
16.1
8.4
13.6
17.2
21.8
21.1
22.4

86.4
36.7
63.6
39.2
66.4
34.8
35.6
20.1
33.4
39.9
60.9
4S.6
61.4

38.8
87.8
71.7
47.1
58.6
37.6
89.8
22.0
35.6
46.2
67.8
65.4
68.8
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It appears from the foregoing that the average blacksmith earned
27.37 cents per hour in 1899 and 29.62 cents per hour in 1903. At
the passenger rates of 1899 his hour's earnings in that year would
buy 13.3 miles of railway transportation. In 1903, although passen-
ger rates had slightly advanced, his earnings had advanced so much
more rapidly that for an hour's labor he could obtain 14.8 miles of
travel.

_
At the freight rates of 1899 and the rates of wages then

prevailing the average hour's earnings of the same blacksmith would
have been sufficient to pay for carrying a ton of freight 36.4 miles, but
at the wages and rates of 1903 his hour's labor would have paid for

moving a ton 38.8 miles. Similar results are seen throughout the
table; the increases in the purchasing power being sometimes much
greater than those noted.

I submit to the gentlemen of the committee that the foregoing
data, taken from Government reports of unimpeachable authority,

prove that the advanced railway rates which have been so loudly
exploited are increases in name only. What actually happened is

that prices of commodities rose so rapidly and so greatly that it was
absolutely necessary in order to avoid railway bankruptcy to adjust
charges to the enhanced cost of labor and supplies. The adjust-

ment was somewhat tardily undertaken and not until great losses

had been sustained through the increased cost of nearly every item
necessary to operation. When the changes were made they were
made with a profound sense of the delicacy of the adjustment of

business conditions to the charges established in the schedules, with
full recognition of the wide acceptance of the theory that although
the scheduled rates may be reduced they are unlikely ever to be
increased. In spite of the pressure of increased wages and prices,

the level of railway rates was not moved upward far enough to

restore its old relation to the general level of either. In other words,
the nominal advances in railway charges did not, on the whole, make
up for more than a small and insignificant proportion of the advance
in the cost of labor and supplies.

THE STABILITY OF THE TON-MILE UNIT.

So plainly was the fact just recited to be read in the statistics of

average earnings per ton per mile compiled by the Commission itself

that, m submitting to the Senate the report printed as Document No.

257, it attempted to discredit What has always been regarded as the

most satisfactory available standard for measuring the trend of rates.

Therefore we find it asserted in the report that

—

It may be said that there Is a constant tendency toward an increase In the

percentage of the tonnage of low-grade freight, so that if there had been no
advances in rates or classification since the year ending June 30, 1899, it is

sa^ to say that the average rate per ton for each of the subsequent years

would have been somewhat less than for that year.

In other words, the Commission believes that the change in the

character of the traffic carried between 1899 and 1903 was such that

had every rate schedule remained as it was at the beginning of the

period the average representing receipts per ton per mile would have
declined. This contention is important if it is true; if it is untrue
its fallacy ought to be exposed. Its wealoiess will be apparent at

once to anyone at all conversant with railroad affairs and industrial

S. Doc. 243, 59-1—vol 4 47
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conditions. The Commission does not say that the percentage of

low-class freight is higher than it was twenty-five or thirty years ago.

That might raise a more serious question. But the statement is the

much more limited one, that " since the year ending June_ 30, 1899,"

there has been " a constant tendency " toward an increase in the per-

centage of low-grade freight, with the result that " if there had been

no advances in rates or classification " the average rate per ton-mile
" for each of the years " subsequent to 1899 " would have been some-
what less than for that year."

The question therefore arises, what was going on in business affairs

in the four years from 1899 to 1903 that there should have been " a
constant tendency toward an increase in the percentage " of low-grade
freight each year? The period was one of unprecedented industrial

activity, and the increase in the quantity of low-grade freight was
unquestionably of really noteworthy dimensions. But it by no means
follows that the ratio of low-grade freight to the total tonnage was
increased. Low-grade traffic has long formed a preponderating pro-
portion of the whole, and hence even to maintain the old ratio these

classes of tonnage must increase very much faster in quantity than
other classes. It is this expansion in the quantity of low-class ton-

nage that is most manifest to the superficial.

Obviously an increase in the percentage of low-class freight would
involve a reduction in the percentage of high-class freight. As it

happens, circumstances and conditions do not afford warrant for the
belief in such a reduction. High-class freight consists of merchan-
dise, manufactures, and miscellaneous articles and commodities of
considerable value in regard to bulk, and therefore able to stand
high rates, since the transportation charge, even at such rates, can
constitute only a small part of the cost of the goods at point of deliv-

ery. Dry goods is one of the items of high-class freight. Manufac-
tures and finished goods generaly fall in the same category. What
controls the volume of the shipments of these goods? The demand,
of course, and this demand naturally varies according to the con-
sumptive requirements of the population. These requirements in

turn are dependent upon business conditions—^upon whether labor is

fully and profitably employed and upon whether manufacturers,
merchants, and producers are making money.
During the four years from 1899 to 1903 all classes of the popula-

tion were extremely prosperous. Wage-earners had no difficulty in

finding employment and many worked overtime. Their rates of pay
were increased again and again—in fact, they could command their

own terms. Manufacturers turned out more goods than in any pre-
vious similar period in their business experience. Merchants and
traders increased their sales correspondingly, while the farming
community encountered no setback in its long era of good times.

In brief, everyone was in a condition to buy on an extensive scale.

In such a state of things the percentage of high-class freight shipped
over the railroads could not decrease. Is there not rather every
reason for thinking that it would necessarily increase?
These are general observations, but they find full support in a

study of the statistics available for that purpose. Of all traffic

changes, those in the territorial distribution of tonnage movement
are most accurately and comprehensively portrayed by published
statistics. The Commission's Statistician long ago adopted a geo-
graphical classification of the data which he compiles, and the
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averages in which his conclusions are expressed are presented for
each of ten great divisions of the country as well as for the United
States as an whole. In 1899 there were three of these divisions in

which the average receipts per ton per mile were lower than 6 mills,

the range being from 5.29 mills in Group III to 5.94 mills in Group
IV. The lowest average for any other group was 8.07 mills and
the highest 11.36 mills. The average for the entire country was 7.24
mills, the lowest of any year in the history of the American railway
system. Figures for the yaar 1903 show that the average revenue
per ton of freight per mile for the entire country was 7.63 mills, an
advance over 1899 of not quite four-tenths of a mill.

In 1899 55.45 per cent of the traific movement of the United States
was within the three groups where rates were lowest, none of which
had an average of receipts per ton per mile as high as 6 mills. From
1899 to 1903, the ton mileage of the country increased 40.07 per cent,

and of this great increase 57.37 went to the groups in which the
average in 1899 exceeded 8 mills. The business of the three groups
having low rates grew but 30.81 per cent, while that of the seven
higher groups grew very much more rapidly, or actually 51.60 per
cent. Thus changes in the geographical distribution of traffic, which
can easily be traced in the Commission's reports, would have resulted

in a higher instead of a lower average rate per ton per mile " had
there been no advance in rates or classification."

The following table shows the ton mileage of each group for the
years 1899 and 1903, with the percentages of increase.

Ton-mileage.

Group. 1899. 1903. Increase.

I 4,111,631,534
37,462,483,496
25,075,832,881
6,030,279,854
8,547,922,813
22,311,097,477
3,467,159,799
8,080,198,237
3,740,143,138
4,841,029,424

5,114,609,555
47,127,274,771
34,804,198,236
7,760,464,917
13,174,890,160
32,535,907,4^
5,842,151,338
12,541,491,467
5,595,345,082
8,724,936,974

24 39
II 25.80
Ill 28.80
IV 28.69
V 54 13
VI 45.83
VII 68.50vm 55.21
IX.... 49 60
X 80.23

Total 123,667,257,153 173,231,278,998 40 07

The precise influence of these changes in the geographical distri-

bution of tonnage can be measured by using the traffic movement
of each group in 1903 as a " weight " to be applied to the average ton-
mile revenue of the same group in 1899, and thus obtaining a weighted
average. Such a calculation is shown below

:

Group.

Average re-
ceipts per

ton per mile,
1899.

Ton-mileage,
1903.

Products.

I 11.23
5.82
5.29
5.94
8.07
8.21
11.01
9.68
10.65
U.36

5,114,609,555
47,127,274,771
34,804,198,236
7,760,464,917
13,174,890,160
82,535,907,493
5,842,151,338
12,541,491,467
5,595,354,082
8,724,936,974

$57, 437, 065
rt 274,280,739

184,114,209
46,097,182

106,321,364
267,119,801
64,322,086

121,401,637
69,590,621
99,115,284

m
IV
V
VI
VII
VIII .

IX
X

United StuteB 7.24 173,221,278,993 «1 !Wa laa cro
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In order to ascertain from the foregoing what would have been the

effect of the changed geographical distribution of tonnage had there

been no changes in average rates within the different groups, it is nec-

essary to divide the total of the last column by the total of that

directly at the left. The quotient thus obtained is 7.39 mills, and
the calculation shows that 0.15 mill of the rise of 0..39 mill from 1899

to 1903, or 38.46 per cent, is accoimted for by mere changes in the

geographical distribution of traffic.

Beyond the changed distribution of traffic there is, however, a great

deal of evidence that the ton-mile unit is moving upward rather than
downward in quality. The opinion to the contrary is based pri-

marily upon the importance of mine products in the aggregate ton-

nage of the country. The notion that this great class, which repre-

sented 51.47 per cent of the country's railway traffic in 1899 and
51.56 per cent in 1903, is carried at the lowest rates is not supported
by the facts. One-fifth of it is anthracite coal, which is charged for

at rates that considerably exceed the general average of the country,

while more than a quarter moves in those portions of the country
comprised in Groups VI, VII, VIII, IX, and X, in which traffic con-

ditions still require rates considerably above the average.

Generally speaking, the classes of traffic which move at the lowest

rates are farm products, including both vegetable and animal prod-
ucts in that designation. This class of traffic has not grown, and in

the nature of things could not have grown as rapidly as others.
" Products of agriculture " supplied 11.33 per cent of the railway ton-

nage of 1899 and but 9.56 per cent in 1903, while during the same
years the proportions supplied by " products of animals " fell off from
3.12 per cent to 2.63 per cent. Manufactured articles, which made
up but 13.45 per cent of all tonnage in 1899 and moved at relatively

high rates, supplied 14.39 per cent of the total in 1903. These data
clearly tend toward a conclusion diametricallj'^ opposed to that quoted
from the Commission's report.

Although detailed statistics are not available, the well-known fact

that west-bound traffic has since 1899 grown so as to constitute an
unprecedentedly heavy proportion of the total is also strong evi-

dence in the same direction. East-bound movement is commonly of
low-grade freight, paying relatively low rates ; west-bound movement
is of higher grade and pays relatively higher rates. Not only is the
contention of the Commission " not proven," but it is clear that the
ton-mile unit was of higher average quality in 1903 than in 1899.

SINGULAR OMISSIONS AND STRANGE INCLUSIONS.

Before parting with Document No. 257 it is worth while to note
that while ostensibly a response to a resolution of the Senate it did
not respond to any resolution ever adopted, but did respond to one
which failed of adoption. Important facts called for in the resolu-
tion which was passed were omitted, while, as has been shown,
improbable estimates were resorted to in order to include matters
concerning which no inquiry had been addressed to the Commission.
The resolution which was introduced but never adopted and that
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which was passed appear in parallel columns be?ow, the former being
correctly designated as the one responded to by the Commission

:

NOT ADOPTED. ADOPTED.

The resolution which was answered,. The resolution which was not
answered.

Resolved, That the Interstate Com-
merce Commission is hereby directed Resolved, That the Interstate Com-
to furnish the Senate, as speedily as merce Commission is hereby directed
may be practicable, a report showing to furnish the Senate, as speedily as
the principal changes in railway tariff may be practicable, a report showing
rates, whether resulting from the the principal changes in railway tariff

adoption of new rates or the amend- rates, whether resulting from the
ment of freight classifications, and an adoption of new rates or the amend-
estimate of the effect of such changes ment of freight classifications, and an
upon the revenues of railway corpora- estimate of the effect of such changes
tions in the United States during each upon the gross and net revehues of
of the fiscal years ending June 30, railway corporations in the United
1900, 1901, 1902, and 1903, as compared States during each of the fiscal years
with the revenues that would have ending June 30, 1900, 1901, 1902, and
been derived by them under the rates 1903, as compared with the gross and
and freight classifications in force dur- net revenues that would have been do-

ing the fiscal year ending June 30, rived by them under the rates and
1899. And that said Commission also freight classifications In force during
inclvde in such report such estimate the fiscal year ending June 30, 1899;
as may he practicable of the effect of and also report the changes in cost of
such changes in rates and freight clas- operation and maintenance of said rail-

sifications upon the revenues of said ways for said years,
railway corporations derived from the
transportation of leading commodities,
for example, iron and steel articles,

coal, lumber, grain, flour, hay, and
sugar, during the periods above men-
tioned.

The words in italics in the resolution that was not adopted, as
printed aboye, were omitted in the resolution as finally passed and
those printed in italics in the latter were not in the former. Yet
Document No. 257 replies to all the ultimately omitted inquiries of
the unadopted resolution and affords no answer to the inquiries added
to the resolution that passed. The Commission's " Preliminary re-

port on the income account of railways," for the fiscal year 1903, is

dated December 12, 1903, and shows that the operating expenses of
" about 98 per cent " of the railway mileage of the country for the
fiscal year 1903 was $1,248,520,483, or $391,551,484 more than the cost

of operating all the railways in 1899. Yet the Commission, while
inserting in Document No. 257, which is dated March 24, 1904, figures

for freight tonnage and earnings which cover but 98 per cent of the
existing mileage, failed to include the expenses of operation for 1903,
asked for by the resolution, and explained the omission by the state-

ment that they had " not yet been compiled."

INCREASED USE OP RAILWAT TRANSPOKTATION.

In my opinion, the best evidence, however, that railway rates are
not exorbitant is the rapidly increasing use of railway transportation,

an increase which is not understood unless it is borne in mind that
railway service enters more largely into the economic life of the
people of the United States than into that of the people of any other
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nation. This was true in the year 1880, when the number of tons of

freight carried one mile per capita of population was only 645, yet

since that time the trainc movement per head of population has

increased more than threefold. In 1903 no less than 2,155 tons were
carried one mile per capita of population. These data are shown in

the following table

:

Railway services.

Tear. Population.
Passengers car-

ried 1 mile.
Freight carried

1 mile.

Passen-
ger mile-
age per
capita.

Ton
mileage

per
capita.

1880 60,155,783
62,622,250
69,043,000
71,704,000
73,060,000
74,438,000
76,303,387
77,647,000
79,003,000
80,372,000

Number.
6,740,112,502
11,847,785,617
13,188,446,271
12,256,939,647
13,379,930,004
14,591,327,613
16,039,007,215
17,353,588,444
19,689,937,620
20,915,763,881

Tons.
32,348,846,693
76,207,047,298
85,227,515,891
96,139,022,225
114,077,576,305
123,667,257,153
141,599,157,270
147,077,136,040
157,289,370,053
173,221,278,993

114
191
177
171
183
196
210
223
249
260

645

1890 1,217

1895 1,234

1897 1,327

1898 1,561

1899 1,661
1900 1,856
1901 1,894

1902 1,991

1903 - 2,155

Significant as the increases shown in the foregoing are, their mean-
ing will be better apprehended if attention is called to the fact that

this growth in the volume of railway transportation purchased has
outstripped growth in almost every other economic factor in our
national life. The following table shows, for several of the more
important elements of the industrial life of the United States, the

volume utilized in the year 1903 as compared with the years 1880,

1890, and 1900

:

Percentages of increase.

Items.

The year 1903 com-
pared with the year—

1880. 1890. 1900.

Passengers carried 1 mile
Freight^ tons carried 1 mile
Population
Money, amount in circulation
National banlis, capital of
Government receipts, net ordinary _

Government expenditures, net ordinary
Exports of merchandise, value
Imports of merchandise, value
Foreign trade, ixjtal value
Wheat produced, bushels
Corn produced, bushels
Cotton produced, bales
American ships in foreign trade, tonnage ...

American ships in domestic trade, tonnage .

American ships on Great Lakes, tonnage
Post-offices, number of
Telegrams sent, number of
Newspapers, number of
Patents issued, number of

435
60
143

182
70
54
63
28
31
86

'\
214
73
213
111
127

77
127

(»)

30
22
6
15
20

C).

21
9

7
14

20

15

20

o Decrease.

The foregoing, which is based upon data reported hy the Bureau
of Statistics of the Department of Commerce and Labor, shows,
among other things, that in 1903 the people of the United States pur-
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chased 127 per cent more railway freight service than in 1890.

Between the same years the amount of money in circulation increased
66 per cent ; the capital of national banks, 16 per cent ; Government
expenditures, 83 per cent ; the value of foreign trade, 48 per cent ; the
number of bushels of wheat produced, 60 per cent, and the tonnage of
American ships on the Great Lakes, 79 per cent.

EEBATES ELIMINATED.

The second allegation in support of the proposed legislation, that
there is unjust discrimination among the purchasers of transportation,

is seriously confused by the misleading use of the word " rebates."

There is nothing in the measure which passed the House of Repre-
sentatives that would ajBfect rebates except as it would increase the
incentive to cut below the schedule rates—a result that is extremely
probable should such a measure be enacted. A rebate, using the word
in its broadest sense, is any device by which one shipper of freight

is permitted to receive service for a smaller payment than is exacted
from some other shipper for a like and contemporaneous service.

THE LAW AGAINST EEBATES.

All devices of this soi-t are absolutely prohibited by Federal law,
and have been so prohibited for nearly eighteen years. The language
of the statute is broad enough to cover any conceivable device, whether
by underbilling, underweighing, false classification, excessive pay-
ments for the use of shippers' cars, unreasonable allowances to ter-

minal railways or otherwise. The law on this subject was materially
strengthened by the Elkins act, approved on February 19, 1903, which
reads, in part, as follows

:

* * • and it shall be unlawful for any person, persons, or corporation to
offer, grant, or give, or to solicit, accept, or receive any rebate, concession, or
discrimination in respect of the transportation of any property' in interstate or
foreign commerce by any common carrier subject to said act to regulate com-
merce and the acts amendatory thereto, whereby any such property shall by any
device vchatever be transported at a less rate than that named in the tariffs pub-
lished and filed by such carrier, as Is required by said Act to regulate commerce
and the acts amendatory thereto, or whereby any other advantage is given or
discrimination is practiced.

Violation of the foregoing is a misdemeanor, punishable by a fine,

which may not be less than $1,000 nor more than $20,000. In addi-

tion to these penalties the statute places in the hands of the Interstate

Commerce Commission a most powerful instrument for the enforce-

ment of the laws by providing

:

That vyhenever the Interstate Commerce Commission shall have reasonable
ground for belief that any common carrier is engaged in the carriage of passen-
gers or freight traffic between given points at less than the published rates

on file, or is committing any discriminations forbiddea by law, a petition may
be presented alleging such facts to the circuit court of the United States,

sitting in equi^, having jurisdiction ; * * * whereupon it shall be the duty
of the court summarily to inquire Into the circumstances upon such notice and
in such manner as the court shall direct, and without the formal pleadings
and proceedings applicable to ordinary suits in equity, • * and upon
being satisfied of the truth of the allegations of said petition, said court shall

enforce an observance of the published tariffs or direct and require a discon-

tinuance of such discrimination by proper orders, vsrits, and process. • •
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SUCCESSFUL OPERATION OE ELKINS LAW.

Thus " government by injunction " has been invoked in aid of the
suppression of rebates. Tn his annual message to Congress of a year
ago (transmitted on December 7, 1903), the President declared
concerning this legislation

:

The Congress * » * has secured equal treatment to all producers in the
transportation of their goods, thus talcing a long stride forward in malting
effective the work of the Interstate Commerce Commission.

The testimony of the Interstate Commerce Commission, as given
in the annual report which it submitted to Congress on December
17, 1904, is that^
As to that branch of regulation which deals with the publication and invari-

able application of tariff rates, the act as amended by the Elkins law of Feb-
ruary 19, 1903, appears to be operating successfully as applied to carriers sub-
ject to its provisions. * * *

Mr. E. P. Bacon, who is the chief legislative agent of those who
wish to confer rate-making authority upon the Commission, on De-
cember 9, 1904, while addressing the Committee on Interstate and
Foreign Commerce of the House of Representatives, was asked
whether he had " heard of any proceedings against the railroads in

the matter of rebates." He replied as follows:

I have not heard of any occasion for proceedings. It [meaning the Elkins
law of February 19, 1903] has been so generally observed by the railways since
its passage that there has been no occasion for prosecution.

During the same hearing, and also with reference to the Elkins
Act, Mr. Bacon said:

That • * » has been productive of Immense good. It has been surprising,
in fact, to me to what, an extent that bill has been complied with by the trans-
portation companies, and in fact our committee has been unable to trace any
violation of that bill of any consequence. There have been some devices for
defeating it by the establishment of sidetracks, which are called railroads, so
that on a division with the raih'oads they get an undue proportion, and by that
means obtaining personal discriminations, personal favors, and personal advan-
tages. But the Commission, after hearing some cases in that direction, have
already taken steps to prevent that evasion of the law.

By whatever device accomplished, a rebate is vicious in principle

and demoralizing in practice. It is fortunate that it offends the
American spirit of fairness; that it is so wholly obnoxious to the
people that its condemnation is as certain and as general as it deserves.

Eebates from interstate freight charges have been illegal for but
eighteen years, and the laws against them have been strengthened
from time to time as opportunities for their perfection have been
indicated by experience. If they are not as effective as the laws
against burglary and arson, the fact may be set down as, principally,

evidence of the slow growth of higher moral ideals amidst the strug-

gles of the market place.

Further strengthening of these laws should be welcomed and will

be welcomed whenever it is clear that the changes suggested are likely

to produce the results desired.

IMPORTANCE OF CLEAR THINKING.

It would be most unfortunate, however, if the improper and inap-
propriate use of a term of such sinister suggestion as the word rebate
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should result in the enactment of unwise laws which could have no
relation or application to the obnoxious practice to which that term
properly applies.

THE ADJUSTMENT OF TARIFF RATES.

The effort to discover genuine substance behind the demand for

legislation providing new and extraordinary means for the revision

of the rate schedules requires lenses of great magnifying power.

Of course there are the perennial, natural, and desirable controver-

sies among localities which would like statutory aid in their efforts

to supplant their commercial rivals, but complaint of this sort

scarcely supplies an adequate measure of the real situation. A better

one is to be found in the records of the Commission itself. The
Commission has admitted that many of th-e complaints which it

receives are unreasonable and baseless, and there are doubtless many
unreasonable complaints which affect the public sentiment of partic-

ular localities that are never brought to its official attention. Pos-

sibly thore may be occasional grounds for reasonable complaints

which are not disclosed by its records, but it can scarcely be con-

tended that it has not, in the eighteen years of its existence, gathered
together substantially all of the serious controversies between the

purchasers of railway transportation and the railway corporations.

We may turn, then, to these records and derive from them an ap-

proximate measure of the evils which constitute the only basis for

the radical legislative proposals now under consideration.

The report submitted to Congress by the Commission at the close

of the last calendar year showed that from the creation of the

Commission, on February 4, 1887, to December, 1904, it had received

all told, precisely 4,012 complaints against railway rates and railway
methods. This is an average of something over 200 every year, and
perhaps might be sufficient, even in connection with an industry serv-

ing 85,000,000 people and requiring the investment of eleven billions

of dollars, to justify somewhat radical legislation if it were true
that under existing law satisfactory solutions had not in most cases

been attainable. But 3,223 of these complaints are classified by the
Conmiission as " informal," and were settled under the existing law
by its friendly mediation. In other words, in all these cases no for-

mal complaint was received, no formal proceedings were instituted,

no report and opinion was filed, no order issued, no litigation ensued

;

yet every one of them was settled to the mutual satisfaction of those
concerned. The Commission has never seen fit to report the number
of these cases in which the settlement which it secured was in the
form of a concession by the carrier, or the number in which the person
or persons complaining were finally satisfied that no concession ought
to be made.
The remaining 789 cases have been formally presented to the Com-

mission, but only 359 of them have been pressed to final determination
by that body. It is impossible to state just how many are still pend-
ing, but certainly the number does not exceed 10 per cent, and there
are probably less than 70 cases now pending. In other words, almost
half of the 789 formal complaints have been settled by agreement
between the parties or by the withdrawal of the complaint before the
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Commission has had time to investigate and decide. Of the 359 cases

which the Commission has decided, frequently considering two or

more of them together and in its whole history having rendered but
297 formal decisions, 194, or scarcely more than one-half of the total,

have been decided in favor of the complainants. The balance have
been dismissed because there was no legal ground for coniplaint. In
the 194 cases decided in favor of the complainants the Commission
has with a few exceptions issued formal orders requiring the carriers

to change their rates or to modify their regulations. Probably about
65 per cent of these orders have been promptly and voluntarily

obeyed by the carriers against which they were directed. A report,

submitted to the United States Senate by the Commission on Decem-
ber 21, 1896 (Senate Doc. No. 30, 54th Cong., 2d sess.), shows the

action taken in 107 instances, in which the decision of the Commission
was more or less favorable to the complainants. From this report it

appears that in 58 of the 107 cases included there was complete, vol-

untary obedience to the Commission's order. In 11 more there was
voluntary, partial obedience, while in another case the Commission
reports that " some changes " were made. It is to be observed con-

cerning these 12 cases that the degree of obedience was at least suffi-

cient to prevent further action on the part of the Commission or the
complainants. It appears, therefore, that in 107 cases there were
only 37 in which the defendants declined substantially to comply
with the Commission's recommendations. The facts concerning these

cases merit and will receive attention hereafter.

Information on this subject is brought to a later date by the state-

ment supplied to Senator Kean by the Commission, and printed on
pages 68 and 69 of the " Hearings;,before the Committee on Interstate

Commerce of the Senate," of April 19, 1905. This statement relates

to 60 cases decided between December 3, 1887, and June 25, 1904, " in

which the Commission found rates complained of to be unreasonable
and ordered them to be discontinued." It shows that in 26 cases the

orders of the Commission were completely obeyed and that in 13

cases they were partially obeyed. As no suits were brought in

any of the cases in which the obedience is described as " partial,"

the action may be presumed to have been satisfactory to the com-
plainants. Of the 21 cases in which the orders of the Commission
were not obeyed, suits had been brought, at the date on which the
statement was made, in 19, and in 16 of these the courts had
decided that there were no lawful orders, that the pseudo orders
issued had no legal force, and, in eflfect, that they ought not to have
been obeyed. The decision in the Freight Bureau cases (167 U. S.,

479), which the Commission always refers to as having established

the interpretation of the law to the effect that the Commission has no
rate-making power (although this was in fact clearly decided more
than a year before in the Social Circle case (162 U. S., 184, decided
on March 30, 1896), was decided on May 27, 1897. The following
table shows that there has been more frequent and more complete
compliance with the Commission's orders since that date than before.
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Orders requiring changes in rates.

Issued— Number
issued.

Number
complete-
ly obeyed.

Number
partially
obeyed.

Percent-
age wholly
or partly
obeyed.

Before May 27, 1897 a.
19

16
U

U
2

63.41
After May 37, 1897.. _ _ 68.43

Total 60 26 13 65.00

Senator Newlands. You think the restriction of their powers,
then, by the Supreme Court rather improves their efficiency ?

Mr. Newcomb. I think they are mistaken. I would not say the

difference is important enough to justify such a conclusion as that,

but they must be mistaken m their statement, so frequently made,
that since that decision was rendered the orders have not been
obeyed.

Senator Forakeh. How does the number of their orders made
since the Maximum Eate case decision compare with the same period

of time prior to that ?

Mr. Newcomb. There were 41 orders prior to that decision, and I
have 19 since. The period since covered by the statement must be
about seven years, and the period previous to that was about ten years.

Senator Clapp. Those 19 are not all orders that went directly to

reducing rates. There were 13 that went direct to reducing rates.

Mr. Newcomb. Those are the orders that they enumerate in their

statement to Senator Kean. I think I excluded all the cases where
thOT did not make a positive order, and I took their list.

Senator Newlands. Do you mean to say that out of those 4,000
cases there were only 40 or more prior to the decision of the Maxi-
mum Eate case and 19 since in which the Commission has made
positive orders?
Mr. Newcomb. No, sir ; these are the only ones in which the orders

related to rates. Senator Clapp has suggested that the list is not
actually accurate.

Senator Clapp. I was simply stating Mr. Hines's statement, who
furnishes a complete analysis.

Mr. Newcomb. Mr. Hines is a very high authority on that subject,

and I think is right. They were asked merely to give a list of the

orders in which they had directed changes in rates and to show what
had been done. Tliere were three or four cases included where they
said they had not made positive orders and I excluded those, but I
did not make any further analysis of the list than that.

Senator Newlands. But out of that whole 4,000 cases, I understand
that less than 100 have covered questions of rates. Is that it ?

Mr. Newcomb. No; less than 100 in which thw have decided in

favor of the complainants on contested cases. Of the 4,000 cases

quite a large number are informal cases, and we don't know anything
about what has been done with them. We don't know how they are

settled. We only know what subject-matters they have covered.

There have been about 800 contested cases, and only 1 94 cases in which
they have decided in favor of the complainant, and out of those I sup-

pose this list of 100 covers all that actually applied to rates. The
number of cases that have gone to the courts is just about 1.1 per cent

of the total number of cases they have heard.
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Senator Clapp. You will find that statement of Mr. Hines's on page
7 of the sixth day of the testimony.

Mr. Newcomb. It does not seem to me that that in anyway modifies

the force of the statements from the analysis of those decisions that

more of their orders have been obeyed since 1897 than prior to that

time. The opposite statement has been repeated so often that I am
afraid it is actually believed, and the facts are to the contrary.

Senator Ci.app. Following your line of discussion, he also .shows

that since 1897 since the maximum rate case was decided, that of the

cases where the Commission actually dealt with the question of rates,

and the decision of the Commission as to the unreasonableness of the

existing rate was sustained either by adopting it or the court sustain-

ing it, the carriers put into operation the suggested modified rate

except in two cases.

Mr. Newcomb. I think that has been generally true, and in those

cases, which are referred to in the last annual report of the Interstate

Commerce Commission, very substantial reductions were made.
We come, therefore, to this conclusion: That out of about 4,000

complaints of one kind and another brought to the attention of the

Commission, approximately 3,900 have been adequately and satis-

factorily settled under the law as it exists to-day. Of the remaining
100 cases some are undoubtedly still pending, and if they shall be
decided against the carriers it is reasonable to believe that in most
cases the action recommended by the Commission will be promptly
taken by the defendants. The traceable remainder amounts to pre-

cisely 45 cases in which the Commission has rendered decisions

adverse to the railroads, which the latter have refused or neglected

to obey. In these cases the Commission or some interested party has,

in accordance with the procedure provided in the statute, sought the

aid of the United States courts for the enforcement of the remedies
prescribed by the Commission. These 45 cases constitute almost pre-

cisely 1.1 per cent of the total number of complaints which the Com-
mission has received. Here, then, we have apparently put our finger

upon the dimensions of the evil which it is proposed to remedy by
conferring upon the political appointees of a partisan President
power to write into every contract for transportation the most im-
portant item in that contract—the price for which the transportation

IS to be performed.
For the sake of 1.1 per cent of all the complaints received in con-

nection with the greatest American industry save that of agriculture,

for the sake of 45 cases in eighteen years of American industrial

achievement, it is proposed to inject into American industry a new
and an alien force and to deprive, by a single law, the shipper of the

right to say how much he will pay and the carrier of the right to say
how much he will receive. Small as the number seems, we have not
yet, however, reduced to its actual insignificant minimum our meas-
ure of the slight real basis for the radical and drastic legislation

which is proposed. Forty-five cases in which the railways have de-

clined to obey the orders of the Commission have gone to the courts.

Some of them have been withdrawn ; some have been prosecuted with
so little diligence by the complainant, usually the Commission, that

for years they have remained undecided, and there are a few which
have been so lately entered upon the dockets that there has not yet

been time for their consideration and determination. The number of
cases which have been decided is 34, and in only two of these has a
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final decree enforcing the orders of the Commission been secured ; in
one other the Supreme Court decided to enforce a part of the Com-
mission's order,

I ani aware that in its response, dated May 1, 1905, to the Senate
resolution of January 16, 1905, the Commission claims to have had
its orders sustained by the courts in three cases in which it decided
that rates were excessive and in eight cases in whiich it decided that
they were unjustly discriminatory. In order to make up the eight
cases, however, the Commission included in it the three cases given
under the first head, so that the real total claimed is eight and not
eleven. But this is not all. Five of the eight cases can not properly
be counted at all. In four of them there were no court decisions at

all, and in one other the decision was merely on a motion to dismiss,
and the merits of the case were never subjected to judicial investiga-
tion. These cases are included by the Commission because the car-

riers defendant saw fit, while they were pending, to take action
satisfactory to the complainants.
The absurdity of treating them as cases in which orders have been

sustained by the courts is evident when it is noted that it resulted in

including one order—that in the Colorado Fuel and Iron case—under
both heads as having been both sustained and disapproved by the
courts. In fact, this single order appears three times in the Com-
mission's summary, and I can not discover why it did not appear
four times, for as it was counted under the respective heads of " exces-

sive rates " and " unjust discrimination " among the "sustained "

orders it is difiicult to see why the Commission thought it should be
counted but once under " excessive rates " among the orders " not
sustained." In fact, the only time this order was subjected to com-
plete judicial scrutiny the final judgment of the Federal court was
that it was not a lawful order.

The law of the land is that when the Commission has conducted
a lawful investigation and issued a lawful order which has not been
obeyed by the carrier or carriers defendant, it is the duty of the
Federal court having jurisdiction to issue a decree commanding obedi-
ence. When suit is brought to enforce one of the Commission's
orders there are only two questions before the court, and these are

:

First. Has a lawful order been made by the Commission ? and,
Second. Has the order been disobeyed ?

If the answers to both questions are in the affirmative, no discre-

tion and no latitude of action is left to the court. It must require,

by a proper decree, prompt and complete obedience to the Commis-
sion's order, and that order the court can neither modify, alter, nor
abate. Sixteen cases of this sort have been brought to the attention

of the Supreme Court of the United States and 15 times that court

has decided that the Commission has failed to make a lawful order
and that consequently there -was no order which the court could

enforce. Eighteen cases, in addition to these, have been decided by
the lower Federal courts and 16 of them adversely to the Commission.

If the Commission had, during the entire eighteen years of its exist-

ence, possessed every power which it is now proposed to confer upon
it, not a single complaint of the 4,000 which has been filed with it

would have been in any way affected by the difference in the law,

except the 45, this insignificant 1.1 per cent of the total, which have

finally resulted in litigation in the Federal courts; and it now appears
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by the decisions of these courts that the Commission was wrong in

at least 31 of the 34- cases which have been pressed to judicial deter-

mination. It is safe to assert that it was wrong also in every one
of the cases which have been withdrawn or they would not have been
withdrawn, and in those which have not been pressed with reasonable

persistence, for otherwise they would have been pressed. In each of

the cases in which the Commission decided wrongly, had a measure
similar to the Esch-Townsend bill been a part of the law of the land,

the carriers would have been compelled, for a considerable period,

to submit to the unlawful orders of the Commission or to run the

risk of punishment for disobedience, although, even under such a
statute, the courts would undoubtedly have eventually determined
precisely as they did determine under the law as it exists to-day.

What answer have the advocates of the radical measures now pro-
posed to these statements ? They have two

:

One is that the Commission is notoriously impotent and powerless
and that complaints are not freely brought before it because those

who are aggrieved have no reason to expect redress at its hands. The
inference is that if the powers which it now seeks were delegated to

the Commission complaints would spring up upon every hand and
that its work would rapidly multiply. This assumption is, however,
refuted by the facts. For nearly ten years, according to its own state-

ments, the Interstate Commerce Commission claimed to exercise eveiy
power which it now seeks. It asserted that there was an especial

sanctity in its conclusions of fact which precluded their critical

scrutiny by the courts asked to enforce its orders, and that it did have
the right to name the rates which ought to be substituted for those

which it condemned. Yet the average number of formal complaints
annually received during this ten years was barely two-thirds of the

number received last year ; when the last three or four reports of the

Commission had iterated and reiterated its discontent with the limita-

tions upon its authority. The only explanation of this is that the

shipping public apprehends better than the Commission the real

power and influence which that body wields. In spite of repeated
assertions of its lack of adequate authority by the Commission, those

who complained to it must have realized that a body which in eight-

een years has satisfactorily settled thirty-nine out of every forty

complaints which have been addressed to it is not powerless.

The second attempted answer to those who recite the repeated
reversals of the Commission by the courts is, in effect, that what the

Commission has tried to accomplish ought to be accomplished, and
that if the courts have properly construed the law, the law is wrong.
This contention was recently stated with admirable clearness and con-

ciseness by Mr. Commissioner Clements. Addressing the Committee
on Interstate and Foreign Commerce of the House of Representatives,

on January 25, 1905, he said

:

* * * It la not fair to array these cases here as cases In which the court,

upon the facts, upon the merits and equities and Justice of the case, has over-
turned the Commission 29 or 30 times out of 35, when in reality these cases
went off solely upon construction of the law, which demonstrated vital defects
In this regulating statute.

Now, the only way to answer tfiis argument is to turn to the deci-

sions themselves. A study of the opinions of the courts in the
thirty-one reversals which the Commission has sustained affords little
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support for the assumption that the conclusion would have been dif-

ferent in any one of them even had the Commission undeniably pos-

sessed the powers for which it now asks. With regard to many of
them it is exceedingly difficult to see how any one who had given
them careful study could reach the conclusion that they " went off

. solely upon construction of the law." This surely was not the reason
for the reversal of the Commission in the San Bernardino case (50
Fed. Rep., 295), in which the court said that

—

Tbe facts * * * are widely different from tliose set out in the report of
the Commission.

Nor in the Coxe case (74 Fed. Rep., 784), in which the court ex-

pressed radical disagreement with the Commission as to the facts

involved, saying

:

The Commission's estimate » • • rests upon an erroneous principle and
is unreliable.

In many other cases, including the very recent Kearney case, it is

clear that there would have been the same decision even under such a
statute as that proposed. In the Kearney case the court said

:

It is to be obseryed further that whilethere is no finding of fact in this case
upon which the order of the Commission can be based, the evidence itself is not
believd to be sufficient to support the order. The evidence before the court, on
the contrary, appears to be sufficient to support a finding that the Kearney rate
in and of itself was and is reasonable.

Clearly, then, the assertion so frequently made by those who desire

radical legislation, that the frequent disapproval of the conclusions
of the Commission by the Federal courts has been wholly due to the
fact that the Commission's interpretations of the law have not had the
sanction of the courts is unwarranted. While it is perfectly true that
in the natural desire to enlarge the scope of its authority the Commis-
sion has often reached conclusions of law which the courts have de-

clared to be erroneous, it is equally true that its determinations of
facts and the conclusions which it has drawn from them have fre-

quently received judicial condemnation. A study of the decisions of
the courts with a view of determining whether, on the whole, the re-

sults of the litigation in the several cases have been such as tend toward
the establishment and perpetuation of jiist relations between shippers
and carriers affords a complete refutation to the argument so often

advanced that the Commission has been right, that the law is wrong,
and that therefore the law ought to be modified.

PASSENGER TRAFFIC CASES.

Passenger rates have been the subject of controversy in but two of
the cases in which the courts have been appealed to for the enforce-
ment of the Commission's orders. One of these cases was that of a
negro named Heard, who obtained an order from the Commission
directing the Georgia Railroad to discontinue practices connected
with the use of so-called " Jim Crow " cars, which were regarded as

unjustly discriminating against the complainant. This case was
withdrawn before decision. The other passenger rate case is known
as the "Party Rate" case. It arose through the desire of one rail-

way company to be relieved from one phase of its competition with a
rival carrier. The order of the Commission would have mitigated

the competition in the desired degree had not the court declined to
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enforce it. Whether the outcome of this case resulted in substantial

justice may be inferred from the statement of the court that in making
these " party rates " the defendant was merely putting into practice

a "reasonable and well settled business practice;" that its revenues
would " be seriously impaired " if the practice were discontinued, and
that this practice ailorded " convenience and benefit " to a portion of
the public.

CAKRIEES' METHODS.

Three of the cases which have gone to the courts have related to

transportation practices rather than to rates. One of these, the
Orange Routing case, appears to have been due to an effort on the
part of the complainants to secure the continuance of illegal and
secret deviations from the published rate schedules, by parties other
than the defendants, which amounted to rebates. The Commission
decided in favor of the complainants, but there was a strong dissent-

ing opinion from the chairman. The circuit court has decided this

case in favor of the enforcement of the Commission's order, but an
appeal is now pending. Another case of this character, the Cartage
case, was prompted by the desire of one railway to weaken a competi-
tor. In this effort the carrier was able to secure the cooperation of
the Commission, but again its decision did not survive judicial scru-
tiny. The circuit court called attention to the admission of the coun-
sel for the complainants before the Commission, that the complainant
had no real grievance but had been instigated in making complaint
by a railway which was paying the expenses of the litigation, and the
circuit court of appeals noted that the effect of enforcing the order
would practically deprive the defendant of its ability to compete with
the rival which was responsible for the complaint. Another of these

cases was brought at the instance of a railway which desired to be
relieved from a contract that it had entered into with other railways,

and to force the latter to provide, at their own expense, facilities for

bringing about that result. The circuit court, which refused to

enforce the Commission's order, declared this to be the fact, and
asserted that the interstate-commerce law " was never intended to

invade the domain of private contracts between common carriers,

which were valid when made, and are not in conflict with the provi-

sions of the law."

LONG AND SHORT HAUL CASES.

The remaining cases in which appeal has been made to the courts

have been those in which the Commission has attempted to control

adjustments among freight rates. Eoughljr speaking, these are of

two classes : Those in which the whole question has been that of abso-

lute or relative reasonableness under the first or third sections of the

Act, and those in which the fourth, or long and short haul section, has
been involved. Of the long and short haul cases, which considerably

exceed the others in number, it may be said that, if in any of them
there were unjust relations which might have been relieved through
the lawful action of the Commission, that body adopted an erroneous
interpretation of the law, which prevented the beneficial results that
might have followed action clearly within its authority. In many of
these cases, however, the courts have indicated that the Commission's
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orders were not justified by the facts. The only case under the fourth
section which can be regarded as an excejjtion to this rule is the " San
Bernardino " case—decided by the Commission while it adhered to the
rule laid down by Judge Cooley, with the unanimous approval of his

colleagues as members of the original Commission—that the carriers

must ]udge for themselves in each instance whether there are dis-

similar circumstances and conditions which permit exceptions to the

feneral rule that there shall be no higher charge for intermediate
auls than for longer hauls over the same line in the same direction,

when the latter include the former.
From its organization in 1887 until November, 1892, the Commis-

sion adhered to the rule just referred to, which was formulated in

the first important case that arose under the fourth section. In
deciding the Georgia Commission cases the Commission abandoned
this rule, so far as it related to the competition of carriers subject

to the Act to regulate commerce, and declared that where the dis-

similarity of circmnstances relied on to justify exceptions to the

general rule were the consequence of such competition, dissimilarity

could not be set up as a defense to a complaint of violation of the

law, but must be made the basis of an application to the Commission
for permission to make the greater charge for the intermediate haul.

After adopting this interpretation of the law, the Commission for

a number of years declined to consider evidence tending to prove
the existence of dissimilar conditions arising through the competi-
tion of interstate-railway carriers or of different markets, thus pre-

venting the introduction of testimony which the courts have declared

to be of controlling importance. It is true that this erroneous
interpretation of the law has prevented the enforcement of the orders
in some of these cases, but it is equally true that the Commission
never expected obedience to them, and that they are to be regarded
as strategic moves in a combat which the Commission proposed to

conduct along lines that it hoped would force the carriers to appeal
to it for relief.

There seems to be ample justification, not only in the case to which
it was applied, but in most of these cases, for the observation of the

Supreme Court, in deciding the Chattanooga case, that in making its

order " the Commission thought that literal enforcement would bring
about an injustice." In fact, before making some of them, the Com-
mission allowed an interval to elapse for the avowed purpose of per-

mitting applications for relief, and it provided for the suspension of

several of the orders after they were made in case such application

should be made. In many of these cases the courts distinctly ex-

pressed the view that there was no injustice in the rate relations

which were made the subject of complaint, and that there can be no
controversy over the suggestion that their enforcement would have
brought injustice. There is probably no one of these cases in which

. the en:fercement of the Commission's orders would directly have mod-
ified the rates actually paid. The carriers affected might have been

compelled to withdraw their competition for the long-haul traffic,

but it is not at all likely that in any case they could have afforded to

reduce their intermediate rates to the level fixed by competition at

the terminals. In a few more recent cases the Commission has recog-

nized the illegality of its former efforts and has given what it has

S. Doc. 243, 59-1—vol 4 i8
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regarded as sufficient consideration to competition of the character

formerly declared to be without effect as a defense. In these cases,

however, the Commission appears to have fallen into the error of

imagining that it was the purpose of the law to deprive certain com-

munities of natural advantages of location which enable them to enjoy

the services of great and competing routes of transportation, by land

or by water, or by both.

The Griffin case is typical. The court said that the enforcement
of the Commission's order would, as its first effect, " immediately dis-

organize and disarrange the entire commerce of which Macon is the
receiving and distributing point," and that, without material benefit

to the producers and consumers at Griffin, " the commerce of Macon
would be destroyed in exact proportion with its inability to meet the
prices of its competitors."

ATTEMPTS AT RATE-MAKING.

The last class of cases which need be mentioned is that in which
the Commission has attempted to control rates, either absolutely or
relatively. The cases of this sort which have gone to the courts have
sometimes been decided against the Commission because of its

attempts to exercise legislative functions that have never been dele-

gated to it, but a study of the decisions themselves affords ample war-
rant for the statement that the disapproval of the Commission's
action has usually extended to 'its conclusions upon the facts. Thus
in the " Coxe " case the court reported that the basis of the Commis-
sion's determination as to what constituted a reasonable rate un(ler

the circumstances was an " unwarrantable " and " unreliable " esti-

mate which the Commission has based upon " an erroneous principle."

In the " Social Circle " case the Court declared that the Commission
had omitted to consider a fact of controlling importance, and in the
" Cattle Kaisers " case the Supreme Court distinctly said in its opin-

ion, "the order of the Commission was not sustained by the facts

upon which it was predicated."
Yet Commissioner Prouty told this committee last week that the

Coimnission had never " been overruled by the Supreme Court of
the United States on a question of fact." No doubt when the state-

ment was made, the Commissioner had forgotten that in deciding

against the Commission in the Cattle Eaisers' case (186 U. S., 320)

the Supreme Court said

:

Being then constrained to the conclusion that the order of the Commission
was not sustained by the facts upon which it was predicated, we can not enter

into an independent investigation of the facts, even if it be conceded the record
Is in a condition to enable us to do so, in order that new and substantive find-

ings of fact may be evolved, upon which the order of the Commission may be
sustained.

Something like a disagreement with the Commission's vi&w, of the

facts seems also to have been expressed by the Supreme Court when
in the Import Kate case (162 U. S., 197) it said

:

The effort of the Commission, by a rigid general order, to deprive the inland
consumers of the advantage of through rates, and to thus give an advantage to
the traders and manufacturers of the large seaboard cities, seems to create the
very mischief which It was one of the objects of the Act to remedy.
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POWER or THE COMMISSION.

In spite of the fact that but 45 of the more than 4,000 complaints
brought to the attention of the Conunission have gone to the courts,

while at least 3,900 have been settled in the manner determined upon
by the Comimission or by agreement among the parties in interest,

there are those who urge a more drastic law on the groimd that the

present statute is ineffective. The Commission itself, as shown by
Mr. Walker D. Hines in his testimony before this committee, has
widely and loudly proclaimed its own impotence.

I am not willing to let this occasion pass without registering the

opinion that the powers of the Commission, under the law as it

exists to-day, are adequate to correct, promptly and completely, any
genuine case of injustice which is brought to its attention. Only last

month Mr. Justice McKeima, in deciding a case in which the Com-
mission was interested, expressed the opinion of the Supreme Court
that the present provisions of law are " adequate to enable the
Commission to enforce any order it is authorized to make." And the
law expressly authorizes the Commission to order any interstate

railway to cease and desist from any violation of the law, including,
of course, the exaction of any extortionate rate or subjecting any
person, place, or class of traffic to any undue or unreasonable preju-

dice or disadvantage through the practice of unjust discrimination
in any form.

It IS true that the findings of the Commission are only prima facie

ex^dence in the courts and that the latter are empowered to supple-
1 ment the investigations of the former. But the courts do not hear tes-

timony that is not material and relevant, and if in the cases which
have gone to the courts the record has not fully covered the material
and relevant facts it is because the Commission has failed to exercise

completely its broad powers of investigation. These powers are of
great extent. The Commission is not strictly bound by the ordinary
rules of evidence, and the courts have held that, in deciding whether
their aid shall be available, as provided in the law, for compelling the
production of testimony, either oral or documentary, before the Com-
mission, they must be very liberal in determining what inquiries are
material and relevant. In other words, if in certain cases the record
made before the Commission has not been complete enough to afford

the basis of a satisfactory determination of the matters involved, by
the courts, it has been because the Commission itself did not utilize

the broad powers of investigation conferred upon it by Congress.
It has always had the power to extend its investigations in any case

to the most remotely relevant or material fact. If it has failed to

appreciate the importance of evidential facts which have been brought
out in subsequent proceedings before the courts, it is certainly cred-

itable to the wisdom of Congress that the law has provided for sup-

plementing its inquiries.

Whenever the Commission frankly accepts the definitions of its

powers sanctioned by the courts it will prove to be a tremendous
agency for the modification of rates and the relations among rates.

It will then abandon its efforts to exclude this, that, and the other

class of facts from consideration by interpreting the words "sub-
stantially similar," used in the Act, as though they referred to sim-

ilarity in certain details only, and, in each case presented to it, will
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investigate and consider all of the facts bearing upon the rates com-
plained against. If it then proceeds to make accurate findings of

fact and to issue lawful orders based upon them most of its orders

will be voluntarily, promptly, and completely obeyed by the carriers,

and those which are not voluntarily obeyed will be enforced by
judicial decree. Nothing is plainer than the tendency of the courts

to throw back upon the Commission the burden of ascertaining and
interpreting the facts in regard to complaints; and the conclusion
that its findings are those of an especially expert body, entitled to

great weight and not too rigidly to be reviewed or criticised or
lightly to be thrust aside, is plainly to be read in many of the very
decisions in which the Commission's orders have been rejected. In
the Social Circle case, while refusing to enforce a part of a plainly
divisible order of the Commission, the Supreme Court spoke as
follows

:

It Is for the tribunal appointed to enforce the provisions of the statute,
whether the Commission or the court, to consider whether the existing circum-
stances and conditions were or were not substantially similar.

Commenting on the foregoing, in its Tenth Annual (1896) Keport
the Commission said that—

The inference is plainly drawn from this language that on full consideration
by the Commission of the facts in a case its determination of questions of fact,

as expressed in its findings, should not be reviewed or disturbed except upon
additional evidence in the circuit court which materially impairs the accuracy
and weight of such findings.

Subsequent expressions of the courts seem to give substantial sup-

port to the foregoing conclusion of the Commission. But that body
has not always acted upon the suggestion contained in the same opin-

ion, that

—

The purposes of the act call for a full inquiry by the Commission into all the
circumstances and conditions pertinent to the questions involved.

On the contrary, it has repeatedly and persistently followed its own
fantastic interpretations of the statute and thus allowed self-imposed

limitations to restrict the scope of its investigations and impair its

authority. Although the Supreme Court said, in the Social Circle

case, that

—

The reasonableness of the rate in a given case depends on the facts, and the
function of the Commission is to consider these facts and give them their proper
weight.^

And in the Import Kates case declared, with reference to the con-

clusions "reached by the Commission, or by the courts below, in

respect to what were proper rates " that " That was a question of

fact, and if the inquiry had been conducted on a proper basis we
should not have felt inclined to review conclusions so reached," the

Commission has so conducted its work that in one of the latest cases

decided, the Kearney case, the circuit court was fully justified in

stating that the Commission had failed to make any finding of fact

which would sustain its order. The true theory of the law and of

the duties of the Commission was expressed by the circuit court for

the Middle District of Tennessee in refusing on April 17, 1896, to

enforce the order of the Commission in the Nashville Coal case.
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In its decision the court declared that the Commission is to be re-
garded as a body of experts in transportation problems and tha1>—

This gives to the Commission's finding and opinion great weight, and entitles
It to great consideration, both by the parties affected and by the courts, when
called upon to enforce obedience to its mandates.

But after voicing this opinion the court was compelled to say that
in the case before it the Commission's report and findings did not
lay before the court the definite and distinct information necessary,
that it made but " a passing allusion " to " the main issue " of fact,

and that, in consequence, the Commission's investigation and opinion
could not have the value which conformity to the purpose of Congress
would have insured. This opinion contains the following:

For the Commission's investigation and opinion to have this intended value,
however, it should, in fact, conform to the purpose of Congress in requiring such
proceedings. It is not sufficient, therefore, in a report of its findings of fact
and conclusions, to do so in such general way as not to disclose its views
upon particular phases of the evidence, or its conclusions of law upon facts
found with reference to the particular Issues in the case. Stated in another
form, It Is not sufiicient for the report to be made up of mere conclusions. Its

opinion or report should show what the issues in the case are and what facts
It finds in regard to such Issues. The report should make suitable reference
to the evidence adduced in regard to any particular question, where there is

a conflict in the proof, showing how the Commission settles the disputed fact;
or, if the evidence in regard to any issue is undisputed, state that fact In
other words, the report should give the parties to be affected, as well as the
court, in any judicial proceeding afterwards instituted, definite and distinct
information as to what was found as facts and the Commission's opinion
thereon, such as would be necessary to make a judicial opinion sufficient and
satisfactory for the purpose of ordinary litigation. Now, the report of the
Commission in this case does nothing of this kind, it was not intended to cast
upon the courts the labor of an original and independent examination as in

a case instituted here in the first Instance. If so, action by the Commission
would be idle. The report should on all issues make a distinct showing, so
that on its face it would be prima facie good, as required under the act. The •

main issue made in the answer to the original complaint, as well as now in the
answer to the suit in this court, is and was that the difference in the rates
from the Earlington mines to Nashville and those from the same point to

Memphis was rendered necessary and was justified by competitive freight rates

at that point, and particularly in regard to the rates on coal, by competition in

coal coming from the Pittsburg mines by means of river transportation to

Memphis. The report of the Commission, notwithstanding this was the main
Issue, makes but a passing allusion to the fact of competition at Memphis.
The report shows nothing as to the cost of coal at the Pittsburg mines, the
rate per ton at which it was transported to Memphis, or the price at which
such coal was sold ; and the Commission does not consider nor decide to what
extent, if at all, this competition affects the rates which the Louisville and
Nashville Railroad Company can make on coal shipped from the Earlington
mines to Memphis, so that the rate, together with the price will enable that coal

to be handled on the Memphis market. If the facts in relation to this ques-

tion of competition were at all important in this case, it is certain that the
Commission did not so consider it, as that entire subject was summarily dis-

missed without any finding of facts or the expression of any opinion In

regard thereto. Indeed, much of the argument at the bar on both sides has been
directed to the question of what the Commission did or did not find or decide

in this case. It is contended, for example, by the learned counsel for the Com-
mission that it did investigate and did decide that the rate from Earlington

to Nashville was in and of itself unreasonable and Wjustly high, without
regard to the Memphis rate at all; while counsel for the defendant earnestly

Insists (and successfully, I think) that the Commission decided no such ques-

tion. It is to be regretted of course that a report so important as this, both In

Its effect on the parties and as a basis of suit in this court, should become the

subject of construction in order to ascertain what was really decided.
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In the Behlmer case (175 U. S., 648) the Supreme Court spoke of

the Commission as follows:

That body, from the nature of its organization and the duties Imposed upon It

by the statute, is peculiarly competent to pass upon questions of fact of the
character here arising.

The foregoing was quoted by the Supreme Court in deciding the
Chattanooga case (181 U. S., 1), and the court asserted that it had—

•

steadily refused * * to exert its original judgment upon the facts where,
under the statute, it was entitled, before approaching the facts, to the aid which
must necessarily be afforded by the previous enlightened judgment of the C!om-
mission upon such subjects.

In the Georgia Commission cases (181 U. S., 29) the Supreme
Court found that the Commission had " postponed the performance
of its duty " and had made no investigation of the facts, and con-
tinued as follows

:

It is now urged that we should enter Into an original investigation of the
facts for the purpose of considering a number of questions as to discrimination,
as to preference, as to reasonableness of rates, as to the relation which the rates
at some places bore to those at others, in order to discharge the duty which the
statute has expressly, in the first instance, declared should be performed by the
Commission.

After thus stating the course which it had been urged to take, the
Supreme Court expressed its conclusion as follows

:

In the East Tennessee, Virginia and Georgia case, just decided, following
the ruling made in Louisville and Nashville Railroad v. Behlmer (175 U. S.,

648, 667), and previous cases, we have held that where the Commission by rea-
son of its erroneous construction of the statute had in a case to it presented
declined to adequately find the facts, it was the duty of the courts, on applica-
tion being made to them to enforce the erroneous order of the Commission, not
to proceed to an original investigation of the facts which should have been
passed upon by the Commission, but to correct the error of law committed by
that body, and after doing so to remand the case to the Commission, so as to

afford it the opportunity of examining the evidence and finding the facts as
required by law.

Numerous other expressions of the courts, similar in tenor to the
foregoing, clearly indicate that whenever the Commission chooses to

confine itself to the facts in each case, carefully weighing all of them
and excluding none that is of controlling influence upon the rates

investigated, its findings of fact are likely to receive the sanction of

the courts. No one can then refuse obedience to its lawful orders

and there can be no genuine abuse in the field of interstate railway
transportation which they can not relieve.

POWER UNDER THE ELKINS LAW.

In the foregoing discussion of the Commission's authority I have
not taken into consideration the method of correcting unjust discrim-

ination in tarifT rates provided in the Elkins law of February 19,

1903. By this act it was provided, " That whenever the Interstate

Commerce Commission shall have reasonable ground for belief that

any common carrier * * * jg committing any discriminations

forbidden by law," application may be made to the proper circuit

court sitting in equity which shall " direct and require a discontinu-
ance of such discrimination by proper orders, writs, and process."
An opportunity to declare the evident and alniost unmistakable

meaning of the foregoing occurred with unusual promptness, and on
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March 9, 1903, deciding the case of the Missouri Pacific Kailway v.
United States (189 U. S., 274), the Supreme Court said:

The violation of the act to regulate commerce, complained of In the amended
bill was an asserted discrimination between localities. * • * Bearing in
mmd that, prior to the request of the Commission upon which the suit was
brought, no hearing was had before the Commission concerning the matters of
fact complained of, and therefore no finding of fact whatever was made by the
Commission, and It had Issued no order to the carrier to desist from any viola-
tion of the law found to exist, after opportunity afforded to it to defend, the
question is whether, under such circumstances, the law officers of the United
States at the request of the Commission were authorized to Institute this suit.
* * Power to prosecute a suit like the one now under consideration is
expressly conferred by an act of Congress, adopted since this cause was argued
at bar—that is, the act " to further regulate commerce with foreign nations and
among States," approved February 19, 1903.

Yet the Commission has persistently ignored the machinery for the
correction of unjust relations among rates thus placed at its disposal
by Congress, and in its annual report for 1903, dated eight months
after the decision just quoted was rendered, it declared that although
the remedy by injunction was " in terms made applicable to any dis-

crimination forbidden by law, it is at least doubtful whether it applies
to discriminations wliich are the result of adhering to published
rates."

But two conclusions are possible to those who realize the extent
of the powers now possessed by the Interstate Commerce Commission.
Either it grossly overstates the extent of unjust discrimination in
tariff rates, or the prevalence of the evils which it proclaims should
have led to the wise exercise of the power it has permitted to lie dor-
mant. In other words, either the Conmiission and the other advocates
of governmental rate-making misapprehend the present situation or
the Commission has not done what it ought to have done. If this is

so, it is not the law which has failed but its administration. And if

the difficulty has been administrative rather than legislative, the rea-

sonable course would seem to be to reconstruct the administrative
agency rather than to reconstruct the law. "*

MANUPACTUEEES IN OPPOSITION.

I should like, with the permission of the committee, to read an ex-
tract from the address of Mr. D. M. Parry, president of the National
Association of Manufacturers, delivered at Atlanta, Ga., May 16,

1905. Discussing interstate-commerce legislation, Mr. Parry said:

A remarkable public agitation on another ec<^omic question besides that of
labor has deeply stirred the entire country during the last year, and that ques-
tion is whether the Government, through its Interstate Commerce Commssion,
shall regulate railroad rates and practices. The intensity of the general discus-
sion of this question was in good part due to an earnest recommendation for
railroad regulation by the President in his last annual message to Congress.
The recent session of Congress naturally became the center of the agitation, and
after protracted hearings by the House Committee on Interstate Commerce a
measure known as the Esch-Towusend bill was reported to the House and passed
by that body with little debate and by a very large majority. This action of the
House is generally credited witJi being an effort to satisfy what was regarded as
the political exigencies of the situation. The Senate Committee on Interstate

Commerce, however, continued its hearings on the proposed legislation until the
adjournment of Congress, and provided for further hearings during the interim
before the convening of the next session. The movement for Increasing the pow-
ers of the Interstate Commerce Commission has been chiefly furthered by the
Commission itself and by the executive committee of the Interstate commerce
law convention of 1900, of which committee Mr. B. P. Bacon, one of the speakers
at our last convention, Is chairman. The interstate commerce law convention
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held a meeting at St. Louis last summer, at which speeches were made adrocat-

Ing the fixing of railroad rates by the Government and developing the policy

later pursued by the officers of the convention at Washington. Many organiza-

tions of shippers and business men throughout the country Indorsed the move-
ment led by Mr. Bacon. Several notable organizations, however, like the New
York Board of Trade and Transportation and the National Board of Trade, after

due consideration of the principles involved in the proposed legislation, disap-
proved of its character in some leading phases, and other organizations not
ready to either approve or disapprove assumed a noncommittal attitude. The
National Association of Manufacturers took no active participation either for or
against the legislation under discussion. An explanation is due the membership
on this matter.
At the Pittsburg convention last year a resolution was adopted indorsing the

Quarles-Cooper bill, which at that time reflected the views of those demanding
railroad regulation. It seemed to be the understanding of many that this bill

was in line with laws already existing to prevent discriminating rates, and its

full significance as a measure authorizing the fixing of rates by the Government
was not developed in the consideration of the resolution. In fact, the resolu-
tion was passed without debate, the convention being pressed for time in which
to take up other matters. The proposition to have a Government commission
fix freight rates has never been a subject of earnest consideration by the asso-
ciation, and the same is true of many other organizations of business men.
While there had been some public agitation of the matter, it was not until the
recent session of Congress that thousands of manufacturers and shippers gave
it earnest thought and study. However, a certain portion of the press and some
of those in public life apparently believed that the shipper would of course
favor any proposition which promised cheaper rates, and there followed a
clamorous campaign, ostensibly in behalf of the shipper, to force through Con-
gress a bill which was essentially socialistic. Whatever the merits of the pro-
posed legislation may be, it must at least be acknowledged that it deals with a
subject of great magnitude, one which can not be too thoroughly considered
before definite views concerning it are reached. Particularly should this asso-

ciation not be dragooned or stampeded in behalf of any proposition. Repre-
senting as it does the manufacturing interests of the country, it should at all

times feel the responsibility resting upon it to be prudent and conservative.

On subjects on which great difference of opinion exists it is the high purpose
of the organization to foster full consideration in the effort to develop the truth
concerning them. When once the association is reasonably assured that any
proposed legislation is in line with justice and the advancement of the industrial

welfare, it is then time to use the strength of the organization in its behalf.

With these corfsiderations in view, it appeared at the time when the agitation

on the subject became intense that no harm could result from seeking a moi-e

positive expression than had heretofore been obtained from the membership
of the association as to the principles involved in the proposed legislation. A
number of other bills varying in essential respects from the Quarles-Cooper
bill were being pressed for consideration, and It seemed necessary to ascertain

the general policy of the membership respecting their fundamental features.

By correspondence with the executive committee and with the members of the
committee on interstate commerce of the association it was found that while
some favored the proposed legislation the majority opposed It Your com-
mittee on interstate commerce, of which Mr. E. B. Pike is chairman, was anxious
to do whatever the association desired, and besides holding several meetings
the committee carried on a considerable correspondence. I took occasion
myself to send a letter to Mr. Pike, outlining my personal views, with the
idea of having the letter sent to the membership, but after some further con-

sideration of the matter by both the committee on interstate commerce and
also the executive committee it was decided to leave the whole question for the
consideration of this convention. As the letter sent by me to Mr. Pike fairly

presents my personal views and also states my attitude on the subject as
president of the association, I have thought it well to append it as a part of

this report
ESCH-TOWNSEND BILL.

The Esch-Townsend bill, which passed the last House, has become the basis

for present discussion. This measure provides for the exercise by the Inter-

state Commerce Commission of the rate-making power and also for a special

court of transportation, which shall hear appeals from the decisions of the
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Commission and suits brouglit Ijy the Commission to enforce Its orders. It

is claimed that the Commission is only given the power to revise and regn-
late rates that are unreasonable, but to revise and regulate rates is really
to exercise the rate-making power. As the rates are already established
the railroads themselves do nothing more than to revise and regulate them
under present conditions. The question of rebates does not properly enter
into the discussion of the bill, as the leaders of the movement in its behalf
themselves declare that the present laws are fully adequate to meet that evil.

Whether these laws are being enforced is another question. The issue raised
by the proposed bill is whether the Government through a commission shall
determine the reaesonableness of railroad rates and fix new rates when in the
judgment of the Commission the rates are unreasonable, the rulings of the
Commission to be subject to judicial review. Take for example the grain
rate. Shall the Commission determine whether the differential between grain
sent from Chicago to New York and from Chicago to Baltimore is unreasonable?
Shall it determine whether the rate from Chicago to New Orleans is too low
compared to the rate from Chicago to New York? In other words, shall it

establish Inelastic legal rates to take the place of the rates now fixed by com-
petition?

In a recent interview Representative Stevens, of Minnesota, one of the leading
members of the House Committee on Interstate Commerce, is quoted as believ-

ing that the public demand for the regulation of the great carrying companies
is justified, and as being anxious himself to bring about proper legislation. He
then gives some of the difficulties which confront Congress in responding to the
demand for the regulation of rates. He refers to the three methods of fixing

rates now before the country, the first being that of competition, the second
that of a legal rate to be fixed by a commission or established by judgment of
the courts, and third, the rate fixed by authority of State legislatures and oper-
ative only within State limits. Mr. Stevens's statements are highly illuminative
of the whole question, and I wish to quote some extracts from his interview.
As for the first method of rate fixing, that of competition, he believes that
everyone understands it, since " it has been in operation since the beginning of
railroad enterprises." As to the second method, he says

:

" BEPEESENTATIVE STEVENS ON THE BILL.

" Under the operation of the Esch-Townsend bill, rates would be established
very gradually over the country, one section being taken at a time, and months,
not to say years, would elapse before the Interstate Commerce Commission
could fix rates covering the country as a whole. The rates thus established
would be rigid and inelastic, for it would require a legislative enactment to
make them operative and another legislative enactment to amend them, which
would take much time.

" The third method, that of rates fixed by State commission, would also be
rigid and, inelastic, for the reason just given.

"As an illustration, let it be supposed that the Esch-Townsend bill is the law
of the land, and that the legislatures of the Middle West States, such as Min-
nesota, Wisconsin, Iowa, Kansas, and Nebraska, enact legislation that is now
pending to increase the rate-making power of railroad commissions within those
States. Let it be supposed, further, that the Interstate Commerce Commis-
sion, in response to the calls for help, which are now coming from all over,

was to hold protracted hearings and fix a system of rates for all tariffs to the
Gulf ports. Much time would elapse before other sections of the country could
have rates similarly established, and during this interval much harm might
be accomplished.
"For example, the most troublesome rate in the Middle West and the terri-

tory between Chicago and the Atlantic coast, both by rail and water, is the
rate on grain. There is always difficulty in adjusting this rate so as to sat-

iaty shippers from the Missouri River to the Gulf, and shippers from the same
point to the Atlantic coast by way of Chicago, or by way of Minneapolis and
Duluth. Now, the primary factor in determining this rate is the cost of load-

ing and shipping grain on barges from the Upper Mississippi to New Orleans
and placing it, upon its arrival in the latter city, either upon elevators or ocean
vessels. This comes about because the great highway of the Mississippi is

always open, and men who can buy grain can always hire or own barges. The
railroads to the Gulf must meet this barge competition, and they do it by con-
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slderlng the haul In both directions. The return haul Is now very large, owing

to the active movement of lumber, cotton, and other southern products.

"A third factor In this situation Is the demand of the Minneapolis flour mills

that grain be diverted toward the Northwest There are times when the local

demands for Minneapolis and Duluth are alone sufficient to talie grain in that

direction when the rates in the other direction are not sufBciently low.
" The situation above outlined is based on the natural pressure of buslnest.

or on competition.
" Suppose, on complaint, the rates from the Missouri river to New Orleans

are fixed by the Interstate Commerce Commission under, say, the Esch-
Townsend bill, and that the railroad commissions of Kansas and Nebraska
have fixed rates, the latter from all State points to Omaha, and the former from
all State points to Arkansas City, Kans. Those rates, fixed by process of law,
could only be changed by subsequent investigation and order made in process
of law, and the territory where they are operative Is removed from the domain
of competition. Meanwhile, suppose that the Interstate Commerce Commis-
sion has not had time, as it would not have had, to fix rates from the Missouri
river to the Atlantic coast, either by way of Chicago or Minneapolis and Duluth.
What is the inevitable result? The rates to the Atlantic coast being controlled
by competition, the transportation lines in that direction monopolize the grain
trade, and the lines to the Gulf, having the inelastic rate fixed by law, and not
competition, are unable to attract the grain business, and both they and the
country which they traverse suffer.

" Of course, after a while the Interstate Commerce Commission will get
around to the fixing of rates from the Missouri to the Atlantic, but what is to

become of the Gulf traffic from that section in the meantime?
" Obviously, the rates under the Bsch-Townsend, or under any other bill, could

not be extended over the entire country for years, and the result meanwhile
would certainly be to enrich railways and shippers in one direction and to impov-
erish those in another section.

" This is one of the questions which has come up In the minds of members of
Congress who want to give the people what they demand, so far as that may be
done fairly to all interests. The period of transition from the present competi-
tion system to the system of fixed Federal rates would be a period of distress for

some parts of the country and Increased prosperity for others, no matter what
form the legislation might take. The concrete illustration of the Missouri river

and the Gulf and Atlantic ports is typical of every other section of the country.

I have merely selected it because the heavy grain shipments from the Missouri
river make the Illustration familiar South, East, and West. Chicago, Minne-
apolis, and New York have been complaining of late years of the rapid develop-
ment of Gulf ports as points of shipment of grain for export If the Esch-
Towusend bill were to become effective to-morrow, and under its provisions the
Interstate Commerce Commission, responding to the most clamorous demand,
were to fix rates to the Gulf, the cities just named would have no further cause
for complaint perhaps for years."

The man who makes these simple statements of fact Is a member of Congress
who has listened to all the arguments, pro and con, on the proposed legislation,

and who evidently has studied the subject with the end In view of satisfying the
demands of his constituents while at the same time having a regard for the best
interests of the nation. There has been a great deal written about this subject
of railroad regulation, but these few statements are sufficient in themselves, it

appears to me, to utterly condemn the Esch-Townsend bill and every other
measure which propose to substitute the inflexible legal rate for the rate
determined by competition. The Esch-Townsend bill means that If one section
of the country can dominate the Commission the other sections can be ruined
industrially. Mr. Stevens tells the cities in his own State that if the bill

becomes a law and the Commission " responds to the most clamorous demand

"

neither those cities, nor Chicago, nor New York would have cause to complain
against rates to the Gulf for perhaps years. There can be little doubt that the
Commission or any other political body that might be created would " respond
to the most clamorous demand."

LOWEST KATES it.ND BEST SERVICE.

Is there anything In the present railroad situation which gives a valid excuse
for Government regulation of rates? In other words, what sound argument can
be advanced for' the overthrow of the competitive system pertaining to the prices
of transportation and the substitution of the socialistic system in its place?
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Since 1S32 the railroads of this country have developed from 229 miles to
205,000 miles, over one-half the mileage of the world. This marvelous expan-
sion of the means of efficient and rapid transportation has been the direct result
of our present system of individualism, of noninterference by government with
private enterprise, of freedom by the Individual to do as he pleases with his
own, and of security of private ownership of property. Has the country suf-
fered by this expansion of her railroads? It has not. On the other hand, with-
out the railroads the country could never have reached anything like its present
development What would be the effect of a socialistic fixing' of rates on the
building of new railroads? This is a question of particular importance to the
people of the Middle West, of the South, and the Southwest, where the possi-
bilities of railroad construction have by no means been exhausted. The strong-
est Incentive for the building of new roads is the making of good profits by
roads already in operation. With increasing production, competition to sell

reduces prices ; with Increased railroad mileage, competition for business must
bring down the rates of transportation. Suppose when the first railroad line
was built the Government had declared its rates " unreasonable " and had fixed
a legal rate, does anyone believe there would have been such a great era of
railroad construction as followed?
One would think from the outcry going up for the fixing of rates that rail-

roads were absorbing the earnings of the nation through extortionate charges.
Long figures concerning the so-called railroad " tax " are presented by advocates
of the pending bills. It would be just as reasonable to ascertain how much the
farmers obtained last year for their products and call it an agricultural " tax "

on the nation. The attempt is made to make it appear that the railroad rates
are so high that the shippers and the general public can no longer stand the
extortion, but must have relief from Congress. Now, the simple incontrovertible
fact is that railroad rates in this country are far cheaper than anywhere else in
the world. These rates in general are one-third lower than those of Great
Britain and France, and one-half lower than those of Germany, where the rail-

roads are owned and operated by the Government. An examination of rates in

the past also shows there has been an almost continuous tendency downward.
In 1870 the rates were three times what they are now.
Although wages or the average returns on labor are much higher, yet the

people of this country have the advantage of better transportation service at
cheaper rates than is enjoyed in any other country. As this very satisfactory
condition has been brought about under our individualistic system, and as under
the continued working of free competitive conditions rates may be expected
gradually to decline, it remains for the advocates of the inelastic socialistic

rates to show why any change from competitive conditions is desirable and
whether socialistic rate-making would insure lower rates in the future.

IMPAETIAL TREATMENT OF QENEEAL PTTBLIC.

I believe It Is a gratuitous assertion on the part of the leaders of the antl-

rallroad agitation when they say that the shippers generally are clamoring
against what is termed extortionate rates. The complaints coming from ship-
pers against the railroads are almost wholly complaints of discrimination in
favor of other shippers. I feel safe in asserting that what the shippers in this

country want is Impartial treatment from the railroads rather than arbitrary
reduction of rates.

The question of interstate commerce Is one which should be solved in accord-
ance with fundamental principles the same as the labor question. Under our
system of individual initiative the individual must not be hampered or checked
In doing as he pleases with his own. He must, as our President puts it, " have
a square deal—nothing more or less." He would not be having a square deal
if a railroad or other corporation is permitted to ruin his business by favoring
his competitors. Such unjust favoritism would destroy those free competitive
conditions which are essential to the individualistic system. Hence, the neces-
sity for resort to the police powers of the Government. The principle of
Impartial treatment of the general public must be enforced. At present, heavy
fine, to which may be added imprisonment, is the penalty prescribed by the
Elkins law for the granting of rebates. It is said that since the passage of this

law several years ago the granting of rebates has largely ceased, but some
complaints are still being made.

If the law is not enforced then It is not the fault of the law If rebates con-
tinue to be given. If the law is not sufficiently adequate then it should be
amended. Perhaps it could be made better by declaring that when it is found
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that a secret lower rate or rebate has been granted to any shipper, such rat«

shall become the open rate for, say, one year, as though the rate were part of

the published classification. ^ , , ,

It is urged that unjust discriminations between localities and different KindB

of traffic are such as to require the granting of additional powers to the Inter-

state Commerce Commission. I believe that a study of the facts will show that

discriminations of this character are not numerous, and that many of the com-

plaints are traceable to legitimate and beneficial competition between rival

localities. But however this may be, the Commission under the present law

has ample power to investigate and bring judicial proceedings to remedy any
unjust or unreasonable discriminations of the kinds mentioned. Unjust dis-

criminations between localities and kinds of ti-affic ought to be susceptible to

correction through the application of the police powers of the Government, the

same as unjust discriminatoins between Individuals. There Is no valid reason

for asserting that one kind of discrimination can be corrected by punitive legis-

lation and that another kind can only be reached by the socialistic method of

fixing rates.

I have seen It stated that the Interstate Commerce Commission has authority

under the Blkins Act to proceed against the discriminations growing out of the

private car lines and terminal switches. If this is so then It Is Its duty to take
steps in this direction, but if the law is not sufficiently explicit to cover these

abuses, then legislation that will reach them should be enacted. Any proi)er

legislation that shall be based on the fundamental principle that the general pub-
lic shall not be discriminated against—that is, legislation to protect free com-
petitive conditions—appears to my mind to be necessary and legitimate. But to

attempt to correct evils by legislation to destroy competitive conditions, and to
take from individuals the control of their own property appears to me to be folly

which can not fail to result disastrously to the industrial interests of the entire
country.

THE RESOLUTIONS ADOPTED.

Mr. Newcomb. The convention over which Mr. Parry presided,

that of the National Association of Manufacturers, adopted the reso-

lutions which follow

:

Resolved, That we favor the active enforcement by the executive department
of the General Government of all existing laws to prevent the giving or accept-

ance of rebates or special favors (through whatever device) to or by favored
shippers, and we call upon the Interstate Commerce Commission to apply all

the remedies at their disposal as provided by the original interstate-commerce
act and the Elkins Act amending the same.
Resolved, That, if the existing laws for the detection and punishment of the

giving or acceptance of such rebates are insufficient or defective in any respect,

we favor the enactment of such further legislation as may be necessary
adequately to deal with the evil and to secure this complete prevention.

Resolved, That, in order to carry into effect the provisions of the foregoing

resolutions. Congress should be asked for a provision to be made for the neces-

sary examination of the books of the railroad corporations somewhat after the
manner of the national-bank examinations, for the purpose of detecting and
eliminating special favors and discriminations against the small or less-favored
shippers ;. and a provision for adequate punishment for improper disclosure of

confidential information so gained.

Just a word as to the time which must necessarily be expended by a

commission in considering the cases presented to it. Commissioners
Prouty and Clements have already explained to you the many reasons
for the prolonged delays involved in the procedure before the Inter-

state Commerce Commission. I am not disposed to deny the force of
the suggestions they have made, although it would seem that under
the law as it now stands the Commission might have adopted a less

tedious process, and that in many cases it might well apply directly
to the courts without any of the formal preliminaries that now
require so much time. I wish, however, to submit without further
comment a table showing for the last thirty-two cases which have
been decided the dates on which the decisions were rendered the dates
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on which the complaints were filed, and the length of time during
which each case was pending.

Date decided.

Date on
wbich com-
plaint was

filed.

How long pending.

Number of case.

Years. Months. Days.

576 Feb. U,1905
Apr. 1,1904
Jan. 27,1904
Mar. 17,1904
Jan. 7,1905
June 25,1904
Oct. 4,1904
Jan. 30,1904
Jan. 27,1904
Mar. 12,1904
Feb. 2,1905
Mar. 10,1905
Jan. 7,1905
Mar. 19,1904
Jan. 6,1905
Feb. 18,1905
June 4,1904
June 23,1904
Feb. 7,1905
Jan. 5,1905
Mar. 25,1905
Feb. 7,1905
Apr. 11,1904
June 26,1904
Apr. 11,1905
June 25, 1904
June 24,1904
June 25,1904
Jan. 13,1905
Apr. 24,1905

do

Mar. 3,1900
Oct. 28,1901
Deo. 11,1901
Feb. 26,1902
Apr. 6,1902
Apr. 17,1902
May 1,1902
June 12, 1902
June 23, 1902
Nov. 3,1902
Feb. 5,1903
Feb. 25,1903
Feb. 27,1903
Apr. 14,1903
Apr. 22,1903
Apr. 27,1903
June 6,1903
June 17,1903
June 23, 1903
June 25,1903
June 30, 1903
July 24,1903
Aug. 4,1903
Aug. 10,1903
Oct. 3,1903
Nov. 28,1903
Dec. 4,1903

do
Mar. 22,1904
Mar. 26,1904
Oct. 15,1904
Oct. 28,1904

i
2
2
2
2
2
2
1
1
1
1
2
1

1
1

1
1
1
1
1

1

1

11
6
1

9
2
5
7
7
4
11

10
11
8
9
11

7
6
8
6
8
10
6
6
6
6
9

6
6

8
607 3
609 16
615 - 21
618 2
620 8
625 3
633 ---- 18
634 - i
644 9
655 27

658 - 15
660 10
681 5
683 -- 13
684 21

28
696 8
698 14
699 10

25
707 --- 13
709 7
710 15
714 - 8

724 27

725 20
726 21

741 21

743 28
780 9
785 do 26

In the foregoing table the cases are referred to by the docket num-
bers used by the Commission. They can easily be identified by ref-

erence to its annual reports or to the reported volumes of its

decisions. It appears from the table that of the 82 cases included

1 was pending during a period of four years eleven months and
eight days; 7 were pending over two years but less than four, and
14 were pending more than one year but less than two years. Of
the entire 32 cases there is not a single one in which decision was
rendered within six months of the date on which the complaint was
filed. These cases probably fairly represent all of those decided by
the Commission, so far as the time occupied is concerned. It is

worth nothing, therefore, that the aggregate time for the 32 cases

was fifty years and thirteen days, or an average for each case of one

year seven months and seven days.

Senator Foeakek. I do not think that I have any questions to ask

you, Mr. Newcomb, but I would like to suggest, if it will not be too

much trouble, that when you give us the information I asked for in

regard to the operation of the State commission in Georgia you also

give us the same information as to the commissions in other States,

m so far as you can."

Mr. Newcomb. It seems to me. Senator, that there is no more im-

portant subject of investigation than the results of legislative rate

making in these States, and the fact that it has been neglected when
a question of this sort is before the American people indicates a lack

of appreciation somewhere of its importance. The test of experience

is before us in these States. We can find out just how this thing has
——

^

' "H

• This statement, when received, will be printed as an appendix.
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worked, and we have not found out. I can not answer your question

as I would like, but I will give you everything I can on that subject.

Senator Newlands. What railroad do you represent?
Mr. Newcomb. I can not say that I represent any railroad. I am

here at the request of some railroad men who have been familiar with
my work in some degree and who thought that it might be a good
thing to have me here, I suppose.

Senator Newlands. So that you are not interested for any par-
ticular system ?

Mr. Newcomb. I am speaking for myself. What I have said is the
result of study that has extended over a period of some fifteen or
twenty years, and conclusions that have come to me and are my own
solely.

Senator Newlands. Do you think there ought to be any regula-
tions of interstate rates by the National Government?
Mr. Newcomb. I think there ought to be very strict provisions in

regard to the equal treatment of all individuals who purchase railway
transportation.

Senator Newlands. Would you end there?
Mr. Newcomb. I think that the power of the courts to control rates

where they are exorbitant is a salutary and proper power.
Senator Newi-ands. How would you have the court do that?

Simply in damage suits by individual shippers?
Mr. Newco.mb. If there is any way of bringing these cases more

promptly before them and more satisfactorily before them I see no
objection to it. •

Senator Newlands. Can you suggest any?
Mr. Newcomb. It seems to me the method in the present law is

rather complete.
Senator Newlands. .That is the method by injunction?
Mr. Newcomb. By injunction.

'Senator Newlands. But without the interposition of the Interstate
Commerce Commission at all, could the shipper who claimed a rate
was exorbitant apply to the court and obtain an injunction against
that rate in the future or until the order is modified?
Mr. Newcomb. I would not like to pass upon that question. 'You

have had before you very many men who are much abler to pass upon
that than I am. There are some indications that the courts might
take that view of it.

Senator Newlands. It is uncertain?

Mr. Newcomb. It is uncertain, certainly.

Senator Newlands. It is a very great enlargement of the equity

jurisdiction?

Mr. Newcomb. I am not so sure that it would be a real enlargement
of the jurisdiction.

Senator Newlands. What is your opinion—that the court would,
if such a law were passed, take jurisdiction?

Mr. Newcomb. I do not know. I should be willing to try.

Senator Newlands. Do you think it would strengthen the juris-

diction of the court in such a case if we gave that power to the Inter-
state Commerce Commission in behalf of the public to bring an
action to restrain?
Mr. Newcomb. I believe that there is no genuine case of injustice in

the relations among rates that can not be remedied under the present
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law as it stands, and I think those cases can be handled promptly
and effectively, and that we ought to see what the present law will do
before we try another.

Senator Newlands. You think that under the present law the
Interstate Commerce Commission could go into court and ask a
restraining order to prevent the collection m the future of the rates

alleged to be unreasonably high ?

Mr. Newcoiib. They can enjoin an unjust discrimination under the
present law.

Senator Newlands. But could they enjoin the collection of a rate

that was alleged to be unreasonably high ?

Mr. Newcomb. I do not believe there is such a thing as a rate that

is imreasonably high, except in comparison with another rate. I do
not believe there is a case of an exorbitant rate per se.

Senator Newlands. You do not think there could be a rate that was
exorbitant per se ?

Mr. Newcomb. Oh, there could be, but there never will be.

Senator Newlands. Why ?

Mr. Newcomb. It would have to be so high in order to be exorbitant

in and of itself that it is absolutely out of the question that such a rate

could ever be put in force.

Senator Nb^vlands. In order, therefore, to get the protection of the

court, the rate would have to be so exorbitantly high as to make it

very improbable that such a rate would ever be sought to be enforced

by the railroads ?

Mr. Newcomb. The protection of the court is ample in any case of
injustice, because there is no rate that is unreasonable that is not
unreasonable in relation to other rates. That comparison can always
be made, and as a matter of fact in all cases that the Commission
enumerates as being excessive rates per se, if they had been tried

before the Commission on the allegation that they were unreasonable
in comparison with some other rates, the same result could have been
reached. The question always will be, What are the rates in compari-
son with other rates ?

Senator Newlands. So that that is the only way that you can get
at an unreasonable rate. Is that your opinion ?

Mr. Newcomb. I am sure of it.

Senator Newlands. We will assume, then, that, for illustration, the
Southern Pacific system, with 15,000 miles of railway, becomes con-
solidated with the Northern Pacific and the Great Northern system,
with about 7,000 more, and then with the Atchison, Topeka and Santa
Fe, with 7,000 more miles, and that they are all imder one system.
Would you regard it as impossible to increase all the rates in that
region 10 per cent?
Mr. Newcomb. Then we would compare them with the rates that

were formerly in vogue.
Senator Newlands. Would it be impossible, competition between

the railroads being eliminated, to increase the entire tariff 10 per cent ?

Mr. Newcomb. They would probably do less business on 10 per cent
increase and make less otoss revenue than they made before.

Senator Newlands. You do not believe, then, that the present com-
petition between those railways has had any effect whatever in
reducing rates?

Mr. Newcomb. Oh, yes ; I do.
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Senator Newlands. Very well, then, if that competition was taken

away, would not the increase of rates necessarily follow?

Mr. Newcomb. When rates have been reduced business adjusts

itself to the new conditions. The volume of business is determined

by reduced rates and the increase of those rates would cause the

volume of business to decrease.

Senator Newlands. I understand you to say that competition has
been a factor in reducing rates ?

Mr. Newcomb. Yes.
Senator Newlands. Very well, if that influence is removed, will not

the tendency toward reduction of rates be stopped ?

Mr. Newcomb. If reduced rates had built up new business and you
put the rates back, that new business stops.

Senator Newlands. Do you regard it as practically impossible,

through consolidation and eliminating competition, to increase the

rates ?

Mr. Newcomb. A general increase is impossible. Adjustments, as

between different articles and services, can always be made. They
can be made one way or another.

Senator Newlands. How about the tendency toward reduction of

rates? Do you think it would have any effect upon that? Would it

stop that?

Mr. Newcomb. In practice it has not stopped it.

Senator Newlands. Consolidation has not ?

Mr. Newcomb. In practice it has not retarded it. We have never
had that sort of consolidation you are talking about, but, in the case

you suggested, unless you consolidated with the roads doing business
m the South, say, and those in other regions which produce the same
class of commodities, I should say it would not affect them at all.

Senator Newlands. So that while competition has had an effect in

reducing rates, you do not think that the doing away with competi-
tion will have any effect either in steadying rates or in increasing

them in the future ?

Mr. Newcomb. It would undoubtedly steady them. The reduc-
tions would be made in a different way.

Senator Newlands. Then, if it steadies the rates, it does prevent
reduction that has been going on in the past ?

Mr. Newcomb. I want to make this distinction. Competition hafe

not reduced the general average of railway rates at all. Competition
has reduced some railway rates at the expense of some other rates. I
think probably by causing certain classes of expenses it has kept up
the general level somewhat.

Senator Newlands. Your idea is that consolidation would tend
toward equalization of rates as between communities ?

Mr. Newcomb. It would have that tendency, certainly.

Senator Newlands. And in that way it is beneficial. Now, you
say that increase of rates is practically impossible, and yet we had
such an increase four j^ears ago, did we not?
Mr. Newcomb. No.
Senator Newlands. Professor Ripley, I believe, testified to some

increases ranging from 30 to 50 per cent.

Senator Dolliver. And Judge Cowan testified to some cattle

increases.
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Mr. Newcomb. I said that adjustments between particular services
are always possible. There has been an actual advance in the average
per ton mile when you measure it simply in the money by which it is
paid; but if my salary is doubled and I can only purchase half as
much with a dollar as I could before I am no better off. The rail-
ways are in that situation. The purchasing power of the money they
receive for the services they perform has decreased about 20 per cent,
while the money rates of charge have increased only about 5 per cent.
That is not an increase in rates.

Senator Newlands. The rate itself has been increased.
Mr. Newcomb. The rate measured in money, but, as Adam Smith

told us long ago, and as John Stuart Mill repeated, and every econo-
mist has repeated, there is a nominal wage and a real wage. The
nominal wage_ is what you get in money and the real wage is what
you can buy with it. And in the same way there is a nominal railway
rate paid in money and a real railway rate that is paid in labor and
rails and.fuel and supplies of all sorts.

Senator Newlands. You think that has not increased ?

Mr. Newcomb. It has not increased ; it has decreased.
Senator Newlands. The nominal rates have increased ?

Mr. Newcomb. Yes; and the real rates have decreased.
Senator Newlands. Your idea, I believe, is, Mr. Newcomb, that

no Government regulation is necessary ; that the railroad companies
will not advance rates, and that they will continue to reduce rates
steadily, even though competition between railways is eliminated by
gradual consolidation.

Mr. Newcomb. I think, as far as that elimination and consolidation
are required to go, rates will still be regulated by the forces which
have regulated them in the past much more successful than legisla-

tion.

Senator Newlands. You recognize the fact, though, that they can,
if they choose to do so, increase rates ? They have already done that ?

' Mr. Newcomb. No; they have not. No, sir; they have not ad-
vanced rates at all.

Senator Newlands. Did they not advance rates in 1900, I mean
nominal rates ?

Mr. Newcomb. Yes; they advanced nominally.
Senator Newlands. But they did not advance rates as compared

with commodities and price of labor, etc. ?

Mr. Newcomb. No ; they were able to buy less for the money they
received for these services.

Senator Newlands. Then your contention now is that labor and
commodities have increased in a very much higher percentage than
railway rates ?

Mr. Newcomb. Yes.
Senator Newlands. How much higher ?

Mr. Newcomb. The statistics indicate that the commodities in gen-
eral have increased about 20 per cent and railway rates have increased

about 5J per cent.

Senator Newlands. So that there is still a difference of about 15
percent?
Mr. Newcomb. That, of course, reduces it to mathematical terms

which make the fact appear much simpler than it really is. The

S. Doc. 243, 59-1—vol 4 49
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changes can not be figured out anywhere near as closely as that, but
that is the best that the Government's most competent statisticians

have been able to do with these problems.
Senator Newlands. But your suggestion is that commodities and

labor have increased about 15 per cent more than the railway rates

have?
Mr. Newcomb. Yes.
Senator Newlands. If that increase of 5 per cent is not an increase,

in your judgment, what is to prevent the railways incurring the other
1 5 per cent ? You would then say there is no increase, would you not ?

Mr. Newcomb. Then they would have just kept abreast of the
changes in purchasing power.

Senator Newlands. So you think the railroads are justified in

increasing their nominal rates throughout the country 15 per cent ?

Mr. Newcomb. I am free to say they can not do it.

Senator Newlands. You feel they would be justified in doing it?

Mr. Newcomb. If they could do it without breaking up business or
interfering with the commerce of the country, and the lapse of time
does not require normal reductions, as I think it does, they would
be justified, but they would not be justified in interrupting the normal
trend of commerce.

Senator Newlands. As we have already had an increase of 5^
per cent, and they could raise the nominal rates 15 per cent from the
standpoint of income; and the relative value of transportation, as
compared with commodities and labor, and leaving out a few other
considerations, you would regard the increase of 15 per cent in all

the rates of the country as justified, would you not?
Mr. Newcomb. No. The rates ought to decline. They do natu-

rally decline, and the railways would have no right to interrupt that
normal tendency.

Senator Newlands. Then, in that case, the 5| per cent was justi-

fied, was it not, that has already taken place?

Mr. Newcomb. I think it was absolutely necessary in order that

they should continue the business, that there should be some read-

justment, owing to the increased value of the money.
Senator Newlands. Very well; do you not thinlt it is absolutely

necessary they should have the other 15 per cent?

Mr. Newcomb. Apparently not. Business has gone on, the coun-
try is prosperous, the railroads are prosperous, and so I should think
it had stood the test of time.

Senator Newlands. So you think, in this sense, economics and jus-

tice will absolutely regulate the rates themselves and tend gradually
toward a reduction of the rates without any regulating power
whatever ?

Mr. Newcomb. The experience of seventy years shows that it has
done precisely that.

Senator Newlands. But we have had the influence of competition,

and a very active competition.

Mr. Newcomb. The most active competition, the most tremendous
force of competition, is the competition of markets, different groups
of producers, and this kind of competition can not be eliminated, no
matter what happens.

Senator Newlands. Well, it would be eliminated, provided all

the railroads of the country were in the ownership of one corporation.
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Mr. Newcomb. They would still compete with the steamship lines
from Argentine, and every other competitive source of production;
and our people would still have to compete with the peoples of the
world, even if our special commodities did not compete. We have
got to live as a competitive group.

Senator Newlands. It is true that we would still be subjected to
the competition of foreign markets, but if there were but one owner-
ship of railways in this country we would be relieved of the compe-
tition of our domestic markets so far as the operations of the rail-

ways were concerned, would we not, as a factor in determining rates ?

Mr. Nbwcomb. I can conceive of a world where there are four
dimensions, and I can conceive of such a condition just as easily as I
can of the one you suggest. One is just as likely to be realized as the
other.

Senator Newlands. You were going over the items of expenditure
in income during the year 1903. Did I understand you to hold a
part of this income put down here as $1,900,000,000 consists of
duplications ?

Mr. Newcomb. I think that $1,900,000,000 is the actual operating
receipts. There is no duplication in that. The duplication is in

the earnings from other sources. I did not speak of that, however.
I spoke of the earnings or the amounts paid on the stock and bonds.

I did not speak at all of the gross receipts.

Senator Newlands. Take the amount that is paid upon the bonds,
net interest on funded debt, $268,000,000, is there any duplication
there?

Mr. Newcomb. May I see the table you are referring to ? [Exam-
ines the table.] The duplication is eliminated in that table. That
is the table I used.

Senator Newlands. Now, in the matter of regulation, clearly under
the decision of the Supreme Court the Interstate Commerce Commis-
sion would have to bear in view the entire operating expenses, would
they not, and have to allow them ?

Mr. Newcomb. If they wanted to establish the unreasonableness of
the entire schedule of rates, or the unreasonableness per se of a single

rate, I have no doubt they would. I do not believe that the Interstate

Commerce Commission or anyone representing a shipper will ever be
in that position. It seems to me it would be a very poor way to

handle any case.

Senator Newlands. Yet that is what the Supreme Court has laid

down as a rule in that matter.

Mr. Newcomb. That was laid down, of course, in the Nebraska
rate case, and that seems to me the trend of their decisions

—

wIioto

you have to challenge an entire schedule. That seems to be an
impossible situation in any such regulation as we have experienced

through the Interstate Commerce Commission, or as is proposed
through that medium.
Senator Newlands. That rule does control them in regulating

rates ?

Mr. Newcomb. The only question, it seems to me, that can arise is

the relation between different rates.

Senator Newlands. Where it is now one commodity has relatively

a higher rate than another, and that is unjust ?
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Mr. Newcomb. Yes; or one locality.
_ ^

Senator Newi-ands. Or one locality. Now then, assuming the

gross revenue is fair, the reduction of the rate of a particular local-

ity or particular localities would diminish the gross revenue below
what was fair, would it not?
Mr. Newcomb. It might increase it. It might increase the traffic

so as to increase the gross revenue. That very often happens.
Senator Newlands. Well, then, do you regard this rule that has

been laid down by the Supreme Court, that in the matter of regula-
tions in rates the Commission must have in view the value of the
property, a fair return upon that property, the allowance of its

operating expenses, taxes, etc., and fixed charges, fair returns to the
stockholders, etc., as a reasonable rule?

Mr. Newcomb. That would be very reasonable, if the Commission
is going to make an entire schedule, but it does not seem to me to have
a very strong bearing upon an individual rate.

Senator Newlands. Then how is the court going to determine how
a particular rate, then, that has been lowered by the Commission, is

confiscatory ?

Mr. Newcomb. I have a great deal of doubt upon that point.

That is a very important question. I doubt if that ever could be
determined in regard to a single rate, unless the rate did not pay the
amount actually incurred to handle the particular business to which
it was applied. Those cases would be very rare indeed.

Senator Newlands. And yet the court has declared rates were con-
fiscatory, has it not ?

Mr. Newcomb. In regard to a general schedule.

Senator Newlands. Only regarding a general schedule ?

Mr. Newcomb. Yes. I think it is quite an open question whether
they can declare that in regard to a particular rate. The Iowa rail-

road cases took the opposite ground very clearly, but the case of
Smyth V. Ames seems to indicate they might find a point where they

could stop the process of confiscation before there was an actual loss

of property, if it was attempted to take up rates in detail.

Senator Newlands. So that where a single rate or a small group of
rates are attacked, and not the entire schedule, you think there will

be great difficulty, however unjust the action of the Commission
might be, in having the court declare that a confiscatory rate?

Mr. Newcomb. I think it would be quite impossible under any
standards that have been laid down.

Senator Newlands. Very well, then. What protection is there in

the courts? -
,

Mr. Newcomb. If the power to name a reasonable rate was given

to anybody, I presume the tribunal to which the power was delegated

could not name an unreasonable rate. The use of delegated power
can always be tested as to whether it is within the scope of the power
delegated and the terms of the delegation.

Senator Newlands. So that in that event the court could not deter-

mine what simply was a confiscatory rate, but what was a reasonable

rate?

Mr. Newcomb. I suppose the power to name a reasonable rate would
not be the power to name an unreasonable rate.

Senator Cullom. What is the last answer J
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^Mr. Newcomb. I suppose the power to name a reasonable rate would
not be the power to name an unreasonable rate.

Senator Newlanos. Which would you regard as the better system,
the system which would give to the Interstate Conunerce Commission
the power to fix these rates upon complaint or a system which might
be called automatic in its regulation ?

Mr. Newcomb. I would prefer an automatic system.
Senator Newlands. By providing for such regulation of rates only

as will secure to the company its operating expenses, its taxes, its

fixed charges, and allow a certain fixed rate of interest in the shape
of dividends upon the stock which could be valued, leaving within
those limits the control of the rates in the hands of the corporation ?

Mr. Newcomb. Do you mean as the choice of evils?

Senator Newlands. Yes.

Mr. Newcomb. I do not know. Both of those systems would seem
sure to operate badly. The first one, as I tried to set out this morning,
would stop individual freedom of action on the part of the rate-making
officers. It would make them advocates of existing rat«s, and tend

to make them resist every change. The other system fixes a max-
imum return on the capital, makes it unnecessary to improve your
business or your methods, and you have no incentive to earn any
more. You can earn your maximum rate just as well perhaps by
doing a small amount of business as by doing a large amount, and you
will do just what you have to to earn that maximum, and then stop.

Senator Newlands. If, with the increase of population and busi-

ness in this country, the income of a company would greatly increase,

the excess over a reasonable dividend fixed by law would then be
• applied either to betterments or increase of wages, or to reduction in

rates, would it not?
Mr. Newcomb. I do not think there would be any increase of that

sort. They would simply stop maldng efforts to increase their busi-

ness. It is easier to stay where you are than it is to devise improve-
ments in your business.
/^ Senator Newlands. Do you think that has been the condition in

England? There is a limitation there of 6 per cent.

Mr. Newcomb. "Well, England has had a parliamentary commis-
sion on industrial depression. We have not had one yet.

. Senator Newlands. But we had occasion for one from 1893 to

18S7, didwenot?
Mr. Newcomb. We got, out of it very nicely.

Senator Newlands. And I think we had an industrial commis-
sion, too.

Mr. Newcomb. We had an Industrial Commission. We are in a

better situation, I think, industrially, than England.
Senator Newlands. Take it in Massachusetts. I am told that

there all of the electric trains are incorporated under laws which per-

mit a 6 per cent dividend, and a division between the States and
municipal corporations of all profits above that. What would you
think of that ? Would not that be giving an incentive to the corpora-

tion to promote business ?

Mr. Newcomb. I should rather. Senator, that some one should make
a closfe, careful investigation of the results under that law. A priori,

I should expect it to be a hindrance to the normal improvement of

business methods. I have not studied it My impression is that the
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Boston and Albany Railroad, when operating under those conditions,

was, perhaps, subject to that criticism. They did not do all they

might have done to increase their business.

Senator Newi.ands. Is it not a fact that there is less friction and
less feeling between the railroads and the people in New England
than in any other part of the country ?

Mr. Newcomb. I think so.

Senator Newlands. Is it not a fact that those railroads are better
administered, as a rule, than in other parts of the country?
Mr. Newcomb. I think that the Pennsylvania Eailroad is the best

administered property in the country.
Senator Newlands. I will not compare it particularly. I will not

make it so extreme. Is it not regarded as one of the best adminis-
tered portions of the country ?

Mr. Newland. I am never as comfortable traveling in New En-
gland as in other places. That is about all that I know about it. I
think not. I think that the railroads in the West are better and more
progressive.

Senator Newlands. Now, Mr. Newcomb, you are the author of
some works on railway economics, are you ?

Mr. Newcomb. Yes.
Senator Newlands. You are a practicing lawyer here ?

Mr. Newcomb. Yes.
Senator Newlands. Are we to understand you appear simply inde-

pendently, or are you employed ?

Mr. Newcomb. I appear at the request of some railroad companies.
I represent my own notions on this subject.

Senator Newlands. Are you employed ?

Mr. Newcomb. I am paid for my time.

Senator Foeakek. Have you studied railroad conditions in other

countries ?

Mr. Newcomb. Not as I should like to do ; I have studied them only

at second hand.
Senator Foraker. Can you tell us of the effect of governmental

regulation or governmental ownership in the other countries of the

world 1

Mr. Newcomb. Only as I have studied the works of men who have
made first-hand studies.

Senator Foraker. I mean as to the decline of rates ?

Mr. Newcomb. I think there has not been any, particularly in

Prussia, where it is supposed to have worked better than anywhere
else. There has not been any decline.

Senator Foraker. And what can you tell us as to the effect of gov-

ernmental regulation and as to the fixing of rates in England, as to

the decline ?

Mr. Newcomb. There seems to be just as much complaint in Eng-
land as there is in this country.

Senator Foeaicer. And how is it as to France ?

Mr. Newcomb. I can not answer as to France at all.

Senator Foraker. If you have opportunity, before you put these
other matters in evidence that you intend to look up and supply, T
wish you would look and give us the result of your investigations in
a general way, not going into detail, as to the effect on the decline in
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rates of governmental interference with fixing of rates in any of the
other countries ?

Mr. Newcomb. I think it is perfectly true that it has very greatly
retarded wherever it has been applied. I shall try to get you fuller

information, if there is any.
Mr. Chairman, I meant, as a part of my remarks this morning, to

ask permission to submit an analysis of the decisions, made up almost
wholly from quotations from the decisions of the court, of the refusals

of the Federal courts to enforce the orders of the Interstate Com-
merce Commission, and ask that it be printed.

Senator Kean. It can be printed in the appendix.
Senator Dolliver. I want to ask you to do a thing for me. I have

been confused by the statements which have been made about the in-

crease in rates m 1900. A very reputable gentleman testified here

that a meeting was held in the fall of 1899, in which two hundred
railroads were represented, and that they talked the situation over, and
appointed a common agent to promulgate a change in the rates of all

the important merchandise passing to and fro between the Mississippi

river and the coast, north of the Ohio and Potomac rivers, and that

this new schedule operated to take the staple articles of merchandise,
such as the stock of a jobbing house, and by transferring separate

articles from one classification to another, and to very greatly in-

crease the rates upon them. Now, if you can do it, I would like you
to make a calculation based upon the change in the rates of staple

articles of merchandise, articles of universal consumption, as ailected

by that new schedule."

Mr. Newcomb. Yes; I shall be very glad to attempt that. Those
facts are very fresh in my memory and I might repeat them, as it

wiU not take but a moment. Now, the Official classification is the
classification of freights applying in the territory north of the Poto-
mac and Ohio rivers and east of the Illinois-Indiana State line and
the Great Lakes—that is, the western shores of the Great Lakes.

Senator Dolliver. That extends, I understand, to the Mississippi

river.

Mr. Newcosib. Yes; on some classes of business it extends to the
Mississippi river. It covers all traffic in that territory not taken at

special commodity rates. In 1899, prices and wages havijig gone up,
that is, the purchasing power of money having decreased, the rail-

roads were in the situation where their operating expenses were very
much higher than they had been, and this Official classification—not
a new meeting, nor a new group of the railroads—but this Official clas-

sification committee met to consider what changes would fit that situa-

tion, and they advanced 818 articles out of 10,000 articles in that clas-

sification. That classification provided, for most articles, ratings ap-

plicable to shipments in carload quantities, and also other ratings

applicable to shipments in less than carload quantities. The ship-

ments in less than carload quantities are relatively very small.

Eighty-five per cent of these 818 changes applied entirely to less

than carload quantities, the balance to carload shipments, or in a few
cases to articles that are carried regardless of quantity and have no
carload rates. That classification was put in force on the 1st day of

January, 1900. Three months later, meeting the protests of shippers

and after meetings at which the shippers were represented, they took

o These statements, when received, will be printed as an appendix.
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off 20 per cent in some cases and 15 per cent in others from a great

many of those changes, and other reductions have been made since

that time.

Senator Dolli^'be. Now, then, I do not want to trouble you to go
into that any further. You have made a calculation that upon an
average these increases amounted to 5| per cent, and I want to know
what they actually amounted to with a list of articles of staple mer-
chandise passing over that country.

Mr. Newcomb. I will do what I can in that direction. You under-
stand that is quite an extended investigation.

STATEMENT OF MR. W. C. MAGEE.

Senator Kean. You may state your occupation and place of resi-

dence.

Mr. Magee. I live at Pittsburg, Pa. I am in the coke and coal

business. I am connected with the firm of Pickand & Magee Coke
Company.
Senator Kean. What is the extent of your production?
Mr. Magee. We are running from 65 to 100 cars a day.
Senator Kean. Where do you ship ?

Mr. Magee. All over the United States.

Senator Kjean. Do you desire to make any statement before the
committee ?

Mr. Magee. I have been asked to come here, and I am willing to

answer any questions that anybody wishes to ask me.
Senator Kean. Well, in shipping all over the country how do you

find the rates?

Mr. Magee. Sometimes we find them pretty high. As a rule we
find them fair and liberal.

Senator Kean. "When you are dissatisfied with the rate and find it

is too high, what do jou do ?

Mr. Magee. Take it up with the railway companies, state our case,

and try to show them wherein we think we are not being properly

treated, and that if they insist upon that rate continuing it will mean
loss of business to us and loss of business to them. What is our suc-

cess is their success.

Senator Kean. What success have you had with the railroad com-

panies ?

Mr. Magee. Nine times out of ten we have been properly met and
afforded consideration, and the business goes on.

Senator Kean. And when they did not give you the reduction you
asked for, what reason did they give?

Mr. Magee. That they could not afford to do the business without

changing their whole classification of rates in other directions.

Senator Kean. Then, I should judge from your statement that

you are satisfied with the existing conditions?

Mr. Magee. We have very little complaint to make. We always
have complaints to make, as far as that goes.

Senator Kean. Have you ever made any complaint before the

Interstate Commerce Commission?
Mr. Magee. We have never found it necessary.

Senator Kean. Do you think it would add to your business and
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your best interests if the Interstate Commerce Commission had power
to fix rates when a rate was found to be unreasonable ?

Mr. Magee. I would rather deal with the railroad people than with
the Interstate Commerce Commission for this reason: The trans-
portation lines have met and studied through their men all the condi-
tions fftr each and every locality, and it seems to me that they are
very much better equipped and in a very much stronger position to
do business by reason of their intimate Jmowledge with the sur-

roundings and conditions than it would be possible for a commission
in Washington City to be, no matter how intelligent they are or how
good their intentions are to meet the conditions. I do not believe

we could get it before them as quickly or as satisfactorily as we can
before the railroad men.

Senator Kean. Do you Imow of any rebates being paid?
Mr. Magee. I do not. in our business there is not a rebate being

given, to the best of my knowledge.
Senator Kean. What roads are you on?
Mr. Magee. The Pennsylvania, the Baltimore and Ohio, and the

Vanderbilt systems. We have three lines of road, and ship from
Portland, Me., to Los Angeles, Cal.

Senator Kean. Have you anything further that you would like to

say?
Mr. Magee. No; I have not.

STATEMENT OF MR. ALBA C. JOHNSON.

Senator Kean. You will state your name, residence, and occupa-
tion.

Mr. Johnson. I live at Philadelphia. I am a partner in the firm
of Burnham, Williams & Co., which operates the Baldwin Locomotive
Works. We are manufacturers of locomotives, both for American
and for foreign railroads, and have produced upward of 2,000 loco-

motives per annum. We employ some 15,000 men in our principal
works in the city of Philadelphia, and are large shippers, both
inbound and outbound. Our inbound shipments consist largely of
materials used in the manufacture of locomotives, and amount ap-
proximately to from 300 to 400 carloads a week. These shipments
go out largely in the way of finished locomotives, but there are also

large shipments of material as well.

Senator Kean. You ship over all the roads in Philadelphia ?

Mr. Johnson. We ship over all the principal roads in the country,
because our shipments go to every part of the country, as well as to

Mexico and to Canada.
Senator Kean. What is your experience with the railroads?

Mr. Johnson. Our experience, which has extended over a great
number of years, has been that there is a disposition upon the part of
the railroads to make rates which are equitable and satisfactory.

UjitLl the present classification was adopted, the railroads appeared
to adopt the fact that there was a substantial partnership existing
between the producers and the carriers, and that the obligation rested
upon them to protect the producers in the districts which they served
upon a basis as favorable as those of competitors served by other rail-

roads. That principle has governed, so far as I have been able to per-
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ceive, the relations between the railroads and ourselves during all the

time in which we have been shippers.

Senator Keak. You are large shippers? You must necessarily

receive a great deal of material and also ship away a gi*eat deal of the
finished product. Do you find the rates generally reasonable?
Mr. Johnson. The rates are generally reasonable.
Senator Kean. Have you any complaint of the rates ?

Mr. Johnson. We have no reason to complain of the rates. What
we regard as essential is that the rates shall be the same for the same
commodity to all shippers, and so long as that principle is observed
by the railroads it is less important to us what the rates are. I think
that is a general principle governing shippers throughout the country.
There are, of course, instances in which the making of certain rates
will enable our productions to compete successfully m markets which
we could not otherwise enter. Our manufacture is to some extent a
specialty. It is not manufactured widely. The number of those
who are engaged in its manufacture is comparatively limited.
Senator Kean. But the materialused are not specialties ?

Mr. Johnson. No ; th«y are the ordinary metals and other articles
of commerce which come from a very large territory.

Senator Kean. And you find the rate reasonable on those?
Mr. Johnson. Entirely so.

Senator Kean. Of course you do complain sometimes in regard to
rates ?

Mr. Johnson. I think that it would be putting it too strongly to
say that they make complaints. There are sometimes minor correc-
tions that we have to adjust, but as a rule we have no difficulty in
securing a satisfactory and equitable adjustment of those questions.

Senator Kjean. Then you would rather go to the railroad company,
to the freight agent of the railway company, to adjust your rates

than you would, if there was an unjust rate and one that you com-
plained of, to the Interstate Commerce Commission?
Mr. Johnson. We would by all means prefer dealing with the

freight agents of the railroads than with any governmental body.
Senator Kean. Why?
Mr. Johnson. I am of opinion that the operation of any govern-

mental body fixing rates must result in a loss of the flexibility which
at present exists. As I have said before, it sometimes happens that

it is necessary to enter marl^ets by reason of cooperation with the car-

riers. At present Ave are able to do that. We would feel that it

might not be so flexible if a new arrangement were made.
Senator Kean. Have you anything further that you would like to

say?
Mr. Johnson. I think that what has been said so ably by Mr. New-

comb covered much that I would like to say. The important points

which I desire to emphasize are the fact that the true relationship

which exists between the shipper and the carrier is that of a partner-

ship. I believe that that relationship will exist satisfactorily unless

it is hampered or disturbed by governmental action. I believe that

the operation of the natural laws of supply and demand, the natural
desire on the part of the carriers to increase the efficiency of the lines

under their control to themaximum extent, must result in the crea-
tion of rates by those carriers which will increase the business to tiie
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largest tonnage which it can get. That increase can not be obtained
by making perpetual rates nor by making unjust rates.

The principle of copartnership precludes anything of that sort. I

lookalso with apprehension on the granting oif the right of the rate-

making power to any govermnental body. I have carefully consid-
ered the reasons which are advanced for giving that power to them.
I believe that the necessity for it, as business is conducted, does not
exist. I believe that the suggestion comes largely because of the fears

rather that the necessities of the people. Where government inter-

ference in rates and other operation of railroads has taken place in

other countries it has not worked well. I have had personal oppor-
tunities of observing this in some foreign countries. I have particu-

larly in mind the Argentine Republic and our neighbor, Mexico.
Both of these countries have one difficulty, however, to contend with
that happily we are free from, and that is the fluctuating value of
their money. The tendency of any public rate-making body is to de-

stroy the flexibility with which business can be done. When a rate

has been passed upon by such a rate-making body in one sense it be-

comes a vested interest, and we have seen in foreign countries instances

where rather than reduce the rate which has been made by the Gov-
ernment the railroads have permitted the industries to languish and
to die out altogether, because the reduction of the rate on which they
depend for existence affects the question of rates on other commodities,
and rates affecting other industries.

It goes without saying that the giving of rebates should be pun-
ishable. I believe that the giving of rebates is now punishable. If
the present powers for preventing the granting of rebates are not
adequate, then by all means I am in favor of providing adequate
means of preventing such a thing.

I have read with great care this House bill 18588, the Townsend
bill, and there are certain thoughts in connection with that bill

which I had come prepared to express. In the hearing which has
been had this morning that bill has not been mentioned, and I am
not aware whether it is now a pertinent subject of discussion. I
should like to receive instructions upon that point.

Senator Kean. Well, we will receive any suggestions you have to

make in regard to it, only for information, however, not that this

committee has anything to do with it.

Mr. Johnson.. This bill provides that the Interstate Commerce
Commission may order to take effect and to become operative thirty

days after notice thereof has been given to persons directly affected

thereby, certain rates; and it provides .that thereafter these rates

may be reviewed as to their lawfulness, justness, or reasonableness.

I submit that it is contrary to our spirit of government to provide by
law for putting into effect incidentally—practically incidentally, be-

cause the period allowed is short—a rate or any measure without the

opportunity for a full hearing as to its lawfulness, justness, or rea-

sonableness. Granting that in the wisdom of Congress it should be
deemed necessary to place power over the making of rates in the

hands of the Interstate Commerce Commission or any other body, it

is of the utmost importance in my. mind that those rates should be
postponed in their operation until the fullest opportunity has been
granted to determine whether they are lawful, just, or reasonable.
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This bill places the rate-making power in one body and provides
a separate tribunal ^o decide upon these essential matters of justice,

reasonableness, and lawfulness. It appears to me that this is wrong;
that the necessity- for placing the rate making itself in the govern-
mental body does not exist, but that if it should be decided that that
necessity does exist, then by all means let us hedge around the power

^ of making rate by such care, such provision, that the law with just-

ness and reasonableness shall be enforced; that the Government is

not compelled to take the position of attempting to do something
which it can not do, attempting to perpetrate what is unjust or unlaw-
ful. I believe, gentlemen, that this suggestion, this proposed measure
of putting the rate-making power into the hands of the Government,
revolutionary as it is under our form of government, is a step toward
what eventually will come to be Government ownership of railroads.

I can conceive no greater calamity which can befall any country than
that of having the railroads owned by the government.

I have had opportunity during my experience for intercourse with
a great many railroad men from foreign countries, in which different

degrees of government ownership or government control are in

effect. I have yet to find any business man or any railroad man hav-
ing experience under such regulations who was willing to admit that

there is advantage in government ownership. In the Argentine
Republic there is the closest control of Government operation. There
the Government goes further than to fix rates. There all rates are

fixed by Government, but, more than that, the Government under-
takes to guarantee to the traveling public, so far as possible to guar-
antee it, its safety. No locomotive can go into the shop for general

repairs and come out again upon the judgment of the railroad

official. The Government has an inspector of locomotive repairs.

That locomotive can not come out until this inspector has come and
looked the locomotive over. It seems to me that this bill is a step

in that direction of excessive governmental control. I believe most
firmly and most conscientiously that the less government that is

compatible with safety, with justice, with equal right to every man,
is the best for the people at large. I believe that our country, which
has developed so wonderfully, so that the rates which are made are

lower than those enjoyed by any other country in the world, will

continue to develop under private control of the railways and the
rate-making power invested in those who know what the traffic costs,

and who know all of the facts connected with the rate-making power.
Senator Kean. We are very much obliged to you, sir.

STATEMENT OF MR. F. C. HENDRICKSON.

Senator Kean (in the chair). '\^Tiat is your name?
Mr. Hendrickson. F. C. Hendrickson.
Senator Kean. Where do you live ?

Mr. Hendrickson. Cumberland, Md.
Senator Kean. What is your business ?

Mr. Hendrickson. I am an attorney at law, but I am secretary of the
freight and transportation committee of Associated Merchants, which
is practically our board of trade, made up of about 175 members,
nine-tenths of them merchants, shippers, etc
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Senator Kean. Will you kindly make your statement?
Mr. Hendrickson. I came to complain concerning coal discrimi-

nation, not high ratings. The Georges Creek coal region lies east

of the Allegheny Mountains, in the extreme western part of the
State of Maryland. Myersdale, Kingwood, and the Somerset regions
lie on the west of the Allegheny Mountains, and the coals for eastern
markets from those roads have to be hauled up heavy grades to the
summit of the Allegheny Mountains and then down to and past the
Georges Creek coal region, eastward. Now, gentlemen, we do not
complain that we do not get as low a rate as Myersdale, Kingwood,
and what may be called the upper Potomac region, but we are
charged 15 cents more a ton to tide water for our coal than is charged
these more distant regions, where the coal has to be hauled by very
heavy cars and then down heavy grades. While that is an element
of danger in railroading, I understand also

Senator Kean. What is the rate ?

Mr. Hendeickson. It makes no difference what particular point—

I

have the schedule here—it is always 15 cents higher -as soon as it

reaches tidewater or the eastern markets, and we have a large amount
of bitiuninous coal which can not be developed at the 15 cents differ-

ential. • We do not object to the price.

Senator Dollivee. Why do they make this differential against you?
Mr. Hendeickson. I can only state what the Baltimore and Ohio

officials, when they were petitioned, said, that other districts have
poorer coals than ours, a compliment which we did not appreciate
under these circumstances ; and thej' object to letting our coal reach
market as cheaply as these districts which they claim have poorer
coal. Nevertheless, it shuts our region out entirely. It is practically

a confiscation of our coal values, not our coal, but coal values, and that
amounts practically to the same thing.

Senator Dollivee. They say your coal is better than the Kingwood
coal?

Mr. Hendeickson. The big vein is almost exhausted, and we have a
very large area of small-vein coal which corresponds to the small
veins of West Virginia, Myersdale, and Kingwood, in adjacent
States, but with the 15-cent differential against us we can not develop
our coal at all.

Senator Dollivee. How far is it from Cumberland to the King-
wood region ?

Mr. ISndeickson. Fifty to 75 miles farther west on the other side

of the range.
Senator Dolliver. On the same road ?

.

Mr. Hendeickson. On the same road, except the Cumberland and
Pennsylvania is a little coal-carrying road, to take it to the Baltimore
and Ohio. The majority of the stock is owned by the Baltimore and
Ohio and they may be virtually called one road. At least, the offi-

cials themselves admit they own the majority of the stock.

There is one other complaint, although it may not be germane,
perhaps, to this committee, but entering into our complaints is the
fact that the Baltimore and Ohio Eailroad, on which we have to
depend entirely, is wholly exempt from taxation in the State of
Maryland and does not pay one cent of taxes, and yet it charges
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Maryland coal 15 cents more, when it is the nearest point to tide-

water, than it does the more distant points.
. . „

The Chairman. Have you taken this case before the Commission?

Mr. Hendeickson. We have not; we have written them several

times. We fear they will raise the technical point that it is over two

roads.

The Chairman. You are afraid to submit the case to the Interstate

Commerce Commission?
Mr. Hendeickson. No; we are going to do so finally, if we can not

get redress otherwise. We have petitioned the Baltimore and Ohio
by committees and by written petitions.

Senator Kean. You do not mean to say that the Baltimore and
Ohio is exempt from taxation entirely ?

Mr. Hendeickson. Every cent. It does not pay anything to the

State of Maryland, so far as I know. Yet it charges our coal 15 cents

a ton more than it charges distant points.

Senator DoLLnnEE. Have you a canal to tidewater?
Mr. Hendeickson. We have the Chesapeake and Ohio Canal, but it

is not effective. The carrying capacity of it is too small.

.Senator Kean. Is it not only the road between Baltimore and
Washington that is absolutely exempt from taxation ?

Mr. Hendeickson. No; on its original charter it is exempt from
taxation throughout the State, and even outlying lots and hotel prop-

erty, and all property, is completely exempt from taxation.

That makes our complaint—-I do not know whether it is germane to

this committee, but that makes our complaint a little more accentu-

ated. We do not want to tax them, but we do want fair rating for

our coal.

Senator Dolliver. Do you use this canal at this time?

Mr. Hendeickson. The canal is practically under the control of

the road.

Senator Dolliver. How does that come ?

Senator Kean. I think you will find you are a little mistaken in

your statement as to taxation.

Mr. Hendeickson. If I am, I am willing to correct it.

Senator Kean. Eecently, as I understand it, the charter of the

Baltimore and Ohio road did exempt it from taxation, but there was
a compromise made between the State of Maryland and the Baltimore

and Ohio road about 1874 or 1875, in which they agreed to pay taxes

upon certain things, and certain things were exempted, but they do
pay taxes.

Mr. Hendeickson. I do not thinii they pay them in any quantity.

There were several charters which were prepared with the under-
standing that if they were adopted they would have to be taxed, but
they never formally adopted them, and they are still operating under
the old charter. It has been before our court of appeals, in which
they held that hotel properties were not taxable. I faiow that up in

our end of the State they do not collect a penny from the railroad.

Now, that is our complaint, gentlemen.
Senator Dollivee. Is there any other railroad from Cumberland

to tide water?
Mr. Hendeickson. None whatever. The Wabash will be there

after a while, but it will not enter this coal field, according to its

present holdings.
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Senator Douwver. How far from this coal field will it pass?
Mr. Hendeickson. It will pass within 100 feet, but still not have

access to it, without additional holdings to what it has now.
Senator Newlands. I understand you to say that the Baltimore and

Ohio Eailroad is interested in these coal mines beyond Cumberland ?

Mr. Hendrickson. I did not say so ; no, sir.

Senator Newlands. I got the impression that you did.
Mr. Hendrickson. I think they control the waterway to the same

extent they control the road. It is under trustees. It is ineffective.

Even if they did not control the canal, it is not a sufficient competitor
to make it material to the road.

Senator Newlands. Is there any other waterway in which the
Baltimore and Ohio Railroad is interested in that region ?

Mr. Hendrickson. Why, I can not answer definitely as to that.

Senator Kean. According to the statistics of railways of the

United States, the Baltimore and Ohio paid $693,000 in taxes.

Mr. Hendrickson. Not to the State of Maryland, does it say,

though?
Senator Kean. In group. Of course, they have very little prop-

erty other than in Baltimore and the road from Philadelphia to

Baltimore.

Mr. Hendrickson. Does it give the amount of taxes it pays in the

State of Maryland ?

Senator Kean. No ; it is not divided here. But it gives it just in a
lump.
Mr. Hendrickson. I would just like to say that it is not compatible

with the business of the coal interests, as the operators look upon it, to

go into litigation with railroads. There are many hazards outside of

the mere judicial decisions, and the operators are very loath to go into

litigation, and they will be very glad if something could be done to

give them a prevention from litigation.

Senator Dolliver. What hazard?
Mr. Hendrickson. They think the .matter of car supply all enters

into it to a greater extent even than litigation. Whether they are

correct in their surmise is another matter, but they hesitate, although
suffering the greatest inequalities, to go into litigation with great

corporations. It is not compatible with sound business interests, as I
think you gentlemen will admit, to go into litigation on these matters

;

and something should be devised to prevent the trouble rather than
the mere cure of it afterwards. It would be better for business inter-

ests in every way. I thank you.

STATEMENT OF MR. SAMUEL SPENCER.

The Chairman. Mr. Spencer, you have in your hand a statement

which you wish to submit ?

Mr. Spencer. I will place before the committee a statement of my
general views. There are a great many points which have been testi-

fied to affecting interests which I represent, but I will not go into

them at this time.

The first question I desire to bring to the attention of the commit-
tee is the statement which was made on the 19th by Commissioner
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Clements in respect to rates and regulations south of the Ohio and
Potomac rivers, especially the fact that he filed with the committee a

copy of the agreement bearing date of January 14, 1892, being the

agreement of the Southern Railway and Steamship Association. I

should not consider it necessary to refer to this, except that as the

record stands this agreement is apparently presented as indicating a

present condition of affairs. And that is emphasized by Mr. Clem-
ents's statement that he would be very glad to print it, " because it

sets forth these facts just as they are." I am sure he did not mean
that.

The facts are these : That agreement was made in 1892 and it was
in effect for some time thereafter, but it was one of those agreements
that was necessarily annulled by the trans-Missouri Association
decision. Therefore it has absolutely no bearing upon any present
situation. That decision was promulgated in March, 1897. Not
only was the agreement annulled by that decision, but on the 22d of
April, 1897, it was annulled by formal resolution of the association,

and was never renewed. But in order that there may be no misun-
derstanding I would like to file with the committee the articles of
association now in force in southeastern territory. They are as
follows

:

Articles of association of the Southeastern Freight Association.

For the purposes set forth in the following articles, the companies subscrib-
ing hereto form the Southeastern Freight Association.

Abticle I.

Section 1. An executive board Is hereby created, composed of either the
president, vice-president, general manager, or other officer of each member of
the association, as designated annually by such member ; but each officer thus
designated may appoint any other officer or agent of his company, as proxy,
with power to represent him at any meeting of said board.

Sec. 2. The executive board shall elect its own chairman. Said board shall

also elect the chairman of the association, and shall fix his term of service and
salary. All expenses of the association shall be subject to the review and ap-
proval of the executive board, or of a committee to be appointed by said board.

Sec. 3. The executive board shall meet upon the written request of two or
more members thereof, or upon the call of its chairman.

Sec. 4. A majority of the members of the executive board, present or repre-

sented by proxy, shall constitute a quorum.
Sec. 5. It shall require the unanimous action of those present, in person or

by proxy, to adopt any motion or resolution that ttiay be made before the execu-
tive board.

Sec. 6. The executive board shall have power to reconsider any subject that
may ho^e been considered by the conference committee hereinafter provided for.

Aeticlb II.

Section 1. Each member of the executive board shall appoint a traffic officer

of his company, and such traffic officers, thus appointed, shall constitute a con-

ference committee. Any traffic officer appointed a member of the conference
committee may appoint any other officer or agent of his company as proxy,

with power to represent him at any meeting of said committee.
Sec. 2. Any member of this association proposing to make any change In its

rates, rules, or regulations, will suggest the same to said conference committee
for consideration and interchange of views before such change shall take effect

;

but it is distinctly understood that each member reserves to itself at all times

the right to take separate and independent action on each and eyery subject,

whether suggested to said conference committee or not
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Abticle III.

Section 1. Upon complaint to the chairman of the association that illegal
devices have been resorted to, whether by secret rebates, or drawbacks, or
payment of commissions, or underbilling of weights, or otherwise, he shall malce
an investigation thereof, and he or his representatives shall be given access to
the records of all members of this association, so far as the same may pertain
to the trafl3c with reference to which such complaint may have been made.

Abticle IV.

Section 1. The association expenses shall be apportioned fairly between the
members by the executive board, and upon the basis so fixed by the board the
chairman of the association shall have authority to collect the same.

Abticie V.

Section 1. Any member retiring from this association before the expiration
of the time herein fixed, except by unanimous consent, shall not be released
from its obligations to contribute its share of the association expenses, as the
same may be fixed by the executive board.

Abticle VI.

Section 1. It shall be the duty of the chairman to preside at all meetings of
the conference committee to keep the records of the association ; to receive from
each member of the association copies of tariffs or rates established by said
member; to compile, print, and distribute such tariffs or rates in conformity
with the interstate commerce act and other laws ; to formulate and distribute
such statistical information as may be called for by the conference committee or
by the executive board, any expenses incurred in collecting such informa-

. Hon to be apportioned among the interested members by tlie chairman of the
association. Each member will furnish such reports of freight traffic and other
statistical data as may be called for by the chairman of the association. The
chairman shall also receive and list for discussion subjects coming before the
conference committee, conduct all correspondence that may be necessary, and
communicate such information as to the records of the association as may be
requested by members and others interested. ,'

Sec. 2. Each member shall, at the time of issue, file with the chairman of the
association copies of all tariffs or rates that may be issued by such member and
in which any other member may be interested.

Article VII.

Section 1. Nothing herein contained shall be so construed as to confer upon a
majority, or any number of members of this association, the power or authority

to make rates or tariffs upon the line of any other member of this association,

or to make joint rates or tariffs for any other member. Nothing herein con-

tained shall be so construed as to confer upon the executive board, or the con-

ference committee, or the chairman of the association, or the chairman of the

executive board, or upon any other committee or officer of this association the

power or authority to make rates or tariffs upon the line of any member Of this

association, or to make joint rates or tariffs for any member of this association

;

it being distinctly understood that each member of this association expressly

reserves to itself the exclusive power to make rates and tariffs on Its own line,

and to itself and its connections the exclusive power to make joint rates and
tariffs, free from the dictation or control of any other member or members.

Article VIII.

Section 1. The articles of this association shall relate to the territory lying

south of the Potomac River to the Virginia-West Virginia State line, then via

said line to Bristol, Tenn., through and including Middlesboro, Ky., Jellico and
Harriman Junction, Tenn., to and including Chattanooga, Tenn., and on and
south and east of a line from Chattanooga, Tenn., via the Alabama Great South-

S. l»oc. 243, 59-1—vol 4 50
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ern Knilroad to Birmiiighnra, Ala., thence via Southern Railway to and including
Selma, Ala., thence via Western Railway of Alabama to and including Mont-
gomery, Ala., thence via the Atlantic Coast Line Railroad through Valdosta,
Ga., Jasper, Live Oak, and Lake City, Fla., to Jacksonville, Fla., including
points on the line from Montgomery to Jacksonville, thence via the South
Atlantic Seaboard to the Potomac River. Said articles shall relate to the rail
lines and steamship lines which are now, or may hereafter become, members of
this association.

Sec. 2. Said articles shall relate to traffic having origin or destination within
the territory above defined, in which two or more members of this association
may be interested, except that said articles shall not relate to traffic between
any two points north of the Virginia-North Carolina State line; nor to traffic

between points on the designated northern and western boundary lines and
points outside of the territory as above defined ; nor to traffic from or through
North Atlantic ports to South Atlantic ports proper or from South Atlantic
ports proper to or through North Atlantic ports ; nor to coke and bituminous
coal.

Aeticlb IX.

Section 1. No change shall be made in these articles of association except by
consent of each member of the association.

Aeticle X.

Section 1. These articles of association shall become effective the 1st day
of May, 1904, and continue in force until April 30, 1905.

.

Western and Atlantic Railroad, By H. F. Smith, Traffic Manager;
Southern Railway, By J. M. Gulp, Fourth Vice-President; Chas. A.
Wickersham, Atlantic and West Point and Western of Alabama;
Georgia Railroad, By Thos. K. Scott, General Manager; Georgia
Southern and Florida Railway, By Wm. Checkley Shaw, Vice-Presi-
dent, per J. M. C. ; Macon and Birmingham Railway, By Wm. Check-
ley Shaw, Vice-President, per J. M. C. ; Old Dominion Steamship Com-
pany, By W. L. Guillaudeu, President; Atlantic Coast Line Railroad
Company, By T. M. Emerson. Third Vice-President; Charleston and
Western Carolina Railway, By T. M. Emerson, Traffic Manager;
New York and Texas Steamship Company (Bwick service), By H. H.
Raymond, Superintendent; W. A. Winburn, Vice-President and Traffic

Manager, for Central of Georgia Railway Company ; Reuben Foster,
President, for Chesapeake Steamship Company ; Jno. R. Sherwood,
Vice-President and General Manager, for Baltimore Steam Packet
Company ; Theo. G. Eger, for the Clyde Ste.amship Company ; Ocean
Steamship Company, By W. H. Pleasants, Vice-President and General
Manager; Merchants and Miners' Transportation Company, By J. C.

Whitney, Second Vice-President and Traffic Manager; Seaboard Air
Line Railway, E. F. Cost, Second Vice-President; Norfolk and West-
ern Railway, By L. E. Johnson, President ; Atlantic and Birmingham
Railway Company, By H. C. McFadden. General Freight Agent;
Jacksonville and Southwestern Railroad, By B. S. Spencer, Secretary
and General Manager; Florida Bast Coast Railway Company, J. P.

Beckwith, Traffic Manager ; Georgia, Florida and Alabama Railway
Company, By J. P. Williams, President; Atlanta, Knoxville and
Northern Railway Company, By J. H. Ellis, Vice-President and Gen-
eral Manager ; Columbia, Newberry and Laurens Railroad Company,
per W. G. Childs, President ; Virginia and Southwestern Railway, By
Jno. B. Newton, Vice-President and General Manager; Wrightsville

and Tennille Railroad Company, By A. F. Daley, President

There is no agreement as to division of territory, there is no agree-

ment as to rates, there is no agreement as to concerted action. What
there is is an organization where the current questions of the day can

be discussed between these lines, but with absolute provision that each
one reserves to itself its right of individual action.

In the hearings of May 16, a statement was made with reference
to a lease of the Mobile and Ohio Railroad by the Southern Railway
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Company, and it was referred to as a notable instance of a system of

overcapitalization, and the consequent raising of rates as the result of

a lease. The facts are these: The Southern Kailway Company has
never leased the Mobile and Ohio Railroad. It did purchase the

stock, and for every hundred dollars of stock—that is, for every
share of the Mobile and Ohio which it purchased—^it issued its own
security, dollar for dollar, and deposited the stock of the Mobile and
Ohio Railroad as a security therefor. There was not one single dol-

lar of overcapitalization.

It is true that on a sliding scale, and not from the beginning, as

indicated in the testimony, the Southern Railway Company did agree

to pay interest or dividends at 4 per cent upon the securities which it

issued. The fact is that that amount has never been received by the

Southern Railway Company, and it has lost that difference so far, or

a large proportion of it. Last year it got 2 per cent, having paid
4 to its own security holders. This statement is made also that the

rates were gradually increased, and then two specific instances are

cited, namely, that the timber rates were put up 15 per cent, and
those on cotton-mill products were put up 20, the inference being that

that was the result of the purchase of the stock of the Mobile and
Ohio, which road was not a competing line with the Southern. Now,
the lumber rates went up under an action which has been referred to

here a great many times, namely, that the rates on yellow-pine lumber
over the whole southern country were more than a year ago put up
2 cents a hundred pounds. In some cases that did amount to as

much as 15 per cent, but it was very rare. The fact is, the Mobile
and Ohio originates a very small proportion of that total lumber
trade to which the increase applies. That question went through the

Interstate Commerce Commission and into a court, but there has been

no court decision in respect to it, and two members of that Commis-
sion have, on the final hearing, decided the increase in rates was en-

tirely reasonable by reason of the changed conditions. The higher

price of lumber, and the fact that it was a restoration of only a por-

tion of a reduction which had been made previously when the lumber
trade was dull, fully justified the increase.

The purchase of the Mobile and Ohio stock by the Southern had
absolutely no bearing upon that question. The Mobile and Ohio was a

very small factor in the whole situation, and the increase was made by
the Illinois Central, the Louisville and Nashville, the Atlantic Coast

Line, the Plant System, the Southern, and every other system in that

country, all of those which I have mentioned bemg competitive.

As to the freight rates on the mill products referred to as having

been increased 20 per cent, there have been practically none. There are

no cotton mills on the Mobile and Ohio Railroad of any consequence,

and there has been no increase. There has been no general increase

of rates. There was an adjustment of rates, if you might call it so,

because manv rates, when we secured possession of the Mobile and
Ohio Railroad, we found were being made on secret agreements and
rebates, and these were all wiped out and other irregularities were

corrGct6d
I wiU refer to the third item that I wanted to bring to your atten-

tion, and that is Mr. Knapp's statement, in effect, before you, that he

found himself questioning the sincerity of the advocacy of a regula-

tion of rates through the courts. Now, I want to say, very briefly,
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that as far as I am aware the railroads are not advocating a regula-

tion of rates through the court. It is not regulation. The claim in

respect to the court is simply this, that if a question which is certainly

judicial has to be passed upon in respect to the reasonableness or un-

reasonableness per se of a rate, that the only competent authority to

pass upon it is the court, and if the carriers are deprived of having
that question of the reasonableness or unreasonableness per se of a

rate passed upon by a court, and the rate shall take effect prior to

its being passed upon by a judicial tribunal, that then their property
is not protected.

Railroads, so far as I know, have not put that argument forward
under any guise of its being a regulation of rates. There was no such
attempt. It was simply a claim in fairness and justness that a judi-

cial question which affects the value of property shall be passed upon
• by a judicial tribunal before a decision takes effect. I only want to

put in a protest on behalf of the railroads, that they are not advo-
cating here, as indicated, any regulation through courts for the pur-
pose as distinctly indicated in that testimony, that as the court could
not regulate, therefore there could not be any regulation at all. Our
position has been construed into meaning an evasion of the whole
question of regulation. That is not the question of the railroads in

this country at all.

Senator Ne^vlands. Mr. Spencer, in that connection I would like

to ask you if the railroads would favor the substitution by the Com-
mission of a reasonable rate, or what it regards as a reasonable rate,

for a rate that has been condemned as unreasonable, provided that
rate does not take effect until the courts have had a chance to act

upon it?

Mr. Spencek. I understand that is practically the position to-day.

They have the power to condemn a rate. They have the power to

pronounce it unreasonable and unjust.

Senator Newlands. But they have not the power now to substitute

what it regards as a reasonable rate ?

Mr. Spencer. No, sir.

Senator Ne-rtijAnds. Now, would you concede that power, provided
that the rate which they fix does not go into effect until the final

determination of a court is reached ?

Mr. Spencer. If you ask me my personal opinion, I will say I do
not think it ought to be done, because it is substituting their judg-
ment for that of the owner of the property. As I have said on one or

two public occasions, the railroads will have at last to do whatever
public opinion and Congress decides on this question. Their rights

might be reasonably protected under such a provision as that, if other-

wise properly safeguarded.

The Chairman. "Will you submit the statement?

Mr. Spencer. I will hand it to the secretary afterwards, if the
chairman will permit me.

Senator Newlands. I would like to ask you a few questions, Mr.
Spencer, regarding the Southern Railroad System. Does that cor-

poration own the stock of other corporations ?

Mr. Spencer. Yes, sir.

Senator Newlands. How many others?

Mr. Spencer. Three important ones, some unimportant, but none
of them large. They are not operated as a part of the Southern.
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Senator Newlands. That are not operated as a part of the system ?

Mr. Spencer. That is, they are separate corporations. They are in

the system, but operated separately.

Senator Newlands. Does it own all the stock of those corporations?

Mr. Sfencer. No, sir; substantially all of the Mobile and Ohio,

and a majority of the stock of the other two important ones, which
are the Alabama and Great Southern and the Georgia Southern and
Florida. jf^

Senator Newlands. Under the law of what State is the Southern
Railway Company incorporated ?

Mr. Spencer. Under the laws of the State of Virginia.

Senator Newlands. In how many States does that company
operate?

Mr. Spencer. Eleven.

Senator Newlands. The two other great systems of the South are

the Louisville & Nashville and the Seaboard Air Line, are they not?

Mr. Spencer. And the Illinois Central.

Senator Newlands. Now, how about the Louisville and Nashville

and the Seaboard Air Line ; have they com« together ?

Mr. Spencer. No, sir; not to my Ifnowledge.

Senator Newlands. They are not united. How about the South-
em Railroad and the Seaboard Air Line?
Mr. Spencer. They have no corporate relation whatever. They

are distinctly competitors.

Senator Newlands. How about the Atlantic Coast Line? Has it

purchased the stock or the control of any other system ?

Mr. Spencer. It has purchased the stock of the Louisville and
Nashville Railroad, as I understand it.

Senator Newlands. Recently ?

Mr. Spencer. Oh, two or three years ago.

Senator Newlands. Does it own all the stock of that company ?

Mr. Spencer. I am quite sure it does not. You understand, I am
talking about a subject with which I have-no personal or official rela-

tion whatever. What I say now is public information.

Senator Newlands. Do you think it likely that all these railways
will some time be consolidated into one system ?

Mr. Spencer. I regard that as impossible, unless the State laws
are changed.
Senator Newlands. If it were practicable, would you regard it as

desirable ?

Mr. Spencer. That is further ahead than I have ever thought.

I have not spent any time looking at things that I knew could not

happen.
Senator Newlands. Then you are not prepared to give your judg-

ment regarding that?

Mr. Spencer. No; the judgment would mean nothing. I do not

think anything would be gained by it, particukrly.

Senator Newlands. Those roads now are all in active competition,

are they not?
Mr. Spencer. The three you have mentioned are.

Senator Newlands. They are all reaching in substantially the same

territory ?

Mr. Spencer.. Yes, sir ; in large measure.

Senator Newlands. Now, if they were to consolidate, would that
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change the rates with some intersecting point, and rates for the local

points disappear?
Mr. Spencer. No, sir ; I do not think they would disappear. That

is, they have been determined by a great many conditions besides the

separate ownership of two railroads which happen to touch at that

point.

Senator Newlands. As a rule, where there is one station served by
two or three competing lines, does not that station have a less rate

than merely local points on either one of the three lines ?

Mr. Spencee. There are some such cases. That is not the universal
rule.

Senator Newlands. Well, is it not nearly the universal rule?
Mr. Spencer. I should say not for the whole country.
Senator Newlands. How about the southern country down there?

Mr. Spencer. The southern country relatively has as much of that
condition of affairs as any other. The rates for the southern country
have grown up in a peculiar way, and the rates for the southern coun-
try, so far as the long and short hauls are concerned, were probably
less disturbed by the passage of the interstate commerce act than in

the more thickly populated places and those sections of the country
which were not cut up by navigable waterways to the extent the

southern country is. Nearly all of the rates in the South have been
made to a large extent by water transportation.

Senator Newlands. By water competition?

Mr. Spencer. Yes, sir ; by water competition. And therefore there

are high points in the interiors as against the low rates on the water.

Now, relatively there is more water competition in the Southern
States east of the Mississippi and south of the Potomac and Ohio
rivers, and the interior, than in any other section of the United
States, and the rates reflect that condition.

Senator Newlands. Well, is there any portion of the competition

that has been created simply by the competition of railways, and has

that competition been recognized by giving the competitive points

preferential rates ?

Mr. Spencer. To a very small extent, if at all.

Senator Newlands. But it has to some extent?

Mr. Spencer. Well, possibly; I would not say no, but it is not

important.
Senator Newlands. So that down there the inequality of conditions

between points of shipment would not be relieved at all by the consoli-

dation of the railways ?

Mr. Spencer. It might be changed some.

Senator Newlands. Does not most of your complaint down in that

region come from those inequalities rather than from claims that

rates are unreasonably high ?

Mr. Spencer. I do not think we have any complaint of the unrea-

sonableness of rates per se.

Senator Newlands. Per se. Almost all of your complaints are

regarding those alleged inequalities between communities, are they

not?
Mr. Spencer. Yes, sir.

Senator Newi-ands. You think that railroad consolidation does
tend to the relief of that, do you not ?

Mr. Spencer. To the relief?
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Senator Newlands. Yes; of those inequalities.

Mr. Spencer. It has operated in that way in many cases.

Senator Newlands. And you think it would be greater down there

if it were not for the fact—

—

Mr. Spencer. No ; I do not think it would more. You say " re-

lief," but I do not quite accept that expression about it. I mean
changed. I do not think there is anything demanding relief, in that

sense. I think the situation, taking it in general, is a logical one,

and the rate has been fixed by water transportation, and is not due to

the fact that two or more railroads reach the same point and only one
reaches other points.

Senator Newi^nds. That is not true, however, in most sections of

the country, is it ?

Mr. Spencer. It is true to a greater extent in the South than any-
where else, by reason of the water competition I have described.

Senator Dolliver. Mr. Spencer, I do not get clearly your idea

of the effect of issuing the stock of the Southern Railroad for buying
a controlling interest in the stock of the Mobile and Ohio Railroad.

You said that did not operate to water the stock ?

Mr. Spencer. It does not.

Senator Dolliver. Now, how much stock of the Southern Rail-

road was necessary to buy a controlling interest in the Mobile and
Ohio?
Mr. Spencer. Well, I will give you the exact figures, and I will

have to correct one expression which you used. The Southern Rail-

road Company did not issue stock to buy the Mobile and Ohio stock.

It issued what is specifically shown on the face of it as a stock trust

certificate. That is, we issued our paper for a hundred dollars for

each share of stock of $100 par of the Mobile and Ohio. We took
the certificate of stock of the Mobile and Ohio, a hundred dollars,

into our treasury, and we issued to the owner of that stock a stock

trust certificate for $100. Now, he had just the same amount of par
that he had before, and we had the certificate in our treasury and
not in the hands of the public at all. *

Now, to give the exact figures, we issued six millions—that is,

within a few hundred dollars—of Southern Railway stock trust cer-

tificates and took from the owners of the Mobile and Ohio stock six

millions of Mobile and Ohio stock. Now, we own that stock.

Senator Dolliver. Now, in the payment of dividends of the Mobile
and Ohio stock you receive the share of dividends that arises from
the stock you purchased ?

Mr. Spencer. Yes ; we receive that.

Senator Dolliver. What guarantee for dividend-paying purposes
do these certificates have?
Mr. Spencer. We guarantee, after a certain time, and that time has

passed those stock trust certificates would bear 4 per cent interest.

Senator Dolliver. Now, then, that leaves you in the attitude of

paying a dividend upon your Mobile and Ohio stock, and in addition

to that your property is encumbered to the liability of 4 per cent on
these stock trust certificates?

Mr. Spencer. If we collect 4 per cent from the Mobile and Ohio
Railroad, we simply take it over and give it to the stock trust cer-

tificates, and it merely passes through our hands. That is, the holder

of our stock trust certificates, assuming that the Mobile and Ohio
could pay 4 per cent, is in exactly the same position as if he had held
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his Mobile and Ohio stock—namely, he gets 4 per cent in either case,

and we get nothing.
Senator Dolliver. That is very much plainer, because originally

I thought you said you issued

Mr. Spencer. I intended to say. Senator, that we issued a security.

Senator Newlands. It bears a fixed rate of interest?

Mr. Spencek. It bears a fixed rate of interest after a certain date.

Senator Newlands. And you have to pay that whether you get
dividends from the Mobile road or not ?

Mr. Spencer. We have to pay that whether we get it or not.

Senator Newlands. At the time you issued the certificates of the
Southern Railway for the Mobile and Ohio Railway, what was the
value of the Mobile and Ohio Railway stock?

Mr. Spencer. It was selling between fifty and sixty.

Senator Dolliver. Suppose the Mobile and Ohio, in prosperous
times would run 7 or 8 per cent, what would become of it?

Mr. Spencer. We would get the profit. That is, it is on the same
principle that if I have bought a house that was bringing in a low
rent when I bought it, and it brings in a higher rent later, I would
get the benefit of it. I put a mortgage on it in the meantime, on
which I paid 4 per cent, and I paid that for a while

Senator Dolliver. Your idea is that this interchange of securities

does not operate to water the stock of either of the companies?
Mr. Spencer. No, sir. The outstanding amount in the hands of

the public is exactly the same in the two cases, to a dollar.

Senator Foraker. Your certificate is only an obligation of indebt-

edness ?

Mr. Spencer. Only an obligation, with the other stock pledged as

security.

Senator Foraker. Have you a provision in the trust certificate for

its redemption ?

Mr. Spencer. No, sir. This stock trust certificate is perpetual.

The only thing is, that if we defaulted, then they could take posses-

sion of the Mobile'and Ohio stock, and still hold us liable for any
difference.

Senator Newlands. Would it simplify the operations of your sys-

tem if you incorporated under a national law permitting the use of

stocks and bonds ?

Mr. Spencer. Well, I assume our stock and bonds would have to

remain as they are.

Senator Newlands. Your bonds wold have to remain out, as they

are, undoubtedly, until they had matured and others were retired?

Mr. Spencer. The stock would have to remain out too, unless the

owners consented to turn it in.

Senator Newlands. I mean, all other things being equal, would it

simplify the operation of these great systems of railways that are

operating in eight or ten States, if they could operate under a na-

tional law?
Mr. Spencer. In some particulars; if they could be successfully

carried out it would simplify it, undoubtedly.
I desire to submit herewith the remarks to which I referred

:

It has been said by a distinguished jurist :
" The railroad man has his hour

of opportunity now. Let him join our President in establtshing a tribunal
through which the nation's power can be honestly, but at all times promptly
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and adequately, exercised. That will bring peace with justice. No other peace
would last."

At no time has the President's Intention been to advocate governmental regu-
lation of railways which would inflict Injury upon the investments in the prop-
erties or impair the usefulness of the carriers to the public. lie has never
advocated, and he can be trusted never to advocate, the adoption of any regula-
tion which does violence to the fundamental principles on which the Govern-
ment is founded.

If a tribunal which will answer the description can be organized, or if methods
can be found—and I belive they can be without the necessity of an additional
and special tribunal for the purpose—by which the great railway questions of
the day can be settled in accordance with law and equity, and in accordance
with those fundamental principles of government which are guaranteed by th«
Constitution, 1 speak with authority when I say that substantially every rail-

way manager in the country will subscribe to that view, and aid in the accom-
plishment of the desired results.

The difficulties of adjustment, therefore, lie not, as has been so often claimed,
in any obstructive or defiant attitude of the railway manager. They rest funda-
mentally in the anomalous condition in which the carriers are placed under the
law ; in those suggestions of remedy which, falling utterly to reach the evils

sought to be cured, would punish unwisely and unnecessarily the innocent along
with the guilty ; and In those suggestions which look to the separation of one
particular class of property from all others, to be dealt with iDividiously by
special tribunal and by special methods.

It is not reasonable regulation to which the carriers object; it Is to unwise
and unfair regulation. It is not the regulation which seeks directly to remedy
known and tangible evils, but it is the so-called regulation which, while osten-
sibly attacking one evil or class of evils, inflicts unknown and unjustifiable
Injuries upon those who are not offenders ; and that which undertakes unneces-
sarily to interfere with the legal and beneficial fj-eedom of commercial action
and enterprise, and thus to diminish the future usefulness of the carriers, and
impede the material development of the resources of the country. It is not the
regulation which improves, but it is the regulation which confuses and retards.

The term " regulation " is so broad that it has been made to include almost
every device for dealing with commerce or with the carriers. It embraces,
however, two main features, which, if justice is to prevail, must always be con-
sidered and treated separately.
Rebates and secret contracts, extortions, and unjust discriminations are

crimes under the law, and, as such, call for punishment through the courts, not
the exercise of discretion by a nonjudicial body.
The i-egulation or control by Government of the charges of carriers for serv-

ices performed is an entirely separate and distinct matter, and involves con-

siderations of business judgment and experience ; the rights of property as well
as the rights of the people ; and of that discretion in the management of prop-

erty which should always be left with the owner so long as its use is consistent

with law and equity.

It is in' respect to this phase of regulation that a wide departure from reason-

able safeguards, if not from the fundamental principles of Government, seems to

be threatened, and against which the carriers have made protest
The President, in his message to Congress in December, announced in no

uncertain terms that " the rebate, the secret contract, the private discrimination

must go," and that " the highways of commerce must be kept open to all on
equal terms." The country as a whole, including the owners and the managers
of railway properties, zealously supports him in this declaration of purpose.

When the Elklns law was passed it is well known that not a single carrier in

the country raised the slightest objection, and not one objects now to any pro-

vision of law which will aid in accomplishing this declared purpose of the

President.
But the Townsend bill, which passed the House of Representatives at the last

session, contained not a single provision for dealing with these or kindred
abuses, nor was any bill presented or suggested which could be construed as

having that most desirable end in view.

The President's specific recommendation that the Commission be vested with
power, where a given rate has been challenged and found to be unreasonable,

to decide, subject to judicial review, what rate shall take its place, and to put
that rate into effect, was most wisely qualified by the statement that " at present
It would be undesirable, if. it were not Impracticable, to finally clothe the Com-
mission with general authority to fix railroad rates."
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And yet substantially every bill which has been presented In Congress looking

to granting increased powers to the Commission has been so drawn that the

ultimate and necessary effect of its provisions, if enacted into law, would be to
" finally clothe the Commission with that general authority " which the Presi-

dent, in his conservatism, pronounces " undesirable, if it were not impracticable."

Such enactments would not be " regulation." They would mean incipient, if

not final, control of the sources of revenue of all the carriers, and that, it is

safe to say, the President never intended.
They might easily mean the taking of property or the diminution of its value

without due process of law or without compensation to the owners.
The effect of such regulation undoubtedly would be the curtailment of future

railway construction and improvements, not only by reason of the impairment
of railway credit, but also from the unwillingness of investors to own or to

enlarge properties the revenues of which would be practically under govern-
mental or political control and the expenses still be subject to the uncertainties
of industrial conditions.

The railways of this country are chartered and exist to perform certain public

services, and they represent, with a few isolated exceptions, the investment of

private capital.

The relations of the carriers to the Government assume, therefore, the dual
character of those of public servants upon the one hand, and, upon the other,

that of property of enormous cost entitled, like all other property and equally
with it, to governmental protection.

The railways are public carriers for hire, entitled to just and reasonable com-
pensation for services performed. Railway charges are not, as it has been some-
times erroneously asserted, a tax upon the public or upon the Individuals or
industries or commerce served by the carriers. A tax is a levy placed upon
all for the support of the Government and from the payment of which no citi-

zen is or should be exempt. The railway charge is paid only by those who
voluntarily use the facilities which have been provided at the cost of others.

The railway system of the country has become so vast, and the volume of
interstate trafiic so enormous in comparison with the intrastate, that the rela-

tions between these carriers and the General Government now overshadow in

the public mind those between the carriers and the States from which the charter

rights are derived.

The rapid growth of the railway system from 35,000 miles in 1865 to 212,000

miles in 1905 was a necessary accompaniment, if not the chief means of pro-

moting the marvelous development of Industry and population and wealth
which have marked that period.

The demand for Federal regulation had its first formal manifestation in the

enactment in 1887 of the act to regulate commerce, under which the Irfterstate

Commerce Commission was appointed, with its new, its complex, and its anom-
alous powers.
The chief purposes of the act were to suppress rebates and unjust discrimi-

nations between individuals, localities, and classes of traffic, and to provide,

through the appointment of a Commission, for the detection and eracjication of

such abuses and for the prosecution and punishment of those found guilty of

violating the statute.

Under the provisions of the act much good has been accomplished. Despite

occasional but persistent statements to the contrary, the evil of rebates, secret

contracts, and unjust discriminations has almost entirely disappeared.

The great volume of traffic throughout the country moves under published

tariffs, accessible to all. Reports of operations of all the carriers subject to

the act and statements of their finances are made from a uniform standpoint

and are published to the world.

For eighteen years, since the appointment of the Commission, 90 per cent

of all of the complaints which have been made to it by the public against the

carriers have been adjusted without even formal heariug. Of the remaining
10 per cent, which have been the subject-matter of formal findings by the Com-
mission, four-fifths of the findings have been acquiesced in by the carriers,

leaving only one-flfth of 10 per cent—that is, 2 per cent of the total complaints

—

to be litigated between the Commission, or the complainants and the carriers.

None can claim that this does not mark wholesome and far-reaching prog-

ress in the regulation of railway transportation. Perfect results can never be
obtained. Gratifying as those are which have been secured, they might have
been far greater if certain manifest defects in the law had either been avoided
or corrected, and if the efforts of the Commission had been directed more
specifically to the curing of the evils for which it was appointed Instead of
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endeavoring to semre powers which it was never intended to esercise and
which are incompatible with its existing functions.
With the revival of industrial and commercial activity in 1897 the railways

were congested by the increased volume of traffic for which they could not be
suddenly prepared. The available facilities were Inadequate for the demands
of the public. Delays and claims and losses were incurred. These and other
potent influences served to revive the clamor against the carriers, and this was
soon reflected in political campaigns, upon the hustings, and in legislative

halls. The clamor was largely Indiscriminate and misguided. The existence
of evil was in many eases more assumed than real. Numerous remedies were
suggested, but all took the form of that perennial cure for modern maladies

—

additional legislation.

The cry arose that " something must be done," but there was a woeful lack
" of searching thought of what that something should be.

Rebates and secret and unjustly discriminatory devices were justly denounced,
but with no show of increased vigor in the application of those means already
provided for their suppression.
With numerous bills pending in Congress variously devised for the regula-

tion of railways, but nearly all carrying that insidious feature always so
skillfully injected, granting to the Commission power to make rates, there was
finally evolved and passed at the close of the Fifty-seventh Congress the wise
and effective measure known as the Elkins law. It was aimed directly at the
real evils and went straight to the mark. It was hailed with satisfaction by
the Administration, by the public, and by the railway managers, and it has
indirectly accomplished a large measure of success, but its possibilities for good
have not only not been exhausted, but have scarcely been entered upon.

Nevertheless, the question of additional legislation has again become acute
before the public and in Congress, and this acuteness has been enormously
emphasized by misinterpretations of the recommendations of the President.

In response, advocates of increased power for the Commission have returned
to the attack with renewed vigor, armed chiefly with the same old ammunition
of abusive criticism and garbled statistics and inflammatory generalities appeal-
ing to popular prejudice.

It is charged that rates are extortionate and must be lowered, and yet the
rates in this country are only from one-half to one-third of those in countries
with which the producers of the United States must compete in the markets
of the world, and wages of railway employees are 50 per cent higher than the
highest elsewhere, and in eighteen years the Interstate Commerce Commission
has not succeeded in establishing in the courts a single case of rates unreason-
able in themselves.
The fact that the average rate per ton-mile for the entire tonnage of the

United States rose less than four-tenths of a mill from 1899 to 1903 is paraded
as evidence of extortion, but the fact that the average rate for all tonnage does
not necessarily mean increased tariff rates is adroitly not mentioned, nor is the
fact that even the average rate in 1903 was less than it was during the depressed
years of 1894, 1895, and 1896, and was 19 per cent lower than it was in 1890,
38 per cent lower than it was in 1880, and 60 per cent lower than it was in 1870.
The all-important fact is also studiously Ignored that from 1899 to 1903 the cost
of railway labor rose 12 or 15 per cent, the price of materials consumed in rail-

way operation increased 25 or 30 per cent, while even the nominal average rate,

which may mean so little, increased less than 7 per cent.

Thus, on a partial and one-sided statement, the shout is raised that the
country's welfare in agriculture, in industry, and in dommerce is threatened by
railway rapacity, but the indictment fails when confronted with the facts and
in the light of the prosperity and growth of industry and wealth within that
period in every State and every city and every village in this broad land—

a

prosperity and growth unparalleled in the history of the industrial world.
When the charge of rate extortion per se fails, the cry is raised that rates are

unreasonable and unjustly discriminatory between localities. Again the records
of the Commission illumine the misty statements which are promulgated to the
public.

In the eighteen years of its history the Commission's condemnations of rates
relatively unreasonable between localities, not acquiesced in by the carriers,
have been at the rate of only two cases per annum, out of the almost innumer-
able rates in effect, the number and complexity of which are indicated by the
fact that an average of 130,000 tariffs per annum have been filed with the Com-
mission by the carriers during that period. Out of the average of less than
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two cases per annum, or thirty-five cases in eighteen years, the Judgment of the

Commission has been reversed by the courts in all cases but two.

The Townsend bill provided that a rate once fixed by the Commission should
continue in force indefinitely unless changed by the Commission or by the

court. Under such law all rates would in time become Commission's rates,

and the functions of railway managers in adjusting rates to meet commercial
conditions and in extending- the sphere of usefulness of the transportation

system of the country would, step by step, come to an end. Slow But steady
paralysis would creep into the industrial arteries through which the blood
of commerce flows, and the transportation system would gradually become
numb and rigid. The present activities of railway managers would be elimi-

nated as an agency in the intelligent development of the resources of the
country. Rates would soon be machine made only, and commercial and indus-
trial centers, now aclinowledging no bounds for the ultimate disti'ibution of
their products, would find themselves operating in narrower and narrower
zones, finally circumscribed by governmental edicts as to where their wares
should go.

The annulment of a rate, as provided for in the Townsend bill, upon the
Commission's decision that it was unreasonable or unjust, and the making of
that rate effective prior to review, would be to give to the findings of the Com-
mission the force of the judgment of a court. If rates are unjust or unrea-
sonable, they are illegal, but punishment for their illegality should not in fair-

ness or in law be inflicted in the form of reduction or otherwise until a court
of competent jurisdiction shall have passed upon the question. The right of
review by court is inherent, and can not be denied, but the carrier is not fully
protected in that right if penalty be inflicted pending the review.
To also authorize the Commission to name in substitution a new rate and to

enforce it is to lodge, in the same tribunal which has acted as a court, an addi-
tional power which is purely legislative.
• Congress, after prolonged investigation and extended debate, carefully and
wisely avoided in the act to regulate commerce the delegation of these mixed
and dangerous powers to one body, and It would be wholly antagonistic to the
principles of our Government thus to unite them, and it would add to the injus-

tice to have the force of the combination directed solely toward the regulation
or control of one class of property.
The assertion that the power sought by the Commission and provided for in

the Townsend bill does not include the right to initiate rates or to make
tariffs, but merely after complaint and hearing to correct an unjust and unrea-
sonable rate, is specious and misguiding.
The condition precedent of a complaint amounts to nothing. Complaints can

always be had with or without the bidding, and with the power to fix a rate
lodged in a body not responsible to the owners of the property, complaints will
soon be more numerous than the locusts of Egypt. The right to name one rate
is the right to name a thousand, and in the end will be the right to name all.

In the famous Maximum-Rate case, where the Commission claimed the power
now sought to be conferred, it did actually in one order name and attempt to

enforce several thousand rates.

One reason assigned for granting specific rate-malcing powers to the Commis-
sion is that of long delays incurred in reaching conclusions between the carriers
and the public. I again revert to the potent fact that 90 per cent of all of the
complaints which have been made by the Commission have been adjusted with-
out the formality of a hearing. It is easily susceptible of proof that the chief

delays in the. remainder are delays in the hearings and in the findings of the
Commission. The delays in the courts are only those which necessarily belong
to the safe and orderly administration of justice.

One of the chief purposes, and what should be one of the chief results, of the
Elkins law of 1903 is expedition in all court proceedings instituted by or on
behEilf of the Commission against the carriers, and yet the significant fact stands
out that there has been no indictment, no prosecution of a single individual or
of a single corporation under the terms of'th'St act now in force for more than
two years. If the passage of that law, with its drastic remedies, and Its almost
summary methods of procedure, does not expedite the trial of offenders against
the interstate-commerce law, what can be the effect of any additional legislation

for similar ends?
The delays complained of are added to, however, by the numerous and com-

plex and sometimes conflicting duties performed by the Commission. It is a
statistical bureau, an investigator, a prosecutor ; it performs quasi-judicial func-
tions in hearing complaints, and in the approval or condemnation of rates; It
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Is charged with the supervision of the equipment of the railways in respect to
safety appliances, and it is its duty to collect and classify information in respect
to railway accidents. It has voluntarily assumed the position of an advisory
board in respect to the broad and grave questions of differentials between
Atlantic ports, and while instructed by the act under which it serves to make
practical recommendations to Congress as to additional legislation needed for
the regulation of the railways, some of its members have apparently considered
it their duty to impress upon the public from time to time their views as to the
necessity for enlarged powers, and thus to promote a public sentiment in favor
of such powers, and such efforts have not at all times been free from expressions
avowedly Inimical to the carriers. Under these conditions it would be little

short of marvelous if the machinery of the Commission did not move slowly, if

its docket were not clogged, and if there were not a feeling that the interests of
the public were suffering undue delays.

Lastly and persistently comes the well-worn cry of rebates, secret contracts,
and unjust discriminations in the interests of the favored few. The chairman
of the Interstate Commerce Commission in 1903 stated before a committee of
the Senate that rebates had practically ceased to exist. Rebates and all secret
devices for discrimination were as definitely condemned by the act of 1887 as it

is possible to condemn them. Severe penalties of fine and imprisonment were
imposed, but not a single imprisonment has ever occurred, and you can count the
fines upon the fingers of one hand. The Elkins law of 1903 strengthened the
hands of the Commission against such practices to an extent that the Commis-
sion itself has stated that in respect to this phase of regulation the law was all

that could be asked.
Yet in the two years since its passage the Commission has not once taken

advantage of the great powers under that law.
The Commission in its creation was an anomalous tribunal. It. has the power

to investigate and to prosecute, and yet is not an attorney. It has the power,
which, under common as well as statute law, is judicial, to condemn a rate or a
practice adjudged to be unreasonable or unjust, and yet is not a court. It went
beyond its powers and claimed, because it was authorized and required to con-
demn unjust and unreasonable rates, that inferentially it had the power, which
is legislative, to name a future rate in substitution, and yet it belongs not to the
legislative branch of the Government.

It has sought to have its finding made self-executing, and has even claimed
that it exercised such powers for ten years, and yet it is not included in the
Executive Department.
Small wonder under these conditions that it has not accomplished all the

good for which the public hoped.
Because the carriers have not accepted all its edicts, but have on occasion

availed themselves . of their inherent rights to appeal to the courts for protec-

tion, they have been charged with an arrogant resistance to authority, and yet
the records show that in over 90 per cent of such appeals the findings, of the
Commission have been reversed.
In many respects the act itself was inadequate for its intended purposes.

It was intended to do away with all rebates and unjust discriminations and to

secure rates uniform to all similarly circumstanced, and yet water lines, in

many cases participants in the identical traflBc for which the rail carriers com-
pete, are exempt from its provisions.

A large volume of the interstate traffic in respect to which rebates had
flourished was and is handled by lines partly within the United States and
partly withi" the boundaries of foreign countries, and yet no provision was
made which would protect the rail carriers within the States against the unfair,

the illegal, and the demoralizing practices of the foreign component parts of

such lines.

It has been adjudged that the express companies doing an interstate traffic,

competitive to an extent with the railways, and moved over their lines, are

exempt from the provisions of the law.

Fast-freight lines and private-car lines are doing on their own account, or

through their agencies, an interstate traffic in many cases highly competitive

with the carriers which are subject to the act, and yet no steps have been
taken to hold such lines amenable to those restrictions which are imposed upon
such carriers.

Thus, while rebates and unjust discriminations were condemned, gaping loop-

holes were left in the legal fabric for the continuance of such practices. Under
these conditions it could scarcely be expected that the operations g£ the law
would be completely satisfactory.
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The English Government's method of railway regulation, and Its supervision

over railvi^ay rates and charges, have often been referred to as furnishing a prec-

edent for the enlargement of the povcers of the Interstate Commerce Commis-
sion.

A parallel between the powers and duties of the railway and canal commis-
sion of England and the Interstate Commerce Commission of the United States
will serve admirably to illustrate the wide divergence in principle upon which
railway regulation is provided for in the two countries. The railway and canal
commission consists of five members, two appointed upon the recommendation
of the president of the board of trade, one of whom must be experienced in rail-

way business, and both hold oiHce for life or during good behavior, and three
es-officio members, who must be judges of the superior court. The commission is

a duly constituted court of record, and not less than three commissioners shall
attend at the hearing of any case, one of the ex-olBcio or judicial members
presiding.
The commission thus constituted, and as a court of record, is peculiarly fitted

to deal conservatively and impartially with the issues presented to it. It has
no duties liable to impair its judicial character.

It can not orginate complaints, or proceed upon its own motion ; it Is not
charged with the duty of inquiring into the management of railways, and it has
no administrative supervision over any of the details of railway operation. It

is not charged with the duty of detecting violations of law or of bringing about
prosecutions for such violations. Contrast this with the short tenure of ofSce
and the varied functions of the Interstate Commerce Commission, Its inquisi-

torial powers for detecting violations of law, its power to institute complaints
In its own name, and to cause prosecutions to be instituted in the courts, and its

authority and duty to enforce certain provisions of the law, and the fundamental
distinction between the English method and the present American method
becomes glaringly apparent.
Notwithstanding the superior judicial position occupied by the railway and

canal commission of England, an appeal lies from its decisions on all questions
of law.
With all its judicial powers, and all the safeguards of long training and life

tenure, the English commission has no power to revise the rate schedules and
classifications of the English carriers. Its functions are confined to the adjust-
ment of complaints within the limits of rates and classifications prescribed by
Parliament.
The simple, direct, equitable, and effective method of dealing with the grave

questions now at issue seems to be this

:

If further legisation be necessary—and I do not say that it is not—let it be
given the direction pointed out by the evils calling for correction, and along
logical, not experimental, lines for the remedying of those evils.

Draw the distinction broadly and unmistakably between punishment for crime
or misdemeanor on the one hand, and the unnecessary and unwise governmental
or paternal interference with legitimate and legal exercise of individual endeavor
on the other.

Separate widely the functions of government which detect and arraign and
prosecute from those which sit in judgment upon complaints and offenses

against the law.
Strengthen the laws in condemnation of rebates, secret devices, and unjust

discriminations to any extent that may be found possible, and provide, if such
further provision still be necessary, for the prompt arraignment and prosecution

of all offenders of the law in the duly constituted courts of the country, and for

the unsparing punishment of those who are found to be guilty. If there are
such offenders in the railway fraternity their offenses should be exposed and
punished, but it is un-American and unfair, not to say outrageous, because it is

alleged there are such, that every manager and every president and director
shall be subject to indiscriminate public condemnation, and that the innocent
investors shall have their property jeopardized and tlieir rights infringed
because those to whom the prosecution of the law is intrusted fail to find the
offender and to punish him.
Bring under the provisions of the interstate-commerce act and the jurisdiction

of the Commission those water lines which are engaged in interstate commerce
in competition or in conjunction with the railways; place such restrictions
upon the interstate traffic passing partly through foreign countries as will com-
pel compliance with all the laws and regulations which apply to that moving
solely within United States boundaries; spread the mantle of the law and of
the Commission over the fast-freight and private-car lines doing interstate
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commerce, and Institute, if needs be, such regulations in respect to industrial
tracks and phantom railways as shall prevent such allowances to them as may
breed insidious evasions of the law.
In a word, stop illegal abuses drastically, but avoid action which will affect

savings put into railroads in good faith ; avoid legislation which might impair
service and efficiency and reduce the wages of 1,300,000 employees, for to the
wage-earners alone among that number now go over half of the gross expenses
of the American railways.

The Chairman. I desire now to submit a statement of Mr. Willcox,
president of the Delaware and Hndson Company

:

STATEMENT OF MR. DAVID WILLCOX.

Mr. Chairman and gentlemen, having been honored with an in-

vitation by this distinguished committee to express my views, I deem
it both a pleasure and a duty to demonstrate to the best of my ability

that political rate fixing and business by lawsuit are not required by
existing conditions ; that such procedure as that contemplated by the

Townsend bill would be largely ineJfectual for any purpose, and that

so far as it was effectual it would be wholly disastrous.

WIDE DUTUSION OF INTEREST IN RAILWAT PROPERTY.

As I am the president of The Delaware and Hudson Company, it

seems proper that I should begin by stating some facts with reference

to that company. It was incorporated by the State of New York in

1823, for the special purpose of mining anthracite coal and bringing
the same from Pennsylvania to New York, and its powers were con-

firmed by the legislature of Pennsylvania very shortly thereafter.

Its charter as a coal-mining company, therefore, arises from the legis-

lation of both States and antedates the statutes following the Dart-
mouth College Case; its powers as a company engaged in transpor-

tation, first by canal and subsequently by rail—operating 843 miles

of railroad—are incidental to its character as a mining company. It

produces over 5,000,000 tons of coal annually from its own lands,

part of which are shipped over its own lines and part over the lines

of other companies. It is, therefore, largely interested in the ques-

tion of rates, both as a shipper and as a carrier.

Since its incorporation The Delaware and Hudson Company has
paid out in wages probably over $600,000,000, and in dividends be-

tween $60,000,000 and $70,000,000. It has now about 23,000 em-
ployees, and with its subsidiary companies about 6,000 security

holders. Therefore there are at least 29,000 persons whose income,
in whole or in part, arises directly from its operations. With those

who are dependent upon them, it is not too much to say that there

are about 125,000 persons who are directly and vitally interested in

the continued prosperity, of the property. This does not, of course,

include the residents of the localities along the line and those who are

there engaged in business, nor the large number of persons who are

occupied in producing and selling to the company a great variety of

railway and mining material.

Notwithstanding a random guess to the contrary contained in the

report of the Industrial Commission, The Delaware and Hudson Com-
pany is not identified with any so-called " group " of railroads or

capitalists, and is absolutely independent in its management. Its stock

is very widely distributed. There are over 3,800 stockholders, and
their average holding is about $11,000 at par. The average amount
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annually paid by the company to each of its stockholders does not ex-

ceed the average amount which it pays to each of the miners of its

coal. By reason of its long-established character the securities of the

company and its leased lines have come to be regarded as conservative

investments. A great part of them are held by savings banks, insur-

ance companies and similar institutions, and by individuals acting in

a fiduciary capacity, so that the number of persons interested in its

securities is in reality very much larger than that which has just been
stated.

This is a fair illustration of the situation of the railroad properties

of the country. An incomplete investigation has been recently made
regarding the railroad securities held by the insurance companies, by
the savings banks, and by the educational institutions. The following
statement shows the value of the railroad securities shown to be thus
held so far as this investigation has yet gone

:

By the insurance companies $845, 889, 038
By the savings banljs 571,031,277
By the educational Institutions 47,468,327

Total 1,464,388,642

These holdings represent savings-bank depositors to the number of

6,273,754; life insurance policy holders to the number of 18,147,382,

or 24,421,136 in all of the two classes, and a great number of instruc-

tors and students at educational institutions. The holdings of the

insurance companies and the savings banlts are about 30 per cent of

their entire assets ; in the case of the educational institutions thej are

about 33^ per cent of their assets. The holdings disclosed by this in-

vestigation are about one-sixth in value of all the railway securities

of the country, as that value is. estimated by the Interstate Commerce
Commission. Yet this investigation, as has just been said, has neces-

sarily been very incomplete, and has covered merely a small part of

the country. These facts illustrate the wide diffusion of interest in

railroad securities.

But the extent of the interest of the railway employees is even more
striking. In 1903, they numbered 1,312,537; their earnings were

$775,321,416, an average of $582.76 each, and the total number of per-

sons dependent upon their earnings was probably not less than

6,500,000.

THE WELFARE OF THOSE INTERESTED DEPENDS ON THE EARNING POWER OF

THE PROPERTIES.

What, now, has been the cause of the prosperity of these properties,

and upon what depends the welfare of these vast numbers of persons ?

Upon nothing whatever but the ability of the properties to produce
adequate returns. Without the income, the property is of no value.

Anything which injuriously affects the earning power of course pro-

portionally destroys the property itself. Mr. Commissioner Prouty,
whose views are important because of his leading position in the Inter-

state Commerce Commission and the diligence with which he has
pursued the campaign for rate-fixing power, in an address before the
Illinois Manufacturers' Association, at Chicago in 1902, said

:

The railway rate is property ; when you meddle with that rate you deal with
private property ; a slight change in that rate is of great consequence to the rail-
waj' and of equal consequence to. the public.
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He has expressed the same view before this committee. Yet when
he came to address the New England Lumber Dealers' Associations,
on January 25, 1905, the learned commissioner said

:

Transportation, which the railroad offers to the public, Is public property.

In short, his curious position seems to be that the service is public
property which may be disposed of as the public decides, but the
compensation therefor is private property which is entitled to all the
safeguards of such property in general.' In the view first expressed
that the earning power of the property, which he described as private
property, is in fact the property itself, Mr. Prouty agreed with the
Umted States Supreme Court, which has stated the same fact as

follows

:

The value of property results from the use to which it is put, and varies with
the profitableness of that use, present and prospective, actual and anticipated.

There is no pecuniary value outside of that which results from such use. (154
U. S., 445.)

As Alexander Hamilton sententiously said

:

What in fact is property but a Action, without the beneficial use of It?

Anything, therefore, which tends to remove from the scope of
natural laws and place in the hands of public officials the question

what these great properties shall earn—anything, which tends artifi-

cially to qualify or limit their earning capacity, affects not merely the
welfare but the very livelihood of millions of our fellow citizens. It

is idle to speak of political rate fixing as concerning merely the rail-

way corporations. They are artificial persons—convenient means by
which the property of the owners is held together for administration
and is made productive. Whether that precise method is to endure
or is to pass away, is not the vital question.

The point is, what effect will the action now urged have upon the
people who are interested in the many ways which have been sug-
gested ? What is to become of these great masses of the accumulated
savings of our active and prudent citizens ? Such savings constitute

the fundamental material strength of the American people. These
investments have been made upon the faith of existing safeguards of
property, both statutory and constitutional. If their income should
be destroyed, the great mass of the resources of the country would be
destroyed and all its citizens would be the sufferers. For those inter-

ested are not merely the persons above named, but also the owners of
real estate, the merchants, the farmers, the wage-earners, and all to

whom it is of concern that there shall be no injury to those resources

upon which their tenants, customers, and employers depend. As Mr.
Prouty well said in an article in the Forum for April, 1899

:

Next to agriculture, the railway Industry is the most important one In the
United States to-day ; there can be no national prosperity unless this industry be
reasonably prosperous.

What then, will be the probable effect of transferring its control to

the domain of politics upon the future welfare, productiveness, and
value of the greatest single industrial interest of the country and
upon the millions of people whose accumulated savings are invested
therein and who are dependent upon that interest for their happiness
and livelihood? That is the real question now pending, and it ia,

indeed, a most serious question.

S. Doc. 243, 59-1—vol 4 51
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NO REASONS HAVE BEEN SUGGESTED FOR SEIZURE OF CONTROL OF THIS

PROPERTT BY POLITICAL AGENCIES.

It has been said without contradiction that a reduction in the earn-

ings of the railroads amounting to 1 mill per ton per mile would
extinguish all possibility of dividends, and a reduction of one more
mill would extinguish all possibility of interest. There can be no
question that action in this direction would lead to a drastic effort on
the part of those in positions of responsibility to reduce expenses of

operation. This would naturally entail reduction of wages, curtail-

ment of efficiency of service, and cessation of improvements in ad-

vance of actual business. Is the country prepared to face such
chances of disturbance; and if so, what overwhelming reasons justify

the experiment ?

Taking The Delaware aad Hudson Company again for a moment
as an illustration, it has been in the conservative administration of
its property for eighty-two years. Such administration has secured
an adequate income; by the use thereof the comfort and prosperity
of hundreds of thousands of our citizens have been secured, and its

direct constituents now number probably 125,000. All this has been
accomplished without serious complaint. Ite rates have been con-
stantly tending downward, and during the past two years have been
reduced approximately 10 per cent. During 1904 they were 6.75

mills per ton per mile ; in ifarch, 1905, its rates on high-class freight

averaged 7.7 mills per ton per mile—as low as any in the country. It

has not a single controversy pending upon the subject of rates. Such
facts illustrate the baselessness of the assertion of Messrs. Prouty and
Bacon that rates generally, or, as Mr. Bacon says, " on every conceiv-

able commodity " (Statement, p. 20) , have been raised extravagantly
and that the public is clamoring for their reduction.

But now this great constituency—which, however, is merely an
infinitesimal fraction of those who are interested in the general sub-

ject—is confronted by the imperious demand that it surrender control

of the income of its property and of its means of future existence to

the precarious mercies of a political board which is dominated by the
distinguished Commissioners whose campaign about the country for

years past has demonstrated the somewhat acrimonious spirit which
they would bring to the duty of impartial judgment. I do not exag-
gerate the matter, because the action sought hy the Townsend bill

would, as the Supreme Court has already said (167 U. S., 570), place
in the hands of the Commission control over all the interstate rail-

way rates of the country, and, therefore, control over the value of
all the railway property. It is true that Mr. Bacon has, upon the
present hearings, expressed views differing greatly from the provi-

sions of the Townsend bill. He now favors a power to fix merely
maximum rates (p. 27), or, perhaps, not even that (p. 81), with
power in the carrier to raise even those rates under changed condi
tions (p. 28^, and proposes eleven amendments to the Townsend bill

(p. 76), which he was so anxious to jam through last winter. So,
too, with Mr. Prouty. But such views bind nobody and are " subject

to change without notice." The Townsend bill seems, therefore, to

embody the plan which is properly the subject of present discussion.

The substantive provisions of the existing law are that rates shall

be reasonable, and that there shall be no undue discrimination or
unjust or unreasonable preference. It is not suggested that these
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provisions are insufficient and no addition to their terms is proposed.
So, too, as to existing conditions, the Interstate Commerce Commis-
sion has the fullest power to proceed against any violation of those

provisions and to compel cessation of such violation. No addition is

proposed or suggested as necessary to the power of the Commission
over such existing conditions.

What is sought is the power to control the commerce of the country
by fixing absolute rates of transportation. The lawmaking power
ordinarily prescribes rules of conduct for the citizen and leaves him
free to carry on his affairs in accordance therewith. Here the plan
is not merely to prescribe such rules of conduct, but to seize future

control of the property which they affect. Let us see whether any
considerations have been advanced which justify such an industrial

convulsion. I shall endeavor to show that no such reasons exist,

largely by using the language of the Supreme Court of the United
States and of the Interstate Commerce Commission—two bodies

which have seldom agreed, but which concur in supporting my
contention.

REBATES ARE FTTLIiT PROHIBITED BY EXISTING LAW.

That part of the President's last message which dealt with the sub-

ject of railway legislation was entitled " Rebates." It contained
some strong expressions upon the subject of rebates and discrimina-

tions with which everyone agrees. The only suggestion that was
made in that message upon the subject of legislation was, however,
that the Interstate Commerce Commission should have the power to

fix railway rates. There never was a more complete non sequitur.

The suggestion had nothing whatever to do with rebates and the
power to fix rates would have no effect in that regard.

The cry of " rebates " has been used with much resonance and
iteration by Messrs. Prouty, Bacon, and others as a means of stimu-
lating public feeling in favor of conferring the rate-fixing power
upon tne Commission. The emptiness of this is clear. The public
discussion of the subject has progressed far enough to make it evident
that the question of rebates is not now in issue. So far as the law-
making power is concerned, that matter was finally and fully dealt
with by the Elkins law of 1903, which provided for injunctions
against such practices.

Accordingly, the Interstate Commerce Commission has stated, with
great positiveness, that no further legislation upon that subject is

necessary or desirable. The language of its Annual Report for 1903
was as follows (pp. 10, 11) :

No one familiar with railway conditions can expect that rate cutting and
other secret devices will immediately and wholly disappear, but there is basis
for a confident belief that such ofCenses are no longer characteristic of railway
operations. That tliey have "greatly diminished is beyond doubt, and tlieir

recurrence to the extent formerly known Is altogether unlikely. Indeed, it is

believed that never before In the railroad history of this country have tariff

rates been so well or so generally observed as at the present time. » » •

In its present form the law appears to be about all that can be provided against
rate cutting In the way of prohibitive and punitive legislation; unless further

' experience discloses defects not now perceived, we do not anticipate the need
of further amendments of the same character and designed to accomplish the
same purpose.

Similar views have just been expressed by the Commission in its

Annual Report for 1904 (p. 6), and in a recent interview the chair-
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man of the Commission is reported to have said that such offenses

are now almost as rare as forgery or highway robbery. So, too,

Mr. Commissioner Prouty said last June, in the North American
Iveview, that

—

The effect of the Elkins bill and the Injunction proceedings has been to secure
the maintenance of rates. That condition will probably continue.

Again, on these hearings, Mr. Bacon has said (p. 4)

:

Personally I thinli discrimination is a thing of the past

Substantially all of the witnesses have concurred in this view.
It is true, indeed, that rebates from passenger fares still exist in

the form of passes and free transportation, and that such rebates are

solicited and used with great frequency by manj^ persons of promi-
nence, notwithstanding their prohibition by the interstate-commerce
act. But, so far as concerns freight transportation, the Commission
has suggested no amendments to the Elkins Act, and it may therefore

be assumed that it has discovered no defect in its provisions against

rebates. None of the bills pending in the recent Congress had any
provisions bearing upon that subject, and if they had all been passed

the position of that matter would not have been affected in the slight-

est degree. Mr. Bacon said, last winter, before this committee (p.

16):
So far as concerns paying rebates, upon either the published rates or the rates

corrected by the Commission, It [the Townsend bill] will have no effect what-
ever.

Concededly, therefore, no further statutes as to this matter are

needed, or contemplated; it is fully covered by the existing statutes.

If such practices continue, it can be due only to failure by the execu-

tive branch of the Government to enforce them. Why has it not

done this, instead of agitating for further power, while in its official

reports that department states that the present statutes as to rebates

are sufficient?

PROPAGANDA FOR GRANT OF FURTHER POWER TO THE INTERSTATE COM-

MERCE COMMISSION.

The only question at issue is, therefore, whether there is anything

in the present situation warranting the incessant and at times imperi-

ous demand of the Interstate Commerce Commission that the power of

fixing rates, from which the income of the railroad property arises, shall

be exercised by that board. The Conmiission already has full power

to prevent unreasonable rates. The question is whether it shall be

authorized to go further and dictate precisely what rates shall be

charged—what the properties shall be allowed toeam in the future.

It is one thing to prescribe that the price of a thing shaU be reason-

able; it is quite another thing to fix the absolute price at which it

shall be sold.

The policy of the country thus far has been distinctly to the con-

trary of that now urged. Very shortly after its creation, the Com-
mission decided (in 1887), that its power in respect to rates was to
" determine whether those which the roads impose are for any reason

in conflict with the statute " (II. C. R., 357), and this language was
later cited by the Supreme Court of the United States (167 U. S., 570)

,

as showing that the Commission at first did not deem itself to be pos-
sessed of rate-making power.

Subsequently, however, the Commission made various attempts to
regulate future lates. It has been said that the Commission exer-
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cised this power for ten years without substantial objection or safr-

gestion that its course was unauthorized by law. (Annual Report
of the Interstate Commerce Commission for 1897, p. 11.) In an
article in the North American Eeview for November, 1898, Mr.
Prouty stated that

—

During the first six (not ten) years of its existence in no answer, in no argu-
ment before, tlie Commission was its autliority to prescribe rates questioned.

This statement was ingenious, because the power " to fix the rates

of transportation charged by common carriers " was expressly denied
in the answer filed in April, 1891, less than four years after the Com-
mission was created, by the defendant in the case of Interstate Com-
merce Commission v. Lehigh Valley Railway Company (Annual
Report for 1891, p. 288), and when the case finally came to judgment
(on May 11, 1896) this defense was sustained. (74 Fed. Rep., 784.)

As that, however, was an answer filed in the circuit court and not
"before the Commission," it did not prevent Mr. Prouty from
making this statement with " technical " accuracy ; although it does
show that the question was raised at an early day. So, too, Mr.
E. P. Bacon, last winter stated before this' committee (p. 14) that the
Commission exercised this power during the first ten years of its

existence " to the entire satisfaction both of the railway interests

and of the public during that period," and during the present hear-
ing he has repeated this statement with much fertility of iteration.

These statements are radically erroneous.

As early as 1889 and 1890, the circuit court held in substance that

the Commission had no power to fix future rates (37 Fed. Rep., 567;
43 Fed. Rep., 37), and the latter case was affirmed bv the Supreme
Court in 1892 (145 U. S., 263). As has been said, in April, 1891, the
power was expressly denied in the answer in the Lehigh Valley case,

and that defense was thereafter sustained. The Commission, as

later constituted, was not, however, satisfied with the rulings just

stated and continued its efforts with the result that its authority was
immediately challenged in the courts. The brief for the appellants
in the case first below mentioned filed in the Supreme Court, at the
October'term, 1894, contained the express point (p. 157) that " the
Commission has no power to prescribe maximum rates." This point
was sustained by the Supreme Court upon March 30, 1896 (162 U. S.,

184) , the court saying

:

Whether Congress iutended to confer upon the Interstate Commerce Commis-
sion the power to itself fix rates was mooted In the courts below and is dis-

cussed in the briefs of counsel ; we do not find any provision of ihe act tbat
expressly or by necessary Implications confers such a power (p. 196).

Again, upon May 24, 1897 (167 U. S., 479) , the Supreme Court held
with great positiveness that the terms of the statute granted no such
power expressly and that it could not be implied therefrom, saying

:

The vice of this latter argument Is that it Is building up indirectly and by
implication a power which Is not In terms granted.

There was, therefore, no period of time during which the existence

of such power was conceded by the parties affected, and as soon as the
question reached the courts the power assumed was held not to exist."

"It strongly Illustrates the slight value of the report of the Industrial Com-
mission to find it stating nevertheless that, " it was not until almost ten years
after the institution of the Commission that its right in this respect was con-
tested. The first shadow of doubt seems to have been expressed in the decision
of the Supreme Court in the so-called Social Circle case, adjudged in 1890."
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The action of Congress in the matter as construed by the courts

was not acceptable to the Interstate Commerce Commission. In its

Annual Report for 1897 (p. 19) the Commission expressed the view

that " the purpose of the act was to provide a means by which the

public could array itself against the carrier," and the act provides

(sec. 21) that the annual report of the Commission "shall contain

such recommendations as to additional legislation * * * as the

Commission may deem necessary." Whatever may be thought of its

eificiency in other directions, the Conunission has incessantly sought
to effectuate the act in these respects. Accordingly, when these au-

thoritative decisions of the Supreme Court settled the intention of
Congress regarding the extent of the powers of the Commission, a

propaganda was at once set on foot for further legislation increasing
the powers of the Commission generally. In his address before the

New England Lumber Dealers' Associations, an January 25, 1005,

Mr. Prouty deemed it necessary to say that the Conunission " has no
press bureau," and on the present hearing Mr. Bacon has thoi^ht it

his function to come to the defense of the Commission with a similar

and more circumstantial deniaL These "technical denials" will be

taken by those acquainted with the facts wholly in a Pickwickian
sense. Some illustrations may, however, be given of the methods
which have been used for the purpose of stimulating public feeling.

Thus the expression '• transportation tax " has been habitually

applied by the Commission to the charges of the carriers. Messrs.

Prouty and Bacon, too (statement, p. 21), have used that bogey lib-

erally. Yet this has no more accuracy than woold sodi an ergression

as the "wheat tax," or the "beef ikxJ' at the "com tax," or the
" clothing tax," or the " newspaper tax '" hare in describing what is

currentiy paid for those articles of gaioal ibb. Hie individual con-

sumer has no more to do with fixing tke pnce of sodi articles than

with fixing the charges of the cainers who being them to market.

No one arrives at the price of a barrd of floor or a newspaper by
bargaining; he pays the current price. Tbe jmoes of the necessaries

of life, too, are far more of a universal burdoi dian are transporta-

tion charges. As the Commission said in its .Annual Beport for

1900 (p. 9) :

Generally a slight increase In the rate does not matraiaUy affect the price to

the consumer.

And in its Annal Report for 1903 (p. 32) :

Perhaps in most instances the freight rate Is so small a part of the tntal cost

of a commodity that the consumer is unconscious of the increase in rate.

This shows the hoUowness of Mr. Cummins's present contention

that the public generally is suffering from unreasonable rates. On
the other hand, however, an increase in the price of articles in general

use, such as those above mentioned, falls directiy upon the consumer

and is felt at once.

But while the burden of the transportation charge is so much the

lighter, the general body of the consumers creates the conditions

which settle me amount of that charge qpita as mudi as the price of

the goods transported. The transportation service is similar to aay
other service, and its price can not be successfully controlled by statute,

but must depend upon those natural laws which the advocates of

drastic legislation have so often made the objects of their sarcasm, and
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to which they so greatly prefer legislative wisdom as expressed in
statutes. The most potent cause of the downward course of rates in
i!he past has been, not the statutes nor the Commission, but the press-
ing commercial necessities of shippers and consumers and the efforts

of traffic officials to meet them.
So, too, the Conmiission (Annual Report for 1903, pp. 13-15),

and one or more of its members individually, have asserted that rates
as a whole have greatly increased of late. For example, in an article

recently published in the North American Review, Mr. Prouty said

:

Within the last five years rates upon every commodity in every section have
been advanced. * * * We are confronted vcith increasing monopoly, with
advancing freight rates, and with no probable relief in sight.

At that time the last figures available were those for 1903, so that
the comparison extended back to 1898. Yet in 1898 the average
freight rate per ton per mile was 0.753 cent, or 7.53 mills, and in

1903 it was 0.763' cent, or 7.63 mills. The increase upon which were
founded these lugubrious views amounted, therefore, in a time of
generally rising prices, to ten thousandths of a cent per ton per mile

—

10 cents per ton for a thousand miles—or 1.3 per cent.

In the depression of 1899 rates reached the lowest point ev r known,
namely, 0.724 cent per ton per mile. In 1903 the mileage rate was
0.763 cent. The increase, therefore, was merely 0.039 cent, thirty-

nine thousandths of a cent—39 cents per ton for a thousand miles

—

or about 5 per cent. As will shortly be seen, this was far less than
the general increase in prices, and in no sense unreasonable. How
useless and misleading, then, was the statement of the Industrial

Commission founded upon intricate theorizing, which has been assid-

uously used by Mr. Bacon in securing support for the present agita-

tion and has been repeated by him on these hearings (p. 20), that

—

The advance in published freight rates in 1900 upon all the railroads of the
country is probably not less than 25 per cent

After that startling flight of assertion has been used for years to

prejudice public sentiment, its author, Mr. Ripley, now comes for-

ward with the admission that the advances made have been reason-

able and justified by experience (statement, pp. 85, 2, 5, 25, 31, 36).
In any case the conclusive answer is that the earnings after the

advances in question showed an increase of not 25 per cent, but about
5 per cent. Of a similar character is Mr. Bacon's present assertion

that during the period in question rates were raised on " every con-

ceivable commodity" (statement, p. 20), although he concedes that

rates in general are not unreasonable. " We do not claim," he says,

"that rates are generally excessive. They are not. They are gen-
erally regarded as reasonable" (p. 76). If the increases asserted

were reasonable, why should they be used to the prejudice of the

carriers?

Again, in response to an inquiry from the Senate, the Commission
reported on April 7, 1904, that this rise in mileage earnings from
1899 to 1903 had added to gross earnings to the amount of $155,475,-

^02, but that it was unable to state the amount added to net earnings.

This was startlingly erroneous; the increase in mileage rate was
0.039 cent, and the total tonnage of 1903 was 173,221,278,299. Multi-

plying the two together the increase in gross earnings was, therefore,

it tiie most, $67,.556,299 instead of $155,475,502. But the Commis-
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sion has never corrected this prodigious miscalculation and appar-

sntly still adheres to it. Moreover, the figures then in possession of

the Commission showed that, comparing 1903 with 1899, gross earn-

ings increased 43.7 per cent, while operating expenses increased 46.7

per cent
;
gross earnings per mile increased 31.1 per cent, while oper-

ating expenses per mile increased 34 per cent; the ratio of expenees

to earnings increased from 65.24 per cent to 66.16 per cent; the num-
ber of employees increased from 926,924 to 1,312.537, namely, 385,613,

or 41.3 per cent, and their compensation from $522,967,896 to $775,-

321,416, namely, $252,353,520, or 48.2 per cent; the average compen-
sation for each individual employee increased from $551.89 to $582.76,
making the total increase by reason of this increased rate of compen-
sation $50,373,501; the total cost of fuel increased 40 per cent, or a

total of $41,000,000. Still further, the figures for 1904 show that the
operating ratio was 67.75 per cent, or 2. 57 per cent of the entire gross

earnings above the operating ratio of 1899. These figures prove that
the slight increase in the mileage earnings has been absorbed by the

increase in expenses of operation, and has been wholly inadequate to

meet that increase in expenses.

Obviously the propaganda to take the railroad property of the
country out of the hands of its owners and settle its income by polit-

ical order should rest upon something better than this in order to war-
rant the demand for such power by those who would be charged with
its exercise.

THE EXISTING EATE8 ARE REASONABLE.

No such action can be supported by the character of the existing

rates, for it can not be and is not seriously questioned that the exist-

ing rates are reasonable in themselves. Notwithstanding the elaborate
efforts which are made to discredit it, the mileage basis is generally
accepted as the only practicable standard for measuring general con-
ditions and comparing them with those in the past. The Commission
has said, " the rate per ton per mile brings rates down to the nar-

rowest point of scrutiny, and, for that purpose, is valuable," although
not absolutely controlling in exceptional cases (Annual Report for

1899, p. 37) . Within the past twenty years earnings have fallen from
1.240 cents to 0.763 cent per ton per mile, or about 40 per cent. As .

already said, the latter figure, which prevailed in 1903, was only 0.039

cent above the lowest point ever reached, which was in 1899. The
increase in mileage earnings was due in reality not to increase in rates

but in high-class freight, which rose from 23.19 per cent of the whole
in 1899 to 24.58 per cent in 1903."

This increase in mileage earnings from 1899 to 1903 was approxi-
mately 5 per cent, but in the meantime wages, cost of materials, and
cost of operation had advanced very much more. Indeed the recent

report of the Department of Labor on the subject of prices (No. 51)
i shows that, taking 100 as the average of prices for the period from
1890 to 1899, the price of all commodities in 1902 stood at 112.9, or

12.9 per cent above the average of the preceding decade. Applying

• Notwithstanding this Mr. Bacon still adheres to the exploded claim that
low-grade freight has increased more rapidly than high-grade freight, and Mr.
Ripley joins in this suggestion (p. 5). That is to say, that in a country of con-
stant industrial development raw materials have increased out of proportion to
manufactured products

!
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the same treatment to railway rates, they stood in 1902 at 90.2, or 9.8

per cent below the average of the preceding decade. Still further,
the cost of operation in 1904 was 2.27 per cent upon the entire gross
earnings greater than it was in 1899. This, of course, shows con-
clusively that freight earnings had not kept pace with increase in
expenses.

It has been abundantly shown on these hearings that the freight
rates in this country are lower than those prevailing anywhere else.

This has been so fully established that the advocates of drastic legis-

lation have given up this branch of the controversy and are now
busily occupied in claiming that there are no common grounds of
comparison. It is interesting to notice, too, that in England nearly
40 per cent of the gross receipts goes to capital and only 28 per cent

to labor ; while in this country 42 per cent goes to labor and less than
25 per cent to capital. In Australia, upon the government roads,

rates are almost double those in the United States and yet the roads
do not pay.
Very few substantial controversies have ever arisen regarding the

reasonableness of rates, and the Commission has frequently stated,

in substance, that there is no ground therefor.

In its Annual Report for 1893 the Commission said that to-day extortionate
charges are seldom the subject of complaint (p. 12). * * * we are not
troubled with the question (under consideration in England) that rates
* * * are too high (id., p. 17). It is significant that * * * there has
been, under the operation of the interstate-commerce law, a steady decrease of
complaints based on charges unreasonable in themselves. The concession is

quite general among shippers that, with some exceptions, rates, as a whole, are
low enough, and they often express surprise that the service can be rendered
at prices charged (id., pp. 218, 219). Traffic for very many competing localities

is being carried at rates which do not yield a due proportion of the necessary
net revenue which carriers must have (id., p. 221). Rates to competing and
distributing centers are not for the most part unreasonably high ; they are
frequently quite low (Annual Report for 1897, p. 14). * * Many rates

In this country are undoubtedly too low (id., p. 2).

These facts are of general application, because nearly every city in

the coxmtry of any " considerable size is both a commercial and a rail-

road center, therefore a competitive point in both respects " (Annual
Report for 1896, p. 39). " It is true, as often asserted, that compara-
tively few of our railway rates are unreasonable in and of them-
selves—that is, without any reference to other charges made by the

same carrier or to those of other carriers," but they may operate to

create a preference between localities. " The cases are exceedingly

rare in which unreasonableness has been found merely from the

amount of the rate itself as laid upon the particular traffic and the

distance it was carried." (Annual Report for 1898, p. 27.)

On March 18, 1898, the chairman of the Commission testified before

the Senate Committee on Interstate Commerce that the question of
" excessive railroad charges—that it to say, railroad charges which
in and of themselves are extortionate—is pretty much an obsolete

question." At that time the rate per ton per mile was within 0.01

cent of that in 1903. Since these numerous statements were made,
the rates have been and now are much lower. Even Mr. Prouty has

said before this committee (p. 50) ,
" in my judgment the railroad

rates of this country are lower than they would have been had they

been made by any interstate commerce commission in the world."

Accordingly,'cases in which rates have been shown to be unreason-
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able in themselves are practically unknown. From 1887 until Octobsr,

1904, the Commission found 26 cases of rates unreasonable in them-

selves, or about 1^ annually. Further than this, not one of these

decisions was sustained by the courts and therehas not been a single

case of a rate unreasonable in itself established in the courts since the

Interstate Commerce act was passed." The record, therefore, groves

clearly that the remedies provided by the act have shown no insuf-

ficiency. Substantially no one having accurate knowledge of the

facts, questions that the rates are reasonable, and even Mr. Prouty
has publicly stated that in 1899 they were too low. I have shown
that since then thv, advance has been about 5 per cent, while prices

generally have risen much more. So, too, on these hearings Mr.
Bacon has said repeatedly that the present rates are in general reason-

able. His principal complaint is that the rates on wheat are too low

(pp. 58, 59). " We do not claim," he says, " that rates are generally

excessive. They are not. They are generally regarded as reason-

able " (p. 76).

The burden of the Commission's contention is that there should be
" some tribunal before which the reasonableness of rates can be tried

;"

Mr. Bacon (pp. 79, 80) and Mr. Cummins have said the same thinp-

on these hearings. Yet this is utterly empty. For under the present

law the Commission has full power to enforce the provision that rates

shall be reasonable. It has suggested no facts establishing the neces-

sity of any further power in order to secure such reasonableness of

rates. Even as to the advances claimed to have been made since 1899,

amounting to about 5 per cent, the Commission does not contend that

any action taken has been unwarranted or excessive. In its Annual
Report for 1899 the Commission said, " it is not intended to intimate

that these advanced rates are unlawful," but " the injustice which may
result must be without available redress " (p. 8). In its Eeport for

1903 the Commission said:

It would be both unwise and unjust upon the part of the public to prevent
them, if they are reasonable under all the circumstances (p.l5). * * * If

they are just and reasonable, they ought not to be prevented (p.l7).

The claim is, therefore, not that any injustice has been done in

respect to reasonableness of these rates—there is no one asserting

that he has been damaged and the Commission does not assert the

existence of any such injustice. It has full authority under the pres-

ent statute to compel the carriers to cease charging these rates if

they are unreasonable, but it has never taken effective action in the

matter ; so far as it has gone the Commission has in general sustained

such advances as have been made (9 I. C. R., 382). The claim is

merely and baldly that future rates generally should be controlled

absolutely by the Grovernment—^that they should be fixed by polit-

ical rather than commercial methods. (Annual Report for 1898, pp.
20, 24; Annual Report for 1900, p. 21.)

Inasmuch as no case of unreasonable rates has ever been established

in the courts and the Commission suggests no facts indicating the

existence of such rates, the Commission's opinion that it should have
general power over the comjnerce of the country can not be deemed
to warrant wresting control of the railway property from those who
are dependent thereon.

o These figures differ somewhat from those of the recent report of the Commit
sion to this committee, but it will be shown hereafter that they are correct
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DISCRIMINATIONS OE PREFERENCES BETWEEN LOCALITIES OR CLASSES OE
TKAFFIC ARE PROHIBITED, AS EAR AS PRACTICABLE, BY THE PRESENT
STATUTES.

The existing remedies are ample to enforce the prohibition of dis-

criminations or preferences between individuals, localities, or classes

of traffic. As already pointed out, the matter of discrimination or
preference between individuals has been fully covered by the original
act, as supplemented by the Elkins law. The only remaining matter
coining within the prohibition of the act is that of alleged undue dis-

cri^nations or unjust or unreasonable preferences between localities

or kinds of traffic.

In the words of the Supreme Court:

It Is not all discriminations or preferences that fall within the inhibition of
the statute; only such as are unjust and unreasonable. (145 U. S., 284.)

Commerce, in its largest sense, must be deemed to be one of the most impor-

tant subjects of legislation, and an intention to promote and facilitate it, and
not to hamper or destroy it, is naturally to be attributed to Congress ; the very
terms of the statute that charges must be reasonable, that discrimination must
not be unjust, and that preference or advantage to any particular person, firm,

or corporation or locality must not be undue or unreasonable, necessarily imply
that strict uniformity is not to be enforced ; but that all circumstances and con-

. ditions which reasonable men would I'egard as affecting the welfare of the car-

rying companies and of the producers, shippers, and consumers should be con-

sidered by a tribunal appointed to carry into effect and enforce the provisions of
the act. (162 U. S., 218.)
The mere circumstance that there Is, in a given case, a preference or an advan-

tage, does not of itself show that such preference or advantage Is undue or un-
reasonable within the meaning of the act (162 U. S., 220.)

Claims that preferences exist and that they are unjust or unreason-
able arise from the natural desire to secure equal advantages with
others.

The rate is of very little consequence to the merchant, provided it is the same
to his competitors as to himself. (Annual Report for 1897, p. 18.)

It makes no difference to a shipper what the absolute rate is, whether it is

high or low. If nobody else has a lower rate with which he comes into competi-
tion or which would debar him to a certain extent from securing his share of the
business. (Statement of Mr. Bacon, p. 14.)

As already stated, the efforts of traffic officials to meet the Adews of

shippers and consumers in this regard have had more to do than any
other cause with the reduction of rates and their proper adjustment as

between different localities. That is what has reduced the rates—the

spreading out of the business of the country so that its various pro-

ducing regions may each reach as many markets as possible.

But if the Commission is to divide the country into zones, so as to

settle " the just relation of rates " and " the rightful benefits of

location," business will be very precarious for those who ship to

considerable distances. The Constitution provides that

—

No preference shall be given by any regulation of commerce or revenue to the
ports of one State over those of another. (Art I, sec. 9, subd. 5.)

It is true that the Commission and the Attorney-General are some-
what inclined to belittle this provision of the Constitution, but the

Supreme Court has said that this means absolute geographical uni-

formity of regulation " so that all regulations of commerce or revenue
affecting commerce through the ports of the states should be the same
in all ports." (Knowlton v. Moore, 178 U. S., 104.) This rule was
established for the purpose of securing uniformity throughout the
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country in all regulations by the Federal Government of commerce

through the several ports. It can not be evaded. The Commission,

therefore, could not make rates and differentials for the purpose of

enabling one section of the country to compete with another in its

foreign commerce, while the railroads themselves facilitate such com-

petition in every fair way. There could be no blow to commercial

competition equal to the consequences of political rate fixing. As
Mr. Prouty says (p. 48), "you could not have competition without

differentials." Of necessity such rate fixing would destroy at each

port the competition of the more distant producers, so far as con-

cerns foreign commerce. '

In view of their opportunities and the temptations fo which their traffic

officers are exposed, it is perhaps not too much to say that tlie obligations of

neutrality in this regard (between localities) are usually observed, and that

discriminations of this character are not often the subject of complaint.
(Annual Report for 1895, p. 17.)

It is worth observing that some, at least, of the most important controversies

Involving the rates and methods of railway carriers, are rather between com-
peting communities or producing regions than between rival lines of railway.

Railway development has extended far beyond the point at which any of the
greater systems finds its interests so Identified with a single community as to

feel wholly indifferent to the demands and needs of all competing communities.
Indeed, there may be entire sincerity in the contention, on the part of the

officers of a great system, that any adjustment which satisfies the rival com-
munities which it serves can not be seriously objectionable from its own point
of view. In such degree as this contention may be sincerely advanced, the
carrier becomes a relatively unimportant factor In the struggles of rival

localities. (Annual Report for 1904, pp. 28, 29.)

The efforts of the traffic officials to advance the interests of the
localities which they serve will naturally continue. But, if these

struggles between localities are permitted to constantly pare down
the carrier's revenue—and that has been their effect—they are a
factor of great danger to the success of the carrier's business. It is

obvious that they will continue to have that effect if they are to be
turned over for adjustment to a political board without interest or
responsibility save to appease excited litigants.

This demand for absolute equality among localities can never be
entirely satisfied. If under any conceivable form of statute the Com-
mission could accomplish this, that result would not be desirable, as

it would tend to destroy the active spirit of enterprise which is neces-

sary to commercial progress. As long ago as 1893, the facts in regard
to this matter were very clearly expressed in an address by one of the
Commissioners embodied in the annual report of the Conimission:

It is Idle to looli forward to an adjustment of rates which, as applied to local-

ities and differently circumstanced persons, will bear no heavier upon one than
upon another. Such mathematical equality Is manifestly unattainable through
Iiuman endeavor. Not even common control of all railways through consolidated
ownership or Government purchase could accomplish such a task of equaliza-
tion for thousands of places and millions of persons. Certainly the much
vaunted theory of uniform charges for all traffic would, under the greatly diver-
sified conditions which now prevail throughout the country, have the opposite
effect and iufiict greater discriminations than arise under the existing general
practice of fixing charges which attract traffic to the various lines. Uniform
rate per mile on all traffic for any distance would arbitrarilv limit commerce to
sections and greatly restrict production. (Annual Report for 1893, p. 218.)
Trade is no longer limited to circumscribed areas ; distance hardly ever bars

the making of commercial bargains between widely separated parties, and
almost every article of commerce finds the competing product of another region
In any place of sale. The consequence Is that the products of the farm, the for-
est, the mill, and the mine are continually demanding from carriers rates
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adjusted to values in particular marliets. It is this competition of product witli
lilse product, of market witli marliiet, that has Induced carriers, in their eager-
ness to Increase the volume of their traffic, to continually reduce their rates to
market points. Such competition is the competition of commerce itself; the
strife between competing industries which the public interest demands should be
left free from fettering laws and uncontrolled by restraining combinations. (Id.,

p. 219.)

Compare for a moment these words of statesmanlike wisdom with
the view of the distinguished economist who thinks that transporta-
tion to distant points should be discouraged because it involves " an
economic waste." (Statement of Mr. Eipley, pp. 2, 13, 15, 16, 17, 20,
33.) The animating principle of the traffic official is to adjust rates

so as to enable as many people as possible to do business—to secure
the greatest good to the greatest number—but the " economic " sug-
gestion is that "there is too much elasticity of rates "(p. 46) ; ap-
parently business in the several localities should be limited to those

who can carry it on with least expense to themselves, while the
remainder should be commercially extinguished. Useless transpor-
tation should be avoided, and commerce rather should be laid "waste "

to satisfy the rules of economics

!

Such competition can never be controlled or equalized by statute

—

as Mr. Ripley says (p. 40) :

A great many of these complaints will never be settled, because the conditions
are against the places.

This is proved by the fact that in States where railroad com-
missions have power over future rates, questions of alleged discrim-

ination between localities and classes of traffic are as frequent and
acute as ever. By reason of their inability to fix rates, the State com-
missions have fallen back upon mere distance tariffs. It is easy to see

what would be the effect of that policy upon the country generally.

In the words of Mr. Bacon (statement, pp. 46, 47), the claim would
be that "every locality that has natural advantages is entitled to the
benefit of those advantages." Each producing section would, there-

fore, be shut up within its own little market, and as soon as it reached^
the point where the distance tariff applied in favor of the producer
at another point, it could go no further because the rates would draw
a dead line, beyond which commerce could not pass. Both eastern
and western markets would be insufficient, and their farmers, manu-
facturers, and merchants would be shut out from the more distant

markets in which their produce and their goods are now exchanged
for each other.

Like all commercial questions, these rivalries can be settled only by
natural laws. The foregoing expressions show that the carriers in

general use their best efforts in the premises. The record proves, too,

that the present remedies have not been insufficient. It will shortly
be shown in detail that since the interstate-commerce act was passed,

contested cases of all sorts have been comparatively few in number,
and that, with one and one-half exceptions, the Commission has been
overruled in all of its decisions as to discriminations or preferences of
any sort which have been passed upon by the courts. This, of course,

proves that there has been no serious injustice as between localities

because practically none of such cases had sufficient merit to stand the
test of judicial investigation by the ordinary processes. In addition
to this, the Supreme Court has held that such discriminations may be
preveiLted hj use of the remedies provided by the Elkins law (189
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U. S., 274). These considerations conclusively demonstrate that no

new legislation is needed for the purpose of securing relative justice.

Under the present statutes the Interstate Commerce Commission
has full authority to prevent unreasonable rates, unjust discrimina-

tion, or undue or unreasonable preference. It is not i)roposed to add-

anything further to the prohibitions of the statute in that regard.

Why are not these provisions enforced ? No reason is shown why the

Government should seize control of the property instead of using the
ordinary methods for enforcement of the law.

THE COMMISSION HAS NO SETTLED PRINCIPLES AS TO FUTURE RATE
MAKING.

The Government is not an abstraction. It consists practically in

the persons who hold the offices. As regards the present question,

it is the Interstate Commerce Commission composed of five lawyers.

The retiring member was a farmer who had previously had some
railroad experience as an operating officer. But he has now given
place to another eminent lawyer, without experience in railroad

matters. The proposition which the Commission has been urging
for years is to confer upon it practically complete power over future
rates, and, therefore, over the commerce of the country. Was there

ever a more vaulting ambition ! And yet as long ago as 1893, another
learned Interstate Commerce Commissioner from Vermont said

:

The burdens imposed upon the Commission under the law are quite sufficient

to satisfy the most grasping ambition. (Annual Report for 1893, p. 225.)

Mr. Prouty has often intimated that five or six private individuals

can get together and fix rates for 115,000 miles of railroad. They have
never been named, so far as I am aware ; it is not suggested that they

have ever done anything of the sort; anyone familiar with the sub-

ject knows how impossible such a thing would be, and this the learned

Commissioner has publicly admitted. As will be seen in a moment,
•the Interstate Commerce Commission states that each rate is a com-
plex problem possibly affecting innumerable persons and localities.

But the present suggestion is to make it the duty of five officials, sub-

stantially controlled by one of their number, to settle at Washington
all the rates of the country—and there are probably 10,000,000 rates.

Well did Judge Cooley call this a "superhuman task." The ques-

tion is how the Commission would perform it. It seems appropriate

to quote at this point the expression of the Commission that " it is

both human nature and the lesson of history that unlimited power
induces misuse of that power."
The views of the Commission in regard to rate fixing are expressed

in its annual reports. The following " nice derangement of epi-

taphs " first appeared in the Annual Report for 1893, and has Dvei

since gone echomg down the corridors of time

:

To give each community the rightful benefits of location, to keep different

commodities on an equal footing, so that each shall circulate freely and in

natural vo'ume, and to prescribe schedule rates which shall be reasonable, jast

to both shipper and carrier, is a task of vast magnitude and importance. In
the performance of that task lies the great and permanent work of public regu-
lation. (Annual Report for 1893, p. 100.)
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This makes one think of Alice in Wonderland after she hears the
poem of Jabberwocky. " It seems very pretty," she says, " but it's

rather hard to understand; somehow it seems to fill my head with
ideas, only I don't exactly know what they are." Can anyone tell

what they are—^what these phrases mean ? Certainly the Commission
has not done so in the past eight years, notwithstanding its customarj^
expansiveness. What are the rightful and what the wrongful bene-
fits of location? Chicago thinks that Boston's rates to southeastern
points are too low. Even if that be so, perhaps Chicago is enjoj'ing

the rightful benefits of location because its rates have never been
shown to be unreasonable; but is Boston enjoying the wrongful bene-
fits of location because water competition makes its rates lower;
would it be rightful for Chicago to have the same rates in the absence
of water competition ? What different commodities are to be kept on
an equal footing—cord wood and pig iron, or soft coal and Medford
rum, or potatoes and molasses ? Can anything determine the natural
volume in which commodities shall move save those natural laws ovei-

which members of the Commission have often made so merry ? Will
the Commission order any commodity circulating in unnatural vol-

ume to " cease and desist " from circulating in more than the natural
volume? And if its circulation should be below the natural volume,
will the Commission seek a mandatory injunction compelling the

laggard commodity to circulate more freely ?

As long ago as his article in the North American Review for No-
vember, 1898, Mr. Prouty said that

—

A freight rate is a peculiar thing, and what seems utterly inconsistent upon
the face is often found to be entirely proper when the facts are developed.

Yet he now says in his public addresses that rate making is not
much of a trick—so easy that any lawyer can do it. In his official

capacity, however, his views of rate fixing are much more serious.

So, too, the Commission has said

:

No one who understands the intricacies of transportation would care to assert
that the determination of a just rate or the decision as to what constitutes dis-

crimination is an easy task.

Attention may, therefore, be called particularly to this luminous
declaration regarding the principles of rate fixing.

To some extent the principles upon which taxation rests must be allowed in
fixing a just rate ; to some extent the result of the rate upon the development of
industries must be taken into the account in all decisions which the Commission
is called upon to make ; to some extent every question of transjfortation involves
moral and social considerations, so that a just rate can ^ot be determined Inde-
pendently of the theory of social progress. (Annual Report for 1895, p. 59.)

These considerations, it will be noticed, do not include reasonable

compensation to the owners of the railroads. But what industries

are to be developed, because as some are developed others may be
dwarfed ? What moral and social considerations, and what theories

of social progress are to be taken into account and to what extent?

Who knows?
Again

:

Within certain limits it Is good policy for the railway manager to increase
his tonnage, even at the expense of reducing the rate per ton. Just how far
this rale applies no one can telL
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TTie limits are certain, but no one can tell what they are

!

The merchant who buys an article for a definite price knows when he sells

It whether he makes or loses by the transaction, and the manufacturer, as a rule,

has a pretty a.ccurate idea of the cost of production, but the railroad operator
can not ordinarily say whether he should or not as a matter of policy take
traffic at a certain price. (Annual Report for 1895, id., p. 17.)

The freight rate is a complex problem when applied to almost all competitive
traffic. Very few people not acquainted with the subject have any idea how
difficult the solution of that problem is. (Annual Report for 1898, p. 15.)

It is often difBcult to say what constitutes a reasonable rate, and more diffi-

cult to give in detail the reasons that led to the conclusion reached ; although the
Supreme Court of the United States has given certain rules by which to test the
reasonableness of transportation charges, and although the Commission has
endeavored to apply those rules, yet, whenever it has interrogated railway
ofiicials as to whether or not they are governed by them when making rates of
transportation, they have invariably answered in the negative and said that
to do so would be impracticable. The carriers do not apparently possess the
necessary data for that purpose, and there is at present no other source from
which the Commission can obtain such data. (Annual Report for 1903, p. 54.)

The rules mentioned are announced by the Supreme Court at. the
safeguards against involuntary confiscation of property. (169 U. S.,

546.) How ludicrous to ask the carriers whether they are taking
their own property without due process of law because their rates

are too low

!

Discriminations between localities or classes of traffic can be redressed only

by the exercise of sufficient authority to readjust rate schedules to be observed
In the future on the basis of relative justice. (Annual Report for 1904, p. 9.)

Not here a little and there a little " after complaint and investiga-

tion," but rate schedules " on the basis of relative justice."

The great bulk of our orders » * must pertain to the future. They
will be orders fixing either a maximum or a minimum rate. (Annual Report
for 1897, p. 35.)

It is probably near the truth to say that the cases now pending before the
Commission directly or indirectly affect almost every locality, and therefore
nearly all of the people of the United States. (Annual Report for 1904, p. 29.)

And yet the Commission has persisted in saying that general rate-

fixing power is not sought

!

In connection with this vast programme of regulating the affairs

of the country generally, it seems proper to mention that during 1904

it became necessary to conduct an official examination of the office of

the Commission itself. But the bright light of " publicity " which illu-

mines the business of the carriers was tempered in this case; the

report of the official who conducted that investigation has never been

made public and has remained curiously inaccessible.

It is not too much to say that the views thus expressed indicate an

utter absence of any tangible principles upon which the Commission
would proceed in endeavoring to establish how much railway prop-

erty should be allowed to earn. They concede, too, complete inability

to carry out the rules laid down by the Supreme Court for the pro-

tection of the constitutional rights of those owning such property.

THE PAST RECORD SHOWS THAT THE COMMISSION'S ACTION IN LTIIGATBD
CASES HAS BEEN ALMOST INVARIABLY EEEONEOXJS.

The past record of the Commission shows the danger of such a
grant of future power. From its creation in 1887 until October,
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1904:, the Commission rendered 297 formal decisions, an average of
f.JOut 174 per annum. Action favorable to the complainants was
taken in 194, or about 55 per cent of the cases decided, so that the
complaints coming before it which the Commission held to be well
founded averaged 11^ per annum. In about 80 per cent of these
cases the carriers complied with the Commission's decisions. Since
1887, 43 suits in all have, however, been instituted to enforce finally
the orders of the Commission as to rates. Of these only 34 have been
llnally adjudicated. This is less than 2 cases per annum, la one
case the Commission was sustained at circuit and there was no appeal,
as the matter was unimportant ; in one case it was sustained in part by
the Supreme Court. These were both cases of discrimination be-
tween localities. In the other 30 cases the Commission was reversed.
This shows 1^ affirmances and 32| reversals. Some of the early
reversals were due to the Commission's persistent claim of rate-

fixing power, notwithstanding the decisions of the circuit courts to

the contrary." But that matter was settled finally by the Supreme
Court in 1896 and again in 1897; yet the reversals have gone on since

in about the same way. In his address before the Boston Economic
Club, on March 10, 1905, Mr. Prouty said

:

As a practical matter, I affirm Ijhat the court was uniformly wrong and that
the Commission has been uniformly right.

Defeated litigants sometimes express themselves in that way about
the courts, but it is somewhat remarkable for the leading member
of an inferior tribunal which is almost invariably reversed to pub-
licly express the view that the appellate courts have uniformly been
wrong. It illustrates the spirit in which the judgments of the courts
have been received.

"The above facts are established by an independent examination of the sub-
ject made by Mr. H. T. Newcomb, of Washington, which has been embodied in
two pamphlets recently published, one entitled " The Work of the Interstate
Commission," and the other " The Federal Courts and the Orders of the Inter-
state Commerce Commission." The results differ slightly from those stated
In the recent report of the Interstate Commerce Commission in reply to the reso-
lution of the Senate. This report states that there have been three cases of
excessive rates found by the Commission which have been sustained by the
courts. These are enumerated as the Minneapolis Case (5 I. C. C, 571), the
first Colorado Fuel and Iron Case (6 I. C. R., 488), and the Savannah Naval
.Stores Case (8 I. C. R., 377). In point of fact, in the Minneapolis Case there
was no decision by any court and the Commission's claim that it was sustained
seems to be based upon the assertion that while the case was pending the car-
riers substantially complied with the action of the Commission. In the Colo-

rado Fuel and Iron Case the Commission filed a petition to enforce its order
and a plea to the jurisdiction was overruled, but there was no decision on the
merits, as the carriers complied with the order. Thereafter the carriers raised
the rates, claiming a change in conditions, and the Commission sued to enforce
its original order. When the case reached the circuit court of appeals the
Commission's order was not sustained, but overruled (101 Fed. Rep., 779).
The Savannah Naval Stores Case is shown, by the opinion of the Commission,
to have been really a case of discrimination rather than of unreasonable rates.

In malting up the list of cases of unjust discrimination decided in its favor,

the Commission, apparently to swell the number, included the three cases just

given, and added thereto the Social Circle Case (4 I. C. R., 744), the New York
and Northern Case (3 I. C. R., 542), the St. Cloud Case (8 I. C. E., 346), the

Tlfton Case (9 I. C. R., 160), and the California Orange Routing Case (9 I. C.

R., 182) , making eight in the course of eighteen years. In point of fact, there

was no court decision on the merits in any of these additional cases except

the Social Circle Case and the Orange Routing Case. The Commission's claim

S. Doc. 243, 59-1 —vol 4 52
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The Commission's excuse has been that these reversals have always

been upon the law and not on the facts. This is quite erroneous.

But if it were the case, what shall be said of the competency of a tri-

bunal of lawyers whose decisions have been almost invariably reversed

for errors of law ? Is that condition aided by Mr. Kipley's sugges-

tion (p. 22), in which Mr. Prouty joins (p. 81), that a number of

cases involved the same error of law? How many times must a

tribunal repeat an error of law before it should be held to realize

its error? And if the Commission was always wrong on the law,
what need have the courts had to consider the facts in detail? This
result, too, was not due merely to any early uncertainty as to the
law, but continues as actively as ever. Within the last few months
the courts have overruled the two most important decisions of the
Commission which were pending—namely, the Nebraska Long and
Short Haul Case and the case regarding rates on hay and straw, to
which so much reference has been made in the course of these hear-
ings. The reversal in the latter case was upon the grounds that the
Commission had sought to exercise power which the Supreme Court
had held in 1896 was not conferred by law, and also that its standard
of comparision of rates was erroneous. It considerably impairs the
force of the Commission's contention for power that the illustrations

in support of it consist for the most part in cases wherein the courts

have already held that the Commission was in error.

In other words, about 93 per cent of the decisions of the Commis-
sion which have been passed upon by the courts have been held to be
erroneous. That is the ultimate fact, which is not modified by the
Commission's various explanations. In case, therefore, the Commis-
sion had the future rate-fixing power, so far as its decisions were in

force until the courts passed upon them, and unless the court's power
of review extended to all questions before the Commission, injustice

would be accomplished in 93 per cent of the cases. For this there

would be no remedj', because no recovery could be had from those

whose goods had been carried at unjustly low rates.

In connection with this may be cited some expressions of Mr.
Prouty contained in an article which he published in the Forum for

April, 1899

:

By the time a decision Is reached, the occasion for the Interference of the

Commission has usually ceased, owing to changed conditions. It is of the very

essence of regulation that the regulating body shall be able to apply an imme-
diate remedy.

seems to be based upon the fact that the carriers compiled with its orders

while the eases were pending.
This reduces the cases in which the courts have finally aflBrmed the Commis-

sion to three, none of which were cases of unreasonable rates. These were
the Savannah Naval Stores Case, in which the circuit court sustained the Com-
mission and the railroads complied with the order without appeal ; the Social

Circle Case, in which the Commission was sustained by the Supreme Court in

small part only, and the Orange Routing Case, where there was considerable
difference of opinion among the Commissioners, and the question involved was
not one of rates, but of the right of the carrier to decide the route which ship-
ments should take. In this case an appeal is still pending.

It will be seen, therefore, that no case of unreasonable rates has ever been
sustained

; that one case of discriminating rates was sustained by the circuit
court and there was no appeal ; one case of discrimination was sustained by
the Supreme Court in small part, and the other case upon which the Commis-
sion relies did not involve the question of rates. In all other cases the Com-
mlBsion has been overruled. The total number was 34, The result may be
stated as IJ affirmances to 32i reversals.
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That is to say, the remedy should be immediate, beicause when the
question is brought before the courts it will be unnecessary, and, as
the record shows, probably erroneous

!

THE PEOFOSED liEGlSLATIGN WOTJM) GIVE THE COMMISSION YVUL POWEB
OVER ALL RATES.

It is constantly claimed that general rate-making power is not
sought, and this statement was repeated in the Commission's Eeport
for 1904 (p. 8). The President's annual message, too, said:

I am of the opinion that it would be undesirable, if It were not impracticable,
finally to endow the Commission with general authority to fix railway rates.

Mr. Bacon earnestly repudiates any such desire (pp. 12, 13, 23; 75),
and states that the power is limited " to a complaint made by a ship-
per or by a sufferer from excessive or extortionate rates " (p. 13) , and
that, too, notwithstanding that the Supreme Court has held that a
complaint may be filed by any person whomsoever, although he be
absolutely without interest (194 U. S., 25). Mr. Prouty joins in dis-

avowing any effort for general rate-fixing power (pp. 34, 49, 57, 58),
and Mr. Taft's recent speeches have been to the same effect.

Yet it is obvious that the legislation now sought would have the
effect of giving the Commission complete power over all rates. This
point has already been adjudicated. In its Annual Eeport for 1904
(p. 8) the Commission says

:

The amendment now recommended would confer In substance the same power
that was actually exercised by the Commission from the date of its organiza-
tion up to the time when the Supreme Court held that such power did not exist.

The precise effect of this power has been clearly stated by the
Supreme Court as follows (167 U. S., 510)

:

There is nothing in the act requiring the Commission to proceed singly against
each railroad company for each supposed or alleged violation of the act. * *

So that if the power existed as Is claimed there would be no escape from the
conclusion that it would be within the discretion of the Commission, of its own
motion, to suggest that all the interstate rates on all the roads of the country
were unjust and unreasonable, notify the several roads of such opinion, direct
a hearing, and upon such hearing make one general order reaching to every road
and covering every rate.

The Commission itself, or any person whomsoever (194 U. S., 25),
Daight, therefore, institute a proceeding which would include an un-
limited number of carriers, and attack innumerable rates. There
have been several cases in which the Commission has proceeded very
nearly in this way. Illustrations of this are that the Import Rate
case, decided in 1894 (2 I. C. R., 658; 3 Id., 417), involved the rates

upon all shipments from abroad to any interior points throughout
the country, and the Supreme Court said that the orders therein,

"instead of being regulations calculated to promote commerce and
enforce the express provisions of the act, are themselves laws of wide
import, destroying some branches of commerce that have long existed,

and undertaking to change laws and customs of transportation in
the promotion of what is supposed to be public policy" (162 U. S.,

234) ; the Maximum Rate case (4 1. C. R., 592, 617), decided in 1894,
involved in one proceeding practically all rates on southbound busi-

ness east pf the Mississippi River, and the Business Men's League
case )(9 I. C. R., 318), decided in 19.02, involved substantially all
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rates from the Mississippi to the Pacific Ocean. As the Commission
said, in its Annual Report for 1893 (p. 13)

:

Every case before the Commission, however trivial It may appear, involves In

its disposition the formulation of principles under the law which have import-
ant bearing upon the business and the commerce not only of the immediate
locality but often the entire country.

In its Annual Report for 1904 the Commission said (p. 29)

:

It is probably near the truth to say that the cases -now pending before the Com-
mission directly or indirectly affect almost every locality, and, therefore, nearly
all of the people of the United States.

In his testimony at the present hearing Mr. Bacon has said

:

There are three cases within the past year in which large sections of the
country are interested—an immense population—one of which covers a large

part of the Pacific coast; another covering the southeastern section of the
country, with reference to lumber ; and the third covering the whole country
with reference to hay. * * * The rates from the different districts are so

interlaced with one another that they must be considered as a whole (p. 26).

Mr. Prouty says that the Commission has not a case pending which
does not involve a future rate and that many cases involve 1,000

rates apiece (p. 55).

And, nevertheless, the Commission and Mr. Prouty and Mr. Bacon
and Mr. Cummins and Mr. Taft have overruled the Supreme Court's

definition of the extent of the power and disregard the method in

which the Commission has sought and still seeks to exercise it—^they

still repeat the illusory contention that general rate-fixing power is

not sought.

The extent of this power may be judged from the fact that there

are annually filed over 130,000 tariffs, representing probably at least

1,000,000 rates; that the gross earnings of the roads last year were
slightly under $2,000,000,000, and the capitalization $10,000,000,000,

which is dependent for its value wholly upon earning power ; that the

internal commerce of the country during last year was about $22,000,-

000,000 in value. It should be plainly understood that the proposed
legislation places these vast interests under the practically discretion-

ary control of the Commission. Much force is added to this consid-

eration by the fact that the Attorney-General has given it as his opin-

ion that the Commission would be mdependent of the courts so long

as their rates did not amount to confiscation.

But the change proposed would be no less dangerous even if the

Commission's power were confined to dealing with a limited number
of rates at a time. Every varied and complicated business must be

treated as a whole. It is impossible to dissect it and treat its numer-
ous parts separately in accordance with abstract rules, or, as the Com-
mission says, " moral and social considerations and the theory of

social progress." If the future of the business is to be subject to the

control of those whose chief function would be to appease excited

litigants, it would be better that such action should affect the business

as a whole than that its income should be cut down by piecemeal.
The claim that the present plan has any conservative character, or

that anything more dangerous could be devised, is based upon mis-
conception of its real scope. Nothing could be more dangerous to the

value of railway property than the system now proposed of commit-
ting its future to the control of a political official body without inter-

est therein or responsibility for'the results of its operation. Constant
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reductions, now here and now there, might easily destroy the earning
power of the property.

THE COMMISSION WOULD CONTEOL THE PROSPERITY OF ALL LOCALITIES.

Quite irrespective of the reasonableness of the rates in themselves,
the proposed bills contemplate conferring upon the Commission
power to determine what rates shall prevail at respective competing
points. This would concentrate in a single political board power to

determine the commercial and industrial future of all the various
localities throughout the country. As Mr. Prouty said in an article

in the Annals of the American Academy for January, 1900:

Few people have any adequate conception of the importance, in a commercial
way, of slight changes In the freight rates. Every communily and every pur-
suit Is so dependent upon the agencies of transportation, so directly afCected by
the cost of this necessary service, that an inequitable adjustment of rates
between competing towns or commodities would produce serious and widespread
disaster. (Annual Report for 1893, p. 6.)

in the Differential case the Commission fixed rates for the purpose
of " distributing " the foreign commerce of New York among the

ports of the Atlantic coastj in apparent disregard of the constitu-

tional provision that " no preference shall be given by any regulation
of commerce or revenue to the ports of one state over those of
another " (Art. I, sec. 9, subd. 5) ; and it has just repeated this process

of distribution by approximately splitting the differences which it

sanctioned in its earlier proceeding. On the other hand, it has re-

cently held that " it is no part of .its duty to equalize differences in the

natural advantages of localities through the adjustment of tariff'

rates." (Annual Report for 1904, p. 45.)

Either of these varying principles can be applied equally to any
locality in the country as may suit the fancy of the Commission.
Paraphrasing the Commission's language the proposed legislation

would " put into its hands the power to determine what localities

shall pay and what receive tribute." (Annual Report for 1897, p. 45.)

If, by manipulation of rates, the Commission should succeed in pro-

ducing a general condition of equality notwithstanding actual advan-
tages, that would be the most serious blow which commercial compe.ti'-

tion has ever received. As 93 per cent of the Commission's orders as

to rates which have come before the courts have ultimately .been over-

ruled, it is obvious that the localities affected would suffer much
unjustifiable injury, and it is impossible to foretell what disastrous

results would follow the exercise of such powers.

Moreover, political rate fixing would establish rigid methods of

transacting business which would arrest commercial progress. As
already said, the most effective cause of reduction of rates is the effort

oi traffic officials to enable their respective shippers to extend their

business and constantly reach further markets and consumers.

The location of new business enterprises Is frequently settled since the passage
of the act to regulate commerce, as well as before, not so much by the wishes of
those who control them and the advantages for economical production or trade
afforded at particular places as by the favorable transportation rates which
railway managers can be induced to put in force. (Annual Report for 1894,

p. 57.)
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This process of development can be continued only through gradual

reductions of rates, and in its continuance shipper, carrier, and con-

sumer are alike interested. The effort of the railways is to "keep

everyone in business—to secure the greatest good of the greatest

number." It is for the interest of the public that a railroad should

have the right to deVelop an industry on its own lines (Mr. Prouty's

statement, p. 50). But this process will be arrested if the rates

are finally subjected to the veto of a body or an individual having no
substantial interest in the success of the transportation business or of

the industries upon the several lines. As Mr. Bacon has said on these

hearings (p. 21)—
If the cost of transportation may be figured out to a certain amount per ton

per mile, and if that cost were applied upon every commodity offered for ship-

ment, it would exclude from transportation at least nine-tenths of the traffic of

the country. If the Government undertakes to establish the rates primarily,
it must reach to a large extent a mileage basis of establishing those rates, and,
in my judgment, nothing would be more detrimenfeil to the commercial interests

of the country than the establishing of such a basis (p. 78).

Every rate once fixed would be incapable of change without a

proceeding before the Commission as dilatory as a lawsuit, and as

the Conamission proceeded, the scope of this rigid condition of rates

would constantly extend. In this Mr. Prouty agrees (p. 57). Every
practical man must realize that business is carried on successfully by
negotiation and agreement of the parties rather than by the judgment
of any tribunal. " Business by lawsuit " would be a lamentable

failure. There is no successful branch of business in which the gen-

eral future relations of those engaged therein are regulated by public

officials, whether an administrative commission or a court of justice.

In his article in the Annals of the American Academy for Jan-

uary, 1900, Mr. Prouty aptly described the railways as the " arteries

through which the commercial life blood of this great nation flows,"

and President Roosevelt used the same expression in his first annual

message (December 3, 1901). If those arteries become rigid the

blood will cease to flow and life will end.

THE PROPOiaED ACTION WOtTLD BE MERELY A STEP TOWARD TTNTVBRSAL

POLmCAIi DIBECTnON OF INTERSTATE COMMERCE.

Congress is not given by the Constitution any special power over

the carriers. The carriers, in general, are not incorporated by the

National Government and receive no franchises from it. It is, there-

fore, erroneous to suppose that there is any special power over them

arising by reason of any grant from that (xovemment. The entire

power of Congress arises fiom the provision of the Constitution that

it shall have power to regulate commerce with foreign nations and

among the several states (Art. I, sec. 8, subd. 3). But th« shipper

of goods is engaged in interstate commerce equally with the carrier

of the goods shipped. The shipper and his business are, therefore,

quite as much within the power of Congress as the carrier and its

business.

Accordingly, the Commissioner of Corporations has recently sug-

gested that engaging in interstate commerce as a means of livelihood

shall no longer be a right, but a privilege to be enjoyed otily by those

posfiessing a license upon such terms as the Government shall see

fit to prescribe. The proposed legislation would, therefore, be in the
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direction of general socialism, which would affect manufacturers,
shippers, and carriers alike, and would subject to political control
the question what the citizens of the country shall be allowed to earn
by the use of their constitutional rights of liberty and prop«ty.

THE EEMEOr IS TO ENFORCE EXISTING LAWS BY PEOirPT EESOKT TO THE
COURTS WHENEVER NECESSAET.

The substantial value of the Commission has been in the way of
settling controversies without litigation. In that way apparently
about 90 per cent of the complaints filed with it have been adjusted.
This method is very useful and should be continued.
The question now is as to the remaining 10 per cent which consti-

tute the contested cases. In 8 per cent of these the carriers have here-
tofore acquiesced in the recommendations of the Commission, leav-

ing but 2 per cent to be considered. The delay in disposing of them
has been due to the proceedings before the Commission. These con-
sist in admitting all sorts of matter presented, irrespective of the
rules of evidence (194 U. S., 25) ; long arguments; opinions by the
Commission, and ultimately an order. As the Commission has itself

said, these proceedings " bind nobody and go for nothing." (Annual
Report for 1897, pp. 31, 33.) The Supreme Court has decided that
an order of the Commission under the terms of the Constitution can
have no force as an adjudication (154 U. S., 485, 489). These pro-
ceedings before the Commission are, therefore, merely dilatory and
serve no useful purpose. Whatever delay exists arises there.

In the courts there is no delay of any meritorious claim. Mr.
Prouty has, in some of his writings, referred to the time required
" to secure the enforcement of an order of the Commission by appli-
cation to the courts." It would be enough to say that such orders
have not been enforced because they have almost invariably been
erroneous. As already pointed out, there have been less than two
cases as to rates per annum before the courts since the Commission
was organized, and, with one and one-half exceptions, they have all

ended in defeat of the claims asserted. In addition, the provisions
as to procedure in the courts expedite these cases in every possible
way. The courts act on as short notice as possible, without formal
pleadings or proceedings; the constitutional protection from self-

crimination has been removed by statute, so that anyone can be com-
pelled to testify ; cases arising under the statute have preference over
everything save criminal cases ; individuals or corporations violating
the act are subject, whether shippers or carriers, to heavy fines; the
provisions of the act may also be enforced by decree in equity, with

, subsequent contempt proceedings in the case of disobedience, and
appeal lies directly to the Supreme Court in all cases. It is clear,

therefore, that there can be no delay in the courts. The proper course
would be for the Commission, when it is satisfied that a case can not
be settled, to resort directly to the courts. This is the procedure
under the Elkins law.

The difficulty at present is that the Commission attempts to act

both as prosecutor and judge. It has defined itself as "a special

tribunal engaged in an administrative and semijudicial capacity

investigating railway rates and practices." (Annual Report for
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1890, p. 71.) To these functions it is now sought to add the legis-

lative function of making future rates. It is one of the fundamental

principles of the American constitutional system that the powers of

government are divided into three separate departments, the execu-

tive, the legislative, and the judicial, and that these functions must
be exercised by different public servants. The attempt is to endow
the Commission with powers belonging to each of these departments.
In that case it would occupy the unique position of exercising all

three of the powers of government. This anomaly is fully recognized

by Mr. Prouty (pp. 35, 41, 45, 68). Yet with the comparatively
simple functions which it now possesses the Commission's adminis-
tration has been unsatisfactory, and propositions have sometimes been
made by excited shippers to legislate it out of office as useless.

Mr. Prouty said before the New England Lumber Dealers' Asso-
ciation on January 25, 1905, that the Commission " is to be abolished

not because it is inefficient, but because it has been too efficient. * * *

It is not that we have neglected to perform our office, but that we
have done it too well. * * * What the railway companies of this

land pray for in season and out of season is an inefficient Commission

;

what they fear is efficiency." A record of 93 per cent of reversals

does not indicate a high state of efficiency. But, aside from this,

these expressions are sadly wrong; the demand, so far as it exists,

has come from shippers—not from railway officials; they are too

much alive to the difficulty of the Commission's functions. The
demand calls to mind, however, the mining camp saloon where a

sign upon the wall read, " Don't shoot the musician ; he is doing his •

best." This feeling regarding the Commission has arisen mainly

by reason of the inherent difficulties of the matter and the impossi-

bility of regulating commercial rivalries by political agencies. With
a large addition to the powers of the Commission, therefore, utter

failure seems almost certain.

This course of prompt resort to the courts, without idle prelimi-

naries, would relieve the Commission of much responsibility, but that

does not seem to be what it wishes. The French went into "the war of

1870 " with a light heart." But their frame of mind was positively

funereal compared with the spirit in which the Commission courts

the task of making rates for 210,000 miles of railroad. Over aU that

vast expanse its beneficent duty would be to " give each community

the rightful benefits of location ; to keep different commodities on an

equal footing, so that each shall circulate freely and in natural vol-

ume." In doing this it would be guided " to some extent (no one

knows to what extent) by the principles upon which taxation rests
"

(if there are any) ; it would '^take into account the development of

industries;" it would be guided, again to some extent, by " moral and

social considerations " and " the theory of social progress." No doubt

the Commission would discharge its somewhat indefinite duties in full

recognition of these illuminating principles. But, unfortunately, the

Supreme Court has defined the safeguards provided by the Constitu-

tion to protect rights of property, and these rules of law the Com-
mission has stated that it is quite unable to apply because it " has
not the necessary data for that purpose" (Annual Report for 1903,

p. 54). Is it not certain that rates evolved from such conditions
would stand the test of judicial scrutiny no better in the future than
the Commission's decisions have done in the past?
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The true remedy, then, lies in the vigorous enforcement of existing
statutes, which will prevent rebates and discriminations; and resort

by the Commission directly to the courts without dilatory prelim-
inaries, so as to secure expeditious action by the only branch of the
Government which is empowered by the Constitution to administer
justice and determine rights of property. This remedy is fully

sanctioned by the Supreme Court (189 U. S., 274) ; it will prevent un-
just discriminations and undue or unreasonable preferences. So far

as concerns reasonableness of the rates, it is obvious that the present
method under which the Commission has power to pass upon existing

rates has been effectual, since no case of unreasonable rates has over

been judicially established.

The historian Lecky has called attention to the fact that the great
reforms of history have been effected, not by passing statutes, but by
repealing them. Yet the Commission, with the avidity of Oliver
Twist, has constantly demanded more statutes. But the " words of

the statutes have no potency in preventing offenses and their multipli-

cation and reiteration will not add to their effect." A record of 93
per cent of reversals, whatever may be their ground, indicates a

degree of inefficiency in enforcing the law already enacted by Con-
gress, which should be fatal to the plea for further and practically

unlimited (167 U. S., 570) power.
Pohtical rate fixing, therefore, would play havoc generally, and

"business by lawsuit would be intolerable. The country would be
at the mercy of the Frankenstein which it had created. Before long
the political platform of one party would demand " a square deal

"

for the ports of the Atlantic seaboard and that of the other for those

of the Gulf. Over all the din of partisan politics would be heard
what Daniel Webster called " the shrieks of locality." Every states-

man in the country would be busily occupied with " regulating

"

in the interest of his immediate constituency, both carriers and ship-

pers engaged in interstate commerce. The merchants and the in-

vestors would be the helpless sport of every gust of unreasoning
clamor and the shining mark of every blatant demagogue.

Senator Daniel, of Virginia, appeared and submitted the follow-

ing resolutions, adopted at a meeting of the citizens of Danville, Va.
Senator Daniel stated that he fully concurred in the resolutions and
approved of them

:

At a mass meeting of the citizens of Danville Va., held May 16, 1905, under
the auspices of the Commercial Association and board of aldermen and common
council of said city, the following preamble and resolutions were adopted

:

Inasmuch as this mass meeting of the citizens considers governmental control

of railway rates the transcendent political and economic issue before the whole
American people to-day

;

Inasmuch as the said mass meeting also deems said governmental control

of railway rates as the most vital of all issues to them in their commercial
life and necessary to their continued growth and prosperity as a municipality,

placing the said issue as the burning local question of the hour whose settle-

ment will they ever fight until it is settled aright

;

Inasmuch as the people of Virginia by their new constitution have ordained

. that railway rates within the bounds of Virginia shall be fixed by their State

corporation commission, thereby adopting as far as they can the policy of gov-

ernmental control of railway rates

;

Inasmuch as the Committee on Interstate Commerce of the United States

Senate is now, in the recess of Congress, considering the Bsch-Townsend bill
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for national control and fixing of railway rates by an Interstate Commerce
Commission, and the said Senate committee is hearing from official representa-
tives of the States and the people and communities of the country at large:
Now, therefore, be it

Resolved, That the following public officials of Virginia are most earnestly
and prayerfully requested by the citizens of Danville, in mass meeting as afore-
said, to wit. Governor A. J. Montague, Lieutenant Governor Joseph E. Willard,
Attorney-General W. A. Anderson, Senator John W. Daniel, Senator Thomas S.
Martin, and Representative Claude A. 'Swanson, of this our Fifth Congressional
district, and every other Representative from Virginia, to do as follows in behalf
of the masses of the people of Virginia, as well as the city of JDanville, namely,
to appear individually and personally, severally or jointly, before the United
States Senate commission and advocate the passage of the Esch-Townsend bill.

The said mass meeting is emboldened to malie this request of the said public
officials because most of them have before the people of Virginia already
declared in favor of national governmental fixing of railway rates.
And be it further resolved, That the secretary of the Commercial Association

of Danville is instructed to forward at once to each of the above-named public
officials a copy of these resolutions, and then request, asliing each one of them
to malifi a telegraphic response, if possible, to the secretary, stating whether or
not they will comply with the request of the city of Danville, and at what time
it will suit the convenience of each to appear before the said Senate committee
in advocacy of said bill.

Senator Foraker. Mr. Chairman, I desire to reserve the right to

put in this record a statement of the Ohio Shippers' Association, if

they should send one. We telegraphed them a week ago they might
have that privilege if they did not see fit to come on and testify in

person.

The Chairman. If it is received we will put it in.

Senator Newlands. I wish to make a statement in this connection.
When I made my first statement in regard to the national incorpora-
tion of railways Senator Foraker submitted to me certain questions.

I was willing to answer them, but he suggested I should submit my
answer in writing. I am ready now to be examined by Senator For-
aker or any members of the committee regarding the plan which I
suggest. However, I shall simply ask permission, if that is not desir-

able and time will not permit, to file here and have published the
answers to the questions which Senator Foraker has put to me.

Senator Cullom. I have no objection to that as a member of the
committee. I do not want other people to send papers in here after

we have gone home.

STATEMENT OF MR. A. E. URION, OF CHICAGO, ILL., REPRESENT-
ING THE ARMOUR CAR LINES.

Mr. Urion. Mr. Chairman and Senators, I will try to be as brief

as possible in my remarks, but Mr. Ferguson has already occupied, I
believe, during the winter some two weeks or more of the time of the
committee, and during that time he was able to say a great many
things about the private cars. I think I can say all that appears
necessary, or that I may be able to say, in two or three hours, per-

haps less.

Senator Dolliver. Have you your remarks in writing?
Mr. Urion. No; I have not.

Senator Cullom. Go ahead. •

Mr. Urion. In referring to the private cars, I want to be under-
stood as confining mj remarks entirely to the refrigerator cars.

The provisions of the act to regulate commerce apply to any com-
mon carrier or carriers engaged in the transportation of passengers
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or property. The act further provides that the " term ' transporta-
tion ' shall include all instrumentalities of shipment or carriage."
The private car companies, and I refer only to companies owning

refrigerator cars, are engaged in a twofold undertaking.
First, as owners, renting to the railroads specially constructed

refrigerator cars suitable for the carrying of fruits and berries, which
cars the railroads need only at certain seasons of the year. The
rental paid to the car companies by the railroads is in the nature of
a mileage, usually three-quarters of a cent a mile.

Second, rendering to the shippers in these cars, when so required,
a special service independent of that of carriage, the refrigerating
of the contents by placing ice in the bunkers of the car at stated locsu

points.

These are the functions of the private refrigerator car companies.
Combining the two undertakings, a portable cold-storage ware-

house is provided and rented to the railroads, and to the shipper
therein is furnished refrigeration or insurance on the contents.

On this statement of fact the question presented is, whether or not
the private refrigerator car companies are engaged in transportation
under the definition of the term given in the act. If so, are not these

companies already within the purview of the interstate-commerce act?

The gist of the act is transportation in its broad sense as applied to

a common carrier, the act reading " this act shall apply to any com-
mon carrier or carriers engaged in the transportation of passengers
or property."

Now, transportation is an inseparable incident of the undertaking
of a common carrier, and three things are necessary in order to charge
one with a common carrier liability, and this, I. think, is the true test

of what constitutes a common carrier. First, he must be a trans-

porter ; second, he must make a contract, either express or implied, of
transportation, and, third, he must receive a compensation for trans-

portation.

It seems to me the proponents of legislation against the private-car

companies are too hasty, or have erred in coming to the legislative

branch of the Government for relief, if relief is needed. Would they
not have better gone to the judicial branch of the Government and
sought a judicial determination of the question of fact and law,
which I have attempted to present to you, as to whether or not the
private-car companies are engaged in the business of transportation,

which term, it is declared in the act to regulate commerce, " shall

include all instrumentalities of shipment or carriage."

^^'Tien'the judiciary has determined the question, if it should be in

the negative, then Congress could be appealed to to provide a law.
If, however, judicial determination was that the law already on the
statute books was sufficient, then no legislation would be necessary.

Senator Clapp, The courts can not say whether it was deficient or

not; they might say it was the subject for the law.

Mr. UiHON. But if it was a question of fact, they might pass upon it.

Senator Clapp. Whether it was law or not would be a legislative

question after that.

Mr. Urion. It seems to me to legislate now before the judicial

question is determined would be premature. For if, in point of fact,

the private-car companies be not common carriers, and this it seems
can only be determined by the judiciary, will Congress attempt to
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legislate it int j the realm of common carriers any more than it would
undertake to legislate declaring keepers of livery stables in Washing-
ton to be hotel proprietors ?

I do not want to be understood as contending at this time that Con-
gress may not legislate private-car companies to be common carriers,

but for the moment granting that it may, there would still be a

question for the judiciary to determine, independent of whether or

not they were in fact common carriers, the further question as to

whether or not the service they perform is one of interstate commerce.
This question would still be open for judicial determination, even
though the car companies were common carriers, for our Supreme
Court, in the Knight case, reported in 192 U. S., page 21, has said,

quoting from Mr. Justice Brewer's opinion

:

It is the character of the service, not the character of the carrier, that deter-
mines whether it is interstate commerce or not.

Doubtless you are all familiar with this case, but I may be per-

mitted to consider it when I explain that it will be for the sole pur-
pose of applying it to the service of refrigeration. This case disposed

of a warmly contested litigation as to whether charges made by a rail-

road company engaged in interstate cormnerce for the use of a cab
service instituted and maintained by it for passengers going to or
leaving its station in the city of New York, holding they were for a
purely local service and exclusively within the jurisdiction of the
State. The application is so pat as to refrigeration being a local

service that I beg to quote from the opinion

:

On the other hand, the cab service is exclusively rendered within the limits

of the city. It is contracted and paid for independent of any contract or pay-
ment for interstate transportation. If the cab which carries passengers from
the hotel to the ferry landing is engaged in interstate transportation, why is not
the porter who carries the traveler's trunk from his room to his carriage also

so engaged? If the cab service is interstate transportation, are the drivers of
the cabs and the dealers who supply hay and grain for the horses also engaged
In interstate commerce, and where will the limit be placed?

It is the character of the service, not the character of the carrier, that deter-

mines whether it Is interstate commerce or not.

The process of icing, which constitutes refrigeration involves (a)

the sale of the ice itself, which is either natural and taken from its

place of storage, or artificial and supplied from the plant where
manufactured; (b) the furnishing of the labor necessary to transfer

the ice to the receptacle provided therefor in the stationary car at

some local point. When these two acts have been performed the
transaction is complete. Is it not for the judiciary to determine
whether this is transportation, whether it is an instrumentality of
shipment or carriage, and I repeat that inasmuch as there are ques-

tions for judicial determination before the Interstate Commerce Com-
mission can exercise jurisdiction over charges for services which the
car companies perform, eitherwith or without an additional act of
Congress declaring said car companies to be common carriers, why
legislate at all, when the courts may, after inquiring into the facts,

determine that the present act to regulate commerce already includes
the private car companies ?

I venture the opinion that there is already too much unused and
unapplied law on the statute books for Congress to want to legislate

to further provide a remedy by enacting a law to fit a case presented
when the only trouble with the law already provided for is that it
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has never been judicially passed upon. The company which I have
the honor to represent has, through its counsel, been consistent in its
efforts before the Interstate Commerce Commission on each of the
several times it has been indirectly haled before it, beginning with the
Consolidated Forwarding Company case, instituted in California in
the winter of 1899 and 1900, down to the hearing in Chicago last week
in the Pere Marquette case, to have that body make an order directly
affecting the service which it performs, either with respect to the
furnishing of the cars to the railroads or the refrigeration of the con-
tents for the owners or shippers, so that it might go to the courts
under that order and have the question of jurisdiction, which is the
question I have presented to you here, whether or not its undertakings
and the services it performs are within the act to regulate commerce,
judicially determined. Success has never crowned our efforts to have
the Commission enter an order, and the skill displayed by it in avoid-
ance is remarkable. Later, in the course of my remarks, if I may be
permitted, I want to discuss this feature, but prefer not to do so until
I take up with you the motives underlying the attack upon the private
car companies, resulting in the call for legislation, when I may have
some pertinent remarks to make, and which I shall make from the
record, touching the Commission's attitude in the matter.
Even though the judiciary should determine when the question is

presented, as it should be before Congress legislates further on the sub-
ject, that the private-car companies are not common carriers within
the meaning of the act, and that the term " transportation," as used in
the act, applies only to common carriers, there is yet another law on
the statute books, which Congress has provided and which is even
broader and more comprehensive in its terms, since it applies to " cor-

porations " engaged in commerce among the several States, and does
not limit the corporations to common carriers nor the objects of the
corporations to transportation. I refer to the act of Congress creat-

ing the Bureau of Corporations. The Commissioner of Corporations
is vested with " power and authority to make, under the direction and
control of the Secretary of Commerce and Labor, diligent investiga-
tion into the organization, conduct, and management of the business
of any corporation, joint stock company, or corporate combination
engaged in commerce among the several States and with foreign
nations, excepting common carriers."

There is a further provision in the act creating the Bureau of Cor-
porations which I now quote

:

In order to accomplish the purposes declared in the foregoing part of this sec-

tion, the said Commissioner shall have and exercise the same power and author-
ity in respect to corporations, joint stock companies, and combinations, subject
to the provisions hereof, as is conferred on the Interstate Commerce Commis-
sion in said "Act to regulate commerce," and the amendments thereto In respect
to common carriers, so far as the same may be applicable, including the right to
subpoena and compel the attendance and testimony of witnesses and the produc-
tion of documentary evidence and to administer oaths.

The private car companies need not be legislated into the realm of
common carriers to come within the purview of this act. All that
is necessary is that they be engaged in interstate commerce. If the
functions which they perform, that of renting ca,rs to the railroads
and the other of furnishing refrigeration to the shippers in those cars
are either of them acts of interstate commerce, and they may be, for
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since the decision of our Supreme Court in the Swift case, the
so-called Beef Trust case, there are few undertakings of large bus-

iness concern that are outside of the pale of interstate commerce,
what further legislation is necessary? If they are not engaged in

interstate commerce through their undertakings of furnishing cars

to the railroads and refrigeration to the shippers, and I again saj
this is the question for the judiciary to dertermine, what would it

avail, even though Congress passes a law declaring them to be com-
mon carriers, in view of the holding of our Supreme Court in the
Knight case that a purely local service, even though performed by
a common carrier, is not interstate commerce and that it is the char-

acter of the service, not the character of the carrier, that determines
whether it is interstate commerce or not.

I wanted to call the attention of the committee briefly to the laws
already on the statute books, in order that they might be applied
to the request for further legislation, to determine in the minds of
the committee whether further legislation is necessary. On that
point I have nothing more to say.

Now, it may be remarked
Senator Foeaker. Before you leave that, if it is not interrupting

you too much, how would you proceed to remedy the wrong, if you
should find it to be established, in the nature of overcharging for
icing and refrigerating, in a case where a common carrier has entered
into an exclusive contract for the use of your refrigerator cars?
Under which of these statutes that you have cited would you have us
proceed, and in what way could we proceed?
Mr. Urion. That is something I do not know. I have said if we

are common carriers already, if we are within the act already, then
the Interstate Commerce Commission have jurisdiction of the

question.

Senator Foraker. Yes ; but I am assuming that you are not a com-
mon carrier, as you have indicated your belief to be. You are clearly

enough included under the act creating the Bureau of Corporations.

Mr. Urion. Yes.

Senator Foraker. But assuming that you are not under the juris-

diction of the interstate-commerce law, because not engaged in in-

terstate commerce, yet you have an exclusive contract with a railroad

that your cars alone shall be used. The shipjjer says, " Although it

is necessary for me to use refrigerator cars, it is only the cars of this

particular company in which I can ship, and this company charges
me too much." How are you going to remedy that?

Mr. Urion. If they are not common carriers and yet are engaged
in interstate commerce—and I refer again to the Swift case—then the

Bureau of Corporations may be appealed to and afford relief.

Senator Foraker. What can be done in the Bureau of Corpora-
tions ?

Mr. Urion. Well, what would the Interstate Commerce Commis-
sion-

Senator FoRAicER. I am simply asking for information.

Mr. Urion. I confess I do not know.
Senator Foraker. In other words, you do not know of any remedy

for that under the law as it now exists ?

Mr. Ukion. No, sir ; and if it be determined as a question of fact,
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with all the laws that are passed—^that it is not interstate commerce

—

then it must be regulated by the States.
Senator Foeakee. If it should be held that mere refrigeration,

although given in connection with a portable car, is not interstate
commerce, you have no remedy to suggest, as I understand ?

Mr. Ueion. No ; I confess I have not.

Senator Foeakee. Well, proceed then.
Mr. Urion. It may be remarked in passing that those who have

been heard before this committee, as was also the case before the
House committee in favor of legislation against the car companies,
have not been the growers and shippers, 3ie producer, or the con-
sumer, but the middle man, and I will admit that his business, con-
ducted on a commission basis of receiving consignments and selling

them for account of the producer, has been interfered with. He has
been and is being rapidly forced into the position of a merchant
who must buy outright from the producer—^trade on his own capital.

The statements of the few growers who have appeared before you
from Tennessee, from Maryland, from West Virginia, from Dela-
ware, from Georgia, and, I think, from Michigan, have told you that
the evolution of the business, by reason of the private car and the
service of refrigeration, the fact that these cars may be shipped by
them any and every where in the United States, has broadened their

markets, and as a wider distribution of a commodity creates a demand,
instead of their being compelled to consign their commodities to be
sold for their account, buyers now come to the orchard and to the
berry fields and buy direct for their own account.

I wish to touch only briefly on the remarks of Mr. Ferguson. He
was heard before this committee at some length during the winter,
and I want to say that he first appeared before the Interstate Com-
merce Commission in June, 1904, complaining about the exclusive
contract with the Pere Marquette Railroad. The complaints, of
course, were with respect to the fruit season of 1903, because the
season of 1904 had not arrived. In that year 7,000 carloads of
peaches were shipped out of the State of Michigan. Mr. Ferguson
testified before the Interstate Commerce Commission that he handled
but 10 cars of Michigan peaches out of a total of 7,000 cars, and that
his total business for the year 1903, from all over the country, was be-
tween 40 and 50 cars, and that he was a receiver of these cars and not
a grower or shipper. He represented to this committee that he was
the accredited representative of ten associations, which statement T
accept, but I would like to read them.
There are the Wisconsin Master Butchers' Association, Lake Su-

perior Butchers' Association, Wisconsin Eetail and General Store
Association, Duluth Retail Grocers' Association, Superior Retail

Grocers' Association, National Retail Grocers' Association, Minnesota
State Retail Grocers' Association, Duluth Fruit and Produce Ex-
change, Duluth Commercial Club, and Western Fruit Jobbers' Asso-
ciation. It needs no comment that retail butchers and retail grocers

do not raise or ship fruits and berries in carload lots nor receive them
in carload lots. The Duluth Fruit and Produce Exchange probably
does receive some fruit in carload lots. That organization has 11
imembers. The Western Fruit Jobbers' Association also doubtless re-

loeives fruit in carload lots ; it has a membership of 90.

Mr. Ferguson comes before this committee with a fund provided
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by these various associations, on solicitation by a committee of which
he is the chairman or was the chairman—a fund of $10,000. Thisis
shown by the annual report of the Western Fruit Jobbers' Associa-

tion, issued last December. That is all I care to say about Mr.
Ferguson.
Much has been said about exclusive contracts. The necessity for

them has been put before the committee by Mr. Bobbins. I shall

only remind you that the courts of this country have several times

declared them lawful. I recall the supreme court of Ohio very

recently—I think in January last—declared that an exclusive con-

tract between the Union Depot Company, Columbus, I think, and
certain transfer or carriage lines, by which other transfer companies'
carriages were barred from the station grounds and the exclusive

right to solicit passengers and baggage was given to one company.
As late as last week the supreme court of Texas declared the exclusive

contract between one of the railroads of that State and the Pullman
Company to be lawful, and not in violation of the antitrust law of

that State, which I believe is the Gibraltar of antitrust laws. More
than that, the Supreme Court of the United States, in the Express
Company and Pullman cases, declared it lawful. Furthermore, I
think, our Government has placed its stamp of approval upon exclu-

sive contracts in the making of the stamped-envelope contract with
the Crane Company, of Massachusetts; likewise the exclusive privi-

lege granted the Pennsylvania Railroad Company for its cab service

and the exclusive use of the street in front of its station for its cabs
right here in Washington.

I only mention these things simply to show that the exclusive con-
tract is nothing new, and that it is not unlawful and very often is

necessary.

In 1897 the first exclusive contract to which the Armor Car Lines
were a party was entered into with the Southern Pacific Railroad.
That contract was presented to the Interstate Commerce Commission
as evidence in the hearing of the Consolidated Forwarding Company
Case, in January, 1900, and was a matter of public record all those
years, from 1900 down to 1904, when the discovery was made by Mr.
Ferguson that such a thing as an exclusive contract was in force with
the Pere Marquette road. That so-called secret exclusive contract
has been talked about and written about in newspapers and maga-
zines as though it was the invention of Satan and the Armor Car
Lines. Ferguson hadn't yet discovered in 1904 that three years prior

to that an exclusive contract had been entered into with two railroads

in North Carolina on petition and solicitation of the growers of that
State. (See Record, Urion, 179.) Nor had he discovered that an
exclusive contract two or three years before had been entered into

with the Central of Georgia Railroad on the solicitation of the

growers, nor had he discovered that the very Pere Marquette contract

was on file with the Interstate Commerce Commission.
Senator Dollivee. Who put that contract on file with the Inter-

state Commerce Commission ?

Mr. Urion. The testimony before the Interstate Commerce Com-
mission taken last June shows that the Pere Marquette Railroad filed

it there. I think I can refer to that evidence. All these years, from
1897 down to 1904, there had been exclusive contract after exclusive

contract, all entered into for some good business reason. There is
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much in the record, and with the permission of the committee I am
going to file the testimony taken before the House committee. I
think there is the testimony of fully a dozen growers and shippers
from different parts of the" country where these exclusive contracts
were entered into.

Senator Kean. Is that the testimony taken last winter ?

Mr. Ueion. Yes. That testimony will show that many of these
exclusive contracts were entered into by competition, that there had
been three or four different car lines operating in a section, and that
none of the car lines knew what proportion of the crop they would
move out. They could not prepare for it with the number of cars
necessary to move it ; they could not anticipate in advance the amount
of ice necessary to refrigerate the contents of the cars, and the result
was that the shippers very often found themselves without cars,

and when they had cars the cars of the company they were using had
no ice, with the result that the growers themselves went to the rail-

roads and asked for relief and requested that some one car line be
given an exclusive contract. I make that statement as a fact, both
with respect to North Carolina and to Georgia, and I am not sure
but that applies also to some extent to Michigan. I think the Pere
Marquette Eailroad sent out and interviewed many of the peach
growers in that peach section before they entered into that exclusive
contract.

Now, with reference to the reasonableness of the refrigeration
charges—I will simply touch briefly on these points—I want to say
that there is more than one side to the question.

All the testimony that has ever gone before the Interstate Com-
merce Commission or that has gone before the committees of Con-
gress has rested upon two things, the cost of ice and the cost of labor.

Judge Grosscup, in a recent address before the Union League
Club in Chicago, in discussing the rate question, and his remarks
can be applied with equal force to charges for refi-igeration, said:

It is easy to say that a rate should be just and reasonable. That is a mere
truism. What is a just rate? Some people have said that a just rate would
be that rate which, if the properties were to be reproduced at the present cost
of reifi'oducing them, would yield the owners a fair interest upon the capital
invested. Would you like to have that principle applied to your own business
in case the public should seels; to buy it from you compulsorily? What business
Is there that has not grown to success? What business is there that is not the
growth of years, if it is a great business? Brain, industrial experiments, the
day of small things, the day of losses, all are a part of the investment as well as
capital. In arriving at the reasonableness of a rate we must follow the business
through the stage of experiment, through the da,vs of growth, and we must go
to the men who have thus borne the heat and toil and losses of the day ; take
it from its infancy as a mere venture attracting but little interest, going begging
on the market. All this must be taken into consideration as well as the actual
capital for which it would sell as a tangible property. No private business
could stand justly on any such measurement of values.

With respect to icing, in arriving at what is a reasonable charge
there should be taken into consideration not only the cost of ice, the
cost of labor, and the cost of supervision—and that is where the Inter-

state Commerce Commission has always stopped—but also the in-

vestment, the depreciation of the properties, taxes, claims for loss

and damage, which is included as one of the great hazards of the

business. "The hazards of the undertaking are far beyond the belief

S. Doc. 243, 59- 1—vol 4 53
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of one who has had no actual experience. Mr. Robbins told you the

other day of the great loss in North Carolina because of a condition
that human foresight could not guard against, a loss of perhaps
seventy-five to a hundred thousand dollars. He could have told you,
and perhaps he did, of a loss of many thousand dollars in Idaho last

year, way up in a district where ice can not be obtained and where it

has to be stored long in advance of the shipping season. Just as the
proper fruits were about to move—and, indeed, a few cars had already
moved—the ice storage houses in that fruit district were destroyed by
fire. There was no way to get ice in there and the fruit had to be
carried as far as Ogden before it could be iced. There was a great
loss, not to the growers and shippers, but to the car lines, who had to

pay. In north Georgia last year, also, a loss was sustained by reason
of an inadequate supply of cars. Some peach growers in that district

appeared before the committee the other day and told about j.t. It

was due to no fault or negligence, because the growers had under-
estimated the crop by a thousand cars and the number of cars parked
in advance of the shipment was short, and when the peach crop begins
to move it moves like an avalanche. Cars could not be gotten in there
fast enough to meet the extra demand, and the car lines pay the loss.

I could go on and enumerate other instances of great loss under the
hazards of the undertaking, but these are enough to illustrate my
point.

Who are the best judges of whether a charge for service rendered is

exorbitant or reasonable ? Certainly the one for whom the service is

performed—in the case of refrigeration the grower and shipper.

Many growers have been heard before this committee not complain-
ing against the car lines or its charges and not asking for legislation

to control them, but rather asking that the present conditions be let

alone. It must have been observed by the committee that the pro-

ponents of legislation against the car lines have not produced a single

grower. I believe I am correct in this statement, and that so far

those heard to complain are the ones least interested, who have no
actual knowledge of conditions, but whose extravagant statements, in

many respects misstatements, as is plain to the committee without
comment, are based on, no firm foundation, but rather upon a lack of

knowledge, iipon theories and mental calculations.

I now come to a point in the discussion that I dislike very much to

refer to ; but we feel that so great has been the injustice done us, and
that it is the root of much of the public agitation on the subject of so-

called private car abuses, that in justice to ourselves, and without

intending any strictures, I want to make some statements ; -and if

what I say is'plain, it is because the record is plain.

An earlier reference was made to the failure of our efforts to have
the Interstate Commerce Commission make an order affecting the

charges of the car lines.

In the Consolidated Forwarding Company case, before the Com-
mission, the Southern Pacific and Santa Fe railroads were defend-

ants. The Armour Car Lines intervened, that its interest? might be

protected. A large amount of testimony was introduced. Before
a decision was rendered the case was fully argued to the Commission
both in briefs and orally. On April 19, 1902, the Commission ren-
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dered its opinion and disposed of the Armour Car Lines question of
jurisdiction over refrigeration rates in these few words

:

Whether the statute applies to the charges for refrigerating, and if so,

whether those refrigerating charges are unjust or unreasonable? These ques-
tions are retained by the Commission for further hearing and investigation.

I call especial attention to the last paragraph of the finding, for it

is prophetic.

The chairman dissented from this opinion. I now quote from that

part of his dissenting opinion, in which we are interested.

This case_ presents another question which I am not willing to leave unnoticed.

A considerable part of the testimony relates to the charges for rerfigeration

which were alleged to be unreasonable, and the facts in that regard are quite

fully set forth in the prevailing report. By the carriers and interveners it was
insisted that the Commission has no jurisdiction of the refrigerator service or
the charges therefor. This question was discussed at length both in oral

argument and in the briefs submitted, and there is no probability that the
material facts upon which it depends will be changed by further inquiry. For
this reason I think it should now be decided. * * *

It was not decided. More than a year after this decision the

Commission again went to California to take further testimony,
and after its conclusion there was a further argument. The matter
lay dormant from that time until February 11 of this year, when
it appeared opportune to render a decision, and this time, touching
on the question of its jurisdiction over refrigeration rates, avoids the
issue by saying:

In view of the reductions in the refrigerating charges since the first hearing
of these cases and the insufficiency of the evidence as to cost of icing the cars,
we do not feel justified in condemning the present refrigerating charges as
unreasonable. The general subject of the use of cars owned by so-called " car
lines," including charges for refrigeration, is involved in another investigation
by the Commission.

, You will observe that again the Commission talks about another
investigation, and this brings me to the Pere Marquette case.

After the testimony had been taken in this Pere Marquette case,

at the June hearing, one of the morning papers quoted a member of
the Commission as saying that this hearing soimded the death knell
of the private car. I do not charge that such a statement was made,
but it has never been denied, and that it must have made an impres-
sion highly injurious to the private-car interests is borne out by
the fact that the Evening Post, of Chicago, on June 6, in an edi-

torial in the opening paragraph stated

:

It is not to be presumed that anyone connected with the Interstate Commerce
Commission had any authority or warrant for predicting a decision amounting
to a " death blow " to the private-car system. The investigation is not com-
pleted, if we understand the matter, for the Commission has requested the
counsel to file briefs within fifteen days, and we do not imagine that that
experienced and intelligent body believes in reaching conclusion first and find

grounds for them afterward. The question in the first place bristles with
difficulties, legal and practical, and in the second place no blow can be inflicted

in a case of this kind without the sanction and approval of the courts.

Within fifteen days after the taking of testimony was concluded
an exhaustive brief of the law was filed with the Commission in the
hope that the third effort to get them to make an order affecting the
car lines' charges, so that the eternal agitation, which was being
fanned into a prairie fire and arousing public opinion, could be
stilled. But with what result?
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I will only read that part of the opinion which applies to my
remarks

:

While, however, we are of the opinion that a wrong exists here, it is doubtful
what remedy this Commission can or should apply. It is possible that an order
to cease and desist from these exclusive contracts, so long as the rates for refrig-
eration are exorbitant, might be enforcible.

Here I will say that with all the emphasis we possessed we urged
the Commission in that argument to make an order, so that we might
go into the courts and determine where we stood. The opinion
continues

:

The Michigan Central Company intimated upon trial that if such an order
were to be made that company would comply with it, but in that case at the
beginning of the present fruit-shipping season that company would be left with-
out an adequate supply of cars, and we have expressed an opinion that many,
perhaps a majority, of the fruit growers of Michigan are better off under the
present arrangement with an adequate supply of refrigerators than they were
under the arrangement when cars were not obtainable. * * *

But no general order of this kind could now be made, for we have not ex-
amined in detail these refrigeration charges, except to three or four destina-
tions. It seems probable that the rate of transportation might properly be
reduced, since the railway, by the malting of these contracts, compels the com-
pany to pay the car lines company for a portion of the service which it formerly
rendered and which it now escapes. But here again we have before us no par-
ticular rate and can, therefore, make no specific order.

This is the gist of it, because it was not complied with within the
time, as we would have been very glad to see if we could again still

the public agitation.

This matter can be much better dealt with by the car-lines company and the
railway companies than by the Commission, and it has been thought best, this

being a general investigation

—

I want you to bear this in mind—a general investigation—because
later I want to quote what the Commission said with respect to gen-
eral investigations, that they never were held with the idea of doing
anything except to get information.

This being a general investigation, to leave the matter open during the present
shipping season. If by the first of next October

—

Which, of course, would take it beyond the fruit-shipping season
of 1904.

If, by the first of next October, these refrigeration charges have not been re-

adjusted, the Commission will take further action in the matter, either in this

proceeding or by some new proceeding.

Nothing was done by the car lines and the railroads on the sugges-

tion of the Commission within the time named, October 1st. The
fruit-shipping season having been over for that year, and, as there

would be no other season until August, 1905, which is yet three

months away, the matter was left in abeyance until February or

March of this year, when several conferences were had and a reduc-
tion was tentatively agreed on and the Commission was unofficially

notified that a reduction would be made and go into effect prior to

the coming shipping season. About the middle of April the Com-
mission issued an order for a further hearing to be held in Chicago
oji May 9. In the meantime the railroads and the car lines had con-
cluded their negotiations and agreed upon a reduction of from 15 to

30 per cent. Immediately after this order for a further hearing was
issued I came to Washington, saw the full Commission in chambers,
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stated that a reduction in the rates in accordance with their recom-
mendations had been agreed upon, and that the reduction ranged
from 15 to 25 per cent, and asked the Commission to rescind its order
for a further hearing, and if they still thought that the reduction was
not substantial, that it make an order based upon the previous hearing
and their finding, and pointed out also that the league of commission
merchants, so prominent in these hearings, had, through its official

organ, the Fruitmen's Guide, over the signature of the chairman, Mr.
Meade, protested against a further hearing.
At the opening of the session on May 9 the statement was again

made to the Commission by counsel for the Pere Marquette that a
reduction of the refrigeration charges, ranging from 15 to 30 per
cent, had been agreed upon, the reductions were shown to the Com-
mission, a statement made upon information that no complaints had
been filed with the Commission, informal complaints or any others,

since the hearing in June, last year, and a motion made that the
hearing be indefinitely postponed on the reductions that had been
made and await developments as to whether the growers and ship-

pers would be heard to complain. The Armour Car Lines made a
motion that the Commission, if it were not satisfied with what had
been done, should make an order based upon the finding of the Com-
mission, after the June hearing, as to the rates from Michigan
to Boston, Chicago, Duluth, Dubuque, and St. Paul, and other

points where the Commission said the rates were exorbitant, and
that the further hearing be suspended pending a settlement of the
question by the courts.

I desire, if the committee will bear with me, to read from the
record with respect to this motion.
Speaking of the motion to make an order upon their finding that

the rate to these points were exorbitant, I said

:

That is the position we have consistently talcen before this body since 1901,

but the question has never yet been met or decided. Personally, I would prefer
that this Commission make its order, because it is a question raised in good
faith and one that v^e would like to have the opportunity of testing in the
courts. I observe that that is practically the position of these complainants
here. In their oflSclal Fruit Journal, Mr. George F. Mead, a member of the
committee which has this prosecution in charge, wrote this letter, dated
April 8

:

" I have written both Mr. Scales and Mr. Ayres to-day regarding the atti-

tude to be taken by the car line committee on the reopening of the Michigan
case in Chicago on May 9. I am more than half inclined to believe that Davies
Is about right when he claims that much of the fault lies with the Commis-
sion itself as well as with the railroads and private car lines."

What the Commission can expect to learn that they do not already know is

more than I can imagine. It seems to me what we need now is action and not
further hearings. * * *

Here is an official communication in the Fruit Trade .Tournal and Produce
Record, under date, of May 1, from which I read this extract

:

The following statement is handed to the Fruit Trade Journal by the league's

car lines committee and explains itself
:

'

" The refrigerator car lines committee of the national league has been and is

now of the opinion that the Interstate Commerce Commission erred in reopening
the Michigan case of June, 1904, as all evidence necessary in that case has
already been placed before the Commission, and the excessive cost of icing cars

been fully established. Therefore a reopening was wholly unnecessary."

We argued further in support of the motion for an order to stop

the hearing, that if it be true that the rates were excessive to Boston
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and the points named, there is no difficulty about the Commission
making an order as to those particular points, and the matter as to
the other points could stand in abeyance until that question was
tested. Quoting the precise words from the record, it continues

:

Now, that is and has been the position of the Armour Car Lines, and we say,
spealjing for ourselves alone, that if you thinis; you have the pov?er or jurisdic-
tion, make an order and permit us to have an opportunity of testing it.

We recited to the Commission again the reduction which had been
made, the protest of the real complainants against a further hearing,
and we said

:

Therefore it seems to me that it is proper for the Commission to decide, first,

will you accept the invitation of the prosecutors themselves and miike the order
on what you have got and permit us to test this matter, or will you consider this

suggestion now as to easing the situation, which is the best these people can
offer?

Well, the motion was denied and witnesses were called and prac-
tically the same ground that had been gone over in the previous hear-
ing was gone over again, except, as the Commission said, the scope
of the hearing was enlarged to cover other points.

I now want to go back still another hearing, which the Commis-
sion instituted of its own motion, entitled " In the matter of the trans-

portation of freights by common carriers in cars not owned by said
carriers." A hearing was ordered for October 10 of last year.
That hearing it was supposed it was concluded after a three days'

session, during which the Armour Car Lines were again prominently
brought to the fore. No order was ever made on that hearing, and
it was supposed to have ended, but just before the last hearing, on
May 9, in the Pere Marquette case, a subpoena was issued command-
ing Mr. Bobbins to appear and be examined on May 10 in this case.

The only witness called in this further hearing in the matter of
transportation of freight by common carrier in cars not owned by
said common carriers affecting the Armour Car Lines was the man
Stryuckmans, whose testimony you have all heard about, Mr. Rob-
bins not being called.

I want to read a page or two from the record, showing our protest

on this hearing and the statement of the acting chairman of the Com-
mission. This extract from the record shows our protest.

The chairman announced that this was not a case in which there

were parties defendant. I said

:

No ; but it is a case where there was a general inquiry, and last October this

was the final suggestion made by the Commission, " subject to such further
inquiry as the Commission may think necessary to make in this case, if any,
either by another order or by orders calling for certain data. The inquiry will

be suspended now."

That was the suspension in October. I continued further

:

Of course, it would be implied in that, if there was to be another hearing, we
were to be given some opportunity in form of an order to be prepared to go on
with it.

Then the chairman said

:

Of course, it is not a case like where there are formal parties made—it is not
a case in which it is intended to make an order. The Commission has never
made an order formally on an inquiry for the purpose of getting information
for its own use in respect to how far there may be abuses—violations of the
law—and I think it would be difficult for us to say in advance just to define the
scope of what inquiry would be made.
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At last, aiter five different hearings, we are told by the chairman of

the Commission that in hearings of this character, where they are

ordered by the Commission for the purpose of finding out facts and
obtaining information^ that it does not undertake to use the testimony
in cases of this sort as a basis for making a formal order under the

law against particular carriers or parties defendant.
Is not the question pertinent. What has been the purpose, then, of

the Commission in all these hearings, wherein the Armour car lines

have been taken, so to speak, by the scruff of the neck and held up to

public condemnation? Can it have been to create a public demand
for legislation? Certainly that has been the result. Whatever may
have been the motive, it is certain that the interests in which from
fifteen to twenty million dollars are invested have been put in jeop-

ardy, and we view with alarm the possibilities that may follow if

Congress shall give to this Commission unrestricted power over this

great industry, which has aided in building up the great fruit and
berry industry of this country as it stands to-day.

In conclusion, I want to read just another extract from Judge
Grosscup's address before the Union League Club on the private-car

question. He said

:

* * * The private car is a necessity of modern traffic. The private car,

with its refrigerator accessories, is one of the most helpful and useful instru-

ments of our present comfortable life. * * * It is that car that we are con-
sidering; but when the car and the traffic arrangement with the railroad, either
for icing or mileage charges, is given such discriminating rates that it repre-

sents more than a fair return for the capital invested in the car and the deterio-

ration of the car and the cost of the equipment, as where it amounts to three or
four times in a single year the investment of the entire plant—that is only a
rebate in disguise. But when we come to get at this question there are a thou-
sand considerations entering into it. A hundred considerations that I can not
stop even to refer to, such, for instance, as the returns for the firm that has a
private car. One man gets a return because he Iceeps the wheels continually
turning; his business permits it. But another man keeps the wheels turning
only a quarter of the time ; his business does not permit him to make any more
use of the car than that. Are we to estimate it on the car that is always busy?

I do not believe we need much legislation. We have on our statute books
already ample provision against rebates, except, perhaps, for some amendments
in the matter of what is called the rights of men who ship on a large scale.

For the men who ship on a small scale the rebates and provisions of the statutes
are adequate.

I thank you, gentlemen, for your attention.

Senator Foster of Louisiana. Mr. Urion, do you object to plac-

ing your cars under the jurisdiction of the Commission, if they are

not already there? Do you object to the private car companies being

subjected to the same rules and. regulations as public carriers?

Mr. Urion. I would not want to answer that yes or no, but if I

may be permitted to answer it, I will do so in this way : The attitude

of the Commission seems to be, and it was stated, I think, in the

hearing before this committee, that now the industry has been built

up where it may be a profitable thing for the owner who furnishes

the car and the refrigeration, that the railroads ought now to be

compelled to do that, and the tendency is to extend the hand of pater-

nalism to another corporation and to take away from the owner who
has built up the business, who has borne the heat and burden of the

day, with all the risks incident to building up a business of this kind,

to let him step down and out ; but we fear that if we are placed under
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the Interstate Commerce Commission, as it is now, in the dual
capacitjr with which it is empowered, that of seeking out and then
indicting and afterward sitting as a judge, our business would suffer

greatly.

Senator Foster of Louisiana. Would there be any greater danger
to the private car companies than there is to all the railroad systems ?

Mr. Urion. Well, we feel that we have already been found guilty.

I think I have said enough here to-day to show that the Commission
first found us guilty and then proceeded to hear testimony, and they
never have put us in a position where we could have any right of
appeal.

Senator Foster of Louisiana. The position of your company is a
denial of the jurisdiction of the Commission.
Mr. Urion. No ; it is not so broad as that. I do not know whether

you were present in the earlier part of "my remarks.
Senator Foster of Louisiana. No; I was absent. Do you admit

that the Commission has jurisdiction over you?
Mr. Urion. It may have jurisdiction over us.

Senator Foster of Louisiana. I am speaking of the attitude of
your corporation. Do they admit or deny the jurisdiction of the
Commission ?

Mr. Urion. We neither admit nor deny. This is the situation:
If the service which the company renders, that of refrigeration, is

one of the instrumentalities of carriage, then we are within the act.

Senator Cullom. The truth about it is that neither one of you,
neither the Armour Car Company nor the Interstate Commerce
Commission, know whether you are under the law or not.

Mr. Urion. No ; and we have been trying to have that settled.

Senator Foster of Louisiana. That is what I am trying to get at.

That is an unsettled c(uestion, you say. Now, have you any objec-

tion to Congress settling the question and putting you in the same
category as a railroad corporation?
Mr. Ukion. Well, we would not know how far we could go on. If

we were put under the Interstate Commerce Commission we would
not know how much further we could go and develop the industry
which we have developed or have been so very largely instrumental
in developing up to the present time, because the Commission has
expressed itself as believing that the private-car service ought to be
eliminated entirely; and I fear that if we are put under the Inter-

state Commerce Commission the time is very near when our prop-
erty will be confiscated; and when I say confiscated, I mean in the

sense that the rates will be put down, &o low that we can not exist.

The Commission has already expressed itself that the refrigeration

ought to be done at the actual cost. Now, we could not last a week
on that.

Senator Foeaker. I will forego the privilege of asking any ques-

tions.

Mr. Urion. I have here a bunch of letters from growers and ship-

pers in Michigan and in Georgia, and I should like permission to

have them go into the record.

Senator Foeaker. Let them come in at this point.
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The letters are as follows

:

Fort Valley, Ga., May 5, 1905.

Senator Stephen B. Elkins,
Chairman Senate Committee on Interstate

Commerce Commission, Washington, D. C.

Dear Sir : I am informed that your committee has now imder in-

vestigation the conduct and operation of what is known as private
car lines. In view of the fact that this section is very much inter-

ested in all that pertains to the transportation of fruit, and as I am
personally interested, being a grower, I deem it proper that I should
give you my views, which probably represent the views of most of the
growers in this section upon this question.

First, I think it absolutely necessary to the proper transportation
of perishable fruits requiring refrigeration that this transportation

be performed by private car lines, such as the Fruit Growers' Express.
The reasons are many and obvious why any particular railroad

could not furnish equipment necessary in this business. The Fruit
Growers' Express in operating their business last season at this point,

from which point they handled 1,000 carloads of peaches and plums,
gave, I think, very satisfactory service, as there were practically no
complaints at the manner in which they handled the crop from this

section.

It is also true that the service that they are giving now is much
better than theservice obtained when there were two or more inde-

pendent bidders for this business. It seems that when the responsi-

bilities of providing ice and cars is placed upon one line that they
realize this and act accordingly, providing ahead. While I think
that the time will come when cheaper transportation will be necessary
in order to make the business profitable, up to now the growers have

" been able to pay the price charged by the car lines and the railroads
and still make profit on the business.

I am not prepared to say whether the rates charged are entirely
fair, nor can I say that they are unfair, as upon this question my in-

formation is not sufficient for me to base an opinion, but I wish to add
that I think the Fruit Growers' Express have handled the crop in
such a manner as to give general satisfaction.

Very respectfully,

Louis L. Brown.

Trust Company of Georgia,
Atlanta, Ga., May 16, 1905.

Hon. Stephen D. Elkins,
Chairman Committee Interstate and Foreign Commerce,

Washington, D. C.

Dear Sir: Our attention has been called to the recent agitation
in Congress regarding the private refrigerator car lines, and as

owners of the controlling interest in the Atlanta Ice and Coal Com-
pany, of this city, and the Crystal Ice Company, of Chattanooga,
Tenn., composing the largest ice manufacturing plants in the South,
we are naturally interested in any legislation affecting the operation

of private car lines, as a large percentage of our product is supplied
to such companies. We understand your committee is now consid-
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ering this question, with the view of ascertaining the facts govern-
ing the private car lines operations, and being closely identified with
the fruit industry in this State, in that all the ice required at Atlanta,
Chattanooga, Tenn., and Rome, Ga., is furnished through the com-
panies above mentioned, for icing and reicing of refrigerator cars,

we deem it proper that you' should be given the benefit of our view
of the situation in this territory.

Prior to our acquisition to these several ice plants they were in a
very run-down condition, and the requirements of the fruit movement
in refrigerator cars were such that it was necessary to practically re-

build them to enable us to contract to furnish all requirements.
We have invested very large sums of money in Atlanta and Chat-

tanooga, and feel that any legislation tending to discourage the fruit

industry, by creating lack of confidence in the transportation facili-

ties, is injurious to our investments, as well as that of the many
large growers.
Through the exclusive contracts now existing between the Armour

Car Lines and railroads in this section, they are enabled to contract

in advance for such ice as will be required for the entire movement.
We do not believe that the railroad companies could profitably under-
take to own sufficient equipment to meet the requirements and, in

addition, we could not contract with the various roads for ice supply
to the same advantage and with the same accuracy that we do under
the plan of one company handling the entire business.

In connection with our plants, which have a combined daily capac-
ity at Atlanta and Chattanooga of 500 tons, we have a refrigerated

storage capacity of 13,000 tons.

In order to meet the demands of the fruit business, as well as local

trade, we have to commence filling our storage rooms in February
and March, and to-day, under notices from the car lines of their

requirements, we have m storage 5,000 tons of ice, which would be a

heavy loss to ourselves and the car lines should any disaster befall

the fruit crop now developing for shipment in June, July, and
August.
We refer to lack of confidence in the transportation facilities. By

this we mean that we have grave doubts of the ability of the various

railroads to invest sufficient money in owning refrigerator equip-

ment to meet the growing demands. We believe that plan would
block any developments of fruit growing in new territories where
the railroads did not enjoy a fruit traffic, necessitating the owner-
ship of refrigerator equipment.
Under the present plan in this State all sections, however remote,

have equal opportunities to secure refrigerator service, and we
believe the service now open to all sections has been the strongest

factor in the development of this valuable industry in Georgia.

We should like to have had an opportunity of appearing in person

before you, but find it impossible, so take this means of presenting

our views.

Yours, very truly,

E. Woodruff, President.
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FoET Valley, Ga., May 1%, 1905.

Senator Stephen B. Elkins,
Washington, D. C.

Dear Sir : I learn that yoxir committee is now engaged in investi-

gating the situation in reference to private car lines.

Being a grower of peaches of considerable experience, having been
engaged in growing peaches for market for a number of years and
being interested in anything that pertains to this industry, I write
to inform you in reference to the transportation facilities furnished
the growers in this section by the Fruit Growers Express.

Since the Fruit Growers Express has had exclusive control of the
shipments from this place the service has been better than ever before
and has been entirely satisfactory to myself and, so far as I know, to

others growing fruit for market.
I think that the rates charged are reasonable for the service fur-

nished, and that so far as the facilities here are concerned they are

entirely satisfactory as at present furnished.

I trust that your committee will not see fit to make any change in

the business here.

Very truly, yours,

E. S. Braswell.

The Macon Ice Delivery Company,
Macon, Ga., May 11, 1905.

Hon. Stephen B. Elkins,
Chairman Committee Interstate and Foreign Commerce,

Washington, D. C.

Dear Sir: We have noticed considerable agitation in reference to

the operation of private-car lines, in which our business interests are

largely interested in the transportation and icing of fruit cars. We
are the largest ice manufacturers in the South, and are located with
our different plants in the center of the fruit industry, and should this

investigation as to the ownership of car lines and the way in which
they should be operated prove detrimental to the interests of the ice

manufacturers and the fruit growers, would cause considerable loss

to us.

We have been handling the ice situation for the supplying of the

fruit refrigeration for the past fifteen years very satisfactorily to both

the operator of the car lines and ourselves as manufacturers.

Prior to 1898 there were operating in this section from three to six

different refrigerator lines, which was very unsatisfactory to the ice

manufacturers, also to the fruit shippers. These different lines had
a limited number of cars, and, as the fruit industry progressed, the

refrigerator lines were unable to meet their demands. About 1898

the Armour Car Line entered this territory, and their facilities having

proved adequate and service satisfactory, they became quite a factor

in this line, and since that time they have arranged with the fruit

growers and the ice manufacturers to handle the fruit industry

exclusively.

Again, this business is increasing wonderfully, and is about six

times the volume now that it was at that time, consequently it calls

for larger supply of ice and increase of facilities for the manufacture
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of same. Having contracted with Armour for a specific amount for

this purpose, we accordingly erected two of the largest ice plants in

the entire South. The Armour Car Lines contract with us each year

for a specific amount for supplying the fruit business in Georgia and
Florida, and for this reason we are in position to know about how
much ice to manufacture and store for this purpose, having a

guaranteed amount to be taken by the car lines. We consider this

information very valuable to the manufacturers, and through the

business-like methods of the car lines we were in a position to make
contracts and guarantee supplying all of the ice necessary to refrig-

erate the fruit in this section.

Our main object in writing you about the car line is with the hope
that the committee will not disturb the present situation, as it may
cause considerable loss to the ice manufacturers as well as to the

fruit growers. The encouraging of the fruit industry we consider

partly due to the prompt service of the car lines and the ability of the
ice manufacturers to supply the ice.

We believe that this business is in its infancy in the South, and no
obstacles should be put in the way of the growth, raising, and
refrigeration of the fruit for shipping purposes.
We further beg to state that our investment in the manufacture of

ice represents over half a million dollars, and for this reason you can
readily understand why we are so eagerly interested in this movement.
We trust that we have made ourselves plain on this subject, and

should you desire to communicate with us on any question we will

cheerfully furnish you the desired information requested.

Thanking you in advance, we are.

Yours, very respectfully.

The Macon Ice Delivery Company,
N. M. BiiOCK, President.

Allegan, Mich., November 6, 1903.

Fruit Growers Express,
Orand Rapids, Mich.

Gentlemen : I see in one of the local papers stating that the

Armour car service was robbing fruit growers in high rates of icing.

I do not know how we could get along without their service.

In 1902 and 1903, as a small buyer, I used 74 Armour refrigerator

cars in shipping peaches to eastern markets. Their service has been
first class in every respect. At Fennville this season I loaded 45 cars,

and had their representative's (Mr. Woodward's) service in keeping
cars iced, and which he did in first-class shape. No shipper's wants
went unattended if work, night and day, would help them to cars, and
found him a gentleman in every respect.

Hoping I will have to use a great many Armour cars next season,

allow me to thank you for your A 1 service that I have received.

I beg to remain, yours, truly,

F. M. Johnson.
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Ltjdington Fruit Company,')
Ludington, Mich., October 5, 1904.

Armour Car Line, Chicago^ III.

Dear Sir: Our car shipping has closed for this year. We have
sent out some 23 cars, more than any previous year. We have had
prompt and courteous service from your Mr. Geeslin, and are pleased
to express our satisfaction with his dealings in every way.

Trusting we may have the pleasure of meeting him another year,
we are,

Wery truly, yours,

L. F. Co.,

H. T. Blodgett, Manager.

Brunswick, Mich., October 1, 1903.

Fruit Growers Express, Chicago, III.

Gentlemen: As a great deal has been said in regard to the icing

charges of your company, we feel as though we should speak a word
for the excellent service we have had.
Your line of refrigerators placed at our command has enabled us

to pay the grower a good price for his fruit.

A word of explanation here may be of benefit to you. This loading
station is simply a crossroads, and, while we have warehouses, we are

not prepared to place anything under ice until we get a car, and, of
course, it is impossible for anyone to tell just how much fruit is

coming. And if on the afternoon of some hot day we receive 4 cars

of fruit and only 2 cars to put it in, what would we do without plenty
of reserve cars to fall back on? Now, to the point; if we did not
know, we could step to the phone and call for any number cars we
wanted and have them on the first train, we would surely have to

cut the price to the grower.
Therefore, we say success to the Fruit Growers Express.

Yours,
Carbine & Skeels.

Per E. T. Carbine.

Chicago, III., October 6, 1904.

H. M. Mead,
(Agent Amour car lines.)

Benton Harbor, Mich.

Dear Sir : I am leaving this afternoon rather unexpected and with-

out time to call upon you, and therefore take this opportunity of

bidding you good-bye and thanking you for the courtesy and good
treatment extended me personally, and also wish to thank you for the

most perfect and prompt service in furnishing us with F. G. E.

refrigerator cars, which we have had the pleasure of using this season

without a single loss or complaint.

Again thanking you for your many favors, and trusting that the

writer, J. A. Shea, may have the pleasure of meeting you in the

Michigan peach belt another season, T remain,

Yours, respectfully,

J. A. Shea.
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New Era, Mich., October 1, 1903.

P'^RUiT Growers Express Company,
Chicago, III.

Gentlemen : I wish to express to you my complete satisfaction in

regard to the refrigerator-car service we have received this season.

We have used 31 or your cars for peaches, and in every instance we
have received the cars just when we ordered them, and the fruit has
always arrived in fine condition, showing that the cars were, well
looked after while in transit. We consign most of our fruit to east-

ern markets, and last season as well as this we received no complaints
whatever, while every year before we would lose several cars of fruit

outright on account of poor cars and neglect on the part o°f the rail-

way company to keep them iced. We consider the price we have to

pay for the cars a small item in comparison to the service we receive,

and sincerely hope you will continue to operate your cars on this line.

Very truly, yours,

J. B. Conger.

Hart Cedar and Lumber Company,
Hart, Mich., October 16, 1903.

Fruit Growers Express,
Chicago, III.

Gentlemen : I notice that some of the Chicago papers have criti-

cised your company in some of your business methods. In doing so

I feel that they have done you an injustice, at least so far as I am
able to judge from my own business relations with you and from
observations. In previous years we shippers have been unable to get

cars suitable for fruit shipment, and when we did the majority of

them were so poorly iced that fruit reached its destination in a badly
spoiled condition.. They may have been a little cheaper than yours at

the time, but much more expensive in the end.

Your company have supplied cars at once when wanted, and they
always carried the fruit to its destination in first-class condition.

I am, yours, very truly,

J. K. Flood.

The Wm. M. Fisher & Sons Co.,

Grand Rapids, Mich., October 9, 1903.

The Fruit Growers Express Company,
Grand Rapids, Mich.

Gentlemen: I wish to thank your company, and especially your
agent, Mr. F. E. Walcott, for the valuable services rendered me dur-

ing the peach season, and can not speak too highly of your cars.

Your cars have been sent to our loading stations promptly, well iced,

and had it not been for these cars would have had to discontinue ship-

ments in the heaviest part of the season on account of the poor time

the railroad companies were making, and no doubt the other shippers

were in the same way. The service given by the railroad company
Avas very discouraging to the shippers this season, and had it not been

for the fine quality of your cars they would have had to discontinue

shipments and either sold their fruit close home or let it perish, and
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it probably would have been the latter, as the home market was nearly

always overstocked.

For your information I will mention a case where we shipped a car

of peaches and a car of potatoes from Grand Rapids, both on Thurs-
day. The car of potatoes arrived at Columbus Sunday, a. m., and
the peaches not until Monday about noon, and the rate is over double
on peaches.

We have shipped close around 200 cars this season, and in nearly
every instance, and where the cars have been delayed, the fruit has
arrived in good condition, and as we expect to be in the peach deal
again next season, we assure you that we can not get along without
your cars, and if they were taken from this section would discontinue

shipments.
Thanking you again for your valuable services, and wishing you

continued success, I am.
Very truly, yours, "Wm. M. Fisher.

Michigan State Horticultural Society,
Shelby, Mich., October 7, 1903.

Fruit Growers Express Company,
Chicago, III.

Gentlemen : Mr. H. J. Hark asked me to write you a letter stating

my grievances and appreciation of your car service. Of the former
I have none, but I can say that I fully appreciate the service you have
given me in the way of keeping us supplied with cars and the prompt
attention you have given to shipments, and hope we may have a con-

tinuation of your car service in the shipment of fruit another year.

Very truly, yours,
C. F. Hale.

Fennville, Mich., October 7, 190S.

Fruit Growers Express,
Grand Rapids, Mich.

Gentlemen: I beg to say that the Fruit Growers Express have

given complete satisfaction this season. My business has been given

the best of attention. Iced cars have been placed promptly when
ordered and kept well iced, and am satisfied shipments have been

carefully cared for while in transit. Without this service, am satis-

fied we would not have been so well cared for had we been obliged to

depend upon system or line cars of insufficient ice capacity. From
the standpoint of a large shipper on the Pere Marquette and other

railroads in Michigan, think the present arrangement entered into

between the various Michigan railroads and the Fruit Growers Ex-

press is for the best interest of all fruit shippers, not only from_ a

car standpoint, but also the attention and service which goes with it.

I wish to add that Mr. J. M. Woodward, representmg the Fruit

Growers Express at Fennville this season, has rendered his company

good service and has done everything possible to take good care of all

shippers.

Yours, truly, Chas. Owens.
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Mattawan, Mich., Septemher 30, 1903.

We, the undersigned fruit growers and shippers of Mattawan,
Mich., hereby certify that we have received good service from the
Fruit Growers Express Company, cars being kept clean and well
iced.

B. E. Wheeler.
W. C. MOSIEE.
D. O. Eix.
Geo. Pugsley.
G. W. Young.
E. L. Heath.

(

W. H. Miller.;
A. L. Wood, f

Fremont, Mich., September 29, 1903.

Armour Car Lines, Chicago, III. \

Gentlemen : I wish to express my appreciation to you for the
excellent car service that you have rendered us here this season. Cars
have always arrived here on time when ordered and always well iced.

I wish to make the suggestion that you establish an icing station

next year, either here or at White Cloud, as. at least a day's time is

lost by having my cats go via Grand Hapids. If there was an icing

station here they could go direct to Port Huron via Baldwin. Kindly
consider this.

Respectfully, yours,

W. H. Blodget, Jr.,

With TF. H. Blodget Co., Boston, Mass., Worcester, Mass.

Hart, Mich., Septemler 28, 1903.

Fruit Growers Express, Chicago, III.

Gentlemen : We are more than satisfied with the way you have
handled our fruit from Hart station, and we want you to stay with us
during the apple and potato season, and also we want you to come
back next season and handle our berries, cherries, peaches, and plums.
With your services we have been able to induce buyers to come and
buy our fruit and produce, and get much more than we could get by
the old way. We want you to stay right with us. I have had a

large amount of fruit of my own to handle, and your express has been
a great help to me.

I am, etc., T. S. Gurney.

Shelby, Mich., September 28, 1903.

Fruit Growers Express, Chicago, III.

Gentlemen : Now that the fruit business is ended for this season,

we wish to say that your service has been very satisfactory in every

detail.

The only loss that we had from fruit " going down " was when we
tried to avoid the icing charges by shipping across the lake to meet
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an iced car on other side. We are convinced that the service you have
given us is the best manner of handling fruit, and that the same
arrangement can be made next season.
When you firgt began operating here and the proposition appeared

to be coercive, the writer did not consider it quite the right treatment,
but to-day am only too willing to express my appreciation of the mat-
ter in every detail.

Thanking you for past favors, and hoping to see you in field next
season, I am,

Very truly, yours, F. E. Lewellyn.

September 28, 1903.
'

Fruit Grower : Express, Benton Harbor.

Dear Sirs: I have used a great number of your cars this season
and they have carried well. I have no complaint to make against
your service; it has proven satisfactory, and think a good move to

have your cars, as it assures shippers of equipment.
Yours, truly,

T. B. Sullivan.

Bailey, Mich., September 26, 1903.

The Fruit Growers Express,
Chicago, III.:

This is to certify that I have used 16 of your iced cars this season
for shipping peaches, and that all have been well iced, clean, and
satisfactory, and have been well pleased with the service, and also
with the courtesy extended by your company.

H. Baenum.

LoAVELL, Mich., September 26, 1903.

Fruit Growers Express,
Grand Rapids, Mich.

Gentlemen: We wish to say that the refrigeration service here,

through the efficient services of your agent, Mr. J. E. King, has been
very satisfactory this year, and it is our earnest request that you
place the same man in this territory again next season, if possible.

Thanking you for this favor, we remain.
Yours, truly,

LOVELAND & HiNYAN.

Lowell, Mich., September 26, 1903.

Fruit Growers Express,
Grand Rapids, Mich.

Genti.emen: We are well pleased with the refrigeration service

that has been furnished at this point this season.

Yours, truly,

Thomas & Giles.
S. Doc. 243, 59-1—vol 4 54 •
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Shelby, Mich., September 26, 1903.

Fruit Growers Express,
Chicago, III.

Gentlemen: I beg to advise you that your service has given us

entire satisfaction during the past season. It has enabled us to get
in outside buyers for our fruit, they, knowing that their interest

will be protected. We are able with your cars to reach any market
and feel they will have proper attention through to destination, and
hope we will be able to enjoy your service another season.

Yours, truly,

I. W. LooMis.

Saranac, Mich., Septemher 25, 1903.

Fruit Growers Express,
Grand Rapids, Mich.

Gentlemen : I am well pleased with the refrigerator service that
I have received this season. It is a vast improvement on what we
have had in the past.

Yours, truly,

S. E. Tucker.

St. Joseph, Mich., Septemher 2-5, 1903.

Fruit Growers Express.

Gentlemen : I wish to compliment you for your splendid service

given to our firm in Michigan this season. I beg to mention espe-

cially the prompt and active service rendered us by your Mr. J. M.
Woodward, at Fennville, Mich., which I can assure you was appre-

ciated very much by myself and the firm I represent. Thanking
you very much for same.

Yours, truly,

Angelo Descalzi,
Representing Descalzi Fruit Co., Pittsburg., Pa.

Shelby, Mich., September 24, 1903.

The Fruit Growers Express Company,
Chicago.

Gentlemen : We wish to express our satisfaction with the car and
refrigerator service given us by your company during the season just

drawing to a close. At no time have we suffered for lack of trans-

portation, and we have been enabled, by your service, to put our

fruit into any market that we thought desirable, which we think is

very much to our advantage.

Yours, very truly,

Wylie Bros.
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LuDiNGTON Fruit Company,
Ludington, Mich., September 2i, 1903.

Fruit Growers Express,
Grand Rapids, Mich.

:

This is to certify that the service given us during the present
season has been entirely satisfactory, and we appreciate the attention

given us by your representative at this point.

Ludtngton Fruit Co.,

Smith Hawley, Secretary.

Fremont, Mich., September 30, 1903.

Fruit Growers Express, Chicago, III.

Gentlemen : In regard to your service we are very well satisfied,

and has been a great benefit to the fruit trade. We have had the best

of service in every respect.

Yours, truly, W. F. Hillyard & Son.

Eeeman, Mich., September 30, 1903.

Fruit Growers Express.

Gentlemen : Your car service has been excellent. We received

cars regularly and have been well iced. Thanking you for past favors,

we remain,
Yours, truty, Boyd Bros.,

Reeman, Mich.

Fennville, Mich., October 8, 1903.

Fruit Growers Express, Grand Rapids, Mich.

Gentlemen : I have shipped from Fennville to Indianapolis, Ind.,
this season 30 ears of peaches, and the service has proven satisfactory
in all respects at loading station.

J. H. Karns,
Buyer for E. F. Shedeler & Co., Indianapolis, Ind.

Ludington, Mich., September 24, 1903.

Armour Car Lines, Chicago, III.

Gentlemen : As the present fruit season is about over, I desire to

thank you for the excellent service and many courtesies extended me
by your company and its different representatives at different ship-

ping centers, both North and South, in the United States. You are

perhaps familiar with the fact that this season is not my first experi-

ment with your cars, for I have used them for fruit shipments for
several seasons, whenever they were available.

Being thoroughly familiar with the system in which you operate
your cars, it seems to me that the service now being given to shippers

throughout the country could not be improved upon. When a ship-
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ment is moving in your cars it gives to the shipper a feeling of confi-

dence that he never enjoyed previous to the adoption of your cars by-

the various railroads. During the present Michigan fruit season I

have handled more than 80 per cent of the peaches leaving Ludington
and vicinity, and up to the present time I have no complaint whatever
to offer.

During the past month I have shipped cars to North Dakota,
Wyoming, Minnesota, Wisconsin, New Hampshire, Vermont, Massa-
chusetts, Ohio, and Michigan. I trust that the time is not far distant

when a shipper will be able to avail himself of the use of your cars

and service from every part of the country.
Yours, truly, A. T. Harmon.

Fremont, Mich., September 83, 1903.
^

Fruit Growers Express, Chicago, III.

Gentlemen: Beg to advise you that I have been much pleased
with the service you have given us the past season in furnishing us
cars properly iced and in placing them at the proper time where
needed. Hoping you will serve us in the future as well as in the
past, I beg to remain,

Yours, respectfully, F. D. Sherman.

Fremont, Mich., September 83, 1903.

Fruit Growers Express, Chicago, III.

Gentlemen: Beg to advise you we~are well pleased with the serv-

ices your line has been giving us the past peach season. No complaint
to make. Cars that have been on the road eight days have arrived
in good condition. All that we ask is that you keep us supplied with
your refrigerator cars, as you have always done heretofore; and your
agent, Mr. Hark, has been very courteous and obliging.

Yours, very truly,

E. L. Boyd.
M. B.

Casnovia, Mich., September 23, 1903.

.4rmour Refrigerator Car Line, Chicago, III.

Gentlemen: I have loaded at this point this season 50 cars fruit

in your cars. I am well satisfied with the service and know that no
other company can handle the fruit crop of Michigan with as good
results to shipper and grower as the A. R. C. L.

Hoping that we may always have as good treatment both from com-
pany and employees,

I remain, yours, very truly, W. L. Stone.

Mr Urion. I want to explain that many of these letters are dated
back in 1903, and were brought out after the first attacks made on us
in the newspapers.
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STATEMENT OF E. M. FERGUSON.

Senator Kean. Please state your residence.

Mr. Ferguson. I live in Minnesota, and I appear for the West-
ern Fruit Jobbers' Association.

Senator Kean. What is your business?
Mr. Ferguson. Wholesale fruit dealer and president of the West-

ern Fruit Jobbers' Association, the organization for which I appear
here particularly.

Senator Kean. We have already had a statement from you. You
have already appeared several times before the committee.
Mr. Ferguson. Yes, sir.

Senator Kean. At the last session of Congress.-

Mr. Ferguson. Yes, sir.

Senator Kean. And you desire now to supplement your statement

that you made before?
Mr. Ferguson. Yes, sir.

Senator Kean. You may proceed.

Mr. Ferguson. Mr. Urion has referred to the amount of time con-

sumed by me at a former hearing before this committee, and I

appreciate fully that I did, at that time, consume a great deal of the
time of this committee ; but I want to call attention to the fact that
the organization and the interests for which I appeared produced
no other witness than myself, and I think the total amount of time
consumed by me did not exceed, if it equaled, the aggregate of time
consumed by the different witnesses produced by the car lines. I
do not intend at this time to introduce any new- evidence or testi-

mony. I am perfectly willing to submit our case upon the testimony
already of record, "believing as I do that we have fully established
our case. If we have failed in any particular in that line, Mr. Rob-
bins kindly came to our assistance. I think it is conceded that there
is a great transportation evil existing in the nature of private car line

practices, an evil that requires the attention of Congress, and I think
it needs no further argument on my part or the introduction of any
more testimony to convince this committee of the existence of that
evil. My remarks will be brief, but I will ask the privilege of filing

with the committee a written statement, a resume of the testimony
already introduced, and will yield my time to Judge Roger S. Powell,
of Duluth, an attorney who appears here for the Western Fruit
Jobbers' Association.

Senator Cullom. When can you furnish your written statement?
Mr. Ferguson. To-morrow morning, I think. If it is the desire

of the committee to cross-examine me in any particular, I shall be
very pleased to be cross-examined upon any statements of mine.

Senator Foraker. You can hand in your statement in the morning.

alleged hazards.

Mr. Ferguson. The Armour witnesses made much ado about the

xarge amount of claims that they have to pay. The fruit dealers and
shippers are skeptical on this point, and it would surprise them very

much to find a verification of these statements, as it goes contrary to

their individual experiences. They are like the gentleman from
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Missouri ; they would like to be " shown," and to be shown by the

receipts of payment, of which there is a total absence in the record.

SECRET CONTRACTS.

Armour's denial of the covert way in which these contracts are

made and their practices are kept from the general public, and as

far as possible from the trade, is emphatic, but the proofs cited are

against them. Of course, where an Armour contract is secured, deal-

ers at once feel it in advanced icing charges, and soon learn by paying
these advanced charges enough to put them upon inquiry. But the

fact remains that Armour Car Lines keep these contracts as much
under cover as possible. They cite the filing of the Pere Marquette
contract with the Interstate Commerce Commission as proof that the
contracts are not kept secret. The fact about that is that this con-

tract was filed with the Commission by the Pere Marquette Railroad
in a case before the Commission and in obedience to an order of the

Commission directing the Pere Marquette Railroad to come before
the Commission and disclose its contract with the Armour Car Lines.

It was in every sense of the word a compulsory, and not voluntary,
disclosure.

ARRAIGNS COMMISSION.

Mr. Urion's statements and arguments were, in large measure,
devoted to an arraignment of the Interstate Commerce Commission
for not making a definite order against them in the Michigan Fruit
Case, but in Armsur Car Lines' answer before the Commission in

that case and all through the case it was claimed by them that the

Interstate Commerce Commission had no jurisdiction over Armour
Car Lines, because they were not, and are not, common carriers—

a

contention with which I agree—but from Armour Car liines' stand-

point they make a case of " blowing hot and cold " in the same breath.

SHIFTING or RESPONSIBILITT.

Armour's witnesses deprecate this agitation as interfering with
their business and jeopardizing their capital, and undertake to lay

the blame for their failure to supply cars in the North Carolina
berry region to that cause. But in the same breath we find them
explaining their present offer, made to the Interstate Commerce Com-
mission and to the comijlaining shippers (which offer was rejected),

to reduce their exorbitant icing charges in that territory by saying
that they are now getting the business better in hand and can afford

the reduction.

MIDDLEMEN.

Car line witnesses and its attorney have with so much emphasis
declared and declared again the complainants in this controversy

to be only " middlemen," " agitators," who had no real interest in the

matter and who bore none of the burdens of the Armour monopoly.
If the statements were true, it would indeed be difficult to explain

the impelling motive that brought together, irrespective of business

jealousies and keen rivalry among themselves, almost the entire
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wholesale fruit dealers of the Middle West in this common defense,

pledged as they are, each unto the other, to continue this effort for
relief from the Armour monopoly until success shall have crowned
their efforts. They know they have right on their side and it will

prevail. If we fail this year we shall try again next year and so

continue.

This statement explains the $10,000 fund of the Western Fruit
Jobbers' Association mentioned by Mr. Urion.
As to the statement that the more than 125 wholesale fruit firms

that I represent are not shippers or interested parties, I hope I may
be pardoned for again denying the truth of the statement, and adding
that the statement is willfully and maliciously false, as is well
known by car line witnesses. The wholesale firms that I represent
buy largely the products they deal in, outright, at the various pro-
ducing points, paying cash for same, and paying all freight and
refrigerating charges. Frequently these products, on account of

faulty refrigeration or other causes, arrive at destination in badly
damaged condition, resulting in heavy losses to the dealer. If, as

stated, Armours pay loss claims arising from faulty refrigeration,

the interests that I represent have no knowledge of it.

It must be remembered that the perishable nature of the commod-
ities we handle compels prompt sale of same on arrival at prices

governed by quality of fruit and local market conditions, irrespective

of cost. We can not follow the simple plan that it is alleged we do
of adding transportation charges to cost of commodities, fixing selling

price enough higher to allow us a profit on the transaction. Such
a plan will not work out in practice in the fruit business. If the
fruit is under grade or the market overstocked—weather unfavora-
ble—the question then is. What will the fruit sell for? not what it

cost. Losses, from a few dollars per car to several hundred dollars
per car, is not an uncommon experience.

WHICH IS RIGHT?

In one breath Mr. Urion, Armour Car Lines attorney, declares
complainants to be " commission men " who do not buy and ship

;

the next moment he as solemnly declares that we are only in this fight

because Armours have taken all the commission business away from
us, compelling us to buy outright the commodities in which we deal.

And such is a fair sample of their entire defense.

NORTHERN PACIFIC ICING SERVICE.

E. P. Ober, general agent of the Northern Pacific Refrigerator Car
Line, testified before the Commission on May 11 that the Northern
Pacific Eailroad Company kept an icing foreman at each of their

icing stations, under whose directions the section men at work on the
road performed the work of icing cars, and he testified unqualifiedly

that their refrigeration equipment and service were efficient and com-
plete and second to none in the country. This was so well known by
Armour's attorneys that they made no pretense of disputing it by
cross-examination or otherwise. The Northern Pacific performs this

service for its patrons along the line of its road and also performs it
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for Armour Car Lines for every car of theirs that comes to it over
connecting lines or originates upon the Northern Pacific line, and
there is not an Armour Car Line employee or an Armour icing sta-

tion along the whole line of that road.

ECONOMIES IN OPERATION.

Privately owned refrigerator cars do not insure against burning
of icing stations nor against the loss incident to failure of crops, and
these hazards are incident to the business and must be provided for

independently of where the ownership of the refrigerator cars may
lie or by whom the service of refrigeration may be performed. I
allude to this self-evident proposition because Mr. Robbins seems to

find in these considerations a warrant for the existence of the car
lines.

DISCRIMINATION.

The car line practices are a discrimination against and a burden
upon the traffic of the dealers in perishable products, and they stand
alone in it. I am not a lawyer, but I do not think that this burden
and this discrimination is consistent with or complies with the Con-
stitution of the United States, which insures to every person equal
protection under the law in his person and property. In the light of
past experience as to admitted evasions and violations of existing

carrier laws by certain common carriers and by these private car lines,

I want to go on record in saying that in my judgment the only way
to successfully legislate against these private car line practices is to

eliminate the private freight car, and that any legislation short of

this, or legislation designed to continue the privately owned refrig-

erator car will place in the hands of the great car line systems an
effective means of receiving and compiling information concerning
the entire movement of commerce from the various different high-
ways, and that no law or prohibitions that may be thrown around the

carrier can prevent such a result.

AS TO PUBLISHING ARMOUR CHARGES.

Mr. Robbins states that there is nothing " secret or private about
their tariffs." I have already given my experience in vain efforts to

acquire information about these refrigeration charges. Mr. Robbins
further advises that had I " applied " to them I would have been
furnished promptly with the information. It may be well to stop and
inquire why I should look to Armour & Co. for such rates, inasmuch
as they do not claim to be common carriers and, as Mr. Robbins ad-

mits, they do not publish and file their tariffs with the Interstate

Commerce Commission.
My experience has been and still is that while it is in some cases

possible to obtain this information with respect to shipments origi-

nating at large and well-known shipping centers, it is difficult and
almost impossible to obtain information with respect to these charges
from other points. In this connection I wish to recite a recent

experience of C. C. Emerson, a wholesale fruit and produce merchant
of St. Paul, which was given to me by him. About the 1st of May
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Mr. Emerson desired to purchase cabbage in tlie Mobile, Ala., market
for shipment to St. Paul, Minn. He ascertained the market value of

the cabbage at Mobile and then applied to three different railroads in

St. Paul for information concerning transportation rates under refrig-

eration. All the roads promptly furnished information concerning
the freight rate itself. None were able to reply concerning refrigera-

tion. At the expiration of the second day one of the companies
quoted a refrigeration rate of $55 per car in addition to the freight

rate from Mobile to St. Paul. At the time of my interview with Mr.
Emerson, it being about a week after he had sought the information
and after the arrival of the car in St. Paul, the other two roads of

which information had been requested had not been able to furnish it.

The $55 quotation was supposed to be the Armour tariff rate, but
when the car of cabbage arrived it was found to be loaded in an Illi-

nois Central car and to have originated in free territory not controlled

by the Armour monopoly, and the icing charges, in place of being $55,

were $32. I offer this as an illustration of the impossibility of secur-

ing definite information with respect to these charges and to illustrate

the difficulties under which dealers in perishable commodities are

laboring. It must be manifest to all that in order to successfully do
business in these days of keen competition a dealer must have some
knowledge of the cost of goods before purchasing same.

REDUCTION OF ARMOUR REFRIGERATOR CHARGES.

Much has been said by Mr. Bobbins in this respect. I do not
wish, however, to discuss all of Mr. Robbins's relatively nonimpor-
tant statenients, but in a general way I call attention to his contra-
dictory statements. I will admit that in some instances Armour
refrigerator charges have been lowered from what Armour's refrig-

erating charges were several years ago, such instances being at points
where refrigeration has always been performed by either Armour
Oar Lines or some privately owned cars, and may be likened unto
freight rates twenty years ago compared with present rates. In no
instance, however—and I challenge the car lines to point out the con-
trary—have the car lines lowered the refrigerator charges below
what they were when the carriers themselves performed these serv-

ices, but, on the contrary, in all such instances where the duty of

performing the icing services has been transferred from the carrier

to the car lines, I repeat that the charges have been advanced from
300 to 500 per cent.

SHIPPING ADVICE.

Mr. Robbins, referring to the statement made before the commit-
tee to the effect that Armour Car Lines would be advised of other
shipments, so that Armour could run his cars in ahead of the other
shippers' cars, and thereby prevent the selling of his fruit, stated:
" That is absolutely false and untrue. We have no advice as to

anybody else's car. As to our own cars, we need to know the desti-

nation en route to attend to the icing, but our own produce depart-
ment never knows of that information." In this connection it must
be apparent to any man that wherever these Armour contracts ob-
tain the other shippers' products are carried in Armour's cars, and
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in knowing and learning, as they must, the destination of the car

it carries with it the knowledge of the car's contents, and though the

information may be necessary for icing en route it is also available

for the purj^oses of trade, and if, as stated, such information is only
desired by the Armour Car Lines to enable it to properly look after

the icing en route, why, then, in their printed circular instructions

to agents, under date of April 1, 1905, should there appear the fol-

lowing :

" F. G. E. cars may be used for other than refrigerated products
under ventilation, but when so used railroad agents must inform the
F. G. E. Company by postal card as to car number, date of loading,

destination, contents, and a manifest of car."
" F. G. E." stands for Fruit Growers' Express and " Fruit Grow-

ers' Express " stands as the trade name for Armour Car Lines cars.

I read these instructions from a circular, which was brought to my
attention at one of the local stations of the St. Louis and San Fran-
cisco Railroad very recently. There is no icing to be done on ship-

ments under ventilation. In the hope of being able to offer a copy
of this circular to this committee, I, about May ], applied by letter

to the general freight agent of the Frisco System, at St. Louis, to

furnish me copies of the freight and refrigeration tariffs from Frisco
points to my market, and, in addition thereto, this particular cir-

cular, which contains general instructions to agents with reference
to the refrigerating service. In reply I received a copy of the freight
and refrigerating tariffs, but no copy of this circular and no accom-
panying letter explaining failure to furnish.

MATTER or PRIVATE CARS.

Mr. Robbins, in his statement before the House committee, quotes
from the testimony of Mr. W. C. Rowley, general freight agent of the
Michigan Central Railroad Company, to show the difficulty of the
carriers providing themselves with refrigerator cars; and in answer
to a question by Commissioner Prouty as to whether or not, in his

judgment, without a contract with the Armour Car Lines they
would have difficulty in sujaplying the Michigan shippers, Mr. Row-
ley answered, " We consider it would be impossible." The Michigan
Central, prior to 1903, had performed this service for its patrons

and has recently announced through the press, and on May 10, 1905,

so announced to the Interstate Commerce Commission at a hearing

in Chicago, that it had already arranged to provide itself with
refrigerator cars and would hereafter look after the icing of its

traffic without the help of the Armour Car Lines, so that we have
already seen the Michigan Central undertaking the impossible, and
I have no doubt of their ability to perform it. They are not alone

in this line of action, as other roads, such as the Louisville and
Nashville and the Illinois Central, have arranged to do likewise,

and it is common report that other large systems are so arranging.

If you think Armour contracts insure proper supply of cars, then

behold the existing conditions of the North Carolina berry growers

and shippers, where Armour has the contract, and shippers and

growers are without cars—resultant loss estimated at from $200,000

to $500,000.
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SACRAMENTO CHAMBER OF COMMERCE.

In reference to the lengthy report emanating from the Sacramento
Chamber of Commerce and read into the committee record by Mr.
Bobbins when he appeared before it, would say, that I do not think
comment upon my part is necessary, because all who have under-
taken to inform themselves at all with respect to the true situation

in California, particularly the district referred to, doubtless under-
stand how thoroughly and completely the shippers and the entire fruit

industry of that section is under the domination of Armour Car
Lines, thus rendering it an easy matter for the car lines to obtain rec-

ommendations when wanted. I know of my own knowledge from
personal contact with California shippers and growers, that they are

far from being satisfied with the situation and that the rank and file

did not, do not, and wouM not, concur in that report. Car-line com-
panies likewise claim that shippers in the Southwest on the Frisco

line are satisfied. I offer the following letter to show how the

Armour people attempt to force these shippers into line

:

Armour Oar Lines,
Springfield, Mo., February 8, 1905.

Messrs. Appleby Brothers,
FayeUeville, Arlc.

Dear Sirs : There are pending before the Senate and House of Representatives
bills seriously affecting private car lines, and the fight by the advocates of such
legislation has about narrowed down to one fight against the Armour Car Lines.

Should such legislation go through our company would no doubt be forced to

go out of the business and the railroads would be expected to return to the prac-
tice in effect previous to 1898 of furnishing such cars as they could obtain to

move the fruit crops. Fortunately, this condition never existed in Fayetteville
section, although such would have been the case in 1897 and 1898 had it not been
for our cars coming to the rescue of another company when same company was
called upon to take care of more business than they had equipment to handle.
Knowing that your interest as a grower is affected, as well as our, own, we

would ask if you do not deem It of sufficient importance to wire or write both
your Senator and Representative protesting against hasty legislation on the
subject, as any legislation tending to disturb present conditions might seriously
affect your interest and that of all growers in the peach or strawberry district

of Arkansas.
Yours, very truly, H. M. Steele, Affent.

Now, listen a moment and you will hear the car lines shout, " Sub-
ordinate officer; the company did not authorize that letter."

SENATOR Clark's road.

. Mr. Bobbins and other car-line witnesses have dwelt at great length
upon the alleged philanthropic work in which they are engaged in

opening up new fruit-producing fields, claiming, as they do, that the
car lines are pioneers in blazing the way for the fruit growers and in-

dustry that follows. In this connectiijn it was claimed that the car-

line company had gone to great expenditures of money in building ice

houses and erecting ice plants in new territory in advance of the in-

dustry itself, and from this line of argument they would have it

appear that the entire fruit industry of the country had been devel-

oped by private car line companies. Georgia and the Southwest were
cited as being places where the car-line company erected extensive

icing plants. I note the fact that along this line of argument the

car-line witnesses cite and cite again one concrete instance in illus-
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tration of this pioneer work of theirs. I refer to Ihe ice house—the

$75,000 ice house—recently erected on Senator Clark's road. Mr.
Robbins says

:

What is known as the San- Pedro road. Senator Clark's road, is now building
from Salt Lake City to Los Angeles, and is to be finished some time during the
season, no one knows just when. They tendered us a contract and we made an
exclusive contract with them for three years, and we are now building out in

the desert an ice house costing us $75,000. I do not know whether we will have
a single car over that road this summer or not.

The facts are that this so-called " Senator Clark's road " provides
a 700-mile cut-off in the transportation of citrus fruits from southern
California to eastern points, and that the road has become a part of

the Southern Pacific System, and the Southern Pacific System is

under exclusive contract with the Armour Car Lines, and the only
hazard, under these circumstances, which -the Armour Car Lines
assume in erecting this ice house is the hazard that there will be no
more citrus fruit crops in southern California. They have rolled

this particular ice house under their tongues as a sweet morsel,, and
here I have given you the real facts concerning it.

ARMOUR & CO. AS DEALERS.

Referring to Mr. Robbins's testimony with reference to Armour
& Co. being dealers in fruits and produce, I can not believe that there

is any doubt in anyone's mind as to Armour & Co. being dealers in

the commodities named. If there be, however, I wish to draw the
attention of such person or persons to the testimony at the various
hearings on this point.

The advertisement referred to by Congressman Stevens when inter-

rogating Mr. Robbins appeared in a trade paper known as the Kansas
City Packer under date of January 7, 1900, and subsequent issues,

reading as follows :
" Cold storage for apples. We also buy and sell

apples, potatoes, etc., for our jaatrons. Correspondence solicited.

Armour Packing Company, Kansas City, Kans."
Mr. Robbins also stated something about their handling car lots of

oranges in small markets not in competition with anyone. On the

face of it such a statement is most remarkable. It carries with it the

inference that the markets referred to had never previously consumed
oranges.

Mr. Robbins, in attempting to explain the difference of refrigera-

tion charges from Michigan points to Duluth, Minn., stated:

In 1900 we handled Michigan peaches to some extent, and our rates to Duluth,,
I believe, were $15. Under the railroad rule of classification previously in

effect, the railways paid us or distributed the most of the ice used for refrig-

eration, and our rates were based on this condition. In 1903 the railways
changed this rule and discontinued absorbing the cost of the Ice. We had
nothing whatever to do with this "change in rule, and our profits were not
increased by the increased cost in refrigeration over the previously low one.

The matter of changing this rule is a matter of classification in freight rates,

and is a matter between the roads and the shippers, and the same is not
chargeable to the car lines in any way.

Again Mr. Robbins's statement is at variance with facts.

In 1900 the j*.rmour Car Lines had nothing to do whatever with the

IrafSc; the railroads refrigerated and carried the products from
Michigan to Duluth and billed against the traffic for the estimated
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amount of ice used at so much per ton, all of which is easily verified

from station agents' records, and the cost under these conditions was
not a flat rate of $15 per car nor any fixed sum per car, as Mr. Rob-
bins has stated, but varied, according to weather conditions, from
$5 to $15 per car, and as soon as the exclusive contract with Armour
Car Lines was executed the charge for refrigeration was advanced
to the flat charge of $45 per car. Before the exclusive contract

Armour did not do the business.

STATEMENT OF EARNINGS.

Mr. Eobbins, when requested to file a statement of earnings and
expense with the House committee, stated

:

" I would like to know whether it is possible to submit those fig-

ures to the committee without being open to our competitors, so that

they may learn the details of our business?"

Note how carefully Mr. Bobbins desires to protect his company's
business secrets and how important he considers it that his com-
petitors be not allowed to gain any information concerning the same,
notwithstanding the fact that Armour Car Lines and Armour &
Co. are daily possessed of illegitimate knowledge concerning their

competitors' business. (See testimony before House committee, pp.
129-130.)

In previous sworn testimony Mr. Bobbins has claimed an inability

to supply such information

:

Mr. MarchAND. What became of your records?
Mr. RoBBiNS. Well, we used a loose-leaf system, and all the deadwood that

we have no use for we get rid of.

Mr. Mabchand. Do you call the record of $45,000—do you treat that of no
importance?

Mr. RoBBiNS. When it is dead and gone we do not keep old records. (See
testimony, I. C. C, October, 1904.)

Mr. RoBBiNs. It can perhaps best be explained by illustration. Take Sacra-
mento fruits, particularly pears coming up the river by boat, are put in cars at
Sacramento.' Shippers watch the fruit when it comes, and when one of them
finds a car of stuff that is comparatively green and thinks he would like to have
it^ripen up a little, he will give us orders to let that car run without ice to our
first icing station, which is Truckee, at the summit of the Sierra Nevada
Mountains, where ice is cheaper than in California. The next car he will

decide that it is better to have iced at Sacramento, and will so order. It would
be very difficult to cover that in a tariff so that a man at the eastern destination

would know whether a car was iced at Sacramento or Truckee. There would be
nothing in the billing to show that we billed such cars at regular Sacramento
rates. When a man orders his car run to Truckee under ventilation it saves
ice, and we get cheaper ice on top of the mountains, and we rebate to the ship-

pers the difference between the cost of the car iced and any ice that vi'e may
save by not icing it, and that car will cost less than icing at Sacramento. It is

not a rebate. It is an equalization. It is a method of bookkeeping. It is the

most convenient for the shipper and for us. He then has the same charges

collected at the eastern end of the line on all cars, and where there is a saving

in the ice to us he gets the benefit of it.

A very singular explanation indeed. It is true that icing may be

provided cheaper at Truckee than at Sacramento ; it is also true that

many cars, not only of pears, but other fruits, loaded in Sacramento

district, go forward to Truckee after loading, for the initial icing,

and Mr. Bobbins states sometimes to Ogden, What are the insur-
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mountable difficulties, however, preventing the publishing of a tarifl

to apply from those points? There certainly can be none if the

transaction be an honest one. The facts are, however, that a large

portion of this fruit is sold f. o. b. California. There are a few
markets throughout the United States known as auction markets,
the principal ones being Chicago, St. Paul, Minneapolis, Kansas City.

New York, Boston, and one or two others. Shipments to all non
auction markets are sold f. o. b. California, consignee paying freight.

Mr. Bobbins states that consignee has no means of knowing whether
or not his car of fruit has received proper refrigeration, or whether
it has been run under ventilation as far east as Ogden. Consignee
does know, however, by experience, that the full refrigerator rate

always applies, and the settlement, if any, is always made at the
western end of the line, without the real owner of the fruit or the

consignee having any knowledge whatever of the transaction. And
it is this sort of manipulation and scheming that the fruit industry
of this country is now protesting against. Mr. Robbins's statement
is an open confession of one of the iniquities of the car line system.

He admits that the consignee or real owner of the fruit, except when
consigned to auction markets, has no knowledge of the fact that his

fruit is being run under ventilation—or, in other words, improperly
refrigerated—notwithstanding the fact that consignee is required

to pay an outrageously extortionate price for this alleged scientific

refrigeration. I might add further that it is in testimony before

the Interstate Commerce Commission that in addition to that prac-

tice Armour Car Lines pay regularly varying amounts in rebates to

certain California shippers, and Mr. Leeds, general manager of the

Santa Fe Refrigerator Car Lines, before the Interstate Commerce
Commission, October hearing, under oath declared that his company
paid $25 per car rebate to the shipper of all cars consigned to Chi-

cago and $35 per car on consignments to eastern markets, and main-
tained that it was necessary to do this in order to meet Armour com-
petition. I state emphatically that such rebates are in addition to

any settlements or reduction from the Armour tariffs because of

shipments running a certain portion of the distance mider ventila-

tion. In this respect the car lines stand self-confessed and self-

condemned. Right here I wish to draw your attention to the means
this double carrier system affords for just such manipulation and
how difficult it is under the system to definitely fix the responsibility

or ascertain the true situation, and, in addition, the rebate arrange-

ment is agreed upon before shipping begins at so much per car, when
it could not be known Avhat cars would go part way under ventila-

tion, and because of this rebate arrangement on shipments from
northern California refrigerating rates are about $30 per car higher

than from southern California.

For further evidence as to rebates see testimony of Messrs. Watson,

Robbins, and Leeds, Interstate Commerce Commission hearing, Octo-

ber, 1904.

MISCELLANEOUS WITNESSES.

As to the testimony of some of the witnesses, said to be growers,

who appeared here to give testimony in behalf of the Armour Car
Lines, I am satisfied that the committee drew its own conclusions as

to the value of such testimony,
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I only want to refer to the declaration of one witness in this con-

nection, who warned the House committee of the resultant danger
to the shipping interests of the country if Congress should attempt
to bring the car lines within the pale of the law, declaring, as he did,

and which is true, that Armour Car Lines were not common carriers

nor chartered by the state as such, and therefore may cease and
desist business at will; and the carriers of the country, not having
been required to own and control their own cars, it is clearly apparent
.the disaster Armour Car Lines may work in any community when
it may be to their interest to do so, by and through the exercise of

their tremendous power as the owners of all the instrumentalities

of railway carriage. If that be true with respect to Georgia—and it

doubtless is true—it is the most powerful argument that I could
offer for the dethronement of this monopoly, as it must be plain to

all that when the Armour system has spread to cover all the rail-

ways of the country Armour & Co. would have within their hands
the means to compel at will a complete reconstruction, commercially,
of any State whose territory had come under its domination. I ask
you, gentlemen, can we intrust with safety to any corporation such
a tremendous power?

RAILWAYS riGUEE THEIE OWN INTEREST.

Mr. Robbins, before the House committee, says further

:

Mr. Fei'guson figures out in detail why it would pay the railroads to own their
owp refrigerator cars. I have found that the railway men figure out their own
interest with a sharp pencil, and consider it is for them to determine whether it

is for their best interest to buy cars or rent them.

All of which does not answer my statement and figures offered in

support thereof, that it is cheaper for the carriers to own their own
cars than to pay an exorbitant Armour car rental. And I might re-

mind Mr. Robbins that witnesses for his company are the only per-

sons who have maintained to the contrary, and I point to the records
of these hearings in proof.

And again I wish to remind Mr. Robbins that it is not only a fact

that Armour Car Lines and other car-line owners are the only pro-

testants against car-line legislation, but that the great railway inter-

ests, whose very existence, as Mr. Robbins and others would have you
believe, are dependent upon the private car line system, and which
he claims is menaced by proposed legislation, have not only refrained

from publicly assisting the car-line companies in their present di-

lemma, but many of them have publicly denounced the private car
line system. (See testimony of J. W. Midgely before the Interstate

Commerce Commission, October car-line hearings. Also many cir-

cular letters sent out to railway interests of the country, in which Mr.
Midgely states that he is representing the railways in their fighi

against the car-line companies.)

Also see testimony of R. P. Ober, general agent. Northern Pacific

Car Lines, as given before the Interstate Commerce Commission May
11 last. Mr. Ober makes it perfectly clear that the railway compa-
nies are able and competent to carry on a refrigerator car-line busi-

ness. Why does not Mr. Robbins keep quiet concerning the interest

of the railway companies and let the railroad men with the " sharp
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pencils " he has mentioned get busy in their own interest? (For Mr.
Robbins's testimony, see p. 114, House committee record.)

DOES THE SIZE OF A MAn's BUSINESS INDICATE THE DEGREE OF JUSTICE
HE IS ENTITLED TO?

An effort was made by Mr. Urion and others, as will be observed

by referring to Mr. Urion's statement before the House committee,

page 192 of the record, to impress the committee with the relative,

nonimportance of my protest, upon the theory that my shipments
were so light as to be of no consequence, and therefore the interests

that I represent should be entitled to no consideration. In support
of that contention he quoted in part, and in part only, my testimony
as given in the June hearing, and which referred to only one com-
modity, that being peaches. I have never claimed to be a heavy
shipper of Michigan peaches. jSTorthwestern dealers, as a rule, are

not. I can indicate wholesale fruit houses in Minneapolis and St.

Paul doing more than $1,000,000 of business annually who handle
no more Michigan peaches than does our firm. I am sure Mr.
Urion's statement in this regard will have no force with this com-
mittee. It must be plain that, whether I ship one or a thousand cars,

I am entitled to equal protection on the cars that I do ship. I
might add that last season, in Duluth and Superior, with a combined
population of more than 100,000 people, only one car of Michigan
peaches was marketed. The high transportation charges have prac-
tically killed the Michigan peach business in those markets. Our
supply is drawn from other sections. Had Mr. Urion desired to

quote more fully from my testimony that fact would have appeared
to the committee. If the size of our business has any bearing upon
the subject at all, I have no hesitancy in stating for the information
of the committee that our firm annually pays the railway carriers of

the country for transportation more than $100,000, or a sum, I
think, far in excess of the sums paid by Armour's Michigan
witnesses, to whom Mr. Urion and Mr. Robbins frequently refer.

And further in this connection, we are not protesting alone against

the conditions that exist in Michigan, but of conditions elsewhere;
and again I will add, had it not been for this same private car line

system, that has discriminated against our business from its begin-
ning, our business to-day would be much more extensive than it is.

And it is against this system, that robs us of the reward of our own
industry, that I am protesting. Because of this the car-line people
have been before these committees shoutinff: "Radical!" "Ram-
pant !

" " Irresponsible commission men !
" " Middlemen who are para-

sites on industry !
" And all because we do not propose to tamely

submit to their domination. I am none of these, nor do I represent

^my such, and I hope I may be pardoned in this connection for

observing that these private car line hearings have shown bej'ondthe

peradventure of a doubt that the private car line manipulator is a

quadruped, and that he has all four of his feet in the trough. Even
though my business be small as compared with the colossal system

against which we are protesting, it may not be amiss to remind this

committee that more than 125 wholesale fruit firms, who are largely

cash buyers of the products in which they deal, and doing an annual
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business of more than $75,000,000, irrespective of other interests, are
directly back of me in this fight, and 1 am but carrying out their

instructions.

Mr. Urion then talks to the House committee as to whom and what
I represent, stating it to be a number of retail dealers, professional
men, etc., who know nothing about the question and have no interest

in the private car line question. I submit that Mr. Urion is neither

qualified nor authorized to speak for the interests that I represent, and
** as to their interest in the private car line subject, it is self-evident

that every citizen is deeply interested in a situation such as the one
under discussion—one that admits of enthroning a monopoly, espe-

cially a food monopoly. Possibly Mr. Urion's environments have
been such as to lead him to believe otherwise. If such has been the

case, he is doomed to a sudden awakening, and that in the no distant

future.

Mr. Urion stated :
" Mr. Ferguson has not been authorized to rep-

resent the Wisconsin Master Butchers' Association." In answer to

which I offered credentials, duly executed by that organization, which
were forwarded to me without any solicitation upon my part. Fur-
ther, I hold credentials from all the organizations that I have men-
tioned, but will state that the one named in the records as the "Min-
nesota Jobbers' Association " should appear as the " Minnesota Ship-
pers and Receivers' Association." I appreciate, of course, that this

committee will not be disposed to consider or decide this question
based upon whom or what I represent, but will endeavor to decide
the question upon its merits, irrespective of who is for or against the
proposition. But, inasmuch as these public statements of the car-line

witnesses before the committees have been given wide publicity, I
deem it of some importance to answer them.

ARMOTJH THREATENS WITNESSES.

I quote from Mr. Urion's testimony (House committee, p. 199)

:

Mr. Stevens. Do you know that there were threats made against some of the
growers by some of your agents?

Mr. Ubion. There were no threats. That matter was highly magnified. One
of the subordinates of the company met an old friend of his who had come
down there and joliingly they passed some words. That was greatly magnified.

Mr. Stevens. Then you deny that this occurred; that this did actually oc-

cur—that your agent did make an implied or direct threat?

Mr. Ubion. I deny that he made any threat at all. I took him over to the
office and examined him iibout it r believe his story that he did not make any
such threat, and I said to the Commission at that time that we would not tol-

erate anything of that kind. It was done by a subordinate with no authority,

if he did say it If you only knew of some of the things that are being re-

sorted to In this fight, that are being made by the middlemen, you would not be
surprised at some of the misstatements.

The best answer to the above is testimony, June car-line hearing,

page 379

:

TBSTIMONT OT JEBOMB MAYNABD, rBtriT SHrPPEB, 6BAND BAFIDS, IflOH.

Mr. Obton. Did you, after the session of this (Commission closed last evening,

have a conversation with Mr. Wolcott in this room?
Mr. MAtnabd. Yes, sir.

Mr. Obton. Did Mr. Wolcott open the conversation, or yourselfI -^

S. Doc. 243, 59-1—vol 4 55
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Mr. Matnard. Mr. Wolcott
Mr. Orton. And whom did he address besides yovirself?

Mr. Maynard. N. Vinkenmolder, of Grand Rapids.
Mr. Orton. Was it in the back part of this room?
Mr. Maynard. Yes, sir; just outside the railing.

Mr. Orton. And what did Mr. Wolcott say?
Mr. Maynard. He said, " You fellows had better stayed at Grand Rapids.

We will make it warm for you here. We will give you the hot end of the stick?"

Mr. Orton. What did you say to him?
Mr. Maynabd. I said we expected him to, and told him to go ahead and do his

worst.

Mr. Oeton. What else did he say to you.
Mr. Maynard. That Grand Rapids had had favors, and we got you last year

just where we wanted you.

I submit the testimony as a complete answer to Mr. Urion's denial.

I call attention to the fact that there is no evident friendship between
Mr. Wolcott, who is superintendent for Armour Car Lines, and Mr.
Maynard, whom Mr. Urion has stated Mr. Wolcott jokingly ad-

dress as an old friend. In reference to the favors Grand Rapids had
enjoyed, to which Mr. Wolcott referred, that was during the year
that the exclusive contract did not apply to that point.

STATEMENT OF THOMAS B. FBLDEE, ATTORNEY FOE ARMOUB CAH LINES,

SAID TO BE REPRESENTING THE GEORGIA PEACH GROWERS.

I shall refer but briefly to Mr. Felder's testimony, first calling

attention to these statements

:

I practiced law in Atlanta. I have for a number of years represented the
Armour interest at Atlanta as attorney in Georgia. I appear here, however, on
behalf of several prominent peach growers of Georgia.
These middle men, until the present system was brought into effect, have

lived as parasites upon this industry, and the car lines assisted much in regu-

lating this parasite or barnacle that had fed upon peach growers from the
South since the beginning of the business.

The average value of a car of peaches in New York Is $1,200, freight and
Icing, $270.

So Mr. Felder states.

Every one who is informed—and particularly do the Georgia
peach growers know—that such average values are not realized from
their shipments. In fact, I read of the Georgia peach growers sus-

taining a loss last season by reason of shipmente not paying expenses.

The Georgia peach grower, I maintain, would indeed be very happy
if Armour Car Lines would guarantee them average sales on their

fruit of from $700 to $800 per car.

Again, Mr. Felder, the attorney who briefs both sides of the case,

delivers himself thus

:

These exclusive contracts that have been exciting everybody In the country
from the walking delegate to the occupant of the White House.

Note how flippantly this hired man, who claims to be farmer,

attorney, grower, and legislator—a conglomeration of all—refers to

the " occupant of the "White House." And then, in marked contrast

with his statement that these contracts are " agitating the minds
of everybody," he declares in the next breath that only a few middle-
men, whom he characterizes as " parasites on industry," are pro-
testing.

I fear Mr. Felder is not good authority on this subject.
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And again, Mr. Felder goes into convulsions and emits a lot of
irrelevant matter, and tells the committee that it requires " capital,"
" credit," and " responsibility " to engage in the buying of these

products, and that none of the protestants are buyers. I submit
again^ ais I have previously done, that the western dealers are largely

buyers. The. wholesale fruit dealers throughout the country as a
whole will com^pace favorably with any other jobbing interest with
respect to the relatiom of the capital invested to the volume of busi-

ness handled and the manner in which that business is handled.
And again, he exclaims

—

I do not know Mr. Ferguson. I assume he is a very nice man and no doubt
a very honest man, but of all the commission merchants in the United States
who are aggrieved by the car lines and their manner of doing business, I

think only two of them came here to present their grievances.

Car line witnesses have again and again dwelt at length upon this

statement and have published the same, doubtless at advertising rates,

throughout the country. I therefore wish to state that, if it is the

desire of the committee that each of the protesting firms be distinctly

represented, and if the committee will announce publicly to that

effect, I am sure that when Congress again convenes Washington will

be crowded with an army of protestants coming from every section

of the country. It must be plain to all that the method of procedure
we have adopted is simply in the interest of economy of time and
money. Business men, shippers, and growers throughout the country
can ill afford to drop their business and personally take up this

fight, and therefore deemed it wise to join together and determine,

first, that which the majority most desire, and then select some one
or more person or persons to represent them and their present case,

all joining in the expense.
Mr. Felder proceeds

:

Mr. Mann. And now you say that there are very few of those who are
opposed to it?

Mr. Feldeb. Yes, sir.

Mr. Mann. Tou think those very few men have created a great deal of furore?
Mr. Feldeb. I used to be a legislator myself, and I was chairman of a very

prominent committee of the house. We have a great many of this sort of
thing, and when a man hung his hat in our committee room, concerned himself
about legislation on subjects In which he had no interest, we would call him a
" walking delegate." And I do not know any difference between the walking
delegate who goes about the country and gets up labor compacts and the walk-
ing delegate who goes about the country and gets chambers of commerce to

indorse certain legislation. He Is none the less a walking delegate, if he is

engaged in. promoting legislation, even though he is a millionaire.

Now, my recollection is that some gentlemen who do not reside in our State
visited several towns therein "and called meetings of the chambers of commerce,
and said, " If you will indorse these various propositions you will get some-
thing for nothing."

' Now, we have not attained to that ideal condition In my State where we are
not willing to get something for nothing ; we are like other people.

Mr. Stevens. I suppose that you would class a man like President Truesdell,

of the Lackawanna, and Mr. Cassatt, of the Pennsylvania, as a walking delegate

because he believes some legislation is necessary on private-car matters?

Mr. E'eldeb. I would not so classify him, as I know nothing about him.

Mr. Stevens. Have you not noticed that almost every official of a railroad in

the United States who has given an expression on this subject says that there

should be some legislation on this subject?

Mr. Feldkb. No, sir; I have emphatically not
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The testimony I have just quoted needs no comment. Concluding
with this witness, I draw the committee's attention to his testimony
as it appears on page 227, House committee record, wherein Mr.
Felder, the attorney, admits having no knowledge of the famous
transportation case known as the Social Circle Case, in view of which
T do not think his statements will attract the serious consideration

of anyone, as it must be self-evident that a carrier's attorney who is

professedly ignorant of a transportation case of this nature should
not assume to argue the constitutional powers of Congress to enact

interstate-commerce laws, nor assume to tell Congress what it may
and may not do. I think I may well refrain from further considera-

tion of his statements, which must be accepted as the utterances of

a hired man who is paid to shout, and his lamentations may be lik-

ened unto the tears of mourners who weep for hire.

I wish to notice some of the points made by Mr. Robbins, manager
of the Armour Car Lines, in his statement before the Committee on
Commerce. In describing the application of refrigeration to perish-

able traffic, he mentions the fact that " equipment is parked in ad-

vance for business in widely separated parts of the country at differ-

ent seasons of the year, with consequent delays and idle cars."

This is in a measure true, but he should also have stated the fact

that the parking is done by the carriers themselves and is in no way
affected by the ownership of the refrigerator cars parked, and the
delay is incident to the service and in no way relieved by the private

ownership of the cars. It is an indisputable fact that the whole
service or parking the cars is performed by the carriers, and the car-

riers serving the various different fruit belts own nearly all the icing

stations and are required to maintain an icing system and an icing

force for these stations to take care of the pick-up, or less-than-car-

lot, traffic in refrigerated products ; so that, if the Armour Car Lines
maintain such a system or a part of the system, it is, in fact, a dupli-

cation of what the railroads have already provided and do and must
maintain, and it operates as a double burden upon the traffic for that

service. But Armour Car Lines have no such force or any force em-
ployed in the actual work involved in taking care of traffic. The man
who does the icing at Grand Rapids, Mich., testified before the Inter-

state Commerce Commission on the 11th of this month that he iced

the refrigerator cars at Grand Rapids under contract with Armour
Car Lines, and his contract provided for the entire refi-igerating

service at that point, including the inspection of the empty cars to

ascertain their fitness for loading, which inspection amounted to

looking into the cars and seeing that they were clean and the drain
pipes were open, and, in addition, the inspection of all other Armour
cars passing through this station—that is, inspecting the bunkers to

ascertain whether or not reicing was necessary—all of which services

were provided for in the contract price for ice of $1.65 per ton when
icing was done from platform and $2 per ton when icing was done
from wagons at team tracks. This constitutes the whole service.

There is nothing more to it. This same witness, Mr. Horner, testified

that some one or another of Armour's employees would appear there
from time to time, and the only service which he knew that such
employee performed was to keep check on the witness to see that he
did not make an overcharge for ice used. Grand Rapids is one of the
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heaviest loading points in the State of Michigan, and it appears from
this man's testimony that there was not a single employee of Armour's
located there. This same witness had, prior to the Armour exclusive
contracts, performed this identical service for the Michigan roads.

(See testimony before Interstate Commerce Commission, Chicago,
May 11, 1905.)

BEFRIGERATION CHARGES.

Mr. Bobbins states that " the refrigerator charges to the public
are based upon the cost of ice, supervision, etc., together with reason-
able profits for the investment, claims, contingencies, etc., and are as

low as consistent with good service."

The supervision, I have shown, in so far as real, is a duplicate in
all things, and therefore, to the full, a burden upon traf&c. In all

official classification territory the classification provides for a charge
of $2.50 per ton for ice in the bunkers, which admits of a profit to

the parties performing the service, and as further evidence with re-

spect to the profits accruing to the Armour Car Lines on their refrig-

erator cars, refer to the testimony of W. Streckmens before the
Interstate Comjnerce Commission on May 12, formerly employed by
Armour Car Lines as stenographer. Mr. Streckmens testified before
the Interstate Commerce Conmiission that the Northwestern Line
billed ice to Armour Car Ijines at $1 per ton. The Milwaukee and
St. Paul billed on Armour Car Lines at $2.50 per ton and rebated
back to them $1 per ton on counterclaims. The other roads each
$1.25 per ton. And that the profits to Armour Car Lines on their

refrigerator-car business amounted to from five to six hundred per
cent. I know there is a $15 flat rate per car for refrigerating pack-
ing-house products from St. Paul to Pacific coast points, over lines

on which Armour & Co. have no exclusive contracts, and packing
house products require more frequent reicing than fruits. This will

give some idea of the unreasonableness instead of the reasonable-

ness of the profit; but this profit, in my estimation, is of lass conse-

quence than the other evils incident to placing this mammoth mer-
diant upon our highways, equipped with a system that not onl.y

enables it to levy an extortionate tax upon the commerce of the

country, but also provides it with a complete means of obtaining

illegitimate knowledge of its competitor's business—knowledge that,

for all practical purposes, may as well be obtained by and through
a system which enabled it to rifle the United States mails. It is just

as great a wrong against the fruit dealers and shippers to give this

power and privilege to Armour Car Lines as it would be to give to

some third private party a right to, open and examine the business

correspondence of any or you gentlemen of this committee, or of any
man engaged in business, and this system, when perfected, will enable

Armour to fix both the price to the growers and the price to the

consumers of all perishable food products. There is no room for

doubt about it.

Mr. Bobbins quotes extensively from the testimony of certain

Michigan growers brought to the Chicago hearing by Armour Car
Lines and kept and entertained at Armour's expense. He does not

give their whole testimony. The cross-examination of these ivit-

nesses boiled their testimony down to this one point, and only this:
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"That they would rather have an Armour car and pay Armoui
charges than to be altogether without refrigerator cars ;

" and for

verification of this I refer to their printed testimony at this hearing,

which is accessible to all. But see also the testimony of other

Michigan growers and shippers at the same hearing, who came and
testified at their own expense. They t«ll an altogether different

story as to the prevailing conditions in the Michigan fruit belt. And
in further contrast with testimony of Armour's Michigan witnesses,

I wish to insert in this statement extracts from the testimony of Mr.
Patriarche, traffic manager of the Flint and Pere Marquette Railway,
in the June car-line hearing, as follows (p. 34)

:

Mr. Decker. And under the method of handling traffic, please tell the Commis-
sion whether the service was regarded as satisfactory by the company. I ani
speaking about 1900 now.

Mr. Pateiaeche. I would say, so far as our company is concerned, we re-

garded our service as perfectly satisfactory.
Mr. Decker (p. 37). The service was then as good as It Is now?

V Mr. Patriarche. Yes, sir.

Commissioner Proutt. I understand you to say that you lost a great deal of
traffic by your inability to furnish cars. Ton seem to confine that to local

traffic.

Mr. Patriarche. Yes, sir.

Mr. Decker. What do you mean by local traffic?

Mr. Patriarche. Stations where there is a large production of fruit and no
competing railroad—simply our own road.
Commissioner Peouty. You say at those stations you were unable to handle

all the traffic.

Mr. Patriarche. Not at those stations.

Commissioner Prodtt. You did handle it there?
Mr. Patriarche. Yes, sir.

Commissioner Peoutt. But at competing stations you allowed a good deal of
it to go to your competitors that you might have retained yourself?

Mr. Patbiarchb. We let a good share of it go, to take care of the stations

where we were the only road.

Mr. Deckeb. You lost some of the competitive business?

Mr. Patriarche. Yes, sir.

PATENTS CONTROLLED.

Much has been said by car-line witnesses with respect to patents
controlled. I quote from Mr. Robbins's testimony before the House
committee, as follows

:

There are a great many bona fide contracts In force between the railways and
car companies in all sections of the country, which run for various terms, up to
seven years at least, which, together with Armour's patents owned by these
companies on the combination ventilator and refrigerator cars, have a direct
bearing on any legislation as a whole.

Any claim that car lines control patents to the extent that may
render it even difficult for carriers to supply refrigerator cars for
themselves, to my mind, should receive scant consideration. Such
claims are nonsensical in the extreme, as evidenced by the fact that the
Santa Fe road, formerly under contract with Armour Car Lines, dis-

continued the use of the Armour cars and to-day own and operate a
more modem refrigerator car line than that of the Armour Company.
We now see roads, such as the Michigan Central, New York Central,
and Louisville and Nashville, following in the same line ; and, again,
we have the Northern Pacific road, which taps one of the most impor-
tant fruit belts in the United States, owning and operating a remg'
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erating car line superior to that of the Armour Car Lines, and increas-
ing and improving its system from year to year as necessities demand.

MILEAGE COMPENSATION.

On page 134, record of hearings before the House committee, Mr.
Bobbins testifies with respect to profit accruing on the icing service
and mileage fee as follows

:

Mr. Stevens. Then you base your charges for icing on the cost?
Mr. RoBBiNS. On the cost, with a reasonable addition for profit.

Mr. Stevens. Certainly. Do you not calculate to nialie an added profit out of
the icing to compensate for any lack of profit in mileage?

Mr. RoBBiNS. As I have stated, mileage on freight cars does not provide a
reasonable remuneration ; so that if we try to do the refrigeration at bare cost
and depend upon the mileage we can not be In the business.

In this connection it must be interesting to compare testimony of
Mr. Ellis, general manager of the Armour Car Lines, as given before
the Interstate Commerce Commission, June, 1904, wherein he de-
clares the mileage to be ample and to return a satisfactory compen-
sation.

ICING COST.

Mr. Ubion. You may state to the Commission, In your own way, the cost of
icing, cost of Ice, as near as you can, and the number of times necessary to
reice between the points, and you may give any general information you may
have on the subject.

Mr. Ellis. To begin with, the car has to be Initially Iced within the neigh-
borhood of 6 tons of ice, at a cost of from $2 to $2.50 per ton, at an expense
of from $12 to $15. We go upon the theory that ice is cheaper than fruit, and
if we make any mistake about reicing we try to overdo it rather than otherwise.
On a shipment from Michigan for Boston, for example, we would reice at four
points after it was initially iced, and sometimes five times. The shipments
vary in length of time they are in transit, and we have additional stations to
meet these circumstances. The reicing at these different points represents on
an average a couple, of tons in each case, and that ice would not be obtainable
for less than $2.50 per ton, and sometimes it would cost more. The cars, when
ordered by the shippers, are not always loaded with promptness. If they are
held over we have to see that they are replenished, and the longer they stand
on sidetrack and shipping station the more ice they require, generally at the
first icing point. We aim to extend a first-class service, and do not figure to

charge more for it than it is worth or do more than make a reasonable charge
for It, everything considered.

MAN WHO DOES THE ICINO.

The sworn testimony of Mr, Horner, who does the icing under con-

tract for Armour Car Lines in Michigan, is to the effect that $2
per' ton is the maximum price charged to Armour for ice in the bunk-
ers, and that only when hauled in wagons; otherwise $1.65 per ton.

How can you harmonize with this Mr. Ellis's statement that the

initial icing costs the car lines from $2 to $2.50 per ton? And no
witness produced could point to a single ice house in Michigan owned
or operated by Armour Car Lines.

Mr. Ueion. What are the elements that come Into the management of refrig-

eration of these cars as to expense and labor?

Mr. Elus. Among them is the expense of our district men, experienced in the
handling of perishable fruit ; men who can not be picked up just for the service

during the Michigan fruit season, but men we have to keep on the pay rolls
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from one year's end to another, and we use them as far as we can In the frnlt

handling business of our ears. Again, we have the traveling expenses of these
men and others, such as telegraphic expenses, and a good many other items on
that order.

The Michigan shippers themselves did the loading and have been
relieved of no part of the loading service. (See testimony before
Interstate Commerce Commission, June, 1904.)

In this connection, refer to testimony of A. J. Horner before the
Interstate Commerce Commission, May 11, 1905, who performed all

the Armour services in the State of Michigan at $1.65 and $2 per ton
for the ice in the bunkers, including inspection, etc.

Mr. Ueion. Any other general expense in connection with that? Have you
enumerated all the expenses in connection with that?

Mr. Ellis. There are incidental expenses, such as local rents, stationery,

postage, ice-house depreciation, and depreciation of the plants that we have on
the lines of the different railroads to ice cars with facility. Then we have claims
for loss and damage, also executive expenses as well.

In passing, please note the " postage " expenses and its importance
as applied to the icing of a car. The witness certainly must have been
grasping at straws.

Mr. Ueion. In the making up of this tariff of rates, what was taken into con-
sideration in arriving at the right expenses such as you have enumerated here
in connection with the services and allowing for what you consider to be a fair

profit?

Mr. Ellis. Tes, sir ; we figure that item at from $4 to $6 per car.

Mr. Urion. Net profit?

Mr. Ellis. Net profit.

Mr. Ubion. Of from $4 to $6 per cart
Mr. Ellis. Tes, sir.

Mr. Ueion. I believe that is all.

Commenting on this same business that Mr. Ellis swears yields only

$4 to $6 per car profit, Armours are seeking to compromise the Michi-
gan Case before the Interstate Commerce Commission on a basis of a
reauction of from $7 to $10 per car.

Commissioner Peoutt. Take now a shipment to Duluth. How many times
does that shipment require relcing on the way to Duluth, depending upon the
way it was routed?*******
Commissioner Peoutt. About how long is the run of a car from here (Chi-

cago) to Duluth?
Mr. Ellis. Well, that is more or less of an unknown quantity, but I can give

you an idea of the points we would figure on that car would require reicing.

i might say that we regulate these icing points a good deal by experience. If

we find an unusual movement of stuff to certain points, we might find it neces-

sary to put in another Icing station a little farther away or closer to shipping

point. The car. If Pere Marquette and moving via Chicago, Burlington and
Quincy road to Duluth, would be reiced at St. Joseph, Mich., Chicago, Grand
Crossing, and St. Paul. A car from the same point, moving via the Wisconsin
Central, would be reiced at St. Joseph, Chicago, Stevens "Point, and St Paul.

There are some routes by which it will require more icing attention than by
either of these routes.

Mr. Ellis's testimony in this connection is at variance with the

facts. First. Fruit does not move from Michigan points to Duluth
via the Chicago, Burlington and Quincy road, and never has. With
reference to the Wisconsin Central, that road handles more or less of

the Michigan shipments consigned to Duluth, and there are rarely

more than two icings, the first one being at initial point and the re-
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idng at Chicago, either at Wood street or Grand Crossing. When
the shipnients pass the Chicago icing stations the bunkers are refilled,

and that icing brings the car through to destination except in cases of
delay to shipment in transit by the railway companies.

Mr. Deckeb. Xou say that on trip to Boston It takes 6 tons of Initial Icing
with relclng tbree or four times?
Mr. Ellis. Yes, sir.

Mr. Deckeb. I think you said It took 2 tons for each reicing?
Mr. Elub. Yes, sir.

Mr. Deckeb. The least reicing, then, would be 6 tons for the whole trip?
Mr. Elus. Yes, sir.

Mr. Deckeb. Making 12 tons, including the initial icing?
Mr. Ellis. Yes, sir.

Mr. Deckeb. You pay about $2.50 per ton for the Ice?

Mr. Ellis. Yes, sir.

Mr. Deckeb. That would be $30 for the trip to Boston?
Mr. Elus. Yes, sir.

Mr. Deckeb. You have a tariff, in effect prior to these contracts, from Mich-
igan points to Boston, and which has been offered here, which specifies a rate

to Boston of $20.

Mr. Ellis. I believe that tariff was admitted by Mr. Bobbins. ,

Mr. Deckeb. That was during the period of competition, was it not?
Mr. Elus. It was during the period when free ice was obtainable.

(No evidence of record of free ice except the initial Icing, which cost about $5.)
Mr. Deckeb. You have had that for a number of years?
Mr. Elus. I do not know anything personally about that tariff.

Mr. TJeion. He figures three reicings, and original icing is figured up Inde-
pendently of anything else, amounting to $30. You have testified there were
four Icings—that would be one more icing. Your testimony was that it took
2 tons under normal conditions. Tell me the cost of icing alone to Boston
is $35. Is that correct?

Mr. Elus. The points I gave.
Commissioner Peoutt. You gave the points, and is that correct? It figures

out $35.

Mr. Elus. I would say that is correct
Mr. Ubion. Reicing makes It $35?
Mr. Ellis. Yes, sir.

Mr. Ueion. The icing cost, Independent of labor, etc.. Is $35, leaving $20.

Now, you say your profit per car is $4 to $6. How is the difference between the
cost of icing and the profit—$4 to $6 profit ($14)—^made up?
Mr. Elus. The expense of our men in the field and those items I have already

called attention to.

It would appear that the items of expense referred to by Mr. Ellis,

in addition to the mythical number of men, consist of such expenses

as telegraphing, postage, stationery, etc.

AS TXJ THE ADEQUATE SUPPLY OP CABS.

It is claimed by the car lines that, through the system, and through
its system only, can an adequate supply of cars be had for the prompt
handling of perishable goods. I quote from Mr. Kobbins's testimony

(p. 156, House hearings)

:

Mr. Stevens. The mileage on these cars, I take It, from your testimony, pays
only expenses and depreciation and interest?

Mr. Bobbins. Yes, sir; but I put it the other way. The mileage on these

cars does not provide a sufficient remuneration for a profit, because of the fact

that they are out of service between the fruit seasons. There is also much
delay to them in waiting and loading in the season. We can not run these cars

into a territory just as they want them. Sometimes a great many hundred
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cars are there for a week, or sometimes as much as a month, In ^vance of the

movement, and since the North Carolina strawberries have been a promltent
crop, as much as 3,000 cars come out of there in a month, and we can not get

these cars In that short period, but we commence to park cars there a month
ahead.

It will be noted that Armour Car Lines admit of having full

knowledge of the importance of the North Carolina berry crop and
the time it is ready for shipment. Yet, behold the situation as it

exists there to-day, the berry season just closing. Telegraphic re-

ports indicate that hundreds of carloads of berries have been loaded

into box cars and hauled by the railroad companies to dumping
Sounds because Armour Car Lines, who have the exclusive privi-

^e of supplying that particular section of the country with cars,

failed to do so. The resultant loss is variously estimated at from
$200,000 to $500,000. Does any member of this committee believe

for a moment that Armour Car Lines, or the carriers either, will

fully reimburse the shippers and growers for the tremendous losses

they have sustained? But, for argument's sake, we may allow that

the shippers and growers will be reimbursed. But how about the

dealers in eastern markets who, at great expense, maintain extensive

organizations for the handling of just such crops, for which they
must prepare months ahead ? Then, again, how about the consuming
public, who has been pheated out of its right to purchase and consume
those fruits?

WIDENING or MARKETS.

In a former statement to this committee, and also to the House
committee, I endeavored to show that the statements of the car-line

witnesses that the "Armour Car Lines system had broadened mar-
kets " were untrue, and in this connection I quote from the testimony
of A. Patriarche, traffic manager of the Pere Marquette Railroad, as

given before the Interstate Commerce Commission, June car-line

hearing, and I note from the record of subsequent hearings before the
House committee that Congressman Mann refers to my statement in

that connection as follows

:

Mr. Mann. The number of Interstate ears under refrigeration in 1900 was
1.435, as against 1,632 in 1903, and Mr. Ferguson figured that the interstate traffic

did not Include shipments to Chicago. Now, the Pere Marquette Railroad did
not run Into Chicago at all at that time, and Chicago Is interstate traffic, so

that his statement on that was like some of his other statements, slightly

erroneous.

That I may make matters clear in this connection and show that

my statement was not " slightly erroneous," I wish to insert the fol-

lowing extracts from Mr. Patriarche's testimony

:

Mr. Oeton. Ton have spoken of the wide distribution of shipments from the
Michigan fruit region since the Armour arrangement. Is It not a fact that in

1902 and 1903 the crops in the peach regions outside of Michigan were very
light?

Mr. Patbiakche. I only know it from hearsay. I don't know it as a fact
Mr. Obton. You understand it to be so?

Mr. Pateiabche. Yes ; I have heard there was a light crop, particularly in the

East.
Mr. Oeton. A light crop in Delaware, New Jersey, and other Elastern States

probably would help to bring the Michigan crops to the East
Mr. Pateiabche. Very likely.
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Mr. Oeton. You state that In 1902, out of 6,454 cars, 1,937 lyent under refrig-

eration.

Mr. Patkiaeche. In 1902?
Mr. Obton. In 1902, yes.
Mr. Patkiabche. Yes.
Mr. Obton. Now, do you mean that 1,937 moved under the Armour arrange-

ment?
Mr. Patkiarche. Yes, sir; the Armour cars.

Mr. Obton. Can you tell us how many went under refrigeration outside
Armour arrangement?
Mr. Pateiaeche. No, I could not,

Mr. Obton. No record of that?
Mr. Pateiabche. No, we have no record. We used the Armour car In 1903.

Mr. Oeton. And you can not tell how many went under refrigeration in your
local traffic?

Mr. Patbaieche. Well, there were very few. I can not give the statistics of
that at all.

Mr. Oeton. In 1901, you said, there were 3,706 cars. What portion of them
were under refrigeration?

Mr. Pateiaeche. One thousand one hundred and twenty-eight.
Mr. Oeton. In 1900 you mention 4,360. What portion of them went under

refrigeration?

Mr. Pateiaechb. One thousand four hundred and thirty-five.

Mr. Oeton. Can you give the figures fbr 1903?.
Mr. Pateiaeche. One thousand six hundred and fifty-four.

Mr. Oeton. That is, under refrigeration?

Mr. Pateiaeche. Yes, sir.

Mr. Oeton. How much was the total?

Mr. Pateiaeche. The total cars that originated with us was 7,825.

Mr. Decker. Will you describe the Pere Marquette as It was located some
years ago and as It extended by reason of extensions through to Chicago and
on the way to Buffalo?
Mr. Patbiarche. Prior to 1900 there were several companies that now com-

pose the Pere Marquette System. One was the Flint and Pere Marquette, the
others the Chicago and West Michigan, the Detroit, Lansing and Northern, and
the Lowell and Hastings. Last year there was an extension made of the Pere
Marquette from Buffalo to Porter, Ind., now called the " Chicago division."

On the eastern end of Lake Brie the Detroit River Railway, in Canada, was
acquired by the Interest of the Pere Marquette System.
Mr. Deckeb. Have you an entrance into Chicago?
Mr. Pateiaeche. Yes, sir ; we have an entrance into Chicago.

As to the question of the Pere Marquette terminals, I do not wish
to contend. As to the shipments originating in Michigan and con-
signed to Chicago being interstate traffic, I quite agree with Con-
gressman Mann that such are interstate. That in no manner changes
or modifies the net result of my statement with respect to the number
of cars shipped under refrigeration in Armour cars. Mr. Patri-
arche's testimony affects (purports?) to give the total number of
cars shipped under refrigeration from points on the Pere Marquette
line for four years, beginning with the year 1900. It will be observed
that the years of 1900 and 1901 were short-crop years, and the year
1902 was the largest crop in the history of that road up to that time,

and as a natursd consequence a larger portion of the fruit would
seek outside markets ; and in addition to the increased crop in Michi-
gan there was a corresponding shortage in the Eastern States, as

indicated by Mr. Patriarche's testimony, which reasons alone, and no
other, are responsible for the increased number of cars shipped under
refrigeration in the year of 1902. It will be observed that in the

year 1903, with an increased crop of 1,371 cars in excess of the previ-

ous year, the total shipments reaching 7,825 cars, the largest in the
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history of the road, and this year the Armour exclusive contracts

extended to include Grand Eapids, the largest primary peach market
in the State of Michigan. That year the shipments under refrigera-

tion dropped down to 1,632 cars, or a falling off of 305 cars, as com-
pared with the previous year, or the first year of the Armour contract.

And it will also be noted from Mr. Patriarche's testimony that in

that year—the year of 1903—as well as the previous year there was
a shortage of peaches in the eastern producing sections, particularly

Delaware and New Jersey, which States produce enormous quanti-

ties of peaches for eastern markets in normal crop years, and any
shortage there operates to increase the demand for Michigan peaches
in eastern markets. But, notwithstanding this most favorable con-
dition for Michigan peaches in the year 1903, there was a falling off

in shipments under refrigeration amounting to 305 cars, and in the
percentage of refrigerator shipments as compared with the total

production it will be noted there was a marked falling off.

CONCLUSION.

Armour Car Lines are a disturbing factor on our highways; as a
third party they have no proper or legitimate place there. Their own
commercial interests are such as to render it impossible for them to

serve the public fairly or honestly. The purpose the car lines have
served has been greatly overestimated, as is evidenced by the fact

that most of the roads have at some time performed this service and
many are again preparing to do so.

In asking Congress for relief we are asking no more protection for

our business than that already given to all other business, namely, the

right to use the common highways in making shipments of perishable

commodities unhampered by any arbitrary rules imposed by a power-
ful competitor and free from that competitor's espionage. We ask
no special favors, but do ask that special privileges be denied the

Armour monopoly.
To-day we are chafing under this monopoly, and the irritation will

continue to grow more acute as relief is delayed. The interest that I

speak for will never quietly submit to the present subjection, but will

continue the contest, even though it be an unequal one. There can
never be harmony between the carriers and the men I speak for so

long as this wholly irresponsible third party, who is at best a fly-by-

night, has anything to do with the transaction. At will, car lines

may throw all the burden upon carriers, and at a time when the car-

rier is not prepared to assume it. I ask you to give this feature of the

situation careful thought.

Concluding, I draw attention to the testimony offered on both sides.

The evasive answers and misleading statements of car-line witnesses

need no comment on my part.

I now offer a few letters from growers, expressive of their views,

and will state that had I understood that mileage and per diem
would have been paid I could have produced, without limit, as many
growers as the committee desired to hear; but I am of the opinion

that the committee has heard sufficient testimony to fully establish

the truth of our contention.
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Eau Claiee, Wis., May 17, 1905.

E, M. Fergxtson,
President Western Fruit Jobbers' Association^

Washington, D. G.

Dear Sir : Please find inclosed herewith a partial list of cars which
we received in 1902. You will observe the overcharge of $40 per car

in each case, which charge of course is due to the Armour private
car service. It is not necessary for me to go into detail relative to

this matter, because I believe you have more informa,tion already
than what I am able to give. I wish to say that in most of these

cases cars originated at Shelby. The time for delivery of cars from
Shelby to Eau Claire is about forty-eight hours. Our railroad

companies here, namely, the Chicago, Milwaukee and St. Paul, the
Wisconsin Central, also the Northwestern, all agreed to give us
refrigerators free of charge if they were allowed to put them at the

shipping point where we are shipping from. However, the Pere
Marquette people claim that they could accept no refrigerators other

than the Armour cars. The result of this gross overcharge has not
only been an injustice to the shippers of Michigan as well as our-
selves, as former years we have been receiving all the way from 10
to 25 cars of peaches and grapes and since this robbery has been in

existence we are practically shut out from doing any business in the
State of Michigan, as we could not stand the charges and meet com-
petition, for the reason that all the shippers in Milwaukee and points

on the lake receive their stuff by boat across the lake ; therefore would
not be obliged to pay any refrigerator service, where, on the other
hand, we could not ship in this way, as the excess handling on perish-

able stuff results in too much loss and shrinkage. I think since

1902 we have had only two or three cars of peaches. Of course the
charges on the cars of grapes was not as high as that of peaches, and
we continue to handle that line from Lawton. Of course the regular
rate—^no doubt you are familiar with—from Michigan points to our
point here is 55 cents. On 20,000-pound cars the additional refrig-

erator service made the charge 75 cents per 100 pounds, or 7^ cents

per 10-pound basket of peaches. Taking this cost and adding it to
the price of the package very nearly made the basis to a selling price.

I am glad to see you making progress along this line, and I am sure
that if we get justice there is no question but what we will win out
all right. I will write a letter to the secretary to-day.

Hoping this letter will reach you while in Washington and that it

may be of some assistance to you, I remain,

Yours, very truly, H. T. Lange.

Car service.

Chicago, Milwaukee and St. Paul Railway Company, 20,000 pounds, 25
cents, $150 $40.00
Car K. O. F. H. Pro. 426. Car 21046. September 12, 1902. W. B.

42770.
Chicago, Milwauljee and St Paul Railway Company, 20,000 pounds, 25

cents, -$150 40.00
Car F. G. E. Pro. 238. Car 15004. September 8, 1902. W. B.

41738.
Wisconsin Central Railway Company, 20,000 pounds, 25 cents, $150 40.00

Car F. G. B. Car 17921. Pro. 312. September 11, 1902. W, B.

&47.
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Oar serrlce.

Chicago, Milwaukee and St Paul Railway CJompany, 20,000 pounds, 25
cents, $157.45 $40.'00

Car 1467H. Pro. 534. September 15, 1902. W. B. 4D440.
Cbicngo, Milwauliee and St Paul Railway Company, 21,297 pounds, 25

cents .$157 13 _ _ _ 40 00
Car 15226. Pro." 7687" September 20^1902? W. B. 45274.

Wisconsin Central Railway Company, 21,660 pounds, 25 cents, $159.13__ 40. 00
Car 18024. Pro. 1124. Car G.G. E. October 3, 1902. W. B. 3795.

Wisconsin Central Railway Company, 20,000 pounds, 25 cents, $150 40.00
Car G. G. E. Pro. 1125. Car 12152. October 3, 1902. W. B. 3945.

Wisconsin Central Railway Company, 20,870 pounds, 25 cents, $154.79— 40.00
Car 20329. Pro. 1101. October 1, 1902. Car K. C. F. E. W. B.

1981.

Wisconsin Central Railway Company, 20,000 pounds, 25 cents, $150_-i- 40. 00
Car 44333. Pro. 983. August 28, 1902. Car P. G. E. W. B. 4456.

Wisconsin Central Railway Company, 20,000 pounds, 25 cents, $150 40.00
Car 16491. Pro. 984. September 30, 1902. Car F. G. B. W. B.

4899.

Wisconsin Central Railway Company, 20,000 pounds, 25 cents, $153.75-_ 40. 00
Car 18710. Pro. 086. September 8, 1902. Car F. G. E. W. B.

5471.

Wisconsin Central Railway Company, 21,212 pounds, 25 cents, $156.67 40.00
Car 16508. Pro. 417. October 14, 1902. Car F. G. E. W. B. 75.

Wisconsin Central Railway Company, 23,266 pounds, 25 cents, $167.97-_ 40. 00
Car 25417. Pro. 417i. October 14, 1902. Car K. 0. G. B. W. B.

252.

Chicago, Milwaulcee and St Paul Railway Company, 20,000 pounds, 25
cents, .$150 40.00
Car 1888. Pro. 932. September 24, 1902. W. B. 46306.

Wisconsin Central Railway Company (car apples), 24,000 pounds, 28}
cents, $110.04 24.00
Car F. G. E. Pro. 976. September 1, 1902. Car 17615. W. B. 672.

Wisconsin Central Railway Company (apples), 30,880 pounds, 28J cents,

$115 27. 00
Car 20764. Pro. 348. September 11, 1903. Car K. C. W. B. 585.

Farmington Fruit and Berry Association, >

Fayetteville, Ark., February 20, 1905.
Mr. E. M. Ferguson,

Duluth, Mirm.

Dear Sir: I take this opportunity of expressing my gratification

at the result of recent proposed legislation touSiing refrigerator

car lines. I trust that it will be pushed through the Senate soon.

From a growers and shippers' point of view the future in the fruit

business looks exceedingly gloomy. We are forced to use the Armour
ears, as the Frisco System (on which we are located) will haul no
others, thereby lea-\dng us absolutely at the mercy of the Armour
people. At the prices the grower can realize for small fruits the
railroads and refrigerator car lines get everything there is in the
deal. We do not want something for nothing, nor are we as growers
disposed to impose on the railroads that haul our product. But at

the same time we feel that the freight and refrigeration that we are
forced to pay is too high. I inclose a letter from Mr. Steele, agent,
Armour Car Lines, which explains itself. Thanking you for tho
interest you have taken in this matter and hoping that you will

meet with further success, I am,
Yours, truly, C. W. Appleby.
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Frxjit Geowers' Union, or Saecoxie,
Sarcoxie, Mo., , 190—.

Mr. E. M. Feegttson :

"We have just received this a. m. the new refrigeration tariff No.
6Y4 for use this season, and having understood that the Armours
was going to reduce the rates this year we rather expected same ; biit

although there is some reduction only two points—"Minneapolis
and St. Paul reduced 1 cent per crate, 510 crates per car "—^that

affect us anj^, as we seldom if ever use any of the other points that
show reduction. We will show the different rates from Sarcoxie
to St. Louis and Chicago:
A car of wheat (40,000 pounds minimum) to St. Louis costs $64;

Chicago, $84.

A car of cattle (22,000 pounds minimum) to St. Louis costs $44;
Chicago, $63.30.

A car of strawberries to St. Louis costs $134.30 ; Chicago, $176.80.
The refrigeration On strawberries to St. Louis is $40.80. They

should go through within fifteen hours, with a " big " estimate of 5

tons ice to start with and 2 tons re-ice at-Monett, costing not to

exceed $21.

In going to Chicago it would take only about, say, 3 tons re-ice at

St. Louis, making 10 tons at $30, while they charge $56.10 refrigera-

tion.

Now, why do we have to pay any more for hauling a car of berries

to St. Louis or Chicago than a car of cattle? The difference in price

is $49.50 more for berries than the cattle to St. Louis; the berries

costing $93.50, the cattle, $44 to St. Louis, or more than double the cost.

To Chicago the berries would cost $120.70, and the cattle $63.30, or
almost twice as much for the berries as the cattle. They both go as

fast freight, but we know of instances when berries have been side-

tracked to let cattle go by. We can not get any transportation with
berries, but with the cattle we do ; and if shipping to Chicago the rail-

road switches the car into the stock yards at St. Louis, the cattle are
unloaded for twelve hours and fed, then the railroad loads them up
again and continues to Chicago. Nowj is it any more trouble for the
railroad to set-to and re-ice at St. Louis than for unloading?

' Now, our point in the above is this : The railroads, when they fur-

nished their 'own refrigerators, charged freight enough to cover all

cost of icing their cars, and then charged no icing.

Private cars stepped in and added their cutthroat prices and also

compelled the railroads to pay a rebate, thereby compelling the rail-

roads to continue the high freight rate to pay rebates to the car

lines.

Last season it cost $192.10 to ship a car of berries to Milwaukee,
freight and refrigeration. The railroad agent informed us that the

cost on a car of beer from Milwaukee to Sarcoxie was less than $60.

Why the difference, or at least so much difference?

Private cars are going to drive southwest Missouri and northwest
Arkansas out of the fruit business. The time has come when some-
thing has got to be done, and we dare say that if a petition was sub-

mitted to the fruit growers of this section and the United States, we
will say, praying that the private car lines be thrown in the gutter
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and trampled to death, that every grower, no exceptions except those

employed or hired by the lines, would sign it.

An agent wrote the secretary this spring wanting him to write or
wire his Congressman not to act against the car lines, or words to
that eifect. The secretary wrote the agent that he would do no such
thing; that the private car line were a cutthroat and blood-sucking
devil, and although we were within their grasp now and they could
strangle us, he thought their life was short and they would be com-
pelled to give up the ghost within a year.

As we do not wish to tire you by writing too much, we will con-
clude by saying away with them, and if you need any help, either

evidence or financially, we think you will have no trouble getting it

in this section. Will say if our growers here around Sarcoxie had
received the money themselves that the car line took from them last

year our berry fields would have been cultivated this season, whereas
they are not and are not going to produce half a crop.

Yours, respectfully,

Clifton McSTallib.
D. McNaij.ie,

Per C. McN.
D. Ceamee,

Per C. McN.
J. B. Wagner.

Iowa Fbttit Jobbees' Association,
Des Moines, Iowa, March 3, 1905,

Mr. E. M. Feeguson,
President Western Fruit Jobbers^ Association,

Duluth, Minn.
Deae Sie: As secretary of the Iowa Fruit Jobbers' Association, I

beg to advise you that at the meeting held at Cedar Rapids, Iowa,
Saturday, February 25, the following resolutions were unanimously
adopted.

Please take note of same, and trust you will accept the obligations

which it imposes.
" Whereas it has been fully demonstrated to us during the past

five years that private ownership of refrigerator cars has materially
increased the cost of transportation of fruits and produce, increasing
the cost to consumers and lessening consumption of commodities so
transported

:

" Resolved, First, That it is the unanimous opinion of the members
of the Iowa Fruit Jobbers' Association, at meeting held at Cedar
Rapids, Iowa, February 25, 1905, that everything possible shall be
done by the Iowa Fruit Jobbers' Association to foster ani encourage
national legislation toward eliminating private OAvnership of refrig-

erator cars and toward compelling railroads to own and furnish
proper refrigerator equipment for proper transportation of all fruit

and produce, and for which the railroads shall publish a tariff, in-

cluding icing and all carrying charges.
" Second. That we hereby elect Mr. E. M. Ferguson, of Duluth, as
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ovx special representative before all State and national legislative

bodies, with instructions to do everything possible to carry out our
ideas."

Yours, very truly,

Iowa Fhuit Jobbers' Association,
Per A. U. Chanet, Secretary.

Van BtTREN HoRTictnLTURAii Association,
Van Buren, Ark., March 3, 1905.

The Knddsen-Fekguson Fetjit Company,
Duluth, Minn.

Gentlemen: It is with pleasure that this association notes the

great fight that the commission merchants generally and the league

especially have inaugurated against the enormous charges for the

transportation of freight by the refrigerator-car lines. We feel that

you are all doing the fruit producers throughout the country a very
great favor and appreciate and indorse your action most heartily.

It takes about 10 tons of ice to refrigerate a car from Van Buren to

your market, and, as I understand, the contract price for this ice is

$3.75 a toit, yet we are charged $90 for the icing charges on this car.

During the season of 1904 Van Buren shipped about 350 carloads of
refrigerated fruit, and this extortion bears very heavily upon the
producers, especially when the fruit is cheap, and considering the

chances they have to take on markets breaking, and oftentimes the
fruits decaying in transit. While we think that every legitimate
business should bear a fair return on the money invested, yet we
believe profits of the refrigerator-car lines must be enormous. It

seems by the contracts of the diflFerent roads, let to the different car
lines, the growers have no choice in the matter as to cars, and while one
car may not have any better merits than the other, yet at the same
time we believe it would be both to the railroad companies' benefit, as

well as to the shippers, to let the different car lines compete on the
different railroads for the fruit. However, we have no special com-
plaint to make of the service, as it is reasonably good, but we think
that, with the present charges, they should certainly guarantee the
arrival of the fruit on schedule time and in good condition. We
certainly indorse our President's stand in the matter, and only hope
that our Senators may aid him in his fight against the extortion of
the refrigerator lines. Wishing you every success in your undertak-
ings and assuring you of our heartv appreciation, I am,

Yours, very truly,

J. A. Barket, Secretary.

Porter Land and Water Company,
Los Angeles, Gal., February 9, 1905.

Knuten Ferguson. ,

Gejitlemen: Absence prevented answeriiig your wire of 2d. I
have sold out the Porter Land and Water Company, and shall not

g. Doc. 243, 59-1—vol 4 56
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handle their fruit any longer. With your permission I will be
pleased to recommend you to them.

I received a report of your Mr. Ferguson's appearance before the

Congressional committee on the transportation question, which he
so ably presented. I concur with him fully, thanking him for his

efforts against the damnable conspiracies that beset us upon eveiy
hand.

Yours, respectfully, G. K. Porter.

Pawpaw, Mich., May IS, 1905.

E. M. Ferguson, Esq.,

Washington, D. C.

Dear Sir : After leaving the stand in Chicago the other day I had
no time to see you again. On my return home I find that no fruit

growers feel able after paying Armour's charges for the last two
years to undertake the trip to Washington at their own expense, which
probably will account for the slim attendance, but I hope you will

be able to so present the case to the Senate committee as to convince
them of the injustice of the Armour charges and give us some relief.

Unless we do get relief from the Armour people it will practically

kill the fruit industry in this section.

The high rate charged by the railroad companies is a sufficient

handicap without having to pay three times the cost of icing to the
Armour people.

Last season as soon as the New York grapes came into the market
it practically cut out the demand for ours. I received several com-
munications from our customers stating that they could buy New
York grapes for the same money and lay them down at their place

for less money on account of icing charges than they could from
here—many of them in the State of Michigan.
The Armour people tell me that I am the only man who is kicking

against their charges, but I am yet to find a fruit grower who is

satisfied with their exorbitant rates.

Any information you may want in regard to the difference in
charges can be had from the Interstate Commerce Commission, as

they have what papers I had with me at Chicago.
Hoping that you will be able to convince them that we must have

some relief, I am,
Yours, etc., W. C. Wildet.

The Model Strawberry Association,
Monet, Mo., May 7, 1905.

Mr. E. M. Ferguson,
Secretary, Dututh, Minn.

My Dear Sir : I received your valued favor some days ago. Would
have replied sooner, but have been waiting for the documents which
you say you mailed me under separate cover, all of which I have never
received. That certainly would be interesting reading matter for
me. I would be very glad to receive same. Without having the
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pleasure of reading contents of above, I can say to you now that I do
not know of one single grower who is satisfied with rates we have been
paying. I am quite sure that I could furnish you at least 1,000 names
of fruit growers who will verify my statement. Fruit growers cer-

tainly owe you a debt of gratitude for the manly disposition you have
shown in the fight against the Armour Car Lines for reasonable

rates. I firmly believe that unless the fruit growers of this section

receive some speedy relief from the exorbitant rates they have been
forced to pay the strawberry industry will dwindle down, to the

detriment of all concerned.

Car-lot shipments will begin here about the 15th instant. I will

keep you fully advised of the situation here, and trust we may be able

to do considerable business with you. Awaiting your further pleas-

ure, I am.
Yours, very truly, E. A. O'Dwyee, Secretary,

The Eogees Shippers' Union,
Rogers, Arh., March 20, 1905.

Mr. E. M. Feegttson, Duluth, Minn.

Dear Sir: I take this opportunity of expressing my gratification

at the result of the recent proposed legislation touching refrigeration

and refrigerator car lines, and trust that it will be pushed through the

Senate soon.

From a grower's and shipper's point of view the future in the fruit

business looks exceedingly gloomy.
We are forced to use the Armour car, as the Frisco System, on

which we are located, will haul no others, thereby leaving us abso-

lutely at the mercy of the Armour people.

At the price the grower can realize for small fruits the railroads

and refrigerator car lines get almost everything there is in the deal.

We do not want something for nothing, nor are we as growers dis-

Eosed to impose on the railroads that haul our products to market,

ut at the same time we feel that the freight and refrigeration that

we are forced to pay is too high.

Hoping that we will soon have a national law so as to give us some
protection, as at present we are imposed upon by high rates and
refrigeration charges.

Yours, very truly, J. W. Stroud.

Van Buren Horticultural Association,
Van Buren, Ark., April 1, 1905.

Mr. E. M. Ferguson, Duluth, Minn.

Dear Sir : Replying to your valuable favor of recent date, wish to

say that I am reading Russell's article on " The Great Yellow Car,"

in Everybody's Magazine, and I appreciate the honesty and the clear-

cut way in which the writer is exposing this gigantic trust and ex-

tortion, and I wish to assure you that, so far as the growers of this

community are concerned, we have done everything we could do to

get the rates reduced or the icing charges cut in two. We have taken
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the matter up through the freight department of our railroads time
after time, and also have asked the division freight agents of the

A. E. T. Car Company and the Armour Car Lines tor a slight reduc-

tion in their ice charges. We find these people all polite, but they
eventually tell us that they have done all they could, without effecting

any results. I hardly know what can be done; nothing but the
National Congress, and it alone, will ever remedy the evil. Hope,
however, that when the work is done the Western Fruit Jobbers'
Association will have their part of the praise and glory for the
destruction of this monopoly.

I noticed in the Fruit Journal and daily papers your statements in
Washington before the committee, and have kept up with the matter
as best I could, and I feel sure that your efforts in the matter will be
fruitful.

Yours, truly, J. A. Barret, Secretary.

San Antonio, Tex., A'prU 4, 1905.

Mr. E. M. Ferguson, Duluth, Minn.

Dear Sir: I have noticed your several articles in the produce
journals in regard to the Armour Car Lines. I wish to advise you
that shippers in this country are paying the same exorbitant charges
that have formerly prevailed in Michigan and other points north.
For instance, it costs me to furnish sufficient ice to deliver a car cab-
bage to Texarkana, Tex., about $25, and I' have shipped many cars
there this season where the ice consumed did not cost me but $15;
however $25 is the maximum. For shipments from one point to

another in Texas we are permitted to supply our own ice, but on in-

terstate shipments originating in Texas we are compelled to accept

the tariff of the Armour Car Lines. For instance, from Shreveport,
La., to Corpus Christi the minimum charge for refrigerating a car
cabbage is $50.40, and. as I hsvve above stated, the maximum cost to

me for a car going to Texarkana, Tex., is $25. It is 496 miles from
Corpus Christi to Shreveport, and 539 miles from Corpus Christi to

Texar]vana. You will note that we have to pay the Armour Car
Lines $25.40 for the privilege of using their cars.

I have taken this matter up with the railroad commission of Texas,
but they say that they are powerless to do anything to assist us in

reducing this rate on interstate shipments. I have a lot of data in

my office that I would be glad to furnish you or any committee that
is compiling facts and figures on this subject, for I would like to see

the private car lines either compelled to discontinue business in this

State or reduce their charges to a reasonable profit.

Yours, truly,

Boy Campbbll.

STATEMENT OF HON. ROGER S. POWELL.

Senator Kean. Please state your name.
Mr. Powell. R. S. Powell.
Senator Kjean. And your residence.

Mr. Powell. Duluth, Minn.
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Senator Kean. Your occupation?
Mr. PowELi.. I am engaged in the pra<3tice of the law, and I appear

here as attorney for the Western Fruit Jobbers' Association. . "What
I have to say will be very brief, indeed, and relates to what we desire

and what we think is the simple and direct way to get at it. It re-

lates to the privately owned freight cars and the practices under such
ownership.
The interests in whose behalf I am authorized to speak desire that

the extortionate charges and discriminations and the rebates and
other abuses, which have been shown in detail to this conamittee of
the United States Senate to exist, and which have been further
shown to be the issue of a yoking together the common carrier

and the owner of the freight car in a closer union than should exist

between any private interest and carrier, be cut oil, and while not
wedded to any particular method, we believe that the way to do this

i? to banish the privately owned freight car from the common car-

riers' rails. This looks to us like the direct, simple, fair, and eflFective

way to cut out these private freight-car abuses.

The legislative action which this view contemplates is directed
solely to the common carrier engaged in interstate commerce, and
takes no cognizance of these elusive and ambulatory car lines. The
carrier has its feet planted on the ground and it can't get away.
It must either obey or disobey both the legislative commands to do
and the legislative commands to desist from doing this or that
particular thing, and it is to be assumed that it will obey. At all

events, it can't get away, and if it disobeys it must take the conse-
quence of such disobedience.

On the other hand. Federal legislation directed against the private
owner of a private freight car at the very threshold is obnoxious to the
objection that such legislation is outside the jurisdiction of Congress.
You can't reach the private owner—quoad owner. He must himself
first engage in some interstate use of his car before you can reach
him, and when you have enacted legislation reaching such uses, if

not satisfactory to the private-car owner, he will change his practices
in such way as to elude the statute, or if not that it is always open to
him to get out of the business, leaving the service to be performed by
the common carrier. This result would be eminently satisfactory, so
far as it goes, but it does not go far enough.

Senator Cttllom. Do you think these cars are now under the inter-

state-commerce law ?

Mr. Powell. I do not ; and I think there is no way of putting them
under it, except as they may engage in some interstate-commerce
transaction, and even then their feet are not upon the ground.
You legislate for that practice to-day, and if it is not satisfactory all

they have to do is to get out from under it.

Senator Foeakee. If they get out from under, then the railroad
has to take up the business, and that is what you want?
Mr. Powell. That is what I want, and that is the remedy to which

I am directing the attention of the committee; and I wish to speak
now particularly as to the things that we desire. First, we want a
rate at so much per hundred pounds. That principle of law was
established as long ago as 1887, when you enacted the interstate-com-

merce law, and it has been adhered to ever since ; but here is a special
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practice that has grown up that is a complete and absolute departure

trom that well-defined principle, so that it is impossible from an
inspection of these rates, as has already been testified to, for anybody
to tell what it will cost him to transport a carload of refrigerated

products from one point to another.

There never were two train loads of iron ore or any other product
the furthest from perishable carried from one point to another at

exactly the same cost. There is a variance at different seasons. In
the event of snowstorms or something of that sort these variations

might be very great ; but that has never been held to be a reason for

making a flexible charge for the service. So also the men handling
the business of transporting refrigerated products know the ground,
they have all the data from which to compute the average cost of

that service, and there is no inherent difficulty and no reason against,

and every reason for, having that service performed and provided for

in the freight rate, the same as any other carriage service.

Now, I want to say, as an illustration of that, that it is entirely

practicable and feasible and the railroads have done it heretofore

prior to these very recent years. The railroads in the Michigan
fruit belt formerly carried their traffic to Boston and to Duluth. I
know Duluth is a small place, but I do not want to seem to slight the

bailiwick of the Senator from Minnesota. These railroads charged
no more for these things than bimply by fixing a higher freight rate

at so much per hundred pounds. In that way the cost of this refrig-

eration was absorbed in the freight rate. Now, we ask a compulsory
return to that method. In this particular that is all we ask.

The other day, before the Interstate Commerce Commission, when
the Michigan Central Railroad indicated their purpose to provide
their own cars and furnish the refrigeration hereafter themselves,

they indicated that in the future they would charge for the ice at

$2.50 per ton, according to the quantity of ice used. There again
you have an indefinite element. Assuming, if you will, that the rail-

road will honestly, fairly, and squarely carry that out, the dealer in

the product which is being transported still has the uncertainty
facing him of the quantity of ice which will be used. The matter of

a delay may increase the cost a very great deal by reason of extra

ice, and the matter of temperature may increase it and change it, in

the regular time consumed in the traffic.

Senator Ctjllom. Could the railroads become any more certain

about what they would charge if they were in the business than you
say the private-car companies do now ?

Mr. Powell. I do not believe I quite understand your question.
' Senator Cullom. I say if the railroad owned the cars and was
carrying on the business, and you asked the railroad company how
much it would cost for ice they could not tell you unless they were
sure what they could get the ice for and sure of making the trip in a
given time, could they ?

Mr. PowELT.. That is just the point I am arguing about. It is a
question of averages. That variation applies to all traffic, but it is

susceptible of being averaged up, just as sul their traffic is susceptible
of being averaged up, and having placed thereon a fixed rate so that
it shows in the schedule, so much per hundred pounds for a carload
ol peaches under refrigeration; and if any considerable quantity
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should be carried without refrigeration it would warrant a different
classification and a different price, but that should be at so much per
hundred pounds, leaving nothing flexible or varying in the charge to
the shipper.

Now, right in that connection, as an illustration, the Armour Car
Lines in these 30 contracts do that very thing. They bunch it.

Senator Kean. Does not the shipper know when he ships his fruit
what he is going to pay?
Mr. Powell. Using the facilities which the interstate-commerce

law places before him for knowing what his ordinary freight charges
will be, he does not know what the charge is going to be on the fruit

;

no, sir.

Senator Kean. As a matter of fact, if you ship a carload of peaches
you would not know how much you were going to pay on that
carload ?

Mr. Powell. No ; I would not. That is the point I am getting at.

I would have great difficulty in learning it. Let me say right nere
that I do not assume to speak at first hand of the actual practices, but
I am relying on the record that is here before the committee and the
hearings before the Interstate Commerce Commission.

Senator Kean. The testimony we have had before us in almost
every case was, I think, that the shippers always found out how
much they were going to pay.

Mr. Powell. After a very great deal of delay and expenditure of
time and trouble and various telegrams sent to and fro

Mr. Ferguson. May I answer that, please? It is correctly stated

by Judge Powell that it is impossible to determine with any degree of
definiteness the cost of transportation from one point to another
where refrigeration is involved, except it may be between well-known
points, and you learn that cost by experience. For instance, the rail-

road tariffs do not indicate that this additional charge will be made
for refrigeration, as a rule. Neither do the railroad tariffs indicate

what roads are under contract with the Armour Car Line.

Senator Kean. Do not the Armour company print the tariff just

the same as the railroads do ?

Mr. Ferguson. But they are not kept on file throughout the coun-
try in the railroad offices as the railroad tariffs are. Neither is it

obligatory on the part of the railroad companies to do so, and, in fact,

thOT do not.

Senator Kean. Did you ever find any difficulty in getting a printed
tariff sheet when you wanted one ?

Mr. Ferguson. I can give you a list of examples.

Senator Kean. Did you yourself ever have any difficulty f

]\!fr. Ferguson. Yes, sir.

Senator Kean. Where?
Mr. Ferguson. They are of record in my former testimony. I

might cite a case that recently came to my observation in St. Paul,
where a gentleman wished to move a car of cabbage from Mobile,
Ala., to St. Paul.
Senator Kean. A carload of cabbage ?

Mr. Ferguson. Yes, sir; new cabbage under refrigeration. He
made application to three different railroads for the freight rate or

- transportation charge on cabbage from Mobile to St. Paul in order
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that he might ascertain. the cost of it laid down to him. At the expi-

ration of two days one railroad quoted him a rate. They all quoted
to him immediately the freight rate, but at the expiration of two days
one railroad quoted to him a rate of $55 per car for the refrigeration.

Something like a week after that time I was talking with him, and
the other two roads had not yet been able to give him any information
with respect to refrigeration.

Senator Kean. Cabbage is not transported very largely in refrig-

erator cars, is it?

Mr. Ferguson. Yes, sir; new cabbage is; very largely. In the

meantime the car of cabbage arrived in St. Paul, and the refrigerating

charge on it in place of being $55 was $32.

Senator Kean. I suppose you did not object to that, did you?
Mr. Ferguson. Why, we do not think it ought to have been any-

thing other than provided for in the tariff itself—that is, other than
provided in the published tariffs. We take the position that beyond
the published tariffs no charge at all is admissible. We are willing to

pay to the railroads what refrigeration is worth, but we believe the

legal rate is the published rate.

Senator Kean. That is, you do not believe that there ought to be
any charge for refrigerating at all.

Mr. Ferguson. Other than that provided for in the classification

for refrigerated products. Refrigerated products should be charged a
higher rate of freight at so much per hundred pounds than the same
products transported under ventilation or in box cars, the object

being that we may know what the transportation charge will be and
determine with accuracy what it will cost us to move a car of refriger-

ated products from one point to another. And I wanted to say in

that connection that nowhere is the information obtainable as to what
roads the Armour Car Lines have contracts with. We know that

wherever they do have contracts a high refrigerator charge will be
exacted, but when we go to look up a rate there is nothing that will

indicate, and neither do the railroad men at the points where we
seek this information know where these contracts obtain. We do
not know whether to look to the Armour Car Lines for that informa-
tion or where to look for it. We want to have that information con-

tained in the railroad tariff itself.

Mr. Powell. Now, as a further illustration on that point in prac-
tice, about the fixed charge, the Northern Pacific, furnishing a
refrigerator service of its own, has a charge of so much per car, so

that the only difference is one of bookkeeping and the difference of
enabling the shippers to see what the schedule is—^what the whole
charge is. I mean, we prefer a charge of so much per hundred-
weight instead of having a freight rate and an extra charge of so
much per car for refrigeration.

Now, I think I have seen some misapprehension here of the actual
and practical situation, in inquiring about car lines and private cars
and these contracts. These contracts involve a great deal more,
if the committee please, than the mere letting of the car to the rail-

road. If that was the be-aU and the end-all of the matter it would
not present half the case that we have as a grievance. But these
car lines are actually engaged in merchandising in these articles

—

a very large number of them. They are extremely strong financially,
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and they always can engage in this merchandising over the entire
field. Take, as an illustration, the actual existence of contracts with
30 different roads and observe the conditions of those contracts, one
of which is that the car-line j)eople are to be kept advised daily of
the movement and the destination and the consignee and the contents
of these various cars, so that in his central office every morning the
manager of the car line has a chart of the whole situation. You
can see that this method of performing this service puts a private
institution right upon the rails, giving them the benefit of complete
information and all the privileges of a carrier with none of the
corresponding duties or restrictions of a common carrier. So these
car companies are capable of actually covering the entire market
and controlling it, both at the growing and shipping end and at the
consuming end.

So we want this service performed in the future as it formerly was
prior to very recent years, by the railroads themselves. It is a more
economical proposition, if you please, than the one now obtaining
under the Aromur contracts. The roads have the icing stations already
there. They had them before the Armour Car Lines came on the
ground. They have the labor there, used for other purposes, and
available for this extra service, as it always was used. The refrigera-

tion superintendent of the Northern Pacific testified the other day
that all that service was performed by their section men in charge of an
icing foreman at each icing station, so that this army of 33,000 men
that the Armour Car Lines tell about, if they are real and not myth-
ical, are an army of supernumeraries, and constitute an extra burden
and an extra charge upon this traffic. There is no warrant whatever
for their existence.

As a particular illustration, Mr. Patriarch, of the Pere Marquette
Company, was asked why these contracts were entered into, and he
put it solely upon the ground of their inability to get cars otherwise.

IVe put the question to him about his duty to furnish cars himself
and he said that Armour and Company were the only people. Some-
thing was said here about these contracts being let in competition.
He said that the Armour Company were the only people in the field

that he knew of who could furnish these cars, and that they said to

him, " We will not let you have the cars unless we have this service of

refrigeration, to be performed by us, the compensation for the service

to be paid to us, you collecting for it, and it shall be so much," fixing

the price agreed upon between them. Oherwise, he said, they would
not do this.

Now, one further thought in that connection, gentlemen. I asked

the Armour witnesses at these hearings why they wanted to go on and
do this service, when it seems to be going up so high ; why they were
not content with leasing these cars to the railroad at so much a mile.

The first suggestion was that that would not pay. They spoke about
the delays of the cars and the handling them, having them parked
beforehand, and so on, that that arrangement was not satisfactory,

and therefore it required this service. But I said to them, "Why
don't you increase the mileage charge, if it is not enough? " They
said that, considered strictly as a mileage charge, it was enough; at

all events the railroads would not pay any more. I pressed the ques-

tion. If the compensation was the whole consideration, if three-
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fourths of a cent per mile was not enough for the car, I could not s(«e

why they did not exact more, and they said there was something

further in it ; that they had to protect the reputation of the Armour
cars. That, in the last analysis, was what they came down to as a

warrant for insisting; but there was no denial of the fact that they

did say to the railroad company, " We will not lease you these cars at

so much, or at any sum, and let it go at that and release our hands
from them." They insisted that they should perform this refrigera-

tor service, and that they should be informed at all times daily of the

movement of the cars.

Now we want this service performed by the carrier himself, be-

cause it has been accepted as perfectly practicable and feasible, and
the record, I insist, shows it to be a more economical way to do the

service than that which now obtains wherever these exclusive con-

tracts are in force.

Now, one word, if the committee pleases, on the question of amend-
ing the present law. It has been held, I think, that there is a com-
mon law of the United States, and the rule of common law is familiar

that the carrier must furnish the equipment for all that he purports
to carry. The interstate commerce act is declaratory of that same
principle, but the remedy there is merely a matter of remedy in

damages, and it is not practicable; it serves no practical benefit.

I do not believe it is worth while to enlarge upon that. What we
would like in that connection, and what seems to me a fair and just

proposition, is, in addition to that matter of actual damage incurred
that on proper notice to the carrier to have a car at a certain place,

and upon his failure to have it there, there should be some penalty

attached, just enough to make it to the interest of the carrier to per-

form the service. That, it seems to me, would be the necessary spur
to fix that feature.

Now, may I speak a word about the apparent theory of the pending
bill? I spoke of a misapprehension. There is a bill that has been

introduced, and I suppose it is before the committee, to regulate pri-

vate-car lines. It is directed against the owner of the private freight

car, against those who operate private freight cars, and only against

those two classes of people.

Senator Foraker. Can you give us the number of that bill?

Mr. Powell. Senate 6709.

Senator Cullom. What is the title ?

Mr. Powell. "A bill to amend an act entitled an act to regulate

commerce, approved February 4, 1887, and to further prevent the

payment of commissions or rebates on freight."

Senator Foraker. What are you reading from?
Mr. Powell. The title of that bill.

Senator Foraker. What is the document you have in your hand
from which you are quoting the title ?

Mr. Powell. A hearing before this committee.
Senator Clapp. That bill was referred to a subcommittee.
Mr. Powell. The sections of this act apply to any person or per-

sons, copartnership or corporation, engaged in the operation of pri-

vate freight cars.

Section 2 provides that the owner or operator of any such private
freight car engaged in interstate transportation is hereby declared to

be a common carrier.
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I do not think there is any question or any room for doubt that the
owner of a private car, in so far as he is such owner, is no more within
the jurisdiction of Congress than the owner of any other piece of
personal property, and I would not suppose that any other opinion
would be entertained. Now, as to the operator of a private car, it

does not, in my judgment, describe any one of these people—the pri-

vate car line owners—^nor does it touch a single practice of which we
are complaining.

Senator Cullom. You come here to urge their being placed under
the interstate-commerce law—^that is your contention, is it not ?

Mr. Powell. No, Senator ; my contention is that they be excluded
from consideration ; that your legislation be directed against the com-
mon carrier, the railroad. That is our position. In these hearings
before the Interstate Commerce Commission I have protested against
any recognition of the private car lines, holding that the problem
is one between the complaining public and the railroads.

Senator CuLiiOM. I should like to find out just what you want
to do.

Senator Clapp. That is an interesting question, Mr. Powell, but
the subject under consideration by the committee is how to reach the
difficulty.

Mr. Powell. Well, T will answer that. The theory is to prevent
the common carrier from hauling upon its rails a privately owned
freight car, and I have in mind this, that perhaps that provision
should go into effect at some time in the future, but that it should
now be declared to be the fixed policy of the law.

Senator Foeaiceh. And then your second proposition is that the

common carrier shall be required to provide itself with enough
refrigerator cars to perform the service ?

Mr. Powell. Yes; that the duty be so specifically placed on them
as to make that a working law.

Senator Foeakee. Each and every common carrier to provide cars

enough to do the business on its road ?

Mr. Powell. Yes ; but I have not in mind that that would be
based on the assumption that every carrier would be required to have
as many cars as the products of his own road would originate—^in

practical operation, I mean.
Senator Foeakee. How would you meet that case ?

Mr. Powell. I think this interchange of cars between roads would
be practically the same as it is now with ordinary freight cars.

Senator Fostee of Louisiana. You would require them to furnish
all the facilities, would you not?
Mr. Powell. Yes.
Senator Foeakee. I thought your proposition was that they should

have cars at the places along their lines where the cars were needed,

and have them there promptly and in sufficient quantity to do all the

service that was necessary, and that failing in that, they should be

subjected to a penalty.

Mr. Powell. Yes, Senator, you correctly state my proposition.

Senator Foeakee. It would be a little hard, would it not, to require

them to keep those cars, and yet be dependent on exchanging cars

with other roads, and be subjected to a penalty for failure to furnish

sufficient cars promptly ?

Mr. Powell. I think we are talking of something that always has
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been the law in practical working, and I do not think it will be

shown that there is any practical difficulty. If each carrier has a cer-

tain proportion of that equipment, the interchange will enable them
to do (he whole thing. In other words, if there are a hundred cars

to be moved, and there are three carriers, each provided with thirty

odd cars, that would take care of the traffic, I think; but that is a

question of detail.

Senator Forakbr. Each carrier being separate and independent
from the others, would you have us compel them by law to make an
interchange of cars?

Mr. Powell. No ; I interjected that as a practical consideration,
simply stating that in my judgment the burden would not be as heavy
as on its face it might, seem to be.

Senator Foraker. I understand ; but here is a very serious ques-

tion. A road might have use for a thousand cars for thirty days or
for three months, and no use at all for a thousand cars during the
other nine months of the year.

Mr. Powell. Well, Senator, as I said, I do not undertake to speak
at first hand. I speak from these records ; but I think it will develop
that, over much of this territory, it is practically an all-the-year-

round traffic, or at least ten months in the year, in one form or an-
other, and that it is a practically constant quantity. There may be
some exception to that in the Georgia area, but even there it is a gross
exaggeration to consider it as a matter of only two or three months in

the year for the use of refrigerator cars, as I am given to understand.
Senator Oullom. It occurs to me that if you get the legislation you

want, you will be in danger of finding yourselves without the accom-
modations that you are getting now for the transportation ^of freight

from California to Duluth, and to Boston, and all over the country.

Mr. Powell. That is not our idea. Senator.
Senator Kean. What would happen, for instance, if there were a

railroad line built, and at the present time there were no fruit cars on
that line, and some enterprising people should go into that part of the

country and plant orchards, and all of a sudden it should be found
that they had something to ship out? How would you get their fruit

transported for them ?

Mr. Powell. Well, I do not suppose the committee would have any
misgiving about the interest of the railroad in toting that stuff to

market. That would apply to them as it does to existing roads.

Senator Kean. Well, but if it were only a new industry that had
just developed, perhaps the railroad company would not feel justified

in putting a large investment into these cars until they thought it was
going to be a permanent thing. If they thought it was going to be

permanent they might do so.

Mr. Powell. Well, if danger was to be apprehended from that

source, I think the duty ought to be clearly imposed upon the railroad

to take care of such a situation as that.

Senator Foraker. Now, if we should not be able to overcome these

difficulties that we all recognize—^you as well as the rest of us—is

there any other remedy you would suggest, except to wipe out the

private car line business altogether?

Mr. Powell. I have thought considerable about it. Of course, I
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speak diffidently on this subject, gentlemen, but I have given it con-
siderable thought, and it did seem to me that this question was capa-
ble of this solution. I have not quite fully stated the reasons why I
think this plan is feasible and conservative. There are other con-
siderations.

This is not a theory, but a condition. Here you have the owners of
these private cars controlling an immense tonnage. For most of them
it is absolutely large, and for all of them it is relatively large. That
is, the smallest private-car owner is a big duck in "his own little

puddle. He is there and he is an impelling force toward the rail-

roads, and if such a law as this should be passed, prohibiting the car-

rier from hauling private freight cars, there would be no danger that

this property would be left on the hands of. the private owners, I

think; but if there should be, put that in the remote future, far

enotfgh to satisfy the apprehensions of the most conservative. I do
think that ought to be done.

Now, these things have come up in one shape or another. Testi-

mony was given by Mr. Midgley before the Interstate Commerce
Coinmission about there being some controversy between the tank line

car owners and the railroads as to what their mileage should be, and
when the car owners were not satisfied with the suggested payment,
they said to the railroads, " If you can not pay us this amount for

mileage, then take over our cars." There did not seem to be anything
insuperable in the way of the railroads taking the property. Now,
answering the question of the Senator, I think, as I said before, that

beyond any doubt this whole service ought to be performed by the
railroads, and the entire charge ought to be stated in the freight

rates, at so much per hundred pounds for the whole thing. In prac-
tice you can not transport a carload of peaches from Michigan
to Boston without refrigeration. These terms, transportation, and
carriage, and so forth, in the interstate-commerce act, are used in the
trade sense, in the commercial sense, and to take them and tote them
there without refrigeration is not to transport them in any commer-
cial sense. So it is duty clearly connected with commerce, and one
clearly incumbent upon the railroads, and perfectly competent to be
put upon them.
Now, if it is insisted that they do it directly, the only objection to

that—^that is, in that it would not go far enough—is this, that if these

private cars are still leased from a great, mammoth concern, covering
the whole territory and engaged in merchandising, the manager of
that concern would still have every morning this chart showing the

movement over the whole^jountry of these perishable products. That
objection would be left, but I have oflFered what I thought was a

plain, simple, and fair remedy. Just what would take place about
that matter as to information concerning the movement of these per-

ishable products I do not know, but the utmost I can think of wtould

leave that objection open. I do think that is the greatest danger
to-day.

Senator Forakee. You have no alternative proposition, as I un-

derstand you i
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Mr. PawELL. No. I have oflfered one proposition, but I have no
alternative to offer at this time.

Senator Kjsan. There being no further witnesses present who de-

sire to be heard, these hearings are closed. The committee will ad-

journ until to-morrow at 2 o'clock.

Tuesday, May S3, 1905.

The committee met pursuant to adjournment.
Present: Senators Elkins (chairman), CuUom, Kean, Dolliver,

Clapp, and Newlands.
Mat 23, 1905.

national incorporation of interstate railroads.

ADDITIONAL STATEMBKT OF SEKATOB NEWLAKDS.

[The first part of this statement will be found on page 776, VoL II.]

Mr. Chairman: On April 17, 1905, after making my statement
regarding my resolution tor the national incorporation of the inter-

state railroads of the United States Senator Foraker asked me certain
questions relative to my proposed plan, which are to be found on
pages 12 and 13 of these hearings, and suggested that I write out my
answers and put them in the record. I avail myself of this privilege,

and have the honor to submit the following:
For convenience of reference and for a better understanding of

the matters in controversy, I insert the, full colloquy that occurred at
that time between Senator Foraker and myself.

Senator Poeakeb. I desire to ask the Senator some questions now, so that they
may appear In the record Immediately following his paper, to which I listened

with great interest, for, as the Senator from Illinois says, it is a well-prepared
paper and malies a number of very valuable suggestions. My questions will not
pertain to the policy that is involved, but only to the matter of the legal and
practical conclusions which, as I listened, occurred to my mind as likely to arise

if we undertake to adopt such legislation as he suggests.

1. In the first place, the constitutional power conferred on Congress as to

Interstate commerce is to regulate it, not to engage in it Congress has no
authority, as I understand, to authorize the Covernment to engage in interstate

commerce. Whatever we are to do, therefore. Is to be In the nature of regulat-

ing interstate commerce.
If that be the power we are to exercise in legislation, it does not seem to me

that the railroads could be regarded as agencies of the Government If they
are not agencies of the Government, there Is no power that I know of to exempt
them from taxation by the States—certainly no more than there would be to

exempt the property of the national banks from taxation by the States.

That is the first question to which I call the Senator's attention, and to it I

do not want an answer now. He can answer later.

The next question is one of a practical character, and that Is

:

2. If we were to undertake to carry out such a scheme or plan as the Senator
recommends, could we compel the roads already in existence to Incorporate
under act of Congress? And If they were willing to do that by reason of the.

inducements the Senator suggests we might hold out to them, could they get rid

of their outstanding stocks and bonds?
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I can understand how It would be easy enough to organize a new corpora-
tion, under an act of Congress, to construct a road, and how It could issue the
bonds and stocks necessary to carry out that purpose ; but some of these great
companies have already millions, and some of them hundreds of mlllioua, of out-
standing stocks and bonds, and I do not understand how those could be called
in in order that other stocks and bonds might be substituted. It seems to me
that that would be an insurmountable difficulty.

3. Then the third question is. How would the Senator deal with transportation
confined wholly within a State; that is, originating and ending in the State;
but which was conducted by these interstate lines? I imagine they could not
tafce away purely State business from such a road.
These are only a few of many questions that, it seems to me, would arise, but

these are right at the begining of the whole matter, and I put them in the record
here so that the Senator may, when we get further along in the investigation,
give us some answer.
Senator Nbwulndb. Yon do not desire an answer now?
Senator Fobaeeb. No ; not now.
Senator Newiandb. I am ready to answer now.
Senator Doixiveb. Why not now?
Senator Fobaeeb. Because I have one other question—a question suggested by

the Senator from Tennessee (Mr. Carmack)—and that Is this :

4. As to the constitutional power of Congress to levy a tax on gross receipts
under such a plan as the Senator from Nevada has suggested.

Senator Newlands. I will answer that now.
Senator Cabmace. I suggest that the Senator take time to answer thoroughly.
Senator Newlands. Can I write the answers and put them in the record?
Senator Fobaeeb. Yes.

MEANING OT '

In answer to the first question, I would say that the right to pass a
national act for the incorporation of railroads engaged in interstate

commerce does not depend entirely upon the interstate-commerce
clause of the Constitution. It depends upon the power given to Con-
gress under section 8, Article I, to provide for the common defense
and general welfare of the United States ;

" " to regulate commerce
with foreign nations and among the several States," and " to establish

post-offices and post-roads."
The word " regulate " in the Constitution has been given no narrow

construction. The term " to regulate " does not mean simply to pre-
scribe the rule. It has been held to sanction legislation absolutely
prohibiting interstate commerce, as in the case of the lotteries. It
has been held to apply to legislation facilitating or promoting inter-

state and foreign commerce. Under this power, among others, the
Northern Pacific and other railroads were incorporated; under this

power, among others, the Panama Canal is being built to-day, in-

volving not only the construction of the canal, but the ownership and
operation of a railroad and the conduct of the business of a common
carrier.

So also the term " establish " in connection with post-offices and
post-roads has been used in no narrow sense. It includes the leasing

or construction and ownership of post-offices. It includes not simply
the establishing of post-roads, but the construction, as in the case of
the Cumberland road. It includes the operation of post-offices and
post-roads. It includes the actual carrying of the mails by Govern-
ment employees. Instead of intrusting this work to agents, incor-

porated or otherwise, or instead of simply determining the rule by
which post-offices and post-roads are to be conducted, Congress has
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not only established post-offices, but given their establishment an en-

tire monopoly of certain kinds of business, even punishing as a crime
any participation in them by virtue of State authority or otherwise.

Under these powers the National Government could undoubtedly con-

struct a railroad. If it could construct a railroad it could operate it,

and if it should not choose to do either it could select an agent for the
purpose of constructing and operating it. It can select any instru-

mentality for the exercise of the broad powers employed in the con-
trol of the postal service, interstate conmierce, and the military de-
fense. Being sovereign in the exercise of these powers, it acts upon
every foot of American soil, regardless of State lines and unimpeded
and unobstructed by State legislation. It can select any agents it

chooses for carrying out such powers. It can select as such agents
individuals, or can itself create corporations for the purpose of carry-

ing out those great governmental powers.

TAXATION OF NATIONAL INSTRUMENTALITIES.

When the Government condemns for public use and constructs a
post-road, that moment the post-road is free from State taxation. If
the Government buys real estate and builds a post-office, that moment
the real estate and building are exempt from State taxation. If the
National Government should construct railroads for the purposie of
carrying out these powers, such railroads would be exempt from State
taxation, just as post-offices and custom-houses are, and just as post-

roads would be if built. If it intrusts such work to a corporation
created by itself, the corporation is the agent for the purpose of car-

rying out governmental powers, and none of its powers or operations
can be taxed by a State. If it selects certain property as the instru-

mentality or means through which its powers are to be exercised, so

also would such property be exempt from State taxation, for just as

the powers and the operations of the Government agent would be
exempt from all local taxation, so also would be the property selected

as the chosen instrument for the exercise of those powers. The
powers and operations would be exempt without any express declara-

tion to that effect by Congress. A different rule would probably
apply to the property selected as the chosen instrument for the exer-

cise of a national power. In that case it would be necessary to show
unmistakably that the property was selected as the instrumentality,

and that it was the purpose of Congress that it should be taken out of

the domain of State taxation.

The proper organization of a system of transportation is just as

essential to the welfare of the people as is the creation of a proper
financial system. In the early history of the country it was deter-

mined to establish a United States bank to promote the fiscal opera-

tions of the Government. The State of Maryland sought to impose
a tax upon the notes of a United States banlc in Maryland. The
notes were property just as a railroad is property, and yet the court
held that the State of Maryland could not in the exercise of its

taxing power tax those notes. It is true that in that case Chief
Justice Marshall held that so far as the bank building was con-
cerned the exemption would not apply, but he so held upon the ground
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that the ownership of the bank building was not essential to the
operation of the bank; the bank could be conducted upon leased
property, and therefore the bank building could not be regarded
as a national instrumentality for the purpose of carrying out the
powers conferred by the National Government upon the bank, but
all property absolutely essential to the powers conferred upon the
bank, such as promissory notes, bills of exchange, etc., were exempt
from State taxation.

It should be noted that a railroad is a very different property from
a bank building. The ownership of a bank building is not essential

to the operation of a banking corporation. The ownership of a
railroad is absolutely essential to the operation of a railroad corpo-
ration. If Congress, therefore, under the interstate-commerce power,
authorizes the construction of a railroad, it makes that railroad the
instrumentality for the purpose of carrying out its powers^the
means of the exercise of the power itself. The operation of the
railroad can not be segregated irom the right of way, the track, the
statioi^. buildings, and the general equipment of the road. If they
belonged to the Government they would be exempt from State taxa-

tion, and if the Government selects as its agent a corporation of
its own creation and makes its property the instrumentality for the
exercise of governmental powers, and unmistakably shows its inten-

tion that this instrumentality shall not be embarrassed by State
taxation, clearly the property selected as the instrumentality must
be as free from taxation as the powers themselves.
In this connection it is proper to say that my contention as to the

right of the United States to exempt a railroad incorporated under a
national law for interstate commerce, from State taxation, is not
urged for the purpose of freeing such roads from sharing the burden
of governmentj but simply for the purpose of securing uniformity
and certainty, with a view to facilitating the public regulation of
railroad corporations in which the fixed charge of taxes is an impor-
tant consideration.

Under the rule laid down in Van Allen v. The Assessors (3 Wall.,

573), it would be competent for the Congress of the United States
to submit the property of national railroads engaged in interstate

commerce to State taxation, first prescribing the rule by which such
property should be taxed. In this way Congress could secure uni-

formity and certainty in the taxes, by laying down the rule which
should be followed by the States ; and could thus relieve the National
Government of the duty of collecting and distributing the tax.

This might be a better method than the one suggested by my resolu-

tion. It entirely relieves the United States from the position of a
collector and distributer of taxes, and yet would accomplish the same
purpose.

THE AUTHORITIES.

In Luxton v. North Eiver Bridge Company (153 U. S., 525), it

was held that, under the power to regulate commerce among the

States, Congress may create a corporation to build a bridge across

navigable water between two States, and to take private land for that

S. Doc, 243, 59-1—vol 4 57
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purpose, making just compensation. And Mr. Justice Gray, deliv-

ering the opinion of the court, said

:

The Congress of the United States, being empowered by the Constitution to

regulate commerce among tlie several States, and pass all laws necessary and
proper for carrying into execution any of the powers specifically conferred,

may make use of any appropriate means for this end. As said by Chief Jus-

tice Marshall, " The power of creating a corporation, though appertaining to

sovereignty, is not, like the power of making war, or levying taxes, or of regu-

lating commerce, a great substantive and independent power which can not be
implied as incidental to other i)owers or used as a means of executing them. It

is never the end for which other powers are exercised, but a means by which
other objects are accomplished." Congress, therefore, may create corporation!?

as appropriate means of executing the powers of government, as, for instance,

a bank for the purpose of carrying on the fiscal operations of the United States,

or a railroad corporation for the purpose of promoting commerce among the
States. (McCullocli v. Maryland, 4 Wheat, 316, 411, 422; Osborn v. Bank of
U. S., 9 Wheat, 738, 861-873; Pacific R. R. Removal Cases, 115 U. S., 1, 18;
California v. Pacific R. R., 127 U. S., 1, 39.) Congress has likewise the power,
exercised early in this country by successive acts in tie case of the Cumberland
or National road from the Potomac across the Alleghenies, to the Ohio, to
authorize the construction of a public highway connecting several States. See
Indiana v. United States, 148 U. S., 148. (153 U. S., 529.)

In California v. Pacific Railroad (127 U. S., 1), it was directly

adjudged that Congress has authority, in the exercise of its power to

regulate commerce among the several States, to authorize corporations

to construct railroads across the States, as well as the Territories of

the United States; and Mr. Justice Bradley, speaking for the court,

and referring to the acts of Congress establishing corporations to

build railroads across the continent, said

:

It can not at the present day be doubted that Congress, under the power to

regulate commerce among the several States, as well as to provide for postal

accommodations and military exigencies, had authority to pass these laws. The
power to construct, or to authorize individuals or corporations to construct
national highways and bridges from State to State is essential to the complete
control and regulation of interstate commerce. Without autliority in Congress
to establish and maintain such highways and bridges, it would be without
authority to regulate one of the most important adjuncts of Congress. This
power in former times was exerted to a very limited extent, the Cumberland, or
"National, road being tlie most notable instance. Its exertion was but little

called for, as commerce was mostly then conducted by water, and many of our
statesmen entertained doubts as to the existence of the power to establish ways
of communication by land. But since, in consequence of the expansion of tlie

country, the multiplication of its products, and the inventions of railroads and
locomotion by steam, land transportation has so vastly increased, a sounder
consideration of the subject has prevailed and led to the conclusion that Con-
gress has plenary power over the whole subject. Of course the authority .of

Congress over the Territories of the United States and its power to grant fran-

chises exercisable therein are, and ever have been, undoubted. But the wider
power was very freely exercised, and much to the general satisfaction, in the
creation of the vast system of railroads connecting the East ;svith the Pacific,

traversing States as well as Territories, and employing the agenc.v of the State

as well as Federal corporations. (127 U. S., 39-40.)

McCulloch V. Maryland (4 Wheat., 485).—This case decided that a
stamp tax on the notes issued by a Federal bank was a tax on the
operation of a Federal agency and therefore void. The essence of the
decision is the impotency of the States to burden the operations of
the Federal Government.
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As to a tax oh property as distinguished from operations, the court
said, in conclusion

:

The States have no power, by taxation or otherwise, to retard, impede, burden,
or in any manner control the operations of the constitutional laws enacted by
Congress to carry into execution the powers vested in the General GovernmeJit.
* * *

This opinion * * * does not extend to a tax paid by the real property of
the bank, in common.with the other real property within the State, nor to a tax
imposed on the interest which the citizens bf Maryland may hold in this institu-

tion, in common with other property of the same description throughout the
State.

Osborn v. United States Bank (9 Wheat., 737).—Practically a re-

statement of the preceding case on the points in issue. The court said,

page 867, that a contractor could not be taxed for supplying a mili-

tary post with provisions or for transporting provisions to troops in

behalf of the Federal Government; but " it is true that the property
of the contractor may be taxed as the property of other citizens, and
so may the local property of the bank. But we do not admit that the

act of purchasing or of conveying the articles purchased can be under
State control."

This case continues the principle of the McCulloch Case by laying
emphasis on the operations of the Government and the impotency of
the States to interfere therewith.

Thompson v. Pacific Railroad (9 Wall., 579).—This was a case of
taxation by a State of a railroad acting under a Federal charter, as

well as a State charter. The court said (p. 590) :

We do not think ourselves warranted, therefore, In extending the exemption
established by the case of McCulloch v. Maryland beyond Its terms. We can not
apply it to the case of a corporation deriving its existence from State law, exer-
vising its franchise under State law, and holding its property within State
jurisdiction and under State protection.

In this case the court considered the possibility of what would hap-
pen if Congress should do what it had not done, to wit, explicitly

exempt its agent from taxation. The court said (p. 588)

:

We do not doubt, however, that * • * Congress may * * exempt,
In its discretion, the agencies employed in such service from any State taxation
which will really prevent or impede the performance of them.
But can the right of this road to exemption from such taxation be maintained

In the absence of any legislation by Congress to that effect?

Throughout this case it will be noted that the court is careful to

say that the case did not present the feature of any positive attempt
on the part of Congress to exempt the property from State taxation,

and the inference is clear that in such a case the exemption would
have been operative and the State tax invalid.

This case emphasizes the difference between property and the oper-

ations of an agent of the Government, as follows (p. 591) :

We fully recognize the soundness of the doctrine that no State has a " right

to tax the means employed by the Government of the Union for the execution of

its powers." But we think there is a clear distinction between the means
employed by the Government and the property of agents employed by the Gov-
ernment. Taxation of the agency is taxation of the means; taxation of the

property of the agent is not always, or generally, taxation of the means.

No one questions that the power to tax all property, business, and persons,

within their respective limits, Is original in the States and has never been sur-

rendered. It can not be so used, indeed, as to defeat or hinder the operations

ef the National Government; but it will be safe to conclude, in general, in refer-
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ence to persons and State corporations employed in Government service, that
wlien Congress has not interposed to protect their property from State taxation,
such taxation is not obnoxious to tluit objection.

Again obviously intimating a different • opinion had Congress
expressly established such exemption.

Railroad Company v. Peniston (18 Wallace, 5).—This case arose
out of the claim on the part of the State of Nebraska of the power
to tax roadbed, depots, wood -stations, water stations, and other
realty, telegraph poles, telegraph wires, bridges, boats, papers, office

furniture and fixtures, money and credits, movable property, engines,
etc., of the Union Pacific Railroad Company.
The company was created by the act of Congress of July 1, 1862,

entitled "An act to aid in the construction of a railroad and tele-

graph line from the Mississippi River to the Pacific Ocean, and to
secure to the Government the use of the same for postal, military, and
other purposes." Various amendments were made to the original
act at later sessions of Congress, but neither in the original act nor in
any amendment was any provision made by Congress respecting the
taxation of it or its property by the States through which the road
might run.

The tax was resisted by the company on the ground that, having
been incorporated by Congress

—

The State of Nebraska has no power to subject to taxation for State pur-
poses the roadbed, rolling stock, and other property necessary for the use and
operation of the road, such power resting exclusively in the Government of the
United States.

It was distinctly stated by Mr. Chief Justice Strong, who deliv-

ered the opinion, thaf

—

The states may not levy taxes the direct effect of which shall be to hinder
the exercise of any powers which belong to the National Government. The
Constitution contemplates that none of those powers may be restrained by State
legislation (p. 30).

After referring to the legislation creating the Union Pacific road
and adverting to the objects and purposes of that legislation, the

Justice further said (p. 32) :

Admitting, then, fullj', as we do, that the company is an agent of the General
Government, designed to be employed, and actually employed, in the legitimate

service of the Government, both military and postal, does it necessarily follow

that its property is exempt from State taxation?

Emphasizing the difference between the operations of an agent and
the property thereof. Justice Strong said (p. 33) :

It may therefore be considered as settled that no constitutional implications

Iirohibit a State tax upon the property of an agent of the Government merely
because it is the property of such an agent

Then, after consideration of the various cases bearing upon the

general question. Justice Strong summed up as follows (p. 36-37)

:

It is, therefore, manifest that exemption of Federal agencies from State taxa-
tion is dependent, not upon the nature of the agents, or upon the mode of their

constitution, or upon the fact that they are agents, but upon the effect of the
tax ; that is, upon the question whether the tax does in truth deprive them of

power to serve the Government as tliey were intended to serve it, or does hinder
the efficient exercise of their power. A tax upon their property has no such
necessary effect. It leaves, them free to discharge the duties they have under-
taken to perform. A tax upon their operations is a direct obstruction to the
exercise of Federal powers.
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Eight justices heard this case, and the opinion of the court uphold-
ing the validity of Iftie tax was concurred in by four of them. A fifth,

Judge Swayne, concurred in the judgment, but said

:

I see no reason to doubt that it was the intention of Congress not to give tlie

exemption claimed. The exercise of the power may be waived, but I hold that
the road is a national instrumentality of such a character that Congress may
interpose and protect it from State taxation whenever that body shall deem it

proper to do so.

So that Judge Swayne would have decided against the majority
of the court had there been exempting legislation. Two other jus-

tices flatly dissented, giving an opinion to the effect that such State
taxation was invalid, even in the silence of Congress. And the
eighth justice merely remarked :

" I dissent from the opinion of the

court."

So that all that can be claimed from this decision as to the power
of Congress to exempt a corporation from taxation by affirmative

legislation is that the court was evenly divided, and even this can
not be fairly claimed, for the case of exempting legislation was not
before the court, and the opinions of the four justices who upheld
the tax do not contain a word which denies the power of Congress
to exempt the property which it expressly declares to be its chosen
instrumentality.

Mr. Justice Bradley, for himself and Mr. Justice Field, delivered

a vigorous dissenting opinion, in the course of which he said (p. 47)

:

The Union Pacific Railroad Company, therefore, being a United States cor-

poration, created for national objects and purposes, and deriving its existence,

its powers, its duties, its liabilities, from the United States alone; being
responsible to the United States, now as formerly, for a whole congeries of
duties and observances ; being subjected to the forfeiture of its corporate fran-
chises, powers, and property to the United States and not to any individual
State; being charged with important duties connected with the very functions
of the Government, every consideration adduced in the cases of McCulloch v.

Maiyland and Osborn v. The Bank would seem to require that it should be
exempt not only from State taxation, but from State control and interference,

except so far as i-elates to the preservation of the peace and the performance
of its obligations and contracts. In reference to these and to the ordinary
police regulations imposed for sanitary purposes and the preservation of good
order, of course, it is amenable to State and local laws.
As an instrument of national- commerce as well as Government operations,

it has been regulated by Congress. Can it be further regulated by State legis-

lation? Can the State alter its route, its gauge, its connections, its fares,

its franchises, or any part of its charter? Can the State step in between it and
the superior power or sovereignty to which it is responsible? Such an hypothe-
sis, it seems to me, is inadmissible and repugnant to the necessary relations

arising and existing in the case. Such an hypothesis would greatly derogate
from and render almost useless and inefCective that hitherto unexecuted power
of Congress to regulate commerce by land among the several States. If it be
declared in advance that no agency of such commerce, which Congress may
hereafter establish, can he freed from local impositions, taxation, and, tolls,

the hopes of future free and unrestricted intercourse between all parts of this

great country will be greatly discouraged and repressed.

Again:

But it Is contended that the laying of a tax on the roadbed of the company is

nothing more than laying a tax on ordinary real estate, which was conceded
might be done in the case of the United States Bank, in reference to its bank-
ing house or other lands taken for claims due in the course of its business. This
is a plausible suggestion, but, in my apprehension, not a sound one. In ascer-

taining what is essential in every case, respect must always be had to the sub-

ject-matter. The State of Maryland undertook to tax the circulation of the
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United States branch bank established in that State by requiring stamps to be
affixed thereto ; the State of Oliio imposed a general tax of $50,000 upon the
branch established therein. These taxes were declared unconstitutional and
void. They impeded the operations of the bank as a financial agent. Real
estate was not a necessary appurtenant to the exercise of the functions of the
bank. It might hire rooms for its office, or it might purchase or erect a
building.

But the primary object of a railroad company is commerce and transporta-
tion. In its case a railroad track is .iust as essential to its operations as the
use of a currency or the issue or purchase of bills of exchange is to the opera-
tions of a bank. To tax the road is to tax the very instrumentality which Con-
gress desired to establish, and to operate which it created the corporation.

Besides, all that a railroad company possesses in reference to its roadbed is

the right of way and the right to use that land for the purpose of way. This is

a franchise conferred by the Government, and inseparately connected with the
other franchises which enable it to perform the duties for the performance of
which it was created. Any estate in the land—the soil, the underlying earth

—

beyond this belongs to the original proprietor, and that proprietor in the present
case is the Government itself. So that, look at it what way we will, there is

no room for the taxing power of the State. The estate in the soil can not be
taxed, for that remains in the United States ; the franchise of right of way and
materials of track can not be taxed, because they are essentially connected with
and form a part of the powers, faculties, and capital by which the national pur-
poses of the organization are accomjilished.

If the roadbed may be taxed, it may be seized and sold for nonpayment of
taxes—seized and sold in parts and parcels, separated by county or State
lines—and thus the whole purpose of Congress in creating the corporation and
establishing the line may be subverted and destroyed.

In my judgment, the tax laid in this case was an unconstitutional interfer-

ence with the instrumentalities created by the National Government in carry-
ing out the objects and powers conferred upon it by the Constitution (pp. 49-50).

Van Brocklin v. State of Tennessee (117 U. S. 151).—In this case

Mr. Justice Gray, speaking for the court, said

:

The liability of the property of the Pacific Railroad companies to State taxa-
tion has been upheld on the distinction * * « that, although the railroad
corporations were agents of the United States, the property taxed was not the
property of the United States, and a State might tax the property of the agents,

provided it did not tax the means employed by the National Government

And he there quoted with approval the following from the dissent-

ing opinion of Mr. Justice Bradley in the Peniston Case

:

The states can not tax the powers, the operations of the property of the
United States, nor the means which it employs to carry its powers into execution.

California v. Central Pacific Railroad Company (127 U. S., 1).

—

The question of taxation by the State of California of the franchise

of the Central Pacific Railroad Company came before the Supreme
Court in this case, and the court, speaking by Mr. Justice Bradley,
unanimously held that such franchise was not subject to taxation by
the State. In the opinion the following language is used

:

It seems very clear that the State of California can neither take them (the

franchises held by the company) away, nor destroy nor abridge them, nor
cripple them by onerous burdens. Can it tax them"? It may undoubtedly tax
outside visible property of the company situated within the State. That Is

a different thing. But may it tax the franchises which are the grant of the
United States? In our judgment it can not. What is a franchise? * » •

Generalized, and divested of the special form which it assumes under a monar-
chical government based on feudal traditions, a franchise is a right, privi-

lege, or power of public concern, which ought not to be exercised by private
Individuals at their mere will and pleasure, but should be reserved for public
control and administration, either by the government directly or by public
agents, acting under such conditions and regulations as the government may
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Impose In the public Interest and for the public security. Such rights and
powers must exist under every form of society. They are always educed
by the laws and customs of the community. Under our system their existence

and disposal are under the control of the legislative department of the gov-
ernment, and they can not be assumed or exercised without legislative authority.

No private person can establish a public highway, or a public ferry, or a rail-

road, or charge tolls for the use of the same, without authority from the legis-

lature, direct or derived. These are franchises. * * * No persons can make
themselves a body corporate and politic without legislative authority. Corpo-

rate capacity Is a franchise. • « *

In view of this description of the nature of a franchise, how can it be possible

that a franchise granted by Congress can be subject to taxation by a State
without the consent of Congress? Taxation is a burden, and may be laid so

heavily as to destroy the thing taxed, or render it valueless. As Chief Justice

Marshall said in McCulloch v. Maryland, " the power to tax involves the power
to destroy." Recollecting the fundamental principle that the Constitution,

laws, and treaties of the United States are the supreme law of the land, it

seems to us almost absurd to contend that a power given to a person or cor-

poration by the United States may be subjected to taxation by a State. The
power conferred emanates from, and is a portion of, the power of the govern-

ment that confers it. To tax it is not only derogatory to the dignity, but
subversive of the powers of the government and repugnant to its paramount
sovereignty. * * * It may be added that these views are not in conflict with
the decisions of this court in Thomson v. Pacific Railroad (9 Wall., 579), and
Railroad Company v. Peniston (18 Wall., 5). As explained in the opinion of

the court in the latter case, the tax there was upon the property of the company
and not upon its franchises or operations. (127 U. S., 40-il.)

Eeagan v. Mercantile Trust Company (154 U. S., 413).—While the

language in this case is not wholly clear, it seems to indicate a belief

that Congress might exempt such a railroad from State taxation.

Page 416:

Similarly we think it may be said that, conceding to Congress the power to

remove the corporation in all its operations from the control of the State,

there is in th* act creating this company nothing which indicates an intent

'

on the part of Congress to so remove it. * * * It (Congress) must have
known that, in the nature of things, the control of that business would be exer-

cised by the State, and if it deemed that the interests of the nation and the
discharge of the duties required on behalf of the nation from this corporation
demanded exemption in all things from State control it would unquestionably
have expressed such intention in language whose meaning would be clear. Its

silence in this respect is satisfactory assurance that, in so far as this corpo-
ration should engage in business wholly within the State, it intended that it

should be subjected to the ordinary control exercised by the State over such
business.

Central Pacific Railroad Company v. California (162 U. S., 125)

:

It may be regarded as firmly settled that although corporations may be agents
of the United States their property is not the property of the United States,

but the property of the agents, and that a State may tax the property of the
agent's, subject to the limitations pointed out in Railroad Company v. Peniston,

etc.

Of course, if Congress should think it necessary for the protection of the

United States to &ecla/re such property exempted, that would present a different

question.

Van Allen v. The Assessors (3 Wall., 70 U. S., p. 573).—The
court in this case considered the act of June 3, 1864, " To provide.

a national currency," etc., which subjected the shares of the bank
associations in the hands of shareholders to taxation by the States,

under certain limitations. It also considered the act of March 9,

1865, of the legislature of New York, which taxed such shares" but

did not tax them by the same rule as the shares of State banks, and
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held this statute unwarranted by the act of Congress and void. The
court said (p. 591)

:

That Congress may constitutionally organize or constitute agencies for carry-
ing into effect tbe national powers granted by the Constitution ; that those
agencies may be organized by the voluntary association of individuals, sanc-
tioned by Congress ; that Congress may give to such agencies so organized
corporate unity, permanence, and efficiency ; and that such agencies in their

heing, capital, franchises, and operations are not subject to the taxing power
of the States, have ever been regarded since those decisions as settled doctrines
of this court.

It will be perceived in this case that Congress laid down the rule

under which a State tax could be levied upon the capital invested in a
national corporation, and as the rule laid down by Congress was vio-

lated by the State, the tax of the State was held to be invalid.

From the foregoing authorities it seems abundantly clear-
First.- That Congress, under the power to regulate interstate com-

merce, can create corporations for the purpose of engaging in such
commerce.

Second. That a State can not tax the franchises of such corpora-
tions, nor can it interfere with the operations of a corporation char-,

tered by the United States for such purposes, or hinder, impede, or
burden such corporation in carrying out such purposes.

Third. That, while the State may tax the tangible property of the
corporation within its territorial limits, in the absence of any restric-

tion upon the taxing power of the State contained in the charter of
the corporation, nevertheless Congress may in terms expressly pro-
vide against such State taxation by a declaration that all the property
of the corporation necessary for the carrying out of the purposes for

which it was incorporated shall not be subject to State taxation, or

it can prescribe the rule for State taxation. In other words. Con-
gress itself can declare what shall be regarded as the instrumentali-

ties of government, can define such instrumentalities in the charter

itself, and upon such instrumentalities the States can not levy any
tax if Congress forbids.

NATIONAL INCORPORATION Or EXISTING RAILROADS.

In his second question Senator Foraker inquires whether we could

compel the roads already in existence to incorporate under an act of

Congress, and if they were willing to do so, could they get rid of

their outstanding stocks and bonds?
In reply I would say that I am uncertain as to whether we should

take measures to compel existing roads to incorporate under a national

act. I would prefer to so shape a wise, fair, and comprehensive law,

simplifying their operations and relieving' them of many existing

embarrassments, which tend to the injury of the public as well as of

the roads themselves, as to induce them to accept its provisions.

Of course we could not compel those roads to accept a national

charter, but we could by law prevent them from engaging in inter-

state commerce unless they accepted a national charter. As three-

fourths of the .business of the roads is interstate, it is clear that self-

interest would compel the roads under such conditions to accept a

national charter.

But I do not think any wmpulsory process is necessary. The rail-
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roads themselves must be desirous of- getting rid of the present com-
plexity. It is amazing how they have been able to develop their
groups or systems under the machinery now afforded by the law.
We have the anomaly of the lesser sovereignty creating the agency
which is to do the greater sovereignty's business; the lesser sover-
eignty, the State, can create a corporation for the purpose of con-
structing a railroad in that State. Such a railroad is a foreign cor-

poration in all other States and can operate in such States only by
their comity. Thus the Baltimore and Ohio Eailroad is incorporated
under the laws of Maryland. As to that State it is a domestic corpo-
ration, but as to the 10 or 12 other States in which it operates it is

a foreign corporation. The Baltimore and Ohio Railroad Company
has been obliged to incorporate a great number of subsidiary com-
panies in other States of which it owns the stock. All this tends
to complexity, both as to the finances, taxation, and regulation either

by a State or National Government. Similar conditions exist in the
case of the Pennsylvania Company and the New York Central Rail-

road Company. The Rock Island system is consolidated under a

holding company organized under the laws of New Jersey, in which
there is not a single foot of Rock Island track. I take it for granted
that if in a given State a railroad is to be operated by a foreign
corporation it would prefer that that corporation should be the cre-

ation of the national government in which it has a share rather than
the creation of a foreign State government in which it has no share.

Undoubtedly, had it been foreseen that the railroad systems of the
country would assume their present enormous proportion's and that

interstate commerce would be the dominant factor in the business of

each railroad, involving the practical obliteration of State lines, so

far as the railroad business was concerned, national machinery would
have been established for the purpose of creating such agencies of

interstate commerce. But railroading has been an evolution. Rail-

roads in the first instance were short roads, entirely within the

boundaries of a single State. As no national legislation was given,

they have been compelled to work out their systems through the States

by the creation of State corporations, which were domestic corpora-

tions in the States which created them and which were foreign cor-

porations in all other States in which they operated. The result is

that in many cases the laws have been too lax and in other cases too

restricted, and it is amazing that under these difficulties the railroad

operators could have worked out so splendid a system. The evolution

Ox railroads has been accomplished under the greatest difficulty. It is

a question as to whether many of the practical consolidations now
existing would stand the legal test. All such embarrassments and

uncertainties tend to make railroad financing and railroad operation

difficult. It seems to me we should frankly recognize the evolution

of railroading by a national law and that we should do everythmg

that is possible to simplify the operation of taxation and the regula-

tion of railroads, and this can only be done under a charter given by

a sovereign whose dominion within the powers conferred by the Con-

stitution, of which interstate commerce is one, rests upon every foot

of American soil regardless of State lines, and that the legislation

regarding it should be the legislation of the whole nation, and not the

complex, varying, and contradictory legislation of the various parts._

Senator Foraker also inquires as to how the existing railroads, in
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case they accepted national charters, could get rid of their outstanding
stocks and bonds.
As to the bonds, the answer is simple. Each railway sj'stem would

organize a national corporation under a national law, and would
transfer all its property to such corporation subject to the existing

bonded indebtedness. As the existing bonds matured they would be
retired by an issue of the bonds of the new company, and thus in the

end the bonds of the new national corporation would be substituted

for the bonds of the constituent State corporations. As to the stock,

the process would be no more difficult than that frequently gone
through with in existing consolidations of State corporations. The
stock of the old companies would be surrendered and the stock of the

new company substituted. Of course, the stock issue of the new com-
pany must be subject to the approval of some tribunal, such as the

Interstate Commerce Commission, in order to avoid overcapitaliza-

tion. But I take it that a fair method of valuation of the stock of

the existing road could be secured. Individually I should favor a

very liberal adjustment. I should 'recognize the market value of

existing stocks, whether watered or not. The watering of stock in

the past has had many causes, among them the difficulty of promoting
such enterprises without giving investors some speculative chance.

The railroads have been obliged to work out their own salvation,

unaided by wise laws, and while possibly some of these exaggerated

stock issues have been the creation simply of stock speculators many
of them have been necessitated by financial exigencies. At all events,

the stocks' are now in the hands of the investing public and have

largely gone out of the hands of those who originally issued them.

If we can only guard the stock and bond issues of the future and pre-

vent overcapitalization—all of which is provided for by my proposi-

tion—we can easily afford to validate much of the overcapitalization

of the past.

The amount of stock which should be issued in new national cor-

porations to the old constituent companies could be determined in

two ways. One would be by providnig a special charter for each

of the eight or ten existing systems. Congress, in that event, could

determine in each case by the statute itself what should be the issue

of the new corporation. A better method, however, would be to shape

a general law and leave the approval of the stock and bond issues to

some tribunal such as the Interstate Commerce Commission.

STATE COMMERCE.

Senator Foraker's third question is as to how we would deal with

transportation originating and ending in a State, but which is con-

ducted by those interstate lines.

I do not see how there is any difficulty in this. Surely an inter-

state railroad can engage in State business if a State railroad can
engage in interstate business; and if, as is the rule, the interstate

business is three-fourths of the business of every railroad in the

country, it would seem proper that the railroad conducting such
business should be an interstate road rather than a State road. It

is true that I would prefer that there should not be two systems of
regulation of rates. If we accomplish the consolidation of these
great systems of railroads through a national charter, we will, of
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course, so regulate the business of such corporations as to prevent ex-

tortion, preference, and discrimination. The regulation of the greater
will necessarily include the regulation of the less, and it only produces
complexity when we have the legislatures, the railway commissions,
and the taxing powers of forty-five States all operating at the same
time upon these national highways. It would be much better for
them and much better for the public if, instead of being under the
control of forty-six sovereigns—namely, forty-five States and the
nation, they were under but one national control. It will be easy,

however, to take the sentiment of the States as represented in Con-
gress upon this subject. If they desire to reserve the control and
regulation of State commerce and also the police powers, there is no
reason why it should not be so provided in the act.

My proposition does not involve the taking away from the State
of the power of regulating State commerce. It can exercise that
power over corporations organized by the State and doing business

in it. It can exercise that power with reference to corporations
organized under a national incorporation act unless there is a decla-

ration in the incorporation act that the power shall not be exercised

so . far as the Government instrumentality is concerned. Such a
declaration would leave the power still existing, but would simply
assert that the power should not be exercised as to the instrumentality
created by the National Government.
The power of Congress to exempt national roads from State regu-

lation would rest upon the same principle as the power to exempt
them from State taxation, viz, that the power to regulate, like the
power to tax, is the power to destroy. It is not quite so clear, how-
ever, as the power to regulate would only apply to a small part of
the business of an interstate road, viz, the commerce beginning and
ending in a State; and the destructive effect of this could not be
great.

THE FEDERAL COURTS.

Another objection urged to national incorporation is that all

national railroad corporations would have the right to carry their

cases into the United States court. The answer to this is that the

right to carry the case into the United Sates court would depend
upon the cause of action and not upon the national character of the

corporation. If the case was one arising under the law or the Con-
stitution of the United States, the corporation would have the right

to carry such case into the Federal courts, whether it was a national

or a State corporation. This could be made certain by the statute

itself, as in the case of the national banks ; for under the law regard-

ing the incorporation of national banks, act of July 12, 1882 (22

Stat., 162, sec. 4), it is expressly provided that the jurisdiction for

suits hereafter brought by or against any association established

under any law providing for national-bank associations, except suits

between them and the United States, or its officers and agents, shall

be the same as, and not other than, the jurisdiction for suits by or

against banks not organized under any law of the United States

which do, or might do, banking business, when such suits may be

begun, and all laws and parts of laws of the United States incon-

sistent with this provision be, and the same hereby are, repealed.
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In the case of the Leather Manufacturers' Bank v. Cooper (120

U. S., p. 778), the court, in considering the above section of the act of

1882, said:

This was evidently intended to put national banks on the same footing as the

banlis of the State where they were located for all the purposes of the juris-

diction of the courts of the United States.

But it will thus be seen that under the national statute incorpo-

rating railroads, the railroads can be prevented from claiming their

Federal origin as a reason for invoking the jurisdiction of the United
States courts, and thus the objection to the inconvenience of compel-
ling all persons in litigation with national railroad companies to go
into the Federal courts would be obviated.

IS THE TAX ON GROSS RECEIPTS CONSTITUTIONAL?

The fourth question put by Senator Foraker, at the suggestion of

Senator Carmack, was as to the constitutional power of Congress to

levy a tax upon gross receipts of railroads engaged in interstate com-
merce.

In answer to this question I will state that the tax which I would
impose would not be a direct tax ; it would be in the nature of a fran-

chise tax, measured by the gross receipts of the corporation; and I

have no doubt that that could be shaped in such a way as to avoid
the objection of direct taxation, which is, of course, forbidden by the

Federal Constitution.

I call attention in this connection to the war-revenue act, which
fixed a tax upon oil refineries and sugar refineries—a tax of one-

eighth of 1 per cent upon their gross receipts over $250,000. That tax

went into effect ; it was paid for years until the law was repealed, and
I never heard it questioned. I believe there are other taxes of that

kind which have been imposed by the revenue laws of this country.

I think that in the war-revenue law the Senator will find precedents

for such a tax as I would impose here. A license or franchise tax
measured by the gross receipts is quite a distinct thing from a direct

tax upon the property itself.

STATEMENT OF WALKER D. HINES IN REBUTTAL TO EVIDENCE
OF THOSE FAVORING THE ENLARGEMENT OF THE POWERS
OF THE INTERSTATE COMMERCE COMMISSION.

Mr. HiNES. I have carefully read all that has been said before the

committee at its hearings on the regulation of railway- rates from the
beginning of those hearings, on April 17, until this date, and I wish
to submit to the committee certain statements, purely by way of

rebuttal of what has been said by some of the gentlemen who have
urged that the rate-making power be given to the Interstate Com-
merce Commission.

Statement or Hon. W. A. Harris on Mat 4, 1905.

Hon, W. A. Harris, in his statement on May 4, 1905, said

:

" We understand that all the railroad men assent to the proposi-
tion that the Government has the right and that it should regulate
and control rates. But we are unable to understand what the words
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' regulate ' and ' control ' really mean, unless they mean that in the
ultimate the Commission shall have the power to fix a rate."
This statement aptly illustrates the position which is consciously or

unconsciously taken by all of the advocates of the rate-making power
for the Commission, which is that there is only one possible way to
regulate railway rates, to wit, by means of a rate-making commission.
I submit that this view involves a very grave error. A rate-making
railroad commission is not the exclusive method of effective regula-
tion, but it is the most unfair method to the railroads, and in the long
run the most undesirable method for the public. It should be remem-
bered that the proposition to create a Federal rate-making railroad
commission simply means to copy, in effect, the rate-making commis-
sions of the States, and that the latter tribunals were first established
during periods of extreme hostility to railroads and constituted the
first experiments in the United States in the direction of railroad
control. Moreover, there is nothing in the history of the State com-
missions to justify the view that the experiment, started under these
conditions so unfavorable to really fair regulation, has proved suc-

cessful.

Mr. Harris says again

:

" It was supposed in 1887, when this law was passed, that that was
what was intended to be the purpose of the law, that the Commission
should examine into each case, and .when a rate was found to be
unreasonable it should put in force a rate which would be reasonable."

This statement is not correct. The history of the circumstances
attending the adoption of the interstate-commerce act shows that
nothing was more clearly understood in regard to it than that no
rate-making power of any description was to be conferred upon the
Commission, to be exercised on complaint or otherwise.

Mr. Harris states that in the last five or six years the transportation
charges on live stock from the Southwest have advanced 25 or 30
per cent. I believe that the statement is made that the first advance
took place in 1899, about six years ago. If that was an unreasonable
advance, it was open to the shippers objecting to it to proceed at once
before the Interstate Commerce Commission to have that advance
declared unreasonable and discontinued. Of course the advanced
rates had to be filed with the Commission. That Commission had
the power to proceed on its own motion if it had reason to believe that
the advance was unreasonable; yet the advance was allowed to go
entirely imchallenged and is now brought up as an argument for a
rate-making power, which is not at all needed to correct that advance
if unreasonable. It seems that only the last advance was complained
of by the shippers, and that the Commission has now had that com-
plaint before it for over a year and has reached no conclusion. Thus?

the machinery of the present act has never been utilized to a conclu-

.sion with respect to the advance in cattle rates from the Southwest,
and yet that machinery which was deliberately adopted by Congress
is thrown aside by these gentlemen without being tried, and demand
is made that a vastly greater and more dangerous power be conferred
upon a Government bureau to correct the sitiiation when there has
been no' demonstration whatever that the carefully drawn provisions

of the present law are inadequate. Moreover, if, as is claimed, the
advance in rates on cattle constituted an unjust discrimination against
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that class of traffic, it has been open to the claimants ever since the

passage of the Elkins Act more than two years a^o to get the Inter-

state Commerce Commission to bring suit direct m the circuit court

to stop that discrimination. Such a case would have been advanced
upon the application of the Attorney-General and would have had
a very speedy hearing before three circuit judges; the decision of
the circuit court upon this hearing would have gone into effect

immediateh', notwithstanding any appeal, unless the circuit court

itself had seen fit to suspend its decree during the pendency of an
appeal. Thus here is another remedy which has had absolutely no
trial.

Mr. Harris says again

:

" It is not to be supposed that the Congress of the United States,

in enacting legislation in 1897, desired to enact a law and prescribe a

lot of machinery, extended in its character, with absolutely no result."

This is a very correct statement, and yet these gentlemen are sup-
posing that very thing, because without any serious effort to utilize

to a definite c«nclusion the machinery thus provided by Congress
these gentlemen are proclaiming that it is useless and insisting upon
the creation of new and dangerous powers to be vested in an admin-
istrative bureau of the Government.
Mr. Harris further says: "The Commission testifies, and everybody

knows practically, that it is impotent."
Doubtless Mr. Harris is correct in his statement that the Commis-

sion testifies that it is impotent and that many people so believe, but
the law shows that the Commission is not impotent; that it has the
power to order the discontinuance of every unreasonable or unjustly
discriminatory rate ; that if the carrier does not comply with the Com-
mission's order suit can be brought in the circuit court and advanced
to a speedy hearing before three circuit judges, whereupon it is the
duty of the circuit court to enforce compliance with the Commission's
order, unless it finds that that order is not justified by the facts or is

unlawful in form. The exercise of this power has proved substan-

tially effective in every case where it has been lawfully exercised.

There is not a single case where a carrier has complied in a merely
technical way with such an order of discontinuance; unless the car-

rier has resisted the Commission's order on the ground that it was
unreasonable on the facts or unlawful in form and has been sustained

in that position in court, the carrier has in every instance made very

substantial reductions as a result of the Commission's orders. It is

therefore far from correct to say that the Commission is in fact impo-
tent under the present law.

Mr. Harris says :
" I should regret to see a very elaborate and great

change in the existing law."

Yet what he proposes is a great and radical change in the law.

Under the present law unreasonable rates are corrected in a contested

case through the courts and the carriers have the benefit of the impar-

tial judgment of the courts upon these controversies, just like people

in general have the impartial judgment of the courts upon their con-

troversies. The plan proposed, however, is to give a Government
bureau practically final power over controversies between the rail-

roads and the shippers. In reality the plan which Mr. Harris favors

means changing the law from a method whereby the law made by
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Congress itself shall be enforced through the duly constituted courts
to a method whereby the law shall be practically made and enforced
by a mere Government bureau. No greater or more far-reaching
change in the character of the law could be imagined.

Statement of Mb. Robert W. Higbie, on May 9, 1905.

In Mr. Robert W. Higbie's statement before the committee on the
eighteenth day, Tuesday, May 9, Mr. Higbie states his position to

be that " where there is an honest difference of opinion as to whetlier

the charge for a particular service is reasonable or unreasonable,
we ask that somewhere, in some place, there be a court, a body, or

somebody who can say what is reasonable." What Mr. Higbie de-

mands is substantially accomplished by the eiBcient enforcement of

the present law ; if necessary the law can be amended so as to insure

even more fully the effective accomplishment through the courts of

what Mr. Higbie desires; and the demand which he expresses in

the language just quoted does not by any means require for its satis-

faction that the rate-making power should be given to an adminis-
trative bureau.

Mr. Higbie is disposed to discount the value of the present law by
theorizing that the railroads will not comply in a substantial way
with the orders of the Commission and decrees of the courts; but
in practice the procedure of the present law has not been found
defective in the way in which Mr. Higbie suggests. It does seem
that the creation of a vast and dangerous power in the hands of an
administrative bureau ought to rest on something more substantial

than a mere theory, utterly unsupported by any experience, that a
more conservative method of regulation would be worthless.

Mr. Higbie refers to two cases of unjust rates. In one of these

he states that the Interstate Commerce Commision rendered a decision

which the railroads complied with. In the other case he says that

no complaint has been filed. It certainly does seem that cases of this

sort furnish no arguments for lodging the rate-maliing power in

the Commission. In one case the machinery of the present law has
been invoked and the desired result accomplished ; in the other case

that machinery has not been invoked and consequently no result

has been accomplished. Is it not a complete non sequitur to say that,

therefore, a radically different and much more dangerous machinery
shall be created ?

Mr. Higbie refers to the fact that the case which did go to the

Commission was four years in reaching a decision. If so, this was
a delay on the part of the Commission. If such delays occur in the

exercise of the important powers which the Commission now pos-

sesses, how much delay will occur when the Commission is over-

whelmed with the v£|,stly greater powers which are now proposed for

it? Naturally the Commission will be equally as careful in fixing a

rate as it is in condemning a rate as unreasonable. If it takes four

years to do the latter it would take at least four years to do the

former with the same amount of business, and with a vastly increased

amount of work it would pr(3sumably take much longer.

Mr. Higbie indicates that he thinks the Conunission ought to have
this power, because, he understands, the courts can not exercise it.
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and shows that he has no objection to the exercise of an effective

method of regulation through the courts if that method would be
constitutional. I think it has been clearly shown to the conmiitteo

that a perfectly adequate method of correction can be constitution-

ally employed through the courts, thus giving the railroads the same
measure of judicial protection that is enjoyed by other property,
instead of turning them over to the largely final determination of an
administrative bureau which never has occupied and which in the
nature of things never can occupy a perfectly impartial and non-
partisan attitude.

Statement of Hon. Albert B. Cummins, on Mat 11, 1905.

On the twentieth day, Thursday, May 11, 1905, Hon. Albert B.
Cummins appeared before the committee.

Governor Cummins undertook to show from statistics that the
revenues of the railroads of this country were excessive. He took
for this purpose the results of a single year, the year ending June
30, 1904. He started out by saying that too much had been charged
to operating expenses, and that whereas the operating expenses as

charged by the railroads were 67.75 per cent, they ought to be not
more than 65 per cent, because the other 2.75 per cent were probably
betterments which ought not to have been charged to operating ex-

penses.

Assuming, for the sake of the argument, that Governor Cummins
is right in saying that 2.75 per cent represented betterments, the
question arises, Why is it improper to charge that to operating ex-

penses ? From the public standpoint it would seem to be much better

to charge it to operating expenses than to capital account, and cer-

tainly it must be charged to one or the other. If the railroads can
not take from their earnings the money with which to pay for better-

ments, they must raise it by issuing new stock or new bonds. As-
suming tliat these matters are charged year by year to capital

account, it simply means that there will be a progressive and rapid
increase in capital account, upon which the stockholders are entitled

to a fair return. If such practice were pursued for thirty or forty

3'ears, it can readily be perceived that the capital entitled to a fair

return would be enormously increased as compared with the amount
of capital if betterments are charged to operating expenses instead

of to capital.

Moreover, the theory of charging betterments to capital account
instead of to operating expenses rests on the idea that there should

be charged against the yearly income only what is necessary to keep
up the property in its original condition. But the progress and
increasing demands of civilization are such that a railroad could

not, if it wished to do so, confine itself to repairs merely necessary

to preserve it in its original state. A railroad must constantly make
very extensive improvements which put the railroad in far better

condition than it was in its original state and yet which barely keep
it abreast of the times. No matter how muck a railroad may have
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to expend on such account in one year, it is probable that it will
have to expend even more the next year, and still more the year after,

so that sufh expenses can not be regarded in the light of extraordi-
nary expenses not properly chargeable against current income.
Certainly all such expenditures are eminently proper charges against
the yearly income. They are absolutely necessary expenses, and it

would be most unwise to anticipate the earnings of future years
by charging such items to capital account. Another result of such
a course would be a really fictitious swelling of the apparent net earn-
ings for the present by eliminating from expenses necessary and
unavoidable and regularly recurring items of expenditure, while
at the same time piling up additional capital upon which returns
would have to be realized for the future.

When money is spent for betterments the stockholders get abso-

lutely no return therefrom except to the extent that the earning power
is increased for the future. If the earning power is increased for the
future over and above the increase in the future of the demand for

betterments, the stockholders then get the benefit and that benefit

will then show in the earnings.

Governor Cummins's assumption, therefore, that charges for bet-

terments ought not to be deducted frOm earnings in ascertaining the

ments ought not to be deducted from earnings in ascertaining the
returns which the stockholders realize, is not justified.

After increasing the earnings of the railroads in this fictitious

manner—that is, by an assumed amount of betterments—Governor
Cummins proceeds to add thereto an income of over $100,000,000
" from sources other than operation." It is not proper to add this

item. This item is mostly made up of dividends and interest received

by railroads on other railroad stocks and bonds, and consequently
these amounts have already appeared in the net earnings for the
railroads as a whole. For example, let us assume that the net earn-
ings of the Louisville and Nashville Railroad for a given year are

$9,000,000. This amount, of course, appears in the Commission's
general statistics as income from operation. Assume that out of the
net earnings of $9,000,000 the company pays a dividend of 6 per cent

upon its capital stock, which we will assume is $60,000,000. Let us
assume that the Atlantic Coast Line owns $30,000,000 of this stock.

If so, it will receive as a dividend from the Louisville and Nashville

$1,800,000. In the Atlantic Coast Line's report to the Interstate

Commerce Commission it will show this $1,800,000 as " income from
sources other than operation." Yet it is obviously improper, when
considering the railroads as a whole, to treat this $1,800,000 as addi-
tional income, for it is merely a part of the $9,000,000 net earnings of
the Louisville and Nashville, which has already been reported and
which is shown in the general result of income from operation.

Therefore the principal part of Governor Cummins's $100,000,000 is

simply a duplication of what he has already shown as income from
operation. To the extent that this income from other sources is not
received from other railroad companies, it is an' item which ought
not to be taken into account at all. If an individual should own a
railroad, the returns from his investments other than the railroad
certainly would not be taken into account in considering whether the
returns from his railroad were excessive; and precisely the same

S. Doc. 243, 59-1—vol 4 58
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thing is true of a railroad company. The point to be considered is

the returns that the railroad companies get from the operation of

their roads, and the returns, if any, that they may happen to get from
entirely different investments have absolutely nothing to do with the

case.

Moreover, Governor Cummins fails to make any allowance for

.taxes, -which, according to the preliminary report for June 30, 1904,

were $50,474,106. Governor Cummins figures, therefore, that there

was a net income for the railroads of $789,108,521. The real income
was the income from operation of $634,250,873, less taxes, making
$577,776,707, or $2,704 per mile, which capitalized at 6 per cent is

equal to $46,006, as against Governor Cummins's estimate on a

thoroughly fictitious basis of $62,927 per mile. All of Governor
Cummins's arguments, therefore, as to excessive aggregate earnings
fall to the ground.
Governor Cummins's assumption that the railroads in this country,

as a whole, have cost only $30,630 per mile is a most remarkable
conclusion, for which he can not furnish any substantial basis. His
theories on this subject can not stand for a moment against the facts

themselves, as stated by practical men of affairs like President
Ramsey, of the Wabash, which facts Governor Cummins does not
and can not dispute.

One great danger to the owners of the railroads, to the laborers

dependent on the railroads for their wages, and to the commerce of
the country, which is to be apprehended from giving a rate-making
power to any administrative bureau, is the danger that members of
that bureau will proceed upon mere general theories instead of ascer-

taining and acting upon the real facts. Governor Cummins is a

man of prominence and the chief executive of one of the prinicpal
States in the Union. He seems to be regarded as a man peculiarly

well informed on railroad affairs. He undertakes to deal with a
subject of the gravest public importance. Undoubtedly the impor-
tant public position he holds impresses him with a sense of official

responsibility. Yet he makes up his mind and he seeks to infl.uence

the minds of others by a mere string of inaccurate theories with
absolutely no substantial foundation. Governor Cummins, on ac-

count of his prominence in public affairs, is just the type of man
who is likely to be selected as a member of the Interstate Commerce
Commission. If he were so selected, it is clear that he would pro-

ceed to regulate the commercial affairs of this country upon the
same theorizing basis that he adopts in his address to the Senate
committee. His argument suggests anew the crucial question
whether it is better to leave these eminently practical questions
primarily in the hands of railroad men, who are bound to be practical

and deal with the actual facts, leaving it to the courts to correct and
prevent all arbitrary or oppressive action on their part, or whether,
on the other hand, it is wise to give an administrative bureau the
power to proceed according to the immature theories of its members,
when the mistakes of such a bureau can only be corrected by the
courts in peculiarly aggravated cases and when neither the railroads

nor those dependent upon them, either from a wage-earning or from
a commercial standpoint, can have any indemnity for the mistakes
which this theorizing bureau will freely make.
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SCOPE OF THE PROPOSED RATE MAKING.

Governor Cummins is strikingly inconsistent in his statement of
the extent to which a rate-making commission would make rates and
the extent to which those rates would be inelastic. He says the
commission would only make maximum rates and very few of them,
and that the carriers could reduce these rates at will. Yet Governor
Cummins knows, or ought to know, that the only thing which the
fixing of a maximum rate can correct is a rate that is per se extor-

tionate. He laiows, or ought to know, that in order for an adminis-
trative bureau to substitute its judgment as to what are the proper
relations between localities in place of the present rate adjust-

.

ment made by the railroads it is absolutely necessary for that bureau
to fix the absolute rates, or at any rate the minimum rates, which the
railroads must observe; otherwise the railroads can simply preserve

the basis which the commission condemns by making reductions from
the maximum rates which the commission fixes.

Now, Governor Cummins repeatedly states that extortionate rates,

as such, do not ordinarily exist; that the real evil is the discrimination

between localities. Therefore, Avhen he says the commission will

only fix maximum rates he loses sight of the fact that that action

would merely reach the evil which he says does not exist, and would
not at all reach the evil which he says is widely prevalent, and that

to reach the evil of discrimination between localities, of which he
complains, the commission must make absolute or minimum rates,

which will necessarily be rigid and unchangeable except by the order
of the commission.
Nor is Governor Cummins correct in assuming that very few cases

would be presented to the commission. He has a list himself, for the
State of Iowa, which would doubtless occupy the commission for
several years if it undertook to establish, according to its own judg-
ment, the relative commercial importance of the cities in Iowa as
compared with competing cities elsewhere. Moreover, when ala-

lyzed, the basis of his complaint in almost every instance is found to

be an adjustment of rates which does not give proper regard to dis-

tance. This will be found to be true, almost without exception, in

all the cases of local discrimination. It is fair to assume, therefore,

that every place that feels aggrieved by a relative rate adjustment
which apparently fails to give full recognition to its geographical
location will present its complaint to the commission, just as Gov-
ernor Cummins seems preparing to present complaints for all the
cities in Iowa. Consequentljr the commission's work will be enor-

mously increased; the rates it makes to deal with such cases will

necessarily be absolute or minimum rates, which can not be changed
but by the commission's consent, and will therefore be rigid and
inelastic; and, what is of equal or even greater importance, the rates

established will to an increasing degree approximate a mileage basis

—

the basis which has always been adopted or approximated by every
governmental rate-making tribunal, and a basis which the commer-
cial interests of this country believe would be disastrous to them.
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Statement of Mr. Edward P. Bacon, May 8, 1905.

HIS ERRONEOUS STATEMENTS AS TO DECISIONS OF THE COURTS AND ACTS
OF THE CARRIERS.

Mr. Edward P. Bacon, in his statement to the committee on the

seventeenth day, Monday, May 8, 1905, stated :

" The Supreme Court had declared emphatically in several cases

that a court can not fix the rates in any way, and for that reason the
commercial organizations have proceeded to endeavor to secure the
power to be vested in the Interstate Commerce Commission to deter-

mine whether discrimination exists in the public tariff rates or not,

and if it is found that discrimination does exist in those rates the
Commission shall have the power to make such change in them as to

prevent that discrimination."

The inference to be drawn from this statement is that if an ade-

quate method of correction existed through the ordinary judicial

channels the resort to the extraordinary method of having such con-

troversies passed upon with practical finality by a mere Government
bureau would not be insisted upon. It is obvious, from the discus-

sions which have taken place before this committee, that Mr. Bacon
is incorrect in his assumption that it is impossible to confer upon the
judiciary ample control whereby reasonable and nondiscriminating
rates may be secured for the future. Indeed, it has been made rea-

sonably plain that the efficient enforcement of the present law would
cori'ect for the future all such unreasonable or unjustly discrimina-

tory rates, but it is also clear that additional power can be conferred
upon the courts if necessary.

Mr. Bacon stated that the rate-itiaking orders of the Commission
were generally complied with by the railroads during the first ten

years of the Commission's existence, and argues that, as no disturb-

ance in the general situation of rates or any commercial interests of

any kind arose, therefore it is not dangerous to give the rate-making
power to the Commission " positively and absolutely." As has been
shown by an analysis of the Commission's report to this committee of
its rate-making orders which were complied with and those which
were only partially complied with or ignored, it is clear that Mr.
Bacon is in error in saying that these orders were generally complied
with. On the contrary, most of them were disregarded; some of

them entirely and others partially. It seems that the carriers prac-

tically from the outset obeyed the orders or disregarded them accord-

ing to their own views as to whether it was for their interest to do so.

Of course, the results of such voluntary compliance signified abso-

lutely nothing, especially when the most far-reaching and dangerous
orders which the Commission made were ignored absolutely.

Mr. Bacon refers to what is known as the " Hay Case " (134 Fed.
Rep., 942), and states that the court held that the Commission, in

making its order, had exhausted its authority. The fact is that
the Commission in addition to ordering the discontinuance of the
practice of charging the fifth class rate on hay (which the Commis-
sion was undoubtedly empowered to order, if the facts justified it)

went further and prescribed the affirmative thing which the carriers
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should do for the future, thus going directly contrary to the deci-

sions of the courts. It was the interpolation into the Commission's
order of this aiRrmative feature that invalidated the order. The
court, however, further suggested that if it were necessary to pass
upon the facts it would hold, that the charge of the fifth-class rate
on hay was not unreasonable. Mr. Bacon also refers to the very
recent order of the Commission declaring the rate on citrus fruits

from California to be unreasonably high. He announces that the
court will undoubtedly decide that the Commission has no authority
to make such an order. In this Mr. Bacon is clearly iji error. If
the Commission has confined itself to ordering the discontinuance of
existing rates, the courts will undoubtedly enforce that order unless

the courts find that it is unreasonable on the facts.

Mr. Bacon refers also to the recent decision of the Commission
that the advance in the rates on yellow-pine lumber from Mississippi.

Alabama, Georgia, and Florida to the Ohio Eiver was unreasonable.

and ordering the discontinuance of the existing rate. Mr. Bacon
states that that case was taken before the courts and the courts

declined to enforce the Commission's order on the ground that the
Commission had exhausted its authority.

In making this statement of fact Mr. Bacon is entirely in error.

No suit has been brought to enforce the Commission's order unless

within the last few days, and certainly no court has decided that the
Commission's order is not enforceable. A lumber association in

Georgia brought suit to prevent the advance at the time it was made;
the court held that it would be preferable for the Commission first

to pass upon the matter, and held the case open awaiting the deter-

mination of the Commission. (See Tift v. Southern Rwy. Co., 123
Fed. Rep., 789.) An amended bill has, within the last few weeks,
been filed in that case, seeking an injunction based upon the Commis-
sion's order, but no action has been taken.

Mr. Bacon's statement, therefore, of the results of recent orders of
the Commission with respect to unreasonable rates fails to show any
inefficiency in the present act when administered according to its

plain terms. The failure in the hay case was due to a failure to

follow the clearly established meaning of the law; and there has
been no failure whatever in the citrus fiuit case and the lumber case.

It may be of interest to add that in the citrus fruit case one of the
commissioners dissented, holding that the rate of $1.25 per hundred
pounds was reasonable, and another commissioner practically held

that the rate of $1.25 was reasonable, but that the transportation serv-

ice was too slow and therefore the rate ought to be reduced ; in the

lumber case two of the commissioners dissented, holding that the

advance in rates was reasonable.

Mr. Bacon's statement that the specific rates in this country have
not declined, except in rare instances, and that during the past five

years there has been a continuous advance in rates, first on one set of

commodities, then on another, and then on another, is by no means
correct. While class rafes may not have been generally reduced in

recent years, yet there have been continual reductions of very great
importance through establishment of and reduction in commodity
tariffs, and there have been some important reductions in class rates

themselves. The " continuous " advance to which he refers does not
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exist. A great many advances were made in the early part of 1900;
some have been made since, but along with "them there have been a
very large number of reductions. The only two advances in the last

five years through changes in classifications which have been con-
demned and ordered discontinued by the Commission were the ad-
vance in the hay rate and the advance in the rate on soap in less than
carloads in official classification territory. The only other advance
in rates that the Commission has condemned and definitely ordered
discontinued is the advance on lumber rates above referred to.

Mr. Bacon says:
" The fact is that during the past twenty years—in fact, you may

go further back than that—according to the statements of the Inter-

state Commerce Commission and according to all statistics that are
available, there has been a constant and rapid increase in the propor-
tion of low grades of freight which have been transported throughout
this country."
The only definite or approximately authoritative statistics on this

subject, for the country as a whole, of which I am, aware, are the
figures given bj' the Interstate Commerce Commission of classified

tonnage originating on the various railroads. These figures are not
given at all prior to the year ending June 30, 1899. Comparing
that year with the last j^ear for which the figures are available, the
year ending June 30, 1903, we find that Mr. Bacon is entirely in

error and that there has been a more rapid increase in the tonnage
of high grade traffic than in the tonnage of low grade traffic, and
consequently a decrease instead of a constant and rapid increase in

the proportion of low grade freight. Mr. Bacon's contention, there-

fore, that this ought to result in reducing the average rate per ton
per mile is without foundation.

Mr. Bacon makes the statement that there has been an increase

of only 10.9 per cent in the aggregate tonnage of this country from
1899 to 1903. I understand Mr. Bacon arrived at this estimate by
comparing the number of tons of freight carried in the year ending
June 30, 1900, as shown in Senate Document 257, with the number
of tons of freight carried in the year ending June 30, 1903, as shown
in that same document. In doing this Mr. Bacon made two very
serious errors. He used the year ending June 30, 1900, as the basis

of comparison with the year ending June 30, 1903, whereas when he
came to compare earnings he used the year ending June 30, 1899;

and for the year ending June 30, 1903, he used only the preliminary
estimate of the Commission, which was for only about 98 per cent of

the total mileage, to wit, 1,221,475,948 tons, whereas the final esti-

mate that was available many months ago showed the total tons

carried for the year ending June 30, 1903, to be 1,304,394,323. Thus
both of the factors of Mr. Bacon's comparison were wrong, even
according to the basis chosen by him. The two factors which he
should have used, according to his basis, were 959,763,583 tons car-

ried in the year ending June 30, 1899, and 1,304,394,323 tons carried

in the year ending June 30, 1903, or an increase of nearly 36 per cent

in tonnage, instead of 10.9 per cent as figured by Mr. Bacon. But,
as I pointed out in my original statement, the tons carried as figured

by the Commission are a very unreliable basis of comparison, because

they involve so many duplications and relatively involve more dupli-

cations in 1899 than in 1903,
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The only approximately reliable basis is the number of tons car-

ried 1 mile. The number of tons carried 1 mile in 1903 was 40 per
cent over the corresponding figures for 1899. Making an allowance
for the increase in mileage and taking the number of tons carried
1 mile per mile of line, the increase of 1903 over 1899 is 29.6 per
cent. I am not aware of any other basis which is even approximately
reliable.

Mr. Bacon refers to the ad ranee in class rates from St. Louis to
the Southwest. The committee is probably aware that this matter
has been pending before the Interstate Commerce Commission for
quite a long time without any decision.

Mr. Bacon says that " although the expense of operation has in-

creased, it has not increased in proportion to the increase in tonnage."
Of course the true comparison is whether the expense has increased
in proportion to the increase in earnings. We find that the percent-
age of operating expenses to gross earnings was 65.24 per cent in

1899, while in 1903 it was 66.16 per cent, and according to the pre-
liminary report for 1904 it was 67.75 per cent. Thus, notwithstand-
ing the great increase in business and the great increase in revenue,
there has been a still greater relative increase in expenses. The reve-

nue per train-mile in 1903 increased over the corresponding figure

in 1899 27.2 per cent, while the cost per train-mile increased in 1903
over 1899 28.6 per cent.

" NATURAL ADVANTAGES " AND THE MILEAGE BASIS.

Mr. Bacon sajj^s:

" I submit to the committee whether in its opinion it would be
just and right for any commission or any governmental regulating
power to undertake to divest any locality of an advantage which
accrues to it from its geographical position or from an expenditure
that that locality may have made to increase its facilities for the
handling of property. * * * That course has been pursued uni-
formly in this country from the time of the establishment of the
Commission to the present time, and very properly, and nobody has
made any objection to it or found any fault with it with the excep-
tion of perhaps a few localities that are under a natural disadvan-
tage that feel that they ought to be relieved of those disadvantages
by a commission."
These statements of Mr. Bacon undoubtedly indicate the principles

Tipon which any governmental rate-making bureau would proceed,
and the inevitable result of procedure upon those principles would be
to realize the unfortunate consequences that are found in Germany,
where each place has the so-called advantage of its geographical loca-

tion, with the result that the more remote localities are utterly unable
to market the products of the soil by rail. Mr. Bacon deprecates

anything approaching a distance tariff and says that the universal

interests of the country are very much.opposed to anything of that

sort; and yet the very principles which he correctly shows that a
governmental tribunal would observe would inevitably lead to a

tariff of that sort. The result would undoubtedly be that interior

communities, and especially interior ngricultural communities, would
be gradually forced into a position of geographical disadvantage. If
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a governmental rate-making tribunal had been in existence in the
earlier days, when the farmers of New York, Pennsylvania, and Ohio
were objecting to the low rates afforded to the farm products of the
Northwest, it would no doubt have been governed by the principle of
geographical advantage, which Mr. Bacon says ought to govern it,

and the result would have been most unfortunate for the great agri-

cultural regions of the Northwest, and would no doubt have very
much retarded their development.
Of course no one railroad can, under the present law, build up one

of its communities at the expense of another where both of them are

dependent upon it ; but it can give all its communities, no matter how
remote from the markets, all the advantages in the way of cheap
rates that it is able to give, and the result of Mr. Bacon's contention

is that a restraining power should be put upon the railroad's ability

thus to build up the communities in which it is interested.

LOCAL DISCRIMINATIONS CAN NOT BE CHANGED EXCEPT BY A COMMISSION
WITH POWER TO FIX MINIMUM OR ABSOLUTE RATES.

Mr. Bacon refers to his controversy against the grain interests of

Minneapolis. This makes it proper to show from the statements of

the Commission itself exactly what was itivolxed, and I therefore

quote from the opinion of the Commission as follows

:

" There is an underlying feature of this controversy which we have

not overlooked. The competition between places and between car-

riers throughout the whole territory in question is of a double chai--

acter. Minneapolis has various railroads reaching into this wheat-

producing region which are competing with each other. Milwaukee
has various railroads leading into the same region which likewise

compete with each other. Besides this ordinary form of railroad

competition, there is competition between the railroads as a whole

that lead to Minneapolis, on the one hand, and those on the other

hand that lead to Milwaukee. The effects of this latter competition

are apparent in this case. The elements of the group of roads lead-

ing to Minneapolis (except the Chicago, Milwaukee and St. Paul)

have no direct interest in and owe no duty to Milwaukee; and with

the same exception the roads leading to Milwaukee have no direct

interest in and owe no duty to Minneapolis. The Burlington, Cedar
Rapids and Northern has an interest in both places, though it reaches

neither of them. Between the two groups, considering each as a

whole, there is a clear diversity of interest. It is obvious that any
reduction by the carriers to Milwaukee can be met by a corresponding

reduction by the carriers to Minneapolis. In other words, the latter

have it in their power, if they see fit, to maintain the present differ-

entials, because they are legally free to make the same changes in

Minneapolis rates as the former may make in Milwaukee rates."

(Chamber of Commerce v. Chicago, M. and St. P. R. R. Co., 7 I. C.

C. Reports, 510, decided January 19, 1898.)

In the Commission's twelfth annual report, for 1898, it refers to

this case as follows (p. 24)

:

" In Milwaukee Chamber of Commerce v. Chicago, Milwaukee and
St. Paul Railway Company et al. the Commission found that the

rates on grain to Milwaukee and Minneapolis resulted in subjecting
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Milwaukee to undue prejudice and disadvantage, and a summary of
conclusions at the end of its report included a ruling determining
the proper relation of the rates to Milwaukee and Minneapolis. The
Commission added, however, that ' under such circumstances as are
disclosed in this case the authority of the Commission, as that author-
ity has been defined and restricted by the Supreme Court, does not
permit us to require the aftimative action contemplated in the fore-
going summary,' and that it could only adjudge and determine that
the rates then maintained by the defendant carriers were unlawful.
This was a case where exercise of the power to fix the minimum
reasonable rate was indicated, as most of the carriers to Minneapolis
were not carriers to Milwaukee, and it was obvious that any reduction
of rates by the Milwaukee roads could be met by corresponding reduc-
tion on the lines to Minneapolis."
Thus the Commission clearly indicated that it could not deal

effectively with that situation unless it had the power to prescribe
the minimum rate to Minneapolis which could not be reduced by
the railroad companies to that point. This was a power which the
Commission had never claimed to possess and which it decided very
early in its existence that it did not possess. (See In re Chicago,
etc., Ry., 2 Int. Com. Com. Rep., 231, 261.) Such a situation could
only be dealt with by the Commission through the exercise of the
power to fix a minimum or absolute rate, which power was attempted
to be conferred by the Townsend bill. It is interesting to note that
Mr. Bacon now qualifies his approval of the Townsend bill by saying
that he is opposed to the inelasticity which would result from that
measure and therefore prefers that the Commission should be em-
powered only to prescribe a maximum rate; but the possession of this

power by the Commission would leave it as helpless as it always has
been to deal with the very case which Mr. Bacon wishes disposed of
by the Commission.
This point is also illustrated in what is known as the Eau Claire

Case, which has been referred to frequently.

The Interstate Commerce Commission said of that case in its Elev-
enth Annual Report for 1897 (pp. 24, 25) : •

" There is, moreover, one class of discriminations which we have
never possessed the power to effectually correct, even while we
assumed the right to fix the maximum rate. We refer to that class

of cases where the differential in question is to be maintained by
, independent lines as well as by a common line. What is meant will

be better understood by referring to an actual case in which the diffi-

culty experienced arose, viz. The Eau Claire Board of Trade v. The
Chicago, Milwaukee and St. Paul Railway Company and others (6

I.C. C.,264).
" The complaint in that case was that the lumber rates from Eau

Claire, Wis., were too high to common markets as compared with
those from Winona and La Crosse. The case was elaborately tried,

and the Commission decided that the complaint was well taken, that

the then existing differential was too high, and that a prescribed

differential should not be exceeded. The justice of this decision was
pretty generally conceded by the carriers thenaselves.

"As soon as the order was promulgated the Chicago, Milwaukee and

St. Paul Railway Company, which extended from both Eau (^.laire
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and Winona and La Crosse to these common markets, reduced the rate

from Eau Claire so as to correspond with the order of the Commis-
sion. Thereupon the lines leading from Winona and La Crosse, but
not touching Eau Claire, immediately reduced their rates by an equal

amount, so as to maintain the same differential between Eau Claire

and those cities, and they gave out that any further reduction of rate

upon the part of the Milwaukee road from Eau Claire would be fol-

lowed by a corresponding reduction in rates by them from Winona
and La Crosse. Apparently the only thing that the Milwaukee road
could do was either to engage in a rate war, which would unsettle

lumber rates in all parts of the country, or decline to obey the order of
the Commission. Since it had nothing to lose by the latter course, it

very wisely, from its standpoint, adopted that. It has several times
since endeavored to secure the consent of the other carriers to the

putting in of this rate, but hitherto has failed to do so. Eau Claire is

still suffering from the effects of this discrimination, although the
third section of the act to regulate commerce expressly declares that
such discriminations shall not exist.

" This instance is not by any means an isolated one. The most
bitterly contested cases now pending before us are of exactly that
character, and precisely the same difficulty will be met in attempting
to enforce any order which the Commission may make. It is possible

that some rnethod may be devised under the law as it is to compel a
compliance with such an order. We merely call attention to the fact

that hitherto no means have been found, and suggest that the remedy
by legislative enactment is simple.

" The power to fix a maximum rate, or, in other words, the power to

reduce a rate, is of no avail in this case, since a reduction of the rate

from Eau Claire is met by a corresponding reduction of the rate from
Winona. What is necessary here is the right to fix a minimum rate

—

to say that the carriers shall not charge below a certain rate from
Winona and La Crosse."

On the eighteenth day of the hearings—Tuesday, May 9, 1905—^Mr.

Bacon resumed his statement.

ME. BACON WANTS A GOVERNMENT BTJEEATJ TO LEGISLATE UPON QUESTIONS
OF PUBLIC POLICT.

Mr. Bacon's reference to the export rates on wheat and flour con-

stitute an additional illustration of the extremes to which he is will-

ing to go while insisting that he is very conservative. Under the

'

present law an unreasonably high rate on export flour can undoubt-
edly be prevented ; and a railroad can also be prevented from making
the difference between the rates on export flour and export wheat
greater than is actually necessitated by controlling competition. It

IS everywhere recognized and is made clear by Mr. Bacon's testimony
that the competitive conditions affecting the exportation of flour and
wheat are very different; that the acute competition of the Gulf
ports, which materially affects the export rate on grain, does not cor-

respondingly affect the export rate on flour, because flour is not ordi-

narily exported via the Gulf. But Mr. Bacon is not content that
this matter shall be settled according to uncontrollable commercial
conditions and that the railroads shall simply be prevented from
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charging nnreasonably high rates on export flour and from making
any greater differentials in favor of export wheat than are necessi-
tated by actual competition. Mr. Bacon wishes to go further than
that and to create a Government bureau which shall sit in judgment
on the comparative rights of the American farmers and the Ameri-
can millers and decide how far American farmers shall have the
benefit of competitive conditions which favor their product and
widen their market, and how far that benefit shall be restricted and
artificial conditions substituted, so as to increase the advantage of the
American millers and correspondingly diminish the advantages of
the American farmers. Mr. Bacon frankly admits that what he
desires would be detrimental to the producers of wheat while advan-
tageous to the American millers. It is difficult to describe adequately
the power which Mr. Bacon thus seeks to have created. It is a power
to substitute the views of a Government bureau for the competitive
trade conditions prevailing throughout the world ; it is to submit to

the practically final judgment of a majority out of 5 or 7 men the
question of business policy how far natural conditions shall be sub-
verted and artificial conditions substituted, so as to change the rela-

tive status and prosperity of different classes of the American people.

As I have already stated, there is no doubt whatever but that any rail-

road company can under the present law be restrained from going
beyond a strict observance of competitive conditions and prevented
from making any arbitrary discriminations simply according to its

own wishes. Beyond that the qestion is whether these matters shall

be regulated by the great laws of trade or by the views of a Govern-
ment bureau. Mr. Bacon prefers the views of the Government
bureau and wishes that bureau to be empowered to decide whether
these laws of trade result in " undue injury to a certain class of
people or not," and to effectuate that decision by suspending to a
greater or less degree the natural operation of these laws of trade.

Mr. Bacon frankly admits that the powers of this tribunal are to

go beyond mere rate questions and are to settle " questions of public
policy." It has always been regarded as a supreme exercise of the
essentially legislative function to decide to what extent the laws of
trade should be interfered with by the imposition of protective duties
for certain classes of the public. No one has ever suggested that the
decision of such paramount questions of public policy shojald be dele-

gated to a Government bureau. The questions which Mr. Bacon dis-

cusses are precisely of the same character and of equal public impor-
tance. If there is to be any action interfering with the free play of

commercial conditions, which now determine the relative advantages
of American farmers and American millers, it would seem that that
interference ought to be by the direct act of Congress, and that the
settlement of the grave questions of public policy involved should not
be delegated to an administrative bureau.
Under the present law such matters must be regulated according to

law and according to existing conunercial conditions not created by
the railroad. To go beyond that is to empower the Commission to

make the law itself and to establish and change public policy, and
that seems to be what Mr. Bacon advocates.

The sectional and class character of the controversies concerning
public policy which would under such a power be submitted to the
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Commission are emphasized by Mr. Bacon's statement, which I be-

lieve is correct, that the present movement for the rate-making power
" originated primarily with the National Millers' Association, who
sought the amendment of the act in the protection of their own indi-

vidual interests." Of course, the primary movement for the rate-

making power came from the Commission itself, in 1897; but I
believe Mr. Bacon is correct in stating that it was primarily taken up,
from a commercial standpoint, by the millers' association. It would
seem that if any class of people desire " protection " beyond that of
requiring the railroads simply to deal fairly with the public—to make
~no dihcriminations except those required by legitimate commercial
conditions and to impose no rates that are extortionate—that class of

people ought to seek " protection " by a direct act of Congress, and
ought not to expect Congress to delegate legislative powers to an
administrative bureau, to enact at its pleasure " protective '' legis-

lation.

If Congress gives the Commission the power sought—to fix rates

upon complaint—-the practical result will be, no matter how the grant
of power may be qualified or restricted, that the Commission will

proceed to inject its views on these questions of jsublic policy into

the freight rates of the country. There will be no esca]oe from it a«id

no help for it. No matter how wide a power of judicial review is

given, the courts can not be mind readers and set aside the orders of

the Commission because the Commission has been influenced by its

own views of what ought to be public policy. The courts will be

bound to resolve every doubt in favor of the Commission's orders,

and even though those orders may have been prompted by a motive

not permitted under the grant of power, still, unless the orders are

plainly in conflict with the motives which could legitimately have
governed, the courts will be bound to uphold them.

Nor can it be said that at present it is left to the railroads to deter-

mine these questions of public policy. These questions are now
determined by the laws of trade. The railroads simply recognize

the competitive conditions that exist. If the railroads go beyond that

and make arbitrary discriminations, such acts can be fully prevented

by the efficient enforcement of the present law, or, at any rate, by the

efficient enforcement of a law proceeding upon the same principles

while providing more effective machinerj

.

On the twenty-fifth day, Wednesday, May 17, 1905, Mr. Bacon
resumed his statement.

EXTENT OF PROPOSED RATE-MAKING POWER.

Mr. Bacon is emphatic that the commercial interests of the country

will strongly oppose any grant of power which would result in any
widespread fixing of rates by the Interstate Commerce Commission.

He insists that there woidd be no such widespread making of rates,

because he says if the power existed its operation would be found to

be to a large extent automatic ; that the mere existence of the power
would exert a restraining influence upon the carrier. But he re-

iterates that the real evils of which he complains are discriminations
" between different localities and difl'erent commodities, between local

and through traffic, between carload and less than carload lots, and
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6etween domestic or export and import traific." It is impossible to

see how a rate-making power could operate automatically on such
questions as these. If the railroads undertook to change long-stand-

ing adjustments between different localities or classes of traffic, it

would start just as many complaints as it would stop and probably
create complaints where none now exist. It is clear that all such
discriminations that are complained of Avould be brought before the
Commission, and in the long run it would be forced either to approve
the rate adjustments now existing and dismiss the complaints or to

make rates on a very general scale and to prescribe absolute or mini-
mum rates in order to enforce its decisions as to the relative rights

of competing localities. Mr. Bacon's solace, therefore, of an auto-

matic regulation which will keep the Commission from exercising

the power which he wants Congress to give to the Commission would
prove entirely illusory.

ORDERS or THE COMMISSION TIF 'TO 1896.

Mr. Bacon filed Senate Document No. 30, Fifty-fourth Congress,
second session, showing in detail the orders made by the Interstate

Commerce Commission up to August, 1896. This lengthy statement
does not advance Mr. Bacon's argument. No one denies that the
Commission made numerous rate-making orders, and that some of
them were complied with by the carriers. It is equally beyond denial

that many of them were never complied with. Of the 41 strictly

rate-making orders which the Commission made up to 1897 the car-

riers only fully complied with 15.

This document affords a striking illustration of the character of
the " partial compliance " on the part of the railroads with some of
the Commission's rate-making orders. Case No. 256, " In re alleged

excessive freight rates on food products," decided July 19, 1890,
constituted, perhaps, the most extensive rate-making order which
the Commission ever attempted, except the Social Circle Case (Case
245, James & Mayer Buggy Company, decided June 29, 1891), and
the Cincinnati and Chicago Freight Bureau Cases (Cases 322 and
323, decided May 29, 1894) , both of which latter orders were wholly
ignored by the carriers. It appears that October 1, 1890, the rail-

roads, in partial compliance with the Commission's order as to rates

on food products, reduced the rates to a point near the figures ordered
by the Commission, but that three months and fifteen days later, or

on January 15, 1891, the railroads advanced the rates to a higher
figure than they were when the Commission ordered the reduction,

and that the rates stayed at this higher figure for over two years,

and that then, on May 10, 1893, the rates were advanced to still

higher figures and remained at the higher figures until July 26, 1896,

when, of their own accord and, doubtless as the result of changed
conditions, the railroads reduced their rates to materially less than
the rates the Commission ordered. Such a case shows the insuffi-

ciency of Mr. Bacon's favorite argument—that the Commission exer-

cised its rate-making power with such distinguished public satis-

faction in the early years of its existence. The much-vaunted com-
pliance with the Commission's rate-making orders in the early years

thus turns out to be to a very large extent a purely optional and
temporary compliance, according to the views of the carriers.
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The cases contained in this document furnish numerous illustra-

tions of the fact that most of the complaints that arise as to rates

grow out of discriminations, and illustrate the further point that
ordinarily there would be no sort of difficulty in dealing with these

discriminations by direct proceedings in court. If the court finds

that two places or two commodities ought to have the same rate, it

is impossible to see why the court has not the power under the Elkins
la.w, as construed by the Supreme Court of the United States, to

enjoin absolutely the continuance of that discrimination, subject, of
course, to a change in the rate adjustment upon a sufficient change
in conditions.

Complaints of Shippers.

In the hearing for the seventeenth day, Monday, May 8, 1905,-

appears a letter from W. K. Phillips, of Nashville, Tenn., to Senator
Carmack, making various complaints about rates. It is evident
that Mr. Phillips is not aware that the rates of which he complains
are subject to adequate investigation and correction under the present
law if, in fact, they work an unjust discrimination against Nashville.

Since the passage of the Elkins Act there has been an especially

speedy method of securing final and eflective action by the court
in such cases. Mr. Phillips's letter is a striking illustration of what
is no doubt a general condition. The persons who conceive that they
have grievances against the railroads have been led to believe that the
present law affords absolutely no remedy, whereas the present law
affords a very effective remedy if it is promptly and intelligently

enforced. Mr. Phillips's letter is also interesting as showing a pro-
nounced tendency in favor of a tariff increasing according to dis-

tance where such tariff' would be to the interest of the city of Nash-
ville. There are doubtless many cases where the application of such
a principle would prove most disastrous as to the business interests

of the city of Nashville.

Mr. A. M. Aiken appeared before the committee on the seventeenth

day, Monday, May 8, and presented a paper, signed by some of the
municipal authorities of the city of Danville, Va., complaining of

the rates to Danville as compared to those to Lynchburg. This is a

matter which has received full consideration according to law by
the tribunals provided by law. The Interstate Commerce Commis-
sion held that the rates to Danville should be no higher than those

to Lynchburg, and so ordered. The United States circuit court and
the United States circuit court of appeals, however, found that the

rates to Lynchburg were established by conditions over which the

Southern Railway had no control, and that, consequently, when the

Southern Railway met those rates at Lynchburg and carried traffic

to Lynchburg at those rates this was no violation of the law and was
no injury to Danville so long as the rates to Lynchburg were mora
than the mere additional cost of handling that particular traffic and
so long as the rates to Danville were just and reasonable. The
courts further held that the only remaining question was whether
the rates to Danville were unreasonably high, and after careful

examination of the evidence and comparison with other rates put
in evidence for places similarly situated those courts reached the
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conclusion that those rates were not unreasonably high. It is dif-

ficult to see how the result of this controversy can suggest the
necessity for additional legislation. The duly established courts of
the land have held that the rates to Danville are not unjustly high
or unjustly discriminatory, and it would seem, therefore, thalrthe
persons making this complaint ought to acquiesce in this decision of
the courts. If the decision of the courts had been contrary to the
railroads, they would have been bound to acquiesce in it.

The decisions of the courts in the Danville Case are Interstate

Commerce Commission v. Southern Eailway, 117 Fed. Eep., 741

(C. C.) ; Same v. Same, 122 Fed. Eep., 800 (C. C. A.). If an appeal
was taken to the Supreme Court by the Commission it was not
prosecuted to a conclusion.

In his statement on May 17, 1905, Mr. E. P. Bacon, submitted a
complaint, signed by J. E. Evans, for himself and E. E. Burkholder,
as committee from the Southern Lumber Dealers' Association on
railroad rates. This complaint related to the rates on lumber from
Texas, Louisiana, and Arkansas to Oklahoma and central and western
Kansas as compared with the rate to Kansas City and Omaha, and
referred especially to the rates to Wichita and Emporia as compared
with the rates to Kansas City and Omaha. This committee argues
the matter at some length in the complaint, which Mr. Bacon incor-

porated in his statement, the argument going directly to the posi-

tion that rates ought to be adjusted substantially on a mileage basis.

This complaint of the lumber dealers' association again empha-
sizes the very striking disposition of many shippers throughout the

country to seize upon apparent grievances which are capable of

complete correction under the present law and to make, such griev-

ances the demand for a radical increase in the powers of the Com-
mission. If these rates to which this committee of the lumber
dealers' association refers are unreasonable or unjustly discrimi-

natory,, they are susceptible of adequate correction under the law
as it stands to-day. In fact, the- complaint as to the disparity be-

tween rates at Wichita and Kansas City was made the basis of a

proceeding before the Interstate Commerce Commission. The Com-
mission found that there was a substantial and controlling competi-
tion at Kansas City which did not exist at Wichita and which
justified a lower rate to Kansas City than to Wichita. The Com-
mission further found, however, that the rate to Wichita was un-
reasonable by 1 cent, this decision being rendered on October 24,

1903. I understand that the Commission's decision in this case was
complied with by the railroads.
' Thus the complainants take up a ground of complaint which has

been disposed of by the Commission and where the rates have been

made according to the decision of the Commission, and utilize that

ground of complaint as a reason for giving the Commission more
power.
On the twenty-fifth day, Wednesday, May 17, 1905, appears a com-

munication from the E. E. Wagner Manufacturing Company, of

North Milwaukee, Wis., which shows that rates are so adjusted as to

enable that company to sell its product in all parts of the country,

but that it is objectiiig to rate adjustments which permit competing
concerns to sell in the surrounding States. The statement submits
various rates and distances, and in effect argues for rates based prac-
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tically on mileage. The statement fails to show that any effort hair

been made to utilize the present law for the correction of any unrea-

sonable or unjustly discriminatorj rates.

In the hearing for the twenty-sixth day, Thursdaj^, May 18, 1905,

appears a communication from the Western Pine Shippers' Associa-
tion, which likewise virtually insists upon rates being made accord-
ing to distance, and which seizes upon the extraordinarily low rate on
lumber from the Pacific coast to St. Paul of 40 cents per 100 pounds
as an argument for making still lower rates for less distances although
such lower rates are not necessitated by commercial conditions. Here
also it does not appear that there has been any effort to resort to the

present law for the correction of the rates complained of.

On the twenty-eighth day, Saturday, May 20, 1905, Mr. William A.
Hover made a statement before the committee as the representative

of commercial organizations at Denver, Colo. This statement like-

wise was based practically upon a demand for rates according to

mileage, and an extensive series of complaints on the part of Denver
as against competing distributing centers in every direction. It was
not claimed that there had been any effort to invoke the machinery of
the present law for the correction of any of these complaints.

All these complaints on the part of shippers disclose a feature

which characterizes most of the support for the rate-making power,
and that is that most of those supporting the proposed rate-making
lio\ver have in mind that in some way or somehow, if the rate-making
power is given to the Commission, it is going to establish rates on
approximately a mileage basis; and this idea is undoubtedly well

founded, in view of the disposition of the Commission in the past and
of the generaly policy of all governmental rate-making tribunals.

These complaints further strikingly emphasize the tremendous
scale on which the Commission will be called upon to act if the rate-

making power is conferred upon it. Clearly there is hardly a point

of commercial importance in the country that will not appear either

as a complainant or a respondent before the Commission. The claim

that the Commission will have occasion to pass upon but few cases

seems absurd in view of the many years' work which seems to be
already mapped out for the Coramissibn by the gentlemen who are

supporting the proposition to give the Commission the power to make
rates upon complaint.

Moreover, these cases of local discrimination are the very cases

which will call for rate-making of a general character, involving the

readjustment of rates in every direction, and will require, in order to

accomplish what is desired, the exercise by the Commission of the

power to make minimum or absolute rates, thereby giving to the rate

adjustments of the country the rigidity which even the supporters

of the rate-making power deplore.

Statement of Interstate Commerce Commissioner Prouty.

Mr. Prouty, in his statement before the committee on the twenty-
si.xth day, Thursday, May 18, 1905, declared that under the present

law " neither the Commission nor the court nor anybody else has any
power to say with respect to the future whether a rate is reasonable

or unreasonable—whether a discrimination is due or undue—and
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therefore we have no power to make any order in the premises," and
further declared that the Supreme Court had never yet decided that

the Commission could, through the courts, compel the discontinuance
for the future of an unreasonably high rate.

THE PRESENT liAW AS APPLOa) BY THE COURTS.

Section 15 of the interstate-commerce act expressly empowers the
Commission to order a carrier to cease and desist from any violation

of that act; and section 16 expressly empowers the circuit court,

sitting in equity, to issue a writ of injunction or other proper process,

mandatory or otherwise, at the suit of the Commission or any com-
pany or person interested, to restrain such carrier from violating or
disobeying any lawful order or requirement of the Commission, and
to enjoin obedience to the same. The act prohibits every unjust and
unreasonable charge and every unjust discrimination or undue pref-

erence. Therefore whenever a carrier establishes and charges a
rate unreasonably high or establishes and enforces any rate adjust-

ment which constitutes an unjust discrimination or undue prefer-

ence, it violates the law; and the act expressly provides for compel-
ling, through judicial process, the discontinuance of every such
violation. The enforcement of an order to cease and desist from
violating the law necessarily relates to the future. It is difficult,

therefore, to see any basis for Mr. Prouty's contention that no power
exists to compel for the future the discontinuance of a rate unrea-
sonably high or of an unjust discrimination or undue preference.

Because the courts have held that fixing rates for the future
through an administrative board is a legislative function, Mr.
Prouty seems to draw the conclusion that a court is utterly helpless

to do anything in the enforcement of the law which would have
either a direct or an indirect effect on rates for the future. This is

a conclusion which is not warranted by the decisions which refer to

rate making for the future by a commission as a legislative act.

But beyond that the courts have repeatedly made and enforced orders
which did require a change of rates for the future, and the power of
the court to prevent for the future any rates which are in violation

of law is certainly not an open question at this time.

The rates made by State railroad commissions are admittedly
made in the exercise of a legislative function, yet the courts have
repeatedly ordered and enforced the discontinuance for the future
of these admittedly legislative rates when they were in violation of
the Federal Constitution. This jurisdiction is so well known and
so repeatedly exercised as to need no citation of authorities. Eeagan
V. Farmers' Loan and Trust Company (154 U. S., 362), Covington
and Lexington Turnpike Eoad Company v. Sandford (164 U. S.,

578), and Smythe v. Ames (169 U. S., 466) are familiar instances of
the actual exercise of this power for the future which have been
approved and enforced by the Supreme Court of the United States.

Certainly, if the courts have the inherent power to prevent the en-

forcement for the future of rates made by governmental authority
which are unlawful, it is wholly unreasonable to say that there is

an inherent disability in the courts to prevent the enforcement for

the future of rates made by a railroad company which are unlawful.
There are, moreover, repeated instances where the courts have,

8. Doc. 243. 59-1—vol 4 59
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under the interstate-commerce act, compelled the discontinuance for

the future of rates or rate adjustments which were found to be
unlawful.
In the so-called Social Circle Case, the Commission found that a

greater charge for the shorter haul was made under substantially

similar circumstances and conditions with a less charge for the long
haul, and ordered the discontinuance—necessarily for the future—of
this violation of the law. This order was enforced by the Supreme
Court of the United States, and the mere fact that the court's decree
had a future operation and compelled a change for the future in the
rates of the carrier, so as to prevent a continued violation of the
law, did not suggest to the Supreme Court any judicial disability in
the premises. (See Interstate Commerce Commission v. Cincinnati,
New Orleans and Texas Pacific, 162 U. S., 184, decided March 30,

1896.) The fact that this case involved a violation of the long and
short haul section can not affect the principle. The law prohibits
charging more for a short than for a long haul in the same direction,

the shorter being included in the long haul, under substantially
similar circumstances and conditions. The law also prohibits charg-
ing more than a reasonable rate. The one prohibition is just as
strong as the other. A violation of the one is just as unlawful as a
violation of the other. If there is an inherent disability in the judi-
ciary which prevents it from compelling for the future a discontin-
uance of a rate that violates the prohibition against charging unrea-
sonably high rates, there is precisely the same disability against
compelling for the future the discontinuance of a rate or rate adjust-
ment which violates the law against charging more for a short haul
than a long haul.

There have been numerous cases where the lower courts have de-
creed the discontinuance for the future of rates found to be unreason-
ably high or in violation of some other provision of the interstate-

commerce act, and while these cases have been reversed by the
Supreme Court the Supreme Court has never suggested as a ground
of reversal that the lower court was without power to compel the dis-

continuance for the future of the rate or rates involved. On the
other hand, the Supreme Court seems in every one of these cas6s to

have assumed that if the rate or rates involved had been in fact in
violation of the statute and had been condemned upon a consideration
of the proper evidence the decree compelling their discontinuance
for the future would have been proper. Such cases are: Interstate

Commerce Commission v. Detroit, Grand Haven and Milwaukee
Railway (U. S. circuit court), 57 Fed. Rep., 1005, reversed by the
circuit court of appeals, 74 Fed. Rep., 803, and by the Supreme Court,
167 U. S., 633 ; Interstate Commerce Conunission v. Texas and Pacific

Railway, Commission's order enforced for the future by the circuit

court, 52 Fed. Rep., 187, and by the circuit court of appeals, 57 Fed.
Rep., 948, but condemned by the Supreme Court, 162 U. S., 197;
Interstate Commerce Commission v. E. T. V. and G. Ry., Commis-
sion's order enforced by the circuit court, 85 Fed. Rep., 107, and by
the circuit court of appeals, 99 Fed. Rep., 52, but condemned by the
Supreme Court, 181 U. S., 1; Behlmer v. Louisville and Nashville
Railroad Company, Commission's order enforced by circuit court of
appeals, 83 Fed. Rep., 898, but condMnned by the Supreme Court,
176 U. S., 648.
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In the case of Interstate Commerce Commission v. Louisville and
Nashville Railroad Company the United States circuit court for the
southern district of Alabama sustained the Commission's finding that
the rates involved were unreasonably high, in violation of the first

section of the interstate-commerce act, and entered a decree requiring
the discontinuance of those rates for the future (102 Fed. Eep., 709).
The circuit court of appeals and the Supreme Court reversed that
decree (108 Fed. Rep., 988, and 190 U. S., 273) , but neither questioned
the power of the circuit court to enter that decree if the rates had been
in fact in violation of the first section.

But the precise question as to a rate unreasonably high has been
directly presented to the courts and directly decided inwhat is known as
the " Cattle Raisers' Association Case." In that case the Commission
found the terminal charge at Chicago, on interstate shipments of live

stock, to be unreasonably high and therefore in violation of the first

section of the interstate-commerce act, and under section 15 of the act

ordered the discontinuance of that rate. Under section 16 of the act

the Commission brought suit to enforce the order. The petition was
demurred to on the ground that a decree enforcing the order would
necessarily affect the rate for the future and therefore indirectly make
a maximum rate for the future, which it was claimed would be the
exercise by the court of a legislative function. This demurrer was
overruled by the circuit court, which held that the Commission's order
and the decree of court enforcing that order were authorized by law.

(See Interstate Commerce Commission v. Chicago, Burlington and
Quincy, 94 Fed. Rep., 272.) The circuit court subsequently found on
the facts that the terminal charge was not in violation of the first

section of the act, and for that reason alone refused to enforce the
Commission's order. (See Interstate Commerce Commission v. Chi-
cago, Burlington and Quincy, 98 Fed. Rep., 173.) The circuit court
of appeals affirmed the decision of the circuit court. (Interstate

Commerce Commission v. Chicago, Burlington and Quincy, 103 Fed.
Rep., 249.) The Supreme Court of the United States (Interstate

Commerce Commission v. Chicago, Burlington and Quincy, 186 U. S.,

320) likewise held that the Commission's order was not in accordance
with the facts as to a material part of the traffic involved, but it did
not dispute the power of the Commission to order and the power of
the court thereupon to decree the discontinuance of the $2 terminal
charge upon the traffic upon which that charge was unreasonable.

On the contrary, the Supreme Court expressly declared " that nothing
in the decree refusing to execute the order of the Commission should
be construed as preventing that body, if it deems it best to do so, from
hereafter commencing proceedings to correct any unreasonableness
in a rate resulting from the additional terminal charge," with respect to

the traffic upon which the terminal charge could properly be regarded
as unreasonable. If the Supreme Court had been of the opinion that

the Commission and the court were without any power to compel the

discontinuance for the future of an unreasonably high rate, mani-
festly the Supreme Court would not have put such a reservation in its

opimon. Inasmuch as in this case the Supreme Court expressly

recognized the right of the Conunission to correct for the future " any
unreasonableness in the rate," I do not think Mr. Prouty is justified

in his statement that the Supreme Court has never yet decided that

the Commission could exercise this power for the future.
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Mr. Prouty says that in this case " the decision of the Commission
on the question of fact was sustained " by the Supreme Court. That
court said :

" The issue involved was the reasonableness of the rate."

It pointed out the inconsistency in the Commission's conclusions and
that the Commission was trying to maintain " two absolutely con-

flicting propositions at the same time." The court announced that
it was " constrained to the conclusion that the order of the Conmiis-
sion was not sustained by the facts upon which it was predicated."

JMr. Prouty's assumption that there is no effective remedy under
the present law for the Kansas millers who had their rate on corn
meal to Texas arbitrarily raised seems utterly inconsistent with the
provisions of the interstate-commerce act as applied by the courts.

Thus the power of the courts acting upon an order of the Commis-
sion to compel for the future the discontinuance of any rate or ad-
justment of rates which is found to be in violation of the interstate-

commerce act is expressly given by that act and has been repeatedly
recognized and acted upon by the courts of the United States, includ-

ing the Supreme Court.
Mr. Prouty concedes that if a carrier were once required by law to

establish a new rate, found by the proper tribunal to be necessary in

order to comply with the act, the good faith of the carrier would be
sufficient to keep that rate in force until conditions changed, even
though the law might permit the carrier to change that rate the next
day. Mr. Knapp, the chairman of the Commission, said in his state-

ment before the committee, on the twenty-eighth day, that if a court

or other duly authorized tribunal simply decreed the discontinuance
of the existing rate or rate adjustment found to be unlawful, " I do
not believe any railroad manager would make, under such a theory
as that, a nominal change in a rate for the purpose of technically

complying with an order to cease and desist."

No person has cited an instance where such an evasive compliance
with an order of this Commission has been attempted.

It therefore results that there is a very substantial remedy ex-

pressly provided by the present law, fully recognized and applied by
the courts, which has never yet proved insufficient, where rates were
actually in violation of the law.

ACTION or A RiVTE-MAKING COMMISSION WOULD BE LARGELY AKBITRABT
AND VERY GENERAL.

Mr. Prouty admits that a rate made by a rate-making commission
" must finally go a long way toward being taken as right. In my
opinion there is no way in which you can protect the railroads of this

country from an erroneous decision of that commission within par-

ticular broad limits. Of course there are limits within which you
can and limits within which you can not. Anything outrageous can

be stopped, anything manifestly wrong can be stopped, but anything
that is a little wrong or partly wrong I do not believe can be stopped."

This language strikingly shows the wide margin of discretion that

will inevitably be given to the Commission if vested with the power
which is sought. It is perfectly clear that as a practical matter the

much-talked-of judicial review of the Commission's rate-making
orders would be available only in outrageous or extreme cases, leav-

ing the Commission, within broad limits, to apply its own theories
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of business policy and public policy, free from any effective control
in any quarter. Thus there are two vital distinctions, from a public

standpoint, between rates made by a railroad company and those
made by an administrative bureau. First, the railroad company,
being charged with the direct responsibility for the success of the
railroad, is bound to base its action upon stubborn facts—it can not
and does not make rates upon theories; whereas a rate-making com-
mission not directly charged with responsibility for the property
can, and generally does, proceed rather upon mere theories than
upon the precise facts which apply to particular cases. Therefore
the direct action of the railroad is likely to be far more in accord with
commercial conditions and far less arbitrary than the action of the

Commission. Second, the Commission, being a governmental body,
is not subject to correction except when, as Mr. Prouty says, its action

is outrageous. On the other hand, no such sanctity attaches to the

action of a railroad company; if it does anything arbitrary or
oppressive or in any way violates the law, the courts can and will,

under an efficient system, prevent such unlawful or injurious action.

Mr. Prouty announces that to give the Commission the rate-making
power is not tantamount to investing that tribunal with the power
to fix the interstate rates of this country, and insists that there is not
the slightest analogy between the two propositions. He seeks to

prove this by discussing what actually happened when the Commis-
sion assumed the power to fix rates. He cites three or four cases

where the Commission assumed to exercise that power, and says

there was no overturning of commercial conditions; that the exer-

cise of the power produced very little effect on the railroad operations
of the country.

I know of no better or more reliable index to the extent to which
a power of this sort would be exercised and of the inevitably rapid
growth of the pretensions of any rate-making commission than is

afforded by the efforts of the Interstate Commerce Commission
during the early years of its existence.

In Mr. E. P. Bacon's statement on the twenty-fifth day, Wednesday,
May 17, 1905, is incorporated Senate Document No. 30, Fifty-fourth
Congress, second session, containing a list of the orders made by the

Commission. It will be observed that the first rate-making order
was made on December 3, 188T, and in that case the Commission,
after full investigation, changed the rate on a single commodity
from one point of shipment to one destination until the 30th day of
June, 1888. From time to time thereafter the Commission changed
rates between specified points on lumber, on pearline, on hub blocks,

on oil, and on cotton. On July 19, 1890, it made a far more exten-

sive rate-making order than it had ever attempted before, requiring

marked reductions in the rates on wheat, corn, oats, and flour from
Missouri River points to East St. Louis and Chicago. The carriers

partially complied with these rates for three months and a half and
then made their rates higher than the rates the Commission had con-

demned, and kept them there for several years. The Commission
from time to time made other rates, many of them being disregarded

by the carriers, and on June 29, 1891, arrived at the point in the

James & Mayer Buggy Company case where, in a complaint that the

rates on iuggies from Cincinnati ought not to be as much to Atlanta

as to Augusta, and ought not to be more to Social Circle, an inter-
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mediate point, than to Augusta, it proceeded, upon the testimony of

a single witness, to reduce the rates not only on buggies, but on all

other articles in the f/rst class in the southern classification, several

hundred in number, between Cincinnati and Atlanta to a lower
figure than the single witness said was reasonable. This order was
wholly ignored by the carriers, and if enforced would have resulted
in radical reductions in rates throughout southeastern territory.

On May 29, 1894, the Conmiission went still further, and in the
Cincinnati and Chicago Freight Bureau cases made radical reduc-
tions in the rates on about 2,000 articles from Cincinnati and Chicago
to the principal commercial points in Tennessee, Mississippi, Ala-
bama, and Georgia. It not only reduced the rates, but in some
instances changed the relative situation as between Chicago and
Cincinnati, and also, in numerous instances, changed the relative situ-

ation as between competing cities in the South, although none of these

relative adjustments had been made a subject of complaint or investi-

gation. The carriers ignored this order entirely.

In the face of such a' record it seems idle to say that the Commis-
sion would not make rates generally under the power proposed.
Several months ago the railroads in the South made substantial

reductions in the rates from the Ohio River and from eastern cities

to southeastern points on all classes of traffic. Nobody regarded
this as anything but a general remaking of rates in that territory.

Under the Townsend bill the Commission could have remade rates

generally in precisely the same way, and it virtually attempted to do
so in the Cincinnati and Chicago Freight Bureau cases.

Beyond any dispute the fact is that under a rate-making power,
no matter how apparently restricted, it will rest simply and solely

with the Commission itself as to the extent to which it wiU make
rates. If the existing rates of the railroads accord with the theories

of the members of the Commission, and these members think that the

lines of policy pursued by the railroads are best calculated to promote
the business interests of the country, then, of course, the Commission-
ers will not change these rates, but to whatever extent there is a dif-

ference of opinion on these matters of policy between the Commis-
sioners and the various railroads, or any of them, the Commission
can and will undertake to substitute its views for the views of* the

railroads. This is precisely what happened in the James & Mayer
Buggy Company case and in the Chicago and Cincinnati Freight

Bureau cases. It is what is always going to happen when an enor-

mous and indefinite power is given to an administrative bureau. It

is proverbial that such bureaus are disposed to exercise aU the powers
they possess.

Mr. Prouty's proposition simply amounts to this

:

" If you give us the rate-making power I admit there will be no
protection from what we do except in outrageous cases ; but the Com-
mission will always be careful to do right and will refrain except

in rare cases from doing what you authorize us to do."

The proposition to give in any form any rate-making power to an
administrative bureau means, for practical purposes, that Congress

shall turn over in a lump to that bureau the power of Congress to

regulate commerce among the States, and shall make of that bureau

a little deputy congress to settle and change questions of public policy
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and substitute its views of business management for the views of the
railroads to whatever extent it chooses to do so.

The legislative power has been deemed so important as to necessi-
tate its exercise by representatives of the people from every part of
the country, divided into two deliberative houses, whose concurrence
is necessary and whose action is subject to the veto power. Once
give a commission the power to make railroad rates and there will
then, for practical purposes, be vested in a single bureau, wholly non-
representative in character, free from any veto power, the power of
Congress over the commerce of the country that moves by the inter-
state railroads. All the Presidents may be so wise and discerning
as to select only good men as members of this deputy congress, and
all the members so selected may justify the wisdom of the President
who appointed them, and the results may be, as Mr. Prouty predicts,
free from disastrous consequences, but there is absolutely no guaranty
that such will be the case, and there are no safeguards against the
action of this tribunal except the power in the courts to prevent any-
thing " manifestly wrong or outrageous."

Certainly conservative statesmanship should not attempt to confer
such enormous power and such unrestrained discretion upon any
administrative bureau except on account of an overwhelming public
necessity, which clearly does not exist, and because such a step would
be the only means of dealing with the situation, which certainly is

not the fact.

Statement or Hon. Judson C. Clements.

Hon. Judson C. Clements appeared before the committee on the
twenty-seventh day, Friday, May 19, 1905. As he speaks of " gen-
tlemen, some of whom have occupied your attention for three days at

a time, mainly for the purpose of disparaging the Commission, not
upon specific charges but upon inuendo and insinuation," and as I
happened to be the only person who occupied the attention of the
committee for three days at a time, I can not avoid the conclusion that
Judge Clements intends the statement quoted to apply in part to me.

I submit that a dispassionate examination of my statement before
the committee will disclose that any statements I made with respect
to the Interstate Commerce Commission were statements of fact and
that they were not, as Judge Clements says, " generalities and without
specifications." I undertook to put before the committee as full a
statement of the facts as I could. Any disparagement of the Com-
mission which may have been implied from my remarks was simply
that which follows necessarily from the statement of the facts which
1 presented.

I take it that the Commission can take no just ground of offense

because in my effort to advise the committee as fully as I could with
respect to the facts which it seemed important to put before the com-
mittee, it became necessary to state facts and at times point out the
conclusions from those facts which tended to show that the Commis-
sion had not in all respects efficiently and promptly performed its duty
of executing and enforcing the present law and that in some respects,

notably in its response to the Senate relative to advance in freight
rates, which was incorporated in Senate Document 267, the Commis-
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sion had been strikingly inaccurate and exceedingly unfair to the
railroads.

Judge Clements devotes considerable space to an effort to show
that the Commission was as diligent as it ought to have been in

the suppression of secret rebates. He recounts the controversies that
led to the decisions by the Supreme Court in the Counselman, Brim-
son, and Brown cases. The last of these cases in point of tinae,

Brown v. Walker (161 U. S., 591), was decided by the Supreme
Court of the United States on March 23, 1896, and fully upheld the
Commission's power to compel the production of evidence. The Com-
mission's own reports disclose that the most flagrant rate cutting
existed during the five or six years immediately succeeding the date
of that decision.

, Judge Clements endeavors to show that the Commission was dili-

gent and persistent in seeking to prevent secret rebates; but the
ofEcial statements of the Commission in its annual reports to Congress
year by year have been put before the committee and show that the
Commission steadily argued that it was practically no part of its

duties to see to these matters, or, at any rate, a mere incident to more
iinportant duties, and that the Commission at one time even went so

far as to proclaim officially that it had no function to perform with
respect to this subject which could not equally be performed by
private citizens.

commission's RATE-MAKING EFTORTS CONSTANTLY CHALLENGED.

Judge Clements, to disprove the assertion that the Commission's
effort to make rates was continuously challenged practically from
the outset, quotes from the Commission's annual report for 1897,
written, it seems, by Hon. William R. Morrison, then chairman of

the Commission, in which it was stated that during a period of ten
years no member of the Commission ever officially questioned the
existence of the power to make rates. As the Commission was all

that time assuming to make rates, it is not surprising that neither the

Commission as a whole nor any of its members officially questioned
its current official acts.

This annual report further states that the power of the Commis-
sion to make rates was never denied in any answers made before the
Commission. This is not surprising. Complaints filed before the

Commission attacked existing rates. The Commission undoubtedly
had express power under the act to inquire whether those rates were
lawful. Even if the Commission had been a court, and ordinary
court procedure had been pursued, a demurrer to such complaint
could not have been sustained, inasmuch as the inquiry into the law-
fulness of the rates attacked was clearly within the jurisdiction of

the Commission; nor would there have been any occasion for the

respondents to put into their answers a conclusion of law to the effect

that the Commission had no power to make rates, for, in addition to

being a mere matter of law, unnecessary in an answer, this would
not have been responsive, because it would still have left unchal-
lenged the Commission's admitted jurisdiction to proceed with the
complaint and decide as to whether the rates complained of were
lawful or unlawful.
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It can hardly be regarded as conclusive on the question whether the

Commission's power to make rates was challenged to say that no mem-
bers of the Commission officially questioned that power, and that

none of the carriers made defendants in proceedings before the Com-
mission denied the Commission's power in their respective answers.

Judge Clements was forced to admit that in January, 1892, in the

Commission's opinion in the Florida Strawberry Case, it plainly

appeared that carriers continued to deny the Commission's assump-
tion of the power to prescribe maximum reasonable rates and that

the defendants in that case had denied that power, and that the

Commission therefore was under the necessity of restating the reasons

upon which it attempted to exercise the power. In view of the fact

that the question was thus frequently raised in argument before the

Commission itself, it was hardly fair for the Commission to attempt
to make the impression that its power in this respect was not ques-

tioned simply by saying that it had not been denied in the answers
tiled by the carriers.

Judge Clements's attention was also called to the Commission's
annual report for 1895, which shows that carriers continued openly
to deny the Commission's power to make rates. Judge Clements
said that that was soon after the Social Circle Case was decided by the

Supreme Court, but his attention was called to the fact that the

Social Circle Case was not decided until March, 1896, several months
after the Commission's report was written. Judge Clements then
said that the Social Circle Case had perhaps been argued before the
Commission's report in question was written; but the report of the
Supreme Court shows that the case was argued in January, 1896, at

least a month after the report in question was submitted to Congress
by the Commission.
The fact is, however, that the Commission's power to make rates

was denied in the circuit court as early as 1893, in the Social Circle

Case.

Judge Clements also refers to my statement to the effect that in
1891 the Lehigh Valley Eailroad set up in court the defense that the
Commission had no power to make rates. He opposes this by Colonel
Morrison's statement that in no answer made by any of the carriers

was there any denial of this authority. Colonel Morrison's state-

ment, however, only related to answers before the Commission. My
statement related to an answer filed in court. Judge Clements goes
further and says, " In the answer filed in the lower court there was
no such question made." Opposed to this is the opinion of the circuit

court for the eastern district of Pennsylvania, rendered May 11, 1896,

in Interstate Commerce Commission v. Lehigh Valley Railroad Com-
any, reported in 74 Fed. Eep., 784, where, on page 787, will be

iound the following language

:

We pass now to the consideration of a defense of a legal character raised by
the twenty-fourth and twenty-fifth paragraphs of the defendant's answer, viz

:

"(24) TJdis defendant is advised by counsel and therefore avers that the act

entitled 'An act to regulate commerce ' does not authorize the said Commission
to fix the rates of transportation which shall be charged by railroad corporations.

"(25) This defendant is advised by counsel and therefore avers that the said

act does not authorize the said Commission to make the order which it made in

this cause, set forth in Exhibit G, attached to the present petition."

These paragraphs raise the question of the power of the Commission to fix

maximum rates for transportation, as was here done.

I
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Thus Judge Clements is incorrect when he says that the answer
filed in the circuit court in the Lehigh Valley Case did not question

the Commission's power to make rates.

Judge Clements's denial of my statement that in 1891 the Lehigh
Valley Railroad set up this defense in court is the more surprising
because the Commission's Fifth Annual Report for 1891, made on
December 1, 1891, set forth in full the answer of the Lehigh Valley
which had theretofore been filed in the circuit court and from which
the above quotation is made by the court.

INCORRECT STATEMENT OF ISStHE INVOLVED.

Judge Clements states

:

What Is asked for is that the shipper may have the right, somewhere along
the line, to be heard in respect to this question (as to unjust and unreasonable
rates), in which he has a recognized lawful right. (P. 48, twenty-seventh day.)

I do not linow any other department of life—any other line of business—in

which the public, the lawmaking power, leaves the interests of one party to a dis-

cussion of this sort, solely to the protection of the self-interest of the other party.
(P. 52, twenty-seventh day.)

Here, in effect, is the statement that all the careful provisions of
the present interstate-commerce act for the determination of the
lawfulness of any rate or rate adjustment and for preventing by
injunction the continuance of any rate or rate adjustment found to

be unlawful is worthless. This statement finds no support in the
express language of the act or in the decisions of the court con-
struing and applying that act or in the actual operation of the law
in the hands of the Commission. It is this class of statements which
has caused the present widespread misapprehension on this very
important subject.

COLLEGE PROFESSORS.

Judge Clements is very severe in his criticism of Prof. Hugo E.
Meyer, of the Chicago University. He denounces him as a college

professor and a doctrinaire connected with an institution largely

endowed by persons connected with the Standard Oil Company.
Professor Meyer laid before this committee certain statements of

fact as the results of government rate making in Germany, France,
and Australia. He also laid before the committee certain state-

ments of fact with respect to decisions of the Interstate Commerce
Commission which tended to show that that Commission in its rate-

making efforts in the past had been actuated by the same principles

of rate making which had proved so unfortunate and embarrassing
from a public standpoint in the countries referred to. Judge Clem-
ents does not pretend to deny that Professor Meyer's statements

of fact were correct as to commercial conditions in the countries in

question or as to the similar tendencies evinced by the Interstate

Commerce Commission's rate-making efforts. So long as Judge
Clements does not and can not deny the statements of fact, his un-

friendly references to Professor Meyer are perhaps not relevant

to the subject before the committee. Moreover, Judge Clements's

unfavorable remarks about college professors in this connection are

probably broad enough to embrace the college professor who from
the outset has been the official statistician of the Commission and
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under whose guidance it is to be presumed the statistics laid before
the Senate and incorporated in Senate Document 257 were prepared.

CHICAGO AND CINCINNATI FKEIGHT BUKEAU CASES.

Judge Clements devotes considerable space to the discussion of the
opinion of the Commission written by him in the so-called Chicago
and Cincinnati Freight Bureau cases. He insists that the reduction
of rates ordered in that case was based solely on the idea that rates
from the Ohio River to points in southeastern territory were unrea-
sonably high. No one can read the opinion of the Commission in
that case (6 Interstate Commerce Reports, 197) without being con-
vinced that the real motive of the Commission was to readjust the
rates to the Southeast from Chicago and Cincinnati as compared with
the rates from eastern cities. At the beginning of the Commission's
conclusions it was stated that the principal charge in both cases was
the allegation of undue prejudice of Chicago and Cincinnati as com-
pared with eastern cities. Near the conclusion of the Commission's
opinion it used this language with respect to the reduced rates fixed
by it:

These rates are a conservative reduction of the existing rates, and while It Is

believed they will go far to do away with the " undue prejudice " to which cen-
tral territory is now subjected, they are probably not so low as they might be if

fuller and more accurate data were accessible.

The Conmiission's decision was really based upon the theory,

which will be apparent to anyone who reads the opinion, that the raU-
roads had made an agreement whereby the transportation of manu-
factured goods from Chicago, Cincinnati, and other cities in the
Central West should be discouraged to the end that the traffic in all

manufactured goods to the Southeast might be preserved for the
eastern cities and the roads serving those cities. I endeavored to

point out in my statement before the committee that this theory was
without foundation.
Judge Clements attempts to controvert my statements on this point,

but in so doing he confuses the issues. He assumes that I denied
there was any division of territory or agreement to regulate compe-
tition, whereas I expressly admitted there was a division of terri-

tory whereby manufactured goods originating in the East should be
transported by the eastern lines and agricultural and animal products
originating in the West should be transported by the western lines,

and that competition was regulated or attempted to be regulated by
the Southern Railway and Steamship A^ociation. All the data
which he puts into the record go simply to prove what I admitted,
but whoUy fail to prove what Judge Clements assumed in his opinion
in the Cincinnati and Chicago Freight Bureau cases, to wit, that

the railroads in the South agreed to establish rates which would
discourage the transportation of manufactured articles from Chi-
cago and Cincinnati. There never was any such agreement or any
such intention. The railroads leading from the Ohio River to the
Southeast have always been interested in developing manufacturing
industries at points on the Ohio River and in transporting manu-
factured articles from the Ohio River and from points north of the

Ohio River to the Southeast, and have made the rates from the Ohio
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River to the Southeast just as favorable relative to the rates from
eastern cities as could be established, taking into consideration the
controlling water competition from the eastern cities. It is doubt-
less true that the traffic manager of the Louisville and Nashville Rail-
road claimed in 1890 that the adjustment was unfair to the Ohio
River, but it is equally true that the traffic managers of the lines,

and especially of the coastwise lines, serving the eastern cities have
steadfastly refused to permit any change in that relative adjustment,
and have always made whatever changes were necessary to meet any
changes made hj the lines from the Ohio River, so as to preserve the
existing relation. It was likewise perfectly natural for traffic man-
agers of railroads north of the Ohio River to attempt to shift any
ground of complaint to the lines south of the Ohio River by attempt-
ing to show that the rates south of the Ohio River were relatively

high. Such arguments as these ought to be regarded as far from
conclusive by any tribunal assuming the tremendously important
function of fixing rates for a vast number of railroads and a large
section of the country.
But it is very interesting to pursue Judge Clements's theory that

these rates were reduced simply because they were unreasonably high
in themselves. A reading of the Commission's opinion wiU show how
intangible and inconclusive were the arguments used to sustain this

theory. There was a great maze of statistics about average cost per
ton per mile and average rate per ton per mile in various parts of the
country, which statistics, upon a careful analysis, would prove abso-

lutely nothing with respect to the reasonableness of the particular

rates under investigation.

The Commission gave virtually no consideration to the really sig-

nificant facts that the railroads in the South were, many of them,
bankrupt, and others on the verge of bankruptcy, and as a whole
were far from realizing anything like a fair return upon the actual

cost or reasonable value of the property. The Comniission's order

related primarily to and would have vitally affected all the railroads

in Group V, consisting of the States of Kentucky, Tennessee, Missis-

sippi, Alabama, Georgia, and Florida. The order would have re-

duced the rates radically from all points on the Ohio and Mississippi

rivers and on the Gulf of Mexico and possibly from Savannah,
Brunswick, and Jacksonville to points in Tennessee, Alabama,
Georgia, and Florida, and would have brought about a serious re-

duction in the revenues of the railroads in that group. For the year

endijig June 30, 1892, the net income per mile from operation was
$1,517. Taxes per mile were $140, leaving the real net income from
operation $1,377 per mile, which would have paid 6 per cent interest

on only $22,950 per mile. For the year ending June 30, 1893, the

net income per mile, after deducting taxes, was $1,224, which would
have paid 6 per cent interest on $20,400 per mile. The Commission's

decision was rendered May 29, 1894, or one month before the fiscal

year ending June 30, 1894, closed. While the statistics for that year

were, of course, not available, still the Commission was presumably

acquainted with the general trend of railroad affairs. When these

statistics became available it developed that the net income from
operations per mile, after deducting taxes, for Group V was $1,200

;

which would have paid 6 per cent interest on $20,000 per mile.
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Manifestly these sums were far less than the actual cost or the rea-

sonable value of the southern railroads, including their equipment.
Wlien the Interstate Commerce Commission disregards such sub-
stantial and essential facts as these and makes a radical reduction
in revenue simply on paper calculations of average rates per ton per
mile, and average cost per mile, etc., in various parts of the country, a

striking illustration is afforded of the dangers of conferring a wide
discretionary power of rate reduction upon an administrative bureau.
No responsible railroad man would ever make radical reductions in

rates on such idle theories and calculations, but a commission is likely

at any time to proceed on such theories with an unfortunate disregard

of consequences.

In the course of its opinion the Commission said

:

Even pecuniary embarrassment of a road by reason of insufficient receipts

from all. sources is not a fact that will warrant making rates on a portion of its

trafiic unreasonably high for the accomplishment of a purpose such as is dis-

closed in these cases.

Thus the Conunission was proposing to correct a theoretical and
really imaginary wrong by the imposition of a very real and disas-

trous reduction of revenues, already far too small to meet perfectly

legitimate requirements.

The Commission further said

:

It Is believed, moreover, that the reduction In rates ordered in these cases

will result in a corresponding increase in the tonnage of the roads in the traffic

affected and that the revenue therefrom will be augmented rather than lessened.

This, at any rate, will be the natural tendency of the change.

If the Government stood back of the Commission, prepared to make
good the deficits which would result if such assumptions of the Com-
mission should turn out to be incorrect, there would be less injustice

in giving such a power to the Commission, and very probably the
Commission would be much more cautious in making such assump-
tions if it felt that the Government instead of the railroads would
have to stand the loss. But under any rate-making power proposed
the only consolation the railroads would have if the traffic should not
be increased (and I believe the uniform opinion of railroad people
in that instance was that it would not be increased) would be that
the failure to realize the increased traffic was unnatural, and " at any
rate " the " natural tendency " ought to have been to increase their

revenue.

In the Commission's statistics for the year ending June 30, 1894,
occurred this language

:

It should be noted that not in the history of transportation in the United States
has such a large percentage of railway mileage been under the control of re-

ceiverships as on June 30, 1894. * * * This, as a record of insolvency, is

without a parallel In previous history of American railways, except It be In the
period from 1838 to 1842.

These conditions must have been known to the Commission in a
general way when it delivered its opinion in these cases May 29, 1894,
yet it was content, on a series of theories and fictions, to order a rad-

ical reduction in the revenues of the railroads in one of the sections

of the country where these financial difficulties were most serious and
widespread.
In 1893 it had become necessary for the railroads to make large

reductions in wages paid to their employees and to reduce the number
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of their employees to the lowest possible force with which the rail-

roads could be kept in operation. Every possible economy had been

resorted to, and yet the Interstate Commerce Commission came along

and ordered serious additional reductions in revenues.

I know of no case more strikingly illustrative of the danger to the

owners of railroad properties and to the wage-earners dependent upon
the railroads from giving the rate-making power to an administra-

tive bureau.
This case likewise illustrates, as has heretofore been pointed out,

how readily commercial conditions may be upset by the orders of such
a tribunal. Judge Clements practically admitted in his statements

before the committee that there had been no complaint or investiga-

tion as to the relative situation of Chicago and Cincinnati in their

competition for the southern trade, and yet in some important partic-

ulars the Commission's order changed that relative situation. Like-
wise there had been no complaint or investigation as to the relative

rates as between Chattanooga and Knoxville or Rome and Atlanta,

or any of the other points in the South whose long standing relative

adjustments were disturbed by the Gonmiission's order.

This case further illustrates the sweeping generality of the action

of an administrative bureau after it gets in full swing. Of course,

at the outset the Interstate Commerce Commission would never have
dreamed of making such a general, far-reaching, and radical order,

yet six years of the habit of making rates for the railroads brought
it to the point where it made the order without hesitation. It shows
how unsafe it is to expect that an administrative bureau will not use

the power conferred upon it. If Congress does not wish the power
to regulate commerce to be used in this fashion it had better not
transfer that power to any administrative tribunal.

THE SOCIAL OIRCLB CASE.

Judge Clements attempts to justify the action of the Interstate

Commerce Commission in the Social Circle Case in reducing the rate

from Cincinnati to Atlanta from $1.07 per 100 pounds on first class

to $1 per 100 pounds, by saying that the single witness whose testi-

mony was heard on the question of the reasonableness of the rate was
vice-president of the line from Cincinnati to Chattanooga. The exact

language of the Conamission with respect to this matter is found on
pages 750 and 751 of volume 4, Interstate Commerce Commission Re-
ports, as follows

:

The only testimony oEfered or heard as to the reasonableness of the rate to

Atlanta in question was that of the vice-president of the Cincinnati, New Orleans
and Texas Pacific Company, whose deposition was taken at the instance of said

company. The witness testified that he had been In the railroad service about
twenty-six years and had much to do with rates during all that time, and that

he considered $1.01 per hundred pounds in less than carloads a reasonable rate

on first-class freight from Cincinnati, Ohio, to Atlanta, 6a. This statement or
estimate of the rate from Cincinnati to Atlanta we believe is fully as high as

it may reasonably be, if not higher than it should be ; but without more thorough
investigation than it is now practicable to malie we do not feel justified In

determining upon a more moderate rate than $1 per 100 pounds of first-class

freight In less than carloads.

Judge Clements says that this testimony was regarded as an admis-
sion on the part of the railroads. The gentleman giving this testi-
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mony had no authority to bind any line by his admission except the
Cincinnati, New Orleans and Texas Pacific. He had no authority to

bind any of the various lines leading from Chattanooga to Atlanta.

He had no authority to bind the Louisville and Nashville or the Nash-
ville, Chattanooga and St., Louis, which together constitute a route
from Cincinnati to Atlanta, and were vitally interested in the rate.

The Commission knew, or ought to have known, that a reduction from
Cincinnati to Atlanta would involve the same reduction from Louis-
ville, Evansville, Cairo, Memphis, New Orleans, and possibly every
point on the Gulf. The Commission had no right to treat the state-

ment of a single railroad man as an admission binding all the rail-

roads interested in all the traffic affected. The Commission is given
by the interstate-commerce act the widest powers of investigation, so

there would seem to be no excuse for it to make reductions without
" thorough investigation." The Commission would never in the first

year or two of its existence have thought of making a sweeping reduc-

tion of this character without careful investigation. The fact that it

was willing to do so in 1891 shows the striking increase in its read-

iness to interfere with long-established rates.

PETITIONS FOE AKD AGAINST THE RATE-MAKING POWER.

Judge Clements indicates great impatience because " a lot of rail-

way conductors and switchmen and railway employees of various
sorts" have sent in petitions protesting against the rate-making
power. He intimates that these men do not know enough about
what they are talking about to afford the committee any information.
Presumably " these men " know at least as much about this subject

as the very large number of citizens to whom the Interstate Com-
merce Commission officially applied by its circular letter of February
3, 1900, with the request that they take action expressing their

approbation and support to the Senators and Representatives from
their respective States and to the Committees on Interstate and
Foreign Commerce of the United States Senate and House of Repre-
sentatives at Washington.

WHO DBArTBD THE KATE-MAKING BILLS?
m

Judge Clements seems quite indignant at the suggestion that any-
body connected with the Interstate Commerce Commission drafted
the Townsend bill. The presumption is that he thinks such sugges-
tion imputes an improper action to the Commission. Yet I believe

it has never been denied that Senate bill 1439, in the Fifty-sixth

Congress, first session—which was the bill for which the Commission
sought indorsements in its official circular letter of February 3, 1900

—

was drafted by one of the members of the Commission and by him
submitted to a commercial organization at Chicago.

This bit of history is further interesting as showing that the Com-
mission's protests that it is not seeking any power ought to be taken
with some qualification. Senate bill 1439 cut out of the long and
short haul section the words " under substantially similar circum-
stances and conditions," thus making it an ironclad prohibition of
charging more for a short than for a long haul except when
authorized by the Commission. This would have made the Com-
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mission the rate makers for all the roads and imposed upon them a.

superhuman task, as declared by Judge Cooley in 1887. Thus this

single provision of this bill would have given the Commission the

most enormous power , and the bill was drafted by a member of the

Commission and popular support for it \yas officially solicited by the

Commission.
This bill further empowered the Commission to provide a uniform

national freight classification, which would have imposed upon the

Commission an enormous task and invested it with tremendous
power. It further conferred upon the Commission power to make
rates, leaving it, of course, to the Commission's discretion, as do all

the rate-making bills, to determine how many rates it would make.
If, therefore, the Commission deems it improper to draft bills giving
it more power, and to solicit support for such measures, it has radi-

cally changed its mind in the last five years.

SENATE DOCUMENT 257.

Judge Clements, by way of comment upon the severe and detailed

criticisms which have been placed before the committee relative to

the Commission's response to the Senate concerning advances in rates,

which was incorporated in Senate Document 257, says it is idle to

deny that the great increase in rates on many hundred leading prod-
ucts played no part in the increase of revenue in 1903 over 1899. No
one has denied that fact. Nobody has claimed that advances in rates

did not play a part in the increased revenue. But Judge Clements
wholly fails to refute or explain a single one of the numerous grave
criticisms upon the work of the Commission in furnishing the Senate
with such inaccurate, incomplete, one-sided, and misleading infor-

mation.
Judge Clements says that where the roads are all congested and

the centers are congested the freight would move then by the direct

and short line, so as to relieve congestion the quickest. This supports

the suggestions which have been made to the committee, by way of

criticism on Senate Document 257, that on account of the congestion

in 1903 traffic did move by direct lines, which probably in 1899 moved
by circuitous routes; that therefore there was relatively much more
duplication of the tons reported as carried in 1899 than in 1903, and
hence that the basis of comparison used by the Commission was not

only unreliable, but very unfair to the railroads. As has also been

pointed out, the consolidation of lines in 1903 which were not con-

solidated in 1899 led to a relative diminution of the duplication in

1903 and still further increased the unreliability and unfairness of

the basis of comparison which the Commission used. It has also been

pointed out that the Commission itself has been fully aware of these

conditions.

In the Statistics of Eailways in the United States for 1898,

the Commission, on page 25, pointed out that it was " impossible to

determine the aggregate tonnage of the railways with accuracy," and
that " the true units of transportation are the number of passenger

miles and ton-miles accomplished, and not the number of passengers

and tons carried. All important countries, England alone excepted,

acknowledge this to be the only basis of safe comparison in railway
statistics." Heretofore, in making comparisons of changes in revenue
from year to year, the Commission has used the ton-mile basis.
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It must be borne in mind that where the number of tons carried
can be arrived at with precision and without duplication and where
the average haul per ton is the same for two years it is entirely imma-
terial whether the basis of comparison is the number of tons carried
or the number of ton-miles, because the only varying factor as be-
tween the number of tons carried and the number of ton-miles is the
average haul per ton. Upon the best calculation which the Interstate
Commerce Commission could make it found that the average haul
of all the railways in the United States, regarded as a system was
242.45 miles in 1899 and 242.35 miles in 1903 (see p. 67, Statistics of
Eailways in the United States for 1903) ; in other words, from the
best computations the Commission could make it was apparent to the
Commission that the ton-miles would give substantially the same
result as the tons carried if the tons carried were figured on a reliable

basis. There was, therefore, no occasion for the Commission's re-

sorting to the novel method of using the tons carried instead of the
ton-miles, and absolutely no excuse for its using the total tons car-

ried on all the railroads, which made no allowance whatever for dupli-
cation. On the ton-mile basis the increase of revenue in 1903 over
1899 was only $67,000,000. By using a grossly erroneous method the
Commission produced a result of $155,000,000.

It is interesting to note that when the Commission came to figure

the average haul per ton of all the railways regarded as a system,
in 1899, it used |tpproximately 510,000,000 as the total number of
tons carried, and when it came to figure this same item foi" 1903 it

used approximately 714,000,000 as the number of tons carried;

510,000,000 for 1899 and 714,000,000 for 1903 were the best approxi-
mations which the Commission could make to eliminate the inevitable

duplications in the reports of tons carried. It showed an increase of
40 per cent in the tons carried in 1903 over 1899, but when the Com-
mission was making a report to the Senate for the purpose of influ-

encing public sentiment on the question of alleged advances in rail-

road rates it omitted to use the factors in arriving at the average rate

per ton for all the railroads considered as a system which it had uni-

formly used in arriving at the average haul per ton of all the rail-

roads considered as a system, and used the total of tons carried, as

reported by all the railroads, with the result that it showed an increase

01 considerably less than 30 per cent in the number of tons carried.

In other words, through ignorance or design the Commission used
an unreliable basis, which undoubtedly exaggerated the tonnage car-

ried in 1899 and correspondingly reduced the rate per ton, and unduly
minimized the tonnage carried in 1903 and correspondingly increased

the average rate per ton, with the unfair and misleading results

already referred to.

Judge Clements proceeds to explain the difficulties of eliminating

the duplication in tonnage, but he does not explain why the Com-
mission went to the trouble of taking this basis, which it knew was
unreliable, when it had the ton-mile basis, which it had always
declared was far more reliable, and. when from the best computations

the Commission could make it knew that the average haul per ton

was practically the same in 1903 and 1899, and therefore that the

tons-carried basis, if accurate, was bound to produce practically the

same figure as the ton-mile basis.

S. Doc. 243, 59-1—vol 4 60
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Judge Clements says that, figuring on the entire returns for 1903

as against 1899, the increase in revenue due to increase in the average

rate per ton was about $104,000,000. But this is still upon the rad-

ically erroneous basis of the aggregate of the tons carried by each

separate line, thus involving the duplications which the Commission
itself attempts to discard when it figures the average haul per ton,

but which it seems perfectly willing to take advantage of when it is

figuring the average rate per ton.

Judge Clements makes no explanation of the Commission's failure

to report the increased expenses for 1903, which it not only had in

reports on file with it, but which it had worked up months before it

had submitted the information as to advances in rates to the Senate;
nor does he seek to explain the erroneous statement in that document
that the low-grade tonnage had relatively increased, whereas the
opposite was the case ; nor does he seek to explain the palpable errors

the Commission made in figuring the increase in revenue resulting

from the advances in rates on lumber. In fact, Judge Clements does
not answer or palliate a single one of the criticisms upon this

document.

Statement of Interstate Commerce Commissioner Martin A.
Knapp.

Mr. Knapp appeared before the committee on the twenty-eighth
day, Saturday, May 20, 1905.

PROHIBITING REDUCTIONS OF RATES EXCEPT UPON THIRTY OR SIXTY

Mr. Knapp says a very prominent traffic official thinks rates should
not be reduced on less than ninety days' notice; that the late Judge
Green, at one time general counsel of the Vanderbilt System, sug-

gested that rates ought not to be reduced except upon sixty days'

notice; that the class rates in official classification territory have
not been changed for many years; that the rates on cotton have not
been changed for many years; that therefore and in order to avoid
the possibility of discrimination by " midnight tariffs " Congress
should prohibit rates from being reduced on less than thirty or sixty

days' notice, except upon special permission from the Commission
in emergencies. I suggest that Mr. Knapp's premises are not suffi-

ciently broad to justify his conclusion, and that the evil which he
desires to cure is not sufficiently serious to justify such a far-

reaching remedy. It can not be assumed that traffic officers generally

will indorse the statement of the distinguished traffic officer to whom
Mr. Knapp refers, or the general counsel of railroads generally will

indorse the view of the general counsel of the Vanderbilt System.
It can not be assumed that because class rates may not vary fre-

quently and that because rates on cotton may be stable therefore

there is not a very vital necessity to the commerce of the country that

many rates on specific commodities may be reduced on very short

notice. While unlawful discriminations by midnight tariffs have
of course occurred, it has not been established that it is an evil

of very large proportions relatively considered. Indeed where an
unjust discrimination occurs through the operation of a midnight
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tariff a remedy could probably be found under the present law, and
if not, the law could be changed so as to make an adequate remedy.
If a carrier reduces its rate and moves a large quantity of traffic for
a single shipper and a few days later advances its rate to the former
figure, and a competitor of that shipper has to pay the higher rat«,
there ought to be no difficulty in making that a prima facie case of
imjust discrimination and in putting the burden upon the carrier to
show that the change of rates was made in good faith and as the
result of legitiniate business conditions. Certainly as the rates are
published there is no possible difficulty about getting the evidence.
The business of transportation is so intensely practical and is so

interwoven with changing commercial conditions which do not ad-
mit of precise classification and definition in advance of their occur-
rence that it is exceedingly unwise to hamper business with inelastic

provisions except when they are absolutely required. To authorize
the Commission to suspend the law in emergencies would not give
the desired elasticity, because the Commission, if it took the time to

act intelligently upon applications, could not act with sufficient

promptness to give the desired relief.

After all is said there can be no doubt that one of the most salu-

tary regulating agencies is publicity, and if a carrier commits unjust
discriminations only through changing its published rates it can
certainly, by sufiicient attention on the part of the administrative
bureau charged with the enforcement of the law, be visited with
such penalties as to prevent a recurrence of such practice. On the
other hand, the direct result of prohibiting reductions in rates except
upon thirty days' notice would be to encourage secret departures
from the tariff rates in order to meet perfectly legitimate and urgent
commercial conditions which otherwise could not be met. One pow-
erful influence in securing publicity is such elasticity in the law as

makes it practicable to adjust and change published rates so as to

meet commercial conditions.

A striking illustration of this is the operation of- the long and
short haul law. The Commission has been disposed to criticise the
railroads in the South for charging less for the long than the short

haul and to praise railroads in trunk-line territory for so adjusting
the rates as to make the rates for the long haul not less than the
short haul. One result of this divergent practice has been that

there has been remarkably little rate cutting in the South ; the rail-

roads have met competitive conditions at the competitive points by
published rates which were always subject to correction if they were
not really justified by competitive conditions beyond the control of

the particular railroad which might be complained of. (The Inter-

state Commerce Commission to the contrary notwithstanding, it is

perfectly clear, under the decisions of the Supreme Court, that the

present long and short haul law is susceptible of enforcement so as

to accomplish fully every purpose for which it could have been
enacted.) On the other hand, it is no doubt true that the railroads

in trunk-line territory found themselves from time to time face to

face with overwhelming commercial conditions which required the

reduction of rates on commodities like grain at competitive points,

but which did not apply at all to noncompetitive points, and un-

doubtedly a powerful influence encouraging a departure from pub-
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lished rates at competitive points was the great embarrassment which
would have resulted in changing all the intermediate rates on the
same commodity which were not affected by the same conditions.

To prohibit reductions in rates except upon thirty or sixty days'

notice would place an additional difficulty in the way of conducting
certain important branches of the railroad business publicly and in

accordance with law. It is not contended that such a prohibition
would justify departures from the tariff rates, but the contention
simply is that human nature can not be legislated out of existence
either in shippers or in railroad officials and that the more nearly it is

made practicable to conduct business according to commercial condi-
tions under published rates the less likelihood there will be of con-
ducting it according to commercial conditions on secret rates.

PREVENTION OF REBATES.

Mr. Knapp says that at an early date after the interstate-commerco
act went into effect Judge Grosscup held that " You could not convict

a carrier for paying a rebate unless you proved that for like contem-
poraneous service it charged somebody else more."
Mr. Knapp further says that for eight years the Commission was

asking Congress to change the law so as to make any departure in the
tariff rate an offense.

I am at a loss to understand how so careful a man as Mr. Knapp
could have fallen into such an inadvertence. Doubtless the case to

which he refers was the case of the United States against Hanley
(71 Fed. Rep., 672), in which the district court for the northern
district of Illinois, presided over by Judge Grosscup, considered
motions to quash the indictments. He held that the counts of the

indictments under consideration which attempted to allege an unjust
discrimination in violation of section 2 of the interstate-commerce
act were insufficient because they failed to allege facts showing thai,

anybody had been discriminated against. But Judge Grosscup went
further with respect to other counts of the indictments and held
directly the contrary of what Mr. Knapp says Judge Grosscup held,

as is shown by the following language on pages 674 and 675 of the

court's opinion:

But the interstate-commerce act was not intended solely to prevent unjust
discrimination. It was meant, as well, to prevent extortionate rates, and,
loolfing thereto, provision was made that the carrier should schedule his rates

with the Interstate Commerce Commission, and upon their approval should
publish the same, whereby such schedule should be a fixed and uniform rule

of charge during the period of its existence. To make this effective, and so
effective that the shipper might not only safely rely upon.it as the maximum
of his own expenditure for transportation, but also as tiie minimum of the
expenses of his rival for the same service, it was made unlawful for a carrier

to collect or receive from any person a greater or less compensation for the
transportation of property than Is specified in such published schedule. Another
provision of the act makes any officer of a corporation carrier willfully doing
the things prohibited equally guilty. I am of the opinion that the first and
third counts of the indictment against Reinhart and Hanley state a good case
under these provisions. These counts of the indictment, as already recited,

aver that the railroad company in question was a common carrier between
Kansas City and Chicago ; that the rate In force between these points for live

stock during the period from April to November, 1892, was 23i cents per 100

;

that the defendants were officers of the carrier and as such officers demanded,
collected, and received from the shipper on account of shipments of live stock
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made during that period, namely, more than 100 carloads of such live stock,
the schedule rate then In force ; and that, in October following, they unlawfully
and willfully gave and paid, and caused to be given and paid, and willingly
suffered to be given and paid to the shipper a rebate of ?5 upon each carload
so transported. The facts thus set forth exhibit a transaction or series of
transactions which resulted in the shipper procuring tlie transportation of his

live stock between two States at a rate less than the schedule rate, then in

force—a result brought about by the willful acts or sufferance of the officers

of the corporation carrier.
i

READJUSTMENT Or RATES BETWEEN LOCALITIES.

Mr. Knapp refers to the enormous power now in the hands of the

railroads over the comparative prosperity of different localities.

He does not seem to realize that there are both practical and legal

limitations upon this power which would not exist if the power were
transferred to the Interstate Commerce Commission. Some of the

practical limitations are that railroad officers have to and do deal

with the facts and do not make rates upon theories, as commissions
are likely to do and as they have very frequently done; the railroads

are charged with direct responsibility for the welfare of places on
their lines, and at least when it comes to a contest between places on
their lines and places on the lines of other railroads are thoroughly
identified in interest with the places on their lines; the railroad
officers are far better advised as to the facts, both those having direct

and indirect bearing upon the situation, than any commission could
possibly be (for example, railroad officers would never overturn long-

standing and satisfactory rate adjustments between competing locali-

ties, as the Commission attempted to do in the Maximum Rate Case)

;

the result is that railroad officers are far more likely to adjust rates

in strict accord with laws of trade than any commission is likely to

do, and it is far better in the long run to have commercial affairs

conducted according to the laws of trade than according to the views
of an administrative bureau. The striking legal limitation upon the
act of the railroads is that if they depart from the bona fide observ-
ance of trade conditions and substitute arbitrary or oppressive action
the courts can, under the present law, afford a swift and sure cor-

rection, aiid in doing this the courts are not embarrassed by any
sanctity attaching to the action of the railroad officers; whereas in

the case of a commission it is, as has been stated by Mr. Prouty,
practically as free from control as is Congress itself, and at any rate

its improper action will not be corrected by the courts except where
it is manifestly wrong or outrageous. . Moreover, despite all that
has been said about railroad consolidations, the fact remains that
there are a large number of entirely independent railroad systems
in this country, each working for the development of its own part
of the country. To give the Commission the power which is sought
to make minimum or absolute rates and thereby change the relative

commercial importance of places whenever the Commission chose to

do so would create a centralized power over the commerce of this

country which does not exist anywhere in any form at this time.

Mr. Knapp also assumes that the present tendency of railroad-rate

adjustments is to concentrate industry rather than to diffuse it, and
that the action of an Interstate Commerce Commission would have
the contrary effect. In view of the constantly increasing develop-
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ment of strictly local points on the lines of all the railroads iu this

country and of the perfectly obvious motive on the part of the rail-

roads to develop their local points, the assumption that the present
rate adjustment tends to centralize rather.than to diffuse industry
and commerce must be incorrect. On the other hand, the entire

history of the Interstate Commerce Commission shows that its tend-
ency has been in the direction of centralizing industry and com-
merce. In the celebrated Milk Case, if its interference with the rates

had had any effect at all it would have been to encourage the cen-

tralization of the New York dairy business at points in the imme-
diate vicinity of New York City. Governor Cummins is of the opin-

ion that the Commission's action in the Iowa packing-house cases

resulted in destroying the packing-house industry in Iowa and con-

centrating it at Chicago. The history of rate adjustments made by
foreign governments upon exactly the same principles to which the

Interstate Commerce Commission has always shown an adherence
shows that such principles do inevitably lead to centralization rather

than to diffusion of industry and commerce.

THE POWER OF CONGRESS TO CORRECT TJNLAWFtTL TARIFF RATES.

Mr. Knapp announces the proposition that a tariff rate is a law

—

" a rule of action of general application "—and that " if that law is

wrong the only thing to do is to change the law," and that " in the
very nature of the case the proposal to use the methods of a court to

deal with a purely legislative question is incongruous and unsuitable."

The only tariff rates in this country which are laws are the tariffs

or rates established by State railroad commissions. Yet it is a well-

recognized jurisdiction of the court to correct these laws whenever
they violate the rights of the railroad company. So far, therefore,

from being incongruous and unsuitable, it is a perfectly natural

and usual method of changing tariff rates which are in fact laws for

a court to require them to be changed when they violate rights pro-

tected by the Constitution. But rates established by the railroad

companies are not laws; it has always been an unquestioned juris-

diction in the courts to consider whether these rates were reasonable

and just.

Mr. Knapp makes the statement that every authority denies that

a court will maintain an action the object and purpose of which is

to reduce a freight rate. I am not aware of any authority which
denies this proposition. As I pointed out in my comments on Mr.
Prouty's statement before the committee, there are various authori-

ties which support the proposition that under the interstate-commerce

act the courts can entertain an action for the direct purpose of en-

joining the continuance of a rate unreasonably high, and hence

necessarily for the purpose of reducing that rate; and that in the

Cattle Raisers' Association Case this point was directly decided by
the circuit court (94 Fed Rep., 272; 98 Fed. Rep., 173), and was
necessarily assumed and acted upon by the Supreme Court (186

U. S., 320).

Mr. Knapp insists that to attempt to correct tariff rates for the

future through the courts would be " to enter upon some years of

litigation to find out just how much a court can do, how much it will

do, and how it will do it."
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This statement is hardly warranted in view of the fact that the

courts have already so clearly sustained and acted upon their power
to employ the preventive or injunctional method of correcting rates

for the future, which Mr. Knapp frankly admits is a very substantial

remedy whenever it is applied. Indeed, since the judicial method of

procedure now has the sanction of eighteen years' use under the

interstate-commerce act, and since the whole question of the extent

to which Congress can delegate its power to regulate commerce to

an administrative bureau and the extent to which that action can be

reviewed by the courts is involved in very great obscurity and doubt,

it seems that the argument of uncertainty and delay applies to Mr.
Knapp's plan of giving the Commission the rate-making power
rather than the plan of continuing to correct unlawful rates through
judicial procedure.

Mr. Knapp's contention that to give the Commission the power to

make rates would not be " an}' radical departure from the theories

and plans and purposes of the present law " is certainly incorrect.

The theory of the present law is that the courts, with the aid of the

Commission, will prevent violations of the law. Mr. Knapp's theory
is that an administrative bureau shall be authorized to make self-

executing standards which the railroads must observe in order to

comply with the law, and that the function of the courts shall be
merely to say whether this administrative bureau has transgressed
the powers conferred upon it. A more complete and radical depar-
ture and revolution in the method of dealing with the subject can not
be imagined.
Mr. Knapp questions the sincerity of those who oppose his plan

of turning this matter over to an administrative bureau and who
say instead that ample correction can be and ought to be exercised
through the courts. He seems to assume that the only question is

as to the capacity of the judges on the one hand and the members
of the Commission on the other, and to think that he has destroyed
the argument to which he is opposed when he satisfies the committee
that the members of the Commission have, as a rule, been well quali-

fied to act as Federal judges. But in this Mr. Knapp misses the

point entirely. Let us grant that all the members of the Commission
have been eminently qualified to serve as members of the Supreme
Court of the United States ; it does not follow that it would be fair

and just to submit to these gentlemen, as Interstate Commerce Com-
missioners, the practically final determination of vital controversies

in which the railroads are interested. It is not alone the capacity

of a man, but rather his environment and the character of his powers,

which determine his real qualification to sit in practically final judg-

ment upon important controversies. The district attorney may be

fully qualified to act as judge of the district court, but it does hot

follow that he, while acting as district attorney, is the proper person

to pass upon the case. The real diiiiculties which Mr. Knapp does

not meet are that an administrative bureau never does act with that

same strict regard to the law and the evidence which characterizes

courts, but, on the contrary, is disposed to act, to a very large extent,

upon its own theories of what ought to be; and, further, that an

administrative bureau is, from the nature of its employment, very far

from an impartial tribunal. Mr. Prouty, in his statement to the
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committee, referred incidentally (see p. 63, twenty-sixth day) to a

hearing before the Commisison in a live-stock case, in which Judge
Baxter represented the railroad companies, which were the defend-
ants. In a perfectly natural way Mr. Prouty referred to Judge
Baxter as being " on the other side." If Mr. Prouty had been sitting

as Federal judge, he would not have referred to the attorney for the
defendant as " being on the other side ;

" but, being a member of an
administrative bureau charged with the supervision of railroad
affairs, it was a perfectly natural thing for Mr. Prouty to say. So
far as I am aware. Judge Clements is the only gentleman who has
contended that the combination of the functions of detective, pros-
ecutor, judge, legislature, and executive does not tend to disqualify a
man to act in a perfectly impartial and judicial way in dealing with
these important rights of the railroads.

It is well known that any administrative bureau is always dis-

posed to seek additional power. State commissions with power to

make rates are seeking powers to prescribe and require additional
railroad facilities. If the Interstate Commerce Commission gets

the power to make rates it may after a while want other powers as

incident thereto. It may look to certain portions of the public for
support in obtaining these powers. It is entirely possible that some
condition may arise under which there will be a sort of community
of interest, in the direction of securing more powers for the Com-
mission, between some future commission and the complainants who
appear before it against the railroads. This is a condition which
can not be guarded against in the case of an administrative tribunal.

Such things can not work for fair and impartial treatment for the

railroads.

If the members of the Interstate Commerce Commission had been
judges of a court, accustomed to judicial habits and protected by the

safeguards from partisanship with which tradition and the law
surround judges, it can hardly be believed that they would have
prepared and promulgated the unfair and misleading figures con-

tained in their report to the Senate which is incorporated in Senate
Document 257.

THE TOWNSEND BILL.

One very striking thing about the hearing before this committee
is the fact that not a single member of the Interstate Commerce
Commission nor a single advocate of the rate-making power for the

Commission has indorsed the Townsend bill. Practically every gen-

tleman who has appeared on that side of the question has suggested

grave defects in that bill.

THE " LEGISLATIVE " ARGUMENT.

It is notable that practically all the advocates of the rate-making
power for the Commission plant themselves almost exclusively on the

position that there is absolutely no way to regulate rates for the

future except through an administrative bureau, because regulating

rates for the future is a legislative function with which the courts can
have nothing to do. The courts have frequently held that the power
delegated by State legislatures to railroad commissions to make
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rates was of a legislative character. In the Maximum Eate Case the
court said, with reference to the general fixing of rates by the Inter-
state Commerce Commission there under consideration, that fixing
rates for the future was a legislative function. But the courts have
not held that they are powerless to enforce for the future the present
law that rates shall be just and reasonable, and shall not unjustly dis-

criminate or create undue preference. On the contrary, the courts
have repeatedly made decrees which did correct tariff rates for the
future, and I believe it has been made reasonably clear to the com-
mittee that if it were necessary the power of the courts in this respect
could be stiU further enlarged. It should be borne in mind that in

the Maximum Rate Case the court was dealing with a suit brought by
the Interstate Commerce Commission, which, of course, could only
be brought in pursuance of statutory authority, and was dealing fur-

ther with the question what powers Congress had conferred upon
the Commisssion. The extent of the inherent power of the courts

with respect to requiring the future correction of unlawful rates or

the extent to which power in that regard could be conferred upon the

courts was not involved or considered. It is certainly a most danger-
ous fallacy to assume that because general rate making by conmiis-

sions is a legislative function therefore the courts are utterly helpless

to correct unlawful rates for the future, and consequently Congress
is forced to choose between leaving rates to the unbridled views of

the railroads, on the one hand, and giving an administrative bureau
the power to interfere and change these rates whenever it chooses to

do so, on the other hand, subject only to a very qualified and doubtful

judicial review. No such alternative is presented.

THE LONG AND SHORT HAUL SECTION.

Much has been said about the long and short haul section having
been destroyed by the courts, yet from a careful reading of the de-

cisions of the Supreme Court of the United States on the long and
short haul section—notably the Alabama Midland Case (168 U. S.,

144), the Behlmer Case (175 U. S., 648), the Chattanooga Case (181

U. S., 1), and the La Grange Case (190 U. S., 273) it is perfectly

apparent that the statute has all the operation that can be given to it

unless an iron-clad long and short haul rule is to be established, which
nobody advocates, or unless a purely arbitrary discretion is given to

the Interstate Commerce Commission. Under the long and short

haul section and the other sections of the interstate-commerce act as

construed by the courts every railroad is bound to accord to every

place on its line rates that are not unreasonably high, and the efficient

enforcement of the present law will correct every rate that is un-

reasonably high. In addition to according every place on its line

rates which are not unreasonably high a railroad can never give a

longer distance point a less rate than a shorter distance point except

when the less rate is necessitated by actual competition for which that

railroad is not responsible ; in any such case, as has been pointed out

by the Supreme Court, the discrimination in favor of the competing

point is not the act of the railroad company but the result of other

causes, and the railroad company does not of itself give that point

an advantage, but simply recognizes an advantage which the point

enjoys anyhow. Not only must the rate to the shorter distance point
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be not unreasonably high and the rate to the longer distance point

be less only in case of controlling competition, but the rate to the
longer distance point must not be lower than is actually necessitated

by such competition and must not be so low as to be actually unre-
munerative to the railroad company.
The suggestion that where the competition is due to a carrier sub-

ject to the interstate-commerce act the less charge for the longer haul
should not be allowed except upon permission of the Commission is

wholly illogical. The competition is just as effective when due to the
act of a carrier subject to the law as when due to any other cause,
and there is absolutely no basis for a distinction. If the carrier sub-
ject to the law which creates the competition is itself guilty of arbi-
trary action in doing so and creates competition at a given point at
the expense of other points on its line, then that illegality can be fully
corrected under the present law ; but where the rates of a given carrier

subject to the law are themselves not unlawful and yet are on a lower
scale than the rates of some other carrier subject to the law, the very
same reasons justify the latter carrier in meeting the competition of
the former as justify the latter carrier in meeting water competition
or competition of any other character.

Fish Bros. Mantjfacturing Compat^t,
Clinton, Iowa, May 8, 1905.

Hon. Stephen B. Elkins,
Ghainroan Senate Gommittee on Interstate Commerce,

Washington, D. C.

Dear Snt : We wish to call your attention, to a matter of apparent
discrimination in freight rates against this point as compared with
Moline and Davenport, points wim which we come into direct compe-
tition in the manufacture and sale of our goods.

The rate on lumber from St. Louis to Moline and Davenport, in

carload lots, is 7 cents per hundredweight, and to Clinton it is 10
cents per hundredweight. This same differential applies on ship-

ments from all mill points in the South.
The rate on finished wagons from Clinton to Texas common points

is 79 cents per hundredweight, while from Moline and Davenport it

is 75 cents per hundredweight. On the other hand, the rate from
Clinton and from Moline and Davenport to Minneapolis is 17 cents

per hundredweight in carload lots on finished wagons.
Our contention is not that these rates are too high in themselves,

but that we should be placed on the same basis as Moline and Daven-
port on shipments to and from the South, or that we should have a

better rate, instead of the same rate, on shipments north. In other

words, their geographical position is an aid to them on southern busi-

ness and is no handicap on northern business.

We believe that this is a matter which plainly demands adjustment,
and should be pleased to hear from you in the premises.

Yours, truly,

Fish Bros. Mfg. Co.,
By P. T. Fish,-

Secretary and Manager.
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The Columbus Board or Trade,
Columbus, Ga., May £5, 1906.

Hon. S. B. Elkins,
Chairman Senate Committee, Washington, D. C.

Dear Sir : Inclosed herewith I hand you copy of resolution passed
this day by the Columbus Board of Trade. We trust it will receive

your favorable consideration.

Kespectfully, John C. Coart, Secretary.

Whereas the Senate committee now in sesion at Washington was
organized to take testimony and hear protests for or against the pas-
sage of the Esch-Townsend bill, having for its main purpose the
creation of a new tribunal or the enlargement of the scope of the
Interstate Commerce Commission, so that the power may be conferred
to fix maximum freight rates: Therefore, the Columbus Board of
Trade hereby resolves that it doubts the expediency and necessity

of the enaction into a law of the Esch-Townsend bill under any con-

ditions ; that the effects of such legislation at the present time would
be disastrous to the great undeveloped sections of the United States,

and especially so to the South, which is just beginning to feel the
effect of industrial development, and we feel that the entrance of
the railroad is so closely identified with the progress of this section,

and that the expansion of our growth will depend upon proper
adjustments of incoming and outgoing freight rates, and as said

rates might not be fiexible with our local conditions under the Esch-
Townsend bill; that we therefore deplore any change in the law on
the subject, deeming that the power which Congress has already

assumed through the Interstate Commerce Cojmmission and by which
excessive freight rates can be prevented and secret railroad " rebates "

have been and can be further prohibited : Therefore, be it

Further resolved, That the Columbus Board of Trade, responsive

to the needs and requirements of the vast manufacturing and indus-

trial interests located here, and to the large warehouse and com-
mercial interests centering here, looks with distrust and disfavor

upon the proposals of the^sch-Townsend bill, and respectfully sub-

mits that it be not enacted into a law.

That these protests and resolutions be forwarded by the Columbus
Board of Trade to the honorable committee of the Senate of the

United States, to be embodied as a part of the record of their pro-

ceedings.

The National Association or Manufacturers of
THE United States of America,

New York, May ^h, 1905. .

Hon. Stephen B. Elkins,
Washington, D. C.

Dear Sir : I have the" honor to inclose to you herewith copy of

resolution passed at the Tenth Annual Convention of the National

Association of Manufacturers, held at Atlanta, Ga., on May 16, 17,
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and 18 of this year, and to ask that it be filed, as customarily with
such papers, with the Senate Committee on Interstate Conimeice.

With great respect, yours, most truly,

Marshall Gushing, Secretary.

Resolved, That we favor the active enforcement by the executive

department of the General Government of all existing laws to prevent
the giving or acceptance of rebates or special favors (through what-
ever device) to or by favored shippers, and we call upon the Inter-

state Commerce Commission to apply all the remedies at their dis-

posal as provided by the original interstate-commerce act and the
Elkins Act amending the same.

Resolved, That if the existing laws for the detection and punish-
ment of the giving or acceptance of such rebates are insufficient or

defective in any respect, we favor the enactment of such further
legislation as may be necessary adequately to deal with the evil and
to secure this complete prevention.

Resolved, That in order to carry into effect the provisions of the

foregoing resolutions Congress should be asked for a provision to

be made for the necessary examination of the books of the railroad

corporations somewhat after the manner of the national banks exami-
nations, for the purpose of detecting and eliminating special favors

and discriminations against the small or less favored shippers, and
a provision for adequate punishment for improper disclosure of con-

fidential information so gained.

Brotherhood of Locomotivb Engineers,
Brooklyn Terminals Division, No. 639,

Brooklyn, N. T., May 7, 1905.

Committee on Interstate Commerce,
United States Senate, Washington, D. G.

Gentlemen: At a regular meeting of Division No. 639 of the

Brotherhood of Locomotive Engineers, held in Brooklyn, N. Y., on

above date, the following resolution was adopted

:

" Whereas we, the members of Division No. 639, Brotherhood of

Locomotive Engineers, as railroad employees, are interested in any
legislation affecting the prosperity of the railroads ; and

" Whereas we believe the Esch-Townsend bill, now in the hands of

the United States Senate, if made a law would seriously affect and
interfere with the earning power and prosperity of the railroads:

Therefore, be it
_ _

.

" Resolved, That while we are strongly opposed to having any
favoritism shown in freight rates or any rebates granted to anyone,

we are equally opposed to the Esch-Townsend bill, which would give

to the Interstate Commerce Commission power to arbitrarily fix rates

of transportation upon the railroads of the country, thus endangering
capital invested in railroad properties and liable to affect the wages
paid employees and impair the large holdings of railroad securities

held in savings banks, life-insurance companies, and other institu-

tions in which the general public is interested."

Fred. H. Tucker, C. E.
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" Whereas the Congress of the United States will have bef ore it at

the coming session the question of additional legislation a flfecting the
American railways, employing 1,300,000 people : Therefore be it, by
the Order of Kailway Conductors in biennial convention assembled,

" Resolved, That we hereby indorse the attitude of President
Roosevelt in condemning secret rebates and other illegalities, and
commend the attitude of the heads of the American railways, who,
with practical unanimity, have joined with the President on this

question; and be it further
'' Resolved, That we respectfully represent to Congress the inad-

visability of legislation vesting in the hands of a commission power
over railway rates, now lower by far in the United States than in

any other country ; that this low cost of transportation is the result

of the efficiency of American railway management and operation,

which have built up the country through constant improvement in

service and development of territory, while at the same time recogni-

tion has been given to the value of intelligence among employees, in

contrast to foreign methods, where high freight rates and lowest

wages for employees obtain; that the freight rates of this country
average only 2 per cent of the cost of articles to the consumer, thus
making the freight rate an insignificant factor in the selling price,

numerous standard articles being sold at the same price in all parts

of the country ; and be it further
" Re'solved, That regulation of rates by a Government body would, in

the opinion of this convention, result in litigation and confusion, and
inevitably tend to an enforced reduction of rates, irrespective of the

question of the ability of the railroads to stand the reduction, espe-

cially in view of the increased cost of their supplies and materials;

and be it further
^^ Resolved, That the proposed legislation is not in harmony with

our idea of the spirit of American jurisprudence, inasmuch as it

contemplates that a single body shall have the right to investigate,

indict, try, and condemn, and then enforce its decisions, at the cost

of carriers, pending appeal, which is manifestly inequitable ; and that

if there is to be legislation on this subject it should be such as would
secure and insure justice and equity and preserve equal rights for all

parties concerned; but in view of the facts, legislation affecting rates

is not called for at this time, and would be inadvisable; and be it

further
" Resolved, That this convention finds itself in accord with Presi-

dent Roosevelt, who, in a message to Congress, has said :
' It must

not be forgotten that our railways are the arteries through which the

commercial lifeblood of this nation flows. Nothing could be more
foolish than the enactment of legislation which would interfere with
the development and operation of these commercial agencies.' "_

The above is a correct copy of resolutions adopted by the thirtieth

session of the Grand Division of the Order of Railway Conductors
of America, in convention assembled at Portland, Oreg., on May 12,

1905, and of which the Grand Division ordered that copy be sent
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to each member of the United States Senate and of the House of

Representatives, as well as to the Interstate Commerce Conmiission.

E. E. Clark,
Grand Chief Conductor, Ord^r of Railway Conductors,

Attest

:

H. Maxwell,
Grand Secretary and Treasurer,

Order of Railway Conductors.

Oneonta, N. Y., February ^4, 1905.

The following is a copy of the resolutions adopted by Chapman
Division, No. 45, Order of Railway Conductors:

" Whereas we, the members of Chapman Division, No. 45, are in-

terested in the welfare of the railway employers in any legislation

affecting the interest of railways ; and
" Whereas we believe the Esch-Townsend bill, now in the hands of

the United States Senate, will, if it becomes a law, seriously affect

and interfere with such property and earning power of the railroad

:

Be it, therefore,

"Resolved, That this organization is opposed to the bill becoming a

law ; and further be it

''Resolved, That a copy of this resolution be sent to the State

senator for this district and to each of the United States Senators
from this State.

" In witness cause the seal of this division to be aifixed."

[seal.] F. W. Miller,
Chief Conductor.

R. V. HUMPHRET,
Secretary.

Mechanicsville, N. Y., February 20, 1905.

At a regular meeting of the Thomas Dickson Division, No. 171,

Order of Railway Conductors, held Sunday, February 19, 1905, the

following resolutions were unanimously adopted

:

''Resolved, That the policy of the Order of Railway Conductors is

one of fairness to our employers and the public alike;

"Resolved, That this spirit prompts us to condemn the Townsend-
Esch bill, now before the United States Legislature, as unwise and
unfair

—

" Unwise, that its provisions must and will not only bring great loss

to our railroads, but of necessity bring about disturbances m business

directly dependent upon railway service. Hence hardship and un-

settled conditions develop which it is impossible for such a bureau
to cure or even regulate

;

" Unfair, that its provisions bring the hardship and accompanying
loss upon corporations whose policy has been above reproach, and
against whom no charge of excessive rates or rate abuses has ever been
brought

;

''Resolved, That we urge our United States and State Senators to

use their influence against the measure."
[seal.] T. J. HOLLOEAN,

Chief Conductor.
H. I. Gardner,

Secretary.
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J^ ARGUMENT OF JUDGE WILLIAM H. WEST.

The following argument was presented by Judge William H. West,
of Beliefontaine, Ohio:

It is proposed herein to express some views respecting the power of
Congress to vest in a "subordinate tribunal" authority to prescribe
or adjust the rates of compensation which common carriers may charge
for transporting the commodities of interstate commerce.

PRELIMnSTAET STATEMENT.

A current rate of compensation charged by a railway or other com-
mon carrier for transporting any class of mercantile commodities,
which is exorbitant or excessive for the service rendered, is an
unreasonable rate. Grossly unequal or relatively inequitable rates

charged different shippers or customers by such carrier for rendering
substantially equal and similar services under substantially the same
or similar conditions are discriminating rates, which are as iniquitous

and harmful as unreasonable rates, though neither in itself may be
unreasonably high. The Interstate Commerce Commission is empow-
ered to inquire and determine whether the current rate charged by any
railway for transporting any commodity of interstate commerce is an
unreasonable rate, and, if determined that it is, to suggest what in its

judgment is or would be a reasonable rate for the service, but is pow-
erless to enforce its recioramendation and to compel the offending

carrier to accept and substitute such suggested reasonable rate in con-

formity therewith.

Two short amendments to the present law are all that the President has recom-
mended to Congress, namely:

1. A provision authorizing the Commission in declaring a rate to be unreasonable,
to declare at the same time what was a maximum reasonable rate, and to make an
order requiring the company to reduce its rate to that maximum; and,

2. That the law should, under proper penalty, require obedience to the order of

the Commission, and thus compel the carriers to treat the order with proper respect,

reserving to them the opportunity to avoid its operation by a resort to the Federal
court and a setting aside of the order by judicial supersedeas or final decree. (Secre-

tary Taft's speech at Akron.)

Has Congress authority to vest these powers in the Commission ?

THE CONSTITUTION.

The Federal Constitution authorizes Congress to exercise the powers
following:

To lay and collect taxes, duties, imposts, and excises [for revenue] , but all duties,

imposts, and excises shall he uniform throughout the United States.

To regulate commerce with foreign nations and among the several States.

To constitute tribunals inferior to the Supreme Court.

To make all laws which shall be necessary and proper for carrying into execution

the foregoing powers and all other powers vested by this Constitution in the Gov-
ernment of the United States, or in any department or officer thereof.

It has these prohibitions against the exercise of certain powers by the

United States or by the respective States:

No tax or duty shall be laid on articles exported from any State.
" No preference shall be given hy any regulation of commerce or revenue to the ports

of one State over those of another" [State;'] nor shall vessels bound to or from one

State be obliged to enter, clear, or pay duties in another [State.]

No State shall, without the consent of Congress, lay any imposts_ or duties on
imports or exports, except what may be absolutely necessary for executing its inspec-
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tion laws; and the net produce of all duties and imposts laid by any State on imports
or exports shall he for the use of the Treasury of the United States; and all such laws
shall be svrbject to the revision and control of the Congress.
The citizens of each State shall be entitled to all privileges and immunities of citizens

in the several Stales.

The powers not delegated to the United States by the Constitution, nor prohibited
by it to the States, are reserved to the States, respectively, or to the people.

THE ORIGINAL CONFEDERACY.

On severing their connection with Great Britain in 1777 the Colonies
did not thereby become a single unified sovereignty, but took their

places among the nations of the earth as thirteen severally sovereign
and independent States. The language of the immortal Declaration is

that

—

We, the Representatives of the United States of America in General Congress
assembled, do, in the name and by the authority of the good people of these Col-
onies, solemnly publish and declare that these united Colonies are, and of right
ought to be, free and independent States; * * * and that as free and independent
States they have full power to levy war, conclude peace, contract alliances, establish

commerce, and to do all other acts and things which independent States may of right do.

The Confederacy of 1777 was a mere league or alliance of thirteen
severally sovereign and independent States, in the articles of which it

was expressly stipulated that " each State retains its sovereignty, free-

dom, and independence," and of which the Congress was tne mutual
agent or trustee, to which was intrusted the exercise of certain sover-
eign powers for and in behalf of the high contracting parties, not as

one unified nation, but as thirteen several sovereignties. Among the
powers so intrusted for exercise to the Congress were these:

The United States in Congress assembled shall have the sole and exclusive right
and power of * * * entering into treaties and alliances, provided that no treaty of
commerce shall be made whereby the legislative power of the respective States shall

be restrained from imposing such imposts and duties on foreigners as their own peo-
ple are subjected to, or from prohibiting the exportation or importation of any species

of goods or commodities whatsoever.
The better to secure and perpetuate mutual friendship and intercourse among the

people of the different States in this Union, the free inhabitants of each of these
States, paupers, vagabonds, and fugitives from justice excepted, shall be entitled to

all privileges and immunities of free citizens in the several States; and the people of

each State shall have free ingress and regress to and from any other State, and shall

enjoy therein all the privileges of trade and commerce, subject to the same duties,

impositions, and restrictions as the inhabitants thereof respectively.

No two or more States shall enter into any treaty, confederation, or alliance what-
ever between them without the_ consent of the United States in Congress assembled.
No State shall lay any imposts or duties, which may interfere with any stipulations

in treaties entered into by the United States, with any foreign country.

Under the Confederacy no power was vested in the Congress to lay or

collect duties, imposts, excises, or taxes of any kind whatever; nor to

regulate commerce with foreign nations, except as implied from the

provision that "no State shall lay any imposts or duties, which may
interfere with any stipulations in treaties entered into by the United
States, with any foreign country."

CONSTITUTIONAL INTENT.

The intent of the lawmaker is the law. The foregoing provisions

from the Articles of Confederation are given to aid in ascertaining
whether the framers of the Constitution, by substituting authoritative

government for the league of sovereign States, intended to include in
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the_ power vested in Congress "to regulate commerce with foreign
nations, and among the several States," the power to fix or adjust
the rates of compensation which common carriers shall charge for
transporting the commodities of commerce, in which they have no
property interest and do not traffic. If they had so intended, they
would_ surely have employed language sufficiently explicit to suggest
or indicate such intention, by implication at least.

Commerce, in its most comprehensive sense, is intercourse; in its

constitutional sense, it is trading intercourse, the traffic in mercantile
commodities carried on with foreign nations styled international com-
merce, and the traffic in mercantile commodities carried on between
the several States styled interstate commerce.
The grant of power to regulate both kinds of commerce being the

same and identical must receive the same construction respecting sub-
jects which are common to both. If the regulation by Congress of
such common subject was intended of that subject, so far as it apper-
tains to and respects international commerce, it must have been intended
also of such common subject so far as it appertains to and respects

interstate commerce. If, on the other hand, regulation by Congress
of any such common subject, so far as it appertains to and respects

international commerce, was not nor can have been intended, neither
can it have been intended of such common subject so far as it apper-
tains to and respects interstate commerce. Regulation by Congress of
such common subject must have been intended as to both kinds of com-
merce or of neither. The subject of compensation to the carriers of

international commerce and the subject of compensation to carriers of
interstate commerce are identical and common to both.

It has never been suggested, and can not be presumed, that the
power given Congress to regulate commerce with foreign nations
includes or was intended to include the power to prescribe or vest in

any subordinate tribunal authority to prescribe or adjust the "maxi-
mum rates," or any rates, of compensation which the carriers of inter-

national commerce shall charge or exact. That subject is not nor was
it intended to be within the regulative power of Congress or any tribu-

nal, inferior or otherwise. The conclusion is thus irresistible that, as
the grant of power to regulate both international and interstate com-
merce is identical, and as it can not be presumed nor construed as

intending to vest in Congress, or in any tribunal established by it, the
power to prescribe or fix the "maximum rates" of compensation
which carriers of international commerce may charge, it can not be
presumed nor construed as intending to vest in Congress, or in any
tribunal established by it, the power to prescribe or fix the "maximum
rates " of compensation which the carriers of interstate commerce may
charge. Then, construing the grant as vesting in Congress, or in any
tribunal established by it, the power to prescribe or fix the maximum
rates of compensation which may be charged by carriers, who are

rarely the owners of the commodities they transport, and hence can
not be said in any proper sense to be engaged in international or inter-

state commerce, it would seem less unreasonable to construe the grant
of power as intended to vest in Congress the authority to prescribe or
fix the maximum rate of prices at which the merchant, who does own
the cargo which the carrier transports, and who, strictly speaking, is

alone engaged in such traffic of commerce, shall part with his com-
modities.

S Tlnn 943 ^ct-\—vnl 4 fil
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THE POWER NEVER EXERCISED.

It is a significant fact that the exercise of such power has not been
attempted by Congress until recently, nor recognized as among the
authorized methods of regulating commerce. If the eminent states-

men who successively piloted the ship " Constitution" during the first

century of its voyage had suspected that fixing such maximum rates

as a means of regulating commerce was included among the powers of

Congress, some intimation of it would be found of record in their

legislative log book, but an exhaustive examination of the United
States statutes fails to discover any. Innumerable rules and regula-
tions pertaining to commerce were by them prescribed from time to

time. These are of several classes, one of which regulates the con-
duct of consular agents; another requires the measurement and regis-

try of vessels with a view to prevent overloading, the deception of
revenue officers, and smuggling; while a third and most important
looks to the protection or safetj^ of life and property and has relation

to the maintenance of light-houses and life-saving stations, the inspec-

tion and seaworthiness of vessels, and the furnishing them with suit-

able life-preservers, the licensing and duties of pilots and masters,
the giving and observance of signals to avoid collisions, and many
others of like nature and purpose. But among them all search will be
made in vain for any fixing or authorizing any subordinate tribunal

to fix maximum or other rates of compensation to carriers.

CHANGED CONDITIONS.

In reply it is said that when the Government was founded the
vehicles of interstate commerce were and, until supplanted by the rail-

way, continued to he such as not to necessitate the fixing by Congress
of the rates of compensation to carriers as a means of regulating it;

that steam and electricity as motive powers were then unknown and
could not have been contemplated by the framers of the Constitution;

that since their introduction conditions have so changed as to require
that the powers of Congress be enlarged to meet them, and that until

recently no occasion has arisen appropriate for the exercise thereof.

True it is that commercial conditions have undergone great changes
since the adoption of the Constitution; that the ocean steamer has
superseded the sailing craft, and the railway supplanted the Conastoga
team and prairie schooner, but the assumption that no occasion has

arisen demanding or appropriate for the exercise of the power to fix

rates of compensation to carriers until recently is incorrect.

By the' Constitution Congress is empowered "to establish post-

offices and post-i'oads," under which it may designate any line of rail-

way a post route. Exercising by that body of the power to fix the

maximum rates which railway carriers shall charge for transporting

the mails would seem to be peculiarly appropriate. Yet more than

thirty years ago Congress enacted section 3999, United States Revised
Statutes, that

—

if the Postmaster-General is unable to contract for carrying the mail on any railway
route at a compensation not exceeding the maximum rates herein provided, or for

what he may deem a reamnable and fair compensation, he may separate the letter

mail from the other mail and contract, either with or without advertising, for car-

rying such letter mail by horse express or otherwise at the greatest speed that can be
reasonably obtained, and for carrying the other mail in wagons, or otherwise, at a

slower rate of speed.
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If the Congress of 1873 had believed that it possessed the power
under the Constitution to fix maximum rates at which railway carriers

should be compelled to transport the mails, section 3999 would not
have been passed, but maximum rates fixed and the railway compelled
to accept them, for the mail service is the riglit arm of interstate

commerce.
THINGS NOT CHANGED.

Though conditions have changed since the Constitution was framed,
the rights of person and the rights of property, of capital, and of labor,

have not changed; the measure of powers delegated to the United
States, or to any branch or officer of its government, has not been
enlarged bj' said changed conditions, nor the residuum of powers
reserved to the States or to the people been thereby diminished. If

it was otherwise, shifting conditions, not the permanent written char-

ter, become the Constitution, as the wisdom or caprice of Congress
may determine, and that body clothed with '

' the uncontrolled omnipo-
tence of the British Parliament." If such changed conditions demand
an enlargement of the powers of Congress, thej' may be grounds and
cause for constitutional amendment, but not for their enlargement by
judicial or legislative construction.

THE POWEK NOT DELEGATED.

In the preceding discussion the legal construction of the clause
"Congress shall have power to regulate commerce with foreign nations
and among the several States," looking to its language alone was con-
sidered. Was the power to fix the maximum rates or any rates of

compensation which carriers shall charge for transporting the com-
modities of interstate commerce among the powers delegated to the
United States, or anj^ branch or officer thereof, by the several States,

or the delegation of which to the United States was in any degree
essential to the formation, object, or purpose of the Union?

Originally, as before shown, the States were severally sovereign.
In their relations to each other each was a separate sovereign nation,

and as such could make treaties, enter into alliances, commission
ambassadors, establish custom-houses on its frontiers, lay and collect

duties on commodities brought into it from any other State or country,
impose restraints on social and commercial intercourse and excises

and other burdens on nonresidents greater than those to which it sub-
jected its own citizens, coin money, make other things than gold or
silver a legal tender, prescribe its own separate standard of weights,
measures, and values, maintain a standing army, build and equip a
navy, declare war, establish monarchical or any other form of govern-
ment, grant titles of nobility, and in general do whatever any other
sovereign nation might.
As coequal sovereignties, they formed the league or Confederation

of 1777, on entering into which they severally, relinquished the right
to exercise certain of their powers while members thereof, but "each
retained its freedom, sovereignty, and independence," and at will might
withdraw therefrom and resume the powers it had so relinquished.

The Confederacy was on the verge of dissolution. Unless the Union
was reconstructed on a solid and enduring basis and unified authorita-

tive government established, the league would speedily dissolve and
thirteen jarring, warring, neighboring principalities, such as those of
Germany once were, would inevitably succeed to it. But, asserting
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their sovereign prerogative, they refused their assent to any scheme
of reconstruction involving the extinguishment of their separate

autonomy or the parting with any right, personal, industrial, or prop-
erty, which their citizens enjoyed at common law and to the protection
of which they regarded the retention of that autonomy as essential.

Hence they declined to accept anj^ scheme other than a Union based on
a divided sovereignty and the partition of its powers by the renuncia-
tion of some, the delegation of others, and the retention of the

residuum.
Of certain of these powers special considerations influenced and

determined the distribution. Friendship, amity, and the unrestrained
freedom of social, business, and commercial intercourse between the

peoples of the several States were regarded as essential to the per-

manencj' of the Union and success of the government founded upon it.

The clash of commercial interests has ever been the cause and source
of irritation and discord between neighboring sovereignties, resulting

often in armed collision, especialh" where one situate on the seaboard
collects duties or levies tribute for the privilege of transit through its

territory on the imports and exports passing to and from others not
situate thereon; or where either imposes restiictions, exactions, and
burdens on the citizens of another State within its borders to which it

does not subject its own people.
The sentiments and relations other than of friendship and amity it

would engender can be imagined if West Virginia, Kentucky, and
Tennessee, in whose jurisdiction the Ohio River lies, levied tribute on
the commerce set afloat on that river by Pennsylvania, Ohio, Indiana,

and Illinois; or if Louisiana, for the privilege of transit through her
borders to the Gulf, exacted tribute from the commerce of the States

bordering on the Ohio and Mississippi. To remove such causes of

mutual animosity and discord between the States, so fraught with
peril to the Union and the success of the Government founded upon
it, they renounced those powers the exercise of which was provocative
thereof by ordaining that "no State shall, without the consent of

Congress, lay any imposts or duties on imports or exports except
what may be absolutely necessary for executing its inspection laws;"

that "no tax or duty shall be laid on articles exported from any State;"

that " no vessels bound to or from one State shall be obliged to enter,

clear, or pay duties m another" State; and that "the citizens of each
State shall be entitled to all privileges and immunities of citizens jn

the several States," thereby establishing and intending to establish

absolute freedom of trade and commercial intercourse throughout the

Union between all the people thereof, leaving them subject only to the

natural, unwritten, and immutable laws of trade and competition.

SUPERVISORT CONTROL.

But constitutional provision and mandates do not execute them-
selves. Notwithstanding this renunciation of powers by the several

States and the prohibition of their exercise, it was apprehended pos-

sible that a State, misconceiving the extent or character of the pow-
ers reserved to it, might exceed them and embarrass interstate

commerce by prescribing therefor commercial regulations unauthor-

ized and prejudicial, or impose conditions, licenses, or burdens on the

citizens of another State coming or trading within its borders greater

than or diiferent from those to which it subjected its own citizens.

To render the guaranties of the Constitution effectual against such
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discrimination by any State against the citizens of another State,

power was vested in Congress to prescribe, by legislation, for super-

visory control of interstate commerce and the judicial annulment of

all such discriminating legislation by any State against the citizens of

another, so that equality of commercial privileges and intercourse
throughout the Union might be efifectualljr secured to all the inhab-
itants thereof. For this purpose it was further ordained specificall}'

that "Congress shall have power to regulate commerce among the

several States."

It will be seen that the prohibitions of the Constitution respecting
interstate commerce are against the States and not against individual

citizens. The sense of the clause guaranteeing equal privileges and
immunities is as if it read : No State shall deny to the citizens of another
State any privilege or immunity enjoyed b}'' its own citizens, nor impose,
nor authorize the imposition upon the citizens of another State restric-

tions or burdens to which its own are not subjected.

In addition to vesting in Congress such supervisory^ control of the

States in respect to commerce among the States they delegated to the

United States all their powers and sovereignty which in character or

nature were international, and carried with it necessarily the power to

regulate international commerce. Thus only such powers were dele-

gated as were deemed and were essential to the maintenance of the

Union and the success of the unified Government established over it.

But nowhere in the Constitution, or in any grant of power to the

United States, or any branch or officer thereof of its government, is it

even suggested that the power given Congress to regulate commerce
among the several States includes or was intended to include the power
to prescribe the rates of compensation which common carriers or others
should or might charge for transporting such commerce, that being
left, as before stated, subject only to the "natural, unwritten, and
immutable laws of trade and competition."

Delegating to the United States authority to fix the rates which
carriers might charge .was neither essential nor pertinent to any pur-
pose for which the Government was established. Such authority is

not expressly delegated, and, not being essential, can not be implied.

Its delegation, therefore, can not have been demanded by any State

as a condition of its entering the reconstructed Union. Imagine the

spectacle of Doctor Franklin announcing to the convention of 1787
that, unless Congress was empowered to fix the charges which the

masters of coast-trade schooners and the proprietors of Conastoga
wagons might exact for transporting the merchandise of Philadelphia

into Delaware, Maryland, or New Jersey, Pennsylvania would retire.

The power of regulative supervision was not delegated to the United
States for the protection of the States from the rapacity of common
carriers or other citizens, but for the protection of the citizens of one
State, the itinerant peddler equally with the commercial magnate, the

owner of the Conastoga team equally with the merchant prince,

against discriminating exactions and burdens imposed by any other

State into which their avocation might entice them.

Nowhere in the Constitution is the power to regulate or fix the

charges of carriers for transporting interstate commerce, or the dele-

gation thereof to the United States, even so much as intimated. If

such power exists in any government, it is among those reserved to

the States, or to the people, to be exercised in the administration of
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COTEMPOEANEOTJS EXPOSITION.

In that unparalleled series of papers appearing in the Federalist, put
forth to influence the adoption of the Constitution, and in which the

several powers it delegates to the United States are enumerated and
considered, that of fixing the rates of carriers' charges for transporting
cither international or interstate commerce is without mention or
allusion. Mr. Hamilton, the brightest, brainiest, and greatest of its

authors, in paper No. VII, thus wrote:

The competitions of commerce would be another fruitful source of contention.
The States less favorably circumstanced would be desirous of escaping from the dis-

advantages of local situation and of sharing in the advantages of their more fortunate
neighbors. Each State, or separate Confederacy, would pursue a system of com-
mercial polity peculiar to itself. This would occasion distinctions, preferences, and
exclusions, which would beget discontent. The habits of intercourse, on the basis

of equal privileges, to which we have been accustomed from the earliest settlement of

the country, would give a keener edge to those causes of discontent than they would
naturally have independent of this circumstance. We should be ready to denominate
injuries those things which were in reality the justifiable acts of independent sovereignties

consulting a distinct interest. The spirit of enterprise which characterizes the com-
mercial part of America has left no occasion of displaying itself unimproved. It is

not at all probable that this unbridled spirit would pay much respect to those regu-
lations of trade by which particular States might endeavor to secure exclusive bene-
fits to their own citizens. The infractions of these regulations on one side, the
efforts to prevent and repel them on the other, would naturally lead to outrages, and
these to reprisals and wars.
The opportunities which some States would have of rendering others tributary to

them, by commercial regulations, would be impatiently submitted to by the tribu-

tary States. The relative situations of New York, Connecticut, and New Jersey
would afford an example of this kind. New York, from the necessities of revenue,
must lay duties on her importations. A great part of these duties must be paid by
the inhabitants of the two other States in the capacity of customers of what we import.
New York would neither be willing, nor able, to forego this advantage. Her citi-

zens would not consent that a duty paid by them should be remitted m favor of the
citizens of her neighbors; nor would it be practicable, if there were not this impedi-
ment in the way, to distinguish the customers in our own markets. Would Con-
necticut and New Jersey long submit to be taxed by New York for her exclusive
benefit? Should we [the people of I^ew York] be long permitted to remain in the
quiet enjoyment of a metropolis from the possession of which we derived an advan-
tage so odious to our neighbors, and, in their opinion, so oppressive? Should we be
able to preserve it against the incumbent weight of Connecticut on the one side and
the cooperating pressure of New Jersey on the other? These are questions that
temerity alone will answer in the affirmative.

Again, in paper No. XI, he wrote:

An unrestrained intercourse between the States themselves will advance the trade
of each by an interchange of their respective productions, not only for the supply of

reciprocal wants, but for exportation to foreign markets. The veins of commerce in

every part will be replenished, and will acquire additional motion and vigor from a
free circulation of the commodities of every part. Commercial enterprise will have
much greater scope from the diversity in the production of different States. When
the staple of one fails from a bad harvest or unproductive crop, it can call to its aid

the staple of another. The variety, not less than the value of products for exporta-
tion, contributes to the activity of foreign commerce. It can be conducted upon
much better terms with a large number of materials of a given value than with a

small number of materials of the same value, arising from the competition of trade and
from the fluctuations of markets.

Particular articles may be in great demand at certain periods and unsalable at

others; but if there be a variety of articles, it can scarcely happen that they should
all be at one time in the latter predicament, and on this account the operation of the
merchant would be less liable to any considerable obstruction or stagnation. The
speculative trader will at once perceive the force of these observations and will

acknowledge that the aggregate balance of the commerce of the United States would
bid fair to be much more favorable than that of the thirteen States without union or

with partial union.
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Also in papei" No. XXII:
The interfering and unneighborly regulations of some States, contrary to the truest

spirit of the union, have in different instances given just cause of umbrage and com-
plaint to others, and it is to be feared that examples of this nature, if not restrained

by national control, would be multiplied and extended till they become not less seri-

ous sources of animosity and discord than injurious impediments tp the intercourse
between the different parts of the Confederacy.

And in Paper XLII, he wrote:

The defect of nower in the existing confederacy to regulate the commerce between
its several members is in the number of those which have been clearly pointed out
by experience. To the proofs and remarks which former papers have brought into

view on this subject, it may be added that, without this supplemental provision the
great and essential power of regulating foreign commerce would have been incom-
plete and ineffectual. A very material object of this power was {he relief of the States

which import and export through other States from the improper contributions
levied on them by the latter. Were these at liberty to regulate the trade between
State and State it must be foreseen that ways would be found out to load the articles

of import and export during the passage through their jurisdiction, with duties which
would fall on the makers of the latter and the commerce of the former.

We may be assured by past experience that such a practice would be introduced
by future contrivances, and both by that and by a common knowledge of human
aSairs that it would nourish unceasing animosities and not improbably terminate in

serious interruptions of the public tranquillity. To those who do not view the ques-
tion through tlie medium of passion or interest, the desire of the commercial States

to collect in any form an indirect revenue from their commercial neighbors nmst
appear not less impolitic than it is unfair, since it would stimulate the injured party,

by resentment as well as interest, to resort to less convenient channels for the foreign
trade. But the mild voice of reason, pleading the cause of an enlarged and perma-
nent interest, is but too often drowned before public bodies as well as individuals by
the clamors of an impatient avidity for immediate and immoderate gain.

From the foregoing discussion it is manifest that in the power dele-

gated to Congress to regulate commerce among the several States that
of fixing the maximum or other rates which carriers might charge for
transporting it is not nor was intended to be included. Of the several

powers which Mr. Hamilton enumerates and is of the opinion should
be delegated to the central Government, the necessity, the importance,
even the propriety, of delegating to the United States, or to any branch
of its Government, authority to prescribe the rates which carriers

might charge received no mention; which is conclusive that it was not
among the x)owers intended to be parted with hj the States.

PRESCRIBING RATES IS LEGISLATION.

Giving the Interstate Commission authority to prescribe the maxi-
mum or other rates of carriers is without constitutional sanction for

other reasons. Congress is expressly empowered to establish tribu-

nals inferior to the Supreme Court, but what powers may be conferred
on them are not specified. The functions of the Government are wisely

distributed between its legislative, executive, and judicial branches,

neither of which can usurp or have conferred upon it those of any
other. As all three of the functions of government can not be con-

ferred on either branch thereof, they can not be conferred on a tribu-

nal inferior to either. The Interstate Commerce Commission is such
inferior tribunal. Ascertaining the reasonableness or unreasonable-

ness, absolutely or relatively, of railway rates, and determining what
are reasonable rates, is the exercise of judicial power.

In the "Maximum Rate Cases," 167 U. S. Reports, it is held that

prescribing or fixing what is adjudged to be a reasonable rate and com-
manding its observance is the exercise of legislative power. Enforcing
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the observance of the rates so legislatively prescribed is the exercise of

executive power. Is it competent to clothe the Commission with these

three-fold functions or vest in it these three distinct powers, all of

which can not be vested in or exercised by either branch of the Gov-
ernment? To do so would constitute it at once lawmaker, judge, and
executioner. That it may be authorized to inquii-e, ascertain, and
determine, either on complaint or its own initiative, whether such rates

are reasonable and suggest what would be a reasonable rate, may be
conceded. But vesting in it the legislative power to prescribe the rates

which the railway shall charge and command the observance thereof

by it is unauthorized without amendment of the Constitution. This
being true, it is superfluous to continue the discussion on that point.

THE OPPOSITE VIEW.

The opposite view assumes authority in Congress to vest in the
Commission legislative power to prescribe rates, and proceeds to give
reasons why it should be bestowed. In stating the reasons therefor,

the distinction between unreasonable rates and discriminating rates is

overlooked or ignored and the two constantly confounded and spoken
of as if they were of the same character. As before stated, the rates

of carriers may be excessive, exorbitant, and in themselves unreason-
• ably high, but if exacted equally and impartially from all shippers and
customers without distinction they are not discriminatory. On the

other hand, where unequal rates are exacted from different customers
or shippers for substantially the same service, they are discriminatory,

though they may not be unreasonably high, excessive, or exorbitant

in themselves. Discriminating rates, however reasonable in them-
selves, are condemned at common law, and jurisdiction to correct or

punish them is conferred by the Constitution, while the power to pre-

scribe or readjust rates and substitute them for existing rates adjudged
by the Commission to be in themselves unreasonably high, though not
found to be discriminatory, is not delegated to the United States by
that instrument. If in the discussion unreasonable rates and discrim-

inating rates be constantly distinguished and separately considered,

the discussion is simplified and the solution of the problem here under
consideration made easy.

Again, the supervisory or regulative power claimed for Congress to

vest in the Commission authority to prescribe and substitute what in

its opinion are "reasonable rates" for carriers, is likened to the power
vested in that body to require railways to furnish safe equipments,
such as automatic couplers, air brakes, and the like, for their vehicles

of transportation. The latter power is of the nature of police power,
between which and the power to prescribe maximum or other reason-

able rates of charges by carriers there is no analogy. The existence

of such police power in Congress over the vehicles of interstate com-
merce for the protection of life and property has always been recog-

nized and exercised. Of this character are the regulations in United
States Revised Statutes, sections 4233, 4287, 4353, and especially 4463,

et seq., all requiring the observance of rules and the maintainance of

equipment and appliances for safety and comfort. Among them is no
regulation of carriers' charges, though transportation by steam rail-

way has obtained for more than eighty years, which, though not abso-

lutely conclusive, is strongly persuasive that the earlier statesmen and
framers of the Constitution did not understand that' it delegated such
power.
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PROPOSED LEGISLATION.

In his speech at Akron, Secretary Taft states the legislation pro-
posed with the reasons therefor thus:

Everyone must believe who knows anything about the subject, that perhaps the
most serious abuse of the last two decades has been the unjust discrimination in rail-

way rates as between individual shippers and as between different localities, and, indeed,
in some instances, by rates in excess of that which would be reasonable for the ser-vice

itself. The railroads have become an arterial network in the life of this country upon
the proper and just operation of which depends the business health of the country,
both in agriculture and manufactures. Partiality and discrimination in favor of an
individual or shipper, or of a community or a locality, is as serious an injury to
some other shipper or community as if something of value were taken from the latter.

Men have been ruined, men have been made rich, settlements have been destroyed,
settlements have been enlarged to prosperous towns, through the favor of the managers
of railroads.

After stating wherein the powers of the Commission under the
existing statute are insufficient, he proceeds:

The two changes necessary are, first, a provision authorizing the Commission, in

declaring a rate to be unreasonable, to declare at the same time what is a maxi-
mum reasonable rate and to make an order requiring the company to reduce its

rate to that maximum; and, second, that the law should, under proper penalty,
require obedience to the order of the Commission, and thus compel the carriers to

treat the order with proper respect, reserving to them the opportunity to avoid
its operation by a resort to the Federal court and a setting aside of the order by
judicial supersedeas or final decree.

The condemnation by the Secretary is not directed against unrea-
sonably high rates, some instances of which he merely suggests may
have occurred, but almost entirely against discriminating rates as the
causes of the consequences condemned.
No doubt discriminating rates of charges and favoritism by railways

have in some instances I'esulted in detriment to localities, communi-
ties, and towns; but such detriment or deterioration has resulted more
frequently from geographical conditions. It is matter of common
knowledge that towns, villages, and some smaller cities, once consid-

erable centers of commercial activity, have been reduced to thriftless

hamlets or made comparatively waste places by locating and building
railways through them or in their vicinity, on the line of which rival

towns, villages, and cities have sprung into existence and absorbed
their commerce and trade. Fifty years ago the city of Sandusky was
the second city of Ohio in commercial importance. Now, by reason
of her geographical position and environments, the building of cross

railways and through lines, it is reduced to an inferior rank, or,

rather, has not kept pace with other commercial centers more favor-

ably located. The writer has in mind a score of towns and villages

which by reason of their geographical relations to railways built in

their vicinity have declined in importance and become insignificant

hamlets, while others on the line of the railway have become flourish-

ing marts. This is in accordance with the laws of nature and of

commerce, which no human legislation can control.

MAXIMUM RATES AN INEFFECTUAL REMEDY.

Assuming that "men have been ruined, men have been made rich,

settlements have been destroyed, settlements have been enlarged to

prosperous towns, through the favor of the managers of railroads"

and by rate discrimination, and that Congress is empowered to vest in

the Commission authority to prescribe "maximum rates," will or
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can the fixing of such maximum rates by the Commission or by
Congress prevent the unjust practice? Rates may be reasonable and
yet discriminating as between individual shippers or different locali-

ties and communities; they may be unreasonably high and yet not

discriminating; or they may be both unreasonably high and discrimi-

nating. Unless the maximum rate is by the Commission fixed so low
as to leave no margin for discrimination in rates as between individual

shippers or localities, without reducing the income of the road below
its running expenses, discrimination in rates below the maximum can
still be practiced with impunity. Or, stating it in other language,
unless the Commission fix the maximum rate on each and every class

of freight so low that the railway can not reduce any single rate with-

out reducing its income below its expenses, it may still practice or
allow discrimination below the maximum.

Again, in fixing maximum rates by the Commission, t^e wages of

railway employees, which are fluctuating and not fixed charges, must
be taken into consideration in determining the basis of the maximum.
It results as a necessary sequence of fixing maximum rates of charges
by the railway that the Commission must fix a maximum rate of

wages to correspond therewith. But it is impracticable to perma-
nentljr fix a maximum rate of wages by any arbitrary standard, and
probably would not be tolerated by the employees. The Commission
must, therefore, fix the maximum rate of charges so high as to leave
a margin for the fluctuation of or advance in wages, which would nec-

essarily furnish a margin for discrimination in rate charges also.

Fixing both maximum rates of charges by the railwaj' and maximum
rates of wages for employees, or leave a margin for the practice of

discrimination, are the alternatives; for so long as the maximum of

freight rates enables the railway to make profits it may make discrimi-

nation within the limit of its profits and still realize sufiicient to meet
running expenses and fixed charges.

The conclusion is irresistible that the judicial determination b}^ the

Commission or the court of what is a reasonable maximum rate in a

given case, and the legislative command that the rate so judicially

determined shall not be exceeded by the railway, does not nor can
prevent it from discriminating in the rates charged within the limit

of or below such maximum, which is the crying wrong complained of

and source of the disastrous consequences resulting to individuals,

localities, and communities.

THE POWERS EXERCISED.

To the suggested impossibility of fixing by the Commission of all

the rates of all the common carriers of the country, it is replied that

it will not undertake the impossible task of fixing all such rates in the

first instance, nor of fixing any rate on its own initiative, but will only
readjust the rates of those carriers of which complaint is made. If

Congress, under its power to regulate commerce among the several

States, may authorize the Commission to readjust rates complained of,

it may authorize the Commission to fix all rates in the first instance

and on its own initiative, for the power of Congress over the subject

is not limited to rates complained of, or in any other respect. Unless,

therefore. Congress, in conferring on the Commission the authority to

fix maximum rates, limits its exercise to the readjustment of rates

complained of, it may, if such limitation is omitted, assume it to be a
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duty to fix the maximum of all rates in the first instance and on its

own motion. The powers which it will attempt to exercise will thei'e-

fore depend on the extent or limitation of the powers conferred.

EFFECT OF JUDICIALLY FIXING RATES.

It is said that by conferring on the Commission judicial power to

determine what is or shall be deemed a reasonable maximum rate, and
legislative power to command the observance of the rate so determined,
wul have the effect of a judicial finding and decree in respect of that

rate, the principle of which must be observed by the railwa^r party to

the proceeding, and by other carriers be applied and observed in their

charges for transporting like commodities. Will this be salutary in

practice? Neither the Commission nor the court is infallible, and each
or either may fix a maximum rate unreasonably high. But being so
judicially fixed, can it afterwards be complained of as against the car-

rier immediately concerned, or against any other carrier who observes
it? If subsequently complained of, may not the carrier plead the

judicial finding and decree as a defense to the complaint? If not, then
the decree is of little value as a guide or protection to the carrier, and
of no more value as a rule of conduct than the recommendation of the

Commission as now constituted, for it may be complained of, opened
up, and a new maximum rate be substituted every day to correspond
with the fluctuations and daily changes of conditions in railway trans-

portation.

Again, the values of th& services of railway carriers, like the values
and prices of mercantile commodities, are changeable and fluctuating,

according to supply and demand. A rate which is reasonable when
judicially fixed may, by changed conditions, become relatively unrea-
sonable in ninety, sixty, or thirty days. For example, the judicially

fixed rates, say the 1st of July, on cereals or farm products and textile

fabrics shipped from Cincinnati may be both absolutely and relatively

reasonable, and yet by the 1st of September conditions may so change
that the rate so fixed is unreasonably high on cereals or farm products
as compared with the rates on textile fabrics. The carrier can not
increase the rates on textiles without violating the judicial decree
establishing it. He can not reduce the judicial rate on farm products
without diminishing his income below running expenses. The result

is that judicially fixing the maximum by the Commission, intended to

be a bulwark against discrimination, becomes a source of discrimina-

tion against one class of commodities as compared with the- rates paid
by another class of commodities.

COMMON OAEEIEES.

Discrimination in charges by common carriers in favor of some and
against other shippers, customers, or patrons is condemned at common
law. The grievance is the same in nature, kind, and consequence
whether the shippers, customers, or patrons favored and the shippers,

customers, or patrons prejudiced are of the same locality, community,
or shipping station or are of different and distinct localities, communi-
ties, or shipping stations. The general effect on the locality or com-
munity is incidental, but the locality or community prejudiced is

without remedy at common law; only the individuals especially preju-

diced or injured have such remedy.
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THE FEDERAL COURTS.

By the Constitution, jurisdiction in actions at law and suits in equity,

original and appellate, is vested in the Federal courts in proper cases

between proper parties. They therefore have common-law and equity
jurisdiction, in proper cases between proper parties, in causes arising

from discrimination by carriers engaged in transporting the commod-
ities of interstate commerce, without invoking powers of doubtful
constitutionality, such as that of vesting in the Commission authority
to determine and fix reasonable maximum rates.

Besides, the fixing of maximum rates can not prevent discrimination

by carriers, as between individual shippers, either of the same or dif-

ferent localities and communities, unless the rate is fixed so low as to

leave no latitude or mai-gin for disci-imination below the maximum so

fixed without reducing the income of the carrier below expenses and
fixed charges. Fixing maximum rates may narrow or conti'act the
latitude or margin of discrimination, but can not prevent it, and may
become a cause and source of the grievance it seeks to remedy because
of constantly changing conditions. What are reasonable maximum
rates is mere matter of opinion deduced from a multitude of evidential

facts and conditions as unstable and shifting as the sands of the sea-

shore, depending on supply and demand, so that what may be a reason-

able maximum rate to-day may become an unreasonably high rate the
next week or fortnight, and vice versa. But the remedy at law or in

equity is not thus imperfect. It raises and determines, not a matter
of opinion, but a simple question and issue of fact. It ascertains and
determines the fact of discrimination, and the court, under the mandate
of the law, awards damages commensurate with the injury caused by
the discrimination, together with exemplary damages, if allowable.

FURTHER LEGISLATION.

If the existing remedy at law is inadequate to suppress discrimina-

tion by carriers of interstate commerce, it is competent for Congress
to enact further remedial legislation in aid of the court's existing con-

stitutional authority and jurisdiction under that clause of the Consti-

tution ordaining that "the Congress shall have power to make all

laws which shall be necessary and proper for carrying into execution
the foregoing powers a7id all other powers vested hy this Constitution

in the Government of the United States oi" in any department or officer

thereof.'''' Judicial powei* being already vested in the courts of the
United States as at present constituted, it is competent for Congress
in aid of that jurisdiction to enact:

1. That the Interstate Commerce Commission, or some other tribu-

nal to be established, calling to its aid competent freight-rate experts,

shall classify the commodities of interstate commerce throughout the

United States, assigning to each particular class, severally, such com-
modities as should bear the same rates of charges; that no commodity
assigned to any class shall be transferred to any other class without
due publication of sufficient notice first had, and forbidding special

commodity rates. The number of classes should be sufficient to secure
just rates for all commodities.

2. That every common carrier operating any railway or part of rail-

way in transporting the commodities of interstate commerce who shall

demand or receive for or on account of any service rendered any
shipper an amount of compensation greater than the amount of com-
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pensation demanded and received by him from any other shipper for

or on account of an equal or less sei'vice rendered shall be deemed
to have discriminated in his charges against the former shipper and
held liable in damages therefor at the suit of such shipper, or at the

suit of the United States, or of the Interstate Commerce Commission
for his use. Exemplary damages might also be provided for in proper
cases.

3. Every contract, agreement, arrangement, and understanding
entered into by any common carrier operating any railway or part of

railway in transporting interstate commerce with any person, company,
or corporation to transport for such person, company, or corporation
any commodity of interstate commerce for a less rate or amount of
compensation than the established and published rate of compensation
for transporting commodities of such class, whether such contract,

agreement, arrangement, or understanding be for the allowance of

rebates, drawbacks, discounts, commissions, private-car service, re-

frigerating-car service, caloric-car service, terminal charges, or other
device, shall be deemed a discriminating contract, agreement, arrange-
ment, or understanding, and as such wholly void; that any Federal
court of the proper district having jurisdiction shall, at the suit of the
United States or of the Interstate Commerce Commission or of any
citizen of the United States, on bill or petition filed therefor, immedi-
ately issue its provisional order of injunction against such carrier and
such person, company, or corporation provisionally restraining them
and each of them from performing such discriminating contract or
agreement, and on final hearing make the same perpetual on proper
snowing by competent evidence.

i. But no remedy by injunction or otherwise shall have the effect to

su'persede, impair, or take away any remedy now existing at common
law or otherwise for any such discriminating grievance or wrong.

REMEDY BY INJUNCTION.

That remedy by injunction, restraining parties from performing and
finally annulling every such discriminating contract, agreement, or
arrangement, is constitutionally competent, does not admit of doubt.
That it is simpler, easier of application, and more effectual in prevent-
ing unjust discrimination than criminal process is obvious. It is a
civil remedy, in prosecuting which the parties and all others concerned
can be compelled to testify and produce books and papers, for the law
should provide that the evidence of no witness testifying in such civil

proceeding, and no information furnished by anyone on which such
proceeding is founded, shall be used in procuring an indictment against

the witness or informant, or in the prosecution of any indictment found
against him on other evidence or information. Railway carriers do
nbt willingly or of choice allovv' rebates, drawbacks, commissions, or
the diminution of their income by other devices, and officers and
employees having information of such discriminating exactions or

arrangements will readily cooperate with the proper authorities and
• furnish voluntarily the requisite information to judicially prevent or

reimburse such illegal aigreements and exactions.

THE CIVIL SERVICE COMMISSION.

The Civil Service Commission can be empowered to render valuable

services in such cases. It may be authorized to receive and act upon
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information of discriminating practices by railway carriers, or of

illegal agreements entered into with shippers, and proceed at once to

take evidence and ascertain the facts, or empower some one of its

members to inquire and take such evidence, and compel the attendance
of witnesses and the production of papers; or the United States district

attorney of any district might be authorized to receive such informa-
tion and take such evidence, with like powers.

CULPABLE SHIPPERS.

Railway carriers, at competing points like Chicago, are infinitely

less culpable for entering into discriminating agreements or submitting
to discriminating rates than the shippers who take advantage of com-
petitive conditions to demand and extort them. Civil process by
injunction can be made to reach and obtain from them evidential facts

which they are shielded from disclosing in criminal proceedings. If

the railway carriers at such competing points enter into any agree-
ment to resist the illegal demand of shippers they are confronted by
the Sherman antitrust act and their arrangement dissolved as an illegal

contract or combination in restraint of competition in interstate com-
merc \ If either competing carrier yields to the illegal demands of
the shippers, the other must, or be deprived of business. Yet, if they
yield, they are confronted by the Elkins law. They are thus placed
in the dilemma described by Lorenzo Dow: "You shall and you shan't.

You will and you won't. You'll be damned if you do and be damned
if you don't."

SOCIALISM.

It is said that

—

It is perfectly apparent that Mr. Bryan is gradually assuming control over, the
Democratic party, and proposes to assume the aggressive in a controversy in which
he hopes to array the poor against the rich; to shake the present system of private
property a,nd freedom of contract; to cripple the Federal courts that are now such a
bulwark in the defense of the constitutional rights of individuals; to substitute for

our present system of railways, privately owned and maintained. Government rail-

ways; and in every way to introduce a system of paternalism leaning toward socialism,

which in the end would certainly paralyze the industrial and social progress of the
country * * * In my judgment the railways of this country, at least those of

them whose managers are active now in opposing the proposed amendments of the
President, are, making a great mistake, and should they, through their influence and
evidence which they have brought out before the Interstate Commerce Committee of

the Senate, succeed in delaying or in defeating the proposed amendments, they are
merely heaping up wrath against a day of wrath, and will live to regret that they did
not accept a reasonable restriction on them rather than to have to meet and withstand
the agitation for much more radical and possibly more ill-advised measures concerning
the government of their property.

Socialism is a species of incurable mania. Each concession to it,

instead of appeasing, is only encouragement for it to demand further
concessions. If railway carriers, in order to avert the pending day pf
wrath, are deterred from asserting their constitutional right to the

enjoyment of that perfect freedom of trade and commerce among the

several States so charmingly portrayed by Mr. Hamilton in The Fed-
eralist, and acquiesce in the seeminglj" unimportant breach of the Con-
stitution which authorizing the Interstate Commerce Commission to

fix the maximum rates of compensation charged by them for trans-

porting such commerce would cause, the concession will be bu<^ prece-

dent and pretext for socialism to enter the breach and pull down the

entire fabric of constitutional government, just as the little orifice

perforating the levee, through which a streamlet percolates, is widened
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by the pressing waters of the Mississippi until the bulwai'k of protec-

tion is swept away and universal inundation results. Protect the car-

riers by process of injunction against the demands for discriminating

rates by millionaire shippers who take advantage of conditions to

extort them, and the rates of compensation will adjust themselves to

reasonable standards promotive of the common welfare under and by
force of the natural7 unwritten, and immutable laws of trade and
competition.

W. H. West.

Washington, D. C, May 26, 1905.

Hon. S. B. Elkins,
'Chairman Oommittee on Interstate Commerce,

United States Senate.

Mt Deae Senator Elkins: I inclose copy of an argument by Hon.
Frank T. Campbell, Des Moines, Iowa, ex-railroad commissioner of

the State of Iowa, relative to the railway-rate question, which I desire

to file for the consideration of the committee when this subject comes
before it again, and have printed with our proceedings.

Yours, very truly,

J. P. DOLLIVEK.

STATEMENT OF HON. FRANK T. CAMPBELL, EX-RAILROAD
COMMISSIONER OF IOWA.

[Hearing of May 23, 1905—received too late for insertion—November 21, 1905.]

Des Moines, Iowa, May 23, 1906.

Gentlemen of the Senate Railroad Committee,
Washington, D. C:

It is a condition and not a theory that confronts the country to-day.

With cost of transportation reduced 50 per cent to the carriers in the

past decade by reduced grades, elimination of curves, large locomo-
tives and cars, increased number of cars in train, with time reduced
one-half, with large increase in length of haul, it is an astounding
fact that rates have been materially advanced in the last eight years, in

many instances as much as 40 per cent, and the wealth of the country

made to pay an unreasonable tribute to corporate capital and power.
The result is combines, trusts, mergers—millionaires on the one hand
and on the other a suffering public robbed by extortionate rates;

towns, cities, and localities wickedly discriminated against; the produce
of the land burdened by high freight rates to markets; manufactories

crushed, and a hundred other evils resulting from present conditions.

And the Interstate Commerce Commission, created especially to pre-

vent these evils, shorn of all power by the decisions of the courts, is

helpless. With the people pleading for relief, the Commission beg-

ging Congress for additional power, the President urgently pressing

home the necessity of such legislation in two messages to Congress,

that body has for years neglected or declined to enact the necessary

legislation, and the corporations of the country are masters of the

situation, and make and unmake rates at will. Discriminations in

favor of and against individuals and places, and extortionate rates are

skimming the cream off the stream of prosperity and leaving the pro-

ducer the skim milk, while the public foots the bill.
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Here are the present conditions:

To cover up the enormous earnings millions of permanent improve-

ments are charged to expense accounts. To hide the facts of enormous
earnings, dividends, and surpluses from the public, the railway man-
agers defy State and interstate laws and refuse to furnish valuable sta-

tistics demanded, such as cost of carrying a ton of freight a mile, cost

of carrying a passenger a mile, both of which iiave been reduced so

materially as to make it necessary to conceal the real fact.

In 1895 one engine transported on an average 34,818 tons of freight.

In 1903 one engine transported 51,818 tons of freight.

In 1894 it required 1,888 cars to move 1,000,000 tons of freight.

In 1900 it only required 1,239 cars.

In the face of these immense reductions in cost, rates have.been
advanced twice in the last decade, some 30 to 40 per cent. By the dis-

obedience of law requiring the publication of these facts the public
are deprived of much needed information and the railway managers
placed in the role of law breakers, setting a precedent that is dangerous.

In 1895 the number of ton-miles per engine was 4,258,821 miles.

In 1903 the number of ton-miles per engine was 6,807,942 miles.

In 1894 the total number of tons of freight carried was 745,000,000.
In 1902 the total number of tons of freight was 1,200,000,000.
In 1904 the gross earnings amounted to $2,000,000,000 in round

numbers, while the gross earnings per mile were $9,410.

In 1904 the dividends were $184,450,446.
In 1904 the surplus left after paying interest and dividends was

$52,078,947. (All above facts found in Interstate Commission report,

1904.)

The railroads by consolidation have eliminated competition and have
made complete the work of monopoly.
The work of consolidation and merging of weak lines by more pow-

erful ones continues. In 1899, 6,221 miles were merged, reorganized,
and consolidated.

In 1901, 13,701 miles went through the same process of consolida-

-tion, eliminating almost the last vestige of competition, with no law
to prevent it on our statute books, and the Interstate Commission, an
expensive luxurj', lack power to correct these great wrongs.

A CONDITION VI5KSUS A THEORY.

With largely increased tonnage, earnings, dividends, and surplus,

and reduced cost of haul, the cost to producers and consumers has
steadily increased both by advance in rates and also in classifications

within the last decade, and rates are higher relatively to-day than at

an}r time in the history of transportation in the country. Here is a

condition

:

Consolidation of railroads and elimination of competition.
Extraordinary earnings, dividends, and surplus.

Millionaires and paupers created by present methods.
With much less cost the railroads demand much higher rates.

Actual cost of hauling a ton of freight a mile lowest ever known.
Railroad rates the highest ever known.
Low-pi'iced cattle and high-priced meats the result of favors to big

packing combines with private cars and controlled markets.
Pacific coast lumber, fruit and orange products charged extortionate

prices.
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Consolidation of the packing industries at a few cities distant from
producing centers, compelling long and costly hauls at the expense of

both the producer and consumer and the closing up of most of the

packinghouses of the great producing States.

These are only a few of the evils prevailing in this country from
unfair methods of transportation, and yet with a Commission created
by law to correct these abuses and prevent such evils, and which is

pleading for legislation to make its work effective; with the President
urging Congress to enact laws giving much-needed power over the
railroads to relieve the public from these abuses, Congress has for
years neglected and refused to grant such power, and the Commission
is a useless piece of machinery and the country at the mercy of the

corporations. This is the "condition"—the theory is this:

A Congress which turns a deaf ear to the cries of an outraged
people, and listens to the pleadings of the corporations for a continua-
tion of present methods and conditions.

Railroads, untrammeled by law and independent of the Interstate

Commission, want to be let alone.

Railroad magnates, harvesting millions in extra dividends and sur-

pluses, working energetically for the continuing of present conditions.

Trusts and combines, masters of the situation and in control of the
commerce of the country, fixing prices at will.

Delays sought by the corporations while they are organizing an
army of employees to influence public opinion against proposed legis-

lation, and that the plan of securing the names of ten or a dozen prom-
inent men at each post-office in the country maj' be perfected for the
dissemination of railway literature to influence public opinion and
defeat proposed legislation at the coming extra session of Congress.
The btate of Iowa is vitally interested in the rate question, contrib-

uting yearly to the railroads a hundred million tons of merchandise,
produce, etc., for transportation, on which the public pay the freight,

and they are looking anxiously for the adoption of the recommenda-
tions of the President asking Congress "to enact further legislation

granting to the Interstate Railroad Commission that power to control
rates," originally intended to have been granted by the statute creating
that body and defining its duties.

The action of the Senate committee last winter in defeating the Esch-
Townsend bill was a disappointment, as has been the action of Congress
for several years in neglecting and refusing to adopt the recommenda-
tions of the President to give the Interstate Commission the power to
make its work effective and afford protection to the shipping public,

which they have a right to expect. The unusual spectacle of your hon-
orable committee, supposed to represent the public interest generally,
holding an extra session prior to the expected extra session of Congress,
and of an ex parte nature, inviting in and taking the testimony of lead-

ing railroad presidents, general managers, and other corporation mag-
nates, and spreading the proceedings broadcast over the country with
a public announcement by a number of its members that they "have
been converted to the theory that the power over rates should not be
granted the Interstate Commission," are not calculated to inspire con-
fidence; in fact, the public generally feel that they are on trial, and like

Pat Hogan, when the court asked, "Are you guilty or not guilty?"
Pat replied, "That is just why I am anxious to hear the testimony and

8. Doc. 243, 59-1, vol 4 62
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find out." The shippers of this country are asking the serious ques-

tion, "Where are we at" on the rate question, and are the corpora-

tions sovereign or the people?
Notwithstanding the rapid growth in population and wealth, tre-

mendous increase in tonnage, immense improvements in railway facili-

ties, great comparative decrease in expenses, and large reduction in

cost of transportation by reduced grades, well-ballasted roads, huge
engines, large cars, increase size of trains and tonnage hauled, with
increase speed and quick delivery—factors that ought to cut the

average haul to the minimum—rates have been largely advanced in

the past decade and the harvest of net earnings, dividends, and sur-

plus reached by the railways far in excess of an honest return on the

investments, and which have no parallel in the world's history, which
have built up the few at the expense of the manj' and created million-

aire railway kings by the hundred out of unfair and even extortion-

ate rates that can not be justified from a fair financial standpoint, and
which will not be long tolerated by a burdened and suffering public.

PRESENT CONDITIONS—INCREASED COMPLAINTS.

The efforts of the corporations to make it appear that there is no
dissatisfaction with present conditions of transportation, and few com-
plaints against discriminations and high rates are efforts to cover up
real conditions and lead the public to believe that " all is well," when
the facts are to the contrary. Notwithstanding the discouragements
thrown in the way of the average shipper, who has been discriminated
against or overcharged, we find on page 13, Interstate Commerce
Report 1903, that " there are double the complaints made to that body
over the previous year, 1902, and four times the number of years pre-
vious," and the Commission given no additional power to remedy the
evils complained of. Over 400 per cent increase of complaints to the
Interstate Commission and no relief granted by Congress in the shape
of increase power to right the grievious wrongs their constituents are
suffering under.

GREATLY INCREASED RATES.

Passing by the wicked discriminations in favor of private-car owners,
of wealthy packers, of unfair rates to favored sections and cities, of a
thousand ways in which the public is mistreated and robbed by extor-

tion and discrimination, the great advance in rates, in the face of largely
increased tonnage and facilities for transporting and many other mod-
ern appliances reducing cost of transportation at least 50 per cent—in

the face of these facts rates have been advanced twice in the last five

years to meet an alleged increase in expenses. On pages 18 and 14 of
the Interstate Commissioners' report of 1903 we read:

One of the most significant tilings in recent railway legislation is the steady advance
in cost of transportation of freight by rail. Rates upon those commodities that con-
stitute the bulk of interstate traflSc have been advanced in nearly all sections. Coal
rates have almost without exception been increased; same is true of the iron sched-
ules. Rates upon grain and" its products, on lumber, live stock and its products are
generally higher to-day than four years ago. An advance of but 10 cents per ton in
the coal rates of the entire country would mean more than twenty-five mUlion dollars

annually, and the actual advance has been more than this. The effect of this advance
has been to enormously increase thetax laid upon the general body of producers and
consumers for the benefit of that species of property which renders the service. Many
advances have been brought about by changing in classification.
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As affecting the producers of the Great West, we call attention in the
increase since 1887 of minimum rates of carloads by which the great
western staples—wheat, oats, corn, and flour—have been raised from
20,000 to 30,000 pounds and pork products from 20,000 to 26,000
pounds, together with similar advances on hundreds of other articles

of shipment. In addition to this a very large advance has also been
wrought by change of classification from a lower to a higher class, in

many instances advancing the cost of the haul some 20 per cent, while
the cost of transporting these articles have been largely reduced. We
invite the attention of your committee to this feature of modern rail-

road methodswhich it is proposed to continue, beginning with the great
agricultural product, hay ; also straw, and hundreds of other articles

of commerce discriminated against by these unwarranted advances in

freight rates.

NONE BUT EAILWAT EXPEBTS TO MAKE RATES.

The country is alarmed over the statement given out in advance by
members of your committee that they will never grant the right to

make rates to any but railway experts, which means that the door is to

be shut to all but railway rate makers. Such a proceeding will place

the commerce of the country at the mercy of the corporate managers
and would be ruinous. Practically there is no good ground for such
a position. Rate making has for years been controlled by financiers

and not by railway experts—the latter only doing the bidding of their

superiors. The Interstate Commerce Commission in its 1903 report,

page 15, makes this significant statement:

It has been frequently said in the past that the adjustment of freight rates was a
delicate problem which could only be dealt with by those having long understanding
and intimate knowledge of conditions, and which could not be intelligently done by
any outside body. These recent advances hare not been made upon that theory. They
have not originated with the traffic representatives of the various systems, but rather vnth
tliefinancial heads of those systems. Upon recent inquiry into a general advance in

rates to the southwest traffic manager testified that he made the advance for the
reason that the financial managers of his company in New York instructed him to do so.

Thus is effectually disposed of the finespun theory that only experts
make rates. The theory is too gauzy to shelter any who may seek to

justify their course in declining to give the Interstate Commission this

much-needed power over rates.

PRESENT CONDITIONS INTOLERABLE.

To continue present conditions in transportation by declining to give
the Interstate Commission additional power in the face of the rank
discriminations existing, exorbitant rates, increase of complaints, and
great disatisfaction generally among merchants and shippers, is to

invite disaster and defeat to the party in power and the destruction of

the very interests sought to be benefited by hastening the era of Gov-
ernment ownership. Look at the record

:

Oppressive rates crushing manufactories in the West.
Oppressive rates shutting off shipments of fruits, oranges, and lum-

ber from the Pacific coast.

Advances on coal rates, wresting 125,000,000 extra dividends from
the public.

Consolidation of railroads and elimination of competition.

Private-car robbery on rates for the benefit of the packers.
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Snuffing private packing industries and competitive markets.

Robbery of public by low price of cattle and high price of meats.

Individual opportunity eliminated and trusts built up.

Enormous dividends and huge surplus wrung from the public un-

justly.

Millionaires and paupers the fruits of present methods.
These are a few of the many wrongs sought to be righted by placing

the rate-making power in the hands of a disinterested body that has
the public interest at heart and a desire to protect the greajt railway
interests from injustice.

REDUCTION OVER 50 PER CENT IN COST OF TRANSPORTATION.

President J. J. Hill, in his argument before your comniittee, boasted
of the great things done by the railways in reducing rates from 3 cents

a ton a mile on an average in 1882 to three-fourths of a cent per ton a
mile in 1903-4. But he neglected to explain further that by reduced
grades, straightened lines, huge engines, large cai's, and large trains,

run at much greater speed, the cost of moving a ton of freight has been
reduced to 3i mills a ton per mile, and much of it moved at 3 mills and
even less, and that present rates are more unfair and extortionate than
at anytime in the history of railroading. He omitted to inform your
committee that the low average is caused largely by very low rates on
minerals, coal, salt, ice, iron, and other similar articles of shipment
and on export rates, where the lowest rate is reached and large ship-

pers benefited and trusts and combines built up; but on the great bulk
of the commerce of the country rates are robbery to-day.

Mr. Hill forgot to inform your committee that on the Great North-
ern in 1902, while the cost of moving a ton a mile was one- half cent, he
reports under oath in his annual report, found in the Interstate Com-
merce Commission report, that he collected on theavei'age 2.68 cents

and on branches as high as 3f cents, and that the total earnings of his

road for the year 1902 was $20,000,000. Standing at the depot in

Wilmar recently we counted 59 loaded cars, mostly grain, hauled in

by one small engine from the West, containing probably from 1,000 to

1,500 tons of freight, hauled at the minimum and charged at the maxi-
mum. Look up the exorbitUnt lumber rates on the Great Northern, the
orange and fruit I'ates that are in some instances prohibitory, and leave

the western product rot on the ground. No wonder that President Hill

denounces "the attempt to delegate power to the Interstate Commis-
sion our rates " and declares that there are no five men in the country
who are competent to make rates for the 200,000 miles of railroad. He
undoubtedly recognizes the " Big Four," Morgan, Hill, Harriman,
and Rockefeller as the competent experts to handle this great ques-
tion. Mr. Hill should have stated tnat the reduction in rates he
boasts of is largely oh articles belonging to the trusts and combines,
and not on the produce and manufactures of the country. The report
shows that 51.56 per cent—over half of the commerce of the country

—

belongs to mining products, the lowest class of rates, hauled at the

lowest rates, mucn of it at 3 mills per ton per mile, and coal at even
less; and that on iron articles exported the railroads are now able to

give a reduction of S3\ per cent and still have a profit. The cost to the
producers of the West, however, is still a cent a ton a mile on an aver-

age, and as high as 3 cents per ton a mile on parts of Mr. Hill's system.
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INTIMIDATING EMPLOYEES.

Among those who have appeared before your committee President
Tuttle, of the Boston and Albany Kailroad, held up the threat of
reduction of wages of employees if rates are reduced—an exploded
boomerang which has always kicked backward and is hardly entitled

to recognition. It is of a kind with the discharge of 100,000 employees
last year of the great Pennsylvania Eailroad just prior to the election,

when President Roosevelt was a candidate for reelection, who had
been instrumental in bringing the big coal lines to time in 1902 and
had incurred hostility of the Baers and Cassatts. Rate history
almost universally records the reduction of rates as followed by
increased tonnage and larger demands for employees at advanced
wages. The 40 per cent reduction in rates and results in Iowa in 1888
is a fair illustration. By referring to Iowa commission's report of

1903-4, page 9, will be found comparative tables of tonnage, employees,
earnings, dividends, and surplus.

Year.
Number
of em-

ployees.

Average
daily
wages.

Yearly average in Iowa:
20,794
24,351
30, 192
40,636
42,484

81.67
1890 2.12
1892 1.89
1902 1.82
1903 2.10

The reduction of rates in Iowa of 40 per cent in 1888-89 was fol-

lowed by the above remarkable results of increase in the number of
employees and daily wages, which have continued to this hour and
which are sufficient answer to the threats of the Tuttles, Baers, and
Cassetts, which their intelligent employees will surely resent. And
the prosperity attending the railways in Iowa was as surprising

—

with increased tonnage came increased earnings and dividends—the
gross earnings of 1888 jumping from 135,250,000 to $43,000,000 in

1891; $52,000,000 in 1900, and $59,000,000 in 1902, and the net earn-

ings increased from 110,998,422 in 1888 to $19,294,045 in 1902. Could
figures tell a more eloquent story of railway prosperity brought about
by the very causes that the Tuttles, Hills, and Baers are fighting to

prevent?
Notice the dividends on watered stocks in Iowa under these reduced

rates that the railway oppose found in the Iowa commissioner's report
of 1903-4, page 32:

Common
stock.

Preferred.

Great Western
Chicago, Milwaukee and St. Paul
Chicago Northwestern
Chicago, St. Paul, Minneapolis and Omaha
Minneapolis and St. Louis

Per cent. Per cent

The only Iowa commissioner in 1888, who was a railway expert,

wanted 15 per cent higher rates, and declined to approve these very
remunerative rates as "too low."
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President Truesdale, of the Lackawanna Railroad, could tell an inter-

esting stor}' of how the Minneapolis and St. Louis Railway, under his

receivership, prospered under reduced rates and increased tonnage,

which compelled him to ask for hundreds of additional cars and
employees, and how it became a dividend-paying road.

tWFAIR EARNINGS.

Since 1897 the average gross earnings received per mile in the United
States has increased 53 per cent, and net earnings 57 per cent, while
the capitalization has increased only 4i per cent. The commerce of

the country is unreasonably burdened by extortionate rates, which are
retarding manufactures, crippling commerce, and enriching few at the

expense of many. The oflBcial figures given by the railroad to the
Interstate Commission demonstrate this. In their report for 1903,
page 112, the gross earnings for the year are as follows:

Gross earnings amounted to over |1, 900, 000, 000. 00
Dividends 185,391,655.55
Surplus fund

:

1901 84,768,782.00
1902 94,855,088.00
1903 156,735,784.00

Showing an increase of surplus (after making unfair dividends) of
nearly 100 per cent in the past two yearly reports. Such is the rich
harvest that the railways are reaping 'that they last year voluntarily
reduced export rates on iron articles 33^ per cent for the benefit of
the trusts and combines and outside nations, while our own people
continue to pay full rates.

On page 7, report of Interstate Commerce, 1900, we read:

Coincident schemes of unified control (consolidation) have recently been made,
and in many cases very large increase in the scale of charges. These advances in

rates have mainly been effected by concerted and agreed changes in the classifi-

cation of freight articles taken from their class and put in a higher.

This is in addition to a raise of at least 25 per cent in rates direct
to meet alleged increase' of expenses.

AN UNHEALTHY PROSPERITY.

Tarifl's filed with the Interstate Commission, 1903, page 16, show a
reduction of 33i per cent on iron articles for export, but not on United
States trafiBc at home. Page 14 same report, one traffic manager of
a large railway testified that rebates and similar concessions allowed
by his company amounted approximately to 10 per cent of his gross
earnings.

This unusual prosperity is compelling our large dealers to go
abroad and buy American goods and the United States Government is

also compelled to go into foreign markets to purchase its immense
supplies for the Panama Canal, in order to save the 33^ per cent
freight reduction charged American shippers and buyers in the United
States. Was ever such a condition known before in commerce ? And
how long will our people submit to such methods and oppression ?

SMOKELESS POWDER AND SMOKELESS CHIMNEYS.

The increase jn rates on manufactured meat products of Iowa, by a
decision of the Interstate Commission in 1900, and corresponding
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reduction on live stock to Chicago, resulted in closing up all the pack-
ing houses in Iowa (over 30) except five, and compelled our producers
to ship their millions of cattle and hogs from 350 to 400 miles to the
market to be manufactured, much of it to be returned for home con-
sumption, "Jones paying the freight both ways" to the great delight
and profit of the meat trust and at the expense of the Iowa granger.
This is the present condition of affairs that you are asked to perpetuate.
Of 10,000,000 hogs we raise yearly, only 1,000,000 are packed at home.
That one decision of the Commission is responsible for the closed
doors and silent pens of our packing houses, and the consequent dam-
age to Iowa from smokeless chimneys in our great cities is more dis-

astrous than from the smokeless powder of the Japanese at Mukden.
One by one have valuable manufacturing industries been forced from
us to seek locations where rates are more favorable. Here is a partial

list of plants that have gone from us:

Header Works, from Grinnell to Chicago.
Baker Barb Wire Factory, from Des Moines to Chicago.
Palmer Wagon Factory, from Marshalltown to Chicago.
Oil mills at Boone, to Kansas City.

Wheel scraper works from Mount Pleasant.

Starch plants from Des Moines and Ottumwa.
Oatmeal mills from Iowa City.

Oil mills and other industries^ from Iowa City.

Great lumber mills from Clinton.

Ottumwa Cutlery and Johnson Euffler Company.
Sioux City Stove Works.
Barb-wire factories, Cedar Falls, Marshalltown, and Grinnell.

And many similar industries choked to death by high rates and
wicked discrimination.

Add to this catalogue of lost industries with their thousands of

employees a list of silent factories to the number of nearly 100,

reported by the last census, and you will discover why Iowa popula-
tion has fallen off nearly 200,000 since the census of 1900. That cen-

sus shows 79 idle factories in Iowa, with a capital of $1,293,200, that

are as silent as a country cemetery, and that emphasize the testimony
of western jobbers of Sioux City and lumbermen of Des Moines that

there is a "peaceful acquiescence" in this State in present conditions.

If we all bad the special favors these witnesses enjoy, we would prob-
ably think so, too. While this testimony was being given before your
committee an ex-member of the Iowa railroad vjommission was in con-

sultation with the lumbermen here, who are sorely exercised on
account of the discrimination of $30 a car in lumber rates from the

Pacific coast to St. Paul by which Minnesota lumber merchants are

enabled to undersell Iowa dealers and are flooding the northern half

of our State with the products of St. Paul yards.

In this list of idle establishments are 20 to 30 packing houses, the

new stock yards at Des Moines with their 56 acres of silent buildings

and empty pens, killed by discrimination. Smokeless chimneys of

Keokuk, Marshalltown, Iowa City, Clinton, Fort Madison, Ottumwa,
Council Bluffs, and other cities are silent witnesses of the havoc
wicked discriminations and high rates have wrought in our fair Com-
monwealth—a system it is proposed to perpetuate.
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WOESE THINGS THAN GOVERNMENT OWNERSHIP.

Though the country is not ready for Government ownership, present

conditions are hastening it to the point where it will welcome it in

preference to a continuance of the present oppressive system of corpo-

rate control. In nearly all instances where bankrupt railroads have
been placed under United States courts, their management by compe-
tent receivers has proven beneficial and resulted in placing them on a

better financial footing, and starting them on the highway of pros-

perity. Most of them (and there were hundreds) are dividend-paying

roads to-day.

It was perhaps unfortunate that the great Government railroad

enterprise, the Union Pacific, was allowed to be wrested from Uncle
Sam by the great railway kings, who feared the experiments might
become a success and lead to perpetual competition across the continent,

and to ultimate ownership of other roads. Robbed unmercifully
in construction and during the years of its operation by the diversion

of its earnings to the construction of lateral branches, which were
made independent lines, though built from earnings and subsidies, yet
with all its obstacles in its path this great national highway was a suc-

cess, and should have been retained by the Government to strengthen
the arms of the national defense on the distant coast, but more espe-

cially to serve as a great arm of competition that would have stood
between the people and the bold highwaymen, who are holding up the
public and the products of our Western Empire and compelling both
producers and consumer to hold up their hands while they go through
their pockets and help themselves. At a rate not to exceed one-third

present charges, the Government could soon have paid for the road
and had a good round surplus to make it one of the best equipped
systems in the country. With this great transcontinental system of

competition double tracked, and the State control of local traffic, the

question of railroads in the United States would have been successfully

solved.

The arbitrary advance of rates twice in the last decade by the rail-

ways on the plea of "increased expenses" have been materially
~ encouraged and aided by the enactment of the Elkins amendment and
the work of the Interstate Commission in enforcing the provisions of

the law against cut rates or reduction, and also its enforcements of its

provisions against " scalpers." These provisions have been effectively

used to exterminate competition in rates and have resulted in driving

out the "scalper," who was the instrument of weak roads for the sale

of competitive mileage and the friend of the smaller class of travel-

ing men who were unable to carry the 4,000-mile books. Active in

enforcing the few provisions of law at their disposal, the work of the

Commission has resulted in raising rates, eliminating competition, and
driving the weaker roads to a consolidation with tne stronger ones,

resulting in mergers and combines that are financially unhealthy, and
have resulted in consolidating the wealth of the country in the hands
of the few at the expense of the many. The nation cries for relief.

Will you give it to us? i
Respectfully j^ours, Frank T. (Campbell, \"

Ex-Railroad Commissioner of Iowa.
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Additional list of shippers, individuals, firms, corporations, and organimtions
protesting against extending the powers of the Interstate Oommeroe Com-
mission to regulate railway rates.

The list of which this is a supplement will be found at page 485 et seq., Vol.
I, of these hearings.

Warner, Moore & Co., Richmond, Va.
Chas. S. Denman, secretary, the Des
Moines Water Works Company, Des
Moines, Iowa.

The Tonopah Lumber Company, Tono-
pah, Nev.

Fred Fleishman, druggist, Tucson,
Ariz.

Brannen & Hanny, men's outfitters,

Tucson, Ariz.

Mose Drachman, Tucson, Ariz.

0. C. Parker, funeral director and em-
balmer, Tucson, Ariz.

C. S. Brantingham, secretary. Rock-
ford Manufacturers and Shippers'
Association, Rockford, 111.

Rufus Maxwell, Parsons, W. Va.
E. T. Robie, president Auburn Lumber
Company, Auburn, Cal.

Elias D. Gardner, Red Bluff Chamber
of Commerce, Red Bluff, Cal.

Arthur Asher, vice-president Cohn-
Asher Hat Company, wholesale
dealers In hats and caps, Los An-
geles, Cal.

W. C. Downing, secretary California
Warehouse Company, Los Angeles,
Cal.

Nye & Nlssen, dealers In butter, eggs,
cheese, and dressed poultry, San
Francisco, Cal.

F. A. KaufCman, manager Sierra Lum-
ber Company, Woodland, Cal.

J. Craig, manager Yolo County Con-
solidated Water Company, Wood-
land, Cal.

Clinton B. Worden, president New
Liverpool Salt Company, Los An-
geles, Cal.

H. S. Williamson, manager William-
son & Crosby, wholesale and retail

lumber dealers, moldings, millwork,
etc., Lincoln, Cal.

A. W. Jones, Los Alamitos Sugar Com-
pany, Los Alamitos, Cal.

W. J. Wilson & Son, fancy fruits, New-
castle, Cal.

A. A, Van Voorhies & Co., manufac-
turers of saddlery hardware, horse
clothing, carriage trimmings, leather
and shoe findings, Sacramento, Cal.

A. Getty & Co., general merchandise,
Tustin, Cal.

Dales Brothers, hay, grain, wood, and
coal, Santa Monica, Cal.

The McPherson Packing Company,
oranges and lemons, etc., McPher-
son, Cal.

Turner & Edinger, Puritas and Shasta
waters, Sauta Monica, Cal.

Ray L. Miner, grocer, Pomona, Cal.
R. B. Wheelan, cigars and tobaccos,
Pomona, Cal.

J. F. Condon, manager Verdi Lumber
Company, Verdi, Cal.

C. W. Sheats, real estate, Santa Ana,
Cal.

H. S. Tubbs & Co., druggists, Santa
Ana, Cal.

Santa Ana Produce Company, Santa
Ana, Cal.

J. Hoff, Santa Ana, Cal.
Herman Harris, dry goods, Santa Ana,

Cal.

S. L. Powers & Co., dry goods, etc.,

Longbeach, Cal.
F. W. Morris, publisher the Wilming-
ton Journal, Wilmington, Cal.

E. G. Freeman, Santa Monica Trans-
fer Company, Santa Monica, Cal.

John Bauer, secretary Union Brewing
Company, Anaheim, Cal.

Charles Pederman, dry goods, etc., An-
aheim, Cal.

Asher & Falkenstein, dry goods, etc.,

Anaheim, Cal.
Stern Brothers, general merchandise,
Anaheim, Cal.

Breen Brothers, groceries, dry goods,
harness, etc., Wilmington, Cal.

Stern & Goodman, dry goods, etc., Ful-
lerton, Cal.

John Weber, proprietor Pomona Ice
and Soda Works, Pomona, Cal.

A. Zellerbach & Sons, paper, twines,
and cordage, San Francisco, Cal.

O. P. Downing & Co., drugs and pro-
prietary specialties, San Francisco,
Cal.

A. H. Laflin, Milwaukee Furniture
Company, San Francisco, Cal.

E. A. Taylor, F. A. E. Division No. 161,
Brotherhood of Locomotive Engi-
neers, of San Francisco, Cal.

E. C. Cron, secretary pro tempore
Golden Gate Lodge, No. 91, Brother-
hood of Locomotive Firemen, of San
Francisco, Cal.

H. Sherwood, managing director Sperry
Flour Company, San Francisco,
Cal.

Walter R. Kneiss, secretary the Trans-
portation Club, of San Francisco,
Cal.

Pioneer Automobile Company, San
Francisco, Cal.

Division No. 217, Brotherhood of Loco-
motive Engineers, of Whitehall, N. Y.

Division No. 87, Brotherhood of Loco-
motive Engineers, of Troy, N. Y.
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Dmsion No. 418, Brotherhood of Loco-
motive Engineers, of Mechanicsvllle,
N. Y.

Division No. 58, Brotherhood of Loco-
motive Engineers, of Oneonta, N. T.

Division No. 172, Brotherhood of Loco-
motive Engineers, of Schenectady,
N. T.

Division No. 14, Brotherhood of Loco-
motive Engineers, of Utica, N. T.

Division No. 533, Brotherhood of Loco-
motive Engineers, of Buffalo, N. Y.

Division No. 421, Brotherhood of Loco-
motive Engineers, of Buffalo, N. Y.

Division No. 311, Brotherhood of Loco-
motive Engineers, of Binghamton,
N. Y.

Division No. 227, Brotherhood of Loco-
motive Engineers, of Watertown,
N. Y.

Division No. 29, Brotherhood of Loco-
motive Engineers, of Rensselaer.-
N. Y.

Division No. 367, Brotherhood of Loco-
motive Engineers, of Syracuse, N. Y.

Division No. 169, Brotherhood of Loco-
motive Engineers, of Syracuse, N. Y.

Division No. 589, Brotherhood of Loco-
motive Engineers, of Nevy York,
N. Y.

Division No. 377, Brotherhood of Loco-
motive Engineers, of Ogdensburg,
N. Y.

Division No. 544, Brotherhood of Loco-
motive Engineers, of Buffalo, N. Y.

Division No. 152, Brotherhood of Loco-
motive Engineers, of Oswego, N. Y.

Division No. 641, Brotherhood of Loco-
motive Engineers, of Hornellsville,

N. Y.
Division No. 209, Brotherhood of Loco-
motive Firemen, of Whitehall, N. Y.

Division No. 315, Brotherhood of Loco-
motive Firemen, of Troy, N. Y.

Brotherhood of Locomotive Firemen,
of Albany, N. Y.

Brotherhood of Locomotive Firemen,
of Oneonta, N. Y.

Division No. 56, Order of Railway Con-
ductors, of Albany, N. Y.

Division No. 154, Order of Railway
Conductors, of Binghamton, N. Y.

Board of Trade of Keeseville, N. Y.
Board of Trade of Saratoga, N. Y.
Board of Trade of Oneonta, N. Y.
Chamber of Commerce of Albany, N. Y.
Board of Trade of Fort Edward, N. Y.
Board of Trade of Co.operstown, N. Y.

Board of Trade of Plattsburg, N. Y.
Board of Trade of Whitehall, N. Y.
Chamber of Commerce of Troy, N. Y.

Electric City Division, No. 382, Brother-
hood of Locomotive Engineers, of

Buffalo, N. Y.
L. W. Emerson, Emerson & Co., War-

rensburg, N. Y.

Wm. B. Millard, president Mlllaid
Lumber Company, Bouses Point,

N. Y.
Thos. H. Campion, secretary and treas-

urer Security Steel and Iron Com-
pany, Troy.

John J. Cunningham, president Pro-
gressive Pulp and Paper Company,
Plattsburg.

E. C. Baker, president Baker Bros.
Lumber Company, Plattsburg, N. Y.

Hon. Edgar T. Brackett, attorney, Sar-
atoga, N. Y.

W. H. Chandler Company, Scranton,
Pa.

Harvey & Eddy, Troy, N. Y.
Edward B. Ashton, Saratoga, N. Y.
3. E. Molloy & Co., Troy, N. Y.
John A. Becker, Albany, N. Y.
Geo. R. Pinch, president Pinch, Pruyn
& Co., incorporated, Glens Falls,

N. Y.
A. J. Pitkin, president American Lo-

comotive Company, New York.
Wm. A. Avery, treasurer the Scranton
Whetstone and Abrasive Wheel Com-
pany, Scranton, Pa.

W. J. Gallagher, treasurer Granville
Electric and Gas Company, Sandy-
hill.

Edwin E. Darling & Co., Troy, N. Y.
G. W. Hornbaker, general manager
Scranton Cold Storage and Ware-
house Company, Scranton, Pa.

Hugh J. Chisholm, president Interna-
tional Paper Company, New York.

Henry L. Sherman, secretary the Sher-
man Lime Company, Glens Palls,

N. Y.
Estate of W. H. Holllster, Troy, N. Y.
The Quackenbush Company, Scranton,

Pa.
Willis Hanson, president the Union
National Bank, Schenectady, N. Y.

Ralph E. Weeks, secretary Foote &
Shear Company, Scranton, Pa.

George C. Kellogg, Plattsburg, N. Y.

Ford & Rowe, Oneonta, N. Y.

Rice, Levy & Co., Scranton, Pa.

L. G. Fisher, president the Union Bag
and Paper Company, New York.

P. B. Foote, Foote & Becker, Scranton,

Pa.
Morris Bros., Oneonta, N. Y.

R. N. La Bar, secretary Federal Gran-
ite Brick Company, Scranton, Pa.

Walter L. Matthews, treasurer Chas.

P. Matthews & Sons, Scranton, Pa.

G. M. Pierce, manager Peck Lumber
Manufacturing Company, Scranton,

Pa.
Luther Keller, Scranton, Pa.

P. W. Butler, manager Gaylord & Elta-

pence Company, Scranton, Pa.

Jas. J. Child, president Jas. J. Child

Coal Company, Troy, N. Y.
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J. M. Kemmerer, Bittenbender & Co.,.
Scranton, Pa.

E. L. Merriman, manager the Paragon
Plaster and Supply Company, Scran-
ton, Pa.

F.- A. Raiser, manager the Scranton
Bedding Company, Scranton, Pa.

Frank Bayer, treasurer Wilbur, Camp-
bell, Stephens Company, Troy, N. Y.

Geo. Bayle, president Glens Falls Port-
land Cement Company, Glens Falls,

N. X.
Brotherhood of Locomotive Engineers,
Division 18, Rochester, resolution.

Brotherhood of Locomotive Engineers,
Division 41, Elmira, resolution.

BrotherJiood of Locomotive Engineers,
Division 534, Elmira, resolution.

Consolidated National Bank, Tucson.
The Arizona National Bank, Tucson.
L. M. Jacobs, Tucson.
L. Rosenstem, Tucson.
Fred Fleishman, Tucson.
Mose Drachman, Tucson.
3. B. Sparks, Tucson.
O. C. Parker, Tucson.
Braunen & Hanny, Tucson.
Roj & Titcomb, Tucson.

Lookout Mountain Iron Company,
Birmingham.

Alabama Consolidated Coal and Iron
Company, Birmingham.

Ivy Coal and Iron Company, Birming-
ham.

Pratt Coal Company, Birmingham.
Lacey Buek Iron Company, Birming-
ham.

Tennessee Coal, Iron and Railroad
Company, Birmingham.

Republic Iron and Steel Company,
Birmingham.

CAUrOBNIA.

Asher & Falkensteln, Anaheim.
Stern Brothers, Anaheim.
Brewing Company (Inc.), Anaheim.
Chas. Federman, Anaheim.
W. B. Harris, Fresno.
B. G. Chaddock, Fresno.
Stern & Goodman, Fullerton.

Sherriffs Brothers Company, Healds-
burg.

Williamson & Crosby, Lincoln.

H. Poland, Lompoc.
A. Lehmann, Lompoc.
S. L. Powers & Co., Long Beach.
Los Alamitos Sugar Company, Los
Alamitos.

M. A. Newmark & Co., Los Angeles.

Loeb, Fleischman & Co., Los Angeles.

Haas, Barueh & Co., Los Angeles.

Los Angeles Cooperage Company, Los
Angeles.

Parmelee-Dohrmann Company, Los
Angeles.

Llewellyn Iron Works, Los Angeles.

R. C. P. Smith, Los Angeles.
Roberts.& Gross, Los Angeles.
Globe Grain and Milling Company, Los

Angeles.
J. E. Cook Mercantile Company, Los

Angeles.
John L. Chase, Los Angeles.
C. D. Willard, Los Angeles.
Herring-Hart-Marvin Safe Company,

Los Angeles.
Hampton Hardware Company, Marys-

ville.

F. W. Backus, Mayfield.
L. A. Schaufele, Monterey.
P. Zimmerman, Monterey.
David Roderick, Monterey.
M. W. McMenamin, Monterey.
Pacific Realty and Investment Com-

pany, Monterey.
The Del Monte Toggery, Monterey.
Hull Brothers, Monterey.
Frank Hellman, Monterey.
The McPherson Packing Company, Mc-

pherson.
Geo. D. Kellogg, Newcastle.
J. M. Gardner, Oakland.
T. W. Corder, Oakland.
Mesmer Smith Company, Oakland.
Oakland Pottery and Terra Cotta
Works, Oakland.

Louis Reese, Oakland.
Howe & Weinchester, Oakland.
Keel & Evans Company, Oakland.
Pacific Manifold Book Company, Oak-

land.

A. Bloomenthal Clothing Company,
Oakland.

The Bese Manufacturing Company,
Oakland.

F. M. Umphreds, Oakland.
David Bercovitch, Oakland.
California Cotton Mills, Oakland.
Morris Schneider, Oakland.
B. J. Soake, Oakland.
Theo. Gler, Oakland.
The Windale Co., Oakland.
Oakland Warehouse Co., Oakland.
Howell-Dohrmann Co., Oakland.
Robert Howden, Oakland.
Hunt, Hatch & Co., Oakland.
Orr & Breedlove, Oakland.
Smith Bros., Oakland.
First National Bank, Oroville.

John Spence, Oxnard.
Charles K. Tuttle, Pacific Grove.
A. Mader, Pasa Robles.

L. Baeuckle, Pasa Robles.

C. S. Smith, Pasa Robles.

Frank M. Balfour, Pomona.
Miner & Heath, Pomona.
Wheelan & Alford, Pomona.
John Weber, Pomona.
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Holt & Gregg Co., Red Bluff.

Alta Lime and Brick Co., Redding.
A. D. Walsh, Redwood City.

J. D. Knox, Riverside.

B. H. Shepley, Riverside.
H. W. Hawse, Riverside.

W. E. Neblett, Riverside.
G. T. Rice, Riverside.
William Bartee, Riverside.
William H. Burke, Riverside.

F. M. Heath, Riverside.

O. C. Waite, Riverside.
J. G. Hardman Drug Co., River.sidc.

L. A. Boyer, Riverside.
F. H. Speich & Co., Riverside.

G. R. Hand & Co., Riverside.
J. L. Moss, Riverside.
Patten & Lett Co., Riverside.
Joseph Andrews, Riverside.
C. R. Stebbins, Riverside.
Riverside Foundry and Machine Works,

Riverside.
Fireman's Fund Insurance Co., River-

side.

J. J. Andrews, Riverside.
D. Johnson, Riverside.
David F. Godfry, Riverside.
Shaw-Batcher Co., Sacramento.
California Winery, Sacramento.
William Beckman, Sacramento.
The Pioneer Fruit Co., Sacramento.
A. A. Van Vorhees & Co., Sacramento.
Kirk, Geary & Co., Sacramento.
Wahrlich, Cornett Co., Salinas.

Porter & Irvine, Salinas.

J. H. Menke, Salinas.

John F. Hay, Salinas.

D. Lynn, Salinas.

John Cantroh, Salinas.

Frolli & Salmina,. Salinas.

G. Lapierre, Salinas.

W. A. Anderson, Salinas.

E. H. Berolitz, San Bernardino.
E. J. De Pue, San Francisco.
Wendling Redwood Co., San Francisco.
Wendling Hoch Adding Machine Co.,

San Francisco.
Weed Lumber Co., San Francisco.
Wendling Lumber Co., San Francisco.
Wendling Redwood Shingle Co., San

Francisco.

C. F. Renyon, San Francisco.
Arthur S. Holman, San Francisco.

Jules Leoy & Bro., San Francisco.
Globe Grain Milling Co., San Fran-

cisco.

H. R. Williar, San Francisco.

A. Crocker & Bro., San Francisco.
Greenbaum, Weil & Mlchels, San Fran-

cisco.

George Renner, San Francisco.
Justinian Cairo Co., San Francisco.
Williams Marvin Co., San Francisco.
California Pine Box and Lumber Co.,

San Francisco.
Chas. D. Ford Co., San Francisco.

Central Lumber Co., San Francisco.
Petalina Lumber Co., San Francisco.
Pacific Redwood Shingle Co., San

Francisco.
McCloud River Lumber Co., San Fran-

cisco.

Sonoma Valley Lumber Co., San Fran-
cisco.

Huron Lumber Co., San Francisco.
Sierra Nevada Lumber Co., San Fran-

cisco.

Truckee Lumber Co., San Francisco.
Albion Lumber Co., San Francisco.
North Coast Commercial Co., San

Francisco.
Half Moon Bay Lumber Co., San

Francisco.
Geo. H. Fuller Desk Co., San Fran-

cisco.

John Brenner Co., San Francisco.
Haas Brothers, San Francisco.
San Francisco Pioneer Varnish Works,
San Francisco.

John Martin & Co., San Francisco.
Morgan Brothers, San Francisco.
Union Brokerage Co., San Francisco.
Schloss Crockery Co., San Francisco.
Schultz Hawson Co., San Francisco.
Harris Brothers & Co., San Francisco.
Franklin Railway Supply Co., San

Francisco.
Occidental Supply Co., San Francisco.
McMullin & Byre, San Francisco.
Wm. B. Collier, San Francisco.
N. S. Bell, San Francisco.
Acme White Lead and Color Works,
San Francisco.

S. C. Irving, San Francisco.
Freeman, I., San Francisco.
Gladstone Brothers, San Francisco.
Alexander Yost Co., San Francisco.
A. Zellerbach & Sons, San Francisco.
John A. Roebling's Sons & Co., San

Francisco.
Pioneer Automobile Co., San Francisco.
Maurice Rosenthal, San Francisco.
Union Fish Co., San Francisco.
Milwaukee Furniture Co., San Fran-

cisco.

Nye & Nissen, San Francisco.
Sperry Flour Co., San Francisco.
O. P. Downing & Co., San Francisco.
Novelty Machine Works, San Fran-

cisco.

Mutual Electric Light Co., San Fran-
cisco.

West, Elliott & Gordon (Incorporated),
San Francisco.

C. A. Malum & Co., San Francisco.
Brigham & Co., San Francisco.
Ralston Iron Works, San Francisco.
The J. K. Armsby Co., San Francisco.
Enterprise Brewing Co., San Fran-

cisco.

Sam Bibo & Co., San Francisco.
Louis Kline & Co., San Francisco.
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California Barrel Co., San Francisco.
Henry Rorvell Lime and Cement Co.,
San Francisco.

Getz Brotliers & Co., San Francisco.
Wlieaton, Pond & Harrold, San Fran-

cisco.

H. A. Williams Co. (Incorporated),
San Francisco.

Carisa Chemical Co., San Francisco.
Weiland Brothers, San Francisco.
I". E. Booth, San Francisco.
Meigs & Co., San Francisco.
Sanitary Devices Manufacturing Co.,

San Francisco.
Wi D. McArthur, San Francisco.
Wichman, Lutgin & Co., San Fran-

cisco.

F. P. Cutting Co., San Francisco.
Geo. Herrman Co., San Francisco.

W. M. Duval & Co., San Francisco.
Herman Heynemann, San Francisco.
Donande & Co., San Francisco.
Pacific Coast Rubber Co., San Fran-

cisco.

Schussler Brothers, San Francisco.
A. Meyer, San Francisco.
Inlo Development Co., San Francisco.

C. Schmitz Co., San Francisco.
Herman Cohen, San Francisco.
Landercock Transfer Co., San Luis

Obispo.
J. W. Crocker & Co., San Luis Obispo.

J. B. Blake, San Luis Obispo.
Sinsheimer Brothers, San Luis Obispo.
Lippman Brothers, San Pedro.
San Pedro Hardware Co., San Pedro.
Nelson Ward, San Pedro.
McDermott & Quinn, San Pedro.
Seaside Market, San Pedro.
San Pedro Wholesale Co., San Pedro.
Santa Ana Produce Co., Santa Ana.
H. g. Tubbs & Co., Santa Ana.
J. Hoff, Santa Ana.
Fred M. Stem, San Jose.

Geo. Jessen Co., San Jose.

H. L. Miller, San Jose.

The Commercial Savings Bank, San
Jose.

George Frank & Co., San Jose.

The Bean Sons' Co., San Jose.

F. Kuchenbeiser & Son (Incorporated),
San Jose.

Keiser & Koch, San Jose.

Mayer Brothers, San Jose.

Reiser's Furniture House, San Jose.

R. Kocker & Son, San Jose.

Munson's Prescription Pharmacy, San
Jose.

Security State Bank, San Jose.

Myers, McMahon & Co., San Jose.

Walter J. O'Brien, San Jose.

Barchers Brothers, San Jose.

Elwood Cooper, Santa Barbara.
National Fire Insurance Company,
Santa Cruz.

Hall-Jones Company, Santa Cruz.

Davis Wauehouse Company, Santa
Cruz.

Dales Brothers, Santa Monica.
Turner & Bdinger, Santa Monica.
Santa Monica Transfer Company,
Santa Monica.

Santa Paula Commercial Company,
Santa Paula.

Hickinbotham Brothers, Stockton.
C. Shields Iron Works, Stockton.
Williams & Moore, Stockton.
Hobbs Parsons Company, Stockton.
Austin Brothers, Stockton.
Campbell Brothers, Stockton.
A. Getty & Co., Austin.
The Bank of Ventura, Ventura.
S. W. Barton & Co., Whittier.
F. R. Weeks, Whittier.
L. A. Bryan, Whittier.
The Wilmington Journal, Wilmington.
Breen Brothers, Wilmington.
Henry Craner, Winters.
Yolo County Savings Bank, Woodland.
Bank of Woodland, Woodland.
Globe Grain and Milling Company (no
town given).

G. B. Ochletree (no town given).
Red Bluff Chamber of Commerce, Bed

BlufC.

Board of Trade of Willows, Willows.

COLOBADO.

I. N. Bunting, Grand Junction.

J. R. Wentworth, Grand Junction.

J. J. Lemsden, Grand Junction.

The Grand Junction Fruit Growers'
Association ; J. F. Smith, president

;

J. F. Moore, manager. Grand Junc-
tion.

Mesa County State Bank, Grand Ju.io-

tion.

A. J. Sampliner, Grand Junction.

C. F. Varrell, Grand Junction.

J. E. Lulmaine, Grand Junction.

J. Purcell, G*and Junction.

J. Brown, Grand Junction.

J. H. Cagrane, Grand Junction.

F. Shee, Grand Junction.
Wadsworth & Sons, Grand Junctloa
C. C. Lamb, Grand Junction.

J. W. Fleming, Grand Junction.

W. H. Bannister, Grand Junction.

F. P. Smith, Grand Junction.

Henon & Cassells, Grand Junction.

The Progress Grocery and Bakery,
Grand Junction.

Fred Lantey Saddlery Company, Grand
Junction,

M. Hertz, Grand Junction.

T. D. Beam & Co., Grand Junction.

Mesa Flour Mills Company, Grand
Junction.

The Mesa Lumber Company, Grand
Junction.
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Grand Junction B. & G. Company,
Grand Junction.

Charles G. Newton, Grand Junction.
George E. Haskell, Grand Junction.
The Grand Junction Lumber Com-

pany, Grand Junction.
The Independent Lumber Company,
Grand Junction.

The W. F. White Mercantile Company,
Grand Junction.

The Grand Junction Feed and Imple-
ment Company, Grand Junction.

M. W. McConnell, Grand Junction.
W. D. Davies, Grand Junction.
T. H. Carr, Grand Junction.
E. M. Hardy, Grand Junction.
Frank H. Haskell, Grand Junction.
H. B. Ennor, Grand Junction.
The Globe Express Company, Grand

Junction.
The H. G. Bedwell Transfer Company,
Grand Junction.

R. P. Davie, Grand Junction.
Edmund Simmons, Grand Junction.

OEOBOIA.

Georgia Industrial Association, Colum-
bus.

D. W. Hill & Co., Macon.
R. J. Tayler, Macon.
Dunlap Hdlor Company, Macon.
W. G. Solomon & McRae, Macon.
S. R. Jaques & Tinsley & Co., Macon.
W. R. Cos, vice-president Central
Georgia Bank, Macon.

McGraw Manufacturing Company, Ma-
con.

J. W. Cabaniss, president Exchange
National Bank, Macon.

Macon Grocery Company, Macon.
J. F. Mines & Co., Savannah.

ILLINOIS.

H. T. Masters & Co., Oarlinville.

Lincoln Coal Co., Lincoln.
First National Bank, Lincoln.
Iron City Pasteurized Milk Co., Rock

Island.

L. Allomey, Rock Island.
Bus Express Lines, at large.

J. B. HoUov^cush, at large.

Bus Express and Transfer Lines, at
large.

John W. Parker, at large.

IDAHO.

James E. Babb, Lewlston.

IOWA.

C. F. Cobb, Akron.
Hopkins & Co., Akron.
I. Kendson, Akron.

The Fields & Slaughter Co., Akron.
Akron Grain Co., Akron.
O. D. Burdall, Algona.
S. L. Kern, Charles City.
C. C. Flel, Charles City.

J. A. Case, Charles City.
George P. Smith Co., Charles City.
Charter Oak State Bank, Charter Oafe
Wm. Malr & Co., Charter Oak.
T. W. Thomsen & Co., Charter Oak.
Grimm & Hollister, Clear Lake.
S. J. Clanson, Clear Lake.
Clinton Bridge and Iron Works, Clin-

ton.

Clinton Gas Light and Coke Company,
Clinton.

W. Graf & Co., Cresco.
F. H. O'Halloran, Cylinder.
Builders' Lime and Cement Company,
Davenport

E. J. Dougherty, Davenport
Waldo Becker, Davenport
Davenport Gas and Electric Company,

Davenport.
S. A. Feinger, Davenport.
W. W. Lunger, Davenport.
J. W. Battendorf, Davenport
H. Van Maur, Davenport.
Bwert & Rlchter, Davenport
Schicks Express and Transfer Com-
pany, Davenport

Washbun Halligan Coffee Company,
Davenport

Wm. Sielis, Davenport
C. G. Hepwell, Davenport.
Theo. Hertzog, Davenport.
Walter Chambers, Davenport.
J. A. De Armand, M. D., Davenport
H. C. Lusk, Davenport.
Al. Boehnlin, Davenport
L. Echart, Davenport
J. R. Mettlng, Davenport
J. W. Crowley, Davenport
E. W. Hoyt Decorah.
Henry Rewes, Decorah.
C. J. Weiser, Decorah.
Ben Bear, Decorah.
Bently & Olmstead Company, Des

Moines.
Des Moines Drug Company, Des

Moines.
Schmitt & Henry Manufacturing Com-

pany, Des Moines.
Warfield-Pratt-Howell Company, Des

Moines.
Langan Brothers, Des Moines.
W. R. Rice, Dickens.
Somers Brothers, Dickens.
G. W. Anderson, Fostoria.
Chas. Christian & Son, Grafton.
O. H. Christians, Grafton.
W. F. Lutz, Grafton.
Schoeneman Brothers, Hawarden.
Cook Brothers, Hobart
C. B. Lampkin, Inwood.
W. A. Perry, Mapleton.
J. S. Alexander, Marion.
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C. H. McNlder, Mason City.
D. W. Vroom, Mason City.
J. E. E. Markley, Mason City.
A. H. Merrill, Mason City.
John Stonberry, Mason City.
0. A. Parkin, Mason City.
P. M. Norrls, Mason City.
A. H. Gale, Mason City.

George P. Smith, Mason City.
American Brick and Tile Company,
Mason City.

The Darles Lumber Company, Monti-
cello.

Hunting Ell Company, McGregor.
Gilchrist & Co., McGregor.
C. E. Durston, Nora Springs.
1. D. Foster, Ottumwa.
J. B. Mowrey, Ottumwa.
A. L. Bartholemew, Preston.
Blunt Gocum Company, Ruthven.
Dr. G. Baldwin, Ruthven.
August Clesle, Ruthven.
J. H. Dailey, Sanborn.
E. C. Taugney, Sanborn.
Geo. Hakeman & Son, Sanborn.
Hornick, Hess & Moore, Sioux City.
Terwilliger and Dwight Company,
Sioux City.

Brown Coal Company, Sioux City.
0. T. Hopper, Sioux City.
Tolerton & Stetson Company, Sioux

City.

Warfield-Pratt-Howell Company, Sioux
City.

Moulton-Wallace Company, Spencer.
M. M. Hines, Spencer.
Smith Brothers, Spirit Lake.
Thomas Gray, Wesley.
M. P. McDonald, Whlttemora
C. E. Boyle, Whittemore.

MINNESOTA.

W. J. Krebsbach, Adams.
J. T. Fairbanks, Austin.
T. I. Crane, Austin.
John W. Scott, Austin.
Seren, Anderson & Co., Austin.
Crookston Lumber Company, Crooks-

ton.

T. H. Loyhed & Son, Faribault
H. Bradley & Co., Leroy.
Porter & Goring, Leroy.
M. F. Dunn, Leroy.
B. S. Stanley, Lyle.
F. M. Beach, Lyle.
W. E. Le Baron, Lyle.
C. A. Smith Lumber Company, Minne-

apolis.

Shevlin-Carpenter Company, Minne-
apolis.

Brooks-Scanlon Lumber Company,
Minneapolis.

Scanlon-Gipson Lumber Company,
Minneapolis

Brooks Brothers, Minneapolis.
Washburn-Crosby Company, Minne-

apolis.

Janney, Semple, Hill & Co., Minne-
apolis.

Pillsbury-Washburn Flour Mills Com-
pany, Minneapolis.

The Great Western Elevator Company,
Minneapolis.

The Menz Lumber Company, Minne-
apolis.

Merrill Lumber Company, Minneapolis.
Bradley-Walkins Company, Minne-

apolis.

Itasca Lumber Company, Minneapolis.
Coffin Box and Lumber Company, Min-

neapolis.

City Sash and Door Company, Minne-
apolis.

The D. H. Gilmore Company, Minne-
apolis.

F. L. Heffelflnger, Minneapolis.
M. D. Flower, Minneapolis.
Hardwood Manufacturing Company,

Minneapolis.
Central Supply Company, Minneapolis.
E. S. Woodworth & Co., Minneapolis.
A. M. Fish, Minneapolis.
Reliance Elevator Company, Minne-

apolis.

W. S. Ankenny & Co., Minneapolis.
C. G. Ireys, Minneapolis.
Stewart Elevator Company, Minne-

apolis.

H. Wehmann & Co., Minneapolis.
Wright, Barrett & Stillwell, St. Paul.
Northwestern Fuel Company, St Paul.
C. W. Gordon, St Paul.
Foot, Schulze & Co., St Paul.
Foley Brothers & Kelly, St Paul.
Latseh & Son, Winona.
Bay State Milling Company, Winona.

MISSOUBI.

Smith McCord-Townsend Dry Goods
Co., Kansas City.

Rldener-Baker Grocery Company, Kan-
sas City.

Ryley-Wilson Grocer Company, Kan-
sas City.

American Transfer Company, Kansas
City.

The Kansas City Casket and Furni-
ture Company, Kansas City.

Samuel Diggs, Kansas City.

Clagett- Storage and Transfer Com-
pany, Kansas City.

L. D. Hamacher, Kansas City.
Hovey & Brown, Kansas City.

William D. Kemper, Kansas City.
James A. Bolen, Kansas City.
Houston, Fible & Co., Kansas City.
David Rankin, Jr., St Louis.
D. J. Dean, Kansas City.
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MONTANA.

First National Banli, Missoula.
F. L. Greenougli, Missoula.

NEBBASEA.

W. H. Harrison, Grand Island.

Omaha Bridge and Terminal Railway,
Omaha.

Paxton Vierling Iron Works, Omaha.
Baum Brothers, Omaha.
Omaha Elevator Company, Omaha.

NEVADA.

Tonopah Lumber Company, Tonopah.
Verdi Lumber Company, Verdi.

NEW HAMPSHIBB.

B. R. Brown, Dover.

NEW TOBK.

Kellogg & Miller, New York City.

The Continental Insurance Company,
New York City.

NOBTH CABOUNA.

J. Bllwood Cox, High Point.
Proximity Manufacturing Company,

Greensboro.

NOBTH DAKOTA.

C. R. Merldith, Casselton.
W. A. McCulley, Oakes.
Amasa P. Peake, Valley City.

SOUTH CABOUNA.

Hon. W. C. Butler, North Augusta.

SOUTH DAKOTA.

P. F. Wickham, Alexandria.
John Burbeck, Avon.
N. D. Giedd, Avon.
G. H. Shannard, Bridgewater.
D. M. Hofer, Bridgewater.
W. C. Gemmill, Canton.
Mutual Lumber Company, Canton.
Canton Grain Company, Canton.
Farmers' Lumber Company, Canton.
Paul Gross, Dolton.

J. E. Carlson, Emery.
Olsen White & Co., Hudson.
M. J. Gotshelf, Lennox.
Mackay Brothers, Madison.
Wm. M. Smith, Mitchell.

M. F. Patton, Mitchell.

H. L. Bras, Mitchell.

J. T. Morrow, Mitchell.

Fullerton Lumber Company, Mitchell.

B. R. Storer, Mitchell

L. J. Welch, Mitchell.
L. K. Lord, Parker.
C. W. Thompson, Parker.
Vreeland Brothers, Sioux Falls.

Wider Bros. & Co., Sioux Falls.

F. C. Whitehouse & Co., Sioux Fall*
T. J. Fosdick & Son, Sioux Falls.

John Fitz Gibbon, Sioux Falls.

Roy Williams, Sioux Falls.

M. King, Utlca.
Excelsior Mill Company, Yankton.
David M. Finnegan, Yankton.
Smith & Harris, Yankton.
O. H. Curney, Yankton.
Brisbines Dry Goods House, Yankton

TEXAS.

T. W. House, Houston.
H. B. Rice, Houston.
T. C. Dunn, Houston.
W. B. Chew, Houston.
Henry S. Fox, Houston.
Charles Dillingham, Houston.
J. S. Rice, Houston.
William D. Cleveland, Houston.

WASHINGTON.

Prosser Falls Land and Power C<»,

Prosser.

J. O. Davis.

WTOMINO.

WISCONSIN.

Wm. Krause, jr., Albany.
Stillman, Wright & Co., Berlin.
M. Safford, Berlin.

T. H. Rumsey, First National Bank,
Berlin.

H. C. Putnam, Brodhead.
Dodge & Stephenson, Brodhead.
B. N. Clawson, Brodhead.
Chippewa Lumber and Boom Co., Chip-

pewa.
North Western Lumber Co., Eau

Claire.

Drummond Packing Co., Eau Claire.

E. L. Shepherd, Edgerton.
The Anderson Vehicle Co., Fond du

Lac.
Huber & Fuhrman Drug Mills, Fond
du Lac.

Winnebago Furniture Co., Fond du Lac.
Kellogg Brothers Lumber Co., Grand

Rapids.
The Badger Box and Luinber Co.,
Grand Rapids.

F. Mackinnon Manufacturing Co.,

Grand Rapids.
The Grand Rapids Lumber Co., Grand

Rapids.
Centralia Pulp and Water Power Co.,

Grand Rapids.
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Grand Rapids Pulp and Paper Co.,
Grand Rapids.

Fred A. HoUman, Green Bay.
W. H. Kerr, Hartford.
Inglebut Peterson, Hartford.
John H. Krause, Hartland.
John Glauc, Hartland.
F. Gerblnski, Hartland.
W. J. Knight, Hartland.
0. E. Pawling, Hartland.
J. P. Peterson, Hartland.
E Mueller, Hartland.
Aug. Oradler, Hartland.
W. F. Wittenberg, Hartland.

, H. M. Duvald, Hartland.
Fred Winter, Hartland.
Mellon Brown, Hartland.
G. W. Scrantus, Hartland.
C. H. Wittenberg, Hartland.
Peter Hanson, Hartland.
Hans Jacobsen, Hartland.
Gotfried Monk, Hartland.
Hans Orden, Hartland.
Adolph Schimanski, Hartland.
Nels Peterson, Hartland.
M. J. Dauveau, Hartland.
Wm. Ludwigsen, Hartland.
0. N. Nourse, Hartland.
A. B. Chamberlin, Hartland.
Dr. J. N. Onesbaugh, Hartland.
H. G. Nixon, Hartland.
F. Wolkman, Hartland.
F. Hanson, Hartland.
The Van Brunt Manufacturing Com-

pany, Horicon.
H. L. McNamara, Janesville.

W. T. Sherer, Janesville.

Badger Coal Company, Janesville.

J. F. Mackness, Kilbourn.
H. D. Corning, Kilbourn.
D. McManman & Sons, Kilbourn.
W. W. Cargill, La Crosse.
C. S. Van Auken, La Crosse.
Geo. H. Gordon, La Crosse.
Geo. H. Ray, La Crosse.
S. Y. Hyde Elevator Company, La

Crosse.
W. W. Ellsworth, Lone Bock.
J. W. Puffer, Lyndon.
J. W. Groves, mayor, Madison.
Alex. Gill & Co., Madison.
Stark, Lewis & Co., Madison.
Brittenbach Brothers, Madison.
Welton ^ O'Nell, Madison.
The Stark-Lewis Land Company, Mad-

ison.

American Hardwood Lumber Company,
Madison.

E. C. Smith, Markesan.
S. C. Plummer, Mauston.
P. S. Veeder, Mauston.
Menasha Wooden Ware Company,
Menasha.

A. H. Stange Company, Merrill.

Merrill Liunber Company, Merrill.
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H. W. Wright Lumber Company, Mer-
rill.

Llndauer Pulp and Manufacturing
Company, Merrill.

Lincoln County Bank, Merrill.

R. D. Marshall, Merton.
J. McCarthy, Milwaukee.
Wm. Mullin, Milwaukee.
C. G. Deewies, Milwaukee.
H. Aug. Luedke, Milwaukee.
J. H. Marschalek, Milwaukee.
P. A. Van Beck, Milwaukee.
Chas. Schmidt, Milwaukee.
Ed. Hoge, Milwaukee.
E. A. Strako, Milwaukee.
Arth. Wehhecht, Milwaukea
B. W. Wilder, Milwaukee.
A. F. Hadern, Milwaukee.
C. M. Otto, Milwaukee.
G. H. Daniell, Milwaukee.
Jacob Apepelle, Milwaukee.
Frank Goetsh, Milwaukee.
Charles F. Beindieke, Milwaukee.
Eugene D. Sheeham, Milwaukee.
Jacob Burner, Milwaukee.
E. Keeson, Milwaukee.
Otto Heidemann, Milwaukee.
A. J. Neary, Milwaukee.
Prank Siak, Milwaukee.
A. H. Smith, Milwaukee.
Charles B. Connley, Milwaukee.
J. W. Uppon, Milwaukee.
W. E. Schroeder, Milwaukee.
S. M. Kerr, Milwaukee.
William Standezel, Milwaukee.
Thomas Doyle, Milwaukee.
Lindsay Bros., Milwaukee.
The National Enameling and Stamp

Ing Company, Milwaukee.
A. Geo. Schultz Company, Milwaukee.
The Thomas Furnace Company, Mil-

waukee.
Milwaukee Coke and Gas Company,
Milwaukee.

Vera Chemical Company, Milwaukee.
B. H. Bigham, Milwaukee.
Newport Mining Company, Milwau-

kee.

Dunn Iron Mining Company, Milwau-
kee.

Kanawha Fuel Company, Milwaukee.
Manville Company, Milwaukee.
Plankinton Packing Company, Milwau-

kee.

The Hoisting and Conveying Machin-
ery Company, Milwaukee.

Wisconsin Retail Hardware Associa-
tion, Milwaukee.

Kimberly Clark Company, Milwaukee.
Miflin & Linden Mining Company,
Mineral Point.

Franklin Mining Company, Mineral
Point

J. J. O'Neill, Monches.
T. J. Manning, Monchea.
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John Ward, Monches.
Mike Ward, Monches.
William Schoock, Monches.
Thomas Kinealy, Monches.
M. Shields, Monches.
Thomas Shinneas, Monches.
John Bury, Monches.
Lawrence M. Kelly, Monches.
Ed. Ward, Monches.
James Ward, jr., Monches.
Jerry Ward, Monches.
James 0. Ward, Monches.
Chas. H. Keelmer, Monroe.
Hoesly & Grennell, Monroe.
Kaslen & Strinner, Monticello.
Bontly Brothers, Monticello.
Louis Dessert, Mosinee.
E. Krause, Nashatah.
Wm. Houchman, Nashatah.
Wm. Thompson, Nashatah.
W. H. H. Cash, New Lisbon.
W. B. H. Kerr Co., North Lake.
Edw. Griebling, North Lake.
R. J. Dempsey, North Lake.
Peoter Wiffenbach, North Lake.
Timothy Murphy, North Lake.
John Carny, North Lake.
Ingle Peterson, North Lake.
G. H. Phladaas, North Lake.
John Lund, North Lake.
James Kelly, North Lake.
E. McNulty, North Lake.
Fred Funk, North Lake.
Nick Shodson, North Lake.
J. E. Roberts, North Lake.
Walter Kerr, North Lake.
Robert McMelhan, North Lake.
Chas. J. Adams, North Lake.
Chas. Johnson, North Lake.
Christ Laffey, North Lake.
W. A. Kennaly, North Lake.
Frank Kenney, North Lake.
A. H. Teskee, North Lake.
A. A. Puller, North Lake.
Fred Kerr, North Lake.
A. J. Grosnick, North Lake.
Fred B. Brown, Oconomowoc.
W. G. Race, Oconomowoc.
A. B. Rogan, Oconomowoc.
M. L. Doyle, Oconomowoc.
H. G. Schroeder, Oconomowoa
F. Paul Stone, Oconomowoc.
Bemmis-Hooper-Hays Co., Oshkosh.
The National Bank of Oshkosh, Osh-

kosh.
The Diamond Match Company, Osh-

kosh.
A. Strelch & Bro. Co., Oshkosh.
Martin Goza, Palmyra.

Christian Carlln, Palmyra.
J. E. Gregory, Palmyra.
John N. Goza, Palmyra.
A. M. Graves, Palmyra.
Geo. A. Cairneross, Pewaukee.
A. Nelson, Pewaukee.
Standard Calendar Company, Platte-

ville.

L. A. Fisher, Platteville.

W. R. Owen, Randolph.
H. B. Allen, Richland Center.
M. L. James, Richland Center.
Barnett & Anderson, Ripon.
Ripon Produce Company, Ripon.
L. Lynch, Ripon.
Boughton & Germain, Ripon.
Rubicon Malting and Grain Company,

Rubicon.
Rubicon Mercantile and Grain Com-

pany, Rubicon.

E. W. Evans, Springgreen.
George W. Langley, Starlake.
Bradley Company, Tomahawk.
Tomahawk Pulp and Paper Company,
Tomahawk.

John Oelhafen, Tomahawk.
Roach, Seeber & Co., Waterloo.
C. Failinger, Waterloo.
J. A. Clark, Waterloo.
Matt Voelker, Waterloo.
R. A. McCracker, Waterloo.
Gus Fox, Waterloo.
A. J. Frame, Waukesha.
H. M. Frame, Waukesha.
Otto Schafer, Waukesha.
O. S. Vaughn, Waukesha. *

Wm. Blutz, Waukesha.
W. H. Myirea, Wausau.
A. Kickbusch, Wausau.
M. H. Duncan, Wausau.
James Montgomery, Wausau.
G. D. Jones, Wausau.
D. J. Murry, Wausau.
Barker & Stewart Lumber Company,
Wausau.

H. E. McEachron Company, Wausau.
A. A. Bock, Wausau.
Jacob Mortenson Lumber Company,
Wausau.

D. J. Murry Manufacturing Company,
Wausau.

Salsich & Wilson (no town given).
Otto H. Falk (no town given).
Paine Lumber Company (no town

given).
James IJontgomery (no town given).
G. D. Jones (no town given).
George W. Langley (no town given).
Fox Brothers (no town given).

List of fruit growers and shippers protesting against the passage of the
so-called " private car discrimination hill."

C. H. Ma this. Blackville, S. C.

J. T. Creigh, Round Oak, Ga.
H. A. Mathews, Fort Valley, Ga.
G. R. Blinster, Fort Valley, Ga.
Phil Ogletree, Zenith, Ga.

Geo. B. Lewett, general manager El-
berta Peach Company, Macon, Ga.

I. D. Fagon and Robert Floumoy, Fort
Valley, Ga.
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Additional list of shippers, individuals, and organizations favoring the enact-
ment of legislation conferring additional powers upon the Interstate Horn-
merce Commission to regulate railway rates.

The list of which this Is a supplement will be found at page 479 et seq., Vol,
I, of these hearings.

John Pheifer, president South Side
Business and Improvement Associa-
tion, of Columbus, Ohio.

A. B. O. Hardy, secretary Waterloo
Carriage Company, Waterloo, Iowa.

M. H. Daley, manufacturer of dislis,

lever harrows, and barrel carts.
Charles City, Iowa.

A. O. Tabor, manager Waterloo Au-

tomatic Stone Machine Company,
Waterloo, Iowa.

Alex. S. Williams, treasurer Astoria
Veneer Mills, Long Island, N. Y.

United Lumber Company, Albia, Iowa.
J. B. Queensbury, Forest Depot, Va.
W. S. Delano, Lincoln, Nebr.
Eugent Withers, counselor at law,

Danville, Va.

Statement of receipts, disbursements, etc., of the Baltimore and Ohio Railroad
system, exclusive of subsidiary Unes, for the year ended June SO, 1904-

(This should have appeared as a part of Mr. Hugh L. Bond's statement, found
on p. 1377, but was received too late for insertion.)

Gross receipts from operation $65, 071, 080. 80
Operating expenses ^ 43, 628, 863. 70

Net earnings from operation 21,442,217.10
Other income 2, 648, 597. 41

Gross income—- 24, 090, 814. 51
Deductions from income:

Taxes $1, 305, 510. 32
Interest and rentals 9,627,851.19
Other deductions 800,092.77

11, 733, 454. 28

Net income 12, 357, 360. 23
Expenditures In the way of dividends 7, 370, 482. 40

Net income after payment of dividends
, 4, 986, 877. 83-— .. V

Additional list of organizations, corporations, firms, and individual shippers urging the ^

passage of the so-called railway rate bill by Congress, hy letter or petition filed with the

committee since May S3, 190S.

E. R. Wagner Manufacturing Company, North Milwaukee, Wis.
South Side Business and Improvement Association, of Columbus, Ohio, by John

Pfeifer, president.

Waterloo Carriage Company, of Waterloo, Iowa, by A. B. C. Hardy, secretary and
general manager.
M. H. Daley, manufacturer, Charles City, Iowa.
A. O. Tabor, manager, Waterloo Automatic Stone Machine Company, Waterloo,

Iowa.
Astoria Veneer Mills, by Alex. B. Williams, treasurer, Long Island City, N. Y.
United Lumber Company, by , Albia, Iowa.

J. B. Queensbury, Forest Depot, Va.
W. S. Delano, Lincoln, Nebr.
Eugene Withers, Danville, Va.
San Antonio Fruit Exchange, by P. J. Dreher, secretary, Pomona, Cal.

Percy Kent Company, by Percy Kent, president, manufacturer burlap and cotton
bags, New York City.

L. B. Guy Crockery Company, 217 West Second street, Davenport, Iowa.
Washburn-Halligan Coffee Company, by T. F. Halligan, president, Davenport,

Iowa.
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Additional list of organizations, corporations, firms, and individual shippers protesting

against extending the powers of the Interstate Commerce Commission to the fixing of
railway rates. {Letters and protests filed since May SS, 1905.)

NATIONAL AND SECTIONAL.

National Association of Traveling Freight Agents, adopted at Buffalo, N. Y.
The Trans-Mississippi Commercial Congress.
American Association of Local Freight Agents' Associations at a meeting at Min-

neapolis, Minn.
Millers National Federation, representing 1,300 mills, with a daily capacity of

2,000,000 bushels of wheat, favorable to the law being strengthened if necessary as to
rebates and discriminations, but proceeds no farther.

The Southeastern Millers' Association, at a meeting held at Nashville, Tenn.,
June 27, 1905.

Farmers' National Congress, adopted at Richmond, Va.
Order of Railway Conductors, at Portland, Oreg.
Federal Rate Regulation Association, adopted at Chicago, 111., October 26 and 27,

1905.

Brotherhood of Railroad Trainmen, at Buffalo, May 10, 1905.
Mississippi Valley Lumbermen's Association, adopted August 15, 1905.

Northwestern Hemlock Manufacturers' Association, adopted September 5, 1905.
Resolutions presented by a committee of 21 men actively engaged in railway train

service, consisting of conductors, engineers, firemen, trackmen, and switchmen from
12'States, who called upon the President, and subsequently filed petitions before this

committee. The committee consisted of the following members: W. M. Clark, O.
R. C, L. S. and M. S. Rwy., Chicago, 111.; P. Kilduff, B. L. E., C, R. I. and P.
R. R., Chicago, 111.; Chas. H. Warren, 0. R. C, B. and O. R. R., Chicago, 111.;

C. K. Mitchell, B. L. E., B. and M. R. R., Somerville, Mass.; C. A. Pinney, O.
R. C, Pennsylvania Lines, Chicago, 111.; Frank S. Rodger, B. L. E., C, M. and St.

P. R. R., Madison, Wis.; Chaa. F. Davis, B. of L. F., C, M. and St. P. R. R., La
Crosse, Wis.; Fred Williams, B. L. E., Mo. Pac. R. R., Sedalia,"Mo. ; C. H. Ireland,
S. U. of N. A., C, L. S. and E. R. R., Indiana Harbor, Ind.; Geo. W. Huntley, O.
R. C, L. S. and M. S. R. R., Toledo, Ohio; Wm. Welch, O. R. C, Mo. Pac. R. R.,

Kansas City, Mo.; A. W. Connor, O. R. C, C. and N. W. R. R., Chicago, 111.; Geo.
W. Lovejoy, S. U. of N. A., Pine Bluff, Ark.; G. M. Baldwin, O. R. C, I. C. R. R.,

Chicago, 111.; T. F. Wahlon, O. R. C, Wabash R. R., Chicago, 111.; S. M. Fitch,

O. R. C., 111. Cent. R. R., Chicago, 111. ; W. Stevens, O. R. C, C., R. I. and P. Rwy.,
Caldwell, Kans. ; J. Reynolds, B. L. E., Mo. Pac. R. R., Atchison, Kans. ; A. Bysell,

B. of R. T., Mo. Pac. R. R., Kansas City, Mo.; M. S. Mayse, B. of R. T., A., T. S.

F. Rwy., Wellington, Kans.; Wm. Payne, B. of L. E., Mich. Cent. R. R., Jackson,
Mich.

Protest of E. J. Marion, general chairman of the Order of Railroad Telegraphers
for the New York and New Haven System.

Protest of F. S. Ivins, chairman, engineers general committee of adjustment. New
York and New Haven System.

Protest of Amos D. Freeman, general chairman of the Locomotive Engineers for

the Lehigh Valley System.
Protest of E. N. Hayes, chairman, local committee, Order of Railway Conductors,

South Division, Central Vermont System.
Protest of Daniel Ardill, chairman. Brotherhood of Railroad Trainmen, general

grievance committee. Central Vermont System.
Protest of Oliver Slocum, chairman of the general grievance committee. Brother-

hood of Locomotive Firemen, Central Vermont System.
Protest of J. Fitzsimmons, chairman of the general committee of adjustment, Broth-

erhood of Locomotive Engineers, Central Vermont System.
Protest of J. C. Hurley, chairman of the general committee of the Order of Rail-

way Conductors, Central Vermont System.
Protest of W. E. Monahan, master No. 353, Marble City Lodge, Brotherhood of

Locomotive Firemen, Rutland System.
Protest of N. D. Heath, chairman of grievance committee, Brotherhood of Rail-

road Trainmen, Rutland System.
Protest of P. J. Donovan, chairman, general committee of adjustment Order of

Railway Conductors, Rutland System.
Protest of C. F. Dennis, chairman, board of adjustment, Brotherhood of Locomo-

tive Engineers, Rutland System.
Protest of M. D. Moot, general chairman. Order of Railroad Telegraphers, Dela-

ware and Hudson System.
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Protest of C. P. Hubler, chairman of joint protective board, Brotherhood of Loco-
motive Firemen, Delaware, Lackawanna and Western Eailroad System.

Protest of Albert E. Barnes, jr., general chairman. Brotherhood Railroad Freight
and Baggage Men, Boston and Maine System.

Protest of H. R. Hemphill, general chairman, grievance committee. Brotherhood
of Railroad Trainmen, Bangor and Aroostook System.
Protest of John Sarah, chairman for maintenance and waste employees, Bangor

and Aroostook System.
Protest of Tho'mas Conway, chairman, general committee of adjustment, Brother-

hood of Locomotive Engineers, Bangor and Aroostook System.
Protest of John E. Corbin, member protective board. Brotherhood of Locomotive

Firemen, Bangor and Aroostook System.

ALABAMA.

Firms and individuals.—^Tutwiler Coal, Coke and Iron Company, by E. M. Tut-
wiler, president, Birmingham; Barret Bros. & Co., Mobile; R. W. Child, Mobile;
Sheffield Rolling Mill Company, Sheffield; The G. Jacobson Clothing Company,
Mobile; Mobile Drug Company, Mobile.

Commercial and industrial organizations.—Mobile Commercial Club, Mobile; Ala-
bama Commercial and Industrial Association, Decatur; The Commercial and Indus-
trial Association, Montgomery.

CALIFORNIA.

Firms and individuMs.—W. C. Barkaloo, Anderson; Auburn Lumber Company,
Auburn; A. F. Ford & Co., East Auburn; C. C. Hickok, Colusa; Walter Jansen,
Lincoln; New Liverpool Salt Oomjjany, by C. E. Warden, Boswell & Noyes Drug
Company, Lacy Manufacturing Company, 0. C. Sens, Los Angeles Produce Company,
E. J. Busch, Grande Fruit Company, McKain Manufacturing Company, and Capitol
Milling Company, Los Angeles; California Glue Works, Miller & Sons, Sohlessinger &
Bender, Frank H. Rathbone, Pacific Coast Biscuit Company, F. B. Finley & Co.,

Legallet-Hellwig Tea Company, Bissinger & Co., Catton, Bell & Co., C. L. Moses &
Co., Dickins & Kearn, George C. Alferitz & Co., Marvin-Showier Hide Company,.
Coulter's Rattan Works, J. C. Goodwin, Pacific coast manager Regal Shoe Company,
and E. H. Tryon, San Francisco.

S. Koshland & Co.; C. W. Jackson; Pommer-Eilers Music Company; The Rothen-
berg Company; The John M. Klein Electrical Company; Bank of California, by F. B.
Anderson, vice-president; The Anglo-California Bank, by Ignatz Steinhart, manager;
Wells, Fargo National Bank of San Francisco, by Isaias W. Hellman, president; The
Crocker-Woolworth National Bank of San Francisco, byW. H. Crocker, president;
Union Trust Company of San Francisco, by I. W. Hellman, vice-president; Columbus
Savings and Loan Society, by I. W. Hellman, president; London, Paris and American
Bank (Limited), by SigmundGreenebaum, manager; The First National Bank of San
Francisco, by S. G. Murphy, president; Mercantile Trust Company of San Francisco,
by Frederick W. Zeile, president; The Canadian Bank of Commerce, by A. Kains,
manager; The American National Bank of Commerce, by E. W. Wilson, vice-president;

The German Savings and Loan Society, by Geo. Tourney, secretary; Western National
Bank, by Wm. C. Murdoch, president; The United States National Bank, by R. B.
Murdoch, manager; The National Bank of the Pacific, by Z. S. Eldridge, president;

French-American Bank, by C. Carpy, president; French Savings Bank, by Leon
Bocqueraz, secretary;. Italian-American Bank, by S. Sharbaro, president; Scandina-
vian-American Savings Bank, by L. I. Cowgill, vice-president; Mechanics Savings
Bank, by Frederick H. Clark, cashier; The Donohoe-Kelly Banking Company, by
Edw. Donohoe, cashier; Germania National Bank, by R. H. Crist, assistant cashier;

International Banking Corporation, by Wm. H. High, manager; Bank of British

North America, by H. M. J. McMichael, agent; The San Francisco National Bank,
by C. K. Mcintosh, vice-president; N. W. Halsey & Co., bankers; California Safe
Deposit and Trust Company, by D. E. Fry, president; Security Savings Bank, by
Wm. Babcock, president, all of San Francisco.

Commercial arid industrial organizations.—Retail Grocers and Merchants Associa-
tion, by E. F. Greeley, secretary, Fresno; Produce Exchange of Los Angeles, Los
Angeles; Merchants Credit Association of California, by J. J. Schutz, president, San
Francisco; San Francisco Cereal Millers Association, San Francisco; Board of Direct-

ors, Merchants Association, San Francisco; Stockton Grocers Protective Association,

Stockton; Winters Board of Trade, by Fred W. Wilson, president. Winters.

La-bor organizations.—Brotherhood of Locomotive Firemen, Orange Grove Lodge,
No. 97, Los Angeles; Order of Railway Conductors, Los Angeles Division, No. Ill,
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Los Angeles; Order of Railway Conductors, Hall of El Capitan Division, No. 115, at

large; Orderof Railway Trainmen, Southern Pacific Division, No. 33, at large; Order
of Railway Conductors, Division No. 364, at large.

CONNECTICnT.

Firms and individuaU.—The Middletown Savings Bank, Middletown.

Firms and individuals.—The Liquozone Company, by A. Metsger, Chicago;
Paepcke-Leioht Lumber Company, by William Wilms, vice-president, Chicago; D. E.
Wood Butter Company (making Elgin butter), by B. S. Pearsall, secretary and
treasurer, Elgin; Moline Incandescent Lamp Company, Moline; Electric Laundry
and Supply Company, by R. W. Hamilton, president, Moline; Moline Channel Ice
Company, by Jas. Pearson, president; Rock Island Skirt Company, Rock Island;
John VV. Parker, Rock Island.

,

Commercial and industrial organizations.—Resolutions of the executive board of the
Illinois Coal Operators Association, at a meeting held in Chicago August 8, 1905.
This association represents 95 per cent of the coal output of the State of Illinois.

Action of the joint committee of organized railway employees of Illinois, representing
105,790 railway employees.

Firms and individuals.—T. L. Bird, Jas. Gibbons, and L. P. Sanborn, Bonair.
J. H. Hang, A. G. Olson, Chas. Hauser, J. J. Hang, Jos. Srane, J. W. Swetle,

Geo. Hauber, F. T. Kapinos, Chas. Wagner, Geo. H. Cummins, Frank Mikish, Mike
A. Phillips, E. J. Dyeland, J. French, Albert Klema, John Crawford, W. Frana, and
John I. Klimish, Canover.

G. H. Lubrien, A. A. Morris, W. C. Sefert, E. Durkie, and Geo. McGillinray,
Carpenter.

Clint Essington, C. H. Thomas, J. J. McDaniel, D. H. Winegar, W. H. Barnes,
W. R. Breedlove, L. J. Dewall, Geo. Buschiels, and W. C. Gainer, Chester.

' Heinricks Crockery Company, H. C. Lusk, John F. Kelly Company, Washburn-
Halligan Coffee Company, A. S. Carroll, of Carroll Bros, (attorneys), L. B. Guy
Crockery Company, O. L. Silvis, W. W. Lunger, Battendorf Axle Company, and The
People's Construction Company, Davenport.
Henry Reeves, F. P. Adams, B. B. Bamette, E. Rosenthal, Geo. Bernaty, J.

Green, J. P. Wagner, K. I. Hangen, C. S. Marsh, C. J. Wesser, Ben Baer, M. T.
Torsen, W. V. Ingvolstead (lumber), Peter Johnson & Son (machinery), Riley Bros.,

G. F. Baker (lumber), N. W. Vance, Nils Riste (hardware), D. H. Hill, M. L.
Wells (merchant), F. J. Rosenthal (merchant), and Roran Bros, (shippers of horse?),
Decorah.

Chas. Christian's Sons (merchants), C. H. Morgan, C. L. Snydes, O. H. Christian-
son (banker), E. A. Hennke (banker), Frank Nack (hardware), Chas. Walk Co.
(merchants), and A. W. Piper (implements), Grafton.
Chris Eerickson, Inwood.
C. P. Nash, J. J. Jones (stock), and D. W. Davis (stock). Lime Springs.

G. B. Baker (merchant), W. H. Klemm (lumber), A. W. Prann, H. H. Albert-
son, Bokken & Hoppentad (merchants), Bretz & Brinkman (hardware), W. C. John-
son, E. H. Albertson, and E. A. Bokken (merchants), Ridgeway.
John McKellar (merchant), H. E. Rounds (miller), Foppe Pioneer Store, P. P.

Veldboon (live stock), Gerla & Rueloffs (merchants), Fahey & Thayer (live stock),

E. A. Brown (Rock Valley Bee), E. Eldridge (merchant), and J. J. Large (cashier

First National Bank), Rock Valley.

J. H. Anderson, August Clesle (stock), Blunt-Yocum Implement Company, G.
Baldwin (vice-president First National Bank), J. H. Thatcher, McGovern & McDon-
nell (stock), and A. C. Christiansen, Ruthven.

J. H. Daly, cashier, Sanborn Savings Bank; G. M. Slocum, cashier, Sanborn State

Bank; T. W. Farnsworth (stock); Geo. Oakeman & Son (lumber); J. H. Wilcox;
J. F. Kerberg (hardware), and E. 0. Tangney, Sanborn.
Whittemore Bank, by E. G. Boyle, president; Thomas Carmody, cashier, Whitte-

more Bank; Burghart & Brown (live stock); John Wagenor (feeder and shipper),

and J. J. Corbett, proprietor, Whittemore Mercantile Company, Whittemore.
Commercial and industrial organizalions.—Des Moines Commercial Club, Des Moines.
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Commercial and industrial organizations.—Southern Kansas Millers Commercial
Club, Wichita.

KENTUCKY.

Firms and individuals.—W . H. Adams (merchant), C. E. Haddox, president, Bank
of Allensville; Thomas Pepper, cashier. Bank of AUensville; Frank Walton, director.
Bank of Allensville; W. H. Adams, director. Bank of Allensville; Orr & Minor
(merchants), and Mrs. Kate Brown (merchant), Allensville.
The Auburn Mills, V. G. Price (merchant), and Neal Brothers & Harris, Auburn.
Eagle Coal Company, by W. L. Carter, manager. Barren Fork.
E. F. Shaw, E. A. Cams, C. C. Hagemeyer & Co., The People and Voiers Company,

and The Pendleton Eeformer, by R. L. Billings, publisher, Butler.
Taylor & Howe, Frank C. Taylor, H. B. Chappell (merchant), Dorsey Brothers &

Fisher, J. A. Barlow, Tilton Brothers, G-us L. Heyman, Carlisle Milling Company,
and Carlisle Coal and Lumber Company, Carlisle.

Don. G. McVean, The Consumers' Ice Manufacturing and Cold Storage Company,
by Jos. Adams, president; The New England Distilling Company, by A. H. Bryant,
secretary; T. W. Spinks (merchant); The Stewart Iron Works Company, by R. C.
Stewart, jr., president and treasurer; The W. U. Snyder Company; Gus W. Men-
ninger, and Oil Dexter Distilling Company, Covington.

Danville Roller Mills; Danville Ice and Coal Company, by W. S. Glore, manager;
Gentry & Kenney (merchants); Cogar & Davis (merchants); Danville Planing Mill
Company; The Kentucky Advocate; The J. P. Frank Grocery and Hardware Com-
pany; Geo. W. Chesnut; Durham & Scott (contractors), and the Danville News, by
W. V. Eichardson, editor and secretary of the Kentucky Press Association, Danville.

St. Bernard Mining Company, by J. B. Atkinson, president, Earlington.
, Kentucky Fuel Company, East Bernstadt.
C. F. Held, Kellum & King, Willis & Wright, A. Shoemaker & Co., Eule & Calvin,

W. H. Applegate (hardware), and H. N. Martz, Falmouth.
M. C. Eussell & Co., Hayesville.
Crescent Milling Company, Acme Mills and Elevator Company, James West & Co.

(merchants), and Lucian H. Davis (secretary Democratic executive committee for

Christian Countv, Ky. ), Hopkinsville.
F. G. Hurt, J." H. Hurt, and W. McJones & Co., Hyattsville.
J. E. Haselden (hardware), Jas. I. Hamilton, C. C. & J. E. Stormes, and J. A.

Jones (merchant), Lancaster.
D. Beets (lumberman), E. A. Schlicht (mayor of the city of Latonia), and F. A.

Pope, Latonia.
Myers-Estes Milling Company, Lebanon.
Lily-Jellico Coal Company, by O. W. Black, president, Lily.

S. M. Eaffo & Co., F. J. Ninnemacher, Kiss-Me Gun Factory, Hilmar Eharmann
& Co. (distillers), S. Weber & Son; Victor Cotton Oil Company, by E. B. Martin,
manager; Tatum, Embry & Co. (stock), J. N. Struck & Bro. (lumber); O. K. Stove
and Range Company, by J. P. Onerbacker, president; Ohio River Sand Company,
by J. M. Settle, secretary and manager; Nathan Marx & Son, Louisville Packing
Company, Chas. R. Long, jr., Company; Hudson Bros. & Co., Meyer H. Hlipp
(merchant) ; The Ferncliffe Distillery Company, by J. Schwab, president; Speed &
Menefee (distillers), Applegate & Sons, Bonnie Bros, (distillers). Creel Commission
Company, H. A. Thierman Company, Nathan F. Block; Fulton, Conway & Co.;
L. G. Hi'cks & Co., John Schaefer &"Sons, Tyler Box Company, The Currie Ferti-

lizer Company, Louisville Silvering and Beveling Company, Bills Mirror Plate

Company, Kentucky Refining Company, Bridges-McDowell Company, Louis-
ville Cider and Vinegar Works, Louisville Public Warehouse Company; W. T.

Pyne M. and S. Company, by Fred W. Hardwick, secretary; H. Verhoeff & Co.,

proprietors of the Louisville' Elevator; H. R. Whiteside (merchant); Kentucky
Packing and Provision Company, by R. C. Watkins, president; Central Stock
Yards Company, Union Hay and Grain Company, Hoffman, Allers Company
(coppersmiths); Henry Fruechtenicht, proprietor of the Big Four Elevator
and Warehouse; John Bartmam & Sons, The Bergen & Meehan Company,
Louisville Lead and Color Works, Louisville Varnish Company, Peaslee-Gaulbert
Company, E. H. Chase & Co. (distillers). Young Brothers Cooperage Company, by
C. L. Young; Hardwood & Thompson, Thompson Brothers, Isaac Rosenbaum & Sons,

Rommel Brothers, Frank A. Menne Factory, Louisville Table Company, Louisville

Soap Company, Lortz & Frey Planing Mill Company, J. F. Kurfees Paint Company,
Hyman Pickle Company, Bourbon Stock Yard Company, Bridges-Smith Company,
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J. T. S. Brown & Sons, Spencer Hat Company, Walter E. Glover, Strator Brothers
Grain Company, Lampton, Crane & Eamey, Sterling Paint and Color Company, and
The Goodwin Preserving Company, Louisville.

The Reninecke Coal Mining Company and Morton's Bank, Madisonville.
George T. Wood, M. P. Kedmond (merchant), W. T. Cummins (merchant), and

H. M. Robinson (merchant), Mayesville.

J. L. Manring, vice president Citizens' State Bank; Ralston Coal Company; New
South Brewery Company; Magic City Mills, by Hugh Allen, proprietor; Excelsior
Coal Company, by J. R. Miller, president, and Winona Coal and Coke Company, by
Burke H. Keeney, manager, Middlesboro.
McDonald & Hughes, Muir.
The George Weideman Brewing Company; Newport Sand Bank Company, by

J. F. Dye, president; Jos. Weingartner's Sons (lumbermen); Thomas 0. Brown
(merchant) ; The Higgin Manufacturing Company, by H. A. Taylor, president; The
Donaldson Lithographing Company; the J. W. Cheesman Distilling Company, the
Pittsburgh Kanawha Coal Company, by W. C. Botts, manager, and Frank Voss
(lumber), Newport.
The Roy Lumber Company, Nicholasville.

J. V. Walker (shipper), S. W. Cobb (merchant), and R. B. Young (merchant),
Olmstead.
Parks Hill Assembly, by M. Taylor, president, Parks Hill.

Pittman Coal Company, by J. L. Caldwell, manager, and Pittsburgh Coal Com-
pany, by C. W. Wood, secretary, Pittsburg.
The Hawkins Lumber Company, by E. Watts, secretary, Pryse.

J. T. Andrews, Eockfield.

Sebree Coal and Mining Company, by J. B. Ramsay, president, Sebree.
H. H. Kriegel, Shawhan.
Simcoe Land Company, Simcoe.
Smith & Co. (contractors), R. J. Smith & Co. (merchants), and Somerset Ice

Company, Somerset.
Kentucky Lumber Company and Jones Lumber Company, by William Golding,

manager, Williamsburg.
Commercial and industrial organizations.—Central City Commercial Club, Central

City.

Hartford Commercial Club, Hartford.
Louisville Board of Trade, Louisville Employers' Association, and National Asso-

ciation of Manufacturers, Louisville.

Madisonville Commercial Club, Madisonville.
Board of Trade of Maysville, Maysville.
Newport Commercial Club, Newport.
Sebree Business Men's Association, Sebree.
Kentucky Coal Mine Operators, representing an output of over 5,000,000 tons of

coal per annum, by resolutions passed November 14 at Louisville, Ky.

MAINE.

Labor organizations.—Aroostook Lodge, No. 393, Brotherhood of Railroad Train-

men.

MARYLAND.

Commercial and industrial organizations.—Board of Trade of Baltimore, Baltimore.

MASSACHUSETTS.

Firms and individuals.—American Book Company, by F. A. Fitzpatrick, manager,
Boston; Cambridge Savings Bank, by John T. Nichols, president, Cambridge.
Labor organizations.—Brotherhood of Railroad Trainmen, Lodge No. 533, Worces-

ter; Brotherhood of Railroad Trainmen, W. H. Stevenson Lodge No. 336, by J. J.

Paulin, master, Pittsfield.

MINNESOTA.

Firms and individuals.—M. G. Krebsbach (grain), M. Schaefer (grain), J. H. Carey
(implement dealer), W. H. Cavanaugh (implement and live stock), Adams Lumber
Company, John Fillegan (farmer), and John Cavanaugh (stock), Adams.
W. M. Crane (lumber), J. F. Fairbanks (coal), A. N. Decker (fuel), S. Anderson

& Son (implements), Wm. Christie & Son (implements), Eevord & Holmes (hard-
ware), F. I. Crane (lumber), A. S. Campbell (miller), John McCormick (fuel), John
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W. Scott (banker), Geo. Robertson (county auditor), E. Wood (register), 0. J.
Simmons (clerk of court), N. Nicholson (sheriff), J. H. Skinner (editor), H. O.
Bartord (editor), and P. H. Friend (clothier), Austin.

P. C. Johnson (merchant), J. J. Moe (merchant), and Euzet Brothers (meat
dealers), Bixby.
M. M.Guthrie (grain), E. Morton (hardware), Frank K. Qninn, P. K. Dock (mer-

chant), C. E. Johnson (dairyman), A. Solberg Lumber Company, by S. Peterson,
secretary, K. 0. Hang (furniture), John W. Whitson (merchant), A. Olson (mer-
chant), A. H. Spilstad (merchant), E. W. Cooley, P. Rasmusser (merchant), T. J.
Herron (hardware), R. H. Johnson (merchant), Jas. Biryin (lime), W. L. Bucksen
(publisher), M. J. Keenan (hardware), D. T. Hallywood (harness maker), and L. 8.

tJlland (machinery). Blooming Prairie.

S. L. Chambers (hardware), Wm. Chapel (stock shipper), S. Y. Hoppin (grain),
John Martin (hotel), H. F. Davis, secretary Farmers' Elevator Company, H. M.
Babock, M. H. Burris (farmer), and W. 0. Shuey (merchant). Cleveland.

0. S. Shamway (stock shipper), Castlerock; E. T. Muckey (coal and machinery.),
and J. Anderson (drayman), Dundas.

Jos. H. Baltes, P. J. Wilhelm, Nick Fisher, Geo. H. Clemen (merchant), N. A.
Hanan (hardware). North Star Lumber Company, Math Young, Henry Wagner
(hardware), John W. Wampack, V. Nooak, Welter & Wager (merchants), Jos.

Baltes (hotel), Fred Vurling, John Herber (merchant), and P. A. Groggren
(merchant), Elko.
G. 0. Gunhus (grain), Epsom; L. P. Flike (druggist) and E. L. Bracket (lumber),

Farmington; John" Ofenlock (hardware) and Peterson & Kottke (merchants),
Kasota; C. 0. Strandness (grain), Kenyon; 0. C. La Bar (coal and salt), Lansing.
John Frank, H. Bradley & Co. (lumber and coal). Porter Young (live stock),

G. Hayes & Co. (grain and coal), L. M. Daily (merchant), M. J. Hart (physician),
H. J. Boyd (farmer), R. Meyers (grain), C. A. Roy & Son (hardware), W. L. Hole
(real estate), W. M. Frank (banker), Merrill Bowers, G. C. Mason, and L. A.
Knepp, Leroy.
D. W. VanBuren (contractor), Lesueur Center; J. P. Wilby, agent Sheffield King

Manufacturing Company, Albert Barnett (stock shipper), W. J. Valek, agent Ben-
nett Grain Company, V. M. Shuzacek (lumber), J. C. Drozda (lumber), J. M. Drozda
(merchant), J. T. Mahoney (merchant), Jos. Kalab, F. E. Ninnivan (merchant),
T. J. Wilby (hardware), N. Vohava (vehicles) , A. Flick (merchant), M. W. Lepeska
(merchant), J. Jakes (hardware), H. McFadden, V. Veta (merchant), J. Broon,
Jacob Shultz, and All. Stephen, Lonsdale.

A. F. Bailey (hardware), W. A. Bailey (coal), W. F. Eaton (merchant), and W. J.

Virtue (farmer), Medford.
Piesinger & Proshek (lumber), Chas. Christiano (real estate), J. W. Kizershot,

G. H. Goodfellow (grain), and C. Sauer (stock), Montgomery.
J. E. Hartzell (merchant), Wm. B. Poulder (merchant), Chas. Snyder (merchant),

Minnehaha.
John S. Way, N. A. Onstad, W. H. King, J. Doub, Chas. Stein (merchant), E. C.

Phillips (merchant), Schleif & Drake (merchants), D. D. Turner, J. F. Frisk
(merchant), and S. L. Mauhart (merchant), Northfield.

E. J. Gleason (stock), J. W. Clark (coal), N. C. Johnson (hardware), A. G.
Scholl & Co., E. C. Krienke, Albert Kasper (merchant), H. O. Turner (grain, flour,

etc.), J. J. Raplan (Washington Tool Company), D. P. Rug (coal), and E. Kulos
(manufacturer), Owatona.
Geo. L. Lick (grain), W. F. Stolz (merchant), G. Thiel (merchant), and L. A.

Degner (merchant), Pratt.

John Cronan & Co. (grain), Geo. W. Phillips (machines), Augustus Vaux, E. C.

Keefe & Co. (merchants), F. G. Ray (farmer), J. Blonigan (hardware), M. Skaham
(stock), George Sutton (farmer), C. K. Var (merchant), Geo. Ritz (coal), and M.
Schnieb (lumber). Rose Creek.
A. S. Caron (merchant), Ruskin; M. H. Miller (lumber), C. AUiman (merchant),

and J. R. Culton (farmer), Toapi.
Commercial and industrial organizations.—St. Paul Jobbers and Manufacturers'

Association, by letter of president and secretary, under instructions, and St. Paul
Live Stock Exchange, H. B. Carroll, secretary, St. Paul.

Firms and indiwduals.—F. E. Kaufman, St. Louis.

Commercial and industrial organizations.—Missouri Retail Merchants' Association.

St. Louis.
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NEW YOKK.

Firms and individuals.—Rathbone Stove Works, and Helderberg Cement Com-
pany, by F. W. Kelly, vice-president, Albany; J. & J. Rogers Co., Ausable Forks;
The City Savings Bank, Brooklyn; International Cheese Company, by W. W.

.

Hovey, secretary and treasurer, Cooperstown; B. T. Babbit (Incorporated), Vasein
Company of America, and Queen Insurance Company of America, New York; Lake
Champlain Pulp and Paper Company, by Wm. J. McCaffrey, treasurer and manager,
Plattsbnrg; Witherbee, Sherman & Co. (iron ore and pig iron). Port Henry;
Greenville M. Ingalsbee, attorney at law, representing -Granite Brick Company,
Glens Falls; Imperial Wall Paper Company, Glens Falls, and Lake Champlain Pulp
and Paper Company, Plattsburg, Sandy Hill; Progressive Pulp and Paper Company,
and Union Bag and Paper Company, Plattsburg.
Kennan Lime Company, Smith's Basin; Eddy Valve Company (letter sent to

committee).
Labor organizations.—Brotherhood of Locomotive Engineers, Division No. 311, by

P. E. Whalen, and Parlor City Lodge, No. 36, Brotherhood of Railroad Trainmen,
Binghamton.
Brotherhood of Locomotive Engineers, Division No. 533, by F. B. Griffith, East

Buffalo.

Brotherhood of Locomotive Engineers, No. 434 (at com.), Elmira.
Order of Railway Conductors, Division No. 25, Ogdensburg.
Brotherhood of Locomotive Engineers, Division No. 367, by J. H. Chamberlin,

Syracuse.
Order of Railway Telegraphers, Division No. 87, Albany.

NEW JERSEY.

Labor organizations.—Brotherhood of Locomotive Engineers, Division No. 171, by
C. A. Stevenson (at com.), Hoboken.

NOKTH CAROLINA.

Labor organizations.—International Association of Retail Clerks, Local No. 822;
Painters and Decorators, No. 365; Sheet-Metal Workers; Brotherhood of Blacksmiths,
No. 248; Brotherhood of Boiler Makers, No. 226; Carriage and Wagon Workers, No.
76; Electrical Workers; International Association of Machinists, No. 136; Railway
Car Men; Carpenters and Painters; International Association of Bartenders, No. 211,
and Typographical Union, No. 625, Salisbury.

Trades Council of Greensboro, comprising the following: Iron Holders' Union, No.
820; United Brotherhood Carpenters and Joiners, No. 1432; Typographical Union,
No. 397; Tar Heel Lodge, Brotherhood of Railroad Trainmen; United Association
Journeyman Plumbers; Brotherhood of Electrical Workers; Brotherhood Painters,
Decorators, and Paper Hangers, No. 1065; Association of Machinists; Barbers' Union;
Bricklayers and Masons' Local Union, No. 10; Retail Clerks' Association, No. 934;
Bricklayers and Masons' Local Union, No. 11.

OHIO.

Labor organizations.—Grand Lodge, Brotherhood of Railroad Trainmen, by P. H.
Morrisey, grand master (at com), Cleveland.

PENNSYLVANIA.

Firms and individuals.—Pine Hill Coal Company, by Edw. B. Sturges, president,

Scranton; Isaac P. Hand, attorney (at com), Wilkes Barre.

Commercial and industrial organizations.—Western Saving Fund Society, by C. Stuart
Patterson, Philadelphia; Board of Trade of Sharon, Sharon; Board of Trade of Phila-

delphia, passed October 16, 1905, Philadelphia.

Labor organizations.—Brotherhood of Locomotive Engineers, Division No. 305, by
C. T. McCormack (at com ) , Halstead; Brotherhood of Locomotive Engineers, Division

No. 543, by Z. Y. Keller ( at com ) , Kingston ; Order of Railroad Telegraphers, Scranton
Division, No. 87, and Brotherhood of Locomotive Engineers, Division No. 276, by
Jos. Holbs, Scranton.

SOUTH DAKOTA.

Commercial and industrial organizations.—Aberdeen Commercial Club, Aberdeen.

TENNESSEE.

Firms and individuals.—^Glen Mary Coal and Coke Company, by Gua Carter, man-
ager, Glenmary; John B. Ransom & Co., Wm. F. Sulzbacher, Anderson & Harri-
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son, Tennessee Chemical Company, by T. B. Tinsley, president; Gray & Dudley
Hardware Company, by Huston Dudley, and Columbia Mill and Elevator Company,
Nashville.

Commercial and industrial organizations.—Chamber of Commerce o£ Clarksville,
Clarksville; Manufacturers and Producers' Association, and Commercial Club, Knox-
ville; Nashville Grain Exchange, Nashville.

Labor organizations.—Engmeersi of the Rutland Railroad, by C. F. Dennis, their
representative, Rutland; Brotherhood of Railroad Trainmen for the Central Ver-
mont System, St. Albans; Green Mountain Lodge, No. 535, Brotherhood of Railroad
Trainmen, Division of the Central Vermont Railway, St. Albans; Brotherhood of
Locomotive Engineers, Division No. 330, St. Albans.

VIRGINIA.

Firms and individuals.—Virginia Iron, Coal and Coke Company, by J. B. Newton,
president and manager, Bristol.

WISCONSIN.

Firms and individuals.—The Simmons Manufacturing Company, by F. H. Truax,
traflSc manager, Kenosha; Joseph Schlitz Brewing Company, by C. J. Bertschy,
traflBc manager (at com.) , Milwaukee.

Cmnmereial and industrial organizations.—Merrill Advancement Association, Mer-
rill; Racine Business Men's Association, Racine.
The following resolutions were passed by organizations and delegates represented •

in the Federal Rate Regulation Association which met at Music Hall, Chicago, 111.,

October 26 and 27, 1905:

We declare, as a fundamental basis of our deliberations and of our purpose, an
unquestioning faith in the wisdom, integrity, and high purpose of President Theodore
Roosevelt, our appreciation of his influence, which permeates every branch of Gov-
ernment, every industry, and all development of the entire nation, and our confi-

dence in. his leadership. We recommend definite action by this convention, looking
to the establishment of a permanent organization which shall be representative of

every State and Territory of the Union and shall be the nucleus for all future work
that shall become necessary hereafter to carry out the expressed will of this asso-

ciation. To that end we suggest the selection of a general committee which shall be
charged with the duty of transmitting to Congressional committees on interstate

and foreign commerce during the next session of Congress the action of this con-
vention.

We are unalterably opposed to conferring upon the Interstate Commerce Commis-
sion, or any other appointive agency, the power to prescribe rates for transportation,

believing that such action would prove a dangerous experiment, inimical to the best
interests of commerce and the continued development of the country.
Recognizing existing evils connected with the transportation interests of the coun-

try, viz, all forms of rebate and favoritisni extended to one individual or locality to

the disadvantage and detriment of others or effected through private car lines, indus-
trial, terminal, or switching lines, manipulation of freight classification, unfair and
unequal distribution of freight equipment, or by any other or different means, we
demand the most rigid enforcement of the laws, which, if found to be inadequate,
should be so amended as to provide speedy, efficient, and permanent relief.

We recognize the great and almost universal dissatisfaction with the interstate com-
merce law as now administered or enforced is due to the delay in reaching a deter-

mination of questions demanding early and final settlement, and we urge ujjon

Congress the imperative necessity for providing the necessary machinery for relief.

W. P. TrickETT, Chairman,
Arthur R. Briggs,
George M. Tibbs,
George H. Anderson,
F. E. Brown,
M. W. Mix,
C. F. Frizzbll,
Euclid Martin,
W, F. Endress,

Committee on Resolutions.
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Alabama.—Commercial and Industrial Association, Montgomery, W. F. Black aiid

John SValker; Commercial Club, Mobile, John Craft and J. P. Wilson; Business
Men's Club, Decatur, C. B. Peschmann; Commercial Club, New Decatur, John E.

Penny; Commercial Club, Tuscumbia, C. A. Rowland; Chamber of Commerce,
Huntsville, Charles P. Lane.

Arkaiisas.—Commercial Club, Fort Smith, W. R. Abott; Fort Smith Hundred
Thousand Club, Fort Smith, W. R. Abbott.

California.—Board of Trade, San Francisco, Arthur R. Briggs; Chamber of Com-
merce, Holtville, F. C. Bayless; Board of Trade, Oakland, I. W. Berretta, Hugh
Hogan, Edwin Stearns; N. W. Imperial Club, Merchants and Manufacturers' Asso-
ciation, Stockton, John A. Clark; Pine Lumber Manufacturing Association, San
Joaquin Retail Lumber Dealers' Association, San Francisco, Z. S. Gather; Chamber
of Commerce, Marysville, Harold Comforth; San Jose Chamber of Commerce, Santa
Clara, G. T. Dunlap, J. D. Radford; Board of Trade, FuUerton, W. G. Dixon; Cham-
ber of Commerce, Nappa, L. .1. Evans; Canners' League of California, San Francisco,
W. M. Field; Board of Trade, Santa Cruz, C. D. Hinkle, Thomas W. Kelly; Mer-
chants and Manufacturers' Association, Corvina, J. R. Hodges; Chamber of Com-
merce, Sacramento, John C. Ing; Chamber of Commerce, Chico, J. H. Jones; Board
of Trade, Carlton, James D. Knox; Packers and Shippers of Dried Fruits, Santa Rosa,
Mark L. McDonald, jr.; Jobbers' Association, Saciamento, W. T. Purnell; Board of

Trade, Manufacturers and Producers' Association, San Francisco, A. C. Rulofson;
Pacific Coast Millers' Association, San Francisco, W. M. Smith; Redwood Associa-
tion, San Francisco, G. W. Scott; Chamber of Commerce, Merced, L. C. Worden;
Board of Trade, Winters, M. 0. Wyatt; California Sugar and White Pine Lumber
Association, San Francisco, G. X. Wendling; California Flour Millers' Association,
San Francisco, Will E. Keller.

Colorado.—Retail Grocers' Association, Denver, T. B. Aldridge, R. J. Morris,
A. T. Sweet; Carriage Builders' Association, Denver, George C. Copenhaver.

Connecticut.—Business Mens' Association, Bridgeport, Daniel Davenport, F. E.
Brown; International Council of Coal Merchants, Waterbury, F. G. Humphrey;
Retail Coal Dealers' Association of New England, Waterbury, F. G. Humphrey.

District of Columbia.—Coal Exchange, Washington, J. S. Raeburn.
Georgia.—Coal Exchange, Atlanta, W. P. Plane; Southeastern Retail Coal Mer-

chants' Association, Atlanta, W. P. Plane.
Idaho.—Commercial Club, Idaho Implement and Hardware Dealers' Association,

Payette, A. B. Moos.
Illinois.—Retail Dealers' Association of Illinois and Wisconsin, W. P. Barker,

Batavia, J. E. Gates, Jacksonville, D. Hull, Oak Park, Frank Lukens, Chicago, Frank
Mosher, Dekalb; Manufacturers and Shippers' Association, Rockford, J. M. Allen;
Stove Manufacturers' Association, Belleville, A. J. Baker; National Hay Association,

Chicago, F. M. Mcllwain; Citizens' Alliance, Kankakee, J. H. Moore; National Asso-
ciation Box Manufacturers, Chicago, B. F. Masters, Fred 0. Yegge; Business Mens'
Association, Moline, W. A. Meese; Merchants' Association, Chicago, S. Nelson; Illi-

nois Coal Operators' Association, G. W. Praer, 734 Rookery, Chicago; Manufacturers'
Association, Belleville, B. M. Rogers; Coal Operators' Association, Chicago, H. N.
Taylor, G. W. Traer; National Business League, Chicago, Fred TJpham; Jobbers'
Association, Quincy, C. H.Williamson; National Lumber Manufacturers' Association,

Chicago, William Wilms, 1520 Tribune Building; Tight-Barrel Stave Manufacturers'
Association, Chicago, C. G. Washburn, 169 Jackson boulevard.

Indiana.—International Council Coal Merchants, Michigan and Indiana Coal Asso-
ciation, Indianapolis, A. E. Bradshaw; Commercial Club, Muncie, L. A. Clark;
National Association of Manufacturers, Indianapolis, D. M. Parry, John H. Max-
well; American Hardware Association, Indianapolis, M. A. Gladding; Board of

Trade, Indianapolis, I. S. Gordon; Coal Dealers' Association, Fort Wayne, William
Kavanaugh, William Kaough; Indiana and Michigan Association, George H. Kud-
rop. Fort Wayne, Walter C. Miller, South Bend; Black Diamond Club, South Bend,
E. H. Laughman; Coal Exchange, Fort Wayne, C. E. Moelleing; Manufacturers'
Association, Indianapolis, Fred E. Matson, 618 State Life Building; Commercial
Club, Auburn, W. H. Mclntyre; Local Exchange, South Bend, R. Woldman; Indi-

ana and Michigan Retail Coal Dealers' Association, Terre Haute, J. W. Landrum;
American Supply and Machinery Manufacturers' Association, Mishawaka, M. W.
Mix.
Indian Territory.—Indian Territory Coal Operators' Association, McAllister, James

Elliott.

Iowa.—Iowa Grain Dealers' Association, Des Moines, George A. Wells; Iowa Man-
ufacturers' Association, J. W. Bettendorf, Davenport, Carl Leopold, Burlington, H.
W. Nutting, Muscatine; Board of Trade, Commercial Club, Waterloo, F. E. Cutler;
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lo'^^a and Nebraska Coal Dealers' Association, C. H. Crisam, George Gregory, Mar-
shalltown; Commercial Club, Burlington, William Carson; Commercial Club, Des
Moines, J. H. Cownie; Business Men's Association, Cedarfalls, W. A. Dugane,
M. E. Egloff; Commercial Association, Ottumwa, James Dain; Commercial Club,
Perry, W. H. Fahey; N. W. Lumber Association, Eldora, 0. E. Greef; Business
Men s Association, Decorah, H. J. Green; Improvement Club, Spencer, A. Hubbard;
Commercial Exchange, Indianola, J. M. Harlan; Commercial League, Webster City,
C. D. Hellen; Commercial Club, Oskaloosa, C. H. Hare; Commercial Club, Sanborn,
Dr. Robert W. Hall; N. W. Lumbermen's Association, Belle Blaine, F. H. Henry;
Commercial Club, Osceola, James H. Jamison; Jefferson Club, Fairfield, C. M.
Junkin; Commercial Club, Inwood, E. G. Johnson; Manufacturers' Association,
Waterloo, W. A. Marsh; Industrial Association, Waverly, C. W. Miller; Commercial
Club, Des Moines, C. A. McCune, J. C. Olmstead; Iowa and Nebraska Coal Dealers'
Association, Lemars, M. A. Moore; Board of Trade, Commercial Club, Waterloo,
E. E. Manhand, J. T. Sullivan; Business Men's Association, Davenport, J. E.
Nutting; Commercial Club, Ames, P. Shelden; Commercial Club, Centerville, W. M.
Peaterman; Noxall Club, Chariton, J. A. Penwick; Business Men's Association,
Albia, S. W: Pennington; Chamber of Commerce, Waterloo, W. B. Sedgwich;
N. W. Lumbermen's Association, Denison, W. J. Scriver; Iowa Hardware Jobbers'
Association, Ottumwa, F. W. Simmons; Commercial Club, 'Vinton, C. W. Miller;
Business Men's Association, Cresco, J. C. Webster; Wisconsin Manufacturers' Club,
Cedarfalls, N. J. Edwards; Commercial League, Monticello, J. S. Hall; Commercial
Club, Anamosa, C. L. Scheenover.
Kansas.—Commercial Club, Argentina, G. W. Toothaker; Commercial Club, Salina,

W. W. Watson; Commercial Club, Ellsworth, E. W. Wellington; Commercial Club;
Colby, Charles Buschow; Commercial Club, Abilene, J. B. Case; Business Men's
Association, Emporia, Calvin Hod; Commercial Club, Topeka, C. W. Merriam;
Commercial Club, Lincoln, C. Much; Midstate Association, Atchison, H. Nesbitt;
Commercial Club, Manhattan, E. B. Purcell; Commercial Club, Norton, C. M. Sawyer;
Interstate Commerce Law Committee, Topeka, W. A. Thompson; Commercial Club,
Marysville, W. H. Smith.

Kentucky.—Commercial Club, Madisonville, L. Bailey; Business Men's Club, Frank-
fort, George Baker; National Association Manufacturers, Board of Trade, Employer's
Association, Building and Contractors' Association, Louisville, F. C. Nunembacher;
Paint, Oil, and Varnish Club, Louisville, Lewis E. Atwood; Commercial Club, Cen-
tral City, S. J. Gish; Eastern Cigar Box Manufacturers' Association, Louisville, E. H.
Defebaugh; International Slack Cooperage Association, Louisville, E. H. Defebaugh.

Louisiana.—National Lumber Manufacturers' Association, Garyville, S. M. Bloss;

Southern Cypress Manufacturers' Association, Garyville, S. M. Bloss.

Maryland.—Coal Exchange, Baltimore, E. S. Brady, B. M. Watts, James D.
Hughes, G. H. Nachman.

Massachusetts.—New England Retail Coal Dealers Association, T. E. Batchelder,
Boston, C. R. Halstead, Springfield; Shoe Manufacturers' Association, Haverhill,
Frank J. Bradley; Shoe Manufacturers' Association, Lynn, N. W. Sawyer.
Michigan.—Battle Creek Coal Exchange; Michigan and Indiana Retail Coal Asso-

ciation, A. S. Ainsworth, Grand Rapids, D. M. Baker, Adrian, S. A. Howe, Battle

Creek, Fred A. Hobbs, Benton Harbor; Coal Exchange, Jackson, H. C. Collins:

Michigan Retail Lumber Dealers' Association, A. L. Holmes, John J. Comerford
Detroit, W. T. Jones, Big Rapids; International Council Coal Merchants, George T.

Calvert, Detroit, Robert Lake, Jackson, J. W. Ryder, Kalamazoo; Coal Exchange,
Flint, J. M. Hammond; Ann Arbor Exchange, Coal Dealers' Association, Ann Arbor
E. W. Staebler; Michigan and Indiana Retail Coal Exchange, Hillsdale, George A.
Aldrich.

Minnesota.—N. W. Hardwood Lumbermen's Association, Mississippi Valley Lum-
bermens' Association, I. F. Hayden, W. G. HoUis, Minneapolis, G. E. Ingram, Sauk
Center; Commercial Club, Minneapohs, L. T. James, W. G. Nye, Asa Paine, H. R.
Yerxa, James B. Bradshaw, John Leslie; Jobbers and Manufacturers' Association,

St. Paul, James H. Beck, J. W. Cooper, H. C. Drake, W. B. Dean, H. B. Fuller,

R. A. Kirk, Geoi^e Tibbs; N. W. Retail Coal Dealers' Association, F. A. Crandall,

G. H. Reese, Mankato, C. T. Taylor, Minneapolis; Cal. Box and Lumber Association,

Minneapolis, E. J. Carpenter; Minneapolis Chamber of Commerce, Winona, W. M.
Hopkins; N. W. Retail Coal Dealers' Association, C. M. Morse, Winona, W. C. Lie-

perman, Minneapolis; Mississippi Valley Lumbermen's Association, J. E. Rhodes,
Minneapolis, R. M. Weyerhauser, Cloquet; National Lumbermen's Association of

the United States, T. H. Shevlin, Minneapolis; N. W. Lumbermen's Association,

Minneapolis, C. J. Traxler; N. W. Manufacturer's Association, St. Paul, Frank I.

Towle, C. J. Whellams; N. W. Lumbermen's Association, Minneapolis, George P.

Thompson.
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Mississippi.—Boosters' Club, Meridian, A. D. McRaven, E. B. Williams.
Missouri.—Commercial Club, Chillioothe, A. McVey; Millers' Club, Kansas City,

C. D. Roos; Mercantile Club, Kansas City, Ben Schinerle; National Association of

Manufacturers, St. Louis Manufacturers' Association, St. Louis, J. Van Cleave; Mer-
chants' Association, Hannibal, J. O. Farmer, P. H. Mclntyre; National Hay Associa-
tion, Kansas City, L. D. Hambacher; Long Wall Coal Operators' Association, Kansas
City and Higginsville, G. W. Long; S. W. International Coal Operators' Association,
W. E. Mullin, Huntsville, J. H. Durkee, Kansas City; Commercial Club, Macon,
W. E. McCully; National Lumber Manufacturers' Association, N. W. McLeod, St.

Louis, W. C. Perry, Kansas City; Commercial Club, St. Joseph, Mr. Maxwell, Mr.
Motter; Western Fruit Association, Kansas City, E. J. Mcjfamara; Grocers, Butch-
ers and Bakers' Association, St. Joseph, G. W. Akers, D. F. Harl; Manufacturers
and Merchants' Association, Kansas City, F. M. Bernardin, F. W. Flemming, Justin
A. Eunyan, George H. Taft; Board of 'Trade, Kansas City, G. S. Carkener; Commer-
cial Club, Kansas City, E. M. Clendening, W. F. Tuttle, O. V. Dodge, M'. F. Trickett,
J. C. James, L. W. Miller; Live Stock Exchange, St. Joseph, John Donovan; Mer-
chants' Club, Kansas City, John A. Eaton; Business Men's Association, Palmyra,
H. C. Heather; Missouri River Wholesale Grocers' Association, Kansas City, C. B.
Hayes.

Montana.—Beaverhead Commercial Club, Dillon, B. F. White.
Nebraska.—Builders' Club, Omaha, W. C. Bullard; Board of Trade, Lexington,

F. J. Brownfield; Commercial Club, McCook, A. Barnett; Real Estate Exchange,
Plattsmouth, John H. Becker; Commercial Club, Omaha, Euclid Martin, F. Col-
petzer, W. N. Glass, G. L. Hammer, C. H. Pickford; Commercial Club,- Hastings,
Charles H. Dietrich (ex-U. S. Senator) ; Coal Dealers' Association Iowa and Nebraska,
Omaha, E. F. Harris; Commercial Club, Lexington, F. P. Kreitz; Business Men's
Club, Allianfce, F. M. Knight; Commercial Club, Loup City, John W. Long; Whole-
sale Grocers' Association, Omaha, F. E. Turner; Commercial Club, South Omaha,
John R. Watson; Commercial Club, Broken Bow, Frank H. Young; Commercial
Club, Crete, G. C. Meissner; Dawson County Board of Trade, Lexington, F. J. Brown-
field.

Neil) Mexico.—Commercial Club, Las Vegas, F. H. Pierce; Commercial Club, Albu-
querque, C. W. Cook; Wholesale Grocers' Club of New Mexico, Las Vegas, M. W.
Browne.
New York.—New York and Pennsylvania Retail Coal Association, Elmira, J. S.

Baldwin; Produce Exchange, New York City, Herbert Bradley; New York and
Pennsylvania Retail Coal Association, National Hay Association, W. F. Enders,
J. A. Hughes, Jamestown, C. B. Mather, Elmira; International Council Coal Mer-
chants, B. U. Taylor, Olean, S. M. Hamilton, Dunkirk, John Lynch, Albany;
Niagara Falls Employers' Association, J. L. Lovelace, Niagara Falls; Merchants and
Lumber Exchanges, Buffalo, G. B. Montgomery; Chamber of Commerce, Buffalo;

L. I. Evans; Merchants' Association, New York City, S. C. Meade, 246 Broadway,
Chamber of Commerce, Buffalo, F. H. Mason, F. Mason Howard; Business Men's
Association, Selden, J. B. Ramsey; Coal Merchants' Association, Schenectady, N. I.

Schermerhorn; Eastern and Central New York Retail Coal Merchants' Association,

Albany, C. M. Stuart; Retail Coal Merchants' Association, Buffalo, C. W. Stickney,

A. H. Tracy; Retail Merchants' Association, Albany, C. I. Staata; U. S. Export
Association, F. B. Thurber, 90 Broadway, New York City; Lumber Exchange,
Buffalo, F. W. Vetter.

North Dakota.—N. W. Lumbermen's Association, Hillsboro, 0. C. Sales.

Oregon.—Board of Trade, Portland, Wallace Nash; also Jobbers' Association and
Manufacturers' Association.

Ohio.—National Association Manufacturers, Dayton, W. J. Blakeny; Southern
Ohio Export Association, Cincinnati, 0. B. Bartlett; Garment Manufacturers' Asso-

ciation, Cleveland, George A. Eichelbridge; Receivers and Shippers' Association,

Dayton, J. R. Flotson; Board of Trade, National Association of Manufacturers' Asso-

ciation, Dayton, J. Kirby, jr. ; Produce Exchange, Toledo, E. L. Southurst.

Pennsylvania.—International Council Coal Merchants, J. A. Strunk, W. M. Bary-
lett, Reading, J. H. Palmer, Wallingford; Pennsylvania Retail Coal Merchants' Asso-

ciation, S. B. Crowell, Philadelphia, A. F. Doster, Bethlehem; Building Exchange
League, Pittsburg, E. J. Detrick; Retail Association, Lebanon, I. P. Eastman; Coal
Exchange, Norristown, W. H. Kneas; Retail Dealers' Association, Allentown, J.

Martin Lambach; New York and Pennsylvania Retail Coal Dealers' Association,

Mill Village, George H. Mitchell; Coal Exchange, Philadelphia, C. K. Scull, James
Walker; Pennsylvania Retail Coal Merchants' Com., Media, C. Frank Williamson;
Retail Coal Dealers' Association, Reading, I. R. Seibert; National Association of

Manufacturers, Pittsburg, D. C. Ripley.
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South Dakota.—^. W. Lumber Association, Sioux Falls, C. H. Ross.
Texas.—BobltA of Trade, Fort Worth, Neil P. Anderson; Chamber of Commerce,

El Paso, A. F. Coles, S. B. Hovey; Board of Trade, Jacksboro, James W. Knox.
Tennessee.—Chamber of Commerce, Clarksville, J. W. Burke, jr., W. A. Chambers,

J. P. Dunlap; Lumbermen's Association, Nashville, J. H. Baird; Manufacturers and
Producers' Association, Knoxville, 0. W. Barber; Grain Dealers' Association, Nash-
ville, W. R. Cornelius, jr., Samuel G. Douglas; Manufacturers' Association, Chatta-
nooga, F. H. Caldwell; Chamber of Commerce, Nashville, R. H. Dudley, jr., P. M.
Estes, L. Hume, E. A. Lindsay; Retail Merchants' Association, Nashville, 0. F.
Frizell, James Pahner, Z. W. Foster, L. C. Garvalent; Commercial Club, Knoxville,
William Goodman.

Utah.—Webber Club Commercial Association, Ogden, Fred J. Kiesel; Business
Men's Association, Ogden, Fred J. Kiesel.

Wiscormn.—Board of Trade, La Crosse, Peter J. Butt, F. P. Hixon; Business Men's
Association, Milwaukee, 0. J. Bertschey; Merchants' Protective Association, La
Crosse, R. B. Gelott; Mississippi Valley Lumbermen's Association, Chippewa Falls,

William Irvine; National Lumbermen's Association, Eau Claire, J. T. Barber;
National Lumber Manufacturers' Association, B. F. McMillan, McMillan, A. L. Osborn,
Oshkosh; Wisconsin and Illinois Coal Dealers' Association, D. C. Stine, Reidsburg,
L. W. 'Thompson, Beloit; Wisconsin Valley Lumbermen's Association, Odanah,
L. K. Baker; National Association of Manufacturers, Menasha, H. S. Smith.

Telegrams received since Fehruary 8, 1906, remonstrating against the passage

of H. R. 12987, an act to amend an act entitled "An act to regulate commerce,"
approved February Jf, 1887, and all acts amendatory thereof, and to enlarge
the powers of the Interstate Commerce Commission.

Thomas Brady, Worthing, S. Dak. ; C. B. Martin, manager of Farmers'
Cooperative Produce Association, of Inwood, Iowa ; C. R. Mouton, manager
Farmers' Elevator Company, Canton, S. Dak. ; O. M. Gudmensen, secretary
Mutual Lumber Company, Canton, S. Dak. ; N. R. Lyon & Co., Fairmont, Minn.

;

W. W. Ward, mayor, Fairmont, Minn. ; Byrnes Brothers, Wells, Minn. ; Chris.

Erickson, jr., Inwood, Iowa. ; E. Muller, secretary, La Crosse, Wis. ; A. Hirsh-
heimen, president La Crosse Plow Company, La Crosse, Wis. ; John W. Scott,

Austin, Minn. ; John McCormick, Austin, Minn. ; E. A. Siddell, Wells, Minn.

;

C. V. Gilbert, Ossian, Iowa ; Sheffield King Milling Company, Minneapolis,
Minn. ; J. P. Schissel, manager Fort Atkinson Grain Company, Fort Atkinson,
Iowa ; E. C. Tangley, Sanborn, Iowa ; J. A. Wilcox, Sanborn, Iowa ; W. A. Solom,
Robert W. Hall, J. F. Kerberg, Sanborn, Iowa ; S. A. Anderson, Wells, Minn.

;

The Chilton Malting Company, Chilton, Wis. ; Knauf & Tesch, Chilton, Wis.

;

the C. A. Goodyear Lumber Company, Tomah, Wis.
M. H. Welton, Madison, Wis. ; C. W. Thompson, Parker, S. Dak. ; L. K. Lord,

president, Parker, S. Dak. ; Clinton Bridge and Iron Works, Clinton, Iowa

;

Geo. H. Sutton, Austin, Minn. ; William Todd, Austin, Minn. ; Alex. S. Camp-
bell, Austin, Minn. ; R. A. Candee, Wells, Minn. ; Drohes & Ueker, Nora Springs,

Iowa ; John Shanks, Nora Springs, Iowa ; O. H. Christians, Grafton, Iowa

;

J. J. Bringolf , Grafton, Iowa ; Prank Nack, Grafton, Iowa ; Smith & Corning,

Kilbourn, Wis. ; H. E. Hueber, Grafton, Iowa ; L. L. Breese, J. H. Wells, Port-

age, Wis. ; W. A. Dugane, president Waterloo and Cedar Falls Union Mills

Company, and George W. Hughes, Moline Plow Company, Cedar Falls, Iowa;
William E. Cole, president Cole Sayings Bank, Pond du Lac, Wis. ; S. C. Plum-
mer, I. C. Baldwin, Mansion, Wis. ; Roach & Seeber Company and Waterloo
Malting Company, Waterloo, Wis. ; Barrett & Anderson, Ripon, Wis. ; Ripon

Knitting Works, Ripon, Wis. ; Fred Rekhart, Viroqua, Wis. ; Chas. S. Gray,

New Hampton, Iowa ; Hoag & Rankin Grain Company, Waukesha, Wis. ; Wis-

consin Butter and Cheese Company, Waukesha, Wis. ; J. C. Hewitt, New Hamp-
ton, Iowa; The Waukesha Grain and Produce Company, Waukesha, Wis.

T. H. Rumsey, vice-president First National Bank, Berlin, Wis. ; Stillian,

Wright & Co., Berlin, Wis.; M. SafEord, Berlin, Wis.; H. Roheff, Davenport,

Iowa; Schicks Express and Transfer Company, by T. Dougherty, Davenport,

Iowa; M. Kunkel & Sons, Davenport, Iowa; The Harkert Cigar Company,
Davenport, Iowa; C. E. Hanssen, Davenport, Iowa; H. W. Von Mour, Daven-
port, Iowa ; Mitchell & Lewis Company, Racine, Wis. ; New England Furniture

and Carpet Company, Minneapolis, Minn. ; C. A. Birney, Palmyra, Wis. ; Beck-
man & Schroeder, Bmmetsburg, Iowa; George J. Consigny, jr., Emmetsburg,
Iowa ; I. W. Keok, cashier Iowa State Bank, Mason City, Iowa ; D. N. Vroom,
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Mason City, Iowa ; C. H. McNider, Mason City, Iowa ; H. A. Merrill, Mason
City, Iowa ; C. A. S., Minneapolis, Minn. ; The Dodge Lumber Company, Monroe,
Wis.; J. Clemens & Co., Charles City, Iowa; Ronan Brothers, Decorah, Iowa;
C. J. Medburg, president Guerny Refining Company, Fond du Lac, Wis. ; W. O.

Hogan, Decorah, Iowa ; R. H. Miller, Decorah, Iowa ; Fred Reum & Co.,

Decorah, Iowa ; Kiel Wooden Ware Company, Kiel, Wis. ; William C. Edgar,
editor Northwestern Miller, Minneapolis, Minn. ; C. C. Fell, Charles City, Iowa

;

Davenport Auto Company, by P. C. Peterson, Davenport, Iowa ; Perd Roddewig
Sons, Davenport, Iowa.

A. G. Hipwell, Davenport, Iowa ; A. Gottelman, Big Paul Berndt, Davenport,
Iowa ; E. S. Johnson, Davenport, Iowa ; Geo. W. Parker & Co., Davenport, Iowa

;

Menomonie Hydraulic Press Brick Company, Minneapolis, Minn. ; Dodson
Fisher Brockman Company, Minneapolis, Minn. ; Kiel Manufacturing Company,
Kiel, Wis. ; P. T. Walsh, Davenport, Iowa ; J. T. Casey. Davenport, Iowa ; H. J.

Sahs, Charles City, Iowa ; Hal J. Davis, Sparta, Wis. ; The Gazette, Cedar Palls,

Iowa; L. O. Robinson, president Business Men's Association, Cedar Palls, Iowa;
Rubicon Malting and Grain Company, Rubicon, Wis. ; L. Kessel & Sons, Hart-
ford, Wis. ; A. G. Lubenstein, Hartford, Wis. ; Konrad Bros. & Werner, Hartford,
Wis. ; S. C. Spear, Algona, Iowa ; George McCarthy, Algona, Iowa ; C. W. Ben-
nett, Palmyra, Wis. ; .lohn S. Muldon, Palmyra, Wis. ; H. D. Brown, Sioux City,
Iowa ; O. O. Tolerton, Sioux City, Iowa ; O. I. Newlands' Sons & Co., Sparta,
Wis. ; Fred Gross, Sparta, Wis. ; .John P. Kelly Co., Davenport, Iowa ; T. E.
Woodard, W. C. Stone, H. Wartheimer, Watertown, Wis. ; Peoples' Construction
Company, Davenport, Iowa ; A. C. Christemon, August Clesle, Ruthven, Iowa

;

The Blodgett Milling Company, Janesville, Wis. ; Halt & Shaymaker, stock ship-

pers, Kirkland, 111.

H. A. Adams, Beloit, Wis. ; C. D. Bartlett, Humbroch, O'Brien, and Shields,

Bartlett, 111. ; T. P. McGorem, H. Burghart, Whittemore, Iowa ; R. P. Topp,
The Kurth Company, Columbus, Wis. ; Merchants' Express, Transfer and Stor-
age Company, Davenport, Iowa ; E. P. Bavingor, Ruthven, Iowa ; H. Witten-
berg, jr., & Co., per H. Wittenberg, wholesale flour dealers, Davenport, Iowa

;

William M. Lillis, secretary, Davenport, Iowa ; Davenport Flour, Feed and Com-
mission Company, Davenport, Iowa ; A. Dearmond, Davenport, Iowa ; H. A.
Stonge & Co., Davenport, Iowa ; T. H. Shevlln, president, Minneapolis, Minn.

;

L. B. Guy Crockery Company, Davenport, Iowa ; W. O. Roberts, real estate
agent ; Fred B. Brown, drug store ; Judge Loren, Edwards Eenst, and Thompson
Cooperative Store; W. G. Race, drug store; B. G. Edgerton, cashier Bank of
Oconomowoc, Oconomowoc, Wis. ; J. R. Nutting, of Sickels, Preston & Nutting
Company, Davenport, Iowa ; L. Kellogg & Son, coal merchants ; C. H. Jackson,
coal and seed merchant, Oconomowoc, Wis. ; Davis & Co., Sioux City, Iowa ; St.

Paul Rubber Company, St. Paul, Minn. ; Parwell, Osemun, Kirk & Co., St. Paul,
Minn. ; P. P. Wright, St. Paul, Minn. ; Geo. M. Conway, Sioux City, Iowa ; Ter-
vi'illiger & Dwight Company, by George Terwilliger, Sioux City, Iowa ; Hornick,
Hess & Moore, Sioux City, Iowa ; Foley Brothers & Kelly, St. Paul, Minn.

;

Gordon & Ferguson, St. Paul, Minn. ; Nicols, Dean & Gregg, St. Paul, Minn.

;

McKibbin, DriscoU & Dorsey, St. Paul, Minn. ; Crane & Ordway, St. Paul, Minn.

;

Pinch, Young & McConville, St. Paul, Minn. ; Knapp & Spencer Company, per
C. A. Knapp, president, Sioux City, Iowa ; N. Johnson, Sexton, Iowa ; S. G.
Schneider and B. D. Jacobus, Itasca, 111.; Waller & Waller, Garner, Iowa;
Stork & Stanton, Garner, Iowa ; P. H. Peavey & Co., Minneapolis, Minn. ; Jan-
ney, Semple, Hill & Co., Minneapolis, Minn.

List of firms, corporations, and associations protesting against granting the
power to fix a future rate to the Interstate Commerce Commission.

NATIONAL AND SECTIONAL.

Retail Lumber Dealers' Association of Mississippi and Louisiana.

ALABAMA.

Brotherhood of Locomotive Engineers, Montgomery Division, No. 495, Mont-
gomery ; Cherry Cotton Mills, Florence; John Craft, director, Mobile Commercial
Club, Mobile; Vaughn Lumber Company, Mobile; Brown & Brown, Mobile;
Santa Cruz & Horton, Mobile; Cunningham Hardware Company, Mobile;
H. C. Mcllwain, Selma ; Culverhouse & Hall, Selma; I. Block & Son, Selma;
Brotherhood of Locomotive Firemen, Red Mountain Lodge, No. 439, Birmingham.
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Pensacola Tar and Turpentine Company, Bohemia ; Robert W. Slmms, Jack-
sonville; T. Murphy Machine and Iron Worlis, Jaclisonville ; J. J. Williams,
Jacksonville; J. H. McLaurin & Co., Jacksonville; G. M. Lewis & Co.,
Jacksonville; McMurray & Baker, Jacksonville; W. F. Seeba, Jacksonville;
StringCellow & Doty Company, Jacksonville ; J. S. Easterby Company, Jackson-
ville; R. E. Merritt Company, Jacksonville; C. H. Chaplain, broker, Jackson-
ville

;
United Grocery Company, Jacksonville ; Albert J. Bucky & Co., Jackson-

ville
; The W. B. Johnson Company, Jacksonville ; C, B. Van Deman Company,

Jacksonville; August Blum & Co., Jacksonville; The Southern Hide and Skin
Company, Jacksonville

; Chas. Blum & Co., Jacksonville ; Consolidated Grocery
Company, Jacksonville

; Baker & Homes Company, Jacksonville ; C. W. Zaring
& Co., Jacksonville; Rosser & Fitch, Jacksonville; C. E. Pepperday, agent
American Hominy Company, Jacksonville; James L. Munoz, broker, Jackson-
ville; Covington Company, Jacksonville; Bonacker Brothers, Tampa; Cren-
shavsf Brothers, Tampa ; W. R. Fuller & Co., Tampa.

Southern Rug and Carpet Mills, Atlanta; Southern Flour and Grain Com-
pany, Atlanta ; Lookout Mountain Coal and Coke Company, Atlanta.

The National Dry Kiln Company, Indianapolis; Claggett Saddle Tree Com-
pany, Jeffersonville ; B. T. Hipplehauser & Co., Terre Haute; John Gringer &
Co., Jeffersonville ; Jeffersonville Canning Company, Jeffersonville ; Ohio Falls
Iron Company, New Albany ; Peter Klerner, New Albany. County of Vander-
burg : W. L. Ronaldson, clerk ; A. F. Biggerstaffs, superintendent ; P. G. Hamp-
ton, section foreman ; H. T. Wyrick, section foreman ; R. H. Kemper, section
foreman ; C. C. Schukrap, section foreman ; Thomas Beard, laborer ; Green
Folmer, laborer ; James Roach, laborer ; Chestie McCinry, laborer ; James
Powell, laborer ; Josh Majors, laborer ; Richard Landers, laborer.

J. A. Edward, laborer ; Water Vaughn, laborer ; Richard Hall, laborer , Mac
Nader, laborer ; John Mariners, laborer ; Pete Jackson, laborer ; Mose Smith,
laborer; Tom Naden, laborer; Sisa Gaff, laborer; Charley Buckner, laborer;
Sam Winn, laborer ; E. I. Candle, laborer ; James Stewart, laborer ; Jesse Staley,
laborer ; Mose Williams, laborer ; Phill Dock, laborer ; Arthur Fortson, laborer

;

Gim Gainer, laborer ; Will Henderson, laborer ; Nathaniel Toliver, laborer

;

Prince Toliver, laborer ; B. F. Bryant, laborer ; B. R. Tollaferrio, laborer

;

J. Grundy, laborer ; C. Roberson, laborer ; Tom Hibet, laborer ; Jim Hanes,
laborer ; Charles Lavis, laborer ; Walter Humphrey, laborer ; Henry Tandy,
laborer ; Robert Wigfall laborer. County of Posey : C. A. Whitt, section fore-
man; W. E. Carrell, section foreman; W. E. Bray, section foreman; William
Halvis, section laborer ; John Bell, section laborer ; Lee Victor, section laborer

;

Wesley Talecur, section laborer ; David Cheaton, section laborer ; John Crump,
section laborer ; Alva A. Miller, section laborer ; James Hays, section laborer

;

James Phelps, section laborer ; Charlie Smith, section laborer ; Willie Potter,
section laborer ; Lauir Rose, section laborer ; E. Pippin, section laborer ; E. Har-
rison, section laborer.

pounty of St. Clair : F. H. Pleitner, section foreman ; 51. M. Bouscher, section
foreman ; Hy. W. Pleitner, section foreman ; William Faulkner, section fore-
man

; G. F. Hook, section foreman ; T. A. Dougherty, section foreman ; E. F.
Singleton, section foreman ; Otto F. Barth, laborer ; Gottlieb Garbs, laborer

;

John Wieder, Jr., laborer; Henry Barth, laborer; William Rice, laborer; Julius
Boehm, laborer ; C. H. Depew, laborer ; Henry Bouscher, laborer ; William
Askem, laborer; A, Thierry, laborer; C. Buhlhorn, laborer; William Dillinder,

laborer ; W. F. Sullivan, laborer ; William Kraemer, laborer ; W. T. Mann,
laborer ; W. T. Larner, laborer ; T. P. McMahon, laborer ; C. Grimes, laborer

;

Lewis Stephens, laborer ; Gid Pride, laborer ; John Gray, laborer ; John Jenkins,
laborer; Peter Martin, laborer; Charles Covington, laborer; Walter Gleaves,
laborer; Edgar ICirkpatrick, laborer; Hence Kiser, laborer-; T. Muse, laborer;
Jim Bugg, laborer ; Nely Kiser, laborer ; Charles Brown, laborer ; Jim Lee,

S. Doc. 243, 5&-1—vol 4 64
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laborer ; E. L. Binglinm, laborer ; B. S. Sanders, laborer ; Ben Hogan, laborer

;

Sam Hogan, laborer ; Sam Williams, laborer ; Bob Bland, laborer ; W. N. Reed,

laborer ; Peeling Talley, laborer ; Poney Chushberg, laborer ; Henry Johnson,
laborer ; Coin Campbell, laborer ; Ed Haze, laborer ; Boweling Whiteger,
laborer ; Guss Sbarkey, laborer ; William Reed, laborer ; George Mode, laborer.

County of Clinton ; R. C. Eaton, foreman ; Arthur A. Bohlandes, section man

;

Fred Kemer, section man ; Phillip Herderhorrt, section man ; Albert Becker,
section man. County of Washington : M. P. Jolly, section foreman ; J. M.
Underwood, section foreman ; W. A. Shirley, section foreman ; George Leite-

chute, section foreman ; G. P. McNen, section foreman ; Audrey Friend, section

man ; George W. Wright, section man.
L. D. Linesdy, sectionman ; H. W. Crow, sectionman ; J. D. Hall, sectionman

;

Charles Gilbert, sectionman ; E. Mayo, sectionman ; Prank Sodders, sectionman

;

Fred Hahler, sectionman ; John Klingenberg, sectionman ; R. E. Ragland, sec-

tionman ; Prank Rogers, sectionman ; George Shelton, sectionman ; Karl Kowa-
lewski, sectionman ; W. T. Morton, sectionman ; Frank Tracewell, sectionman

;

Martin Ganz, sectionman ; August Backo, sectionman ; Oliver M. Jackson, sec-

tionman ; John Dougherty, sectionman ; Walter Moode, sectionman. County of
Jefferson : J. A. Endecott, superintendent of track ; Eli Shirley, section foreman

;

I. D. Hampton, section foreman ; William McCord, section foreman ; L. A. Ste-

vens, section foreman ; Charles Collins, sectionman ; Jasper Garrison, section-

man ; B. F. Hampton, sectionman ; Otto Sanders, sectionman ; J. D. Winkler,
sectionman ; J. T. Tuck, sectionman ; Bruster Tisher, sectionman ; James Rober-
son, sectionman ; Everett Robertson, sectionman ; J. C. Morgan, sectionman ; Ira

A. Du Bois, sectionman ; W. M. Wright, sectionman ; Ruby Stephens, sectionman
;

James Peterson, sectionman ; S. P. Laswell, sectionman ; Walter Pigg, sectionman :

G. Mays, sectionman ; E. Wineger, sectionman ; Albert Mayes, sectionman ; Wil-
liam Chance, sectionman ; John Bolin, sectionman. County of Hamilton : J. P.

Undervi'ood, foreman ; Robert Oglesby, foreman ; L. P. Oldham, foreman ; S. Prim,
foreman ; G. W. Canterbury, foreman ; William Natiaus, foreman ; W. H. Wilky,
section laborer ; Charles Afgan, section laborer ; James W. Tennison, section la-

borer ; L. R. Gutridge, section laborer ; W. L. Williams, section laborer ; Pred
Waugh, section laborer ; C. F. Waugh, section laborer ; G. Apgar, section laborer

;

Joseph Kennedy, section laborer ; Hugh Hagarty, section laborer ; T. H. Lambert,
section laborer ; M. M. Daily, section laborer ; C. D. Dickerson, section laborer

;

J. A. Tedford, section laborer ; T. T. Grimes, section laborer ; Henry Bleach, sec-

tion laborer ; S. R. Halley, section laborer ; James Haines, section laborer ; Roy
Daily, section laborer.

Orvil Poney, section laborer ; Vincent Daily, section laborer ; Ernest Nalley,

section laborer ; Frank M. Nalley, section laborer ; Ol Denbo, section laborer

;

J. W. Jamerson, section laborer ; El Faires, section laborer ; William Docy,
section laborer ; B. J. Trusty, section laborer ; T. P. Doiskell, section laborer

;

Charles Edwards, section laborer ; H. F. Newman, section laborer ; J. Blearr,

section laborer ; J. A. Dickerson, section laborer ; J. M. Prince, section laborer

;

E. 0. Randall, section laborer ; T. L. Dickerson, section laborer ; Jesse Lowry,
section laborer ; George Young, section laborer ; James Beard, section laborer

;

George H. Taylor, section laborer ; John Beard, section laborer.

County of Saline : O. T. Rigg, section foreman. No. 34 ; W. C. Gidcourt, sec-

tion foreman. No. 33 ; Con Mayhall, section laborer. No. 34 ; James Hurst,

section laborer ; Henry Funkhouser, section laborer ; William Payne, section

lafiorer ; Edward McTusky, section laborer ; Oscar Berry, section laborer

;

Charles Baker, section laborer. No. 33 ; Prank Kilgore, section laborer ; Cill

HafCord, section laborer ; Dave Hafford, section laborer ; Carl Newcome, section

laborer.

County of White : W. H. Snyder, section foreman ; William Carey, section

foreman ; James Driskill, section foreman ; David Green, section foreman ; Joe

Brown, section laborer ; Worten Elliott, section laborer ; Clay Newman, section

laborer ; Henry Rickman, section laborer ; Isaac Toran, section laborer ; S. J.

McDaniel, section laborer ; P. Sircl, section laborer ; Charles Kingery, section

laborer ; Ross Erwin, section laborer ; James Wyatt, section laborer ; Wed
Yoger, section laborer ; Ed Swiney, section laborer ; G. W. Carrell, section

laborer ; J. W. Carey, section laborer ; Thomas Jordan, section laborer ; James
Barnett, section laborer ; Sol Holme, section laborer ; George Shields, section

laborer ; Arthur Parkhurst, section laborer ; F. D. Phipps, section laborer ; John
Ritscher, section laborer; S. S. Temley, section laborer; T. H. Horgere, section

laborer ; Jasper Nelson, section laborer ; J. W. Hile, section laborer ; Will Hart,

section laborer ; Charles Hart, section laborer ; L. E. Smith, section laborer.
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KENTUCKY.

Distillers' Cooperage Company, Bardstown ; Junction City Stave Company,
Junction City.

Resolutions of the business men of Jackson, as follows

:

Floyd Day, president Swann-Day Lumber Company ; J. S. Head, jr., cashier
Jackson Deposit Bank; Crawford & Co., The Dealers; G. W. Sewell ; John
Watts ; H. E. Evans & Co., lumber and tie dealers ; Kentucy Union Company, by
A. S. Henry, general manager ; H. F. Davis ; A. H. Hargis ; M. S. Grain ; J. W.
Ford ; J. Wise Hagins ; F. H. Enwright, manager K. L. & V. Co. ; J. D. Jones

;

S. S. Taublee ; W. L. Eversole ; W. J. Vole ; Noble & Noble ; Jackson Drug Com-
pany ; C. Hadden ; J. M. Osborn ; N. B. Combs & Co. ; M. F. Back ; Wilson &
Cole ; Firstein & Euster.
A. 0. Scbuff & Co., Louisville ; H. Tamplet & Co., Louisville ; Peter J. Kuhn,

Louisville; Cooper, Hewitt Company, Louisville j E. D. Morton & Co., Louisville;
A'^on Behren-Russell Company, Louisville ; The P. Raidt Mining Company, Louis-
ville ; City Livery, Boarding and Transfer Company, Louisville ; The Tlenry L.
Koshler Manufacturing Company, Louisville ; Blocke, Francke & Co., Louisville

;

Herman Brothers, Louisville ; Strassel-Gans Paint Company, Louisville ; R. M.
Martin & Co., Louisville ; Wehmhoff & Ballard, Louisville ; National Roofing
and Supply Company, Louisville ; C. E. McBride, Louisville ; Hughes Moore,
Louisville; Louisville Fire Brick Works, Louisville; R. O. Gathright & Co.,

Louisville ; Scanlon Jones Coal Company, Louisville ; F. A. Burgess, Louisville

;

Chas. H. Kahlert, Louisville ; S. Snodgrass & Co., Louisville ; John Weisen-
stein & Co., Louisville ; B. F. Swartz & Co., Louisville ; Rabbeth-Rutherford
Mill Company, Louisville ; Arthur Peter, Louisville ; C. P. Moorman & Co.,

Louisville ; American Tool Company, Louisville ; M. P. Brown & Sons Lumber
Company, Louisville ; Price & Lucas Cider and Vinegar Works, Louisville ; J. L.

ClifC, Louisville ; Turner, Day & Woolworth Handle Company, Louisville

;

Kaufman-Straus Company, Louisville ; O'Neil Coal and Coke Company, Louis-
ville ; Jesse Moore, Hunt Company, Louisville ; The SutclifCe Company, Louis-
ville; Mehler Lumlber Company, Louisville; Stotz Lumber Company, Louisville.

I. F. Stone & Sons Co., Louisville ; Stewart, Sanders & Co., Louisville ; Gam-
brinus Cooperage Works, Louisville ; Parsons-Willis Lumber Company, Louis-
ville ; Hardaway, Smith & Co., Louisville ; D. Davis & Son, Louisville ; W. R.
Crawford & Co., Louisville ; Martin Byrne & Co., Louisville ; John Bauer Pot-
tery Works, Louisville ; Louisville Bolt and Iron Company, Louisville ; The
Todd Donigan Iron Company, Louisville ; J. A. Vandiver, Louisville ; Prank
Roth & Co., Louisville ; Central Consumers Company, Louisville ; W. E. Cald-
well Company, Louisville ; Bellis Bros. & Pate Company, Louisville ; Wm. SchufC

& Co., Louisville ; Citizens Warehouse and Transfer Company, Louisville

;

Geo. Wolf & Co., Louisville; Geo. Cohn & Co., Louisville; Ohio Valley Tie
Company, Louisville ; Kentucky Veneer Works, Louisville ; American Candy
Manufacturing Company, Louisville ; S. Hyman, Louisville ; Goddard & Co.,

Louisville ; Geo. G. Fetter & Co., Louisville ; Falls City Buggy Top Com-
pany, Louisville ; Geo. Dehler, jr., Louisville ; Davis, Kelley & Co., Louisville

;

Diller, Bennett Co., Louisville ; C. K. Sprowl & Son, Louisville ; Palace Polish

Works, Louisville; Union Warehouse Branch, Louisville; Schuster & Nief,

Louisville.

M. Sabel & Sons, Louisville ; John P. Morton & Co., Louisville ; Mayfield
Woolen Mills Clothing Company, Louisville ; Edw. H. Marcus, Louisville ; Chas.

Wigginton, Louisville; William Tingley Company, Louisville; Theo. Shoptaw &
Co., Louisville ; Rothchild & Weinbaum, Louisville ; Robinson, Hughes Company,
Louisville ; Fred J. Mayer, Louisville ; Louisville Tin and Stove Company, Louis-

ville; Kidd, Brothers & Co., Louisville; Kentucky Wagon Manufacturing Com-
pany, Louisville; Jones & Miller, Louisville; W. & A. C. Semple, Louisville;

Starr Dry Goods Company, Louisville; T. P. Taylor & Co., Louisville; R. M.
Cunningham, Louisville; Kentucky Wagon Manufacturing Company, Louis-

ville ; Jas. Clark, jr., & Co., Louisville ; Harman Joseph, Louisville ; J. T. Drane
& Co., Louisville; Jacob Hyman, Louisville; Harshfleld, Hile & Co., Louisville;

James J. Flynn, Louisville; Peter Ellwanger, jr., Louisville; Geo. H. Dietz &
Co., Louisville; Gannon & Byers Millinery Company, Louisville; The Hub,
Louisville; Louisville Grocery Company, Louisville; Baumgarten Company,
Louisville ; Kremelberg & Co., Louisville ; Thomas J. Batman Company, Louis-

ville; The Louisville Spoke and Bending Company, Louisville.

Montenegro-Riehm Music Company, Louisville; William Casler, Louisville;

Mansfield, Harris & Co., Louisville; Laib Company, Louisville; H. L. Martin,
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Midway ; Geo. Alexander & Co., Paris ; Brotherhood of Locomotive Engineers,
P. Leeds Division, No. 463, Corbin ; Brotherhood of Locomotive Engineers,
Division No. 603, Ludlow ; General Adjustment Committee, Brotherhood of Lo-
comotive Engineers, L. & N. R. R., by P. A. Burgess, general chairman, Louis-
ville.

LOUISIANA.

New Orleans Cotton Exchange, New Orleans ; Augustus Craft, New Orleans

;

E. Keeler Company, New Orleans.

A. J. Capen, chief conductor, Division No. 403, Bangor and Aroostook System,
Bangor ; Brotherhood of Locomotive Firemen, Great Eastern Lodge, No. 4, Port-
land.

MASSACHUSETTS.

Brotherhood of Freight and Baggagemen of America, Subordinate Division
No. 71, Boston ; Tri-Mountain Lodge, No. 486, Brotherhood of Railroad Train-
men, Boston ; Brotherhood of Locomotive Engineers, Boston ; Division No. 61, by
E. L. Abbott, Boston ; Brotherhood of Locomotive Firemen, Division No. 410,
Fitchburg; Brotherhood of Railroad Freight and Baggagemen of America,
Division No. 89, Salem ; Order of Railway Conductors, Excelsior Division No.
339, by W. F. Higgins, South Framingham ; Brotherhood of Locomotive Firemen,
Paul Revere Lodge, No. 485, Somerville ; Brotherhood of Locomotive Firemen,
Hampden Lodge, No. 307, Springfield.

NEW HAMPSHIRE.

Brotherhood of Locomotive Firemen, No. 461, Woodville ; Brotherhood of
Freight and Baggagemen of America, Division No. 80, Nashua ; Brotherhood of

Locomotive Firemen, Granite State Lodge, No. 306, Concord.

NEW TOEK.

Brotherhood of Railroad Freight and Baggagemen of America, Division No.
99, Mechanicsville ; Elmira Division, No. 9, Order of Railway Conductors, El-

mira ; Joseph Nimmo, jr., Huntington, Long Island, N. Y.

NOETH CAEOLINA.

Asheville Central Labor Union, composed of the following : Carpenters and
Joiners, No. 123 ; Retail Clerks' Union, No. 78 ; Plasterers' Union, No. 64

;

Stonecutters' Union, No. 39 ; Bricklayers' Union, No. 97 ; Plumbers' Union, No.

46 ; Lathers' Union, No. 54 ; Electricians' Union, No. 72 ; Barbers' Union, No.

27 ; Bartenders' Union, No. 39 ; Typographical Union, No. 96 ; Painters' Union,
No. 107.

County of Rowan : Ed L. Heilig, 218a Connell street, Salisbury ; D. E. Kester,

Fourth street, Spencer ; R. B. Hurte, 218 West Comriel street, Salisbury

;

W. G. Home, Spencer ; J. W. Rideoutte, 603 East Irwin street, Salisbury

;

A. L. Youmans, 634 South Long street, Salisbury ; A. M. Evans, 322 Edmenns
street, Salisbury; Ed C. Bieese, Spencer; W. C. Houchins, Fourth street,

Spencer ; J. J. Pharr, Salisbury avenue, Spencer ; A. Hartman, Salisbury

avenue, Spencer; G. W. Klutz, South Main, No. 212, Salisbury; B. E. Harrison;
P. N. Williams, Salisbury ; B. P. Bancom, S. R. R. 825, Salisbury ; J. W. Kesler,

Salisbury; J. T. Gobble, Spencer; W. F. Stafford, Spencer; A. P. Pickler, Sal-

isbury ; W. N. Genhour, Salisbury ; U. S. Jordan, Salisbury ; J. H. Butner, Salis-

bury ; W. G. Watson, Salisbury ; L. M. Sharp, Spencer ; W. A. Sain, Salisbury

;

H. P. Earnheart, Salisbury ; W. A. Boon, Spencer ; G. E. Riddell, Spencer

;

Leroy Godare, Salisbury ; W. R. Porter, Spencer ; C. A. Risel, Salisbury ; S. C.

Safrit, Salisbury; L. H. Hatley, Spencer.

P. W. Ward, Long street, Spencer; J. T. Tenley, Spencer; C. W. Overcash,

Harrison street, Salisbury; W. E. Albright, Harrison street, Salisbury; G. W.
Pierce, Harrison street, Salisbury ; IC. L. Abrams, Spencer ; J. A. Roberts, Spen-

cer; Ed Hedrick, Spencer; W. L. Moore, Spencer; H. P. Grubb, Spencer; C. J.

Thompson, Salisbury; M. C. Anslln, Spencer; T. S. Bridges, Salisbury; C. E.
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Watson, Spencer ; I. F. Martin, Salisbury ; J. W. Lawson, Spencer ; J. L. Lyerly.
Spencer; N. L. Slioaf, Spencer; W. N. Albright, Salisbury; C. W. Leonard,
Spencer; J. L. Bowles, Spencer; W. H. Harwood, Salisbury; 0. C. Heilig,
Salisbury; H. B. Hahn, Spencer; D. Fulk, Spencer; A. A. Lottin, Spencer;
L. F. Mahaley, Salisbury ; T. C. Drabrooks, Salisbury ; C. R. Rimer, Salisbury

;

W. E. Hasley, Salisbury; F. C. Suttisuhite, Spencer; J. C. Treyles, Spencer;
R. M. Keiter, railroad 812, Salisbury ; J. Bloforth, Spencer ; M. A. Cerl, South
Sheaver 328, Salisbury ; M. L. Webb, Bank street 530, Salisbury ; T. E. Aaron,
Bank street 508, Salisbury ; Lee Ketchie, R. F. D. No. 4, Salisbury ; L. H. Call,
Tericonton street 422, Salisbury ; W. 11. Cole, 308 East Bank street, Salisbury

;

C. S. Neal, Spencer; J. A. Eller, Spencer; I. M. Lowe, Spencer; J. H. Kesler,
Spencer; J. W. Shoaf, Spencer; A. B. Call, Salisbury; W. H. Saiss, Salisbury;
S. A. Hufflnes, Salisbury; J. A. Eheant, Spencer; T. H. Williams, Salisbury;
R. A. Tlernan, 208 West Kerr street, Salisbury; Monroe McCraven, 18 East
Cemday street, Salisbury; B. W. Barger, box 282, Salisbury; E. T. Bernhardt,
319 Fisher street, Salisbury; Z. V. Trexler, Salisbury; E. J. Pitt, Spencer;
J. A. Both, Spencer ; J. A. Penick, Spencer ; J. A. Blackwell, Salisbury ; E. H.
Lyons, 429 North Main street, Salisbury ; J. E. Cope, North Fulton street,
Salisbury; J. L. Phares, Spencer; W. D. Daurs, Pinnacle; R. L. Cauble. Salis-
bury ; T. D. Barber, Salisbury ; E. D. Barber, Salisbury ; J. A. Bernhardt,
Salisbury, Ens street 518 ; Thomas Pierce, 530 East Wendson street, Salisbury

;

L. B. Forrest, Spencer; C. C. Rice; James Burrell, Spencer.
W. T. Workman, Salisbury ; S. L. Harmon, Salisbury ; Eugene Fuller, 311

Jackson street, Salisbury ; E. A. Bridges, 506 North Main street, Salisbury

;

J. H. Benton, jr.. Car avenue, Spencer ; J. B. Krider, Main street, Salisbury

;

J. S. Wrenn, North Lee, Spencer ; R. G. Behre, Spencer ; Harrie Brockmann,
Connell street, Salisbury ; J. W. White, Whitehead avenue, Spencer ; L. H.
Donkel, Salisbury ; Duke Holzer, Spencer ; J. M. Monroe, Salisbury ; A. G.
Wells, Spencer ; G. L. Brooks, Salisbury ; R. E. Harnes, Salisbury ; S. H. Reed,
Spencer ; J. P. Scott, Spencer ; H. E. Shulenberger, Spencer ; E. C. Eagle, Salis-

bury ; Henry Perl, Salisbury ; H. B. Wilbronson, Spencer ; J. F. Robinson,
Salisbury ; W. J. Riley, Spencer ; C. E. Hekins, Salisbury ; J. B. Hughes, Salis-

bury ; L. E. Wright, Salisbury ; J. S. Hamrick, Salisbury ; T. W. Henderson,
Spencer ; J. E. Scraggs, Salisbury ; E. E. Botkin, Salisbury ; A. K. Sharp,
Spencer ; W. A. Daniel, 522 North Main street, Salisbury ; T. E. Swicegoad,
Spencer ; F. McDonald, Spencer ; Joseph Blackburn, Spencer ; G. E. De Borde,
322 East Erwin street, Salisbury ; W. E. Shuping, 42 West Cemetery, Salisbury

;

Paul G. Betts, Salisbury ; J. F. Heilig, Spencer ; J. F. Gordon, 223 West Council
street, Salisbury ; O. B. Inman, 515 East Innos street, Salisbury ; C. T. Weirst,
Spencer ; J. M. Loman, Spencer ; Edwin Cuthall, 308 South Fulton, Salisbury

;

J. H. Harris, Spencer; R. M. Marks, 119 West Fisher street; Salisbury; G. C.

Strickland, 118 Kerr street, Salisbury ; L. A. Abel, 504 East Innos street, Salis-

bury ; A. C. Minius, 506 East Innos street, Salisbury ; H. D. Carpenter, Box
455, Salisbury; T. M. Page, Spencer; W. T. Porter, 220 East Bank street,

Salisbury ; C. P. Howell, Spencer ; James Lyons, 429 North Main street, Salis-

bury; Frank A. Boich, Salisbury.

SOUTH CAROLINA.

Trades and Labor Assembly, Charleston.

TENNESSEE.

Tennessee Cooperage Company, Columbia; McLemore Flour and Grain Com-
pany, Columbia; Davis c& Andrews, Memphis; S. C. Toof & Co., Memphis;
G. B. Stetson Lumber Company, Memphis; Galloway Coal Company, Memphis;
Webb & Maury, Memphis ; Hunt & Bro., Memphis ; Wm. W. Simmons, Memphis

;

John Wade & Sons, Memphis ; W. P. Brown & Co., Memphis ; Read Phosphate
Company, Memphis; Blue Grass Phosphate Company, Mount Pleasant; Ten-

nessee Packing and Provision Company, Nashville; Retail Merchants' Asso-

ciation, Nashville; The Davidson-Benedict Company, Nashville; National

Casket Company, Nashville; Love, Boyd & Co., Nashville; Nashville Tie and
Cedar Company, Nashville; Nashville Lumbermen's Association, Nashville;

Rockdale Iron Company, Rockdale; Brotherhood of Locomotive Engineers,

Cumberland Division, No. 473, Nashville.
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VIRGINIA.

Central Labor Union, Norfolk ; Central Trade and Labor Council, Richmond

;

Journeymen Plumbers' Union, No. 10, Richmond ; Barbers' Union, No. 503,
Richmond ; Stove Mounters' Union, Richmond.

VERMONT.

Order of Railway Conductors, E. W. Clements Division, No. 296, Rutland

;

Brotherhood of Locomotive Firemen, Division No. 365, Bellows Palls.

WEST VIRGINIA.

A. F. Southworth, Huntington.

Protests of commercial bodies, labor unions, firms, and individuals against
conferring upon the Interstate Commerce Commissioti power to fix railroad
rates.

NATIONAL AND SECTIONAL.

Order Railway Telegraphers, Boston and Maine System, Boston Division, No.
41 ; Joint Protective Board, Brotherhood of Locomotive Firemen, of Youngs-
town, Ohio ; Brotherhood of Railroad Freight and Baggagemen of America

;

Southern Corn Millers' Association, annual meeting, Chattanooga, Tenn., Novem-
ber 7, 1905 ; Southeastern Millers' Association, Nashville, Tenn. ; Brotherhood
Railroad Freight and Baggagemen of America, Newport, Vermont Division, No.
48 ; General Board of Adjustment, Order Railway Conductors, Atchison, Topeka,
and Santa Fe Railway ; Order Railroad Telegraphers, Chicago and North-
western Railroad System, Division No. 76, Jewell Junction, Iowa; General
Grievance Committee, Brotherhood of Railroad Trainmen, Chicago and North-
western System, Eagle Grove, Iowa ; General Grievance Committee, Brotherhood
of Railroad Trainmen, Rock Island System ; General Chairmen of the Brother-
hood of Locomotive Engineers, of Cleveland, Ohio ; Retail Coal Dealers' Associa-
tion of the New England States (Incorporated) ; Coal Dealers' Association of

Iowa and Nebraska ; The Illinois and Wisconsin Retail Coal Dealers' Associa-
tion ; Michigan and Indiana Retail Coal Association ; The National Board of

Trade.
Jno. B. Atkinson, T. C. Du Pont, H.vwel Davies, J. B. Speed (by J. B. A.),

W. R. Cole (by H. D. ), representing the coal operations of the State of Ken-
tucky, which employ 15,000 men, producing over 7.000,000 tons per annum on
an Investent of about $20,000,000.

T. I. Stephenson, W. C. Dibrell, J. L. Manring (by H. D.), representing the

coal operations of the State of Tennessee, employing 10,000 men and producing
5,000,000 tons per annum, with nearly $15,000,000 invested.

Alfred M. Ogle, R. R. Hammond, G. C. Kolsem, representing the coal opera-

tions of the State of Indiana, employing 25,000 men and producing 12,000,000

tons per annum, with $30,000,000 invested.

T. H. Bush (by H. D.), H. E. McCormack (by H. D.), representing the coal

operations of the State of Alabama, employing 25,000 men and producing
12,000,000 tons per annum, with about $30,000,000 invested.

ALABAMA.

R. L. Ellis, superintendent Selma Lighting Company, Selma; W. H. Sadler,

treasurer and collector, Sheffield ; R. F. Ross, of Gaines & Ross, wholesale

brokers, flour, grain, and provisions, Selma ; L. Hammel Dry Goods Company,
Mobile ; Alabama Stone Company, Florence ; N. C. Elting, cashier the First

National Bank, Florence ; Order Railway Conductors, Montgomery Division.

No. 98 ; Order Railway Conductors, Division No. 186, Birmingham ; Brother-

hood Locomotive Engineers, Division No. 436, Birmingham ; Brotherhood Loco-

motive Firemen,- Tombigbee Lodge, No. 426, Avondale ; Mobile Commercial Club,

Mobile ; W. L. Thompson Company, Selma.

CALIFORNIA.

Chamber of Commerce, Red Bluff ; Board of Trade, Winters ;
Brotherhood of

Ijocomotive Firemen, Orange Grove, 97, Los Angeles ; Grocers' Protective Asso-

ciation, Stockton ; Brotherhood of Locomotive Engineers, Division 161, San
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Francisco; Brotherhood of Locomotive Engineers, Golden Gate Lodge, No. 91,
San Francisco; Transportation Club, San Francisco; Order Railway Conduc-
tors, Division 11, Los Angeles ; Produce Exchange, Los Angeles ; Order Railway
Conductors, Division 364; Chamber of Commerce, Woodland; Order Railway
Conductors, E. C. Capitan Division 115, San Francisco.

CONNECTICUT.

Brotherhood of Locomotive Engineers, general committee of adjustment. New
Haven ; Brotherhood of Locomotive Engineers, Bay State Division, No. 439

;

H. H. Smith, treasurer Middletown Savings Bank, Middletown.

T. Murphy, president Jacksonville Machine and Iron Works ; J. H. McLaurin
Company, Jacksonville, wholesale grocers, fruits, and produce ; Murray &
Baker, carriage and wagon material, Jacksonville ; Baker & Holmes Company,
wholesale grocers, Jacksonville ; Consolidated Grocery Company, Jacksonville

;

J. J. Williams's Mammoth Mail Order House, Jacksonville ; George E. Chase &
Co., ship chandlery, hardware, paints, oils, Jacksonville ; Iseman & Goffln Com-
pany, commission merchants, Jacksonville ; A. S. Baker, merchandise broker,
Jacksonville.

GEORGIA.

Sanders Manufacturing Company, Dalton ; Savannah Trades and Labor
League, No. 6, Savannah ; Macon Trades and Labor League, No. 5, Macon

;

Georgia State Trades and Labor League, Atlanta ; Allied Trades and Labor
Assembly, Rome.

ILUNOIS.

Illinois Coal Operators' Association ; Jerry Grinther, bridge carpenter. Bone
Gap ; George Bailer, New Memphis ; Andrew Lamson, bridge carpenter. Mount
Vernon ; C. W. Smith, carpenter, Carmi

;
joint committee of organized railway

employees of Illinois ; Railway Employees' Twentieth Century Club of Illinois

;

Business Men's Association, Springfield ; Fox River Valley Manufacturing
Association, Aurora ; Armour & Co., Chicago.

McDonald & Co., grain dealers. New Albany ; Order of Railway Conductors,
Howell Division, -No. 381, Evansville ; R. M. Carlton, carpenter, Bvansville

;

W. C. Shrode, foreman, Evansville ; Henry Troop, bridge foreman, Evansville

;

Jacob Keitel, bridge carpenter, Mount Vernon ; Frederick Weissman, bridge
carpenter. Mount Vernon ; George C. Koerner, bridge carpenter. Mount Vernon

;

Al. Rowe, bridge carpenter. Mount Vernon ; Edgar Thomas, bridge carpenter.
Mount Vei'non ; Henry L. Dixon, bridge carpenter. Mount Vernon ; Charles
Henring, bridge carpenter. Mount Vernon ; Edmund Thomas, bridge carpenter,
Mount Vernon ; Edgar Richardson, bridge carpenter, Mount Vernon ; Indiana
Coal Operators' Association ; Brotherhood of Railroad Trainmen, G. E. Boynton
Lodge, No. 138, Eagle Grove ; American Hominy Company, Indianapolis.

Order Railway Conductors, Sioux City ; Brotherhood of Locomotive Engi-
neers, Sioux City ; Brotherhood Locomotive Firemen, Sioux City ; Brotherhood
Railway Trainmen, Sioux City ; Brotherhood of Railroad Trainmen, G. E.

Boynton Lodge, No. 138, Eagle Grove.

KENTUCKY.

J. R. Fisher, Henderson; transportation committee of the Louisville Com-
mercial Club, Louisville ; L. S. Dinkelspiel, wool, feathers, ginseng, etc., Louis-
ville ; Simon Bohn, rags, iron, and old rubber, Louisville ; Wilson & Wilson,
produce and commission merchants, Louisville ; American Butter and Cheese
Company, Louisville; The Rieger Fruit and Produce Company, Louisville; M.
Uieger & Co., commission merchants, Louisville ; Bradus & Gheens, candy man-
ufacturers, Louisville; The Shippers Produce and Commission Company, Louis-
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vllle; Eugene B. Dye, paper, twines, etc., Louisville; John C. Weller Company,
Incorporated, Louisville. Todd County : Jas. Southard, W. A. May, W. W.
Ruder, Ruben Warfield, Lias Gray, George Kay, Shelby Moore, Robert Jackson,
Wm. Johnson, George Dickerson, B. L. Kidd, Chas. Gibson, Sam M. Sims,
Frank Poter, Thornton Russell, Henry Miller, Sam Hile, Knox Vaughan, John
Harrison, Andrew James, Burt Glizzrd, Charles Pondexter, Sam Childes, .Tim

Wright. Christian County : George Murphy, Charley Pendleton, Minnie Gray,
Stephen Gradey, Howard Vaughan, Robert Durette, Richard Warfield, Anderson
Wagoner, Morris Vaughn, Richard Bronaugh, K. W. Patterson, David Rogers,
Dick Bradley, George Smith, Jim Dickerson, Frank Crick, John Jordon, John
Woodburn, Amos Malone, Daniel Lee, Walter Henderson, J. A. Best, Charles
Helm, George Pike, Henry Vinson, E. T. Thompsom, Wm. M. Garrett.

Jos. Forster, Chas. Futrell, Donnie Brown, Sam Harper, Richard Gist, Wright
Mayor, Robert May, H. W. Cole, L. R. Gates, W. R. Pauley. C. C. Mengel
& Brother Company, hardwood lumber, Louisville ; Mcintosh Millinery Com-
pany, Louisville; Robinson-Pettet Company, wholesale druggist, Louisville;
Swan-Abram Hat Company, Louisville ; L. Moses & Co., wholesale clothing,

Louisville. Henderson County : John Cummings, W. C. Edmondson, Thomas
Hammond, Willis Lidsay, Will Phillips, Jem Glass, Charles Buckman, Jim
Davis, J. D. Matthews, George Moss, Daniel Brown, K. T. Golday, Lee Llpkins,
G. W. Bishop, Albert Hall, Jack Woods, Cornelius Beverly, joe Hawkins,
Eddie Beverly, Bdmond Sassum, Cornelius Briggs, Andrew Baldwin, Harry
Marshall, Richai'd Norman, Henry Pointer, Willis Lidsay, Tom Glass, Charles
Buckman, Jim Davis. Hopkins County : I. L. Pendley, Glover Rhea, H. E.

Smith, Mack Rhea, Will Riley, J. A. Barnes, T. B. Blades, Ed Garner, Frank
Pendley, George Baker, L. R. Morgan, G. Ashley, J. B. Houbry, W. W. Goodloe,
E. L. Hunt, J. W. Long, Eve Hunt, JefE Seats,. Granville Pendley, Wriley Lisk,

Robert Moore, R. W. Gilmer, J. W. Graves, J. W. Perkins, G. W. McClure, John
Adcock, Tom Cheatman, A. Kirkwood, J. K. Perkins, Louis AUensworth, Chris
Myers, W. T. Minton, Richard Jordan, J. F. Steven, Corry Grody, J. H. Camp-
bell, Henry Blue, Mathew Stum, George Pritchett, John Springfield, Sherman
Farmer, John Walker, Chas. Allen, Burton Allred, Ward Allred, Thomas Gaddis,
Harry Walker, B. P. Fleming, George Jackson, Will Murphy, Claud Edens,
Ed Green, Noah Heston, Ike Langley, John Butler, Frank Morrow, C. M. Henry,
Charles Long, D. H. Carey, Robert Barnes, R. E. Mayes, W. L. Hughlett, Ed
Dorris, J. L. Burns, W. T. Anderson, John S. Neel, M. H. Butler, P. C. Morr.
Webster County : Willie Walls, D. L. Couch, Edmund Jones, James Presley,

Irviri Nance, Will Foster, Riley Simpson, Will Corbitt, George Price, Sam
Pitty, Dave Hawkins, Andrew Hawkins, Harvey Jewell, A. Chamberlain,
Frank Archie, Charlie Watson, D. O. Gates, T. C. Wallace. Will Doenhle
Machine Company, Louisville ; Samuel Debrovy, rags and* iron, Louisville

;

Doll & Zoeller, lumber, flooring, shingles, doors, and sash, Louisville; the D.
Weiss Company, Incorporated, beds, lounges, couches, and parlor suits, Louis-

ville ; Kentucky Lithographing Company, Louisville ; Plaflinger & Company,
pork and beef packers, Louisville ; Ludlow Division 603, Brotherhood of Loco-

motive Engineers, Ludlow.
LOUISIANA.

Henry G. Hester, secretary and superintendent New Orleans Cotton Exchange,
New Orleans.

MAINE.

Brotherhood of Locomotive Engineers, Division 40, Portland ; Brotherhood of

Railway Trainmen, Aroostook Lodge, No. 393 ; Brotherhood of Railroad Train-

men, H. W. Longfellow Lodge, No. 82, Portland.

MAEYLAND.

Cumberland Hydraulic Cement and Manufacturing Company, Cumberland;

Thomas F. Smouse, Cumberland.

MASSACHUSETTS.

Order of Railroad Telegraphers, Boston Division, No. 41, Boston; Order of

Railway Telegraphers, General Committee B. & M. R. R. Co., Chelsea; C. F.

Baker, secretary, Boston Division, No. 122, O. R. C, Boston ; Brotherhood Rail-

road Freight and Baggage Men, Division N. 72, Fitchburg.
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MICHIGAN.

Mark M. Powers, Grand Rapids ; E. H. Hubbard and nine others, fruit grow-
ers and shippers, Hart ; F. E. Lewellyn and seven others, fruit growers and ship-
pers, Shelby ; John Hanover and J. B. Conger, New Era.

MISSOUEI.

John Ring, St. Louis; Herbert Doneghy, Macon; Midstate Coai Dealers'
Association.

MISSISSIPPI.

Order of Railway Conductors, by J. 0. Turner, chairman, Canton ; H. L.
McKee and nine others, shippers, Meridian.

NEBRASKA.

Hon. Charles F. Manderson, ex-United States Senator, Omaha ; Lee Glass
Andreesen Hardware Company, wholesale hardware, Omaha ; M. B. Smith &
Co., wholesale dry goods, Omaha ; Carpenter Paper Company, wholesale paper,
Omaha ; McCord & Brady Company, grocers, Omaha ; Wright & Wilheimy Com-
pany (W. S. Wright), hardware, Omaha; Allen Brothers Company, wholesale
groceries, Omaha ; Byrne & Hammer Dry Goods Company, by Thomas C. Byrne,
president, wholesale dry goods, Omaha ; Richardson Drug Company,
wholesale drugs, Omaha ; Omaha Printing Company, office supplies and
printing, Omaha ; Harding Cream Company, creamery butter, Omaha ; Porter-
Ryerson-Hoobler Company, pharmaceutical manufacturers, Omaha ; A. Hospe
Art and Music Company, Omaha ; David Cole, oysters, celery, and poultry,
Omaha ; Standard Stock Food Company, F. E. Sanborn, president, stock food,
Omaha ; J. B. Baum, retail dry goods, Omaha ; Jones-Southmayd Company,
grocers, Omaha ; The Baum Iron Company, hardware, Omaha ; Paxton & Galla-
gher Company, wholesale grocers, Omaha ; F. P. Kirkendall & Co., wholesale
boots and shoes, Omaha ; J. L. Brandeis & Sons, dry goods, etc., Omaha ; A. B.
Alpern, iron, Omaha ; Lucern Products Company, M. C. Peters, president, miller.

South Omaha ; John Deere Plow Company, agricultural implements, Omaha

;

Stewart Brothers Company, wholesale grocers, Omaha ; National Biscuit Com-
pany, Omaha ; Ribbel Paper and W. W. Company, George M. Ribbel, Omaha

;

United States Supply Company, water and steam supplies, Omaha ; Gate City
Hat Company, wholesale hats, etc., Omaha ; Martin Cott Hat Company, whole-
sale hats, etc., Omaha ; Regent Shoe Manufacturing Company, wholesale shoes,
Omaha ; Burkley Printing Company, printers, Omaha ; Browning, King & Co.,

clothiers, Omaha ; Pease Brothers Company, men's furnishers, Omaha ; George
E. Sayles, grain buyer, Cedar Creek ; N. J. Murray, grain buyer, M. P., Platts-

mouth ; P. C. Richey, lumber dealer, Plattsmouth ; John Passbender, dealer in

furniture, Plattsmouth ; Streight & Streight, furniture, etc., Plattsmouth ; Ely
Davy & Son, general merchandise, Plattsmouth ; Ebinger Hardware Company,
Plattsmouth ; H. M. Soemichsenm, groceries and coal, Plattsmouth ; John
Waterman, lumber and coal, Plattsmouth ; J. V. Egenberger, coal and feed,

Plattsmouth ; William B. Porter, grain buyer, Plattsmouth ; J. J. Wilson, grain
dealer. Broken Bow ; P. A. Walton, State Central committeeman. Fifteenth dis-

trict, Broken Bow ; James Whitehead, Broken Bow ; George W. Dewey, county
clerk of Custer County, Broken Bow ; Alpha Morgan, Broken Bow ; John Beese,
Broken Bow ; C. O. Lind, Broken Bow ; J. L. Malyma, with Dierks Lumber and
Coal Company, Broken Bow ; D. R. Burkwell, mercantile. Broken Bow ; D. C.

Konkel, merchant. Broken Bow ; J. S. Van Cott, merchant. Broken Bow.
Chas. E. Cain, Grand Island ; John C. Bobb, Grand Island ; John J. Brown,

Grand Island ; Ernest Hogland, Grand Island ; Edward G. Bigley, Grand
Island; Claude V. Starling, Grdnd Island; James Balcom, Grand Island; H. B.

Stibblns, Grand Island; Wilbur F. McCombs, Grand Island; W. G. Partridge,
Grand Island ; F. W. Rinchin, North Platte ; Otthanatians Bixennar, Sidney

;

T. J. Mclntyre, Sidney ; H. M. Barnhart, Sidney ; Herman Schroeder, Sidney

;

W. J. Crusen, North Platte ; W. R. Nennon, North Platte ; R. O. Chamberlain,
North Platte; Stephen Baldwin, North Platte; H. H. Murrin, North Platte;
O. M. Robertson, North Platte ; G. B. Brown, North Platte ; Elmer Koons, North
Platte ; J. F. Barrett, Grand Island ; W. T. Eppley, Grand Island ; E. B. Huick,
Grand Island; James Montague, Grand Island; Harry P. Hodgson, Grand
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Island ; S. Swanson, North Platte ; C. L. Jones, North Platte ; M. H. Douglas,

North Platte; J. H. McGerry, North Platte; A. Liddell, North Platte; R. F. Bur-
nell, North Platte; J. P. McGovern, North Platte; M. J. Hosier, North Platte;

C. Norton, North Platte ; W. S. Hoover, North Platte ; William Edwards, North
Platte ; J. H. Fonda, North Platte ; E. A. Park, North Platte ; E. S. Hogg, North
Platte ; L. V. Purdy, North Platte ; D. J. Cox, North Platte ; F. H. Barnell, North
Platte; P. W. Norton, North Platte; Y. A. Hinman, North Platte; William H.
Duty, north Platte ; Brotherhood of Locomotive Engineers, General Committee of
Adjustment, Union Pacific Railroad, North Platte ; Brotherhood of Locomotive
Engineers, F. A. E. Division 88, North Platte ; C. F. Tracy, North Platte ; H. C.

Langdon, North Platte ; Alex. Fenwick, North Platte ; F. A. Jack, Sidney ; Adam
Johnson, Omaha ; John Nilsson, Omaha ; C. M. Andrews, Omaha ; C. H. Forster,
Omaha ; Ira N. Wright Omaha ; John Glynn, Omaha ; Joseph Sorenson, Omaha

;

George C. Smith, Omaha ; W. J. Shoemaker, Sidney ; Alva B. Cody, Sidney

;

W. A. Grosvner, Sidney ; L. Jessen, Sidney ; E. G. Worman, Sidney ; William
Carlis, Sidney.

NEW HAMPSHIRE.

Order of Railway Telegraphers, Division 45, Woodsville ; F. A. E. Division
572, Woodsville ; Subordinate Division 80, Brotherhood of Railroad Freight and
Baggagemen, of Nashua ; Order of Railway Telegraphers, Division 45, Littleton

;

Brotherhood of Locomotive Firemen, Granite State Lodge 306, Concord; Broth-
erhood of Locomotive Firemen, Division No. 513, Nashua.

NEW YOBK.

Charles L. Wilson, 488 Norstrand avenue, Brooklyn ; I. T. Williams & Sons,
New York City ; W. E. Church, 24 West Eighty-fourth street, New York City

;

James H. Dunham & Co., 344 Broadway, New York City ; Business Men's Asso-
ciation, Saratoga ; General Grievance Committee, Brotherhood of Railway
Trainmen, D. & H. system, Plattsburg; Order Railway Conductors, Maple City
Division 25, Ogdensburg ; Brotherhood of Locomotive Engineers, Division 311,

Binghamton ; Brotherhood of Locomotive Engineers, Long Island Railway sys-

tem. Long Island City ; Brotherhood of Locomotive Firemen, Long Island Rail-

road Company, Long Island City ; Order of Railway Conductors of Long Island

Railroad Company, Long Island City ; Brotherhood of Railroad Trainmen of

Long Island Railroad Company, Long Island City ; Manufacturers' Association,

of Jamestown ; Brotherhood of Locomotive Engineers of Albany, Albany ; Col.

John J. McCook, 120 Broadway, New York ; Joseph Nimmo, jr., Huntington,
Long Island ; W. H. Truesdale, president D., L. & W. R. R., New York ; execu-

tive board of the Eastern and Central New York Retail Coal Merchants' Asso-

ciation; The Manufacturers' Association, of Jamestown, N. Y.

NORTH CAROLINA.

George A. Murray, lumber, Asheville ; Asheville Lumber Company, Ashe-

ville; W. N. Cooper, hard wood lumber, Asheville; J. Elwood Cox, hard wood,

High Point ; Globe Home Furniture Company, High Point.

New England Coal Company, Columbus; Sunday Creek (coal) Company,
Columbus.

Grand Division Order Railway Conductors, Portland, Oreg.

PENNSYLVANIA.

Brotherhood of Railroad Freight add Baggagemen of America, Lancaster;

Brotherhood of Locomotive Engineers, general board of adjustment, Lehigh

Valley system; Brotherhood of Locomotive Engineers, eastern division 250,

Easton ; Brotherhood of Locomotive Engineers, Hazleton division 316, Hazle-

ton; Brotherhood of Locomotive Engineers, valley subdivision 678, of Pennsyl-

vania; Paul Krenzpantner, Altoona,
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JSOTJTH CAROLINA.

Brotherhood of Railroad Car Men, Fort Sumter Lodge 223, Charleston.

TENNESSEE.

T. T. Fitzgerald, Nashville ; Alex. Phipps, Nashville ; Odell Pilard, Nashville

;

.Tames McGuire, Nashville. Montgomery County : George Carter, Ben Penick,
John Carter, Houston Kelley, Jessie Whitlock, Melvan Collia, William Townsend,
Robert Fort, John Allen, Mose Whitside, Leslie Adams, Goodlettsville ; W. M.
Roach, Goodlettsville; E. A. Alley, Ridgetop; G. M. Tulos, Ridgetop; .Joseph
Webb, Ridgetop ; Connell Smiley, Ridgetop ; Henry Hunt, Ridgetop ; W. D.
Rawls, Ridgetop ; G. W. Escue, Ridgetop ; Henry McNiel, Ridgetop ; Joe
Landford, Springfield ; J. S. Chilton, Springfield ; G. C. Long, Springfield

;

L E. Lavcrence, Springfield ; J. R. McCrary, Springfield ; C. B. Birgell, Spring-
field. Robertson County : J. B. Ennis, W. T. Blackmore, John Reeder, Baley
Crutcher, P. A. Elliar, Jeane Doyle, W. T. Nunley, Robert C.innon, George
Adams, J. H. Shodt, Robert Koonce, William Algood, Henry Collis, Lee Utley,
W. A. Orndofe, J. L. Hackney, J. W. Warner, P. B. Hunley, Joe Reeder, Wil-
liam Holland, Cal Clark, T. M. Bain, H. B. Mabro, O. Collins, Cepah Taylor,
Archie Barbee, James Smith, Bud Taylor, Jess Darden, Walter Bryant, Tilford
Henry, Sam Ervin, Wash Russ, Calvin Washington, Jack McEwen, Albert
Hatfield, George Horner, Joe Phillips, E. R. James, Byrd Dillard, Henry
Bradley, J. Smith, John Rodgers, Charlie Washington, Eugene Monroe, Henry
McWain, James Balin, Mathew Bronough, S. J. Woods, Walter S. Davis, Willie
Warfield, John Pintch, Albert Botts, J. W. Barber, George Taylor, Cornelius
Dunn, Dennis Whitlock, Henry Lapraid, Thomas H. Grimes, H. W. Dark,
Thomas H. Salmon, William Stoall, W. H. Hulsey, J. W. Nunley, James Nunley,
A. D. Merrihevv, John Keller, George Warfield, J. E. Long. Davidson County

:

J. A. Roach, William Miles, T. Hayes, Willie Hayes, Ike Harris, A. R. Hoff-
man, Thomas Cantrell, Ben Dozier, John Dozier, Robert Cantrell, Alexander
Dozier, Bud Lee, G. Finch, O. Cantrell, C. E. Roach, Rush Boyd, Prank Quinn.
Southeast Millers' Association, Nashville ; Southern Millers' Association of
Tennessee ; Federation of Trades, Knoxville ; Nashville Grain Dealers' Ex-
change, Nashville ; Trade Associations of Chattanooga, Chattanooga ; Order of
Railway Conductors, Division No. 175, Memphis.

Trainmen of Houston and Texas Central Railway, Houston.

WISCONSIN.

The Blodgett Milling Company, Janesville.

WEST VIRGINIA.

Brotherhood of Locomotive Engineers, subdivision No. 448, Bluefield; R.
Maxwell, Parsons ; Alleghany Orchard Company, Romney.

J. W. Davis, Cheyenne; A. J. Hill, Laramie; H. B. Ackley, Cheyenne; Fred
A. Proctor, Cheyenne; N. B. Burly, Laramie; Fred Gustafson, Laramie; Loco
Freeman, Laramie; B. W. Thompson, Laramie; Harry J. Nottage, Laramie;
J. T. S. Eckenpaugh, Laramie; Joseph Voegthin, Laramie; John Williamson,
Cheyenne ; F. J. Vaora, Cheyenne ; John O. Toole, Cheyenne ; William Morley,

Cheyenne ; Thomas Judge, Cheyenne ; E. A. Unthank, Cheyenne ; E. A. Rogers,

Cheyenne; B. F. Hubbard, Cheyenne; R. C. Jahrig, Cheyenne; Aug. Johnson,

Cheyenne; Chas. Finlayson, Cheyenne; Thos. H. Costello, Cheyenne; Hans
Christensen, Cheyenne; William H. Rawlings, Cheyenne; Thomas Downey,
Cheyenne ; R. L. Waldo, Cheyenne ; Joseph Boyer, Cheyenne ; Geo. N. Kepler,

Cheyenne; H. E. Hanson, Cheyenne; J. F. Prickett, Cheyenne; J. A. Under-
wood, Cheyenne.
Melvin H. Hodgman, Laramie; C. W. Bonch, Cheyenne; Edward Carey,

Cheyenne ; William Crookston, Cheyenne ; W. L. Bass, Laramie ; Fred E. Welhe,
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Cheyenne ; G. R. Alway, Cheyenne ; Brie Bdun, Cheyenne ; W. B. Hardy, Chey-
enne ; H. J. Watson, Cheyenne ; T. A. Smith, Cheyenne ; L. C. Poster, Cheyenne

;

N. J. Laverents, Cheyenne; William M. Lane, Cheyenne; G. W. Cooby, Chey-
tnne ; Patt Marley, Cheyenne ; R. S. Kimnar, Laramie ; T. Connor, Laramie

;

J. J. Amdrels, Cheyenne ; E. H. Cummings, Laramie ; Franlc R. Mulhem, Lar-
amie ; H. A. Smith, Laramie ; Robert Brackett, Cheyenne ; L. W. Hill, Cheyenne

;

A. G. Hill, Cheyenne ; Bd. Klingen, Cheyenne ; C. D. Weller, Cheyenne ; John M.
Engstrom, Cheyenne ; G. W. Hanselman, Cheyenne ; M. McCIoskey, Cheyenne

;

William Milligan, Cheyenne ; F. J. Colling, Cheyenne.
Carl Christeniu, Laramie; O. E. McMahon, Cheyenne; W. R. Read, Cheyenne;

H. J. Murphy, Laramie ; C. W. Gibson, Laramie ; G. H. Mueller, Laramie ; Wil-
liam Matheson, Laramie ; Hans Mumin, Cheyenne ; Geo. O. Grunden, Cheyenne

;

W. B. Monis, Cheyenne ; Peter J. Dalka, Cheyenjie ; Chas. B. Peterson, Chey-
enne ; E. R. Cauchnian, Cheyenne ; Chas. B. Weeks, Cheyenne ; A. P. Whitman,
Cheyenne ; W. J. Robbins, Cheyenne ; Geo. Druba, Cheyenne ; C. H. S. Fletcher,

Cheyenne ; John P. Parrell, Cheyenne ; John McCavock, Cheyenne ; James
Castler, Cheyenne ; Eugene W. Whitman, Cheyenne ; W. O. Calling, Cheyenne

;

John O. Gon, Cheyenne ; Samuel S. Bryant, Cheyenne ; Thos. Lynch, Cheyenne

;

Mike Keu, Cheyenne ; Sherman H. Daniels, Cheyenne ; Geo. W. Wintinbrom,
Cheyenne ; M. O. Roberts, Cheyenne ; P. M. Clark, Cheyenne ; W. Pyle, Cheyenne.
M. P. Maroney, Cheyenne ; O. R. Hanson, Cheyenne ; Jno. Gottschalk, Chey-

enne ; B. P. Alkire, Cheyenne ; P. L. Handershot, Cheyenne ; Emil Folk,

Cheyenne ; Charles Leeder, Cheyenne ; O. Jacobsen, Cheyenne ; Mike McHugb,
Cheyenne ; James Layden, Cheyenne ; Henry Bryant, Cheyenne ; Geo. Barlow,
Cheyenne ; John Johnson, Cheyenne ; Harry Durant, Cheyenne ; H. Bentson,
Cheyenne ; O. J. Morris, Laramie ; B. S. Gray, Laramie ; Geo. Featherstone,
Laramie ; C. P. Gardner, Laramie ; D. S. McDonald, Laramie ; C. S. Davis,
Laramie ; Harry B. Langheldt, Laramie ; Hugh L. White, Laramie ; J. R. McKay,
Laramie ; Hugh Hynds, Laramie ; J. L. Kissick, Laramie ; Wm. Meeker, Lara-
mie ; James Rasmussen, Laramie ; C. V. Dayton, Laramie ; Ed. Konvalin, Lara-
mie ; Ross Bryant, Laramie.

Ross Bryant, Laramie ; J. M. Davenport, Laramie ; Jas. Powers, Rawlins

;

Chas. Holt, Cheyenne ; Chas. Dreher, Cheyenne ; A. Congdon, Cheyenne ; -A. M.
Holland, Laramie ; C. H. Hauksworth, Cheyenne ; Julius F. Hansen, Cheyenne

;

Jas. J. Wagner, Rawlins ; H. C. Leth, Rawlins ; Prank Bukley, Cheyenne ; Law-
rence Casten, Cheyenne; Aaron Muir, Cheyenne; Peter Gessen, Cheyenne;
Archie Adamson, Cheyenne ; H. G. Clay, Cheyenne ; D. A. Jones, Cheyenne

;

Alfred Prosberg, Cheyenne; Ed. R. Uman, Cheyenne; Frank Sager, Cheyenne;
D. R. Brennan, Cheyenne ; Patrick Doohy, Cheyenne ; C. H. Brazeal, Cheyenne

;

Jarey Jsnklousetz, Cheyenne ; John Sosenson, Cheyenne ; Alex. Engstrom, Chey-

enne ; A. J. Dobbins, Cheyenne ; R. K. Olds, Cheyenne ; John Pranson, Chey-

enne ; Jno. B. Morgan, Cheyenne ; A. C. Kingsford, Cheyenne ; Louis F. Duval,

Cheyenne.
E. P. Viner, Cheyenne ; E. A. Francis, Cheyenne ; Francis Woods, Cheyenne

;

Ivan S. Wilson, Cheyenne ; A. M. Dow, Cheyenne ; Emil Seizmund, Cheyenne

;

Chas. N. Storey, Cheyenne ; Lewis Casten, Cheyenne ; John Erickson, Cheyenne

;

S. T. Hamsher, Cheyenne ; Thomas Blackburn, Cheyenne ; P. K. Durham, Chey-

enne; M. L. Knott, Cheyenne; A. L. Gillespie, Cheyenne; C. W. Clark, Chey-

enne ; J. B. Ferguson, Cheyenne ; R. S. Colvert, Laramie ; Jos. L. Ries, Chey-

enne; George Gushu, Cheyenne; W. J. Rodda, Laramie; S. A. Prickett, Chey-

enne ; J. R. Moore, Cheyenne ; J. W. Crall, Laramie ; A. R. Hook, Laramie ; P.

Barkentine, Laramie ; Wm. Marvin, Laramie ; J. H. Slaughten, Laramie ; Ed.

Erickson, Cheyenne; J. D. Liddell, Laramie, H. L. Cook, Cheyenne; B. P.

George, Laramie; R. L. Bills, Laramie.

Max Weick, Laramie ; B. A. Stroup, Laramie ; John Crooks, Laramie ; Chas. L.

Babcock, Laramie ; John Lackey, Laramie ; P. T. Merna, Laramie ; Gus. Nelson,

Cheyenne; H. C. Bonham, Cheyenne; Prank Hindon, Cheyenne; M. J. Stevens.

Cheyenne ; M. A. Davis, Cheyenne ; Fred J. Pruse, Cheyenne ; F. S. Lowe, Chey-

enne; Chas. J. Carlson, Cheyenne; John Sahag, Cheyenne; Janor Jalmssaid,

Cheyenne ; Thos. B. Ladely, Cheyenne ; W. H. Kidneigh, Cheyenne ; C. H. Thom-
son, Cheyenne ; D. W. Larr, Cheyenne ; Richard Halley, Cheyenne ; Wm. Myers,

Cheyenne; Thomas Martin, Cheyenne; V. Keenan, Cheyenne; Wm. Keating,

Cheyenne ; Peter Garson, Cheyenne ; L. J. Stack, Cheyenne ; Robert A. Schreyer,

Cheyenne; Geo. S. Copeland, Cheyenne; J. E. Fleming, Cheyenne; Oscar Bn-

berg, Cheyenne; John Campbell, Cheyenne; Wm. L. Blsasser, Cheyenne; John

McCabe, Cheyenne,
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S. R. Murphy, Cheyenne ; Thos. Walsh, Cheyenne ; Arthur Daily, Cheyenne

;

Andy Touhey, Cheyenne ; Otta F. Hartz, Cheyenne ; W. O. Benner, Cheyenne

;

Patrick E. Flynn, Cheyenne ; Y. Quarnstrom, Cheyenne ; Charles Modey, Chey-
enne ; Geo. W. Smith, Cheyenne ; James Dixon, Cheyenne ; Peter Zacho, Chey-
enne; J. D. Connelly, Cheyenne; D. Miller, Cheyenne; T. J. Banham, Chey-
enne; Varl Olton, Cheyenne; S. D. Hunt, Cheyenne; J. J. Bradley, Cheyenne;
R. W. Conrads, Cheyenne ; Offie Downs, Cheyenne ; John Bresnaham, Cheyenne

;

James Kilty, Cheyenne; J. M. Bylander, Cheyenne; J. A. Parnell, Cheyenne;
Jas. F. Fink, Cheyenne ; David Jones, Cheyenne ; Chas. Fink, Cheyenne ; Salva-
tory Modesto, Laramie; Frank Bangemeisten, Laramie; A. W. Anderson,
Laramie ; John Christenson, Cheyenne ; Harry Holverson, Cheyenne ; S. Mohatt,
Cheyenne.
John McSweeney, Cheyenne; E. Wesche, Laramie; Frank Schmulz, Chey-

enne ; Leo L. LefBer, Cheyenne ; Mike Fitzmorris, Cheyenne ; George McCluer,
Cheyenne; Willis W. Allen, Cheyenne; J. H. Cole, Cheyenne; Jacob Jutton,
Cheyenne ; Geo. McKinway, Rawlins ; C. A. Cook, Rawlins ; John Owen, Raw-
lins ; Peter Johnson, Rawlins ; Geo. S. Branscombe, Rawlins ; Jerome Barta,
Rawlins ; Wesley Spencer, Rawlins ; Alfred J. Self, Rawlins ; J. W. Hoyer,
Rawlins ; Tom Reed, Rawlins ; Frank Tyler, Laramie ; Gus Stroup, Laramie

;

Thomas Rowe, Laramie ; Raone Lendecke, Laramie ; J. M. Manwaring, Lara-
mie ; A. M. Thomas, Laramie ; H. R. Fleming, Laramie ; J. H. Beck, Chey-
enne ; W. D. Greene, Laramie ; C. C. Weller, Green River ; Jas. L. Jordan,
Cheyenne ; Geo. W. Yund, Green River ; Don McDermott, Laramie ; P. Rice,
Cheyenne.

B. Gregory, Laramie; Thomas Wilcock, Cheyenne; William Conto, Cheyenne;
John McRorle, Cheyenne ; R. W. Haynes, Cheyenne ; Robert Smith, Cheyenne

;

W. H. Rudkin, Cheyenne ; John Rath, Cheyenne ; E. E. Burke, Cheyenne

;

Frank S. Jones, Cheyenne ; Frank L. Mitchell, Cheyenne ; W. A. Roberts,
Cheyenne ; Andrew Elder, Cheyenne ; John Watson, Cheyenne ; J. E. Dugan,
Cheyenne ; C. W. Cole, Cheyenne ; M. C. Dugan, Cheyenne ; M. G. Larson,
Cheyenne ; John Nelson, Laramie ; J. J. Fenstermaker, Laramie ; C. H. Ste-

vens, Cheyenne ; Patrick Nally, Laramie ; Frank Haeschka, Laramie ; R. A.
Grace, Cheyenne ; Thos. Walsh, Cheyenne ; J. L. Bruner, Cheyenne ; C. P.

Richardson, Cheyenne ; James Shields, Cheyenne ; Geo. S. Martin, Cheyenne

;

A. Heenan, Cheyenne ; C. H. Patterson, Cheyenne ; Harry Lane, Cheyenne

;

H. J. Ahlers, Cheyenne ; F. L. Mercer, Cheyenne.
Charles Melquist, Cheyenne ; James H. Woods, Cheyenne ; Fred Lebehart,

Cheyenne ; B. F. Hogan, Cheyenne ; George Hackman, Cheyenne ; W. T.

Frazier, Cheyenne ; J. T. Shields, Cheyenne ; Solomon Rischall, Cheyenne

;

James W. Campbell, Cheyenne ; -Will Mclver, Cheyenne ; W. C. Ellison, Chey-
enne ; J. C. McClure, Cheyenne ; J. H. Henry, Cheyenne ; John Rodin,
Cheyenne ; Perry Matheson, Cheyenne ; Claude Parker, Cheyenne ; John
Schilling, Cheyenne; Charles Thompson, Cheyenne; Thomas P. Miller, Chey-
enne ; William Swope, Cheyenne ; J. V. Ellis, Cheyenne ; L. J. Duval, Cheyenne

;

Elmer C. Anderson, Cheyenne ; J. F. Powers, Cheyenne ; L. Reiden, Cheyenne

;

J. C. Wilson, Cheyenne ; J. W. McParland, Cheyenne ; John Gavin, Cheyenne

;

D. Y. Montgomery, Cheyenne'; George Hoger, Cheyenne.

VEEMONT.

Brotherhood of Locomotive Engineers, Division 106, Bellows Falls; Order
Railway Conductors, St. Albans Division 24, St. Albans; Brotherhood of Loco-

motive Engineers, Division 347, Rutland ; Brotherhood of Railroad Trainmen,
Northern Division Central Railway of Vermont, Green Mountain Lodge 535,

St. Albans; Brotherhood of Locomotive Engineers, Passumpsic Division 163,

Newport; Brotherhood of Locomotive Firemen, Green Mountain Lodge 301,

Newport; Brotherhood Railroad Freight and Baggagemen, Division No. 48,

Newport.

VIRGINIA.

Local Union No. 87, Stage Employees, Richmond; Stereotypers and Electro-

typers' Union No. 66, Richmond.
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List of petitions, memorials, and resolutions favoring the passage of the Hepiurn
rate hill (H. R. 12981) as it passed the House of Representatives.

American National Live Stocls: Association, Denver, Colo. ; San Bernardino
County Fruit Exchange, San Bernardino, Cal. ; Cunningham & Stalling, by A. R.
Stallings, Davis, W. Va. ; Edysfards-Woods Company, stocks, grain, and provi-

sions, Plattsmouth, Nebr. ; W. F. Gillisple, Mynard, Nebr. ; Gentry Fruit Growers'
Association, Gentry, Arlc. ; South Omaha Live Stoclf Exchange, South Omaha,
Nebr. ; Atlanta Freight Bureau, Atlanta, Ga. ; Southern Hardware Jobbers'
Association, by W. P. Nevvill, chairman transportation committee, Atlanta, Ga.

;

Chamber of Commerce, Milwaulvee, Wis. ; Manufacturers' Association of Seattle,

Wash. ; Cincinnati Furniture Exchange, Cincinnati, Ohio ; Cincinnati Live Stock
Commission Merchants' Association, Cincinnati, Ohio ; Dayton Receivers and
Shippers' Association, Dayton, Ohio ; National Paint, Oil, and Varnish Associa-
tion, New York, N. Y. ; Red Rock Fuel Company, Torresdale, Philadelphia, Pa.

;

The Merchants and Manufacturers' Association of Milwaukee, Wis. ; Fort Smith
Traffic Bureau, Fort Smith, Ark. ; Spokane Chamber of Commerce, Spokane,
Wash. ; Geo. W. La Rue, Denver, Colo. ; St. Paul Board of Trade, St. Paul, Minn.

;

The St. Louis Manufacturing Association, St. Louis, Mo. ; Georgia Interstate

Sawmill Association, Tifton, Ga. ; N. J. Sudi, secretary Wahoo Democrat,
Wahoo, Nebr. ; Chamber of Commerce, Bl Paso, Tex. ; Western Fruit Jobbers'

Association, Omaha, Nebr. ; Colton Fruit Exchange, Colton, Cal. ; Fright Pub-
lishing Company, New York ; J. M. Harrington, Edgerton Junction, Mo. ; Wash-
ington Live Stock Association, Spokaue, Wash. ; F. C. Drane, secretary Bitu-

minous Coal Trade League, of Pennsylvania ; Operators and shippers and Mr.
Logan W. Bullitt, president, Red Rock Fuel Company, of Philadelphia, Pa.

;

Highland Orange Growers' Association, Highland, Cal. ; Rlalto Orange-Lemon
Association, Rialto, Cal. ; A. H. Curtis, Everett, Wash. ; Memphis Freight Bu-
reau, Memphis, Tenn. ; The American Association of Public Accountants, New
York, N. Y. ; Bryn Mawr Orange Growers' Association, Redlands, Cal.; Cali-

fornia Fruit Growers' Exchange, Los Angeles, Cal. ,
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LIST OF WITNESSES.
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Faea.

ACWOKTH, m. P., RIGHT HON. WILLIAM M., barrister at law, Lon-
don, England, delegate to International Railway Congress, Washington,
D. C. May 9, 1905 1843-1870

ADATVTS, BBOOES, Quincy, Mass., representing the Chamber of Commerce
of Spokane, Wash. May 18, 1905 2913-2941

AIKEN, A. Bf., Danville, Va., representing the city of Danville. May 8,

1905 1816-1823

ATTORNBY-GENEBAL: Opinion. May 6, 1905 1662-1674

BACON, DON H. , president of the Tennessee Coal and Iron Eailroad Com-
pany, of Birmingham, Ala. May 18, 1905 2941-2942

BACON, EDWARD P., Milwaukee, Wis., chairman executive committee
Interstate Commerce Law Convention, St. Louis, October 28-29, 1904,
representing producers, shippers, and consumers:

December 16, 1904 5-29
Mays, 1905 1764-1811
May 9, 1905 1891-1924
May 17, 1905 2633-2679
May 18, 1905 2962-2965

BAKER, GEORGE L., Columbia, S. C, manufacturing ice and selling coal.

May 17, 1905 2744-2745

BARBER, CLARENCE, lawyer, representing the Commercial Club of

Knoxville, Tenn. May 8, 1905 1840-1841

BARRET, J. A., Vaa Buren, Ark., secretary of the Van Buren Horticul-
' tural Association. May 16, 1905 2501-2503

BARTLES, JOSEPH, St. Paul., illuminating and burning oil business.

May 17, 1905 2740-2743
.

BAYLOR, J. B., Milford, Va., representing the landowners of Virginia.

May 22, 1905 3324r-3325

BEAN, IRVING M., Milwaukee, president Northwestern Iron Co. May 8,

1905 1823-1827

BIDDLE, W. B., Chicago, third vice-president of the Chicago, Rock Island

Pacific Railway. May5, 1905 1650-1661

BIRD, A. C, Chicago, vice-president of the Gould system:

May 12, 1905 2227

May 13, 1905 2249-2303

BLODGETT, FRANK G., Janesville. Wis., engaged in the milling of grain

andflour. May 5, 1905 ' 1639-1644

BOATWRIGHT, W. P., Danville, Va., furniture manufacturer. May 10,

1905...~ 2006-2008

3849
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BOND, HUGH L., Baltimore, Md., second vice-president and general attor-

ney Baltimore and Ohio Railroad Company:
May 1, 1905 1377-1389
May 2, 1905 1390-1431
May 23, 1905 3821

BOWSS, F. B., Chicago., assistant traiiic manager Illinois Central Railroad:
May 17, 1905 272^-2738
May 18, 1905 2845-2854

BKADLET, HEBBEBT, New York, N. Y., traffic manager of the Millers'
National Federation. May 18, 1005 2832-2837

BBO'WK', A, B., Washington, D. C, counsel for the Atchison, Topeka and
Santa Fe Railroad Co. May 20, 1905 3133-3140

BBOWIT, OHABIiES H., Mobile, Ala., in bagging and cotton-tie business,
representing chamber of commerce. May 20, 1905 3269

BBOWN, C. M., Redlands, Cal., orange grower and shipper. May 17,

1905 2738-2740

BBOWN, H. D., president and general manager of Brown Coal Co., at Sioux
City; also treasurer of White Rock Cattle Co. May 10, 1905 2019-2021

BTTBB, B. HUDSON, member of Florida railway commission; acting with
a committee appointed by the National Association of Railway Commis-
sioners. January 20, 1905 40-50

BUBUSI, PATBICK G., Augusta, Ga., mining and produce business. May
17,1905 2743-2744

BUSH, T. G., Birmingham, Ala., iron and coal business; largely interested
in mercantile business, and a farmer. May 19, 1905 2965-2974

CABOT, GODFBEY L., Boston, carbon-black maker. May 17, 1905.. 2745-2767

CALL, JOSEPH H., attorney at law, Los Angeles, representing citrus-fruit

interests in southern California. May 17, 1905 2684-2725

CABLE, L. B., Janesville, Wis., tobacco shipper and president of Janesville

Machine Co. May 12, 1905 2177-2185

CABLETON, MUBBAY, St. Louis, wholesale dry goods business, repre-

senting Business Men' s League and others. May 16, 1905 2515-2524

CHAPICAN, WILLIAM H., Kansas City, Mo., owner and operator of

sawmills in Memphis, Ark. May 15, 1905 2363-2366

CLEMENTS, JUDSON C, Interstate Commerce Commissioner.
May 19, 1905 2988-3057

May 20, 1905 3220-3253

COCKBELL, FBANCIS M. , Interstate Commerce Commissioner. May 22,

1905 3371-3382

CONE, CAESAB, Greensboro, N. C, cotton manufacturer and commis-
sioner. May 9, 1905 1924-1940

COOPEB, J. W., St. Paul, manufacturer of food products and wholesale

grocer. May 12, 1905 2162-2168

COWAN, SAM H., Fort Worth, Tex., attorney of Texas Cattle-Raisers'

Association and Cattle-Growers' Interstate Committee:
January 20, 1905 50-63

January 28, 1905 63-119

May 22, 1905 3382-3438

COX, J. ELWOOD, Highpoint, N. C, manufacturer in line of hard woods.
May 10, 1905 2008-2010

CBAIG, J. A., Janesville, Wis., general manufacturer, Janesville Machine
Company. May 12, 1905 2187-2188

CBOCKEB, CHABLES H., representing the Manufacturers and Producers'

Association of California. January 28, 1905 126-127
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CUIOnNS, ALBEKT B., governor of Iowa, appeared for Association of
Iowa Manufacturers. May 11, 1905 2034-2111

DAVENPORT, DANIEL, Bridgeport, Conn., representing the depositors
in savings banks, and others, whose money has been invested in rail-

roads:

February 10, 1905 169-217
February 17, 1905 217-225

DAVIES, EDWABD G., Chicago, 111., representing 70 fruit associations,
as general assignee. May 22, 1905 3455-3470

DAVIS, J. A. , Goldboro, Md. . fruit grower. May 18, 1905 2837-2841

DEAN, L. A. , Kome, Ga. , chairman of the executive committee appointed by
convention of peach growers of north Georgia. February 20, 1905 264-268

EAGAN, JOHN Bt., Kansas City, Mo., president Kansas City Viaduct and
Terminal Railroad; also of the Union Depot, Bridge and Terminal prop-
erty. May 18, 1905 2841-2844

ELLIOTT, HOWARD, St. Paul, Minn., president of the Northern Pacific

Railway Co. May 20, 1905 3270-3291

FERGUSON, E. M. , Duluth, representing various shippers' organizations:

January 27, 1905 311-318
January 30, 1905 318-336
January 31, 1905 336-355
Februarys, 1905 355-373

February 6, 1905 374-392
May 23, 1905 ., 3679-3710

(All indexed under "Private Car Line Systems.")

FIFEB, JOSEPHW. , Interstate Commerce Commissioner. May 22, 1905. 3325-3368

FINKVINE, E. C, Des Moines, Iowa, retail lumber and coal, and wholesale

grocery business. May 8, 1905 1827-1832

FISH, STTTYVESANT, president of the Illinois Central Railroad Company,
and of the Yazoo and Mississippi Valley Railroad Company. Feb-
ruary 23, 1905 269-309

FORDYOE, S. W. , building railroads, etc. ;
president of Houston Oil Co. of

Texas. May 12,1905 2196-2209

FOXON, F. A., Kansas City, Mo., wholesale drug business. May 19,

1905 3068-3069

FRAME, ANDREW J. , president of Waukesha National Bank. May 13,

1905 2306-2310

FULLER, H. R., Beaver Falls, Pa., railroad conductor, representing the

Brotherhood of Locomotive Engineers, the Brotherhood of Locomotive

Firemen, the Brotherhood of Eailwav Conductors, and the Brother-

hood of Railway Trainmen. May 20, 1905 3141-3207

GARDNER, GEORGE S., Laurel, Mass., yellow-pine lumber manufactur-

ing. Mays, 1905 1627-1638

GARRISON, OLIVER S., St. Louis, Mo., president Big Muddy Coal and
Iron Co. ; chairman Illinois Coal Operatives' Association.

May 8, 1905 1811-1815

May 10, 1905 1952-1953

GARVIN, H. C, Winona, Minn., secretary and manager of the Bay State

Milling Company. May 4, 1905 1546-1550

GARY, E. H., New York City, president of the board of directors and a

member of the finance committee of the United States Steel Corpora-

tion. May 19, 1905 3074-3085

GATES, ROBERT, of Tennessee, representing the industrial immigration

department of the Louisville and Nashville Railroad. May 19,

1905 2979-2987

GILCHRIST, F. L., Kearney, Nebr., lumber business. May 12, 1905. 2185-2186

S. Doc. 243, 59-1—vol 4 65
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GLEASON, H. L., Hartford, Mich., fruit grower and shipper. May 18,

1905 2855-2869

GBINNELIi, WTIililAM MOBTON, New York City, lawyer, bond and
stock holder, individually and as trustee, in several railroads and indus-

trial companies and banks, etc. May 13, 1905 2227-2239

GB.OTE, WHiIiLAM, Elgin, 111., representing the Seaboard Reed Pipe
Organ Company as president; the Stover Piano Company, as vice presi-

dent, and the Elgin Lumber Company, as secretary. May 4, 1905. 1543-1545

GTJBNEY, F. S. , Hart, Mich. , fruit grower. May 18, 1905 2859-2861

HASLEY, A. T., LL. D., article from the Boston Evening Transcript,
April 1, 1905; railroad regulation. May 9, 1905 1883-1891

HARRIS, JOHITF. , Chicago, 111., representing a corporation engaged in

the export and movement of grain. May 5, 1905 1644-1650

HARRIS, W. A., Chicago, 111., general representative of the American
Shorthorn Breeders' Association; also vice-president and general man-
ager of the National Live Stock Association. May 4, 1905 1528-1541

HEARNE, F. J. , chairman and president of the Colorado Fuel and Iron Co.
of Colorado. May 19, 1905 3069-3074

HEXDRICESOU', F. C, Cumberland, Md., attorney at law, and secre-

tary of freight and transportation committee of associated merchants.
May 23, 1905 3606-3609

HETTRTEATT, EMILE M., president of the Orleans Eailway; delegate to
the International Railway Congress, Washington (from N. Y. Sun).
May 22, 1905 3452-3455

HIGBIE, ROBERT W., New York, N. Y., representing National Whole-
sale Lumber Dealers' Association and New York Lumber Ti'ade Asso-
ciation. May 9, 1905 1870-1891

TTTTiAND, TAlilES H., third vice-president of the Chicago, Milwaukee and
St. Paul Railway, in charge of traffic. April 29, 1905 1316-1342

HILIi, H. H., Minneapolis, Minn., engaged in merchandising. May 11,

1905 2117-2119

HILIi, JAJIES J., St. Paul, Minn., president of the Great Northern Railway.
May 3, 1905 1473-1528
May 13, 1905 2240-2249

HINES, EDWARD W. , attorney at law, Washington, D. C. April 24,

1905 1076-1099

HINES, WALKER D., Louisville, Ky., attorney for the Atlantic Coast
Line; formerly first vice-president Louisville and Nashville RaUroad
Company.

Jfebruary 18, 1905 235-243
Aj)ril 24, 1905 1007-1076
April 26, 1905 1099-1164
April 27, 1905 1165-1217
May 23, 1905 (in rebuttal) 3734-3780

HOOKER, JAMES J., Cincinnati, representing Receivers and Shippers'
Association. February 1, 1905 129-151

HORD, T. B., Central City, Nebr., farmer, stock breeder, and grain dealer.

May 12, 1905 2160-2162

HOVER, WIIiLIAlI A., Denver, Colo., wholesale druggist; representing
Denver Chamber of Commerce and Denver Freight Bureau. May 20,
1905 3254-3267

JANSEIT, PETER, Jansen, Nebr., farmer and breeder. May 12, 1905. . 2168-2171

JENNINGS, C. A. , Chicago, manager of transportation department Ameri-
can Cotton Oil Company, etc. May 13, 1905 2303-2306

JOHNSON, ALBA C, Philadelphia, Pa., representing the Baldwin Loco-
motive Works. May 23, 1905 3603-3606
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JOPPLING, JAIVIES B., Danville, Va., president First National Bank and
of Morotock Manufacturing Company. May 10, 1905 2018

KENNETT, -WILLIAM P., St. Louis, dealer in grain, stocks, and bonds;
representing Merchants' Exchange. May 16, 1905 2524-2584

KERB, JAMES, Clearfield, Pa., president of Beech Creek Coal and Coke
Company, Pennsylvania; president of North Eiver Coal and Wharf
Company, in harbor of New York. May 12, 1905 2209-2214

EXAFP, MABTIN A., Interstate Commerce Commissioner. May 20,
1905 , 3292-3308

KOCH, E. T., Cedar Eapids, Iowa, traffic manager of T. M. Sinclair & Co.,
pork and beef packers. May 22, 1905 3320-3324

KOCH, THEODOBE F., St. Paul, Minn., interested in the shipment of
fruit. May 20, 1905 3269-3270

KBTJTTSCHNITT, J., Chicago, HI., vice-president of the Southern Pacific
Company and director of maintenance and operation of the Southern
Pacific, Union Pacific, Oregon Railway and Navigation Company, Oregon
Short Line, etc. May 19, 1905 3085-3123

LEAVITT, HATWABD G., Leavitt, Nebr., manufacturer of beet sugar.

May 10, 1905 2015-2018

LEDTABD, H. B., Detroit, Mich., president of the Michigan Central Rail-
road Company. May 2, 1905 1431-1443

LESLIE, BOBEBT M., Philadelphia, Pa., manufacturer and dealer in
Portland cement. May 19, 1905 2976-2978

LnfCOLU', JAMES C, St. Louis, Mo., general freight agent of the Missouri
Pacific Railway, the St. Louis, Iron Mountain and Southern Railway,
and several allied, leased, and operated lines embraced in what is known
as the Missouri Pacific Railway System:

April 27, 1905 1220-1243
April 28, 1905 1271-1298

LTSTEB, FBEDEBICK EDWABD, Predonia, Kans., manufacturer of

linseed oil. May 19, 1905 3059

McGBEOOB, ABCH, Springfield, Mo., wholesale hardware business. May
19,1905 3060

MACKENZIE, MITBDO, representing the stock raisers of the West. Janu-
ary 28, 1905 119-126

MAGEE, W.C, Pittsburg, Pa., coke and coal business. May 23, 1905. 3602-3603

MANBT, J. B., Trinidad, Colo., Southwest Land and Livestock Commis-
sion Company. May 10, 1905 2032-2034

MABTIN, H. B. , New York City, national secretary of American Anti-trust

League. May 22, 1905 3470-3476

MATHEB, BOBEBT, Chicago, 111., president of the Rock Island Company,
general counsel of what is known as the Rock Island System, etc.

:

May 2, 1905 1443-1461

May 3, 1905 1462-1472

MEADE, GEOBGE F. , Boston, president national League of Commission
Merchants of U. S. ; member of car lines committee of same; also repre-

senting Boston Fruit and Produce Exchange:
May 16, 1905 2584-2586

May 17, 1905 2586-2623

METEB, HUGO B. , assistant professor of political economy. University of

Chicago.
May 4, 1905 1552-1591

May 5, 1905 1591-1627

UHiLEB, GEOBGE L., Omaha, Nebr., not in active business. May 10,

1905.^ 2021-2032
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miliXiER, li. M., Kansas City, Mo. Flour and milling business. Repre-
senting the Commercial Club of Kansas City, as its president, May 19,

1905 3060-3062

SCITCHEIiIi, C. D. , Chattanooga, Tenn., president Chattanooga Plow Co.,

and representing Manufacturers Association. May 12, 1905 2171-2177

IffilTCHELL, F. L., Mitchell Wagon Co., Bacine, "Wis. May 12, 1905... 2214-2216

MOBAWETZ, VICTOB, chairman of the executive board of directors, and
general counsel of the Atchison, Topeka and Santa Fe Railway Com-
pany.

April 18, 1905 792-839
April 19, 1905 841-906

MORGAN, JOHN T., a Senator from Alabama. April 17, 1905 786-791

MOSELEY, EDWARD A. , secretary of the Interstate Commerce Commis-
sion. Statementof. May 20, 1905 3252-3253

NEVITT, CHARLES, Oshkosh, Wis., treasurer of the Paine Lumber Com-
pany, etc. May 4, 1905 1550-1552

NEWCOMB, H. T., Washington, D. C, representing sundry railroads. May
23, 1905 3487-3602

NEWIiANDS, FRANCIS G., a Senator from Nevada.
April 17, 1905, resolution, statement, etc 776-786
May 23, 1905, additional statement 3720-3734

NIMlffiO, Jr., JOSEPH, statistician and economist, of Washington, D. C.
February 10, 1905 151-169

NXTTTING, J. R., Davenport, Iowa, interested in the wholesale hardware
business. May 4, 1905 1541-1543

FAINTER, CHARLES A., Pittsburg, Pa., broker, formerly engaged in

iron, steel, and cotton tie manufacture. May 19, 1905 2979

PANCKE, I. B., West Virginia, fruit grower, representing the A.lleghenv

Orchard Company, of Virginia. May 18, 1905 2854^-2855

PARKER, JAMES F., chairman of trade and transportation committee of

New York Produce Exchange. May 11, 1905 2111-2117

PECK, GEORGE R., Chicago, 111., general counsel of the Chicago, Mil-

waukee and St. Paul Railway Company.
April 28, 1905 1299-1316

May 1,1905 1342-1377

PERRY, E. F., secretary of the National Wholesale Lumber Dealers' Asso-

ciation, New York. February 6, 1905 268-269

PHILLIPS, W. K., wholesale grocer, Nashville, Tenn. May 8, 1905.. 1761-1762

PILING, WILLIAM S., Philadelphia, Pa., member of firm of Piling &
Crane, dealers in iron ores, coke, soft coal, pig iron, and cement; selling

agents for several mines, etc. May 19, 1905 2974-2976

PIPER, GEORGE F. , Minneapolis, manufacturer of linseed oil and starch.

May 15, 1905 2362-2363

POWELL, ROGER S., lawyer, representing Western Fruit Jobbers' Asso-

ciation. May 23, 1905 3710-3719

POWERS, J. PIKE, Knoxville, Tenn., manufacturer and jobber of clothing.

May 8, 1905 1838-1839

PRITCHETT, JAMES L., Danville, Va., merchant and miller. May 10,

1905 2003-2006

PROTTTY, CHARLES A., Interstate Commerce Commissioner. May 18,

1905. , 2861-2913
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BAMSEY, JOSEPH, jr., president of the Wabash, the Ann Arbor, and
other smaller railroad companies.

May 10, 1905 1953-2003
May 11, 1905 2111
May 12, 1905 2133-2160

RAND, H. S. , Burlington, Iowa, president of Burlington Lumber Company.
May 12, 1905 2188-2196
May 22, 1905 3368-3371

RICHARD, J. H., district judge, eleventh judicial district, Iowa, opinion of.

May 18, 1905 2942-2962

RIFIiET, WILLIAM J.
, professor of economics, Harvard University, in

1900, expert on railroads for U. S. Industrial Commission.
May 13, 1905 2310

15, 1905 2311-2360

ROBBIsrS, GEORGE E.., Chicago, president of the Armour Car Lines and
director in Armour & Co., Chicago.

May 15, 1905 2366-2395
May 16, 1905 2895-2424

(Indexed under "Private Car Line System;" Armour.)

ROBINSON, C. W., New Orleans, manufacturer of long leaf yellow-pine
lumber, representing Board of Trade. May 16, 1905 2424-2501

RTTLOFSON, A. C.
,
presented resolutions of the Merchants' Association of

San Francisco, Oal. January 31, 1905 127-128

SHAFFIELD, B. B., Faribault, Minn., milling and elevator business. May
18, 1905 2830-2832

BHELVIN, THOMAS H. , Minneapolis, Minn., lumber manufacturer. May
. 10, 19fl5 1940-1952

SIMMONS, jr. Z. G., Kenosha, Wis., representing the Simmons Manufac-
turing Company, iron and brass beds, etc. May 8, 1905 1841-1842

SLOSSON, FRANK, Kenosha, Wis., representing Bayne Wagon Co. and
Chicago-Kenosha Hosiery Co. May 8, 1905 1826-1827

SMEDLET, EDWIN, Dubuque, general manager of Smedley Manufactur-
ing Co. May 12, 1905 2216-2224

SMITH, ARTHUR C, president of M. E. Smith & Co., of Omaha, Nebr.,
corporation, wholesale dry goods, etc. May 10, 1905 2011-2015

SMITH, CHARLES R., Menasha, Wis., manufacturer of wooden ware.
May 18, 1905 2829-2830

SMITH, J. ALLEN, Knoxville, Tenn., merchant milling. May 8, 1905. 1833-1837

SMITH, MILTON H. , president and chief executive officer of the Louis-

ville and Nashville Eailroad Company. February 18, 1905 225-243

SPENCER, SAMUEL. May23, 1905 8609-3625

STAPLES, CHARLES F., railroad and warehouse commissioner of Minne-
sota. January 20, 1905 29-40

STEVENS, RUSSELL G., Sacramento, Cal., horticulturist, representing

fruit growers of California. May 20, 1905 8308-8320

STICKNET, A. B., president Chicago Great Western Eailway Co. May 11,

1906.... 2119-2133

STONE, HENRY L., of Kentucky, general counsel of the Louisville and
Nashville Railroad Company.

February 18, 1905 243-247

February 20, 1905 247-264

THOMPSON, SLASON, paper. May 19, 1905 3123

THURBER, F. B., New York City, president of United States Export
Association. May 16, 1905 2503-2515
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TOIiEBTON', O. O., Sioux City, Iowa, wholesale grocer. May 19, 1905. 2623-2624

TOPPING, H. B., Kansas City, Mo., president of the Kansas City Vehicle
and Hardware Club; also representing the Commercial Club as chair-

man of the trade-extension committee. May 19, 1905 8062-3064

TRAVTS, B. F., Chattanooga, Tenn., physician, fruit grower, representing
fruit growers principally in North Georgia. May 18, 1905 2844-2845

TBAYER, G. W., Chicago, 111., soft coal mining in Illinois and Iowa. May
12,1905 2224r-2227

TMCKETT, W. C, Kansas City, Mo., commissioner of the Kansas City
Transportation Bureau. May 19, 1905 3064-3068

TUTTIiE, LUCIUS, Boston, Mass., president of the Boston and Maine Rail-
road; the Maine Central Railroad; the Washington County RSiilway;
and others.

April 20, 1905 907-965
April 22, 1905 969-1006

URION, A. B.., Chicago, 111., representing the Armour Car Line. May 23,

1905 3652-3678

VINING, EDWABD P., San Francisco, Cal., for many years managing
oflBcer of railroads and street railways. May 6, 1905 , . . 1675-1713

WAXELBAUM, J. J., Macon, Ga., presenting facts in connection with fruit

shipping from State of Georgia.
February 23, 1905 392-^3

"WELCH, JOHN' C. , Brooklyn, N.Y. , letter and statement. May 22, 1905. 3476-3486

WILBEBT, DAVID A., Pittsburg, Pa., of Frank Wilbert & Co., fruit and
produce. May 17, 1905 2679-2684

WILLCOX, DAVID, Chicago, 111., president of the Delaware and Hudson *

Company. May 23, 1905 3625-3652

WITHEBS, EUGENE, Danville, Va., representing the Business Men and
Commercial Association of Danville. May 22, 1905 3438-3452

WOODWOBTH, E. S., MinneapoUs, Minn., grain-shipping business. May
15,1905 2360-2362

YATES, P. B., Beloit,Wis., manufacturer of machinery. April 27, 1905. 1217rl220

TESTIMONY.

ACT TO REGULATE COMMERCE AND ACTS SUPPLEMENTARY
THERETO; ALSO SO-CALLED TRUST LAWS, WITH MAR-
GINAL NOTES AND INDIVIDUAL INDEX (Appendix 1.

Vol. V) 999

ACWORTH, M. P., RIGHT HON. "WILLIAM M., delegate from Great
Britain to International Railway Congress, Washington, D. C.

:

Testimony of 1843
England

—

Act of 1892—Uniform and compendious schedule of maximum
rates imposed for each company 1847

Acts relating to railroads in 1845
Capitalization of railroads, reason for being more in England than

United States 1863,1867,1868
Coal rates in .• 1850
"Commission court" is title in 1858
Commission in, no power to reduce a rate 1850
Commission, jurisdiction of 1846
Commission reconstituted in 1888 1846
Comparison can not be made between United States and England
between actual rates on similar quantities over similar dis-

tances 1860
" Conciliation '

' clause rests on Massachusetts legislation 1846
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ACrWORTH, M. P., RIGHT HON. WILLIAM M.—Continued.

Testimony of—
Eiigland—Continued.

Consolidation in 1862
"Equality clause" discussed 1845
Excessive rates will cure themselves 1853

- Government control in Germany has driven traffic to the water.. 1851
Labor cheaper than in United States 1857
Localities, commission haa had some difficulty in making rates

for 1849
Long and short haul clause in 1850
Maximum rate, method of fixing 1853
Mileage basis 1865
Question of constitutionality of railroad legislation does not apply,

as Parliament is omnipotent 1843
Railroad and canal traffic act 1846
Railroads in, all held by private ownership 1853
Railroads in, controlled by maximum tolls 1844
Railroads in, more complete and better equipped than in United

States 1863
Railroads, length of lines in 1855
Railroads, return on the capital in 1861
Railroads subject to three checks—first, the statutory maximum;

second, rates must not constitute undue preference to one trader

or one district over another; third, must make no increase ex-
cept for good cause 1848

Rate making should be left to the railroads, except that com-
munity in some way should interfere to protect customers from
unfair treatment 1852

Rates, basis of determining in 1850
Rates, England and United States compared and reasons for their

being higher in England 1853, 1856
Rates, provision that no increase could be made in, without 14

days' notice 1847

Rates published 1845

Rebate question of no importance in 1848
Regulation preventing a railroad from raising a rate when once
lowered is against public interest 1856

"Similar conditions" discussed ._.-. 1845

Stock—no railroad can issue one farthing's worth of capital with-
outactof Parliament 1861

Taxation in, more complicated than in United States 1864

"Undue preference" legislation against public interest 1858

"Undue preference," not many questions under the clause, to

deal with 1846

ADAMS, BROOKS, Quincy, Mass., represectiag Chsmber of Commerce,
Spokane, Wash.:

Testimony of .......— ........... 2913

Discriminations

—

Cases cited by Spokane Chamber of Commerce .--•:- - 2927

Remedy suggested; make the long and short haul clause binding

unless roads come in and give relief --- 2923

Schedule of comparative rates between Spokane and North Pacific

ports : 2930

Spokane's grievance submitted to Commission and it condemned
discrimination against Spokane; roads appealed; circuit court

reversed decision 2917

Spokane pays about $1.80 for shipments from Chicago to $1 paid

by Tacoma and Seattle; but in view Calloway case decided not

to bring case to Commission 2914, 2915

Rate making; think there should be a special court or commission. . . 2927

Rates, tables, and statistics" of 2930,2932

ADVANCE IN FREIGHT RATES, ETC.:
Testimony relative to—

Report of Interstate Commerce Commission in response to Senate

resolution (Cabot) 2747
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AIKEN, A. M., Danville, Va.: Page.

Testimony of 1816
Discriminations

—

Danville, Va., complaint of; Southern Bailway refused to obey
order of Commission 1816,1820

AMERICAN REFRIGEK.ATOB, TRANSIT COMPANY:
Testimony relative to—

Am vice-president of (Bird) 2278
Is not a private car line (Bird) 2278
System of charges explained (Bird) 2279,2283

ANTITRUST LAW:
Effect of, has been to compel organization of big railroad corporations
(Bond) 1413

APPENDIX A:
Railway act of the Dominion of Canada, 1903 ( Vol. V) . •. 5

APPENDIX B:
British railway laws and regulations (Vol. V) 131

APPENDIX 0:
French railways; how their operation is controlled by Government regu-

lations (Vol. V) 265

APPENDIX D:
Complaints and cases brought before the Interstate Commerce Commis-

sion and the courts involving violations of the act to regulate commerce
and amendments thereto (Vol. V) 297

APPENDIX E, PART I:

Inland port differentials on traffic to and from North Atlantic ports; briefs

filed before Interstate Commerce Commission by commercial organiza-
tions of Boston, New York, Philadelphia, and Baltimore (Vol. V) 403

APPENDIX E, PART II:
Differential freight rates to and from North Atlantic ports; report and
opinion of Interstate Commerce Commission (Vol. V) 601

APPENDIX P, PART I:

Federal statutes on interstate commerce, annotated; individual index
(Vol. V) 645

APPENDIX F, PART II:

Federal courts and orders of Interstate Commerce Commission, by H. T.
Newcomb; individual index (Vol. V) 707

APPENDIX G:
Transportation of dressed meats and packing-house products, orders, and
testimony before Interstate Commerce Commission; individual index
(Vol. V) 781

APPENDIX H:
Milk Producers' Protective Association v. D. L. and W. Bwy. et al. ; re-
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ARBITRARIES:
Defined; allowed for originating freight (Hines) 1017

ARBITRATION:
Testimony relative to—

Atchison System

—

Cattle rates 1938
Commission has been successful in (Vining) 1693
Commission renders valuable service in ( Bacon) 1778
Disputes between railroad employees (Tuttle) 996
Of disputes between railroads and employees difficult to arrange
(Moraweta) 886
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AKEAITSAS: Page.

Testimony relative to—
In no other State is specific rate fixed by a commission (Lincoln) 1287
State commission fixes maximum rates, on mileage basis; in many

instances too low (Lincoln) 1278

ATCHISON SYSTEM:
Testimony relative to—

Charged with giving undue arbitraries ( Morawetz ) 847
Confiscatory rate, what would be considered (Morawetz) 874
Has not paid any rebates (Brown) 3140
Leeds testimony before Interstate-Commerce Commission introduced

(Brown) 3133
Mead's testimony as to paying rebates, reviewed (Brown) 3140
Mileage (Morawetz) 792
Owns its own fruit and stock cars; in the main it used its own (Mora-
wetz) 819

States where operating (Morawetz) 867
States where power is given to State commission to fix rates (Mora-
wetz) 868

Statistics as to bonds, stocks, and mileage (Morawetz) 872
Stock of, how owned (Morawetz) 792

ATTOBITEY-GENERAL

:

Testimony retative to—
• Opinion of Attorney-General Moody, in response to letter of Chairman

Elkins, on certain questions of law 1662

AXTSTKALIA:
Testimony relative to—

Public regulation of railway rates (Meyer) 1587
Hallways owned by Government (Meyer) 1587
Bates (Meyer) 1588

AUSTRIA:
Testimony of—

Rates in (Hill) 1478

BACON, DON H., president of Tennessee Coal and Iron and Eailroad Co.,
of Birmingham, Ala.

Testimony of 2941
Eate making; think fair for railroads to make their rates 2942
Tennessee Coal and Iron and Railroad Co.^Consider rates we pay

railroads in our section eminently fair 2941
Know of no rebates or discriminations 2941
Own a few railway tracks; handle with our locomotives much of

freight we receive and ship, but receive no pay or allowance
for movements we make 2941

BACON, EDWARD P. , Milwaukee, chairman executive committee Inter-

state Commerce Law Convention, held in St. Louis October 28 and 29,

1904, representing producers, shippers, and consumers.
Testimony of

.^
5,1764,1891,2633,2962

Arbitration

—

Commission renders valuable service in 1778
Chesapeake and Ohio Railroad

—

Rate 1795
Commission, orders of, if reversed by court no relief to railroads

under Quarles bill 14

CJourt, conditions upon power of, to supersede order of Commission.. - 10
Rule of, for determining percentage of return never laid down. . . 11

Discriminations

—

Between commodities 1775
Between individuals, Quarles bill fully met in Elkins law 16
Between localities 25,26,27,1769,1775
Between quantities 18
Commission investigated as to rates on flour and wheat, result of,

and extent to which railroads have acquiesced in finding...... 1896
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BACON, EDWARD P.—Continued. Pm».
Testimony of—

Discriminations—Continued.
Decree of court can not involve change of rates; cases cited 1767
Domestic and foreign 19
"Facilities;" under the word Commission compels railroads to
furnish sufficient cars 22

Frequently complained of 18
In favor of wheat as against flour, illustrated 1905
In import rates which is inconsistent with "American policy"

( editorial from New York Journal of Commerce) 1903
Rebates only class of, reached by Elkins law 1764
Remedy, conferring upon Commission power of determining
what change shall be made in rate found to be wrong 1764

Six forms enumerated 18
Elkins bill, amended at suggestion of our (shippers', etc. ) committee. 7
Elkins law

—

If thoroughly enforced, would remedy evil of rebates; Quarles
bill has no such provision 16,26

Impracticable to reach discriminations in rates under 1765
Reduced to minimum violation of rates between localities 26

Esch-Townsend bill

—

Commercial organizations of the country favor; all needed is

power in, to change rates 1778
Provides for "rate revising," not rate making 2634
Special court provision, question wisdom of 2636

European railroads

—

Doubtful whether material difference in 300 to 500 mile rates in
Great Britain, Germany, and United States 1796

Rates cover short distances 1795
Rates high compared with ours, because low-class freight abroad

is earned almost entirely by canals and rivers 1794
Export and import rates

—

Grain from Missouri River to Atlantic coast 13-cent rate if ex-
ported; 25J cents if for domestic consumption 1894, 1920

Low export rate would have the effect to advance price of wheat
at point of shipment; but the manufacturing of the wheat is

transferred to countries abroad 1896, 1903
Germany, water and rail transportation compared 1794
Hearings ample in Fifty-sixth, Fifty-seventh, Fifty-eighth Congresses. 5
Industrial Commission, hearings and report 6
Injunction too slow a process 26
Interstate Commerce Commission

—

Cases in which it has ordered changes in classification or rates

(S. Doc. 30, 2d8ess., 54th Cong.) 2638
Commercial organizations favor Esch-Townsend bill; all needed

is power in Commission to change rates 1778
Formerly acted upon theory of power now sought to authorize by

Quarles bill 14,27
Impossible for, primarily to fix rates for country 1783
Instances in which orders of Commission only partially complied
with 2677

Might be well to have one member an expert traffic man 1784

Number of cases, involving establishment of rates, brought before
Commission up to time court declared it did not possess the
power 1773,1783

Powers exercised by, during first year 2676
Se^egation into district commissions, not recommended 1786
Think seven members sufficient 1784

Legislation

—

Additional, how agitation for, started 1764

Agitation for rate regulation produced by increase in freight rates. 1800
Forty-odd commercial organizations in California persistent in

desire for proposed legislation 1808

No way under present law by which published discriminative rate

(as between flour and wheat ) can be changed, unless Commission
u given power to change; illustration 177S
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BACON, EDWABB P.—Continued. i"**!*

Teetimony of—
Legislation—Continued.

Pacific coast has sent numeroua protests against giving Commis-
eion power to make rates, under misapprehension, by mstigation
of raUroad companies 1807

Should prefer Commission be authorized to fix maximum rate
instead of absolute rate 1788

To secure flexibility, amendment suggested 1787
Limitations, legal, to put conditions upon power of court, to supersede

order of Commission 10
Long'and short haul

—

Commission has taken ground that water competition justifies a
departure from long and short haul provision 1807

Southwestern Lumbermen's Association statement 1892
Mileage rate not advocated by commercial organizations 1 920
National incorporation act 13
Newlands's (Senator) suggestion of act embodying one system of rates

and one system of taxation 12,25
New Orleans to Pacific coast, rates favor imported goods 20
Norfolk and Western rate 1795
Ocean transportation rates, advisability of their being published 1905
Order of Commission suspended only upon application and hearing.. 10

Suspension of, during investigation 8
When to take effect m Quarles bill 8

Penalty for noncompliance with Quarles bill 8
Present law, provisions of 7
Private-car legislation may be necessary 23
Publicity of books, and inspectors to examine; provision recom-
mended 16,23

Quarles bill

—

Provision in, for review, to expedite proceedings 8
Provisions stated 7

Purpose of, to clothe Commission with specific authority 7

Renewal of Elkins bill relied upon 6
Senate would gain votes by not adding to 24

Railroads

—

As to obligation to haul under rates fixed 14
Dividends declared last year 1802
Expended in improvements during four years ending in 1903 1800
Great amount of increased capitalization during past four or five

years; railroads named 1803

Gross earnings per mile in United States, 1899-1904 1797

Increase in net earnings in freight per mile, 1899-1904 1797, 1800
Number operated; number of systems 12
Overcapitalization should be guarded against in adjusting rates .

.

1789

Stock, total market value, in country 1800

Surplus accumulated by, during four years ending 1903 1803

Tonnage increase in last five years, 11 per cent 1798

Tonnage of low-grade freight has greatly increased from year to

year -.. 1793

Unwilling to be restricted in their power to fix rates 28

Rate making

—

Canadian experiment in, has not worked disadvantageously (New
York Evening Post editorial) 1906

Commercial organizations favor railroads making rates, but want
complaints settled by a disinterested body 1921

Commercial organizations in all States but one favoring ultimate

tribunal .-
1807

Commission's effort to promote additional legislation confined t»

"CuUombill" 1923

Commission's power to fix rate under Esch-Townsend bill

restricted to a complaint -.-;•• ^"^^

Interstate commerce law convention petition for late-revising

power in certain cases 1910, 1911

Movement to promote additional legislation originated with com-
mercial organizations of the country 1934
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BACON, EDWARD P.—Continued. f»se.

Testimony of—
Bate making—Continued.

National board of trade action 1910
No desire for rates to be iixed primarily by Commission , 1772
Position of the press of the country on 1917
Sole purpose of legislation sought is to provide effectual means to

prevent discrimination in published rates and to prevent con-
tinuation of rates unreasonable in themselves and detection of

discrimination between individuals 2637
Value of property one of elements 1790

Bates

—

A technical compliance with requirement to change 7
Can be determined by experts only 21
Certain articles will bear high rate; others low; traffic managers'
duty to ascertain what each will bear 1797

Decree of court can not involve change of rate 1767
During last five years continuous advance in 1796
Factors in fixing 11
Fixed by Commission and sustained, when railroads decline to

haul 14
From Atlantic to Pacific coast regulated by water competition... 1807
Futility of Commission, demonstrated in Milwaukee and Minne-

apolis case, led me to take an interest in effort to confer powers
that might remedy injustices 1811

Making of, a legislative act 15
Milwaukee and Minneapolis case discussed 1809
Prefer Commission should fix maximum rate ratherthan absolute

rate 1788
Bate per mile on freight, taking all railroads in United States, in

1904, 16,592; in 1899, $4, 895 1797
Should be raised, if occasion arises 1787
Specific, have not declined; defined 1796, 1797
To secure flexibility after fixed by Commission, amendment sug-

gested : 1787
Use of "rate per ton per mile" illusive 1797
While average rate per ton per mile has been steadily decreasing

that does not indicate rates have decreased; figures given do
not include low-grade freight, which has greatly increased 1793

Eeasonableness of rates 11

Rebates

—

Believe not now paid 28
Books would not show directly 18

Effectually remedied by Elkins law 1764
Enforcement of Elkins law would remedy evil of 16, 26

Evils of, exaggerated 17

Provision in Elkins law beneficial to railroads 26
Eeview provisions 24

Southern Pacific Eailway, has not paid dividends for eight or ten

years; earned 5, 6, and 7 per cent; expended in improvements 1802

Southv.cstern Lumbermen's Association

—

Statement as to less charge being made for long haul than for

short haul 1892

States-
Commissions established in 31 1907

Commissions in Illinois and Iowa empowered to fix schedules of

maximum reasonable rates 1980

Memorials of, favoring additional powers to national commis-
sion 1906,1909

Steel and iron, domestic and foreign rates on 19

BAEER, OEOBGE Ii., engaged in manufacturing ice and selling coal,

Columbia, S. C:
Testimony of 2744

Bate-making; present conditions should be let alone 2744

BALTIMORE:
Brief filed with Interstate Commerce Commission by commercial

organization of (Appendix E, Parti, Vol. V) 403
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BALTIMOBE AND OHIO KATLKOAI): Pa«e.

Testimony relative to^-
Additional statement relative to receipts and disbursements of (Bond) 3821
Bonds and stocks (Bond) 1426,1427
Contract for cars and locomotives; mileage of (Bond) 1423
Have heard no complaint against, of exorbitant rates; estimated ex-
penditure for next ten years to meet increased business (Bond) 1414

History of growth; taxation (Bond) 1424,1425
Number of States it operates in (Bond) 1423
Operates its own refrigerator cars for dairy products, but not for Cali-

fornia fruit; uses more or less private cars (Bond) 1427
Pennsylvania Railroad its largest stockholder, but not majority holder

(Bond) 1427
Receipts and disbursements of (Bond) 3821
Statement (Bond) 3821

BANKS:
Rate of interest not fixed by Congress (Tuttle) 926, 960, 981

BARBEB, CLABENCE, representing the Commercial Club of Knoxville,
Tenn.

:

Testimony of 1840
Rate making

—

Commission, opposed to entrusting it with 1840
Esch-Townsend bill provision opposed 1840

BABB.ET, J. A., secretary of Van Buren Horticultural Association, Van
Buren, Ark.:

Testimony of 2501
Private car line systems

—

Publish their rates _ 2502
Rates charged 2501
Since advent of Armour Line in our territory most excellent

service 2501

BABTLES, JOSEPH, engaged in illuminating and burning oil business, St.

Paul:
Testimony of.. 2740

Esch-Townsend bill

—

Ought to be passed •. 2743
Hates

—

On oil to St. Paul and Minneapolis raised to 20 cents at request
of Standard Oil Company 2740,2742

BASING POINT SYSTEM:
Testimonyjrelative to—

Cases showing dissatisfaction within the South, and rates under (Rip-
ley) 2321

BAYLOB, J. P., of Milford, Va.:
Testimony of. 3324

Discriminations

—

Corn in carload lots Chicago to Newport News 12 cents per hun-
dred; for export, llj cents; from west of Missouri Eiver, 10
cents 3325

Letter from traffic manager showing I have to pay for 120 miles
as much as western farmer pays for over 1,000 miles 3325

Railroads clothed with extraordinary right to take forcible possession

of private property there is absolutely no relation between service

performed and pay received; this act of injustice has destroyed
value of land so that some agricultural counties in Virginia less

populous than in 1790 3S24

BEAN, IRVING- M., Milwaukee; President Northwestern Iron Company:
Testimxmyof. 1823

Rate making

—

Commission if entrusted with, should be divided into districts... 1825
Commission, opposed to entrusting to 1824
Distance rate, opposed 1823
Elasticity desirable 1824
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BlDDIiE, W. B., third vice-president Chicago, Eock Island and Pacific

Railway:
Testimony of ; 1650

Cattle-
Change in service; reasons for; do not believe there has been ad-
vance in rates 1653

Claims paid for damage to the stock and for personal injuries

much greater than on other traffic 1652
Competition is still of controlling force 1655
Furnish smaller amount of paying tonnage than any other freight

traffic 1651
Given fastest time of any class of freight traffic 1651
Eates are reasonable in themselves, and by comparison 1655
Eates have been advanced since 1898, but not through any un-

lawful method 1652
Reasonable service is now being given 1655
Bequire large equipment, which lies idle part of year 1651
Require special facilities in way of tracks and yards 1652
Return of large percentage of equipment empty 1652

Discrimination in rates; present law should be strictly enforced 1657
Foreign commerce; do not believe in publication of rates in export
trade 1661

Railroads

—

Not overofficered 1655
Officers, number of, west of Mississippi 1655

Rate making

—

Not an exact science, probably never will be 1656
Present law perfectly feasible and ought to be effective 1657
Rates are basic; change in a given rate will probably affect large

number 1656
Unless same general plan is pursued in future, as in past, entire

business interests of country will be unsettled 165*!

Where carrier has been sustained by court, carrier very apt to

comply with suggestion of court... 1658
Rebates

—

Have known of no such payments for over 12 years 1652
No reliable evidence they have been paid on live stock for 12
years 1652

Texas Cattle Raisers' Association; answer to Cowan's brief of their

complaint 1650

BILLS relating to interstate commerce and the Interstate Commerce Com-
mission in the Fifty-eighth Congress:

Introduced by

—

Mr. Carmack, amendment to S. 2439 713

Mr. Cockrell, S. 2861 713

Mr. Elkins, S. 6709 718

Mr. Foraker, S. 3937 714

Mr. Hepburn, H. R. 18127 726

Mr. Kean, S. Res. 288 726

Mr. Martin, H. R. amendment to H. R. 18127 731

Mr. Newlands, S. R. 86 724

Mr. Patterson, S. 7051 719

Mr. Penrose, S.4092 715

Mr. Quarles, S. 2439 •» 711

Mr. Spooner (for Mr. Quarles), S. 6677 716

Mr. Townsend, H. R. 18588 732

report accompanying H. R. 18688 737

BIBS, A. 0., vice-president in charge of traffic of "Gould System:"
Testimony of. 2227,2249

American Refrigerator Transit Company-
Am vice-president of 2278

Is not a private car line 2278

System of charges explained 2279,2283
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BEEtS, A. C—Continued-
Testimony of—

Clamor for legislation

—

Agitation; after failure in two cases cited the Interstate Commerce
Law Association was organized and my rate clerk was hired
from me by that association 2250

Agitation commenced with E. P. Bacon, who wanted all the grain
of Wisconsin brought to Milwaukee, instead of having part go
to Chicago 2254

Agitation; next case underlying it was Milwaukee Chamber of
Commerce case, involving Dakotas and Minnesota shipments
to Minneapolis and Milwaukee; history of 2257

Producers found no fault 2255
Discriminations

—

Controversies come from middlemen who are jobbers 2260
Fixing of a maximum rate could in no manner settle any dispute
arismg under relative discrimination; Illinois tariff is illustra-

tion 2293
No secret discriminations now 2284
Only measure by which discriminations or complaints between

localities can be absoluely disposed of is by application of a
distance tariff 2294

Reply to E. P. Bacon as to 2262,2263,2264
Reply to E. P. Bacon as to Wichita lumber case 2258, 2262, 2285

Distance rate

—

Effect of 2270
Export and import rates

—

Difference between domestic rates and inland portion of the for-

eign rates 2264
Gould system

—

Do not know of a single case where the rate is held unreasonable
per se by shippers except on Texas live stock 2284

Grain

—

Middleman is being eliminated 2277
Illinois

—

Rate law 2270
Interstate commerce law

—

Review of 2250

Iowa

—

Governor Cummins' s complaint, that which underlies all, are in-

terstate commerce law provisions 2267

In case cited where discrimination against Fort Dodge in favor of

Des Moines, do not think simply fixing a maximum rate would
remedy unless you repealed long and short haul clause 2293

In distance tariffs, a minimum as well as maximum was especially

declared to be for purpose of protecting Iowa jobbers against

interstate jobbers 2266

Statements of Governor Cummins reviewed 2266

Long and short haul

—

Gould system observes that clause 2288, 2291,2292

Railroad at liberty to make very low rate to meet competition

provided that leaves even small fraction to contribute to fund

of expenses - 2292

Missouri

—

Rate law..... 2272

Private car line systems

—

American Refrigerator Transit Company is not a private car line;

explanation; first, there are the private cars, refrigerator or

other, in which the owner ships his own products; second, are

cars owned by individuals or private corporationawho employ
them in service of other people 2278, 2279, 2280, 2283

Armour & Co. own both classes of 2279

Everything under control of Commission unless right to regulate

price .....................— ............— ........ 2281, 2282

Icing charge .......................•••••••••••-••••-••-•••• 2295
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BIBD, A. C—Continued.
Testimony of—

Private car line systems— Continued.
Oil, cylinder tank cars owned by Standard Oil Company; system

of charges 2282
Term erroneously used 2278

Eailroads

—

"Nothing so profitable to carrier as local business and prosperity. . 2287
Rate making

—

Amendment; suggest nothing unless to expedite hearings before
Commission 2289

Best test is to compare your revenue, see if road is earning too
much, then see if there is an undue relation or prominence to

some article 2275
Clamor for legislation commenced with E. P. Bacon 2253
Governmental interference, would discourage railroad building in
West...... ....: 2288

In questions involving change of rate traffic managers of our
lines meet so as to have benefit of what each knows 2285

I spent three years as member of committee engaged in effort to

make for country a uniform classification; failed 2274
Matter of evolution 2274
No commission can make any considerable portion of the tariffs

of the country; not years enough in life 2252
No remedy can be justified which deprives owner of railroad

property of due process of law 2252
Not a definite science 2274
Not possible for Commission to adjust differences and fix rates as

well as railroads can 2287
Only basis to avoid complaints of discrimination between com-

munities would be distance tariff, but no man who has studied
question wants that process performed 2287

Other serious objections to giving Commission enlarged power. . . 2297
Perfectly satisfied for Commission to retain power to declare given

rate unreasonable, but not to fix substituted rate 2290
Bate, to change; ten days' notice required to advance, and three

to reduce 2286
Reasonable man would not invest in property, earning capacity of

which is limited by somebody else 2288
There is no royal road 2274
Would, in case Commission could not settle dispute, favor going

directly to court 2289
Would not advise taking cases to court in first instance 2289

Rebates

—

Believe none paid now 2284

Do not believe Standard Oil Company or beef trusts have received
a rebate since 1887 2255

Not a line in any system I represent has a rebate 2253
Reasonableness of rates

—

Question has narrowed down to remedy for relatively imreason-
able rates 2251

Texas

—

Live stock cattle rate; Cowan's testimony reviewed 2274
Rate on cattle about the lowest, considering value and care 2277

BLODGETT, FRANK &., Janesville, Wis.:
Testimony of 1639

Discrimination in rates

—

Country miller could not exist without "milling in transit" priv-

ilege, placing him on equal footing with terminal miller 1641

Think shippers in my locality satisfied with rates 1643

Rate making; opposed to empowering Commission with 1639

Rebates

—

Almost entirely wiped out 1639

Few now said to exist through private car lines, etc. Can be
eradicated by further legislation if necessary 1639
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BOATWBIQHT, "W. P., furniture manufacturer, DanvUle, Va.:
Tettimonyof. 2006

Bate making

—

Believe Danville, Va. , can prosper under present rates 2008
Not in sympathy with memorial against Southern Eailway by

certain citizens of Danville, Va 2006
Opposed to enlarging powers of Commission 2005

BOITD,HUGH L., Baltimore, Md., second vice-president and general attorney
Baltimore and Ohio Railroad Company:

Testimony of 1377,3821
Additional statement relative to receipts and disbursements of Balti-
more and Ohio Eailroad 3821

Alternatives: (1) a proposition to improve present law by increasing
powers of Commissionj (2) and the proposition to improve present
law by_ changing functions of Commission, shortening procedure to
the point where you get a binding decision from a court 1395

Antitrust law, effect of, has been to compel organization of big rail-

road corporations 1413
Baltimore and Ohio Railroad

—

Bonds and stocks 1426,1427
Contract for cars and locomotives; mileage of 1423
Have heard no complaint against, of exorbitant rates; estimated

expenditure for next ten years to meet increased business 1414
History of growth; taxation 1424,1425
Kumber of States it operates in 1423
Operates its own refrigerator cars for dairy products, but not for

California fruit; uses more or less private cars 1427
Pennsylvania Railroad its largest stockholder, but not majority
holder 1427

Receipts and disbursements of 3821
Statement 3821

Consolidation has done good; not likely to extend much further; due
largely to antipooling and antitrust acts 1428, 1430

Constitutional questions

—

As to requirements of branch lines being subject of legislation. . . 1422
Conferring powers on Commission to ascertain reasonable rate 1416

Discriminations in rates between persons (Elkins Act sufficient); be-

tween localities or descriptions of traffic (Elkins Act sufficient) 1392,

1398, 1401
Esch-Townsend bill criticised 1384,1396
Elkins Act sufficient against discriminations; did not change the law

aa to reasonableness of rates 1393
Injunction

—

Interstate Commerce Commission could not only complain of a
single rate in bill filed, but of all, and get judgment upon all . . 1411

Power of Constitution in process to establish maximum rate 1403
Interstate Commerce Commission

—

Great majority of cases lost by them in court due to persistent

refusal to heed construction put on interstate commerce act by
United States Supreme Court, irrespective of proposition that

commercial conditions must be regarded under each of the sec-

tions, except the second 1400

If relieved of judicial procedure, would have time to enforce

Elkins Act against discriminations and secret rates 1412

It, with exception, perhaps, of Chairman Knapp, wants to free

Commission from any control by courts 1395

Legislative power of Congress can not be delegated to Commission 1378
Loopholes should not be left to usurp legislative power 1381

Must not be left to construe its own powers 1415
Objection to providing that when it finds a rate unreasonable, it

shall say how far that rate must be changed 1394

What it does after it takes case to court 1410

interstate commerce law

—

Broad-gauge law 1390

Penalties of, are obstruction to enforcement; perfected by Elkins

Act ,..., 1391,139?

S. Doc. 243, 59-1—vol 4 66
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BOND, HrtJGH li.—Continued. P»ee.

Testimony of—
Interstate commerce law—Continued.

Persistent refusal of Commission to heed construction of Dnited
States Supreme Court 1400

National incorporation act 1424
Private car line systems, Baltimore and Ohio, use of 1426
Railroads

—

Any drastic power given to Commission would affect power of

railroads to get money for improvements to carry on growing
business 1415

As much a part of community aa a bank 1424
Entitled to protection against competitors that want to cut rates.

Trunk lines have to take most lax interpretation of any one
line 1412

Usual arrangement between trunk and branch lines as to division

of rates 1420
Bate making

—

After suit is brought, believe can ask court not only to enjoin rate

found unreasonable, but any rate they find unreasonable; illus-

tration 1402,1408
Amendment suggested. If rate strikes Commission as unreason-

able, for them to go im mediately to the court 1401, 1410
Any act which tries to give Commission discretionary power ought

to be held void 1389,1399
Any drastic power given to Commission would affect power of

railroads to get money for improvements to carry on growing
business 1414

Complaint of time and expense in getting cases prepared and tried

by the Commission 1389
Esch-Townsend bill provisions criticised 1384
Legislative power of Congress can not be delegated to a commis-

sion; cases cited 1378
Loopholes should not be left so that Commission may usurp legis-

lative powers 1381
Power should be left with railroads 1409
'
' Reasonable '

' has a definite, legal meaning 1384, 1396, 1416
Reduction of rates would mean, ordinarily, reduction of expenses,
and that would affect wages 1414

Reasonableness of rates

—

Elkins Act has not changed the law; what Commission claiiug to

be able to do under maximum rate case 1393
Whether law should authorize, in terms. Commission to ascer-

tain 1418
Rebates; shippers threatened to boycott the Baltimore and Ohio

for opposition to 1391

BOSTON:
Brief filed with Interstate Commerce Commission by commercial

organization of (Appendix E, Part I, Vol. V) 403

BOSTON AND KAINE SYSTEM:
Testimony relative to—

Amount of bonds, and how held (Tuttle) 954
Amount paid private car line by (Tuttle) 954
Capital stock, etc. (Tuttle) 1005
Employees injured cared for (Tuttle) 995
Has no contracts with private car lines (Tuttle) 954
No complaint of any rate of, tried by Commission ( Tuttle) 914
Statistics (Tuttle) 986
Tax paid by (Tuttle) 994

BOWES, E. B. , assistant traffic manager, Illinois Central Railroad:
Testimony of 2725,2845

Chicago Live Stock Exchange

—

Petition, for enlargement of the powers of Interstate Commerce
Commission, to afford check on unjust and unreaeonable rated. . 2736

Esch-Townsend bill

—

Objection to power being given Commission 2733,2734
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BOWES, F. B.—Continued. Pa8«-

Testimony of—
Illinois Central Railroad

—

"Feeding-in-transit" rate 2851
Has an "industrial commission" to look after securing location

of industries on its line 2852
Has probably largest supply of refrigerator cars of any railroad in
America in proportion to mileage and equipment 2846

Icing charges—Mead's testimony reviewed 2846
Lumber rates not advanced since 1903; but prices of yellow-pine
lumber have advanced on several occasions 2846

Never heard that railroads have decreed that certain States, Iowa
among them, are to be agricultural; our road has no restriction
of that nature in any of 13 States it passes 2852

New Orleans traffic—Robinson' s testimony reviewed 2847
No contract with Armour or any other refrigerator car line 2846
Overcapitalization charge reviewed 2848
Professor Ripley's testimony as to solution of trouble by division

of territory by railroads, reviewed 2848
Bate making

—

Can not be done by any Government body and maintain condi-
tions existing 2733

Change in a rate from Ohio River would involve change in every
rate that bases on Ohio River in States of Illinois, Wisconsin,
Indiana, Ohio, and Pennsylvania, and involve a change in
every rate-from New England and from the Eastern States that
base on Baltimore—a dangerous power to put in hands of

Commission 2726,2727
Conditions are changing constantly, and we try to adapt rates to
changes 2732

Difficulties of, illustrated in petition of Chicago and St. Louis
merchants claiming rates unfair 2725

Expert traffic men only persons competent to pass on freight
rates 2727

Localities, adjusting rates relatively as to, occupies entire time of

traffic people 2733
No objection to present law 2734
Revising a rate, not done without tearing down the entire struc-

ture 2727
Revising in one case involves thousands of rates 2730
Shippers, jobbers, and manufacturers—the great mass of them

—

are in favor of present conditions remaining 2733
Sugar-rate case cited to show complexities attending rate in com-

modities; took twenty men three days after the outline was
fixed to line up the interior rates 2730, 2731

The large majority of complaints from individuals and localities

never reach Commission 2733
Yellow-pine lumber case cited to show dangers attending power

to fix rate by Commission 2734

BRADLEY, HEBBERT, of New York, traffic manager of Millers National

Federation:
Tentirrumyof. 2832

European rates

—

Compared with United States 2835

Government ownership

—

Opposed to 2835

Rate making

—

Agitation, greatdeal of brought about by "uniform bill of lading"
which has been withdrawn 2836

Commission, instead of having authority to make orders, should
be investigators 2836

If power were given to Commission we should be in same boat as

dippers in England 2834
Impossible for six or twelve men in Washington to make rates.. 2835
Mifeage basis would mean ruin to country 2834
Now takes six months or year to get a decision 2836

Betates

—

Think none since Elkins act
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(Appendix B; Vol. 6) 131

BKOTHEBHOOD OF LOCOMOTIVE EITGINEEBS:
On the Chicago and Lake Erie Eailway ; Statement 2624
Each-Townsend bill

—

Opposed to 3782
Protest against any substantial change in interstate rates (Tuttle) 1004
Bate making

—

Opposed to governmental regulation 3783

BEOWN, A. B., Washington, D. O., counsel for Atchison, Topekaand Santa
Fe Raiload Co.

:

Testimony of ' 3133
Atchison system

—

Has not paid any rebates 3140
Leed's testimony before Interstate Commerce Commission intro-
duced 3133

Mead' s testimony as to paying rebates, reviewed 3140
Eebates

—

Atchison system has not paid any 3133,3140

BBOWN, CHABLES H., bagging and cotton-tie business; president of
Chamber of Commerce, Mobile, Ala.

:

Testimony of 3269
Rate making

—

Commercial interests of Mobile would regret to see making of

rates pass out of hands of railroads 3269
Rebates

—

No complaints of 3269

BBOWIf, C. M., orange grower and shipper, Redlands, Cal.:
TesiiTnony of 2738

Private car-line systems

—

Excellent service in California 2739
Publishes a schedule of rates 2739

Rate making

—

Want Commission given power to enforce findings 2739

BBOWN, H. D.
,
president and general manager of Brown Coal Company, at

Sioux City; also treasurer of White Bock Cattle Company:
Testimony of. 2019

Cattle rates 2019
Bate making

—

Sooner take chances with traffic managers than average man on
Commission 2019

BUBB, B. HUDSON, member of Florida railway commission, acting with
association of commissioners of the various States:

Testimony of 40
Commission, conferring rate-making power upon, will largely remedy

evils 49
Courts, aggrieved parties do not resort to , 46
Discrimination in rates favor large shippers in Florida 47
Discrimination in long and short haul 48
Florida railway commission, powers of, favorable results of 41
National association railway commissioners, composition and purpose

of; represented here; resolutions 41
Quarles bill hardly strong enough 49
Rates

—

Favor absolute power of Commission to make, upon complaint .

.

48
To Chicago, Cincinnati, and New York 45

BUBUSI, FATBIOK Or., Augusta, Ga. Milling and produce business:

Testimony of 2743
Bate making

—

Satisfied with present conditions 2743
Eebates

—

Have not received any 2744
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BtJSH, T. G., engaged in the iron and coal business, Birmingham, Ala.: Pa^e-

Teslimony of 2966
Railroads

—

In Northwest particularly shippers and railroads work harmoni-
ously 2968

Should improve in adjusting claims 2974
Statistics, for the South, showing development under expansion

of railroads 2969
Statistics for the United States 2973

Bate making

—

Do not think it possible for Government to select a body of men
who would fairly and intelligently establish freight rates 2973

To give Commission power to fix rates would cause great confusion
in business 2967,2969

CABOT, GOBFBEY L., carbon-black maker, Boston, Mass.:
Testimony of. 2746

Advance in freight rates, etc.

—

Report of Interstate Commerce Commission in response to Senate
resolution 2747

Bate making

—

Govenmient ownership would be worse than present evil 2745
Government supervision favored as effective remedy for shippers
and removal of temptations for rebates, etc 2746

CALTEO^TSTLA:
Tatimony relative to—

"California Fruit Distributors' " agreement with Armour Car Line
which has monopoly of carrying all fresh fruit shipments over
Southern Pacific lines ; discriminations ( Stevens ) . , 3308, 3309

Earl Fruit Company and other members of "Distributors" do both a
commission and f. o. b. business (Stevens) 3311

Fruit growers' resolution favoring establishment of court of interstate

commerce (Stevens) 3308
Injunction saved orange industry (Call) 2698
Oranges; cost per acre of placing groves in bearing; cost of, per box

(Call) 2687
Oranges; producers' profit (Call) 2687
Oranges; rates (Call) 2687
Order of Commission disregarded by railroad ( Call ) 2688
Pooling, effectof (Call) 2698
Bates found excessive by Commission, but powerless to reduce (Call) . 2688
Sale of deciduous fruit shipments not satisfactory last season; illustra-

tion (Stevens) 3313
Tables showing prices paid by distributors for fruit, cost of shipment,

etc.; comparison of rates (Stevens) 3318

CAIiL, JOSEPH H. , attorney at law, Iios Angeles, representing citrus-fruit

interests in southern California:

Testimony of 2684
California

—

Injunction saved orange industry 2698
Oranges; cost per acre of placing groves in bearing; cost of, per
box 2687

Oranges; producers' profit 2687
Oranges; rates 2687
Order of Commission disregarded by railroad 2688
Poolmg, effectof 2698
Bates found excessive by Commission,- but powerless to reduce . . 2688

Constitutional questions

—

Congress has power to regulate commerce by any constitutional

means 2708
If Commission has power to declare an existing rate unreasonable

it may order earner to cease, but it can not substitute any other. 2694
Injunction; power in the courts considered 2715
Public rates constitute an evidence of legality, etc. ; decision dted . 2693
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OALL, JOSEPH H.—Continued. Pate-

Testimony of—
Constitutional questions—Continued.

Supreme Court has decided that the fixing of rate for the future
IS a legislative function 2691

There in no law by which court can do more than either enforce
the order of Commission or refuse 2691

When Commission assumed it had power to substitute a rate and
did it, court held it acted without authority 2695

Without authority from Congress railroads would have no right
to fix rates for interstate transportation; decision cited 2692

Esch-Townsend bill

—

Provisions reviewed; commended 2710
Private car-line systems

—

Additional stetement as to whether Armour interests wereengaged
in fruit business in southern California 2724

Icing charge, section I, in Esch-Townsend bill shouldbe amended,
making it the act of the railway 2713

Monopoly 2701
Eailroad is required to furnish all equipment necessary for care
and protection of property which it holds itself out to be com-
mon carrier of 2712

Santa Fe, for its system, organized a ear line 2690
Railroads

—

Statistics: Earnings compared with increase of wealth 2703
Value of 2704

Kate making

—

Commission should have supervising power over rates, with power
to fix maximum rates 2684

Of cases that have gone through Commission to Supreme Court,
over seven and one-half years is average time consumed 2713

Bates

—

Are fixed by combination 2704-2708
Routing

—

Against Southern Pacific Company and the Santa Fe r 2695
Injunction saved orange industry 2698
Pooling, effect of 2698

Santa Fe Railroad

—

Statistics - 2703
Southern Pacific Railway

—

Net income per mile 2702
Statistics 2702

CANADA:
Testimony relative to—

Commission there invested with power to make rates (Meyer) 1622
Railway act of the Dominion of, 1903. (Appendix A; Vol. V) 5

. Railroads have advantage of us in not being subject to our interstate-

commerce law; give rebates; illustrations (Hill) 1501,1502
Rate fixing in (New York Sun, May 5, 1905) (Meyer) 1622

Rates complained of in Canadian Parliament, and referred to as higher
in Canada than in United States (Meyer) 1622

CANADIAN BAILBOADS:
Given autocratic power but no action has yet been taken under the

act (Tuttle) 944

CANNON FALLS DISCRIMINATION 34,37,39

CAPITALIZATION : (See Overcapitalization.

)

Testimony relative to—
A railroad has to make its revenues on rates fixed by the railroads

which were built during the economical period ( Ramsey) 2137

Bonds and stocks do not always represent a bona fide investment
(Clements) 3054

England capitalizes every dollar of additions (Ramsey) 2150
England and U. S. railroads, conditions compared. (Clements) 3227

Low mileage capitalization kept down here by fact of earnings being
put into betterments (Ramsey) 215C
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OAPITAMZATION—Continued. P«8e-

Tulirrumy, relative to—
Not a railroad in the country, unless small lines, whose capitalization

represents cost of property (Ramsey) 2137
(Newcomb) 3518
Watering stock should be prohibited (Shevlin) 1961

OABIiE, Ii. B. , tobacco shipper and president of Janesville Machine Com-
pany, Janesville, Wis.:

TaHmcmy of 2177
Hate making

—

Great deal of this excitement is created by politicians and news-
papers of Chicago-American-Hearst type 2181

No need of Government doing anything more than at present. 2179, 2181
Wisconsin

—

Business Men's Club of, answering charge of corruption of legis-

lature by railroads 2181
Charge that railroads are corrupting legislature, answered 2178
Forty-eight railroad corporations in; but eight paid dividends in
1902 2179,2180,2182

Rebates

—

All stopped 2181

OASLETON, MTTBBAT, wholesale dry goods business, representing Busi-
ness Men's League and others, St. Louis:

Testimony of. 2515
Iowa

—

Inelastic rates have driven manufacturers out of State 2519
Missouri

—

Division of public sentiment on the question 2523
State maximum rate bill disordered freight schedules 2515

Oklahoma

—

Developed by railroads 2519
Railroads

—

Educational institutions large investors 2518
Insurance companies large investors 2518
Largely owned by small shareholders 2518
Savings banks large investors 2518
Statistics: Amount paid employees 2517

Bate making

—

Business men of St. Louis and Southwest opposed to intrusting

power of, in Commission 2516
Commission-made rate no more sacred to agent hustling for busi-

ness than made by railroad 2521

Government control would check railroad initiative 2520
Local issue 2517
Prosperity of country under present system 2516

Texas

—

Manufactures decreased under State railroad regulation 2520

Wisconsin

—

Flour mills flourish under present system 2521

OARS:
Testimony relative to-^

For private, legislation may be necessary (Bacon ) 23

Under word "facilities" Commission compels railroads to furnish

suflScient cars (Bacon) 22

CATTLE:
Testimony relative to—

Banks broken in Iowa on account of unprofitableness of cattle btuai-

ness (Cowan) 3384

Change in service; reasons for; do not believe there has been advance
in rates (Biddle) 1653

Chicago terminal charges on live stock (Cowan) .- 3420

Claims paid for damage to the stock and for personal injuries much
greater than on other traffic (Biddle) 1652

Competition is still of controlling force (Biddle) 1666
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CATTLE—Continued. P^ee-

Teitimony relative to—
Furnish smaller amount of paying tonnage than any other freight

traffic 1651

Given fastest time of any class of freight traffic (Biddle) 1651

Live-stock cases (Cowan) 3418
Live-stock interest practically a unit for regulation (Cowan) 3403
Profits in shipments too great (Cowan) 3402
Kates are reasonable in themselves, and by comparison (Biddle) 1655
Eates have been advanced since 1898, but not through any unlawful
method (Biddle) 1652

Rates; remedy not sufficient under present law (Cowan) 3436
Eates too high (Cowan) 3384
Reasonable service ia now being given (Biddle) 1655
Require large equipment, which lies idle part of year (Biddle) 1651
Require special facilities in way of tracks and yards (Biddle) 1652
Eeturn of large percentage of equipment empty ( Biddle) 1652

CATTLE-RAISEBS' ASSOCLa.TION OE TEXAS:
Testimony relative to—

Complaint of rates to Commission (Cowan) 64

CATTLE KATES:
Testimony relative to—

(Brown) 2019
Have advanced little (Hord) 2162
From Texas railroads make us "stock-cattle rate" which is reason-

able (Hord) 2162
Not excessive compared with other commodities (Hord) 2161
(Eamsey) 1969,1970

CHANGES IN BATES:
Testimony relative to—

Disadvantages of extended hearings (Lincoln) 1225
Shifting commercial conditions require (Lincoln) 1225
Rate-making power should be elastic (Lincoln) 1225

Wages depend upon necessary compensation from traffic (Lincoln).. 1225

CHAPMAN, WILXiIAM H., of Kansas City, Mo., owner and operator of

sawmills in Memphis, Ark.

:

Testimony of. 2363
Rate making

—

Government control of rates not feasible without Government
ownership 2364

No objection where complaint of excessive rate was made to

giving Commission power to inquire into it, and if found excesB-

ive, to correct it 2365

Rates-
Reasonable at present time 2364

CHATTANOOGA:
Testimony relative to—

No complaint in, as to outgoing freight; complaints as to incoming,
involving water transportation (Mitchell) 2176

CHESAPEAKE AND OHIO BATLBOAS:
Testimony relative to—

Rate (Bacon) 1795

CHICAGO AND LAKE EBIE BAILWAT, BBOTHEBHOOD OF
LOCOMOTIVE ENGINEEBS ON:

Statement 2624

CHICAGO LIVE-STOCK EXCHANGE:
Petition praying for enlargement of the powers of Interstate Com-
merce Commission to afford a check on unjost and unreasonable
rates (Bowes) 2736

CHICAGO, MILWAUKEE AND ST. PAUL BAILWAY:
Tettimony relative to—

Has 7,000 miles in system; States in; if we could cairy loaded can in

both directions could reduce rates (Hiland) 1822
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CHIOAGO, MTL-WATTKEE AND ST. PATTL KAILWAY—Continued. !••««•

Testimony relative to—
Never had contention with Commission. So far as known no ground

of complaint against Commission ( Hiland ) 1330
No contract arrangement with private lines; arrangement runs during

life of prevailing rate (Hiland ) 1335
No general complaint of its rates; no trouble in agreeing on through

rates (Hiland) 1339
Own about 1,200 refrigerator cars and about. 500 vegetable cars

(Hiland) : 1335
Statistics, bonds, stock, employees, trackage (Peck) 1356,1361
States in which operated (Peck) 1356
Think it owns stock in other railroads (Peck) 1357

CHICAGO SHIPPERS' ASSOCIATION AND OTHERS:
Arguments favoring a readjustment of certain freight rates 2538

CINCINNATI FREIGHT BUREAU CASE:
Testimony relative to—

Discriminations between localities cited (Hooker) 129,132

CLAMOR FOR LEGISLATION:
Testimony relative to—

Agitation; after failure in two cases cited the Interstate Commerce
Law Association was organized and my rate clerk was hired from
me by that association (Bird) 2250

Agitation commenced with E. P. Bacon, who wanted all the grain of

Wisconsin brought to Milwaukee instead of having part go to Chi-
cago (Bird) 2254

Agitation, next case underlying it, was Milwaukee Chamber of
Commerce case, involving Dakotas and Minnesota shipments to
Minneapolis and Milwaukee; history of (Bird) ,.. 2257

Producers found no fault (Bird) 2255

CLASSIFICATION:
Testimony relative to—

Abuse in change of (Hooker) 139
Arkansas rates fixed by a commission, and generally stand on State

traffic; mileage scale; can not change local rate without consent of

commission; think this impairs manufacturing interests of Arkan-
sas (Lincoln) 1228

Basis of all rates (Lincoln) 1226
Elements in considering (Lincoln) 1226
In different localities (Lincoln) 1226
Number and character of changes in ( Lincoln ) 1231
Western classification committee, how composed (Lincoln) 1231
Western classification in use by about seven lines (Lincoln) 1230

CLEMENTS, JUDSON C, Interstate Commerce Commissioner:
Testimony of 2988,3220

Capitalization

—

Bonds and stocks do not always represent a bona fide investment. 3054
England and United States railroads, conditions compared 3227

Consolidation

—

And capitalization of certain railroads 3055
Showing same directors on several railroads 3055

Constitutional questions

—

Commission attempted to condemn excessive part of a rate the
whole of which was found to be unreasonable; Supreme Court
said that operated to fix a rate for future 3039

Powers as to rate-making 3039
Discrimination

—

Commission has not sought to enjoin, as between localities, except
in Wichita case 3239

Elkins law

—

Has had tremendous effect in diminution of all these abuses 3238
England

—

Rate conditions compared with those inU. S 3227
Export and import rates

—

Belgium to New York less than Pittsburg to New York—brought
to Commission's attention 3234
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CLEMENTS, JXTDSGir 0.—Continued. ^H*
Testimony of—

Export and import rates—Continued.
For through export rate to Europe and through import rate to
Chicago to be less than rate from New York to Chicago seems
a wide digcrimination 3236

Glass case reviewed 3234
Interstate Commerce Commission

—

All it undertook was, when it found a rate unreasonable, to declare
it unreasonable and order violation to stop 3003

As to its Secretary issuing circular letter to associations and ship-
pers to write to Senators and Eepresentatives in favor of pas-
sage of a bill 3240

Cases; informal complaints about 2,300; explained. 3013
Cases in which mandatory orders disobeyed, 55 3016
Cases in which mandatory orders were made and complied with,
about 94; mandatory orders partially complied with, 21 3013

Cases; suits brought in court to enforce orders which were ignored,
about 48 3013

Complaints before Commission; many more last two years than
same length of time before; excessiveness of rates and relation

resulting in discrimination as between places, complained of . . 3242
Criticisms of, reviewed 2988,3012,3014
Esch-Townsend bill; no member of Commission ever wrote a line

of or had anything to do with 3003
Has decided about 400 formal complaints and made orders in
about 170; has dismissed or otherwise disposed of about 230... 3013

Has never recommended more than President Roosevelt recom-
mends 3004

Has (since 1897) from year to year recommended amendments,
but has not asked to make everybody's rates 3004

Hill's utterances in relation to, reviewed 3005
How it should be constituted 3250
Increases in rates 3047
Maximum rate case, reviewed; table of rates, cited 3032

Meyer's utterances as to, reviewed 3010
" Milk case " testimony of Meyer, reviewed 3009
Never undertook affirmatively to fix rate for the future 3003
Orders of, disregarded (in 1890) because lawyers advised carriers

finding of Commission was not conclusive 3014

Strawberry case reviewed 3056
"Terminal charges " in New York, Hill's criticism of, reviewed. . 3004
To confer general rate fixing power on, not advisable 3035

Yellow-pine lumber case, action on 3044

Long and short haul

—

Now but an occasional case of charging more for the short than
for the long haul 3235

Louisville and Nashville Railroad

—

Manner it came under control of Atlantic Coast Line; investiga-

tion of Commission 3052

Transaction with Atlantic Coast Line 3223

Milk case

—

Hearing in, marked Appendix "H" 3223

Private car-line systems

—

Icing cost; some of us have thought might ultimately be reached

under Elkins law, as a discrimination 3231

Question whether Commission has jurisdiction over 3236

Refrigeration service should be amenable to same jurisdiction

freight rates are 3230,3236

Should publish their rates 3232

Railroads

—

As to building up favored localities by 3227

Books open at all times to inspection would be a great check 3232

Great increase of rates shown in increase in revenue: years 1899

and 1903 show increase in gross receipts from freight of

$425,000,000 3228

Ownership by different companies of stock in others (table). 3221, 3223
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CLEMENTS, JUDSON 0.—Continued. p««e.
Testimony of—

Railroad—Continued.
Persons on board of directors of more than five companies

(table) 3221,3223
Reports of; penalty should be provided which would compel full
and reasonable compliance 3280

Bate making

—

Change of one rate affects a good many 3036
"Classification No. 20;" Commission's action reviewed 3036
Coast water lines justly ought to be placed within power of Com-
mission 3237

^ Commission haa recommended changes from year to year, as law
requires 2988.

Commission should have power to declare a rate unreasonable, to
declare what is a reasonable rate, and that its findings shall go
into immediate effect 3243

Confiscatory rate considered 3246
Criticisms of Commission reviewed 2988, 3012
During ten years it was thought Commission had the power, no
such revolution came as is now predicted 2995

For ten years no carrier denied, in his answer, authority of Com-
mission to fix future rate (William R. Morrison cited) 2996

Have never advocated a minimum rate : 3242
If Commission had power to fix a rate, do not know that it would

materially affect rebate question; it might prevent discrimina-
tion in some cases 3241

Last report of Commission recommends subjects for amendment . 3237
Legislation proposed would not enable Commission to lay hands
upon every rate 2995

Maximum rate case; court's views as to order in case and aa to
power of Commission over every rate 3035

Mere power to fix the maximum rate would not enable Conunis-
sion to handle questions of discriminations 3241

Ought to be some power to fix divisions between companies and
connecting lines, making a through rate 3237

To confer general rate fixing power on commission not advisable. . 3035
E«tei—

Taken as a whole are reasonably low 3227
Bebates

—

Abuses and wrong practices between railroads and elevator com-
paniesare alleged 3231

Admissions of railroad officials of payment of, and destruction of

papers relating to prior to Elkins act (see Appendix G) . . . 2994, 2995
Commission had series of lawsuits to get basis to enforce its order. 2995
Commission investigated where it was satisfied a manufacturing

establishment which had short-line switch or short road was
getting undue amount of through rate, amounting to a rebate. . 3230

Difficulties of enforcing law ;
'
' incriminate '

' witnesses 2990
Efforts of Commission to amend law, successful 2991
Strung out contests over compelling witnesses to answer and pro-

duce books 2992
Social Circle case

—

Testimony reviewed 3224
Southern Railway and Steamship Association

—

Agreement, January 14, 1892 3018
Special court

—

Have thought it would be more expeditious 3250
Terminal charges

—

Brimson case reviewed 3234
Water routes

—

Coast water lines justly ought to be placed within power of Com-
mission 8237

GOAL BATES:
Testimony relative to—

Lowor, into New England than ever before (Kerr) 2210,2211,2213
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COCEKELL, FBANOIS U., Interstate Commerce Commissioner:
Tatimonyof 3371

Interstate Commerce Commission

—

As to personnel and methods in conducting certain cases before
it, and results 3377

Private car line systems

—

Can be absorbed by the railroads 3874
Remedy would be to make railroads responsible for these cars,

giving them authority to lease, and not give preference to any
one 3376

Eate making

—

After lapse of reasonable time from order of Commission, would
authorize railroad, if it desired to contest rating, to go into the
existing courts 3371

Burden of proof would be on railroad to show that rate fixed by
Commission was not reasonable and just, and court would have
full jurisdiction to determine whether rate first established by
railroad and declared unreasonable by Commission was unrea-
sonable and unjust 3371

Court would have authority to say whether rate fixed by Com-
mission was reasonable and just; in my judgment court would

. be compelled to decide the question 3371
Finding of Commission should go into immediate effect, buf
remain subject to appeal 3373

If confiscatory proceeding railroad would go in and restrain Com-
mission and not have to refer to this law 3373

When court found rate fixed by railroad unreasonable, if it should
find ratefixed by Commission also unreasonable, it would devolve
on railroad to fix another rate; if rate afterwards fixed was com-
plained of, think Commission would have authority to reexamine
case and fix upon some rate that would be deemed reasonable
and just 3372

Would delegate to Commission power to regulate rates; to decide
whether rates prescribed by railroads were reasonable and just,

and to decide, after complaints and investigations, what was a
reasonable and just rate in that case; after rate was fixed by
Commission, it should continue until otherwise settled 3371

Would giv* to both parties right of appeal 3373

COLOxtAlkO:
No State commission (Lincoln) 1279

COLUUBTTS, SA., BOARS Or TRADE:
Rate making

—

Opposed to changes in law — 3781

Each-Townsend bill

—

Oppoeedto 3781

COMMISSION AGENOT:
Testimony relative to—

Do not know of any, in connection with soliciting freight (Ramiey).. 1973

COMMITTEE ON INTERSTATE COMMERCE

:

Senate resolution No. 288, Fifty-eighth Congress, third session, author-
izing Committee on Interstate Commerce of Senate to investigate

and report 775

Notification of hearings; form 792

COMMODITY RATE:
Testimony relative to—

Fear commodity rate which we have on logs to our mills from timber
district may be interferedwith by Commission; illustration (Nevitt) . 1550

COMPETITION:
Testimony relative to—

Has disappeared (Cowan) 66
To secure Dusiaesa, and agree upon rates (Cowan) 66
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OOHFLAINTS ATHD OASES BBOUGHT BEFORE THE INTEB-
STATE COMSTEBiCE COIOIISSIOIT AND THE COUBTS IN-
VOLVING VIOLATIONS OF THE ACT TO BEGXJLATE
COMMEKOE AND AMENDMENTS THERETO (Appendb: D;
Vol. V) 297

CONE, CSSAB, Greensboro, N. C, cotton manufacturer and commissioner:
Tekimony of 1924

Discriminations

—

North Carolina, some complaint in, of cotton rate being higher
than elsewhere 1927

Bate making

—

Present situation satisfactory 1926
Rather deal with railroads than with Government tribunal 1948

CONEISCATOBT BATES:
Testimony relative to—

Injunction against Commission a remedy in case of their fixing
(Morawetz) 870

Nebraska l^islftture cited (Davenport) 201

CONGBESS. See ComtUutional questions.

CONGBESSIONAL DEBATES:
Eelating to giving rate-making power to Interstate Commerce Com-

mission, compiled by Edward W. Hines (Hines) 1076

CONSOLIDATION:
Testimony reloMve to—

And capitalization of certain railroads (Clements) 3055
Beneficial to commerce and trade (Ramsey) 1998
Has been a good thing (Cummins) 2105
Has done good; not likely to extend much further; due largely to

antipooling and antitrust acts (Bond) 1428, 1430
Has resulted in better service and lower rates (Thurber) 2509
More railroads are consolidated the better they will work toward sim-

plicity of action (Harris) 1540
Pittsburg, population (Ramsey) 2001
Showing same directors on several railroads (Clements ) 3055
Tendency to reduce price of service ( Kruttschnitt) 3121
Tendency to reduce rebates (Kruttschnitt) 3121
Tends to a decrease in long-haul rate and diminution of operating
expenses (Ramsey) 1998

Tends to reduce rates; illustrations ( Lincoln) 1232
Think combination of all the railroads would be disadvantageous to

the people (Ramsey) 2000
Think it has gone nearly as far as it will go (Ramsey) 1999
Think tendency is healthy; Sherman act drove railroads into it.

(Kruttschnitt) 3120
Would not favor all railroads in one great company (Cummins) 2105
Would not like to see all competition eliminated (Cummins) 2105

CONSTITUTIONAL aUESTIONS (see also Cmtrt):

Testimony relative to—
As to power of Congress to prescribe compensation to be received by
one citizen for a service rendered another ( Fordyce) 2196

As to requirements of branch lines being subject of legislation (Bond) . 1422
1 Commission attempted to condemn excessive part of a rate, the whole
* of which was found to be unreasonable; Supreme Court said that

operated to fix a rate for future (Clements) 3039
Congress

—

Can determine a minimum rate and a maximum rate, but the
courts can not be required to determine (Morawetz) 804

Can not confer upon court any power which in its final analysis

leaves it to determine what should be rate or relation of rates

(Mather) 1472
Can not delegate legislative power (Morawetz) 798
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CONSTITTTTIONAL aUESTIONS—Continued.
Tatimony relative to—

Congress—Continued.
Can only create courts such as are authorized by Constitution,
and the Interstate Commerce Commission is not a body of that
kind (Morawetz) 802

Can prescribe general rules for regulation of charges (Morawetz) . 798
Conferring powers on Commission to ascertain reasonable rate

(Bond) 1416
Has power to regulate commerce by any constitutional means

(Call) 2708
Has not power to regulate commerce wholly within a State (Dav-
enport)...: » 182

Notpower to reduce rates to extent of deprivingrailroads of reason-
able return on investments (Morawetz) 795

Power of, to correct unlawful tariff rates ( Hines) 3776
Powers it could give Commission as to determining rates

(Morawetz) 851
Powers which it can confer on a commission and on a court

(Morawetz) 867
Power to confer upon court power not only to say whether a

rate was unreasonable, but what would in their opinion be
maximum rate (Mather) 1468

Power to direct Commission to determine what maximum rate

may be charged (Morawetz) 852
Power to grant exemption from taxation to railroads (Morawetz) . 880
Powe r to pass law fixing schedule of rates (Morawetz

)

852
Power to tax railroads and distribute taxes among the different

States and Territories (Morawetz) 880
Eight to require court to ascertain whether rate-is unreasonable,
and what is a reasonable maximum rate (Peck ) 1352

Unable to fix a certain rate, or to delegate that power (Daven-
port) 209,211

Court

—

Can be required to pass upon question whether act of carrier in

fixing a rate is in violation of any legal order of Commission,
but they can not be required to substitute their ideas as to

wisdom of fixing rate between two extremes ( Morawetz) 803
Can be required to pass upon question whether a rate prescribed
by Commission is unreasonably high and therefore unlawful
(Morawetz) 803

Can not be confined to evidence before Commission (Stone) 251
Can not be given power to hear controversies de novo and to

reconsider wisdom of Commission in fixing any particular rate

between two extremes (Morawetz) 806
Could be required to pass upon question whether a rate is un-

reasonably high, extortionate, because in violation interstate-

commerce act, and could be required, in my judgment, to find

what maximum rate is that could be lawfully imposed under
the act (Morawetz) 803,807

Could, in my judgment, be required to find what maximum rate

is that could have been lawfully imposed, but could not pre-

scribe a rate for the future (Morawetz) 803
If Commission has power to declare an existing rate unreasonable

it may order carrier to cease, but it can not substitute any other
(Call) 2694

Injunction, power in the courts considered ( Call ) 2715
Interpretation of '

' reasonable '
' (Morawetz ) 800

Limit of power to fix differential rates (Morawetz) 864
Proceedings may be instituted against an entire tariff on ground

destructive of rights of property, but think shipper could not
seek to restrain enforcement of an entire tariff (Morawetz) 805

Discussed (Nimmo) 151

Objection to

—

Quarles-Cooper bill (Davenport) 209
Eecommendations of President (Davenport) 205

Power of Congress to correct unlawful tariff rates 8776
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CONSTITTTTIONAL aUESTIONS—Continued. I'asa

Tutimony relative to—
Power of National Government to take away taxing power of a State;
zone rate; commodity rate (Peck) 1360,1362,1363

Powers as to rate making (Clements) 3039
Power to delegate to Commission authority to fix rates (Morawetz) . . 797
Public rates constitute an evidence of legality, etc.; decision cited

(Call) 2693
Bates could not be adjusted without giving preference to some port or

ports (Davenport) 178
Strongly inclined to opinion that there is no such difference as has
been assumed between a rate merely unreasonably low and a rate
that is confiscatory (Knapp) 3303

Supreme Court has decided that the fixing of rate for the future is a
legislative function (Call) 2691

There is no law by which court can do more than either enforce the
order of Commission or refuse (Call) 2691

To what extent can legislative power over interstate commerce be
delegated? Esch-Townsend bill discussed (Peck ) 1308

When Commission assumed it had power to substitute a rate and did
it, court held it acted without authority (Call) 2695

Whether Commission can be empowered to make rates not determined
(Peck) 1371

Whether Congress can give to Commission power to fix rates between
maximum rate and minimum rate (Morawetz) 799

Whether, if fixing a future rate is a legislative act, the court could
review it, I do not know (Knapp) 3303

Without authority from Congress railroads would have no right to fix

rates for interstate transportation; decision cited (Call) 2692

COOFEIt, J. W., St. Paul, manufacturer of food products and wholesale
grocer:

Tettimonyof. 2162
Imports

—

Present method satisfactory 2164
Minnesota-

Petitions from, do not represent views of shippers and farmers. . . 2168
Bate making

—

Dangerous to give Commission power proposed 2163
Great masses of people not heard from here 2164
Power of, given to any commission would result in a distance or

zone tarSf, which would injure my business and many others. . 2163
Bebates

—

Do not know of any in last three years 2167

COXTIIT: {See aiao Constitutional giiegtions.)

Testinumy relative to—
Aggrieved parties do not resort to (Burr) 46
Carriers' methods (Newcomb) 3578
Claims of unjust rates not filed under Elkins law; too much expense
and time involved (Staples) 39

Conditions upon power of, to supersede order of Commission (Bacon) . 10
Congress can not confer upon court any power which in its final

analysis leaves it to determine what should be rate or relation of

rates in such case (Mather) 1472
Congress can not impose upon the, legislative duties (Davenport) 207
Decision of 1897 that Commission has not power to fix rates, cited

(Davenport) 199
Delay in; reasons for (Hines) 1032
Has found orders of Commission to be unlawful (Hines) 1010
Has function to determine what is not an unreasonable rate (Morar
wetz ) 855

Has power to set aside as unreasonable any rate fixed by State or
Congress (Davenport) i 206

If it should decide that any rate is unlawful and should express its

views as to what would be a reasonable rate, believe railroads would
accept that opinion (Tattle) 984

In fixing rate should not be governed by amount invested (Cowan) . . 110
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COTTIIT—Continued. P»ge-

Testimony relative to—
Opposed to special, but provision might be made for additional circuit

judges (Morawetz) 816
Passenger traffic cases (Newcomb) S577
Passing upon a rate for future prescribed by Commission (Nimmo) .

.

157
Power of Congress to control action of, in taking up business (Mora-
wetz) 816

Eates fixed by Commission can only be enforced by the courts; cases
cited (Davenport) 218

Eeasonableneas of rates jurisdictional and only determined by (Dav-
enport) 221,224

Review provisions (Bacon) 24
Eule for determining percentage of return never laid down by (Bacon)

.

11
Under rulings of, Government has gradually been losing control;

strong companies absorb weak ones ( Staples) , 30
Would not have any additional (Cummins) 2063

COWAN, SAM H. , attorney of Texas Cattle-Raisers' Association and Cattle-

Growers' Interstate Committee:
Testimony of 60,3382

Cattle-
Banks broken in Iowa on account of unprofitableness of cattle

business 3384
Chicago terminal charges on live stock 3420
Live-stock cases 3418
Live-stock interest practically a unit for regulation 3403
Profits in shipments too great 3402
Rates too high 3384
Remedy not sufficient under present law 3436

Competition

—

Has disappeared 66
To secure business and agree upon rates 65

Complaint of Cattle-Raisers' Association to Commission 64
Court, in fixing rate, should not be governed by amount invested ... 110
Discriminations

—

Inconsistencies and unfounded statements relative to existing

abuses, the law, and remedies 3407
Undue preference 3426

Governmental regulation of rates recommended 55
Esch-Townsend bill, objections to 184
Increase of cost in materials more than offset by stopping of rebates.

.

113
Labor, cost of 108
No official can tell cost of hauling between given points 110

,^ Number of miles constituting a day's run 109
Pooling, opposed to 61
Prices of railroad supplies and materials have advanced 107
Railroads receive larger amount of service for money expended than

formerly . 108
Rate making

—

Combinations of railways in making rates 3411
Facts which show rates should be reduced 3400
No intelligent basis for 3432
Opinion of railroads that rates not too high should not control .

.

3406
Our demand not based on clamor 3405
People demand appropriate regulation 3403
Rate per ton per mile theory of declining rates, exploded 3414
This committee not trier of the fact whether rates are unreason-

able or unlawful 3405
Should be left to Commission Ill

Amendment suggested empowering Commission to fix 60, 114
Cases not reasonable cited 54
High for transportation of cattle on Gould lines Bl
Unreasonable respecting grain, lumber, live stock, etc 63

Reasonableness of rates

—

Difficult to determine 68
Haf;erman, James, quoted as to how determined ............... Ill
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OOWAN, SAM H.—Continued. l'^«-

TetHmony of—
Keasonableness of rates—Continued.

Power should be given to determine 54
Eebates have stopped » 112
Rebate, stopping of, has more than offset increased price of mate-

rials 113
Sherman antitrust act, Interstate Commerce Commission-no authority

to enforce 55
Southwestern (rate) tariff committee fix rates; instances cited .... 55
Steel rails, prices of 108
Texas Cattle Raisers' Association, statement in behalf of 3382

Testimony of Jansen and Hord reviewed 3383
"Under substantially similar circumstances and condition," should
be stricken out; decision in Belmont case 113

Unification defeats competition 56
Valuation, amount invested should not entirely govern in fixing

rates 11,110

COZ, J. EIiWOOD, manufacturer in line of hard woods, Highpoint, N. 0.

:

Testimony of ,2008
Rate making

—

Opposed to Government rate making, present rate generally
acquiesced in 2009,2010

CSAIQ-, J. A., general manufacturer, Janesville Machine Company, Jtmes-
ville. Wis.:

Testimony of. 2187
Rate making

—

Opposed to legislation proposed 2187
Wisconsin

—

Complaint of railroads not general 2188

CKOCKER, CTTAKIiES H. , representing the Manufacturers and Producers'
Association of CaJifomia, submitted resolutions 126

Testimony of. 126
Interstate Commerce Commission, representation of, upon Pacific

coast, recommended 127
Present law ample, if enforced 127

CUSEiyEINS, AIiBEKT B., governor of Iowa; appeared for association of Iowa
manufacturers:

" Testimony of 2034
Consolidation

—

Has been a good thing 2105
Would not favor all railroads in one great company 2105
Would not like to see all competition eliminated 2105

Courts

—

Would not have any additional 2063
Differential

—

Lumber rates from Eau Claire and Mississippi River points; case

stated : 2055
Discriminations-

Cattle rates : 2040
Community, every, should have its natural advantages in trade;

if taken from it, it should be for public good alone; rather have
Commission determine that question than railroad 2051, 2055

Dubuque and Port Dodge suffer , 2040,2051
In live stock 2080
In localities and kinds of traffic 2039,2083
Iowa suffers 2040
Law fatally weak respecting open discriminations; remedy is to

empower Commission to fix rate in place of one rejected . . 2039, 2053
Little complaint of rates as a whole, because of graver charge of

' discriminations 2035
Elkins law

—

Commended 2043
Esch-Townsend bill

—

Favored .; 2038

S. Doc. 243, 59-1—vol 4 67
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OTJMMIlfGS, ALBERT B.—Continued. Page.

Testimony of—
Esch-Townsend bill—Continued.

Many respects in which would like to see it changed ....... 2063
Bather have than present situation 2064

European railroads

—

Dissimilar; results of traffic different from United States 2035
Government ownership

—

Financial considerations 2107
Political control, principal objection to 2106

Interstate-commerce law

—

No complaints against; ineffective; no authority to fix a rate not
found unlawful 2072

Would simply amend by granting Commission power to fix a
rate, instead of one found to be unlawful; say that rate so fixed
should be prima facie evidence of a reasonable rate, and drop
the subject 2063

Iowa

—

Between commercial centers in, railroads uniformly charged full

maximum rate 2099
Comparing rates for Dubuque and Chicago 2086
Complaint of, altogether of rates on manufactured products 2079
Correct basis would be cost of service as modified by the good of

the people 2052,2065
Discriminations in favor of Des Moines as against Fort Dodge;
remedy suggested 2094, 2095

Distance tariff rate graduated in ordinary way would be disas-

trous for Iowa 2070
For State traffic we have a distance tariff 2057, 2064
Grain gets low rate to Gulf and Atlantic ports; beneficial to pro-

ducers and farmers of Iowa, but not to extent claimed 2050
Iowa State Manufacturers' Association circular letter sent out to
manufacturers of Iowa ( introduced by Senator Kean ) 2075

Long and short haul provision counterpart of interstate-com-
merce law 2099

Manufactures attempting to reach beyond State meet rates that
so discriminate against them they can not compete 2050

Manufacturers' complaint 2073
Manufacturers of, have not same chance to reach markets as man-

ufacturers in surrounding States. 2050
Manufacturing interests of, as to increase in number and pros-

perity 2092
Not a manufacturing State because of badly adjusted railway rates 2040
Our people believe Commission at present powerless to render

relief desired 2052
Packing-house case stated 2066
People of, feel that existing law does not afford remedy for evil. 2064
Railroad statistics 2037
Railways have decreed Iowa shall remain an agricultural State;

rates so adjusted 2050
Bate on* packing-house products too high if same as on live hogs;
think Commission made grievous mistake 2079

Long and short haul-
Benefits of long-distance rates 2090
Favor clause as interpreted by Supreme Court. ..' 2057
Bate to intermediate point should not be higher than to terminal
point 2060

Private car line systems

—

Would be better if railroads owned all facilities for commerce . . . 2070
Would not abolish 2070

Railroads

—

Chief complaint is adjustment of rates 2048
Cost of service; what should be included 2067
Exacting more than fair return upon capital 2037
Income of rates as a whole can very well be permitted to stand.. 2082
Opposed automatic coupler; air brakes and limitation of time
employees should work... . 2043
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CTnsOHNGS, ALBEKT B.—Continued. Page.

Testimony of—
Kmlroada—Continued.

Opposed every proposed regulation, unless it be Elkina Act 2043
Overcapitalization 2102
Proposed legislation would not impair confidence of people having

investments in 2048
Railroad should not do business at less than cost and collect deficit

from another community 20S8
Eailroads should not issue stock and bonds without Govern-
mental supervision 2101

Should be permitted to earn 7 percent 2103
Statement that since 1870 railroads have reduced average rate
from 2 cents to 7.6 mills per ton mile, very gratifying 2048

Statistics; capitalization; earnings; operation and maintenance;
mileage; bonds; stock; debt; cost per mile 2035

Taxation 2189
Violating law less as to secret rebates and favors, but more general

in discriminations between localities 2074
Bate making

—

.Believe Commission's power ought to be limited to case tried 2072
Better for country if rates had been adjusted upon basis of cost of

service 2057
Commission, investing with authority to fix a rate in lieu of one
found to be unlawful 2034,2038

Commission not required to establish, but make specific rates

instead of .those condemned 2038
Commission should be granted power to fix rate; then allow

aggrieved to attack it according to established judicial pro-
cedure 2046

Congress, if it does not in some form make the rate, will take the
railways 2042

Constitution forbWa levying duties in commerce between States,

yet railways do equivalent when they fix rates to stimulate one
traffic and destroy another 2042

Court can-set aside or enjoin action of Commission; that is extent
of jurisdiction , 2046

Court could not be clotned with authority to fix rate for future. . 2044
Distancerate inadvisable 2041
Dominant principle the relative cost of service; varied only in
emergency 2069,2074

Do not believe law can be framed that will enable courts to grant
required relief 2045

Extent to which would follow Iowa law 2064
If Commission as now constituted will not wisely exercise the
power, no reason for withholding 2042

In reference to taking a case directly to court 2085
Intolerable to ask aggrieved party to submit controversy for final

adjudication to adversary 2040
Maximum rate; would not limit powerof Commission to........ 2073
Maximum rates; circumstances under which I believe in 2077
Maximum rates, if made for whole country, would do no good 2073
Natural advantages to be considered 2086
No commission would establish rates that would reduce income
below point furnishing ample inducement to investors 2045

Power of Commission to fix specific rate and minimum rate 2078
Power sought to be given Commission would not result in gen-

eral reduction of rates; would result in more equitable appor-
tionment; not in increasing expenses ; not in reduction of wages . 2053

Purpose to clothe Commission with authority not only to con-
demn but fix rate 2046

Proposed measure will not increase number of complaints 2038
Proposed measure would result in general fixing of very few rates. 2072
Railroads, in first instance, should make rates; then those ag-
grieved should seek remedy of Commission 2045

Rate ought not take effect until railway has opportunity to make
application to court for relief.. 2047
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OXJMKEINGS, ALBERT B.—Continued. faga

Testimony of—
Rate making—Continued.

Eates fixed by Commiasion would be maximum and could be
reduced 2043

Remedy should be for excessive and published rates which dis-

criminate between kinds of traflSc and localities -. 2039

I

Wisdom of conferring proposed authority on Commission shown
by statements of railroad men 2040

W ould prolong controversy to appeal in first instance 2045
Rates

—

Not reduced to lowest profitable point .... ............ 2037
Rebates

—

Do not think rebates and discriminations will disappear wholly,
as long aa there is competition 2053

Law eflScient as can be, unless it further defines ingenious methods
to grant favors through private cars, terminal switches, etc 2040,

2049, 2083
Water routes—

Commission has decided everything has to yield to water compe-
tition 2087

DAUVrLLE, VA.
Discriminations against, by Southern Railway rates, resulting disas-

trously to population and business (Withers) 3438-3444
Resolutions passed by general mass meeting (Withers) ......... 2964
Tax rate by years (Withers) 3440

DAVENPORT, BANIEIi, of Bridgeport, Conn., representing depositors in
savings banks, and others, whose money has been invested in railroads:

Testimony of. 169
Confiscatory rates ; Nebraska legislature cited 201
Congress

—

Can not establish confiscatory rates 188, 191, 197
Can not impose upon the courts legislative duties 207
Has not power to regulate commerce wholly within a State 182
Unable to fix a certain rate, or to delegate that power 209, 211
Unable to fix a certain rate, or to say that less than a certain rate

shall not be charged 209
Constitutional objections to

—

Recommendations of President 205
Quarles-Cooper bill 209

Court has power to set aside as unreasonable any rate fixed by State

or Congress 206
Decision of 1897 that Commission has not power to fix rates, cited 199
Differentials

—

Direct legislation can not establish, in favor of one port over
another 179

Illustration in 194
Discriminations in rates in favor of ports of one State over those of

another; lists of customs districts and ports of entry and delivery,

July 1,1904 171,191
Interstate Commerce Commission

—

Has not power to fix rates; court decision, 1897, cited 199
May fix rates, but they can only be enforced through the courts;

cases cited 218
Power to revise and regulate rates from message ot President

Roosevelt 204
Sporadic instances of exercising power to determine what rates

should be until court declared they had not such power; early

decisions of, that they did not possess that power 199

Long and short haul, illustrations in differentials 194

Nebraska legislature fixed rates which were confiscatory 201

Newlands' (Senator) suggestion of act embodying one system of rates

and one system of taxation, discussed ." 182
Railroads, extent of ownership of securities by banks and insurance
companies 170
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DAVENPORT, DANIEL—Continued. P««*

TetHmony of—
Eates

—

Commission exercised power to determine what they shotdd be
until court declared they had not power to do so 199

Could not be adjusted without giving preference to some port or
ports 178

Could not, constitutionally, be adjusted and give preference to
some port or ports 178

Fixed by Commission can only be enforced by the courts; cases
cited 218

If fixed by Commission, must be uniform 193, 196
In favor of ports of one State over those of another; lists of cus-
toms districts and ports of entry and delivery, July 1, 1904. . 171, 191

Influences under which they are established 177
May be fixed by Commission, but can only be enforced through
the courts; cases cited 218

Kot in power of State legislature or Congress to put in force any
schedule of, which court may not set aside as unreasonable 206

Power to create commission to prescribe 190
Prescribed to-day may not be reasonable to-morrow; case cited.. 201
Separating interstate from domestic 198
Steadily declined before consolidation of systems and since, largely
through competition between communities and shippers 203

Reasonableness of rates diflScult to ascertain 221
Jurisdictional and only determined by courts 221, 224

Water carriers should be brought under provisions of interstate com-
merce law 180

Water routes, law should apply to 180

DAVIES, EDWAKD G., representing 70 fruit associations in Chicago as
general consignee:

Teatimonyof. 3455
Discriminations

—

Case involving switch charges; delay in determining 3464
Know where 150 cases of strawberries were loaded on a car, upon
which there never was any freight paid 3469

Railroads

—

An express company has franked on more than one occasion a
car load of horses, the property of an Interstate Commerce Com-
missioner from Washington, D. C, to Minnesota and othei"

points under name of another party. (See denial and railroad

receipt) 3459
Every railroad has a contract with some express company. Train

loads transported for express companies on passenger time 3458
Strawberries are shipped by express.... 3465

Rate making

—

If you give Commission power to fix rates you should give power
to inspect books 3470

Rebates

—

Alleged case cited 3465

DAVIS, J. A., fruitgrower, Goldsboro, Md.:
TestiTnony of. 2837

Private car line system

—

Delaware division, no monopoly by a car line; Swift people have
one line and Armour's another 2837

Published charges include ice 2837
Tariff for refrigeration separate from railroad tariff; so much a
hundred 2837

We make arrangements with Swift or Armour's before season
commences 2838

Rebates—
Never received any 2839
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DEAN, Ij. a., of Rome, Ga., chairman of executive committee appointed by
convention of peach growers of north Georgia:

Testimony of—
Railroads of United States; earnings of; table given 264
Rates, now excessive; instances cited 265, 267
Reasonableness of rates, basis of, must be the fair value of property

used; decision cited , 265

DIFFERENTIALS:
Testimony relative to—

A public tribunal can have no suflBcient basis on which to apportion
business between competing localities (Hines) 1116

Are a preference in some ways ( Tuttle) 942
Are practical outcome of competition (Hines) 1109, 1112
A sort of truce or armed neutrality; result if abolished (Hiland) 1324
Between local and competitive business, if prohibited, would work

injury to local (Morawetz) 866
Commission could not successfully deal with; reasons (Peck) 1342
Direct legislation can not establish, in favor of one port over another

(Davenport) , 179
Favoring one port (Morawetz) 833
Frequent controversies in regard to (Lincoln) 1224
Frequently need modification on account of new conditions (Hines) . 1113
From interior to Gulf and Atlantic ports; many factors necessary to

ascertain what is fair ( Hiland) 1323
Giving a preference in favor of one port over another (Morawetz)... 894
Government could only enforce differentials by fixing absolute rates

and prohibiting the railroads from reducing or changing them; this

would stop competition and make rates hopelessly inelastic (Hines) 1119
Government differentials would prefer ports of one State over those of

another, contrary to the Constitution ( Hines) 1123
Government-made differentials would injuriously affect commercial
and industrial aa well as railroad competition (Hines) 1121

How Baltimore and Philadelphia force differential on New York
(Nemyer) 1584

How they have arisen (Lincoln) 1223
If abolished, port nearest initial point would get most of business

(Peck) 1343
If those now existing by common consent should be abolished it would

lead to confusion and disturbance (Mather) 1471
Illustration (Davenport) 194
Lumber rates from Eau Claire and Mississippi Biver J)ointa; case

stated (Cummins) 2055
Ordinary basis of railroad regulation does not exist as to controlling

differentials between competing lines ( Hines ) 1115
Peck 1363
Power to make differentials would inject a sectional and political

feature into railroad regulation (Hines) 1121
Reasons for (Tuttle) 940
Report of Messrs. Thurman, Washburne, and CoUey, advisory com-
mission on differential rates by railroads between the West and the
seaboard ( Lincohi ) 1243

Sugar-rate case decided by the Commission, and decision acquiesced

in (Lincoln) 1224

SISOBimiNATIONS

:

Teatimony relative to—
Abuses

—

First. Purchasing agents instructed to buy supplies from parties

who are large shippers over their respective lines; possibility of

direct rebate 2431

Second. Absorption of switching charges at terminal points on
shipments originating at competitive points 2432

Third. Promulgation of special tariffs for benefit of favored ship-

pers 2432

Fourth . Abuse of milling in transit privilege ( Robinson ) 2434
Advance in, from January, 1900 (Hines) 104C
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Paffe.

DISCRIMINATIONS—Continued.
Tettlmony relative to—

Advisability of strengthening law (Morawetz) 817
Affecting St. Loom (Kennett) 2528,2570
Aftecting^tax rate of Danville (Withers) 3441
Against Denver in favar of cities on Missouri Eiver ( Hover ) 3255
Against shippers; cases cited (Higbie) 1877
Alleged in Colorado Fuel and Iron Co.: case reviewed (Hearne) 3071
Ample opportunity to discover (Tuttle) 951
And rebates have largely stopped, and if Commission prosecuted

vigorously think they could be alinost wholly stopped (Morawetz) . 825
As to complaints of relation of rates between communities (Elliott) . . 3277,

3278, S280
As to complaints of relative rates between individuals (Elliott) 8277
As to giving large cities less rates than intermediate stations (Mora-
wetz) 846

Baltimore and Ohio Eailroad, on which Cumberland has to depend
entirely, is wholly exempt from taxation in Maryland; yet it

charges Maryland coal 15 cents more to tide water than it does the
more distant points (Hendrickson) 3607

Believe railroads will never return to rate cutting and rebates as they
have done; if they did Elkins law would afford considerable relief

by injunction (Fifer) 3362
Between commodities (Bacon) 1775
Between communities can not be equalized byComm ission (Eamsey ) . 2138
Between individuals, Quarles bill, fully met in Elkins Act (Bacon).. 16
Between localities fBacon) 1769,1775
Between localities (Eobinson) 2430
Between localities, involving long and short haul clause (Eipley) 2320
Between localities; one of most difficult questions; one rate must be

cut down or the other must be raised and a proper relation brought
about (Fifer) 3331

Between locahties; orders made by Commission (Hines) 1016
Between persons (Elkins Act sufficient) ; between localities or descrip-

tions of traffic (Elkins Act sufficient) (Bond) 1392,1393,1401
Between ports (Mather) 1456,1462
Cannon Falls case (Staples) 34,37,39
Can not be avoided unless carriers permitted to make uniform rates

(Smith) 230
Cannot be cornered (Tuttle) 951
Case involving switch charges; delay in determining (Davies) 3464
Cases cited by Spokane Chamber of Commerce ( Adams) 2927
Cattle rates (Cummins) 2040
Chicago has great natural advantage in open waterway to Europe,
which will continue, regardless of what Commission does (Eamsey) 2138

Cincinnati case cited (Hooker) 132
Commission investigated as to rates on flour and wheat, result of and

extent to which railroads have acquiesced in finding (Bacon) 1896
Community, every, should have its natural advant^es in trade; if

taken from it, it should be for public good alone; rather have Com-
mission determine that question than railroad (Cummins) 2051, 2055

Consolidation of all railroads and absorption by Southern Eailway,
has left Danville without benefits of competition; discriminated
against in favor of other towns (Withers) 3444

Controversies come from middlemen who are jobbers (Bird) 2260
Corn in carload lots Chicago to Newport News 12 cents per hundred;

for export llj cents; from west of Missouri Eiver 10 cents (Baylor) . 3325
Cotton-cloth rate New York to Salt Lake $2.30; carrying 800 miles

farther they charge only $1 which affords a slight .profit; is not
$1.30 excessive against Salt Lake? (Fifer) ^ 3337

Country miller could not exist without "milling^ in transit" privilege,

placing him on equal footing with terminal miller (Blodgett) 1641
Court could enjoin rate to Charlotte but could not substitute one rate

for another; court could do no more than Commission (Fifer) 3341
Danville, Va., complaint of; Southern Eailway refused to obey order

of Commission (Aiken) 1820
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DISCMMINATIOirS—Continued. P«ee

Tettimony relative to—
Decree of court can not involve change of rate; cases cited (Bacon).. 1767
Denver claims right of distrihution west of her on equal terms with

Missouri Eiver towns farther east. (Table of comparative rates)
(Hover) 3256

Discriminations against, in favor of cities on Missouri Eiver (Hover)

.

3254
Discussed ( Lincoln) 1220
Domestic and foreign (Bacon) 19
Do not consider present basis of rates as discrimination in favor of Uve

stock or packing-house products (Koch) 3323
Dubuque and Fort Dodge suffer (Cummins) .' 2040,2051
Favor export business, discussed (Hill) 1512
Favor large shippers in Florida (Burr) 47
Fixing of a maximum rate could in no manner settle any dispute aris-

ing under relative discrimination; Illinois tariff is illustration

(Bird) 2293
Frequently complained of (Bacon) 18
Governor Cummins's statement about pumps in Dubuque visionary;
never heard of such complaint by manufacturers (Smedley) 2217

Inadequacy of machinery for enforcing provisions against (Stickney )

.

2129
In commodities, cases cited (Eipley) 2318
Inconsistencies and unfounded statements relative to existing abuses,

the law, and remedies (Cowan) 3407
In favor of certain ports (Morawetz) 866
In favor of grain and all kinds of agricultural products designed for

export, commended (Meyer) 1595
In favor of ports of one State over those of another (Davenport) 171
In favor of wheat as against flour, illustrated (Bacon ) 1905
In import rates which is inconsistent with "American policy" (edi-

torial from New York Journal of Commerce) (Bacon) 1903
In live stock (Cummins ) 2080
In localities and kinds of trafBc (Cummins ) 2039, 2083
Innumerable forms of, remain (Eobinson) 2432
In the main, thiak nothing more necessary (Eipley) 2339
In rates in lumber and wagons in favor of Molina and Davenport

(FishBros. Mfg. Co.) 3780
Iowa suffers (Cummins) i 2040
Know of no situation where a railroad sacrifices any point where it

can get business, etc. ( Eamsey ) 1970
Know where 150 cases of strawberries were loaded bn a car, upon
which there never was any freight paid (Davies) 3469

Language of statute broad enough (Mather) 1468
Law fatallyweak respectingopen discriminations; remedyistoempower
Commission to fix rate in place of one rejected (Cummins) 2039, 2053

Law now ample (Tuttle) 951
Letter from traffic manager showing I have to pay for 120 miles as

much as Western farmer pays for over 1,000 miles (Baylor) 3325
Lists of customs districts and ports of entry and delivery, July 1, 1904

(Davenport) 191
Little complaint of rates as a whole, because of graver charge of dis-

criminations (Cummins) 2035
Localities (Bacon) 25, 26
Localities (Morawetz) 808
Long and short haul (Burr) 48
Low rate in Minnesota and Dakota on grain helps those States (Hill)

.

1484
Low rate in Texas on cotton helps Texas (Hill) 1484
Low rate on coal and hard-wood lumber from West Virginia will help

West Virginia more than anything else(Hill) 1484
Morawetz 798
More complained of than high rates (Staples) 31
More or less complaint on Pennsylvania Eailroad of distribution of

percentages on cars (Kerr) 2213
New Orleans to Charlotte rate is double what it is to Virginia cities,

twice the distance, on same line (Fifer) 3340
New Orleans to Pacific coast, favor imported goods (Bacon) 20
North Carolina, some complaint in, of cotton rate being higher than

elsewhere (Cone) : 1927
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DISCErMINATIONS—Continued. • ^^ge.

Testimony rdatwe to—
No secret discriminations now (Bird) 2284
Of all rate cases Commission decided unreasonable, court sustained
them in only two (Ramsey) 1959

Of Southern Railway against Danville, Va. (Withers) 3438
Only evil demanding additional legislation in preference between

localities (Mather) 1446
Only measure by which discriminations or complaints between locali-

ties can be absolutely disposed of is by application of a distance
tariff (Bird) 2294

Only substantial complaint of shippers throughout country is that cer-

tain shippers are favored, in private car lines, switching and terminal
lines,which I imderstand present law could not reach ( Trickett) . 3064, 3067

Preferences between localities or classes of traffic prohibited as far as
practi6able(Willcox) 3637

Present law ample to cover every unjust and unreasonable charge
(Ramsey) 1958

Present law ample to prevent (Peck) .... 1301
Present law should be strictly enforced (Biddle) 1657
Publicity of books would be effective in discovering (Morawetz) 818
Quantities (Bacon) 18
Kates not extortionate, but relatively need revision (Hooker) ... 131
Kebates only class of, reached by Elkins law (Bacon ) 1764
Eebates, some under secret arrangement and others not (Morawetz) .

.

847
Rebilling (Robinson) 2490,2491,2492
Bemedy, conferring upon Commission power of determining what
change shall be made in rate found to be wrong (Bacon ) 1764

Bemedy for secret arrangements made by traffic agents (Morawetz) .

.

842
Bemedy for unjust, is to bestow on Commission to examine books

(Vining) '1691

Bemedy suggested; make the long and short haul clause binding,
unless roads come in and give reUef (Adams) 2923

Beply toE. P. Bacon as to (Bird) 2262,2263,2264
Beply to E. P. Bacon as to Wichita lumber case (Bird) 2258,2262,2285
Besulting disastrously for Danville, Va. (Withers) 3440
Schedule of comparative rates between Spokane and North Pacific

ports (Adams) 2930
Section 1, Quarles bill, and act of 1887, similar as to (Staples) 36
Senator Foraker's bill indorsed (Thurber) 2512
Special commodity rates are generally made for .carload lots and

special rates for considerable shipments (Ripley ) , 2319
Spokane case; complaint of Adams reviewed (Elliott) ... 1 ... ^ 3284
Spokane's grievance submitted to Commission, and it condemned dis-

crimination against Spokane; roads appealed; circuit court reversed
decision (Adams) 2917

Spokane pays about $1.80 for shipments from Chicago to $1 paid by
Tacoma and Seattle; but in view Calloway case decided not to bring
case to Commission (Adams) 2914,2915

Six forms of enumerated (Bacon) 18
Tables of rate, affecting (Hover) 3264
The railroad does not make the discrimination; it exists independ-

ently of the railroad (Hines) 1100
Things of the past, so far as my knowledge goes (Tuttle ) 950
Think shippers in my locality satisfied with rates (Blodgett) ........ 1643
Under present law the worst can be remedied (Thurber ) 2512
Undue preference (Cowan) 3426
Used to build up business m certain localities; cases cited (Bacon)... 27
Would not interfere with discriminations occurring on independent

lines (Fifer) 3361

EGAN, JOHN M. , President of Kansas City Viaduct and Terminal Railroad,
Resident of Union Depot Bridge and Terminal Railroad, Kansas City,
Mo.:

Tafmmyof. 2841
Private car line systems

—

Contract, substance of 2843
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EGAN,«JOHN M.—Continued. Page
Testimony of—

Private car line systems—Continued.
Georgia, experience in shipping fruit from, favorable under Ar-
mour's 2841

Georgia fruit crop increasing under system 2842
Private car people no voice in distribution of cars; railroad does

that 2843
Refrigerator people have nothing to do with routing 2844
Waybills and expense bills show separate charge for refrigeration. 2842

Rebates

—

No rebates after I went to Georgia . 2843

ELEVATORS:
Enter into the through rates that have to be fixed at originating point

(Hill) 1484
Ought to be put under interstate-commerce law (Hill) 1483

ELKINS LAW:
TtBtimony relative to—

Advisability of amending, so as to provide that any preference given
to any shipper through arbitraries allowed to terminals or through
mileage allowed private cars, should be deemed a preference (Mora-
wetz) 818

Amended at suggestion of our (shippers, etc.) committee (Bacon) 7
A more effective and complete measure for its purpose has not come
within my observation (Knapp) 3306

Chattanooga manufacturers think great deal of (Mitchell) 2175
Commended,( Cummins) 2043
Has had tremendous effect in diminution of aU these abuses (Cle-
ments) 3238

If enforced would obviate private-car-line evils (Morawetz) 819
If thoroughly enforced would remedy evil of rebates; Quarles bill has
no such provision (Bacon) 16,26

Impracticable to reach discriminations in rates under (Bacon) 1765
In a measure helpful to both sides (Staples) 30
Eailroads favored its passage and have tried to enforce its provisions

(Tuttle) 961
Buflicient against discriminations; did not change the law as to reason-

ableness of rates (Bond) 1393
Rebate provision beneficial to railroads (Bacon ) 26
Reduced to minimum violation of rates between localities (Bacon) 26
Successful operation of (Newcomb) 3570

ELLIOTT, HOWARD, of St. Paul, president of Northern Pacific Railway Co.

:

Testimony of 3270
Discriminations

—

Astocomplaintsofrelationofratesbetweencommunities. 3277, 3278, 3280
As to complaints of relative rates between individuals 3277
Spokane case ; complaint of Adams reviewed 3284

Exports and imports

—

Commission's demand that inland proportion of rate to foreign
countries be published hampers American roads 3276

Free passes

—

Should be stopped 3281
Northern Pacific Railway

—

Bonds 3290
Capital stock, $155,000,000 3290
No rebates on 3288
Ownership of stock in other corporations 3290
Something over 3,000,000 separate freight transactions on its road
a year 3272

States in which it operates 3290
Private car line systems

—

Furnish special facilities 3281
Some abuses which will correct themselves ,3281, 3282

Eailroads

—

Ab to complaints that power of deciding questions is being cen-
tralized too much 3278
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ELIiIOTT, HOWARD—Continued. Page,

Testimony of—
EailVoads—Continued

.

Every_ railroad west of Mississippi must spend annually sums
\ equivalent to from 5 to 20 per cent of gross earnings for provid-

ing what is needed on the road already existing 3277
Bate- making

—

Commission would be driven to adopt mileage basis, as State com-
missions are 3282

Do not think it necessaay to give any additional powers to any-
body 3289

For Government to fix exact rates is un-American, unjust, un-
necessary, unwise 3281

If Government is to fix the rate, it must be high enough to pay
owner cost, depreciation, and interest 3278

If Government owned all the railroads, rates could not be fixed
mathematically at central headquarters and permit any devel-
opment of business 3276

If wise for Government to fix price of transportation because of

its affecting overy one, why not equally wise to fix price of

coal, electricity, and labor 3274
Let Commission start by saying 10 cents is wrong and let the

' people engaged in business get together and make a better rate. 3290
Not done by few "railroad magnates," but result of large num-
ber of commercial and geographical forces and conditions
working one upon the other -. 3275

Present law ample; if enforced fairly, much of alleged demand
for power to fix rates would disappear 3276

Rates so related that change in one rate would enforce changes in
many 3276

Think Commission has ample authority to say things are wrong;
that sets the forces of public opinion at work 3290

Kates

—

As to complaints that rates are in themselves too high . 3278
Disagreement as to whether law compels publication of 3285
Not nigh and no ground for apprehension they, will be materially

higher 3278

EMUTENT -DOJOAIN:
Testimony rdaiive to—

Not for benefit of railroads (Fordyce) 2205
Eights of, considered (tuttle) 910

EMPLOYEES:
Testimony relative to—

Do not know of railroad not forbidding a man to work when he haa
not had proper rest (Hill) 1501

Doctrine of contributory negligencehas outlived its usefulness (Fuller) . 3144
European countries have employer's liability laws and some require

employer to insure against accident (Fuller) . 3144
Liability of carriers (Fuller) 3141

Not observing rules made to preserve life, should be made an offense

against the law (Hill) 1500

"Belief contracts"—funds under which paid more than 80 per cent

come from employees and railroads, the balance not well managed
(Fuller) 3148

Senate bill 4092, embodying recommendations of organizations of

(Fuller) - 3141

EMPLOYERS' LIABILITY LAWS OF THE STATES AND TERRI-
TORIES:

Individual index. (Appendix!.) (Vol. V.) ". 1047

ENCrliAND (see also Oreat Britain):

Testimony relative to—
Act of 1892, uniform and compendious schedule of maximum rates

imposed for each company fAcworth) 1847

Acts relating to railroads in (Acworth) 1845
Capitalization of railroads, reason for being more in England than
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ENGLABTD—Continued. f»«*

Testimony relative to—
Coal rates in (Acworth) 1850
Comparison can not be made between United States and England
between actual rates on similar quantities over similar distances
(Acworth) 1859

" Commission court " is title in (Acworth) 1858
Commission in, no power to reduce a rate (Acworth) 1850
Commission, jurisdiction of (Acworth) 1846
Commission reconstituted in 1888 (Acworth) 1846
"Conciliation" clause, rests on Massachusetts legislation (Acworth). 1846
Consolidation in (Acworth) 1862
"Equality clause," discussed (Acworth) ,, 1845
Excessive rates will cure themselves (Acworth) 1853
Labor cheaper than in United States (Acworth) 1857
Localities, Commission has had some difficulty in making rates for

(Acworth) 1849
Long and short haul clause in (Acworth) 1850
Maximum rate, method of fixing (Acworth) 1853
Mileage basis (Acworth) 1865
No government ownership there (Meyer) 1589
Question of constitutionality of railroad legislation does not apply as
Parliament is omnipotent (Acworth) 1843

Railroad and canal traffic act (Acworth) 1846
Railroads in, all held by private ownership (Acworth) 1853
Railroads in, controlled by maximum tolls (Acworth) 1844
Railroads in, more complete and better equipped than in United States

(Acworth) 1863
Railroads, length of lines in (Acworth) .... 1855
Railroads, return on the capital in (Acworth) 1861
Railroads subject to three checks: First, the statutory maximum;

second, rates must not constitute undue preference to one trader or
one district over another; third, must make no increase except for

good cause (Acworth) 1848
Rate conditions compared with those in United States (Clements) ... 3227
Rate making should be left to the railroads, except that community

in some way should interfere to protect customers from unfair treat-

ment (Acworth) 1852
Rates

—

Basis of determining in (Acworth) 1850
England and United States compared and reasons for their being

higher in England (Acworth) 1863,1856
Provision that no increase could be made in, without fourteen

days' notice (Acworth) 1847
Published (Acworth) 1845

Rebate question of no importance in (Acworth) 1848
Regulation preventing a railroad from raising a rate when once low-

ered is against public interest (Acworth ) 1856
"Similar conditions" discussed (Acworth) 1845
Stock, no railroad can issue 1 farthing's worth of capital, without act

of Parliament (Acworth) 1861
Taxation in, more complicated than in United States (Acworth) 1864
"Undue preference," legislation against public interest (Acworth) .. 1858
"Undue preference," not many questions under the clause, to deal
with (Acworth) ^ 1846

ESCH-TOWNSEND BILL:
Testimony relative to—

Analysis of, by Walker D. Hines (Smith) 235
Attempted restrictions on judicial review which do not exist as to the
most drastic State laws (Hines) 1159

Commercial organizations of the country favor; all needed is power in,

to change rates (Bacon) 1778
Condition would not be improved by (Peck) 1302
Considered; the Commission never composed of railroad men (Peck) 1307
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ESCH-TOWNSEND BILL—Continued. ^«8«-

Testimony rdative to—
Cowan, S. H., objections to .... 184
Critidsed(Bond) 1384,1396
Criticised by E. Michael (Ramsey) 2002
Does not require complainant to pay costs (Stone) 264
Effect upon railroad development, and upon soutliern ports (Fisb). 296-297
Evinced the essentially unjust purpose of putting the rate into effect

in advance of judicial review (Hmes) .- 1160
Excluding proof on appeal, except that before the Commission, is

unconstitutional (Stone) 251,254
Favored (Cummins) 2038
Favor, with exceptions that it does not give power to substitute a rate

and omits provision that long and short haul clause shall be enforce-

able in some cases (Ripley) 2335
Is the bill of Bacon and Prouty (Thurber) 2515
'
' Legislative '

' argument .' 3778
Letter of Chairman Knapp, of Interstate Commerce Commission, in

response to request for opinion as to effect which enactment of Esch-
Townsend bill would have upon differential freight rates in United
States, etc. (Miller) 2029

Many respects in which would like to see it changed (Cummins) .... 2063
Newcomb 3386
No imperative necessity for; railroads and country prosperous (Stone) 263
Not only made no provision to prevent rebates, but would actually
have encouraged them (Hines) ' 1165

Objections to orders fixing rate going into effect before court has
opportunity to investigate (Stone) 247-248

Objection to power being given Commission (Bowes) 2732,2734
Opposed by Brotherhood of Locomotive Engineers 3782

Columbus, Ga., Board of Trade - 3781
Order of Railway Conductors 3784

Ought to be passed (Bartles) 2743
Power to fix rate in given case would lead to great many other changes;

effect of changing Chicago rates (Hiland) 1326
Provides for "rate revising," not rate making (Bacon) 2634
Provides practically for putting into effect a rate without opportunity

of full hearing (Johnson) 3605
Provision for division of rates criticised ( Hiland) 1339
Provisions reviewed; commended (Call) 2710
Railroad building would stop (Fish) 308
Rather have, than present situation (Cummins) 2064
Shippers and others against passage of 485
Special court provision, question wisdom of (Bacon) 2636
Representative Stevens quoted (Newcomb) -. 3587
Under it Commission given power and authority over all regulations

affecting transportation of persons or property in addition to rate

fixing (Stone) 253
Under it the relief of the court is illusory (Fish) 305
Undesirable; next step would be Government ownership (Miller)... 2022
Would be disastrous to railroad interests and employees (Stone) . . . 260, 261
Would have caused a long period of litigation and uncertainty as to

the state of the law (Hines) 1167
Would injure all material interests in the country (Thurber) 2507
Would overwhelm Commission with frivolous complaints (Tuttle) ... 929

ETTBOPEAN BAILBOABS:
Tettimony rdative to—

Capitalization (Grinnell) 2233
Compared with United States (Bradley) 2835
Cost per mile compared with United States (Frame) 2309
Dissimilar; results of traffic different from United States (Cummins). 2035
Doubtful whether material difference in 300 to 500 mile rates in Groat

Britain, Germany, and United States (Bacon) 1796
Freight rates (Grinnell)' 2234
Rates compared with United States (Frame) ............ 2310
Rates cover short distances (Bacon) 1795
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EXTBOPEAN RAILKOA-DS—Continued. Page.

Testimony relative to—
Eates high compared with ours, because low-class freight abroad is

carried almost entirely by canals and rivers (Bacon) 1794
Those privately owned better managed; rates higher, wages lower

than in United States (Tnttle) 945

EXPORT AND IMPORT BATES:
Tettimony relative to—

Belgium to New York less than Pittsburg to New York, brought to
Commission's attention (Clements) 3234

Commission's demand that inland proportion of rate to foreign
countries be published hampers American roads (Elliott) 3276

Difference between domestic rates and inland portion of the foreign
rates (Bird) 2264

Export traffic should be encouraged ( Ramsey ) 1967
Features to be considered (Lincoln) 1231
For through export rate to Europe and through import rate to Chi-

cago to be less than rate from New York to Chicago seems a wide
discrimination (Clements) 3235

Glass case reviewed (Clements) 3234
Grain from Missouri Eiver to Atlantic coast 13 cent rate if exported;

25J cents if for domestic consumption (Bacon) 1894. 1920
Grain, export rates (Ramsey) 1966
Grain rates fluctuate more than lumber rates (Lincoln ) 1232
Lowest rate on exports in about all countries ( Fifer) 3357
Low export rate would have the effect to advance price of wheat at

point of shipment; but the manufacturing of the wheat is trans-

ferred to countries abroad (Bacon) 1896, 1903
Not much discrimination against American producer to have elastic

export tariff (Fifer) , 3350
Eates from Chicago to Boston, New York, Philadelphia, Baltimore

(Fifer) 3355
Think law is that they must be published; always been opposed to it;

some legislation needed (Fifer) 3349
Unless you put some restraint upon that form of discrimination, Com-

mission will be powerless to remedy injustice (Knapp) 3295
Widest latitude ought to be permitted (Fifer) 3352

FACTORS IIT FIXING RATES:
Testimony relative to—

Mr. Bacon 11

PEDERAI. COTTRTS AND OBDEBS OF INTERSTATE COMMEBCE
COMimSSION, BY H. T. NEWCOMB:
Individual index. (Appendix F, Part II, Vol. V ) 707

FEBOTJSON, E. M., of Duluth; representing various shippers' organizations

(indexed under "Private Car Line Systems") 311 3679

FIFER, JOSEPH W., Interstate Commerce Commissioner:
Testimony of 3325

Discriminations

—

Believe railroads will never return to rate cutting and rebates as

they have done; if they did Elkins law would afford consider-

able relief by injunction 3362
Between localities; one of most difficult questions; one rate must

be cut down or the other must be raised, and a proper relation

brought about 3331
Cotton-cloth rate, New York to Salt I^ake, $2.30; carrying 800

miles farther, they charge only $1, which affords a slight

profit; is not $1.30 excessive against Salt Lake 3337
Court could enjoin rate to Charlotte but could not substitute one

rate for another; court could do no more than Commission 3341

New Orleans to Charlotte rate is double what it is to Virginia

cities, twice the distance, on same line 3340

Would not interfere with discriminations occurring on independ-
ent lines 3361
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FIFER, JOSEPH W.—Continued. ^^^
Tettimony of—

Export rates

—

Lowest rate on exports in about all coun tries '— 3357
Not much discrimination against American producer to have

elastic export tariff 3350
Bates fromChicago to Boston, NewYork, Philadelphia, Baltimore. 3355
Think law is that they must be published; always been opposed

to it; some legislation needed 3349
Widest latitude ought to be permitted 3352

Government ownership

—

If it ever comes, will be when the people get idea that railroads

are too strong for Commission and courts 3346
Grain rates

—

Differential in favor of New Orleans as against New York of
something like 7 cents 3354

7-cent rate on grain to New York was ruinous 3350
Injunction

—

Court may grant, and by that declare carrier shall not charge
that rate any longer 3342

Would afford considerable relief in case of rate cutting and re-

bates 3362
Long and ishort haul

—

Can not correct inequalities unless there is a change of rates 3331
Railroads could not get along without this elasticity 3336
Suggesting amendment 3338

' They must give the low rate or let the business go 3336
Very plausible and just argument in many cases of lesser cost for

longer haul 3336
Pooling

—

Shippers unwilling to grant the power; many railroads do not
want 3326

Postage-stamp rates

—

Missouri Eiver to Atlantic seaboard is "blanket" or "postage-
stamp" rate; to a merchant in San Francisco it makes no dif-

ference whether he buys at Omaha, Chicago, Pittsburg, or New
York 8335

Railroads

—

Being improved as never before .. 3360
Bate making

—

Between localities power should be given Commission to lower
one rate and to raise another 3344,3350

"Commercial conditions" discussed 3331
Commission given power to fix reasonable rate would not turn
world upside down; would make railroads cautious 3344

Commission has wider view of rates in country than any one
traffic man

,
3365

Courts do not like to dig through this kind of cases 3343
Do not know of an instance where Commission ever continued a

case or failed to hear when parties were ready 3345
Generally it would be better to fix a maximum rate and give

elasticity as much as possible 3344
Grain rates; where did profit go 3334
If all freight men were to get together to make schedule of rates

to do exact justice, they could not succeed 3366
If power were in Commission, trafiic men would make the same

rates then as now 3344
Is an exercise of legislative power, which you can not confer upon

courts 3342
Long delays have been fault of attorneys 3345
Majority of rates are made either by markets or direct competition 3331
One water rate will affect rates over entire country 3334
Opinion of present Commission that after its action there ought to

be a time, so if conditions change road shall be free to make its

own rate 3367
Eailrnads charge what traffic will bear 3332, 3335
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FIFER, JOSEPH W.—Continued. ?«*
Testimony of—

Bate making—Continued.
Kates are of long standing, and there are standards by wliich
meaaured 3333

Stand with President in granting power to Commission to fix

what a reasonable rate should be, after investigation 3350, 3353
Think it well to have traffic man on Commission 3366
Unless railroads make a rate at Pacific coast terminals that will

take the freight from the water, it will go by water 3336
Would delegate power to Commission to have skilled accountant
examine books 3349,3363

Would provide for court, with some such provision as in Esch-
Townsend bill; might delegate to it power of injunction ...... 3352

Would take away from Commission executive power........... 3362
Bates

—

Do not believe, except in some instances stated, that rates are
excessively high 3349

Do not believe there would be any great disturbance of rates

whatever powers Commission had ... 3349
Reasonableness of rates

—

To enforce this section requires a change of rate 3331
Rebates

—

Believe rates are now being maintained, due somewhat to flush

times and Elkins law 3330
Believe they are paid now . 3330
Difficulties of detecting with papers destroyed 3328
Do not affect producer as much as grain grower 3327
Do not know how the second section could be made stronger.... 3330
No railroad that would not stop if it had power . 3327
Not so much granted as heretofore 3329
One traffic man refuses to trust the other 3329
Producer of cattle feels the excessive rate .. 3327

Water Boutes

—

Unless railroads make a rate at Pacific coast terminals that will

take freight from the water it will go by water .......... 3336

TUTKVUTE, E. C, Des Moines, Iowa:
Testimony of 1827

Bate making

—

Commission, opposed to intrustingt to .... 1827
Iowa. Have heard of no complaint in, of present condition 1832
Iowa, manufacturers and jobbers satisfied with present condition. 1829
Bailroads should be intrusted with 1827

FISH BROTHERS MAUTTFAOTURING CO., of Clinton, Iowa:
Discriminations

—

In rates in lumber and wagons in favor of Moline and Davenport. 3780

FISH, STXnrVESANT, president Illinois Central Eailroad Company, and
president of the Yazoo and Mississippi Valley Bailroad Company:

TestiTnony of. 269
Commission could have no jurisdiction over rates on ocean outside of

3-mile limit 278
Discrimination in favor of certain ports, if rate-fixing power left with
Commission; illustration 277-278,279

Esch-Townsend bill

—

Effect upon railroad development and southern ports 296-297
Eailroad building would stop 308
Under it the relief of the court is illusory 305

Illinois Central Eailroad

—

Eistery, statistics, receipts 269
Interstate Commerce Commission

—

Demand for proposed legislation promoted directly by 277
Mingling of legislative, executive, and judicial functions in 800
Union of irreconcilable functions in 298

Railroads

—

Employees of, 1,300,000 276
Gross earnings and operating expenses... 302
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raSH, STTrrVESANT—Continued. ^<^^-

Testimony of—
Railroads—Continued.

Have promoted colonization of lands; praise of American meth-
ods—Pierre Leroy-Beaulieu, and Mr. Priestley 282

Numberof miles, relative to territory 277
Number of stockholders 276
On the average, have not been profitable ' 308
Bates lower here than in any other country 289
Stocks of, now owned largely by our own people and in small hold-

ings 276
Bates-

British system of control of 303
Difficulties to be met by a commission in adjusting 278
Opposed to clothing any board with power to fix; citing opinion

of ex-Senator Edmunds 274
Texas import rate case 304

FIXINa RATES BT THE GOVESNMENT:
Involves judicial function (Peck) 1304

FLORIDA RAILWAY COMMISSION:
Testimony relative to—

Powers of, favorable results (Burr) 41

FORDTCE, S. W. , engaged in building railroads, etc. : president of Houston
Oil Company of Texas:

Testimmyof 2196
Constitutional question

—

As to power of Congress to prescribe compensation to be received
by one citizen for a service rendered another 2196

Court of transportation

—

Becommended, functions of 2202
Eminent domain

—

. Not for benefit of railroads 2206
European rates

—

Compared with United States 2201
Interstate Commerce Commission-

Do not believe Congress intended it should exercise more than
advisory functions 2197

Has all the power that can safely be intrusted to it 2202
Pooling

—

Should be permitted; most effectual means for abolishing rebates
and other discriminations 2202

Private car-line systems

—

Abuses would be cured if required to file copies of contracts and
publish rates 2207

,
Doubt if practicable for any railroad to equip with refrigerator

cars sufficient for its business in seasons 2207
Bailroads

—

About only industry not enjoying protection of the General Gov-
ernment 2209

During past five or six years price of nearly every article entering
into construction and operation has advanced 2199

Bate making-
Congress right to fix compensation for transportation 2196
Few rates can be changed without throwing out of adjustment

large numbers of others 2201
Intrusting to Commission one step to Government ownership 2204
If Government to assume rate making, it must also assume liabili-

ties of carriers and guarantee fair return on capital invested... 2204
If in hands of Commission, result probably arbitrary mileage

standard 2204
Should be left with railroads 2204
Senate committee's report on interstate-commerce law enumer-

ates difficulties; Chau-man Cooley cited.... 2200
Opposed to granting proposed power 2196,2200

S. Doc. 243, 59-1—vol 4 68
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FORDYCE, S. "W.—Continued. Pa^e-

Testimony of—
Kates

—

Cheapest in the world 2201
Trend of rates downward; greater proportionate decline in value

o£ compensation for transportation 2198, 2199
Rebates

—

Granting Commission proposed power would have no effect on
rebates 2201

Railroads do not make discriminations in rates and rebates of

their own volition 2201
Railroads will welcome any legislation effectually abolishing 2201
Rapidly becoming things of past 2201

FOREIGIT COMMERCE:
Testimony relative to—

(Article by Harold Bolce) Placing our foreign commerce under
interstate-commerce law is tying our hands in competition with
those whose hands are free (Hill) .' 1513

Common for exporters to secure through rates; railroads' portion
lower than rate would be if shipment stopped at port; decision cited

(Meyer) 1623
Do not believe in publication of rates in export trade ( Biddle) 1661
Exports should be exempt from application of interstate-commerce

act; do not care about imports (Hill) 1517, 1618
Method of exporting grain and fixing rates (Harris) 1647
Reasons for cut rates on exports from Chicago to Liverpool (Meyer) . . 1625
Recommendation as to regulation of (Morawetz ) 825

FOXON, F. A., wholesale druggist, Kansas City:
Testimony of.. _. 3068

Rate making

—

Believe matters better be left as they are; if Elkins law and
others enforced adequate protection given 3068

FKAME, ANDREW J., president of Waukesha National Bank:
Testimony of : 2306

European railroads

—

Cost per mile compared with United States 2309
Rates compared with United States 2310

Railroads

—

Cost per mile in United States compared with Europe 2309
Owned by the people 2309
Statistics : Average dividends paid, bond interest, and income per
mile for freight and passengers, 1883 to 1903 2307

Statistics: Mileage, capital stock, and bonded debt of, 1883 to 1903. 2306
Statistics: Placed under receiverships and sold under foreclosure,

1883 to 1903 2308
Rate making

—

Commission appointed with absolute powers to fix rates—mon-
strous 2310

FRANCE:
Testimony relative to—

American system better than in (New York Sun) 3452
Effectof politics in (New York Sun) 3452
Evils of rate legislation in (New York Sun) 3452
Have not reduced rates at all from 1870 ( Kruttschnitt) 3118
Machinery of changing rates (Mover) 1586
Owner in railroads; extent of Government control (Tuttle) 939
Private ownership of railways almost exclusively, but Government

regulation of rates (Meyer) 1586,1615
Public regulation of railway rates ( Meyer) 1585

Railroads and public alike suffer (New York Sun) 3462
Railroads havmg failed to meet their fixed charges, the Government

has had to come to their relief (Meyer) 1616
Rate making by board of 30 or 35 experts ( Kruttschnitt; 3117

Rates (Hill) 1478
Rates in, twice what they are in the United States (Kruttschnitt) . . . 3117
State made rates; extract from New York Sun, May 21, 1905
(New York Sun) 3452
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FREE PASSES: Page.

Testimony relative to—
Condemned (Stickney) ^ 2129

Should be stopped (Elliott) 3281

EBENOH RAIL-WAYS. HOW THEIR, OPERATION IS CON-
TROLLED BY GOVERNMENT REGULATIONS:

(Appendix 0; Vol. V) 265

PULLER, H. R., railroad conductor, Beaver Falls, Pa., representing
Brotherhoods of Locomotive Engineers, Firemen, Conductors and
Trainmen:

Testimony of 3141,3150
Additional statement of, as the representative of 2,30,000 railroad

employees. An appeal for the favorable consideration of Senate
bill 4092 3150

Employees

—

Doctrine of contributory negligence has outlived its usefulness.. 3144
European countries have employers' liability laws and some

require employer to insure against accident 3144
Liability of carriers 3141
"EeUef contracts," funds under which paid more than 80 per cent
come from employees and railroads, the balance not well man-
aged 3148

Senate bill 4092, embodying recommendations of organizations of. 3141
Iowa—

Accidents 3215
Accommodations for passengers 3217

, Comparative statistics 3218
Highway and farm crossings 3214
Information with reference to movement of passenger trains 3216
Inspection of railways 3217
Interlocking devices 3214
Intemrban railways 3215
New lilies 3214
Ketum passes for shippers of live stock 3215

New York

—

Report of committee of Chamber of Commerce of, opposed to

granting increase of power to Commission 3207
Railroads

—

Liability for accidents to employees 3141
Rate making

—

New York Chamber of Commerce opposed to granting it to Com-
mission 3207

GARDNER, GEORGE S., Laurel, Miss., yeUow-pine lumber manufacturing:
Testimony of. 1627

Lumber rates, complained of advance east of Mississippi 1627
Bate making, Commission should have power to fix rate on complaint
and hearing 1630

Rebates, "tap-line allowance" on lumber 1629
Eiver rates

—

Blanketrates 1 1629
Conunission decided in favor of shippers, but they have no re-

course under present law 1628
Rebates given in some instances called "tap-line allowance" . 1628, 1633
When rates went up price of lumber went down 1633

GARRISON, OLIVER S., president Big Muddy Coal and Iron Company;
chairman Illinois Coal Operatives' Association:

Teglimony of. 1811,1952.
Corrects figures in former statement 1952
Eats making

—

Merchants and others interested are satisfied with present rates.

.

1812
Opposed to changing present method and giving it to Commission. 1812
Trained traflSc men only able to deal with it 1812

Rates—
For same distance (for coal) rate is less south than west 1813
Our interstate rates more favorable on coal than State rates 1818
Situation satisfactory to-day 1812
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OABMSON, OlilVEB S.—Continued. P»e*

Testimony of—
Rebates

—

Have not known of any since passage of Elkins law; prior to that
heard of them 1811,1814

G-ABVIN, H. 0., secretary and manager of the Bay State Milling Company,
Winona, Minn.:

Testimony of 1546
Rebates have been wiped out since Elkins law 1547

GAKY, E. H., residence New York City, and president of board of directors
and member of finance commission of U. S. Steel Corporation:

Testimony of u. 3074
Rate making

—

Satisfied with present rates 3016
Rebates

—

None, so far as I know; some complaints of terminal and switch
charges 3076

United States Steel Company

—

Plants ownedlay 3078
Why it is able to make a lower price in Canada and Mexico than

in United States 3084

GATES, ROBEBT, from Tennessee, representing industrial immigration
department of Louisville and Nashville Railroad:

TegUmonyof. 2979
Louisville and Nashville Railroad

—

Immigration on line of 2985
Industrial statistics as to localities on 2985

Rate making

—

Best interests of country served under present system 2984
Conditions favorable for Southern States 2986
Dangerous to intrust to Commission 2980
When one rate is changed, numerous others must be; hence gen-

eral power 2980
Rebates

—

Urging enforcement of law, and against rate cutting 2980
States

—

Policy of some commissions criticised 2982

aESHAmr:
Teitimony relMive to—

Government control in, has driven traffic to the water (Acworth) . .

.

1851
Number of miles of railroad (Meyer) 1580, 1583, 1591
Railroad information difficult to get (Tuttle) 938
Rates in (Hill) 1478
Rates, receipts of her railways from 1880 to 1899, compared with rail-

ways of the United States (Meyer) 1585
Water and rail transportation compared (Bacon ) 1794

GILOHB.IST, 1". L. , lumber business, Kearney, Nebr.

:

Testimony of. 2185
Rate making

—

Opposed to change in 2185
Rates

—

Complaints of rates being too high 2185

Do not complain of 2185

Rebates

—

None now, nor discriminations to my knowledge 2185

OLEASON, H. L. , fruit grower and shipper, Hartford, Mich.

:

Testimony of 2855

Private car line systems

—

Armour car line rates to different points 2858
Could have brought petition of every grower in district in favor

of Armour car 2856

Have two receipts showing difference between free car and Ar-
mour car; latter $8.50 more 2866

Icing capacity Armour car about 5 tons 2866
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GX.EASON, H. L,—Continued. ^^
Tutmumy of—

Private cax line systems—Continued.
$100 to $150 more net to shippers in large icing capacity car than

in small
_.

2857

Santa Fe refrigerator care not used for eastern shipments, but
Armour car for any point 2868

GOULD SYSTEM:
Testimony relative to—

Do not know of a single case where the rate is held unreasonable
per se by shippers except Texas live stoqk (Bird) 2284

OOVEBNMENT INSFEOTOBS:
Testimony relative to—

Appointment and duties suggested (Morawetz) 830,843
Think their employment useless (Tuttle) 954

GOVERNMENT OWNERSHIP:
Testimony relative to—

Assumption of any rate-making power by the Government is a long
step toward ownership (Hines) .. 1186

Australia, experience of (Meyer) 1587
Canada's experience (Tuttle) 999
Cattlemen do not desire (Harris) 1529
Considered (Ramsey) 2155
Country would not prosper under (Eamsey) 2150
Do not believe in it for this country, but in a moderate reasonable

public control (Ripley) 2334
Financial considerations (Cummins) 2107
If it ever comes it will be when the people get idea that railroads are

too strong for commission and courts (Fifer) 3346
In foreign countries (Meyer) 1620
Not willing to have tried (Tuttle) 998
Opposed to

—

Bradley 2835
Meyer 1617

Political control, principal objection to (Cummins) 2106
Prussia, experience of (Meyer) 1554, 1612
Were one head possible, not as many tariff changes as now; but it

would be duty of Government to improve conditions more than
now because we want to develop country (Lincoln) 1297

GOVERNMENT REGXTLATION:
Teiiimony relative to—

Australia (Meyer) 1587
Believe Government should have supervision of freight charges and

tariffs (Hiland) 1327
France (Meyer) 1585
France, result in, and compared with United States (New York Sun) 3452
Has brought into politics the question of reasonable rates, and the

conflictof sectional interests (Meyer) 1553
Has resulted in preference to the near-by district (Meyer) 1613
Officials, more employed imder (Ramsey) 2150
Opposed to (Meyer) 1617
Prussia (Meyer) 1554,1619
Rates recommended (Cowan) 55
Rates under (Ramsey) 2150
Representative Esch and Commissioner Prouty quoted (Tuttle) . . . 908, 985
Result has been to paralyze commerce to a very large extent (Meyer) 1553
Under it group rating would undoubtedly be abolished (Meyer) 1613
Under it there would be infinite conflict of interests between different

localities (Meyer) 1614
Ultimate result has been that rates have become inelastic and finally
ceased to decline (Meyer) 1653

Would lead to confusion and disturbance in the business world
(Meyer) 1616

GOVERNMENT SHIP BXTILDING:
Not economical (Tuttle) 1000
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GBAIN: Page-

Testimony relative to—
Average rates on (Newcomb) 3542
Method of exporting and fixing rates ( Harris) 1647
Middleman is being eliminated (Bird) 2277
Differential in favor of New Orleans as against New York of something

like 7 cents (Fifer) 3354
7-cent rate on grain to New York was ruinous ( Fifer) 3350

GKEAT BRITAIN (see also England)

:

Testimony relative to—
Railroads finest in world and privately owned; extent of Government

control of rates (Tuttle) 938
Kates high and distances short (Tuttle) 918
Rates in (Hill) 1478

GREAT NORTHERN RAILWAY:
Testimony relative to—

Average rates of , will compare favorably (Hill) 1474
Basis of dealing with branch lines (Hill) 1495
Branch lines (Hill) 1494
Capitalization (Hill) 1504
Discriminations necessary (Hill) 1474
Growth of its business; were carrying flour from Minnesota to the

Orient, but Commission aflixed a condition that stopped that
(Hill) 1475,1479,1497

Has its own refrigerator cars (Hill) 1504, 1521
Has no private car lines ( Hill) 1504
Its local and through freight (Hill) 1503
Leads in reduction of rates (Hill) 1520
Mileage (Hill) 1504
Very little complaint of their charges; rates in northern and north-

western part of country generally satisfactory ( Harris) 1536, 1538
When it takes private car already loaded, basis of charges (Hill) 1505
Where incorporated, and States it operates in (Hill) 1522

GRINNEIili, WILLIAM MORTON, lawyer, bond and stock holder, indi-

vidually and as trustee, in sevei'al railroads and industrial companies
and banks, etc.

:

Testimony of 2227
European railroads

—

Capitalization . 2233
Freight rates 2234

Railroads

—

Average earnings per ton per mile 2230
" Best, and rates lowest in world 2233
Bonded debt 2232
Employees, number of 2232
Mileage, United States 2229
Number of stockholders 2231
Operating expenses 2232
Overcapitalization discussed 2232
Bates, article from North American Review 2236

Rates much lower here than in Europe 2231
Securities held by savings banks, insurance companies, and edu-

cational institutions (table) .' 2232

Wages highest in world 2233
Wages paid, by years (table) 2232

Bailway rates

—

Article by William Morton Grinnell published in North Amer-
ican Review 2234

Bate making

—

By a commission would be a double delegation of pow^er 2228

No further legislation needed 2228

Opposed to any com mission being granted the power 2227

©ROTE, WILLIAM, Elgin, 111.:

Testimony of — 1543
Rate inaking, object to its being intrusted to Commission; people now

in charge of, have grown up in business 1544
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GROTE, "WlLLiIAM—Continued. ^^se.

Testimony of—
Rates reasonable and low enough 1545
Eebates

—

Not allowed since Elkinslaw 1545

GT7BNEY, F. S., fruitgrower, Hart, Mich.:
Testimony of 2859

Private car-line systems

—

Armour service best we ever had; satisfied 2859
Commission men never paid excessive freight of which they com-
•plain 2859

In 1900 commission men complained of Armour's; Armour's
stopped service; growers appointed committee and service
resumed 2860

Method in which growers conduct business with Armour lines. . . 2859
We know how Armour car is from time it leaves our station till it

reaches Boston 2860

HADLEY, A. T., LL. D.:
Testimony of. 1883

American roads not so strong -as formerly 1886
Article from the Boston Evening Transcript, April 1, 1905. Eailroad

regulation 1884
A weak point 1886
Measures of public control' 1887
Complaints of the public ,,. 1884
Monopoly that cripples 1887
Railroad court, plan favored 1890
Right to make rates admitted, but little good would result 1888
Reply of the railroads 1885
Shall InterstateCommerce Commission be endowed with greater power. 1887
Semijudicial commission not a success 1890
Townsend bill, the principle contained in, is favored, but'not the

specific application 1889
Where reply rings true 1885
Why the owner should initiate rates 1889

HAGERMAN, JAMES:
Statement of , how to fix reasonableness of rates Ill

HABB-IS, JOHN E., Chicago:
Testimony of 1644

Foreign commerce, method of exporting grain and fixing rates 1647
Grain, method of exporting and fixing rates 1647
Rate making

—

Believe power should be left to railroads 1649
Would have to be many commissioners, if intrusted to them 1650

HARRIS, W. A., general representative of the American Shorthorn Breed-
ers' Association:

Testimony of 1528
Consolidation; more railroads are consolidated the better they will
work toward simplicity of action 1540

Government ownership, cattlemen do no t desire 1529
Great Northern Railway, very little complaint of their charges; rates

in northern and northwestern part of country generally satisfac-

tory 1586,1538
Interstate Commerce Commission, essential thing is to give power to

fix rates . 1535
National Live Stock Association, complaint of railroad service; inequi-

table rates 1530
Railroads

—

Too frequent unloading of cattle now required; forty"hours better
than twenty-eight 1539

Unreasonable to require more than one man for two cars of cattle. 1538
Rate making

—

Do not think there is any occult mystery about fixing rates 1534
Should be intrusted to a disinterested tribunal 1531

Rates, complaint of high, in West and Southwest for moving young
cattle 1530,1532
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HEARINGS: Pwe.
Testimony relative to—

Ample in Fifty-sixth, Fifty-seventh, Fifty-eighth Congresses (Bacon) 5
By Industrial Commission, and report (Bacon ) 6

HEAKITE, F. J., chairman and president of the Colorado Fuel and Iron
Company of Colorado:

Tettimmyof 3069
Discriminations

—

Alleged in Colorado Fuel and Iron Company; case reviewed .... 3071
Bate making

—

Entirely satisfied with present conditions and opposed to extend-
ing power to Commission (Hearne) ... 3070

Rebates

—

Think entirely ceased since Elkins law . 3070

HENSRICESON, F. C. , of Cumberland, Md., attorney at law and secretary
of freight and transportation committee of associated merchants:

Testimony of 3606
Baltimore and Ohio Railroad, on which Cumberland has to depend

entirely, is wholly exempt from taxjition in Maryland; yet it charges
Maryland coal 15 cents more to tide water than it does the more
distant points 3606

HEURTEAtr, EMIIiE JUL., president of the Orleans Bailway; delegate to
the International Eailway Congress, Washington:
New York Sun article by 3452

HIOBIE, ROBERT W., representing National Wholesale Lumber Dealers'
Association and New York Lumber Trade Association:

Testimony of...._ 1870
Discriminations

—

Against shippers; cases cited 1877
Inter&te Commerce Commission

—

Lost some of its best members because their conclusion not worth
the paper it was written on 1875

Legislation

—

Additional, recommended to regulate rates by National Wholesale
Lumber Dealers' Association 1871

National Wholesale Lumber Dealers' Association

—

Resolutions of, favoring the giving of increased powers to Com-
mission 1871

New York

—

Commission, a board of investigation, has not power to fix rates;

powers stated 1887
Private car-line systems

—

No power in present law to compel them to make proper charges
or regulations 1875

Hate making

—

Favor placing final power outside of railroads 1874
Perhaps better, in interest of time, to take case directly to the

court and have the rate fixed, not inflexibly 1880, 1881
"President Roosevelt and railroad rates" (New York Sun edi-

torial) i 1874
Provision suggested that a rate should not be charged, except by

lowering it, without applying to the court 1883
Should be in the railroads in first instance but not in the last . 1872
Should be intrusted to Commission, subject to judicial appeal; ex-

tract from address of President Hadley, of Yale College 1879
Transportation should be treated like any other commodity 1872

Rebates

—

Rests with railroads to abolish; Elkins law sufficient 1876,1877

HILAITD, JAMES H., third vice-president Chicago, Milwaukee and St
Paul Railway, in charge of traffic:

Testimony of 1316
Chicago, Milwaukee and St. Paul Railway

—

Do not think it owns stock on basis of allowance to connecting
roads 1336
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HTTiATTO, JAMES H.—Continued. *^6-
Teitimony of—

Chicago, Milwaukee and St. Paul Railway—Continued.
Has 7,000 miles in system; States in; if we could carry loaded

cars in both directions could reduce rates 1322
Never had contention with Commission; so far as known, no
ground of complaint against Commission 1330

No contract arrangement with private lines; arrangement runs
during life of prevailing rate 1336

No general complaint of its rates; no trouble in agreeing on
through rates 1339

Own about 1,200 refrigerator cars and about 500 vegetable cars .. 1335
Difierentials

—

A sort of truce or armed neutrality; result if abolished 1324
From interior to Gulf and Atlantic ports; many factors necessary

to ascertain what is fair 1323
Esch-Townsend biU

—

Power to fix rate in given case would lead to great many other
changes; effect of changing Chicago rates 1326

Provision for division of ratS criticised 1339
Government control

—

Believe Government should have supervision of freight charges
and tariffs 1327

Interstate Commerce Commission

—

After it had condemned a given rate and court had sustained
order, carrier would be required to make substantial reduction;
if conditions changed railroad could change rate, subject to
review by Commission and court; might be half a dozen rail-

roads involved 1329
Do not believe possible for Commission to establish interstate

rates in all parts of United States in equitable manner without
knowledge of local conditions; must use mileage basis; diffi-

culties illustrated 1317,1329
Embarrassment encormtered in carrying out orders by reason of

inability to maintain the correlative parity of rates 1326
Objection to placing rate-making power in hands of 1316
Eate-making power would enable Commission to limit earning

capacity of railroads without corresponding benefit 1317
Eate-making power would change railroad geography; destroy
wealth by destroying correlation of rates established by years
of experience 1317

Minimum rates; no remedy has been applied for establishing . . . 1322
Present law

—

If enforced there would not be any ground for general reduction
in rates, or placing in Commission power to make arbitrary
rates 1322

If enforced will accomi)li8h all the public requires; railroads only
too glad to comply with 1330

We recognize principle of existing law which authorizes prohibi-
tion of unreasonable rates 1327

While maximum rates have been made, no remedy has been
appUed for establishing minimum rates '. 1322

Private car-line systems

—

All kinds hauled over Chicago, Milwaukee and St. Paul Eailway;
prices paid 1332

Complaints in regard to shipping cattle 1335
Do not belitfve shippers are cheated by 1.332

Know of no special complaints of charges for service 1335
Bailroads make rates for carrying comn/odities 1334
Whether they should be under control of interstate-commerce act . 1333

Bate making

—

Complaints not so much of rates being unreasonable as that dis-

criminations and preferences are shown 1321
Distance rate would be particularly hard on western country 1321
Depends entirely upon conditions that exist in localities 1320
If Commission vested with power asked it would be obliged to fix

rates with reference to distance; that would necessarily build
up one city rather than another 1324
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HILAND, JAMES H.—Continued. fage

Testimony of—
Eate making—Continued.

Should be left to men in charge of traffic 1320
So far as principles go, all conditions that follow fixing of a rate

by direct order in first instance follow fixing of rate by joint

action of Commission, confirmed by court and substantially
modified by railroad 1330

Rebates

—

Additional legislation not needed 1338
Belief that great injustices are done a mistake; an epidemic
nobody can trace 1331

Eate fixed by Commission could be cut and rebate given as easily

as if made by railroad 1339
There are none as such; unjust discriminations have ceased 1330

HILIi, H. M. , Minneapolis Minn.

.

Testimony of 2117
Eate making

—

Law as at present administered sufficient to protect all shippers. 2117

HILL, JAMES J., president of Great Northern Railway:
Testimony of 1473

Austria, rates 1478
Canada, railroads have advantage of us in not being subject to our

interstate-commerce law; give rebates- illustrations 1501,1502
Discrimination in rates

—

Favor export business; discussed 1512
Low rate inMinnesota and the Dakotas on grain helps those States. 1484
Low rate in Texas on cotton helps Texas 1484
Low rate on coal and hard-wood lumber from West Virginia will

help West Virginia more than anything else 1484
Elevators

—

Enter into the through rates that have to be fixed at originating

pomt 1484
Ought to be put under interstate-commerce law 1483

Employees-
Do not know of railroad not forbidding a man tb work without

proper rest 1501
Not observing rules made to preserve life should be made an

offense against the law 1500
Foreign commerce

—

(Article by Harold Bolce. ) Placing our foreign commerce under
interstate-commerce law is tying our hands in competition with
those whose hands are free 1513

Exports should be exempt from application of interstate-commerce
act; do not care about imports 1517, 1518

France, rates in 1478
Germany, rates in 1478
Great Britain, rates in 1478
Great Northern Railway

—

Average rates of, will compare fa vorably 1474
Basis of dealing with branch lines 1495
Branch lines 1494
Capitalization 1504
Discriminations necessary 1474
Growth of its business; were carrying flour from Minnesota to

the Orient, but Commission affixed a condition that stopped
that

j.
1475,1479,1497

Has its own refrigerator cars 1504,1521
Has no private car lines „ 1504
Its local and through freight 1503
Leads in reduction of rates 1520
Mileage - 1504
When it takes private car already loaded; basis of charges 1505
Where incorporated, and States it operates in 1522

Interstate Commerce Commission know of no position its members
could fill on a railway 148]
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HILL, JAMES J.—Continued.
Testimony of— P^Ke.

Interstate-commerce law provides for publication of terminal charges
separately; never saw a schedule; law not enforced 1515

Long and short haul; advantage in long haul in that a 20-mile haul
covers the same terminal service that a 2,000-mile haul covers 1503

National incorporation act, advantages of 1522
Oriental trade

—

Competing lines in'the Orient 1510
Increasing 1498

Panama Canal will be of advantage to ports on Gulf and along Atlantic
seacoast, say, for 150 miles inland 1 1520

Private car line systems

—

Every railway officer should be disqualified from having any in-

terest in any large producer of traffic on his line 1521
If present law is enforced, not one of them could exist a moment. 1486

Railroads

—

Difficulty of getting capital to build more trunk lines 1494
Do not cripple their business 1481
Legislation that would protect lives of people traveling would be

useful 1487
No other property has to fight so hard for its life 1489
Not getting such returns as some people suppose 1484
Protection of life and property provision could be worked out so

as to remove nine-tenths of losses of life or injuries 1524
Bates here about 40 per cent of the average in Europe; with rea-

sonable latitude will go lower 1478
Beceipts for transporting car of coal compared with those for

transporting mail car 1482
Traffic for, in 1894 compared with 1904 1479, 1498
Traffic men are paid $30,000 to $50,000 a year; worth it 1481
Wages and material higher than in Europe 1478
Who will put money into, when every dollar invested is threat- \

ened with having control taken away and handed over to a
commission absolutely incompetent? 1481

Bate making-
Allow the railroad company, under scrutiny of an intelligent com-

mission to make late; if complained of as too high, take the
company promptly to court; if charge proved, punish quickly. 1493

Can not imagine greater misfortune than to attempt to fix rates

bylaw 1486
Conditions vary almost daily 1473
Correct basis is a fair return on value of road and equipment 1505
If Commission will insist that railroad shall carry all the traffic

it can at rate affording fair" return, you will get rates down
quicker than any other way 1485

If power is given to fix a future rate, that will establish that rate
and it will not go down afterwards 1486

Low rate in Minnesota and Dakota on grain helps those States . . 1484
. Low rate in Texas on cotton helps Texas 1484

Low rate on coal and hard-wood lumber from West Virginia will
help West Virginia more than anything else 1484

Only basis for low rates is low cost of producing 1473
Oriental exports and imports (statistical tables) 2240
Power to borrow money for necessary railroad facilities would be

destroyed if Commission allowed to fix rates 1499
Question of rate being high or low is a question of fact 1486
Ilate reasonable to-day, to-morrow may be unreasonable 1484
Some elements to be considered 1507
Value of service determined by density of traffic 1473

Rates

—

Here lowest in the world 1478
If reasonable latitude given to railroads, think rates will go
lower 1478, 1496

In Great Britain compared with United States ' 1478
On coal 1488
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Testimony of—
Rates—Continued.

Reduction in ten years in railroad transportation in United States
greater than in anytliing else; wages have advanced 47 per cent. 1520

Rebates

—

Elevator, terminal and private car lines covered by present law;
all needed is to put law in motion 1516

Have been practically abandoned since passage of Elkins Act 1516
Private car lines could not exist if present law were enforced.... 1486

Russia, rates ,. 1478
Terminal charges

—

Commission can, under existing law, inquire into terminal charges;
but they are too busy seeing if they can not get right to make
rates 1500

Commission has abundance of power to take up question of any
part of charge and test its reasonableness, like the charge to
land a bushel of wheat below Harlem River which is more than
to bring it there from Chicago 1500

BINES, EDWARD W., attorney at law, of Washington, D. C:
Statement of, referred to in testimony of Walker D. Hines 1076
Long and short haul

—

Disregard of, in certain sections; built up by waterways (Lin-
coln) 1241

HINES, WALKER D., attorney for Atlantic Coast Line, formerly first

vice-president Louisville and Nashville Railroad Company:
Testimony of. 235, 1007, 1099

Analysis of Esch-Townsend bill 235
Arbitraries defined; allowed for originating freight 1017
Congressional debates relating to giving rate-making power to Inter-

state Commerce Commission, compiled by Edward W. Hines 1076
Court

—

Better for Commission to get order from, in first instance 1059
Delay in; reasons for 1032
Has found orders of Commission to be unlawful 1010

Differentials

—

A public tribunal can have no sufficient basis on which to appor-
tion business between competing localities 1116

Are practical outcome of competition 1109, 1112
Frequently need modification on account of new conditions 1113
Government could only enforce differentials by fixing absolute

rates and prohibiting railroads from reducing or changing them.
This would stop coippetition and make rates hopelessly in-

elastic 1119
Government differentials would prefer ports of one State over

those of another, contrary to the Constitution 1123
Government-made differentials would injuriously affect commer-

cial and industrial as well as railroad competition 1121
Ordinary basis of railroad regulation does not exist as to control-

ling differentials between competing lines 1115
Power to make differentials would inject a sectional and political

feature into railroad regulation 1121
Discrimination in rates

—

Between localities; orders made by Commission 1016
Railroad does not make discrimination; it exists independently of

the railroad 1100
Esch-Townsend bill

—

Attempted restrictions on judicial review which do not exist as to

the most drastic State laws 1159
Evinced the essentially unjust purpose of putting the rate into

effect in advance of judicial review 1160
Not only made no provision to prevent rebates, but would actually

have encouraged them.... 1165
Would have caused long period of litigation and uncertainty as to

etateof thelaw 1167
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Tettimony of—
Government ownership—^theassumption of any rate-making power by
the Government is a long step toward ownership 1186

Injunction, remedy for rebates v - 1035

Interstate Commerce Commission

—

As to allegation that rate-making power was exercised by Com-
mission for ten years -— -— 1026

Expressions of, have had great effect in demand for legislation;

report and speeches cited 1021

In great majority of cases railroads comply with order made by. 1010
Letter (Senate Doc. 257; 58th, 2d) alleging increase in revenues of

railroads due to increase in rates (Hines) 1045

Methods of computation criticised 1099

Not proposed when act waa passed to give them rate-making
power 1026

Opposed to Commission having control of rate making 1023
Orders made by, since maximum rate case, discussed ....... 1013
Orders of, "partially complied" with; only 15 out of 40 1029
Perhaps 2, 000 cases settled without formal hearing 1017
Serious delay in cases; will be more if given rate-making power . 1032
Theory of present law is that Commission is assistant to complain-

ants, and it resorts to court to compel compliance 1010
Interstate-commerce law

—

As amended by Elkins Act, affords a remarkable method of deal-

ingwith any tariff unreasonably high or unjustly discriminating. 1009
Better for Commission to get order from court in first instance. . . 1059

• Has been of substantial value 1012
Labor and materials, advances in, constitute a far higher percentage
than advances in rates 1042

• Legislation

—

Demand for, grows out of misconception of scope of present law,
and because of rebates 1034,1039

"Legislative" argument (Hines) 3778
Practically all demands for additional, due to expressions of Com-

mission; reportscited 1019
Long and short haul

—

Has been no disappearance of the competition or conditions neces-
sitating the less rates for the longer haul 1103

Less charge for competitive long hauls is on same theory as less

charge for low-grade traflic 1099
Long-haul, competition business is not carried at a loss, and is not
acharge on short-haul business 1102

Present law affords ample remedy for any wrongful departure
from long and short haul principle 1107

Present long and short haul law is the only just and practicable,
on that subject '.. 1108

LonL<3ville and Nashville System

—

Atlantic Coast Line has come into its control 1065
Haa generally complied with order of Commission; excep-

tions 1011,1018
Missouri River, basis of rates 1044
Bailroad combinations have existed for many years; attention called

to statement of ex-Senator Chandler printed as S. Doe. 39, first

session Fifty-fourth Congress. Do not lead to advances 1062
Railroads

—

Are subject to far more control and are far more sensitive to pub-
lic opinion than other large aggregations of capital 1184

Inevitable tendency of a rate-making Government bureau is to
cut down earnings unjustly, undermine the legitimate value of
railroad securities, and impair railroad wages 1185

In great majority of cases comply with order of Commission 1010
Justice to the railroads and due consideration for commercial wel-

fare call for the least interference compatible with public pro-
tection 1185

Number of systems has diminished, and mileage of each in-
creased.... 1065
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Testimony of—
Railroads—Continued.

Operating expenses compared with gross earnings for Building up
local traffic 1071

Beaching out for new markets tends to a reduction of rates 1064
Tonnage carried in United States 1053
Unfair for the Government to interfere unnecessarily when the

losses due to Government mistakes will fall exclusively on the
railroads without any indemnity from the Government 1186

Bate making

—

Action of rate-making Commission would be largely arbitrary and
very general. Commissioner Clements' s statement quoted 3758

Bacon's statement quoted 3742
Bacon wants a Government bureau to legislate upon questions of

public pohcy 3748
Can never be an adequate judicial review of rates made by a Com-

mission •.. 1150
Chicago and Cincinnati freight bureau cases 3765
College professors 3764
Commission's rate-making efforts constantly challenged 3762
Complaints of shippers 3752
Cummins' s statement quoted 3738
Even under the present law, and with much less work to interfere

with reaching correct results, the Commission's orders have
generally been unwise from a public standpoint 1145

Extent of proposed rate-making power 3750
Harris's statement quoted 373%
Higbie's statement quoted 3787
Incompatibility of the Commission's functions 1145
Incorrect statement of issue involved • 3764
Inherent difficulties in Government rate making 1128
Justice requires that any order reducing a rate should be sus-

pended during judicial review, and ordinarily a bond by the
carrier will protect the party who bears the charge 1161

Knapp's (Commissioner) statement quoted 3772
Local discrimination can not be changed except by a commission
with power to fix minimum or absolute rates 3746

'
' Natural advantages '

' and the mileage basis 3745
No tribunal could have the requisite ability and capacity 1129
Orders of Commission up to 1896 3751
Petitions for and against rate-making power 3769
Present law as ajsplied by the courts 3755
Prouty's (Commissioner) statement quoted 3754
Scope of proposed 3741
Senate Document 257 3770
'

' Social Circle '
' case 3768

Eates at present are made not by a few men, but by a vast num-
ber of experienced traflBc officers 1137

Eetain flexibility in rates as far as compatible with protection of

the public interest 1183
State railroad commissions furnish no precedent 1143
Such a tribunal's work would increase in a rapid progression 1136
Tribunal would make far-reaching errors and would not have

time to correct them 1130
Unlawful tariff rates can and ou^ht to be corrected by the courts

according to the principles of present law and without delay .

.

1184
Very numerous changes must continually be made in rates 1139
Who drafted the rate-making bills? 3769

Eates—
Advance in, from January, 1900 1040
Cases of advances in, since 1900. Commission has condemned

only three; cases cited and results 1042, 1045
Do not believe they are appreciably higher than in 1899 1042

Great business points are not built up simply because of long-

haul rates 1074
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Testimony of—
Rates—Continued.

Interdependence of, such that to prescribe one important rate

means fixing of a very large number; illustrations 1031
Marked tendency to reduce through changes in classification 1046
Now far lower than in any other country 1044
On mileage basis would cut off long hauls 1072
Statement that those for the country are made by five men, utterly
unfounded ". 1063

Where railroad advances a long standing rate the court would not
uphold the advance unless a plain case of necessity, due to

changed conditions 1066
Kebates

—

Almost from the beginning the Commission has claimed it was not
its business to detect or prevent rebates 1172

Commission was created principally to enforce the law against
rebates 1171

Esch-Townsend bill would have encouraged 1165
History of the present law as to rebates 1167
Law should make it absolutely plain that it is the Commission's
duty to detect and prevent rebates; and the Commission's other
duties should be so changed and such facilities should be pro-
vided as to make sure that it will prevent rebates 1182

One reason for demand for legislation 1084
Prevention of 3774
Prevention of rebates was and is the main object of the law 1167
Provisions of the present law for the discovery, punishment, and

prevention of rebates 1170
Eeadjustment of rates between localities 3775
Eemedy for, injunction 1035

Eesolution in answer to resolution of the Senate; Commission under-
took to point out specifically the effect of certain advances in rates

on specific articles, including lumber; witness alleges wrong
basis 1057, 1060

Revenues, increase in, alleged to be due to increase in rates; method
of computing criticised 1045, 1099

Statement in rebuttal to evidence favoring enlargement of power of

Commission 3734
Tonnage, amount carried in United States 1053

HOOKEBi, JAMES J., Cincinnati, representing Receivers and Shippers'
Association:

Testimony of—
Cincinnati Freight Bureau case 129
Interstate Commerce Commission

—

Orders of, should be effective until reversed by court, 129, 137
Power to fix reasonable rates necessary 129
Tables of representative rates in 1897 and 1904 139

Joint rates, if partly by water, interstate-commerce law should apply
to 137

New England cotton mill, products of, rates compared with southern. 132
Railroads opposed to clothing Commission with power that would

defeat present delay 129
Bates

—

Abuse by changing classifications of 139
Adjustment of, not necessarily diflicult 134
Controlled by a few men 135
For southern cotton-mill products need not necessarily be low to
compete with New England 132

If power to fix, taken from railroads, no panic in stocks 136
Not extortionate, but relatively need revision 131
Now made by fifteen trafiic managers for United States should be
reviewed by railroad presidents 135

Relative adjustment; stated adjustment 130
Tables of, June 30, 1897, as compared with June 30, 1904, by
Chairman Interstate Commerce Commission 139
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Testimony relative to—

Rates—Continued.
Tariffs, number of, in the United States......... 134
Transcontinental, know of no complaint of 138

Southern cotton mill, products of, rates compared with New Eng-
land products 132

Southern Railway rates hif^her and more unequal than any other.... 129

HOB.D, T. B., farmer, stock breeder, and grain dealer, Central City, Nebr.:
Testimony of 2160

Cattle rates

—

From Texas railroads make ua "stock cattle rate" which is rea-

sonable 2162
Have advanced little .... 2162
Not excessive compared with other commodities 2161

Rate making

—

Prefer tS deal with the railroads than to have change 2160
Rates

—

Are fair 2161
Rebates

—

Get none 2161

HOVER, WILLIAM A., wholesale druggist, of Denver, Colo., representing
Denver Chamber of Commerce and Denver Freight Bureau:

Testimony of '. 3254
Denver

—

Discriminations against, in favor of cities on Missouri River .. 3254
Tables of rate affecting 3264

Discriminations

—

Against Denver in favor of cities on Missouri River . 3255
Denver claims right of distribution west of her on equal terms
with Missouri River towns farther east (table of comparative
rates) 3256

Railroads

—

West of Missouri River five men practically control transporta-
tion 3255

Bate making

—

Colorado people in accord with President in matter of extending
powers of Commission 3263

Power should be given Commission to reduce or fix a rate 3259
Remedy now not adequate to meet discrimination against Denver 3260

Roanoke, Va.

—

Resolution of Chamber of Commerce, opposed to rate-making
power being taken from the railroads 3267

ILLINOIS

:

Testimony relative to—
Railroad tonnage (Trayer)..... 2225
Rate law (Bird) 2270

ILLINOIS CENTRAL RAILROAD

:

Testimony relative to—
"Feeding-in-transit" rate (Bowes) 2851
Has an "industrial commission" to look after securing location of

industries on its line (Bowes) 2852
Has probably largest supply of refrigerator cars of any railroad in
America in proportion to mileage and equipment (Bowes) 2846

History, statistics, receipts (Fish) 269
Icing charges—Mead' s testimony reviewed (Bowes) 2846
Lumber rates not advanced since 1903, but prices of yellow-pine
lumber have advanced on several occasions (Bowes) 2846

Never heard that railroads have decreed that certain States, Iowa
among them, are to be agricultural; our road has no restriction of
that nature in any of thirteen States it passes (Bowes) 2852

New Orleans traffic—Robinson's testimony reviewed (Bowesj^ 2847
No contract with Armour or any other refrigerator-car line (Bowes) . 2846
Overcapitalization charge reviewed (Bowes) 2848
Professor Ripley's testimony as to solution of trouble by division of

territory by railroads, reviewed (Bowes) 2848
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IMPORTS: Pas*

Testimony relative to—
Present method satisfactory (Cooper) 2164

INDTTSTBIAI. COMMISSION:
Teslimony relative to—

•

Hearings and report (Bacon) 6
Witness reads from report of (Robinson) 2426

INDTTSTKIAL DEVELOPMENT OF COtfNTRY:
Testimony relative to—

Statistics (Ramsey). 1966

INJUNCTION:
Testimony relative to—

Advantages of (Peck) 1302
Against Commission a remedy in case of its fixing confiscatory rates

(Morawetz) 870
Court may grant, and by that declare carrier shall not charge that

rate any longer (Fifer) 3342
Interstate Commerce Commission could not only complain of a single

rate in bill filed, but of all, and get judgment"upon all (Bond) 1411
Power of Constitution in process to establish maximum rate (Bond) . 1403
Remedy for excessive rates and discriminations; decisions where it

would lie (Peck) 1346
liemedy for rebates ( Hines) 1085
Too slow a process (Bacon) 26
Would afford considerable relief in case of rate cutting and rebates

(Fifer) 3362

INSTTBANCE OF EMPLOYEES:
Testimony relative to—

Damage and injury to persons in 1897 and 1903 (Kruttschnitt) 3113
Do not see why railroads should insure against accident any more than
any other employer (Kruttschnitt) 3112

Opposed to (Morawetz) 884
Tuttle '. 994,996

INTERMEDIATE RATES:
Always endeavor to introduce intermediate towns into markets and
not to concentrate at few points (Tuttle) : . 978

INTERSTATE COMMERCE COMMISSION:
Testimony relative to—

A class of cases turned on the power to prescribe rates, and one deci-

sion of court would cover many cases (Ripley) 2332
Advise restriction of scope of (Mather) 1466
After it had condemned a given rate, and court had sustained order,

carrier would be required to make substantial reduction; if condi-
tions changed, railroad could change rate,.subject to review by
Commission and court; might be half a dozen railroads involved
(Hiland) 1329

All it undertook was, when it found a rate unreasonable, to declare
it unreasonable and order violation to stop ( Clements) 3003

Almost all the court cases have involved not so much the application
of the law to economic abuses as purely judicial interpretation of

lawitself (Ripley) 2332
Almost impossible for, to fix rates (Tuttle) 939
Amendment suggested,gi ving power to fix rates (Cowan ) GO, 1 14
Arbitration before Commission is resorted to (Ripley ) 2331
As to its Secretary issuing circular letter to associations and shippers

to unite to Senators and Representatives in favor of passage of a bill

(Clements) 3240
As to allegation that rate-making power was exercised by Commis-

sion for ten years (Hines) 1026
As to personnel and methods in conducting certain cases before it,

and results (Cockrell) 3377
As to enlarging membership (Morawetz) : 906
Better if it had not been created; courts suflBcient (Smedley ) 2222
Briefs filed before, by commercial organizations of Boston, New York,

Philadelphia, and Baltimore (Appendix E, Part I, Vol. V) 403

:S rinn 94.S Sfl-1—vnl 4 fiO
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Testivwny relative to—
Can not do work which the railroads require several thousand per-

sons to perform ( Vining) 1680
Cases; informal complaints about 2,300; explained (Clements) 3013
Cases in which it has ordered changes in classification or rates (S.

Doc. 30, 54th Cong., 2d sess. )
(Bacon) 2638

Cases in which mandatory orders disobeyed, 55 (Clements) 3016
Cases in which mandatory orders were made and complied with,

about 94; mandatory orders partially complied with, 21 (Clements) . 3013
Cases; suits brought in court to enforce orders which were ignored,

about 48 (Clements) 3013
Change in transportation charges, etc.

—

Orders of. Senate Document No. 30, Fifty-fourth Congress, second
session 2638

Change of views as to power to make rates (Morawetz) ;... 831
Childish clamor for power ( Vining) 1683
Commercial organizations favor Esch-Townsend bill; all needed is

power in Commission to change rates (Bacon ) , 1778
Commission of limited number would be unable to make rates which

all the railways make (Mather) 1452
Complaints before Commission; many more last two years than same

length of time before; excessivcness of rates and relation resulting

in discrimination as between places, complained of (Clements) 3242
Complaints, 90 per cent of, settled satisfactorily by (Morawetz ) 812
Conferring rate-making power upon, will largely remedy evils ( Burr) . 49
Confidence in peraonnel shown in submission, for advisory opinion, of

• Atlantic seaboard dispute (Parker) 2112
Could only satisfy all communities by sacrificing revenues of railways

(Mather) 1454
Court of transportation recommended; functions of (Fordyce) 2202
Criticisms of, reviewed (Clements) 2988, 3012, 3014
Danger of conferring autocratic power upon (Nimmo) 160
Decisions which would have established local conflicts have been over-

ruled by Supreme Court (Meyer) 1554
Demand for proposed legislation promoted directly by (Fish) 277
Difficulties in settling rates promptly in so many different localities

(Tuttle) ; 924-

Document No. 257, erroneous statement widely disseminated (New-
comb) •- 3549

Do not believe Congre.ss intended it should exercise more than advi-
sory functions ( Fordyce) 2197

Do not believe possible for Commission to establish interstate rates in

all parts of United States in equitable manner without knowledge of

local conditions. Must use mileage basis. Difiicultiea illustrated

(Hiland) 1317,1329
Embarrassment encountered in carrying out-orders by reason of ina-

bility to maintain tfie correlative parity of rates (Hiland) 1326
Esch-Townsend bill; no member of Commission ever wrote a line of

or had anything to do with (Clements) 30O3
Essential thmg is to give power to fix rates ( Harris) 1535
Expressions of, have had great effect in demand for legislation; report
and speeches cited (Hines) 1021

Figures comparing rates for different years misleading (Tuttle) ,925

Findings of, prima facie (Staples) 33
Formerly acted upon theory of power now sought to authorize by

Quarles bill (Bacon) 14, 27
Given power over railroads beyond rate fixing (Stone) 253
Great majority of cases lost by them in court due to persistent refusal

to heed construction put on interstate-commerce act by United
States Supreme Court, irrespective of proposition that commercial
conditions must be regarded under each of the sections, except the
second (Bond) 1400

Has all the power that can safely be intrusted to it (Fordyce) 2202
Has decidecl about 400 formal complaints and made orders in about

170; has dismissed or otherwise disposed of about 230 (Clements).. 3013
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Testimony reiaiire to—
Has met with success in way of arbitration, and nine-tenths of cases
can be so settled (Vining) 1693,1705

Has never recommended more than President Eoosevelt recommends
(Clements) 3004

Has not power to fix rates, court decision, 1897, cited (Davenport) . .

.

199
Has power under Elkins law to call.on a railroad to furnish snipper a
due proportion of its cars to move traffic (Tuttle) 949

Has (since 1897) from year to year recommended amendments, but
has not asked to make everybody's rates (Clements) 3004

Hearings of, suggestion to abolish ( Morawetz

)

812
Hill's utterances in relation to, reviewed (Clements) 3005
How it should be conducted (Tuttle) 1001
How it should be constituted (Clements) 3250
If empowered to fix rates, could not make differentials without some
a^eement (Tuttle) .• 942

If given power asked, we shall have our rates regulated by bureaucrats,
etc.; some of their decisions criticised; idle questions considered by
(Meyer) 1563,1564,1603

If relieved of judicial procedure, would have time to enforce Elkins Act
against discriminations and secret rates (Bond) 1412

If reversed by court, no relief to railroads under Quarles bill (Bacon)

.

14
Impossible for, primarily to fix rates for country (Bacon) 1783
Increase in rates (Clements) 3047
In great majority of cases railroads comply with order made by ( Hines)

.

1010
Initiative of enforcement should not be confined to Attorney-General

(Morawetz) 826
Instances in which orders of Comriiission only partially complied with

(Bacon) 2677
Its judicial decisions almost uniformly set aside by court (Vining) . .

.

1693
It, with exception perhaps of Chairman Knapp, wanta to free Com-

mission from any control by courts (Bond) 1395
Joint rates, if partly by water, interstate-commerce law should apply

(Hooker) 137
Know of no position its members could fill on a railway (Hill) 1481
Large percentage of its cases settled without lawsuit or general hearing,
and more should be (Tuttle) 928

Law ample, if enforced (Crocker) 127
Legislative power of Congress can not be delegated to Commission
(Bond) ' 1378

Letter, in reply to Chairman Elkins, as to whether Esch-Townsend
bill conflicts with provisions of Constitution as to differential rates

in favor of particular ports (Tuttle) 965
Letter (S. Doc. 257, 58th, 2d) alleging increase in revenues of railroads
due to increase in rates (Hines) 1045

Lists of shippers and others

—

Against extending power of, to regulate commerce 3785
Against passage of Esch-Townsend bill 485

Loopholes should not be left to usurp legislative power ( Bond ) 1381
Lost some of its best members because their conclusion not worth the

paper it was written on (Higbie) , 1875
Many of its decisions accepted without contest ( Kipley ) 2332
May fix rates, but they can only be enforced through the courts;

cases cited (Davenport) 218
Maximum rate case, reviewed; table of rates, cited. (Clements) 3032
Methods of computation criticised ( Hines) 1099
Meyer's utterances as to, reviewed (Clements) 3010
Might be well to have one member an expert traffic man (Bacon) . .

.

1784
"Milk case," testimony of Meyer, reviewed. (Clements) 3009
Must not be left to construe its own powers (^Bond

)

1415
Necessary, but too many duties; too much time involved (Tuttle)... 928
Never undertook affirmatively to fix rate for the future (Clements) .

.

3003
Not beneficial to stockmen (Manby) 20.'J2

Not proposed when act was passed to give them rate-making power
(Hines) 1026
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Testimony relative to—
Number of cases involving establishment of rates brought before Com-

mission up to time court declared it did not possess the power
(Bacon) 1773,1783

Number of its decisions reversed by courts ( Ripley ) 2331
Objections to intrusting them with rate making; delay expensive to

shipper (Yates) -. 1217
Objection to placmg rate-making power in hands of ( Hiland ) 1316
Objection to providing that when it finds a rate unreasonable it shall

say how far that rate must be changed (Bond ) 1394
Opposed to Commission having control of rate making (Hines) 1023

Order of, should be effective until reversed by court (Hooker) 129, 137

Orders of, disregarded (in 1890) because lawyers advised carriers' find-

ing of Commission was not conclusive (Clements) 3014
Orders of, "partially complied" with; only 15 out of 40 (Hines) 1029

Orders made by, since maximum rate case, discussed (Hines) 1013
Passenger trafhc cases (Newcomb) 3577
I'ath mapped out in decisions in direction of restricting trade would

result in distance tariff rates (Meyer) 1604
]"'erhap8 2,000 cases settled without formal hearing (Hines) 1017
Police duties should be more effective by (Morawetz) 812
I'ossibility of commercial disturbance if rates determined by (Mather)

.

1455
I'ower given it to fix rates would not lead to conflict between State

and Federal jurisdiction (Tultle) 942
Power of making orders should be taken from (Mather) : 1466
Power to fix reasonable rates necessary (Hooker) 129
Power to revise and regulate rates; message of President Koosevelt

(Davenport) i 204
Powers exercised by, during first year ( Bacon) 2676
Powers of (Stone) 244
Powers of, can be exercised to advantage in publishing full informa-

tion as to railroads; in putting complete stop to rebates; in acting
as arbitrators ( Vining) 1694

I'owers which should be conferred upon (President Roosevelt's mes-
sage) ( Tuttle )

_
907

I'resent Commission coming nearer to proper appreciation of the deli-

cacy of issues involved (Ripley) 2335
I'resent power adequate (Parker) 2112
Qualification of its members (Tuttle) 946, 961, 983
Rate-making power would change railroad geography; destroy wealth
by destroying correlation of rates established by years of experience
(Hiland) 1317

Rate-making power would enable Commission to limit earning capacity
of railroads without corresponding benefit (Hiland) 1317

Rates, should not be given power to fix, but should act as police to

prosecute (Morawetz) 831

,
Reasons for its nonenforcement of act (Morawetz) 811
Relations with railroads improving ( Ripley) 2331
Relative adjustment—stated adjustment (Hooker) 130
Report and opinion of. Differential freight rates to and from North

Atlantic ports. (Appendix E, Part II, Vol. V) 601
Report and opinion of, in Milk Producers' Protective Association v.

D. L. & W. Ry. et al. Individual index. (Appendix H, Vol. V). 939
Repository of general power of regulation; what it means, etc.

—

Esch-Townsend bill discussed ( Peck) ...' 1314
Representation upon Pacific coast recommended (Crocker) 127
Segregation into district commissions not recommended (Bacon) 1786
Serious delay in cases; will be more if given rate-making power (Hines). 1032
Should act as mvestigating and prosecuting body (Tuttle) 946
Should be charged with duty of publishing full information as to rail-

roads throughout world (Vining) 1692
Should be confined to investigating and prosecuting (Mather) 1466
Should be empowered to' regulate not only rates but service (Mac-

kensie) 123
Should be investigating and prosecuting body (ThurberJ 2512
Should have power to settle disputes amicably (Mather) 1466
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INTERSTATE COMMEK.CE COMMISSION—Continued. f'se.

Teslimony relative to—
Should have power to revise rates (Dean) r--- 269
Should have summary proceedings, and leave the hearings for the

court (Morawetz) 859
Should not have rate-making power (Mather) 1467
Should recommend five or seven as number constituting (Ripley) ... 2343
Singular omissions and strange conclusions. (Document No. 257)
(Newcomb) 3566

Sporadic instances of exercising power to determine what rates should
be until court declared they had not such power; early decisions of,

that they did not possess such power (Davenport) 199
Strawberry case reviewed (Clements) 3056
Tables of representative rates in 1897 and 1904 ( Hooker) 139 .

"Terminal charges" in New York—Hill's criticism of—reviewed
(Clements) 3004

Their doctrine that "no man may be deprived of the advantages
accruing to him by virtue of his geographical position," criticised

(Meyer) . 1562,1565,1568
Theorjr of present law is that Commission is assistant to complainants,
and it resorts to court to compel compliance (Hines) 1010

Think it of great value to public and railways ( Mather) 1466
Think seven members suiBBcient (Bacon) 1784
To confer general rate-fixing power on, not advisable (Clements) 3035
To give, power to fix rates between the two extremes, autocratic
power (Morawetz) 836

Transportation of dressed meats and packing-house products, orders,
and testimony before the. Individual index. (Appendix G; Vol.V.) 781

Under Esch-Townsend bill unlimited power in hands of men inex-
perienced in railroad management, and not required to be lawyers
(Stone) 261

Union of irreconcilable functions; mingling of legislative, executive,
and judicial functions ( Fish ) 298, 300

Views of, changed as to competency of adjusting rates (Smith ) 230
Very small proportion of its cases taken to courts ( Ripley ) 2331
What it does after it takes case to court (Bond) 1410
When a rate is declared excessive by, it is a prohibition of it, and it is

within power of railroad to use any rate less than that (Tuttle) 943
Yellow pine lumber case, action on (Clements) 3044

INTERSTATE COMMERCE COMMISSION AND THE COURTS:
Complaints and cases brought before, involving violations of the act

to regiilate commerce and amendments thereto. (Appendix D;
Vol. V) 297

INTERSTATE COMMERCE COMMISSIONERS:
Testimony of—

Clements 2988-3057,3220-3253
Cockrell 3371-3382
Kfer 3.325-3368

Knapp (chairman ) 3292-3308
Prouty 2861-2913

INTERSTATE COMMERCE, FEDERAI^ STATUTES ON, ANNO-
TATED:

Individual index. (Appendix F, Part I; Vol. V) 645

INTERSTATE-COMMERCE liAW:
Testimony relative to—

Agitation in respect to changes due to the Commission asking power
to makes rates (Tuttle) 950

Amendments suggested (Tuttle) 950, 962
Aa amended bv Elkins Act affords a remarkable method of dealing

• with any tarifi ureasonably high or unjustly discriminating (Hines). 1009
As interpreted by Supreme Court, as applied to export and import

trade, most beneficial (Meyer) 1626
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INTERSTATE-COMMEBCE LAW—Continued. P»se.

Tedimony relative to—
Better for Commission to get order from court in first instance ( Hines) . 1059

Broad-gauge law ( Bond) 1390

Defects of ( Stickney ) 2119

Do not know of any objection to present law witli Elkina law included,

except it should include private car lines and boat lines (Ramsey) . 1986

Elkins law sufBcient (Mitchelll 2214

Has been of substantial value (Hines) 1012

If Commission condemned a rate we would feel obliged, If we recog-

nized order at all, to make substantial change; would not raise it

again unless conditions materially changed. Have made changes
without applying to Commission (Lincoln) 1289

Methods under it criticised (Tuttle) '- 928

No complaints against; ineffective; no authority to fix a rate not
found unlawful (Cummins) 2072

Opinion of Attorney-General Moody, in response to letter of Chairman
Elkins, on certain questions of law

._
1662

Penalties of, are obstruction to enforcement; perfected by Elkins Act
(Bond) 1391,1392

Persistent refusal of Commission to heed construction of United States

Supreme Court (Bond) 1400

Present law ample; permits Commission to designate what is reason-

able. We have invariably complied ( Lincoln ) 1287, 1 294
Provides for publication of terminal charges separately; never saw a

schedule; law not enforced ( Hill) 1515
Provisions considered and prac-tice under it (Ramsey) 1987

Review of (Bird) 2250

See no further need of legislation (Meyer) 1617
Think it suflBcient (Tuttle) 965
Would simply amend by granting Commission power to fix a rate,

instead of one found to be unlawful; say that rate so fixed should
be prima facie evidence of a reasonable rate, and drop the subject
(Cummins) 2063

IOWA:
Testimony relative to—

Accidents (Fuller) 3215
Accommodations for passengers ( Fuller) 3217
As far as I know every manufacturing plant that has been a failure

there was because of mismanagement and not fault of railroad
(Smedley) 2218

Between (commercial centers in, railroads uniformly charged full maxi-
mum rate (Cummins) 2099

Coal business would be much better but for Iowa rate laws (Trayer) . 2227
Comparative statistics ( Fuller) ; 3218
Comparing rates for Dubuque and Chicago ( Cummins) 2086
Complaint of, altogether of rates on manufactured products (Cum-
mins) 2079

Correct basis would be cost of service as modified by the good of the
people (Cummins) 2052, 2065

Discriminations in favor of Des Moines as against Fort Dodge; remedy
suggested (Cummins) 2094, 2095

Distance tariff rate graduated in ordinary way would be disastrous for
Iowa (Cummins) 2070

Distance tariff works to disadvantage of Iowa; think that is reason
outside capital will not invest; prevents location of manufacturers
in (Rand) 2194

Do not know single shipper or manufacturer in Dubuque who haa
expressed anything except contempt for idea of effort to cripple
our best friends—the railroads (Smedley ) 2220

For State traffic we have a distance tariff (Cummins) 2057, 2064
Government ownership (ex-Governor Larrabee) (Tuttle) 937
Governor Cummins' s complaint, that which underlies all are inter-
state-commerce law provisions (Bird) 2267

Grain gets low rate to Gulf and Atlantic ports; beneficial to producers
and farmers of Iowa, but not to extent claithed (Cummins) • 2050

Haa distance tariff; result, no large cities; river cities smaller (Smith ) . 2011
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IOWA—Continued. Page.

Teslimony relative to—
Having both maximum rate, schedule and mileage rate law, has suf-

fered compared with neighboring States not under those disabili-

ties; illustrations (Trayer) 2225,2227
Highwajf and farm crossings (Fuller) 3214
In case cited where discrimination against Fort Dodge in I'avor of Des
Moines, do not think simply fixing a maximum rate would remedy
unless you repealed long and short haul clause ( Bird ) 2293

Industrial statistics of (Ramsey) 2111
Inelastic rates driven manufacturers out of State (Carleton ) 2519
Information with reference to movement of passenger trains (Fuller) . 3216
Inspection of railways (Fuller) 3217
Iowa State Manufacturers' Association—circular letter sent out to

manufacturers of Iowa (introduced by Senator Kean) (Cummins). 2075
Interurban railways (Fuller) 3215
Interlocking devices (Fuller) 3214
It is the railroads' arrangement of rates outside the State that makes

it possible for pork-packing industries within the State to thrive.

(Koch) '. 3323
Its distance tariffs—a minimum as well as maximum—was especially

declared to be for purpose of protecting Iowa jobbers against inter-

state jobbers (Bird) 2266
Long and short haul provision counterpart of interstate-commerce
law (Cummins) 2099

Manufacturers attempting to reach beyond State meet rates that so
discriminate against them they can not compete (Cummins) 2050

Manufacturers' complaint (Cummins) 2073
Manufacturers of, have not same chance to reach markets as manu-

facturers in surrounding States (Cummins) 2050
Manufacturing interest of, as to increase in number and prosperity
(Cummins) 2092

New lines (Fuller) 3214
Not a manufacturing State because of badly adjusted railway rates

(Cummins) .' ' 2040
Our people believe Commission at present powerless to render relief

desired (Cummins) 2052
Packing-house case stated (Cummins) 2066
Paper prepared by Eand to refute statement of Governor Cummins

as to discrimination in rates against Iowa manufacturers (Eand) 3368
People of, feel that existing law does not afford remedy for evil (Cum-
mins) 2064

Railroad statistics (Cummins) 2037
Railways have decreed Iowa shall remain an agricultural State; rates

so adjusted (Cummins) 2050
Rate on packing-house products too high if same as on live hogs; think
Commission made grevious mistake (Cummins) 2079

Rates for packing-house products from ce.rtain Iowa towns compared
to their competitors (Rand) 3370

Rate^n, on a mileage basis; very few manufacturing interests; no
large jobbing houses; attributed to tariff rates (Lincoln) 1235

Rates, soft coal, car loads to Burlington (Rand) 3371
Report of the board of railroad commissioners of 3213-3220
Return passes for shippers of live stock (Fuller) 3215
Statement of Governor Cummins as to Dubuque pump industry

visionary (Smedley) 2217
Statements of Governor Cummins reviewed (Bird) • 2266

IOWA WrLSON liiaUOB, liAW DECISION 1350

JAIfSEN', FETEB., farmer and breeder, Jansen, Nebr.:
Tegtimony of 2168

Railroads

—

Our service rather poor, gen&ally from lack of equipment 2168
Rate making

—

Excitement as to, good deal of it political 2171
Prefer to deal with the railroads than to have power given to
Commission 2168
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JANSEN, PETER—Continued. rage.

Testimony of—
Rates

—

Not complaining of 217C
Rebates

—

Have not had any, for about twenty years 2x70

JEITITINGS, C. A., manager of transportation department American Cotton
Oil Company, etc., Chicago:

Testimmy of 2303
Private car line systems

—

Do not regard our tank cars as under interstate commerce act 2306
We have between 600 and 700 tank cars which are idle four to six

months in year 2305
Rate making

—

Do not recommend radical departure to untried methods 2304
Rebates

—

Not received any, in recent years 2304

JOHNSON, AIiBA C. , of Philadelphia, partner in firm Burnham, Williams
& Co., manufacturers of locomotives.

Testimony of 3603
Esch-Townsend bill

—

Provides practically for putting into effect a rate without oppor-
tunity of full hearing 3605

Rate making

—

Any Government body fixing rates must result in loss of flexibil-

ity which at present exists 3604
Putiing the power in hands of Government is revolutionary and
a step toward Government ownership 3605

JOINT KATES:
If partly by water, interstate-commerce law should apply (Hooker) 137

JOPPLING, JAMES R., president First National Bank and of Morotock
Manufacturing Company, Danville, Va.

:

Testimony of... 2018
Rate making

—

Commission useful, but prefer it as potent critic rather than origi-

nator of rate , 2018
Not in sympathy with memorial against Southern Railway 2018

KANSAS:
No maximum scale; commission only deals with specific rates, upon
complaint (Lincoln) 1278

KENNETT, WILLIAM P., dealer in grain, stocks, and bonds, represent-
ing Merchants' Exchange of St. Louis:

Testimony of 2524
Discriminations

—

Affecting St. Louis 2528,2570
Missouri

—

Do not approve of law passed by State legislature 4ll 2534
Statements prepared by the secretary and acting commissioner

of St. Louis Trafl[ic Bureau, etc., charging inequality and injustice
in rates affecting St. Louis 2528, 2570

Trade and commerce of St. Louis, statistics 2525
New Orleans

—

Preferential of 4J cents as against Baltimore 2536

,

Rate making

—

Commission, as administrative body, with either court of trans-
portation or United States courts as appellate tribunal, recom-
mended 2526

Commission should have power to compel carriers and shippers
to obey its rate .findings 2526

Commission should have po^er to investigate shipper and carrier,

to decide reasonableness of rates, and to correct same by naming
substitute rate or maximum rate to go into effect promptly 2526

Merchants' Exchange, St. Loui?, urges enlargement of powers of
Commission as outlined by President Roosevelt. 2525
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KENNETT, WrLLIAM P.—Continued. ^»««-

Testimony of—
Bate making—Continued.

Prompt appeals from decisions of Commission should lie to the
court, etc 2526

Railways should fix rates in first place, but somebody should
supervise 2430

Tribunal composed of legal, business, and trafBc men 2526
St. Louis

—

Arguments of representatives of Chicago Shippers' Association
and St. Louis Traffic Bureau, etc., favoring readjustment of

freight rates from Chicago and St. Louis to the southeast 2538
Complaint of operation of rates and discriminations '2528

Discriminated against, in favor of Kansas City 2531
Merchants' Exchange of St. Louis, resolutions adopted by board

of directors 2569
Eailroads are practicing on her business and people extortionate
and excessive rates '. 2531

Traffic bureau statement 2570

EEB.K, JATYTTiS, president of Beech Creek Coal and Coke Company, Penn-
sylvania, president of North River Coal and Wharf Company, in harbor
of New York:

Testimony of. 2209

Lower mto New England than ever before 2210, 2211, 2213
Discriminations

—

More or less complaint on Pennsylvania Railroad of distribution

of percentages on cars 2213
Rate making

—

Centralization of the power would be a dangerous thing 2210
Giving power to Commission a dangerous experiment 2210
If by Commission, rates would be based on per ton per mile 2209
Shippers not clamoring for a change 2210, 2212
Should_be left where it is 2211

Rates— '

Are generally sound in their ad justment * 2212
Rebates 2211

Do not want any 2213
None paid to coal shippers 2213

ENAFF, mAHTIIf A., Interstate Commerce Commissioner:
Testimony of 3292

Constitutional questions

—

Strongly inclined to opinion that there is no such difference as

has been assumed between a rate merely unreasonably low and
a rate that is confiscatory 3303

Whether, if fixing a future rate is a legislative act, the court could
review it, I do not know 3303

Elkins law

—

A more effective and complete measure for its purpose has not
come within my observation 3306

Import rates

—

Unless you put some restraint upon that form of discrimination,

Commission will be powerless to remedy injustice 3295
Long and short haul

—

Amendment suggested - 3307
Discriminations under; illustration; lumber producer on eastern

slope of Blue Ridge Mountain must pay 2 cents per 100 pounds
more to get lumber to Philadelphia than the man 50 or 75 miles
farther west, one great corporation practically ccmtroUing all

the traffic 3294
Midnight tariffs

—

Changes made on too short notice; law should be amended; leav-

ing some discretion in cases of emergency 3296
Private car line systems

—

Commission unable to rea^ih discriminations under present law.. 3294
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KNAPP, MABTIN A.—Continued. Paee.

Testimony of—
Kate making

—

Anticipate that when decision of Commission is taken to court
under any scheme considered here the vital question will be,

Was Commission right in condemnation of rate complained of 7

When that is established that settles the vital question in issue. 3304
As to tendency toward mileage basis 3298
As to what sort of tribunal 3299
Carriers can not afford to do trivial and evasive things; do not

believe they would make nominal change in rate for purpose of

technically complying with order to cease and desist 3304
Carrier should be put in position that he must either accept the

ruling or must itself go to court and get rid of the ruling 3303
Iron-clad, inflexible rates would not result from granting power

to Commission ; illustrations 3298
Not able to see how you can apply remedy unless you have an
administrative or legislative tribunal which can, under your
authority, substitute a rate to be charged in future in place of

rate found unlawful 3305
Not only should initiative remain with the carriers, but any order

requiring rate to be changed should be limited as to its effect

to a not very long period 3305
One embarrassment is that Commission must become a suitor in

the courts to enforce its own determination 3303
Whatever authority is given Commission, let it be final; let it take

effect by its own force within such reasonable time or condi-
tions as you prescribe 3303

Why a court is preferred by railroads to a commission 3302

EOCH, E. T. , traffic manager of T. M. Sinclair & Co., pork and beef packers,
Cedar Rapids, Iowa:

Testimony of. 3320
Discriminations

—

Do not consider present basis of rates as discrimination in favor
of live-§tock or packing-house products 3323

Iowa

—

It is the railroads' arrangement of rates outside the State that
makes it possible for pork-packing industries within the State
to thrive 3323

Eate making

—

Interstate-commerce law reenforced by Elkins law suflicient 3321
Not in accord with clamor for increased legislation 3320

Rebates

—

None given that I know of 3322

EOCH, THEODOBE F.:
Letter from, complaining that through failure of Armour Car Line to

furnish facilities for transportation, thousands crates of strawber-
ries belonging to farmers of North Carolina rotted at station 3269

KRTJTTSCHNIPPT, J., of Chicago, vice-president of Southern Pacific Com-
pany and director of maintenance and operation of Southern Pacific,

Oregon Railway and Navigation Compuny, etc.

:

Testimony of 8085
Consolidation

—

Tendency to reduce price of service 3121
Tendency to reduce rebates 3121
Think tendency is healthy; Sherman Act drove railroads into it. 3120

France

—

Have not reduced rates at all from 1870 , 3118
Rate making by board of 30 or 35 experts 3117
Rates in, twice what they are in the United States 3117

Insui'ance of employees

—

Damage and injury to persons in 1897 and 1903. . ._. 8113
Do not see why railroads should insure against accident any more
than any other employer 3112
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KKXTTTSCHNITT, J.—Continued. Page-

Testimony of—
, Pensions

—

"Fellow servant" bill is putting a premium on negligence 3113
For superannuated employees 3112
Germany, which requires employers to pension superannuated em-

ployees, requires beneficiaries also to contribute to the fund. . . 3113
Private car line systems

—

Have always discouraged railroads from going into anything but
practical transportation of freight.* 3115

Private car lines in country, 75 to 100 3109
Railroads could not ice as cheaply as private line; reasons 3114
Refrigerator car costs from |1,000 to |l,200, while ordinary box

car costs from $600 to $800 3114
Southern Pacific Company contract with. "(Testimony of Rob- ,

bins and Call reviewed ) 3100, 3102, 3108
When we pay for a private car, it is a rental or lease 3114

Eailroads

—

At present are charging very liberally betterments to operating
expenses 3111

By reducing rates have stimulated traffic 3110
Diagrams giving comparison of prices from 1894, ten years 3089
Employees, increase in (diagram ) 3095, 3112
Expenses largely increased past five years through compliance
with s.afety-appliance act 3109

Increase of traffic has necessitated rebuilding of almost every yard,
rearranging terminals, etc 3111

In England, charge more liberally to betterments and in that
way increase capitalization 3111

Pension fund for superannuated employees 1 3112
y Revenues not increased so fast as expenses; statistics 3085

Statistics: Gross receipts; expenses; increased price of labor and
operating expenses; interest on funded debt; taxes; divi-

dends 3085, 3109
Total ton mileage of freight carried yearly, 1899 to 1903 3098

Kate making

—

Commission' regulation of rates means reduction of rates ^ 3112
Do not think rate should go into eflect before carrier-had right to

appeal 3117
Give Commission all power necessary to ferret rebates and dis-

criminations and illegal practices 3119
Greatest trouble is carriers can not get together and confer with-
out shadow of prison over them,- due to construction of Sher-
man Act 3118

• If Commission clothed with power, lack of responsibility would
scare investors 3117

Reduction of rate would lead to reduction in expenses, first affect-

ing wages 3119
Taking it out of hands of railroads is fatal to initiative; no incen-

tive to do better; would be as in France 3116
Southern Pacific Company

—

Contract with Armour Car Line for refrigerating cars; testimony
of Robbins reviewed 3100

Mileage of 3110
Practice is to charge to operating expenses sum necessary to

replace an old bridge; increased weight charged to betterments. 3111
Since 1900 has spent $131,000,000 in betterments and changes of

line and rectification of grades 212S
Statement of, filed with Commission as to contract with Armour &
Co 3102

Testimony of Call as to income per mile of, reviewed 3108

LABOK AND MATEBIALS:
Testimony relative to—

Advances in, constitute a far higher percentage than advances in

rates (Hines) 1042
Cost of (Cowan) 108
Rates of, advances in, since 1900; Commission has condemned only 3;
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Page,

LEAVITT, HAYWABD G., paanufacturer of beet sugar, Leavitt, Nebr.:
Testimony of '

20J5
Bate making

—

Opposed to turning it over to a body of men 2015
Railroads have been reasonable 2016
Rare thing to hear any complaint from farmers west of Missouri

River; great prosperity 2016
Rebates

—

No complaint of '. 2017

LEDYABD, H. B., president Michigan Central Railroad Company:
Letters to Senator Alger as to impossibility of a commission naming

rates, etc., including clipping from Chicago Daily Tribune 1431

LEPAL PBOPOSITIOITS:
Morawetz 795

LEGISLATION:
Testimony relative to—

Additional, how agitation for, started (Bacon) 1764
Additional, recommended to regulate rates by National Wholesale
Lumber Dealers' Association (Higbie) 1871

Agitation for rate regulation produced by increase in freight rates

(Bacon) 1800
Demand for, grows out of misconception of scope of present law, and

because of rebates (Hines) 1034, 1039
Forty-odd commercial organizations in California persistent in desire

for proposed legislation ( Bacon) 1808
Lists of shippers and others—

•

Against extending the power of the Interstate Commerce Com-
mission to regulate commerce 3785

Against the passage of the Esch-Townsend bill 485'

Noway under present law by which published discriminative rate

(as between flour and wheat) can be changed, unless Commission is

given power to change; illustrations (Bacon) 1775
Pacific coast has sent numerous protests against giving Commission
power to make rates, under misapprehension, by instigation of rail-

road comganies ( Bacon) „ 1807
Practically all demands for additional, due to expressions of Commis-

sion; reports cited (Hines) 1019
Should prefer Commission be authorized to fix maximum rate instead

of absolute rate (Bacon) 1788
To secure flexibility, amendment suggested ( Bacon) 17S7

LES ETATS-TJNIS ATI XX SIECLE:
Translation from 28S

LESLIE, BOBEBT M., of Philadelphia, manufacturer of and dealer and
jobber in Portland cement:

Testimony of 2976
Ral^e making

—

Commission would be "amateurs" in 2978
Do not want series of rates that resemble a patch work quilt 2977

LIMITATIONS:
Testimony relatire to—

Legal, to put conditions upon power of court, to supersede order of
Commission ( Bacon ) 10

LINCOLN, JAMES C, general freight agent of the Missouri Pacific Rail-
way, the St. Louis, Iron Mountain and Southern Railway, and several
allied, leased, and operated lines embraced in the Missouri Pacific Rail-
way system:

lestimony of. 1220, 1271
Arkansas

—

In no other State is specific rate fixed by a commission 1287
State commission fixes maximum rates, on mileage basis; in many

instances too low 1278
Changes in rates

—

Disadvantages of extended hearings 1225
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LXNCOLN, JAMES C—Continued. Page.
Testimony of—

Changes in rates—Continued.
Shifting commercial conditions requirp 1225
Rate-making power should be elastic 1225

Classification

—

Arkansas rates fixed by a commission, and generally stand on State
traffic; mileage scale; can not change local rate without consent
of commission. Think this impairs manufacturing interests of
Arkansas 1228

Basis of all rates 1226
Elements in considering 1226
In different localities

, 1226
Number and character of changes in 1231
Tends to reduce rates; illustrations 1232
Western classification committee, how compobed 1231
Western classification in use by about 7 lines 1230

Colorado; no State commission 1279
differentials

—

Frequent controversies in regard to. 1224
How they have arisen _ 1223
Report of Messrs. Thurman, Washburne, and CoUey, advisory
commission on differential rates by railroads between the West
and the seaboard 1243

Sugar rate case decided by the Commission, and decision ac-
quieSbed in 1224

Discrimination in rates discussed 1220
Export rates

—

Features to be considered 1231
Grain rates fluctuate more than lumber rates 1232

Government ownership, oge head possible, not as many tariff changes
as now; but it would be duty of Government to improve conditions

. more than now because we want to develop country 1297, 1298
Interstate-commerce law

—

If Commission condemned a rate, we would feel obliged—if we
recognized order at all—to make substantial change; would not
raise it again unless conditions materially changed. Have
made changes without applying to Commission 1289

Present law ample, permits Commission to designate what is rea-

sonable. We have invariably complied 1287, 1294
Iowa

—

•

Kates in, on a mileage basis; very few manufacturing interests; no
large jobbing houses; attributed to tariff rates 1235

Kansas, no maximum scale; commission only deals with specific

rates, upon complaint 1278
Live stock

—

Comparison of rates for, with com 1238
More frequently carried at loss than almost any other commodity. 1236
Preferential treatment accorded .* 1236
Bates from Colorado, Texas, and in long-haul western movement
advanced in 1901; think too low to-day; had 20 per cent less

to transport in 1904 than in 1903; glad of it 1284
Transportation furnished to attendants incompetent and liable to

personal injury, leads to damage and claims 1239
Long and short haul clause, disregard of, in certain sections; built up
by waterways 1241

Louisiana has State commission 1279
Lumber rates

—

Advance in; reasons for 1233,1280
Shippers east of Mississippi River complained of advance. Com-

mission decided advance unreasonable 1235
Missouri has the Commission rates, and maximum rates fixed by

statute. No fault with law there 1293
Missouri Pacific Railway

—

Cattle business 1241
Do not solicit cattle business; 28-hour law complained of 1242
Has icing points where it ices private cars, under instructions, and

its own 1282
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LINCOIiN, JAMES C—Continued. P»K«

TeHimony of—
Missouri Pacific Railway—Continued.

Has no refrigerator cars of its own. Stockholder in American
Refrigerator Transit Company. Pays that company for use of

cars. Not subject to interstate-commerce law as common car-

rier 1281, 1282

Makes freight rates; American Refrigerator Transit Company
charge for refrigeration service 1282

Uses all refrigerator lines that come along, including Armour's. . 1292
Preference given to cars of American Refrigerator Transit Com-
pany 1285

Private car lines aim to make profit out of icing and refrigerating

service ^ 1286
Statistics; average rates; gross earnings; operating expenses 1221

Statistics; changes in tariff every day; 1,500 during past year;

6,000 tariffs in force; reasons necessitating frequent changes. . . 1296
Missouri Pacific Rwy. v. The United States

—

Suit brought by United States attorney for the State of Kansas
upon request of Interstate Commerce Commission upon charge
that there was an unlawful discrimination in making a higher
rate for carrying freight from St. Louis to Wichita than from
St. Louis to Omaha. Suit instigated by people of Kansas; his-

tory of proceedings 1271

Missouri State rates; maximum rates established in 1879 by legisla-

ture; Commission determined upon new, two years ago; history of

proceedings; Commission has made several orders Missouri Pacific

Railway thought too low, but always obeyed; maximum rates estab-

lished are fair 1278
Private car line systems; should be under control in some way 1284
Rate making; impossible to follow any set rule; elements considered. 1222
Rates

—

Absolute power with Commission would not give elasticity '

enough ]290
Government control of; objection to 1220
Have reduced from year to year; reasons; figures given for Mis-

souri Pacific Railway 1221
In Iowa, fixed on mileage basis by legislature 1235

Rebates

—

Discussed 1220
Thing of past on our road; believe very little being done; Elkins
Act more potential than anything else 1295

Refrigerator cars

—

American Refrigerator Transit Company not to my knowledge
interested in production and distribution of products 1285

Complaints of icing charge of Missouri Pacific Railway, but we
only charge what ice costs j. 1295

Freight rate the same, no matter whose car is used ''. 1284
Have heard of complaints against refrigerator car companies for

icing 1283
State commissions, power conferred upon, has embarrassed us some,

but not seriously; local business small part of total 1286
Texas has State commission 1279
Wages depend upon necessary compensation from trafiic 1225
Water rates should be made subject to interstate-commerce act 1241

LIVE STOCK:
Testimony relative to—

Comparison of rates for, with corn (Lincoln ) 1238
More frequently carried at loss than almost any other commodity

(Lincoln) 1236
Preferential treatment accorded ( Lincoln ) 1236
Rates from Colorado, Texas, and in long-haul western movement
were advanced in 1901; think too low to-day; had 20 per cent less

to transport in 1904 than in 1903; glad of it (Lincoln ) 1284
Transportation furnished to attendants incompetent and liable to

personal injury, leads to damage and claims (Lincolu) 1239>
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LOCALITIES: Page,

Testimony relative to—
Discrimination between (Bacon) 25, 26
In certain; cases cited (Bacon) 27
Violation of rates between, less since Elkins Act ( Bacon) 26

LONG AND SHORT HAUL:
Testimony relative to—

Advantage in long haul in that a 20-mile haul covers the same termi-
nal service that a 2,000-mile haul covers (Hill) 1503

Amendment suggested (Knapp) 3307
Amendment suggested to long and short haul clause in original law

so as to make it not always reasonable that competition at the more
distant point should create dissimilar circumstances and conditions
(Ripley) 2328

Benefits of long-distance rates ( Cummins) 2090
Can not correct inequalities unless there is a change of rates (Fifer) . . 3331
Cases which have been considered (Newcomb) 3578
Clause considered (Hamsey ) , 1990
Clause has worked satisfactorily in perhaps 95 per cent of cases

(Ripley) 2343
Clause insufficient ( Staples )

, 31, 34
Clause objected to (Miller) 2021
Commission has taken ground that water competition justifies a

departure from long and short haul provision (Bacon) 1807
Cotton carried from South to New York mills at lower rate than

shorter haul (Tuttle) 971, 974
Decisions of courts which have undermined the clause (Ripley) . . 2320, 2322
Discriminations under; illustration; lumber producer on eastern slope

of Blue Ridge Mountains must pay 2 cents per 100 pounds more
to get lumber to Philadelphia than the man 50 or 75 miles farther
west, one great corporation practically controlling all the traflSc

(Knapp) •.. 3294
Disregard of, in certain sections; built up by waterways (Lincoln).. 1241
Extent to which clause is observed to-day (Ripley) . . . : 2320
Favor clause as interpreted by Supreme Court (Cummins ) 2057
Gould system observes that clause (Bird) 2288,2291,2292
How would . like to see the clause interpreted (Ripley ) 2329
Illustrations in differentials (Davenport) 194
Interpretation of Commission has been entirely in the direction of the

restriction of trade and restriction of competition; rulings cited

(Meyer) 1592,1604,1617
Interstate-commerce law provision should not be changed (Tuttle) . . . 945
Legislation in regard to, would help no one (Tuttle) 923
Less charge for competitive long hauls is on same theory as less charge

for low-grade traffic (Hines) 1099
Little by little the force of the clause has been whittled away (decision

cited) (Ripley) 2322
Long-haul competition business is not carried at a loss, and is not a

charge on the short«haul business ( Hines) 1102
Long haul often made at a loss; reasons (Tuttle) 971
Low through rates to competitive points all that enables farmer and
producer to get surplus grain and other products to market (Ram-
sey) 1979

No complaint in New England (Tuttle) 920
Now but an occasional case of charging more for the short than for

the long haul (Clements) 3235
Present law affords ample remedy for any wrongful departure from
the long and short haul principle (Hines) i... 1107

Present law sufficient (Meyer) 1615
Present long and short haul law is the only just and practicable law
on that subject ( Hines) IIOS

Pulp mills erected in Maine because of promised low rates to Chicago
market (Tuttle) 975

Bailroad at liberty to make very low rate to meet competition pro-

vided that leaves even small fraction to contribute to fund of ex-
penses (Bird) •. 2292

Railroads could not get along without this elasticity ( Fifer) 3336
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LONG AND SHOBT HATTL—Continued.
Testimony relative to—

Railroads, to their financial disadvantage, cultivate too much the
long-haul business (Kipley) ' 2312,2323

Rate to intermediate point should not be higher than to terminal
point (Cummins ) 2060

Southwestern Lumbermen's Association statement (Bacon) 1892
Suggesting amendment ( Fifer) 3338
The provision "under similar conditions and circumstances" is very

elastic ( Ramsey ) 1985
There has been no disappearance of the competition or conditions neces-

sitating the less rates for the longer haul ( Hines) 1103

They must give the low rate or let the business go (Fifer) 3336

To legislate to prevent charging more for a short than a long haul
would prostrate business (Ripley) 2327

Very plausible and just argmnent in many cases of lesser cost for

longer haul (Fifer)
_.

3336
AVould not change clause in interstate-commerce act (Morawetz) 822
Would retain the clause with the exception to try and make it elastic

(Ripley) 2351

LOTTERY CASES 1349

LOUISIANA:
Has State commission (Lincoln ) 1279

LOUISVLLLE AND NASHVILLE SYSTEM:
Testimony relative to—

Atlantic Coast Line has come into its control (Hines) 1065
Immigration on line of (Gates) 2985
Industrial statistics as to localities on (Gates) 2985
Has generally complied with order of Commission; exceptions
•(Hines) 1011,1018

Manner it came under control of Atlantic Coast Line; investigation of

Commission (Clements) 3052
Transaction with Atlantic Coast Line (Clements) 3223

LUMBER:
Testimony relative to—

"Bogue differentials," based on cost of producing lumber at different

pomts, have stood the test (Rand) 2189
If you disturb one rate in Omaha, you will have to change all the rest

connected—10,000 (Rand) 2193
Letter from J. T. Barber, president of Northwestern Lumber Com-

pany, opposing legislation proposed ( Rand) '. 2191
Letter from K. E. Jewett, Green Bay Lumber Company, opposing

legislation proposed ( Rand) 2192
No trusts in (Shevlin) 1946,1949
Prices higher, but not because of rates (Shevlin) 1946
Ramsey 1968, 1 970
Table of rates to Omaha from different points (Tland) 2191
Want a train-load rate (Rand) 2192

LUMBER RATES:
Advance in; reasons for (Lincoln) 1233,1280
Complained-of advance east of Mississippi (Gardner) 1627
Shippers east of Mississippi River complained of advance. Commission
decided advance unreasonable (Lincoln) 1235

LYSTER, FREDERICK E., manufacturer of linseed oil, Fredonia, Kans.:
Testimony of 3059

Rate making

—

Do not question honesty of Commission, but doubt their ability to
deal promptly and efficiently with various questions arising in. 3059

Not much sentiment among shippers in Kansas for regulation of
rates by legislation; quite a clamor from people who never ship
a carload of anything 3059
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H'OREGOB, ABCH, engaged in wholesale hardware business, Springfield,
Mo.

Teatimmyof 3060
Bate making

—

Fairly treated in our section and opposed to change that would
place in hands of Commission.. 3060

UACKENZLE, i/LTTRDO, representing the stock raisers of the West.
Testimony of 119

Interstate Commerce Commission should be empowered to regulate
not only rates but service 123

Railroads

—

, .
Cattle should be hauled 800 miles with one feeding' 121
Poor service of 124

Kates

—

For hauling cattle increased, although cost of operating not
increased 120

Put up when rebates abolished 123
Rebates abolished, but rates put up 123

MAGEE, W. C, coke and coal business, Pittsburg, connected with firm
Pickand and Magee Coke Co.

Testimony of '...• 3602
Eate making

—

Would rather deal with railroad than with Commission.
(Reasons) 3603

Rebates

—

None in our business 3603

IfTANBT, J. B.,' Southwest Land and Live Stock Commission Company,
Trinidad, Colo.

Testimony of 2032
Intersteite Commerce Commission

—

Not beneficial to stockmen 2032
Rates

—

From Southwest less per mile to Missouri River than mileage
rates charged locally in middle corn-feeding States and not
extortionate 2032

MANTJEACTUREKS AND PBODtTCEBS' ASSOCIATIOU OE KNOX-
VHiLB, TENN.

:

Testimony relative to—
Petition favoring present law and opposing intrusting Commission
with rate-makmg power (Smith) 1833

SEARTIN', H. B., of New York City, National Secretary of American Anti-
trust League.

Testimony of 3470

MASSACHUSETTS:
Testimony relative to—

Commission has absolute power to fix rates on milk in (Ripley) 2325
Railroad taxation in (Ripley) - 2354
Regulation, both as to capitalization and the operation of railways,

more efficient than in any other State ( Ripley) 2353
Three railroad commissioners in (Ripley) 2356
Eate making

—

Create a new department to supervise and police railroads

(Martin) -.... 3475
Empower Commisaion to exercise promptly legislative function of

making new rates where existing rates are proven unjust or
unreasonable (Martin) 3475

Remedy for present intolerable conditions growing out of usurpa-
tion of a great Government function by private parties must lie

in assumption by the Government of its sovereign authority

, over railroads (Martin) 3475

S. Doe. 243, 59-1—vol 4 70
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MATHEEi, B.OBEBT, president Eock Island Company, general counsel of

Rock Island system, etc.

Testimony of 1443
Constitutional questions

—

Congress can not confer upon court any power which in its final

analysis leaves it to determine what should be rate or relation

of rates ,. 1472
Power of Congress to confer upon court power not only to say
whether a rate was unreasonable, but what would in their opin-
ion be maximum rate 1468

Discrimination in rates

—

Between ports ., 1456,1462
If those now existing by common consent should be abolished it .

would lead to confusion and disturbance 1471
Language of statute broad enough 1468
Only evil demanding additional legislation in preference between

localities 1445
Interstate Commerce Commission

—

Advise restriction of scope of 1466
Of great value to public and railways 1466
Possibility of commercial disturbance if rates are determined by. 1455
Power of making orders should be taken from 1466
Should be confined to investigating and prosecuting 1466
Should have power to settle disputes amicably 1466
Should not have rate-making power 1467

Kate making

—

Commission could only satisfy all communities by sacrificing rev-
enues of railways 1454

Commission of limited number would be unable to make rates
which all the railways make 1452

Extent of power Congress could confer on court 1468
If Commission were vested with power to make rates, do not think

it could maintain differentials under Constitution 1471
Industrial communities depend on local railways for protection

against competitors 1451
No effective judicial review is or can be provided 1460
Not a matter of volition on part of railroads 1452
Only demanded legislation is preference between localities; pro-

posed legislation not necessary 1445
Possibility of commercial disturbance if rates are determined by
Commission 1455

Power should be left in first instance in hands of railroads; then
would leave power in the court by injunction or otherwise 1472

Proposed legislation not expedient 1451
Proposed legislation would set a precedent for regulation by Con-

gress of all transactions in interstate commerce 1460
Public clamor is mistaken and misled

—

(a) By fear something worse may happen; (b) by misap-
prehension of facts that proposed legislation would give
generkl rate-making power to Commission; (c) by miscon-
ception of business of transportation as public function;
(d) by statements of Commission 1447, 1448 1451

Think changes in law ought to be confined to restriction of scope
of authority and power of Commission 1466

Eates are not unreasonable 1444
Rebates

—

Are or can be prevented under existing law 1444
Present law ample remedy for all 1467
Eock Island System statistics 1444

MAXIMUM BATE CASE:
Testimony relative to—

Ripley , 2348

MEADE, GEORGE F. , of Boston, president National League of Commission
Merchants of United States; member of car lines committee of- same;
also representing Boston Fruit and Produce Exchange:

Testimony of 2584
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MEABE, GEOBGE F.—Continued.

Testimony of—
Private car-line systems. (See Testimony under.)
Bate making

—

Bodies 1 represent favor conferring upon Commission power of

substituting, after investigation, what tt-ey think is a fair rate;

Attorney-General Moody's opinion covers the situation 2585
Private car lines schedules are not filed with Commission 2592
Eailroads should be obliged to furnish equipment for all commodi-

ties tendered ; and then their refrigerator car tariffs filed 2594, 2612, 2614
Eailroads should have right to appeal to courts 2586

MERCHANTS' ASSOCIATION OF SAN FRANCISCO

:

Resolutions of 127

MEYER, HTJGO R. , assistant professor of political economy. University of
Chicago:

Testimony of 1552
Australia

—

Public regulation of railway rates 1587
Railways owned by Government 1587
Rates 1588

Canada

—

Commission there invested with power to make rates 1622
Rates complained of in Canadian Parliament, and referred to as
higher in Canada than in United States 1622

Rate fixing in (New York Sun, May 5, 1905) 1622
Differentials

—

How Baltimore and Philadelphia force differential on New York. 1584
In favor of grain and all kinds of agricultural products designed

for export, commended 1595
England; no Government ownership there 1589
Foreign commerce

—

Common for exporters to secure through rates; railroads' portion
lower than rate would be if shipment stopped at port; decision
cited 1623

Reasons for cut rates on exports from Chicago to Liverpool 1625
France

—

Machinery of changing rates 1586
Private ownership of railways almost exclusively, but Govern-
ment regulation of rates 1586, 1615

Public regulation of railway rates 1585
Railroads having failed to meet their fixed charges, the Govern-
ment has had to come to their relief 1616

Germanv

—

Number of miles of railroad 1580, 1583, 1591

Rates, receipts of her railways from 1880 to 1899, compared with
railways of the United States 1585

Government ownership

—

Australia; experience of , 1587
In foreign countries 1620
Opposed to 1617
Prussia; experience of 1554, 1612

Government regulations

—

Has resulted in preference to the near-by district 1613
Under it group fating would ondoubtedly be abolished 1613
Under it there would be infinite conflict of interests between dif-

ferent localities 1614
Would lead to confusion and disturbance in the business world.. 1615

Interstate Commerce Commission

—

As interpreted by Supreme Court, as applied to export and import
trade, most beneficial 1626

Decisions which would have established local conflicts, have been
overruled by Supreme Court 1554

If given power asked, we shall have our rates regulated by
bureaucrats, etc.; some of their decisions criticised; idle ques-
tions considered by 1563, 1564, 1603

Path mapped out in decisions in direction of restricting trade,

would result in distance tariff rates 1604
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MEYEB,, HUGO B.—Continued.

Testimony of—
Interstate Commerce Commission—Continned.

Their doctrine that "no man may be deprived of the advantages
accruing to him by virtue of his geographical position," criti-

cised 1562,1565,1568
Interstate-commerce law

—

See no further need of legislation 1617
Long and short haul

—

Interpretation of the Commission has been entirely in the direc-

tion of the restriction of trade and restriction of competition;
rulings cited 1592,1604,1617

Present law sufficient 1615
Public regulation of rail way rates

—

\

Experience in

—

Australia 1587
France 1585
Prussia 1554, 1619

Has brought into politics the question of reasonable rates, and
the conflict of sectional interests 1553

Opposed to , 1617
Result has been to paralyze commerce to very large extent 1553
Ultimate result has been that rates have become inelastic and

finally ceased to decline 1558
Prussia; public regulation of railway rates; experience in 1554,1619
Eailroads—

Large income and dividends of railroads does not mean the pub-
lic is paying an unreasonable compensation 1605

Stock watering resorted to only for the purpose of bringing out
the speculatively inclined is one of the most beneficent prac-
tices; but if for mere stock jobbing, is to be condemned 1610

Rate making; reason why final decision on rates should be by court. 1604
Rates; great factor that has brought down railroad rates and all stor-

age, commission, and warehouse charges has been competition of

rival railways leading to New York, Philadelphia, and Baltimore.. 1600
Reasonableness of rates^

Believe there is no connection between capitalization and charges
a company makes 1609

Method of determining : 1605
Would make the courts protectors against extortionate rates 1608

Rebates; practice practically broken up 1620

State railway commissions in this country extremely restricted 1553
United States

—

In my investigation have found no country where they have
fewer complaints, with exception of secret rebates, than here.. 1621

Rates, receipts on railways from 1880 to 1899 1585

]Sni.EAGE BATE:
Commission could not on that basis give fair return on investment;

reasons ( Peck ) 1344
Not advocated by commercial organizations ( Bacon ) 1920

MILK PBODTTCEBS' PBOTECTIVE ASS0CLA.TI01I v. D. L. & W. BY.
ET AL :

Report and opinion of Interstate Commerce Commission. Individual
index (Appendix H. Vol V) 939

HILLEB, GE0B6E li., Omaha, Nebr.:
Testimony of. 2021

Escli-Townsend bill

—

Letter of Chairman Knapp, of Interstate Commerce Commission,
in response to request for opinion as to effect .vhich enactment
of Esch-Townsend bill would have upon differential freight rates
in United States, etc 2029

Undesirable; next step would be Government ownership 2022
Long and short haul

—

Clause objected to 2021
•Bate making

—

Opposed to Federal interference 2021
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MILLER, L. M., flour and milling business and president of Commerciai
Club, Kansas City, Mo.

—

Testimony of , 3060
Bate maKing

—

As a whole our community satisfied with present conditions, but
on account of belief that certain concerns are favored by rebates
on concessions, we believe in uniform system of bookkeeping,
etc 3060

Rebates

—

,

Think' certain shippers are favored through elevator charges;
Elkins law enforced would cover these 3061

TsiNmiLxna. bates:
Testimony relative to—

No remedy has been applied for establishing (Hiland ) 1 322
Milk cases

—

Hearing in, marked Appendix "H" (Clements) 3223
Midnight tariffs

—

Changes made on too short notice; law should be amended, leav-
ing some discretion in cases of emergency (Knapp) 3296

MINNESOTA:
Testimony relative to—

Petitions from, do not represent views of shippers and farmers (Cooper) 2168
Statute ,. 31, 35
Statute provided for appeal to district court from order of Commission

(Morawetz) 805

MISSOURI:
Testimony relative to—

Division of public sentiment on the question (Carleton) 2523
Do not approve of law passed by State legislature (Kennett) 2534
Has the Commission rates and maximum rates fixed by statute; no

fault with law there (Lincoln) 1293
If S,tate schedule had been enforced throughout State before meeting

of legislature it would have paralyzed local traffic ( Eamsey ) 2136
Bank discriminations in rate bill passed by legislature (Bamsey) 2135
Bate law (Bird) 2272
State maximum-rate bill disordered freight schedules (Carleton) 2515
Statements prepared by the secretary and acting commisioner of St.

Louis Traffic Bureau, etc., charging inequality and injustice in rates

affecting St. Louis (Kennett) 2528,2570
Table-freight tariffs effective June 17, 1905 (Ramsey) 2135
Trade and commerce of St. Louis, statistics (Kennett) 2525

MISSOTTRI PACIFIC RAILWAY:
Teslim/my relative to—

Cattle business (Lincoln) 1241

Do not solicit cattle business; 28-hour law complained of (Lincoln) . . 1242
lias icing points where it ices private cars under instructions, and its

own (Lincoln) , 1282

Has no refrigerator cars of its own; stockholder in American Refrig-, ,

erator Transit Company; pays that company for use of cars. Not
subject to interstate-commerce law, as a common carrier (Lin-

coln) 1281-1282

Makes freight rates; American Refrigerator Transit Company, charge
for refrigeration service (Lincoln) : 1282

Preference given to cars of American Refrigerator Transit Company
(Lincoln) 1285

Private car lines aim to make profit out of icing and refrigerating

service (Lincoln) 1286
Several railroads stockholders in American Refrigerator Transit Com-
pany; no preference given to shippers (Ramsey) 1979, 1980

Statistics; average rates; gross earnings; operating expenses (Lincoln). 1221
Statistics; changes in tariff every day; 1,500 during past year; 6,000

tariffs in force; reasons necessitating frequent changes (Lincoln) . . . 1296
Uses all refrigerator lines that come along, including Armour's

(Lincoln) 1292
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MTSSOUBI PACIFIC RAILWAY v. THE UNITED STATES

:

Page

Suit brought by United States attorney for State of Kansas upon
request of Interstate Commerce Commission upon charge that there
was an unlawful discrimination in making a higher rate for carry-

ing freight from St. Louis to Wichita than from St. Louis to Omaha;
Suit instigated by people of Kansas; history of proceedings (Lin-
coln) 1271

MISSOTTBI RIVEK,

:

Basis of rates (Hines) 1044

MISS0T7BI STATE BATES

:

Maximum rates established in 1879 by legislature; Commission deter-

mined upon new, two years ago; history of proceedings; Commis-
sion has made several orders Missouri Pacific Eailway thought too
low, but always obeyed; maximum rates established are fair

(Lincoln) - 1278

aniCHEIili, C, D., president Chattanooga Plow Company, and represent-
ing Manufacturers' Association of Chattanooga, Tenn.

:

Testimony of. 2171
Chattanooga

—

No complaint in, as to outgoing freight; complaints as to in-

coming, involving water transportation 2176
Elkins law

—

Chattanooga manufacturers think great deal of 2175
Rate making

—

Commission delay in reaching conclusion 2177
Government paternalism subject to change and political influ-

ences 2172
Opposed to proposed legislation; much prefer to have matters as

they are; relations with railroad growing friendly 2171
Rates

—

No complaint of extortionate 217S
Rebates-

No reason to believe there are any 2175

mCITCHELIi, F. L., of Mitchell Wagon Company, Racine, Wis.:
Testimony of 2214

Interstate-commerce law

—

.Elkins law sufficient 2214
Private car line systems

—

Legislation not sufficient 2214
Rate making

—

Opposed to giving the power to Commission 2214
Terminal side tracks

—

Legislation not sufficient ,. 2214
Wisconsin

—

According to the vote, there is a popular demand for railway leg-
" islation 2215
Demand for legislation does not come from business men, but has
been worked up by holding up a few shining examples 2215

Racine; no rates complained of there as unjust 2214

laXCHELIi, S. DAK.:
Resolution of the commercial committee and business men of

—

Opposed to further legislation in direction of taking from railroads

the establishment of rates (Clements) 3057

UOBAWETZ, VICTOR, chairman of the executive board of directors, and
general counsel of Atchison, Topeka and Santa Fe Railway Company:

Testimony of 792, 841
Arbitration of disputes between railroads and employees difficult to

arrange 886
Atchison system

—

Charged with giving undue arbitraries 847
Confiscatory rate, what would be considered a 874
Mileage 792
Owns its own fruit and stock cars; in the main it uses its own 819
States operated in where power is given to State commission to

fix rates 868
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MOBAWETZ, VICTOK,—Continued. Pap^e.

Testimony of—
Atchison System—Continued.

States where operating 897
Statistics as to bonds, stocks, and mileage 872
Stock of, how paid 792

Confiscatory rates

—

Injunction against Commission a remedy in case of their fixing. . 870
What would be considered such on Atchison System 874

• Constitutional questions

—

Congress

—

Can determine a minimum rate and a maximum rate, but the
courts can not be required to determine 804

Can not delegate legislative power '. 798
Can only create courts such as are authorized by Constitution,
and the Interstate Commerce Commission is not a body of
that kind 802

Can prescribe general rules for regulation of charges 798
Not power to reduce rates to extent of depriving railroads of
reasonable return on investments 795

Power of, to direct Commission to determine what maximum
rate may be charged 852

Power of, to grant exemption from taxation to railroads 880
I'ower of, to pass law fixing schedule of rates 852
Power of, to tax railroads and distribute taxes among the dif-

ferent States and Territories 880
Powers it could give Commission as to determining rates 851
Powers which it can confer on a commission and on a court. 857

Conrts

—

Can be required to pass upon question whether act of carrier in
fixing a rate is in violation of any legal order of Commission;
but they can not be required to substitute their ideas as to wis-
dom of fixing rate between two extremes 803

Can be required to pass upon question whether a rate prescribed
by Commission is unreasonably high and therefore unlawful . . 803

Can not be given power to hear controversies de novo, and to re-

consider wisdom of Commission in fixing any particular rate
between two extremes 806

Could be required to pass upon question whether a rate is un-
reasonably high, extortionate, because in violation of interstate-

commerce act, and could be required, in my judgment, to find
what maximum rate is that could be lawfully imposed under
the act 803, 807

Could, in my judgment, be required to find what maximum rate
is that could have been lawfully imposed, but could not pre-
scribe a rate for the future 803

Has function to determine what is not an unreasonable rate 855
Interpretation of "reasonable" 800
Limit of power to fix differential rates 864
Opposed to special, but provision might be made for additional

circuit judges 816
Power of Congress to control action o^, in taking up business 816
Power to delegate to Commission authority to fix rates 797
Proceedings may be instituted against an entire tariff on ground

destructive of rights of property, but think shipper could not
seek to restrain enforcement of an entire tariff 805

Whether Congress can give to Commission power to fix rates

between maximum rate and minimum rate 799
Differentials

—

Between local and competitive business, if prohibited, would worfi

, injury to local 8i86

Favoring one port 833
Giving a preference in favor of one port over another 894

Discrimination in rates 798
Advisability of strengthening law 817
And rebates have largely stopped, and if CoinmiRsion prosecuted

vigorously, think they could be almost wholly stopped 825
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SIOBAWETZ, VICTOK.—Continued. Pa^e.
Teilimony of—

Discrimination in rates—Continued.
As to giving large cities less rates than intermediate stations 846
In favor of certain ports 866
Localities • 808
Missouri Pacific Railway Company v. United States 895
Publicity of books would be effective in discovering 818
Rebates, some under secret arrangement and others not 847
Remedy for secret arrangements made by traffic agents j^ 842

Earnings have been overstated 838
Elkins Act-

Advisability of amending, so .as to provide that any preference
given to any shipper through arbitraries allowed to terminals
or through mileage allowed private cars, should be deemed a
preference 818

If enforced, would obviate private-car line evils 819
Foreign commerce, recommendation as to regulation of 825
Government inspectors, appointment and duties suggested 830
Injunction against Commission a remedy in case of its fixing confis-

catory rates 870
Interstate Commerce Commission

—

As to enlarging membership 906
Change of views as to power to make rat«s 831
Complaints, 90 per cent of, settled satisfactorily by 812
Hearings of, suggestion to abolish 812
Police duties should be more effective by 812
Rates, should not be given power to fix, but should act as police,

to prosecute 831
Reasons for its nonenforcement of act 811
Should have summary proceedings, and leave the hearings for

the court •. 859
To give, power to fix rates between the two extremes, autocratic
power ". 836

Interstate-commerce law, initiative of enforcement should not be con-

, fined to Attorney-General 826
Insurance of employees, opposed to 884
Legal propositions 795
Long and short haul, would not change clause in interstate-commerce

act 822
Minnesota, statute provided for appeal to district court from order of

Commission 805
National incorporation act

—

National charter preferred to State charter 878
Provisions suggested 882,891

Operating expenses, statistics 837
Pooling; do not know of a single instance; all lines between same

points make same charge for same bvisiuess 822
Ports-

Discrimination in favor of certain; cases cited 809, 866
Private car-line systems

—

Amendment suggested to correct evils of 836
Better for railway companies to use their own cait* 819
Elkins Act, if enforced, would obviate evils of '819

Publicity of books

—

And inspector to examine, provision for, recommended 824
Would enable Commission to discover rebates and discriminations 818

Railroads^
, About 25 per cent of whole business in United States is of local

character, and about 75 per cent interstate 869
Business within power of commission of any State very small. . ,. 869
Charges fixed to encourage business 795
Competition reduced 890
Congress, power of, to grant exemption from taxation 880
Consolidation of groups beneficial 881
Earnings have increased, while rates have decreased 889
Earnings of, overstated 838
Employees well paid and would notrecommend insurance forthem

.

884
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MOBAWETZ, VTCTOB—Continued. Page.

Tegtimony of—
Kailroada—Continued.

If rates were fixed according to distance, three-fourths of indus-
tries would be destroyed 865

Net earnings, no uniform rule in ascertaining 903
Operating expenses increasing 794
Obligation to follow directions of shipper in routing 841
Should be permitted to meet and discuss rates and to put the
same in force without violating Sherman Act 821,844

Statistics 887
Tonnage carried by 793
Value of property, elements laid down in Nebraska case 870

Rate making, legislative act, maximum rate case cited 797
Eates-r-

Can not change one between any two points in the West without
affecting many 822

Exorbitant, how bill may be drawn to prevent 811
Method of procedure to determine what constitutes maximum. . . 828
Objection to giving discretionary power of fixing rates to Com-

• mission 808
Table showing cases in which the Commission found rates com-

plained of to be unreasonable and ordered them to be discon-
tinued 840

Where high and no complete remedy has been provided, pro-
vision suggested 824

Would not fix maximum; but would leave court to decide, upon
the suit of Commission, whether the rate was unreasonably
high or not, and for quick decision 835

Reasonableness of rates

—

Esch-Townsend bill 796
Meaning of 851
What constitutes 796

Routing

—

As to carriers following . 841
Evils of 818

Revenue; legislation which would reduce earnings below fair profit

would put end to extension and improvement 793
States delegating to Commission power to fix rates 798
Texas railroad bonds must be indorsed by State railroad commission,

which retards sale of 882
Tonnage statistics 837
"Under substantially similar circumstances and conditions," effect of

striking out 823
Water routes

—

Give rebates and ship at any rate they can get 820
Should be subject to interstate-commerce law 819

MOBGAH', JOHN T. , a Senator from Alabama:
Letterfrom 786

Views of, in reply to letter of chairman of committee 786

MOSELET, EDWARD A. , secretary of the Interstate Commerce Commis-
sion :

StatemerUof 3252

NATIOWAIi ASSOCIATIDir OF MANTJFACTXTEEBS OF THE
0NITED STATES:
Rebates

—

Resolutions favoring enforcement of law asto 3782

NATTOTTAT. ASSOCIATIOIT OF RAILWAY COmmiSSIONERS:
Composition and purpose of ; represented; resolutions 41

NATIONAL INCORPORATION ACi:
Testimony relative to—

Advantages of (Hill) 1522
Authorities ( Newlands) -. 3723
Bacon, E. P 13
Bond 1424
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NATIONAL INCORPORATION ACT—Continued. Page.

Testimony relative to—
Difference in ratea and competition would disappear (Ramsey) : 2151
Federal courts (Newlands) 3733
If established, best system of taxation would be percentage upon gross

receipts (Peck) 1359
Is the tax of gross receipts constitutional? (Newlands) 3734
National charter preferred to State charter ( Morawetz) 878
National incorporation of existing railroads (Newlands) 3730
Newlands, Senator, statement of 776, 3720
One great system advantageous (Thurber) 2511

Provisions suggested (Morawetz) 882,891
Questions proposed to be asked by Senator Newlands 776
"Regulate," meaning of (Newlands) ' 3721
Ripley 2353
Single act preferable to one in each State ( Peck) 1357
State commerce (Newlands) 3732
Suggestion of act embodying one system of rates and one system of

taxation (Bacon) •. , 12, 25
Same (Davenport) , 1 82
Taxation of national instrumentalities (Newlands) 8722
Tuttle 988,990,994,996,999,1003

NATIONAL LIVE STOCK ASSOCIATION:
Complaint of railroad service; inequitable rates (Harris) 1530

NATIONAL WHOLESALE LTTMBER DEALERS' ASSOCIATION:
Testimony relative to—

Resolutions of, favoring the giving of increased powers to Commission
(Higbie) 1871

NEBRASKA:
Testimony relative to—

Legislature fixed rates which were confiscatory (Davenport) 201

NEVITT, CHARLES, treasurer of Paine Lumber Company, etc., Oshkosh,
Wis.:

* Testimony of. 1550
Fear commodity rate which we have on logs to our mills from timber

district may be interfered with by Commission. . Illustration 1550

NEWCOMB, H. T. , lawyer, Washington, D. C, representing certain railway
corporations:

Testimony of 3487
Capitalization , 3518

Concentrating a power now widely diffused 3516
Courts

—

Carriers' methods 3578
Passenger traffic cases 3577

Elkins law

—

Successful operation of 3570
Esch-Townsend bill 3386

Representative Stevens quoted 3587
Grain

—

Average rates on 3542
Interstate Commerce Commission

—

Document No. 257, erroneous statement widely disseminated 3549
Passenger traffic cases

Singular omissions and strange conclusions (Document No. 257) .

.

3566
Letter of, to Chairman Elkins, as to withdrawal of signatures
from petition favoring Quarles-Cooper bill 3478

Long and short haul

—

Cases which have been considered 3578
Railroads

—

Decline in rates 3545
Distribution of stock 3532
Impartial treatment of geiieral public (Newcomb) 3589
Increased use of transportation 3567
Lowest rates and best service 3588
Operating expenses 3555
Percentage of per capita cost required for transportation 3560
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NEWCOMB, H. T.—Continued. ^^se.

Testimony of—
Kailroads—Continued.

Rates have not advanced 3545
Small holdings make a majority 3532
Wages... 3539
What accident and guaranty companies own 3536
What colleges own 3535
What depositors in savings banks own 3533
What fire insurance companies own 3536
What insurance policy holders own 3535
What life insurance companies own 3537
.Who owns them 3531
Wholesale prices and rates compared with averages for the decade
from 1890 to 1899 3558

fete making

—

An inelastic system '. 3510
A partial tribunal 3504
Attempts at 3580
Demand for adjustment of rates 3571
Diagnosis in brief 3493
Flood of litigation would follow 3517
Frequent changes in rates 3492
Friction, mechanical and industrial 3490
General principles 3489
Interstate-commerce law has hindered reductions 3500
Lessons from abroad 3507
Lessons from experience; in Georgia 3494-3495
Manufacturers in opposition to Commission regulating rates 3585
Orders requiring changes in rates 3573
Pending proposal is general rate making "S513
Pending provision would add to incentive for rebating. 3513
Pending provision would stop voluntary reductions 3498
Political dangers , 3506
Power of Commission , 3581
Power to increase rates 3508
Proposed remedy outlined and analyzed 3494
Bates are not excessive '. 3517
The question at issue 3490

Rates

—

Decline in .^ 3540
, Have not advanced 3545
Railway rates and farm prices 3561
Railway rates and wages 3562
Stability of the ton-mile unit 3563
Wheat, and prices 3561

Rebates

—

Eliminated 3569
Law against '. 3569

NEW ENGLAND:
Conservative legislation (Tuttle) 992
Consolidation of railroads; number prior thereto (Tuttle) 988
System of taxation in (Tuttle) 693

NEW JINGIiAND COTTON HILLS:
Testimony relative to—

Products of, rates compared with southern (Hooker) 132

NEW ENGLAND BAILBOADS:
Consdlidation of, beneficial to all interests (Tuttle) . . . : 988
Do not engage in business outside of common carriers; common

morality should prevent (Tuttle) 948,957
Endeavor to equalize rates regardless of distance on commodities that
need the markets (Tuttle) 976

Have no naturSil monopoly (Tuttle) 914
No limitation of dividends (Tuttle) 892 #
Bates given shoe manufacturers low; reasons (Tuttle) 919
Systems in- (Tuttle).' 913
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NEWI<ANBS, FRANCIS G., a Senator from Nevada: Page-

Statement of 776,3720

National incorporation act

—

Authorities 3723

Federal courts 3738

Is the tax of gross receipts constitutional? 3734

National incorporation of existing railroads 3730
Present law as applied by the courts 3755
'
' Regulate, '

' meaning of 3721

Senate joint resolution. No. 86, creating commission to frame
national incorporationact; explanation of, by SenatorNewlands. 776

State commerce 3732
Statement of, relative to national incorporation act -. . 776, 3720

Taxation of national instrumentalities 3722
Questions proposed to be asked by 776

NEW ORLEANS:
Testimony relative to—

Advantages; natural and acquired (Robinson ) 2496
Effort to divert traffic (Robinson) 2496

Preferential of 4i cents as against Baltimore (Kennett) 2536

NEW YORK:
Testimony relative to—r

Commission, a board of investigation, has not power to fix rates;

powers stated (Higbie) 1887
Brief filed with Interstate Commerce Commission by commercial

organization of (Appendix E, Part I, Vol. V) 403
Report of committee of Chamber of Commerce of, opposed to grant-

ing increase of power to Commission ( Fuller) 3207

NEW YORK BOARD OF TRADE AND TRANSPORTATI9N:
Favors commission of Congress to investigate and report (Nimmo) 165
Plan for legislation to prevent rebates 3480
Rebates

—

"A suggestive plan for legislation to prevent rebates and discrimi-

nations" in form of a bill 3480

NEW YORK PRODUCE EXCHANGE:
Commission on trade and transportation—resolution opposing the

giving of rate-making power to Commission 2117

NIMMO, Jr., JOSEPH:
Testimony of—

Constitutional question discussed 151

Courts, passing of, upon a rate for future prescribed by Commission. . 157
Interstate Commerce Commission, danger of conferring autocratic

power upon 160
Presents petition of New York Board of Trade and Transportation

favoring special commission of Congress to investigate and report to

Congress > 165
Rate making by Commission, what it involves 155

NORFOLK AND WESTERN:
Testimony relative to—

Rate (Bacon) 1795

NORTHERN PACIFIC RAILWAY:
Testimony relative to—

Bonds (Elliott) 3290
Capital stock $155,000,000 (Elliott) 3290
No rebates on ( Elliott) , 3288
Ownership of stock in other corporations (Elliott) .' 3290
Something over 3,000,000 separate freight transactions on its road a

year (Elliott) , 3272
States in which it operates ( Elliott) 3290

NUTTING, J. R., of the wholesale hardware house of Sickels, Preston &
^ Nutting Company, Davenport, Iowa:

Testimony of 1541
Rate making, opposed to conferring the power on Commission as pro-

vided in Esch-Townsend bill 1541
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OCEAN TBANSPOBTATION KATES: Pase.

Testimony relative to—
Advisability of their being published (Bacon) .' 1905

OELAHOIIA:
Developed by railroads (Carleton) 2519

GFEBATIirG EXPENSES:
Statistics ( Morawetz ) 837

OBDEB OF RAILWAY CONDUCTOBS;
Esch-Townsend bill

—

Opposed to 3784

OBIENTAIi EXPOBTS AND IMPOETS:
Statistics furnished by James J. Hill 2240

OBIENTAIi TBADE:
Competing lines in the Orient (Hill) 1510
Increasing (Hill) 1498

OVEBCAPITAIilZATION (see Capitalization)

:

Teatimony relative to—
How effected (Eobinson) 2429
"Watered stock" beneficial (Thurber) 2513

PAINTJIB, CHABLES A., Pittsburg broker; been in iron and steel and
cotton-tie manufacture:

Testimony of , 2979
Bate making

—

If Commission undertake duties now performed by intelligent
railroad men, will shortly find itself in terrible mess 2978

FANAKA CANAL:
• Will be of advantage to ports on Gulf and along Atlantic sea coast,

say for 150 miles inland (Hill) 1520

PANCEE, I. B. , fruit grower, West Virginia, representing the Allegheny
Orchard Company, Virginia:

Testimony of 2854
Private car line systems

—

Occasionally we use Baltimore and Ohio refrigerator cars, but
principally Armour cars 2855

Popular method, and hope nothing will deprive us of it 2855
Railroad agent gives us rate made by railroad and we apply to

refrigerator people for their charge and they give us stipulated

price; never saw printed card of refrigerator rates 2855

PABEEB, JAKEES F., chairman of trade and transportation committee, of

New York Produce Exchange:
Testimony of. 2111

Interstate Commerce Commission

—

Confidence in personnel shown in submission, for advisory opin-

ion, of Atlantic seaboard dispute 2112
Present power adequate » 2112

Railroads

—

Conditions greatly improved since 1887; due largely to Commis-
sion; more effective regulation of competitiofi :... 2113

Rate making

—

Commission, physical impossibility giving attention to the vast

number of cases 2114
Commission, politically appointed and trained in different chan-

nels 2112
Give Commission increased powers of investigation; add to its

personnel railway experts, etc •. 2117
Governmental interference and excessive regulation harmful 2112
Governmeirtal rates in, inflexible.... 2113
Illustration of present method and difficulties Commission would
meet : 2116

Our business abroad depends upon supplv and demand 2114
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PARKER, JAMES F.—Continued. rage.

Testimony of—
Kate making—Continued.

Present law, with slight amendments, adequate 2113
Proposed legislation would unsettle every grain merchant. . . 2114, 2116
Wrong in principle' to confer power on Commission 2112

Rebates

—

What required is absolute elimination of rebates to shippers and
discrimination of ports 2113

PARTIAIi LIST OF BONDS AND STOCKS OF RAILROADS HELD
BY SAVINGS BANKS, INSURANCE COMPANIES, AND
OTHER INSTITUTIONS IN 1900 493-710

PECK, GEORGE R., Chicago, general counsel Chicago, Milwaukee and" St.

Paul Railway Company:
Testimony of 1299.

Chicago, Milwaukee and St. Paul Railway

—

States in which operated 1356
Statistics, bonds, stock, em ployees, trackage 1356, 1361
Think owns stock in other railroads 1357

Commission the repository of general power of regulation; what it

means, etc. ; Esch-Townsend bill discussed 1314
Congress, right of, to require court to ascertain whether rate is unrea-

sonable, and what is a reasonable maximum rate 1352
Consolidated delegation of powers; Esch-Townsend bill considered;
Commission never been composed of railroad men 1307

Constitutional questions-
Power of National Government to take away taxing power of

State; zone rate; commodity rate 1360, 1362, 1363
To what extent can legislative power be delegated; Esch-Town-
send bill 'discussed 1308

Whether Commission can be empowered to make rates not deter- ,

mined 1371
Differentials 1363

Commission could not successfully deal with; reasons 1342
If abolished, port nearest initial point would get most of business. 1343

Effect of Government-made rates upon rebates; easily cut as railway-
made rate 1302

Esch-Townsend bill, condition would not be improved by 1302
Fixing rates by the Government involves judicial function 1304
Injunction, remedy for excessive rates and discriminations, where it

would lie 1346
Mileage, Commission could not on that basis give fair return on in-
vestment; reasons 1344

National incorporation act

—

If established, best system of taxation percentage upon gross re-
ceipts 1359

Single act preferable to one in each State 1357
Ports-

Reason for establishing; constitutional provision 1354
Should not think commodity rates constitutional 1363
Should not think zone rates could be adopted ] 362
Unconstitutional to give preference 1362
Under Constitution upon equal basis as far as concerns regulation

of commel-ce 1355
Preference clause of Constitution—Es^h-Townsend bill discussed 1309
Private car line systems

—

Competent to subject sorhe to interstate-commerce law; perhaps
not fully s 1348

Large portion of traffic must have refrigeration 1348
Railroads, systems of taxation of, in different States 135{>

Rate making

—

Commission can not fix rate because power has not been dele-
gated : 1365

Commission's power under present law 1364
Court can not fix rate because it can not exercise legislative func-

tions 1365
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PECK, aEOKGE B.—Continued. Fage.
Testimony of—

Eate making—Continued,
Do not assume power can be delegated to Commission possessing

also judicial and executive powers 1371
Esch-Townsend bill criticized; Commission would have to employ
more experts than railroads have 1345

If carriers fix unreasonable rate, on complaint court may order
such rate to cease, leaving carrier to name another 1376

No automatic method. 1361
Principles which should control; Smythe v. Ames cited 1360
Proceedings to determine whether rate is unreasonable should
begin in court 1371

Shipper should prefer the complaint 1377
Should primarily remain with owners of railroads 1344
State commissions exercising the power of 1358
Supreme Court has assumed Congress has power to declare rates

shall be reasonable, and then leave it to Commission to say
what shall be reasonable, with opportunity of judicial review. . 1373

Think better to eliminate judicial power from Commission 1377
Think right belongs to carriers 1376
Whether Commission can be empowered to make rates not deter-
mined , 1371

Eates

—

,

Almost constant lowering- of, without action of Commission 1345
As to future reduction of, under prepent conditions .

'. 1345
Rebates, extinction of, under present law, which is adequate 1301
State commissions

—

As a general proposition, legislative powers can not be delegated,
yet power of State commissions to make rates has been sus-
tained 1372

Exercising rate-making power 1358
Oppressive action of, wheire court granted permanent injunction. 1358

Wrongs complained of

—

Discriminations; present law ample to prevent 1301
Injunction, advantages of...- 1302

PENALTY:
Testimony relative to—

For noncompliance with Quarles bill (Bacon) 8

PENNSYLVANIA KAILROAD:
Testimony relative to—

- Competition it meets (Ramsey) 2152
Development of Pennsylvania by, wonderful (Ramsey) 2003

PENSION FOE. EMPLOYEES:
Do not approve. (Tuttle) ' 995
Do not see why railroad should insure against accident any more than
any other employer (Kruttschnitt) 3112

"Fellow-servant" bill is putting a premium on negligence (Krutt-
schnitt) 3113

For superannuated employees ( Kruttschnitt) 3112
Germany, which requires employers to pension superannuated em-

ployees, requires beneficiaries also to contribute to the fund (Krutt-
schnitt) 3113

PERCENTAGE OF RETURN:
Testimony relative to—

Rule for, never laid down by court (Bacon) 11

PERRY, E. P. , secretary of National Wholsale Lumber Dealers' Association,

New York:
Testimony of. 268

Interstate Commerce Commission should have power to revise rates. 269

PHILADELPHIA:
Brief filed with Interstate Commerce Commission by commercial or-

ganization of (Appendix E, Part I, Vol. V) 403
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PHILADELPHIA BOARD OF TBADE: Pae:e-

Statement 2624

PHILLIPS, W. K. , wholesale grocer, Nashville, Tenn.

:

Letter of, favoring powers of Commission being enlarged and com-
plaining of unjust rates 1761

PILLING, WILLIAM S., iron and steel business, Philadelphia:
Testimony of 2974

Rate making

—

Iron trade has prospered wonderfully ; statistics 2976
Lowering of rates in one section would be equivalent to advance

in another 2976
Menace of central power fixing rates; rate to suit one section
would be great injustice to another 2976

Prefer leaving things as they are 2976
Rebates

—

And discriminations existed formerly, but we believe they have
ceased 2975

PIPER, GEORGE P., manufacturer of linseed oil and starch, Minneapolis:
Testimony of 2362

Rates

—

Shippers in our part of the country satisfied with 2363
Rebates

—

Enow of none, nor secret practices of any kind 2362
Receiving no rebates nor advantages now 2362

POOLING:
Testimony relative to—

Advantages of (Stone) 262
Believe the prohibition was a serious mistake (Ripley) 2337
Do not know of a single instance; all lines between same points make
same charge for same business (Morawetz) 822

Opposed to ( Cowan) 61
Recommend repeal of provision prohibiting (Ripley) 2345
Shippers unwilling to grant the power; many railroads do not want

(Fifer) 3326
Should be permitted; most effectual means for abolishing rebates and

other discriminations (Fordyce) 2202
Tuttle 1003
Unsatisfactory (Tuttle) 973
Would cling to it in certain cases (Ripley) 2335, 2340

PORTS:
Testimony relative to—

Discrimination in favor of certain; cases cited (Morawetz) 809,866
Discrimination in favor of certain ports, if rate-fixing power left with
Commission (Fish) 277-278

Illustration 279
Should not think commodity rates constitutional (Peck) 1363
Should not think zone rates could be adopted (Peck) 1362
Reason for establishing; constitutional provision ( Peck ) 1354
Unconstitutional for Congress to give preference (Peck) 1362
Under Constitution upon equal basis as far as concerns regulation of

commerce ( Peck ) 1355

POSTAGE-STAMP RATES:
Testimony relative to—

Missouri River to Atlantic seaboard is " Blanket" or " Postage-stamp"
rate; to a merchant in San Francisco it makes no difference whether
he buys at Omaha, Chicago, Pittsburg, or New York (Fifer) 3335

POST-OFEICE DEPARTMENT:
Could be conducted at less cost by private enterprise (Tuttle) 999

POWELL, ROGER S. , attorney at law, representing Western Fruit Job-
bers' Association:

Testimony of 3710
Private car line systems

—

Armour's tariffs not kept on file throughout the country in rail-

road offices, as railroad tariffs are 3713
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POWELIi, ROGER S.—Continued. Page-

Testimony of—
Private car line systems—Continued.

Banish privately owned freight car from common carriers' rails . 3711
Bill ( S. 6709 ) has been introduced to regulate private car lines . . . 3716
Can not reach the owner of private freight car by legislation 3711
Dealer in products now is uncertain of quantity of ice which will
be used 3712

Impossible from inspection of these rates to tell cost to transport
carload of refrigerated products from one point to another 3712

Nowhere is there information as to what roads Armours have
contracts with 3714

On proper notice to carrier to have car at a certain place, upon
failure, there should be penalty attached 3716

Private car lines should be excluded from consideration and prob-
lem be directed against railroads 3716

These car lines engagefl. in merchandising in these articles 8714
These cars not, I believe, now under interstate-commerce law 3711
Think this interchange of cars between roads could be same as
now with ordinary freight cars 3716

Want this service performed by railroads themselves 3715
We want a rate at so much per 100 pounds 3711,3714

POWERS, J. PIKE, Knoxville, Tenn.

.

Testimony of ^ 1838
Rate making

—

Knoxville, Tenn., Commercial Club opposed to intrusting Com-
mission with 1838

PREFERENCE CLAUSE OF THE CONSTITUTION:
Esch-Townsend bill discussed (Peck) 1309

PRESENT LAW:
Testimony relative to—

Ample, if enforced (Crocker) 127
If enforced there would not be any ground for general reduction in

rates, or placing in Commission power to make arbitrary rates
(Hiland) 1322

If enforced will accomplish all the public requires; railroads only too
glad to comply with (Hiland) 1330

Provisions of (Bacon) 7
Technical comphance with requirement to change rates (Bacon) 7
We recognize principle of existing law which authorizes prohibition

of unreasonable rates (Hiland) 1327
While maximum rates have been made, no remedy has been applied

for establishing minimum rates (Hiland) 1322

PRICES:
TestiTTumy relative to—

Of railroad supplies and materials have advanced (Cowan) 107

PRITCHETT, JAMES I., merchant and miller, Danville, Va.

:

Testimony of 2003
Kate making

—

Memorial against Southern Eailway does not represent the larger

business interests of Danville'. 2005
Opposed to enlarging powers of Commission 2004

PRIVATE CAR LINE SYSTEM (ARMOUR)

:

Additional statement as to whether Armour interests were engaged in
fruit business in southern California (Call) 2724

Robbins, Creorg^e R. , Chicago, president of the Armour Car Lines and
director in Armour & Co.

—

Tesdmonyof : 2366
Agitation against, been mainly instigated by receivers or commis-

sion men 2371
Agitation by commission merchants, demanding confiscation of

car-line properties, has deterred additional investments and
accountable for shortage of cars 2368

S. Doc. 243, 59-1-vol 4 71
*
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PBIVATE CAR LINE SYSTEM (ABMOTTB)—Continued. Po«e-

Sobbins, George R.—Continued.
Testimony of—

Armour & Co. do a general packing-house business; a different

company from that owning Armour Car Lines 2385
Armour & Co. do limited business in butter, eggs, and poultry,

handled on equal terms with other shippers, and Armour Car
Lines do not solicit business of this kind 2370

Armour & Co. do not deal in berries and fruit 2370, 2371

Armour & Co. do not ship In their own cars 2385, 2396
Armour & Co. retired from produce business about a year ago. . . 2370
Armour Oar Lines have never bought, sold, or dealt in any of the

products transported in their cars (single exception In disobey-
ing instructions) 2370

Arrangements generally made for equipment, Ice supply, etc.,

several years in advance 2370
California, certain adjustments made with all shippers; illustra-

tions 2368
California conditions; Ferguson's testimony reviewed 2377
California, report of Sacramento Chamber of Commerce commend-

ing service of Armour Car Lines 2377
California shippers' contract 2408
Can move cars to different territories to meet fruit business 2369
Oars furnished to railroads 2366
Cars, number of, 14,000, about 5,000 being used for packing-house

business and balance in fruit business 2384, 2395, 2399
Cars, several thousand idle in winter 2368
Cars, we rent to railroads; we transport nothing 2410
Cipher code filched by Streyckmans 2369
Claims paid by us on account of shortage of cars 2375, 2382, 2398
Complaint of Ferguson; associations named; reviewed 2402
Complaint of Mead 2402
" Contraband freight," charge denied 2371
"Earle FruitCompany" case reviewed 2411
Earnings and mileage of our cars, I decline to state because a private
company and not under interstate-commerce act 2409, 2420, 2423

"Exclusive contracts" with perhaps twenty or thirty railroads,

nature of 2395
Fair rate, elements 2417
Ferguson's charge that rates are not published , reviewed 2374-

Ferguson's statement this company in commission business de-
nied 2411

Ferguson's testimony reviewed 2371
'"Frisco System" letters quoted by Ferguson reviewed 2375
Georgia shipments 2367
Hazards and vicissitudes of 2368
Ice

—

Capacity of cars 10,000 pounds each 2388
Charge for 2404
Cost us 2406.

Quantity for a car 2405
We charge other packers same as we charge outsiders 2401

Icing, cost this year and last compared 2417
Inception of 2366
Increase in fruit and berry business under this service phenome-

nal 2383
Investments, value of, about $15,000,000 2395
Michigan and elsewhere refrigerator rates, arrangements to re-

duce 2377,2412
Mileage alone does not furnish reasonable remuneration on fruit

business 2369
Nelson Morris & Co. have private car line; think they do not

usually rent cars 2399
North Carolina shipments and shortage of cars 2368, 2375
North Carolina; shortage of cars for berries will necessitate our
paying some $75,000 2375-

Opposed to being made common carriers k... 2384, 2397, 2400>
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PKIVATE OAR LINE SYSTEM (ABrMOTTB)—Continued. P««e-

Sobbins, George B.—Continued.
Testimony of—

Our practice and, generally, contracts compel us to serve all

shippers alike 2375
Packing-house products defined 2399
Packing-house products loaded in cars of Armour Car Lines are

generally owned by Armour & Co., a separate corporation, and
they have no advantage over other shippers 2497

Pere Marquette contract would not prevent railroad from receiving
car belonging to Merchants' Despatch from connecting road. . . 2400

Pere Marquette line fruit shipper? have to deal with us; condi-
tions 2419

Pere Marquette Railroad Company contract reviewed; testimony
of Michigan growers cited 2371, 2376, 2387, 2400. 2405

Bailroads with whom we have contracts 2420
Eates are not formally filed with Interstate Commerce Commis-

sion 2374
Eates are printed and distributed freely among shippers, although
not required bylaw 2368,2374,2388

Eates, generally, are maintained absolutely, except in northern
California 2368

'
' Eebates, '

' charges of Streyckmana reviewed 2369, 2423
Eebates; Elkins law ample 2387
Eebates not indulged in, generally speaking 2382, 2387, 2403
Eefrigeration, can not fix a univeras' price on 2388
Eenta.1 a matter between them and railroads and does not affect

shipper or public 2367
Eent cars to railroads on a mileage basis, about three-fourths of a

cent a mile 2385,2395
"Eouting" charge of Ferguson reviewed 2375
Eouting rests between shippers and railroads 2375, 2376
Stockholders in two companies (packing-house business and

drivers of car lines) to a large extent the same. 2385, 2410
Bwift&Co. have, I think, about 8,000 cars 2399
Think we should fare worse if under interstate-commerce
law ". 2390,2397,2401

Watson case—complaint of Ferguson—reviewed 2404
We own the cars and rent them to railroads and do not transport
anything

.^
2386

PRIVATE CAR LINE STSTEXXS:
Ferguson, E. M., of Duluth, representing various shippers' organiza-

tions

—

Testimony of. 311,3679
Act in dual capacity of carrier and merchant; evasion of law
without detection 312

Alleged hazards 3679
Amount paid Armours in excess of previous refrigerator charges
arebate 312,322

Armour:
Business extends beyond packing-hobse products 315
Has gradually extended their business in commodities 324

Armour & Co. as dealers 3686
Armour cars not leased to the railroads; shippers compelled to

transport in Armour cars all commodities that originate upon
lines operating under these exclusive contracts 331

Armour (The) private car line companies

—

Advantages enjoyed 369
Control and dominate to extent of fixing rates for independ-

ent dealers for similar traffic 311
Control about 8,000 fruit cars; others not permitted to use

their own cars by reason of a secret contract 314
Control different lines 314
game; cases cited 315,317,320,356
Do not alwavs provide cars when needed, and shipper alone

suffers.. .1 330
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PRIVATE CAR LINE SYSTEMS—Continued. P«W»-

Ferguson, E. M.—Continued.
Testimony of—

Armour (The) private car line companies—Continued.
Example of extortion 368
Have full knowledge of competitors' business 312
Have 12,000 cars 316
Largest . 327
May sell below cost and make profit by this dual system 315
Not common carriers; therefore not amenable to the act to

regulate commerce 336
Others than the Armours operate about the same, except not
connected with the selling of products transported by them. 324

Solicit commission men to use their cars and then rob them
^ of their business by themselves purchasing the same class

ofgoods; illustration 332
Armour refrigerator car profits 333
Armour refrigerator charges not on exhibition at Duluth, and

information difiicult to obtain 333
Armour threatens witnesses 3691

As to distribution of cars of, in various sections, resulting in

economy 329
Believe existing laws afford as much protection as proposed act.

.

333
Same; illustrations 335, 341, 346
California and the Middle West shippers got along better prior to

the advent of this system than since 329
Cars, adequate supply of 3699
Does the size of a man's business indicate the degree of justice he

is entitled to 7 3690
Earnings of 3687
Discriminations

—

Against persons outside of private car line business; cases
cited 319

In charges of private line systems 345
Discrimination 3682
Economies in operation 3682
Enumeration of private car lines 328
Fair conclusion that carriers are interested in private car line com-

panies 314,372
Felder, attorney for Armour Car Lines, testimony reviewed 3692
Fruit gro*ers opposed to private car line systems 338
Gould private car line system operates 3,000 or 4,000 cars 337
Growers, letters from 3703
Harner, who does the icing 3697
Icing cost 3697

,
Information as to amount of capital invested in private car-line

systems unobtainable; estimated that there are 50,000 cars,

costing about $1,000 each; ordinary box cars cost between $700
and $800each 343

Legislation desired by Western Fruit Jobbers' Association 390
Middlemen 3680
Mileage compensation 3697
Northern Pacific icing service 3681
Not as much trouble in getting cars prior to these systems as since. 321
Number of private car Imes about 300 313, 320, 840
Objection to legalizing and bringing them under Interstate Com-
merce Commission jurisdiction 312,342

Opposed to continuance of, in any form 311
Patents controlled 3696
Pere Marquette owns 110 refrigerator cars, but because of exclu-

sive Armour contract refuse to furnish their own cars; cases of

other roads cited 323
Private cars, as to railroads providing 3684
Prosecution at expense of shipper 313
Proposed law would double duties of Commission 312
Publishing of Armour charges 3682
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PBIVATE CAH LINE SYSTEMS—Continued. Pwe.
Ferguson, E. M.—Continued.

Tedtimony of—
Kailroads

—

Give free transportation to representatives of the private car
line service ..' 367

Render bill to consignee, usually in lump sum; unless de-
manded, bill never indicates any private car line charges.

.

366
Should be kept open alike on equal terms to all 314
Should furnish all the instrumentalities of carriage 330, 339, 373
Rebates given by private car lines to Mr. Watson 322

Railways figure their own interest 3689
Rebates 3687
Reduction of Armour refrigerator charges 3683
Refrigerator cars

—

Have become as much a necessary instrumentality Of carriage
as any other cars 327

Large portion of railroads own their own, but connecting
lines, where private car line system prevails, will not han-
dle railroad cars 321

To large extent in continuous use upon lines of most carriers. 359
Refrigerator charges 3695

Exorbitant; not enforced, except upon roads under contract,

whereby one refrigerator car line company has exclusive
privilege for furnishing these cars 325

Should be incorporated in railroad rate i, 338
Routing of cars

—

By arbitrary, shippers unable to keep track of perishable
goods 355,360

Shipper unable to select, and thereby] loses privilege of mak-
ing arrangements with connecting lines 346, 353, 356

Sacramento Chamber of Commerce 3685
Secret contracts '. 3680
Secret contracts, hearing relative to, conditions characterized by
Commission as shocking 316

Secret-routing agreements of the private car line systems

—

Make it impossible for shippers to locate blame 360, 362
Reasons for such agreements 364

Senator Clark's road 3685
Shifting of responsibility 3680
Shippers forced to enter into arrangements with private car line

system; cases cited 344,345. etc.

Shipping advice 3683
Strawberries, southwestern traffic in, rates for same 360
Systems

—

Comparative service of 374
Do not furnish adequate supply of cars; case cited 344
Favor one shipper over another 325
Lawfulness of operating not yet passed upon by court 343
Not economical to carrier ^ 382

Not one good reason why they should exist 313

Opposed by many railroads 313
Urion's arraignment of Commission 3680
Which is right? 3681

Widening of mafkets 3700
Witnesses, miscellaneous 3688

Work delay and loss to shippers 365

Would obtain control of all foodsupplies 313

Testimony of sundry witnesses:
Abuses would be cured if required to file copies of contracts and pub-

lish rates (Fordyce) 2207

All kinds hauled over Chicago, Milwaukee and St. Paul Railway;
price paid (Hiland) 1332

Amendment suggested to correct evils of (Morawetz) 836
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PRIVATE CAB LINE STSTEMS—Continued. Fve.
Testimony of sundry witnesses—Continued.

American Refrigerator Transit Company is not a private car line;

explanation; first, tliere are tlie private cars, refrigerator or otlier,

in which the owner ships his own products; second, are cars

owned by individuals or private corporations who employ them
in service of other people (Bird) 2278, 2279, 2280, 2283

Armour & Co. "exclusive contract" Michigan to Boston began in

1902; increase in charge (Meade) 2588,2591
Armour & Co. have handled almost every kind of fruit and produce

(Union quoted) (Meade) 2587
Armour & Co. own both classes of (Bird) 2279
Armour Car Line claim not amenable to any law (Meade) 2612
Armour Car Line has given us satisfactory and prompt service

(Travis) 2844
Armour Car Lines contract with Marquette Railroad, including alleged

extortion in icing charges, believe can be reached under present law
(Tuttle) 965

Armour Car Lines have monopoly of fruit carrying, but communities
at its mercy (Meade) 2591

Armour Car Line rates to different points ( Gleaaon) 2858
Armour Car Line service satisfactory ( Wilbert) 2680
Armour Company, by virtue of its contract with Southern Pacific, can

absolutely control large portion of markets in which California
fruit is sold (Stevens) 3311

Armour people do not handle berries (Wilbert) 2684
Armour people handle butter, eggs, and cheese; they endeavored to
handle apples and potatoes and onions in Pittsburg, but have quit
(Wilbert) 2684

Armour service best we ever had ; satisfied (Gurney ) 2859
Armour shipping in his own cars has advantage of commission man

to extent of return received plus car rental and less actual expense
of ice (Meade) 2589

Armour's cars preferred; will hold 5 or 6 tons each (Wilbert) 2682
Armour's printed tariff difficult to get (Meade) 2614
Armour's service high, statement of J. H. Hale (Meade) 2609
Armour's tariffs not kept on file throughout the country in railroad

offices as railroad tariffs are (Powell) 3713
As to prohibiting owners from producing and distributing their own

products (Tuttle) 956,958
Baltimore and Ohio, use of (Bond) 1426
Banish nrivately owned freight car from common carriers' rails

(Powell) 3711
Better for railway companies to use their own cars (Morawetz) 819
Bill, Senate 6709, has been introduced to regulate private car lines

(Powell) 3716
California Fruit Distributors' agreement with Armour; discrimina-

tions and monopoly (Stevens) 3308,3809
Can be absorbed by the railroads (Cockrell) 3374
Can not be reached under present law; if made common carriers,

would be under interstate-commerce law (Tuttle) 953, 956
Can not reach the owner of private freight car by legislation (Powell) . 3711
Car used as sort of insurance (Wilbert) 2680
Charges on strawberries per crate ( Wilbert) 2680, 2681
Claims for damages as are made against the railroad, investigated
by Armour (Wilbert) 2683

Commission men buy the fruits at the station (Meade) 2622
Commission men never paid excessive freight of which they com-

plain (Gurney) 2859
Commission should be given same authority over, as in case of rail-

roads (Vining) 1691
Commission unable to reach discriminations under present law

(Knapp) 3294
Competent to subject some to interstate-commerce law; perhaps not

fully (Peck) 1348
Complamts in regard to shipping cattle ( Hiland) 1335
Consumer haa to pay increased cost of transportation (Meade) 2614
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PJRIVATE CAK LUTE SYSTEMS—Continued. P^se-

Testimony of simdry witnesses—Continued.
Contract, substance of (Egan) 2843
Contracts should be filed with Commission (Vining) 1699
Could have brought petition of every grower in district in favor of
Armour car (Gleason) 2856

Cost of ice to Armour & Co. (Meade) 2589
Dealer in products now is uncertain of quantity of ice which will be

used (Powell) 3712
Delaware division, no monopoly by a car line—Swift people have one

line and Armour another (Davis) 2837
Discrimination against fruit and produce business (Meade) 2586
Discrimination, instance of Armour's "exclusive contract" (Meade). 2592
Do not believe shippers are cheated by <]Hiland) 1332
Do not regard our tank cars as under interstate-commerce act

(Jennings) 2306
Doubt if practicable for any railroad to equip with refrigerator cars

suflScient for its business in season (Fordyce) 2207
Earl Fruit Co. and other members of the "distributors" do both a
commission and f. o. b. business, reducing net price paid growers
from 3 to 5 cents a package (Stevens) 3311

Elkins Act, if enforced, would obviate evils (Morawetz) 819
Every private car line which gives owners advantage over average
shipper should be absorbed by railroads (Thurber) 2511

Every railway officer should be disqualified from having any interest

in any large producer of traffic on his line (Hill) 1521
Everything is vmder control of Commission, unless right to regulate

price (Bird) 2281,2282
Excellent service in California (Brown) 2739
"Exclusive contracts" lawful and very often necessary (Urion) 3658

' Fear if placed under Commission as now empowered, our business
would suffer (Urion) 3665

For judiciary to determine whether this is transportation^ and
whether or not the service is one of interstate commerce (TJrion).. 3653

Freight bills do not show what portion is Armour's charges (Meade) . 2591
Functions of private refrigerator car companies; renting to railroads

specially constructed refrigerator cars, and when required by ship-
pers in these cars, refrigerating of contents by placing ice in
bunkers at stated local points ( Urion) 3653

Furnish special facilities (Elliott) 3281
Georgia, experience in shipping fruit from, favorable under Armour's

(Egan) .- 2841
Georgia fruit crop increasing under system (Egan) 2842

" Georgia peach crop last year unprecedented; for few days hampered
for cars; did not blame refrigerator company (Travis) 2844

Have always discouraged railroad from going into anything but prac-

tical transportation of freight ( Kruttschnitt) 3116
Have two receipts showing difference between free car and Armour car;

latter J8.50 more (Gleason) 2856
History of , in Georgia (Waxelbaum) 392
Icing capacity Armour car about five tons (Gleason) 2856
Icing charge (Bird) 2295
Icing charge of Armour exorbitant (Stevens) 8311
Icing charge, section 1, in Esch-Townsend bill should be amended,
making it the act of the railway (Call) 2713

Icing cost; some of us have thought might ultimately be reached
under Elkins law, as a discrimination (Clements ) 3231

Icehouses, where located (Robbins) 2376,2401
If man ships from Grand Eapids to Boston by Michigan Central he
pays $25 and if by Pere Marquette $45 (Meade) 2611

If present law is enforced, not one of tliem could exist a moment (Hill) 1486
Impossible from inspection of these rates to tell cost to transport car-

load of refrigerated products from one point to another (Powell)... 3712
Impossible to follow any set rule; elements considered (Lincoln) 1222

In 1900 commission men complained of Armour's; Armours stopped
service; growers appointed committee and service resumed (Gurney) 2860

Know of no abuses under; great blessing to railroads (Tuttle) 954, 966
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PRIVATE CAB LINE SYSTEMS—Continued. Pfl«*-

Testimony of sundry witnesses—Continued.
Know of no special complaints of charges for service (Hiland) 1335
Large majority of fruit and berry growers' are in sympathy with our

league (Meade) 2617
Large portion of traffic must have refrigeration (Peck) 1348
Legislation may be necessary (Bacon, E. P.) „ 23
Legislation not sufficient (Mitchell) .\ 2214
Letter from E. B. Baldwin and eight other peach growers of Georgia
commending service of Armour Car Line 2390

Letter from E. J. Willingham, Macon, Ga., commending service of

Armour Car Line 2391
Letter from John T. West, of Thompson, Ga., commending service

by Fruit Growers' Express 2382
Limit put upon business done by members of "California Fruit Dis-

tributers; '
' reasons for (Stevens ) 3309, 3310

Method in which growers conduct business with Armour lines

(Gurney)
_.

2859
Michigan and Georgia growers and shippers, letters from ( Urion

)

3666
Michigan Central have withdsawn from Armour contract, having

refrigerator cars of their own (Meade) 2596
Monopoly (Call) 2701
My connection with car-line company; we built a car for experiment,

etc. (Meade) 2587,2590
Necessary in transportation of fruit, but present charges exorbitant;

shippers not properly treated (Waxelbaum ) 392
Neither we nor Commission know whether private car lines are
under the law or not (Urion) 3666

No discriminations so far as I know ( Wilbert) 2683
_No power in present law to compel them to make proper charges or-

resulations (Higbie) 1875
Nowhere is there information as to what roads Armours have con-

tracts with (Powell) 3714
No uniformity in charges (Meade) 2590
North Carolina berries, cost of shipment and form of bill (Wilbert) . . 2681
North Carolina; dumping of cars; article from "Fruitman's Guide;"

also letter of J. S. Westbrook (Meade) 2619
North Carolina loss something human foresight could not guard

against (Urion) 3660
North Carolina; over half of berries coming to Boston are bought by
commission men (Meade) , 2618

North Carolina strawbeiries dumped; Armour's failure to furnish ears

(Meade) 2596,2615
Not complaining of the service (Meade) 2618
Occasionally we use Baltimore and Ohio refrigerator cars, but princi-

pally Armour cars (Pancke) 2855
Oil; cylinder tank cars owned by Standard Oil Company; system .of

charges (Bird) .,.,
'. 2282

One hundred dollars to $150 more net to shippers in large icing
capacity car than in small (Gleason) 2857

On proper notice to carrier to have car at a certain place; upon failure,

there should be penalty attacherl (Powell) 3716
Our committee do not favor putting them under interstate-commerce

law; it would bring divided responsibility (Meade) 2594, 2596
Pere Marquette, Ferguson's testimony as to contract, reviewed

(Urion) 3657,3661
Private car a necessity of modern traffic (Urion) 3665
Private car lines in country, 75 to 100 ( Kruttschnitt) 3109
Private car lines should be excluded from consideration and problem

be directed against railroads (Powell) 3716
Private car people no voice in distribution of cars; railroad does that

(Egan) 2843
Probably three-fourths of fruit handled heretofore by Armour lines
have been under exclusive contract ( Meade ) 2617

Proponents against system have not produced a single grower (Urion) . 3660
Popular method and hope nothing will deprive us of it (Panoke) 2855
Public benefactors (Wilbert) 2680,2682
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PRIVATE CAR LINE SYSTEMS—Continued. I'^se-

Testimony of sundry witnesses—Continued.
Published charges include ice (Davis) ' 2837
Publish their rates (Barret) 2502
Publishes a schedule of rates (Brown) 2739
Question whether Commission has jurisdiction over (Clements) 3236
Eailroad agent gives us rate made by railroad, and we apply to refrig-

erator people for their charge and they give us stipulated price;
never saw printed card of refrigerator rates (Pancke) 2g55

Railroad companies should be obliged to furnish all equipment neces-
sary for whatever commodities we tender under one charge (Meade). 2593

Railroad gives us the cost of freight and the Armour charges (Wilbert) . 2681
Railroad is required to furnish all equipment necessary for care and

protection of property which it holds itself out to be common car-
riers of (Call) 2712

Railroads could not ice as cheaply as private lines; reasons (Krutt-
schnitt) 3114

Railroads make rates for carrying commodities (Hiland) 1334
Rate charged (Barret) 2501
Reasonableness of refrigeration charges; elements entering into

(Urion) 3659
Rebates, never received by me (Meade) , 2614
Refrigeration service should be amenable to same jurisdiction freight

rates are (Clements) 3230,3236
Refrigerator car costs from $1,000 to $1,200, while ordinary box car

costs from $600 to $800 (Kruttschnitt) 3114
Refrigerator people have nothing to do with routing (Egan) 2844
Remedy would be to make railroads responsible for these cars, giv-

ing them authority to lease, and not give preference to anyone
(Cockrell) 3376

Report of refrigerator car lines committee of National League of Com-
mission Merchants of United States giving reasons why Armour Car
Lines should be investigated, etc. (Meade) 2598

Sales of deciduous fruit last season unsatisfactory; illustrations

(Stevens) 3313
Santa Fe, for its system organized a car line ( Call) 2690
Santa Fe private car system openly paying rebates in 1904; casepend-
ing(Meade) 2609

Santa Fe refrigerator cars used for eastern shipments, but Armour car

for any point (Gleason) 2858
Schedule of Armour rates can be had from railroad company, and
we know before we enter into deal ( Wilbert) 2683

Should be under control in some way (Lincoln ) 1284
Should be under interstate-commerce law (Vimng) 1699
Should publish their rates (Clements) 3232
Since advent of Armour line in our territory most excellent service

(Barret) 2501
Some abuses which will correct themselves (Elliott) 3281, 3282
Southern Pacific Co. contract with (testimony of Robbins and Call

reviewed) (Kruttschnitt) 3100,3102,3108
Streyckmans obtained code of Armours (Meade) 2616
Supply and demand regulate price of berries (Wilbert) 2680
Tanff for refrigeration separate from railroad tariff; so much a hun-
dred (Davis) 2837

Tennessee shipment by American Refrigerator Transit Company, paid
mefor loss (Wilbert) 2682

Term erroneously used (Bird) 2278
These car lines engaged in merchandising in these articles (Powell) . . 3714

These cars not, I believe, now under interstate-commerce law (Powell) . 3711
Think this interchange of cars between roads could be same as now
with ordinary freight cars (Powell) 3716

Want this service performed by railroads themselves (Powell) 3715
Want some legislation placing them under control of Commission

(Meade) 2615
Way bills and expense bills show separate charge for refrigeration

(Egan) 2842
We claim that railroads can not collect beyond published rates

(Meade) 2612
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PRIVATE CAB LINE SYSTEMS—Continued. Page.

Testimony of sundry witnesses—Continued.
We have between 600 and 700 tank cars which are idle four to six

months in year (Jennings) 2305
We know how Armour car is from time it leaves our station till it

reaches Boston ( Gurney ) — 2860
We make arrangements with Swift or Armour beforeBeaaon commences

(Davis) 2838
We want a rate at so much per 100 pounds (Powell) 3711,3714
When we pay for a private car, it is a rental or lease (Kruttschnitt) . . 3114
Whether they should be under control of interstate-commerce act

(Hiland) 1333
Within two months a concern organized in Boston to handle butter,

eggs, and poultry, controlled by Armour interests (Meade) 2593
Would be better if railroads owned all facilities for commerce (Cum-
mins) 2070

Would not abolish (Cummins) 2070
Would prohibit them from transporting their own goods (Meade) 2595

PRIVATB CARS:
Statement of number and character of (J. W. Midgley) 776

PBOTTTY, CHABIiES A., Interstate Commerce Commissioner:
Testimony of. 2861

Bate making

—

As to cases where Commission has been overruled by court 2908
As to right of shipper to proceed by injunction 2906
Body of five too cumbersome to act as executive 2863
Bringing suit directly in the court; difficulties; Wichita sugar case
reviewed 2874

Bureau of railways suggested; duties described 2893
Commission, certain duties of, should be transferred to other
Departments 2893

Commission, form of procedure to prevent rebates and discrimi-

nations 2899
Commission, how it should be constituted 2872, 2884
Commission makes one order to cease and desist and another for

reparation 2865
Commission should be given power to fix the rate for the future,

with right of review 2873,2886
Commission should be left simply administrative duties 2863
Commission's order at present is that carrier shall cease and

desist from charging present rate and a recommendation as to

rate which carrier shall charge 2866
Commission's order formerly was that carrier shall cease and

desist from charging more than amount which it determined
was reasonable 2866

Competition between railroads existing eight years ago has disap-

peared 2879
Congress may say that a railway shall earn less in proportion to

service from transportation of coal than from anything else 2869
Court, as to power of, to inquire whether or not a discrimination

is undue, and prescribe remedy 2906
Court can be given no power to determine rate for future, there-

fore must bestow that power on a commission 2862, 2866, 2881
Court could not make an order to cease and desist about a dis-

crimination of 5 cents. (Decisions cited

)

2866
Court has no power to review an order of the Commission. (Opin-

ion of Attorney-General cited) 2867
Creation of special court 2870,2874
Defect in law is that neither Commission nor court has power to

say, with respect to the future,- whether a rate is reasonable or
unreasonable, whether a discrimination is due or undue 2862

Delays in disposirg of cases; causes given; remedy suggested. 2889,2891
Differences betvreen localities settled usually better oy railroads

than Commission; cases where remedy should be through Com-
mission. (Kansas Millers case cited) 2876

Differentials absolutely essential 2876
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PBOTTTT, CHABLES A.—Continued. Pas®-

Te^imony of—
Eate making—Continued.

Do not tliink Commission has ever been overruled by Supreme
Court on a question of fact 2887

Do not think Commission has on docket to-day a case which can
be satisfactorily disposed of without determining the rate for
the future 2881

Do not think Commission would exercise power to advance a rate . 2885
Do not think Elkiae law added anything practically to our power

to correct a discrimination in lihe published tariff 2889
Do not think it proper for railroads to be interested in manafa©-

toring or mining as against their competitors on their hues 2883
England ha£ f law like ours, except that Parliament fixes the
maximum rate 2886

England's and Canada's commissions' power to fix rates 2873
Have always insisted that the rate fixed by Commission should
be observed for a certain length of time and then cease to be
obligatory on carrier 2886, 2896

Higher commission to pass judgment on rate question would
meet my suggestions; membership of three 2894, 2896, 2909

If Congress fix a rate, that is legislative act 2872
In early days of Commission practically all its orders were com-

plied with -. 2910
In my opinion no way to protect railroads from erroneous deci-

sion of Commission withm particular broad limits 2873
In refrigerator charges Commission's only power is to say charge

is unreasonable; Supreme Court has never decided we had that
power, as applied to future 2864

Judicial functions should be taken from Commission .» 2863
Market competition, more satisfactory than railroad competition,

is disappearing (illustration) 2881
Must be tribunal to determine whether railroad has 86 used its

property as to destroy mine 2862
Must be tribunal which has power to judge between railway and

public 2862
Only way which public can be protected is by acting directly

upon rates; as I understand Constitution, court can not 2866
Opposed to clothing Commission with right to make interstate

rates of this country . 2877
Ought not combine in same body executive, administrative, and

judicial functions 2863
Ought to be enough commissioners to hear and decide promptly. 2873
Peach growers of Georgia camebeforeCommission and complained

that the rate was too high; we heard the case and decided rate

was low enough 2893
Power of court as to rates 2870,2873
Power of court to review order of Commission 2870
Powers of Commission should be defined 2897

Powers of executing law should be taken from Commission 2863
Power to correct abuse if given Commission would not lead to

reaching all rates, as shown by result when it was thought
Commission had that power 2881

Power which Commission has to compel production of railroad

books does not amount to a practical inspection of books 2910

Put in Department of Justice or Commerce and Labor executive

functions -- •--- - 2863

Questions arise before us in many ways, but ultimately reduced

to question what shall railroad charge for the future (illustra-

tions) 2764,2865
Railroads can not afford to advance rates to such extent as will

deplete revenues 2883
Railroads of country revised their tariffs in all official classifica-

tions, from time long and short haul clause was observed, to

conform to what was understood to be requirements of law 2882

Bailroads ought to have right to make lower rate by train load

than by carload (live stock illustration) 2869
Bailroads prosper as the communities they reach prosper 2883
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Testimony of—
Bate making—Continued.

Eailroads siiould be allowed to fix rates, until the fixing injures

the public; then public must interfere 2862, 2879
Railroads should have right to develop industries on their lines

(illustration).... 2878
Bate ought to go into effect after somanydays 2887
Rates, I think, to-day are on a rising scale 2892
Rebates, action to enjoin; cases 2902
Rebates are, I think, paid now, but practically ceased after Elkins
law 2911

Rebates in the past the greatest evil; in the future discrimina-
tion in tariff itself will be most serious 2912

Rebates, remedy for 2912
Salary which should be paid Commission ^ 2895
Special court charged with reviewing lawfulness of orders of Com-
mission most potential 2811

States can not inquire into or correct a through rate; that must be
done by Congress under the commerce clause 2871

There are certain cases where a differential can not be fixed with-
out right to fix maximum and minimum rates 2885

The, serious questions which have confronted the Commission in
last three or four years have been of advanced rates 2892

Think best part of work of Commission has been under powers
of conciliation 2908

Think Commission must have power to make a rate which is bind-
ing unless it can be reviewed as confiscatory 2873

Think it would be of great value if Commission had a permanent
abiding place in Chicago, Kansas City, and perhaps New York,
in addition to one here; character of membership 2897, 2898

To. regulate rates of the country a eommission must have the
right to fix the rate 2885

Traffic manager would not make a good appellate commissioner. . 2895
"When railroad can increase the rate without diminishing the
movement it is for interest of railroad to increase rate.—(Texas
pottle rates cited) 2883

Wichita case referred to 2888
Would not favor attempt to make a maximum rate 2887

PRUSSIA:
Public regulation of railway rates; experience in (Meyer) 1554,1619

PUBIiICITY OP BOOKS:
And Inspectors to examine, provision for, recommended (Bacon) 16,23
And inspector to examine, provision for, recommended (Morawetz) . . 824
Would enable Commission to discover rebates and discriminations

(Morawetz) 818

PTTLLMAIT CARS:
Similar advantage as refrigerator cars (Tuttle) 957

aXTARIiES-COOFER BILIi:
Testimony relative to—

Hardly strong enough (Burr) 49
Newcomb, H. T., letter of, to Chairman Elkins, as to withdrawal of

signatures from petition favoring 3478
Penalty for noncompliance (Bacon) 8
Protest of Brotherhood of Locomotive Engineers, Pacific Division,

against; opposition to any substantial disturbance in interstate rates
(Tuttle) 1004

Provision for review to expedite proceedings (Bacon) 8
Provisions stated (Bacon ) 7

Purpose of, to clothe Commission with specific authority (Bacon) 7

Section 1 and act of 1887 similar as to unreasonable discrimination
(Staples) 86

Strong feature of, provision to declare fair rate, with power to enforce
an order (Staples) 31

Suspension of order during investigation (Bacon) 8
Would gain votes by not adding to (Bacon) 24
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KAILBOAD COMBINATIONS: ^age.

Have existed for many years; attention called to statement of ex-Sen-
ator Chandler, printed as Senate Document No. 39, first session
Fifty-fourth Congress; do not lead to advances (Hines) 1062

BAHiKOAD KEGTTLATION:
Hadley, .A. T., president of "Sale College (article from Boston Tran-

script)., 1883

KAIIiBOAD STATISTICS AND OTHEK INFOKMATION:
TeBlimony relative to—

About only industry not enjoying pi'otection of the General Govern-
ment (Fordyce) 2209

About 25 per cent of whole business in United States is of local char-
acter, and about 75 per cent interstate ( Morawetz) 869

Accidents relatively to tariff (Thompson) 3132
Advance in price of materials (Thompson) 3125
Aid to building (Robinson) 2425
American versus foreign eapitalization ([Thompson) 3128
Amount paid, 1903, for bonds, interest, and dividends (Eamsey) 2137
An express company has franked on more than one occasion a carload

of horses, the property of an Interstate Commerce Commissioner,
from Washington, D. v., to Minnesota and other points under name
of another party (see denial and railroad receipt) (Davies) 3459

Any drastic power given to Commission would affect power of railroads
to get money for improvements to carry on growing business ( Bond )

.

1414
Are not opposed to legislation to prevent unfair favoritism (Tuttle).. 912
Are subject to far more control and are far more sensitive to public

opinion than other large aggregations of capital (Hines) 1184
As much a part of community as a bank (Bond) 1424
As to American freight rates (Thompson) 3124
As to building up favored localities by (Clements ) 3227
As to complaints that power of deciding questions is being centralized

too much (Elliott) 3278
As to danger from same man being in control of railroads and of the

great industrial combinations (Shevlin) 1949
As to having one general tax (Ramsey) 2145
As to obligation to haul under rates fixed (Bacon) 14
As to passenger rates (Thompson) 3125
Afl to railway accidents (ThOmpso'n) 3131
As to unjust discrimination (Thompson) 3131
At present are charging very liberally betterments to operating
expenses ( Kruttschnitt) 3111

Atlantic to Pacific, large portion of shipments at a loss (Tuttle) 921
Average earnings per ton per mile (Grinnell) 2230
Being improved as never before (Fifer) 3360
BenefitedT by Elkins Act rebate provision (Bacon) 26
Better if we had less transportation in the aggregate (Ripley) 2340
Best, and rates lowest in world (Grinnell) 2233
Bonded debt (Grinnell) 2232
Bookkeeping of, in practice; as to uniform system ( Vining) 1694, 1695
Books open at all times to inspection would be agreat check (Clements) 3232
Business within power of commission of any State very small (Mora-
wetz) 869

By reducing rates have stimulated traffic ( Kruttschnitt) 31l()

Capitalization, American railways not overcapitalized (Thompson) .. 3127
Cattle should be hauled 800 miles with one feeding (Mackenzie) 121
Causes of hostility against (Vining) 1690
Charged with violating law, by Commissioner Prouty (Tuttle) 907
Charges fixed to encourage business (Morawetz) 795
Chiefcomplaint is adjustment of rates (Cummins) 2048
Certain return on stock, even 4 per cent, would stimulate railroad

building (Ramsey) 2150
Clothed with extraordinary right to take forcible possession of pri-

vate property, there is absolutely no relation between service per-
formed and pay received; this act of injustice has destroyed value

i of land so that some agricultural counties in Virginia less populous
than in 1790 (Baylor) 3324
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RArLROAD STATISTICS AND OTHER INTORMATIOIT—Continued. Pa«e

Testimony relative to—
Compared with investments in agriculture and manufacture (Thomp-

son) 3129
Competition reduced (Morawetz) 890
Concentration of ownership assures a higher degree of conservatism in

operation 1003
Conditions greatly improved since 1887; due largely to Commission;
more effective regulation of competition (Parker) 2113

Congress, power of, to grant exemption from taxation (Morawetz) 880
Congress should interfere as little as possible (Tuttle) 912
Considerations which control a traffic manager in making rates (Ram-

sey) 1977
Consolidation of groups beneficial (Morawetz) 881
Consolidation of, not for purpose of eliminating competition, but to

give more economical and efficient service and more uniformity of

rates (Stone) 259
Cost of railway and equipment (Thompson) 3127
Cost of service; what should be included (Cummins) 2067
Cost per mile in United States compared with Europe (Frame) 2309
Cost per ton per mile greatly lessened (Robinson) 2429
Decline in rates ( Newcomb) 3545
Diagrams giving comparison of prices from 1894, ten years (Krutt-

schnitt) 3087
Difficulty of getting capital to build more trunk lines ( Hill) 1494
Distribution of railway capital (Thompson) 3128
Distribution of stock (Newcomb) 3532
Dividends declared last year (Bacon) 1802
Do not believe a few men control railroads of the country (Tuttle) 985
Do not cripple their business (Hill) 1481
Do not think it possible for Government to select a body of men who
would fairly and intelligently establish freight rates (Bush) 2973

During past five or six years price of nearly every article entering into
construction and operation has advanced (Fordyce) 2199

During the past seven years railroads of United States have spent
million and half dollars to make good depreciation during years
1893 to 1896 and to replace absolute equipment (Ramsey) 2150

Earnings, 1903 (Ramsey) 2137
Earnings have increased, while rates have decreased (Morawetz) 889
Earnings of all, gross, about $200,000,000 (Tuttle) 995
Earnings of, have been overstated ( Morawetz) ". 838
Earnings of, in U. S.; table given (Dean) 265
Earnings of, overstated (Morawetz) 838
Educational institutions large investors ( Carleton ). 2518
Employees, increase in (diagram) (Kruttschnitt) 3095,3112
Employees, number of (Grinnell) 2232
Employees of, 1,300,000 (fish) 276
Employees well paid and would not recommend insurance for them

(Morawetz) 884
Entitled to protection against competitors that want to cut rates;

trunk lines in position where they have to take most lax interpre-

tation of any one line (Bond) 1412
Every railroad has contract with some express company; train loads

are transported for express companies on passenger time (Davies)

.

3458
Every railroad west of Mississippi must spend annually sums equiva-

lent to from 5 to 20 per cent of gross earnings for providing what is

needed on the road already existing (Elliott) 3277
Every terminal railroad which gives owners advantage over average

shipper should be absorbed by railroads (ThurberJ 2511

Exacting more than fair return upon capital (Cummins) 2037
Expended in improvements during four years ending in 1903 (Bacon)

.

1800
Expenses largely increased past five years through compliance with

safety-appliance act (Kruttschnitt) 3109
Extent of ownership of securities by banks and insurance companies

(Davenport) 170
Few officials of, able to dictate charges (Staples) 30
Figures comparing rates for different years misleading (Tuttle) 925
Foreign freight rates (Thompson) 3126
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RAILROAD STATISTICS AND OTHER INFORMATION—Continued. ^He.
Testimony relative to—

Foreign passenger rates (Thompson) 8126
Freight service, toeaaured by ton mileage, between 1889 and 1903

increased fifteen times as fast as population; in part due to excess
of the long-distance business (Eipley) 2340

General liability to accident (Thompson) 3132
General safety of railroad travel (Thompson) 3133
Government guaranty of a certain per cent considered (Ramsey) 2150
Great amount of increased capitalization d«ring past four or five

years; railroads named (Bacon) 1803
Great increase of rates shown in increase in revenue; years 1899 and

1903 show increase in gross receipts from freight of $425,000,000
(Clements) 3228

Gross earnings and operating expenses (Fish) 302
Gross earnings, increase of (Ramsey). 2157
Gross earnings per mile in United States, 1899-1904 (Bacon

)"

1797
Hardly one that has facilities necessary to promptly and properly
handleits trafl5.c (Ramsey) : 1974

Have done.more to develop and increase traflBc ahd commerce of the
country than any other separate interest ( Ramsey) 1966

Have promoted colonization of lands; praise of American methods

—

Pierre Leroy-Beaulieu and Mr. Priestley (Fish) 282
Hear of no complaints of (Yates) 1218
How railway pay is divided (Thompson) 3131
How the water has been absorbed (Thompson) 3128
If rates reduced below remunerative price, would go out of business

(Tuttle) 940
If rates were fixed according to distance three-fourths of industries
would be destroyed (Morawetz) 865

If they could divide up their territory somehow they would not need
so many special rates (Ripley) 2356

Impartial treatment of general pubUc (Newcomb ) 3589
Increased use of transportation (Newcomb) 3567
In England, charge more liberally to betterments and in that way

increase capitalization (Kruttschnitt) 3111
In great majority of cases, comply with order of Commission (Hines)

.

1010
In hands of receivers (Smith]....: 233
In Northwest particularly shippers and railroads work harmoniously

(Bush) 2968
Income of rates as a whole can very well be permitted to stand

(Cummins) 2082
Increase in net earnings in freight per mile 1899-1904 (Bacon) .. 1797, 1800
Increase of traffic has necessitated rebuilding of almost every yard,
rearranging terminals, etc. (Kruttschnitt) 3111

Increase of tonnage moved (Smith) 233
Insurance companies large investors (Carleton) 2518
It is unfair for the Government to interfere unnecessarily when the

losses due to Government mistakes will fall exclusively on the rail-

roads without any indemnity from the Government (Hines) 1186
Justice to the railroads and due consideration for commercial wel-

fare call for the least interference compatible with public protec-

tion (HinesJ .' 1185
Keep men in Washington to report rates filed by other roads (Tuttle)

.

973
Labor and supplies paid for by, 1903 (Ramsey) 2137
Large income and dividends of railroads do notmean the public is pay-

ing an unreasonable compensation (Meyer ) 1605

Largely owned by small shareholders (Carleton) 2518
Liability for accidents to employees (Fuller) 3141
Legislation that would protect hves of people traveling would be use-

ful (Hill) 1487
Limitation as to high rate is proper, but should be determined by a

court (Tuttle) 946
Lowest rate^and best service (Newcomb) 3588
Methods of keeping accounts (Tuttle) 931
Mileage, United States (Grinnell) 2229
Miles constituting a day's run (Cowan) 109

My shipments are all rail, mostly south and west ( Yates) 1219
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HAILKOAD STATISTICS AND OTHEB INFOBMATION—Continued, P«88.

Testimony relative to—
Net earnings, no uniform rule in ascertaining (Morawetz) 903
Newlands's (Senator) suggestion of act embodying one system of rates

and taxation (Bacon) 12,25
No official can tell cost of hauling between given points (Cowan).... 110
No other property has to fight so hard for its life (Hill) 1489
Not getting such returns as some people suppose (Hill) 1484
Not overoflicered (Biddle)^ 1655
Nothing so profitable to carriei; as local business and prosperity (Bird)

.

2287
Number of stockholders (Grinnell) 2231
Number of systems has diminished, and mileage of each incr^sed

(Hines) 1065
Number operating in United States (Vining) 1679
Number operated and number of systems (Bacon) 12
Obligations of, compared with carriers by water (Smith) 227
Of necessity must serve the business interests of their localities (Ram-

sey) 1974
Officers, number of, west of Mississippi ( Biddle ) 1655
On the average, railroads have not been profitable (Fish) 308
Ojperating expenses, compared with gross earnings; reasons for build-

ing up local traffic (Hines) 1071
Operating expenses increasing (Morawetz) 794
Operating expenses (Grinnell) 2232
Operating expenses (Newcomb) J 3555
Opposed automatic coupler; air brakes and limitation of time employ-

ees should work (Cummins) 2043
Opposed every proposed regulation, unless it be Elkins Act (Cummins) 2043
Opposed to clothing Commission with power that would defeat pres-

ent delay (Hooker) 129
Our service rather poor, generally from lack of equipment (Jansen) . 2168
Overcapitalization (Cummins

)

. . 2102
Overcapitalization, discussed ( Grinnell

)

2232
Overcapitalization should be guarded against in adjusting rates

(Bacon) , 1788
Owned by the people (Frame) 2309
Ownership by different companies of stock in others. (Table)

(Clements) , , 3221,3223
Partial list of bonds and stocks of, held by savings banks, insurance

companies, and other institutions in 1900 493-710
Pay of railway labor (American and foreign) (Thompson) .... 3126
Pension fund for superannuated employees ( Kruttschnitt) 3112
Percentage of per capita cost required for transportation (Newcomb) .

.

3560
Persons on board of directors of more than five companies (table)

(Clements) 3121,3223
Poor service of (Mackenzie) 124
Price of transportation has not kept up with cost of commodities

(Tuttle) 945
Proposed legislation would not impair confidence of people having

investments in (Cummins) 2048
Protection of life and property provision could be worked out so as to
remove nine-tenths of losses of life or injuries (Hill) , 1524

Rates ; article from North American Review (Grmnell) 2236
Rates have not advanced (Newcomb) 3545
Rates here about 40 per cent of the average in Europe; with reason-

able latitude will go lower (Hill) 1478
Rates in this country average less than half those of other countries

(illustrated) (Thurber) 2510
Rates lower here than in any other country (Fish) 289
Rates much lower here than in Europe (Grinnell) 2231
Rates of hauling cattle increased although cost of operating not

increased (Mackenzie) 120
Reaching out for new markets tends to a reduction of rates (Hines) .

.

1064
Receij)ts for transporting a car of coal compared with those for trans-

porting a mail car (Hill) 1482
Receive larger amount of service for money expended than formerly

' (Cowan) , , 108
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SAZLBOAS STATISTICS AND OTHEB INFORMATIQN—Contmued. P«Ke.

Tatimony relative to—
Regulation of, public sentiment founded on wrong grounds (Tuttle) . 909
Belation between increased expenditure and increased revenue

(Tuttle) 934
Reports of; penalty should be provided which would compel fidl and

reasonable compliance (Clements) 3230
Reports to Commission of uniform system (Tuttle) 969 .

Revenues not increased so fast aa expenses; statistics (Kruttschnitt) . 3085
Savings banks large investors (Carleton) 2518
Securities held by savings banks, insurance companies, and educa-

tional institutions (table) (Grinnell) 2232
Securities would be_enhanced if investors had reasonable 'certainty

that money in railroads would be treated as fairly as in mines or
mills, etc. (Ramsey) 2145

Should be allowed to make some revenue and improve terminal facil-

ities and trackage (Smith) 2011
Should be permitted to earn 7 per cent (Cummins) 2103
Should be permitted to meet and discuss rates and to put the same in

force without violating Sherman Act (Morawetz ) 821, 844
Should improve in adjusting claims (Bush) 2974
Should not do business at less than cost and collect deficit from an-

other community (Cummins) 2088
Should not engage in any business except transportation and possibly
owning coal lands (Ramsey) 1995

Should not issue stock and bonds without governmental supervision
(Cummins) 2101

Small holdings make a majority (Newcdmb) 3532
Statement that since 1870 railroads have reduced average rate from 2

cents to 7.6 mills per ton mile; very gratifying (Cummins) 2048
Statistics: Amount paid employees (Carleton) 2517
Statistics: Average dividends paid, bond interest, and income per

mile for freight and passengers, 1883 to 1903 (Frame) 2307
Statistics: Average receipts per ton-mile of leading railroads, by years

(Thurber) 2509
Statistics: Capitalization, earnings, operation and maintenance, mile-

age, bonds, stock, debt, cost per mile (Cummins ) 2035
Statistics: Earnings compared with increase of wealth (Call) 2703
Statistics: Gross receipts; expenses; increased price of labor and oper-

ating expenses; interest on funded debt; taxes; dividends (Krutt-
schnitt) , 3085,3109

Statistics for the South, showing development under expansion of

railroads (Bush) 2969
Statistics for the U. S. (Bush) 2973
Statistics: Mileage, capital stock, and bonded debt of, 1883 to 1903

(Frame) 2306
Statistics (Morawetz) 887
Statistics: Placed under receiverships and sold under foreclosure, 1883

to 1903 (Frame) 2308
Statistics (Ramsey) — 1953
Stock watering resorted to only for the purpose of bringing out the

speculatively inclined is one of the most beneficent practices; but if

for mere stockjobbing, is to be condemned (Meyer) 1610
Stockholders (Fish) 276
Stockholders on record June 30, 1904. Letter from Interstate Com-
merce Commission, in response to Senate resolution 1928

Stock, total market value, in country (Bacon) 1803

,
Stocks now owned largely by our own people and in small holdings

(Fish) 275
Strawberries are shipped by express (Davies) 3465
Surplus accumulated by, during four years ending 1903 (Bacon) 1800
System of taxation (Rfpley) 3254
Taxation (Cummins) 2109
Taxes, 1903 (Ramsey) 2137
Territorial competition is the most serious (Tuttle) 914
The inevitable tendency of a rate-making Government bureau is to

cut down earnings unjustly, undermine the legitimate value of rail-

road securities, and impair railroad wages (Hines)..., 1185

S r>r.f. 9l4.q .ciy_l_vnl 4 72
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RATLHOAD STATISTICS ANB OTHER INFORISATION—Continued. Pi^e.

Testimony relative to—
The more the Government undertakes to run railroads the more rail-

roads are forced into politics (Ramsey) 2146
To give Commission power to fix rates would cause great confusion in

business (Bush) 2967,2969
Tonnage carried by (Morawetz) 793
Tonnage carried in United States (Hines) 1053
Tonnage increase in last five years 11 per cent (Bacon) 1798
Tonnage of low-grade freight has greatly increased from year to year

(Bacon) 1793
Tonnage, total, will decrease in seven years, I believe, and then

incl-ease (Ramsey) 2158
Too frequent unloading of cattle now required; forty hours better than

twenty-eight (Harris) 1539
Total ton mileage of freight carried yearly, 1899 to 1903 (Kruttschnitt) 3099
Traffic, constant complamfa of delays in moving (Ramsey) 1974
Traffic for, in 1894 compared with 1904 (Hill) 1479,1498
Traffic, large amount of, is carried at less than cost to protect our

patrons and shippers (Ramsey) 1960
Traffic men are paid $30,000 to $50,000 a year; worth it (Hill) 1481
Train expenses decreased (Robinson)...." 2429
Travel for one day's pay (Thompson) 3126
Unreasonable to require more than one man for two cars of cattle

(Harris) 1538
Unwilling to be restricted in their power to fix rates (Bacon) 28
Usual arrangement between trunk and branch lines as to division of

rates (Bond) 1420
Value of (Call) 2704
Value of property, elements laid down in Nebraska^case (Morawetz). 870
Violating law less as to secret rebates and favors, but more general in

discriminations between localities (Cummins) 2074
Wages (Newcomb) 3539
Wages and material higher than in Europe ( Hill) 1478
Wages highest in world (Grinnell) 2233
Wagespaid, by years (table) (Grinnell) 2232
Welfare of those interested depends on earning power of properties

(Willcox) 3626
West of Missouri River five men practically .control transportation

(Hover) 3255
What accident and guaranty companies own (Newcomb) 3536
What are the facts (Thompson) 3123
What colleges own (Newcomb) 3535
What depositors in savings banks own (Newcomb) 3533
What fire insurance companies own (Newcomb ) 3536
What insurance policy holders own (Newcomb ) 3535
What life insurance companies own (Newcomb) 3537
Where controlled by men who are largely interested in other enter-

prises, do not know of a single rate put into effect by the "control-
ling interest" (Ramsey) 1996

Where the income went '. 3130
Wholesale prices and rates compared with averages for the decade
from 1890 to 1899'(Newcomb) 3558

Who owns them (Newcomb) 3531
Who will put money into, when every dollar invested is threatened
with having control taken away and handed over to a commission
absolutely incompetent (Hill) 1481

Wide diffusion of interest in railroad property (Willcox) 3625
Would rather have a hundred small manufacturers on a line than one

big trust (Ramsey) 1997

BASISKT, JOSEPH, Jr., president of the Wabash, the Ann Arbor, and
other smaller railroad companies:

Testimony of. 1953
Capitalization

—

A railroad has to make its revenues on rates fixed by the railroads

which were built during the economical period 2137
England capitalizes every dollar of additions i 2150
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RAMSEY, JOSEPH, Jr.—Continued. I'»se.

Testimony of—
Capitalization—Continued.

Low mileage capitalization kept down here by fact of earnings
being put into betterments 2150

Not a railroad in the country, unless small line, whose capitaliza-
tion represents cost of property 2137

Cattle rates 1969,1970
Commission agency

—

Do not know of any, in connection with soliciting freight 1973
Consolidation

—

Beneficial to commerce and trade 1998
Pittsburg, population 2001
Tends to a decrease in long-haul rate and diminution of operating

expenses 1998
Think combination of all the railroads would be disadvantageous

to the people 2000
Think it has gone nearly as far as it will go 1999

Discrimination in rates

—

Between communities, can not be equalized by Commission 2138
Chicago has great natural advantage in open waterway to Europe,
which will continue regardless of what Commission does 2138

Know of no situation where a railroad sacrifices any point where
it can get business, etc 1970

Of all rate cases Commission decided unreasonable court sustained
them in only two 1959

Present law ample to cover every unjust and unreasonable charge. 1958"

Esch-Townsend bill

—

Criticised by E.Michael ,..." 2002
Export rates

—

Export traffic should be encouraged 1967
Grain 1966

Government control

—

Officials, more employed under 2150
Eates under 2150

Government ownership

—

Considered 21 55
Country would not prosper under , 2150

Industrial development of country

—

Statistics 1966
Interstate-commerce law

—

Do not know of any objection to law present with Elkins law in-

cluded, except it should include private-car lines and boat lines. 1940
Provisions considered and practice under H 1941

Iowa

—

Industrial statistics of 2111
Long and short haul

—

Clause considered 1990

» Low through rates to competitive points all that enables farmer
and producer to get surplus grain and other products to market. 1979

Lumber rates 1968,1970
The provision "under similar conditions and circumstances" is

very elastic 1985

Missouri

—

If State schedule had been enforced throughout State before meet-
ing of legislature it would have paralyzed local traffic. 2136

Bank discriminations in rate bill passed by legislature 2135
Table freight tariffs effective June 17, 1905 2135

Kational incorporation

—

Difference in rates and competition would disappear 2151
Pennsylvania Railroad

—

Competition it meets 2152
Development of Pennsylvania by, wonderful 2001

Bailroads

—

Amount paid, 1903, for bonds, interest, and dividends 2137
As to having one general tax 2145
Certain return on stock; even 4 per cent would stimulate railroad

building 2150
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RAMSEY, JOSEPH, Jr.—Continued. W«.
Testimony of—

Eailroads—Continued.
Considerations which control a traflBc manager in making rates. . 1977
During the past seven years railroads of United States have spent

million and half dollars to make good depreciation during years
1893 to 1896 and to replace absolute equipment 2150

Earnings, 1903 2137
Government guaranty of a certain per cent considered 2150
Gross earnings, increase of 2157
Hardly one that has facilities necessary to promptly and properly
handle its traffic 1974

Have done more to develop and increase traffic and commerce of

the country than any other separate interest 1966
Labor and supplies paid for by, 1903 2137
Of necessity must serve the business interests of their localities .. 1974
Securities would be enhanced if investors had reasonable cer-

tainty that money in railroads would be treated as fairly as in
mines or mills, etc 2145

Should not engage in any business except transportation and pos-
sibly owning coal lands 1995

Statistics 1953
Taxes, 1903 2137
The more the Government undertakes to run railroads the more

railroads are forced into politics 2146
Tonnage, total, will decrease in seven years, I believe, and then

increase 2158
Traffic, constant complaints of delays in moving 1974
Traffic, large amount of, is carried at less than cost, to protect our

patrons and shippers 1960
Where controlled by men who are largely interested in other

enterprises, do not know of a single rate put into effect by the
'
' controlling interest " 1996

Would rather have a hundred small manufacturers on a line than
one big trust 1997

Bate making

—

Beyond human power of half a dozen men...i 1961
Business conditions always fix the rates 1978
Campaign of Bacon and Mosele^ to secure the power 1954
Clamor for intrusting to Commission not from shippers or com-

munities, but from paid representatives of associations, middle-
men, etc 1972

Commission, not trained in the work, can not secure as fair

results to railroads, shippers, and communities as railroad men. 1965
Commission, under Esch-Townsend bill, would have power to
make new rate, pending decision of court on appeal, which
might take six months or two years, railroad could do no
traffic 1974

Considerations which control traffic managers in 19^7
Governor Cummins wants a "postage-stamp tariff," low rates on
the long haul and an even chance with everybody else 2139

If power given Commission, competition between communities
and ports would be entirely under its control 1962

If rate were complained of under Esch-Townsend bill it would
affect rates on similar commodities, via other roads; on one
commodity it might affect every rate in United States 1975

Know of no commodity that has not rate made to-day; nobody
makes rates ; simply revise, reduce, or advance 1973

Maximum rates for whole country would be worthless 1984
Mileage rate would be absolutely destructive 1984
No one advocating rate making by Government has been able to

tell anything he wants except to take away discrimination im-
posed on him and put it on the other fellow 2139

No single body of men can make rates for this country. 1961
Paper read before Commercial Club of St. Louis by E. Michael,
chairman terminal facilities committee, Business Men'^Leagae,
criticising Esch-Townsend bill 2002
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Hate making—Continued.
Present law prohibits railroads in case of competition getting to-
gether to talk it over, but we are forced to violate the law 1963

Kailroads would make more money on same traffic under govern-
mental rate making than under their own, but how long would
that traffic be there 1984

Rates, number to deal with in United States 1975
Reasons why Commission should not be given the power 1953
Some roads will put in a "drastic" rate and roads carrying that

traffic must protect their patrons 1964
To place power in Commission would be most detrimental if not

destructive of our commercial and industrial prosperity 1960
Under power to make a substituted rate no traffic manager would

dare quote a lower rate, because that rate would be complained
of, etc 1974

Rates-
Decrease in 1954
Flour... _ \ 1957
Low enough, admitted by all 1953, 1957
Lumber I957
No possible chance for railroads to combine to raise rates to com-

petitive points; reasons 1979
Stable rates far better than unduly low rates put in temporarily. . 1965

Rebates

—

Present law ample 1959
Refrigerator cars

—

Several railroads stockholders in American Refrigerator Transit
Company ; no preference given to shippers 1979, 1980

Rivers and harbors

—

Government's appropriation for last ten years to furnish free high-
ways for boats and vessels 1969

Safety appliances

—

Benefits and disadvantages 1982
Frequently result in the thing they were intended to prevent

(illustration, Harrisburg disaster) 2159
Trusts-

Railroads have not built them up and are oppbsed to them 1997
Wabash Railroad

—

Amount expended by, in couplers and air brakes 1974
Capitalization per mile 2143
Dividends, none paid for over twenty-five years 1957
Does -not operate through Canada except jointly with Canadian

Pacific and with Grand Trunk 1940 •

Ice charges 1948
Is paying nearly twice as much taxes as ten years ago 2148
Is undercapitalized 2143
Statement of funded debt and interest charges 2141, 2142
Statistics—table 1955
Stockholder in American Refrigerator Transit Company; the rail-

roads make the rate 1979,1980
Stockholders are receiving no dividends 2143
Stock of, has some prospective value 2143
Subject to laws of each State in which it runs 2158
Taxes 2146

Water rates

—

Carriers by water should be subject to interstate-commerce law. . 1981
If under interstate-commerce law, the law is not enforced 1981

BAND, H. S. , president of Burlington Lumber Company, Burlington, Iowa:
TestiTtionyof. -•- 2188,3368

Iowa

—

Distance tariff works to disadvantage of Iowa; think that is reason
outside capital will not invest; prevents location of manufac-
turers in 2194

Paper prepared by, to refute statement of Governor Cummins
as to discrimination in rates against Iowa manufacturers 3368
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Rates for packing-house products from certain Iowa towna 3om-
pared to their competitors 3370

Eates, soft coal, carloads to Burlington (Code) 3371
Lumber

—

"Bngue differentials," based on cost of producing lumber at dif-

ferent points, have stood the test 2189
If you disturb one rate in Omaha, you will have to change all the

rest connected—10,000 2193
Letter from J. T. Barber, president of Northwestern Lumber
Company, opposing legislation proposed 2191

Letter from K. E. Jewett, Green Bay Lumber Company, oppos-
ing legislation proposed 2192

Table of rates to Umaha from different points 2191
Want a train-load rate 2192

Rate making

—

If by Commission, outcome would be distance tariff 2189
Table of rates made to manufacturers in Burlington as compared to

their competitors 3369

BATE KAEUfG:
Testimony relative to—

Action of rate-making Commission would be largely arbitrarjr and
very general; Commissioner Olements's statement quoted (Hines). 3758

Advantage of one schedule (Stickney) 2121
After a suit is brought, believe can ask court not only to enjoin rate
found unreasonable, but any rate they find unreasonable; illustra-

tion (Bond) 1402,1408
After lapse of reasonable time from order of Commission, would au-

thorize railroad, if it desired to contest rating, to go into the existing

courfa (Cockrell) 3371
Against public interest to confer the power of, on Commission

(Thurber) 2503
Agitation, great deal of, brought about by "uniform bill of lading,"
which has been withdrawn (Bradley) 2836

Allow the railroad company, under scrutiny of an intelligent commis-
sion, to make rate, if complained of as too high, take the company
promptly to court, and if charge proved, punish tjuickly (Hill) 1493

(1) A proposition to improve present law by increasing powers of Com-
mission; and (2) the proposition to improve present law by changing
functions of Commission, shortening procedure to the point where
you get a binding decision from a court (Bond) 1395

Amendment of prestent law; suggest jiothing unless to expedite hear-^
ings before Commission (Bird) 2289

Amendment suggested; if rate strikes Commission as unreasonable, for

them to go immediately to the coui;t (Bond) 1401,1410
An inelastic system (Newcomb) 3570
Anticipate that when decision of Commission is taken to court, under
any scheme considered here, the vital question will be, Was Com-
mission right in condemnation of rate complained of. When that is

established, that settles the vital question in issue (Knapp) 3804
Any act which tries to give Commission discretionary power ought to

be held void (Bond) 1389,1399
Any drastic power given to Commission would affect power of rail-

roads to get money for improvements to carry on growing business
(Bond) 1414

Any Government body fixing rates must result in loss of flexibility

which at present exists (Johnson) 3604
A partial tribunal (Newcomb) 3504
Arbitrary matter (Staples) 31
"Are rate-making commissions successful?" Article from Eailroad
Gazette (Thurber) 2504

A tribunal, disinterested, impartial, ought to be constituted with
power to accord substantial relief, and that quickly (Bipley)...... 2338
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As a whole, our community satisfied with present conditions, but on
account of belief that certain concerns are favored by rebates on
concessions, we believe in uniform system of bookkeeping, etc.

(Miller) ...:..... 3060
As to cases where Commission has been overruled by court (Prouty) . 2909
As to right of shipper to proceed by injunction (Prouty) 2906
As to tendency toward mileage basis (Knap^)) 3298
As to what sort of tribunal (Knapp) 3299
Attempts at (Newcomb) 3580
Bacon's statement quoted (Hines) 3742
Bacon wants a Government bureau to legislate upon questions of pub-

lic policy (Hines) 3748
Believe Commission's power ought to be limited to case tried (Cum-
mins) 2072

Believe Danville, Va., can prosper under present rates (Boatwright) . 2008
Believe matters better be left as they are; if Elkins law and others

enforced, adequate protection given (Foxon ) 3068
Believe power should be left to railroads ( Harris ) 1649
Best interests of countfy served under present system (Gates) 2984
Best test is to compare your revenue—see if road is earning too much;
then see if there is an undue relation or prominence to some article

(Bird) 2275
Better for country if rates had been adjusted upon basis of cost of

service (Cummins) 2057
Between localities power should be given Commission to lower one

rate and to raise another (Fifer) 3344,3350
Beyond human power of half a dozen men (Eamsey) 1961
Beyond power of Commission to examine all rates (Vining) 1678
Bodies I represent favor conferring upon Commission power of sub-

stituting, after investigation, what they think is a fair rate; Attor-
ney-General Moody's opinion covers the situation (Meade) 2585

Body of five too cumbersome to act as executive (Prouty ) 2863
Bringing suit directly in the court; difficulties; Wichita sugar case
reviewed ( Prouty) 2874

Brotherhood of Locomotive Engineers on Chicago and Lake Erie
Eailway recommendations (Tolerton) 2628

Burden of proof would be on railroad to show that rate fixed by Com-
mission was not reasonable and just, and court would have full

jurisdiction to determine whether rate first established by railroad

and declared unreasonable by Commission was unreasonable and
unjust (Cockrell) 3371

Bureau of railways suggested; duties described (Prouty) 2873
Business conditions always fix the rates (Eamsey ) 1978
Business men of St. Louis and Southwest opposed to intrusting power

of, in Commission (Carleton) 2515
By a commission would be a double delegation of power (Grinnell) .. 2228
By Commission, what it involves (Nimmo) 155
Campaign of Bacon and Moseley to secure the power (Eamsey) 1954
Canadian Experiment in, has not worked disadvantegeously (New
York Evening Post editorial) (Bacon) 1906

Can not be done by any Government body and maintain conditions

existing (Bowes) 2733
Can not imagine greater misfortune than to attempt to fix rates by law

(Hill) 1486
Carriers can not afford to do trivial and evasive things; do not believe

they would make nominal change in rate for purpose of technically

complying with order'to cease and desist (Knapp ) 3304
• Carrier should be put in position that he must either accept the ruling

or must itself go to court and get rid of the ruling ( Knapp) 3303
Centralization of the power would be a dangerous thing (Kerr) 2210
Change in a rate from Ohio Eiver would involve a change in every

rate that bases on the Ohio Eiver in States of Illinois, Wisconsin,
Indiana, Ohio, and Pennsylvania and involve a change in every
rate from New England and from the Eastern States that base on
Baltimore; a dangerous power to put in hands of Commission
(Bowes) 2726,2727
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Change of one rate affects a good many (Clements) 3036
Change of rate on wheat usually involves change on corn, etc.

(Vining) 1676
Chicago and Cincinnati freight-bureau cases ( Hines ) 3765
Childish clamor of Commission for additional power ( Vining) 1683
Clamor for intrusting to Commission, not from shippers or communi-

ties but from paid representatives of associations, middlemen, elo.

(Ramsey)
_.

_

1972
Clamor for legislation commenced with E. P. Bacon ( Bird ) 2253
"Classification No. 20;" Commission's action reviewed (Clements).. 3036
Coast water lines justly ought to be placed within power of Commis-

sion (Clements) 3237
College professors (Hines) ,.. 3764
Colorado people in accord with President in matter of extending
powers of Commission (Hover) 3263

Combinations of railways in making rates (Cowan) 3411
"Commercial conditions"—discussed (Fifer) 3331
Commercial interests of Mobile would regrel^to see making of rates

pass out of hands of railroads ( Brown) 3269
Commercial organizations favor railroads making rates, but want com-

plaints settled by a disinterested body (Bacon ) 1921
Commercial organizations in all States but one favoring ultimate tri-

bunal (Bacon) 1907
Commission appointed with absolute powers to fix rates—monstrous

(Frame) 2310
Commission, as administrative body, with either court of transporta-

tion or United States courts as appellate tribunal recommended
(Kennett) 2526

Commission can not do work which railroads require several thousand
persons to perform (Vining) 1680

Commission can not fix a rate, because power not delegated (Peck) . . 1365
Commission, certain duties of, should be transferred to other Depart-
ments (Prouty) : 2893

Commission could only satisfy all communities by sacrificing revenues
of railways (Mather) 1454

Commission entirely uncalled for (Smedley ) 2221
Commission, form of procedure to prevent rebates and discriminations

(Prouty) 2899
Commission given power to fix reasonable rate would not turn world
upside down ; would make railroads cautious ( Fifer) 3344

Commission has no settled principles as to future rate making
(Willcox) 3640

Commission has not sought to enjoin, as between localities, except in

Wichita case (Clements) 3239
Commission has recommended changes from year to year, as law

requires (Clements) 2988
Commission has wider view of rates in country than any one traffic

man (Fifer) 3365
Commission, ho,w it should be constituted (Prouty) 2872,2884
Commission, instead of having authority to make orders, should be

investigators ( Bradley) 2836
Commission, if intrusted with, should be divided into districts ( Bean) . 1825
Commission, investing with authority to fix a rate in lieu of one
found to be unlawful (Cummins) 2034,2038

Commission makes one order to cease and desist and another for

reparation ( Prouty ) , 2865
Commission-made rate no more sacred to agent hustling for business
than that made by railroad (Oarleton) 25^1

Commission not required to establish, but make specific rates instead
of those condemned (Cummins) 2038

Commission, not trained in the work, can not secure as fair results to

railroads, shippers, and communities as railroad men (Earasey)... 1965
Commission of limited number would be unable to make rates which

all the railways make (Mather) 1452
Commission, opposed to mtrusting it with ( Barber) 1840
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Commission, opposed to intrusting it vith (Simmons) 1841
Commission, opposed to intrusting to (Bean ) 1824
Commission, opposed to intrusting to (Finkvine) 1827
Commission, physical impossibility giving attention to the vast num-
ber of cases (Parker) 2114

Commission, politically appointed and trained in different channels
(Parker) 2112

Commission, regulation of rates means reduction of rates (Krutt-
Bchnitt

)

3112
Commission should be given power to fix the rate for the future, with

right of review (Prouty) 2794-2873,2886
Commission should be granted power to fix rate; then allow aggrieved

to attack it according to established judicial procedure (Cummins) . • 2046
Commission should be left simply administrative duties ( Proutyj 2863
Commission should have on it a fair number of traffic experts (Eipley) . 2334
Commission should have power to fix rate on complaint and hearing

(Gardner) 1630
Commission should have power, not to originate rates, but to super-

vise and to name a fair rate in case a certain given rate is condemned
(Robinson) 2497

Commission should have power to compel carriers and shippers to

obeyits rate findings (Kenhett) 2526
Commission should have power to declare a rate unreasonable, to

declare what is a reasonable rate, and that its findings shall go into
immediate effect (Clements) 3243

Commission should have power to investigate shipper and carrier, to
decide reasonableness of rates, and to correct same by naming sub-
stitute rate or maximum rate to go into effect promptly (Bennett) . 2526

Commission should have supervising power over rates, with power to

fix maximum rates, etc. (Call) 2684
Commission, under Esch-Townsend bill, would have power to make
new rate, pending decision of court on appeal, which might take
six months or two years, railroad could do no traffic (Eamsej;).... 1974

Commission useful, but prefer it as potent critic rather than originator

of rates (Jopling) 2018
Commission would be "amateurs" in (Leslie) 2978v
Commission would be disinterested (Stickney )

'. 2121
Commission would be driven to adopt mileage basis as State commis-

sions are (Elliott) 3282
Commission would be untrammeled by competition or desire to favor

particular line ( Stickney) 2123

Commission would control prosperity of all localities (Willcox) 3647
Commission would not make rates for each railroad but one schedule

for all (Stickney) 2120
Commission' s delay in reaching conclusion (Mitchell ) 2177

Commission's effort to promote additional legislation confined to

"OuUombill" (Bacon) 1923

Commission's order at present is that carrier shall cease and desist

from charging present rate and a recommendation as to rate which
carrier shall charge (Prouty) _. . 2866

Commission's order formerly was that carrier sfcall cease and desist

from charging more than amount which it determined was reason-

able (Prouty) 2866

Commission's power to fix rate under Esch-Townsend bill restricted

to & complaint (Bacon) 1773

Commission's power under present law (Peck) 1364

Commission's rate-making efforts constantly challenged (Hines)
._ 3762

Competition between railroads existing eight years ago has disap-

peared (Prouty) :. ; - - 2879
Complaint of time and expense in getting cases prepared and tried

by the Commission (Bond) .' 1389

Complaints of shippers (Hines) - 3752
Complaihtsprincipallyfromcountrydistrictsandsmalltowns (Eipley). 2825

Complaints not so much of rates being unreasonable as that discrimi-

nations and preferences are shown ( Hiland) 1321
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Concentrating a power now widely diffused (Newcomb) 3516
Conditions are clianging constantly, and we try to adapt rates to

changes (Bowes) 2732
Conditions favorable for Southern States (Gates).. 2986
Conditions vary almost daily (Mather) 1473
Confiscatory rate considered (Clements) 3246
Congress, if it does not in some form make the rate, will take the rail-

ways (Cummins) 2042
Congress may say that a railway shall earn lees in proportion to serv-

ice from transportation of coal than from anything else (Prouty) .. 2869
Congress, right of, to fix compensation for transportation (Fordyce) . 2196
Considerations which control traffic managers in (Eamsey ) 1977
Constitution forbids levying duties in commerce between States, yet

railways do equivalent when they fix rates to stimulate one traffic

and destroy another (Cummins) 2042
Correct basis is a fair return on value of road and equipment (Hill).. 1505
Correct basis is to so adjust rates as to yield fair return on value of

road and equipment (Robinson) 2425
Court, as to power of, to inquire whether or not a discrimination is

undue and prescribe remedy (Prouty) 2906
Court can be given no power to determine rate for future; therefore
must bestow that power on a commission (Prouty ) 2862, 2866, 2881

Court can not fix rate because can not exercise legislative functions
(Peck) 1365

Court can set aside or enjoin action of Commission; that is extent of
jurisdiction ( Cummins) 2046

Court could not be clothed with authority to fix rate for future (Cum-
mins) 2044

Court could not make an order to cease and desist about a discrimina-
tion of 5 cents; decisions cited (Prouty) 2866

Court decisions establish doctrine that railroad rates are based upon
the authority of State to levy taxes (Stickney) 2127

Court has decided Commission must have in view fair return upon
value of property (Staples) 33

Court has no power to review an order of the Commission; opinion
of the Attorney-General cited (Prouty) 2867

Court would have authority to say whether rate fixed by Commission
was reasonable and just; in my judgment court would be compelled
to decide the question (Cockrell) 3371

Courts do not like to dig through this kind of cases (Fifer) 3343
Create a new department to supervise and police railroads (Martin) . . 3475
Creation of special court (Prouty) 2870,2874
Criticisms of Commission reviewed (Clements) 2988,3012
Cummins' s statement quoted (Hines) 3738
Dangerous to give Commission power proposed (Cooper) 2163
Dangerous to intrust to Commission ( Gates) 2980
Defect in law is that neither Commission nor court has power to say,

with respect to the future, whether a rate is reasonable or unreason-
able—whether a discrimination is due or undue ( Prouty) 2862

Delays in disposing of cases; causes given; remedy suggested
(Prouty) 2889,2891

Depends entirely u^on conditions that exist in localities (Hiland) ... 1320
Demand for adjustment of rates (Newcomb) 3571
Destroy the Eobin Hood method of ( Robinson) 2491
Diagnosis in brief (Newcomb) 3493
Differences between localities settled usually better by railroads than
Commission; cases where remedy should be through Commission;
Kansas millers' case cit«d (Prouty) 2876

Differentials absolutely essential (Prouty) 2876
Difficulties of arbitrary (Tuttle) 915,923
Difficulties of, illustrated in petition of Chicago and St. Louis mer-

chants claiming rates unfair (Bowes) 2725
Distance rate inadvisable (Cummins) 2041
Distance rate opposed (Bean) 1823
Distance rate would be particularly hard on western country (Hiland) . 1321
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Dominant principle the relative cost of service; varied only in emer-
gency (Cummins) 2069,2074

Do not assume rate-making power can be delegated to commission pos-
sessing judicial and executive powers (Peck ) 1371

Do not believe law can be framed that will enable courts to grant
required relief (Cummins) 2045

Do not know of an instance where Commission ever continued a case
or failed to hear when parties were ready ( Fifer) 3345

Do not question honesty of Commission, but doubt their ability to
deal promptly and efficiently with various questions arising in
(Lyster) 3059

Do not recommend radical departure to untried methods (Jennings) . 2304
Do not think Commission has ever been overruled by Supreme Court
on a question of fact (Prouty) 2887

Do not think Commission has on docket to-day a case which can be
satisfactorily disposed of without determining the rate for the future
(Prouty) 2881

Do not think Commission would exercise power to advance a rate
(Prouty) 2885

Do not think Elkins law added anything practically to our power to
correct a discrimination in the published tariff (Prouty) 2889

Do not think it necessary to give any additional powers to anybody
(Elliott) 3289

Do not think it proper for railroads to be interested in manufacturing
or mining as against their competitors on their lines (Prouty ) 2883

Do not think rate should go into effect before carrier had right to
appeal (Kruttschnitt) 3117

Do not think there is any occult mystery about fixing rates (Harris). 1534
Do not want series of rates that resemble a patchwork quilt (Leslie). 2997
During ten years it was thought Commission had the power, no such

revolution came as is now predicted (Clements) 2995
Elasticity desirable (Bean) 1824
Empower commission to exercise promptly legislative function of

making new rates where existing rates are proven unjust or un-
reasonable (Martin) i 3475

England has a law like ours except that Parliament fixes the maxi-
mum rate (Prouty) 2886

England's and Canada's commission power to fix rates (Prouty) 2873
Entirely satisfied with present conditions and opposed to extending
power to Commission ( Hearne) 3070

Esch-Townsend bill provisions criticised (Bond) 1384
Esch-Townsend bill criticised; Commission would have to employ
more experts than railroads have (Peck) 1345

Esch-Townsend bill provision opposed (Barber) 1840
Excitement as to, good deal of it political (Jansen) 2171
Existing rates reasonable ( Willcox) ;. . 3634
Expert traffic men only persons competent to pass on freight rates

(Bowes) 2727
Extent of power Congress could confer on court (Mather) 1468
Extent of proposed rate-making power (Hines) 3750
Extent to which would follow Iowa law (Cummins) 2064
Even under the present law, and with much less work to interfere

with reaching correct results, the Commission's orders have gen-
erally been unwise from a public standpoint (Hines) 1145

Facts which show rates should be reduced (Cowan ) 3400
Failure of attempt at uniform classification for United States (Ripley) 2322
Fairly treated in our section and opposed to change that would place

in hands of Commission (McGregor) 3060
Fair return on investments, .but not on watered stock (Robinson) ... 2491
Favor schedule of rates (Stickney) , 2124
Favor placing final power outside of railroads (Higbie) 1874
Few rates can be changed without throwing out of adjustment large

numbers of others (Fordyce) 2201
Finding of Commission should go into immediate effect but remain

subject to appeal (Cockrell) 3373
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For Government to fix exact rates is un-American, unjust, unneces-

sary, unwise (Elliott) 3281
For ten years no carrier denied, in his answer, authority of Commis-

sion to fix future rate. (William R. Morrison cited.) (Clements). 2996
Flood of litigation would follow (Newcomb) 3517
Frequent changes in rates (Newcomb) 3492
Friction, mechanical and'industrial (Newcomb) . 3490
Generally it would be better to fix a maximum rate and give elasticity

as much as possible (Fifer) 3344
General principles (Newcomb) 3489
Getting fair treatment by railroads under present arrangements (Smed-

ley) .---.---.--- 2216
Give Commission all power necessary to ferret rebates and discrimina-

tions and illegal practices (Kruttschnitt) 3119
Give Commission increased powers of investigation; add to its per-

sonnel railway experts (Packer) 2117
Giving power to Commission a dangerous experiment ( Kerr) 2210
Governmental interference and excessive regulation harmful ( Parker) . 2112
Governmental interference in, would discourage railroad building in

West (Bird) 2288
Governmental rates, inflexible ( Parker) 2113
Government control of rates not feasible without Government owner-
ship (Chapman) ;-.-:--. 2364

Government control would check railroad initiative (Carleton) 2520
Government interference, opposed ( Slosson ) 1826
Government ownership would be worse than present evil (Cabot)... 2745
Government paternalism subject to change and political influences

(Mitchell) 2172
Government supervision favored as effective remedy for shippers and
removal of temptations tor rebates (Cabot) 2745

Government too slow (Shevlin) i , 1942
Governor Cummins wants a "postage-stamp tariff," low rates on the

long haul, and an even chance with everybody eise (Ramsey) 2139
Grain rates; where did proflt go? (Fifer) 3334
Great deal of this excitement is created by pcfliticians and newspapers

of Chicago American-Hearst type (Carle) 2181
Great masses of people not heard from here (Cooper) 2164
Greatest trouble is carriers can not get together and confer without
shadow of prison over them, due to construction of Sherman Act
(Kruttschnitt) 3118

Harris's statement quoted (Hines) 3737
Have always insisted that the rate fixed by Commission should be

observed for a certain length of time and then cease to be obliga-;

tory on carrier (Prouty) 2885,2891
Have never advocated a minimum rate (Clements) 3242
Have yet to see miller desiring change in la\v (Shafiield) 2830
Higbie's statement quoted ^Hmes) 3737
Higher commission to pass judgment on rate question would meetmy

suggestions; membership of three (Prouty) 2894, 2896, 2909
Highlv technical; believe interests of the West best conserved by
having those experienced in traffic remain in control (Triokett) . . . 3064

If all freight men were to get together to make schedule of rates to

do exact justice they could not succeed (Fifer) 3366
If by Commission, outcome would be distance tariff (Rand) 2189
If by Commission, rates would be based on per ton per mile (Kerr) . . 2209
If carrier fix unreasonable rate,. on complaint court may order such

rate to cease, leaving carrier to name another (Peck) 1376
If Commission as now constituted will not \. isely exercise the power,
no reason for withholding (Cummins) 2042

If Commission clothed with power, lack of responsibility would scare

investors (Kruttschnitt) 3117
If Commission had power to fix a rate, do not know that it would

materially affect rebate questions; it might prevent discrimination

in some cases (Clements) 3241
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If Commission had power to make rates commercial relations would

be disturbed (Smith) 2830
If Commission undertake duties now performed by intelligent rail-

road men, will shortly find itself in terrible mess ( Painter) 2978
If Commission vested with power asked, it would be obliged to fix

rates with reference to distance that would necessarily build up
one city rather than another (Hiland) 1324

If Commission were vested with power to make rates, do not think it

could maintain differentials under Constitution ( Mather) 1471
If Commission will insist that railroad shall carry all the traffic it can

at rate affording fair returns, you will get rates down quicker than
any other way (Hill) 1485

If confiscatory proceeding railroad would go in and restrain Confmis-
sion and not have to refer to this law (Cockrell ) 3373

If Congress fix a rate that is legislative act (Prouty ) 2872
If Government assume rate making, it must also assume liabilities of

carriers and guarantee fair return on capital invested ( Fordyce) . . . 2204
If Government is to fix the rate, it must be high enough to pay owner

cost, depreciation, and interest ( Elliott) 3278
If Government owned all the railroads, rates could not be fixed mathe-

matically at central headquarters and permit any development of
business (Elliott) 3276

If in hands of Commission, result probably arbitrary mileage standard
(Fordyce) 2204

If only maximum rates, leaving railroad free to make lower rates,
purpose of preventing discriminations defeated (Stickney ) 2126

If power given Commission, competition between communities and
ports would be entirely under its control (Ramsey) 1962

If power is given to fix a future rate, that will establish that rate, and
it will not go down afterwards (Hill) 1486

If power were given to Commission we should be in same boat as
shippers in England (Bradley) 2834

If power were in Commission, traffic men would make the same rates

then as now (Fifer) 3844
If rate were complained of, under Esch-Townsend bill, it would affect

rates on similar commodities, via other roads; on one commodity it

might affect every rate in United States (Eamsey) 1975
If you give Cotnmission power to fix rates you should give power to

inspect books (Davies) 3470
If wise for Government to fix price of transportation, because of its

affecting everyone, why not equally wise to fix price of coal, elec-

,
, tricity, and labor (Elliott) 3274
Illustration of present method and difficulties Commission would meet

(Parker) , 2116
Impartial tribuftal (Staples) 31
Impossible for 5 men to do what 500 or 700 skilled traffic men are try-

ing to do (Thurber) 2513
Impossible for 6 or 12 men in Washington to make rates (Bradley) '.. 2835
Impossibility of making schedule of rates, measuring each by the cost

of carriage (Stickney) 2128
Incompatibility of the Commission's functions (Bines) 1145
Incorrect statement of issue involved (Hines) .; 3764
In early days of Commission practically all its orders were compliecj

with (Prouty) 2910
In*my opinion no way to protect railroads from erroneous decision of

Commission within particular broad limits (Prouty ) 2873
In questions involving change of rate traffic managers of our lines

meet so that I may have benefit of what each knows (Bird) 2285
In reference to taking a case directly to court (Cummins) 2085
In refrigerator charges Commission's only power is to say charge is

unreasonable; Supreme Court has never decided we had that power,
as applied to future (Prouty) 2864

Industrial communities depend on local railways for protection against
competitors (Mather) *. 1451
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Interstate-commerce law convention petition for rate-revising power

in certain cases (Bacon) ; 1910, 1911
Interstate-commerce law has hindered reductions (Newcomb) 3500
Interstate-commerce law reenforced by Elkins law sufficient (Koch). 3321
Intolerable to ask aggrieved party to submit controversy for final

adjudication to adversary (Cummins) . 2040
Iron clad, inflexible rates would not result from granting power to
Commission ; illustrations ( Knapp) 3298

Iron trade has prospered wonderfully; statistics (Pilling) 2976
Intrusting to Commission one step to Government ownership (For-
dyce) 2204

Iowa, haveheard of no complaint in, of present condition (Finkvine) . 1832
Irfwa manufacturers and jobbers satisfied with present condition

(Finkvine) 1829
Is an exercise of legislative power which you can not confer upon

courts (Fifer) 3342
I spent three years as member of a committee engajjed in effort to
make for the country a uniform classification; failed (Bird) 2274

Is the only property right railroads have (Tuttle) 913
It was not intended to confer rate-making powers on Commission (de-

bates in Congress cited) (Thurber) 2506
Judicial functions should be taken from Commission (Prouty) 2863
Justice requires that any order reducing a rate should be suspended

during judicial review, and ordinarily a bond by the carrier wUl
protect the party who bears the charge (Hines) 1161

Knapp's (Commissioner) statement quoted (Hines) 3772
Know of no commodity that has not rate made to-day; nobody makes

rates; simply revise, reduce, or advance (Ramsey) 1973
Knoxville, Tenn., Commercial Club, opposed to intrusting Commis-

sion with (Powers) 1838
Knoxville, Tenn., Manufacturers and Producers' Association, opposed

to intrusting Commission with (Smith) 1834
Last report of Commission recommends subjects for amendment

(Clements) 3237
Law, as at present administered, sufficient to protect all shippers

(Hill) 2117
Left to traffic officers; not discussed at B. and M. board meeting

(Tuttle) 970
Legislation proposed would not enable Commission to lay hands upon
every rate (Clements) 2995

Legislative act; maximum rate case cited 797
Legislative power of Congress can not be delegated to a commission;

cases cited (Bond) 1378
Lessons from abroad (Newcomb) 3507
Lessons from experience; in Georgia (Newcomb) ..' 3494^3495
Let Commission fix rate and have it go to court, where it will stand

unless confiscatory (Withers) 3451

Let Commission start by saying 10 cents is wrong, and let the people
engaged in business get together and make a better rate (Elliott).. 3290

Local discrimination can not be changed except by a commission with
power to fix minimum or absolute rates (Hines) 3746

Local issue (Carleton) 2517
Localities, adjusting rates relatively as to, occupies entire time of

traffic people (Bowes) 2733
Long delays have been fault of attorneys (Fifer) 3345
Loopholes should not be left so that Commission may usurp legislative

powers (Bond ) 1381
Lowering of rates in one section would be equivalent to advance in
another (Pilling) 2976

Low rate in Minnesota and Dakota on grain helps those States (Hill) . 1484
Low rate in Texas on cotton helps Texas (Hill) 1484
Low rate on coal and hard-wood lumber from West Virginia will help
West Virginia more than anything else (Hill) 1484

Lumbermen's Exchange of Philadelphia, recommendations (Toler-

ton) 2628
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Majority of rates are made either by markets or direct competition
(Fifer) 3331

Manufacturers in opposition to Commission regulating rates (New-
comb) 3585

Margin between profit and loss is less than one-tenth of a cent for car-
rying a ton of freight (Thurber ) 2504

Market competition, more satisfactory than railroad competition, is

disappearing; illustration (Prouty) 2881
Matter of evolution (Bird) 2274
Maximum rate case; court's views as to order In case and as to power

of Commission over every rate ( Clements) . . : 3035
Maximum rates; circumstances under which I believe in (Cummins) .. 2077
Maximum rates for whole country would be worthless (Ramsey) .... 1984
Maximum rates, if made for whole country, would do no good (Cum-
mins) 2073

Maximum rate; would not limit power of Commission to (Cummins) . 2073
Members of Commission would naturally favor their own States; case

cited (Smith) 2012
Memorial against Southern Railway does not represent the larger

business interests of Danville ( Pritchett) 2005
Menace of central power fixing rates—rate to suit one section would tw

great injustice to another (Pilling) 2976
Merchants and others interested are satisfied with present rates

(Garrison) 1812
Merchants' Exchange, St. Louis, urges enlargement of powers of
Commission" as outlined by President Roosevelt (Kennett) 2525

Mere power to fix the maximum rate would not enable Commission to
handle questions of discriminations (Clements) 3241

Mileage basis would mean ruin to country (Bradley) 2834
Mileage rate would be absolutely destructive ( Ramsey ) 1984
Most rates are basic, and a change in one affects a thousand or a mil-

lion (Thurber) 2504
Movement to promote additional legislation originated with commer-

cial organizations of the country (Bacon) 1934
Must be tribunal to determine whether railroad has so used its prop-

erty as to destroy mine (Prouty) 2862
Must be tribunal which has power to judge between railway and

public (Prouty) 2862
National board of trade action (Bacon) 1910
"Natural advantages" and the mileage basis (Hines) 3745
Natural ad vantages to be considered (Cummins ) 2086
Naturally belongs to railroads, and no one else can do as well (Tuttle) . 939
New York Chamber of Commerce opposed to granting it to Commis-

sion (Fuller) 3207
No automatic method (Peck) 1361
No commission can make any considerable portion of the tariffs of

the country—not years enough in life (Bird) 2252
No commission would establish rates that would reduce income below

point furnishing ample inducement to investors (Cummins) 2045
No desire for rates to be fixed primarily by Commission (Bacon) 1772
No eHective judicial review is or can be provided (Mather) . 1460
No further legislation needed (Grinnell) 2228
No general rule for, and is confined to experts (Tuttle) 915
No intelligent basis for (Cowan) 3432
No justification for basing, uniform rates on mileage (Robinson) 2431
No need of Government doing anything more than at present

(Carle) J 2179,2181
No objection to present law (Bowes) 2734
No objection where complaint of excessive rate is made to giving
Commission power to inquire into it, and if found excessive to cor-

rect it (Chapman) 2365
No one advocating rate making by Government has been able to tell

anything he wants except to take away discrimination imposed on
him and put it on the other fellow (Ramsey) 2139

No reasons have been suggested for seizure of control of railroad

property by political agencies (Willcox ) 3628
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No remedy can be justified which deprives owner of railroad property

of due process of law (Bird) 2252

No rule can be laid down for; no one can draw adequate statute

(Tuttle) 926

No single body of men can make rates for this country (Bamsey) 1961

No tribunal could have the requisite ability and capacity (Hines) 1129
Not able to see how you can apply remedy unless you have an admin-

istrative or legislative tribunal which can, under your authority,

substitute a rate to be charged in future in place of rate found
unlawful (Knapp ) 3305

Not a definite science (Bird) 2274
Not a matter of volition on part of railroads (Mather) 1452
Not an exact science; probably never will be (Biddle) 1656
Not done by few "railroad magnates," but result of large number of

commercial and geographical forces and conditions working one
upon the other (Elliott) 3275

Not in accord with clamor for increased legislation (Koch) 3320
Not in favor of change, believing present laws are sufiicient to correct

evils, if rigidly enforced (Topping) 3063
Not in sympathy with memorial against Southern Bailway (Joplin'g) . 2018
Not in sympathy with memorial against Southern Railway by certain

citizens of Danville, Va. (Boatwright) 2006
Not much sentiment among shippers in Kansas for regulation of rates

by legislation; quite a clamor from people who never ship a carload
of anything (Lyster) 3059

Not only should initiative remain with the carriers, but any order
requiring rate to be changed should be limited as to its efltect, to

a not very long period (Knapp) 3305
Not possible for Commission to adjust differences and fix rates as well

as railroads (Bird) 2287
Nothing should be done to lessen New Orleans's natural and acquired

advantages (Eobinson) 2425,2430,2497
Now takes six months or year to get a decision (Bradley) 2836
Number of tariffs filed with Commission average 300 ( Vining) 1678
Object to its bein§ intrusted to Commission; people now in charge of,

have grown up in business (Grote) ' 1544
Of cases that have gone through Commission to Supreme Court over

seven and one-half years is average time consumed (Call) 2713
Only basis to avoid complaints of discrimination between communi-

ties would be distance tariff, but no man who has studied question
wants that process performed (Bird) 2287

Only basis for low rates is low cost of producing (Hill) 1473
Only demanding legislation is preference between localities; pro'posed

legislation not necessary (Mather) 1445
Only way which public can be protected is by acting directly upon

rates; as I understand Constitution, court cannot (Prouty) 2866
One embarrassment is that Commission must become a suitor in the

courts to enforce its own determination (Knapp ) 3303,

One water rate will affect rates over entire country (Fifer) 3334
Opinion of present Commission that after its action there ought to be

a time, so if conditions change, road shall be free to make its own
rate (Fifer) 3367

Opinion of railroads that rates not too high should not control
(Cowan) 3406

Opposed to a fixed rate (Smedley) 2221
Opposed to any commission being granted the power (Grinnell) 2227
Opposed to change in (Gilchrist) ; 2185
Opposed to changes in law (Columbus Board of Trade) 3781
Opposed to changing present method and giving it to Commission

(Garrison) 1 1812
Opposed to clothing Commission with right to make interstate rates of

this country (Prouty) -• 2877
Opposed to conferring the power on Commission, as provided in Esch-
Townsend bill (Nutting) 1541

Opposed to empowering Commission to make rates (Blodgett) 1639
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Opposed to distance tariff rate (Woodworth) 2361
Opposed to enlarging powers of Commission (Boatwrigh t) 2005
Opposed to enlarging powers of Commission (Pritchett) 2004
Opposed to Federal mterference (Miller) 2021
Opposed to giving the power to Commission (Mitchell) 2214
t)pposed to Government rate making and mileage basis (Smith) ..... 2011
Opposed to Government rate making, present rates generally acqui-

esced in (Cox) 2009.2010
Opposed to Governmental regulation (Brotherhood of Locomotive

Engineers) 3783
Opposed to granting proposed power (Fordyce) 2196, 2200
Opposed to I^islation proposed (Craig) 2187
Opposed to proposed legislation; much prefer to have matters as they

are; relations with railroads growing friendly (Mitchell) 2171
Opposed to tuming it over to a body of men (Leavitt) 2015
Order of Commission suspended only upon application and hearing

(Bacon) 10
Orders of Commission up to 1896 (Hines) 3751
Orders rec|uiring changes in rates (Newcomb) 3573
Other serious objections to giving Commission the power (Bird ] 2297
Ought not combine in same body executive, administrative, and judi-

cial functions (Prouty) 2863
Ought to be enough Commissioners to hear and decide promptly

(Prouty) 2873
Ought to be some power to fix divisions between companies and con-

necting lines, making a through rate (Clements) 3237
Our business abroad depends upon supply and demand, etc. (Parker) . 2114
Our demand not based on clamor (Cowan) 3405
Paper read before Commercial Club of St. Lonis, by E. Michael, chair-
man terminal facilities committee, Business Men's League, criticising

Esch-Townsend bill (Eamsey^ 2002
Past record shows Commission a action in litigated cases has been
almost invariably erroneous (WUlcox) 3642

Peach growers of Georgia came before Commission and complained
that the rate was too high; we heard the case and decided rate was
low enough (Prouty) t 2893

Pending proposal is general rate making (Newcomb) 3513
People demand appropriate regulation (Cowan) 3403
People feel they ought to have a commission of some body of men

standing between them and the carrier (Ripley) 2338
People should have less confidence in Commission than in court

(Vining) 1703
Perfectly satisfied for Commission to retain power to declare given •

rate unreasonable, but hot to fix substituted rate (Bird) 2290
Perhaps better in interest of time to take case directly to the court
and have the rate fixed, not inflexibly (Higbie) 1880, 1881

Petitions for and against rate-making power (Hines) 3769
Philadelphia Board of Trade recommendations (Tolerton) 2624
Political dangers (Newcomb) 3506
Position of the press of the coimtry on (Bacon) 1917
Possibility of commercial disturbance if rates are determined by Com-
mission (Mather) 1455

Power of Commission (Newcomb) j 3581
Power of Commission to fix specific rate and minimum rate (Cum-
mins) 2078

Power of court to review order of Commission (Prouty) 2870
Power of the court, as to rates (Prouty) 2870,2873
Power should be left in first instance in hands of railroads; then

. would leave the power in the courts by injunction or otherwise
(Mather) 1472

Power should be left with railroads (Bond) 1409

Power of, given to any commission would result in a distance or zone
tariff, which would injure my business and many others (Cooper) . 2163

Power should be given Commission to reduce or fix a rate (Hover) . . 3259

S. Doc. 243, 59-1—vol 4 73
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Power sought to be given Commission would not result in general

reduction of rates; would result in more equitable apportionment;
not in increasing expenses; not in reduction of wages (Cummins) . . 205J

Power to borrow money for necessary railroad facilities would be
destroyed if Commission allowed to fix rates (Hill) 1499

Power to correct abuse if given Commission would not lead to reach-
ing all rates, as shown by result when it was thought Commission
had thatpower (Prouty) 2881

Power to increase rates (Newcomb) 3508
Power which Commission has to compel production of railroad books

does not amount to a practical inspection of books (Prouty) 2910
Powers of Commission should be defined ( Prouty) 2897
Powers of executing law should be taken from Commission (Prouty) . 2863
Prefer leaving things as they are (Pilling) 2976
Prefer to deal with the railroads than to have change (Herd) 2160
Prefer to deal with the railroads than to have power given to Com-

mission (Jensen) 2168
Present conditions should be let alone (Baker) 2744
Present law adequate if fully enforced (Woodworth) 2360
Present law ample; if enforced fairly, much of alleged demand for
power to fix rates would disappear (Elliott) 3276

Present law as applied by the courts (Hines) 3755
Present law perfectly feasible and ought to be effective ( Biddle) 1657
Present law prohibita railroads, in case of competition, getting together

to talk it over, but we are forced to violate the law (Eamsey) 1963
Present law, with slight amendments, adequate (Parker) 2113
Present situation satisfactory (Cone) 1926
Preserve equal rights (Jiobinson) 2491
Preserve the natural advantage of location, etc. (Robinson) 2491
"President Eoosevelt and railroad rates" (New York Sun editorial)

(Higbie) 1874
Principles which should control; Smythe v. Ames cited (Peck) 1360
Private-car lines' schedules are not filed with Commission (Meade).. 2592
Proceedings to determine whether a rate is unreasonable should begin

in the court (Peck) : 1371
Prompt appeals from decisions of Commission should lie to the court,

etc. (Kennett) 2526
Propaganda for power by Interstate Commerce Commission (Will-
cox) 3630

Proposed action would be merely a step toward universal . political

direction of Interstate Commerce ( Willcox) 3648
Proposed legislation would give Commission full power over all rates

(Willcox) 3645
Proposed legislationwould unsettleeverygrain merchant( Parker). 2114,2116
Proposed legislation not expedient (Mather) 1451
Proposed legislation sets a precedent for regulation by Congress of all

transactions in interstate commerce (Mather) 1460
Proposed measure deemed inadvisable (Trickett) 3065
Proposed measure will not increase number of complaints (Cummins ) . 2038
Proposed measure would result in general fixing of very few rates

(Cummins) 2072
Proposed remedy outlined and analyzed (Newcomb) 3494
Prosperity of country under present system ( Carleton ) 2516
Proutjr's (Commissioner) statement quoted (Hines)- 3754
Provision suggested that a rate should not be changed except by low-

ering it without applying to the court ( Higbie) 1883
Public clamor ismistaken and misled : (a ) By fearsomethingworse may
happen; (b) by misapprehension of facts that proposed legislation

would give general rate-making power to Commission; (c) by mis-,
conception of business of transportation as public function; (d) by
statements of Commission (Mather) 1447, 1448, 1461

Purpose to clothe Commission with authority not only to condemn
but fix rate (Cummins)... 2046

Put in Department of Justice or Commerce and Labor executive func-

tiona (Prouty) 2863
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L Putting the power in hands of Government is revolutionary and a step

W' toward Government ownership (Johnson) 3605

p
Questions arise before us in many ways but ultimately reduced to

question what shall railroad charge for the future (illustrations)
(Prouty) 2764,2866

y Question of rate being high or low is a question of fact (Hill) 1486

p ^^}^^ hearing and final disposition of complaints ( Robinson ) 2491
f Railroads can not afford to advance rates to such extent as will de-
I plete revenues (Prouty) 2883

Railroads charge what traffic will bear ( Fifer) 3332, 3335
Eajlroada have been reasonable (Leavitt) 2016
Railroads, in first instance, should make rates; then those aggrieved
should seek remedy of Commission (Cummins ) 2046

Railroads not advocating regulation of rates through courts; btit if

question has to be passed upon in respect to reasonableness per se
. of a rate the only competent authority is the court (Spencer) . . 8616
Railroads of country revised their tariffs in all official classifications,
from time long and short haul clause was observed, to conform to
what was understood to be requirements of law (Prouty ) 2882

Railroads ought to have right to make lower rate by train load than
by carload (live-stock illustration

) (Prouty ) 2869
Railroads prosper as the communities they reach prosper (Prouty) . . 2883
Railroads should be allowed to fix rates, until the fixing injures the

public; then public must interfere (Prouty ) 2862, 2879
Railroads should be intrusted with (Finkvine) i 1827
Railroads should he obliged to furnish equipment for all cpmtnodities

tendered; and then their refrigerator-car tariffs filed (Meade) 2593,
2612, 2614

Railroads should have right to appeal to courts (Meade) 2586
Railroads should have right to develop industries on their lines (il-

lustration) (Prouty) 2878
Railroads would make more money on same traffic under govern-
mental rate making than under their own, but how long would that
traffic be there? (Ramsey) 1984

Railways should fix rates in first place, but somebody should super-
vise (Kennett) 2430

Rare thing to hear any complaint from farmers west of Missouri River;
great prosperity (L«avitt) 2016

Rate ought not take effect until railway has opportunity to make appli-

f • cation to court for relief (Cummins) .... 2047
Rate ought to go into effect after so many days (Prouty) 2887
Rate reasonable to-day, to-morrow may be unreasonable (Hill): 1484
Rate per ton per naile theory of declinmg rates, exploded (Cowan) . . 3414
Rate, to change; ten days' notice required to advance and three to

reduce (Bird) 2286
Rates are basic; change in a given rate will probably affect large
number (Biddle) 1656

Rates are not excessive ( Newcomb) 3517
Rates at present are made, not by a few men, but by a vast number ^

of experienced traffic officers (Hines) 1187
Rates are of long standing and there are standards by which measured

(Fifer) : 3333
" Rates fixed by Commission would be maximum and could be reduced

(Cummins) 2043
Rates, I think, to-day are on a rising scale (Prouty) 2892
Rates in the South have been made, to a large extent, by water com-

petition ( Spencer) 3616
Rates more satisfactory than ever before; do not think my business
would be benefited by giving Commission power to fix rates (Toler-
ton) 2623

Rates, number to deal with in United States (Ramsey) 1975
Rates so related that change in one rate will force changes in many

(Elliott) 8276
Rather deal with railroads than with Government tribunal (Cone) .. 1948
Reason why final decision on rates should be by court (Meyer) 1604
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"Reaaonable" haa a definite, legal meaning (Bond) 1384,1396,1416
Reasonable man would not invest in property earning capacity of
which is limited by somebody else (Bird) 2288

Reasonableness of schedule on basis of indirect taxation (Stickneyj.. 2128
Reasons why Commission should not be given the power (Ramsey) . . 1953
Rebates, action to enjoin; cases (Prouty) ".... 2902
Rebates are, I think, paid now, but practically ceased after Elkins
law (Prouty) 2911

Rebates, in the past the greatest evil; in the future discrimination in
tariff itself will be most serious (Prouty) 2912

Rebates, remedy for (Prouty) *. 2912
Reduction of a single rate naturally creates condition of unjust dis-

crimination, unless accompanied by corresponding reduction from
other points ( Vining) 1676

Reduction of rates would mean, ordinarily, reduction of expenses, and
that would affect wages (Bond) 1414

Reduction of rate would lead to reduction in expenses, first affecting
wages (Kruttschnitt) 3119

Remedy for present intolerable conditions growing out of usurpation
of a great Government function by private parties must lie in

assumption by the Government of its sovereign authority over rail-

roads (Martin) 3475
Remedy is to enforce existing laws by prompt resort to the courts
when necessary (Willcox) 3649

Remedy now not adequate to meet discrimination against Denver
(Hover) 3260

Remedy should be for excessive and published rates which discrimi-
nate between kinds of traffic and localities (Cummins) 2039

Resolutions of fruit growers of California favoring a court of inter-

state commerce, with power to enforce orders of Commission (Ste-
vens) 3308

Retain flexibility in rates as far as compatible with protection of the
public interest (Hines) 1183

Revising a rate—not done without tearing down the entire structure

(Bowes) 2727
Revising, in one case involves thousands of rates (Bowes) 2730
Rights of public and railroads under proposed legislation perfectly

safeguarded (Stickney) 2121,2122
Rights of stockholders overlooked (Vining) -1688

Salary which should be paid Commission (Prouty) 2895
' Satisfied with existing conditions

[
Shevlln) 1941

Satisfied with law as it is (Smith) 2829
Satisfied with present conditions (Burum ) 2743
Satisfied with present rates (Gary) 3015
Scope of proposed (Hines) 3741
Seltinterest will govern railroads effectively if remedies are provided

against positive injustices and discriminations (Trayer) 2226
Senate committee's report on interstate-commerce law enumerates

S difficulties; Chairman Cooley cited (Fordyce) 2200
Senate document 257 (Hines) 3770
Shippers, jobbers, and manufacturers, the great mass of them, are in

favor of conditions remaining (Bowes) / 2733
Shippers not clamoring for a change (Kerr) 2210, 2212
Should be in hands of railroads (Shaffield) 2831
Should be in the railroads in first instance but not in the last ( Hibieg) . 1872
Should be intrusted to a disinterested tribunal ( Harris) 1531
Should be intrusted to Commission subject to judicial appeal; extract
from address of President Hadley of Yale College ( Higbie) 1879

Should be left to Commission (Cowan) Ill

Should be left to impartial tribunal ( Staples) 31

Should be left where it is (Kerr)..: 2211
Should be left with railroads (Fordyce) 2204
Should be left to men in charge of traffic (Hiland) 1320
Should be left to railroads (Tiittle) 912
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Should have initial action with men adminiatering the affairs of trans-

portation companies, but these officials should come before a com-
imssion clothed with power for approval or indorsement before any

f} i
„, ^"*°ge in existing order is operative (Welch ) 3476

Wt'
Should not be left -with Commission (Woodworth) 2361

« i Should remain with owners of railroads (Peck) 1344
Should reside primarily in the railroads (Ripley ) 2335

Social Circle" case (Hines) 3768
Bo far as principles go, all conditions that follow fixing of a rate by

direct order in first instance follow fixing of rate by joint action of
Commission, confirmed by court, and substantially modified by
railroad (Hiland) 1330

Some elements to be considered (Hill) .'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'/.
1507

Bole purpose of legislation sought is to provide effectual means to
prevent discrimination in published rates and to prevent continua-
tion of rates unreasonablem themselves and detection of discrimina-

• tion between individuals (Bacon) 2637
Borne roads will put in a "drastic" rate, and roads carrying that traffic
must protect their patrons (Ramsey) 1964

Sooner take chances with traffic managers than average man on Com-
mission (Brown) 2019

Special court charged with reviewing lawfulness of orders of Commis-
sion most potential (Prouty) 2811

Stand with President in granting power to Commission to fix what a
reasonable rate should be after investigation ( Fifer) 3350, 3353

State commissions exercising the power of (Peck) 1358
State railroad commissions furnish no precedent (Hines) 1143
States can not inquire into or correct a through rate; that must be
done by Congress under the commerce clause (Prouty) 2871

Such a tnbunal's work would increase in a rapid progression (Hines) . 1136
Sugar-rate case cited to show complexities attending rate in commod-

ities; took twenty men three days after the outline was fixed to
line up the interior rates (Bowes) : 2728,2729

Suggest conferring upon Commission power to decide a rate too high,
and set it aside; then leave it to railroad to make substitute rate
within a given time (Ripley) .\. 2334,2340

Supreme Court has assumed Congress has power to declare rates shall
be reasonable, and then leave it to Commission to say what shall
be a reasonable rate with opportunity of judicial review (Peck) 1373

Systems of taxation of, in different States (Peck) 1359
Taking it out of hands of railroads is fatal to initiative; no incentive

to do better; would be as in Prance (Kruttschnitt) 3116
Tennessee, people of, would rather take chances with the railroads

than with Commission (Smith) 1837
The E. R. Wagner Manufacturing Company, of North Milwaukee,

Wis., recommendations (Tolerton) 2629
The inherent difficulties in Government rate making (Hines) 1128
The large majority of complaints from individuals and localities never

reach Commission (Bowes) 2733
The question at issue (Newcomb) 3490
The serious questions which have confronted the Commission in last

three or four years have been of advanced rates (Prouty ) 2892
There are certain cases where a differential can not be fixed without

right to fix maximum and minimum rates (Prouty) 2885
There can never be an adequate judicial review of rates made by a com-

mission (Hines) - , 1150
There is no royal road (Bird) 2274
Think best part of work of Commission has been under powers of con-

ciUation (Prouty) 2908
Think changes in the law ought to be confined to restriction of scope

of authority and power of Commission (Mather) 1466
Think Commission has ample authority to say things are wrong; and

that sets the forces of public opinion at work ( Elliott) 3290
Think Commission must have power to make a rate which is binding

nnlesB it can be reviewed as confiscatory (Prouty) 2873
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Testimony relative to—
Think fair for railroads to make their rates (Bacon, J. H.) 2942
Think it well to have traffic man on Commission (Fifer) 3366
Think it would be of great value if Commission had a permanent

abiding place in Chicago, Kansas City, and perhaps New York ill

addition to one here; character of membership (Prouty) 2897,2898
Think the most serious evil needing legislation is discrimination be-
tween localities and commodities of relative freight rates (Ripley) . 2339

Think there should be a special court or commission (Adams) 2927
Think shipjjer should prefer the complaint (Peck) 1377
Think the right belongs to carriers (Peck) 1376
This committee not trier of the fact whether rates are unreasonable

or unlawful (Cowan) , 3405
To confer general rate fixing power on Commission not advisable

(Clements) , 3035
To place power in Commission would be most detrimental if not

destructive of our commercial and industrial prosperity (Ramsey). 1960
To regulate rates of the country a commission must have the right to

fix the rate (Prouty) 2885
TraflBc manager interested in making conditions prosperous on his

lines (Vining) 1682
Traffic manager would not make a good appellate commissioner

(Prouty)
,

2895
Traffic managers' method of (Vining) 1681
Trained traffic men only able to deal with it (Garrison) 1812
Transportation should be treated like any other commodity ( Higbie) . 1872
Tribunal composed of legal, business, and traffic men (Kennett) 2526
Tribunal would make far-reaching errors and would not have time

to correct them (Hines) :. 1130
Under power to make a substituted rate, no traffic manager would
dare quote a lower rate, because that rate would be complained of

(Ramsey)' :... 1974
Unlawful tariff- rates can and ought to be corrected by the courts accord-

ing to the principles of the present law and without delay ( Hines) . 1184
Unless railroads make a rate at Pacific coast terminals that will take
the freight from the water it will go by water .(Fifer) 3336

Unless some general plan is pursued in future, as in past, entire busi-

ness interests of country will be unsettled (Biddle ) 1656
Unwise to restrict authority of Commission to fixing only such rates

as have been subject of complaint (Stickney ) 2125
Value of property one of elements (Bacon) 1790
Value of service determined by density of traffic (Hill) 1473
Very numerous changes must continually be made in rates (Hines) .. 1139
View that power to revise and change rates is essentially different from

Wpower to establish rates is erroneous ( Vining) 1676
ant Commission given power to enforce findings (Brown) 2739

Whatever authority is given Commission, let it be final; let it take
effect by its own force within such reasonable time or conditions as

you prescribe (Knapp) 3303
When court found rate fixed by railroad unreasonable, if it should find

rate fixed by Commission also unreasonable, it would devolve on
railroad to fix another rate; if rate afterwards fixed was complained
of, think Commission would have authority to reexamine case and
fix upon some rate that would be deemed reasonable and just

(Cockrell) 3372
When one rate is changed, numerous others must be; hence general
power (Gates) .::...... 2980

When railroad can increase the rate without diminishing the move-
ment it is for interest of railroad to increase rate (Texas cattle

ratescited) (Prouty) 2883
When to take effect in Quarles bill (Bacon) 8
Where carrier has been sustained by court, carrier very apt to comply
with suggestion of court (Biddle) 1658

Whether Commission can be empowered to make rates not deter-

mined (Peck) 1371
Who drafted the rate-making bills? (Hines) '. 3769
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Teetimony relative to—
"Who shall do the railroad businegs?" Article by L. S. Coffin, taken
from Fort Dodge (Iowa) Messenger (Robbing) 2393

Why a court is preferred by railroMS to a commission ( KnapjJ) 3302

; Why not have Commission a technical body instead of imposing bur-

r den upon the courts? (Kipley) '. 2336
|f Wichita case referred to (Prouty) 2888
|:

.

Wisdom of conferring proposed authority on Commission shown by
I'' statements of railroad men (Cummins) 2040
». Would add to incentive for rebating (Newcomb) 3513

Would be better to eliminate judicial power entirely from Commission
(Peck) 1377

Would delegate power to Commission to have skilled accountant ex-
amine books (Fifer) 3849,3363

Would delegate to (commission power to regulate rates; to decide
whether rates prescribed by railroads were reasonable and just, and
to decide, after complaints and investigations, what was a reason-
able and just rate in that case; after rate was fixed by Commission,
it should continue until otherwise settled (Oockrell )

'. 3371
Would give to both parties right of appeal (Cockrell) 8373
Would have Commission, on complaint, prescribe rate which should

prevail until courts settle matter (Ripley) 2380
Would have to be many commissioners if intrusted to them (Harris) . 1650
Would, in case Commission could not settle dispute, favor going di-

rectly to court (Bird) 2289
Would not advise taking cases to court in first instance (Bird) ...... 2289
Would not favor attempt to make a maximum rate (Prouty ) 2887
Would prolong controversy to appeal in first instance (^Cummins) . . . 2046
Would provide for court,- with some such provision as in Esch-Town-
send bill; might delegate to it power of injunction (Fifer) 3352

Would rather deal with railroad than with Commisssion (reasons)

(Magee) 3603
Would stop voluntary reductions (Newcomb) 3498
Would take away from Commission executive power (Fifer) 3352
Wrong in principle to confer power on Commission (Parker) 2112
Yellow-pine lumber case cited to show dangers attending power to fix

rate by Commission (Bowes) - 2734

BATES:
Testimony relative to^-

Abnormally low, reasons for (Tuttle) - 918
Absolute power of Commission to make, upon complaint, favored

(Burr) 48
Absolute power with Commission would not give elasticity enough

(Lincoln) 1290

Abuse by changing classifications of (Hooker)...... 139

Abuses cited; Commission powerless (Staples) 34,36
Adjustment of, not necessarily difficult (Hooker) 134

Advance less than in labor and materials and products (Thurber) 2512
All the commerce of the country has been built by abnormally low

rates for products to the markets ( Shevlin) 1948
Almost constant lowering of, without action of Commission (Peck) .

.

1345

Almost impossible for Commission to fix ( Tuttle ) 939
Amendihent suggested empowering Commission to fix (Cowan) 60, 114

Answer to complaint of higher charge from east to Spokane than
from same point of origin to Seattle; illustrations ( Vining) 1683

Are fair (Hord) 2161
Are fixed by combination (Call) .../. 2704,2708
Are generally sound in their adjustment (Kerr) 2212
Are not unreasonable (Mather) 1444
Article by William Morton Grionell, published in North American
Review 2234

As to complaints that rates are in themselves too high (Elliott) 3278
As to court passing upon rate for future prescribed py Commission
(Nimmo) : — .. 157

As to future reduction of, under present conditions (Peck) 1345
British system of control of (Fish) 303
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Testimony relative to—
Can be determined by experts only (Bacon]) 21
Can not ctiange one between any two points in the West without

affecting many (Morawetz) 822
Certain articles will bear high rate, others low; traffic managers' duty

to ascertain what each will bear (Bacon) 1797
Cheapest in the world (Fordyce) 2201
Commission exercised power to determine what they should be until

court declared they had not power to do so (Davenport) 199
Commission has changed its views as to power to adjust (Smith) 230
Complaint of Cattle Raisers' Association to Commission (Cowan) 64
Complaint of high rates in West and Southwest for moving young

cattle (Harris) 1530,1532
Complaints of, far-reaching in character; Maximum Rate Case (167

TJ. S.) cited (Stone) 247
Complaints of rates being too high ( Gilchrist) 2185
Congress can not establish confiscatory (Davenport) 188,191, 197
Congress may say how much a railroad may charge, but not how

little (Tuttle) 922
Congress unable to fix a certain rate or to say that less than a certain

rate shall not be charged (Davenport) 209
Controlled by few men (Hooker) 135
Country miller could not exist without the "milling in transit"

privilege, placing him on equal footing with terminal miller
(Blodgett) 1641

Could not constitutionally be adjusted and give preference to some
port or porta (Davenport) 178

Court has function to determine what is not an unreasonable rate

(Morawetz) 855
Danville, Va., petition by city authorities complaining of rate condi-

tions (Aiken) 1816
Decline in (Newcomb) 3540
Decrease in (Ramsey) .- 1954
Decree of court can not involve change of rate (Bacon) 1767
Difference in lumber rates in localities (Shevlin) 1944
Difficulties

—

Ofarranging; cases cited (Smith) 228
To be met by Commission in adjusting (Fish) 278

Difficulties Commission would have in fixmg (Tuttle) 937
Difficulties of adjusting on agrciultural products in New England

(Tuttle) 923
Disagreement as to whether law compels publication of (Elliott) 3285
Discriminations

—

Can not be avoided unless carriers-permitted to make uniform rates

(Smith) 230
In favor of ports of one State over those of another; lists of cus-

toms districts and porta of entry and delivery, July 1, 1904
(Davenport) 171,191

Discussed (Lincoln) -* 1220

Distance rate; effectof (Bird) 2270

Distance tariff would be splendid for me as a lumberman, but not for

thefarmer (Shevlin) 1941

Do not believe, except in some instances stated, that rates are excess-

ively high (Fifer) 3349

Do not believe there would be any great disturbance of rates whatever
powers Commission had (Fifer) 3349

Do not believe they are appreciably higher than in 1899 (Hines).... 1042

Do not complain of (Gilchrist) 2185

Do not think rates too high (Yates)...- 1218

During last five years continuous advance in (Bacon) 1796
European compared with United States (Fordyce) 2201

Exorbitant, how bill may be drawn to prevent (Morawetz) 811

Few officials are able to dictate (Staples) 80
Fixed by Commission and sustained when railroads decline to haul

(Bacon) 14
Flour (Ramsey) 1957

For same distance (for coal 1 rate is less south than west (Garrison) . . 1813
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Tatimony relative to—

For southern cotton mill prodacte need not necessarily be low to com-
pete with New England (Hooker) 132

From Atlantic to Pacific coast regulated by water competition
(Bacon) 1807

From Southwest less per mile to Missouri River than mileage rates
charged locally in middle corn-feeding States, and not extortionate
(Manby) , 2032

Futility of Commission, demonstrated in Milwaukee and Minneapolis
case, led me to take an interest in effort to confer powers that m^ht
remedy injustices (Bacon) „ 1811

General level of freight rates reasonable (Bipley) 2312,2341
Government control of; objection to (Lincoln) 1220
Government-made could be as easily cut as any lailway-made rate

(Peck) ;. 1302
Governmental r^ulation (Cowan) 55
Grain rates, complained of (Ripley) 2314
Great business points are not built up simply because of long haul

rates (Hines) 1074
Great factor that has brought down railroad rates and all storage,

commission, and warehouse charges has been competition of rival

taUways leading to New York, Philadelphia, andBaltimore (Meyer)

.

1600
Hagerman, James, quoted (Cowan) ". 111
Have not advanced (Newcomb) 3545
Have reduced from year to year; reasons; figures given for Missouri

Pacific Railway (Lincoln) 1221
Have steadily declined before consolidation of systems and since,

largely through competition between communities and shippers
(Davenport) 203

Here lowest in the world (Hill) 1478
High for transportation of cattle on Gould lines (Cowan ) 51
If fixed by Commission must be uniform (Davenport) 193, 196
If power to fix, taken from railroads, no panic in stocks (Hooker)... 136
If reasonable latitude given to railroads think rates will go lower

(Hill) 1478,1496
In some States courts have held power can be conferred on a commis-

sion to prescribe rates (Stone) 246
In Great Britain compared with United States (Hill) 1478
In Iowa fixed on mile^e basis by legislature (Lincoln) 1235
In United States less than in Europe (TutUe) 945
Increased by unification of interests (Staples) 29
Increases in, in the main justified by increased cost of operation

(Ripley) 2312,2335
Individual cases of oppression, but not general (Tuttle) 982
Influences under which they are established (Davenport) 177
Interdependence of, such that to prescribe one important rate means

fixing of a very large number; illustrations (Hines) 1031
Local, as compared with through, and domestic, as compared with

export, have been increased (Robinson) 2427
Low enough admitted by all (Ramsey) 1953,1957
Low on coal (Tuttle) 978
Low on farm products; wheat conditions illustrated (Tuttle ) 977
Lumber (Ramsey) 1957
Lumber, compkuned of (Ripley) 2314
Making of, a I^isktive act (Bacon) 15
Makingof, a legislative iict (Staples) 32
Marked tendency to reduce through charges in classification (Hines)

.

1046
May be fixed by Commission, but can only be enforced through me

courts; cases cited (Davenport) 218
Method of procedure to determine what constitutes maximum (Mora-

wetz) 828
Milwaukee and Minneapolis case discussed (Bacon) 1809
No complainte of extortionate (Mitehell) 2175
No knowledge of extortionate or unreasonable charges ( Shevlin ) 1943
No possible chance for railroads to combine to raise rates to competi-

tive pointa; reasons (Ramsey) ; 1979
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Testimony relative to—
Not complaining of (Jansen) 2170
Not extortionate, but relatively t eed adjustment (Hooker) 131
Not high and no ground for apprehension they will be materially

higher (Elliott) 3278
Not m power of State legislature or Congress to put in force any sched-

ule, which court may not set aside as unreasonable (Davenport) .. 206
Not reduced to lowest profitable point (Cummins) 2037
Now excessive; instances cited (Dean) 265,267
Now far lower than in any other country (Hines) 1044*
Now made by 15 traffic managers for United States should be reviewed
by railroad presidents (Hooker) 135

Objection to giving discretionary power of fixing rates to Commission
(Morawetz) 808

Of 1866 compared with present, on flour (Smith ) 227
On certain classes of goods for 1895, 1900, 1902, and 1905 (Kipley) 2313
On coal (Hill) 1488
On mileage basis would cut off long hauls (Hines) 1072
On oil to St. Paul and Minneapolis raised to 20 cents at request of
Standard Oil Company (Bartles) 2740,2742

On Southern Eailway higher and more unequal than elsewhere
(Hooker) 129

Opposed to clothing any board with power to fix; citing opinion of

ex-Senator Edmunds (Fish) 274
Petition of Danville, Va. , complaining of conditions (Aiken) 1816
Prefer Commission should fix maximum rate rather than absolute

rate (Bacon).... 1787
Power

—

Should be given to raise as well aa lower (Staples) 31
To create commission to prescribe (Davenport ) 190
To prescribe legislative; maximum rate case, and others, cited

(Stone) 244
Projjosed legislation, demand promoted by Interstate Commerce Com-

mission; reports, interviews, etc. (Fish) 277
Put up when rebates abolished (Mackenzie) 123
Eailway rates and farm prices (Newcomb) 3561
Eailway rates and wages (Newcomb) 3562
Eate per mile on freight, taking all railroads in United States, in 1904,

$6,592; in 1899,- $4,895 (Bacon) 1797
Eate per mile would narrow sphere of business ( Yates) 1217
Eates of hauling cattle increased, although cost of operating not

increased (Mackenzie) 120
Eeasonable and low enough (Grote) 1545
Eeasonable at present time (Chapman) 2364
Eeasonableness of

—

And elements governing (Bacon) 11
Difficult to determine (Cowan) . 58
Difficult to ascertain (Davenport) 221

Eearrangement necessary (Hooker) 130
Eeasons they are lower along seacoast (Tuttle) 917
Eeduced to help out Worcester wire manufactures (Tuttle) 923, 974
Eeasons why those for one section not applicable for another (Tuttle) 936
Eeduction in ten years in railroad transportation in United States

greater than in anything else; wages have advanced 47 per cent
(Hill) 1520

Eeduction of, comes out of net income as well as gross income (Tnttle) 1004
Eelative adjustment; stated adjustment (Hooker) 130
Eight of Government to make, conceded (Tuttle) 984
Sash and blind, complained of ( Ripley) 2325, 2339
Savannah naval stores case, complained of (Eipley ) 2315
Separating interstate from domestic ( Davenport) 198
Shippers in our part of the country satisfied with {Piper) 2363
Should be raised if occasion arises (Bacon) 1787
Should not depend upon amount invested (Cowan) 110
Special or "commodity" rate (Ripley) 2314
Specific, have not declined; defined (Bacon) 1796,1797
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Tesiimony relative to— ,

Stable rates far better than unduly low rates put in tempon.rily
(Kamsey) 1965

Stability of the ton-mile unit (Newcomb) 3563
Statement that those for the country are made by five men utterly
unfounded (Hines) 1063

Statistics: Table of, from New York to Pacific coast points, all rail,

less than carload, on same principal items, 1895, 1900, and 1905
(Ripley) 2314

Steady, gradual, easy decline in, since I have been in business (Smed-
ley[. 2221

Switching charges complained of (Eipley ) 2315
Tables and statistics of (Adams) 2930,2932
Tables showing cases in which the Commission found rat«s complained

of to be unreasonable, and ordered them to be discontinued (Mora-
wetz ) 840

Tables of, June "SO. 1897, as compared with June 30, 1904, by chair-
man Interstate Commerce Commission (Hooker) 139

Taken as a whole are reasonably low (Clements) 3227
Tariffs, number of, in the United States (Hooker) 134
Technical compliance in change of (Bacon) 7
Think shippers in my locality are satisfied with rates (Blodgett) 1643
To Chicago, Cincinnati, and New York (Burr) 45
To enforce this section requires a change of rate (Fifer) 3331
To secure flexibility after fixed by Commission, amendment suggested

(Bacon) , 1787
Transcontinental, abnormally low (Tuttle) 918
Transcontinental, know of no complaint of (Hooker) 138
Trend of rates downward, greater proportionate decline in value of

compensation for transportation (Fordyce) : 2198 2199
Unreasonable respecting grain, lumber, live stock, etc. (Cowan) 53
Use of "rateper ton per mile" illusive (Bacon) 1797
Water carriers should be brought under provisions of interstate-

. commerce law (Davenport) 180
Wars have terminated; reasons (Tuttle) 970
Wheat, and prices (Newcomb) 3561
When a rate is declared excessive by Commission it is a prohibition

of it, and it is within power of the railroad to use any rate less than
that (Tuttle) 943

Where high and no complete remedy has been provided, provision

suggested (Morawetz) 824
Where railroad advances a long-standing rate the court would not
uphold the advance vmless a plain case of necessity, due to changed
conditions (Hines) 1068

While average increase not excessive it has varied greatly as between
'

different commodities (Eipley) .: 2312
While average rate per ton per mile has been steadily decreasing that

does not indicate rates have decreased; figures given do not include

low-grade freight, which has greatly increased (Bacon) 1793
Who gets the reduction (Vining) 1697
Would not fix maximum, but would leave court to decide upon the

suit of Commission whether the rate was unreasonably high or not,

and for quick decision (Morawetz) 835

BEAS01TABX.ENESS OF BATES:
Teslimony relative to— .

Basisof, must be the fair value of property used; decision cited (Dean). 265
Believe there is no connection between capitalization and charges a
company makes (Meyer) ,... 1609

Cases not so, cited (CowanJ S4
Court starts with presumption that rate fixed by Commission is rea-

sonable; case cited (Stone) 251
Difficultto ascertain (Davenport). 221
Difficult to determine (Cowan) 58
Elkins Act has not changed the law; what Commission claims to be
able to do under maximum.rate case (Bond) 1393
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Testimony relative to—

Esch-Townsend bill (Morawetz) 796

Hagerman, James, quoted as to how determined (Cowan) Ill

Jurisdictional and only determined by courts (Davenport) 221, 224
Meaning of (Morawetz) 851
Method of determining (Meyer) 1605
Power given to determine (Cowan) 54
Power of Commission to fix, necessary (Hooker) 129
Question has narrowed down to remedy for relatively unreasonable

rates (Bird) 2251
Those prescribed to-day may not be reasonable to-morrow; case

cited (Davenport) 201
"Under substantially similar circumstances and condition," should
be stricken out; decision in Belmont case (Cowan) 113

What constitutes (Morawetz) 796
Whether law should authorize, in terms. Commission to ascertain

(Bond) 1418
Would make the courts protectors against extortionate rates (Meyer). 1608

BEBATES:
Testimony relative to—

Abolished, but rates put up (Mackenzie) 123
Abuses and wrong practices between railroads and elevator companies

are alleged (Clements) 3231
Additional legislation not needed ( Hiland ) 1338
Admissions of railroad officials of payment of, and destruction of

papers relating to, prior to Elkins Act {see Appendix G) (Clem-
ents) 2994,2995

All stopped (Carle) 2181
Alleged case cited (Davies) 3465
Almost annihilated since Elkins law ( Vining ) 1690
Almost entirely wiped out (Blodgett) 1639
Almost from the beginning the Commission has claimed it was not its

business to detect or prevent rebates (Hines) 1172
Ample opportunity to discover (Tuttle) 951
And discriminations existed formerly, but we believe they have

ceased (Pilling) 2975
Are or can be prevented under existing law (Mather) 1444
"A suggestive plan for legislation to prevent rebates and discrimina-

tions" in form of a bill (N. Y. Bd. of Trade and Transportation) .... 3480
Atchison system has not paid any (Brown) 3133, 3140
Baltimore and Ohio accused with (Prouty ) 2900
Belief that great injustices are done, a mistake; an epidemic nobody
can trace (Hiland) , 1331

Believe none paid now (Bird) 2284
Believe not now paid (Bacon) 28
Believe they are paid now ( Fifer ) , 33S0
Believe rates are now being maintained, due somewhat to flush times
and Elkins law (Fifer) 3330

Books would not show directly (Bacon) 18
Can not be covered up (Tuttle) 951
Character of, formerly received ( Shevlin) 1950
Commission had series of lawsuits to get basis to enforce its order

(Clements) 2995
Commission investigated where it was satisfied a manufacturing estab-
lishment which had short-lineswitch or short road was getting undue
amount of through rate, amounting to a rebate (Clements) 3230

Commission was created principally to enforce the law against rebates
(Hines) : 1171

Difficulties of detecting with papers destroyed (Fifer) 3328
Difficulties of enforcing law; "incriminate" witnesses (Clements) 2990
Do not affect producer as much as grain grower ( Fifer) 3327
Do not believe Standard Oil Company or beef trusts have received a

rebate since 1887 (Bird) 2255
Do not know how the second section could be made stronger (Fifer). 3330
Do not know of any in last three years (Cooper) 2167
Do not think rebates and discriminations will disappear wholly so long

as there is competition (Cummins) 2053
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Teslimony relative to—
Do not want any (Kerr) '. 2213
Doubt if books would show (Tuttle) 951
Hfectually remedied by Elkins law (Bacon) 1764
Efforts of Commission to amend law successful ( Clements) 2991
Elevator, terminal and private-car lines covered by present law; all

needed is to put law in motion (Hill) 1516
Eliminated (Newcomb) 3569
Elkins Act provision beneficial to railroads (Bacon ) 26
Enforcement of Elkins Act would remedy evil of (Bacon ) 16, 26
Esch-Townsend bill would have encouraged (Hines) 1165
Evils of, exaggerated (Bacon) 17
Extinction of, under present law, which is adequate (Peck) 1301
Few now said to exist through private-car lines, etc. ; can be eradicated
by further legislation, if necessary ( Blodgett) 1639

Fully prohibited by existing law (Willcox) 3629
Get none ( Hord) 2161
Granting Commission proposed power would have no effect on

(Fordyce) 2201
Have been practically abandoned since passage of Elkins Act (Hill) .

.

1516
Have been stopped, but indirect rebate in innumerable forms of dis-

criminations remain (Robinson) 2430,2492
Have been wiped out since Elkins law ( Garvin) 1547
Have heard no complaints of; under Elkins law getting on nicely

(Topping) 3063
Have kjQown of no such payments for over twelve years (Biddle) 1652
Have no knowledge of (Yates) 1219
Have not had any for about twenty years (Jansen) 2170

' Have not known of any since passage of Elkins law; prior to that I

heard of them (Garrison) 1811,1814
Have not received any (Burum) 2744
Have stopped (Cowan) 112
History of the present law as to (Hines) 1167
Kerr 2211
Know of none (Tolerton) , 2623
Know of none being given (Woodworth) 2360

Know of none, nor secret practices of any kind (Piper ) 2362
Knoxville, Tenn. Discrimination; merchants complain of, but I

think present law sufficient to deal with the question (Smith) 1834

Law agamst (Newcomb) 3569

Law efficient as can be, unless it further defines ingenious methods
to grant favors through private car's, terminal switches, etc. (Cum-
mins) 2040,2049,2083

Law now ample (Tuttle) 951

Law should make it absolutely plain that it is the Commission's duty
to detect and prevent rebates; and the Commission's other duties

should be so changed and such facilities should be provided as to

make sure that it will prevent rebates ( Hines ) 1182

Lumbermen in Minnesota not getting them (Shevlin) 1944

Message of President Roosevelt (Tuttle) 907

. "Midnight schedules" for large dealers (Stickney) 2123

Morawetz 798,808,817,818,825,842,847,865

Never had any (Smedley) 2218

Never received any (Davis) 2839

No complaintof (Leavitt) 2017

No complaints of (Brown) 3269

No railroad that would not stop if it had power ( Fifer) 3327

No reason to believe there are any (Mitchell) 2175

No rebates after I went to Georgia (Egan) 2843

No reliable evidence they have been paid on live stock for twelve

years (Biddle) 1652

None given that I know of (Koch) 3322

None m our business (Magee) 3683

None now, nor discriminations, to my knowledge (Gilchrist) 2185

None paid to coal shippers (Kerr) 2213

None received since interstate-commerce law (Shaffield) 2831
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REBATES—Continued. I'ftsre

Testimony relative to—
None, so far as I know; Bome complaints of terminal and switch charges

(Gary) 3075
Not a line in any system I represent has a rebate (Bird)_ 2253
Not allowed since Elkins law (Grote) .' 1545
Not getting them now (Shevliu)...* 1941
Not received any in recent years (Jennings) 2304
Not so much granted as heretofore (Fifer) 3329
One reason for demand for legislation (Hines ) 1034
One traffic man refuses to trust the other ( Fifer) .' 3329
Our interstate rates more favorable on coal than State rates (Garrison) 1813
Past issue (Bipley) 2339
Practice practically broken up (Meyer) 1621
Present law ample (Ramsey) 1959
Present law ample remedy for all (Mather) 1467
Prevention of ( Hines) 3774
Prevention of rebates was and is the main object of the law (Hines^. 1167
Private car lines could not exist if present law were enforced (Hill). 1486
Producer of cattle feels the excessive rate (Fifer) 3327
Provisions of the present law for the discovery, punishment, and pre-

vention of rebates ( Hines) 1170
Railroads do not make discriminations in rates and rebates of their
own volition (Fordyce) 2201

Eailroads will welcome any legislation effectually abolishing (For-
dj;ce) 2201

Rapidly becoming things of past (Fordyce) 2201
Hate fixed by Commission could be cut and rebate given as easily as

if made by railroad (Hiland) 1339
Readjustment of rates between localities ( Hines) ,. 3775
Resolutions favoring enforcement of law as to (National Association

of Manufacturers of U.S.) 3782
Since Elkins law do not know of any, with possible exception of ter-

minal and private car line charges ( Trickett) 3067
Strung-out contests over compellmg witnesses to answer and produce

" books (Clements) 2992
Think certain shippers are favored through elevator charges; think

Elkins law, enforced, would cover these (Miller) 3061
Think entirely ceased since Elkins law (Hearne) 3070
Think none since Elkins Act (Bradley) 2836
Urging enforcement of law, and against rate cutting (Gates) 2980
Receiving no rebates nor advantages now (Piper) 2362
Remedy for; injunction (Hines) 1035
Resolutions, petitions, memorials, and letters of legislatures, boards

of trade, chambers of commerce, and others. Fifty-eighth Congress. 711

Rests with railroads to abolish; Elkins law sufficient (Higbie) .. 1875, 1877
Shippers I come across think as I do (Yates) 1219
Shippers threatened to boycott the Baltimore and Ohio for opposition

to rebates (Bond) 1391

Since mjunctions, rebates on grain shipments stopped; in lieu, ele-

vator fees (Stickney) 1 2123
Situation satisfactory to-day ( Garrison ) 1812
Stopping of, has more than offset increased price of materials ( Cowan)

.

113
"Tap line allowance" on lumber (Gardner) 1629
There are none as such, unjust discriminations have ceased (Hiland)

.

1330
Thing of past on our road; believe very little being done; Elkins Act
more potential than anything else (Lincoln) 1295

Things of the past, so far as mjr knowledge goes (Tuttle) 950
What required is absolute elimination of rebates to shippers and dis-

crimination of ports (Parker) 2113
Would appear somewhere in books (VinLag) 1696

B.EBATES UNDEK GOVERNMENT CONTBACTS:
Opinion of Assistant Attorney-General Campbell and of Attorney-
General Moody Bustaloing the act of the Department. 1524
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REBILIilNG: Page.

Testimony relative to—

fp
Big Four and others guiltv of the-piactice (Robinson) 2493

P By It one gets lower rate than I can; illustration (Robinson) 2492
iorm of discrimination (Robinson) 2490,2491
How I found it out (Robinson) 2494
Remedy might be secret-service men (Robinson) 2495

BEFBIGEBATOB, CABS:
Tesiimouy relative to—

America,n Refrigerator Transit Company not to my knowledge inter-
ested in production and distribution of products (Lincoln) 1285

Boston and Maine owns very few; originates no refrigerator traffic
^(Tuttle) r 955

I
Complaints of icing charge nf Missouri Pacific Railway, but we only

charge what ice costs (Lincoln) 1285
- ? Difficulties of railroads furnishing their own (Tuttle) 956

Freight rate the same, no matter whose car is used (Lincoln) 1284
Great blessing to railroads (Tuttle) 957
Have heard of complaints against refrigerator-car companies for icing

(Lincoln) 1283

Uissouri Pacific Railway

—

Has idng points where it ices private cars under instructions, and its

own (Lincoln) 1282
Has no refrigerator cars of its own. Stockholder in American Refrig-

erator Transit Company. Pays that company for use of cars. Not
Bubject to interstate-commerce law, as a common carrier (Lin-
coln) 1281,1282

Makes freight rates; American Refrigerator Transit Company, charge
for refrigeration service (Lincoln) 1282

Uses all refrigerator lines that come along, including Armour's (Lin-
coln) 1292

Preference given to cars of American Refrigerator Transit Company
(Lincoln) 1285

Private-car lines aim to make profit out of icing and refrigerating
service (Lincoln ) 1286

Several railroads stockholders in American Refrigerator Transit Com-
pany; no preference given to shippers (Ramsey) 1979, 1980

BESOLTTTIONS:
In answer to resolution of the Senate, Commission undertook to point
out specifically the effect of certain advances in rates on specific

articles, including lumber. Witness alleges wrong basis
(Hines) 1057,1060

,^, Petitions, memorials, and letters of legislatures, boards of trade,

chambers of commerce, and others 405-493
Senate joint resolution No. 86, creating commission to frame national

incorporation act; explanation of, by Senator Newlands 776
Senate resolution No. 288, Fifty-eighth Congress, third session, author-

izing Committee on Interstete Commerce of Senate to investigate

and report 775

BEVENXTE:
Testimony relative to—

Gross, of all railroads, about $2,000,000,000 (Tuttle) 995
Increase in, alleged to be due to increase in rates; method of com-
puting criticised (Hines) 1045, 1099

Legislation which would reduce earnings below fair profit would put
end to extension and improvement (Morawetz) 793

REVIEW

:

Testimony relative to—
Provided in Quarles bill

;
purpose of (Bacon) 8, 24

SICHABD, J. H., district judge, 11th judicial district, Iowa:
Letter to Chairman Elkins on rate question, under following heads.. 2942

Certain powers of courts considered 2953
Constitution and rate making 2943
Criticism of the present law 2946
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BICHARD, J. H.—Continued. Page.

Letter to Chairman Elkina on rate question, etc.-Continued.
General law 2945
Legislative and judicial powers can not be combined 2951
Outline 2943
Penalty clause of rate bills 2957
Bate making is legislative 2949
State railway commission 2945
Summary 2960
Two distinct bodies, a commission and a court 2948
Twofold nature of the railway problem 2945
Various bills 2948

BIPLEY, WILXiIAn J., professor of economics, Harvard University; in

1900, expert on railroads for United States Industrial Commission:
Testimony of 2310

Basing point system

—

Cases showing dissatisfaction with in the South, and rates under. . 2321
Discriminations

—

Between localities, involving long and short haul clause 2320
In commodities; cases cited 2318
In the main think nothing more necessary 2339
Special commodity rates are generally made for carload lots, and

special rates for considerable shipments 2319
Esch-Townsend bill

—

Favor, with exceptions that it does not give power to substitute
a rate, and omits provision that long and short haul clause shall

be enforceable in some cases 2335
Government ownership

—

Do not believe in it for this country, but in a moderate, reasonable
public control 23S4

Interstate Commerce Commission

—

A class of cases turned on the power to prescribe rates, and one
decision of court would cover many cases 2332

Almost all the court cases have involved not so much the appli-
cation of the law to economic abuses as purely judicial interpre-
tation of law itself 2332

Arbitration before Commission is resorted to 2331
Many of its decisions accepted without contest : 2332
Number of its decisions reversed by courts : 2331
Present Commission coming nearer to proper appreciation of the

delicacy of issues involved 2335
Relations with railroads improving 2331
Should recommend five or seven as number constituting 2343
Very small proportion of its cases taken to courts 2331

Long and short haul

—

Amendment suggested to long and short haul clause in original

law so as to make it not always reasonable that competition at
the more distant point' should create dissimilar circumstances
and conditions 2328

Clause has worked satisfactorily in perhaps 95 per cent of cases. . 2343
Decisions of courts which have undermined the clause 2320,2322
Extent to which clause is observed to-day.- 2320
How would like to see the clause interpreted 2329
Little by little the force of the clause has been whittled away;

decision cited 2322
Eailroads, to their financial disadvantage, cultivate too much the

long-haul business 2312,2323
To legislate to prevent charging more for a short than a long haul
would prostrate business 2327

Would retain the clause with the exception to try and make it

elastic 2351
Massachusetts

—

Commission has absolute power to fix rates on milk in 2325
Kailroad taxation in 2354
Begulation, both as to capitalization and tiie operation of rail-

ways, more eflBcient than in any other State 2353
Three railroad commissioners in 2356
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KCPLEY, WILLIAM J.—Continued. Pase-

Testimony of—
Maximum-rate case 2348
National incorporation 2353
Pooling

—

Believe the prohibition was a serious mistake 2337
Recommend repeal of provision prohibiting 2345
Would cling to It in certain cases 2335,2340

Railroads

—

Better if we had less transportation in the aggregate 2340
Freight service, measured by ton mileage, between 1889 and 1903

increased fifteen times as fast as population, in part due to excess
of the long-distance business 2340

If they could divide up their territory somehow, they would not
need so many special rates 2356

System of taxation 3254
Bate making

—

A tribunal, disinterested, impartial, ought to be constituted with
power to accord substantial relief, and that quickly 2338

Commission should have on it a fair number of traffic experts . . . 2334
Complaints principally from country districts and small towns. . . 2325
Failure of attempt at uniform classification for United States 2322
People feel they ought to have a commission of some body of men

standing between them and the carrier 2338
Should reside primarily in the railroads 2335
Suggest conferring upon Commission power to decide a rate too

high, and set it aside,- then leave it to railroad to make substi-
tute rate within a given time 2334, 2340

Think the most serious evil needing legislation is discrimination
between localities and commodities of relative freight rates 2339

Why not have Commission a technical body instead of imposing
burden upon the courts 2335

Would have Commission, on complaint, prescribe rate which
should prevail until courts settle matter 2330

Eates—
General level of freight rates reasonable 2312,2341
Grain, complained of 2314
Increases in, in the main justified by increased cost of operation. 2312,

2335
Lumber, complained of 2314
Sash and blind, complained of j 2325,2339
Savannah naval stores case, complained of 2315
Special or "commodity" rate 2314
Statistics, table of, from New York to Pacific coast points, all rail,

less than carload, on same principal items, 1895, 1900, and 1905. 2314
Statistics, table of, on certain classes of goods for 1895, 1900, 1902,
and 1905.. 2313

Switching charges complained of 2315
While average increase not excessive it has varied greatly as

between dmerent commodities 2312
Rebates

—

Past issue 2339
Switehing charges

—

Complained of 2315
Terminal charges

—

Further definition of extent of control over, necessary 2338

SIVEB BATES:
Blanketrates (Gardner) 1629
Commission decided in favor of shippers, but they have no recourse

under present law (Gardner) 1628
Rebates given in some instances, called " tap line" allowance (Gard-

ner) 1628,1633
When rates went up, price of lumber went down (Gardner) 1633

BIVEKS AND HABBOKS:
Testimony relative to—

Government's appropriation for last ten years to furnish free high-
ways for boats and vessels (Ramsey) 1969

S. Doc. 243, 59-1—vol 4 74
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ROANOKE, VA. Page.

Keaolution of chamber of commerce opposed to rate-making power
being taken from the rail.-oads (Hover) 3267

ROBBINS, OEOKGB B., president of the Armour Car Lines and director
in Armour & Co., Chicago:

Testimony of 2366
{See Private Oar Line System; (Armour).

ROBINSON, C. W., manufacturer of long-leaf yellow-pine lumber, repre-
senting Board of Trade, New Orleans:

Testimony of . 2424
Discriminations

—

Abuses

—

First. Purchasing agents instructed to buy supplies from par-
ties who are large shippers over their respective lines; pos-
sibility of direct rebate 2431

Second. Absorption of switching charges at terminal points
on shipments originating at competitive points, etc 2432

Third. Promulgation of special tariffs for benefit of favored
shippers 2432

Fourth. Abuse of milling in transit privilege 2434
Between localities 2430
Innumerable forms of, remain 2432
RebUling 2490,2491,2492

Industrial Commission

—

Witness reads from report of 2426
New Orleans

—

Advantages, natural and acquired 2496
Effort to divert traffic 2496

Overcapitalization

—

How effected 2429
Railroads

—

Aid to building 2425
Cost per ton per mile greatly lessened..'. 2429
Train expenses decreased 2429

Bate making

—

Commission should have power, not to originate rates, but to
supervise and to name a fair rate in case a certain given rate is

condemned 2497
Correct basis is to so adjust rates as to yield fair return on value of

road and equipment 2425
Destroy the Robm Hood method of.\ 2491
Fair return on investments, but not on watered stock 2491
No justification for basing uniform rates on mileage 2431
Nothing should be done to lessen New Orleans's natural and ac-

quired advantages 2425,2430,2497
Preserve equal rights '. 2491
Preserve the natural advantage of location, etc 2491
Quick hearing and final disposition of complaints 2491

Rates

—

Local as compared with through, and domestic as compared with
export, have been increased 2427

Rebates

—

Have been stopped, but indirect rebate in innumerable forms of

discriminations remain 2430, 2492
Rebilling—

Big Four and others guilty of the practice 2493
By it one gets lower rate than I can; illustrated 2492
Form of discrimination 2490,2491
How I found itout 2494
Remedy might be secret service men 2495

Robinson, C. W., Lumber Co. et al. v. The Illinois Central R. R. Co.
etal.; all records in 2435

Yellow-pine lumber

—

Increase in rates 242b

ROCK ISIiANS STSTESC:
Statistics (Mather) 1444
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ROTJTIlTa: Page.

Testimony relative to—
As to carriers following (Morawetz) 841
Case against Southern Pacific Company and the Santa Fe (Call) 2695
Control of (Vining) 1696
Evils of (Morawetz) 818
Injunction saved orange industry (Call) 2698
Pooling, effect of (Call) 2698

BULE:
Testimony relative to—

For determining percentage of return never laid down by court
(Bacon) 11

Rate should not be entirely governed by amount invested (Cowan).. 110

STTIjOFSOIT, a. C. ,
presented resolutions of the Merchants' Association of

San Francisco, Oal 127

BUSSIA:
. Ea^s(Hill) 1478

SAFETY APPLIANCES:
Testimony relative to—

Benefits and disadvantages (Ramsey) ' 1982
Frequently result in the thine they were intended to prevent (illus-

tration, Harrisbmrg disaster) (Ramsey) 2159

SANTA FE IlA,ILBOAD:
Testimony relative to—

Statistics (Call) 2703

SEAGOAST:
Why differentials are given to ports on (Tuttle) 940

SHAFFIEL]}, B. B., milling and elevator business, Faribault, Minn.:
Testimony of. 2830

Rate making

—

Have yet to see miller desiring change in law 2830
Should-be in hands of railroads 2831

Rebates

—

None received since interstate commerce law 2831

SHEBDIAN ANTITBUST ACT:
Testimony relative to—

Interstate Commerce Commission, no authority to enforce (Cowan).. 65

BHEVliIN, THOMAS H., lumber manufacturer, Minneapolis, Minn.:

Testimonj/of 1940

Capitalization

—

Watering stock should be prohibited 1951

Lumber

—

No trusts in 1946,1949

Prices higher, but not because of rates 1946

Railroads

—

As to danger from same man -being in control of railroads and of

the great industrial combinations J 1949

Rate making

—

Government too slow -, 1942

Satisfied with existing conditions 1941

Bates

—

All the commerce of the country has been built by abnormaiiy
low rates for products to the markets 1948

' Difference in lumber rates in localities 19*4

Distance tariff would be splendid for me as a lumberman, but not

for the farmer 1941

No knowledge of extortionate or unreasonable charges 1943

Rebates

—

Character of, formerly received 1950
Lumbermen in Minnesota not getting them 1944
Not getting them now 1941
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SHIPPERS AND OTHERS: Pase.

Lists of, protesting

—

Against extending the power of the Interstate Commerce Com-
mission to regulate commerce 3785

Against the passage of the Esch-Townsend bill 485

SIMMONS, Jr., Z. G., Kenosha, Wis.:
Testimony of . .. . .......... 1841

Kate making

—

Commission, opposed to intrusting it with 1841

SLOSSON, PRANK, Kenosha, Wis., representing Bayne Wagon Company
and Ohicago-Kenosha Hosiery Company:

Testimony of,.. 1826
Rate making

—

Government interference, opposed 1826

SMEDLET, EDWIN, general manager of Smedley Manufacturing Company,
of Dubuque:

Testimony of. 2216
Discriminations

—

Governor Cummins' s statement about pumps in Dubuque vision-

ary; never heard of such complaint by manufacturers ..... 2216
Interstate Commerce Commission

—

Better if it had not been created ; courts sufficient 2222
Iowa

—

As far as I know, every manufacturing plant that has been a fail-

ure there was because of mismanagement and not fault of rail-

road 2218
Do not know single shipper or manufacturer in Dubuque who haa'

expressed anything except contempt for idea of effort to cripple

our best friends, the railroads , 2220
Statement of Governor Cummins as to Dubuque pump industry,

visionary 2217
Rate making

—

Commission entirely uncalled for 2221
Getting fair treatment by railroads under present arrangements.. 2216
Opposed to a fixed rate '. 2221

Bates

—

Steady, gradual, easy decline, in, since I have been in business... 2221
Eebates

—

Never had any 2218

SMITH, ARTHUR 0.,. president of M. E. Smith & Co., of Omaha, Nebr.,
corporation, wholesale dry goods, etc.

:

Testimony of. 2011

Iowa

—

Has distance tariff; result, no large cities; river cities smaller.... 2011
Kailroads

—

Should be allowed to make some revenue and improve terminal
facilitiesand trackage 2011

Bate making

—

Members of Commission would naturally favor their own States;

case cited 2012
Opposed to Government rate making and mileage basis 2011

SMITH, CHARliES R., manufacturer of wooden ware, Menasha, Wis.:
Testimony of 2829

Bate making

—

If Commission had power to make rates commercial relations

would be disturbed 2830
Satisfied with law as it is 2829

SMITH, J. ALLEN, Knoxville, Tenn.r
Testimony of 1833

Manufacturers and Producers' Association of Knoxville, Tenn.

—

Petition favoring present law and opposing intrusting Commis-
Bion with rate-mkking power... 1833
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SMITH, J. AIjIjEN—Continued. Page.

Testimony of—
Rate making

—

Knoxville, Tenn., Manufacturers and Producers' Association
opposed to intrusting Commission with 1834

Tennessee, people of, would rather take chances with the rail-

roads than with Commission 1837
Kates

—

Knoxville, Tenn., discrimination; merchants complain of, but I
think present law suflBcient to deal with the question 1834

SMITH, MHiTON H., president and chief executive officer of the Louis-
ville and Nashville Bailroad Company:

Testimony of , 225
Discrimination of rates can not he avoided unless carriers permitted

to make uniform rates 230
Esch-Townsend bill, analysis of, by Walker D. Hines "... 235
Interstate Commerce Commission has changed its views as to power

to adjust rates 230
Views of, changed as to competency of adjusting rates 230
Bailroads

—

Increase of tonnage . 233
In hands of receivers 233
Obligations of, compared with carriers by water . 227

Bates

—

Difficulties of arranging; casescited 228
Discrimination can not be avoided unless carriers permitted to
make uniform rateq 230

Of 1866 compared with present, on flour 227

800ZAI. CmCLE CASE:
Testimony reviewed (Clements) 3224

SOTTTHEBIT COTTON' MILLS:
Testimony rdative to—

Products of; rates compared with New England products (Hooper).. 132

SOTTTHEBN FREIGHT ASSOCIATION:
Articles of association 1 3610

SOtTTHESN PACIFIC BAILWAT:
Testimony relative to—

Contract with Armour Car Line for refrigerating cars; testimony of

Bobbins reviewed (Kruttschnitt) 3100
Has not paid dividends for eight or ten years; earned 5, 6, and 7 per

cent; expended in improvements (Bacon) 1802
Mileage of (Kruttschnitt) :.. 3110
Net income per mile (Call) 2702
Practice is to charge to operating expenses sum necessary to replace an

old bridge; increased weight charged to betterments (Kruttschnitt) . 3111
Since 1900 has spent $131,000,000 in betterments and changes of line

and rectification of grades ( Kruttschnitt) 3123
Statement of, filed wiui Commission as to contract with Aimour & Co.

(Kruttschnitt) 3102
Statistics (Call) 2702
Testimonyof Call as to income per mile of, reviewed (Kruttschnitt)... 3108

SOTTTHEBN PORTS:
Washington Post editorial 1462

SOUTHERN RAILWAT:
Testimony rdative to—

As to lumber rates increase (Spencer) 8613
Danville, Va. , complains of rate conditions (Aiken ) 1816
Do not think we have any complaints of reasonableness of rates jjer

se; almost all regarding alleged inequalities between communities
(Spencer) 3616

Has never leased Mobile and Ohio Railroad; did purchase the. stock;

not a single dollar of overcapitalization (explained) (Spencer) . 3613, 3618
Owns tte stock of other corporations; three measurably important

(Spencer) 3613
Bates higher and more unequal than any other (Hooker) 129
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SOtrTHEBN RAILWAY AND STEAMSHIP ASSOCIATION: Page-

Agreement, January 14, 1892 (Clements) 3018

SOTTTHWESTEBN liXJMBEBBIEN'S ASSOCIATION:
Testimony relative to—

Statement as to less charge being made for long haul than for short
haul (Bacon) 1892

SOXJTHWESTERN (BATE) TAKIPP ASSOCIATION:
Fixes rates; instances cited (Cowan) 55

SPECIAL COURT:
Have thought it would be more expeditious (Clements) 3250

SPENCER, SAMUEL:
Testimony of 3609

Eate making

—

Eailroads not advocating regulation of rates through courts; but
if question has to be passed upon in respect to reasonableness
per se of a rate, the only competent authority is the court 3616

Rates in the South have been made, to a large extent, by water
competition 3616

Southern Railway Company

—

As to lumber rates increase 3613
Do not think we have any complaints of reasonableness of rates
per se; almost all regarding alleged inequalities between com-
munities 3616

Has never leased Mobile and Ohio Railroad; did purchase the
stock; not a single dollar of overcapitalization (explained) . 3613, 3618-

Owns the stock of other corporations; three measurably impor-
tant 3613

STAPLES, CHARLES F. , railroad and warehouse commissioner of Min-
nesota... 29

Testimony of—
Cannon Falls discrimination 34,37,39
Commission, findings of, prima facie 33
Representative of association of commissioners of various States 37
Court

—

Claims of unjust rates not filed under Elkins Taw; too much ex-
pense and time involved 39

Under rulings of, Government has gradually been losing control;
strong companies absorb weak ones 30

Discriminations

—

Cannon Falls case 34,37,39
More complained of than high rates 31
Section 1, Quarles bill, and act of 1887 similar as to 36

Elkins law in a measure helpful to both sides 30
Interstate Commerce Commission formerly acted upon theory of
power now sought to give by Quarles bill 31

Long and short haul clause insufficient 31,34
Minnesota ( statute) 31, 35
Quarles bill

—

Section 1 and act of 1887 similar as to unreasonable discrimination. 36
Strong feature of, provision to declare fair rate, with power to

enforce an order 31
Eailroads, few officials of, able to dictate charges . 30
Eate making

—

An arbitrary matter 31
Court has decided Commission must have in view fair return upon

value of property 33
Should be left to impartial tribunal 31

' Bates—
Abuses cited; Commission powerless 34,36
Few officials able to dictate 30
Increased by unification of interests 29
Making of, a legislative act 32
Power should be given to raise as well as lower 31

Unification of intereste has resulted in unreasonable increase of rates. 29
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STATE RAILWAY COMMISSIONS: P"**-

Testimony relative to—
As a general propoBition legislative powers can not be delegated, yet
po vver of State commissions to make rates haa been sustained (Peck ) . 1372

Commissions established in, thirty-one States (Bacon) 1907
Commissions in Illinois and Iowa empowered to fix schedules of maxi-
mum reasonable rates (Bacon) :.... 1980

Commissions in Iowa and Illinois made square-rule schedules of State
rates, which Interstate Commerce Commission can do for all (Stick-
ney) 2124

Exercising rate-making power (Peck) 1358
In this country extremely restricted (Meyer) 1553
Oppressive action of, where court granted p'ermanentinjunction (Peck)

.

1358
Policy of some commissions criticised (Gates) 2982
Power conferred upon, has embarrassed us some, but not seriously;

local business small part of total (Lincoln) 1286
Rate legislation not satisfactory (Tuttle) 926

STATES:
Tedimony relative to—

Delegating to Commission power to fix rates (Morawetz) 798
Memorials of, favoring additional powers to National Commission

(Bacon) 1906,1909
No legislature has undertaken to say what fair return to stockholders
should be (Tuttle) 913

STEEL AND IRON:
Testimony relative to—

Domestic and foreign rates (Bac6n) 19

STEEL BAILS:
TestimMiy relative to—

Prices of (Cowan) 108

STEVENS, BITSSELL G., horticulturist, representing fruit growers of Cal-
ifornia:

'

TegHmonyof 3308
California

—

"California Fruit Distributors'" agreement with Armour Car
Line, which has monopoly of carrying all fresh fruit shipments
over Southern Pacific lines—discriminations 3308, 3309

Fruit growers' resolution favoring establishment of court of inter-

state commerce 3308
Earl Fruit Company and other members of "Distributors" do

both a commission and f. o. b. business 3311
Sale of deciduous fruit shipments not satisfactory last season

—

illustration .3313
Tables showing prices paid by distributors for fruit, cost of ship-

ment, etc.; comparison of rates 3318
Private car line systems

—

Armour Co., by virtue of its contract with Southern Pacific, can
absolutely control large portion of markets in which California

fruit is sold 3311
"California Fruit Distributors'" agreement with Armour; dis-

criminations and monopoly 1 3308,3309
Earl Fruit Company and other members of the "distributors" do

laoth a commission and f. o. b. business, reducing net price paid
growers from 3 to 5 cents a package 3311

Icing charge of Armour exorbitant ,3311

Limit put upon business done by members of "California Fruit
Distributors;" reasons for 3309,3310

Sales of deciduous fruit last season unsatisfactory; illustrations. . 3313
Eate making

—

Resolutions of fruit growers of California favoring a court of inter-

state commerce, with power to enforce orders of Commissidn . . 3308

STICKNBY, A. B., president Chicago Great Western Railway Company:
TesUmmyof. ^ 2119

Discriminations

—

' Inadequacy of machinery for enforcing provisions against 2129
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STICKNSY, A. B.—Continued. Far^

Testimony of—
Free passes

—

Condemned ._ 212S
Interstate-commerce law

—

Defects of _. : 2119
Bate making

—

Advantage of one schedule 2121
Commission would be disinterested 2121
Commission would be untrammeled by competition or desire to

favor particular line 2123
Commission would not make rates for each railroad, but one

schedule for all 2120
Court decisions establish doctrine that railroad rates are based
upon the authority of State to levy taxes 2127

Favor schedule of rates 2124
If only maximum rates, leaving railroad free to make lower rates,

purpose of preventing discrimination defeated .: 2126
ImpossibiUty of making schedule of rates, measuring each by the

cost of carriage 2128
Reasonableness of schedule on basis of indirect taxation 2128
Bights of public and railroads imder proposed legislation per-

fectly safeguarded 2121,2122
Unwise to restrict authority of Commission to fixing only such

rates as have been subject of complaint 2125
Eebates

—

" Midnight schedules " for large dealers ..., 2123
Since injunctions, rebates on grain E,iaipments stopped; in lieu,

elevator fees 2123
States

—

Commissions in Iowa and Illinois made square-rule schedules of
State rates, which Interstate Commerce Commission can do for
all .* 2124

ST. liOTJIS:
Tettimony relative to—

Arguments of representatives of Chicago Shippers' Association and
St. Louis Traffic Bureau, etc., favoring readjustment of freight rates

from Chicago and St. Louis to the Southeast ( Kennett) 2538
Complaint of operation of rates and discriminations (Kennett) ...... 2528
Discriminated against, in favor of Kansas City (Kennett) 2531
Merchants' Exchange of St. Louis, resolutions adopted by board of

directors (Kennett) 2569
Bailroads are practicing on her business and people extortionate and

excessive rates (Kennett) 2531
Traffic Bureau statement (Kennett) 2570

STONIi, HEITBT L., general counsel of the Louisville and Nashville Bail-

road Company.
Tettimony of. 243

Constitutional questions—courts can not be confined to evidpji/w befon»
Commission 251

Interstate Commerce Commission

—

Given power over railroads beyond rate fixing ............. 253
Powers of 244
Under Esch-Townsend bill unlimited power in hands of men
inexperienced in railroad management and not required to be
lawyers 261

Esch-Townsend bill

—

Does not require complainant to pay costs 264
Excluding proof on appeal, except that before the Commission,

is unconstitutional 251,254
No imperative necessity for; railroads and countnr prosperous. . . 263
Objections to orders fixing rate going into effect before court has

opportunity to investigate 247,248
Under it Commission given power and authority over all regula-

tions affecting transportation of persons or property in addition
to rate fixing 253

Would be disastrous to railroad interests and employees 260,261
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8T01TE, HENKT I..—Continued. Page.

Tegtimony of—
Pooling, advantages of 262
Bailroads, consolidation of, not for purpose of eliminating competi-

tion, but to give more economical and efficient service and more
uniformity ofrates 259

Rates, in some States courts have held power can be conferred on a
commission to prescribe 246

Complaints of, far-reaching in character; Maximum Hate Case (167
U. S.) cited 247

Power to prescribe legislative 244
Reasonableness of rates—court starts with presumption that rate fixed
by Commission is reasonable; case cited 251

StrSFENSION:
Of order during investigation (Bacon) 8

SWITCHHTO CHASGES:
Testimony rdaiive to—

Complained of (Ripley) 2315

TENNESSEE COAIi AND ISDN RAILROAD CO.:
Consider rates we pay railroads in our section eminently fair (Bacon,
D.H.) : 2941

Know" of no rebates or discriminations (Bacon, D. H.) 2941
Own a few railway tracks; handle with our locomotives much of

freight we receive and ship, but receive no pay or allowance for
movements we make (Bacon, D. H.) 2941

TERaONAL CHARGES:
Testimony relative to—

Commission can under existing law inquire into terminal charges, but
they are too busy seeing if they can not get right to make rates
(Hill) 1500

Commission has abundance of power to take up question of any part
of charge' and test its reasonableness, like the charge to land a
bushel of wheat below Harlem River which la more than to bring
it there from Chicago (Hill) 1500

Brimson case reviewed (Clements) , 3234
•Further definition of extent of control over, necessary (Ripley) 2338
In the division of through rate, higher percentage is given to terminal
road (Tuttle) 946

La^ sufficient to correct undue discriminations in (Tuttle) 958
Legislation relative to terminal side tracks not sufficient (Mitchell).. 2214

TEXAS:
TeiAnony relative to—

Has State commission (Lincoln) 1279
Live-stock cattle rate. Cowan's testimony reviewed (Bird) 2274
Manufactures decreased under State railroad regulation (Carleton) .. 2520
Railroad bonds must be indorsed by State railroad commission, which

retards sale of (Morawetz) 882
. Rate On cattle about the lowest, considering value and care (Bird) . . . 2277

TEXAS CATTLE RAISERS' ASSOCIATION:
Answer to Cowan's brief of their complaint (Biddle) 1650
Testimony of Jansen and Hord reviewed (Cowan ) 3383
Statement in behalf of (Cowan) 3382

THOMPSON, SLASON:
Paper prepared by, under following headings 3123
Railroads

—

Accidents relatively to tariff 3132
Advance in price of materials ., 3125
American versus foreign capitalization 3128
As to American freight rates 3124
As to passenger rates 3125
Aa to railway accidents 3151
As to unjust discrimination 3131
Capitalization, American railways not overcapitalized 3127
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THOMPSOIT, SLASON—Continued. Page.

Eailroads—Continued.
Compared with investments in agriculture and manufacture 3129
Cost of railway and equipment 3127
Distribution of railway capital 3128
Foreign freight rates 3126
Foreign passenger rates 3126
General liability to accident 3132
General safety of railroad travel 3133
How railway payis divided 3131
How the water has been absorbed 3128
Pay of railway labor ( American and foreign) 31 26
Travel for one day's pay 3126
What are the facts 3123
Where the income went 3130

THBEE MILE LIMIT:
Government has no control of ocean beyond (Tuttle) 942

THUBBEK, F. B. , president of United States Export Association, New York:
Teslimmyof 2503

Consolidation

—

Has resulted in better service and lower rates 2509
Discrirainations

—

Senator Foraker's bill, indorsed , 2512
Under present law the worst can be remedied 2512

Esch-Townsend bill

—

Is the bill of Bacon andProuty 2515
Would injure all material interesfa in the country 2507

Interstate Commerce Commission

—

Should be an investigating and prosecuting body 2512
National incorporation

—

One great system advantageous.... 2511
Oyercapitalization

—

" Watered stock " beneficial 2513
Private car line system

—

Every private car line which gives owners advantage over aver-

age shippet should be absorbed by railroads 2511
Eailroads

—

Hates in this country average less than half those of other coun-
tries (illustrated) 2510

Statistics: Average receipts per ton mile of leading railroads by
years 2509

Rate making

—

Against public interest to confer the power of, on Commission . . . 2530
Are rate-making commissions successful (article from Railroad

Gazette) 2504
Impossible for 5 men to do what 500 or 700 skilled traffic men

are trying to do 2513
It was not mtended to confer rate-making powers on Commission

(debates in Congress cited) 2506
Margin between profit and loss is less than one-tenth of a cent for

carrying a ton of freight 2504
Most rates are basic, and a change in one affects a thousand or a

million 2504
Bates

—

Advance less than in labor and materials and products 2512
Terminal

—

Every terminal railroad which gives owners advantage over aver-

age shipper should be absorbed by railroads 2511

TOLEBTON, O. O., wholesale grocer, Sioux City, Iowa:
Testimony of 2623

Eate making

—

Brotherhood of Locomotive Engineers on Chicago and Lake Erie
Bailway; recommendations 2628

Know of none 2623
Lumbermen's Exchange of Philadelphia, recommendations 2628
Philadelphia Board of Trade, recommendations 2624
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TOLERTON, O. O.-Cpntinued.
'

P»se.

Testimony of— >

Rate making—Continued.
Rates more satisfactory than ever before; do not think my busi-

ness would be benefited by giving Commission power to fix

rates 2623
The E. R. Wagner Manufacturing Company, of North Milwaukee,

Wis., recommendations 2629

TOmTAGE:
Statistics (Morawetz) 837

TOFPIITO, H. B. , wholesale implements, and represent Commercial Club,
as chairman of Trade Extension Commission, etc., Kansas City, Mo.:

Testimony of 3062
Kate making

—

Not in favor of change, believing present laws are suflBcient to cor-
rect evils if rigidly enforced 3063

Rebates

—

Have heard no complaints of; under Elkins law getting on nicely. 3063

TRAFFIC ASSOCIATIONS:
Governmental regulation of rates recommended (Cowan ) 55

TRAFFIC lyCAHTAGERS:
Fifteen, now fix rates for United States (Hooker) 136

TRANSFORTATIOIT OF DRESSED 3IEEATS AND PACKING-HOUSE
PRODUCTS, ORDERS, AND TESTIMONY BEFORE THE
INTERSTATE COStlMCERCE COMMISSION:,

Individual index. (Appendix G, Vol. V) 781

TRAVIS, B. F., physician, Chattanooga; fruit grower in Georgia, represent-
ing fruit growers in Chattanooga, Tenn., and North Georgia:

Textimony of. 2844
Private car line systems—

^

"^

Armour car line has pven us satisfactory and prompt service 2844
Georgia peach crop last year unprecedented; for a few days ham-

pered for cars; did not blame refrigerator company 2844

TRA'TER, G. W., engaged in soft-coal mining in Illinois and Iowa:
TetUrrumyqf 2224

Illinois

—

Railroad tonnage 2225
Iowa

—

Coal business would be much better but for Iowa rate laws 2227
Having both maximum rate, schedule and mileage rate law, has

suffered compared with neighboring States not under those dis-

abilities, illustrations 2225,2227
Rate making-^

Self-interest will govern railroads effectively if remedies are pro-

vided against positive injustices and discriminations 2226
Tonnage of Illinois and Iowa..l 2225

TRICKETT, W. C. , commissioner of Transportation Bureau, Kansas City,

Mo.:
Tentimony of. 3064

Discriminations

—

Only substantial complaint of shippers throughout country is that

certain shippers are favored in prvate car lines, switching and
terminal lines, which I understand present law could not
reach 3064,3067

Bate making

—

Highly technical; believe interesta of the West best conserved by
havmg those experienced in traffic remain in control 3064

•Proposed measure deemed inadvisable 3065
Rebates

—

Since Elkins law do not know of any, with possible exception of

terminal and private car line charges .... 3067
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TBTJNK LINES: • Page.

Should be additional, or largely increased, facilities (Vining) 171

S

TRtrSTS:
Testimony relative to—

Railroads have not built them up, and are opposed to them (Ramsey) . 1997

TTJTTIiE, LUCIUS, president of Boston and Maine Railroad; of Maine Cen-
tral Railroad; ofWashington County Railway; and others:

Teai'mony of 907,969
Arbitration, disputes between railroad employees 996
Banks, rate of interest not fixed by Congress 926, 960, 981
Brotherhood of Locomotive Engineers, p;:otest against any substantial
change in interstate rates 1004

Boston and Maine system

—

Amount of bonds, and how held 954
Amount paid private car line by 954
Capital stock, etc 1005
Employees injured cared for 995
Has no contracts with private car lines 954
No complaint of any rate of, tried by Commission 914
Statistics 986
Tax paid by 994

Canadian railroads given autocratic power, but no action has yet been
taken under the act 944

Court; if it should decide that any rate is unlawful and should express
its views as to what would be a reasonable rate, believe railroads
would accept that opinion 984

Differentials

—

Are a preference in some ways 942
Reasons for .'...... 940

Discrimination in rates

—

Ample opportunity to discover 951
Can not be covered up :,. 951
Law now ample 951
Thing of the past, so far as my knowledge goes 950

Elkins law; railroads favored its passage, and have tried to enforce its

provisions 951
Eminent domain, rights of, considered 910
Esch-Townsend bill would overwhelm Commission with frivolous

complaints 929
European railroads, those privately owned better managed; rates

higher, wages lower than in United States 945
France, owner in railroads; extent of Government control 939
Germany, railroad information diflBcult to get 938
Governmental control; Representative Esch and Commissioner
Prouty quoted 908,985

Government inspectors ; think their employment useless 954
Government ownership

—

Canada's experience 999
Not willing to have tried 998

Government shipbuilding not economical 1000
Great Britain

—

Railroads finest in world and privately owned; extent of Govern-
ment control of rates 938

Rates high and distances short 918
Iowa idea; Government ownership (ex-Governor Larrabee) 937
Insurance of employees 994, 996
Intermediate rates always»endeavor to introduce intermediate towns

into markets and not to concentrate at few points 978
Interstate Commerce Commission

—

Almost impossible for, to fix rates 939
Difliculties in settling rates promptly in so many different locali-

ties ; 924

Figures comparing rates for different years misleading 925
Has power under Elkins law to call on a railroad to furnish shipr

per a due proportion of its cars to move traffic 949
How it should be conducted 1001
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XXTTTLE, LTJCnrS—Continued. .
^"se-

Testimony of—
Interstate Commerce Commission—Continued.

If empowered to fix rates, could not. make differentials withont
some agreement 942

Large percentage of its cases settled without lawsuit or general
hearmg, and more should be 928

Letter in reply to Chairman Elkins as to whether Esch-Townsend
bill conflicts with provisions of Constitution as to differential

rates in favor of particular ports 965
Necessary, but too many duties; too much time involved 928
Power given it to fix rates would not lead to conflict between

State and Federal jurisdiction 942
Powers which should be conferred upon (President Eoosevelt'a

message) 907
Qualificationof its members 946,961,983
Should act as investigating and prosecuting body 946
When a rate is declared excessive by, it is a prohibition of it, and

it is within power of railroad to use any rate less than that. . . . 943
Interstate commerce law

—

Agitation in respect to changes due to the Commission asking
power to made rates 950

Amendments suggested 950,962
Methods under it criticised 928
Think sufficient 965

Long and short haul

—

Cotton carried from South to northeastern mills at lower rate than
shorter haul 971,974

Interstate commerce law provision should not be changed . . 945
Legislation in regard to, would help no one 923
No complaint in New England.. 920
Often made at a loss; reasons 971

• Pidp mills erected in Maine because of promised low rates to

Chicago market 975
National incorporation act 988, 990, 994, 996, 999, 1003

Kew England

—

! Conservative legislation, • 992
Consolidation of railroads; number prior thereto 988
System of taxation in 993

New England railroads

—

Consolidation of, beneficial to all interests 988

Do not engage in business outside of common carriers; common
morality should prevent 948, 957

Endeavor to equalize rates regardless of distance on commodities
that need the markets 976

Have no natural monopoly 914
No limitation of dividends 892

Eates given shoe manufacturers low; reasons — . 919
Systems in 913

Pension for employees, do not approve 995

Pooling 973
Unsatisfactory 1003

Post-Offlce Department could be conducted at less cost by private

enterprise 999

Private car line systems

—

Armour Car Lines contract with Marquette Kailroad, including

alleged extortion in icing charges, believe can be reached under
present law .---.--•-. -.- ^®^

As to prohibiting owners from producing and distributing their

own products ;- 956,958

Can not be reached under present law; if made common carriers,

V would be under interstate-commerce law _ 953, 956
Know of no abuses under; great blessing to railroads 954,966

Pullman cars, similar advantage as refrigerator cars _.
957

Quarles-Cooper bill, protest of Brotherhood of Locomotive Engineers,

Pacific division, against; opposition to any substantial disturbanoe

in interstate rates • 1004
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Testimony of—
Eailroads

—

,

Are not opposed to legislation to prevent unfair favoritism 912
Atlantic to Pacific, large portion of shipments ataloss 921
Charged with violating law, by Commissioner Prouty 907
Concentration of ownership assures a higher degree of conserva-

tism in operation 1003
Congress should interfere as little as possible 912
Do not believe a few men control railroads of the country 985
Earnings of all, gross, about $2,000,000,000 995
Figuring comparing rates for different years misleading . ., 925
If rates reduced below remunerative price, would go out of busi-

ness 940
Keep men in Washington to report rates filed by other roads 973
Limitation as to high rate is proper, but should be determined by
a court 946

Methods of keeping accounts 931
Price of transportation has not kept up with cost of commodities. 945
Regulation of, public sentiment founded on wrong grounds 909
Belation between increased expenditure and increased revenue.. 934
Reports tO' Commission of uniform system 969
Territorial competition is the most serious 914

Kate making;

—

Diflliculties of arbitrary 915,923
Is the only property right railroads have 913
Left to trafiic officers; not discussed at B. and M. board meeting. 970
Naturally belongs to railroads, and no one else can do as well ... 939
No general rule for, and is confined to experts., 915
No rule can be laid down for; no one can draw adequate statute. 926
Should be leftto railroads 912

Bates

—

Abnormally low, reasons for #.... 918
Almost impossible for Commission to fix 939
Congress may say how much a railroad may charge, but not how

little 922
DiflUculties Commission would haye in fixing 937
DifiBculties of adjusting, on agricultural products in New England

.

923
Individual cases of oppression, but not general 982
In United States less tnanin Europe 945
Low on coal 978
Low on farm products; wheat conditions illustrated 977
Eeasons they are lower along seacoast 917
Reasons why those for one section not applicable for another 936
Reduced to help out Worcester wire manufactures 923, 974
Reduction of, comes out of net income as well as gross income 1004
Right of Government to make, conceded 984
Transcontinental, abnormally low 918
When a rate is declared excessive by Commission, it is a prohibi-

tion of it, and it is within power of the railroad to use any rate

less than that 943
Wars in regard to, have terminated; reasons 970

Eebates

—

Ample opportunity to discover 951

Can not be covered up 951
Doubtif books would show 951
Law now ample . . 951
Message of President Roosevelt 907
Things of the past, so far as my knowledge goes 950

Eefrigersttora cars

—

Boston and Maine owns very few; originates no refrigerator

traffic
". 955

Difficulties of railroads furnishing their own 956
Great blessing to railroads 957

Revenue, gross, of all railroads about $2, 000,000,000 995
Seacoast, why differentials are given to porta on 940
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TUTTLE, LUCIUS—Continued. P«Ke-

Teitimony of—
States

—

No legislature has undertaken to say what fair return to stock-
holders should be 913

Kate legislation not satisfactory 926
Terminal charges

—

In the division of through rate, higher percentage is given to
terminal road 946

Law sufficient to correct undue discriminations in 959
Three-mile limit, Government has no control of ocean beyond 942
Water routes

—

As to compelling them to raise rates 922
Competition with railroads 919, 921

"UNDER SUBSTANTIALLY SIMILAR CIROUMSTANCES AND CON-
DITIONS: "

Effect of striking out (Morawetz) 823
Should be stricken out; decision in Belmont case (Cowan) 113

UNIFICAIION OF INTERESTS:
Testimony relative to—

Defeats competition (Cowan) 56
Has resulted in unreasonable increase of rates (Staples) 29

UNIXED STATES:
In my investigation have found no country where they have fewer

complaints, with exception of secret rebates, than here (Meyer) . . . 1621
Bates, receipts on railways from 1880 to 1899 (Meyer) 1585

UmTED STATES STEEL CO.:
Plants owned by (Gary) 3078
Why it is able to make a lower price in Canada and Mexico than in
United States (Gary) 3084

URION, A. R., of Chicago, 111., representing Armour Car Line:
Testimony of. 3652

Private car line systems

—

" Exclusive contracts " lawful and very often necessary 3658
Fear if placed under Commission as now empowered, our busi-

ness would suffer 3665
For judiciary to determine whether this is transportation, and
whether or not the service is one of interstate commerce 3653

Functions of private refrigerator car companies; renting to »ail-

roads specially constructed refrigerator cars, and when required
by shippers in these cars, refrigerating of contents by placing
ice in bunkers at stated local points 3653

Neither we nor Commission know whether private car lines are
under the law or not 3666

Michigan and Georgia growers and shippers, letters from 3666
North Carolina loss something human foresight could not guard

against • 3660
Pere Marquette, Ferguson's testimony as to contract, reviewed . . 3657,

3661
Private car a necessity of modem traffic 3665
Proponents against systeTm have not produced a single grower ... 3660
Reasonableness of refrigeration charges, elements entering into.. 3659

VALUATION:
Testiynony relative to—

Amount invested should not entirely govern infixing rates (Cowan). 11,110

VXNINO, EDWARD P., San Francisco:
Testimony of. 1675

Arbitration, Commission has been successful in 1693
Discrimination in rates, remedy for unjust, is to bestow power on
Commission to examine books 1691

Interstate Commerce Commission

—

Can not do work which the railroads require several thousand
j)er8ons to jierform - 1680

Childish clamor for power 1683
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VHTHTG, XIDWAIU) p.—continued. f««»

Testimony of—
Interstete Commerce Commission—Continued.

Has met with success in way of arbitration, and nine-tentha of

cases can be so settled 1693, 1705
Its judicial decisions almost uniformly set aside by court 1693
''Powers of, can be exercised to advantage in publishing full infor-

mation as to raili^oads, in putting complete stop to rebates; in
acting as arbitrators 1694

Should be charged with duty of publishing full information as to

railroads throughout world 1692
Private car-line systems

—

Commission should be given same authority over, as in case of
railroads 1691

Contracts should be filed with Commission 1699
Should be under interstate-commerce law 1699

Eailroads

—

Bookkeeping of, in practice; as to uniform system 1694, 1693
Causes of hostility against 1690
Number operating in United States..... 1679

Bate making

—

Beyond power of Commission to examine all rates 1678
Change of rate on wheat usually involves change on corn, etc 1676
Commission can not do work which railroads require several
thousand persons to perform 1680

Number of tariffs filed with Commission average 300 1678
People should have less confidence in Commission than in court. 1703
Beduction of a single rate naturally creates condition of unjust

discrimination, unless accompanied by corresponding reduction
from other points . 1676

Eights of stockholders overlooked 1688
The view that power to revise and change rates is essentially dif-

ferent from power to establish rates is erroneous 1675
Traffic manager interested in making conditions prosperous on

his line 1682
Traffic managers' method of 1681

iEates

—

Answer to complaint of higher charge from east to Spokane than
from same point of origin to Seattle. Illustrations 1683

Who geta the reduction , 1697
Rebates

—

* Almost annihilated sihce Elkins law 1690
Would appear somewhere in books 1696

Bouting, control of 1696
Trunk Unes should be additional, or largely increased, facilities...... 1713

WABASH RAILBOAS:
Testimony relative to—

Amount expended by, in couplers and air brakes (Ramsey) 1974
Capitalization per mile (Ramsey) 2143
Dividends, none paid for over twenty-five years (Ramsey) 1957
Does not operate through Canada except jointly with Canadian Pacific

and with Grand Trunk (Ramsey) 1986
Ice charges (Ramsey) '. 1996
Is paying nearlv twice as much taxes as ten years ago (Ramsey) 2148
Is undercapitalized (Ramsey) 2143
Statement of funded debt and interest charges (Ramsey) 2141,2142
Statistics, table (Ramsey) 1955
Stockholders are receiving no dividends (Ramsey) 2143
Stockholder in American Refrigerator Transit Company; the railroads

make the rate (Ramsey) 1979,1980
Stock of, has some prospective value (Ramsey) 2143
Subject to laws of each State in which it rims (Eamsey ) 2158
Taxes (Ramsey) 2146

WAONES, E. K., SCAITXTFACTTTBINa CO.:
Statement 2624
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WATER RATES: ^"8*-

Testimony rdalive to—
Carriers by water should be subject to interstate-commerce law (Ram-

sey) 1981

Commission has decided everything has to yield to water competition
(Cummins) . 2087

If under interstate-commerce law, the law is not enforced (Ramsey). 1981
Should be made subject to interstate-commerce act(l-incoln) 1241

'

WATER ROUTES:
Testimony relative to—

As to compelling them to raise rates (Tuttle) 922
Coast water lines justly ought to be placed within power of Commis-

sion 3237 •

Commission could have no jurisdiction over rates on ocean outside
3-mile limit (Fish) 278

Competition with railroads (Tuttle) 919,921
Give rebates and ship at any rate they can get (Morawetz ) 820
Law should apply to (Davenport) 180
Should be subject to interstate-commerce law (Morawetz) 819
Unless railroads make a rate at Pacific coast terminals that will take

freight from the water it will go by water. (Fifer ) 3336

WAXEZiBAXTSi:, J. J., Macon, Ga.
Testimony of 392

Facte in connection with fruit shipping from Georgia 392

WELCH, JOHN C, Brooklyn, N. Y.
Testimony of 3476

Rate making

—

Should have initial action with men administering the affairs of

transportation companies, but these officials should come before
a commission clothed with power for approval or indorsement
before any change in existing order is operative 3476

WILBERT, DAVID A., of Frank Wilbert & Co., fruit and produce, Pitts-

burg, Pa.

:

Testimony of i 2679
Private car line systems

—

Armour Car Line service satisfactory 2680
Armour cars preferred; will hold five or six tons each 2682
Armour people do not handle berries 2684
Armour people handle butter, eggs, and cheese; they endeavored

to handle apples and potatoes and oniOns in Pittsburg, but have
quit 2684

Car used as sort of insurance 2680
Charges on strawberries per crate 2680,2681
Claims for damages as are made against the railroad, investigated

by Armour 2683
No discriminations, so far as I know... 2683
North Carolina berries; cost of shipment and form of bill 2681
Public benefactors 2680,2682
Railroad gives us the cost of freight and the Armour charges 2681
Schedule of Armour rates can be had from railroad company, and
we know before we enter into deal 268S

Supply and demand regulate price of berries 2680
Tennessee shipment by American Refrigerator Transit Company,

paid me for loss 2682

WILIiCOX, DAVID, president Delaware and Hudson Company:
Testimony of. .-•. 3625

Preferences between localities or classes of traffic prohibited as far as

practicable 3637
Railroads

—

Welfare of those interested depelids on earning power of proper-
ties - 362B

Wide diffusion of interest in railroad property 3G2o

S. Doc. 243, 59-l^vol 4 75
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WILLCOX, DAVID—Continued. ^Bge.

Testimony of—
Rate making

—

Commission has no settled principles as to future rate making 3640
Commission would control prosperity of all localities 3647
Existing rates reasonable 3(i34

No reasons have been suggested for seizure of control of railroad

property by political agencies ^ 3(i28

Past record shows Commission's action in litigated cases has been
almost invariably erroneous 3642

Propaganda for power by Interstate Commerce Commission 3630
Proposed action would be merely a step toward universal political

direction of interstate commerce 3648
Proposed legislation would give Commission full power over all

rates .. '. 3645
Eemedy is to enforce existing laws by prompt resort to the courts
when necessary ^ 3649

Rebates—
Fully prohibited by existing law .... 3629

WISCONSIN:
Testimony relative to—

According to the vote there is a popular demand for railway legisla-

tion (Mitchell) 2215
Business Men's Club of, answering charge of corruption of legislature

by railroads (Carle) 2181
Charge that railroads are corrupting legislature, answered (Carle)... 2178
Complaint of railroads not general (Craig) 2188
Demand for legislation does not come from business men, but has
been worked up by holding up a few shining examples (Mitchell) . 2215

Flour mills flourish under present system (Carl'eton) 2521
Forty-eight railroad corporations in, and but eight paid dividends in

1902 (Carle) 2179,2180,2182
Eacine; no rates complained of there as unjust (Mitchell) 2214

WITHERS, EUGENE, representing Danville, Va.

:

Testimony of 3438
Danville, Va.

—

Discriminations against, by Southern Bailway rates, resulting dis-

astrously to population and business 3438, 3444
Kesolutions passed by general mass meeting 2964
Tax rate by years 3440

Discriminations

—

Affecting tax rate'of Danville 3441
Consolidation of all railroads and absorption by Southern Rail-

way has left Danville without benefits of competition; dis-

criminated against in favor of other towns 3444
Of Southern Railway against Danville, Va 3438
Resulting disastrously for Danville, Va 3440

Letter to E. P. Bacon, criticising testimony of certain witnesses from
Virginia

,
2962

Rate making-
Let Commission fix rate and have it go to court, where it will

stand unless confiscatory 3451

WITNESSES, complete list of 3849

WOODWORTH, E. S., grain shipping business, Minneapolis:
Testimony of., 2360

Rate making

—

Opposed to distance tariff rate T 2361

Present law adequate if fully enforced .i... 2360
Should not be left with Commission 2361'

Rebates

—

Know of none being given 2360

YATES, P. B., Beloit, Wis., manufacturer of machinery:
Testimony of 1217

Interstate Commerce Commission; objections to ihtrusting them with
rate making; delay expensive to shipper........! 1217
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YATES, P. B.—Continued. ^'''ge-

Testimony of—
Eailroada

—

Hear of no complaints of 1218
My shipments are all rail, mostly south and west 1219

Rebates

—

Have no knowledge of 1219
Shippers I come across think as I do 1219

Rates

—

Do not think rates too high 12J8
Rate per mile would narrow sphere of business 121

7

yELLOW PINE LtTMBEB:
Testimony relative to—

Increase in rates (Robinson) ^ 2428

o
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